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" Progression, though slow, being uniform, the reign of George the Second might not

disadvantageoualy be compared for the real happiness of the community with that more

brilliant, but uncertain and oscillatory condition which has ensued (Hallam, Const.

Eistory, ii, -1G4 ). This is the aspect which that period of history wears to the political

philosopher. The historian of moral and religious progress on the other hand, is under

the necessity of depicting the same period as one of decay of religion, licentiousness of

morals, public corruption, profaneness of language — a day of 'rebuke and blasphemy.'

Even those who look with suspicion on the contemporary complaints from the

Jacobite clergy of 'decay of religion' will not hesitate to say that it was an age destitute

of depth or earnestness ; an age whose poetry was without romance, whose philosophy

was without insight, and whose public men were without character; an age of 'light

without love,' whose very merits were of the 'earth earthy.' In their estimate the

followers of Mill and Carlyle will agree with those of Dr. Newman."

"Tendencies of Religious Thought in England, 1688-1750," by the Rev. Mark

Fatteson, B.D., Rector of Lincoln College, Oxford. "Essays and Reviews."



PREFACE. i

This volume contains an account of suits in English and Irish

Courts of Equity, by which chapels and religious charities were

recovered from the control of trustees not holding the Trinitarian

faith of the founders ; of the passing of an Act of Parliament

which, by limiting the time for filing informations so far as

congregational properties and endowments were concerned,

rendered inoperative in other cases the rule which had been

recognized in those suits; and of a secondary suit to determine

the proper objects of a fund, which one of the extinct body of

English Presbyterians had settled in 1704 for the benefit of

Dissenters generally, and which had been previously at the

disposal of Anti-Trinitarians. This litigation and legislation not

only at the time deeply interested the Nonconformist bodies

affected by them, but will be of importance as long as there

remain in England any places of worship or religious charities

not connected with the Establishment; for the decisions were,

Avith the exception of a Scotch case, altogether sui generis,

decided by the House of Lords, the first enunciation of the law on

the subject ; and the doings of the Parliament may furnish a guide

in the attack or defence of other endowments. All property

devoted to the support of religion must necessarily be in the

power of Parliament, and it is well that it should not be forgotten

how that power was exercised in the case of the old Presbyterian

chapels.

The judgments of the courts are scattered through several

volumes, some of which are to be found only in public libraries,

or are best reported in pamphlets or ephemeral publications not to

be met with even there. Two of the suits, and those not the

least important ones, did not come to a hearing ; the particulars

of the one have been obtained from the pleadings and evidence,

but only slight ex parte notices have been obtained of the other.

A full account of what took place in both Houses with

reference to the Act, with copies of the chief documents relating

to it, was published at the time by the party which it rendered
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triumphant, but books of that kind soon perish, and while extant

are rarely to be seen out of the circle for which they are written.

It has therefore been determined to publish a condensed account

of the cases and debates, that aftertimes may possess in a single

volume the means of judging of the contest, and the manner in

which it was brought to a close.

There is a peculiar fitness in this publication at the present

time. The English Unitarians are fast discarding all that is

supernatural in religion, even the mission and resurrection of

Christ ; and as the doctrines now heard from their pulpits are not

such as were preached from them twenty years ago, it may be

considered that the act of 1844 has ceased to preserve the old

meeting-houses from informations claiming them for Trinitarian

worship. Nor are the lessons taught by the first half of the

eighteenth century without instruction for the Independents of

the present day, for there are among them in some quarters

symptoms of a departure from the old Calvinistic faith, which,

in all KefQrmed communions, has ever proved the first step to an

abandonment of all Evangelical doctrines, for with such Armi-

nianisinhas proved only a resting place on the road to Socinianism.

But unwarranted suspicions of unsoundness in George the

Second's time drove many a minister from the fellowship of the

orthodox, and many a chapel has been recovered by bearing with

an old minister's shortcomings.

The subjects we have to treat of naturally range themselves

in four divisions. 1. Two English cases between Independents

and Sociuians : A.G. v. Pearson relating to the Wolverhampton
chapel, and A.G. v. Shore relating to the Hewley charity. 2. Four

Irish cases between the orthodox and heterodox Presbyterians :

Dill v. Watson relating to the Clough Chapel, Anderson
v. Watson relating to the Killinchy Chapel, A.G. v. Druinmond
relating to the Dublin General Fund, and A.G. v. Hutton relating

to Eustace Street Chapel Dublin, with a notice of the suit relating

to Strand Street Chapel Dublin. 3. The proceedings connected

with the passing of the Act. 4. The suit A.G. v. Wilson between
Independents in behalf of themselves and the Baptists, as the

English denominations of Lady Hewley's times, against Scotch

Presbyterians, then Kirkmen and Seceders, now the Presby-

teriaD Church in England, and the United Presbyterian Church.

The first second and third divisions are all preceded by an

historical introduction, giving an account of Presbyterianism



(English, Irish, or Scotch, according to the subject) sufficient

to enable the reader to understand the suits, and are followed

by remarks on the judgments or their results. The third division

commences with a statement of the law as it stood before the

Act, and closes with observations on the doings in Parliament,

and an explanation of the course which it is submitted ought to

have been pursued in respect to the old meeting-houses.

It is trusted that the order adopted will facilitate the perusal

of the volume, and still more reference to it, but as there are no

chapters, chapter headings, running titles or marginal titles, a

full table of contents, having the leading subjects indicated by-

capitals, and a minute index of subjects, as well as names, have

been given ; but names occurring only in lists, unless otherwise

noticed, will not be found in the Index.

There is a very long Appendix, containing quotations not

known in time for their appearance in the text, or best placed by

themselves, because relied on in answer to both classes of

opponents ; copies of documents which it is necessary to give,

but which would have broken in upon an argument or narrative

;

and lists of ministers in the early part of the last century, com-

prising the chief actors in the times with which we have to do.

In the suits comprised in the first and second divisions, the

chief points in the contest were the doctrinal opinions of the English

and Irish Presbyterians between 1688 and 1720; the plaintiffs or

relators asserting, and the defendants denying, that they con-

sidered Trinitarianism an essential tenet of Christianity. In Dill

v. Watson, Anderson v. Watson, and A.G. v. Wilson, the system

of Church government and discipline practised by the same

parties also came into dispute. The Independents and the

English Socinians held that the English Presbyterians after the

Revolution had no one characteristic of real Presbyterians,

but were congregational, though they did not adopt the

system of the Independents. The Irish Arians contended that

the Presbyterians of the North of Ireland were only nominally

subject to local presbyteries, and were independent of all

interference by any synodical assembly, their assertions being

descriptive of a real, though disguised, Congregationalism

The Scotchmen contended that the English Presbyterians, from

their first existence until after the year 1719 or 1720, were strict

and regular Presbyterians of the Scotch model ; and the orthodox

Presbyterians of Ireland, that the Synod of Ulster had all along
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been such, and that this was proved by its synodical acts, or as

we should call them resolutions.

The Independents had thus the singular fortune that their

allegations as to the English Presbyterians were corroborated by

their opponents in both particulars of doctrine and church govern-

ment, one party agreeing with one half of their statement, and the

other party agreeing with the other half of it. The Independents

were themselves the subjects of contradictory charges, the Soci-

nians under the mistaken notion of their being subscribers, (i.e.,

subscriptionists), reproaching them with imposing on all whom
they admitted to their fellowship the dogmas of a past age ; and

the true Presbyterians, because the Independents were not

subscriptionists, asserting that they had no fixed belief, but

received as members of their body persons of all opinions

indifferently. Such mutually destructive claims, and such contra-

dictory accusations against the same parties must, it is thought,

when brought together in one volume, refute and neutralize each

other.

A third point will be found underlying the arguments in all

the suits though, in law phrase, it was not one of the issues

raised. The Socinians and the Scotch Presbyterians agreed that

a denomination, by the non-use of creeds (non-subscription as it

was called) showed indifference to the doctrines which it professed.

The Independents agreed with the Socinians in being themselves

a non-subscribing body, and in asserting that the English Presby-

terians were so also; but the reason for their objecting to the

use of any formula was their anxiety to preserve their faith in

purity and energy.

These questions were certainly alien to those which usually

demand the attention of the Judges, but the manner in which they

were discussed in all the Courts except the highest, may convince
every reader of the perfect competency of our tribunals to decide

any suit relating to adherence or non-adherence either to a

theological standard or to a traditionary system of doctrine.

This is a matter of great importance to Nonconformists, as

notwithstanding any forum of their own which they' may
set up, all disputes as to doctrine arising among them may,
as affecting property or the duties of trustees, come to be decided
in Westminster Hall. Nor is there any hardship in this, for

difficulties in the Establishment are brought before Courts, the
•Judges of which are laymen, although, with the exception of the
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Court of Appeal, they are called Spiritual Courts. In all these

cases alike it is better to have questions as to the doctrines of

individuals decided by men whose lives have been devoted to

judicial enquiries, rather than by the soundest and clearest divines
;

for in none of these cases is theological truth the object aimed

at, but the Judges decide in conformity with some standard of

orthodoxy by which the parties are bound, ascertaining agree-

ment or disagreement with that as a matter of fact only.

The proceedings in the House of Lords sitting as the Final

Court of Appeal, on the contrary, read like a cai-icature of English

justice. Although the questions put to the Judges embraced all the

points in the case, the law lords did not .bestow one word on the

merits, and they did not even decide all the points as to evidence,

or rather as to construction, which the Judges disagreed on after*

having three years to consider them. If the appeal had been to

the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, they would have

decided all doubts presented to them, so as to guide the inferior

courts in disposing of, and counsel in advising upon, the many
causes which were stated to be awaiting the issue of that relating

to the Hewley charity. It would have disgusted a stranger with

English methods ofprocedure to see reserved for the final appeal the

objection to almost all the evidence in the cause, after in the Courts

below it had been relied on as the foundation of the decree; but

most of all woidd he have wondered to see the rules of

construction and evidence discussed by nearly all the Common
Law Judges, as if they were observed for their own sakes

only, as a transcendental method of reasoning to be carried

on for its own inherent worthiness, without reference to

f * It was decided that persons peculiarly conversant with ecclesiastical history

should not give the courts the benefit of their knowledge, on the ground that the

Judges must be supposed to have that knowledge already, or to be able to acquire it at

pleasure. The consequence is that they must either glean their information of that

description from the culled and perhaps garbled quotations with which counsel are

crammed for the occasion, or from their private reading, which, on subjects new to

them, will be most likely equally one-sided and subject to accident or misdirection. It

would be much better tp obtain the evidence of men having devoted themselves to that

particular branch of learning, who would know that misrepresentation or concealment

would destroy their reputation as authorities in their own peculiar provinces of know-

ledge. Experts as to handwriting are allowed, though they give only their own opinions,

in cross-examination at any rate, as they would refer to books or documents which

might be referred to in contradiction of their evidence if wrong. Professor Campbell

detailed the volumes which he had mastered in respect to the subject, as if to frighten

the Court into deference to his opinions, under the penalty of reading all that he had

vend.



the discovery of truth or the securing justice, and as if words, not

the notions conveyed by them, were the realities of lawyers. Mr
Justice Coleridge alone declared that old rules, when applied to

matters to which they were inapplicable, must be expanded and.

modified until they subserved the purposes of ascertaining the

facts to be discovered, and the rights to be enforced.

When we come to what was done in the legislature,* we make

the appalling discovery that law lords, as law makers, not only

shake off the technicalities of their courts, but the notions of right

and conscience which they know they must observe there. Those

who supported the bill carried the vote of their House by asser-

tions and reasonings which they had themselves rejected and

exposed as false and fallacious. The Chancellor misrepresented

the decision in the Hewley case, forgetting the point of it, and

grossly exaggerating details which he entered into. He even

insinuated a doubt of its correctness, even when he had himself

confirmed it, and joined in a second confirmation of it, and had

volunteered the remark that he saw little difficulty in it. Although

the Vice-Chancellor, Lord Lyndhurst, Lord Brougham, Lord Cot-

tenham, seven English Common Law Judges, the Chancellor of

Ireland, and three Judges of the Irish Exchequer, (who were con-

versant with Equity as well as Common Law, as was also Mr Baron

Alderson of the English Exchequer), had all agreed on the law

laid down, and although Mr Justice Maule, who stood alone in

opposing it, rested his dissent upon the narrowest rule of construc-

tion, such as in common life would never have been followed or

endured, Sir William Follett had the effrontery to assert that all

the lawyers (meaning no doubt the law lords) supported the bill,

not because they felt that a period of limitation was proper,

but because they thought that the decision in the Hewley case

was wrong. These statements of the Chancellor and Attorney-

General seem to evince a consciousness that if the judgment was

right, the Bill was not justified by principle. The Premier

supported it only by assertions which were the exact opposite of

the facts, not only as to the opinions of the builders of the old

chapels, but even as to the nature of the recent suits. ' Every

stage of the Bill in each House was equally signalized by some

new trick or deception on the part of its noble, right honourable,

" The reader is particularly requested to observe that all the remarks on parliamen-

tary matters are founded on the volume of the debates already mentioned, which was

published by the Socinian party in commemoration of its triumph.
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or honourable supporters, and by some disaster or mismanage-

ment on the part of its opponents, who seem to have acted

throughout without any plan or mutual understanding. It was

read a second time in the Lords without opposition, and the single

division upon it there, before it Was sent down to the lower House,

showed a minority of nine, and yet the rule which it laid down so

plainly admitted the iniquity which it worked, that the House of

Commons agreed to the second reading only on condition of the

government proposing in committee a more decent method of

accomplishing the end proposed*

That all parties might be left without excuse, the Chancellor

had promised the Moderator of the Synod of Ulster that the whole

subject should be investigated by a select committee of the Lords,

and he seems to have suggested that course after bringing in

the Bill, but to have immediately abandoned it, evidently because

it was certain to be fatal to the scheme, and he managed instead

that there should be a committee, authorized only to consider

whether the measure should extend to Ireland. Sir Eobert Peel

knew that while such a committee should have considered the

general question, yet that enquiry into each single case by a com-

mission was also necessary, for he had himself previously urged

the adoption of that course with regard to Ireland. Instead

of acting on the principles Which they had thus recognized,

these heads of the government and of the law intimated they would

fain, if they dared, have made the Bill apply to cases in which

Trinitarian doctrines had been most carefully and clearly pre-

scribed by the trust deeds. They no doubt saw that to restrict

it to a particular class of foundations was virtually to admit that

it was not founded on principle, but brought in only to serve

a turn. Most persons will consider that this disregard of

founders' intentions evinced by the authors of the Bill, deprives

their opinions with respect to it of all authority.

The period of limitation was determined for the same reason,

and it is in most disgraceful contrast with that which applies tu

property of the Establishment, while reason would have enjoined

the inverse treatment of the two cases. But any limitation would

have been a mockery of all right until a cheap and speedy method

of procedure in such matters had been established by Parliament,

and had been in operation for the selected period of tweuty-fivc

years.

The hypocrisy and insult of speaking of the Bill as not intended

b



to affect Presbyterian chapels alone, and as a benefit to any other

Dissenters than the Socinians, was utterly inconsistent with all

the reasons by which it was supported, which were all founded

on the vagueness which it was asserted (altogether wrongly)

characterised the trust deeds of the Presbyterians as distin-

guished from those of other denominations.

The pretext for all this wrong was the scandal and uncertainty

of the litigation which had taken place; but the litigation had

done away with all uncertainty, and the only scandal was that

which attached to the Bill, and its reception by the Parliament,

as was shown by most of the speeches in its favour.

The best commentary on the act is afforded by the following

cases. It has secured £100 a year of the Dublin Fund to promote

not Arianism but Socinianism, in Strand Street Chapel, Dublin,

which yearly sum Sir Edward Sugden had excepted from the rest

of the General Fund, to be dealt with in the suit respecting that

chapel, which had then been instituted, and was stopped by the

act. The rest of that fund was secured to Trinitarians, among

other evidence, by the following extract from the address or pro-

spectus upon which it was founded.

" All possible precaution will be used to secure the application

of the fund to the uses for which it is designed, the remote

.suspicion or a bare possibility of this fund falling into other

hands, or being misapplied, should not discom-age any pious

donors, and the wisest of men has cautioned us against delaying

our present duty from a bare suspicion about future events by
telling us that ' he that observeth the winds shall never sow, and

he that regardeth the clouds shall not reap/ If what is thus

barely possible should ever happen after the best precautions

used, it will not lessen the present acceptance or future reward of

the pious donors. Do not be apprehensive of this fund being

perverted ftom its pui'pose, for we will use all human means to

keep the funds in the right channel. A trust must be reposed

somewhere, in all charitable gifts, and no donor can easily propose

greater security for the honesty and fidelity of the trustees than

what this scheme affords." There can be no mistake in seeing in

Socinianism, the worst of all the evils which these founders, the

men who prosecuted Emlyn, gould have feared as possible to

befall the fund which they created.

Mr Lowton, of the Eustace Street congregation, left his

property to maintain "a gospel minister of the Presbyterian
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persuasion to preach the Gospel to the Presbyterian congre-

gation, whereof he was a member, and to instruct them anil

their successors for ever in the true principles of the Christian

religion, and he implored his trustees to discharge their trust as

became Christians and lovers of Christ and his church." Similar

expressions were, in the Hewley case, held sufficient to denote

Puritan opinions, but Lord St. Leonards felt himself compelled to

decide that the act rendered such expressions of no avail in

construing gifts after it came into operation. Both these cases,

if the act had not been drawn with special reference to the Dublin

chapel cases, would have been left to be dealt with in suits already

instituted.

Surely it is not illiberal to speculate as to the notions of

honour and honesty entertained by trustees who can apply

any part of the General Fund, or of Lowton's endowments, to

the support of Anti-Trinitarian doctrines, or could first defend

suits instituted by men of the founders' opinions/ to secure the

application of their gifts according to their intentions ; and

when defeated in those suits, deceive the government and the

Parliament into the belief that the Dublin chapels and their

endowments were being perverted by legal technicalities from the

purposes to which they were originally devoted. Yet the hardship

of depriving Unitarians of these two chapels, and the charities

and endowments connected with them, was the argument which

told upon both Houses, and the facts are so misunderstood in

England that, to this day, there may be found there the traces of

the notion that the general cause was injured by the claim made
to the Eustace Street and Strand Street chapels.

The reader may expect to know whether any new document,

fact, or argument, is brought forward in this volume. This is not

pretended, but some matters are urged which, though set in their

proper light by previous publications, especially those of Mr
Joshua Wilson, were not fully stated to the Courts or to Parlia-

ment.

First of all should be mentioned the associations of Presby-

terians and Independents which were formed throughout

England in 1G91 or 1692, in imitation of the London Union, and

remained in full operation until dissolved on the prevalence of

Arianism among the Presbyterians, that is, long after the death

of Lady Hewley, and the close of the chapel-building period.

Yet down to Mr Gladstone's speech and the answers on the A.G.



v. Wilson, the dissolution in 1695 of the London Union, which

was owing to a local quarrel, was on all occasions insisted on by

the opponents of the Independents as showing the irreconcileable

difference between the two denominations, while the permanence

of the country associations was altogether passed over, no doubt

in utter ignorance of their ever having existed.

In no other book is there to be found so complete an account

of the facts connected with the Salters' Hall Assembly. Mr
Gladstone and the defendants in both the suits connected with the

Hewley charity gave most erroneous and contradictory accounts

of the vote of the ministers who met there.

In no other publication is there brought together the pith of the

various authoritative statements put forth by the parties whose

opinions are here controverted, viz., the answers in all the suits; the

case on the appeal as to the Hewley charity ; the signed reasons

for the same appeal, and for the one as to the Dublin General

Fund ; the Historical Proofs and Illustrations ; the memorial which

induced Sir Robert Peel's government to endow the heterodox

parties in England and Ireland with Trinitarian foundations;

the petitions in which the various parties stated their claims to

Parliament; and the protest of Bishop Phillpotts, which appro-

priately closes the series.

The exact words of all the parties whom this volume opposes

are given so fully and fairly, that it is very likely persons agreeing

with them will say that the method here adopted is suicidal, and
that the opponents' cases have been given but not answered.*

That risk is willingly encountered in consideration of the advan-

tages secured by letting Trinitarian and Congregational readers

see for themselves the most that their antagonists could (not

prove but) say in support of their claims. The remarks of the

Judges, other than Mr Justice Maule, which are all on the side

advocated here of the various questions which arose, the quota-

tions given (chiefly from Mr Joshua Wilson's treatise), and the

documents printed in the Appendix supply all deficiencies in the

The small type in the text is reserved for pleadings, the acts of the Synod, and
quotations made by the party for the time opposed except that at pp. 43-44, extracts cited

in the Proofs are employed for the author's purposes. Other quotations by the .author are

in large type in the text, or are to be found in the notes. The reader bearing these direc-

tions in mind can, on opening a page, tell on which side a book is quoted. Another
rule has been observed : a series of extracts have no other quotation in like type

between them, though they may be interrupted by comments in large type ; so that

by turning over the leaves they may be read continuously.



author's arguments. It is not known that any writer on the
Trinitarian side, unless it may be in a newspaper or magazine,
has published in England any detailed remarks on the kindred
stratagems of reserving in the A.G. v. Shore the objections to the
evidence till the final appeal, and of insisting in the A.G. v.

Drummond at the same stage for the first time, on the original

illegality of the General Fund;* or on the deceptions by which Sir

Robert Peel's government blinded the members of both Houses
as to the subject on which they were legislating, and the effect of

their votes, or on the absurd and iniquitous provisions of the act

:

particularly the clause (altogether without precedent in a Bill

relating to property) defeating pending suits ; or on the still

greater irregularity of a Judge deferring judgment to allow an
appeal to the legislature from the unanimous decision of all the

Chancellors and ex-Chancellors, and the House of Lords.

Nor, except in Mr Simons's Reports and the newspapers, has
any account been printed of the A.G. v. Wilson, which raised the

question whether the English Presbyterians after the Revolution

maintained a really Presbyterian form of church government and
method of discipline. The same contest was carried on in the

Master's Office in the A.G. v. Shore by affidavits, published as

mentioned at p. 578, but they were superseded by the answers in

the subsequent suit, and the examinations of six carefully selected

witnesses. The Vice-Chancellor decided only that the Presby-

terian defendants in that suit belonged to Scotch denominations

Avhich were not entitled to receive any benefit from the charity,

as it was founded for the support of English Dissenters ; and Lord
Cottenham avoided deciding any point by compelling a com-
promise of the suit. The question will probably never receive a

judicial solution, and this gives additional importance and interest

to the case made out by the Scotchmen in this suit, when thev

were fighting for a great booty, with a certainty of having their

costs paid. Their answers alleged that English Presbyterianism

was identical with Scotch Presbyterianism, but their evidence

consisted only of the assertions of the witnesses, unsupported by
fact or authority, and quotations from Independent writers, which

* "When the opinion of Lord Elclon on the Wolverhampton case first showed the
Socinians their situation, their outcry was the Independents were resting their pro-

ceedings on persecuting statutes ; but the Socinians and Arians, when they found them-
selves losing by the mouth of their counsel, (he was Attorney-General), or by their

printed reasons of appeal, set up the right of the Crown to dispose of the Hewhy
charity and the General Fund, thus putting all the endowments in jeopardy.
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proved nothing more than that the parties who brought them

forward must have been in sad need of arguments.

The case of Craigdallie v. Aikinan, which was the first

case which established that a chapel must not be used for the

support of any other principles than those of the founders, is now

first rendered intelligible, not as to the points decided, but as to

the position of Mr Jervis's party, who really maintained the

opinion of the old Burghers, though by a false step in the Synod

they had estopped themselves from excepting (as they otherwise

might have done) to the preamble authorized by its vote, and

from ousting those who adhered to it. Thus the question, whether

the New Light or the Old Light Burghers were entitled to the

chapels, was not settled by that suit, as was intended. This

explanation is given through the kindness of Mr Wilson, solicitor

of Perth, who kindly lent the memorial for Mr Aikman's party,

and supplied the key to the difficulty of the case, in the circum-

stance that Mr Jervis's party in the congregation had, for some

party purpose, proposed or supported in the Synod a preamble (or

authoritative interpretation of part of their confession) to the

same effect as the one which, when carried, they with reason

represented to be subversive of this standard in the particular point

it related to. Having done this it was not for them to say that

persons approving the Synod's preamble lost by doing so all right to

the chapel. But in truth both preambles resembled that Eussian

Ukase which explained a previous one by directing that it should

be read with the addition of the word "not" in every sentence

containing any direction. The judgment forbidding a Presby-

terian chapel to break off from its Synod and become an Inde-

pendent one, has this collateral effect, it establishes, by parity of

reasoning, the converse proposition that a chapel once governed

by its own congregation only, cannot legally be subjected to a

Presbytery.

The Author is anxious to escape the charge of presumption in

undertaking a task of such difficulty and delicacy, and he trusts

that a statement of the manner in which he was led step by step

to encounter it, will induce a candid, and even kind reception of

what he has written. His father was the chief adviser of Mr
Benjamin Mander in his suit for recovery of the "Wolverhampton
chapel, and moreover published a pamphlet in defence of himself

and several ministers in his neighbourhood who encouraged
that gentleman's proceedings

; yet his Autobiography was silent
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on the subject, (though, beyond all doubt, from inadvertence only),

and that pamphlet was omitted from his Collected Works because

no object could be answered by its being reprinted. The present

writer felt it therefore requisite to add to the Autobiography a note

of sixteen pages, in which he gave particulars of the course of liti-

gation in which Mr Mander was involved, and alluded to the suit

as to the Hewley charity, as instituted in imitation of his courage

aud public spirit, and with all the advantages afforded by the prece-

dent which he established. The Author's interest in the subject

being thus shown, he received from one friend a collection of publi-

cations connected with the Hewley case, which he was enabled to

complete by the kindness of another.
.
Supplied with this addi-

tional information, when he had formed the plan of publish-

ing his father's Autobiography with his own notes or additions

to it, increased in the length of the remarks and the number of

topics noticed, he determined to include in the same volume, as a

separate tract, a short account of the litigation for the English

Presbyterian chapels and endowments, and an examination

more in detail of the main position of the Historical Proofs

and Illustrations, that there were no doctrines in Christia-

nity which the English Presbyterians considered as essential

to it. With a view to the execution of his purpose, he

applied to Mr George Hadfield, member of Parliament for

his native town of Sheffield, the chief originator of the

Hewley charity suit, for papers and information respecting it.

Mr Hadfield replied that the application arrived at a singularly

opportune time, for he had lately expressed his desire that the

history of the case should be written, and could think of no one

to whom to propose the labour but the individual who thus offered

to engage in it, and he promised all help in the matter, a

promise which he has faithfully performed. This answer from

Mr Hadfield, who had " risked a large fortune and spent a small

one in the cause," coupled with an offer to share the expense of

publishing a volmne so certain not to find many purchasers, was

not to be resisted. What had been written was then recast, so

as to embrace the whole subject, as was necessary in a work

which was to be invested with somewhat of authority, as the

party's record of the whole contest. At first it was thought it would

be sufficient to prepare a report of the English cases fitted for the

non-legal public, with such explanations as were necessary for

ordinary readers to judge of them, and remarks exposing the
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nature and effects of the act. But the Irish suits were put

forward in Parliament as the chief reasons for passing the

act; and the Irish Judges entered much more fully into the

general question than their brethren on the English Bench had

done, and the Author, though against his friend's opinion, deter-

mined to make his work complete by relating the defensive and

offensive warfare in the same cause waged by the orthodox

Presbyterians of the sister island. That part of the work being-

done, it became imperative to show that no valid reasons were

adduced in Parliament for arresting the courts in the restoration

of property devoted to the support of the Trinitarian faith,

as otherwise it Would have been easy to destroy the effect of all

that had been written by stating that the real merits of the ques-

tion were first brought out in Parliament, which felt compelled to

set aside the narrow and technical reasonings and rulings of the

Courts. For the majority in the Commons, after a oue-sided debate

was so overwhelming as to crush all attempts to rectify the Bill in

Committee, except in the one particular in which even the ministry

were anxious to change it ; and the far abler support which

the cause of orthodoxy received in the House of Lords was

so utterly ineffective, that when the Bill was sent down to

the Lower House only nine peers had voted against it. These

circumstances are prima facie so conclusive in favour of the Bill,

that not to show the hollow and fallacious nature of all the

arguments for it, and the tricks and accidents by aid of which it was

passed, would have been to let judgment go by default. This

rendered necessary a detailed account of all that was done in

Parliament ; long extracts from the speeches of the ministers, with

answers to them ; a statement of the law as it previously stood,

and the reasons for it; and remarks on the false pretences on

which the act was passed, and on the effect of its provisions. It

further seemed requisite to show the manner in which the subject

ought to have been dealt with. It is not to be supposed that

credit is taken for the scheme suggested, as the basis of it will be

found in the promises or suggestions of Lord Lyndhurst and Sir

Robert Peel, and the notices of amendments given on behalf of the

Synod of Ulster. When this also had been accomplished, it was

thought that the history of the struggle which the Independents

had to sustain, and of one main branch of the controversy, would

be incomplete, if the suit with the Scotch Presbyterians were not

told at sufficient, though not at equal length.
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The result has been a volume so large as to forfeit all chance
of being read, except by persons specially desiring full informa-

tion on the subject. Yet every method of condensation short of

reducing what had been written to a mere string of quotations,

has been adopted. To have further abridged the remarks of the

Judges and the speeches in Parliament, would have destroyed the

effect of quoting from them at all. The original matter will be found
not to exceed a third of the whole volume ; and speeches or docu-
ments delivered or written on the side of the controversy espoused
in these pages have not been cited at greater length than 18
pages (ool to 337, and 785 to 795), notwithstanding the

length to which the arguments of contemporary opponents have
been copied.

The original plan, and the request under which it was modi-
fied, equally led the Author to dwell on the controversy, chiefly as

it affected matters in England ; but as the paramount question

was settled in the English suits, the account of them, and remarks
introductory and explanatory of it, must in any case have formed
the staple of the book, while as to the Irish branch of the subject,

it was not necessary to do more than defend the orthodoxy of the

founders of the Presbytery of Antrim equally against their own
spiritual descendants, as against those of the men who expelled

them from the Synod, to set out the acts of the Synod in refer-

ence to doctrines, and give a short historical sketch of a state of

things so different from that which prevails either in Eno-land or

Scotland. This done, the case of 'the orthodox party seems

placed above all cavil, for the title of their antagonists being dis-

proved, their own right arose as a consequence. On the contrary,

it lay upon the Independents, in order to their success, to prove

that the English Presbyterians, though calling themselves by a

different name, were identical with Congregationalists, so far ;is

regards the only point important in the present enquiry, the

autonomy of their congregations.

The Author has further to say in excuse for his venturing to

grapple with a subject which demanded greater acquirements and

facilities, theological and legal, than a country attorney can

pretend to, that he has come forward (now that abler men have

failed in their duty), only to prevent this chapter of ecclesiastical

history from remaining altogether unwritten on the side which he

considers that of truth and justice. He had the advantage ofhaving
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watched the litigation as to the Hewley charity from its com-

mencement, without having been actually engaged in it. When
the information was filed he lived in London in habits of intimacy

with Mr Wilson, the relator, and Mr Joshua Wilson, and Mr
Blower, the solicitor, and his son, then in his father's office. He
heard the appeal to Lord Brougham as to the exceptions to the

first answer, and after he had left London he was careful to keep

himself informed of the course which matters were taking from

time to time. The first affair connected with the law which he

recollects was the race to Stafford between Mr Mander and Mr
Pearson, as described by his father, and this gave him an

interest in the old chapels which he never lost. It was

strengthened by the remembrance ever warmly cherished in his

father's congregation that they represented the old Presbyterians,

their predecessors having, in 1 746, seceded from the Old Meeting

in consequence of the choice of an Ai'ian as successor to Daniel

Mattocks, whose evangelical opinions were well known. The

Author's other places of residence all conspired to carry back his

thoughts to the old state of things. During some months spent

at Blandford he attended one of the old meetings which had

become semi-Arian and recovered its orthodoxy during the

pastorate of Mr Field, whom he heard preach there, and who was

the immediate successor of his father-in-law, Malachi Blake,

settled in 1716, whose name occurs in Dr. Evans's list, so that his

pastorate and Mr Field's connected the end of George the Third's

reign with the commencement of the Hanoverian dynasty. The
Author afterwards lived in Stourbridge, where he looked from

the Independent chapel across the street to the Presbyterian one,

the minister of which was a high Arian ; in Stafford where the

old meeting- house was shut up ; near St. Alban's, where he heard

the Socinian possession of Matthew Clarke's chapel particularly

lamented ; at Shrewsbury where the chapel front bore the

protest of the majority of the old Presbyterian congregation,

overborne in the choice of a minister by Arian trustees ; and in

London, where he attended Daniel Burgess's and Thomas Brad-

bury's chapel in New Court, the history of which explained the usual

manner of a Presbyterian congregation becoming an Independent

one. He acknowledges, therefore, his strong feeling on the subject,

but he ti'usts that it has not betrayed him into any expressions

to which exception can reasonably be taken. Bather than incur this

charge he has chosen to run the risk that persons of his own views
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against fairness or charity, he regrets it most sincerely, and the

more that he will have no opportunity of correcting the fault.

Very free remarks are made on men in high place : if just they

defend themselves ; for if those influential men did wrong, against

whom was the wrong done ? Two imputations of discourtesy

he will anticipate, and defend himself against. He cannot allow

that he had any option in using the word Socinian, (Arian seems
not to be resented), for in the appeal case the appellants adopted

the term themselves. Some of the defendants, and of the wit-

nesses in the A.Gr. v. Shore, disowned the name Unitarian, and it

is not sufficiently specific for the purposes of a disquisition such as

this. Presbyterian conveys so wrong a notion that the use of

it at least approximates to an offence against truth. Besides

Mr Howe's remarks on the use of the word Socinian should

protect all other persons from reprehension for employing it.

Two other terms used here are Orthodox, to include all those who
hold opinions which may be described as the common faith of

Christendom,* and Heterodox , to designate the very small number
of those who differ from those opinions, and aver that there are

no doctrines essential to Christianity and distinctive of it.

Heterodoxy, as meaning simply the other opinion, has also long

been adopted by some at least of the persons to whom it has been

applied. These words save from a long periphrasis, and there

seem little assumption, and no intolerance, in them, but still they

would have been avoided if harmless synonymes existed for them.

Several defects require acknowledgment. The scattered

notices of the church government of the English presbyterians

should have formed part of the description of them given at the

outset; they will for the most part be found where they best

support the side of the doctrinal question which is the main subject

of the enquiry. The volume in a great degree consists of answers

(section by section, or paragraph by paragraph,) to authoritative

statements in behalf of the two parties whose claims are con-

tested, and to the speeches by which the government persuaded

the parliament to pass the act. The facts and reasonings here

adduced are thus presented in a disjointed and fragmentary state,

with frequent repetitions, and the accounts of several matters

* These differences are not as to the nature of the Godhead and original sin. bu1

as to the nature of sin in general, so that they pervade all ideas as to the relations

between the Deity and the human race.

C *
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are to be found part in one place and part in another ; but on the

whole this seemed the most satisfactory method of dealing with

the opponents, and the heterodoxy and Presbyterianism of the

body cannot have been disproved without showing them to be

Calvinistical in their doctrines and congregational in their polity.

The case of Craigdallie v. Aikman should have been stated in

the text, as an introduction to the litigation detailed here.

Extracts are given from the pleadings in the Hewley case to a

length which may seem needless, but very few sentences, if any,

could have been omitted without danger of misconstruction.

It would have been much better in the Killinchy case to have

given the extracts from the answer set out in the Appendix,

instead of deducing from the evidence the points apparently

intended to be made ; for the method adopted in the Clough case,

which came to a hearing, was not applicable in reference to a suit

which was stopped by the defendants' submission. Greater

prominence was given to the line of argument indicated by the

papers in the last mentioned case, because though not irrelevant,

it was not noticed by the judges, and scarcely by the counsel.

The long extracts from the debates were rendered necessary

by the contradictoiy arguments by which the bill was supported.

The abridgment of Dr. Evans's MS. may require to be studied,

but it gives more information than the extracts from it to be

found elsewhere. The chief defect is the omission, for printer's

reasons, of £ or /. as to payments from the fund.

The analysis of the beneficiaries in 1 830 of the Hewley charity

was disjoined from the list only from necessity.

Through oversight the extracts from the MS. of the Anony-
mous from Northampton, as to the Salters' Hall Assembly, have

been confined to the sentences at p. 709.

Grateful acknowledgment must be made of the great assist-

ance derived from Dr. Daniel Williams's library
;
particularly for

the MSS. of the lists compiled by Dr. Evans, and of the classifi-

cation of the London ministers by an anonymous Independent

from Northampton. The rules for the use of the Library are as

liberal as they can be, consistently with due care of the books.

The same facilities which had been afforded to the Author of the

Historical Proofs and Illustrations was allowed for the remarks

here found in answer to them, and his pencil marks guided to

the passages transcribed for him from Bury's Sermons and

Bennet's Irenicum. The kindness and assistance of the Libra-
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nan, the Rev. Thomas Hunter, can never be forgotten. The
Author is indebted for the list of the Presbyterian Board, in 1 72 7,

to the Rev. Dr. Sadler, of Hanipstead, and the greater regret is

felt that the reference to his chapel has been printed as if it had

been in the hands of the Scotch, thus, in modern phrase, ignoring

him. The Author's uncle, the Rev. Thomas James, so well

known as successively of Woolwich and the Colonial Missionary

Society, allowed the opportunity of extracting particulars respect-

ing the formation of the Congregational Board. The warmest thanks

are due to Adam John Macrory, Esq., of Duucairn, near Belfast,

solicitor to the Synod of Ulster, for the use of pamphlets and

briefs, and still more for numerous letters written in spite of the

large demands on his time ; without his help the part of this

volume relating to Ireland would have been a very meagre affair.

He was also so good as to read the sheets containing the account

of Irish matters, and to allow it to be stated that he considered

them fair and impartial ; a testimony which was the more highly

valued, as great pains had been taken to state truly and fully the

ai'guments of the Arian party because they were gathered from

the evidence. It was determined afterwards to add numbers

12 and 13 of the Appendix.

Mr Hadfield's MSS. collections as to Lady Hewley, her

property and her charity, supplied all the materials for the

remarks with which the suit with the Socinians is introduced,

and the statements as to the arrangement made with the

Scotchmen, and this seems a fitting place to mention that he has

deposited a complete series of all papers connected with both

suits in the Library of the Independent College at Manchester.

Messrs. Vizard and Anstice, of Lincoln's-Inn-Fields, have lent

papers which greatly assisted in the account of A.G. v. Shore, and

A.G. v. Wilson. Messrs. White and Son, of Bedford Row, were

also so kind as to supply briefs connected with the last stages

of the A.G. v. Pearson. Application as to every suit has been

made to head quarters.

A circular requesting information as to the provisions of chape]

trust deeds, and historical notices of congregations, was sent to tin?

ministers of all churches in existence before 1750, and the

returns showed the correctness of the statements here made as

to the trust deeds of Presbyterian and Independent chapels.

Other ministers have given assistance of various kinds, for great

efforts have been made to secure full and accurate information on
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all. To name them would be very pleasant to the Author,

except that he fears he should forget some, and this fear prevents

his acknowledging any obligations of this nature, except that he

must not pass over the Rev. Dr. Hoppus, and the Rev. Robert

Ashton, of London, and the Rev. Richard Slate, of Preston.

Yet with all this assistance the number of errata is out of all

proportion to the size of the work, especially in the spelling of

names, and is confessed to be occasioned by the bad copy supplied

to the printers. Authors generally, no doubt, write better

than formerly, and may have spoiled printers ; for it used to be

said that compositors could decipher any scrawl, but this is not true

now ; at least those to be found in country printing offices have

not the art. An author may be the worst corrector of the press
;

if to the last revision, instead of being satisfied with what he

has written, he thinks of improving both ideas and language,

repetitions, omissions, and mistakes will escape him; for when

the sentence in the mind is satisfactory, the eye is likely to see

the words intended in any others at all resembling them. Perhaps

the additions will provoke more than the corrections, but when a

book is two years in the press, new facts and illustrations must

present themselves, and a man must be strangely indifferent

to his work to omit them.

What has been done, with all its imperfections, is offered to

the Author's denomination, with regret that it is not more
worthy, but still with the hope that the labour bestowed on it

has not been altogether in vain ; and perhaps the fact that he

could not do what he has accomplished without permanent
detriment to his health, may ensure a lenient censure of the

many faults and imperfections which will be discovered, though
indeed they might be expected in the first work of an Author
commencing in the decline of life with so difficult a subject.

Communications in correction or corroboration of statements

in the following pages are solicited by the Author, as, though there

is no probability of his using them in print, they will, if of

sufficient importance, be preserved in the Congregational Library.

It is well in all such cases that there should be a person for

the collection, and a place for the preservation, of those small

items of information which together afford the most valuable

illustration of every subject.

Birmingham, March, 186 7.
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V

The Revolution of 1688, among the other advantages which

it secured to the British Islands, and the other Englands now
scattered over the globe, first gave separatists from the Established

Church unlimited liberty to erect places of worship. The last

Tudor, and the Stuarts, and the prelates to whom they delegated

their power, had prevented dissidents in religion from obtaining

legal existence as separate communions; and when toleration of

religious, as distinguished from political, parties was secured by

the ascendancy of Cromwell, Presbyterian and Congregational

ministers, instead of having chapels built for them, were gradually

put in possession of national benefices, as vacancies arose on death,

or deprivation for opposition to the ruling powers, or for incom-

petency or immorality. When perfect liberty of conscience, (except

for the Romanists), was insisted on by William, the three denomi-

nations of protestant dissenters first became distinct and self-

supporting communions. There were no churches for them to

occupy, and they had to start on their new career by supplying

themselves with places of worship. They had built a few during

the persecution or on the Indulgence, (two or three of them of

wood were tabernacles to serve until a happier age could exchange

them for temples,) but for the most part throughout the evil times

their assemblies had either been suspended, or had taken place in

the open air or private buildings. They came out of the trial

however sufficiently numerous to count on the permanence of

their communions, and having all to do, they set themselves to do

it. They found themselves in the same situation as the first con-

verts of the apostles, with the disadvantage of a northern

climate, and greater demands upon them from a more advanced

state of society. In no previous age had there been an instance

of such a burden being borne by one generation. Of the

Protestants of Western Europe the French alone had been like

them dissenters from an established church; and they had built

temples, (indeed, there had been time for them to be destroyed),

1
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but those temples had been built as they were needed, and

were besides confined to particular districts in France. Only

one like effort has been witnessed since, and this also has taken

place in our own island and, what is still more to us, in our own
day. That has been on a grander scale, for the Free Church of

Scotland has not only built churches, but endowed them. The

English Nonconformists had no example to excite them, and

they had not been trained to make free-will offerings to religion,

and had just been delivered from being plundered and harassed

under the persecuting statutes. The generosity and care for

posterity which they evinced under such circumstances should

invest with interest the chapels which they founded.

There were a thousand of them ; indeed it has been said two

thousand ; but any person who endeavours to identify them, or

the chapels which have replaced them, or to give an account of

their disappearance, will find his task quite sufficient if he is con-

tent with the smaller number. It is generally admitted that at

least two thirds of them were built by the Presbyterians. Some
of those in London were held for leases which have expired;

others, in various places, have been abandoned by their congrega-

tions for larger chapels. Many of them, situate in villages, have

been taken down, on failure of their congregations, or the falling

off to the Establishment of the gentry who supported them, and

all traces of them have perished. Scotch Presbyterians are in

possession of about forty of them, through their congregations or

ministers having, (long after they were built,) become connected

with a Presbytery. Two or three of these are held by "the

Synod of the Church of Scotland in England," and the remainder

are nearly equally divided between "the United Presbyterian

Church" and "the Presbyterian Church in England." All these

three bodies will here be called Scotch Presbyterians, though two of

them, coming into existence while litigation was in progress, un-

filially sunk all allusion in their names to Scotland, while it re-

mained in doubt whether the Court of Chancery would, with regard

to our English charities, acknowledge the Union of the ancient

kingdoms divided by religion and the Tweed. About -one

hundred and fifty are in the hands of Socinians. All others

which are now in existence as chapels may be taken to be occupied

by Independents. If the Baptists have any, which they may have

as the history of some of their old places is obscure to strangers,

they must be very few indeed.
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Thus three denominations claim each'to be the nearest in suc-

cession to the English Presbyterians, the Independents, the

Socinians, and the Scotch Presbyterians. Further than this the

three divisions of these last would seem each to make the claim to

the exclusion of the other ; at least, the Kirk, while as yet it

included the Free Church and its English branch or off-shoot,

and the Seceders denied each other's rights.

These pages contain an account by an Independent of pro-

ceedings, some by Independents and some by Presbyterians,

in which it was decided by the English and Irish Courts

of Chancery, and the House of Lords, that Socinians were not

entitled to the chapels and charities in question; and also a

statement of the manner in which an Act of Parliament was then

obtained to confirm Socinians in their possession of all the chapels

and chapel endowments not previously recovered from them,

with remarks on the effect of its provisions. A short notice is added

of the litigation between the Independents and the Kirkmen and

the Seceders, as to the appointment of trustees of the Hewley

Estates, which constitute the chief charitable foundation of the

English Presbyterians, and of the present state and management

of that charity.

The controversy and litigation will be best understood by

commencing with a summary of the arguments by which the

parties supported their claims, and a notice of the principal points

in the history, principles, and practices of the English Presbyte-

rians, which bear upon them, and then dwelling at greater length

on the main position taken up by the Socinians.

The Independents or Congregationalists say, that the English

Dissenters who built the old meeting'-houses were Presbyterians

only in name : that they held so loosely to any notions of church

government that they were willing to join the Episcopal establish-

ment on very slight changes in it, if exception from its rules as to

orders were made in favour of their ministers having received Pres-

byterian ordination. That when they failed in this hope, they be-

came Congregational, their congregations being entirely inde-

pendent of each other, and united together only as they were

united with Independent congregations. That in many places

men of both denominations joined in building a chapel, and that

many Presbyterian congregations became Independents. That

they made no effort whatever in anyplace to setup a Presbyterian

system, but gave up the exclusive spirit and principle of coercion
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which formerly led them to disown and attempt to put down the

Independents ; and adopted in practice many of their opinions

and methods, especially their rejection of creeds. That, in fact, the

only difference between the bodies was that among Independents

all power was vested in the communicants ; while with Presby-

terians the affairs of the congregation were managed by the trustees

or a committee, or the seatholders, who would all, in most cases, be

communicants. That the faith of the Presbyterians, the builders of

the chapels, was identical with that of the modern Independents,

both being, though decided Calvinists, much less rigidly

so than the Scotch Presb}Tterians of the present day, and the

first Independents. That while the English Presbyterians kept

their old faith, their ministers and those of the Independents

without admixture from the other dissenting body the Bap-

tists, throughout almost all parts of the country, certainly

in, all parts of it in which dissenters were numerous (except in

London where local quarrels kept the ministers apart,) had peri-

odical meetings for their government, so far as they could act

without their congregations; and they so met and acted as United

Brethren, to the exclusion, in each denomination, of any other

union or regulation of its ministers among themselves. That

under these circumstances, the Independents are to be regarded

as the relict, the continuing part, of the two bodies so united by

the union of their ministers. That the worshippers in those Inde-

pendent congregations which are a hundred years old, continue the

line of the like-minded descendants of the first Presbyterians, as

their ancesters left the old meeting-houses when Arianism took

possession of them, either founding a new chapel, or seceding to

one which retained the old faith. That it is among the Inde-

pendents that the memory of the Presbyterians of the revolution

is most warmly cherished, and their books most highly prized.

That they are the chief readers of Baxter, Howe, and Henry,

whom the Socinians would fain represent to be their predecessors.

That they have the larger chapel with which they have replaced

Oliver Heywood's ; and that they still use it for the diffusion of

his faith. That though they have not Calamy's, they are' the

readers of his portraitures of the old Confessors, sympathising

in all their sentiments, and using the same language whether

devotional or doctrinal; that they have allowed few of the meet-

ing-houses which came into their hands to decay without replace-

ment, or to be closed for want of worshippers.
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The Socinians, congregational themselves, admit the old Presby-

terians were so too, and therefore consider that as they have

succeeded to the chapels they do no wrong in retaining the name
Presbyterian, as it is as correctly applied to them as it was to their

predecessors. They say that the men who gloried in the

name of Presbyterians, did not impose on their successors

the creed framed for that communion, but in their own day

claimed, and supposed they had secured for themselves and
their successors, free enquiry and unfettered judgment as to

the meaning of God's revelation to man. That the holding aloof

or breaking off of the Independent ministers in London from the

union, and the manner in which they drove the leading Presby-

terians from the Pinner's Hall Lecture, shewed that the latter were

then Arminian. That the Presbyterians, by refusing to subscribe

the declaration in support of the doctrine of the Trinity at Salter's

Hall, proclaimed they had become Arians. That of this body, the

sole characteristic of which from the first was that they were free

in speculation, and by nature progressive in their opinions, the

Socinians are the only natural and consistent representatives, as

they admittedly are their successors. That they are also the

lineal descendants of the men whose contributions built the

chapels and founded the charities. That their intermediate

ancestors and themselves have in most cases rebuilt, repaired, or

added to the old edifices and their sites; that their dead have been
interred in the yards surrounding them from generation to genera-

tion, and thus they have in all fairness and conscience made the

premises their own, whosesoever they were previously, and might
otherwise have continued to be. That the Independents have

already chapels of their own in the same towns, and can not

advantageously occupy any others. That Scotch Presbyterians

can not successfully introduce their foreign polity, and then- alien

habits and notions. That the first act of any new occupants

would be to take down the old historic meeting-houses and make
the grave-yards the sites of new buildings, most likely mere
school-rooms, but at best, so many more Bethesdas, Ebenezers,

or Scotch churches; and so all traces of the English Presby-

terians, and the sepulchres in which they repose, would be involved

in one general destruction. That thus innocent persons, holding

by a century's title, would be spoiled of their chapels and family

graves, and see them pass into the hands of those who would

almost think it a duty, and certainly feel it a triumph, to remove
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all that liad been connected with heresy; and that this great

misery would be inflicted on many persons in every town for a

very slight benefit to any one.

The Scotchmen aver that the English Presbyterians were

in all things like the men who shared their name beyond the

Tweed, holding the same standards of doctrine, government,

and discipline, except as the iniquity of the times prevented them
from putting forth the full force and vigour of their system.

That the Scotch and English Presbyterians, until the latter fell

away from the faith through want of perfect organization, kept up
an interchange of sympathy, kind offices and miuistrations. That

in the northern counties of England many of the old meeting-

houses are still occupied by congregations in connection with

one or other of the Presbyterian churches of Scotland. That

the Independents, so far from being the successors of the Presby-

terians, were the descendents of their rivals and persecutors.

That among Independents any man can receive what they call

ordination; that it is or was the act of the church alone, and

therefore mere laymen, or men as unlearned, preach among
them, while the Scotch system, by prescribing education at a
chartered university, and providing for trial of a candidate's minis-

terial abilities and learning, secures a learned and able ministry,

and that the English Presbyterians always asserted this principle

as to ordination in opposition to the Independents. That the Inde-

pendents are not orthodox, and their declaration of faith of

1833, in order to secure its passing, was made so vague that a

Socinian may sign it, and that it deviates from the doctrines of

the Assembly (and the Savoy Confession also) in other particulars

tending to Arminianism. That among the Independents, ministers

and laymen have been always in a state of discord and heresy

;

or if it has been otherwise, they might at any moment have

become so for want of subscription to a creed. The Kirkmen
add that the English Presbyterians all held that Presbyterian-

ism ought to be upheld by the civil power, as they say it was
in England from 1646 to 1660, and that no voluntaries can be

their successors.

In the following historical sketch, authorities will rarely be

quoted, as the books relied on are those to which any one conversant

with the subject will turn as a matter of course. Eeferences will be

made only to details too long to be inserted here.

Baxter says, that when the Long Parliament first met, it
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contained only one avowed Presbyterian, Mr Tate, member for

Northampton borough. The body however increased rapidly after

the civil war began, and at one time trusted, with the influence

which the Westminster Assembly gave them, to carry all before

them. The ascendancy of Cromwell and the Independents

defeated their projects. Though the parliamentary ordinance

of 6th June, 1646, decided that all England should be divided

into classes, as presbyteries were called, classes were set up

only in London and Lancashire, and they apparently did not

assume to be church courts, but pretty much confined themselves

to ordinations. The Assembly's Directory contains a confession

that Presbyterianism was not really established, as it provided for

ordination by an extemporized, self-constituted, tie facto Presby-

tery, " in these present exigencies while we cannot have any

Presbyteries framed up to their whole power and work." The

Committee of Triers had Independents and laymen among its

members, and its operations afford conclusive evidence that the

classes had no power in the latter days of the Interregnum.

Presbyterianism never was the national religion of England.

During the Protectorate the national benefices were enjoyed by

ministers of all denominations. There were among them very

many Presbyterians, but they were chiefly Episcopalians, with

some Independents, and a very few Baptists.

What the Presbyterians could not accomplish when they

had the civil power on their side during the Commonwealth,

they did not attempt when they came out of the persecution

with their numbers and their wealth diminished, and their

influence in society destroyed. It has been suggested that

they delayed organizing presbyteries in hope that the pale

of the Church would be enlarged so as to include them

;

but such a hope, if it had governed their proceedings, would

equally have restrained them from building chapels. They no

doubt had arrived at the conclusion that Scotch Presbyterianism

would not suit Englishmen, and they seem to have given it up

without an effort, and for any thing which appears in their

writings without regret.

Nor is this surprising when it is recollected that their ministers

were ejected from the Establishment, and did not willingly leave

it ; that most of them would have remained in it, using the

Prayer Book, governed by bishops, and legislated for by Parlia-

ment,- if this had been all that was required of them. It is also
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to be recollected that after tlie spirit of the Establishment had

been manifested during the persecution, they were still willing to

have returned to it ; though they might then have required greater

changes than would have been sufficient to have retained them in

it on Charles the Second's return. They longed to be established,

and would have sacrificed all Presbyterian principles to have

secured that advantage. They prized a position in the State,

with the Legislature and the Government at their back. They

disliked the voluntary system, and would fain have been parish

ministers. It is doubtful whether they would have tolerated dis-

sent : it is certain they would have wished it discouraged in every

way. It is not asserted that this is true of every individual

minister, much less that it is true of their flocks, for dissenting

laymen had by the Revolution contracted a dislike to the Anglican

church, its priests, and its service, and they would have lost all

their advantages by being absorbed into it. The ministers on

the other hand, would have been delighted by means of a compre-

hension to regain the exercise of their ministry in a national

church. Happily they were doomed to disappointment. When
they renounced the attempt to form presbyteries with juris-

diction and authority, they necessarily adopted, not the

system of Congregationalists, yet certainly Congregationalism

;

that is, each congregation managed its own affairs without

control. It is idle to speak of men as Presbyterians, who
had been willing to become episcopal, and had really become

congregational. They must have been almost indifferent as to

church government. There is however no ground for charging

them with being latitudinarian as to doctrine, and indeed this

has not been attempted with regard to the ministers or the lay-

men of the Revolution.

The Independents of this period on the contrary were rigid

and formal in doctrine and discipline, and all their habits and

usages. They were never deceived as to Charles the Second

;

they had no hand in bringing him back ; they had no wish to

belong to his church; and no one ever thought of getting them

back to the Establishment by any change in it. They saw all

other parties opposed to their system, and were too jealous for it.

Perhaps also their laymen were too suspicious of the ministerial

office and character, but they had the experience of sixteen

hundred years to warrant caution, if not fear. Their minis-

ters seem to have differed very little from their Presbyterian
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brethren, except in the habits of mind induced by the longing- to

be ministers of a National Established Church. They were a little

cautious at first, in deference to their Hocks, as to joining Pesby-

terians in ordinations and clerical meetings, and they were slow

to adopt new plans and new notions in religion, for the same

reason ; and we cannot say, after all that we know now, that

their instincts were wrong in this respect. Their churches were

no doubt at first entirely democratic, admitting little influence in

their ministers; but in one generation, as the spirit of the old

Commonwealth's men died out, they seem to have become pretty

much what they are. Their methods of worship were exactly the

same as those of the Presbyterians, except that they admitted lay

preachers, calling them in justification of the practice, " gifted

brethren ;" but it does not appear they did so otherwise than

upon necessity, which would often be occasioned by the small num-
ber of their ministers. The differences between the denominations

respected church power. With Presbyterians the qualifica-

tions for admission to the Lord's Supper were a moral life and

the possession of right opinions on religion ; or rather, it should

be said, freedom from a reputation for wrong sentiments, for

a man attending their worship regularly would otherwise be

taken to have correct belief and sufficient instruction in re-

ligion. The minister, with his elders if he had any, judged

of the possession of these qualifications, and admitted or rejected

an applicant. These practices exactly agree with the necessary

conditions of a National Church, and seem to have been derived

either from the Scotch Establishment, or from a time and state

of things when it was hoped that Presbyterianism would be the

established religion of England. The minister was chosen in

many congregations by the Trustees ; in others, perhaps in

most, by the seatholders or subscribers to the worship, whichever

method of providing the necessary funds was adopted. The latter

method is now practised by the Socinians, and it may have come
down to them from orthodox times. Many difficulties must

have attended ascertaining a constituency of subscribers or seat-

holders, and nothing has been found in print throwing any light

upon the matter. It seems most likely that the trustees, being

the only permanent and easily ascertainable body, had the real

power, but consulted the notables of the congregation, and that

the poorer members of it had no voice in the matter. While
dissenters remained so depressed in society as they were at the

2
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beginning of the last century, the influence of property would

be great, especially in the poorer or smaller congregations, and

few Presbyterian congregations were without some influential

persons among them. Many congregations committed their

affairs to a committee, who would no doubt be nearly the same

body as the trustees. Presbyterianism seems to have admitted

very little of the democratic spirit, and to have been an hereditary,

family sort -of an affair. They were whigs in religion, and opposed

radicals. A Presbyterian minister once chosen seems to have been

almost without check or control.

The Independent churches themselves admitted to their fellow-

ship, and they required credible evidence of real piety. The

choice of a minister with them, in almost all cases, devolved upon

the church. In some instances the seatholders or subscribers

joined in it, but this was a departure from their vital principle,

and generally proved fatal to the existence of the church in

the end.

These differences, it will occur to every body, were sufficient to

keep the two bodies apart. Those who had felt the brotherhood

resulting from strictness of admission to fellowship would not be

willing to give it up, while those who had not been accustomed

to it would not submit to inquisition into their hearts and minds,

and would object to a numerous body of different ranks sitting in

judgment upon their religious character.

Immediately however that the bodies began working side by
side, it occurred to them that with such affinities between them
there was a necessity for some method of union between them,

not to incorporate them into one body, but to secure them from

estrangement, and consequent rivalry and ill feeling, and to

enable them to co-operate the better in works of piety and
usefulness, and also if need were in self-defence, for the next heir

was still a Stuart. Heads of an agreement to that effect between

the London ministers were drawn up. It was called the happy
union ; so that it must have been formed with much manifestation

of good feeling, and good augury for the future. The professed ob-

ject was, that as united brethren they might " meet and consult

without the shadow of distinct parties," and that they might
"forbear condemning the different practices they expressly allowed

for." The stipulation that no churches or their officers should

exercise power over any other church seems almost a renunciation

of the Presbyterian principle : on the other hand, the root of
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the Independent system may be considered ambiguously stated.

" In the administration of church power it belongs to the pastor

and elders of every particular church, if any such there be, to

rule and govern, and to the brotherhood to consent according to

the rule of the gospel." The fair construction however of the

clause seems to make the consent of the brotherhood referred

to a consultative consent, and not one that they are bound to

give, and therefore a formal and unmeaning one. If this be so,

it describes exactly the proceedings at a church meeting of Inde-

pendents. Very few indeed are the proposals made at their

church meetings which require, nay, which admit of discussion.

They may and should be always, and. they are almost universally,

such and so proposed that the brethren feel that they can do no

otherwise than consent to them. The power of the church is

surely sufficiently secured where every matter requires their consent.

This proceeding was followed in the country. In Lancashire

and Cheshire classes or associations of Presbyterian and Congre-

gational ministers were formed, which continued in full operation

until the Independent ministers withdrew on Arianism becoming-

rife among the Presbyterians. The minute-book of the Lanca-

shire Association is to be found in the Cheetham Library ; and that

of the Cheshire Association in the vestry of the old meeting-house

in Knutsford, the place of its assembling. The Exeter Assembly of

Ministers was formed at the same time, and it still continues, but

composed entirely of Socinians. Similar unions took place in

most parts of England ; the West Riding of Yorkshire is perhaps

that most to our purpose ; but strange to say, Dr. Colton of York

does not appear to have joined it ; Mr. Hunter suggests that it

may not have been reckoned in the West Riding. Mr. Stretton,

his friend, was particularly active in forming the Union in London.

Cumberland and Westmoreland had an Association of their own ;

so had Norfolk and Suffolk, and there was one combining

several Midland Counties. These Associations were strictly

meetings of ministers for conference and mutual recognition and

assistance. The Cheshire Association seems to have been con-

sulted with regard to a removal of any of their number from one

congregation to another ; and to have exercised a general over-

sight of all the members. They censured Mr. De la Rose's

sermon printed in 1721 for its hyper-Calvinism. Mr. Slate,

of Preston, the Editor of Oliver Heywood's Works, has

stated that he had authority for saying that Matthew Henry, as
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one of bis last acts in Cheshire, joined in expelling a minister for

A nan ism. This expulsion must have been from the Association,

as no Presbyterian congregation in Cheshire after the commence-

ment of the eighteenth century ever permitted any jurisdiction

over its affairs. But with regard to its members, this Association

seems to have been very vigorous, and to have censured them,

or suspended or cancelled their membership for any cause they

thought sufficient ; and it seems not to have met again upon

the old footing after it was found that the ancient strictness could

not be maintained. It has been stated that in one of these North-

Western Assemblies, long after it became exclusively Socinian,

the question was regularly put at the annual meeting, " Do all the

brethren remain orthodox t"

The chief business of all or most of these Associations was

to regulate Ordinations ; and in this they followed the Assembly's

Directory, but always without requiring the candidates to sign

any articles of faith. Instead of this subscription they required

the candidate to state in his own words all cardinal points of doc-

trine ; and the practice was continued by the Arian successors of

the old Presbyterians down to Dr. Priestley's time, as he mentions

in his sermon at the ordination of the Eev. Mr Field of Warwick.

The Scotch church seem at one time to have allowed this

method, but they soon insisted on subscription to their standards.

In England the service was conducted just as such services are

among Independents at the present day; except that before

ordination the candidates were examined as to their scholar-

ship and general learning; and they had to deliver a sermon

and sustain a disputation. This would have been out of

place in Independent ordinations, as the call of the church had
previously determined the sufficiency of the gifts of the person

to be ordained over them. It appears, however, that in the

eighteenth century some Independent students on leaving college

underwent an examination as to their learning and preaching

talents, which was called "passing trials," and obtained from

their examiners a certificate, on the strength of which they pre-

sented them to the notice of the churches. This seems, a

preferable plan to deferring the examination until ordination, as

we cannot suppose the ordaining minister would have rejected any
minister who had been elected by an influential congregation, and
if they did not feel themselves free to do so, the examination,

however satisfactory ii might chance fco prove, would scarcely be
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bona fide. Dr. Doddridge gives an account of the Independent

method of ordination in his day, exactly agreeing with that of the

English Presbyterians. It seems that congregational ordination

by a church was not practised by more than one generation after the

revolution. The churches in the west seem to have required before

a minister's ordination that he should obtain a certificate from some
members of the Exeter Assembly, but not to have required the

judgment of that body collectively. It should be noticed that in

these associations, and indeed previously to their formation, Inde-

pendent and Presbyterian ministers joined in ordination services

of Presbyterians and Independents, without distinction. Thus
Gamaliel Lloyd, an Independent of Chadkirke, il prayed over "

Joseph Mottershed, by whose influence the chapel in Cross Street

Manchester, which had been built by Henry Newcome, was
lost to the Evangelical faith.

In accordance with this union of their ministers, the two
bodies throughout the country not only lived in harmony, but

Independent churches or congregations on finding themselves too

weak to exist alone, joined in a body a neighbouring Presbyterian

congregation. This happened with regard to Matthew Henry's

congregation at Chester, and to Francis Tallents's at Shrewsbury.

At the first building of a chapel, if there were both parties in

the town, and each was not strong enough to set up its worship,

they joined in forming a congregation and building the meeting-

house. A junction of this kind was made with Oliver Heywood's
congregation in 1672, when Captain Hodgson and Joshua Horton

and "the Congregational men present sat down with them."

In all these cases the Independents seem to have kept together

in the Presbyterian congregation, and when an Arian minister was
settled over it, to have left it together and formed a new Inde-

pendent church. In the Chester case the junction was in

1708, and the secession in 1768; in the Shrewsbury case the dates

were 1741 and 1766. The Northowram congregation became an

Independent one, and therefore was preserved to the old faith.

Mr. Heywood was a thorough-going friend of Establishments

and Presbyterianism ; but excepting Mr. Angier his relative, no

friends seem to have shared his labours and his affection more

than the old Cromwellian Captain already mentioned, Mr. Jollie of

Attercliffe, and Mr. Root, the leading Independents in Yorkshire.

The union in London did not endure four years, being

destroyed by a controversy which arose concerning the works
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of Dr. Crisp. Dr. Daniel Williams published a protest against

many antinomian positions of this despicable writer, upon which

he was in his turn assailed in print, as running into heresy in the

contrary direction, and derogating from the work of Christ, and

impugning the operations of Divine grace. Thus a secondary

dispute arose, of which Dr. Williams was the subject, Crisp

being forgotten as he deserved to be. The assailants of Dr.

Williams were all of them Independents, and they invented

hard names, such as semi-socinian and neonomian, for him

and his defenders. These last were chiefly Presbyterians,

and they in their own defence sought to fix upon their opponents

the charge of antinomianism. Each party drew their own inferences

from theworks theywere controverting, and represented theseinfer-

ences as the opinions of their antagonists. In seven years the strife

ceased, and the Doctor could fairly close it by his discourse " Peace

with Truth, or an end to Discord •" but the Union had been

shattered not to be restored, for another disruption had also taken

place. During the contest, Dr. Williams had been compelled to

retire from the lectureship at Pinner's Hall, and Dr. Bates, Mr
Howe, and Mr Alsop retired with him and founded a new lecture

at Salter's Hall. These all ranked as Presbyterians, though Mr
Howe's biographer, Mr Rogers, contends that he was more of an

Independent. Whether that was so or not, he could not remain

with the brethren who took the narrow view of the question. He
printed two sermons to stay the contention, and to show each

side that the errors of their opponents were not such as to justify

the cry of heresy which had been raised, and the evil passions

which had been cherished. No expostulations however availed to

make the brethren one again. Had their mutual charges been

capable of proof, they perhaps might have been admitted, amended,

and forgiven : but they were only suspicions of antinomianism on

the one hand, and of arminianism on the other. No man easily

gives up such suspicions. They are more peculiarly his own than his

other notions ; they are formed or confirmed by his own observa-

tion, and his good opinion of his own foresight is involved in

his persisting in them. The Independents prophesied further

defections, and such prophetic imputations of heresy tend to

verify themselves by disgusting their objects with orthodoxy.

It must not however be supposed that all the Presbyterians were on

one side, nor all the Independents on the other, as Timothy Cruso,

a Presbyterian, filled a vacancy in the Pinner's Hall lecture : but
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in the main the Independents rallied round the Pinner's Hall

lecturers, and the Presbyterians round those of Salter's Hall.

The chief mark of separation was the formation of the Presby-

terian and Independent boards for support of weak congregations

in the country. The joining the one or other of these boards by
a minister determined which party his congregation was classed

with, and in this way as well as by the formation of a church

some Presbyterian churches from time to time became Inde-

pendents ; and on the other hand the Pinner's Hall congregation

and perhaps three or four others in England, as those at Dickin-

field and in Call Lane, Leeds, may have become Presbyterian, so

far as allowing the power of the church to be shared or usurped by
the seatholders. The rupture of the union in London seems not

to have affected any country association, the controversy being

local and personal.

The next question on which parties were formed arose in con-

nection with a more vital point, the Deity of Christ. Not that this

was the question on which the division took place, for no

London minister as yet denied the old faith on that point; the

issue taken was on the propriety of requiring subscription to any

human formula of doctrine. It arose thus. The committee of

management acting for the united Presbyterian congregations at

Exeter, of James's Meeting, Bow Meeting, George's Meeting*,

Castle Lane Meeting, and Little Meeting, after taking into consider-

ation doubts which were entertained of the faith of three of their

ministers, determined that they should be requested to preach in

defence of " The Eternal Deity of Jesus Christ." It seems they did

so, but all people were not satisfied. The matter was then brought

before the Exeter Assembly, and it was determined that a decla-

ration should be taken from each member and the Assembly as to

the doctrine of the Holy Trinity. Mr Hallett's declaration it

seems was regarded as unsatisfactory, though he admitted Christ

to be God, and the Holy Ghost to be God, because he gave no

explanation. Mr Withers's declaration was more approved, as it

was that the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost were one in deity,

nature, essence, and substance, with distinction of persons. Mr.

Pierce said, " I am not of the opinion of Sabellius, Arius,

* James's Meeting was so called, because opened in the year of James the Second's

Indulgence, and George's, (in order to take a name for another chapel from the Brunswick

line), from George the Third, as it was built in the year of his accession. The compli-

ment to each King ended in a most unceremonious use of his name.
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Socinus or Sherlock [as if the last had superseded Athanasius] : I

believe there is but one God, and can be no more. I believcthe Son

and the Holy Ghost to be Divine persons, but subordinate to the

Father ; and the unity of God is, I think, to be resolved into the

Father's being the fountain of the Divinity of the Son and Spirit."

Some ministers agreed with Mr Hallett, others used the words of

the Assembly's Catechism, adding phrases of their own. Three

refused to make any declaration at all, and disowned the authority

of any body of men to demand their opinion. At length the clerk

entered on the dictation of Mr Lavington, " 'Tis the general sense

of this Assembly, that there is but one living and true God,

and that Father, Son and Holy Ghost are that one God."*

Two months afterwards the Committee again applied to the

three ministers, and their answers being unsatisfactory, applied to

five London divines, all Presbyterians, Dr.Calamy, Jeremiah Smith,

William Tong, Benjamin Robinson, and Thomas Reynolds ; they

advised that neighbouring ministers should be called in. Seven

of these met and advised separation from the three ministers.

Mr Withers, however, gave the " requisite satisfaction," as it would

seem to the committee. The trustees of all the three chapels

then notified to Mr Hallett and Mr Pierce that they would not be

permitted to preach again in either of their chapels. Upon this

their friends built for them a new meeting, called the Mint Meet-

ing, and seceded to it. The history is worth pursuing shortly. The

old meetings continued orthodox till Micaiah Towgood was brought

in at James's Meeting by an orthodox cousin, as his assistant. That

congregation removed to George's Meeting in 1760, and James's

Meeting was taken down. The Mint Meeting was sold in 1810,

and the congregation re-joined George's Meeting. The congrega-

tion at Bow Meeting, of which Mr Withers and Mr Lavington

were ministers, at some time or other became Independent (Castle

Lane Meeting was originally so), and removed to Castle Street in

1795. Mr Tozer, Mr Lavington's successor, seems to have been

orthodox, yet during the few years of his ministry which elapsed

while James's meeting was standing, he preached in all the chapels

in rotation. Mr Murch's account is by no means clear on several

points.

The five London ministers seem not to have given up the

* We shall see that this declaration of Lavington's would have rendered him sus-

pected for a Socinian by Scotchmen. Mr Pierce thought differently, and he has had few

superiors in acumen, and was himself a high Arian.
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ministers, but drew up a letter to heal the breach, and screen

Pierce and Hallett. Mr Pierce, it should be borne in mind, was
the recognised champion of the Dissenters against the Establish-

ment, (Dr. Nichol and he had carried on the controversy in Latin,)

and there was very naturally great unwillingness to condemn
him. This letter was signed by several gentlemen and then

brought before the Committee of the Three Denominations, who
called together the whole body of the Dissenting Ministers of

London, at Salters' Hall, 19th February, 1719. It was felt

by some that the letter, prepared as it was, gave no opinion

upon the point of doctrine which had been raised, but merely

preached peace and was, however it was intended, so tender

with regard to the ministers that it might be considered

to favour the error imputed to them. Mr. Bradbury*

(under whom the Presbyterian congregation in New Court,

founded by Daniel Burgess, had become Independent) at the first

meeting proposed "that instead of meeting as a council they should

repeatedly assemble for fasting and prayer ; that they should then

choose a few of the wisest and best of their number and send

them down to Exeter, to see and hear upon the spot, and give

such counsel for the maintenance of truth and harmony as an

accurate and personal knowledge of the whole should dictate." He
could not prevail, and at the second meeting he moved
that the letter should begin with this sentence :

" That

we may not suffer by misrepresentation, as if our endeavours

for peace and charity proceeded from any indifference to the

truth, we declare our continuance in the things which we
have heard and been assured of, that there is but one only

the living and true God, and that there are three persons in

the Godhead, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost ; and that

these three are one God, the same in substance, equal in power
and glory." A division was taken, and there appeared fifty four

ayes and fifty seven noes. It was not proposed to suggest that

subscription to. these words should be required of the suspected

ministers at Exeter : but the objectors may perhaps have feared

that these expressions would be tendered to them, or would

* Mr Bradbury's name recalls the recollection of the practices at New Court Chapel,

no doubt begun by him and continued only by his descendant and successor there. Dr.

Robert Winter. The Doctor always prayed for "our only rightful king, King William,

and our gracious Queen, Queen Adelaide." He also always gave out the " Mercbanl

Lecture" at New Broad Street (originally at Pinners' Hall), announcing the preacher.
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be otherwise used as a test. No one objected to profess attach-

ment to the doctrines in question, so that they were not formally

stated. Yet, taken as the clause proposed was from the Assembly's

catechism, it was nevertheless objected to. When this decision

became known to the laity it occasioned great indignation in them ;

and at the next meeting the proposition was brought forward again,

but the moderator declined to put it to a second vote. Sixty three

ministers then went up into the gallery and signed a declaration

that they adhered to the First Article of the Church of England,

and the Fifth and Sixth Articles of the Assembly's Catechism.

These " subscribers " did not again meet at Salters' Hall, but all

or most of them met afterwards in a separate place, from which they

sent a letter of their own preparation to the Exeter churches.

There are contradictory statements whether the subscribers

were the larger or the smaller party at this third meeting.

Several ministers on this day withdrew, resolving not to belong

to either of the two parties, and some had declined attending

from the first, under a foreboding that no good could come from the

meeting. Of one or other of these two neutral classes were Doctors

Calamy, Watts, and Marryatt, and Mr Daniel Neal, Mr Price,

Mr Hale, Mr Bayes and Mr Munkley.

The decision of the residuary Assembly seems to have been to

guard against the danger of dissensions in the Dissenting

body as the greatest possible evil, and for that purpose to lay

down rules for settlement of all cases of difficulties in congre-

gations arising from differences of opinion, and not to deal

with the Exeter case particularly, which indeed had been already

decided by the trustees of the chapels refusing the two ministers

access to the pulpits.

By the paper purporting to be rules and advices, finished and
agreed to on 16th May, 1718-19, after several meetings of the

ministers of the three denominations at Salters' Hall, convened

by summons of the whole body, it is declared: 1. "That there

are errors in doctrine of that important nature as will not only

warrant, but even oblige, a Christian congregation to withdraw
from the minister or ministers that maintain and defend those

doctrines. 2. That the people have a right to judge for them-
selves what those errors are, and when they are so taught and
propagated, as will justify them in withdrawing from such their

minister." Then there follow Advices the pith of which is, 1.

That offence, rash judging, and unreasonable jealousy of the
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sentiments of others should be avoided. 2. That accusation of not

holding the Christian faith should not be received, by any to whom
application should be made for advice upon such occasions, unless

it were reduced to certainty, and not until witnesses should

declare themselves ready to support it. 3. That the person accused

should be privately admonished before the matter come under

examination of any public assembly. 4. "If, after all, a public

hearing be insisted on, we think the Protestant principle, that

the Bible is the only and the perfect rule of faith, obliges those

who have the case before them, not to condemn any man upon the

authority of human decisions, or because he consents not to

human forms or phrases ; but then only is he to be censured as

not holding the faith necessary to salvation when it appears that

he contradicts or refuses to own the plain and express declarations

of Holy Scripture in what is there made necessary to be believed,

and in matters there solely revealed ; and we trust that all will

treat the servants of their common Lord as they who expect the

final decision at His appearing." 5. That catechisms and other

summaries of Christianity with expositions of Scripture should

be regarded as great helps to understand the mind of God in the

Scriptures. '
' We also desire to secure the evidence arising from

Scripture, though no man should be charged with holding those

consequences of his opinions which he expressly disclaims.

6. That when any, either ministers or other Christians, think

themselves bound in conscience to declare against such a sense

of Scripture as the body of that Christian society to which they

belong apprehend to be a truth of great importance, they should,

after proper methods have been tried for mutual satisfaction,

rather quietly withdraw from it, and seek communion or service

in some other Christian society, than disturb the peace of that

congregation ; and that there be no censure of the person who
withdraws, or of the congregation which receives him. 7. That

minister and people both endeavour to know, maintain, and

propagate the truth in love, insisting most on those things wherein

Christians are generally agreed ; more sparingly and with greater

modesty and charity on those on which good men may and do

differ. 8. If any minister or congregation shall differ as to the

expediency of these methods, or shall think any other more proper,

we hope they will as intending the same good, still preserve

charity and communion with those ministers and congregations

that shall think fit to pursue these advices."
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These advices were despatched on the 17th March with a

letter by Dr. Oldfield, the Moderator, signed by him in the name

and by the appointment of the ministers in and about London.

In it occurs this clause,
'
' We add our earnest supplications that

God would accompany them with his blessing to establish peace

and truth amongst us ; and freely declare that we utterly disown

the Arian doctrine, and sincerely believe the doctrine of the

blessed Trinity, and the proper divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ,

which we apprehend to be clearly revealed in the Holy Scriptures

;

but are far from condemning any who appear to be with us in the

main, though they choose not to declare themselves in other than

Scripture terms or not in any." Seventy-three ministers are said

to have signed these advices, and it is added that several other

brethren consented to them, though they did not add their names.

No explanation is given as to the area from which signatures were

obtained. The metropolis, however widely the word might be in-

terpreted, could not have so many ministers on this side after de-

duction of the subscribers and neutrals. The paper presented to

the committee of the three denominations, Dr. Oldfield tells us was

signed by '
' several of the principal gentlemen and citizens," and

perhaps some of them signed the advices, as for instance the com-

mittee, or as we should say now, the deputies. Sir Joseph Jekyll

wrote as if he was present and voted. The form originally presented

to the meeting (as Mr Bradbury thought with a chief, if not a sole,

desire to screen Pierce and Hallett) seems to have been adopted.

However this might be, it was prepared by some one who foresaw

the dangers which threatened '
' the Dissenting Interest," and who

was really a well-wisher to it; the last clauses were evidently added

in all sincerity, and it is painful to read them even now. It may
be that the sentence quoted from the Moderator's letter left the

door open to error, perhaps even more certainly than any expres-

sions in the advices, but we may surely be allowed to turn wist-

fully to the time when as yet the English Nonconformists were of

one language and of one speech. This reference of the Exeter

Churches to the ministers of the three denominations shows that

there was no real Presbyterianism in the land.

The Exeter Assembly met in the following May, and fifty-seven

of the ministers present signed the first Anglican article, but

nineteen refused to sign it. Among these last were Hallett and
Pierce, and it does not appear there was any effort made to expel

them from the Assembly, although dismissed by their congrega-
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tions. It was however resolved that no minister should thence-

forth be ordained or recommended to congregations by the

Assembly unless he subscribed that Article, or the 5th and 6th

answers of the Assembly's Catechism ; or assented to the Declara-

tion of Faith made as we have seen by the Exeter Assembly ; or

" sufficiently expressed the same sense in words of his own."

Thus the result was against subscription, since any minister

who objected to it might state his belief in his own language,

contrary to the previous rule of the Assembly. The voluntary

subscription by way of protestation by the members of the

Assembly, since refusal to concur was not followed by any

penal consequences, was a very different thing from requiring

subscription as a preliminary test in any case. This, no doubt,

was exactly what was intended by the London subscribers, but

the whole matter has been much misrepresented. The Exeter

Assembly maintained their rule till 1 753, when it was got rid of,

after Micaiah Towgood's influence had been brought to bear upon

the matter for four years. The subject was propounded for discus-

sion "whether the Assembly will recommend any candidates who
refuse to declare their faith in the Deity of the Son and the Holy

Spirit ;" and the previous question (whether that question should

be put) was moved, and was determined in the negative.

The question discussed was framed as if had been proposed

by a Trinitarian seeking to obtain the adoption of a new restric-

tion, and the vote (which really was that the Assembly would not

interfere in such matters) negatived the adoption of such a rule.

Upon the minute of that day's meeting every thing is regular and

conclusive in favour of the "liberal " view on the subject, and it

was sufficient to prevent for the future any enquiry as to a candi-

date's belief on the controverted points, and a fortiori in any

others. Yet, in point of law and legal fact, it settled nothing, as

a vote that an enquiry should not be put to a meeting cannot

affect a previous regulation of the body on the subject. It is not

meant that the ministers who voted on the previous question at

that meeting, and who in subsequent meetings carried out their

policy, could not have passed a simple and direct repeal of the

obnoxious regulation of 1719, nor is it suggested that any one

present at the meeting was ignorant what was the design, and

would be the effect, of the above day's proceedings ; on the con-

trary, the reader's attention is drawn to the fact that Mr Towgood,

though so clear and determined in his opinions, and supported by
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a majority, chose his disingenuous and faltering course with sinister

wisdom. In very few instances have resolutions introducing

heterodoxy come down to us; and there is much to be learnt from

the language of those we have, and the circumstances attending

their passing.

These proceedings fixed, if they did not produce, in the

minds of the Presbyterians, a dislike to all human formulas

of the doctrines which they held. Their forefathers, from

their first appearance as an avowed and recognised body to the

time when the Act of Uniformity laid them low, were ever eager

to invoke the civil power to help them in imposing on the king-

dom the form of words in which they had embodied their dogmas.

No doubt the ministers from whom that Act required a consent to

all the contents of the Prayer Book, began to see in all stereo-

typed expressions of religious opinion evils which had never

before occurred to them. But the rejection of all human thoughts

and words as authoritative declarations of faith did not originate

with them, or with Presbyterians of any age. It had been pro-

claimed by Independents for sixty years before the Exeter con-

troversy, and that not only by individual ministers in private or

public discourses, or even in printed treatises ; but by the whole

denomination in their confession of faith. This document was
drawn up, by a general meeting of then ministers and delegates from

their churches, at the palace of the Savoy on 12th October, 1658. In

the preface it is said "Such a transaction [a confession] was to be

looked upon as a meet or fit medium or means whereby to express

their common faith and salvation, and no way to be made use of

as an imposition upon any. Whatever is of force or con-

straint in matters of this nature causeth them to degenerate from

the name and nature of confessions, and turns them from beings

confessions of faith into exactions and impositions of faith.

"

They declare that they published and recorded in the face of

Christendom " the faith and order which they owned and prac-

tised" for the information of their fellow Christians, and not for

any practical use among themselves. That such a document was
necessary to defend them from the attacks of the enemies of their

religious and political opinions may be learnt from the calumnies

against them noticed by Mosheim and Rapin. If they had followed

the example of all other bodies they would have legislated for

their infant churches under the notion of giving definiteness and per-

manence to their opinions, but they trusted their chinches and the
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truths they held, to the blessing and protection of God, being

satisfied that they were according to His will, and they disregarded

the devices and safeguards which human affection and foresight

could supply. It should be remembered that the declaration copied

above is to be found in a synopsis of Calvinistic doctrine, published

in the middle of the seventeenth century, by men on the one hand

supported by the party then in power, and on the other fully

convinced that the belief of great part of what they stated was

necessary to salvation, and that no part of it could even be

doubted without peril to the soul. The non-use of creeds by

such men is a very different matter to the rejection of them by

persons who hold that there are no essential and fundamental doc-

trines of Christianity. With the latter it is a matter of course

;

with the former it is a proof of the highest wisdom.

The condemnation of articles of faith as terms of communion,

is notwithstanding represented by the Socinians as having been,

since the revolution, the distinguishing tenet of the English

Presbyterians. They asserted this throughout all the litigation

of which we have to trace the history, but they did not produce

any declaration of the principle on behalf of the body, or by
any leading ministers among them, within thirty years after

that era. The English Presbyterians did not generally re-

quire from ministers, at their ordination, subscriptions to any

articles or confessions, preferring a statement of their faith

in their own words, but, as we have seen, the Exeter Assembly

before they granted a minister the certificate necessary for his

ordination, required liim to subscribe to the doctrinal articles

of the Anglican Church, not the Westminster Confession,

as the Scotch should notice. The Heads of Union referred

to the three English formulas without any protest against

creeds. Oliver Heywood drew up articles of faith for his com-

municants. Throughout the controversy Pierce and his friends in

their protest against creeds did not refer to the opinions of

their predecessors, but reasoned as if the question was a new and

open one. One most singular thing happened to the non-

subscribers ; at least twenty of them, within a year or two after

they had voted against Mr Bradbury's proposed declaration, sub-

scribed the thirty-nine articles, and gave then consent to the

Athanasian creed.

The non-subscribers and neutrals were for the most part

Presbyterians, and if old enough had followed Dr. Williams and
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his friends to their new lecture at Salters' Hall ; while there were

very few Independents besides Dr. Watts and Mr Neal who were

not found among the subscribers, just as they twenty years before

adhered to the original lecture at Pinners' Hall. Mr Joshua

Wilson says that at least half of the subscribers were Presby-

terians. Among them were Tong, Robinson, Jeremiah Smith, and

Reynolds, all Salters' Hall lecturers. Several of the non-

subscribers eventually avowed themselves Arians, but not one

of their number did so at the meeting, or can be shown to have

introduced heterodox doctrines into his sermons at that time.

Dr. Oldfield, the Moderator at the Salters' Hall Assembly, ancf

Dr. Calamy, the chief among the neutrals, immediately set them-

selves to preach and print sermons on the doctrine of the Trinity,

which, though they aimed to stop the dispute which had arisen,

and to inculcate charity and brotherly feeling in it, are perfectly

orthodox. In 1705 Thomas Emlyn came to England after his

imprisonment in Dublin for preaching Arianism, and found no

minister to associate with ; and when he gave up his chapel in

London, having survived his friends there, he received no invitation

from any other congregation than Mr Pierce's, on his death in 1 726.

From these facts we gather that as far as outward appear-

ances, all remained orthodox, and it might be said almost

entirely Calvinistical. Even Arminian opinions seem not to

have been openly, certainly they were not controversially,

preached at the period of the Salters' Hall Assembly. Phrase-

ology and modes of thinking might be changed by that time," and

in the discourses of that day, compared with those which were heard

thirty years previously, there might be less of doctrine, and what

there was might be inculcated more as a matter of reason than of

revelation ; duties might be dwelt on rather with reference to man
than in relation to God ; the spirit of the confessors in the Stuart

reigns might be represented by Howe, and sermons preached after

the accession of the Guelphs might be modelled after Tillotson;

yet the difference was neither in omission of the old themes of

Christian contemplation, nor in expression of any thing contra-

dictory to the old belief. If there was a concealed change ' of

opinion on important points, it existed only in a few young men,

as yet unmarked and uninfluential. Great pains have been taken

to produce the belief that by 1 720 the Presbyterians were not

only Arminian but also " Unitarian.'" It is not exactly said that

opinions to be called by those names were preached then ; but it
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is at one time intimated, and at another assumed, that they were
secretly held by most of the Presbyterians. It will however be
found that those who do this also assert that the body had ceased

to be Calvinistic before the Revolution, as if their sufferings

taught them candour and charity, and freed them from gloomy,
rigid, and narrow notions, but no passages, it is needless to say,

have been quoted from any of the heavy folios or thick duodecimos of

the seventeenth century to prove as much. On the contrary, we
have the fact that, in 1691, the Presbyterian ministers of London
joined their Independent brethren in acknowledging the West-
minster and Savoy Confessions, and that of itself should have

prevented the attempt to produce such an impression. The
Neonomian controversy began not by denunciation of Arminianism

in Presbyterians, but by reprehension of Antinomianism in the

posthumous works of an Episcopalian, and the statements of Dr.

Williams which were questioned were made by him in controverting

what all admitted to be most pernicious errors. After some
years of angry dispute, in which nothing was proved by either

party, each withdrew its charges, and it was admitted that the

supporters of the old lecture did not intend to favour perver-

sions of the doctrine of grace, or the founders of the new lecture

to impugn it. The result no doubt was to show that men who
were careful of their words and thoughts were adopting a safer

and more correct statement of the doctrine of the African

Augustine, such as had then been sketched by Richard Baxter, and
having in our century been more precisely expressed and defined by
Dr. Edward Williams and Andrew Fuller, true fathers of the

Church, is now held by the great party which is called by the

name of John Calvin, because of all the reformers he was its chief

though not its only exponent. It may not be without advantage to

quote the sentences which Mr Hallam, impelled by conviction and

not partiality, wrote of this theological system. " This, in some

or other of its modifications, used to be deemed the ortho-

dox scheme of doctrine. It was established in the Latin

Church by the influence of Augustine; it was generally held

by the schoolmen and by most of the early reformers ; and

seems to be inculcated by the decrees of the Council of Trent,

as much as by the articles of the Church of England. In a loose

and modern acceptation of the word, it often goes by the name of

Calvinism, which may, perhaps, be less improper, if we do not

use the term in an exclusive sense ; but if it is meant to imply a

4
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particular relation to Calvin, leads to controversial chicane, and

is a mis-statement of the historical part of the question." Mr
Hallam intimates that the notion of orthodoxy which he thus states

was scarcely current when he wrote ; and as it has not perhaps

gained greater acceptance since, there is the more reason that care

should be taken to bear it in mind, when dealing with the opinions

of those who have been for a century in their graves. The departure

from this time-honoured belief with the Presbyterians, as in all

other cases, was first to Arminianism ; but that change through-

out the body was so slow that in 1731 the London ministers,

according to a manuscript in Dr. Williams's library, quoted by

all parties as correct, were divided into three classes: "1st, deemed

Calvinists, that is such as agree with the Assembly's Catechism;

2nd, accounted Arminians, or such as are far gone that way,

by which are meant such as are against particular election and

redemption, original sin, at least the imputation of it ; for the

power of man's will in opposition to efficacious grace ; and for

justification by sincere obedience in the room of Christ's righteous-

ness ; and 3rd, of the middle way partly Arminian and partly

Calvinistic, or that sometimes preach one doctrine and partly

look to the other." Mr Joshua Wilson adds " the first list

contains nineteen names, the second thirteen, the third

twelve. Of the lecturers at Salters' Hall at that time (Drs.

Harris, Gill, Grosvenor, and Wright, and Messrs. Bayes and John

Newman) the names of the two first and two last are found in the

list containing the Calvinists ; those of Drs. Grosvenor and Wright

are among those belonging to the intermediate class." Dr. Bogue

and Dr. Bennett say that the classifier was evidently himself a

high Calvinist.* We have seen that in 1719 there was not an

avowed Arian among the London ministers; and that even the

non-subscribers agreed to a form of words, professing without

explaining the Trinitarian doctrine.

The doctrines of a religious body are chiefly to be ascertained

from its formularies, and a communion which does not use a prayer

book, creed, or articles of faith, has none beside its catechism

and hymn-book. Until about 1740, the Assembly's Catechism,

* All the Independents are in this account stated to be Calvinists, twenty-seven

thoroughly and one somewhat dubiously so, three inclined to Antinomianism, and two

(who are described as disorderly) not deserving any particular remark. Of the two

Seventh-day Baptist ministers, one was a Calvinist, the other an Arminian. Of the sixteen

Particular Baptists seven were Calvinists, and nine " inclined to the Antinomian strain."

Five of the eight General Baptists were Arminians and three Socinians.
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in all the sternness of its Calvinism, was the manual for youth in

all Presbyterian Chapels in England. When here and there a

minister felt it operated as a standing protest against the lack of

doctrine in his sermons, he dared not attempt to lay it aside.

The Rev. James Strong, of Ilminster, made the first attack upon
it ; but all he did was to alter it, and publish it as the Assembly's
Catechism revised. His alterations were anti-calvinistic and
Arian. He prefaced it by remarks of Baxter, Dr. Cotton Mather,

and Dr. Bates, which we may be sure did not impugn the doc-

trines of the venerable Assembly, even when they expressed

wishes for a Catechism more adapted to the faculties of children

and ignorant people. The revision
.
however was not allowed

to obtain circulation without an alarm being given as to its real

nature, that no one might be deceived into the notion that those

great men countenanced such an attempt. This service was per-

formed by Dr. Guyse, successively of Hertford and New Broad

Street, London. The biographical notices of both Mr Strong and

Dr. Guyse omit the dates of their works, but Mr Strong died in

1738. The Rev. Samuel Bourn, of Birmingham (often distin-

guished as the elder), in 1 736 published " An address to Protestant

Dissenters, or an inquiry into the grounds of their attachment to

the Assembly's Catechism, whether they act upon bigotry or

reason; being a calm examination of the sixth answer in the

Assembly's Shorter Catechism, by a Protestant Dissenter." He
followed this up in 1738 by reprinting Mr Strong's revision with

three Catechisms, or as he styles them, " Lectures in a Cateche-

tical method," by himself, and recommendations of the whole

volume by men who afterwards were the heads of the Arian

School. These were Mr Mothershead of Manchester, Mr Roger-

son of Derby, Mr Grove and Dr. Amory of Taunton, and Drs.

Chandler and Benson of London. Their recommendations seem

like the first manifesto of the party. Dr. Toulmin, in his notice

of Mr Bourn's book, says, that " Mr Bourn though he did not

think it proper to lay aside the Assembly's Catechism, which

initiatory piece of religious instruction carried with it at that day a

very undue authority, yet in his catechetical lectures in his chapel

freely censured the doctrines which he believed to be erroneous."

These few particulars show more forcibly than anything else could

have done the esteem in which the catechism was held in that*

age. Mr Strong dared not tamper with it without attempting to

give a colour to his interpolations from expressions used, with
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far different intentions, by the orthodox leaders of the past genera-

tion. Mr Bourn did not think it prudent to propose its total

disuse ; and his brother Arians deemed the perversion of such a

witness for the truth a fitting occasion for their first appeal to all

like-minded men among their body. Dr. Toulmin's odd and

spiteful fling, made when it might be safely ventured, completes

the unwilling testimony borne by all these men to the hold which

the old faith had on the congregations, even after the ministers

had shaken it off. In the case of the Hewley Charity, a great

deal was said, (though incorrectly in the opinion of thejuages,) as

to the difference between the Assembly's Catechism and Mr
Bowles's later one ; and it was urged that those who meant

to teach Calvinism used the old standard manual. We see that

it retained its supremacy nearly thirty years after Lady Hewley's

death.

As to the hymn books of the Presbyterians, they immediately

availed themselves of Dr. Watts's hymns published in 1 707, and his

psalms which first appeared in 1 719. Their congregations as Arian-

ism prevailed in them adopted new hymn-books, in which the

doctor's hymns, though they formed the staple, underwent

alterations thought necessary to accommodate them to the new

notions, these however were not so numerous as perhaps might be

expected. When Socinianism had extinguished Arianism,

new selections supplanted the old ones, and in them the doctor's

hymns relating to the person of Christ were either omitted or so

altered as to lose their identity.

The party which took its rise from those men of undoubted

orthodoxy who stood by Dr. Williams, when he was persecuted

because his language and reasoning varied from the old forms of

thought and expression, almost of necessity contracted a tendency

to diverge from the letter of the old theology. In process of

time, when its old leaders were no more, some few of its ministers

avowed themselves Arminians ; and the others, without having

themselves changed their opinions, continued to fraternize with

them, more or less, from habit, friendship, or fear of a new
disruption. All then felt themselves compromised together, and

drew closer together for mutual support and encouragement.

This could not be done on the part of the Calvinists, without

some reserve and danger to their consciences and principles. The

other party, seeing this result of the association of brethren of

their own opinions with men of laxer notions, withdrew more and
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more from those who either held error or consorted with such as

did so. They might themselves so far yield to the influence of

the age as to relax the rigid formality of their scientific theology
;

but they held the truth itself the firmer that they saw it in peril

all around them. The Salters' Hall controversy found neither

party in a situation to judge rightly. The laxer party, long

accustomed to variances as to doctrine, were too ready to treat

Pierce and Hallett's opinions as right in the main, and to make
the differences verbal only, forgetting that the doctrine then in

dispute was a cardinal one. They felt the full force ofthe argument
against requiring subscription, and setting up as authoritative

definitions of doctrine by uninspired men ; but they did not see

that the vote they came to would subject them to the imputation

of shielding the assailants of the Saviour's deity, and shrinking

from the assertion of the truth which they really believed, and

which was taught every Lord's day in all their congregations..

The charge of actual heresy against any of the non-subscibers was

unfounded and unjust according to Dr. Oldfield's letter and Dr.

Calamy's autobiography, and we cannot suspect either of them of

simulating orthodoxy themselves, or giving false characters for

it to others ; yet it must be allowed that strong-minded and cool-

headed men might be prevented, alike by their feelings and their

fears, from associating with the party which at such a crisis was

contented with the vague advices sent from Salters' Hall. Nor
was the controversy, as in the former case, confined to London

;

but the Presbyterian body through the kingdom was broken up

into two hostile sections, one claiming to be the only supporters

of the true Protestant principle of the sole authority of the

Bible to the exclusion of all human formulas, though at the same time

professing perfect orthodoxy : the other proclaiming themselves

the only maintainers of the old faith, and denouncing those who
shrank from avowing it, and only cared to screen their friends who
denied it. Every minister desiring to secure the aid or sympathy

of any of his brethren found it necessary to take and keep his

side ; and when a man makes his choice of a party, he is influ-

enced not so much by a sense of truth and duty as by taste and

sentiment, and even they are not so potent as the ascendancy which

other men have obtained over him. Those who took the non-sub-

cribers' view of the question could boast in their ranks most learn-

ing, eloquence, and power of mind ; but the old-fashioned party

included the more saintly and devotional men. The latter lost
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the mental benefit which they would have derived from the

greater acquirements and more expanded views of the brethren

from whom they were then separated ; and this produced in

them an inferiority which repelled young men of vigorous and

ambitious minds. This cause seems to have operated to swell

the ranks of the other party, and also those of the Establishment.

The ministers who cast in their lot with the subscribers had

the advantage in contending for the old forms of faith as they were

still held by the laity in love and veneration ; but the non-

subscribers were more firmly united together by the suspicion

entertained of them all in common, perhaps it should rather be

said by their enduring needless unkindness and positive injustice.

It might be seen that the two Associations must soon regard each

other as the Pharisees and the Sadducees of the time of our Lord.

The immediate effect was to spread Arminianism among the Pres-

byterians, and thus to prepare them in time to embrace Arianism,

which was at that time widely spreading among that portion of the

established clergy who troubled themselves at all about doctrine.

If Whiston was expelled from his mathematical professorship

in 1710, convocation failed in procuring the condemnation of his

doctrine by the Queen ; and that Queen was Anne. Dr. Samuel

Clarke published his " Scripture Doctrine of the Trinity" in

1712, and, after an equivocal submission to convocation, which they

were fain to accept, on an understanding that he would thenceforth

keep silence on the controversy, died rector of St. James's. He,

however, held himself out as a Trinitarian ; and surely an Arian

is no Unitarian, to some minds he may appear less so than an

Athanasian. His arguments were urged with the greatest sagacity

and caution, and they had the strong recommendation of pro-

ceeding from the rector of the royal parish, but the chief reason of

their success was that they appeared just at the right time for

their general acceptance. The age being itself destitute of deep

faith and vivid feeling and imagination, was impatient of all

strong opinions and passionate sentiments, and boasted that

it tried them all by the standard of common sense : that is,

every man was ready to settle every question, moral or religious,

by an off-hand decision, without study and without experience.

It turned from all lofty speculation to topics of common society,

and its highest aim was to avoid and discountenance fanaticism,

and to discern and teach what was prudence and utility for the

passing day. The men of such an age take the high road or go
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with the tide, and are too wise to encounter risk or even ill-

will for their opinions.

The non-subscribing part of the English Presbyterian ministers

were not only acted upon by the age as their neighbours were
but, from their living in perpetual opposition to their Presbyterian

and Independent brethren who adhered to the old notions, were
in a manner prepared and almost pledged to support the new
opinions. Arianism with its vagueness and flexibility just met
their case. It allowed every man to be just as much of a superna-

turalist or of a rationalist as he pleased, and to employ
Scripture in either way with as much or as little meaning as

suited his purpose. It would be unfair not to state that many
Arians were men of saintly lives and eminently devotional habits,

and no doubt, if their scheme of doctrine could be ascertained, it

would be found very difficult to express with precision and
accuracy the difference between them and the Trinitarians, from

whom they stood aloof to consort with men with whom they

had much less in common. The imperfection of human language,

and the inadequacy of man's intellect to reason upon its ideas of

the Godhead, rather than any real difference of opinion, occa-

sioned their seeming variations from the old doctrine.

With others the profession of Arianism was the convenient

disguise by which to conceal a denial of all that is super-

natural in Christianity, and carry on war with it to the best

advantage. For there is a freemasonry in unbelief, those regu-

larly entered can soon make themselves known to each other,

initiate any willing to join their camp or take part in their

orgies, and pass each other through the degrees of illumination.

Some ministers, under the influences of the time and their

party, yielded to doubts infused by Manning, Emlyn, or Pierce,

or suggested by the works ofWhiston, Clarke, or those fountains of

heresy, the Racovian divines ; but Arianism was chiefly diffused

by ministers fresh from the academies. The nature of the next

age can always be told when the abler men all leave the seats of

education with the same general character. In the Nonconfor-

mist Colleges of the early part of the last century the tone of piety

was lowered by students for the ministry meeting in their classes

nearly equal numbers of young gentlemen training for

secular pursuits ; and the force of truth was much weakened by
orthodox tutors making it their practice to press the heter-

odox side of a question as much as that which they themselves
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believed. The newer and the bolder notions had most attraction

for the more vigorous and lively minds, and they left

their academies, (orthodox or heterodox,) determined to work a

revolution in the body to which they affected to adhere, and

possessed of sufficient worldly wisdom to wait till their purpose could

be effectually and safely accomplished. Thus at the time we have

to do with many young men entered the ministry among Non-

conformists prejudiced against the old principles, prepossessed

in favour of new schemes of doctrine, and with a want of devotion

and elevated views, for which their hardihood of speculation, though

conjoined with the greatest discretion and reserve, afforded but poor

compensation. Theytook the oversight of congregationswith the de-

termination to wean themfrom the old system, andbringthem to their

own state ofmind and feeling. They attempted this, not by instilling

their own opinions, but by observing a guarded silence on all

matters on which their flocks differed from them ; they preached

on the love and mercy of God, the example of Christ, and the

dignity and perfectibility of man, but they were peculiarly fond of

stating and illustrating the evidences of religion in opposition to

atheists and deists. This was neutral ground between ortho-

dox and heterodox, and there was great advantage in occupying it,

and they maintained it very well, just as German rationalists have

taken wonderful pains with the philology of the Bible, while

seeking to deprive it of all serious meaning. The men who
played this part in the old meeting houses might be, as they called

each other, moderate, judicious, rational, and practical divines,

but it was their deliberate purpose to counteract the labours of

the men for whom those buildings were raised.

This concealment of opinion does not tell well now, and perhaps

it may be denied, but in all notices by Socinians of the

first Arians it is mentioned as their praise that they rarely

preached doctrinal sermons. Emlyn states that he was several

years before he allowed his adoption of Arian opinions to become

known, although he became the martyr of the cause. Hallett and

Pierce denied the right of any man to interrogate them as to what

they believed, yet the parties who questioned them were, first the

managing committee of their chapels, and afterwards their fellow-

members of the Exeter Assembly, who took part with them in

ordination services and in all ministerial business. Dr. Toulmin

published, as worthy of all admiration, the scornful and angry

rebuke administered by Samuel Bourn to two members of the
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church at Kidderminster, for addressing to a friend of his, who
was a candidate for the pulpit, written queries on the main
points in dispute between the orthodox and the Arians. No one
would at the present day say that there is anything unreason-

able in desiring to know a minister's opinions when he proposes

to become the pastor of the person desiring the information.

In no other body could such concealment have been practised,

or would it have been justified, and it is to be explained only by
supposing an entirely different view of truth and honour on theo-

logical matters from that entertained at present.

This reserve was practised in the hope that congregations

which for years had not heard any doctrine from the pulpit must
become indifferent to it, or that at any rate a new generation

would spring up in ignorance of the old theology. But the

books and sermons of the great divines who lived while epis-

copacy was overthrown, and during the persecution which sig-

nalised its revival, remained to make up for defects and errors in

the pulpits ; and faithful men still resorted to the old chapels,

for in the parish churches matters were no better as to doctrine, and
often much worse in other respects. Such men showed their

dissatisfaction with the new state of things at the next choice of

.

a minister, and opposed the election of a candidate if he avowed
himself an Arian, as generally happened. In most cases the

effort was in vain, and then the orthodox minority seceded and

founded a new chapel. Sometimes even a majority, if opposed by
the trustees and chief men in the congregation, found themselves

under the necessity of being the retiring party, as at Shrewsbury

and Wolverhampton. In a few instances the Arians were the

smaller and weaker body, and then they left and built for them-

selves, as at Kidderminster and Taunton. Trinitarians thus'

coming out of a Presbyterian congregation always founded a

regular Independent church, and thus bore the strongest

testimony to the different results of the two systems in the preser-

vation of the truth.

It was customary in large congregations to have an assistant

minister as well as the pastor, and perhaps less care was taken in

the selection of men for the inferior office. Certainly many of

such assistants eventually brought in Arianism, even where

no doubt can be entertained of the orthodoxy of the senior

ministers with whom they were associated. It is to be borne in

mind that the choice of an assistant, except in the largest con-

5
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grogations, took place in the latter part of the pastor's time, and

though he might not concur with the congregation in their

preference, there would be great difficulty in his opposing it.

In some cases, and those not a few, an improper choice is

to be attributed to an evangelical minister preferring the interest

of his family to that of his flock, and causing or providing for the

election of a son, nephew, or cousin, as his assistant or successor.

The hereditary principle works well in no profession except those

of royalty and legislation, so far as they are exceptions.

The choice of a minister depended, in some congregations

entirely, and in all mainly, on the trustees who, succeeding their

fathers by quasi inheritance, were often entirely destitute of per-

sonal religion. The circumstance of the trust deeds containing no

other provision as to the chapel than that it was for the use of

Dissenters or Presbyterians, added to the utter want of organiza-

tion in the congregation, might seem to leave the selection of the

minister to them. They had the legal ownership of the chapel and,

what was sometimes of more importance, of every endowment con-

nected with it, and in those days when the world and the world's law

were not the friends of Nonconformists, to speak lawyer's lan-

guage, the power would go with the legal estate. Beside their

official position, they were very often persons of high stand-

ing in society and of considerable wealth, and how could a

small or poor congregation contest any matter with them?

In choosing a minister they naturally thought of themselves,

and sought a man who would be an agreeable companion for their

families, and perhaps also a good tutor for their sons. If they had

any higher considerations they thought only of pulpit talents.

A young man of i ' liberal" opinions would generally meet their

purpose best in all respects.

In all or almost all cases it will be found that the general body

of a congregation was more attached to the old faith than the

ministers and the richer men were, and in very few indeed

was the vacancy occasioned by the death of an uncompromising

and outspoken Trinitarian filled by the choice of an avowed

Arian. Where deceit was practised it cannot be said that the

change in the opinions of the congregation took place freely and

fairly.

In London and the large towns dissatisfied hearers would

find elsewhere preaching to their mind, and leave a minister

whom they suspected of unsoundness ; thus it happened that the
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most important cliapels were the most easily gained by the

heterodox. In small places a minister would be more forward
and bold in preaching Arianism if he was supported in it by the

trustees or influential families, or was rendered comparatively

independent by an endowment. A minister of superior ability,

and possessed of qualities which endeared him to his people, would
not fail to bring them to his own way of thinking.

It should however be known what the opinions of these first

Arians were. They did not make as great a departure from

orthodoxy as had been made by their day j Socinianism in indivi-

duals was no new thing in England, and abroad it had ripened into

opinions anticipatory of the rationalism of the next century.

There had long been congregations, indeed sects, of Anti-Trini-

tarians ; it had been a popular belief in Transylvania that Christ

was a mere man, and a body in Poland had gloried in calling

themselves by the name of Socinians. In England not only was
all reserve and caution, but the deviation from orthodoxy was

comparatively slight. Emlyn resisted the attempts of Manning
to bring him to humanitarianism, and Mothershead finally re-

fused to go the lengths of Seddon, his son-in-law.

Martin Tomkins we shall have to do with. He was dismissed

from Newington Green for Arianism in 1 71 8, yet in 1 732 published a

volume on the atonement of Christ, which Dr. Doddridge highly re-

commended. It perhaps, in fairness, should be mentioned that

he also wrote against the common doxology as nnscriptural, and

did not confine his remarks to the Gloria Patri, as tacked on to

David's Psalms.

The great James Pierce in his sermons published posthu-

mously in 1728, as quoted by Mr J. Wilson, has these words :

" Hear, O heavens, and give ear O earth ! The Creator, He by

whom God made the world, lias become an infant, and He that made all

things has been made of a woman. He that gives life to all has conde-

scended to receive life by means of such to whom He gave it. His

dwelling then, with men on earth, is the more marvellous if we consider

the design of it. What a perfect expiation and atonement has He made

for our sins. This was the end of his appearance. We know that He
was manifested to take away our sins."

Samuel Bourn, in his catechism already referred to, says :

Q. How has Jesus Christ wrought out salvation for us, or how doth

he become our Saviour I
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A. By shedding his blood as our sacrifice, and pleading his blood

shed in obedience to God as our righteousness.

His forms of evening prayer contain the expressions " being cleansed

by the blood of Christ from all past sins," "through his sacrifice and

intercession," "through our Lord Jesus Christ, who hath loved us and

washed us from our sins in his blood."

The very learned Dr. John Taylor, successively of Norwich

and Warrington Academy, who first in England, Mr J. Wilson,

says, wrote against the doctrine of original sin and the atonement

(1751,) and whose paraphrase on the Epistle to the Romans has

continued the Arminian key to the Apostolic writings to the

present day, thus sums up his observations on the sacrifice of Christ

:

I conclude, therefore, that the sacrifice of Christ was truly and

properly in the highest degree, and far beyond any other, piacular, and

expiatory to make atonement for or to take away sin. Not only to

give us an example ; not only to assure us of remission, or to procure

our Lord a commission to publish the forgiveness of sin ; but moreover

to obtain that forgiveness by doing what God in his wisdom and good-

ness judged fit and expedient to be done in order to the forgiveness of

sin, and without which he did not think it fit or expedient to grant

the forgiveness of sin.

These men may all be regarded as heresiarchs of the English

Presbyterians, and it is important to notice what doctrine they

introduced. The Socinians never make distinctions except be-

tween orthodoxy and heterodoxy, and claim every man who was
not orthodox. They draw the boundary line at the doctrine of the

Trinity, and would fain call every one not agreeing to the doctrine

of the Athanasian creed a Unitarian, and on their side. The true

test is opinion as to the person of Christ, and the true classification

is of those who hold His mere humanity, and those who believe Him
partaker of the divine as well as of human nature. It is clear

that all the authors hitherto mentioned would, if they must have

placed themselves in one or other of these classes, have been,

however unwillingly, on the orthodox side and protested against

the present Socinians as rejecting what was essential in Christianity.

Socinianism does not appear to have been openly preached

before Dr. Priestly published his " History of the Corruptions of

Christianity," in 1782, and his "History of Opinions concerning

the person of Jesus Christ," in 1786 • and his views were adopted

rather by young men studying for the ministry, than by ordained
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ministers. His ancestors had for some generations been Inde-
pendents, and he had very little similarity to the Presbyterians,

being outspoken and uncompromising, and showing a warmth and
impatience of opposition which were contrary to their spirit and
tactics. The effect of his writings has been to destroy Arianism
in England, at least the profession of it, although many heterodox
ministers remained to our own time who, notwithstanding they
would not have been forward to give themselves any sectarian

name, or even to define their doctrine, would yet, if need were, have
carefully denied being mere humanitarians. Dr. Abraham Eees
was their patriarch, and there were among them several men of

note, beside others less known. They varied very much in their

opinions, but they maintained the pre-existence of Christ, and His
atonement for sin ; nevertheless from early connexion and mental
affinity they associated almost exclusively with Socinians, and even
those of them who in their convictions were nearest to the

orthodox, would have felt themselves out of their element
amongst evangelicals. Between the first profession of Arianism
and its development or merging in Socinianism, the courses

taken by its supporters were very different. A few minis-

ters among the Independents, and here and there one in a
Presbyterian chapel, consorted with evangelical Independents,
but yet were understood, or rather suspected, not to be per-

fectly orthodox. They were the high and dry party amono-
dissenters. There were also pastors of Presbyterian conore-

gations, preserving in their sermons a guarded silence on all

controversial points, and using scriptural phrases only in their

prayers who, owing to their congregations being Trinitarian,

on formal occasions, such as meetings of ministers, appeared
among the Independents, but when they needed assistance in

their pulpits (which is the testing occasion), obtained it from

heterodox neighbours. The fate of such a congregation was gene-

rally determined by there being or not being any other place of

worship to which the more religious part of it could advan-

tageously secede. The next minister was a man of decided

opinions ; orthodox if the congregation had kept up its numbers
during his ministry, heterodox if it had not. One minister

avowedly an Arian, is reported on good authority to have told

his flock, in anticipation of his decease, that his successor would be

sure to preach a different gospel from that which they had heard

from him, and to have recommended them if his fears should be
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realised, to remove to the Independent chapel ; advice which how-

ever few or none of them took. We of this generation have

known men to die pastors of Independent congregations and

thoroughly orthodox and evangelical, whose first settlements were

over Presbyterian congregations, and who were chosen by them

as being, at least as supposed to be, Arians. Perhaps they really

were undecided to which party to belong, their consciences

told them to take part with the Independents, but they did not

like some of their Methodist ways, and preferred for personal

intercourse the better bred and better educated men who called

themselves Presbyterians. The generality of the contemporary

ministers of this class ended as Socinians. Several congregations

were preserved by a short supply of students from heterodox

academies, and the consequent necessity of taking a man

educated among Independents. Wymondley was first reverted to in

these cases, at one time it was nearly neutral ground, and its

orthodoxy was thought to hang on the life of one of the trustees.

Homerton was next favoured. Hoxton was thought methodistical.

In Ireland Arianism seems to have been avowed earlier than in

England and to have maintained its ground to some degree in the

presence of Socinianism. One of the ministers of the chapel in

Eustace Street, Dublin, declared himself an Arian in the suit

which will be referred to.

Under these circumstances the intercommunion of Arian and

Independent ministers gradually came to an end. In Dr. Dod-

di-idge's time it was very much diminished, but he considered it

a matter of duty that periodical meetings, at which the two con-

nexions interchanged pulpits, should not be given up, and he

printed a remonstrance on the subject. No doubt he thought that

as long as there was any danger of a Stuart invasion the dissenters

should be kept together in self-defence. He knew that another

restoration would be followed by another persecution, if the Angli-

can clergy could but gain sufficient power. Fortunately they

could only continue the Test and Corporation Acts. The two

suits in the " Court Chi'istian" brought against him for keeping

an academy warned him what would be done if the parochial

clergy of his time could have their way.

Shortly after the falling away of so many of the Presbyterian

congregations, the Independents received new life, and great

accessions to their numbers, from the labours of Whitfield, and

in some degree from those of Wesley. As the Independents are
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the least organised of denominations, a congregation not led into

any other system naturally follows theirs, if the communicants

form themselves into a body distinct from the congregation.

When once this distinction is made, in England at least, this conse-

quence has always followed. Thus the bodies of English Calvinisti-

cal Methodists, and of the Countess of Huntingdon's connexion

have been converted into regular Independent churches. Of course

the contact or influx of revivalist notions was not without influence

on the spirit, public devotions, and habits of the Independents,

and produced a still further separation between them and the

Arianized Presbyterians. Some judgment may be formed of the

dislike with which any new measures were regarded, from the

manner in which Mr Walter Wilson, in his history of the

London Congregations, refers to the modern Dissenters having be-

come Methodists. This reproach however we may suppose has

now nearly passed away. But what with Methodism in the one

party and Socinianism in the other, all intercourse, much more

all communion, between heterodox occupants of old meeting

houses and Independents has long ceased. They perhaps still

recollect the old relation as far as lending chapels in cases of re-

building, and a Socinian without a chapel of his own opinion, if

he determined to worship among Nonconformists, would generally

give the preference, other things being equal, to the Indepen-

dent Chapel. In civil matters the Independents are always glad

to bring their numbers to the support of the more select body

which the Socinians form, and members of Parliament of the latter

body have never had heartier supporters than among the Calvinis-

tic portion of the constituencies, for the bond of the common dissent

was gladly acknowledged. Complaints have been made that this

good feeling has not been returned when Independents were candi-

dates.

Surprise may be felt that an effort was not made to prevent

the misappropriation of the chapels as soon as Arianism was

avowedly preached in them. We have seen that in 1718 Mr
Martin Tomkins was dismissed for Arianism from Stoke Newing-

ton, as Mr Pierce and Mr Hallett were from Exeter. This no

doubt checked the spread, or at any rate the avowal, of similar

opinions in Presbyterian pulpits, for a considerable time. But by the

time that the richer men among them had become so changed in

their opinions, or so latitudinarian, that Arianism could be pro-

fessed by a minister without risk of his dismissal by his congre-
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gation, lax notions of religious doctrine had so far spread among

the classes which furnish the Judges, that an information in support

of Trinitarians, especially with Calvinistic relators, would have

been a hopeless affair, supposing an attorney-general would have

permitted the use of his name. This was just about the time

that the numbers and influence of the Dissenters were at the lowest,

although they were always the surest, perhaps almost the only sure,

supporters of the Government. Besides it would have been diffi-

cult to prove a charge of Arianism to the satisfaction of even a

favourable judge. The variation from the old notions was slight

at first, and the old language was retained, except a few forms of

expression which were easily replaced by ambiguous ones and,

as the Arians habitually omitted doctrine from their sermons it is

difficult to see what evidence could have been given as to what they

really believed. An Arian compelled by Chancery to declare his

opinions would have been able with very little, if any, direct falsehood

to answer in such a manner as not to convict himself of heterodoxy.

Socinianism had not been openly preached in many chapels long

before England had embarked in the war with revolutionary France,

and then all the Dissenters were objects of suspicion and alarm

to the King's ministers, and by no means favourites in the King's

courts. In 1813 Parliament had become sufficiently enlightened

to admit Anti-Trinitarians to the benefit of the Toleration Act,

but Evangelical doctrines still remained under the stigma put

upon them by the Act of Uniformity, and the additional unpo-

pularity which they contracted when Whitfield and Wesley

shocked all the feelings and prejudices of their age. At the

beginning of the century Lord Eldon began his long and absolute

supremacy in Chancery and the House of Lords, and his judicial

character gave no encouragement to prefer claims founded, not on

wills and deeds, but on the history of Dissenting sects. How could

it be hoped that his lordship would have made up his mind what

was evidence and what was not ? We shall see that even Lord Cot-

tenham gave an Eldon-kind of judgment in the House of Lords ?

How could he have been certain that he exactly knew what an En-

glish Presbyterian was though he would have been sure to see the

difference between him and a Scotch one ? Was it possible that

he ever could have been satisfied that the old English Presby-

terians were really extinct when so many were still known by

that name in his native Northumberland ? Would he ever have

made the effort necessary so far to set words aside as to give a
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chapel called Presbyterian to Independents ? It no doubt ap-

peared certain that he would decide that Socinians were not,

but as certain that ' he would manage to avoid deciding who
were, entitled to the meeting houses. We can readily believe

that counsel and attorneys would despair of such a suit, however

the clients might believe in truth and justice. Nevertheless when
the war had been over two years, and the spirit of the English

people generally was reviving, and there was more faith in what

ought to be, and less acquiescence in what was wrongful, the

litigation began, though Lord Eldon held the great seal, but

it soon stopped, no doubt because he was sure in the last stage

to be subjected to scruples and difficulties, which would have

swarmed thicker than ever when appealed to by relators, who
were at once Dissenters, Evangelicals, and Calvinists. It

was resumed in 1830, singularly enough four days only after

William the Fourth's accession, by which time it was felt that

a new age had set in.

The srround on which the Socinians rested their case was that

at some time (which they did not fix) between the Restoration

and the Revolution the practice of free enquiry on matters of

religion became so entirely the one principle of the English

Presbyterians, that their only wish, with regard to the chapels

which they built, was to secure them to the congregations occu-

pying them for the time, whatever opinions they might adopt.

That they first set the example of a denomination not only shaking

off human authority in religion, but divesting themselves of all

ancestral prejudices, in order that they might ascertain for them-

selves the real meaning of the Bible, apart from all traditionary

interpretations of it. That they foresaw that the result of this spirit

of enquiry would be that each succeeding generation, continuing the

pursuit of truth in the same manner, would discard more and more of

the doctrines then generally received. That accordingly a prepared-

ness to receive new notions was the normal condition of their body.

That, such being their state of mind, they were careful that their

foundations and endowments should not prevent but promote

such progressive enlightenment, and that they provided that this

should be their effect, by omitting from their trust deeds all

mention of doctrines, and merely declaring that their chapels were

for Presbyterians, a name which, they say, of itself conveyed the

notions just expressed, if they did not use the comprehensive

term Protestant Dissenters, without any qualification. That

6
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they would themselves, if living in a later generation, have

adopted the opinions at the time most in advance of the old

orthodoxy. That the Socinians of the nineteenth century were the

true representatives, as in most cases they were the successors, of

the English Presbyterians. That, according to all the principles of

the last-mentioned body the congregation occupying a chapel

could, without danger of dispossession, use it for the promulgation

of any doctrines which they might adopt because it was their

own affair and concerned nobody else.

Indeed the Socinians found it necessary to make these assertions

in reference to the founders of the old chapels and endowments,

because it being clear that they were Trinitarians, the Court of

Chancery was sure to hold that the doctrine of the Trinity must

be fundamental, if they had any fundamental doctrine at all, and

to prevent Anti-Trinitarians from enjoying their charities.

There will be found in pamphlets and speeches on the Socinian

side passages importing that the Presbyterians made the creed

called the Apostles' Creed their standard of doctrine, and if that

could have been made out, the Socinians would perhaps have

carried their point, because (except as they very properly

object to subscribe to any article of faith) they are always

willing to subscribe that creed, as Mr Everett, the United

States' Ambassador, did on being created Doctor of Laws

at Oxford. But each such passage will be found at vari-

ance with the other parts of the pamphlet or speech from which

it is taken, for the Socinians of this century have never failed, in

all their reasonings on the matter, to state the rejection of creeds

as the great characteristic of the Presbyterians, not knowing or

not telling that it had been derived from the Independents, who
have never departed from it. No Presbyterian trust deed or other

authoritative document, was produced referring to this creed as a

standard, nor has any other use of it as such by that party been

shown. Lady Hewley, in the rules she laid down for her hospital,

required the almswomen to be able to repeat it, but the judges

were of opinion that it was but reasonable to suppose that her

ladyship, as almost everybody did in her day, agreed with

Bishop Pearson, who, in his exposition, explained it as Trinitarian.

We shall hereafter see what Mr Baxter thought of it, though it

is from his unguarded expressions that the Socinians took the

hint to put forward this creed as expressing their views. The
fact that they can with any shew of plausibility do so suggests
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many curious thoughts. If it had been used by the Presbyterians

as a standard they would have left us many a treatise upon it, which

would have decided the question in favour of Trinitarians.

This position of the Socinian party will not be found consonant

to what men have generally done in respect to religion, or in any

degree supported by the history or writings of the Presbyterians.

Even in our day when, according to all appearances, few of

any party care or know much about dogmas, no man would have

sufficient zeal for religion to endow it unless he had a strong

preference for some particular form of it. However latitudinarian

a man is, some method of worship suits his taste best, and some
doctrine seems to him most correct, and most beneficial in its influ-

ence over those who profess it, and he would devote his benefac-

tions to support them, and would certainly wish to prevent his

property from being employed to controvert or discredit them. A
man adiaphorist to such a degree, and having an idea of Christianity

so abstract, that no notion, though believed by himself, should seem

essential to it, and no other notion, which he had heard or read of

as maintained by other men, should in his opinion be incompatible

with it, would not found a place of worship or in any wise endow
religion, unless he did so in bitter hostility to it, or for some other

evil purpose. He could not have any affection for Christianity if

every congeries of fancies, which any set of men might agree to

call by its name, was the same to him.

And even if instances could be brought forward of an individ-

ual man or woman here and there having indulged such a whim,

we cannot suppose hundreds of congregations making it their only

principle. A common faith is necessary as the bond of every

non-established communion, or rather it is the condition and

cause of its existence. Men associate to practise and teach what

seems to them to be truth. A sect formed to seek truth would

perish during the search. A single congregation may remain

round a favourite preacher during such search on his part, if all

circumstances are favourable, but the experiment would not be tried

twice with any chance of success. The mere rejection of human
authority is not a sufficient basis of a denomination. For that a

positive belief is required. A protest against error is merely

negative; it is not a faith and cannot take the place of one.

When the Independents and Socinians met in their fierce contest

both equally condemned the use of creeds, maintained that the

Bible is the onlv rule and standard of faith, and asserted the
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right of free enquiry and individual opinion. Nor were these the

only points in which they agreed. They were both alike congre-

gational, and opposed Episcopalians, and true Presbyterians, on

the same grounds. They had the same views as to the ordinances

called sacraments, and the ministerial character, and their form of

worship was the same, except so far as the Socinians have adopted a

liturgy. But it will be seen on examination, that the opinions in

which they agreed were almost entirely negative, denying man's

additions to what has been revealed, and although the points alluded

to are those which have occasioned a very large proportion of ecclesi-

astical strife, they both felt that notwithstanding agreement in all

such matters, they were the very antipodes of each other. Each

party held opinions which it regarded as vital truths ; but for the

holding of those in common it would not have existed, and they

only afforded a permanent bond, and created mutual sympathy. The

Socinians who in theory regard mere opinions as non-essential,

have the strongest tie of brotherhood in the ideas that separate

them from the rest of Christendom. Yet as their theory is incon-

sistent with this feeling they do not admit it to others, perhaps

not even to themselves, and therefore cannot judge how other men
feel it with regard to dogmas. Their system is what is called

natural religion and, to whatever extent they may explain and

exemplify it from the teaching and life of Christ, it can scarcely

be treated as anything beyond philosophical theism. Christi-

anity is regarded by all other believers as a revelation of miraculous

facts, and of doctrines beyond the discovery of reason or perfect

elucidation by it, and piety is the state of mind and habits of life

which, by God's grace and under divine influences, result from faith

in those facts and doctrines. The notion of religion without dogma
is to them self-contradictory. The founders of their various com-

munities, without pretending to infallibility, believed that they were

in possession of truths necessary for salvation, and also that their

respective notions of church government, methods of worship and

preaching, and religious observances generally, gave them peculiar

advantages in labouring to advance the kingdom of Christ, and this

belief it was which induced them to organize their denominations

and provide them with ministers and places of worship.

The case of the English Presbyterians as we have seen was

most singular ; they scarcely formed a separate body until after

the Restoration, and on the Revolution they gave up all that

was distinctive in their church government for that of the Inde-
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pendents, except as they approximated to the open communion of

the Establishment. If they had not only given up the Presby-
fprian polity, but had also so far receded from the doctrines of

their revered Assembly as to have renounced the idea, (underlying

all creeds and articles), that there are fundamental truths in

Christianity, and to have adopted instead of a faith the habit of

questioning, upon every suggestion, any tenet they professed,

they would not have burdened themselves to build chapels, and
to raise yearly stipends in support of such a system of non-belief.

At that time a new denomination was not needed in Eno-land

to carry free enquiry into practice. The establishment then

allowed its priests to preach any doctrine, so that they read
the forms and observed the rubrics of the prayer book, and
its laymen, so that they kept away from conventicles, might
profess any kind of misbelief or disbelief without being interfered

with by their fellow worshippers, or occasioning any serious

scandal. No unestablished system could allow such license in

ministers and people without coming to a speedy end, but must
preserve to a great extent unity of belief, or it would be torn to

pieces by internal dissensions, if its professors felt sufficient inter-

est in it to endeavour to keep it up. A state church only, with its

endowments, monopolies, and prestige, could insure such indiffer-

ence to doctrine in the laity as to permit this license at least to

the clergy. Accordingly we never find it among Socinians, for

the defendants in the Wolverhampton case in their answer correctly

stated their principle and practice to be that any person disagreeing

with the congregation should leave it. Mr. Steward was dis-

missed for his free enquiry, and so it has been in every case with a

minister and must be so. Where any variety of opinion exists in a

congregation each party views the minister as being, practically or

in the main, on then side. Philosophic minds caring only either for

their own liberty, or for the progress of others in free speculation,

would carefully have avoided the trammels of a new voluntary sect,

and would have hailed the Establishment as the best method for pro-

moting the freedom of individual minds, and the mutual toleration of

contrary opinions by men working together, which the constitution

of things admits of. This is just the praise which thinking

men in the state church at the present time claim for it.

Newton and Locke, of whose heterodoxy the Socinians have,

very excusably, made so much, found no reason to leave the

Establishment, although they seem not to have made any secret
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of their opinions. Clarke was by no means a rare instance of a

known Arian dying in a national benefice. But in addition to

these considerations, at the period to which these remarks apply

the great latitudinarian divines who were reared in the free and

invigorating times of the commonwealth and protectorate, and

trained in the universities, then in their glory as to all matters

connected with theology, were advancing to the high places of the

church ; and when they failed in their scheme of a comprehension,

they would have given such converts as the Presbyterians a heartier

welcome to the national temples than would have been accorded

to them at any other time.

If the Presbyterians had been indifferent to their doctrinal

principles they never would have subjected themselves to the

penalties of nonconformity before the Revolution, nor would

they have endured the disabilities and ill-will which the law and

the state of public feeling alike perpetuated as the heritage of the

Dissenters, even after they had obtained toleration. They could

have had no other reason for building their chapels than that they

might again hear for themselves, and might preserve as living-

truths to the coming generations, those old doctrines which the

Act of Uniformity had well nigh, though not to the whole

extent which its authors intended and trusted, banished from

the Establishment, but which had consoled themselves amidst all

the miseries and vicissitudes of the civil war, and that persecution,

which was all that the setting- up of the old institutions, though

chiefly their work, had in store for them. It really is too

much to tell us that these men foresaw that their form of belief

was destined to crumble away piecemeal in a generation or

two, and that their chapels were intentionally and carefully

settled, so that each succeeding generation might use them to

propagate any tenets which their congregations might decide.

To any one who is acquainted with the accounts left of these

Presbyterians by friends or enemies, or who has read their earnest

writings, it is absurd to suppose that men of such precise and
formal notions and habits, and such plainness and gravity of

speech, could have been persuaded that all their thoughts and
belief were on the point of being exploded by the spread of truth

and knowledge. If they were convinced of any one thing it was
that they were in possession of the truth for themselves, and were
bound to take thought for its preservation after their own time.

The chapels were built and the endowments made by laymen,
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and it is clear that the laymen everywhere remained attached

from conviction to the old faith long after students had

returned from Findern or Daventry tainted with the heresies

which were taught or permitted to be studied or discussed there.

But we have not here to do with later times than those of William

and Anne. There is no trace of any opposition to the clauses

in the Toleration Act excepting Non-Trinitarians from the benefit

of its provisions, on the contrary there is every reason to suppose

they met with general support from the Dissenters. We have

seen what reception Emlyn's candid preaching met with.

In the common course of events most money is given in charity,

certainly all very large benefactions are. made, by men and women
when advanced in years, and when their opinions, if they have not

changed their denomination, are those which were in vogue in it

forty or fifty years before. In default of other evidence, and in

the absence of disturbing circumstances, to know a man's

opinions we should ascertain what his denomination believed

when he was twenty-five. Let these rules be applied to Pres-

byterian founders, and it is easy to decide whether their govern-

ing principle was to preserve to the congregation the right to

keep a chapel after adopting a form of belief contrary to that

which they themselves had listened to.

As the proposition relied on by the Socinians is utterly incon-

sistent with the conduct generally pursued by men in matters

of religion, and is entirely at variance with the character of the

men with respect to whom it is asserted, we have a right to require

the most convincing evidence of it. We may insist that the point

shall be decided by the trust deeds. The old Presbyterians had

among them both ministers and laymen of large experience in all

matters relating to their denomination, and the bearing of English

law as to religious foundations, and endued with all the sagacity

which men acquire in civil war and revolution. They knew that

the adiaphorist view of doctrines was not only new but opposed

to the fundamental principles which had up to that time guided

all ecclesiastical bodies alike, all, whether orthodox or heterodox,

had agreed in regarding the faith professed in every new system as

its soul, to which its founders must give oneness and vitality,

if they wished their institution to be permanent. English

judges so much regard fixedness and permanence as the cha-

racteristics of English charities, that the clearest expressions

would scarcely give trustees the right to make or sanction
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a departure from the usage of the founders and their generation.

It was matter of notoriety, and indeed of history, that the Pres-

byterian body so far as it was developed in England during its

short ascendancy, and still more so that the church called by the

same name in Scotland during each period in which it had

been dominant, had been distinguished among the Reformed

communions by the minuteness and rigidity of their creed, the arro-

gance with which they had claimed to be in exclusive possession of

the truth, and the intolerance with which they had sought to

prescribe even the thoughts of those who submitted to their sway.

If by the Revolution their system of theology had undergone so

radical a change that they then held that no doctrine of religion

was essential, and that their congregations had a right to retain

their chapels whatever opinions they adopted, they would have

taken care to secure this right to them by the most explicit pro-

visions. They would have seen that if they did not introduce

into their deeds clear stipulations to this effect, their intentions

would have been mistaken, and the courts would have decided

that their foundations should perpetuate the rigid notions and

intolerance of those who had previously borne their name in Eng-

land. There had not been between the times that Presbyterian

worship had been celebrated in the cathedrals and the time that

the old meeting-houses were built, a sufficient period of liberty and

quiet for any new system to have been laid down and observed.

They would have been a'dvised that the law would take no account

of any opinion which the few congregations meeting by stealth

during the persecution had found it convenient to possess, or

politic to adopt, and that the only Presbyterians which it would

recognize would be those of the Long Parliament and the

Westminster Assembly.

Giving the power over a chapel to the seatholders for the time

being would not have violated any rule of law, however novel

such a provision might have been, as in legal intendment lawful

doctrines and worship only would be contemplated.

A body formed expressly to promote free enquiry, and
caring chiefly to preserve the rights of future congregations,

would have proclaimed their novel and startling opinions and in-

tentions so fully and formally as to leave no doubts respecting them.

Notwithstanding the Presbyterian chapels were built by
hundreds, and were scattered all over the kingdom, and though

there was no more concert or combination among: them than
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among the congregationalist churches gathered at the same time,

during all the litigation there was not brought forward a single

trust deed which recognized the right of a congregation to change
their opinions without forfeiting their right to the chapel ; and it is

submitted that this circumstance is conclusive that the founders

intended, as other founders have ever done, to promote their own
opinions, and had no intention to leave their chapel at the discre-

tion of the congregation for the time being, when by artifices of

the minister, by the fatal corruption of the times, or by decay it

had become changed from what they knew it. This intention if

it had existed must have appeared in some one or other of docu-

ments so numerous. Every deed which on examination is found

to contain no reservation to the congregation of such a power
adds greater weight to the argument than any previously produced.

Nor can it be justly urged that evidence is obtained from testi-

mony, not from silence. Negative evidence is furnished uncon-

sciously, and is above suspicion. An assertion shows a wish to in-

duce belief, and therefore a motive for misrepresentation. Infer-

ences from what men would have done if they had had a particular

intention, but did not do, produce the strongest conviction of

the non-existence of that intention, and form no small portion of

the common sense of mankind. Most of the trust deeds provide

for the case ofthe worship they are designed to promote being again

prohibited, many ofthem referring expressly and others unmistake-

ably to the recent Toleration Acts, and if a power to vary the nature

of that worship had been intended we may be sure it would have

been restricted to the limits of the law. The supposition in

which Lord Cottenham indulged, (in a debate which will be par-

ticularly referred to), that illegal worship was intended by the

founders of the old meeting-houses, is entirely at variance with

all the evidence we have on the subject, and with all the publica-

tions issued on the side of those who instructed his lordship.

That a congregation avowedly Arian might assemble without

danger is shown by the formation of such under Emlyn and

Pierce, and no evidence whatever has been given that by 1 720

the occupants of any one of the old meeting houses iu England

had, as a body, become secretly heterodox.

The vagueness of the terms employed in the trust deeds of the

old meeting-houses, and particularly their silence in reference to

doctrines, has been insisted on as proof that the chapels were not

intended to be dedicated to the support of any particular system

7
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of divinity. The answer is that there was no need to say what

doctrines were intended to be promoted, because there was no

diversity of opinion among the Nonconformists of that day, for

with the exception of the small number of General Baptists they

all were Trinitarians and Calvinists. The old faith of the Puri-

tans had come out of the persecution unchanged (except that it

had become allied with tolerance), while all the heterodox sects

which swarmed in the ignorance produced by the overthrown

prelacy had perished, with the exception of the Quakers. This

consideration seems to have relieved the Presbyterians from all

apprehension of danger to their faith in the future. They trusted

to carefully training and testing their ministers, and to the noble

catechism composed by the divines who assembled at the call of

the Long Parliament. The importance which they attached to

their theological system, in all its completeness and sternness, was

shown by the care with which they taught this summary of it.

It could not occur to them that, with the testimony borne

to the truth by every page of their history, and with all the

volumes reiterating their faith, with all the formality of the school-

men, or all the fervour of the Reformers, there could be any doubt

as to the doctrines which they intended their foundations

to promote. They did not refer to the Assembly's confession,

for they could not think it would ever be strange to the lips

of those who should worship within their chapels, much less

did they anticipate that any question could be raised as to

the importance which they themselves attached to the truths it

embodied.

It must not, however, be supposed that the English Presby-

terians have not in any of the deeds or wills, by which they

founded or endowed chapels or schools, left indications as to the

faith which they designed their property to promote, or that any

precautions of that kind have deterred Socinian trustees from

employing the chapel or the school to teach their own opinions

instead of the founders'. In documents relating to schools at

Kenilworth, Knowsley, and Piatt, the Assembly's Catechism is

directed to be taught, and the trust deeds of the chapels -at

Cockey Moor, Knowsley, Piatt, and Foxteth Park Liverpool, or of

endowments connected with them, declare a trust for dissenters

holding the doctrinal articles of the the Church of England. All

those places are or have been in the hands of Socinian s, and it is

needless to say without the articles being followed or the cate-
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chism being taught. One single instance of this kind known to

that denomination, and not protested against and remedied, must
evince or produce a laxity of principle for which we should not be
prepared, if religious endowments did not seem everywhere to

paralyse the conscience in one way or another.

With regard to church government, the Presbyterian founders

of the old meeting-houses, really put in practice no distinctive

principles, and there was no reason for their being more explicit

in their trust-deeds. They had abandoned Presbyterianism,

and adopted in great part the methods of their former rivals, the

Independents. They had done more; they had entered into a union

with them which, though broken up in London, continued

throughout the rest of the kingdom in complete efficiency durino-

the whole chapel-building period; and notwithstanding this separa-

tion, a London congregation was considered Presbyterian or

Independent according to the Board of Ministers to which its

pastor for the time being attached himself. It is easy to shew
that the choice by a congregation of either of these denominations

of a pastor belonging to the other of them involved no sacrifice

of principle, and no important variation of practice on either part.

Open communion, as in the Establishment, was not practised

among the Presbyterians of the time of the revolution. The
communicants were admitted by the minister alone, or by the

minister and elders. In many cases they signed a church covenant

containing their faith and pledging them before God and each

other to maintain it. Oliver Heywood tried this plan at Coley,

•while he held a national benefice, but could not succeed. The
plan was carried out when the voluntary principle was adopted.

When once admitted the communicants seem to have been a

recognized body, apart from the congregation, they so far

formed a church, though they seem to have had no church

power. An Independent becoming their pastor could pro-

pose or mention to them when assembled admissions to the

communion, so as to satisfy himself and substantially carry out

his own principles. A Presbyterian pastor of an Independent

church by stating to church meetings, (which for the most part

would be devotional services only), what he had done as to

matters of government, would in most cases satisfy a church

of the first, or at any rate of the second, generation after the

stiff and unyielding congregationalists of Cromwell's time.

This last state of things is what has happened in several Inde-
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pendent churches in modern days, without further notice being

taken of it than the remark that the minister went on the Presbyte-

rian system, and it arises whenever the minister takes upon himself

to admit to the church. Indeed the manner in which many

Independent churches, flourishing alike in good works virtues and

numbers, have regulated admissions by referring all enquiries

connected with them to a small cii-cle of deacons and senior mem-

bers, always selected by the pastor, has occasioned some persons

to express doubts whether those churches ever really acted in such

matters. Certainly their proceedings were very different from those

of the first churches of the order, or of the more democratic ones of

our day, especially among Baptists. It is not intended to insinuate

a reproach against the churches referred to, for every function

was more effectively discharged, and every object more perfectly

secured, in them than in more pragmatical ones, but only to

repeat what rigid congregationalists said of them. The practice

of a minister of one of these denominations becoming pastor of

a church belonging to the other of them, has long been habitual in

the United States. There a Presbyterian minister chosen by an

Independent church joins the Congregational Association, and

an Independent becoming the minister of a Presbyterian con-

gregation is admitted a member of the Presbytery of the Bounds.

In both cases all church matters go on as if the congregation had

a pastor of their own church order. Nor must it be sup-

posed that in the Independent churches there is the inquisi-

tion into personal belief which has been represented. A man
may be by conviction an Episcopalian or a Presbyterian, and

yet be a very good church member ; a deacon of Dr. Fletcher's

church had been and still described himself as a Lutheran minister.

An Arminian would not be rejected, and the expression of

exact Athanasianism is not insisted on, although a person deny-

ing the deity of Christ would not be received. Nor do any

leading churches insist upon requirements in proof of personal

religion which any one who really desired to enter into their

fellowship could fairly pronounce unnecessary. Yet they are

represented by the Socinian as destructive of spiritual liberty

and individuality, and by the rigid Presbyterian as hotbeds of

heresy and discord. These contradictory charges destroy each

other's credibility, exactly as a contrast of the portraitures by

the same parties of the first Presbyterians, and an examination of

the arguments by which they arc supported, proves that the modern
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Independent is the nearest approach to the English Presbyterian

of the time of Queen Anne which can be discovered or even

imagined. Slight changes in either party would make them

identical.

Many of the old meeting-houses were built before the circum-

stances here detailed had become matters of experience, but the

principles which eventually produced them were in full and

conscious operation, and therefore in some cases the trust deed

declared that the chapel was for the use of Protestant Dissen-

ters, with the intention that one or other of the two systems

should be adopted as might be determined subsequently, and

might be afterwards changed again if this appeared best. As we
have seen bodies of both communions originally joined in form-

ing a congregation and building a chapel, or subsequently coalesced,

and no doubt, in these cases more often than in others, ministers

were chosen from either party indiscriminately. In some

deeds, very likely in most, " Presbyterian" is used as syno-

nymous with " Protestant Dissenter" but it may well be that in

many it was used to denominate Presbyterians as distinguished

from Independents, but even then the Presbyterianism it denoted

was practically Congregationalism, and might be preserved and

properly administered under the pastorate of an Independent.

But whether the term was used in the stricter or more compre-

hensive sense in respect to church government, from 1688 to

1720 it conveyed to everyone acquainted with Nonconformist

matters the additional notion of Calvinist and Trinitarian, for

no other kind of Presbyterian congregations had then been known

unless it were Emlyn's, if indeed he called by .that name the

small and shortlived body which he gathered under the dis-

favour of all others so denominated.

In accordance with these statements land at Hapton Norfolk

was in 1722 conveyed as the site of a meeting-house for Dissenters

of the persuasions called Presbyterian or congregational. The

earliest deeds relating to the chapel in Angel Street Worcester

which are held by the congregation, (the previous ones were expired

or surrendered leases under the Corporation), speak of it as Pres-

byterian or Congregational. A congregation at Marshfield Glouces-

tershire was in 1699 called Independent, in a later trust deed it

is called Independent or Presbyterian. In a deed of J 71 relating

to a chapel at Windle, Lancashire, the expression occurs, " Pres-

byterian ministers usually so called in a large sense as compre-
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hendino- Protestant ministers dissenting from the Church of

England." In a deed of 1719 relating to a chapel at Norwich,

Lancashire, the words used are, " ministers such as are

usually termed Protestant Dissenting Ministers or Presbyterian

Ministers.-"

If it is asked why the denomination retained the name of

Presbyterian, after having given up the polity so called, it

may be answered, that the word originally conveyed no other

idea than that of the parity of all ministers of the Gospel, in

opposition to the system of prelacy, just as that word indicates

the contrary notion, and that they saw no reason why they should

resign a name which was descriptive of the main principle for

which they contended.

So far as published accounts go, the trust deeds of the

Independent chapels built within the twenty years following

the passing of the Toleration Act did not contain any provisions as to

the doctrines to be preached in them ; and what is more singular,

the Trinitarian seceders from Presbyterian congregations were

not more precise and careful with reference to the chapels which

they founded. It will not be pretended that these seceders, or the

first Independents, were not sufficiently zealous for their opinions,

and as they did not specify doctrines in their deeds, no inference can

be drawn from similar silence in those of Presbyterians of indiffer-

ence to the matter on their part. The practice of both the Presby-

terians and the Independents shows that they trusted to the rule of

law, that the simplest form of trust for the benefit of a particular

denomination is tantamount to a detailed statement of the princi-

ples and practices, especially the doctrines, by which it is charac-

terized. Can it be denied that a trust for the Establishment is

just as definite as if the prayer book was expressly referred to

and so incorporated with the deed ? All particulars which have

been stated in the foregoing pages in reference to the Presby-

terians were certain and ascertainable by the Court of Chancery

and therefore were sure to be established by it in respect

of their meeting-houses, and there was no need to express or refer

to them. Knowing that this was the case the Socinians found

themselves under the necessity to lay down the position now
being discussed, that the Presbyterians did not hold any

particular doctrine, whatever its nature, to be essential to Chris-

tianity. The deeds of the old meeting-houses afforded no proof

to this effect, but conclusive negative evidence to the contrary
;
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they therefore brought forward none of the deeds in their power,

but turned to the works of distinguished men of that body
whom they would fain liken to themselves.

The chapel building period, as already mentioned, is most
correctly stated as the twenty years following the passing of the

English Toleration Act of 1689, and 1710 may be taken as the

close of it. It happened also that the date of Lady Hew-
ley's last foundation was 1707. She seems to have advised

with her trustees as to her charities, and to have been
particularly guided by Dr. Colton, her own minister, and the Rev.
Richard Stretton, of Haberdasher's Hall, London, both leading

men in the Presbyterian denomination and the general matters

connected with it, so that her foundations may fairly be supposed

to have been intended to support Presbyterianism, as it then existed

in England, and not any peculiar notions of her own. Accordingly

it was admitted by both parties in the litigation that the point

was to ascertain the opinions of the Presbyterians during the latter

part of her life. The Socinians brought together all the quota-

tions from Presbyterian authors which seemed to them to suit

their purpose, and interwove with them a narrative and argumen-
tative statement placing every circumstance in the light in

which the}'' would wish it seen, and giving such a comment upon
every quotation as favoured their side of the question. This com-
pilation was prepared for the hearing in the House of Lords,

printed in folio, and entitled in the cause as if one of the appeal

papers. The cover bore in addition, " Historical Proofs and Illus-

trations." The title page stated the Proofs to be no part of the

case. The counsel for the appellants quoted it without remark as if

authoritative, but one sentence from Mr Knight Bruce put it upon
its proper footing, and if it was afterwards referred to without fur-

ther question or objection, so also was Mr Joshua Wilson's book,

which, singular to say, was as efficient a corrective of the quota-

tions in the folio pamphlet, as it was of the two previous octavo

pamphlets, in reply to which it had been published.-

These Proofs are therefore to be considered as the final authorita-

tive statement of the Socinians' case, published to justify the morality

of their claims, by historical evidence apart from technical reasons.

They also formed their counsels' brief as to this part of the case.

It is therefore only fair to state the pith of them here, and

it is hoped that the reader will not complain of the space which

that statement will occupy, as it will enable him to judge for him-
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self of the whole matter. He will read the words of the old

Presbyterians which the Socinians relied on, and he will find

their comments still more instructive. He is urged to weigh every

word of every sentence contributed by the compilers of the case,

for they all were carefully chosen, ifnot to convey a definite meaning,

to produce one particular impression, and the most pregnant infer-

ences are to be drawn from the matter and the manner of

them. The part devoted to the main argument is given with-

out the omission of any quotation or remark which appeared to

carry the statement of the case or the reasoning upon it further

than what had gone before it, and all other sentences which seemed

to bear upon the question discussed in these pages will be extracted

in their entirety.

Object and General View of what is Meant to be Shewn.*

—The grounds on which the trustees appeal are set forth in the

appellants' case, but as it was inconvenient if not impossible to set forth

in that case the body of historical evidence respecting the opinions of

that portion of the Nonconformist body to which Lady Hewley, the

foundress belonged ;—opinions which it is submitted are wholly incon-

sistent with a decree which fetters religious enquiry, precludes the free

study of scripture and in fact imposes a creed on those whose first prin-

ciple it was that they would have no creed ; opinions also which led as

their natural and foreseen consequence to the state in respect of doctrine

in which the trustees and the ministers who are deprived now stand ;

—

the present supplementary document has been prepared ; in which it is

proposed to set forth, from the writings of persons best qualified to afford

the information which is here required, passages showing the spirit and

opinions of the persons by and for whom these trusts were established
;

which may serve to guide those who have to adjudicate upon it to a just

determination of this very important question, p. 4.

Tt may be observed in limine that it is not intended to show

that Lady Hewley in 1704 and 1707 was reckoned among the persons

who in those days were called Unitarians. There is in fact not

sufficient evidence to show what her opinions were in respect of the

mystery of the Trinity, or of the doctrines connected with it; nor is there

sufficient evidence to shew what were her opinions on the point ot

Original Sin or the doctrines which are connected with the Fall. " In

iact it is submitted that there is an utter failure of proof of the opinions

* The passages in smaller type are extracts from the Proofs, though not marked by
inverted commas, which are used only to distinguish quotations in the Proofs. A few
words of connexion, and digests of quotations are interspersed, but all statements in

smaller type, either of facts or opinions, are from the Proofs.
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on points of controverted theology which this lady held ; while from the

comprehension of her charity, and the wide dispersion of her alms,

which were scattered liberally within the pale of the church itself, as well

as among the Dissenters from it, there is every ground of presumption that

her mind did not dwell so much on the points on which Christians differ,

as on those in which they are agreed. It is however submitted that there

is a deficiency of evidence as to what really constituted the theological

creed of the foundress ; not using evidence in its technical sense, as

applicable to what has been introduced in former stages of this proceed-

ing, but allowing it to represent everythiug that can now be recovered

respecting her opinions. It is equally impossible at this distance of time

to determine what were the precise opinions on points of controverted

theology of the ministers and other gentlemen to whom she committed

the administration of the trust at the beginning ; though we shall after-

wards see that they were not the strenuous supporters of orthodox senti-

ment, but the favourers of those who were declining and had declined

from it. It is not however contended conceiming them that there is

evidence that they were in theological opinion what is now accounted

Unitarian, or precisely what their more immediate successors were.

What is contended for is this, (1) That they, and the body of Christians

to which they belonged, did not lay that stress upon points of faith which

is implied in the decisions that have been pronounced ; that they looked

more to an elevated piety of heart, and to a comprehensive charity

and benevolence, than to the propagation and support of any particular

theological dogmas ; and sought rather to induce in the world the spirit

aptly expressed in the words of the prophet, by ' doing justly, loving

mercy, and walking humbly;' or in those of the apostle, ' Pure religion

and undefiled before God and the Father is this, to visit the fatherless

and widows in their affliction, and to keep oneself unspotted from the

world ;
' than a zeal for any speculative point of faith or any particular

view of the doctrine taught by Jesus Christ and the Apostles ; and

that their intent therefore may be said to be satisfied if the trustees

are administering their bounty with regard to those objects, united with

the reception of the divine mission of Christ, and the authority of the

Holy Scriptures. And further (2) That at the date of these foundations,

that spirit of freedom which had actuated the body in all periods of its

history, which had repudiated the authority of Bishops, and broken down

the royal prerogative, manifested itself in the new position in which

they were placed by the Acts of Uniformity and Toleration, in a

resistance to the imposition of confessions of faith, and everything that

bore the appearance of placing a yoke on men's consciences, or fettering

them in their investigation of scripture truth; and that they adopted in

its fullest extent the principle which is so connected with the name of

8
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Chillingworth, that to the Bible only should a Protestant subscribe.

And further (3) That in carrying out this principle there was in the

Dissenting body, the contemporaries of Lady Hewley and her original

trustees, a wide departure in many from opinions commonly called

orthodox, and a very general reception of opinions, in which the doctrines

of the Trinity and Original Sin, as commonly professed, find no place
;

so that if the decision pronounced by the Vice Chancellor rests on a just

view of the intent of the foundress, the trustees and beneficiaries nearly

at the beginning ought to have been removed by a decree of the Court

:

though in fact no appeal was ever made to the Court on this subject

while the founders, [qu. foundress] the original trustees, and their next

successors were living, but has been reserved to this distant day, when

the evidences of intent it is so much more difficult to recover.

For the right understanding of this great question it is important to

keep in mind that in the Nonconforming body there were two distinct

parties, the Presbyterians and the Independents, (or Congregationalists

as they sometimes styled themselves). Whoever is acquainted with the

history of those times knows that these were rival and hostile parties

from the beginning. Their objects and intents were different. The

Independents were to the Presbyterians what the Dissenters generally

now are to the Establishment. But as Churchmen sometimes now act

with Dissenters for public objects common to both parties, so the Presby-

terians acted with the Independents for objects common to both, and in

1691 an attempt was made at a former [qu. formal] union. But still each

party had its own peculiarities and separate existence. In one important

respect, however, the Presbyterians in general came to adopt the notions

of the Independents. When their hope of seeing a Presbyterian hierarchy

established was become extinct, they adopted the Independent mode so

far as to have each of their congregations independent and separate,

managing its own affairs without acknowledging any right of interference

anywhere ; and the assemblies or meetings of the ministers, which

began in 1691 and were generally kept up, wearing some appearance

of Presbyterian discipline, were merely voluntary and powerless asso-

ciations. The great distinction then came to be in their notions of the

comparative value of faith and practice, and of authoritative creeds and

proper freedom of inquiry. Both originally, that is before the Act ot

Uniformity, professing a creed which embodied Calvinistic sentiments,

the Independents generally continued to adhere to that creed, and .to

lay stress upon its doctrines, while the Presbyterians as generally

relinquished that creed, opposed themselves to all creeds, except perhaps

the simple formula of the Apostles' Creed, maintained that subscription

should be required to nothing but the Scriptures, and placed piety and
virtue before and above the disputed points of faith. There were
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persons lying on the confines of each party who symbolized with the

other party ; that is, some Presbyterians, remaining more disposed to

orthodoxy than the majority in the congregations to which they be-

longed, withdrew themselves and joined the Independents, and some of

the Independents, less orthodox than the majority in their congrega-

tions, joined the Presbyterians. • Also some few whole congregations

of Independents abandoned their original principle of adherence to the

Calvinism of the Assembly's Catechism ; and some Presbyterian con-

gregations remained orthodox ; but what has now been said may be taken

as the general view of their relative position, pp. 6-8.

After quotations relating to the separation from the Pinners' Hall

lecture it is said :

Arminianism was certainly the first step taken by those who quitted

the strict faith of the old Nonconformists. But at the very earliest

period, when we learn that Arminianism was making progress we find

it jealously watched as connected with a tendency to further laxity, even

to Socinianism. p. 8.

It is of importance to observe the date of these controversies which

prevented the coalescence of the two principal bodies of the Nonconfor-

mists, and gave us two great sections, the one with a leaning forwards

from the doctrines which had formerly been common to the whole

towards the point of Unitarianism, the other backwards towards the

point of Antinomianism. It was in 1694, that is ten years before the

date of Lady Hewley's first foundation, p. 10.

Next follow testimonies as to the enlarged spirit of the early Pres-

byterians, 1689-1709, here postponed to the end of the extracts.

General Relaxation op Doctrinal Opinion.—That Lady Hewley

did not intend to bind down the future recipients or administrators of

her bounty to any particular system or creed, is to be argued not only

from the spirit of charity, liberality, and moderation, which distinguished

the Presbyterian section of the nonconforming body at the time her

foundations were made, but from the then state of the Christian world,

and from two great and commanding principles which the Presbyterian

ministers and laymen of those times had generally admitted. These two

principles were, The duty of resistance to authority in matters of religion,

and The duty of receiving nothing but the Scriptures as the rule of

men's faith and practice.

The era of the earlier Presbyterian foundations, which we may fix

at from 1689 to 1709, was a period when the minds ofmen were beginning

to regard with great distrust the conclusions at which many of the early

Reformers had arrived, especially the Calvins and Bezas of the Geneva

school, without going back to the controversies at the dawn of the

Reformation, or even to the Remonstrant controversy in Holland, or to
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the Calvinian and Arininian controversy in the Church of England in

the time of Archbishop Laud, it is indisputable that the writings of

Grotius, and after him of Le Clerc, upon the continent, had begun to

produce a very sensible effect on the protestant section of the Christian

world ; to show the difficulties which environed truths which in the age

before had been thought unquestionable ; and to give increase of

confidence to those few persons, who, in the seventeenth century had

fancied that they perceived in what is called the Socinian view, the true

view of the Gospel of Christ. England had not been without divines

who had thrown aside the Calvinian system, and ^xposod themselves to

the charge of Socinianism. Such men as Bishop Jeremy Taylor,

Chillingworth, and Hales of Eton had contended for the liberty of

private interpretation, and at the same time had presented to the world

notions of Christian truth which, to say the least, are very different

from those embodied in the Assembly's Catechism, which in 1644 was

the symbol of faith which the Presbyterians had sent forth, or in the

Savoy Confession, the symbol of the Independents. Even Baxter was

charged, (as Calamy states), with a leaning to Socinianism ; and in the

disputes of 1694 this charge was openly made against the Presbyterian

party in general. Objections to Baxter's theological statements had

early emanated from no less a person than Dr. John Owen, (the great

Independent leader of the 17th century), author of Vindicise Evangelicse,

written in confutation ol Biddle's Arian Catechism, just published. And
to say the truth, Baxter's later statement of the doctrine of the Trinity

was far from being conceived in a strictly orthodox form ; inclining to

a sort of Sabellianism. He speaks on the subject thus :

' The Trinity of persons is such as is no way contrary to the perfect

unity of the divine essence ; as the faculties of motion light and heat

in the sun, and of vital activity intellection and volition in man, is

not contrary to the essence of the soul. Yet man is not so perfectly one

as God is.' Practical Works, edit. 1707, Vol. IV., 630. Pp. 21-22.

The effect of the relaxation alluded to was to produce in the church

a body of men of whom Tillotson may be taken as the type ; men who,

though not to be justly charged with having renounced the doctrine of

the Trinity, in some form in which it may be professed
;
yet did not

regard it as in that supreme position that the reception of it was essen-

tial to the profession of ihe Holy Gospel of Christ. Locke, in his Reason-

ableness of Christianity as delivered in the Scriptures, first published

in 1695, had presented a scheme of Christian truth very unlike that of

the exclusive party among the Dissenters, with whom his defence of

their Toleration had made him popular, and had given no small weight

of authority amongst them to his other writings. He was broadly and

openly treated as an Arian, if not a Socinian, by his numerous oppon-
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ents, while among the Presbyterians he was very popular, and was
eminently influential in giving a decided turn to their disposition for

relaxation of the ancient creed. His exposition of the writings of St.

Paul had opened what was almost a new view of sacred criticism,

entirely opposed to the Calvinistic views of the early Nonconformists, yet

a view which at once commanded the assent of tbe enlightened part of

the religious public ; and the new and important principles recently

unfolded in his Essay on the Human Understanding, first published in

1690, had taught men to know better than they had known befoi'e how
to seek truth, and what are the means given us by our Creator for the

purpose. Even the Baconian philosophy may be said to have begun

by that time to extend its influence into the region of theological inquiry,

p. 22.

Persons who were attached to the old system brought from Geneva

lamented the effect produced by this state of things, regarding it as the

decay of Christian piety ; while others, and among them were the

moderate part of the dissenting body, regarded it as the purifying of

Christianity from corruptions which it had suffered, [and] as the begin-

ning of the reign of Christian truth and freedom, and considered such

men as Tillotson as the finest models of the Christian divine. Burnet

and Hoadley, and even Atterbury, may be regarded as belonging to this

more rational school of divinity, men whose writings present a most

remarkable contrast to those of the ministers of the puritan body in the

age before them. pp. 22, 23.

In such a state of things a foundation made by one who looked with

alarm upon this new aspect of the theological world, which was intended

to encourage and support those who then, and in the time to come, were

to be the guides of the people to the knowledge of the truth as it is in

Jesus, could not have failed to contain some clause that would lay a res-

traint on that freedom of research, which was producing effects by the

earnestly orthodox thought deplorable ; and the just inference seems to be,

that if in such a state of things such foundations are made, and no such

provision is found in them, that it was not the intention of the founder

to lay restraints on the men who were to be benefited ; but that while

he assured generally by the words 'Christ's Holy Gospel' that the

preachers should be preachers of Christ, he left the particular mode in

which Christ should be preached, and his Gospel understood, to the

discretion and convictions of each generation of ministers, as it arose.

But even that particular doctrine, which in this cause is assumed to be

one regarded by the founder as of vital importance, and the reception

of it indispensable in both the administrators and recipients of this

charity, was in that age openly brought into question ; and the prepara-

tion was laid for that renunciation of it, which, as we shall see, soon
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afterwards took place. It was in fact the great controversy of the age.

The dispute respecting the Trinity, in which South and Sherlock were

engaged, belongs to this period. This dispute opened men's eyes to the

difficulties which attend any explication of the doctrine. The same

period is the age of Firmin, (a friend of Tillotson, though the great

and active Unitarian of his day), who was remarkable at once for

his extensive bounties, and for the zeal with which he sought to correct

the public mind in reference to the doctrine in question. The Socinians

of that time took advantage of the discussions going on in the church

respecting it, to show the difficulties attending it, and numerous were

the pamphlets which were printed and circulated. It was in the midst

of all this that these foundations were made. p. 23.

These controversies not only brought the doctrine of the Trinity

into question, but the faith of many serious and religious persons in it

was shaken. Emlyn, a Presbyterian minister in 1702, avowed that he

had renounced the doctrine, and become a Unitarian, (of the Arian

division). Winston, the professor of mathematics in the University of

Cambridge, made in 1710 the same avowal, and had in fact, written in

favour of Unitarian opinions as early as 1703.

And in 1712 Dr. Samuel Clarke published his Scripture Doctrine of

the Trinity, which was condemned as being no Trinity at all ; a book

calculated to produce great effect on a body of men, who prided them-

selves on looking to the Scriptures as the great source of just informa-

tion concerning everything that was to be received as a doctrine of

Christianity. From that time Anti-Trinitarian sentiment spread

rapidly through the Presbyterian body.

Presbyterian Opposition to Creeds, &c.—Here then comes in

the importance of paying attention to the principle which pervaded the

Presbyterian body at the period of these foundations, of opposition to

human authority, however ancient and venerable—to any other authority

than that of Scripture ; or as Mr Hallam well expresses it, ' The dislike

' to all subscriptions of faith and compulsory uniformity.' Constitutional

History, Yol. III., 237, 2nd edition.

In like manner we must attend to the fact that they had no articles,

no creeds, no confessions of faith whatever. Their position was, ' We do

not profess to dissent from this doctrine or that, but we wish enquiry to

have free course. We are confident that research in the books of Holy
Scripture must, if anything, bring forth eventually the truth, or. at

least, that the Scriptures are the only pure source of divine truth. What
it is, we do not pretend absolutely to affirm ; but escaped ourselves from

the tyranny of the Calvinistic creed in which we were educated, having

found its errors in some points of great importance, we will not lay
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restraints on the freedom of future enquiry ; but confident that the

truth must ultimately prevail, we will leave the result to God.'

Quotations then follow from the following works

:

Protestant Dissenter's Catechism. 13th edition, 1807, p. 24.

Rev. Micaiah Towgood ; Minister from 1722 to 1782. Dissent from

the Church of England fully Justified. 6th edition, p. 5 ; first pub-

lished, 1746.

The History of Dissenters, by Dr. Bogue and Dr. Bennett. Vol. I,

pp. 292, 295, 299, 303, 308.

Earlier Testimonies. Dr. John Taylor, who entered on his ministry

in 1715. Defence of the Common Rights of Christians ; 2nd edition,

1742. pp. 17, 19.

Rev. Samuel Bourn, minister at Birmingham from 1732 to 1754.

Catechism and Recommendation. [See p. 35 supra.]*

Rev. John Newman, of London, Funeral Sermon for the Rev. John
Barker, 1735. p. 24.

Dr. W. Harris, of London, Funeral Sermon for the Rev. Samuel

Harvey, 1729-30. pp. 81, 82.

Rev. "William Baker, Funeral Sermon for the Rev. John Walker,

1724. pp. 17, 30, 31.

Dr. Grosvenor, of London, Funeral Sermon for John Deacle, Esq.,

1723. p. 18.

Dr. Jabez Earle, of London, Sermon at Ordination of Mr William

Hunt, 1725. pp. 9-11.

Rev. Clerk Oldisworth, Confession of Faith at his Ordination,

1720-1.

Dr. Obadiah Hughes, of London, Confession of Faith at his Ordina-

tion, 1720-21.

Miscellaneous Testimonies of earlier date, and therefore perhaps of

greater weight.

Rev. John Howe quoting Bishop Davenant, which will be given in

a subsequent page.

Rev. Joseph Hallett, of Exeter, Reflections, 1720. p. 16.

Rev. James Pierce of Exeter, Sermon on Charity, extracted from

Evans's Preservative, &c. pp. 152, 153. Reflections upon Dean Sher-

lock's Vindication of the Corporation and Test Acts, 1718. p. 45.

* The extract from the recommendation reads oddly in reference to a Catechism.
" The Three Catechisms here published by our Eeverend Brother Mr Samuel Bourn we
have perused, and can heartily recommend to the use of our fellow Christians, it

is a pleasure to us that we find in them no addiction to particular schemes or human
systems of divinity ; but the word of God and the nature of tilings are attended to

through the whole with an unbiassed freedom ; nor is a party spirit in the least encour-

aged, butjfche religion of Christ is laid before young people in its original simplicity and
native beauty, free from adulterations and mixtures."
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Rev. Henry Grove, of Taunton, who died in 1737, Sermons. Vol.

II., p. 420. Preface p. 39.

Dr. John Evans, of London, Funeral Sermon for Dr. Daniel

Williams, 1716. p. 41.

The Rev. John Shower, of London, Funei'al Sermon for Dr.

Nehemiah Grew, 1712. pp. 16, 20.

Dr. Samuel Wright, of London, Sermon ' To be everywhere spoken

against considered,' preached 1712. 'A Scripture religion—17 lines

—

to walk in his name.'

The grounds of Nonconformity as stated by Baxter in his Life.

Rev. Edward Calamy's Abridgment, vol. I., 236 to 24-5.

Calamy ibid, vol. Ill, p. xv. xi. Comfort and Counsel to Protestant

Dissenters, 1712. p. 36, 37. An account of Dissenters annexed to

ordination sermon in 1717.

' As for religion they agree in making the Holy Scriptures the

standard of faith, worship, and discipline ; disowning any power of men
under any pretence whatever of framing or imposing any new articles of

faith or new modes of worship.'

The Rev. Timothy Jollie, the tutor of an academy for the education

of ministei-
s, and himself a very eminent and influential minister in

the very county in which Lady Hewley lived, in the funeral sermon

for his father, 1704, who had been ejected in 1662, speaks of the Dissen-

ters as persons ' who had reserved to themselves a liberty to reform

according to Scripture rule in doctrine, discipline, and worship.'

It may to most of these testimonies be objected that they are sub-

secpient to the date of these foundations ; but though in mere date of

publication they may be subsequent, they are the testimonies of men
most of whom lived at, and long before, the time when these foundations

were made, for whom they were made, who had been educated and had

formed their opinions long before, and whose principles were those of

the founders, who were even themselves active instruments in the work
of founding. • No one can believe, nor is there the slightest ground for

suspicion, that these venerable ministers, all in full career of usefulness,

took up any new or sudden scheme of opinion or sentiment. They
spoke the matured opinion and feeling of their body. We have for-

tunately in the case of Mr Bury [in the postponed section] evidence

that the opinions he so freely avowed at the period from which most
of our testimonies are taken, and which may be objected to as late, were
the same as he, and no doubt his brethren around him, held also in

1702 ; and it is probable that nothing but the remoteness of the period

deprives us of direct evidence as to the opinion of many others ; with
regard to whom we are left to the general conclusions of probability,

to be drawn from their education, and from the gross improbability that



opinions so generally and openly avowed were of any recent and sudden
growth. Now it is submitted that the effect of the decree of the Court
below would in fact be to defeat and destroy the principle for which the

founders so jealously contended, and on which Protestant dissent by the
confession of all parties is based, pp. 31, 32.

The quotation from Calamy given in full expresses the same
meaning as all the others, and it is difficult to see why it should be
pronounced remarkable. Of the authors cited, and also the minis-

ters to whom the funeral sermons relate, all except Towgood, Dr.
Taylor, Bourn, Hallett, Pierce, and Grove, were not only
orthodox, but thoroughly evangelical men; and the heterodox
portion were Arian only. Pierce described himself, Mr Joshua
Wilson says, as a moderate Calvinist.

Newman and Barker were subscribers at Salters' Hall. The
latter afterwards resigued his charge considering himself bound
in honour to do so, on account of a change in his opinions,

though that did not extend to his doubting the proper deity of

Christ.

Drs. Harris, Grosvenor, Wright, and Evans, were non-sub-

scribers, but according to Mr Walter Wilson were all thoroughly

orthodox. Oldsworth was also a non-subscriber, he died very soon

after his ordination, and very little is known of him.

Singularly enough the first and last quotations and the fullest

. statement of nonconformist principles here given, are from Inde-

pendents; for Samuel Palmer, the author of the Protestant

Dissenter's Catechism, and both the Jollies, the preacher and
the subject of the sermon quoted, were all of that body,

although it is represented in the Proofs as the opposite of the

free and liberally-minded Presbyterians. So also the manner in

which the History of the Dissenters by Dr. Bogue and Dr.

Bennet, also Independents, was quoted in the Proofs and in the

courts, is a high testimony to the correctness of its statements,

the fairness of its comments, and its adherence to the true

principles of English Nonconformity. The quotation from Mr
Jollie must not pass without the remark that the doctrine there

referred to as needing reformation was the Arminianism of which

Laud had been the chief promoter, if he had not introduced it.

Public Occasions op Assertion by the Presbyterians op theik

Principle ; and first as to Subscription. We are not to expect

authoritative declarations of this or of any principle to be issued from

9
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the English Presbyterian body in its collective character, like the con-

fessions of the early Protestant churches, for the English Presbyterians

were not so bound together in church fellowship, nor had they any

delegates or representatives, any synod or presbytery who might

consult together for the common rule or government and promulgate

declarations and decrees for the genei'al conduct of the body. They

started on the passing the Act of Toleration without any such union

delegation or authority. Indeed the very circumstance that they were

held together in a bond of free interpretation of Scripture, the bond of

the purest and most perfect Christian liberty, rendered it all but impos-

sible for them to establish among themselves such an authority, or to

give to any body elective delegatory power to promulgate rules for their

internal government, as it manifestly also made it impossible for them

consistently to promulgate confessions or articles to be believed. What-

ever there was of this kind was but occasional and accidental, arising

out of particular circumstances, and of these in the whole course of their

history, only two instances are to be found. In these instances, how-

ever, we find them resisting the imposition of any particular form of

Christianity, and adhering to their principle of the Scripture being the

only rule. [These are described in the marginal notes as Salters'

Hall question, 1719, and the petition for relief from subscription, 1773.]

Baxter subscribed, but under a strong protest, professing to explain

certain articles, but explaining them in such a way as made his sub-

scription a nullity. See his sense of the subscribed articles of religion

in Calamy's Abridgment, vol. I, 469. Baxter was so tender of

subscription that he even objected to a general subscription of belief in

the Bible.

' 'Tis too much to require of him a subscription that he implicitly

believes all that is in the Bible which you show to him because there

may be errors in that copy. Nay, such subscription should not as

necessarily be required of him to all the real word of God : for if by error

he doubt whether Job, Chronicles, or Esther be canonical, I would

not be he that should therefore forbid him to preach the Gospel. I'm

sure the ancient church imposed no such terms on their pastors when
Ignatius was chosen bishop before he believed the resurrection. What
then shall we say of the Roman insolence V Baxter's Knowledge and

Love, p. 78. p. 35.

In the autobiography of Mr Fox, of Plymouth, published in the 16th

volume of the Monthly Repository, (as quoted in a note to Calamy's

Life and Times, vol. II, p. 412), it is said : 'Dr. Calamy took the first

opportunity to tell me there was no occasion of subscribing at all ; no

one would ever suspect an omission. He said it was his own case, he

had never taken them and never was suspected.' It may be seen in the
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it is in evasive and ambiguous terms as respects his own conduct, and
that he speaks of ministers who subscribed, others who subscribed under

an explication and protest as Baxter had done, and of some who did not

subscribe at all. p. 36.

Mr Wilson quotes the Doctor's expressions on the subject: "Had
I not been satisfied as to that nothing would have prevailed on me
to have subscribed that article

; " " The very sense of the 8th

article was given in by many of us as one explication of our sub-

scription before we would be satisfied to subscribe

;

" "I hope

you will not think I subscribed in my sleep." Those who
believe that the Doctor had never subscribed when he used this

language should not have relied upon his testimony to such an

extent as the authors of the Proofs have done. Great stress had

been laid in the courts below upon the necessity which the law

imposed on Presbyterian ministers of Lady Hewley's time to

subscribe the doctrinal articles of the Establishment, and thereby

avow themselves Trinitarians, and it was met by this statement

as to Dr. Calamy, and the remark with regard to all such ministers

that "their subscription generally may be presumed to have been

submitted to, only through the urgency of their situation, and to

have been omitted in many cases." The Doctor however says,

" no one would ever suspect an omission."

The secret history of the transactions with regard to the Dissenters

on the revolution of 1688 is not easy to unravel. There is no question

but that they got far less than they wished, less than the King even wished.

The Dissenters in their first address laid their ground for a very unre-

stricted liberty. But it is well known that the strongest and deepest

intrigues were used against them, and that they thought themselves

well off to get what they did. Quotations are given from Calamy, vol.

I, pp. 439, 424.

We have not denied that they were then generally speaking ortho-

dox ; and the articles of the church left scope enough (as is shown to

this day) for interpretations ranging from Calvinism to Arminianism,

the furthest point to which the Presbyterians in general had then gone

;

and they may be forgiven if they did not make the general principle of

objection to all creeds a bar to obtaining rest and peace at the price of

subscribing what, in fact, they then believed, though they soon found,

(as in Calamy's case which shall be detailed), how inconsistent all such

restrictions were with true Protestant liberty, and like him, (in the way

just detailed by himself), quietly shuffled the obligation off where they

could. The Irish Presbyterians, (it should be observed), were more
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lucky ; they managed, unobserved as it would seem, to evade the im-

position upon them of any subscription, p. 37.

It is true that the ' Articles of Agreement' come to about the

Happy Union period recognize the doctrinal articles of the church as

representing the common opinion of the United Body. And so in fact

they did. But the parties made no subscription of them obligatory ; and

it may be observed that after all the adoption of these articles instead

of the Assembly's or the Savoy creed, is really rather a proof of

differences than of union. Experience has shown that the articles leave

many points open which the old Calvinists carefully closed. If the

articles are as is contended, Arminian, their recognition would show

great progress, not steadiness in opinion. This seems to have been the

view taken by many at the time. pp. 37, 38.

All these formularies are referred to in the Heads of Agree-

ment, but without doubt the Puritans and Nonconformists thought

the Articles Calvinistic as far as they went.

It has not been generally remarked, (though the fact is so), that

two years before the Salters' Hall vote among the Dissenters in 1719

an attempt was made legislatively to tighten subscription ; but that

being warmly opposed by the friends of the Dissenters it failed in 1718.

This took place on occasion of the progress through Parliament of the

repeal of the Schism Bill. p. 38.

Though the clause in the Toleration Act requiring subscription re-

mained unrepealed, the neglect of it became by degrees general ; the

ministers being willing to suffer if necessary, as their fathers had done,

in a point in which private conscience of duty was opposed to a perse-

cuting statute, or trusting to the liberal spirit of the times under the

rule of the princes of the house of Brunswick, that in such a matter where

conscience dictated a violation or neglect of the law, the penalties of

the law would not be enforced against them ; and so it proved. But

they did not, nevertheless, cease to endeavour to obtain an alteration of

the law. p. 38.

At length the efforts to get rid of the risk and burden were success-

ful, A petition to Parliament was presented in 1773, signed by a vast

number of Dissenting ministers for relief from their subscription, and

when at last the legislature yielded and the Act 19, Geo. Ill, cap. 44,

was passed, the declaration required of them in lieu of the subscription

was a declaration of the free principle of Scripture interpretation for

which every consistent Protestant Dissenter had so long contended ; and
thus, in fact, the peculiarly Presbyterian principle of the whole pre-

ceeding portion of the century was acknowledged and established by

law.
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' I, A. B. do solemnly declare in the presence of Almighty God, that I

am a Christian and a Protestant, and as such that I believe the Scriptures

of the Old and New Testament as commonly received among Protestant

churches, do contain the revealed will of God, and that I do receive the

same as the rule of my doctrine and practice.' pp. 38, 39.

The Presbyterian Principles not Singular or Unreasonable.

The principle thus maintained by the Presbyterians of England was not

a singular principle ; nor that of a few heated, extravagant, uninformed

and thoughtless, or even sober and speculative, but peculiar persons. Tt

was a grave and long considered principle which was adopted by the

whole body, and on reflection and deliberation, and which they held

conjointly with a large body of members of the Church of England, both

then and in subsequent generations. Dr. Samuel Clarke's Scripture

Doctrine of the Trinity, 1712, Introduction. He afterwards refers to

Archbishop Tillotson, Bishop Wake, and Chillingworth as having before

him laid down the same principle, and he also endeavours to show that

it is, in fact, the principle of the Church of England itself, of Protes-

tantism, and of the earliest Fathers of the Church. It was therefore

manifestly a principle which a wise man might own, and a body of

Christians adopt. A prelate of the Church of England, Bishop Harl,

has given it also his sanction. Letter to a Young Clergyman, 1721.

[Passages are then quoted from Milton on Ecclesiastical Cases, first pub-

lished 1659 ; ed. 1833, p. 415, and on True Religion, Heresy, Schism,

and Toleration, first published 1673 ; ed. Symonds, Vol. IV., pp. 261,

262. p. 43.]

Early Practical Application of the Principle. Calamy. It was,

in fact, what is often called the Chillingworth principle, that the Bible only

is the religion of Protestants, which the Presbyterian ministers, and

many in the Church had adopted. And that it came to them directly from

the writings of that eminent person is probable in itself, but is made

certain in respect of one of them at least by the record which he has

left of the process through which his mind passed, when at an early

period of life (in 1692) he debated with himself whether he would

connect himself with the conforming or non-conforming body. This

was Dr. Edmund Calamy. Life, vol. I, pp. 227, 232, 258, 342.

Dedication of Continuation of Account of Ejected Ministers. Vol. I.,

p. lvii. pp. 44, 46.

The last passage from the Life should not have been detached

from the explanation of it. Quotations follow relating to the

Doctor's visits to Dr. Colton, at York, his journey in Scotland,

his attendance at the General Assembly of the Kirk, and the

censure of a sermon of his as latitudinarian, by Ihe Rev. James
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Webster, of Edinburgh. Vol. II., pp. 146, 152, 153, 155, 179.

These passages shew that the Doctor was really no Presbyterian,

but not, as alleged in the Proofs, that the standard of the Kirk

was ' even then a widely different standard from that approved

by the London divine and his brethren/ One of the Doctor's

companions was Mr Baker, whose sermon is quoted in the Proofs

supra, p. 71, and another was Mr Lavington, the Trinitarian

leader in the Western Association, p. 24 ; a third was Mr Benja-

min Bennett, to whom we shall have to refer particularly. On
the Doctor's association with Bennett great stress is laid and
apropos of it this sentence follows :

Though Calamy was himself a Trinitarian and has published in its

defence, his practice is in the fullest accordance with the liberalizing

spirit of the body to which lie belonged. We find him in Kippis's Life of

Lardner, vol. I., p. iv, "engaged in conjunction with a number of

ministers in carrying on a course of lectures on a Tuesday evening at

the Old Jewry, (the chapel afterwards of Dr. Rees, an Arian). Among
these ministers are Drs. Lardner and Chandler, of the most notoriously

heterodox reputation. Dr. Calamy, it may be observed, discoursed on

the doctrine of the Trinity in the terms of liberality usual in his denomi-

nation. [A passage is then given which will be found in a subsequent

page in the connexion in which it is quoted a second time.] It has been

already observed that the appellants do not question Dr. Calamy\s belief

in the doctrine of the Trinity ; what is contended for is this, that he would

not have supported any doctrine by the restrictive terms of trust deeds,

by decisions of courts of law or equity, or by any authority of fallible

men. He would have it stand or fall by the consonance which men
should perceive between it and the doctrine of Christ and his apostles,

'

as to be collected from their teachings and writings in the Scriptures,

and to be held no longer than while such a consonance was acknowledged.

It is respectfully submitted that the decisions of the courts below do

infringe and destroy that liberty in which the Fathers of Presbyterian

dissent rejoiced, and for which they made so many sacrifices ; that what

they did is by the decrees below undone ; that their churches are made
in Mr Locke's expression ' bird cages with trap doors' to admit indeed,

but keep all fast when once in ; that there is an authority imposed upon
them which is above the authority of Scripture, and which must if the

decree be suffered to endure, for ever deprive their descendants of their

right to examine freely the Scriptures, and to act according to the light

which those writings shall afford respecting the doctrine of Christ. It

is also respectfully submitted that the decree, though it alludes in terms

oidy to the doctrines of the Trinity and Original Sin, does in fact
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prejudge most of the great and important questions of Scripture inter-

pretation. It is, and was meant to be, a creed, and a very stringent

creed, though expressed in few words ; and so reduces to a nullity the

privilege which the nonconforming founders valued, and meant to

maintain, of free and unfettered inquiry. Under the notion of support-

ing their intent, it does actually and absolutely subvert it.

For the appellants submit that there can be no free inquiry at the

oracles of truth, if it is to be declared ab extra and previously what the

responses must be ; that searching of the Scriptures is a mere nullity if

men are to be compelled by decrees of courts of equity to find only

certain doctrines there ; and doctrines too which men of great learning

and integrity have in all ages since the Reformation began, regarded

diversely and explained differently, and which so many have openly

rejected ; that such a man as even Dr. Calamy would not have entered

the dissenting ministry with such a decree over his head, authoritatively

declaring what was the sense of Scripture ; that this decree is in fact the

establishment among the Presbyterians of a set of articles of Christian

belief, and does introduce a creed into every Presbyterian trust deed

throughout the kingdom ; that their object in obtaining freedom from

such impositions is thus entirely frustrated and defeated ; and that they

are in fact bound for ever by this decree, should it be affirmed, in the

bonds of a creed and confession, after all their efforts and all their

sacrifices to emancipate themselves from them. pp. 47, 48.

Controversy as to what should be Essentials. Moreover if it

be said of the doctrines of the Trinity and Original Sin that they are

essentials, without which there can be no preaching of Christ's Holy

Gospel, many will reply that this is an arbitrary assumption ; that so

far from their being essentials many churches have professed and do

profess Christianity without them ; that they have been at all times

matters of debate and controversy amongst theological scholars ; that

they are at best only circumstantials, doctrines which may be received

or not, according as the mind perceives the balance of evidence to

incline, without disturbing the reverential regard for Jesus Christ as

the messenger and minister of God who is so pre-eminent above all other

messengers that He may justly be called the Son of God ;—a sense of the

proneness to err which is interwoven in human nature ;—and a joyful

reception of the glad promises given by Jesus Christ of the Divine

support and encouragement while in life in the discharge of our

duty, of the pardon of repented transgressions, and of a blessed union

at last with Christ and all the wise and good in the great Kingdom

of the Father in heaven, p. 49.

This is siqiported by the following quotations :
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Locke's Reasonableness of Christianity. Edit. 1821. pp. 187,220,

234, 101, 105, 29G, 230, 233.

Pax Redux, or the Christian Reconciler, being a project for re-

uniting all Christians into one sole communion, 1688. pp. 63-65.

The Rev. J. Foster, of Pinners' Hall. [A Baptist minister of an

Independent congregation.] Essay on Fundamentals in Religion, p. 8.

Bishop Watson's considerations of the expediency of revising the

liturgy, p. 67, 78.

Professor Hey, of Cambridge. Lectures, vol. II., p. 41.

The appellants do not think it necessary to enter into the vindication

of the principle and intent for which they contend, or to justify the

consequences of it ; but it is submitted that there is nothing unlawful

or unreasonable in such an intent, nothing that the law ought to control

or destroy as being devoid of rationality ; that the policy of confining

foundations to the support of peculiar doctrinal opinions, which the

progress of society is continually modifying, is very questionable, and

certainly not one which courts should carry beyond the expressly

declared intent of the founder ; that there are great advantages to a

community in having a public ministry in the hands of men of learning

and attainment and piety, who are free to inquire and to receive and

profess truth as it is discovered to them ; and that, however it may
appear to individuals or to the courts below that the principle in question

has led men astray, yet that this is not a point for their consideration

and that it is at least an unreasonable stretch of authority to destroy

the principle itself.

It is admitted that the principle may mislead, and in all probability

will mislead some
;

precisely as a church, the Romish Church for

instance, or the Church of Geneva, as long as it was Calvinistic, may
also mislead, by insisting on things to be believed that may at length be

found to be destitute of Scripture or any sufficient authority ; but as

this would not be a sufficient reason for the courts of law or equity to

interfere with such establishments, so it is submitted that however
wrongly the principle may have led any of those who have received it,

the courts are bound to respect the principle itself, and to maintain in

their original freedom the foundations made in assertion of the principle.

How the Presbyterians of the time themselves felt in respect of persons

whom they supposed the principle had led astray from the truth may be

in part collected from the following passage in a tract entitled ' The
Trinity of the Bible,' by Samuel Oldfield, the Presbyterian minister at

Ramsbury, in Wiltshire, published in 1720.

'I am sorry any man should receive any ill treatment from the

world who essays to bring more light into it by offering in a humble and
friendly way what he thinks in the darkest points of our holy religion.
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If he miss it, his good will was nevertheless, but his unhappiness therehi

so much the greater. He has a just demand upon us to have our pity

and good offices, instead of being exposed either by our pens or tongues

to harm and obloquy.'

Such was the sentiment of one of Lady Hewley's contemporaries in

the class of Christians to which she belonged.

We will close this part of our case by showing that although Dr.

Calamy cited Chillingwoi'th as the powerful advocate of the principle by
which his own course was directed in the great crisis of his public life, yet

that he might with equal propriety have cited the opinion of Baxter

who also rested on the principle of the Bible only. [The passage from the

Saint's Rest to be found in a future page is there quoted.] p. 52.

The Principle applied to Presbyterian Academies. It has been

seen in some of the passages already quoted that an acknowledgment of

this principle was made by several of the young ministers at the time of

their ordination. It must be borne in mind that there were always

assembled on such occasions the elder ministers in great numbers, many
of whom were in the course of their education, many in the discharge of

their ministiy, when these foundations were made, and whose opinions

were in the main reflected in the avowal made by the candidates before

them. But there is also historical evidence that the spirit of freedom

of theological inquiry and the assertion of the authority of Scripture

only in opposition to creeds, articles, and confessions was inculcated in

the academies from whence the congregations were to be supplied with

their pastors or ministers. Ou the expediency of this mode of procedure

it does not appear necessary to affirm anything, the question being, not

what was expedient, but what was actually thought and done by the

Presbyterian founders. But as remarks have been made in the progress

of this case on the mode of theological instruction in the Presbyterian

academies, it may be observed that either course of theological instruc-

tion, whether in the spirit of inquiry or of dogmatism, is open each to

its own peculiar objections ; since if it be said on the one hand, that it

is inexpedient to submit questions of so sacred a nature to the free cen-

sure of inexperienced and but half-informed minds, so on the other

it may be urged that if the system of theology which is inculcated

should happen to be erroneous and unscriptural, the mind of the

student is prepossessed with error out of which he may not in the whole

course of his subsequent life be able to extricate himself. And this

consideration has led many persons, not of the English Presbyterian

body only, but in the English and Scottish Churches, to think that the

freer mode is the better mode ; of whom may be particularly named the

late Bishop Watson and Professor Campbell. The former has approved

and reprinted in his Theological Tracts the plan as to instruction, which

10
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we shall notice hereafter as first used and published by Dr. John Taylor,

(before mentioned as an Arian Presbyterian, whose career began in

1715), and adopted by the defendant, Mr Wellbeloved, in the academy at

York.

A letter is extant and has been often printed, written by Seeker,

(who afterwards conformed and became Archbishop of Canterbury), when

he was a student for the Dissenting ministry in the academy at

Gloucester, conducted by a learned Presbyterian minister, Mr Jones.

In this letter he says :

' We pass our time very agreeably between study and conversation

with our tutor, who is always ready to converse freely of anything that is

useful, and allows us either there or at lectures all imaginable liberty of

making objections against his own opinions, and prosecuting them as

far as we can.'

This letter was written as early as 171 1. It was addi'essed to Dr.

Isaac Watts, a man of celebrity in the Dissenting body, and was first

published in Dr. Gibbons's Memoirs of the Life of Dr. Watts, p. 346.

Earlier than that period it is related of Mr Warren, one of the ejected

ministers who conducted an academy at Taunton, in Somersetshire, that

' though bred himself in the old logic and philosophy and little acquainted

with the improvements of the new, yet he encouraged his pupils in a

freedom of inquiry and in reading those books which would better

gratify a love of truth and knowledge, even when they differed widely

from those writers on which he had formed his own sentiments. He
encouraged the free and critical study of the Scriptures on the best

system of theology.' Preface to Grove's Sermons, pp. xiv. xv.

De Foe has some observations to the same effect in relation to Mr
Morton's academy at Newington Green, London.

The fruits of Mr Doolittle's teaching we have seen before, in the

case of the Rev. Samuel Bury.

This carries us back to a period before the date of these foundations
;

for Mr Warren died in 1706, having survived his removal from the

church forty-four years, pp. 53, 54. [A passage is then given as to Mi-

Grove's teaching, but he flourished after the period we have to do with.]

In the same spirit Mr Moore, who in the first twenty years of that

century when Presbyterian foundations were being established every-

where around him, inculcated in his academy for ministers kept at

Bridgewater, the utmost freedom of enquiry, and many of the ministers

who issued from his academy were afterwards of Anti-trinitarian senti-

ments. The academy at Exeter under the Halletts, at the beginning of

the century, was notorious for the leaning of the young ministers educa-

ting in it from the orthodoxy of their predecessors. It was the same

with Dr. Dickson's academy at Whitehaven, whence came in 1715,
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Benson, (a zealous Anti-trinitarian), and Dr. John Taylor, (an Arian),

the leading heretics of the day, Dr. Winder of Liverpool, (author of a
valuable History of Religious Knowledge), and Dr. Rotheram. The
same occurs as to the academy under the care of Mr Hill and afterwards

of Dr. Latham, at Findem in Derbyshire ; most of the pupils, (who were
educated in it in the reign of Anne and George I., while the Presby-

terian founders were still alive), being noted for the spirit of religious

and political freedom in which they acted, not less than for their depar-

ture from the ancient orthodoxy of the Presbyterian body. It was the

same at a somewhat later period with Dr. Doddridge's academy, and
with that of Dr. David Jennings, though efforts were made by some older

ministers to induce compliance with orthodox opinions as far as such

efforts could be made by men who respected the principle of free enquiry

and the sufficiency of Scripture.

At Manchester we find Mr Chorlton and Mr James Coningham,

under whom Samuel Bourn, (born 1689), afterwards a leading Arian,

was educated.

In a defence of Dissenters' education, published in 1703, which

contains much information concerning the practice in the London
Dissenting academies, the writer who was a minister speaks of 'the

impartiality of his tutor in stating any of the controverted points.'

Dr. Joshua Oldfield, (whom we have before noticed as a London
minister of the old school, moderator of the meeting at Salters' Hall),

was in 1698 tutor to Dr. Lardner, who was an eminent divine, (and as

Bogue and Bennett tell us), a Socinian.

At a later period when an academy was established at Kendal, in

Westmoreland, under the superintendence of Dr. Caleb Rotheram, to

which students resorted who had assistance from Lady Hewley's

trustees, 'he was solicitously and affectionately concerned for the im-

provement and usefulness of those under his care, especially that they

might be inspired with the love of liberty and clearly understand the

genuine principles of Christianity, and in order to this permitted,

encouraged, and assisted them to think freely upon every subject of

natural and revealed religion.' Note to Sermon on ordiuation of Rev.

Caleb Rotheram, jun., of Kendal, by S. Lowthion, 1756. From Dr.

Rotheram's academy issued many known Arian ministers, pp. 54, 55.

The extract as to Mr Jones does not support the proposition

laid down, as it does not purport to relate to fundamental religious

doctrines. That respecting Mr Warren seems to be the assertion

not of his pupil Mr Grove, (as stated in the marginal abstract),

but of that pupil's biographer. It expresses very little more than

Mr Seeker's words ; certainly for a tutor to encourage a free and
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critical study of the Scriptures, as the best system of theology,

is a very different matter from his stating with indifference

the true and false views of the Trinity and the person of Christ, or

systematically making them, or allowing them to be made, subjects

of debate with his pupils.

As De Foe's words respecting Mr Moreton are not given,

and their effect is stated by reference to Mr Warren's case,

they do not call for further remark ; the rules of his academy

may be seen in Calamy.

The nature of Mr Doolittle's teaching may be best inferred

from the fact of Philip Henry placing his son, the future com-

mentator, with him. The case of Mr Bury (here cited for the

third time), will be considered with the postponed section in

which the extracts from his works are introduced. There were

two Moores and three Halletts, the elder Moore died in 1717,

and the eldest Hallett in 1688; they, as well as Warren, Moreton,

and Doolittle, were ejected ministers, and heterodoxy, even in-

differentism, does not seem to be imputed to any ofthose confessors

except William Manning of Suffolk. Mr Newcome of Manchester,

preceded Chorlton in his labours as tutor, and there can be no

dispute as to the strictness of his principles.

The state of the academy kept by the Presbyterian Frankland,

(also one of the ejected), in different places as the persecution

allowed him, and after his death continued by the Independent

Jollie, at Attercliffe near Sheffield, would have been much more
to the purpose of the Proofs, as it was the Yorkshire college.

But neither Oliver Heywood nor Accepted Lester have left any

account that could be quoted with advantage in the Proofs.

Of Mr Frankland' s teaching we have this notice by Charles

Owen, Presbyterian minister at Warrington. '
' Why may not Mr

Frankland' s pupils with the same freedom determine for Calvin,

as many raw youths that come from the Universities do for their

beloved Arminius ? But the reason why they determine against

Arminius is because their judicious and learned tutor directed

them to study the Scriptures and their own hearts, which enabled

them betimes to exalt the free grace of God, and to depress the

proud enslaved will of man. A son of the church should not

wonder that Mr Frankland should acquaint his scholars with the

orthodox ancient doctrine of the Church of England, whose
learned divines subscribed the decrees of the Calvinistical synod
of Dort in conformity to the doctrine of the English church,
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which preferred them after their return, and never censured this

act of theirs." The Validity of the Dissenting Ministry, 1716,

p. 96.

We are here concerned only with those methods of teaching

which were practised sufficiently early to come to the knowledge of

the various Presbyterian founders before the dates of their several

foundations. Lady Hewley's charity was created in 1704, and we
will take that year as regards the chapels also, though most of

them were built previously. It is requisite to allow four years for

the effect of the college teaching becoming manifest in the sermons
and ministerial life of the pupils, and therefore no circumstances

which occurred after the year 1700 can be received as known to

and having influenced those founders. These remarks dispose of

all the testimonies and remarks to be found in the Proofs as to

the academies.

In order to judge fairly of the early tutors among the Noncon-

formists it should be recollected that after the civil war new
systems of philosophy and criticism arose in England, and the

nature of academical studies changed. In Charles the First's time

great attention was paid to the Fathers, and studious and learned

Puritans read the writings of the Schoolmen. As to these last

it is necessary to remark that the amazing intellect of some of their

number is beginning to be again recognized, and their worm-
eaten folios are once more consulted with interest and profit on the

most difficult points of the Christian faith. Just so Dr. Manton is

mentioned as particularly well acquainted with them, and Baxter

tells us how much he read of them. The works in which Daille

indicated the suspicion attaching to many writings circulating

under early Christian names, and the little use to which even the

genuine remains of the so-called Fathers could be put, had
changed the theological studies pursued before the war.

Locke, or rather his master Hobbes, had revolutionized all science

connected with the human mind, and new manuals of logic had
come into use. The merit ascribed to Mr Warren and Mr Jones

really is that they had brought themselves, as to much of their non-

doctrinal learning, quse Imberbes didicere senes perdenda fateri.

The other academies mentioned, though not bearing on the

question, deserve some remarks. Doctors Doddridge and

Jennings, as well as Jollie, were Independents, and Presbyterians

and Independents resorted indifferently to the academy of either

body, which was most convenient or most attractive to them.
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As it is admitted that the Independents as a body never aban-

doned strictness as to doctrine, and their tutors also were led by

the influence of the age into latitudinarian practices, an argument

cannot fairly be raised against the orthodoxy of the early Presby-

terian congregations from similar methods pursued in their

colleges.

Dr. Nathaniel Lardner was born in 1684, and was with Dr.

Oldfield as a boy. He went to the University of Utrecht, and on

his return in 1703 was for six years connected with an Indepen-

dent church, so that his ultimate opinions cannot throw any light

on Dr. Oldfield's system. Such arguments are very often to be

met with in the Proofs and pamphlets written on that side of the

controversy, but it is evident that in such a time of change a

pupil's opinions twenty or thirty years after he left college were

no indication of his tutor's principles or teaching. Arians became

so numerous in the middle of the eighteenth century that it must

be admitted every system in its turn failed to preserve in

orthodoxy all that were trained by it, but none so certainly pro-

duced heterodoxy as the plan of teaching indifferently both or

many sides of a question, or merging the character of teacher

in that of president of a debating society, which seems to be the

proceeding extolled in the Proofs. Not to teach some one

system of theology as truth, implies that the teacher does not

hold any doctrines as revealed (since it would be his duty to

teach what he so held), and naturally, if not necessarily, creates

in those taught the notion that they have to frame a scheme

of divinity for themselves, and not implicitly to receive the

body of truth from the Bible. The end of such a process

must be the construction of some theory, or some uncon-

nected postulates, based on the nature and fitness of things,

and not on the will and mind of God, and this is the result

at which Low Arians or Socinians wished their pupils to arrive.

Grove and Rotheram found this method answered their purpose

so certainly that it was no merit to pursue it. It does not follow

that in other circumstances and with other results they would
have originated or continued it. But has such impartiality ever

existed ? Is it to be believed that a Socinian tutor would exhibit

Trinitarian doctrines as fairly and favourably as his own
opinions ? Is it possible that he should do so ? Did any pupil

ever leave Warrington or Hackney or " Manchester" college a

Trinitarian ? If none ever entered them but Anti-Trinitarians, does
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not that circumstance render it more improbable that the teaching

was impartial between the two systems ?

In justice to Dr. Doddridge, Mr. Wilson's quotation from
his Family Expositor should be reprinted here. "They who are

honoured with the great trust of training up the ministers of

Christ should be particularly careful to nourish and educate in

the words of faith and of good doctrine those whose business it

must be to maintain the faith of Christ in the world, and to

instruct others in the doctrine." There is no doubt that he
taught what he believed truth ; however he might permit it to be
debated.

The subject of the academies was. most properly introduced

into the Proofs, for the faith of a church is in the end governed by
the teaching of its theological colleges. Luther, Calvin, and
Van Harmine were all professors of divinity, and laboured, by
indoctrinating the future pastors, to control the belief of the next

generation of their countrymen. They knew that while the

youthful mind must respond to what appears to it the truth,

only the conscious or fancied possession of some new ideas will

kindle all its ardour and call out all its energy.

The professors of former times taught their own opinions

to those entrusted to them, but the English tutors extolled in the

Proofs merely invited their pupils to speculation, and contented

themselves with supplying the materials for it. Yet Dr. Taylor

wondered and complained that many went out from his academy
mere deists. We on the other hand see without any surprise

how the evil spread from the colleges over the country, and in

the end attacked the people as well as the ministers. Hoc
fonte derivata clades In patriam populumque iluxit.

Similar Principle at Geneva. General Observations. Noto-
riety of Controversy existing. The Presbyterians of England

are by no means singular in their opposition to creeds and stringent

articles, and their assertion of liberty for their ministers from any other

obligation than to the Scriptures. In the Presbyterian Church of

Geneva subscription to creeds and confessions was abolished in 1706.

p. 5G.

It is very probable indeed that these transactions at Geneva in-

fluenced the Presbyterian ministers of England, many of whom at the

beginning of that century were educated abroad.

It is presumed that it is now clearly established, that before the
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date of these foundations there did exist in the Presbyterian body a

decided spirit of opposition to anything which could interfere with the

free use of the Scriptures as the source 'of genuine knowledge respecting

the truth taught by Christ and his apostles ; and a decided aversion

from the use of creeds or anything that could be regarded as imposing

the senses of men upon the word of God, open to the examination and

study of all ;—that this spirit of free investigation was a part of the

system on which they acted ;—that it distinguished them from the

other or Independent denomination ;—that they even admitted it into

their academical institutions ;—and that however unreasonable, un-

thinking, and improper it may to some appear, the tutors admitted the

youths committed to their care, and who were to be the future preachers

of the gospel, to a freedom of examination and research which it might,

in the opinion of some, have been more expedient in them to have

postponed to a later period of their lives. Such however having been

the practice of the learned ministers of the time of Lady Hewley, it

must be presumed that she was cognisant of the practice, and that she

did not object to that portion of her bounty which was set apart for the

purpose of the education of ministers, being applied to "the education of

young men in academies conducted on these principles, as we see

was the case in respect of the Kendal academy in 1734, and as (judging

by their fruits), must have been the case with the earlier places of

instruction, seeing that nearly all the leading Presbyterian ministers

there educated became Arian ; and that having from the beginning been

so devoted, courts of law or equity ought not now to turn round on the

administrators or recipients and say that the tutors in the Presbyterian

academies shall henceforth abandon what has been their practice from

the beginning ; that they shall teach dogmatically the system of

Christianity laid down in the creed ; thus limiting in a rigid manner

the field of inquiry ; in fact saying respecting the much controverted

doctrines of the Trinity and Original Sin that they are to be taken out

of the range of inquiry to be regarded as truths never to be examined or

questioned ; which is in fact to shut the door of enquiry which the

Presbyterian founders had widely opened on the most important subjects

of theological research.

It is again respectfully submitted that the question is not whether

these doctrines are doctrines which must necessarily be deduced from

Holy Scripture by those who go to that book desirous to know what
Christ and his apostles taught. On this point it is well known that the

greatest and wisest men have differed, that disputes have raged respect-

ing it from the time of Arius and Athanasius, wherever the pressure

of despotic power was removed and the mind left at liberty to divulge

the conclusions at which it had arrived. But whether the conclusions
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are right or wrong at which any party may have arrived this is not the

point for present consideration ; it is also submitted that the question is

not whether it is expedient that the ministers and preachers of Christia-

nity shall be bound to take a particular view of the doctrine of Christ,

by articles creeds and confessions, or left with no other recognised

authority but that of the book of Holy Scripture which they are to read

and study for themselves. On this point also there is a great diversity

of judgment and much may be said, and much has been said, on both

sides of the question. It is also submitted that the question is not

whether it is fit expedient and proper to carry this principle into

institutions founded for the education of the future ministers. It is

also submitted that it is not material to inquire into the particular

views of the Christian doctrine entertained by individuals belonging to

this class or denomination of Dissenters, in cases in which there is no

direct requisition that by such views shall the proceedings of the future

trustees be regulated.

But that the question really is, whether, when an unrestricted founda-

tion such as this of Lady Hewley is presented to the notice of a court, the

court is not bound to consider the opinion and practice of the body of

Nonconformists to which she belonged, as shown by the peaceful unin-

terrupted course of near a century and a half, and to support that

principle of freedom of inquiry and opposition to the imposition of any

particular interpretation of the words of holy Scripture, which was the

great rule, guide, and principle of the parties in all their proceedings.

It is submitted that there is not the smallest difficulty in reconciling

this principle with that degree of attachment, whatever it may be, which

every one more or less feels for the particular system of religious truth,

which, if he have arrived at any settled ojnnions amidst the diversity of

opinion that prevails around him, he deems to be the truth. The

ground on which he receives them is their supposed accordance with his

judgment on the evidence which they bring with them ; and if this

evidence has been sufficient to convince himself, so he conceives that it

must in all time to come command the assent of other unprejudiced

inquirers. This must be the case when the conviction is strong. When
the conviction is one of inferior confidence, he anticipates that the faith

of others will be as weak as his own ; and in such a state of mind he is less

disposed and less tempted to endeavour to compel an adherence to his own

opinion. The course in either case which a wise man would take

would be to leave the affair open as the Presbyterian founders did,

committmg the truth to the future researches of wise and understanding

men. In the case of attachment to an opinion which may be called

bigotted the course would be different. But the Presbyterians had not

that kind of attachment to any ojnnion. pp. 57, 58.

11
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Whatever difficulty may arise out of the leading expressions of

latitudinarianism cited being somewhat later than Lady Hewley's

foundation, (though generally coming from persons educating and

officiating antecedently), there is no doubt of this striking fact that the

most universal adoption of the liberal principle, and even the avowal of

Arian opinions had, by consent of all parties, as recorded by Bogue and

Bennett, taken effect among the Presbyterians early enough for vast

numbers of the original founders of the early endowments, contemporary

with and even anterior to Lady Hewley's, to be still alive and active

amonf them. At any rate the remove went no further than to their

immediate children. The real intent of the founders must have been

known, and it is sufficient to ask, how it can be accounted for that no

record or trace whatever exists of any objection being taken to the

changes in congregations and in the application of endowments, on any

other supposition than the conviction that the founders left to others

the freedom they vindicated to themselves?

Mr Baron Alderson in his judgment on the case says, 'Lady Hewley

must have had fixed religious opinions conscientiously and strongly felt

by her, or else it is not likely that she would have made this foundation.

It is very unusual for religious foundations to be made by any other

than persons having strong and fixed religious opinions themselves.

Those who entertain what are called latitudinarian notions on such

subjects are not commonly those who leave their property in this way.'

This is surely something like assuming the question in dispute. It

might have occurred to the learned Judge that persons of strong and

fixed religious opinions are also not very likely wholly to conceal

them, as Lady Hewley has done. Moreover Bogue and Bennett, (the

Independent historians of the Dissenters) tell us that the Presbyterians

of that day were anything but ' sober,' that their quality on the contrary

was ' religious liberty run mad,' and surely one species of madness or fixed-

ness of opinion as well as another might on the learned Judge's own
principle produce zealotry in a founder, and govern his actions. Lady

Hewley, however, was no doubt surrounded and counselled by men of

more judgment and information than herself, and is it a very violent

supposition that they had read and approved such a book for instance as

' Locke's Reasonableness of Christianity,' and acted upon it, preserving,

nevertheless, those charitable feelings with which the learned Judge

seems to think it inconsistent. The fact of latitudinarianism existing

at a little later time, (whatever may be the fact as to Lady Hewley), is

notorious, and it is equally true that very numerous endowments have

been founded on those principles and expressly for them. When about

L750 the Presbyterians of Norwich gave their money so freely (sevei-al

thousand pounds, being an amount most extraordinary in those days), to
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erect and found the new Presbyterian chapel in that city [they rebuilt

a chapel built by Trinitarians] it was expressly on the latitudinarian

principle. And Dr. Taylor, whose sermon on the opening of the

chapel in 1756, is published, distinctly disclaims on the part of the con-

tributors that they meant this religious foundation to be for the propa-

gation of any particular view of Christian doctrine.

A Yarmouth merchant, the founder of an endowment for two
Norfolk Presbyterian congregations, thus expresses himself in his will.

' And because no person who designs the glory of God, the prosperity of

His church, and the support of His interest in the world, in ages after

his decease, can foresee the changes and revolutions that may arrive,

and which might oblige him to alter and change the particular method

by which he proposeth such ends should be pi'omoted ; my great and
general instruction to these my trustees is this, that the purposes of

sincere piety and charity, according to the best light of their consciences,

and agreeable to the directions of the word of God, may be industriously

and faithfully served to the utmost of their ability by this entrustment,

leaving with them this short and serious memento, God sees.' This was.

quite in accordance with the genius and spirit of English Presbyterian,

dissenters. He was a descendant of the Protector Cromwell, and had

seen and learned wisdom by the revolutions of opinions and practice

during the eventful period of a long life which terminated a little after

1722. Having lived in the neighbourhood of Emlyn and Manning, he

perhaps had partaken of the freedom of their opinions. [This paragraph

is constructed by the incorporation of a note with the text.]

The learned Judge may be right if he speak of other classes of

religionists, but even here it may be doubted whether the important

principle which he assumes is just. Lady Hewley's contemporary, Lady

Elizabeth Hastings, was a great benefactor to the clergy of the Church

of England ; but it does not appear that she made any -distinction

between those who were of the Tillotson and Hoadley school, and

those who were of Calvinian sentiments. She left it, not to promote

any particular view of theological opinion, but for the support of a body

of men who had a certain political or ecclesiastical character, and this it is.

presumed was what Lady Hewley did. The latter endowed a body of

ministers who had a certain political or ecclesiastical character, and not a

set of theological opinions. If the latter, as the learned Judge supposes, had

been the case, we should certainly have found in the deeds some distinct

recognition of the particular doctrines which she meant to patronize,

and some protection of them against the possible varying of adminis-

trators or beneficiaries in the time to come. In fact there is no histori-

cal ground for the assumption in this part of the judgment, and every

probability against it, arising out of the situation, the character and
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genius, of the denomination to which she belonged. Some of the bene-

factions of this pious and charitable lady were connected with the church,

and so far from there being in her a strong attachment to any particular

way, she made no requirement of her trustees or general beneficiaries,

and only required of the persons admitted to her hospital that they

should attend ' some place of Protestant worship.' It may further be

observed that if she had been ever so deshxras to leave her charity wide

and open she could not well have done otherwise than she has ; whereas

if she meant to confine it no one could easily have made the latter intent

less obvious.

It cannot be supposed that the persons who in those days guided

the operations of the Presbyterian body were so inattentive to the

controversies which were going on around them, and so unaware of the

natural and necessary consequences of their own principle, as not to

perceive that difference of opinion would grow out of freedom of enquiry,

and that not only would doctrines deemed by them of minor importance

be by some relinquished and by others retained, but that other doctrines

regarded by many as of greater importance would be brought into

question, and by some renounced. And the fact really was that Arian

opinions abounded on all hands. The act of William and Mary against

impugning the doctrine of the Trinity is a legislative declaration of the

fact stated in its preamble, of the prevalence of that heresy, p. 60.

Among the Presbyterians had arisen before the date of these foun-

dations, Manning, one of the ejected ministers, who had long preached

an Arian or Unitarian theology in the county of Suffolk, and in the

same county Emlyn, a minister of the next generation, who was zealous

for the Unitarian scheme, and who before the date of these foundations,

having removed to Ireland, was there in 1702 by a sentence of an Irish

court of judicature condemned to public punishment for his assertions

of those doctrines ; when thus persecuted in Ireland he took refuge in

England, and preached his sentiments publicly in London before 1710.

p. 60.

In the Church there had been Whiston an avowed Arian in the

University of Cambridge, (who began writing in 1703), and Dr. Bury
in the University of Oxford, who had been deprived, the one of a fellow-

ship, and the other of a mastership, in consequence of maintaining these

opinions ; nor was Dr. Clarke unsuspected of holding those opinions

before he published his famous defence of them in 1712, in his 'Scripture

Doctrine of the Trinity.' The writings of Dr. Sykes and others in the

Church looked the same way, and produced a great impression on the

Presbyterian body ; the effect was great and immediate, and a declension

was going on rapidly at the very beginning of the century. Most of the

older Presbyterian ministers of the era of the founders had been educated
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in Calvinian sentiments. The catechism of the Assembly had generally

been that in which in their youth they had beeu instructed, and yet a

great departure had taken place in many of them from the doctrines of

that catechism : they had become, some Baxterians, some Arminians,

some Arians; but the strict doctrines of pure Calvinism are found in

them no more. With Locke they generally agreed, at any rate so far us

to say nothing about them as essentials.

This striking appeal is made in behalf of those ministers who in

1721 had adopted Dr. Clarke's principles or others resembling them to

the Presbyterian ministers at large, pressing by an argument ad hominem
the right of professing them from the similar freedom of change which

had been exercised among them in the genei'ation befoi*e.

' But whatever be the present state of religion compared with what

it has been on this earth, the pious few that now do in some measure walk

in the same spirit and in the same way with their valuable predecessors,

and therefore ought not to be set in the view of opposition or condemned as

contrary to them, though they may have different apprehensions in many
things from them as they had one from another, and from their own
predecessors.' Rational and Christian Principles by Nicholas Billingsley,

a Presbyterian minister in Somersetshire, 1721. p. xvii.

It was not to be supposed, and could not be supposed, that when

these changes had taken place in carrying out the principle of freedom

of inquiry, that the change would stop, that the same principle which

had turned Calvinists into Arminians, might not turn Arminians into

Arians, and Arians into Socinians, though they might each according

to the strength of his own convictions, deem that the Scriptures would

continue to bear a steady testimony, and would keep men from any wide

departure from what appeared to themselves to be the truth. But let

us look to the facts.

It is notorious that before the founders of 'the Presbyterian chari-

ties of the beginning of the eighteenth century had passed off the stage,

the renunciation of the doctrine of the Trinity prevailed to a great

extent among the Presbyterian ministers, that is, that the doctrine

which the courts below regard as being so important that all administra-

tors and beneficiaries of Lady Hewley's bounty must hold it, was during

the lives of her original trustees lightly esteemed, and even disbelieved

by a large portion of the body of Nonconformists to whom she and they

belonged ; and this without producing any appeal to the courts to restrain

the growing heresy, and to put forth the strong arm of the law to bring

men back. This is a very important part of the case. The principle

has been shown. We are now to contemplate its effects, p. 61.

Practical Effects of the Principle. The principle may be

looked at as falling among two classes of men, a body of educated and
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enlightened persons such as the ministers of the Church of England, but

who bein<* in a church which held forth a collection of articles of reli-

gion to be subscribed to, with the full assent and consent of the mind
;

and a body of other ministers, educated and enlightened also, whose

academical discipline differed little from that of the ministers of the

church but who had no articles, no subscription, no authoritative stand-

ard of faith, nothing to curb them in their enquiry, nothing to call

them back if it should happen that the spirit of research urged them

too far and drove them to mistaken conclusions. We shall touch briefly

on the effect upon the ministers in the church. There the effect was to

show the inconvenient pressure of the subscription. Bishop Hare's

tract ' The Difficulty and Discouragement in the Study of Scriptures in

the way of private Judgment represented,' 1721, is throughout an

exhibition of the inconvenience of subscription to doctrines of men when

taken in conjunction with an acknowledgment of the right and duty of

free 'enquiry, and of the sole authority of Scripture. Another prelate,

Clayton, the Bishop of Clogher, also plainly states the difficulty. Vin-

dication of the Old and New Testament, 1752. Part TIL, pp. 25, 26.

It is in fact the main point in the great subscription controversy,

which in the last century agitated the Church of England ; and which

was somewhat composed by the convenient doctrine respecting subscrip-

tion laid down by Paley, and in a more refined form by Pearson, but

which is revived whenever attention is forcibly drawn to the apparently

Calvinistic turn of the Articles of the English Church.

Falling among divines and a church, if such it may be called,

existing without the restraint of creeds, articles, and subscriptions, the

effect was not to. produce a body of ministers, thus feeling themselves

in a contradiction, but of those who persuaded themselves that to what-

ever truth the acting on the principle might conduct them, they were at

liberty to go, and to make profession publicly of the truth, at least so

far as they could prudently do so ; that is, without needlessly and

inconveniently shocking the prejudices of those who had not made the

same advances, and this was what they did. The Arianism which was

the effect of their acting on the principle soon became the prevalent and

avowed doctrine of the Presbyterian dissenters.

Bogue and Bennett. Vol. III., pp. 248, 384, 398.

These historians (in their extracts quoted above) put prominently the

distinctive characters of the two bodies. Mr Locke incidentally proves

the fact as even that must have been well understood in his early day,

or he would not have treated it as he does. It is plain he knew well

enough what the Independent restrictiveness was ; and we may fairly

imply from his so positively selecting them that he knew it was not

general and certainly not applicable to the leading body, the Presby-
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terians. Defence of Nonconformity, printed in Lord King's Life of

Locke. 4to., p. 244.

The public and external impression as to the real opinions of the

Presbyterians fixes them with heresy veiy early.

Miles Davies, Athense Brittannica>, 1 7 1 G, vol. II., p. 312, complains

'of the Dissenters countenancing the Arian Sectaries.'

A High Churchman's testimony to the general opinion of the state

of the Presbyterians, and generally as to what it was considered was the

tendency of the ' Moderate Men's ' course of action may be dei'ived from

a book entitled Modern Pleas for Schism and Infidelity reviewed, or

the present principles of deism and enthusiasm fairly represented, and

the false pretences of the moderate man to the interest of the Chui'ch of

England exposed. Also Modern Pleas for Heresy reviewed, or a particu-

lar defence of the Athanasian creed against the Arians and Deists,

by Joseph Smith ; 3rd Edition, 1717. ' "We will endeavour to take a

view of this odd mixture of contradictions in tbree distinct classes, as

they stand distinguished under the well-known denominations of

Quakers, Anabaptists and Presbyterians. [Here Independents are

included in Presbyterians.] Neither do the Presbyterian teachers now

subscribe to what their predecessors (at least in name) called the

Assembly's confession of faith. If their faith is the same now as then

why do they cease publicly avowing it by subscription 1 Nothing less

than our creed, at least some of the weighty and momentous articles of

it, will satisfy any of these people.' pp. 15, 20, 21, 48, 50, 51, 54,

252-254.

The Memorial of the State of England, 1705, by John Toland, states

that

' The Presbyterians are all now for liberty of conscience to all men
in points of mere religion or opinion, and they have expressly declared

their minds to this purpose in several of their late books, particularly in

the writings of Mr Calamy, which they generally approve.' p. 36 ; see

also p. 44-45.

The Eev. John Shower, in a letter to the author, pronounces the

memorial 'the most judicious and seasonable of anything lately printed.

'Tis the real state of our case.' [The quotations in this section do not

carry the matter further than the expressions here extracted from them].

In fact without imputing or insinuating anything of an unchristian

insincerity to the ministers either in the Church or out of it who con-

tended for the principle of free enquiry and the Bible only, it is mani-

fest that among ministers of both classes (Churchmen and Dissenters)

this principle has generally been united with a deviation, be it more or

be it less, from the Athanasian Trinity. In Chillingwortb it is noto-

rious that this was the case ; Locke, every one knows, was an Arian ;
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Sir Isaac Newton was equally heterodox ; "Whitby ended his scriptural

studies with an avowal of Unitarianism. Tillotson was often charged

with Socinianism. In 1G95 a pamphlet was published entitled 'The

Charge of Socinianism against Tillotson considered.' The author in his

preface says it was written ' before the death of that unhappy man.'

Similar reports were spread regarding Baxter, and as to Dr. Clarke, though

he entitles his work ' The Scripture Docti'ine of the Ti'inity,' to which the

Introduction is prefixed from which we have quoted, yet what is his

Trinity but pure Arianism 1

The historical fact is undeniable (as vouched by the numerous volumes

of Anti-Trinitarian tracts published in the last ten years of the seven-

teenth century), that all that has ever been said and argued on these

subjects had been then said and written ; and that these books, for talent

and learning, have not at this day been excelled. They imply nume-

rous and able writers and readers ; and it remains to be pointed out

where the field could be, if not among the liberalizing theologians, and

those mainly the Nonconformists, p. 69.

Particular Cases. Exeter, &c. Peirce says, 'Dr. Clarke, Mr
Whiston, and other writers, who differ from the common notion, had

been read here before my coming [in 1713 ;] and some few of the

people, though they had kept it to themselves, had long before, by only

reading their Bibles, been convinced that it was not agreable to the

scriptures.' The Western Inquisition, 1720. p. 11.

We find also that as early as 1710 there was a friendly correspond-

ence between the Halletts, who were ministers in Exeter, and Whiston,

on the Arian controversy, and that the Halletts had embraced and

openly avowed the Ai'ian opinions.

The Rev. Josiah Eveleigh in A Vindication of Mr TrosSe,

1719, p. 82, says, ' It is a grief that has almost killed me to see so

many of my friends gone off from the truth.' Mr Newman, a minis-

ter in London, in a letter to Peirce, 1719, says, 'Mr Walrond gives

a melancholy account of the state of religion in the country, with

reference to the proper Godhead of Christ, and the Holy Spirit.'

These changes imply the growth of twenty years at least. A letter of

advice from the Devonshire ministers to their people, 1719, says, 'It

affects us to see so many so ready to sink in unsound doctrines deroga-

tory to the honour of our glorious Redeemer and the Holy Spirit.'

[Several sentences are condensed into this paragraph.]

Hallett, the tutor, disowned Arianism. In 1719 he published
" The belief of the Subordination of the Son of God to His Father

no characteristic of an Arian." In 1710 he was "earnestly con-

cerned for the common doctrine" according to Mr Peirce, In-

quisition Honesty displayed, 1722, p. 78.
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Peirce says, "We utterly disown the peculiar opinion of A i ins

that Christ is a creature. We believe that text, Romans ix. 5,
1 Who is over all, God blessed for ever/ belongs bo < Jurist." Account
of Reasons, p. 17, 18. "Not one of us can be charged with

delivering any one error, the utmost they have to say against me,
the most obnoxious of all, being that I have declared for a subor-

dination of the Son to the Father." Inquisition honesty dis-

played, p. 76.

Joseph Hallett, jun., when a student, in or after L710, held a

correspondence with Whiston as to his doctrines, but it was kept
secret; his lather's. correspondence with Whiston was as to the

hitter's 10th Discourse or Directions for the Study of Divinity.

About November, 1 71 8, the Rev. Roger Beadon, after an eighteen

years' pastorate, was unanimously dismissed by his congregation at

Budleigh Devon. The Rev. John Cox was also dismissed by the

congregation at Kingsbridge Devon. Mr Tomkins's dismission

mentioned at p. 43, was for a sermon intended to prove "that the

doctrine of Christ's deity according to the commonly received

notion was not a necessary fundamental article of the Christian

faith, he did not say anything in opposition to the doctrine

itself."

In Somerset, Foster, Stogden, Billingsley, Moore, Chandler, and

Grove, before 1720, had laid the foundation of that Arianism which

was soon manifested in most of the Dissenting congregations of that

country.

But Devonshire and Somerset were not in this respect singular,

nor the only, or even the first parts of the kingdom in which this

departure from orthodoxy manifested itself. In other counties it made
less noise, because there was less opposition made to it, and little

controversy or clamour was produced. It was for the most part a

transition silent and passive, and it was only in some few particular

congregations that there were any heats or animosities engendered by it.

The instances of this were rare. In fact the soil had been prepared in

most of the congregations by the spirit of free inquiry which had been

encouraged and exercised, so that as the old ministers passed away,

successors were chosen who had passed from the Arminian into the

Arian scheme as their predecessors had passed with 'equal silence from

the Oalvinian to the Arminian. p. 71.

A sermon of the Rev. John Dodson, of Penniddock, (afterwards of

Marlborough), preached in 1719, is quoted, [the main passages are

these :]

12
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'He (an opponent) gave a free vent to his zeal against me, telling

tlieni that as to the business of Arianism he believed all the ministers had

the same sentiments they always entertained, unless the preacher was

cone into the new scheme. I now suffer under this reproach in com-

mon with a great many of my worthy brethren in London and else-

where ; because I as well as they declare against making any human

forms the tests of orthodoxy.' Preface, p. 6 ; see also pp. 7, 8. Sermon,

pp. 12-28.

'Let us not be fond of a party as such ; 'tis being zealous Arminians,

earnest Calvinists, rigid Lutherans, instead of contenting ourselves with

being plain and honest Christians, which is one principal cause of those

contentions and animosities which are found among the celebrated par-

ties.' p. 20.

' Let us prefer holiness in our brethren to orthodoxy ; I mean to

what we ourselves esteem to be orthodox, for no doubt every sect is

perfectly orthodox in its own judgment. . . . And on the other

hand did we but consider that piety is preferable to faith ; to faith in

this case taken in the strictest sense, i.e., a mere assent of the under-

standing to the truth of things revealed ; which certainly must draw

its principal if not all its excellency from the influence it has

upon morality.' pp. 30, 31.

[The ministers mentioned in pp. 82, 83, are then enumerated with their

academies, and in addition it is added] Dr. Samuel Chandler, F.R.S., the

author of numerous esteemed writings, and through life one of the most

influential ministers in this denomination, waseducated under Mr Jones

at the same time with Seeker, and both came from the academy

possessed with views of the Scripture doctrine scarcely if at all differing

from those of Dr. Clarke. He became minister of the congregation at

Peckham, in Surrey, in 1716, [still orthodox], a case of the early choice

of a minister of those sentiments. At Jones's also was Dr. Scott educated

who was chamber fellow with Seeker, author ofan Essay towards a Demon-
stration of the Scripture Trinity by Philanthropus, 1728, and of a new
version of St. Matthew's Gospel with notes, in the preface to which, after

arguing that a reasonable faith is required as well as a reasonable ser-

vice, he says, ' I have not attempted a confutation of the Trinitarian

scheme, which I profess is altogether unintelligible to me or absolutely

inconsistent with itself; but however I have aimed at a demonstration

that the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost are three distinct spirits, of

which the Father only is God.' p. 73, Proofs.

It is submitted that this being the case, that an Arian or Anti-Trini-

tarian system of Christian belief having been thus early introduced into

the Presbyterian congregations, and that no appeal having been made
from any cpiarter resembling the appeal which has now, at this late period,
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been made to the Courts below, to force on the trustees of Presbyterian foun-

dations, and the beneficiaries under them, the reception or the retention of

the doctrine of the Trinity, it ought to be taken as evidence that the persons

of those times who lived in and near the age of the founders, knew what
was their intent, and that there would then be no chance of success in any
such appeal ; and that to make an appeal to the law of the land and
the judgment of the Courts would have been in direct opposition to that

spirit of freedom and opposition to all human authority in matters of

religion, which it was the boast of the Dissenters that they had ever

manifested. The different cour-se which has now been pursued, and

which has forced on the appellants this appeal, has been taken by persons,

few of whom are of the old Dissenters of England, and acquainted with

their feelings, principles, and usages, but who have sprung out of the

more recent schism produced by the labours in the last century of the

leaders of Methodism, who had little, if anything, in common with the

English Dissenters for whom the Act of Toleration was formed. They
are in fact a body of persons who had no existence as a religious com-

munity at the time when Lady Hewley made this foundation, and who
cannot therefore (whoever else were) have been contemplated by her.

And of their difference from those persons for whose benefit these foun-

dations were made, no better proof can be given than these proceedings,

so entirely opposed to the proceedings of the Dissenters of Lady Hewley's

time, and so subversive of the principles which they cherished. [A list

of ministers stated in the Proofs to be Anti-Trinitarian will be found in

the Appendix].

Salters' Hall Proceedings. Their bearing on the present Ques-

tion. The Assembly of ministers in Devonshire, one of those unions of

Dissenting ministers which were formed in various parts of the kingdom

in the year 1691, perplexed by the new circumstances in which they

were placed by the extensive prevalency of avowed Arianism, while

many retained their educational principles, and were zealous for them,

applied in 1718 to the united body of ministers in London for advice.

In February and March, 1719, the London ministers, (not merely, it is

to be observed, Presbyterians, but also Independents and Baptists), met

at Salters' Hall, when they resolved themselves into a kind of synod,

chose Dr. Joshua Oldfield for their Moderator, and proceeded deliberately

to consider what advice should be given. After long debating they

agreed upon certain advices tending to union and peace ; but the

doctrinal question came directly before them, when it was proposed that

they should accompany those advices with a declaration of their own
faith in the doctrine of the Trinity. This question was put to the vote.

The meeting divided, when there were '<"> for subscribing, and 57

against it. The great argument on the side of the non subscribers was
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that they would subscribe to nothing but the Bible. Sir Joseph Jekyll,

the .Master of the Rolls, hearing this, is reported to have said that the

Bible carried it by four. p. 79.

It will be seen that they [the advices sent from Salters' Hall] assert

the principle that to the Bible only is the appeal to be made, and that

though the ministers subscribing them had themselves no doubt

respecting the doctrine of the Trinity in some form or other in which it

was professed, (and Dr. Clarke had shown them how as Arians they

might still speak of a scriptural Trinity if necessary to do so), yet that

they do not regard it as of that snpreme importance that the people

were bound to withdraw themselves from a minister by whom the doc-

trine was not held. They had also by a solemn vote refused to direct

that there should be subscription to the first article of the Church of

England, and the fifth and sixth answers in the Assembly's Catechism,

which express the doctrine of the Trinity. By this decision we
thus in fact obtain a declaration from the ministers at large on the relative

importance in which the two opposed principles of the support of the

doctrine of the Trinity and of the principle of adherence to the Bible

only were regarded by the Nonconformist body of the age of the

founders.

Dr. Calamy gives the following" account of the Salters' Hall

Assembly* but only so much of it as is not inclosed in [ ] is

extracted in the Proofs. The parts so enclosed have been added
as they seemed necessary to represent his statements and opinions

fully and indeed fairly, and of that the reader will judge. There

are here, then, in small type, additions to the extracts from the

Proofs in infraction of the engagement at p. 64, but it is trusted

that the advantage of the plan followed will be evident, .and that

no injustice will result to the authors of the Proofs.

[About the same time sad heats arose among the Dissenters, who no
sooner had that relief from the government which they had expected

and waited for with some impatience than they fell to pieces, and were
thereby not a little exposed and weakened .... Jealousies and
animosities arising, they broke into two parties, with as much eagerness

as if they had been bent on the overthrow of each other, as the greatest

happiness they could have hopes of reaching. Many were surprised at

their heats, which were grossly imprudent, and very much owing to the

agency of certain gentlemen on both sides by whom the ministers among
the Dissenters were but too much influenced, though many were not

* The account to be found above commencing p. 23 is derived as to mutters in

Exeter from .Mr Murch, and as to matters in London from Mr Walter Wilson.
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aware of it till afterwards ; nor did those gentlemen themselves, I

believe, foresee what consequences would follow, upon the measures they

pursued. The state of the case was this. Some members of the Com-
mons, who had deserted the worshipping assemblies of the Dissenters

which they formerly frequented .... seemed inclined now as the

repealing act went forward to oppose the very first thing attempted in

their favour in a parliamentary way after the accession of King George
and endeavoured to clog the bill depending, by

moving for the adding to it a sort of test, in relation to the doctrine of

the Holy Trinity, as to which the body of the Dissenters were (unkindly

and without any just ground) represented as wavering and unsettled.

Mr Peirce, of Exeter, (but a single man, though in good repute) was

particularly mentioned as an erroneous person that had a considerable

influence upon others. Perhaps two or three more might have been

singled out that were in his notions. They declared they thought it

highly expedient in order to securing soundness in the faith in this capital

article of religion amongst those that should have any benefit by this bill,

whether there were any particular grounds to suspect them or not. This

motion was thought very unreasonable by some, and not a little resented.

It particularly raised the indignation of a certain gentleman,* who not

only continued all along to worship God in public with the Dissenters,

but had interested himself much in their affairs, and done them good

service . . . and had had a good hand in forwarding this very bill.

Perhaps also this gentleman himself might in some respects have over-

done the matter, not only by his taking more upon him than was well

thought of in the private committee of the Dissenters, but also in teasing

persons of rank and distinction in their favour, and been more positive

in his demands on their behalf from ministers of State, than they

well knew how to bear. This might heighten the opposition made in

this case and cause it to be attended with the more warmth. However

he was fully of opinion that he and his friends to whom he declared

himself a firm adherent had been too serviceable to the public to be

neglected, when he with vehemence opposed a test of this sort, which

the gentlemen above mentioned moved for with earnestness. And
having a particular friendship for Mr Peirce he resolved to bestir him-

self in his favour, not only among the Dissenting ministers, but also

among the gentlemen that were their adherents, in order to the saving

him from the storm that threatened him at Exeter, which he seemed to

look upon as his main concern, as soon as the motion for such a doc-

trinal test among the Dissenters was outvoted in the House of Commons.

As to Mr Peirce .... no man could be more beloved by those

•Evidently Mr Barrington Slmt^, afterwards Viscount Barrington >>{ the Irish

peerage.
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among whom he laboured than he was for a good while. But at length

(influenced by some willing to show their particular zeal for orthodoxy)

they began to suspect that he was not sound in the doctrine of the

Trinity, and as to the union of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost in one

deity. He was not willing to give them satisfaction as to his orthodoxy,

in the way in which they desired it, nor to declare some things to be

truths and errors, that the leading men among them took to be such].

The differences about the Trinity in Exeter were brought into the

assembly of ministers in that city, which according to course fell in Sep-

tember this year. They, after great debates, pretty generally gave it as

their sense that there was but one God, and that the Father, the "Word,

and the Holy Ghost is that one God. But the contention afterwards rather

increased than abated. [Had the Dissenters of Exeter hereupon agreed

to a general meeting and taken care to have all summoned that used to

give their votes in the election of ministers, for the several worshipping

assemblies among them, and freely and fairly put it to the vote of all

in common, whether or not Mr Peirce should not upon the account

of the unsuitableness and disagreeableness of his notions to a majority of

them, have been desired to have removed to some other place, where the

sentiments that he now appeared to entertain might be more agreeable,

and so carried it against him, neither would there have been so lmich

reason to charge the active managers with proceeding unsuitably to

their own avowed principles, nor would he himself have had so much

reason for objecting against their excluding him, as in the way they

took of confining the consideration of matters of the last importance to

a committee not chosen by the whole body for that purpose. Many
writings hereupon swarmed from the press.]

[The committee at Exeter, in concert with some ministers in that

neighbourhood, wrote to several ministers in London desiring advice,

answers were returned, some more mild, others more warm. Mr
Peirce also wrote to some that he thought he had an interest in, re-

questing their help to compose matters at Exeter. Wheu this corres-

pondence had been carried on for some time, and been considered in

the London Committee, it was pretty generally agreed to lay the

matter before the whole body of the Dissenting ministers in and about

London ; so that what was done might have the more weight.]

[Two different views might easily be discerned among the two

parties that were to meet upon this occasion. Each aimed at appearing

as large and considerable as they were able, yet both depending on their

own strength concurred in publicly debating about the matters under

consideration. This I must acknowledge, I from the first declared

against, for fear of a rupture, which T thought might be foreseen

without much difficulty.!
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[When the body met, one party was full of zeal for certain ' advices'

in order to the preventing a breach at Exeter, or other parts, about such
matters, as those that were now debated. The other party was as
zealous to the full for declaring their orthodoxy upon the doctrine of
the Trinity, that so they might clear up their reputation, (which by the
way no one had any reason to call in question), and appear the fitter to

give advice to others. Not being able to agree in this they sadly

squabbled. This was followed with many other differences.]

The flame flew from Exeter to London even when the advices to be
sent thither from hence were under consideration. Those advices had
been canvassed in private consultations and debates, and were at

length considered in some meetings of elder ministers and young candi-

dates* together of the three denominations at Salters' Hall.

It so fell out that when they met they could not agree whether they

should first give their advice and then prove and clear their orthodoxy,

or first manifest their orthodoxy, and then give advice. Supposing a

subscription requisite and proper, it was queried by some with warmth
and earnestness whether it was not sufficient to be made to the words

and expressions of Scripture, or whether needful to be made to some
human form. At last they divided into subscribers and non-subscribers,

and both sent advices to Exeter, though of a different nature. The letter

sent to Exeter with the advices by the non-subscribers was dated

March 17, and signed by Dr. Joshua Oldfield, in the name of the

majority at the first and most remarkable division. It came too late to

prevent the breach.

The meeting at Salters' Hall in which the question was proposed

whether in the advices that were under consideration for Exeter thei'e

should be any particular declaration of their faith in the Holy Trinity,

was February 24 (1719) when it was carried in the negative by four

votes. The actual subscription upon a new division that was managed
with no small indecency was on March the third following. These things

which fell out at the time when the united became the divided minis-

ters, then made a great noise, and the particulars were in the mouths

of everyone. As to myself I distinctly foresaw the quarrel and its

consequences ; and before it rose to a height took up a resolution to

have no hand in it. I was indeed at one private meeting, upon occa-

sion of an answer to a letter from Exeter directed to me in conjunction

with four other brethren, to which answer I was the freer to set my
name because in the close of it my real sense was expressed ; viz., that

we, by meddling in their contest, should be in danger to do hurt instead

* By this expression the Doctor seems to designate young ministers without

charges, and they appear to have made up the iiumbers as to whicli doubt is expressed

at page 28.
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of good. I "'as so fearful of that from what I at that time observed

that 1 determined to engage no further.

[Most earnestly was I pressed by those that were afterwards the

non-subscribers to give them my company and join in with them.

And but the very day before the grand meeting, at Salters' Hall when

the division was actually made, I was as earnestly importuned by a letter

signed by Mr Jeremy Smith, Mr William Tong, Mr Benjamin Robin-

son, and Mr Thomas Reynolds, to be at the meeting on the day follow-

ing, and (as they expressed it) help to prevent Mr Barrington Sbute's

endeavour to break the body of ministers to pieces. But I sent them

word that I was for following the advice of Solomon, in 'leaving off con-

tention before it was meddled with,' and was very apprehensive that the

number' of those that were designed to meet together on the present

occasion, especially at a time when the spirits of so many were plainly

exasperated, would in the event make matters worse, and rather increase

the flame than abate or extinguish it. Therefore they tnust excuse me.

Afterwards in the evening of the same day they sent to me worthy Mr
Chalmers, Principal of the Old College in Aberdeen, (who happening to

be then in town, was under a very great concern to observe what posture

things were in at that time among us), who strenuously argued with me
about being present at the meeting intended. He told me with great

frankness, he could not see how I could satisfy my conscience as things

then stood, to forbear making my appearance and declaring for the true

eternal divinity of the Lord Jesus Christ, (which he was satisfied I as

firmly believed as any man whatever), when it was under debate. I

told him that as for the true eternal divinity of the Lord Jesus Christ,

T was very ready to declare for it at that time or any other, and durst

not in conscience be at all backward to it. But I could upon good

grounds assure him that was not the point in question among those that

were to meet together on the day following ; that certain gentlemen

behind the curtain had so influenced their respective friends for two

different ways and methods to which they severally inclined, that as they

appeared disposed, a fierce contention and a shameful breach was in my
apprehension unavoidable. When .... I saw him next he

freely declared .... that as he never saw nor heard of such

strange conduct and management before, so he was heartily glad I was
not there. By my absence then I kept myself out of their squabbles

and brangles afterwards, and though I read what was published on both

sides, and that sometimes with no small concern and trouble, I fell not

entirely in either with the subscribers or non-subscribers, but respected

and kept up my correspondence with both, and received civilities from

each.
|

As to the grand matter which they contended about, I was entirely
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of the mind of the celebrated Mr Ghillingworth, who closes his preface

to ' The Religion of Protestants a Safe Way to Salvation,' with these

memorable words, ' Let all men believe the Scripture, and that only,

and endeavour to believe it in the true sense, and require no more of

others ; and they shall find this not only a better but the only means to

suppress heresy, and restore unity. For he that believes the Scripture

sincerely and endeavour's to believe it in the true sense cannot possibly

be a heretic. And if no more than this were required of any man to

make him capable of the church's communion, then all men so qualified,

though they were different in opinion, yet notwithstanding any such

difference, must be of necessity one in communion.'

[The division being once formed the subscribers very warmly jiistified

their proceedings, not without insinuations how much they were in the

wrong that did not do as they. The non-subscribers as warmly justified

their keeping from subscribing ; the attempting and introducing of

which they represented as an innovation and imposition, and a running

counter to their own avowed principles. The two parties fell heartily

together by the ears and filled the whole city with their noise and

clamour, and little stories were fetched and carried about to the

inflaming matters day after day. In the meantime among the stand-

ers by some greatly rejoiced at their exposing themselves so wretch-

edly. Others as heartily mourned and grieved in secret at their bitter

animosity and contention ; and religion sadly suffered from their invec-

tives against each other. They first fought with angry advertisements,

and began to squabble in the newspapers. The Whitehall Evening

Post, Mist's Journal, and the Flying Post were made use of to convey

the report of their contentious to all parts of city and country. Though

those papers might perhaps for a little while sell the better upon that

account
;
yet were facts therein so very differently represented, that

people were generally rather amazed and confounded than satisfied.

Therefore they came next to pamphlets, which were poured forth from

the press in abundance. . . . He that purchased all the warm
pamphlets that came out in this contest must have been at the expense

of some pounds. Whoso is at the pains to read them all over, will

hardly find anything more deserving of regard than the tracts of Mr
John Hughes, of Ware, and what was written by Dr. Gumming and Dr.

Evans, about Scripture consequences.]

[The former heats and feuds among the dissenters had continued

this year both at Exeter and London, though prevented in some other

parts of the nation, (notwithstanding strenuous endeavours used to draw

them into an imitation), by ministers refusing to exact a positive

declaration upon the head of the Trinity of those of whom they had no

ground or occasion to be suspicious. The undisturbed peace of ministers

13
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and people, while they acted upon that principle, was a proof how much

they were in the right, p. 425.]

It is clear that Dr. Calamy did not consider either the

doctrine of the Trinity or the Deity of Christ to be disputed at

Salters' Hall, and that he regarded the contest as contrived or

directed by members of Parliament for their own purposes. In

like manner Principal Chalmers saw in the meeting nothing but

management, though he went to it with the notion that it was a

glorious occasion for the English ministers to bear testimony for

the truth. Mr Peirce's many friends cared only to prevent the

chapels' committee and the ministers' assembly from triumphing

over him, and they evidently eagerly seized the opportunity which

Mr Bradbury's proposition afforded them, of trying their strength

on the question of subscription, which was no part of the matter

referred to them, but was what their minds were full of

at the time. Previously the Presbyterians had no objection

to subscription. Dr. Kippis says, in connection with the restric-

tions imposed by the Toleration Act, " The principal part of the

Dissenters did not wish to be exempted from doctrinal subscrip-

tions. It was not doubted but that persons who entertained

certain doctrines called heretical were by no means fit to be

tolerated ; and the principal part of the Nonconformists, notwith-

standing the long persecution they had endured, had not yet

divested themselves of this persuasion. They did not think of

questioning the right of the civil magistrate to impose subscrip-

tion to human tests of faith and orthodoxy, they even believed it

to be his duty to restrain what were apprehended to be funda-

mental errors and heresies ; and though some ministers might

entertain more liberal views of things, they were glad to accept of

liberty of conscience on such terms as were offered, and could

then be obtained. These terms were the less disagreeable to

them as being Calvinists, or nearly Calvinists, they had scarce

any difficulties with regard to the doctrinal articles, but could

cheerfully subscribe them as containing their own real opinions."

But the question of subscription had the year before the meeting
at Salters' Hall, been brought before the attention of Dissenters,

with every circumstance that could disgust them with it, and open
their eyes to the injustice and folly of the practice in the abstract.

For when the bill for relief of the Dissenters, from some of the in-

juries and insults which had been inflicted on them by the parlia-
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ments of Charles and Anne, came down to the Commons, an attempt
was made to confine the benefit to persons subscribing a Trinitarian

test. Nonconformist Ministers were already compelled to profess

Trinitarian opinions, as included among the doctrines of the

Establishment, but the proposed test would have been imposed
on laymen, and would have been confined to the doctrine

of the Trinity. It was therefore an insult and an annoyance
previously unheard of. It is most remarkable that the mem-
bers of parliament who proposed this test, after having left the

communion of the Dissenters, should still retain sufficient

influence over any of their number to form a party amono-

their ministers. They could do this only by pretending that

their object in proposing the test was simply zeal for the truth,

and they would not have made the attempt if they had not been
certain that there would be found among the Presbyterian minis-

ters, (for without the Presbyterians the political interest of the

Dissenters was very insignificant), many who would approve the

imposition of subscription even on the laity, in the hope of pre-

venting by that means the growth of Anti-Trinitarian views, or

the imputation of such to their body. It should be borne in

mind that in 169 7, after the Toleration Act, the Dissenting

ministers of London presented by Dr. Bates an address containing

this expression :
" Whereas there are such doctrines frequently

published as are infinitely injurious to the person and office of our

blessed Saviour, we hope your pious zeal for His divine honour

will put a stop to the licentiousness of the press that the conta-

gion of the dead may not corrupt the living." So that the act

against blasphemy, which imposes the penalties so disgraceful to

our statute book on preaching against the Trinity, was passed on

the solicitation of the Dissenting ministers of London and

the neighbourhood. Mr Barrington Shute, from conviction

and on principle doubtless, took part against the test and
defeated the project, and as his reward he raised and con-

solidated among the Dissenters a party of which he seems

to have been the acknowledged head. The circumstauce

that a House of Commons, very unfavourable to Noncon-

formists, should yet reject a scheme for widely extended

subscription to a Trinitarian test occasioned all thinking men
among the Presbyterians to re-consider the principle of set-

ting up a human standard of doctrine, and seems to have pro-

duced their immediate and almost universal condemnation of it.
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There has not been brought forward any evidence of their

having ever previously declared against the practice, but by

the next year the opposition to it being founded on reason had

become a first principle with them, as is shewn by the manner in

which it was thenceforth laid down and supported just as if it

had been held ab antiquo, as the diplomatists say, and it opened

a door of escape from a previous practice of subscription even

in the Exeter Assembly. The interval between the first and

second meetings afforded Mr. Peirce's friends an opportunity for

considering their tactics, and Mr Barrington Shute, having pre-

vented the statutory test, bethought himself that his best method

was to liken the proposed synodical declaration to it; and

when the decisive day came the parties of the year before

again appeared confronting each other, and the leaders of the

previous struggle in parliament were still, in congress phrase,

the wire-pullers. Mr Shute' s friends were again on the defensive

or negative side ; they had a right to say they did not come there

to subscribe, and they declined to do so. There was no proposi-

tion as to the propriety of the practice of subscription submitted

to the meeting, and the advices do not directly refer to it, except

as condemning creeds. The Vindication of the non-subscribers

expresses the opinion that Scripture words should be kept

in all articles and subscriptions, as if there must be some sub-

scription. But Articles in Scripture words must from their

nature be useless, since no one can object to a Scripture ex-

pression, if a right translation of the original; while a cento

of Scripture phrases may convey a most inaccurate meaning, even

if it is really the words of revelation, and not the sayings of

wicked men stated in narration or in parable. The reader will

shortly have an example of a profession of belief of that

description. Dr. Calamy's statement of the circumstances attend-

ing this meeting, the last in which the three denominations

united for any matter of internal regulation, by no means
raises it in our estimation. Both parties appear as in no small

degree the puppets of designing politicians. The subscribers

lost substantial power for the shadow of a declaration, and
they assumed to themselves a right to compel their brethren

either to adopt a rigid form of words, or to encounter suspicion and
obloquy. The non-subscribers could truly say that they did nothing

more than refuse to submit to what they thought an undeserved

personal imputation, yet they caused great sorrow to the most
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religious persons of their communion, and gave a "heavy blow and
great discouragement" to the doctrines which they professed, and
no doubt truthfully professed, to hold most sacred. The advices

of the non-subscribers avoided condemning Mr Peirce, yet they
laid down rules under which he would have been dismissed if

that had not been already done.

Several other remarks occur on Dr. Calamy's statement.

He does not express himself at all warmly as to the subscription

proposed at Salters' Hall, and in his account in its place of the

Act of 1718, he does not make any mention of the proposal of

the test. He certainly in a very decided manner censures subs-

cription to human formularies as a term of communion, but for

authority to support him in so doing, he refers to Chillingworth,

and does not appeal to any declaration by his own denomination,

or any of its ministers. He takes care to say he afterwards

preserved his neutral position between the parties, but shews

that the subscribers thought him on their side. He was a

phlegmatic man, as his portrait shows, yet anxiously wished to

prevent division in his party, which would destroy its influence,

and determined not to be connected with any movement which
would have that effect. Dr. Kippis, who saw his manu-
script, remarks, " that Dr. Calamy lost some credit by not being

one of the seventy-three ministers who carried it for the Bible in

opposition to human formularies." Mr Eutt, the editor of the

autobiography, who feels that the fact tells against the non-

subscribers, suggests that the doctor might have a reason against

interference of which Dr. Kippis could scarcely be aware, as it

does not appear in the MS., but Dr. Calamy does tell us his

reasons.

It is evident from the whole account that the Doctor was
not a friend of Mr Peirce. His only objection to the Exeter

proceedings is that his dismissal was by the committee and not

by the people, so completely had the Presbyterians adopted the

principle that power should be with the congregations, but

his phrase, " all that used to give their votes in the election

of ministers" shows that he did not know who the consti-

tuent body was composed of at Exeter, and we may infer

that there was no settled rule in the Presbyterian churches.

He says "two or three men might have been singled out that

were of Mr Peirce' s notions," and all his expressions imply that
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he did not consider that there were any Arians among the

London ministers.

He has the phrase, " these things fell out at the time when

the united became the divided ministers/' as if the union in Lon-

don had continued to that time. The division which then took

place was not into Presbyterian and Independent, but into

subscriber and non-subscriber.

Dr. Calamy, though the facts which he tells of Mr Barring-

ton Shute are altogether to that gentleman's credit, yet

intimates dislike and distrust of him, and that not only in the

passages cited, but before and afterwards, and states eventually

without any dissatisfaction his expulsion from the House of

Commons, being then Lord Barrington. Yet notwithstanding

Dr. Calamy is the chief authority cited by the Proofs, in

all historical matters, the view of the Salters' Hall Assem-

bly is chiefly taken from his Lordship. This nobleman is

also put forward as the very embodiment of Presbyterian

principle, yet strange to say, he was, until 1719, a member

of the church at New Court, though Mr Bradbury had made

it an Independent one from being Presbyterian, and then

removed to Pinners' Hall, another Independent congregation.

Lord Barrington was charged with holding Arian sentiments, and

the charge was made use of to endanger his re-election for Ber-

wick-on-Tweed. Mr Bennet, (with whom we shall have to do),

denied that his patron was an Arian, though admitting that " he

had some particular sentiments in some of the controversies of

religion," and no authority is given for the statement in the

Proofs, p. 108, "It is notorious that he was very far from any high

standard of orthodoxy, and had no horror of sentiments of

Christianity in which no proper Trinity made part."

Though the subscribers to the advices did profess themselves to hold

the doctrine of the Trinity, there cannot be a doubt that the liberality

of this document was one principal cause of the extensive spread of the

Arian doctrine, which in thirty years from that time had overspread

nearly the whole of the Presbyterian field. The question was, in fact,

by many regarded as being neither more nor less than the Trinitarian

question, which was the great controversy of the time. In fact there

ought to have been no compromise at that time if the body of Presby-

terian ministers in London had really regarded the doctrine of the

Trinity in the light in which it has appeared to the court below as an

essential when the doctrine was attacked by their brother ministers in
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the country with a force and strength of argument which must have

alarmed even the most confident and induced them, if some very power-

ful principle or sentiment on the other hand did not restrain them, to

do their utmost to protect the doctrine.*

It is deemed unnecessary to trace the progress of change in the

Presbyterian body any further than to the point of the renunciation

(not by it as a body, for it never as such bound itself to a creed of any

sort, or to the negation of any, but by the greater portion of its mem-
bers), of the docti-ine of the Trinity, because the decrees assumed that

renunciation as being such a departure from the intent of the founder

that the parties must be brought back by force to the state in which

they were before that renunciation took place. In fact the change has

not been great since the change which took, place in the last century, the

beginning of which is to be traced into the very age of the founders, and

* The important sentences of the non-subscribers' advices are printed on pp. 2G, 27,

and the following letter accompanied them :

March 17th, 1718-19.

Gentlemen, Fathers and Brethren, Honoured and Beloved in our Lord,

Having heard with great concern of the divisions amongst you, we take the leave

you have been pleased to give us, humbly to present you with a few general advices

which we judge proper to use ourselves, and would recommend to all on such occasions.

We are well satisfied that things of this nature are well known to you, and hope they

will not be ill received or unsuccessful. We shall be glad to receive from you the valu-

able improvements we promise ourselves you will make upon them, or anything with

reference to them that you shall think fit to communicate.

We allow not ourselves to form a judgment of your affairs upon so distant and
imperfect a view as rumour or representations on either hand, or both, can give us

whilst the whole is not before us
;
your prudence and goodness assure us that we may

depend upon the like from you.

We can truly say the advices we send you are the result of serious prayer, as well

as long and mature deliberation. They have taken their rise from no party views, and
aim at nothing but the common good: we have so calculated them for peace as to secure

truth together with it ; and for substance they have the approbation of a great number
of our principal gentlemen and citizens, as appears in a paper subscribed by them and
laid before our committee of the Three Denominations.

We add our earnest supplications that God would accompany them with His

blessing to establish peace and truth amongst us, and freely declare that we utterly

disown the Arian doctrine, and sincerely believe the doctrine of the blessed Trinity and
the proper divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ, which we apprehend to be clearly revealed

in the Holy Scriptures ; but are far from condemning any who appear to be with us in

the main, though they choose not to declare themselves in other than Scripture terms

or not in ours.

May the great and good God pour out of His holy Spirit abundantly upon us all,

and the prayers of you all be continually for us, that we may increase in grace and in

the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour. We are your affectionate brethren and ser-

vants in our common Lord, the Ministers in and about London, signed by me in their

name and by their appointment.

Joshua Oldfield, Moderator.

P.S. This letter is to all whom it may concern, and therefore it is desired that it

be communicated to all such with the advices.
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which, as we have seen, the ministers in London who acted as the

representatives of the body in that age were not forward to check.

But whatever it has been, it has been the result (a result which it

is impossible to contend they must not have considered as at least

possible, seeing the controversies then pending) of the principle adopted

by the fathers of Nonconformity that they would have no symbols of

faith authoritatively imposed, and that the Bible only was to be the rule

of a Christian's faith. It has been by the diligent study of the Scriptures,

and the use of those means afforded them for arriving at the sense

of them, that many of them have arrived at and continued in the

renunciation of the doctrine of the Trinity in any known form, and

that they have formed their opinions respecting the person and offices

of our Saviour, and they humbly submit that they have done no more

than what their founders intended and did in fact enjoin upon them.

Dr. Kippis says, "It is observable tbat all the fifty-seven ministers were real

believers, and most of them zealous asserters of the commonly received opinions with

regard to the Trinity." Vindication of Protestant Dissenting Ministers, 1772, p. 29.

In the reasons for not subscribing, it is said, " We know no just ground of suspicion,

much less of any charge against us (of Arianism). We have not taught any thing like it

'and have taken all proper occasions to offer our reasons against it, and that not only

from the pulpit, but some of us from the press We have the same faith

and opinions concerning the Trinity with our (subscribing) brethren."

In the reply published in 1719, by agreement of a committee of the non-subscrib-

ing ministers they say, " Both sides have expressly declared themselves Trinitarians, and

it does not appear to us that there is a man otherwise minded, so that to insinuate

that we who are all declared Trinitarians shall by common consent agree to the Anti-Trini-

tarians preaching the contrary doctrine in our pulpits we think is a way of talking that

shows as much confusion of mind, as the supposition tends to confound the minds of the

people. We agree in declaring against Anti-Trinitarians, Arians, and Socinians. . . .

"Nor is there anything in our advices said against any censure or discipline towards

a minister or other Christian regularly convicted of holding and propagating opinions

inconsistent with the Christian Faith

"The declaration we made [of Trinitarian belief] was unanimous as far as could be
judged by the most careful observation. It was judged needless to put the negative.

" As we know no distinction between proper Divinity and proper Deity, so we reckon

the words proper Divinity very explicit, as they are designed to exclude every figura-

tive and improper sense, and to represent one who is by nature God We
always thought the Deity of the Holy Ghost and Unity of the Three Persons was under-
stood by the ' Doctrine of the blessed Trinity.

'

" Our brethren we hope will reckon those with them in the main, who own the unity
of the Godhead and the True Deity of the Three Persons ; who allow the divine nature
and divine perfections ascribed to them in the Scriptures ; which are the reason of aE
our practical regards and the ground of all our hopes from them

" Our brethren know by our preaching and conversation we are not Arians, nor hold
any equivalent doctrines. If the people have a right to know our sentiments on these
great articles we are bound to tell them We make a great difference

between explaining the sense of Scripture in other than Scripture words, and subscribing

human forms in articles of faith made necessary to salvation
" A tender and scrupulous regard to the word of God alone, as the standard and

test of truth in matters of salvation, would easily hinder us from subscribing human
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At all events they submit that when they look back upon the stand

which their ancestors made in defence of liberty of conscience as against

the imposition of any creed or articles of religious faith, (themselves

declaring it the moment the case was submitted to them, to extend to

this very doctrine of the Trinity), they cannot but regard the declaration

of the courts below, that they and their posterity must for ever receive

the doctrine of the Trinity, and of the Atonement, and of Original Sin,

as being in fact, though not in words, the imposition of a creed and
articles upon them. Where is the sufficiency of Scripture now?
Where is the right and duty of free enquiry at those oracles of sacred

truth 1 It is gone, absolutely gone—if this decree be suffered to remain
in force.

tests of neeessary truth and not at all hinder us from explaining Scripture in our own
words

" The difference between lis here does not lie in the Scripture doctrine, which we
are for preserving as much as they ; but we think, that to preserve the Scripture doc-

trine, 'tis best to keep the Scripture words in all articles and subscriptions.

"We believe with our brethren that the Scripture doctrine of the Trinity lies at

the foundation of Christianity and runs through the whole of it, and is the proper

frame and scheme of the Christian religion We must again tell the world
(what our brethren know very well) that we have no controversy with them about the

doctrine of the Trinity, but only about the method they have taken to secure it.

" The esteem our brethren declare for the Assembly's Catechism as one of the most
excellent summaries of religion, we think we do show in all proper ways, as much as

they, by teaching it in our families, schools, and congregations."

Mr Benjamin Andrew Atkinson, .minister of the chapel at Great Saint Thomas
Apostle, one of the non-subscribers, reprinted in 1719 his confession of faith at his

ordination in 1713, with a short preface "to satisfy the world that he had not in the

least given in to any new notions concerning the ever blessed Trinity in Unity, but
sincerely believed that there is one only living and true God, and that this God is

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost," [words from Mr Bradbury's resolution]. In this pre-

face he says, "Our reasons for not subscribing the paper offered to us at SalteiV Hall,

March 3, have been made public, and I persuade myself, that the unprejudiced

part of mankind are convinced our refusing to subscribe, at that time and in that

manner, was very consistent with our belief of the doctrine contained in the Article and
Catechism, (wherein we are so happy as to be acquitted by our subscribing brethren),

and also very agreeable to the principles of the reformation, and to our own prin-

ciples as Protestant Dissenters, declaring that the Bible is our religion and nothing

else. For my own part I thought there was the less reason for subscribing,

because I never had been suspected of anything like Arianism, but on the contrary

in my course of expounding and preaching, have taken all proper occasions to defend

the doctrine of the Trinity in the best manner I could. Besides to subscribe the fore-

mentioned paper was out of place, time, and order, for we met to agree upon heads of

advice, and not to adjust any doctrinal controversies. And I must own the subscrip-

tion as then proposed and insisted upon, in my weak judgment, had the appearance of

setting up human compositions for a standard of truth ; which I could not come into,

lest I should seem to charge the Bible with imperfection and obscurity in points

absolutely necessary to salvation ; though I acquit the subscribers from any such

design, and I am fully satisfied we are all of the same sentiments, that the Bible is

our only rule, and that all men must judge for themselves by this rule, as well as that

the doctrine of the glorious Trinity is most certainly contained in the inspired writings."

14
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Nay, such a decree as this must destroy their existence as a religious

community, originating in the poor persecuted ministry whom Lady

Hewley intended to patronise and protect ; for it deprives them of their

chapels, their funds for educating their ministers, and for the support of

the ministers themselves, it strips them of the very funds and endow-

ments which their own forefathers have created. It carries, (as will be

seen by the report of the Wolverhampton case), the monstrous and

unjust consequence of forfeiting the accretions, which in almost every

case, have been made by persons who are not only undoubtedly attached

to the liberal principle, but were actually at the time avowed Unitarians.

This is a difficulty to be grappled with in almost every case ;
bringing

with it also minor circumstances of aggravation, such as the ejection of

families, whose fathers founded the charities, whose succeeding members

have uninterruptedly occupied, and whose remains are interred around
;

and this for the purpose of introducing a new body of persons, persons

who have no connexion by descent, and little by principle, with the

original founders and later benefactors.

They regard moreover the creed which they must now profess, as

containing very disputable articles, which have ministered occasion of

dispute and discord in the church for many centuries past ; and that

though expressed in a few words, it is a creed which prejudges and

decides almost all the great questions on which Protestants are divided,

and for which all parties equally appeal to the Holy Scriptures. They

find upon inquiry that in the course which they have taken they

have been but pursuing the same track in which the Presbyterian

Church at Geneva, which is in many respects their pattern and parent,

had walked ; where in the same spirit of religious inquiry the pastors

and people have alike rejected those doctrines, and have adopted what

are the present opinions of the English Presbyterians. They have

seen much the same thing take place • among their brethren in

Ireland and New England. They submit, on behalf of the ministers,

that the hardship is great if they are to be required to adopt a creed

devised in the courts of equity, who were not guided by the advice and

assistance of divines, or (as the alternative) to cease to minister to a

people who are attached to them, and desirous of attending their

ministry : and on behalf of the laity, that it is an intolerable hard-

ship that they shall be driven from the houses of worship in which

from Sunday to Sunday, they have been accustomed to assemble for

the worship of God from the time beyond which memory cannot

ascend, where many of them received the rite of baptism in their

infancy, and where they have worshipped all their lives amidst the

remains and memorials of their deceased ancestors. They think it an

intolerable hardship that at this distant period from the time of the
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foundations a new principle is to be introduced, which neither they nor

their fathers ever heard of; which is, they humbly submit, as far as

information can now be obtained, at variance with the spirit in which
their forefathers proceeded when they made such costly sacrifices in

establishing these foundations, and utterly destructive of that liberty in

which they have ever been accustomed to rejoice as their peculiar

distinction amidst the various classes of professing Protestants.

Suppose Lady Hewley to have been heretical in her opinions, and
that her object was to make an endowment in favour of liberal opinions,

which it was not prudent to avow ; what could she do but leave her

property in the hands of liberal men with an endowment in favour of

godly and pious ministers ; taking care not to define wherein godliness

and piety consist ; and leaving the issue in. the hands of divine Provi-

dence, with a perfect confidence in the ultimate prevalence of religious

truth 'I What is here presumed as possible in Lady Hewley's case is

known with historical certainty to have been the fact in other cases.

So far from their being any sound reason for sifting with ingenuity

the possible or probable doctrinal peculiarities "of every founder of a

dissenting trust, it is submitted that public policy tends strongly

towards the admission of a discretion in the management of religious

foundations where it is not directly at variance with a founder's declared

design. Towards a national religious establishment a progressive power

of modification and adaptation according to its varying circumstances,

is exercised by the state, which formed and supports it. But a private

foundation will, by the late decisions of the Court of Chancery, bo

subject to no such corrective. The various changes that have been

made in the law, having a tendency to multiply diversities of opinions,

furnish a reason for acting upon the usage and pi'actice of congregations

rather than for seeking out the private and personal opinions of founders

of religious foundations. The safest and the wisest principle to

encourage seems to be one that may correct, rather than perjjetuate,

individual errors. The law now enables any private person to establish

a religious charity, however crude and vague (or possibly absurd) his

own religious opinions may be. He may keep within such bounds as

courts of law may sanction, and yet his opinions may be such as to

render it a painful duty to any court to give permanence to his opinions

—opinions which in the progress of time all mankind may agree to

repudiate. The policy consecpiently of the law should, it is submitted,

be, to subject religious trusts to the correction of such parties as there is

reason to believe will be seriously disposed to adopt what they conscien-

tiously believed to be true, without being influenced in their belief bv

undue or partial affections. And this will certainly be best accomplished

by leaning against the perpetuation of individual opinions : arid bj
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favouring the subjection of private trusts to that control and correction

which the progress of opinion may from time to time supply ; rather

than by seeking to find out and render perpetual the peculiar notions of

each particular founder, whether he declares and imposes them or not.

The "Occasional Papers."

That work which it is believed long preceded any periodical publication

of the sort, is surely of very considerable importance in connexion with

the state of Presbyterian opinion antecedently to the Salters' Hall

Meeting and with the conclusion which we have drawn, that the

decision there come to was only a development and practical action upon

principles entertained long before.

In 1716 we find the leading London Presbyterian ministers uniting

to publish an occasional or periodical tract, (price 3d), the object of

which has throughout not the most distant allusion to the perversion or

support of any given doctrinal opinions, but has, as the prefatory

advertisement states, the following design 'as occasion offers and

circumstances of affairs require . . . to do the best service . . .

to the best of causes, in the cause of truth, liberty, and catholic

Christianity.'

That such a periodical should be issued and be so favourably enter-

tained as to extend to three octavo volumes is surely strong evidence not

only that there were eminent writers in the denomination zealous in

support of its principles, but that there was an abounding body of persons

to whom as readers those principles were acceptable, and both those

circumstances imply considerable fixedness of opinion and anterior for-

mation and development of decided conclusions.

Dr. Toulmin (the historian of the Dissenters) has, in a communica-

tion to the Protestant Dissenters' Magazine of 1798, (vol. v., p. 276),

stated the authors of several of the papers, and it will be seen they are

names already alluded to as liberal Presbyterian ministers all educated

in Lady Hewley's day. He states that Dr. Grosvenor wrote the first

on Bigotry ; Dr. Wright the second (The Character of a Protestant).

Dr John Evans wrote No. 3. Mr Simon Browne, Nos. 4, 10, and 12.

Mr Moses Lowman No. 6, all in vol. I. Mr Moses Lowman also wrote

No. 1, vol. II. on Orthodoxy. [The following are the references to the

quotations given] :

No. 1, on Bigotry
; pp. 8, 11, 13, 15, 16, 19, 20.

No. 4, vol. I., An Expedient for Peace among all Protestants
;

pp. 4, 5.

No. 10, vol. I., a second paper with the same title
; pp. 6, 20, 21,

26.

No. 1, vol. II. , 'A bold Paper on Orthodoxy,' by Mr Lowman
; pp.

6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24.
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No. 2, vol. III., 'A Spirited Essay on Bugbears ;' pp. 26, 27.

No. 7, vol. III., Of Divisions
; pp. 8, 9. The author particularly

refex*s to the docrine of the Trinity as a source of divisions. ' Different

apprehensions in the affair of the Trinity have been always a plentiful

fund of quarrel when the good sense of the age had well nigh worn out

all others. As men of craft and design got power it was pronounced

heresy to speak of these things in other words than what were dressed

up for the people, one while no words are so excellent and eligible as

words which the Holy Ghost teacheth ; another while your subscribing

to the whole doctrine relating to this matter in words which the Holy

Ghost teacheth signifies nothing.' pp. 11, 12.

No. 9, vol. III., An Essay to prevent Uncharitable Contentions

about the doctrine of the Trinity.

' There is lately arisen among us an unhappy controversy concerning

a very high and difficult point ; the unity and distinction of the Father,

Son, and Holy Ghost. When a like dispute disturbed the church about

1500 years ago, all who know the history of those times know what

confusion and mischief it occasioned. The first of the methods I men-

tioned was then tried, I mean of reducing all to a unity of opinion by

new determinations, subscriptions, and excommunications ; and that in

all their variety, and supported with all the power of the empire ; but

with what ill success the long and furious contentions of those unhappy

times declare. And yet how many are still fond of trying the same

unlikely methods over again ! Can no former experience make us

wise V p. 7.

The whole contents of these three volumes are exceedingly curious

and interesting. They are quite decisive as to what must have been

the state and tendency of opinion among the leading minds of the Pres-

byterians for a period (we should say) equivalent at least to all the

years of the eighteenth century which preceded the Salters' Hall meet-

ing. That this body should have been only ten years before in so

different a state of opinion and feeling as that restrictive foundations

can be assumed to have been a matter of intent and design among them

appears to us utterly incredible, p. 94.

As to the Peculiar Circumstances of Lady Hewley's Charity.

There is no decisive evidence respecting the particular views of Christian

truth which she entertained. From some slight expressions in her will,

and from some slight remarks contained in the funeral sermon preached

by Dr. Colton on occasion of her death, it has been argued that she held

certain opinions which may be described as moderately orthodox ; but

in fact there is nothing which ought to be regarded as evidence of her

reception of the doctrine of the Trinity. It is not however necessary

for us to disprove that she might hold that doctrine in some mitigated
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form. What is contended for is this, that there is no reason from

anything that is known respecting her, to suppose that she was an

exception to the general character of the denomination of Christians to

which she belonged ; who, though generally holding that doctrine in the

times when she lived, did not so esteem it as to set it before the asser-

tion of the right of free enquiry and private judgment, and refused to

do anything for the especial protection of it. It is submitted that this free-

dom from a strong attachment to any particular view among the

many which are taken of Christ's Holy Gospel, is apparent in the trust

founded by her, which, though a religious trust, is free from any requisi-

tion from either administrators or participants of the adoption of any

one view of Christ's Holy Gospel, that her instructions that the alms-

women in the hospital should be persons able to repeat the Lord's

Prayer, the Ten Commandments, the Apostle's Creed, and Mr Bowles's

Catechism, is in no sense to be interpreted as if she imposed those as a

creed on the higher class of recipients of her bounty, the ministers who

were to be educated by her trustees and supported by them in the

exercise of their ministry ; that in fact those higher recipients are left

in a state of the most unlimited freedom consistent with remaining 'poor

and godly ministers of Christ's Holy Gospel.' And it is further sub-

mitted that the preference of Mr Bowles's Catechism to the Assembly's

Catechism (either the longer or shorter) as a digest of Christian

doctrine with which it was expected that the old women candidates for

admission to the benefit of the hospital should be familiar is a proof that

any orthodoxy of the Dissenters at York, and of Lady Hewley in

particular, was at least a very subdued orthodoxy, inasmuch as even the

doctrine of the Trinity can hardly be said to be expressly declared in

that catechism, while it is wholly free from the tremendous declarations

of the catechism of the Westminster Assembly.

Ifnext we look to the original administrators ofthe charity, we shall

find that they also were men of the like sentiments. What Dr. Thomas

Colton was we have seen [shall see] in the notice left of him by Dunton,

a contemporary. No bigot to any party, but a lover of all good men. Mr
Richard Stretton, the other minister in the seven persons who formed the

original trust, was also a man of the same liberal spirit. Of the laymen

less is known ; but when the next choice of trustees was made to

supply vacancies, we find that men are chosen by them who were carried

forward by the stream in which Presbyterian nonconformity was flowing.

In the whole of those who have formed the trust from the beginning"

there appears to have been only one exception, Mr Moody. In fact

the course of opinion in the members of this trust is an abridgement of

the course of opinion, in which the body, which quoad hoc they repre-

sented, proceeded. They are, in course, from 1710 to 1833, Arminians,
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Arians, and most of them what are now more distinctively called

Unitarians.
,

One would have thought that the phrase by which Lady
Hewley designates the objects of her bounty, and which no doubt
she thought sufficiently described them, would have been conclu-

sive as to her own opinions. She does not call them ministers, but

preachers, and gives them the epithet godly, which had been
appropriated to the rigid party equally by themselves, and their

enemies; and not content with saying, of the Gospel, she styles it

Christ's Holy Gospel. This was not the language of the seven-

teenth century, or of a latitudinarian, but savoured of the old

puritan times and denoted puritan ideas. She had lived all

her life among puritans and nonconformists ; she was fourteen in

the year that the Long Parliament met, and she died just before

the formation of the last tory administration which had the

power to persecute nonconformists. She was sixty years of age

at the Eevolution, at which time it is admitted in the Proofs that

the whole of her denomination was orthodox, and it may with

truth be said they were then rigidly orthodox. To assume with-

out the smallest particle of proof that she changed her opinions

at that age showed what desperate shifts the antitrinitarian party

were put to. She was a valued friend of Mr Oliver Heywood.
Her chaplain, the Eev. Timothy Hodgson, was the son of Mr
^Heywood's fellow worshipper Captain Hodgson, an Independent.

Dr. Colton was her pastor for eighteen years : and his will shews

him to have been perfectly orthodox. Mr Stretton to whom the

preparation of her trust deeds was committed, was a zealous

promoter of the happy union : his successor at Haberdashers'

Hall was a Subscriber, and the following ministers were Inde-

pendents. The trustees of her selection were five out of seven

resident in London, as if she meant to confide her charities to the

guardianship of the denomination. No person of latitudinarian

opinions is stated ever to have been in communication with her.

Mr Bowles's catechism is relied on as shewing that Lady Hewley
might have been an Arian, and was not a Calvinist. It will be

found in the appendix, and will speak for itself. There can be

no doubt that Mr Bowles's opinions were those of his brethren.

The purpose of his, catechism is to present all necessary truth in

the simplest and easiest manner, and to avoid all the difficulties

of that of the Assembly, which was intended to embody the whole
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system of theology with precision, and if the expression is ad-

missible, technically. Lady Hewley no doubt chose it for the same

reason, and through friendship for Mr Bowles, who during the

interregnum was one of the preachers at the cathedral. She

required her almspcople to be poor, piously disposed, and of the

Protestant religion, and no doubt calculated that the Presbyterian

congregation would not, at any rate while new, supply a sufficient

number of applicants for her charity, and that even the bigotry

of her cathedral city could find no fault with Mr Bowles's cate-

chism, while it stated sufficiently the method of salvation.

The reader is requested to test what is said of Lady Hewley

in the Proofs, that he may judge of the other assertions and

arguments which he finds there. This part of the case affords a

very good criterion of the whole.

Early State op Congregations affected by the Charity. The

Presbyterian congregations in Yorkshire which are peculiarly recom-

mended to the notice of her trustees went through the same change
;

and this, as it seems, without producing any animosities or commotions

like those which prevailed in the Devonshire congregations. ~No con-

troversial tract did, it is believed, appear, and the congregations passed

from Arminianism to Arianism by an imperceptible transition. Such

was also the case in the county of Lancaster, and in the congregations of

the more northern counties ; though most of the last, after a short

sojourn in the Arian view of Scripture doctrine, instead of advancing

further in Unitarianism, either became extinct or returned back to

Arminian and Calvinian views, and elected for their pastors, not divines

educated in the English Presbyterian academies, but for the most part

natives of Scotland, and sometimes persons who were ministers in the

Established Presbyterian Church of that kingdom. This appears fully

in the printed evidence taken befoi'e the Master on the appointment of

new trustees, when these orthodox half-Scotch Presbyterians came

forward. This however produced no change in the disposition of Lady
Hewley's trustees towards them. It would be easy to give the history

of any one of the Yorkshire congregations which were entitled to be

benefited in preference to those of any other counties ; and it might in

many instances be shown, as clearly as can be expected in such a case,

in which there are no sudden turns and quick transitions, but only a slow,

steady, quiet and unobservable progress, when the belief in the Trinity

as commonly expounded disappeared. It may be stated generally that

the new or Arian scheme was countenanced in Yorkshire and Lan-

cashire, and in the more northern counties from the beginning of its

appearance, that it was making way in the time of the first race of
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trustees, and that in the time of the second race it had fully established

itself, and was widely extended, p. 99.

On the death of Dr. Colton, the congregation invited the Rev. John
Buck, then minister of the Presbyterian congregation at Bolton, in

Lancashire, to be joint pastor with Mr Hotham. A copy of his invita-

tion, signed by the principal members of the congregation, with the

subscription each was willing to contribute, still exists. Of the opinions

of this Mr Buck, says the Rev. James Brookes, (The prevalence of

Arianism among English Presbyterians in the early part of the last

century, 1837, p. 21), some idea may be formed from a sermon of his

still existing in his own handwriting on the text, ' Ye will not come
unto Me that ye might have life.' The whole drift of the sermon is to

overturn the Calvinistic doctrine of original depravity, or of man's

inability of himself to comply with the terms of salvation. Mr Buck's

argument was that this doctrine degrades human nature, is opposed to

the gospel scheme, is contrary to plain facts, and overturns God's moral

government. He explains what is meant by coming to Christ just as

an Arian or Unitarian would explain it.

' To come to Christ, says he, is to believe in Him as a divine

messenger sent by God, as the promised Messiah, as that prophet which

was foretold by the Jewish prophets who was to come into the world

to seek and to save that which is lost. It consists also in taking His

yoke upon us, and submitting to His authority as the King and Head of

the church, and then further, it is to learn of Him and carefully imitate

His example and temper, to imita,te Him in His piety towards God, His

charity towards men, and His self-government. So that from hence it

follows undeniably plain, that the only reason why sinners of the human
race perish is, because they will not come to Christ or heartily comply

with that scheme of salvation which His gospel proferreth.'

Now these were sentiments of the minister who when Dr. Colton,

Lady Hewley's favourite pastor died, the congregation of which she was a

member, chose as his successor and as colleague to her other pastor,

Mr Hotham, and one may reasonably presume, a colleague agreeing in

opinion with him to whom he was thus associated. The interval

between her death and the election of Mr Buck was one and twenty years.

If the congregation at that time coidd invite to be their pastor a minister

of such sentiments as these it can hardly be that Dr. Colton was a

minister far removed from them, or that there was in him, or Mr
Hotham, in the York congregation, or in Lady Hewley, that horror of

Anti-Trinitarian sentiments which has been imputed to them. It

raises, in the absence of proof to the contrary, a presumption that Anti-

Trinitarian sentiments had previously existed, when in 1732 there was

such a decided manifestation of them. Further, respecting the opinions

15
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of Mr Buck when invited to York lie had been only three years settled

at Bolton, where he had succeeded the Rev. Thomas Dixon, befoi'e

mentioned .... and on the rumour of his intention to leave

Bolton and remove to York, it was understood that the Rev. Samuel

Bourn would be invited . . . whose Arian opinions are well

known. The name of Mr Buck, whose want of orthodoxy is, it is pre-

sumed, quite unquestionable, is in the earliest existing distribution list

of the trust, the list of 1728, which is in evidence ; a convincing proof

that want of orthodoxy, as it is called, was no disqualification from the

beginning.

It is one of the hardships of the case that the displaced trustees

have to show what were the opinions of a body of persons, most of whom
left the world leaving behind them no printed or written memorials of

their opinions. When we do, as in this instance, obtain a glimpse of

what were the opinions on points of. Christian doctrine of the earliest

beneficiaries and trustees, we find them more or less removed from any

orthodox standard ; we find them in short men loving freedom of

inquiry more than orthodoxy, and looking for truth as the consequence

of free research in the books of Holy Scripture.

Mr Buck, however, did not accede to the proposal that he should

remove to York ; and the Rev. John Brooks was chosen successor to

Dr. Colton and accepted the invitation. Mr Brooks was at that time

minister of the Presbyterian congregation at Norwich, which congrega-

tion on his removal elected Dr. John Taylor for their minister. . . .

It is evident that the congregation at Norwich must have been prepared

under the ministry of Mr Brooks for the selecting of this zealous and

distinguished Arian minister, of whom it has been said by persons of

orthodox sentiments that he had done more than anyone to pervert men
from the truth ; and that we may reasonably suppose the congregation

at York would not have selected Mr Brooks to be their minister had

they not been disposed to place themselves under the pastoral care of

a minister of like sentiments. There is this additional circumstance in

the Norwich case, which shews how excessively difficult it is to draw a

line between the ministers of the second race. The colleague, both of

Mr Brooks and subsequently of Dr. John Taylor, was the Rev. Peter

Finch, who had been minister from 1694. Mr Brooks died at York in

October, 1735. His son went as a Bishop to Canada.

The successor to Mr Brooks was Mr Root, of whose opinions nothing

is now certainly known. He continued to officiate with Mr Hotham
till 1755, in or about which year they both died.

Then came the Rev. Newcome Cappe, a young minister who had been
educated first under Dr. Doddridge, in England, and when he died, had
removed to the university of Glasgow, the son of a late minister of the
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Presbyterian congregation at Leeds. He was a known anti-trinitarian

preacher, and continued through life to be as he began, the acceptable pastor

of this congregation, preaching rarely on doctrinal subjects, as was the

manner of the divines of the school to which he belonged, preferring

rather to enforce lessons of morality, and to excite the love of God, and

make more intense in the hearts of his hearers the sense of the paternal

government of God, and the joyful promise of pardon on repentance,

and eternal life contained in the gospel ; but at the same time, from the

press, and occasionally from the pulpit, defending those anti-trinitarian

views of the scripture doctrine which he believed to be the truth of the

gospel. He became the minister as long ago as the year 1755, succeed

ing Mr Hotham, who had been Lady Hewley's own pastor, and coming

the third in succession after Dr. Colton, who died twenty four years

before. He was elected by the congregation, that is, he was elected by

a congregation who had been under the ministry of Dr. (Jolton and Mr
Hotham, the two pastors of Lady Hewley, and many of whom must have

remembered Lady Hewley herself, who had died forty-five years before
;

and so satisfied were they in their choice, that whereas formerly they had

had two pastors, they chose Mr Oappe as their sole and only pastor.

It is asked whether his election is not a decisive proof that Lady Hewley's

pastors had not inculcated a trinitarian Christianity with any of the

earnestness which has been assumed to have been the case, if they had

not themselves adopted Arian notions, which is the more l'easonable and

probable supposition. But the argument on the election of Mr Cappe

does not end here. As soon as Mr Cappe was elected pastor of this con-

gregation he was ordained. The ordination took place in the chapel at

York, on the 26th day of May, 1756. The certificate which was given

him by the ministers present is signed by the following names : William

Whitaker, John Angier, Thomas Whitaker, Thomas Walker, J. Harris,

Edward Sandercock, Jeremiah Gill, Thomas Ellis, and Benjamin Clegge.

Now in these names we recognize several which are those of senior

ministers in the county, some who in their youth were contemporaries

of Lady Hewley, and some who had been beneficiaries under the trust

from nearly the beginning, and it is earnestly submitted to the con-

sideration of the high tribunal befoi-e whom this case is brought,

whether there is not here the most decisive evidence which the nature

of the case admits, that as long ago as 1756 and by persons better able

to form a judgmeut, the admission of ministers of anti-trinitarian senti-

ments to the Presbyterian congregations and to the benefit of this fund,

was not admitted, sanctioned, and approved. It is alleged by the

relators themselves that Mr Cappe was a Unitarian, a position which do

one can doubt.
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The first name is that of William Whitaker. This gentleman

became the minister of the Presbyterian congregation at Scarborough, in

1725, and was one of the largest beneficiaries under the trust, as appears

by the distribution list of 1729. Thomas Whitaker, one of the few-

liberal Independents who joined and acted with the Presbyterians, of a

different family from the minister just mentioned, was the pastor of the

congregation meeting at the chapel in Call Lane, Leeds, to which office he

was appointed in 1727, and which office his father before him had held.

Thomas Walker was the minister of the Presbyterian chapel on Mill

Hill, in Leeds, where Dr. Priestly succeeded him, and had settled there in

174*, as successor to the father of Mr Cappe. But he had been before

that time the minister at Durham and Cockermouth, having been born in

one of the northern counties in 1705. He was the grandfather of one

of the lately ejected trustees, and has left evidence of the absence of all

Trinitarian doctrines from his creed in a printed sermon on the opening

of the new Presbyterian chapel at Wakefield. John Angier was the*

minister at Swanland, and John Harris at Beverley. Edward Sander-

cock was a retired minister of ancient standing residing at York, where

he had married a lady of a family (the Wyndlows) who were inti-

mately connected with Lady Hew ley. He had been in early life a

minister in London, and was of Ai'ian sentiments. Jeremiah Gill was

one of the Ariansof Doddridge's academy, the minister at Gainsborough,

where he had succeeded Ambrose Rudsdale in his congregation, who

had been a trustee of this charity. Thomas Ellis had also been

educated under Doddridge, in whose academy he was of two years'

earlier standing than Mr Cappe. Benjamin Clegge was a young minis-

ter at Cottingham. Thus the ministers passing off the stage concur

in 1756, in placing a Unitarian minister in this Presbyterian place
;

Lady Hewley's own congregation having been pleased to elect him their

pastor.

It is submitted that this being the case, the senior Yorkshire minis-

ters in 1756 cannot have been themselves orthodox, nor can Lady

Hewley's own pastors have been accustomed to insist in their public

services and in their private admonitions on the great importance of

faith in the Trinity or the atonement
;

(

that had they done so, the con-

gregation could not have concurred in the choice of such ministers as Mr
Buck, Mr Brooks, and Mr Cappe ; and that having chosen Mr Cappe

their sole pastor the trustees of Lady Hewley's foundation would not

have continued as they did, the allowance to him out of the fund, unless

it had been known to them that there was no departure from the true

spirit of the foundation which they had to administer, if there was in

fact a departure deserving of notice, which may be reasonably doubted,

in tin 1 opinions of Mr Cappe from those of his predecessors.
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The next minister was the defendant Mr Wellbeloved, so that there

was in fact only one minister between him and Mr Hotham (Lady
Hewley's pastor) and that one Mr Cappe was an avowed anti-trinitarian.

We are not told the date of Mr Back's manuscript sermon,

and most likely it is undated, and this deprives the quotation of

any value which it might possess. It does not follow if he
preached it five years later than 1732, that he would have preached

it five years before that year. Concealment of heterodoxy in that

year, and for some time afterwards, was the rule. Mr Buck did

not go to York, and if he were Arian in his views he may have
thought the congregation too orthodox for him.*

No composition of Mr Brooks, who did fill the vacancy, has

been produced. The only argument against his orthodoxy is foun-

ded on the circumstance that Dr. John Taylor succeeded him at

Norwich, but that learned man had not then published the

writings which evinced his heterodoxy, he was temperate and
moderate in all his words, and even his sermon on the re-opening of

his Norwich chapel, reprinted during the litigation, contains few,

if any, expressions relating to doctrine which would convict him of

Arianism. No reflection is intended on a man so distinguished,

since the habits of his party, and his own taste, would lead

him to preach almost exclusively on "practical subjects," so

* His sermon is described as Anti-Calvinistic, but if the congregation to which it was
preached had become Anti-Trinitarian, they would have been past needing a refutation

of Calvinism. In the Irish cases it was held requisite to prove that a sermon was
preached as well as written, as men obliged to conceal Arian sentiments, either as a

relief to their minds or to testify their opinions after their death, frequently wrote ser-

mons which they dare not preach, but no doubt this sermon was preached. Mr.

Brooks in liis pamphlet gives this further quotation from it. " Multitudes of professing

Christians declare they cannot come to Christ, they cannot do any thing good, they are

dead in trespasses and sins ; they have no power to do good works : and as this is a notion

that has a direct tendency to bolster men up in wickedness, because they can do no bet-

ter, and is a comfortable doctrine to the lazy soul, and lulls the conscience of the wicked

asleep, it may not be improper to enquire whether it is a true notion or not." " Death
tries the truth of principles, and if men are ever serious, they are serious then ; and sup-

pose a person addressing him (that is a sinner) after this manner—You seem to be under

dreadful apprehensions and fears about your past conduct, but they are all needless
; for

you came into the world under a necessity of doing evil, you could do nothing else but

sin, you need not be troubled that you have done no good in the world, for you had do

power to do good. You have wronged and injured your neighbours, but you could not

help it, &C. —But this is not the language of a death bed. None then will impute their

ruin and condemnation to God. They then lay the blame where it ought to be laid, upeh
their own obstinate wickedness." It shoidd be noticed that Mr Buck puts the errone-

ous notion into the sinner's own mouth, and then tests it by supposing it returned t<>

him on his death bed by another person. It seems by no means certain that Mr Buck
was heterodox; his expression quoted in the text "the scheme which the gospel

proffereth" is applicable only to the doctrine of the atonement.
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that even his constant hearers might not be aware of his opinions.

No rio-ht-minded man can read his remonstrance to the Lanca-

shire Socinians in favour of free prayer, appealing to the

memory of the confessors ejected in their country, and cherish an

unkind feeling towards him.

Nothing is suggested as to Mr Root, but as the name is not a

usual one, he was very likely a descendant of their Heywood In-

dependent friend, and such parentage would be an argument for

his orthodoxy.

Mr Moody has recorded that Mr Cappe was chosen sole minis-

ter of York " contrary to the inclination of the serious part of the

congregation, who left the place as they could not profit under

his ministry. Some attended the preaching of the Methodists,

others a serious practical preacher in the Established Church."

This statement is in a great degree corroborated by the mention

in the funeral sermon preached for Mr Cappe by the Rev.

William Wood, of Leeds, that Mr Lee, afterwards Attorney-

General, ("who had at that time a strong turn for the study

of divinity/') recommended Mr Cappe to preach at Leeds that his

talents might be known, and that he might be recommended to

the congregation at York by the trustees of Lady Hewley, some

of whom were members of Mill Hill Chapel, Leeds, and that it

was upon the recommendation of the trustees he was invited to

preach at York, and in November following was chosen co-pastor

with Mr Hotham. These statements deprive the choice of the

congregation, on which so much stress is laid, of all import-

ance, and shew that Mr Hothaur's preaching was different from

Mr Cappe's; yet it does not follow that Mr Cappe, any more

than other ministers of his description, at first openly attacked

orthodoxy, since the more serious part of the congregation could

be driven away by the mere absence of the doctrine to which

they had been accustomed. He was a very young man when he

came, so that he could not then be the well-known Anti-Trini-

tarian preacher which he is called in the Proofs.

The nine ministers who signed Mr Cappe' s ordination certifi-

cate suggest the connexion between the Presbyterians and Inde-

pendents. Of Angier, Harris, and Clegge we are told only the

places of their ministry. Of the
#
other six, Thomas Whitaker was

an Independent, Sandercock had been the minister of an Inde-

pendent chapel, Gill and Ellis, (as well as Cappe himself and his

successor Wellbeloved), had been in Independent academies,
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though as to some of thcin only during the first part of their

course, William Whitaker's congregation is now an Independent
one, so that Thomas Walker is the only one of whom particulars

are given that is not connected in one way or other with

Independents.

As TO THE OPINIONS OF JAMES WYNDLOW ESQUIRE, SURVIVING ORIGINAL

trustee, and one of the York congregation, [inserted after the rest of

the Proofs had been printed, as is shown by the paging.]

It seems that Mr Sandercock (his son-in-law) in his funeral

sermon (" plain and practical, containing not a word concerning

the deity of Christ, or the doctrine of original sin,") preached 1700,

printed 1783, (but why then printed separately we are not

informed) styled him " zealous to promote the fear of God and the

practical, not the speculative and controversial faith of Jesus," and

spoke of Lady Hewley as having founded her charity " from the

zeal she had for the cause of religion and Christian liberty." This

is all the information given as to Mr Wyndlow's opinioag except

as the words used respecting him are to be interpreted irom the

opinions of the preacher, who is correctly stated to have joined in

1750 in editing three Tracts, a posthumous work, of the Rev-

Moses Lowman, intended to overthrow the generally received

opinions respecting the Trinity and the divinity of Jesus Christ.

Mr Wyndlow died at eighty years of age, and he was appointed by

Lady Hewley her trustee at twenty-three. He might bo

heterodox for many years before his death, but this is all that can

be said of him, and a great deal more than is proved respect-

ing him in this section, and if correct it certainly is no foundation

for any inferences respecting Lady Hewley' s intentions or opinions.

After every enquiry that can be made, no other printed funeral

sermon or other contemporary testimony to the opinions of the lay gen-

tlemen who wei*e members of the origiual trust has been found ; but it

is sxibmitted that till evidence to the contrary is produced it must be

presumed that the character of Mr Wyndlow is a kind of abstract of the

character of the persons who forrned the original trust, and (with the single

exception of Mr Moody) of the gentlemen who were admitted into the

trust in the early vacancies ; especially as Mr Wyndlow was not only a

member of the trust from the beginning, but during his long life a very

active administrator of the bounty of Lady Hewley. p. 102b.

Surely Mr Wyndlow may at least be assumed to have known the

founder's intent. The testimony shows him to have been honest, pious,

trustworthy ; and can we then doubt that the practice which he
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» sanctioned (and which is exactly that for which the present trustees are

removed) was in accordance with that intent, p. 102c.

The Distribution by the Original Trustees in the four Nor-

thern Counties, and the opinions and position of the parties

engaged therein. Supplement No. 1.

In the administration of the trust the practice from the beginning has

been to place the distribution of the benefactions awarded to the ministers,

in particular districts, in the hands of some one or two persons. Thus Dr.

Colton, one of the trustees, undertook the distribution for Yorkshire ;

and the minister of the congregation in Hanover Square, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, has been usually, perhaps always, one of the distributors for

the four northern counties. The congregation was one of the most con-

siderable in the north. It was founded by Dr. Richard Gilpin, one of

the ejected ministers, a man of great eminence and influence, who had

declined the bishopric of Carlisle, when offered to him by king Charles the

Second. Dr. Gilpin died in 1699, too early to make what his principles

were of great importance ; but it is of great importance to observe what

was the cSaracter of the principles of Benjamin Bennet, his successor,

and of the congregation in his time. He died in 1726, minister of this

congregation, and was succeeded by Di*. Lawrence, the distributor in

1728. He left in 1733, to become pastor of the Presbyterian congre-

gation assembling at the chapel in Monkwell Street, London. Here he

remained till his death in 1760, having had in the latter part of his

ministry for his assistant or co-pastor the celebrated Dr. James Fordyce,

who pronounced a panegyric upon him in a sermon preached on occa-

sion of his death. In this sermon, which was published in print, we

have little concerning the peculiar sentiments of Dr. Lawrence, but

enough to show that they had departed from the standard of orthodoxy,

as had the sentiments of the congregation to which he was pastor. [This

paragraph is a condensation of several sentences.]

Beyond all doubt Dr. Gilpin was a Trinitarian and a Calvinist,

and he prepared the heads of agreement between the ministers of

Cumberland and Westmoreland. A great effort is made to

impeach the orthodoxy ofMr Bennett, and from no other writer are

equally long extracts given in the Proofs. They are to be found

in the supplement under consideration, and are only referred to

in the section containing quotations of kindred natures from other

authors; but in these pages they can be best dealt with by the

converse arrangements, and the vindication of Mr Bennet is there-

fore postponed here and we pass on to Dr. Lawrence. It must

be admitted that his colleague, Dr. Fordyce, had so far departed
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from evangelical sentiments that his successor had great trouble

to persuade people that he had not before his death sunk into

mere deism, so that his praise should not without inquiry be
allowed to injure Dr. Lawrence's reputation. Dr. Lawrence
removed from Newcastle to Monkwell Street, London, where his

immediate predecessor was the Rev. Daniel Wilcox, who dis-

missed his assistant, the Rev. Henry Read, for Arminianism
only. While there he was one of the Friday lecturers at the

Weighhouse, which seems sufficient warrant of his orthodoxy. Dr.

Lawrence's opinions are of consequence to us only as they may
indicate Mr Bennett's, which are to be learned from his writings,

A great point is made of Bennett's heterodoxy, not only as the

agent of Lady Hewley's trustees, but to put in the same list with

him Dr. Isaac Worthington, of Durham, and Dr. Samuel Leetham, of

Sunderland, leading men among the Presbyteiuans of the north,

whose opinions can be gathered only from the circumstances of one

pi'eaching Mr Bennett's funeral sermon, and the other editing his

sermons. The displacement of Mr Bennett from the anti-trinita-

rian ranks will be very destructive to the case of the Socinians.

Penrith chapel from 1718 to 1750 had two ministers. Samuel

Threlkeld, who removed to a congregation alleged to have been

Arian, at any rate not Trinitarian, whatever that may mean,

and Samuel Louthion, who succeeded Dr. Lawrence at Hanover

Square, Newcastle, and from an extract from one of his sermons,

seems to have been undoubtedly heterodox in the latter part of

his life.

Penruddock had for its minister the Rev. Joseph Dodson, but

no proof is adduced as to him in addition to the extracts from his

sermons the main part of which is set out at p. 98.

The opinions of Dr. Dickson, of Whitehaven, are inferred

from those of his pupils mentioned in p. 82.

At Kendal there was Dr. Caleb Rotheram, who Mr Hadfield

allows to have been an Arian, which Drs. Bogue and Bennett

leave doubtful.

At Crook, near Kendal, there was Mr Samuel Bourn, who
removed to Birmingham in 1719, and he must be admitted to have

soon afterwards avowed himself an Arian. This is the informa-

tion given as to the northern counties.

It appears, then, that the ministers in the four northern counties,

which were to be, next to Yorkshire, the scene of Lady Hewley's bene-

factions, were, as to all the more eminent of them in the time of the first

10
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race of trustees, 1710 to 1730, belonging to the class of the free inquirers

with the leaning from a Trinitarian Christianity, and that the congre-

gations in general belonged to that class. The case is now different.

What has happened in many other parts of the kingdom happened here :

namely, that it was found that the acting on this principle, and a result

of it, a departure in the ministers more widely from the point of reputed

orthodoxy, were not adapted to the taste or the information of the inha-

bitants of these regions ; so that most of the congregations in these

counties, after having had ministers of the rational or liberal class, de-

clined ; and such as continue to the present clay, with the exception of

Newcastle, Kendal, Stockton, and perhaps one or two others, have

returned to orthodoxy. Under all the varying phases of opinion the

conduct of Lady Hewley's trustees has been the same, the benefactions

being given alike to the rational and the orthodox minister, whichever

might be selected by the congregation.

It appears, therefore, when we look upon this field of their labours,

that the influence of the first race of the trustees was thrown into the

scale of freedom of religious inquiry as weighed against an adherence to

creeds, and other authoritative exhibitions of what is supposed to be

scriptural and divine truth ; that they did from the beginning support

the principle of the non-subscribing party in the great division of 1719,

and that the funds were from the beginning thus devoted to those who
had a leaning to heretical opinions, and continued to be applied in the

northern congregations, where they had very generally adopted a system

of Christian doctrine in which neither the Trinity nor Original Sin ' as

commonly understood' found a place.

And on the whole it is submitted that it would have been just as equit-

able in a court to have interfered with the first race of trustees, and to have

bound them to exact from the ministers benefited by them subscription to

the doctrine of the Trinity and the doctrine of Original Sin, on the pre-

sumption that these doctrines were held by the lady whose benefactions

they had to administer, as it now is ; and that since it must be presumed

that the original trustees named by herself, and in which Dr. Thomas
Colton, her friend, and pastor, and executor, and spiritual adviser, was

included, must have known her meaning and intent, and that if there

had been any error in the administration at the beginning, it would

have been corrected, especially as the two parties of Dissenters were at

that time in such direct hostility, it seems that now a new principle

ought not to be introduced, a principle which is directly at variance

with the great principle on which that part of the Dissenters to which

the administration seems to have belonged acted : namely, that the

scriptures alone were to be subscribed to, and that it is the right and
duty of every man, and especially of every minister, to search that book
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for himself, and to make known the results of his inquiry, even though
those results were unfavourable to what was deemed orthodoxy.

And further, that this freedom of religious inquiry is entirely

destroyed, when it is declared that two such important doctrines as the

Trinity and Original Sin as commonly professed, shall be assumed as

necessary results to which every one must come on pain of disqualification

and exclusion.

The Presbyterian Dissenters of England have, since the Toleration

Act gave them a legal existence and political character, fought manfully the

battle of the freedom of the human mind from the restraints imposed

upon it by creeds embodying the sentiments of men of other ages, when
the word of God was open to the view and study of all men, and sought

to gain for themselves the liberty of inquiry and public profession of the

results of it. To this principle they have adhered even to the sacrifice

of such a doctrine as the Trinity, which many of them at the beginning

held sacx-ed.: and now come forth a body of persons for the most part

strangers to them and having no connection with the founders, who
gave their substance in assertion of this principle and to enable their

posterity to conduct the worship of God in decency and comfort, who
draw from the courts below decrees which are utterly subversive of this

their cherished and valued principle, which force upon them a creed to

which they are reluctant, because they deem it deficient of scriptural

authority, and thus compel them to make the present appeal to the

wisdom and justice of this high tribunal.

Essentials of Christianity considered to be Involved. It is in

the last place submitted that whatever difference of opinion in respect of

the points of the Trinity, the Atonement, and Original Sin may be

between the founders and the late administrators of these trusts, th©

difference is not so great when the mind is turned from the words in

which the doctrines are couched and directed on the thing which is

signified as to create a necessity for removing them from the adminis-

tration of this trust. There is apparently great difference between

Trinitarianism and Unitarianism, but when what is really believed is

understood, it is found that the great truths and principles of the

Christian dispensation are common to both. But on this subject (in

addition to such testimonies as have been before cited from Locke, Dr.

Hey, and others) the appellants desire to offer the following view of what

constitutes genuine Christianity in the opinion of an eminent prelate of

the English church, Dr. Edmund Gibson, Bishop of London in the

reign of King George I., as expressing with scarcely a shade of differ-

ence what are their own opinions, and which they presume would not

have been thought by any court doctrines which would disqualify that

prelate for the administration of any Christian trust.
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' It will appear that the several denominations of Christians agree

both in the substance of religion and in the necessary enforcements of

the practice of it ; that the world and all things in it were created by

God and are under the direction and government of His all-powerful

hand and all-seeing eye ; that there is an essential difference between

good and evil, virtue and vice ; that there will be a state of future

rewards and punishments according to our behaviour in this life;

that Christ was a teacher sent from God, and that his apostles

were divinely inspired ; that all Christians are bound to declare and

profess themselves to be His disciples ; that not only the exercise

of the several virtues, but also a belief in Christ is necessary in

order to their obtaining the pardon of sin, the favour of God, and

eternal life ; that the worship of God is to be performed chiefly

by the heart in prayers, praises, and thanksgivings ; and as to all

other points that they are bound to live by the rules which Christ and

His apostles have left them in the Holy Scriptures. Here then is a

fixed, certain, and uniform rule of faith and practice, containing all the

most necessary points of religion, established by a divine sanction, em-

braced as such by all denominations of Christians, and in itself abun-

dantly sufficient to preserve the knowledge and practice of religion in

the world.' Second Pastoral Letter, 1735. pp. 120, 121.

Of Archbishop Tillotson his biographer says, ' The Scriptures were

the rule of his faith, the chief subject of all his meditations. He judged

that the great design of Christianity was the reforming men's natures,

and governing their actions, the restraining their appetites and passions,

the softening their tempers and sweetening their manners, and the raising

their minds above the interest and follies of this present world to the

hope and pursuit of endless happiness.' Birch's Life of Tillotson. p. 50.

To this they add the declaration of Baxter, one of the fathers

of the sect to which they belong, in his work entitled, The Cure

of Church Divisions, 1670, p. 210. ' In a word the effectual

belief of pardon and eternal glory given through Christ, and the

love of God and man, with the denial of ourselves and fleshly desires,

and contempt of all things in the world which are competitors with

God and our salvation, with a humble patient enduring of all which

must be suffered for these ends, is the nature and sum of the Christian

Religion.'

Dr. Thomas Man ton, another father of English Presbyterian dissent,

one of the ministers ejected with Baxter in 1662, has exhibited what" in

his view the doctrine of the Trinity, of which so much has been said in

the courts below, really is.

1 Then do we honour the Trinity in Unity, not when we conceive of

the mystery, but when we make a religious use of this high advantage
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to come to God in the name of Christ by the Spirit, and look for all from

God in Christ through the Holy Ghost. Direct your prayers to God the

Father ; Christ prayed to the Father ' I thank thee, O Father, Lord of

heaven and earth.' So the saints in their addresses, ' For this caause I

bow my knees unto the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ.' [Pray] in the

name of Christ, 'Whatsoever ye shall ask in My name, that will I do.'

[Pray] by the Spirit, praying in the Holy Ghost, 'likewise the Spirit itself

also helpeth our infirmities, because He maketh intercession for the saints

according to the will of God.' Christians need not puzzle themselves

about conceiving of Three in One, and One in Three, let them in this

manner come to God, and it sufficeth ; make God the object, and Christ

the means of access, and look for help from the Spirit.' Woi'ks, Vol. III.,

p. 272.

This the appellants submit to have been at the utmost the view of

that doctrine which the Presbyterians at the time of the foundation of

these trusts did generally take. Others might express themselves more

sti'ongly on the importance of the doctrine, and might represent it as

more mysterious. But they were the exceptions. Such men as Baxter

and Manton formed the rule, as far as rule there was, in a body of

Christians who' made it their principle to be Nullius addicti jurare in

verba magistri. So in the next generation Dr. Edmund Calamy, who
is, if any, a representative of the feeling of the body of which he was

the historian and ornament, in his Thirteen Sermons on [in defence of]

the Trinity published in 1722, came to this conclusion, so opposite to the

spirit of the decree which forces the orthodox Trinity on the modern

Presbyterians.

' What indeed is it to us how these things are ; as to the cir-

cumstances of which God has not thought fit to make us any

discoveries, and in which (let the way and manner of them be of one

sort or another) our duty has no concern ? Let us be thankful for what

knowledge we have, and make the best use of it we can, and in the

meantime humbly own our ignorance and darkness as to the way and

manner of what God hath been jileased to reveal to us with reference to

the substance of this doctrine. And whatever we are ignorant of, or in

the dark about, let us conclude (as we have good reason) that if we have

but the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the

communion of the Holy Ghost with us, we have not only as much

knowledge of the blessed Trinity as is necessary to our being scriptural ly

orthodox in that doctrine, but as much knowledge of it as is necessary

to secure us of happiness, peace, and comfort, both in this life and the

next.' Thirteen Sermons on the Trinity, preached at Salters' Hall,

1719-20, edit. 1722, p. 387.

Such preaching evidently prepared the congregation at Westminster,
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of which he was the pastor, to admit the decided Arianism or Uni-

tarianism which, in fact, followed under the ministry of his successors,

Dr. Kippis and Mr Jervis.

A supplement to the Proofs intended to raise Arians and

Socinians to an equality with champions of the Establishment,

forms a proper pendant to the attempt to reduce Dr. Manton

and Dr. Calamy to the Socinian level.

Supplement on the Doctrines of Original Sin and Atonement.

It having been argued that Lady Hewley's opinions must have been

Trinitarian and Calvinistic on account of the supposed recognition of the

doctrines of Original Sin and the Atonement ; the first as contained

(though in a modified form as compared with the Assembly's Catechism
1

)

in Bowles's Catechism ; the second as to be collected therefrom and from

the funeral sermon, it is thought proper to add some remarks on those

two doctrines, which in fact have been held and were held at the time

by Arians, and do not in any respect make out the proposition con-

tended for.

1st, as to Original Sin. This doctrine it is well known has been

variously explained by divines of the Church of England of the highest

name and authority. By one it has been held in one sense, by another

in a different sense. Bishop Heber's Life of Bishop Jeremy Taylor

;

3rd edition, p. 22Q. Professor Hey's Lectures, 2nd edition, vol. III.,

p. 148. Dr. Tomline, (late Bishop of Winchester), in his Elements ot

Christian Theology, a work in much estimation^ especially among those

of his own communion, speaks on this subject much in the same manner

with Dr. Hey.
' As the scriptures do not inform us what were the full and precise

effects of Adam's disobedience upon his posterity, it is, perhaps,

scarcely to be expected that there should be an uniformity of opinion

among divines upon that point ; we may, however, observe that the

difference between those who confine Original Guilt to a mere liability

to death and sin and those who extend it to a liability to punishment

also is not very material, since both sides admit that Christ died as a

propitiation for all the sins of the whole world whatever were the

nature and character of those sins.' Vol. II., pp. 241, 242, 9th edition.

Admitting this account of the doctrine of Original Sin it may be

proved that numbers of Arians or Unitarians have been believers in it.

The fact is that upon this subject they differ among themselves, as

Trinitarians and other Christians do. Not many of them, perhaps,

will be found to express themselves exactly alike ; and it is not to be

inferred that because one or more among them may express, generally

and broadly, their disbelief of the doctrine of Original Sin, therefore,

all are ready to do so. On the contrary a little acquaintance with their
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writings will show that many of them have held the doctrine in question

in a much stricter sense even than some distinguished divines of the

English church, p. 135.

It is not to be understood by these quotations that all Unitarians,

especially those of the present day, would concur in these views of the doc-

trine of Original Sin [from the author of an account of Mr Firmin's reli-

gion, the Rev. Samuel Bourn and Milton's Christian Doctrine, 2G0, 261,

267J, any more than all [Trinitarians would assent to the representations

which are given of it by Jeremy Taylor, by Professor Hey, or by the late

Bishop of Winchester, but they are cited for the purpose of showing

that the profession of Ai'ian or Unitarian opinions is no test or measure

of a man's faith on other points, and that such opinions have been often

held in conjunction with a belief in Original Sin, and might be so by
Lady Hewley or any Arian of her day.

2nd. On the Atonement. What has been said of the doctrine of Original

Sin may be said also of the doctrine of the Atonement. Among
eminent divines of the Church of England as well also among those

belonging to the Independents, views and explanations have been given

of this doctrine, which differ very much from one another, if not in the

ideas intended to be represented, certainly in the form and manner of

expressing them. It is candidly acknowledged by Bishop Butler :

' Some have endeavoured to explain the efficacy of what Christ has

done and suffered for us beyond what the Scripture has authorised
;

others probably because they could not explain it, have been for taking

it away, and confining his office as Redeemer of the world to his

instruction, example, and government of the church. Whereas the

doctrine of the gospel appears to be, not only that he taught the efficacy

of repentance, but rendered it of the efficacy which it is, by what he

did and suffered for us ; that he obtained for us the benefit of having

our repentance accepted unto eternal life ; not only that he revealed to

sinners that they were in a capacity of salvation, and how they might

obtain it, but moreover that he put them into this capacity of salvation,

by what he did and suffered for them
;
put us into a capacity of escaping

future punishment, and obtaining future happiness. And it is our

wisdom thankfully to accept the benefit, by performing the conditions

upon which it is offered on our part, without disputing how it was pro-

cured on his.' Analogy of Religion, p. 217, ed. 1802.

'The sacrifice of Christ,' says Archbishop Magee, 'was never deemed

by any who did not wish to calumniate the doctrine of Atonement to

have made God placable ; but merely viewed as the means appointed by

divine wisdom through which to bestow forgiveness.' Discourses on

Atonement and Sacrifice, vol. I., p. 22, 5th edit.

Dr. Hey in the appendix to the eleventh article on the Doctrine of the
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Atonement, says: 'The Christian might make his profession in some

form like that before used, ' I believe thac God will confer eternal

happiness on all sincere Christians notwithstanding some imperfections

of theirs, on account of the merits, the sufferings, and the death of

Jesus Christ.' Lecture, vol. III., p. 327.

Now these views of the Atonement as thus stated by Bishop Butler,

Archbishop Magee, and Professor Hey are very much the same as those

entertained by many distinguished Arians or Unitarians, such as Milton,

Mr Bourn, Dr. John Taylor, Mr Peirce of Exeter, Dr. Price, &c, and

if other Unitarians have written upon this subject in a somewhat

different strain, it only proves that among them as well as among Trini-

tarians also, there is no exact agreement, no perfect unity of opinion,

upon all the various points of Christian doctrine, and that the fact of a

man's profession of Unitarianism, of his being a believer in, and wor-

shipper of one God in one person, does not of itself determine what his

belief is either in the doctrine of Atonement or on that of Original Sin.

Thei'e are probably very few Unitarians who would object to the

explanation given of the sacrifice of Christ in the words before quoted, of

the great defender of the doctrine of the Atonement, Archbishop Magee.

With him they regard it as 'the means appointed by divine wisdom

through which to bestow forgiveness.'

[Biddle, Milton, Bourn, Peirce, Dr. Taylor, and Dr. Price, are then

quoted].

From these and many other similar passages which might have been

quoted from Arian and Unitarian writers it is clear that the denial of

the doctrine of Original Sin and of the Atonement is by no means a

consequence of the denial of the doctrine of the Trinity, but that on the

contrary, the denial of the doctrine of the Trinity has been and is fre-

quently accompanied with a belief in both the other-mentioned doctrines.

The passages, therefore, from Bowles's Catechism and the funeral

sermon can raise no fair proof of Lady Hewley's conforming to the

Calvinistic or even the Trinitarian creed. It is notorious that the

points on which these allusions turn are those in which the relaxation

was earliest, so early as to gain their name (Baxterianism) from a

divine who died in the seventeenth century. Arminianism, it is also

clear, was early prevalent, and the language quoted would apply, no one

can doubt, to Arminian views, but if we are to give license for

deviations into Arianism [query Arminianism] 'we can see nothing to

prevent a further progress to High Arianism, &c.

The high and strict tone of Calvinistic doctrine on these subjects

we have already seen was the first point of difference among the Presby-

terians and Independents, and broke up 'the Happy Union' in 1694.*

* The strange assertions of these last two paragraphs will be the subject of remark
hereafter.
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It seems necessary to set out, nearly in full, the suction

of the Proofs which contains quotations intended to show what
is there termed the liberality of the Presbyterians before 1709,

the fact of that liberality being the chief question at issue

in the litigation, and it has been thought most convenient

to postpone that section to the end of the appellants' statement,

and to prefix to it, or incorporate with it, the other quotations

bearing on the same subject. By this means the argument is

better presented to the reader, and is also better answered.

Separation op Presbyterians and Independents in 1G9G, and its

grounds. Doctors Bogue and Bennett (the Independent historians of

dissent, the latter being one of the relators' witnesses) thus describe the

progress to Arminianism and thence onwards.

' The controversy in the former period* respecting the works of Dr.

Crisp is said to have proved injurious to the Presbyterian interest. The
evils of the Antinomian system, Dr. Williams, one ot their body, had

exposed with great clearness and force. His pieces wei'e much read, by

the young ministers of that denomination, and inspired them with

horror for everything which had the name of Antinomianism, and pro-

duced a determination to keep as great a distance from it as possible.

In their fear and flight they unwisely cast away a part of the truth.

The doctrine of grace had been abused to licentiousness, and they kept

it out of the people's sight ; the righteousness of Christ had been per-

verted into a contempt of sanctity in heart and life, and instead of

glorying in the truth and enlarging on it with all the ardour of the most

cordial delight, they either omitted it altogether, or only introduced it

to show how much it might be abused. Through the unhappy influence

of such sentiments they gradually receded from the truth, and many of

the Presbyterian ministers departed from the Evangelical doctrines into

Arminianism and High Arianism, and some at last into Socinianism.'

Arminianism was certainly the first step taken by those who
quitted the strict faith of the old Nonconformists. But at the very

earliest period, when we learn that Arminianism was making progress,

we find it jealously watched as connected with a tendency to further

laxity, even to Socinianism.

A book was published in 1697 with this title : The Growth of

Error, being an exeercitation concerning the rise and progress of Armi-

nianism, and more especially Socinianism, both abroad and now of late

in England. The writer states in the preface :
' When I frrst observed

how suddenly the Socinian heresy spread itself throughout the nation I

*The quotation refers to the second period of the authors, from the deatli of Anne
to the accession of George the Third, their first period having been from the paaaing of

the Act of Uniformity to the death of Anne.

17
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could not satisfy myself without making some inquiry how it came to

pggg I have traced out some footsteps in the Arminian

party conducing towards the Socinian cause. . . . As there are

gradual recesses from the truth, the first and least observable turn from

it prepares the way for greater, but while near unto truth the error is

so like it that it cannot be easily discerned or detected, and he who

makes the first step towards it doth, ere he is aware, slide into greater.

How many slide into ArminianLsm, and from thence pass

over to the tenets of Socinians.' p. 3. 'The Arminians who pretend a

middle way between the orthodox and Socinian are, in the twinkling of

an eye, fallen under Socinus, his banner.' p. 84.

[Quotations are then made fi'om Calamy's Life of Baxter. Vol. I. ;

pp. 537, 5-19, 550, 560. Burnet's History of his Own Times. Vol. II ;

folio, p. 2-18, besides Dr. Touhnin's account.]

The controversy with Dr. Daniel Williams turned on the

imputation of Christ's righteousness, which the orthodox believe

in respect of a sinner's justification (or pardon and acceptance,)

but not, as the antinomians do, in respect of the unrepented of and

unforgiven sins of a justified man. So that neither Original Sin

nor the Atoneiiient were involved in the matter, as supposed in

the paragraph at the end of p. 136. Dr. Bogue and Dr.

Bennett throw the blame almost exclusively on the Independents,

as it is not known that a single Presbyterian at that time held

Arminian notions.

Mr Howe gives the following* account of the manner in which

the controversy was brought to an end. " This [a scheme of

doctrine reduced into an order] through the blessing of God such

as have used a sincere and ingenuous freedom with one another

have found an effectual expedient to deliver their minds from

mutual doubt concerning each other, that because of some

different modes of expressing their sentiments they held very

different opinions : which they have found to be a mistake on one

hand and the other, and have given and received satisfaction.

They intended nothing that ought to be reckoned into the account

of Socinian, Pelagian, Popish, Arminian, or Antinomian errors."

The doctrines in which, as Mr Howe testifies, they were all

agreed, will be found in a subsequent page.

The declarations published by or in behalf of the United
Ministers of London in 1693, 1695, and 1696, in their attempts

to preserve the Union, all express continued adherence to the

standards acknowledged in the Heads of Agreement.
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There are two authorities for the assertion that the Presby-
terians retained Calvinist opinions almost up to the time of

the Salters' Hall meeting, which are perfectly conclusive in

answer to the Proofs, and to all who took the Socinian side in

the controversy, and which can scarcely be gainsaid by any one.

Dr. Nichols, in his attack on the Dissenters in L715, having
said: " If we consider the different phrase and method of their

prayers, some being Calvinistical, others Anuinian, though we
could think the Holy Spirit would descend to the singularities

of these theologists, yet we must not charge him with such con-

trarieties and clashings as they are guilty of:" Mr James Peirce

answered, "Who, I pray, are those Arminiaus among us? Our
author, perhaps, here meant the Quakers or some of the Ana-
baptists. But if we will speak the truth, the Arminians them-

selves are hardly Arminians in offering up their prayers tc

God." Vindication of the Dissenters ; 2nd edition, corrected 1 71 8,

p. 401.

Dr. Calamy, in his Brief but True Account of the Protestant

Dissenters in England, 1717, p. 44, says, "But notwithstanding

these and some other such differences among themselves [on

the mode of church government and baptism] they generally

agree in the doctrinal articles of the Church of England (which

they subscribe)* the confession of faith, and larger and smaller

* Dr. Calamy mentions subscription here not merely as a legal necessity, but as a real

consent of the mind, and nowhere gives a hint of any objection being felt by his

own body to the requirement or the practice, though writing purposely to inform foreign

Protestants of the opinions of the Nonconformists he was hound to state it if it bad
existed.

In the same manner reference is made to the matter by other Presbyterians,

Baxter says, in 1676, "We readily subscribe the doctrine of faith and sacraments

contained in the Thirty-nine Articles;" in his account of The Profession of several whom
these times have made and called Nonconformists : and hi 1(180 " We subscribe the

doctrine of the Church of England in the Articles;" The 'second part of the Noncon-

formist's Plea for Peace, 192.

In 1695, the author of Notes upon the Lord Bishop of Salisbury's four late Dis-

courses, p. 16, says. "The Dissenting ministers by their subscriptions plainly show
there is no separation on their part."

Nathaniel Taylor, in 1702, says, "Our churches are a sound and orthodox part <>f

the church, and the doctrinal articles of the Church of England are sound and orthodox,

which we have subscribed to." Dr. Sherlock's Cases, &c, considered, and the Dissenters

vindicated from the Charge of Schism, p. 44.

Theophilus Lobb, in 1712, says. "Do our conforming brethren plead their subscrip-

tion to the doctrinal articles of the church? We boldly plead the same." p. 88.

Dr. Charles Owen, in 1715, Bays, " We profess no religion but that of the church,

whose doctrinal articles our ministers subscribe ex animo, as a test of then

:ism, and. I am sure, stick closer to them than many of the chun h."
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catechisms, compiled by the assembly of divines at Westmin-

ster, and the judgment of the British divines at the synod of

Dort about the quinquarticular controversies."

Mr Joshua Wilson says that one of the earliest avowed

Arminians among- the Presbyterians was Dr. George Benson, who

left Abingdon in 1729 on becoming such, as his change of opinion

was disapproved by his people. He had previously published

three sermons to the young, which he afterwards suppressed.

Mr Walter Wilson bears testimony to the Calvinistic opinions of

several who are mentioned in the Proofs in a manner which

would induce a very different impression, as for instance with

regard to Dr. Wright. Eeasons for believing that the great bulk

of the Presbyterians were not only orthodox, but Calvinistic till

about 1740, have been already given in pages 34 to 36.

So much is said as to Mr Baxter's departure from Calvinism

that it is necessary to state his opinions in this respect in his words.

" I have perused oft the confession of the Assembly, and

verily judge it the most excellent for fitness and exactness that

I have ever read from any church. And though the truths

therein, being of several degrees of evidence and necessity I

do not hold them with equal clearness, confidence, or certainty,

and though some few points in it are beyond my reach, yet

I have observed nothing in it contrary to my judgment, if I may

be allowed these expositions following." The first of these

relates to passages which speak against universal redemption.

This (he says) "I understand not of all redemption and partic-

ularly not of the mere bearing the punishment of man's sins and

satisfying God's justice ; but of that special redemption proper to

the elect, which was accompanied with an intention of actual

application of the saving benefit in time." On the article, " The

Catholic Church, which is invisible, consists of the whole number

of the elect that have been, are, or shall be," he says, " I under-

stand it not of the church as now existent, but as it shall be on

its perfection at the end of the world, when all the elect shall be

called. I understand these words 'which is invisible' as distinguish-

ing the church as invisible from the church as visible. For I

conceive that Christ hath an universal visible church, called one

by the unity of their profession." And now (he continues) I

leave to Mr Crawdon and others to consider, whether a Jesuit,

a papist, a socinian, or arminian will consent to this copious con-

fession of the Assembly, with these expositions or limitations as I
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li<ivc liere done ? or whether they will make all the Assembly to

be papists, socinians, or arminians. I truly profess I take the

labours of the Assembly, especially these three pieces now men-

tioned, for the next book, next my Bible, in my study."

He mentions a few " limiting expositions" with which he says,

" I do profess my consent to the canons or decrees of the synod

of Dort. And how far any of these are from favouring anninian-

ism, they that will see need not be ignorant. Yea in the very

articles of perseverance, which some wei*e pleased to quarrel with

me about, I subscribe to the Synod. Yea in the article of redemp-

tion wherein I was most suspected and accused (and was fain to use,

a limiting exposition in my assent to our Assembly's Confession

of faith), I do subscribe to the synod of Dort without any excep-

tions, limitations, or exposition of any word as doubtful and

obscure." Richard Baxter's Confession of his Faith, 1655, of

which, in his Apology for the Nonconformists' ministry, 1681,

he says, " I have told you my religion oft enough, especially in

. and in my confession."

After the representation in p. 136 it is necessary to state that

Baxterianism is moderate Calvinism, (p. 33,) and there is no

difference between it and the highest Calvinism as to Original

Sin, nor really as to Christ's atonement for Original or Actual

Sin ; the high Calvinist would say Christ atoned for the sins of

the saved, the Baxterian would say that he atoned for the sins of

the world, but efficaciously only for the saved, both would say

that the lost are lost by their own fault.

Testimonies as to the Enlarged Spirit of the early Presby-

terians, (1689-1709). To begin with Baxter. If there was any one

person who above all others by the influence of his personal character

and by his admirable practical writings contributed to mould and form

the character of the denomination to which he belonged, it was Richard

Baxter, a name too prominent in the religious history of the period in

which be lived not to be immediately recognized . . The general

outline of his character as opposed to the enthusiasts and zealots

of the day is thus drawn by a churchman : 'He is to be honoured for

his frequent asserting the reasonableness of religion against the madness

of spreading enthusiasm : for his earnest endeavours for the promotion

of peace and universal charity when it was held to be a great crime m>t

to be fierce in the way of a sect.' Dr. Glanvill, Philosuphia Piu, 1671,

p. 110. Perhaps the most important of all his writings, as developing

his real temper and spirit, is that full and complete piece of self-examin
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ation which is printed in the Reliquse Baxterianre, a work containing

his memoirs of his own life and times, published in a folio volume in 169G,

by his friend Mr Matthew Sylvester. In this he shews what changes

his opinions had undergone since he first became one of the lights and

guides of the people.

' My judgment is much more for frequent and serious meditation

on the heavenly blessedness than it was heretofore in my younger days.

I then thought that a sermon on the attributes of God aud the joys of

heaven were not the most excellent .... and nothing pleased me
so well as the doctrine of regeneration and the marks of sincerity,

but now 1 had rather read, hear, and meditate on God and

heaven than on any other subject, for I perceive that it is the object

that altereth and elevateth the mind, which will be such as that is which

it most frequently feedeth on.' 'At first I was greatly inclined to go

with the highest in controversies, on one side or other, as with Dr. Twiss

and Mr Rutherford, and Spanhemius de Providentia et Gratia. But

now I can so easily see what to say against both extremes, that I am
much more inclinable to reconciling principles, and whereas then I

thought that conciliators were but ignorant men, that were willing to

please all and would pretend to reconcile the world by principles which

they did not understand themselves ; I have since perceived that if the

amiableness of peace and concord had no hand in the business, yet

greater light and stronger judgment usually is with the reconciler than

with either of the contending parties.' pp. 129, 130.

' I am not too narrow in my principles of church communion, as once

I was. I more plainly perceive the difference between the church as

congregate or visible, and as regenerate or mystical, and between since-

rity and profession ; and that a ci'edible profession is proof sufficient of a

man's title to church admission, and that the profession is credible in

foro ecclesia3, which is not disproved. I am not for narrowing the

church more than Christ Himself alloweth us, nor for robbing Him of

any of His flock.' p. 130.

'I am not so much inclined to pass a peremptory sentence of damna-

tion upon all that never heard of Christ, having some more reason than

I knew of before to think that God's dealing with such is much
unknown to us, and that the ungodly here, among us Christians, are in

a far woi'se case than they.' p. 131.

'I have spent much of my studies about the terms of Christian con-

cord And these three things alone would easily heal

and unite all the churches. 1st. That all Christian princes and gover-

nors take all the coercive power about religion into their own hands*

*The extracts from Baxter arc in this and the following pages completed by addi-

tions within f ] The correction was made by Mr Joshua Wilson.
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[though if prelates and their courts must be used as their officers in

exercising that coercive power so he it,] and that they make a difference

between the approved and tolerated churches, [and that they keep the
peace between these churches and settle their several privileges by a law].

2nd. That the churches be accounted tolerable who pro-

less all that is in the Creed, Lord's Prayer, and Decalogue in particular,

and generally all that they shall find to be revealed in the word of God,
and hold communion in teaching, prayer, praises, and the two sacra-

ments
;
not obstinately preaching any heresy contrary to the particular

articles which they profess, or seditiously disturbing the public peace.

And that such heretical preaching and such seditious unpeaceableness,

or notorious wickedness of life, do forfeit their toleration. 3rd. And
that those that are further orthodox in those particulars which rulers

think fit to impose upon their subjects, have their public maintenance
and greater encouragement. [Yea, and this much is become necessary,

but upon supposition that men will still be so self-conceited and uncharit-

able, as not to foi'bear their unnecessary impositions ; otherwise there

would be found but very few who are tolerable that are not also in their

measure to be approved, maintained, and encouraged. And if the

primitive simplicity in doctrine, government, and worship, might serve

turn for the terms of the church's union and communion, all would be

well, without any more ado : supposing that where Christian magistrates

are they keep the peace and repress the offenders, and exercise all the

coercive government. And heretics who will subscribe to the Christian

faith must not be punished, because they will subscribe to no more, but

because they are proved to preach or promote heresy, contrary to the

faith which they profess.']

' I do not lay any great stress upon the external modes and forms of

worship as many young professors do I find that judgment
and charity are the cause of it as far as I am able to discover. If I were

among the Greeks, the Lutherans, the Independents, yea the Anabap-
tists [that own no heresy nor set themselves against charity and peace],

I would hold sometimes occasional communion with them as Christians,

. . . . though my most usual communion should be with that

society which I thought most agreeable to the word of God if I were

free to choose.'

'I am more and more sensible that most controversies have more
need of right stating than of debating ; and if my skill be increased in

anything it is in that ; in narrowing controversies by explication, and

separating the real from the verbal, and proving to many contenders

that they differ less than they think they do.' pp. 130, 134.

The whole of this document, which was written about 1G70, is well

deserving the reader's attention as showing the working of the Presby-
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terian mind, from the time when it was relieved from the restraints of

an Establishment, to the time when it appeared in the possession of

liberty under the Act of Toleration. For Baxter is not to be regarded

only as an individual, but as one who from his closet or his pulpit greatly

influenced, if he may not rather be said to have entirely guided, the minds

of that body of which he was regarded as a distinguished ornament. From

the passages cited we may collect that even in the reign of Charles II. he

had begun to regard with some disdain the controversies which divided

Christians, and to look with most esteem on those who would unite men's

hearts and minds in the bond of Christian unity and peace, that he would

open wide as was possible the doors of church communion and fellowship,

that he would even admit Arians and Socinians who do profess all that is

in the Apostles' Creed, the Lord's Prayer, and the Ten Commandments
;

all persons, in short, who received the scriptures as containing a divine

revelation. He even expressly renounces the doctrine that those who

never heard of Christ are without the pale of salvation. Earlier

indeed he had taken the ground that the fundamentals of Christian

faith are to be found in the Creed, the Lord's Prayer, and the Ten

Commandments, in direct contradiction and opposition to those who

have increased their number. The occasion was a solemn one, and the

testimony which he bore to this liberal interpretation of Christianity

complete. It was in the debates in Parliament concerning the clause

respecting religious liberty in the instrument by which Cromwell was made

Protector. Baxter was consulted by the committee. Dr. Calamy, Abridg-

ment of the Life of Baxter, 1713, p. 121, relates what passed thus :

' He proposed offering to the Parliament the Creed, Lord's Prayer, and

Ten Commandments as the essentials or fundamentals of Christianity

containing all that is necessary to salvation. When they objected

that this might be subscribed by a Papist or Sociniau, his answer was

that it was so much the better and the fitter to be the matter of

concord ; but if they were afraid of communion with Papists and

Socinians it should not be avoided by making a new rule or test of

faith which they will not subscribe to, or by forcing others to subscribe

to more than they can do, but by calling them to account whenever in

preaching or writing they contradicted or abused the creed to which

they have subscribed. [This is the work of government, and we must

not think to make laws serve instead of judgment and execution, nor

must we make new laws as oft as heretics will misinterpret and subvert

the old.] They resolved, however, to hold on in the way they had

begun, and so all that he had left to do was to use his endeavours to

prevent their multiplying fundamentals needlessly.'

Now there has certainly been no period in the history of the Pres-

byterian foundations in which the Lord's Prayer and the Ten Com-
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raandrnents were not in constant use publicly and privately, and pro-

bably none in which the particular articles of belief expressed in the

Apostles' Creed did not form articles of the creed both of trustees and

beneficiaries, though the use of creeds in general as creeds, has been

always greatly discountenanced by them.

Baxter's principles were also what may be denominated liberal or even

latitudinarian respecting the use and interpretation of Scripture as a

rule of faith. The following passage is extracted from his Paraphrase

on the New Testament, 1685 :

' IV. It is of great importance that we err not by giving too little or

too much to the sacred Scriptures, from both which extremes many
dangerous errors flow. 1. On the left hand those err that deny it to be

God's word, of infallible truth intelligible and perfect as to its proper

use, without human supplements written or oral, doctrinal or canon

laws ; and those that deny it to have infallible ascertaining evidences

of its truth. These befriend infidelity, heresies, prophaneness, church

tyranny, leaving it to clergymen to make us a new faith, new sacra-

ments, and a new religion at their pleasure ; and to persecute good men
that dare not renounce the Scripture's sufficiency and Christ's perfec-

tion, by obeying their dictates and canons as co-ordinate with Christ's, if

not co-equal. These make church concord utterly impossible, while they

deny the sufficiency not only of the essentials but of all the Bible, to be

the terms of concord, without their supplements or additions ; as if

Christ, that is the author and finisher of our faith, and the maker of

his own church, had not so much as told us what a clmrch or a Chris-

tian is, or whom we must take for such into our love and communion,

nor fixed the necessary terms of union, but left them to none knoweth

whom, even fallible men liable to error and tyranny, that can but get

uppermost and say then that they are the true church, and the masters

that must be obeyed, while they are themselves of as many minds as

they are of different countries, interests, and degrees of knowledge and

sincerity.'

'On the other side those overdo in ascribing to the Scripture, who

say that God had no church, or the church had no infallible rule of

faith and life before the writing of it ; and who say that men converted

by the creed, catechisms, preaching, or tradition, without knowing the

Scripture, can have no saving faith, and that think none can be saved

that doubt of any canonical books, text or matter, whether it be God's

word; or that say Scripture is so pei'fect that there is no human imperfec-

tion of the penmen found in phrase, word, or method, and that God

could not have made it better ; or that every book may be known to be

canonical, and every reading to be right, when copies vary, without

historical tradition, by its own evident light ; and that we have no more

18
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cause to doubt of any word or matter than of the truth of the gospel ; and

that reason is of small use either for the proof or exposition of the

Scriptures, but the most illiterate, if he found a Bible that he had never

heard of, may by its own light know its truth and sense as well as

studious learned men, and that no other books need to be read

;

and that the Scripture is a sufficient teacher of physic, logic, and gram-

mar, &c, and that nothing is to be used or done in the external forms,

modes, and accidents of God's worship, but what is particularly com-

manded in Scripture ; and that it telleth every man whether he be

sincere and justified, or not ; and not only telleth him how to know it

by inward evidence, with many other such mistakes, proceeding from

mistaking the use of the Scripture, by which its perfection must be

measured, which all tend to confusion, and at last to infidelity, or

doubting of the whole when these errors are discerned.'

This shows the freedom at that period of the Presbyterian mind

twenty years before the date of these foundations.* There is subjoined

another extract which shows how much this good man longed for the

spirit of unity and peace among Christians. ' I never heard that

Arminius was called an Arminian, nor Luther a Lutheran, nor Bishop

Laud a Laudian ; but if you be upon the knack of making names you

best know your ends, and best know how to fit them to it. But serious-

ly, do you not know my judgment ? Will not about eighty books inform

you ? How, then, can I help it ? No, but you know not what party

I am of, nor what to call me ; I am sorrier for you in this than for

myself : if you know not I will tell you ; I am a Christian, a mere

Christian, of no other religion ; and the church I am of is the Chris-

tian church, and hath been visible wherever the Christian religion and

church hath been visible ; but you must know what sect or party I am
of? I am against all sects and dividing parties ; but if any will call

mere Christians by the name of a pai'ty, because they take up with mere

Christianity, creed, and Scripture, and will not be of any dividing or

contentious sect, I am of that party which is so against parties. If the

name Christian be not enough, call me a Catholic Christian ; not as that

word signifieth an hereticating majority of bishops, but as it signifieth

one that hath no religion but that which by Christ and the Apostles

was left to the Catholic church, or the body of Jesus Christ on earth.'

Preface to Church History of the Government of Bishops and their

Councils abbreviated, 1681. [In the addendum to this Preface it is

said, p. 48, ' He that denieth the Deity of Christ denieth His essence,

and he that denieth His essence denieth Christ, and is no Christian.']

Baxter had at one period of his life the opportunity of frequent

intercourse with Sir Matthew Hale, the Chief Justice of the King's

* See also the extract page 4.
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Bench, one of the most learned and most religions men of his age. After

the death of the Chief Justice, Baxter published a tract entitled ' The Judg-

ment of the late Chief Justice Sir Matthew Hale, on the Nature of True

Religion, 1684.' In this we have the following passage coincident

in spirit and feeling with much that we find from Baxter's own pen.

'He that fears the Lord of heaven and earth, walks humbly before

Him, thankfully lays hold of the message of redemption by Christ

Jesus, strives to express his thankfulness by the sincerity of his obedi-

ence, is sorry with all his soul when he comes short of his duty, walks

watchfully in the denial of himself and holds no confederacy with any

lust or known sin ; if he falls in the least measure is restless till he hath

made his peace by true repentance ; is true to his promise, just in his

actions, charitable to the poor, sincere in his devotions ; that will not

deliberately dishonour God though with the greatest security of impu-

nity, that hath his hope in heaven and his conversation in heaven, that

dare not do an unjust act though never so much to his advantage, and

all this because he sees him that is invisible, and fears him because he

loves him, fears him as well for his goodness as his greatness ; such a

man, whether he be an Episcopal, or a Presbyterian, or an Independent,

or an Anabaptist, he hath the life of religion in him, and that life acts

in him and will conform his soul to the image of his Saviour, and walk

along with him to eternity.'

[The following is the passage referred to in p. 81.]

' Two things have set the church on fire, and have been the plagues

of it for above a thousand years. First enlarging our creed, and making

more fundamentals than God ever made. Second composing, (and so

imposing), our creeds and confessions in our own words and phrases.

When men have learnt more manners and humdity than to accuse God's

language as too general and obscure, (as if they could mend it), and have

more dread of God and compassion on themselves than to make those funda-

mentals or certainties which God never made so ; and when they reduce

their confessions first to their due extent, and second to Scripture phrase

(that dissenters may not scruple subscribing) then I think, and never till

then, shall the church have peace about doctrinals. It seems to me no

heinous Socinian notion which Chillingworth is blamed for, namely,

let all men believe the Scripture, and that only, and endeavour to believe

it in the true sense, (and promise this) and require no more of others,

and they shall find this not only a better, but the only means to suppress

heresy and restore unity, &c.' Saint's Rest Preface to part II.

[The following quotation from Baxter is made in the Proof!

in illustration of the Presbyterian opposition to creeds, supra 72, with

others which do not carry the l'easoning further, except one, which will

be noticed afterwards.
]
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'Canons of this kind they durst not swear subjection to because they

thought them very uncharitable. If a weak mistaken Christian may be a

true Christian, though faulty, they could not see why a mistaken con-

gregation of pious persons might not be a true church, though faulty.

. . . . The silenced ministers thought it very fit to leave those to

themselves, who were so confined in their charity, as thinking it their

duty to embrace all those as brethren who feared God and wrought

righteousness ; and to esteem all those as true parts of the church of

Christ, among whom there is the true christian faith and worship, how
different soever their particular sentiments or modes might be, or what

failures soever there might be amongst them, that were consistent with

an honest upright heart and life.' Calamy's Abridgment of the Life of

Baxter, vol. 1, p. 236 to 245.

[The quotations from Baxter at pp. G8 and 132 should also be read

in connection with the present subject.]

As to the reference to the creed, it is to be ascertained what

meaning Baxter ascribed to that formula. " The creed is but the

exposition of the three articles of the baptismal covenant, f I

believe in God the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost/

The Nicene Creed is called by some ancients the Apostles' Creed

too, and both were so, for both are the same in sense and sub-

stance." Treatise of Love and Knowledge ; Practical Works,

vol. iv., p. 507.

In his Catechizing of Families, 1683, these expressions occur.

" It [the Apostles' Creed] is the very sum and kernel of the

New Testament, and there you may find it all, with much more;

but it is older than the writing of the New Testament save that

two or three words are added since. I told you before that Christ

himself did make the nature and terms of Christianity, com-

missioning his apostles to make all nations his disciples, bap-

tizing them into the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Ghost. This is the sum of the creed first made by Christ himself."

Practical Works, vol. iv., p. 73.

" The doctrine of the Trinity in Unity is the very sum of all

the Christian religion as the baptismal covenant assureth us." p. 75.
1 ' The Scriptures fully prove Christ to be God, and one God

with the Father. The form of baptism proveth it." p. 79.
-

" The baptismal covenant expounded in the ancient creed is

the sum and symbol of Christianity. All the baptismal articles

and covenant must be understood competently by all who will be
saved." Address prefixed to Catholic Theology, 1675.
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" It is not that covenant when any essential part is omitted.

To believe in the Father, and not the Son, or not in the Holy
Ghost, is not that covenant." Defence of Nonconformists' Plea

for Peace, 1680, p. 148.

" What knowledge is necessary in the adult unto their lawful

baptism ? So much as is necessary to an understanding consent

to the baptismal covenant, or to an hearty giving up themselves

to God the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost He
that knoweth that Jesus Christ is God and man, the redeemer of

the sinful world, and the mediator between God and man ; who
was conceived by the Holy Ghost in the Virgin Mary, fulfilled all

righteousness, was crucified as a sacrifice for man's sin, &c. .

I think knoweth as much of Christ as is necessary to baptism

and church communion." Love and Knowledge compared, 1689.

P. W. Vol. iv., pp. 550, 551.

Accordingly Mr Baxter's proposal to the parliamentary com-

mittees suggested that Socinians, having subscribed the Creed,

might be called to account whenever they contradicted or abused

the truth to which they so subscribed.

[The 5th supplement is on the Apostles' Creed, and the following

abridgement of it should be read here to shew the unfair use made of

Baxter's name in the Proofs.]

The circumstance of Lady Hewley's reference to this Creed having

been alleged, on the hearing below, as an evidence of her orthodoxy,

some observations directed to that point will be subjoined.

The fate of this Creed in the history of the controversies of the end

of the seventeenth and beginning of the eighteenth century as to hereti-

cal tendencies, and as to the fundamentals of Christian faith, will be

rather singular, if it should now come to be cited as evidence of

orthodoxy ; the fact being that during the seventeenth century and in

the beginning of the eighteenth, the latitudinarians and the opposers of

creeds and doctrinal subscription (including Chillingworth, Jeremy

Taylor, Baxter, &c.,) were continually referring to it, and wishing at

any rate to limit subscriptions to it, while the orthodox continually

objected to it as containing none of the fundamentals, or essentials, (the

peciiliar doctrines as they are called) of Christianity. Baxter, it has

been seen, proposed it as the test, which was objected to specifically

because it would admit Socinians.

It may be sufficient, however, to cite the case of Mr Locke ; against

whom the hottest attack (made on account of his Reasonableness of

Christianity) turned on this very point ; and we shall only quote the

words of his orthodox opponent (Edwards) as quite sufficient to dispose
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of the new theory in favour of this creed being likely to be intended or

understood in those days as a test of orthodoxy. If it is really of that

character, Mr Locke was most unnecessarily harassed and maligned by

his opponent ; who on the ground of his preference for the very same

Creed which is now used as an argument for Lady Hewley's orthodoxy,

held him to be a Socinian, or in fact a good deal worse.

The proposition of Dr. Edwards was, that a belief in the Apostles'

Creed, which Locke, (like Jeremy Taylor after Tertullian and Claren-

don), had held to contain the essence of Christianity, was in fact no belief

at all. ' That if a man believe no more than is in express terms in the

Apostles' Ci-eed, his faith will not be the faith of a Christian.' Vindi-

cation of the Reasonableness of Christianity. Edition, 1824. p. 277.

It deserves consideration whether on this notorious state of the

argument, as it stood in the most popular religious controversy of the

day (that of Mr Locke) the adoption of this creed by Lady Hewley may

not with more fairness and probability be used as proof of her heterodoxy,

and of her conformity to Mr Locke's school. Lord Barrington, the

Presbyterian leader, is expressly stated to be Locke's disciple.

The Apostle's Creed, so far from being a test of what is called

orthodoxy, has in fact been frequently adopted by Anti-Trinitarians

and Arians in their catechisms and expositions of doctrine as containing

a convenient summary of their faith, and has even been appealed to by

them as an ancient symbol and evidence, peculiarly favourable to their

opinions. In proof of this assertion may first be cited the following

passages from some of the older Unitarian tracts.

Some thoughts upon Dr. Shei-lock's Vindication of the doctrine of

the Holy Trinity. 2nd ed., 1691, pp. 18, 20.

Grounds and Occasions of the Controversy concerning the Unity of

God contained in a volume entitled ' Agreement of Unitarians with the

Catholic Church,' 1698. p. 13.

Brief History of the Unitarians. 2nd ed, 1691, p. 49.

[It is then stated that the creed occurs in Mr Peirce's Catechism

appended to his sermons published in 1728, and in the Rev. Theophilus

Lindsey's edition of the Liturgy for the use of the Essex Street Con-

gregation. 3rd ed. 1785, p. 12].

In the subsequent edition it was omitted, not however on acco\int of

the slightest objection being made to the doctrinal articles, but ' Because

not being written by the apostles, it was deemed to be wanting in pro-

per authority ; because it seemed unwarrantable to require of persons

a declaration of their faith in assemblies for Christian worship, and

because the imposition of creeds has at all times been the source of great

mischief and dissentions.' Advertisement to the fourth edition.

[It is added that the creed is also inti-oduced in the baptismal service
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for adults aud litany, in the edition of the Liturgy published at Salis-

bury, 1777, a new Sarum use.]

In the quotations reprinted in pp. 143, 4, Baxter is not speak-
ing of terms of communion, but of toleration by the civil magis-
trate. His method for church-dealings with Socinians may be
learnt from the following extract from Mr Joshua Wilson's
Historical Enquiry, p. 35 :

" In 1668 some conference and corres-

pondence took place between Dr. Owen and Mr Baxter on a
concord between the Independents and Presbyterians, in which
some discussion arose as to the means of keeping out the Socin-

ians,
f who/ says Dr. Owen, ' are numerous and ready to include

[intrude] themselves upon our communion/ He adds, ' the

Creed as expounded in the first four councils will do it.
5 Mr

Baxter in reply states his reasons for not making a larger pro-

fession necessary than the Creed and Scriptures. One of them
is, that 'judging heretics by the law of God is a fitter remedy
against heresy than making a new rule for that purpose. Either

(he adds) they are heretics only in heart, or in tongue also and
expression : if in heart only we have nothing to do to judge them.

Heart infidels are and will be in the churches. If they be proved
to be heretics in tongue, then it is either before they are taken

into the communion of the church or after. If before, you are to

use them as in case of proved wickedness ; that is, call them to

public repentance before they are admitted : if it be after, they

must be admonished, and rejected after the first and second

contemned admonition. And is not this enough ? And is not

this the certain regular way ? Is it not confusion to put law for

judgment, and say there wants a new law or rule, when there

wants but a due judgment by the rule in being? If there be

nothing against Socinianism in the Scripture it is no heresy ; if

there be (as sure there is enough, and plain enough) judge them
by that rule and make not new ones." Narrative of Life, part m.

pp. 63, 65.

Baxter's notions as to toleration were most imperfect. He
held that those who were tolerated "are to be restrained from

preaching against any great, sure, necessary doctrine or prac-

tice." True and Only Way of Concord, 1680. p. 274.

" Rulers may forbid men doing hurt on pretences of charity,

e.g., physicians to give men pernicious drugs, or preachers or others

to seduce men to idolatry, or blaspheme Christ or draw men to
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Mahometanism, Socinianism, &c." The Judgment of Nonconfor-

mists of Things Indifferent commanded by authority, 1676. p. 75.

In another place he says, " The errors which men should be

restrained from preaching or propagating are innumerable, [among

them he specifies]

"That the doctrine of the Trinity is contradictory or impossible

to be true.

" That it is unnecessary to be believed or preached. . . .

" That Christ is but a creature or not eternal, or not of the

same divine essence as is the Father
11 That infants have no Original Sin, no guilt of Adam's sin,

and no sinful pravity of nature.

" That therefore infants have no need of a Saviour to suffer for

them, nor of a pardon
" That Christ was not a satisfying sacrifice for sin.

" That Christ's righteousness and sacrifice are not the true

meritorious cause of our righteousness, pardon, justification, and

salvation.

" That Christ sendeth not forth his Spirit to be his agent and

witness to the end of the world in sanctifying his elect ....
" That faith and repentance are of nature, or by mere natural

power and free will, and not the gift of grace through Christ.

" That God giveth grace equally to all till good improvers

make a difference." The True and Only Way of Concord, 1680.

pp. 293-317.

So in another work he forbids keeping Socinians out of the

church by subscriptions, trusting to their punishment by the civil

power on their discovery, and to their then being excommunicated.

"If any heretics (as Arians, Socinians, &c.) would creep into

the ministry there shall not be new forms of subscription made to

keep them out, (which it's like, with their vicious consciences

would be ineffectual, and would open a gap to the old church tyran-

nies and divisions ;) nor an uncertain evil be ineffectually resisted by

a certain greater mischief. But while he keepeth his error to him-

self he is no heretic as to the church (non apparare being equal

to non esse) and when he venteth his heresy he is responsible

all the ways aforesaid, and may be by the magistrate punished

for his crime, and by the churches be branded as none of their

communion; viz., the regular way of reforming crimes by
judgment and exaction, &c." A Moral Prognostication, &c, pub-
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lished to instruct the sons of lovo and peace in their duties and

expectations, 1681.

Mr Brooks, another eminent ejected minister, bears striking evi-

dence of an enlarged and liberal spirit at the earliest date, that of the

ejectment. Several other farewell sermons in the same spirit might

be quoted.

' Legacy 10. Labour mightily for a healing spirit. This legacy I

would leave with you as matter of great concernment. Labour mightily

for a healing spirit : away with all discriminating names whatever, that

may hinder the applying of balm to heal your wounds : labour for a

healing spirit : discord and division become no Christian ; for wolves to

worry the lambs is no wonder ; but for one lamb to worry another that

is unnatural and monstrous. God hath made his wrath to smoke against

us for the divisions and heartburnings that have been amongst us.

Labour for a oneness in love and affection with everyone that is one

with Christ ; let their forms be what they will ; that which wins most

upon Christ's heart should win most upon ours ; and that is his own

grace and holiness. The question should be, what of the Father, what of

the Son, what of the Spirit shines in this or that person 'I And accord-

ingly let your love and affections run out. That is the tenth legacy.

' Legacy 12. Take no truths upon trust, but all upon trial. Acts

xvii., 11. It was the glory of that church that they would not trust

Paul himself. Paul, that had the advantage above all for external

qualifications ; no, not Paul himself. Take no truths upon trust, bring

them to the balance of the sanctuary ; if they will not hold water there,

reject them.' Farewell Sermon, Aug. 17, 16G2. Complete collection,

ed. 1663. p. 361.

[This was Thomas Brooks, who was ejected from St. Mary Maga-

dalene, Fish Street Hill, and was the author of a Treatise of Holiness

and other works. Calamy says he was a congregatioualist. I was

assured by a friend (the Rev. G. S. Bull, now lying dead) that there is

not one word savouring of latitudinarianism in the sermon.]

The same kindly and liberal spirit appeared in another dissenting

divine of great influence down to 1705, namely, Mr John Howe ;
whose

works, entitled ' The Blessedness of the Righteous,' and ' The Living

Temple,' long continued to be favourite books of practical divinity in

the Presbyterian body. Howe was born in 1630, ejected by the Act

of Uniformity in 1662, and died in 1705. Dr. Calamy, besides what

he says in the account of the ministers ejected, wrote a biographical

memoir of him. In this he informs us that Mr Howe was 'an

utter enemy to all impositions. As he took the liberty of judg-

ing for himself so he freely allowed it to others. He was lor the

union and communion of all visible Christians, and for making nothing

19
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necessary to Christian communion but what Christ has made necessary,

or what is necessary indeed to one's being a Christian. He was of

opinion that much service might be done to the common interests of

religion by a frank mutual communication of doubtful thoughts, if such

disquisitions were pursued with more candour and less confidence, and

without regarding the interest of any party whatever. In a word he

looked upon the Christian scheme not as a system of opinions or a set

of forms so much as a divine discipline to purify the heart and reform

the life : here he laid the main stress, as appears from all his writings,

and with respect especially to disputable things and the mere appem

dages of religion as he often calls them, he was as much for a free

inquiry into them as any man could be of that age.'

But we may take the evidence from the writings ofMr Howe himself.

In the dedication of a sermon preached on the day of thanksgiving for

the return of King William on the restoration of peace in 1697, he thus

expresses himself

:

' To sum up all, then shall we be in happy circumstances when

we shall have learnt to distinguish between the essentials of Christianity

and accidental appendages, and between accidents of Christ's appointing

and of our devising, and to dread affixing of our own devices to so

sacred an institution ; much more when every truth or duty contained

in the Bible cannot be counted essential or necessary ; when we shall

have learned not only not to add inventions ofour own to that sacred frame,

but much more not to presume to insert them into the order of essentials

or necessaries, and treat men as no Christians for wanting them ; when

the gospel shall have its liberty to the utmost ends ©f the earth ; when

the regenerating spirit shall go forth with it and propagate a divine and

godlike nature everywhere among men ; when regeneration shall be

understood to signify the communicating such a nature and such dis-

positions to men ; when the weight of such words comes to be appre-

hended, ' He that hateth his brother abideth in death ;' when to be ' born

of God' ceaseth to signify with us, being proselyted to this or that church

formed and distinguished by human device ; when religious pretences cease

to serve political purposes ; when the interest of a party ceases to weigh

more with us than the whole Christian interest ; when sincerity shall be

thought the noblest embellishment of a Clmstian ;
' when the wolf also

shall dwell with the lamb,' &c. then will 'our peace be as a river, &c.,'

p. 23.

[Among the ' earlier testimonies' to Presbyterian opposition to

creeds, &c, referred to at p. 71, supra, is a sentence from ' Bishop

Davenant, quoted by Howe.' With the context added within
[ ] it is as

follows.]

[I believe it could not but give some trouble to a conscientious con-
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forming minister, if a sober pious person, sound in the faith and of a

regular life, should tell him he is willing to use his ministry in some of

the ordinances of Christ, if only he would abate or dispense with some

annexed ceremony which in conscience he dare not use or admit of. I

believe it would trouble such a minister to deal with a person of this

character as a pagan because of his scruple, and put him upon consider-

ing whether he ought not rather to dispense with man's rule than with

God's. I know what the same Bishop Davenant hath expressly said,]

' He that believes the things contained in the Apostles' ('reed and endea-

vours to live a life agreeable to the precepts of Christ, ought not to be

expunged from the roll of Christians, nor be driven from communion

with the members of any church whatever.' Howe's Works, edition

1862, p. 270.

Mr Howe's argument shews that he attached as much mean-

ing to the creed as Mr Baxter did, and had it been otherwise he

would not have referred to Bishop Davenant as a latitudinarian.

It is of importance when perusing such passages as this to recollect

what were accounted by such men as Baxter ' fundamentals,' namely,

what was ' contained in the Lord's Prayer, the Apostles' Creed, and the

Ten Commandments,' and how far this position of itself at once removes

them from the earlier Puritans and from the Independents of their and

the present date, who insist specifically on subscription to the doctrine

of the Trinity, and adhere, in fact, closely to the views of Scripture

doctrine defined in the Longer and Shorter Catechisms of the Assembly

of Divines who met at Westminster in 1644. Other doctrines not to

be found in those three sources were no doubt, and it is admitted that

they were, held by both Baxter and Howe, but the point is, that they

were held not as the essentials and fundamentals of Christianity if

Baxter's explication of these fundamentals is to be held sincere. Neither

is this to be taken as but the opinion of some two or three persons of

peculiar turn of mind in a large community. Baxter and Howe are, it'

any, the persons who governed the opinion of the community to which

they belonged, and who, if any, are to be received as representatives of

that creedless and non-articled community. Further we find the whole

body some few years after almost unanimous in the profession of them.

Mr Howe published two sermons, which he entitled The Car-

nality of Religious Contention, with reference to the disputes

originating in Dr. Crisp's posthumous Works. In the second

head of the first of these sermons he enlarges on the incomparably

great things in which both parties were agreed as what " all sincere

Christians really cannot but be agreed upon,"and it will be seen how

far he was from the indifference as to doctrine ascribed to him
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in tho Proofs. The passage will be quoted in a subsequent page.

The importance which he attached to the doctrine of the Trinity

may be learnt from the several pieces he printed upon it. Mr
Howe is claimed by the Congregationalists as one of their body,

for although his last congregation, in Silver Street, was Presby-

terian, his first church at Great Torrington was congregational,

and he seems to have been of that order when chaplain to the

two Protectors. He attended the Savoy Conference, in 1658, as

Protector's chaplain.

A testimony to the early tendency of the Presbyterian ministers

to liberality may be drawn from the Rev. Martin Tomkins, the compa-

nion of Lardner in his studies, both being educated at the University of

Utrecht, whence they returned to England in 1703. Shortly afterwards

Mr Tomkins settled at Stoke Newington ; his congregation and he

differing on doctrinal subjects, in 1718, he published his ' Case,' in which

he thus expresses himself, pp. 23, 24, Note.

' Withal some of the ejected ministers, as well as many of those who
conformed, considering the goodness of God, were of so large and

extensive a charity as to apprehend, that whosever walked sincerely

up to his light with a general repentance of his unseen errors, was in a

state of acceptance with God, by virtue of the covenant made with

fallen Adam, Noah, &c. Now such thought it unreasonable to be

forced so much against candour as this amounted to, (until they saw

more reason alleged than they could meet with on the behalf of the

principle), that whosoever did not punctually believe the Athanasian

Creed must undoubtedly perish.'

[This sentence is again quoted in the Proofs, p. 32, thus :] Dr.

Calamy insists strenuously on this freedom from the authority of creeds

or of other men, as the honourable distinction of the Protestant dissen-

ters of England. In his abridgment of the Life of Baxter he had in

the words of that divine, as stating the original grounds of nonconfor-

mity in 1662, opened the principles which the Presbyterians afterwards

carried out to their legitimate extent. From the statement of these

grounds we will make a few extracts.

' They must assent and consent to St. Athanasius his creed, in which

creed there is this expression, ' which faith, except every one do keep whole

and undefiled, without doubt he shall perish everlastingly.' This, to

our fathers, seemed very harsh. . . . Withal some of the ejected

ministers &c Noah,' &c. [There ending the quotation].

It is clear that the ministers of 1662 referred to the case of

heathens, and Mr Tomkins must have had the same meaning;

the light he refers to can only be the light of nature, for
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his remarks cannot relate to the case of men possessed of the
Bible, as it would otherwise set asido not only orthodoxy, but
Christianity also. It has not been possible to refer to a
copy of his case, but as ho was justifying himself after his

dismissal alluded to at pp. 43, 97, he no doubt introduced
these sentences as a quotation and in reference to the
Athanasian creed.

This passage, to whomsoever the sentiment is to be attributed,

is so clearly alien to the subject that it will not be noticed again.

It misled Mr Rolfe before Lord Lyndhurst, but he seems to have
discovered its non-applicability before the hearing in the Lords,
as he did not quote it then.

Mr Tomkins, after his dismissal from Stoke Newington, regu-

larly attended the ministry of Mr Barker, an uncompromising
Trinitarian.

We find the same comprehensive and liberal spirit in the ministers

of the next generation [this paragraph should have preceded the quota-

tion from Mr Tomkins], those who were the immediate successors of the

ejected ministry, and who entered on their ministry long before the

date of the foundation in question. Thus we shall find that Dr. Calamy
himself, who was ordained to the ministry in 1694, who was through

life a very eminent and influential person in the class of Dissenters to

which he belonged, and who was a personal friend of Lady Hewley,

though there is no reason to doubt that he held sentiments which are

commonly called orthodox, yet held them in subserviency and subordina-

tion to the great principles of charity and freedom of inquiry, as is

evident from the manner in which he has spoken of his fathers in the

ministry, Howe and Baxter, in the passages already cited, as well as by

his other writings.

[The passages from Calamy in reference to Baxter's opinions,

pp. 156, 148, is in the Proofs continued thus.]

Calamy then follows this up in the dedication to his third volume,

by his view of the leading principles of nonconformity.

' The main principles of nonconformity were the same at that time

that they were before ; and the same afterwards, and from that day to

this that they were then ; and they are these : That all true church

power must be founded on a divine commission ; that where a right to

command is not clear, evidence that obedience is a duty is wanting ;

that more ought not to be made necessary to an entrance into the

church than is necessary to the getting safe to heaven ; that as long as

unscriptural impositions are continued, a further reformation in the

church will be needful in order to the more general and effectual reaching
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himself hereafter must judge for himself at present. These were the

chief principles of the old Puritans. They were the principles of our

fathers, and they are also ours ; and I think them very capable of being

well supported and so defended as to be in no danger of being over-

thrown, either by reason or argument, or scripture authority.' p. 15.

These original principles he asserts in the same book to have been

carried to further liberality by the existing Nonconformists.

' It is well known that we have very generally imbibed, and that

upon principle, and after close consideration, much larger notions of

liberty than could obtain among many of our predecessors, which re-

commends us not a little to a number of gentlemen of thought, and

sense, and influence, in the age wherein our lot is cast.' p. xi.

In a subsequent work he thus expi-esses himself :

'The first thing which I would here have considered is the utter

unwarrantableness of narrowing the terms of Christian communion.

Some are in strange confusion about this matter ; they either can't or

won't distinguish between fixing circumstances, the fixing which is so

necessary, that without they are some way or other fixed, divine wor-

ship can't be kept up, and the making terms of communion of such

things as are not truly needful to the regular or orderly management of

divine worship, nor can in the least promote the ends of worship, and

which the great Lawgiver has given none a right or warrant to impose.

But though men should unhappily confound these things in their

thoughts and discourse, yet they are in reality widely different. The

making new terms of Christian communion, or narrowing those terms

which our Lord himself has fixed, is what the word of God very

freely declares against. It is what the honour of Christ as King in his

church, is very nearly concerned in ; and it is the evident unjustifiable-

ness of this that I take to be a main pi-inciple of conscientious Noncon-

formity. This is the principle that the old Puritans and we entirely

agree in, though they or many of them were disposed, it must be con-

fessed, to further compliances with the national establishment, than many of

us are now free to ; having more hopes of a further reformation by consent

than we can now see grounds for, when things seem fixed for perpetuity

;

and all the bars that may be are laid in the way of any alterations and

amendments, though they should be ever so needful. And this principle,

that the terms of communion are not to be narrowed, is so truly scrip-

tural, and so agreeable to the nature of Christianity, which was not

intended to be a topical and national religion, like that of the Jews, but

was designed for a religion that should obtain universally, that though

it has long been contested, yet he that hath all along, first or last,

appeared for his own truths in his church, when there has been a debate
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about them will, in all probability, remarkably clear this before the
contest comes to an end.' Comfort and Counsel to Protestant Dissenters
1712. pp. 36, 37.*

Another influential family in the Presbyterian body was that of the
Oldfields, three brothers of whom, sons of a minister ejected in Derby-
shire, were ministers in this denomination. One of them (Nathaniel)
died a young man in 1696. Among the printed tracts of that period is

a character of the Rev. Nathaniel Oldfield in an epistle from the Rev.
Mr Shower, another eminent Presbyterian minister, to Mr Joshua
Oldfield, in which the writer speaks thus :

1 Next to his piety, or as a part of it, his peaceableness and charity in
opposition to bitterness and dividing zeal and a narrow spirit, was very
commendable and exemplary. He could unite with Christians in all

things necessary, and was not for making more fundamentals and neces-

saries than Christ hath made, or for other terms of Church communion
than the terms of our common Christianity, and therefore was ready to

receive all whom he believed Christ would receive. He was of one
church with all those whom he hoped to meet in heaven. Endeavouring
to hold the unity of the spirit in the bond of peace, because he acknow-
ledged there is but one body, one spirit, one Lord Jesus Christ, one
hope, one faith, one baptism, one God and Father of all, from whom, and
by whom, and for whom, are all things. This charitable spirit (let who
will call such moderation lukewarmness) with serious diligence to please

God, and do what service we can in our several places, will be accepted

with God, and yield us comfort living and dying, and will I doubt not

* It is clear from the account which Dr. Calamy has left of the disputes of 1719,

that he professed himself as a Trinitarian like his father and grandfather, and was so

esteemed by his brother ministers, subscribers or non-subscribers, but as a passage from
his work on the Trinity has been made the ground for such criticism in the Proofs as is

to be found in p. 134, supra, the following passage must be quoted from the volume
containing the words so injuriously remarked on.

"To be baptized into the name of any one, most properly is to be devoted to him,

to be called after him, to be bound to adhere to and follow him, and to live according to

his will .... when we are baptized in the name of the Father, the Son, and tho

Holy Ghost, we are consecrated to them and bound to glorify and worship them and
serve them religiously. This form of baptizing in the name of the Father, Son, and

Holy Ghost, refers to the whole scheme of Christian doctrine, which centres in tha

discoveries that are made as concerning the sacred Three. The sum of Christian know-

ledge may be reduced to the doctrine of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, which therefore,

as far as it is revealed in Scripture, is supposed to be consented and submitted to, by

such as yield to this institution. We are baptized in the name of each, that is,

into the belief of the doctrine of each as it is delivered in the sacred Scriptures.

And this is a doctrine by which the Christian religion is remarkably distinguished

from all other religions either of Jews or heathens ; and which summarily comprehends

all that is necessary to be believed by us in order to salvation. In this doctrine, the

peculiar glory of the Christian religion lies This way is the sense

of this glorious doctrine to be revived and spread, one generation after another,

and of this rather than any other, because this was the doctrine by which it
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-be better thought of hereafter when the little names of distinction and

matters of dispute that now divide Christians and Protestants shall be

fox'gotten.'

[The quotation from Mr Shower's Sermon (1712) omitted in

p. 72, as far as is material, runs thus.]

' He (Dr. Grew) was a true lover of pure and disinterested religion,

and orieved that the divisions and disputes among good men about less

important matters should be carried so high, and managed with such

unbecorniDg warmth and fierceness ; or that any should be persecuted

for their different sentiments, who desired to live peaceably with their

neighbours.'

1 He valued the substantiate of pure Christianity, wherein all agree,

without laying a mighty stress on lesser matters of human addition and

imposition. And if ever God designs to give nourishing days on earth

to the Christian church, one would think it must be by reviving a spirit

of serious piety and practical religion, and whenever that comes to be

most valued and to be distinguishing, nothing will be made a test and

boundary to Christian communion but what is founded on plain reason

or express revelation ; nothing but what is necessary to make a man a

good Christian, render him acceptable to God, and carry him safe to the

heavenly Canaan.'

The Mr Oldfield, to whom the letter was addressed, was afterwards

Dr. Joshua Oldfield, who in 1719 was the Moderator of the Assembly of

ministers at Salters' Hall, who had to discuss and decide upon the question

of requiring subscription to the doctrine of the Trinity from Dissenting

ministers, and who decided against it. The writer, Mr Shower, was a

designed that Christians as such should he distinguished. It has heen, therefore,

upon the professing to believe this doctrine, that persons have all along been received

;is members of the Christian church ; and that by the order of him by whom this church

was founded. And it was his plain intention that his followers, by being baptized in

the name of the Father, and the Holy Ghost, should be distinguished from Pagans

and Infidels as well as by being baptized in the name of the Son, be distinguished

from the Jews, who disowned the Messiah upon his appearance It

seems as much as the love of the Father, the grace of the Son, and the communion
of the Holy Ghost, is worth to them for persons so devoted ever to desert this

doctrine, or pour contempt on the name of any of the sacred Three to whom
they were jointly devoted. The Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are in the baptismal

charge and commission represented as having an equal right to our faith, worship,

and obedience. They that according to the Scripture hold Three Persons and

one God, to whom they were devoted, and endeavour to give to each the love and

honour, worship and obedience, that is respectively due, have solid comfort afforded

them by that Christian covenant on which their hopes are bottomed." pp. 168, 169, 171,

173, 175, 356, 359.

This method of educing all Christianity from the baptismal covenant is exactly

the same as Baxter's, and is in perfect accordance with the extract, the remark on which

has occasioned the last long quotation. These sermons of Dr. Calamy were preached at

the Tuesday morning lectures, in Salters' Hall chapel, which is represented by the

Proofs aa the rallying place of the liberal theologians.
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minister not less influential. He was the brother of Sir Bartholomew
Shower, an eminent lawyer

j so that wc have in fact in these passages
the conjoint opinions of three of the most influential ministers in the

Presbyterian body, delivered by them in public in 1696, several fears

before the date of these foundations.

Mr Shower's views will be found illustrated hereafter in his Remarks
on Toland's Memorial of the State of England, ]70.">. [Mr Shower died

in 1715, and Dr. Oldfield in 1729.]

Mr Shower in the funeral sermon speaks of Mr Oldfield as

having " zeal for truth/' and enlarges on the necessity of "sound
doctrine." In his sermon to ministers and people at Mr Brad-

bury's ordination in 1 707, (his being chosen by Mr Bradbury to

preach that sermon shews that gentleman's appreciation of him),

he says :
" Have not all English Protestants common enemies

that would be glad to involve us in a general ruin, and shall we
contribute to it by discords among ourselves, for want of a spirit of

charity, unity and mutual forbearance ? common enemies, I say,

not the Romanists only but such as strike at all revealed religion,

overthrow the authority of the Holy Scriptures, and deny the Divi-

nity of our blessed Lord/'

This passage is given because the phraseology of Mr Shower
in the extracts in the Proofs might have been used by an Arian,

while his printed sermons show his perfect orthodoxy. This

instance very well illustrates the doubts which may be raised,

though really ill-founded, upon extracts from Evangelical divines

his contemporaries, owing to the cold and guarded manner of

writing which they learnt from their sneering and unbelieving

age. The Socinians are in consequence of this enabled to claim

them, until a search into the matter is instituted with an ex-

penditure of time and trouble which few meu are at once able

and willing to incur.

Dr. Joshua Oldfield shows his own spirit in bearing testimony to

that of one of the fii'st race of Nonconformists, the Rev. Robert Fleming,

who died in London in 1716 ; and the following are extracts from Dr.

Oldfield's funeral sermon on him :
' Let us submit to sufferings, striving

against sin. They quit their places, the favour of the government, and

all prospects of advancement under it, to keep a good conscience.

Let us zealously plead and stand up as they did for Christ against

the imposing of human devices or inventions relating whether to faith or

worship. Had this been generally done, Popery could never have risen

in the church.' p. 19.

20
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' He made his Bible the absolute governor of his religion, whilst some

use it as a lacquey to theirs. He followed what he apprehended to be

the meaning of it, after prayer with serious consideration and inquiries,

and allowed that any man has a right to do so too. For want of this,

how few real or intelligent Protestants are there to be found amongst

the numbers of professed ones ! He was a generous friend to all man-

kind, and therefore an enemy to all imposition as well as persecution,

to Popery in the church, and tyranny in the state which would intro-

duce and support it.' p. 36.

' If in some things he differed from others, it may well be allowed

him, who was always free in allowing others the liberty to differ from

him, without any rough or injurious treatment.' p. 37.

Dr. Oldfield had under him in 1698 the celebrated Dr. Lardner,

who was subsequently an avowed Unitarian ; so that the presumption is

that he received no very exclusive instruction. [See supra, p. 86.]

Another minister may be cited, Francis Tallents (born 1619, died

1708), of whom Baxter says, ' He was a good scholar, a godly blameless

divine ; most eminent for extraordinary prudence and moderation and

peaceableness towards all.'

The circumstance mentioned of him is not of much importance taken

by itself, but it affords an example of the tone which we find these

exemplary men taking on all occasions.

'In 1691 he entered into his new place of worship, built for that

purpose, and preached his first sermon there on Isaiah lvii, 15. He
caused it to be written on the walls of the meeting-place that it was

built not for a faction or party, but for promoting repentance and faith,

in communion with all that love our Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity.'

Calamy's Life of Baxter, Vol. n., p. 551.

[Mr Tallents appears from Dr. Calamy's account of him to have left

the Establishment with great reluctance. His meeting-place was burnt

down by a Church-and-King mob.]

This liberal and enlarged spirit of peace and charity is to be regarded

not as the exception but the rule. Those who had been of a narrower

and more exclusive spirit, or who placed points of faith in importance

above love, and tolerance, and freedom of scripture inquiry, had in the

recent separation to which we have alluded, gone with the other party.

A more general testimony to the growth and prevalence of this spirit is to

be found in the following passage of a letter of the Rev. Matthew Henry,

son to an ejected minister, and who was at the time of writing it, 1709,

minister to the congregation of dissenters at Hackney. This is the

Matthew Henry whose exposition on the books of Holy Scripture was
long a work highly valued in the denomination to which he belonged.

' You cannot think how it rejoiceth my heart to hear from one so
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well able to judge of that excellent spirit both of devotion and modera-

tion which yon observed in London, where I am very much a stranger.

Blessed be God for such promising tokens of the continuance of his

presence with us, and such earnests of further mercy he has in store for

us. I have been vexy much pleased to observe the growth of the spirit

of moderation and charity among the dissenters, as far as my acquaint-

ance has reached.' Correspondence of Ralph Thoresby, Vol. il, p. 161.

Very little is said here as to Matthew Henry, but in other

publications by Socinians during the controversy a moderation

and liberality are imputed to him which in their phraseology con-

veys the notion of imperfect orthodoxy. At other times it is

said that his Commentary shews that he was no Calvinist.

Reasons for this attempt may be discovered in the possession

by the Socinians of his chapel at Chester, and the frequent

reference which has been made to that circumstance. It conveyed

to the general mass of religious people a better, or at any rate a

stronger, notion of the whole dispute than any other fact which

could be mentioned. Every one of them knew something of

Matthew Henry's Commentary, and the assertion, that the

chapel built for him was in the possession of Socinians, carried

to their minds a conviction of wrong and infamy in the desecration

which no argument could produce. Beside Mr Mottershead of

Nantwich, at whose house Mr Henry died, and who had been

trained for the ministry by him, being a year resident in his

house, was the minister who introduced Arianism into New-
come's chapel in Cross Street Manchester, and we have seen

the inferences drawn from pupils in respect to their tutors.

As to Mr Henry's liberality with regard to attacks on the

doctrine of the Trinity it is necessary to quote his remarks. "Mr
Emlyn was with me to-day, September 1, 1705, and adheres to

the Arian heresy. I had a deal of talk with him and endeavoured

to shew him that even his own principles are nearer to the

orthodox than the Socinian." "It was a pleasure to Socinus, that

arch-heretic, that he had no master. We wish it had been his

fate to have had no scholars." Williams's Life of Henry,

pp. 180, 181.

Mr Henry's confession of faith at his ordination is given in

Mr Williams's Life of him. In it he says of the doctrine of the

Trinity, " This is a revealed mystery which I do believe but

cannot comprehend." He embodied in it the twentieth answer
of the Assembly's Catechism, for which see note.
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In 1702 he published a Scripture Catechism in the manner of

the Assembly's, in which he founds a question on every principal

word of the old manual, and answers it from Scripture.*

There is an amusing candour in the use of the past tense in

expressing the admiration for Howe and Henry, of the "Presby-

terian body" " to which [they] belonged."

In 1704 was published a very popular tract printed on one sheet for

general circulation, entitled, ' The Layman's Reasons for his joining in

stated communion with a congregation of moderate Dissenters,' which

Calamy has preserved in his additions to his abridgment of Baxter, vol.

i., p. 673, stating ' that it well deserves to be preserved.' In this there

is not a word about doctrinal purity or conditions of any sort ; but on

the other hand the writer expresses himself as follows :

' And through the grace of God I think I can truly say this is my
character. I am heartily concerned about my soul, and my everlasting

condition. It is my care and desire to please God, and to work out my
salvation. All other interests and concerns are nothing to me in com-

parison with this. I seriously profess I am afraid of sin, and am solici-

tous to be found in the way of my duty, and to get all the help I can

to forward me towards heaven, and fit me for it. Hereunto I can add

* The following is an extract, omitting the Scripture, from the analysis of the twen-

tieth answer :
" God, having out of His mere good pleasure from all eternity

elected some to eternal life, did enter into a covenant of grace to deliver them out of a

state of sin and misery, and to bring them into a state of salvation by a redeemer.

Might not God justly have left all mankind to perish in their fallen state ? Yes. . . .

Could man help himself out of his state of sin and misery ? No. . . .

Did God contrive a way for man's recovery ? Yes. . . .

Did God particularly design the salvation of a remnant of mankind ? Yes.

Are there some whom God has chosen ? Yes.

Is there a certain number of such? Yes.

Were they chosen from eternity ? Yes.

Were they chosen for the sake of anything in themselves ? N».

But of his mere good pleasure ? Yes.

Were they chosen to salvation as the end ? Yes.

And to sanctification as the means ? Yes,

Was it for the glory of God ? Yes.

Shall the election obtain ? Yes.

Does our salvation begin there ? Yes.

Are others passed by ? Yes.

Does God know certainly whom he has chosen ? Yes.

Do we know it ? No.

Can we know our own election otherwise than by our being sanctified? No.
Were the elect given to Christ ? Yes.

Did he undertake their salvation ? Yes.

Was it promised him that he should effect it ? Yes.

And was he himself assured of it? Yes.

And d»cs it always prove so ? Yes.

And shall any of them miscarry ? No."
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this further protestation that through the grace of God 1 have a catholic

charity for all good Christians. I cannot monopolize the church ; it is

narrow enough, I dare not make it narrower. I love a good man what-
ever party he belongs to, and him that follows Christ, though he doth
not follow with me. He that fears God and works righteousness, is

accepted of God and shall be accepted by me.

'My practice is this. I join myself sometimes with the assemblies

of the public establishment, if an opportunity offers itself on a week
day, or if I happen on a Lord's day to be out of the reach of such
assemblies as I choose statedly to join with, I freely and cheerfully

attend the divine service of the church, knowing nothing in the prayers
but what I can heartily say amen to, which 1 choose rather to do than
answer aloud after the minister. And this I do that I may testify my
catholic charity, and my communion with, and affection to all good
Christians, though I be not in everything of their mind. Hereby like-

wise I endeavour to fulfil all righteousness, and in my place I bear my
testimony to that which is of God in the public establishment wherein

I do rejoice, yea, and will rejoice. But I constantly join in all the

ordinances with a congregation of moderate and sober dissenters, with

them I hold stated communion.'

This tract was included in the edition of Matthew Henry's
Miscellaneous Works, printed in 1 726, and has appeared in all sub-

sequent editions of thern. It is a defence of Nonconformity, and as

such, relates only to the questions between the supporters of the

Establishment and the Dissenters. It assumes that they all held

the same faith, and therefore what is said has no bearing on
difference of doctrine. There was, in fact, no assembly for

heterodox worship in the three kingdoms in 1704.

Whenever we are able to obtain information of what was going on

among the leaders of the denomination, we trace marks of the prevalence

of the same liberal feeling. Whatever evidences the tone of exhortation

and preaching of the Presbyterian ministry among themselves, when
occasion called them together, is of course important to be noted oh the

present occasion ; with this view we refer to a funeral sermon published

in 1702, as preached for the Rev. Mr John Fairfax, (minister at

Barking and Ipswich), on the 23rd August, 1700, by Samuel Bury,

minister of the Presbyterian congregation at Bury St. Edmonds, the

leading town of Suffolk, where the dissenters were very numerous. Mr
Bury was educated at Mr Doolittle's academy, Islington, and was there

contemporary with the celebrated Matthew Henry, of whom he once

said, ' he was to me a most desirable friend, and I love heaven better

since he went there.'
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Mr Fairfax, on whose funeral the neighbouring ministers were

gathered together, was of the family of the Lord General Fairfax, a

Fellow of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, who had been ejected from

Barking, in Suffolk, under the Act of Uniformity. Calamy, in his

account of the Suffolk ministers, treats him as their chief and leader.

The principal Presbyterian minister of the district thus addressee

his brother ministers so assembling on the funeral of their late leader.

' To you my brethren in the ministry. . . . The only exhorta-

tion I would humbly offer upon this occasion is this : that since other

burning and shining lights are removed, let us endeavour to be such

ourselves for the future, that the interest of Christ may suffer the less

by the death of others, and that this may come yet nearer, I hope it will

be no offence that we may shine forth, more especially these four ways :

1. In the plainness of our ministry. 2. In the heavenliness of our

lives. 3. In the catholickness of our tempers. Let us never impale

religion within parties, or believe that none can be saved besides our-

selves, or presently call for fire from heaven on those that will not

receive us. Let religion itself in its own latitude be the common bond

of all union, and whatever differences may be amongst us, in smaller mat-

ters, let us be lovers of all good men. It was Mr Jeremy Burroughs's

motto upon his study door that Opinionum varietas et opinantmni unitas

non sunt aa-va-Tara. 4. In our devotedness to all good. In the preface

Mr Bury, addressing himself to the same persons, exhorts them to be

men of charity that [they] may not impropriate Christ or confine the

grace of God within the circuit of their own opinions, but to shine

forth in the catholickness of our tempers.'

It will be observed that (in this address by a principal minister to

his brethren on their qualifications and duties) there is not even an
allusion to doctrine except in the way of regarding it altogether as a

matter of latitude and charity.

Mr Bury removed in 1718 to Lewin's Mead Chapel, Bristol, then

and now a leading Presbyterian congregation of the west of England.

We shall find him continuing in the same liberal views throughout his

life.

He seems to have been a believer in General Redemption in opposi-

tion to the Calvinists. In his Exhortation to Mr Samuel Savage at his

ordination, 1714, p. 69, he says :

4 As to the point of Universal Redemption, it is observable that the

catechism expressly asserts that we are bound to keep God's command-
ments upon the account of his being our redeemer. But all are bound
to keep God's commandments ; therefore he so far redeemed all as to lay

upon them an obligation thereby which all unbelievers shall be judged

for refusing and slighting ; which could not be if the non-elect were no
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way concerned in it.' He recommends < unity and peace,' the reading

of healing authors, and says, ' The many excellent Irenicums that learned

men have wrote are of the best of our books.' p. 70.

Mr Bury left a tract entitled, A Dying Pastor's Last Legacy to his

Flock, written a little before his death at Bristol, in 1730. It is

printed in the Protestant Dissenters' Magazine, vol. i., p. 248. In it he
says :

V I never was prostituted to any party, but have endeavoured to

serve God as a Catholic Christian. I could not conform to the present

establishment of the Church of England, because of difficulties which
upon the most impartial study have appeared to me as insuperable.

Nor could I ever be reconciled to the temper of unpeaceable Dissenters,

who would censure or unchurch all men that were not of their way. I

have loved a conformist as heartily as a nonconformist, where both have

been for conscience sake ; and where the power of godliness hath equally

appeared in both, they have equally shared in my sincere love and
affection.'

Mr Bury's case is important as his late testimony to liberality of

opinion is connected with evidence of its existence at the early period of

1702, first cited.

Mr Bury's case is referred to three times, so that it challenges

careful examination. Mr Fairfax was, according to Dr Calamy,
thoroughly evangelical, (as may be inferred from what is here said

of him,) and so eminent a man that Mr Bury appears, from the

account of the sermon in the Nonconformist's memorial, to have
been allowed, though without episcopal ordination, to preach his

funeral sermon in the church from which he had been ejected.

That Mr Bury was chosen to preach such a man's funeral

sermon is sufficient testimony to him. But so far from not

alluding to doctrine except in the way of regarding it altogether

as a matter of latitude and charity he, according to the condensed
account just referred to, expressly said of Mr Fairfax, " He was
an orthodox minister who adhered to all the doctrinal articles of

the Church of England."

Mr Bury's expressions as to General Redemption are such

as the Independents of the present day would use. The refer-

ence to the catechism, and the tone of the sentence in which it

occurs, indicate, to those accustomed to such writing, that he

himself was of the old opinions. The Irenicunis up to 1714, had
been devoted almost exclusively to the controversy between the

Establishment and the Nonconformists. The last of the extracts

shows the parties referred to in the first of them.
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His last legacy to his flock is i*eprinted entire in Mr Murch's

volume with the remark that it contains nothing that might not

be written by a Unitarian minister of the present day. It is too

long for insertion here, but no one accustomed to the style of

evangelical divines will fail to recognise the writer of it as of

their party. Allowance must always be made for the ministers

of the first half of the last century, since it was the habit of the

time to keep doctrine in the background. But though this was

true of Bury's generation, especially towards the end of his life,

it was not so of Fairfax's, with which we have to do.

Mr Bury's theology may be known from the fact that the

funeral sermon for his wife, of whom he wrote a life, was preached

by the Rev. William Tong, then of Salters' Hall, a Subscriber,

who, Mr Walter Wilson says, though he ranked with the Presby-

terian denomination yet associated very much with the Inde-

pendents. Mr Tong was also Matthew Henry's biographer, who
died in 1716, and although there is no other biography which

gives so good an account of the Dissenters of his generation, yet

it is never quoted in the Proofs.

Mr Bury's congregation is a very remarkable instance of the

connexion between the Presbyterians and Independents. The

first two ministers, Mr Weeks and Mr Joseph Kentish, are

claimed alike by the Lewin's Mead Chapel and the Bridge Street

Chapel. The license to Mr Weeks on the occasion of the Indul-

gence in Charles the Second's time, is however preserved in the

vestry of the latter place. The explanation that suggests itself

is that on the Presbyterians removing from Tucker Street to

Lewin's Mead the Independents remained behind in the aban-

doned chapel. In 1710 the Rev. Strickland Gough became

co-pastor of Independents at Tucker Street, after being minister

of Presbyterians at Lewin's Mead, and there can be no question

of his orthodoxy. From Mr Murch's account of the Lewin's

Mead congregation it appears that they did not change their

old hymn-book, (sup. p. 36), until the death of Mr Bury's

successor, Mr Diaper. This is one of the congregations which

has always been managed by a committee, and it is the most

wealthy body of nonconformists in the West of England. This

is shewn by the unexampled provision of coach-houses and stables

among their congregational buildings, as they do not allow

distance of residence to prevent their attendance at the worship

of their choice.
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Mr Benjamin Bennet, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, carries ua back to

a sufficiently early period for every purpose, being chosen minister in

1699.

[The following quotations are from supplement number 1, where Mr
Bennet's opinions are discussed in connexion with those of the other

Northern ministers.]

' Either every man must judge for himself in matters of religion or not.

If not, how come we to assume this liberty to appeal from those who
would impose upon us, to Christ, the Lord of conscience

This has hitherto been the rock on which the dissenters stand, their

impregnable fort, which they never have been and never can be beat

from unless they beti'ay themselves and give it up. And if this be our

right as Christians it is every Christian's right, and how inconsistent

must it be for us who need it, and claim it for ourselves ; to deny it to

others.' Memorial of the Reformation chiefly in England, p. x.

It is presumed that this must place beyond all question the fret

that [Mr Bennet] did hold sentiments of the most liberal kind in respect

to the right of private judgment in matters of religion ; and that he

would have held in abhorreuce the recent decisions of the Courts of

Chancery which deprive the body to whom he belonged of this, their

distinguishing principle, and which are in direct variance with what he

and so many other of his brethren have repeatedly asserted to be the foun-

dation on which they in their dissent, rested, and for which many of

them embraced dissent. It will not do to say that these were the

opinions of here and there a speculative man amongst them. It

has been shewn on the best possible evidence that such a man as

Dr. Calamy became a minister among the dissenters rather than in

the church, in order that he might secure this freedom. The earnest4

ness with which Dr. Samuel Wright,* the Carter Lane minister, asserted it

has been already shewn, and the testimony borne to it by other eminent

London ministers. We have now the most eminent and influential

minister in the four northern counties, which were to be a principal

scene of Lady Hewley's benefactions, pleading earnestly for the principle,

and not averse that the principle had led the most distinguished lay

dissenter of the time a little astray from the orthodox sentiments of

the generation that was gone by ; this too as early as 1721, when so

many ministers had in consequence of the exercise of this right re-

* Dr. Wright's' words are, "I think it is in the general an agreed point amongst the

Protestants that no man has a right to impose his sense of the Bible upon another any
more than to impose a new Bible and Scripture itself upon him. In effect the on. is

pretty much the same as the other. The grand point which the Dissenters are

(1712) contending for is this, that nothing be insisted on as a term of communion bul

what our blessed Lord has required and laid down as such in the received canon of

Scripture.''

21
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nounced the Trinity, and it must be presumed that Mr Bennet could

not be so inattentive to the natural working of the principle as not to

perceive that as it had led Peirce, Hallett, Sager, Billingsley, Stogden,

Foster, Chandler, and many other ministers, to renounce the orthodoxy

of their forefathers so it would go on producing the same effect, nor

could any one say how far the deviation might go, short of the absolute

renunciation of the Divine authority of the teachings of Christ and his

apostles.

In the year 1722 Mr Bennet published a small volume entitled

Trenicum, or a Review of some late Controversies about the Trinity,

private judgment, church authority, &c, wherein the right of Chris-

tians to judge for themselves in matters of religion is vindicated, and

objections to the contrary answered, some remarks concerning fundamen-

tals are offered, and the certain and only terms of peace and union are

laid clown, p. 109.

He might have foreseen what has happened when he penned the

conclusion of the following remarkable passage :
' Though a person be

never so impartial, diligent, faithful in the study of his Bible, and never

so capable of understanding it ; though he believe every doctrine he finds

there ; though he make it his great care and business not only to live

but recommend to others the religion of the Bible, yet if he cannot pro-

nounce the church's shibboleth, i.e., if he do not harmonize with the pre-

vailing party that call themselves orthodox, and the church, in every

opinion of theirs, he must be a sacrifice in that way and manner which

obtains when and where he lives ; must help to furnish an act of the faith

in one place, for the entertainment of the holy inquisitors ; undergo also

the torture of a bastinading more cruel than death; or where these

methods of wholesome severity do not prevail must at least be rased out

of all charitable lists.'

This is really in fact what has now been done. Yet the writer of

these lines must be presumed to have known what was the intention of

the lady whose beneficence was scattered among the ministers of his

denomination everywhere around him, better than they can be known
now. p. 110.

We obtain a view of what Mr Bennet considered as being worthy to

be regarded the fundamentals of Christian doctrine as understood by
the Presbyterian body in his day, in which we find not a trace of

Calvinism ; and his Trinity is of the most subdued and moderate

character, such as answers not to any orthodox description of the doctrine

and which could not answer to the test of the courts below.

'In short, Christians are, I think, agreed on such articles as these,

which may be reckoned among the fundamentals. That God is, and is a

rewarder of them that diligently seek him, that the Scripture is the
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word of God, that Jesus of Nazareth is the promised Messiah, and is

come in the flesh ; that there is but one God, and yet that there are three

persons, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, to whom the Scripture ascribes

divinity
; that the soul is immortal ; that there is a future state of reward

and punishments ; that the interest and happiness of the soul is to be

preferred to that of the body, and the affairs and concernments of

eternity to those of time (which is the grand principle and foundation of

practical religion) ; that all our intercoms and our acceptance with God
is through a mediator, who died for our sins and rose again for our justi-

fication, who ever lives to make intercession for us ; that God treats with

sinners upon terms of faith and repentance; that without holiness no
man shall see the Lord ; that it is appointed for all men once to die and
after that the judgment. I had almost added that we take Christ for

our only master in religion, and depend on his favour alone for our

encouragement therein.

' 7. Whatever difficulty there may be in stating fundamentals, fixing

their precise number, or the certain criterion by which they may be

infallibly distinguished and known, it may be concluded, I think, with

great assurance, that no impartial sincere inquirer after truth ever did

or ever shall err in fundamentals.' How much of doctrine esteemed ortho-

dox he virtually excludes appears from his reasoning on this proposition :

but still more strikingly from his illustrations of the next proposition,

which is thus fearlessly enunciated :

'8. The not observing the distinction between errors fundamental and

not fundamental, and pronouncing men heretics for their differing

opinions and mistakes (supposed or real) in matters of little moment
and consequence in i*eligion, has been the main source of animosities and

schisms, and the great occasion of oppression and tyranny in the church

from age to age.'

And again,

'9. Though, as has been granted, it is not easy to determine what are

fundamentals and to define heresy, 'tis less difficult to determine what

are not fundamentals ; and it may certainly be ooncludod from what has

been said that many of these doctrines about which we have had the

wai'inest and most uncharitable contests are not fundamentals.'

Under this head he plainly and in terms shuts out the doctrine of

the Trinity from the class of fundamentals.

' The same remark may be applied to the doctrine of the Trinity, as

it has been a subject of dispute and been stated in several and different

schemes. I can't think it (the disputed part) has the importance of a

fundamental. Men may be equally sincere, equally pious and good, and

equally accepted of God, notwithstanding their different sentiments in

this controversy. Nor is it plain enough to pass for a fundamental, nor
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easyenough to be understood, nor clearly enough revealed. Let any of our

Bchemista go through our congregations, whether among Churchmen or

Dissenters, with their draught of this doctrine; and a proper number of

queries in their hand relating to it, and I'm mistaken if they don't find

upon inquiry by the answers they'll get either that their doctrine is not

fundamental, or th.it the generality, even of the best character for religion,

are no Christians. Let them ask what they understand by three hypos-

tases or persons ; or what their notion of a person in the Trinity ; how

they understand it that they are three and yet but one ; what the

difference between person and personality ; what's meant by the

eternal genei-ation of the Son and procession of the Holy Ghost. If

some have learnt any terms of speaking from catechisms, confessions,

<fec, that may pass with the examiner for orthodox
;
yet if they have not

ideas and notions answerable to them, as I am confident is the case with

respect to many, only can repeat words they understand not, they are no

wiser than their neighbours, who want the knowledge of their sounds.

Let them, I say, make the scrutiny in most congregations in England,

and I'm afraid, if understanding and orthodoxy here be the test of

Christianity, we shall lose the company of the best part of our com-

munities.

1 In short I think it demonstrable that there is no scheme of the doc-

trine of the Trinity, (if we insert in our explications according to this

or that hypothesis), of that importance, and which carries that evidence

in it as justly to be accounted fundamental.'

Then after objecting to the Arian scheme as not fundamental he

proceeds thus : 'Nor can it be denied without gross partiality that what

we have learnt to call the orthodox scheme is attended with very great

difficulties. This scheme asserts the unity of the Godhead with a trinity of

persons of the same essential perfections. The first article of the

Church of England has it thus, 'In the Unity of the Godhead there

be three persons, of one substance, power, and eternity, the Father, the

Son, and the Holy Ghost.' The Assembly's catechism thus :
' There

are three persons in the Godhead : the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Ghost, and these three are one God, the same in substance,

equal in power and glory' And the same doctrine though ex-

pressed with variety of terms is owned by most of the Protestant

churches, as appears from their confessions ; as also by the Papists,

in this article esteemed orthodox. All agree that there is and can- be
but one God, and that the Father, Son, and Spirit are the one God.
I'.ut when they come to explain it, and shew how they are one, and how
three

;
\\ hal their unity, and what their distinction; they have run into

such different inconsistent, hypotheses, (not without some severe censures
one of another), as that the adversaries of the doctrine have taken occasion
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from thence to form a fivefold Trinity. Now without pretending to say

who offers the best explication, I can't forbear thinking from their

various hypotheses, and the manner in which they manage their debates,

that neither one nor other of their explications concern the essence of

the Christian faith or are amongst the fundamentals.'

In this section also we find him laying down what is his own
scheme of thx'ee Divine persons, with their different offices, distinguishing

it from the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity, however it had been

explained. In the tenth or summary and concluding proposition, he states

the principle thus :

' 10. The method proposed, leaving Christians to^the liberty they have

an inalienable right to, and are bound to use, of judging for themselves

in matters of religion, bearing with one another in lesser matters, and

uniting in fundamentals, which may be expressed by the single term

Catholicism, as 'tis the certain and only possible way of peace and

union, so it will be found in many other respects highly advantageous

to the Christian church and interest of religion.'

That Mr Bennet had throughout in his mind the persecution of

Peirce, Hallet, and other ministers in the west, by the self-called

orthodox party among the dissenters, appears from the passage next to

be cited.

' How many great and excellent persons are lost to the generality

of the neighbourhood, and too often to the church, their reputation

wounded and usefulness destroyed, and they laid aside as a broken

vessel, and this by the influence of bigotry and schism, purely on the

account of some or other supposed error, that an uncharitable faction

has set a brand upon 1 The church has long felt the mischief of such

temper. I wish we do not see the further ill effects of it in some

remarkable instances in our day
;
particularly in discoui'aging some of

the strongest heads and warmest hearts in the ministry, as well as

candidates and students for it. Whereas Catholicism woidd unite the

church, and consecpxently defend and strengthen it.' He then proceeds

to show what are the matters which he thinks proper for the fervent

prayers of devout Christians in respect of this subject.

' That the general and important doctrines of religion were more

studied, believed, and had in greater request amongst us ; such as the

being and perfections of God ; the divinity of the Holy Scriptures ; the

truth and excellency of the Christian religion ; the immortality of the

soul; the certainty of a future state of rewards and punishments; the

necessity of mortification, of self-denial ; of living godly, soberly, and

righteously in this present world, «tc. These and the like, as they are

the great principles and foundations of practical religion and have the

greatest tendency to cultivate and improve the mind, so they challenge our
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cl liefest regard. I reckon it a fatal mistake, and indeed one main occasion

of the apostacy of the church, that we have been drawn to a neglect of these

great and general doctrines, and have suffered our zeal to spend itself

upon little controversies, and sometimes upon fancies of our own inven-

tion. How far these erroi-s have affected our academies and schools of

education I shan't at present enquire, but can't forbear thinking 'tis a

sorry preparation for the pulpit for a young man to have his head filled

with little but the subtleties of the supralapsarian and sublapsarian

scheme ; with questions about the extent of Christ's death, the possibility

of the heathen's salvation, the necessity of a regular succession, baptism,

orders, the nature ofschism, &c, whilst in the meantime he is unacquainted

with the most useful necessary doctrines of religion; those truths by

which souls live ; and indeed ignorant of the foundations of all religion

;

has never been employed in an impartial study of the word of God, or

a diligent study of his own heart. Did we apply ourselves to the

weightier points of religion, were we under the power and influence of

the great doctrines I have mentioned and such like, we should soon discern

the vanity of a religion that is taken up in repeating creeds, wrangling

about uncertain speculations, and that evaporates into ceremonies.'

After his death a series of sermons by him on Paul's encomium

on Christian charity, in 1 Corinthians, chap, xiii., was published. In these

sermons, having occasion to explain what he understands by faith, it is

not explained in the manner of the orthodox, very far from it, but pre-

cisely as it would be explained now by the most heretical of the minis-

ters who have been removed from the benefit of this trust ;
' the belief

of a testimony, the assent to this or that proposition upon the testimony of

another,' while the objects of Christian faith are represented by him as

being the ' doctrines, precepts, laws, promises, and threatenings that God

has revealed ; ' [an account is then given of these doctrines, but not in

the words of the author, except the following :]

' Concerning the Son, his person, nature, offices, and all the rules

and laws he delivered to the world concerning the Holy Spirit ; concern-

ing pardon of sin, eternal life, and the way thereto ; concerning the necessi-

ty and several branches of holiness, our duty to God, our neighbour,

and ourselves. Faith views all these as so many divine oi'acles, assents

to them, setting its seal and amen thereto, in the words of the angel

in the Revelation, ' These are the true sayings of God.' p. 117.

Let these sentiments of a pastor of Lady Hewley's own time, and" in

one of Lady Hewley's own churches, be contrasted with those which are

called orthodox, and the difference will be at once apparent.

Most readers will agree with Mr Knight Brace's wonder
that these passages were cited by the Socinians, as they state the

belief in the Trinity, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit as fundamen-
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tal, and deny that character only to the explications of it. The
last passage, speaking of the person, nature and offices of the

Son as the objects of faith, is consistent only with orthodox

views. The definition of faith would not be objected to by any
persons of that class. Doctors Bogue and Bennett said of Mr
Bennet, in 1810, after mentioning his other works, " His Irenicum

is not much known. Like many other good men he was not

aware of the pernicious effects of Arianism, and he entertained

a more favourable idea of the sentiments of some of the dissent-

ing ministers than they deserved. The general principles of the

book are good, but not suitably applied." He seems to have been

much hurt by the treatment the non-subscribers received.

His method of denying Lord Barrington's Arianism conveys

the notion that he was not one himself, and he has left many
books from which his opinions can be ascertained. No connec-

tion is shewn between him and Lady Hewley, but he very early,

if not from the first, became the distributor of her charity in the

northern counties. He was not a trustee, and seems not to have

had any discretion in the apportionment of the fund, but to have

paid the beneficiaries in the northern counties, as every one who
succeeded him in the chapel did until the chancery proceedings.

Even if he had been a notorious heresiarch, there seems no reason

why agreement with him should be imputed to Dr. Colton any

more than to Mr. Stretton, on whose orthodoxy there cannot be

any imputation. Mr Bennet's books quoted in the Proofs were

published within five years of his death, but proofs of heresy much
more convincing than the extracts afford will be necessary to im-

peach the orthodoxy of the author of the Christian Oratory. His

latter writings were on peace and love, and he thought that the

differences which he saw, heard, or read of, were strifes of words

respecting matters on which any certainty was impossible and

any agreement was improbable, owing to the limit imposed on

the faculties of man, and did not believe that there was any

defection from fundamentals, as to which he agreed with the

Evangelical school. He trusted that all was substantially right

and safe around him, as he died when as yet there was only

one avowedly Arian congregation in England.

Dr. Thomas Colton, who will be conspicuous as Lady Hewley's

pastor, is then mentioned as " of the same liberal comprehensive

spirit," and John Dunton's character of him is given as " a very
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prudent, peaceable man of the primitive stamp, no bigot to any

party, but a lover of all good men of whatever persuasion soever."

Dunton's character of himself is then set out, to explain the

praise he gave Dr. Colton, but as he was himself a member of

the Establishment it is immaterial here. In his autobiography he

particularly avows his own belief in the Trinity, but praises

Emlyn, shortly before his prosecution, without shewing any sus-

picion of his heterodoxy. He notices two sermons which Dr.

Colton preached. These seem not to have been brought forward

by either party during the litigation, and no information was afforded

by the Socinians as to Dr. Colton, which is remarkable, as all papers

connected with him and his congregation, as well as with Lady

Hewley and her charity, were in their possession. The only evi-

dence given as to his sentiments was the extracts from his sermon

for Lady Hewley, which will be given in a subsequent page, and the

commencement of his will:
" I commit my immortal soul into the

hands of Almighty God, my Creator, and which I beseech him

mercifully to look upon, not as it is in itself polluted with sin, but

as it is redeemed and purged with the precious blood of his only

beloved Son, and my most sweet Saviour, Jesus Christ, in confi-

dence of whose merits and mediation alone it is that I cast

myself upon the mercy of God for the pardon of my sins and

the hope of eternal life."

The subdued and moderate tone of the Presbyterians of that time,

so unlike the spirit of some leading persons in the Presbyterian body at

the time when Presbyterianism was in the ascendant, is no doubt prin-

cipally to be attributed to the persecution to which for thirty years they

had in their political character been exposed. It is observed by Drs.

Bogue and Bennett in a passage already cited at greater length, that

' when the revolution brought with it the enjoyment of quietness and

freedom from oppression, the minds of the dissenters naturally took a

wider range, and acquired considerable enlargement as to their ideas of

religious liberty.' It is to be observed that this was not subsequent to

the date of the Presbyterian foundations, but that this was the state of

the Presbyterian mind before and at the time when these foundations

were made ; and that this comprehensive and liberal spirit appears to

afford the true solution of the fact which is so extraordinary a part of

this remarkable case, that in their religious foundations the Presbyterians

took no care to exclude any party of professing Christians in future

times from enjoying the benefit of them.

Lady Hewley's foundation is particularly unrestricted. It was for
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the benefit of persons who were 'poor and godly preachers of Christ's

Holy Gospel,' not a woixl being said respecting how the term Christ's

Holy Gospel is to be understood, nor any reference made to any creed,

confession, or catechism, which contained any doctrine which such

preachers were to inculcate. They were to regulate their preaching

according to their own sense of what that Gospel was, and what the

Scriptures which contain it teach. To have done otherwise, to have tied

down the persons who were comprehended in their charitable intentions

to the doctrines of the Assembly's Catechism, of the Catechism by Mr
Bowles, who had been in the time of the Commonwealth a celebrated

preacher at York, or to the doctrine of any other catechism, would in

fact have been at variance with that spirit of comprehensiveness which

pervaded at that period the Presbyterian body, and which those who
most influenced and guided it studiously sought to encourage.

It is not, however, meant to be asserted that there did not prevail

in the Presbyterian body a persuasion that the doctrine of the Trinity

in some one of the many forms in which it is professed, but probably

in the lowest Sabellian form, was a doctrine of Scripture, and made a

part of Christianity ; or that there was not a similar persuasion res-

pecting the doctrines of Original Sin and of the Atonement in some

form of them ; but that these doctrines were not placed by them in so

prominent and commanding a position that a court in these days,

called upon to interpret their intent, is compelled to assume that their

charities cannot be administered by persons who do not profess to hold

those doctrines, and cannot be partaken of by persons who profess not to

regard those doctrines as essential truths of the gospel. If the founders had

considered them in the light in which the courts have placed them, it is

contended that they would have guarded them by erecting barriers so

marked and uncompromising, that no one could have thought of entering

within them who had not the proper qualification. Nothing would have

been easier. Lady Hewley for instance might have said, that every

minister receiving benefit under her trust, every student entering on the

course of education for the ministry, and even every person who should

administer the trust, must declare his reception of the Assembly's

Catechism, of Mr Bowles's Catechism, or of some other symbol of

Christian faith, as containing his views of the Christian doctrine, and

repeat the declaration from time to time as occasion arose. She has

done no such thing, and that she did not do it is apparently a proof that

she did not intend that her charities should be thus restricted ; but that

the benefit of them should be enjoyed by any minister of Christ's

Holy Gospel, however there might be variations, more or less consider-

able, from the notions respecting that gospel which she herself might be

supposed to hold.

22
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Concluding Observations. The appellants do not wish to conceal

the fact that the majority of them have held opinions to which the

name of Unitarian is given. What they submit is, that there is not

that wide difference between their opinions and those of the Presbyte-

rian founders, (supposing such opinions to have, which they deny, any

thing to do with the foundation), which makes it incumbent on the

courts to disturb them in the peaceful possession they have so long

enjoyed. If it could have been shewn that Lady Hewley and the other

Presbyterian founders were strict Calvinists, persons exceedingly zealous

for the doctrine of the Trinity, and making their foundations with

guards for the especial pi'otection of that doctrine, then perhaps the

dissimilarity ought to amount to a disqualification. But this they sub-

mit is not in proof, and cannot be proved, but on the contrary, that while

the Independents of that period generally did hold them, and were

zealous for opinions called orthodox, the Presbyterians generally, and

especially the more learned, opulent, influential, and considerable of them,

in electing between freedom of opinion and strict unity of doctrine,

preferred the former, and that they were in fact, as to doctrine, of the

school of such men as Hales, Chillingworth, Whitby, Tillotson, Hoad-

ley, men of so moderate and subdued an orthodoxy, that the zealots of

those times would refuse to them the name of orthodox, as they refuse

it to the appellants now. They again refer on this subject to the judg-

ment already quoted of Dr. Hey, the late Norrisian Professor of Divinity

in the University of Cambridge, speaking in his lectures which have been

printed and published, of the near resemblance which there is between

those called Unitarian and the moderately orthodox.

Bishop Watson had, before Dr. Hey, thus written on this subject :

' If different men, in carefully and conscientiously examining the

Scriptures, should arrive at different conclusions, even on points of the

last importance, we trust God will be merciful to him that is in error.

We trust that He will pardon the Unitarian if he be in error, because

he has fallen into it from a dread of becoming an idolater, of giving

that glory to another which he conceives to be due to God alone. If

the worshipper of Jesus Christ be in an error, we trust that God will par-

don his mistake, because he has fallen into it from a dread of disobeying

what he conceives to be revealed concerning the nature of the' Son, or

commanded concerning the honour to be given him. Both ai'e actuated

by the same principle, the fear of God ; and though that principle

impels them into different roads, it is our hope and belief that if they

add to their faith charity, they will meet in heaven.' Tracts Vol. I.,

preface p. 17.

But whatever their opinions are (and they hope and believe that

they retain all the real fundamentals of religion, and that there is on
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that ground no reason to dispossess them of that which lias been delivered

down to them by due descent from their fathers and predecessors, and
which the courts below found them in the peaceable possession of for more
than a century) whatever their opinions are, they believe them to be

those which are really taught in Scripture, and to be those which the

present advauced state of theological science not only authorizes men to

entertain, but does in fact require of them. They do not however stand

forth to censure those who follow not with them. They are satisfied

with having acted on the noble principle of the Presbyterian founders,

that human authority in matters of religion is to be disregarded ; that

the Scriptures are the only rule of men's Christian faith and practice
;

and that they are to use the best means with which men are furnished

for ascertaining what is the true sense and doctrine of the teachings

of the revered founder of Christianity and his apostles, as they are to

be collected from those sacred records, in full confidence that the truth,

whatever it may be, on controverted subjects, will not be injured by this

freedom, but that by this exercise of men's understanding it can only be

discovered and maintained.*

The extracts given in the Proofs from Presbyterian authors by

no means establish the position that they did not hold any

doctrines to be fundamental, for three from Baxter, pp. 144, 145,

147, one from Howe, p. 154, two from Calamy, p. 154, (in

reference to Howe), p. 158, one from Bennet, p. 173, two

from Shower, pp. 159, 160, (one in a letter to Joshua Oldfield,

referring to Nathaniel Oldfield), and one from Wright, p. 171,

all refer to some doctrines as necessary essential or fundamen-

tal, or to some terms of communion as fixed by Christ.

The smaller and indifferent matters referred to by Calamy,

p. 154, Howe, p. 154, Shower, p. 160, Bennet, p. 174, and Dun-

ton (not reprinted here), clearly all relate to church govern-

ment and matters in dispute with the Establishment, to points

in controversy between Calvinists and Arminians, or to questions

which, in Bishop Davenant's phrase, quoted by Mr Howe, non ad

fidem fundamentalem sed ad peritiam theologicam, et fortasse

non ad banc quidem, sed aliquando ad curiositatem theologicam.

Moses Lowman in his Essay on Orthodoxy already referred to

says,

" I never yet could see a list of fundamentals in Christianity, I have

heard Protestants when upbraided by the Romanists for want of unity,

* Here the quotations from the Proofs end, and the smaller type will be henceforth

used for other extracts.
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plead agreement in fundamentals, and I have heard the Papists hereupon

demand such a list, but I never knew any Protestant hardy enough to

produce it."

After the manner in which Mr Howe is referred to in the

Proofs his authority must be considered as conclusive upon what

the Presbyterians of his day held to be the fundamental and

essential doctrines of Christianity. In his first sermon on the

Carnality of Religious Contention, preached towards the end of

the controversy originating in Crisp's works, which drove him

from the Pinners' Hall lecture, he states " the incomparably

greater things wherein all serious Christians are agreed, and

wherein they really cannot but be agreed," as follows.

"We are all agreed that a sinner, an apostate lapsed creature, can

never be saved and brought to a blessed state, but he must be justified

and he must be sanctified. He must be justified to make his state safe
;

he must be sanctified to make the temper of his spirit good, capable of

communion with God in this world, and of final eternal blessedness with

him in the other. We are agreed that such justification and such sanc-

tification are both the effects of most absolutely free and sovereign grace
;

that none could be ever justified but by freest grace ; that none can

ever be sanctified but by freest grace, most absolutely and most sove-

reignly free. We are agreed that the highest perfection of sanctification

that can possibly be attained unto signifies nothing at all to deserve, to

procure by merit, our justification. AVe are agreed that both, as they

are from the most free and sovereign grace, so they do come through the

mediation of Jesus Christ, the alone Mediator between God and man ; that

the righteousness is entirely and only Christ's, by which we are justified

;

that the spirit is most entirely and only Christ's, by which we are sanc-

tified

"We are agreed that whoever does sincerely, evangelically believe in

God through Christ, receive Christ, is united with him, or is in him
;

who doth by sincere repentance turn to God ; whose heart is won to

love him in truth as his highest and best good ; who is conformed to the

image of his Son ; and who, having been made willing in the day of his

power, doth now render a sincere obedience to him ; every such one is

in a safe state, accepted with God, has found gi*ace in his eyes. . . .

" We do all agree that they that do never believe, they that never re-

pent, they that never love God, they that are never brought to obey him,

that live in enmity and rebellion against him to the last breath, must
needs be in a lost state, are never justified, never accepted with God, are

liable unto coming and abiding wrath, and remain under condemnation.

We agree that such faith, such repentance, such love to God, such obe-
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dience, even in the most entire sincerity, are not to be considered at all

as any cause of such a person's acceptance with God ; they do charac-

terize the accepted person, but they cause it not, they deserve nothing
nay, they could not if they were perfect. No internal work of the Holy
Ghost, though in this our present state it were most absolutely perfect,

so as to exclude every thing of sin, could be any part of that righteousness

which must justify us before God. To suppose that it could, would be
manifestly to confound the offices of the Redeemer and of the Holy Ghost.

It was Christ that was to merit for us ; the Holy Ghost was never to

merit for us. It was not the Holy Ghost that died for us ; nor can his

operations or productions in us have any causative influence to the
meriting the justified and accepted state of any person before God. They
were never meant for that purpose, nor have any aptitude or accommo-
datedness thereunto. They cannot make us never to have sinned, nor
can atone for our having done so. We cannot but be agreed in this, for

it is plain and carries its own evidence in itself, that is, suppose we a

person, as soon as he is convei'ted, made perfectly free from sin that very

moment, by some extraordinary powerful work of the Holy Ghost on his

soul, how shall that expiate for his having been a sinner." *

Baxter lias left us his opinion at the close of life as to the

essentials of Christianity, and it exactly agrees with that which

he had thirty-six years before presented to the Parliament.

" Christ bindeth all Christians to live in communion as saints, as

making up one body politic (of a transcendant species) of which Christ

is the supreme Governor or Head.

" This communion of Christians in the church, as catholic, is essen-

tiated by the essentials of Christianity and ministry. The Christian

* The Preface to this sermon contains also Mr Howe's opinions as to standards of

faith and of communion, and the passages aregiven here that the whole matter may be

presented in his words, though they represent the views of the Independents, not those

of the Presbyterians.

As to Standards of Faith. "Such schemes or collections of doctrines reduced

into an order, as gold formed into a vessel, (whereas truth as it lies in the Holy Scriptures is

as gold in the mass,) may be of use as they have always been used in the church in all ages,

more distinctly to inform others concerning our sentiments, though the use is less than

after thorough search and inquiry they can be of to one's self, provided they be allowed

to be looked upon but as a mensura mensurata reserving unto the Scriptures the hon-

our of being the only mensura mensurans ; and so that we only own them as agreeable

to the Scriptures : and again, that we declare we take them to be agreeable thereto in

the main or for subtauce, without attributing a sacredness to the very words of a mere

human composition, which indeed we cannot attribute to the words used in the transla-

tion of the Bible itself : and that for the things, we believe them with a degree of assent

proportionable to their greater or less evidence."

This is exactly the ground taken by the Savoy Confession.

As to Terms of Communion. "If therefore any society of men professedly Christian

do make other limits of their communion, admitting those that Christ's rule excludes,
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churches through the world have communion in all these things

following, at this clay :

" They ai'e all baptized with the same baptism in essence, and so are

all Christians. Particularly they all profess to believe in God the Father,

one Jesus Christ our Redeemer, and one Holy Ghost, one in essence with

the Father and the Son. They all profess the same creed, called the

Apostles', yea, and the Nicene, and the Lord's Prayer as the rule of our

desires and the Decalogue as the summary rule of practice.

"It is not the Papist's trick of challenging us to name fundamentals,

that will cheat men of understanding to confound Essentials and Integ-

rals. That which hath no essence is nothing ; that whose essentials are

unknown is not knowable, nor, can be defined.

" Christianity was once known by baptism ; and it was once know-

able who were to be baptized, and who to be received as Christians into

communion. There are multitudes of divine truths revealed in Scrip-

ture, and therefore to be believed, which are not essential to a Christian

or a church." Against the Revolt to a Foreign Jurisdiction, 1691.

p. 388.

If it was the characteristic of the Presbyterians to hold that no

dogmas were essential, and if such a notion had never before been

entertained by any body of Christians, as was most assuredly the

case, how comes it that this principle was not proclaimed to the

world by any Presbyterian writer before 1717 ? If held, it must

necessarily have been introduced and insisted on at all times, if

it did not deprive every other topic of all influence or interest.

Yet Baxter and Howe are without doubt the only divines who
could with any guise of honesty, or any chance of success, have

been put forth as having formed, or represented, a "liberal" party

among the Presbyterians contemporary with the Revolution. The

excluding those whom it would admit, especially if the alteration be not only by the

making those things necessary which he hath not revealed nor enjoined as necessary, but
which he hath not revealed or enjoined at all, and so is not only to add to the

Christian religion taken at large but even to its essentials ; this is substantially to change

the evangelical covenant, to make it another thing, to break Christ's constitution and
set up another."

The oidy dispute at that time respecting terms of communion was with the Episco-

palian establishment, which required certain postures, ceremonies and forms, in the ad-

ministration of the sacraments and in public ministrations. There was not then any
controversy between Presbyterians and Independents as such, terms of communion were
not referred to in that originating in Crisp's works. The Presbyterians and Independents
pursued different methods as to admission to the Lord's Supper, but the qualification

necessary was supposed to be the same in both systems, only the Independents required

evidence of real piety in addition to a moral life ; no doctrinal test was set up by Inde-
pendents, nor was any complaint ever made of their rejecting any person who wished
to join them, on account of difference in doctrine.
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former having written on almost all subjects and having attempted,
and before the Restoration carried out, in his own neighbourhood,
a scheme of union among the three leading denominations, Epis-

copalians, Presbyterians, and Independents, was in some sort a
Council in himself, and his theological reading, of almost unexam-
pled compass, and his long experience of revolutions in religion,

had led him to believe that truth was not to be found in any one
party only. The sublime and serene spirit of the latter, constantly

exercising itself in contemplating the ideas which were the arche-

types of the spiritual universe, could not submit that any man
should dictate any limit either to its intelligence or its love.

Such men, chafing at the obstacles which smaller minds and
meaner natures were ever opposing to their exhortations to con-

cord and mutual charity, might well have been expected to have

been betrayed by their very virtues into careless expressions

such as those of Bennet. No passage has however been
produced from their works which, when read with the ex-

planation of the context and their other writings, at all

favours the Socinian position, that there are no fundamen-

tal truths, but on the contrary it has been shown that they

(as did all their brethren) held Trinitarian doctrines to be
necessary to salvation, and the Calvinistic system of divinity to be
the true interpretation of the ways of God to man. Their gene-

ration of ministers is the only one we have to do with here ; and
thus the case attempted to be made out by the Socinians falls

hopelessly to the ground.

In like manner the most liberal part of the next generation of

Presbyterian ministers, the Non-subscribers of the Salters' Hall

Synod, in their advices (sup. p. 26) affirm that there were errors

in doctrine so important as to oblige a congregation to with-

draw from a minister who maintained them ; they treat the

Christian faith not as a matter to be discovered, or to be per-

petually distrusted and canvassed, but as already known
with certainty, being contained in express declarations of Scrip-

ture, and they refer with all respect to their old Catechisms,

in their proper office of helps in the interpretation of the

Bible. In the subsequent vindication of themselves they de-

clare their conviction that the Scripture doctrine of the Trinity

lies at the foundation of Christianity, and runs through the

whole of it, and is the proper frame and scheme of the Chris-

tian religion. Indeed persons who hold that doctrine must so
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consider it, for it is only as based upon it that Christianity ia

different in kind from Judaism, Mahomedanisrn, and from the

original Buddhism.

Down to the middle of the last century, even after the faith

had become debased, the form of Presbyterian ordination testified to

the original idea of its oneness and purity. The ordaining ministers,

previously to laying their hands on their young brother, required

him to promise to be " zealous and faithful in the defence of truth

and unity against error and schism." Thus the certificate of

Thomas Pickard's ordination in 1705, as minister of the New

Meeting Birmingham, (predecessor of Samuel Bourn), which was

signed by three ejected ministers, expressed the ordainers' per-

sonal knowledge of him as " sound and orthodox in judgment."

This phrase was rightly used by those who thought they were

conferring authority on men whom they had previously examined;

while the certificate of an Independent ordination, where no exami-

nation by the ordainers takes place, and it is not assumed to impart

authority, but the neighbouring ministers merely recognize their

brother, and invoke the blessing of the Great Head on him and his

church, properly omits all mention of qualification, and merely

testifies to the observance of the scriptural form.

The early Arians and Socinians of Protestant times were

as fully alive to the necessity of maintaining some dogmas as

fundamentals to Christianity as the orthodox were. They saw

to deny this was to surrender everything to the Deists. The

Kacovian Catechism defines the visible church as " A society

of such men as hold and profess saving doctrine," and

states that " to hold the saving doctrine is the essence of the

Church of Christ." Dr. Pees' Translation, 1818, pp. 369, 370.

So also Mr Pierce says, " If men profess and preach anything

inconsistent with the main essential doctrines of Christianity

they subvert men's souls and cannot be the means of saving

them." Sermons, p. 19.

The main argument of the Proofs is that the one governing-

principle of the Presbyterian body was resistance to subscription

to a creed. Baxter is represented as having been the first to set

himself against the practice, and as rendering it unmeaning by
requiring it only in reference to the Apostles' Creed, which, it is

alleged teachesnothing morethan every Socinian believes. We have
seen that he calculates upon subscription to some formulas, and
that in his idea the creed contained, in short, the whole substance
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of Christianity, and particularly the doctrines of the Trinity and
the Saviour's Atonement; and that he would have used it to render

amenable to temporal punishment every person who, having
signed it, should diffuse Socinianism j that is, he was willing

to make heresy a secular offence, and to punish those guilty of it

in the same manner as other criminals. So defective were the

notions of the man in advance of his denomination, and with

so little truth is he referred to as the father of toleration.

The notices in pp. 106-108 and 139, it is submitted, dispose of

the notion that the Presbyterians objected to a written standard of

doctrine. Their general practice of dispensing with subscrip-

tion followed from the rigid inquisition they made into

the faith of their ministers at the time of their ordination

;

besides they had, what it may be believed they deemed a

safeguard, the subscription required by the Toleration Act, sup.

p. 116. The first protest against creeds and subscriptions contained

in the Proofs is that of Moses Lowman in his essay on orthodoxy.*

It is directed against new tests, or rather against the prin-

ciple of constructing a formula of doctrine on every fancied neces-

sity. The arguments used are urged as if novel, (though they

have not since been improved upon), and there is no reference to

any one else as having held them. The point of it is to enquire what
good standards and subscriptions had ever done. This essay of

itself disproves the notion that the Presbyterians had no formulas

of their faith, for if their one grand principle had been the practice

of unfettered bold inquiry, there was no need of any argument, and
it would not have been necessary to say more than that any stan-

dard, or subscription to it, was contrary to the principle which
distinguished Presbyterians from other Christians. Nothing
like this has been found in any Presbyterian volume published

up to 1717.

In the section entitled Presbyterian opposition to creeds, &c,
it is stated, p. 70, that the reason for which the Presbyterians

objected to creeds was that they had found great errors in their

old creed, and did not pretend to say what was truth, and would

lay no restraint on future inquiry.

It is added, ' This, however, is so important a position, and beai's so

strikingly on the course which the Presbyterian founders took in their

* The whole extract from Lowman is so just and so felicitously expressed that it

is omitted reluctantly but, as it related to a matter not in dispute, there would have been

no justification for incumbering these pages with it.

23
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benefactions ; it is so pointedly in opposition to the doctrine of the courts

below that the founders did intend to limit inquiry, and to set up an

invariable creed in which the doctrine of the Trinity and the doctrine of

Original Sin were to have a place, that it must be vindicated as a princi-

ple of the Presbyterians of the time, and this shall now be done in

the most unexceptionable way, by quotations from their writings, and

by shewing what was their practice.'

The passages however which are then adduced are all from

writers of a later generation, excepting Baxter and Jollie an

Independent ; and this objection is not removed by the reasoning

to be found at page 72 supra. These quotations moreover

when examined assert nothing more than that the Scriptures

only are binding on men's consciences, and can properly be im-

posed on them. No one quotation from any orthodox writer, or

indeed from any heterodox one, intimates the abandonment of

their ancestral Calvinism. The more important of the passages

quoted will be found at p. 155 as to Howe; at pp. 159 160 as to

Shower; at p. 169 as to Wright; at p. 147 as to Baxter; at p.

157 as to Calamy; and at p. 72 as to Jollie; and if the meaning

of them had been as stated, they should have been inserted

among the proofs of the early liberality of the Presbyterians.

The quotations are not all reprinted, but the correctness of the

statement here made as to those omitted will perhaps be assumed

after an examination of those given.

Throughout the Proofs the rejection of a creed is considered

as involving objection, or at least indifference, to the doctrine

conveyed by it. If that were so the refusal to subscribe it

would be entirely destitute of merit, and indeed would not

call for any remark. The Independents have always held and
proclaimed the true basis of the objection to creeds. They
have wished to perpetuate their faith in living ideas, and
they have known that they should fail to do so if they trusted

it to any form of words, even if that form consisted of Scrip-

ture phrases. This is the true tradition of the church, doctrines

originally educed from the Scriptures, continually compared with

them, and subject at any moment to be tested by them. The feeblest

and the ablest of men alike feel that their thoughts suffer in being
uttered. Every man is conscious ofsometruths and principles which,

apart from phrases, have taken possession of his mind,which he can-

not perfectly express, but which he has from time to time proved or

applied to his satisfaction. On the other hand every man is also
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perfectly, and has repeated statedly or frequently, but which, if he
reflects, he will find to be only words, not conveying to him any
definite vivifying thought. The doctrine of a denomination

must be committed to words, but it need not always be committed
to the same words, and so become a form ; theological ideas are in

that respect to be treated as those of morality, aesthetics, or any
mental science. The polity and discipline of the Independents has

always enabled them by conversation or oral interrogation to ascer-

tain a man's opinions, since they had no form for him to take refuge

in. Their faith in Scripture, in truth, and in God's church as

a witness and guard of the truth, has had its reward. Congre-

gationalists (Independents and Calvinistic Baptists), have always

and everywhere during two centuries (not to go back to the

churches of Elizabeth's time) when faithfully observing their

church order and their discipline,* preserved their faith un-

changed, varying only in those small matters in which human
minds must differ. They alone, of all coeval communions, show
this, the chief characteristic of the true church. The authors of

the Proofs should have bethought themselves with whom they

were in controversy, and have reserved their fallacies for safer

occasions. Throughout the Proofs it is always assumed, and here

and there stated, that the Independents practise subscription, and

it is most remarkable that the authors should be so ill-informed in

this respect. The agreement of the Independents with the

English Presbyterians, on the rejection of subscription to a written

standard of faith, is destructive in great part of the Socinians'

argument, and was the strong point of the Independents against

the Scotch Presbyterians. Neither of the parties opposing the

Independents seemed able to conceive of the possibility of a

doctrine being perpetuated otherwise than by subscription to a

formula of it.

It is true that many Independent chapels or their sites, are

conveyed upon trust for persons believing the doctrines expressed

in some summary of faith, either the Assembly's Catechism, the

doctrinal articles of the Church of England, or the declaration of

the Congregational Union, and no doubt a court would require on

* In the United States, where the Socinians call themselves Congregationalists, the

congregational churches were at one time so far connected with the state as to render-

true discipline impossible ; but whatever the circumstances, there is no real Congre-

gationalism where credible evidence of real piety is not a requisite for church-mem

bership.
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behalf of persons claiming the benefit of the trust, profession of

those doctrines in verbis and adherence to them, but no church

worshipping in a chapel so conveyed, requires a recognition of the

standard, much less subscription to it, from church-members on

admission, or from a minister at or previously to his election or

ordination. If the minister's orthodoxy were suspected he could

not clear himself by subscription to the standard, nor would one

who was known to hold the substance of a doctrine, be considered

unsound though he objected to its phraseology. In a discussion as to

doctrine among Independents on any occasion, whether official or

merely friendly, such a standard may be referred to, but only as

evidence of what the framers of it believed, and it would

not be allowed to have any other weight. It would be admitted

that the standard was used to meet the legal necessity of the

case, and not to bind the church or any member of it to the

precise words used. Every decision as to doctrine would be

arrived at upon what was deemed the common faith and the words

of Scripture. Nor would a court, although they would require to

be satisfied that a church recognised the doctrines prescribed by

the trust deed of their chapel, require them to adopt the practice

of subscription, but would allow them to proceed as before. Thus

this written standard would not become injurious. At the same

time it is not pretended that the methods of a written standard

and subscription are rejected in order to allow liberty of belief;

on the contrary, they are intended and practised in order to pre-

serve unity of faith.

If by the free inquiry so often mentioned in the Proofs is

meant that the Presbyterians carefully sought the real meaning
of the Scriptures, and did not knowingly allow their minds to be
biassed in the search by any human authority, that is freely

admitted; but the same freedom of thought has ever been dis-

played by the Independents, although they have remained the

unchanging, uncompromising body described in the Proofs.

For they have always appealed to the Bible only, and been
prepared to adopt any new light which sound criticism can
shed upon it; but they have proved the advantage of not
being in haste to adopt every new scheme of interpreta-

tion, having seen system after system exploded and
forgotten, though each in its turn had been hailed as the
great discovery of the age in biblical science. They may well

believe that what they consider the essential truths of Chris-
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tianity, which have commended themselves to the wisest and best

of men during eighteen hundred years, in all their varieties of

intellect and mental cultivation, are not to be exploded by
science when they relate to matters with which science has nothing

to do, or by criticism when every sound intellect is sufficient to

recognise them for itself in the inspired pages. It is too much
to expect us to admit, as is assumed throughout the Proofs, and
indeed on every occasion, that there can be no free inquiry which
does not end in Socinianism. It did not, during the twenty years to

which attention is restricted here, produce even latitudinarianism

among the Presbyterians. That is the point most laboured in

the Proofs, and the only evidences of it they contain are the

expressions of Baxter supra p. 149, of Brooks p. 153, and of Howe
p. 154, in relation to subscription, essentials, peace and chari-

ty ; expressions which we have seen, when properly con-

sidered, really prove the contrary. The General Kelaxation of

Doctrine is instanced in Baxter only of the Presbyterians, (and

how unfairly in him has been shewn), while examples of what
is meant by the phrase are given in a succession of prelates from

the time of Charles the Second to that of George the Second, and
two episcopalians, greater than bishops, who nourished before the

civil war, pp. 68-70. The Presbyterian Opposition to Creeds, &c,
(that &c. meaning so much without being, as in Lyttelton, fairly

implied from what went before), appears p. 71 only in writings

subsequent to the period in question, excepting one quotation from

an Independent : and the only Public Occasions on which it

is alleged to have been displayed have also no bearing on the

question, being the Salters' Hall Synod, in 1710, and the agi-

tation for relief of Dissenters from subscription, which was

deferred until 1773, when Socinianism was gaining ground, p. 76.

To answer remarks founded upon the practice of subscription to the

doctrinal articles of the Church of England, required by the

Toleration Act, a most injurious and unjust attack is made on Dr.

Calamy's honesty, p. 74, and an obscurely worded sentence is

subjoined to cover the fact that the Presbyterians did not oppose the

enactment ofthat imposition. It may have been desirable to enforce

the Reasonableness of the Principle by the arguments of others than

Presbyterians but, if it had been their distinguishing characteristic,

it might have been expected that they would best have descanted

upon it, or that at any rate we should have had the reasonings by

which they ensured its first reception. This, however, is left to
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Anne's Arian chaplain, to one of George the Second's bishops, and

to Milton who, whatever he was, was no Presbyterian, see p. 77.

As evidence of Early Application of this Principle particulars are

given p. 77, of Dr. Calamy's account, (written after 1720,) of his

views at his ordination in 1694, and his journey in Scotland in 1 709,

which are too long to be reprinted in this volume as they have no

bearino- on the subject, except as proving that the doctor

objected to the terms of conformity in the English Establishment,

and also to Presbyterian discipline. The charge of latitudinarian-

ism brought against him in Edinburgh was founded on a sermon

in which he merely exhorted the Scotch not to make additions to the

Christianity of the apostles. It does not appear from the Proofs that

before 1 709 the Controversy as to Essentials was sustained by any

Presbyterian, p. 79 ; or the principle of Opposition to Creeds ap-

plied in Dissenting academies, p. 81 ; or Arian notions openly

preached among Nonconformists, except by Mr Emlyn, p. 92, who

was prosecuted for it with the concurrence of his own denomina-

tion and flock in Ireland, and discountenanced by the body in

England, p. 32. The Practical Effects of the Principle are not re-

counted from any Presbyterian book dated prior to 1 709, notwith-

standing the abundance of Anti-Trinitarian tracts at the close of

the seventeenth century. The dismissal of Arian ministers in

Devonshire, p. 96, as well as the Salters' Hall Synod, p. 99, hap-

pened after the time to which our attention is limited, and the

account given in the Proofs of that assembly, and of the general

state of things at the time, in proof of a wide-spread laxity of

doctrine, is contradicted by Dr. Calamy's life, and the Vindication

of the non-subscribers. All the quotations from the " Occasional

Papers " which have any bearing on the point in question are to

be found at p. 117, and they rather admit than deny the doctrine

of the Trinity; while the article on Orthodoxy, as far as it is

extracted, merely objects to human standards of doctrine and

subscription. Of the writers in those Essays and Reviews, Doe-

tors Grosvenor, Wright, and Evans, were orthodox, and it would

be difficult to prove that Mr Browne and Mr Lowman were
otherwise at the time of their contributing to those volumes.

"

The Proofs do not explain to us how free inquiry can be

pursued by a congregation, and it is confessedly with the congre-

gation that the right must lie. It is difficult to conceive a change

of opinion in an orthodox congregation, with respect to a doc-

trine so absolutely fundamental as those of the Deity of the
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Saviour, and the atonement made by Him for sin, unless its minister

openly preached Arianism or Socinianism. If, without combating
orthodoxy, he merely abstained from touching on any doctrinal

subject, the congregation would be influenced by the withdrawal
from their consideration of the topics which had been the sources

of their religious life but, unless warning was given them of what
was intended, the greatest part of them would for a long time be
unconscious of any change in themselves. Even where a small

number became alive to the process going on, it would be a very

delicate and dangerous operation to draw attention to it, when all

that could be noticed was silence or reserve upon particular sub-

jects; complaints would be put down by the minister's friends, and
met by him with evasive sermons or statements. This style of

preaching is in the Proofs, pp. 65, 94, and 123, sup., attributed

to the ministers dui'ing whose times the congregations lapsed from

the faith, and it is intimated that they were governed by pru-

dence in the avowal of their opinions. So Mr Pierce in 1718,

when his doctrine was called in question, preached sermons

from which no definite conclusions respecting it could be drawn,

and refused to be more explicit when interrogated in his place in

the Western Assembly. Mr Bourn's wrath was roused by a candi-

date for a pulpit being questioned, in 1742, by members of the

church, as to his views on the Trinity, the Atonement, and Justifi-

cation by Faith. After the controversy carried on throughout the

land, in consequence of the meeting at Salters' Hall, no minister

could conceal his opinions without a definite purpose and a fore-

seen result. Nor could he have avoided seeing that it was not

consistent with the compact, express or tacit, entered into by a

minister with his people on his settlement over them, that he

should without their consent vary the doctrine which ho

then preached to them. It was however necessary to the

success of any scheme that they should be kept in ignorance of

the change. No instance is recorded of a Presbyterian congre-

gation really orthodox tolerating their minister on his suddenly

preaching opinions opposite to those which he had previously

professed. In cases after 1730, in which a congregation re-

mained with an amiable minister, during and after his gradual

and unconscious change from orthodoxy to Arianism, and such

may have happened, their acquiescence was necessarily as blind-

fold as if it had been obtained by artifice. In all instances in

which a congregation abandoned the uld faith there was no
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inquiry, no deliberate change of opinion. The giving up a definite

real doctrine, unconsciously, unintentionally, unthinkingly, for

such indeterminate and unmeaning notions as must be produced

in either manner, by the craft of a minister, or by unconscious

and unobserved changes in his convictions and preaching, can-

not by the most audacious controversialist be held up as

progress. The new opinions they blindly received were so

utterly destitute of all vitality, that the congregations either

speedily became extinct, or eventually adopted notions which

the first heterodox ministers would have regarded with the

utmost horror, and then sunk, with six or seven exceptions, into

a state of pitiable decay and non-efficiency. Does it appear

consistent with any notion of right or public policy that this

careless and thoughtless drifting into negative belief should

avail to divert property dedicated to public uses to the support

of doctrines diametrically opposed to those of the founders,

without special authority in the trust deed for the change ? Does not

the rule of English law commend itself to every mind, that in a law-

ful matter the will of the founder should prevail if expressed, and if

not expressed, that his practice should be followed if anywise con-

venient ? Can any right be founded in the perversion of a con-

gregation by the artifices and dishonesty of its minister, or even

by his indecision and incompetence ?

It is not easy to see how free enquiry can really be carried on

by a congregation, as they must be in the power of the minister.

Keal inquiry cannot be made without hearing both or all sides,

which is out of the question. How are the contending parties

to be secured equal opportunities of being heard ? Supposing

the old faith abandoned, no new one can prevail, if not the

preacher's ; the more zealous a hearer the less will he tole-

rate sentiments contrary to his own creed, and the more cer-

tainly will he betake himself elsewhere. Every man of ordinary

feeling and sense of decency, not to say of piety and devotion,

will be driven away, none will remain but factious brawlers.

On every principle or theory it is unjustifiable wilfully to introduce

or diffuse heterodoxy in an orthodox congregation. A minority

holding new opinions cannot have a right to bring the majority

into the misery and peril of controversy, for changes of opinion

are necessarily painful and scandalous to the women, children,

and poor of the congregation, and controversy is unendurable to

them. Practical difficulties would arise in every new conjuncture
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of circumstances. Is a majority formed of new comers to over-

bear the old attendants. By what period of attendance should a

suffrage be obtained. Who, during the period of controversy and

conflict, is to assign the pew or sitting, or receive the contribution,

which is to confer it ? Surely ifany deed brought about such a state

of things the wellbeing, if not the existence, of the congregation,

would require an application to the Chancellor, as guardian of

all charitable foundations, for a scheme to prevent such mischief

and such scandal. No man of common feeling, conscience, or

prudence, would act as trustee of a chapel so circumstanced.

The Socinians do not themselves encourage free inquiry, or

acknowledge such right in a congregation. This was best shewn in

the case of Stannington Chapel, near Sheffield. It was endowed by

Richard Spoone, in 1652, apparently for worship according to the

Prayer Book, and certainly for the support of Trinitarian belief.

He directed that the minister should be "approved for honesty of

life, soundness of doctrine, and diligence in preaching." His^doc-

trine may be learnt from the opening clause of his will, " I desire

in the name of Jesus Christ to bequeath my soul into the hands of

God that gave it, hoping assuredly to be saved by the death and

precious blood-shedding of Jesus Christ, and by no other merits."

His chapel became dilapidated about 1740, by which time it had

passed into the hands of Independents. Though a succession of

thirteen Episcopalian ministers officiated in it, and more or less of the

Anglican forms had been kept up, it had always been a Noncon-

formist place. A new chapel was then built on an adjoining site

by one Independent of the name of Marriot, and was endowed

by another of the same name. The minister became an

Arian, and by that time the trusteeship had fallen into the power

of Socinians; they, in 1780, wished to place there a minister of

their own views, but the inhabitants made such opposition that

a Calvinist was appointed ; on his leaving in 1 785 however the trus-

tees put in a Socinian, and his successors have been like him. In

1825 three hundred and forty, out of the three hundred and ninety

inhabitants who were fit to take part in such a matter, signed

a memorial expressing their desire to have Trinitarian worship in

the chapel, twenty-seven expressed their dissent to the memorial,

and fifteen were neutral. Of the twenty-seven dissentients five

only were considered to be Unitarians. The memorial was addressed

to the chief acting trustee, Samuel Shore Esq. of Meersbrook Der-
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byshire. It set out all the circumstances of the case, and referred to

Lord Eldon's opinion as to the illegality of diverting such property

from its original uses, and concluded thus :
" We beseech you then

by your love of truth, by your regard for love, justice, and equity,

by the high character you sustain, by all that is dear to you as a

man, a parent, and as a Christian, listen to our reasonable

requests, and since your authority was made available for the

appointment of the present minister, let it be successfully exerted

for his removal." Mr Shore, on behalf of himself and the other

trustees, declined to remove the minister, since his character was

admitted to be good. Stannington still remains a Socinian

chapel, with a very small congregation. Mr Shore had also the

distinction of being eponymous defendant in the suit for recovery

of Lady Hewley's charity, but he was not removed from that

trust, as he died from a fall from his horse on his way, if report

spoke true, to keep an appointment connected with the matter.

At Wareham, on the other hand, the majority of a congrega-

tion formerly orthodox again became such, during the pastorate of

a minister who seemed to hover between the two systems, the

change being effected chiefly by a member of the congregation

and trustee, who diffused or encouraged evangelical opinions. In

the Monthly Repository for 1829, vol. 3, N.S., complaints are to

be found of that method of recovering a chapel. At the ordina-

tion there of an Independent minister in that year the Dorset

Association appointed the Eev. Messrs. Durant, Keynes, and
Gunn a committee to investigate the title of the congregation in

possession of the chapel, and to report to the Dorset association.

The resolution also expressed that it was left to the Southern

Unitarian Association to appoint three ministers of their body to

co-operate with those three gentlemen in the investigation. This

invitation was respectfully declined by the body to whom it was
addressed, for reasons which they assigned.

In addition to the claim to the chapels, founded on the will of

the congregations occupying them, a title to them is attempted to

be made out by descent from the founders, through successive

generations of worshippers in them, p. 99. Conversely it is

asserted that Independents have no pretence to the Presbyterian
chapels and endowments, for the reason that they are descen-
dants of Wesley's or Whitfield's converts, and not of the Con-
gregationalists ofthe Protectorate. It is not suggested that there
is any difference between the Independents of the two periods in
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question, or that there is any division of the body into new and
old, but the objection is founded on want of natural descent, and
of possession of an ancient chapel. Certainly this is a most re-

markable disqualification to be insisted on by persons who repre-

sent the first Congregationalists as the rivals and enemies of their

Presbyterian contemporaries, p. 66. As however this argument
was scarcely at all mentioned in the courts of law, it need not be
further noticed here, but deferred till we consider the debates

which showed that it had weight with our legislators. Remarks
as to the right of property, and the length of possession of Anti-

Trinitarians are also postponed.

The existence and enforcement of a right to a chapel or

endowment in connection with definite doctrine was represented

in the Proofs, and still more in other writings of the time, as an
infringement of mental freedom ; but to prevent a man from per-

verting property dedicated to public uses does not interfere with

any right which he has ; he and like-minded men are as free as if

that property did not exist, and they may form a corresponding

institution to carry out their views. It neither is persecution to

prevent them from misapplying an old foundation, nor bribery to

give others the benefit of it. It is simple justice to the founders

and persons of their opinions to secure the enjoyment of the pro-

perty according to the original disposition of it.

Reflections have also been made upon appeals by Dissenters

to civil courts, as submitting the principles of Nonconformity to

the decision of Judges who, it is said, cannot understand, and are

by no means certain to recognise them, on the ground that our most

cherished rights and privileges are by such proceedings placed at

the mercy of the powers that be in Church and State, which have

never done Dissenters justice until compelled by fear or a sense

of their own interests. The answer is that the right to the use

of a meeting-house is created and regulated by the law of the

land, and cannot be vindicated otherwise than before the national

tribunals, that it concerns every one that the rights of property

should be vigilantly asserted, that the most sacred property is that

which is dedicated to promote the worship and service of God,

(as distinguished from the enrichment of his ministers) and that

it must be the duty of every one to prevent a chapel or endow-

ment, originally Trinitarian, from being perverted to the purposes

of those who teach that Christ is merely a man. A suit for that

purpose is perfectly consistent with Christian, Protestant, and
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Nonconformist principles as the only method in such a case of

carrying out both parts of the command^ " Render unto Cassar (the

commonwealth) the things that are Caesar's, and unto God the

things that are God's." Yet after all when we see what the

Judges did in their capacity of legislators, we must admit that

the objection to legal proceedings was prompted by a true instinct.

Some remarks seem necessary on the arguments with regard to

matters of fact contained in the Proofs. The reasoning as to

Lady Hewley's opinions, with an answer, will be found at p. 117.

The original trustees are in p. 118 stated to have been Arminians,

and to have supported freedom of enquiry instead of adherence to

creeds, and from the first to have distributed the funds among
ministers who had a tendency to heretical notions. There is no

reason shown for believing them to have been Arminians, except

the assumption (which appears at every mention of doctrines) that

the Presbyterians had become Arminians by the time ofthe revolu-

tion, and this has been considered at page 138. The two ministers

among the trustees have been shewn to be orthodox. Nothing is

stated as to the sentiments of the lay trustees except as to Mr
Wyndlow, and we have no evidence as to him ; since the vague

expressions used respecting him by his son-in-law's funeral

sermon may, in his case as in Lady Hewiey's, have only conveyed

the preacher's beau ideal of the character or position tilled by
the deceased. This being so, the reasoning from Mr Wyndlow
to his co-trustees is fallacious. Sir Nathaniel Gould only of them
seems to have been traced, which would seem singular if it were

not that the Presbyterian archives have perished, or are in alien

hands. Sir Nathaniel, as the friend of Watts, and as not marked
in his own time, or paraded now, as heterodox must be taken to be
orthodox. The history of the congregation in St. Saviour's Gate

York, up to Mr Hotham's death, is merely inferential, and is

in the main point at variance with Mr Moody's account. After

Mr Cappe's appointment or election, we may be sure evan-

gelical religion was excluded from the chapel which Lady
Hewley built, but we are not informed, and it would be useless

to enquire, how soon and how far he was avowedly heterodox.

Many a congregation became Arian within twenty years after

losing a most evangelical and exemplary pastor. Greater certainty

is not afforded us as to the Northern congregations benefited

by the charity. Heterodoxy in England has so generally been
able to make good Hampden's motto "vestigia nulla retror-
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sura" that when reconquests from it are admitted, a doubt
arises whether its previous triumphs are not apocryphal. Tho
inference to be drawn from the number of orthodox Presby-

terian recipients of Lady Hewley's funds before 1830 is so

obvious that it is not to be wondered at that the authors of tho

Proofs were anxious to shew that several of their congrega-

tions had shortly after her day become Arian. Of the towns
mentioned in p. 129, Durham, Sunderland, Penrith, Penrud-
dock, and Whitehaven have now no "Unitarian" chapel.

Kendal alone of them is so circumstanced. Fifteen ministers are

mentioned in the distribution list for 1728 as the beneficiaries in

the northern counties, and not one of their chapels is now in the

hands of Socinians, though this may have been the case, as several of

the congregations appearto be extinct. Mr Joseph Dodson (wrongly

called John in p. 97) from his sermon which is quoted there, seems

to have considered Arminianism, not Arianism, the subject of con-

tention in his day. The heterodoxy of Doctors Dickson and
Rotheram is only conjectural. What is said of Bennet is matter

of opinion, not of ascertained fact. The truth of almost all that is

said in this part of the Proofs can be best tested by ascertaining

the real nature of Mr Bennetts opinions, and it is trusted to

obtain further evidence with regard to him and Mr Bury.

The quotations cannot pass without some general remarks.

It must have occurred to every reader that very few of them

have any real bearing on the matter in dispute. This can

scarcely be disputed as to those from Brooks p. 153, Oldfield

p. 161, Tallents p. 162, Henry p. 162, the Layman's Reasons

p. 164, and Dunton with reference to Dr Colton, p. 175.

The same may be as truly said of the extracts from Bury and

the great stress laid upon them must be regarded as a decisive

symptom of the weakness of the appellants' case. Baxter,

Calamy, and Bennet supply the bulk of the Proofs, and are the

mainstays ofthe argument, and for this purpose it was necessary that

they should (with Dr. Manton) be represented as themselves of un-

sound opinions, Baxter as the special patron of Socinians, Calamy

as introducing Arianism, Bennet as giving up the Trinity. It

is to be remarked with regard to the last that his state-

ment or explanation of it is kept back. It is very hard on

Manton, Calamy, and Bennet that their good advice to be-

lieve the doctrine of the Trinity and make a practical use of

it, without making any attempt to understand it, is brought for-
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ward to prove that they did not hold it themselves. It is not pre-

tended that Manton and Calamy did not acknowledge the deity

of the Saviour ; and though the imputation is insinuated against

Bennet the mutilated sentence from his book is the other way.

The attack is made on Calamy in the last page but one of the

Proofs, and on Bennet in a supplement, so as in each case to

leave an abiding impression on the reader's mind, preparation

having been made for it by representing Calamy a shuffler, and

more than once referring to Bennet as notoriously heretical. The

passages in Baxter as to the creed were too tempting not to be

risked once, but after what he understood that formula to con-

tain had been shewn by Mr Joshua Wilson, they should not

have been copied from the pamphlets into the Proofs. The strange

mistakes as to the opinions of Howe, Shower, and Matthew Henry

had also been so fully exhibited that the passages from their wri-

tings should not have been reproduced. One cannot help enquiring

how they could ever have been so misunderstood as to be quoted

at first, and it requires no little effort to check a feeling of re-

sentment at the final efforts to influence the tribunals and legisla-

ture by them. The misstatement noticed before, of the effect of

the quotations mentioned p. 70, for which there is no pretence

whatever, induces the surmise that it was supposed that in such a

matter if authorities of obscure meaning were paraded, assent

might be won to any interpretation with which they were accom-

panied, if stated with sufficient confidence. In some instances, as

those of Bury and Brooks, want of sympathy with the sentiments

expressed may have prevented it being seen how thoroughly

evangelical they were. Bennet's loose way of writing, on the

other hand, appeared so congenial to the authors of the Proofs that

they could not think him other than themselves, and mistook his

resistance to the imposition of the human definition for rejection of

the revealed truth. The expressions used by Baxter with regard to

the Scriptures, pp. 145, 74, if they were understood, should not

have been brought forward to prove that he held latitudinarian

views; and it was unworthy to quote his illustration of the Trinity,

p. 68, for the purpose intended. Dr. Owen's remarks on the

phraseology of Baxter's Worcestershire Confession of Faith, (in

pp. 6 and 7 of his " Vindication of himself, from the animadver-

sions of Eichard Baxter"), should not have been mentioned, as

they are, (p. 68) without reference to the Doctor's application to

him in 1668, as to the best methods of excluding Socinians from
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the churches. It is worthy of remark that Independent and not

Presbyterian churches were those as to which the anxiety arose.

Defective acquaintance with Baxter's writings cannot be success-

fully urged in excuse of the false impression produced by the

quotations from them in the Proofs, since seven or eight differ-

ent works are there quoted. Besides, the passages have so

little bearing on the subject, that they should not have been
cited unless it was known that the long series of his volumes

did not contain express statements to the contrary opinions.

It is difficult to read the account of the Neonomian contro-

versy and the Salters' Hall Assembly, and recognize the candour

which Socinian writers used to praise as if it was the cardinal

virtue of the theologian. The treatment which the dis-

tinguished men who have been named receive in the Proofs,

the imputation there cast on the whole body of the non-subscri-

bers, and the uses there made of the writings of all of them,

tend to show that the firm maintenance of opinions which cons-

cience recommends, whatever temporary reproach may follow, is

the only method of securing permanent reputation, and that those

who make concessions to error or its followers cannot be sure

even of respectful mention by them.

The manner in which Episcopalian writers are spoken of at

pp. 68, 69, 80, and 134, is not fair. It is not a proof of hetero-

doxy that in such summai-ies of religion as are given from Sir

Matthew Hale, p. 147, Bishop Gibson, Dr. Birch, and Baxter,

p. 131, explicit reference should not be made to the Trinity and the

Atonement. The method of argument which brings forward such

passages, and makes such comments upon them, produces upon

competent readers an effect the opposite of that intended. The

quotations in p. 135 from Bishop Butler and Archbishop Magee
should not have been put on a level with that from Professor

Hey. The last author is more fairly placed, as at pp. 80 and

178, in company with Bishop Watson.

The reader must have felt great difficulty in detecting the

exact meaning of every part of the Proofs, especially of the section

intended to shew the liberal sentiments of the Presbyterians

between 1689 and 1709. Free enquiry, liberality, a comprehen-

sive spirit, or similar words or phrases, are used as applicable, in-

discriminately, to cases ofmere indifference to truth, and any degree

of heterodoxy, from an acknowledgment of Christianity but just

removed from Deism to the highest Arianism. Orthodoxy
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is never mentioned without some qualifying epithet, such as

"moderate" or "subdued," (a disgraceful word in a grave dis-

cussion) or as held " in some form or other," or "in one of its many-

forms." An Arian or Sabellian Trinity is spoken of, Arians and Uni-

tarians are mentioned as having held the doctrine ofthe atonement,

and it is even stated that, when what is really believed is under-

stood, there is no great difference between Trinitarianism and

Unitarianism. Either ambiguous words* are used, or doctrines

are spoken of as if uncertain in themselves, and only nomi-

nally the same in different minds. The most mysterious of

them, the Trinity and the Atonement, are constantly referred

to, while the deity of the Saviour, the real matter in ques-

tion in both, and that most easily apprehended, is never once

alluded to. The irrelevant quotations before complained of, and

the vague comments upon them, carry on the process of

obscuring the subject. This effect is increased by founding state-

ments, as to facts as well as opinions, upon inferential reasonings;

by repeating assertions of other writers without expressing belief in

them; and by loading clear and positive allegations with qualifica-

tions almost destructive of their meaning, or their applicability to

the matter in hand. Opinions are not imputed, but tendencies which

cannot be disproved. It is not said that a writer held such and

such opinions, but that he was charged (whether justly or not, is

not intimated) with such a heresy. The use by the authors

quoted of old words with new meanings, or with no meaning,

is taken for granted. The effect of the whole, quotations, state-

ments, and reasonings is to surround every object with a haze,

and to envelope the reader's mind in a fog. This result is

abundantly sufficient, since the object is to produce the impres-

sion that the Presbyterians were waiting, in a state of non-belief,

until free enquiry should produce demonstrable truth ; for a notion

so unreasonable and unintelligible is not to be arrived at other-

wise than in bewilderment and confusion of mind. If however

* In the language of the Proofs "Unitarian" and "Anti-Trinitarian" comprehend
all shades of opinions short of the strictest Athanasianism. The words "Trinity" and
"Trinitarian" do not represent any definite notion, it is shewn they may be used in an
Arian sense ; in the Irish cases " Arian Trinitarians " was a common phrase ; and at last

the expression "Soeiuian Trinitarians" was ventured on, hut this was too much to be
endured. "Presbyterian" does not refer to the orders of the ministry or discipline, it

is merely equivalent to " adiaphorist. " "Creed" is used at one time for a doctrine or
a body of doctrines, at other times for the formula expressing sucli doctrine or doc-
trines. "Baxterian" is treated as merely synonymous with Arminian. "Calvinism"
seems always to include the doctrine of Keprobation.
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the reader of the Proofs is not induced to think that English

Presbyterianisni was the inanity which it was necessary for the

appellants to prove it, their only effect is to produce an inex-

tinguishable resentment of the attempt to beguile into such

an absurdity. To the compilation of such a document two
persons wei'e necessary; as a matter of course, a controversial

divine* found the necessary theological quotations and the

vague arguments necessary to press them into the service ; but this

the real case in the appeal, though not the formal one, could

not be trusted to the resources of the theological polemic, how-

ever subtle. To settle such a document tasked the skill and
caution of an equity draughtsman who had devoted many a year

to the evil art of framing an answer, upon the most stringent

interrogatories, so as not to make a single admission which could

do a plaintiff any good, and yet leave him hopeless of success,

whether he took exceptions to its sufficiency, or attempted to

assign perjury on any of its allegations. The defendants had

beyond doubt the advantage of the services of the counsel who
had drawn the answers in the suit, with such skilful evasion of the

* The authorship of the Proofs (subject to the precautionary corrections of the

counsel) may be safely ascribed to the Rev. Joseph Hunter, a native of Sheffield, the

son of the Socinian minister of that place, and himself for some years minister of the

chapel of that denomination at Bath, but ultimately engaged in the British Museum and

for the Record Commission. He had published several historical, antiquarian, and criti-

cal works of great value, and so brought to his advocacy of the Hewley trustees a mind
accustomed to research and practised in composition, and in addition he had a hearty

good will for the cause, and a thorough acquaintance with the history of his body.

According to the memoir of him in the Gentleman's Magazine, the suit was the chief

object of his attention for some years. He commenced his labours in 1834, as soon as

the Vice Chancellor's judgment occasioned alarm, by a pamphlet bearing the singularly

infelicitous title of " An historical defence of the Trustees of Lady Hewley's founda-

tions, and of the claims upon them of the Presbyterian Ministry of England ;" in 1839

he prepared the " Historical Proofs and Illustrations," for the hearing in the Lords ; and

in the early part of the year (1842) that the decision was given by them he sent forth

"The Eise of the Old Dissent, exemplified in the life of Oliver Heywood, one of

the founders of the Presbyterian congregations in the county of York, 1630-1702."

This last work, as regards the mere outside of nonconformity, is a very instruc-

tive and interesting book, but Mr Heywood himself would have thought it the caput

mortuum of the story of his life, a mere record of names, dates, and places, while all

the spirit had been driven off to waste with as much care as a man of congenial mind wuuld

have taken to preserve it. The old confessor would have been better pleased if there

had been no other account of his sayings and doings than the one which the Rev.

Richard Slate prefixed to the collective edition of his works. It would be very wrong

to deny Mr Hunter's volume the praise of intending to give a faithful representation

of what he undertook to describe, but his own views are so alien to Mr Heywood's

thoughts, that he cannot do them justice ; and his opinions as to all matters at issue

between the Establishment and Nonconformists are so faint and faltering that his censures

read like justifications, and his eulogies like apologies. His most decided views are in

25
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plainest questions as to Unitarian belief, that it was impossible to

extract any idea from them. The most important passages of

these compositions (which also show the joint labours of the

divine and the lawyer) will be submitted to the reader ; they will

strike him in manyways, and they will throw considerable light upon

the phraseology of the Proofs. It must be particularly noticed that

it was in pamphlets, not in any document prepared for the courts,

that information was given what a Unitarian was. The reserve

which was maintained in all the cases as to the doctrines

of Unitarianism is one of the most remarkable facts in the whole

matter. It could not have arisen from a belief that the defend-

ants were in danger of being prosecuted for heresy at common

law. There must have been a conviction that an open avowal of

their opinions would have been fatal to their interests.

It must be borne in mind that the Proofs were compiled in

the ninth year of the litigation ; after the ablest writers on the

Socinian side of the question had joined in the controversy, and

had submitted to the judgment of the denomination each his

quota of theological, critical, historical, and legal research ; after

every heterodox minister in the three kingdoms had for five

opposition to the cardinal tenets of the Puritans, as at pp. 11 and 340. His only reason

for believing that Socinianism is true seems to be that his ever changing party had re-

mained constant in the belief of it for forty years. If he had lived till the present

day he would have seen his denomination avowing a disbelief of miracles so entire

as to reduce their system to mere deism. His timidity in assertion no doubt pro-

duced a great deal of that which at first sight appears disingenuous in the Proofs.

The very remarkable style of composition to be found there may not have been resorted

to on request or even intentionally, but its eminently serviceable peculiarities having

evidently been carried to the greatest perfection by another hand (the phraseology

could not otherwise be so stiff and unidiomatical) they demand the notice which has

been taken of them here.

Mr Hunter's volume, notwithstanding the defects pointed out, and though pub-

lished on the same side of the question as the Proofs, furnishes a complete answer to

the reasonings contained in them. Mr Heywood's life commenced three years before

Lady Hewley's, and ended seven years before it, and the years by which she survived him
did not produce any incidents which could have modified her opinions, as might,

however improbably, have been suggested had she survived the next decade. They lived

in the same county, were attached to each other, and to a great extent had the same
friends, so that they may well be supposed to have had the same amount of information

as to matters respecting their common denomination and religion generally. Mr
Heywood deplores the departure by MatthewSmith, in whose ordination he had taken part,

from the old opinion as to the Imputation of Christ's Righteousness ; and he notices the

new way of preaching of Barrow, Smith, and Tillotson ; but he shews no apprehension of

Arianism or Socinianism, which he certainly would have done had he perceived any danger

of it, since he expressed so much concern when a point of Calvinism was called in ques-

tion. All the statements with regard to the first Presbyterians submitted to the

reader's judgment in the present volume will be found confirmed in Mr Hunter's, if

not directly, by necessary inference.
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years been roused, by every feeling of his nature, to assist the

common cause by contributing any passage approaching latitudi-

narianism written by a Presbyterian author, within the twenty
years in question; after Mr Joshua Wilson had shewn that

almost every author quoted in their pamphlets was a witness against

them ; after every weak or dark part of the case had been
discovered in the course of three hearings; that they were

prepared not only for the convenience of counsel, but to gain the

ear of the Judges in the court of last resort, to whom, in fact,

expressions here and there are undisguisedly addressed : that

though they were unsuccessful there, yet when a bill was brought

into Parliament to do away with the effect of the decisions by ex

post facto legislation, it was not thought necessary to add to or

correct them in any particular. We may then reasonably con-

sider the Proofs as saying all that was to be said on the Soci-

nian side, and saying it in the best manner. They were widely

circulated among members of both Houses, and it was from the

sale of a copy among the books of Lord Macaulay that the writer

of these pages became aware that there had been such a pub-

lication. They were not seen by the relators or their advisors until

passages were read from them in the House of Lords, and being

then treated as a printed brief, could not be asked for or pro-

cured. Mr Joshua Wilson in one tract alludes to it, so that he

must have seen a copy. They were most used when the Suits

for Dissenters' Chapels Bill was in Parliament.

The following sentences from the defendant's case on the

appeal give a condensed statement of the Socinians' argument.

" At the time of the foundation of the charity, the body of Protestant

Nonconformists in England was divided, and it has ever since continued

to be divided, into three principal sections, commonly called the Three

Denominations, viz., the Presbyterians, the Independents or Congrega-

tionalists, and the Baptists.

" The terms Presbyterian and Independent, in their original signifi-

cation, appear to have been expressive merely of different views of

discipline and church government ; and prior to the Restoration, there

does not appear to have been any considerable difference of opinion

among the members of these denominations on doctrinal points. Soon

after the Restoration, differences of doctrinal opinion gradually sprang

up between the two sects, which, after the passing of the Toleration

Act, became wider and more marked, and soon after ended in a total

separation of the two bodies. The Independents adhered to the doc.
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trines which may be expressed generally by the term Calvinism, whilst

the Presbyterians passed to those denoted by the term Arminianism.

" The theological history of the latter portion of the 17th century

is full of the doctrinal controversies prevailing between those two sects,

which were carried on with no small degree of animosity and heat ; most

(if not all) of the other differences between these bodies having then

ceased to exist. It appears that in the year 1691, an attempt at a re-

conciliation between the two sects was made by some of the leading and

more moderate members of the two denominations ; and what was called

'The Happy Union' was set on foot ; and a joint board of the two de-

nominations was constituted in London, which board had the manage-

ment of a fund raised for assisting Nonconformist preachers. The

Happy Union, however, endured only three years, and in 1694 a final

separation of the two bodies took place, and separate boards were

established, which have ever since subsisted.

" The English Presbyterians of the date of the foundation of the

Charity, besides having deviated from the strict orthodoxy of their pre-

decessors in name, were, in character and principle, entirely changed

from the Presbyterians of the reign of Charles the First and the

Commonwealth. They retained of their predecessors little but the name.

From being, perhaps, the most intolerant of religionists, they had

become, beyond question, the most tolerant. They had gradually

abandoned, and had become the most determined opponents of, the

practice of subscription to articles or systems of faith. They refused

subscription except to the Scriptures. They framed their catechisms in

scriptural expressions. They asserted the duty of free inquiry into the

Scriptures and the right of private judgment in all doctrinal points,

without any restriction. They adopted the practice of open communion,

or admission to the communion table and membership, without requir-

ing a confession of faith. To receive the Scriptures as the word of God,

to endeavour to find the true sense of it, and to act according to it, was

all that was required. The celebrated Dr. Calamy, an eminent Presby-

terian Divine, and a personal friend of Lady Hewley, assigns this free-

dom, which he found existing in the nonconforming body, as the reason

why he chose to exercise its ministry among them rather than in the

Church. The Dissenting Ministers in and about London (of whom the

greater part were Presbyterians) met together at Salters' Hall, London,

1719, (upon an occasion which will be hereafter adverted to,) for the

purpose of determining what advice should be given to the Dissenters of

Exeter, amongst whom Arian opinions has been manifested, and had led

to heats and dissensions, when it was proposed that the Paper of

Advice should be accompanied by a declaration of their own faith in the

Trinity as exhibited in the First Article of the Church of England.
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The proposition was rejected by the majority
; they would have no

declaration of faith, except in terms of the Scripture. This decision
rested on no temporary or newly-formed principles or scheme of opinion.
The experience of those who adopted it, and the formation of their
opinions, extended over the period in which Lady Hewley had lived.

They thus solemnly recorded that the principles of freedom of inquiry,

and of objection to every sort of doctrinal creed or restriction, which
had been gradually developed among them for many preceding years,

extended to what might be considered the extreme case of a doctrine so
important as that of the Trinity, and their decision must be taken as

an authoritative exposition of the views which their experience, extend-
ing in many cases back into the preceding century, had cherished and
matured.

" The consequence of acting upon these principles was, that great

latitude of opinion prevailed amongst the persons calling themselves

Presbyterians, without any means of ascertaining to what extent it pre-

vailed, or of checking its further spread ; and the result was, (and that

in no long interval,) a still wider departure from the opinions originally

held by them in common with the other Dissenters from the Church of

England. From Arminianism (which their opponents even then some-

times charged as ' Socinianized Arminianism') they, in numerous

instances, passed into Arianism, and from Arianism into what is now
generally styled Unitarianism ; and this is now almost universally the

doctrine of the existing congregations founded by the Presbyterians of

Lady Hewley's time, except where their chapels have connected them-

selves (as has sometimes happened) with the Calvinistic Presbyterian

Churches of Scotland, or have passed into the hands of the Indepen-

dents or other sects, as has also not unfrequently been the case. The
body of English Presbyterians has however retained its identity and its

name ; and though holding and professing, in the case of the great

majority of its members, Unitarian opinions, has been always treated

and considered, and on public occasions recognised, as one of the three

denominations of Protestant Dissenters from the Church of England.

"When the change from Arminianism to Arianism, or from Arianism

to Unitarianism, took place in the several Presbyterian congregations, it

is, in most instances, impossible to ascertain with accuracy. In almost

all cases it took place silently and gradually, and without any interrup-

tion of the harmony of the congregation. The difficulty of ascertaining

the period of the change is much increased by this circumstance, that,

as the preaching of Anti-Trinitarian doctrine was at that time unlawful,

the change was not, except in a very few instances, marked by the open

preaching of Anti-Trinitarian doctrine, but rather by the Presbyterian

ministers gradually abstaining from preaching Trinitarian doctrine, and
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directing their preaching rather to the enforcing of the practical duties

of Christianity than the discussion of controverted points of doctrine.

That this was the character of their preaching is capable of proof ; and

also that it was a common topic of reproach to them, veiy early in the

18th century, that they refused openly to avow their opinions, and that,

tacitly at least, they encouraged the Arian heresy

"Although the change to Arianism in many of the Presbyterian con-

gregations deriving assistance from the charity took place at a

very early period after the death of Lady Hewley, if not during her

lifetime, it does not appear that the trustees, in any instance, withdrew

the bounty previously enjoyed by the minister of the congregation which

had become Arian. Indeed it may fairly be questioned whether, having

regard to the direction contained in the trust deeds, that the charitable

dispositions existing at the death of Lady Hewley should be continued

until the trustees should see just reason to discontinue them, the trustees

would have been justified in withdrawing stipends from the duly consti-

tuted ministers of congregations in the enjoyment of stipends in Lady

Hewley's lifetime, simply on tbe ground of a change of opinion in the

congregation on some doctrinal point. However this may be, the sti-

pends were in all cases continued, notwithstanding changes of doctrinal

opinion in the congregation ; and they have been continued by the

subsequent trustees down to the filing of the present information ; the

present trustees not only feeling themselves justified in treading in the

path of their predecessors, but, being advised that the ample discretion

vested in them by the foundress extended to all regularly constituted

Dissenting ministers, (being in other respects fit objects of the charity) :

and in this manner it has come to pass, that although a very large pro-

portion of the stipends given by the trustees, at the time of the institu-

tion of the present suit, were given to Dissenting ministers of different

denominations holding Trinitarian opinions, yet a considerable number

of such stipends were also enjoyed by ministers professing what are

commonly called Unitarian opinions. This is the principal grievance

complained of in the suit."

The historical argument of the appellants was directed to the fol-

lowing points :

" First. To show that the principles and character of the English

Presbyterians of Lady Hewley's time were such as they have in a for-

mer part of this case been described to be. And they contended that it

would be inconsistent with the principles of a member of that sect, to

require that her beneficiaries should, through all future time, adhere to

any given view or system of Christian doctrine, to the exclusion of

further inquiry into the Scriptures. It was not contended that the

English Presbyterians of that period looked with indifference on opposite
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views of Christian truth, or that they did not embrace and adhere to

their own views with as much warmth and sincerity as other classes of

Christians ; but what was contended was, that they refused to guard

their own views, even on points the most cherished, and which

were by themselves deemed the most fundamental, by subscription to

articles or systems of Christian doctrines ; a proceeding which they

considered an infringement of Christian liberty. They were satisfied

that their views were consistent with Christian truth., and that the

truth would bear the test of inquiry ; and they preferred to encounter

the risk of that inquiry issuing in error, to guarding the truth by what

they deemed a violation of the principle of religious liberty. In this

spirit they founded their chapels, scrupulously abstaining from prescri-

bing the system of Christian doctrines or the form of Christian worship

to which the chapel was to be, from time to time, devoted by the con-

gregation for the time being. The consequences of acting upon this

principle and pursuing this course of conduct have since become known

to the world. Whether, if the Presbyterians of that age could have

foreseen these consequences, in all their extent, they might have been

led to question the soundness of their principle, and to alter their course

of conduct, can now only be matter of conjecture. What the appellants

contended was, that the principle was such as has been stated, and that

the English Presbyterians of that period advisedly acted on it.

"Second. To show that the allegation in the Information, that at the

foundation of the charity all classes of Dissenters were agreed on ques-

tions of doctrine, and differed only on questions of church government,

(whence, if true, it might be inferred that the expression ' preaching

•Christ's Holy Gospel ' had, at that time, a definite meaning with regard

to doctrine, and that though designing to promote the spread of specific

doctrines, it was not necessary to prescribe them) was not true ; and

that on the contrary, there was a wide diversity of opinion on points of

doctrine between the different sects, and especially between the sect of

Presbyteriaus and the sect of Independents, and much controversy and

animosity existing between those sects on points of doctrine.

"Third. To show (which they did by numerous contemporary publi-

cations) not only that Arian and Unitarian doctrines were a subject of

much controversy at that period, but that writers of great learning and

reputation (among others, Locke in his Reasonableness of Christianity

and his controversial writings) propounded views of Christian doctrine

which, though not assuming the name of Unitarianism, were little, if at

all, distinguishable from the doctrines now commonly so called ; so that

it was impossible that it should not have occurred to the trannr ol the

deeds, that preachers adopting those views might, in course of time, be

in a position to participate in the charity, if framed in terms so compre-
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hensive aa those ultimately adopted, and that if it were intended to ex-

clude them, it would be necessary to limit the discretion of the trustees

in that respect.

" It is inconceivable that a party, taking so strong an interest in reli-

gious matters, living in the midst of the agitation of doctrinal opinion

going on at the date of the foundation, and who had witnessed the

change of opinion and sentiment which had taken place in the Presby-

terian body, and their wide declension from the high orthodoxy of their

predecessors of half a century before, should not, if she had been desi-

rous of checking further fluctuation or declension, and of reducing

doctrinal opinions to a fixed standard, have introduced into the deeds

some express provision for that purpose.

" For the purpose of rebutting the presumption that Lady Hewley, by

the term preacher, intended preachers professing any given view of

Christian truth, to the exclusion of all further inquiry into the Scrip-

tures, it would perhaps have been sufficient to show that such an inten-

tion would be at variance with the principles of the sect to which she

belonged, since, if the court admitted the doctrine of presumptions at

all, it would reasonably presume, that she was actuated by the princi-

ples common to the sect of which she was a member. That Lady

Hewley, however, shared the liberal and tolerant views of the English

Presbyterians of the beginning of the 18th century is placed beyond

doubt, by every circumstance of her conduct with reference to the

present trust.

" Her selection of Bowles's catechism (beyond question, the least ortho-

dox or dogmatical of the catechisms in use at that period) ; her requir-

ing (which she does by her first set of rules) that ' some pious work'

should be read in the almshouse, without pointing at doctrine or designa-

ting any work in particular ; her requiring that the almspeople should

repair, not to the Presbyterian chapel in St. Saviour's Gate, which she

herself frequented, but to ' some religious assembly of the Protestant

religion ;' the more especially when it is remembered with what minute-

ness she details the duties of the almspeople in other respects, are all

indications of the presence in Lady Hewley of the liberal and tolerant

spirit which characterised the English Presbyterians of that age.

"With regard to the individual doctrinal opinions of Lady Hewley,
little can be ascertained with certainty. The language of her will, (cited

in the information) and the funeral sermon preached by Dr. Coulton on
her death, seem to evince that she believed in the doctrine of the atone-

ment. She was a member of the Presbyterian congregation of St.

Saviour's Gate, York
; and as the Presbyterians of that period were,

generally speaking, Trinitarians, (although many Presbyterian indivi-

duals and congregations embraced Arian opinions in the early part of
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the eighteenth century, and among the rest, there is reason to think,

the congregation in question), it will perhaps be insisted on as a pro-

bable inference that Lady Hewley was a Trinitarian. There was,

however, no evidence iu the cause (unless the unfounded opinions of

witnesses now living can be called evidence) inconsistent with the sup-

position of her being an Arian. Be this as it may, there is no room

to doubt that she was a person of great liberality and toleration."

The respondents' case contained no statement of the arguments

in their favour, for it was unnecessary to add anything to

the judgments which had been given. Nor is any answer to the

appellants' statement made here, because it could only be a tra-

verse of every material allegation, as each of them has already

been disproved in detail.

We come now to the litigation. It was felt that a contest

with a wealthy and influential denomination such as the Socinians

was a most dangerous and costly affair and, until personal feeling

was superadded to the sense of wrong, it was not to be expected

that men should be found willing to undertake it. The case

was moreover of the first impression; it was not known what

evidence was admissible ; and there had been very little experience

as to the manner in which a court of equity could deal with

matters of doctrine, and how far its machinery could carry out

the polity of an unestablished denomination. It was certain

that the cause must be entrusted to advocates on whom it would

impose novel and irksome labour, and would be decided by

judges influenced by their own theories on ecclesiastical matters,

and governed by false analogies drawn from the Anglican church

and its legal establishment. All these considerations weighed

upon the minds of Trinitarian Dissenters, under the prosci-iption

of the Test and Corporation Acts, and the prostration of the

Whig party, which happened to coincide in its commencement

with the diffusion of Socinianism.

At length the question wTas raised in the then unimportant

town of Wolvei'hampton. It has a collegiate church, formei'ly a

royal and exempt peculiar, presided over by the Dean, who
is also Dean of Windsor, the two deaneries having been united in

the time of Mary. From that church John Eeynolds, a man of

great reputation, was ejected in 1662 ; he went first to reside

on his estate at King's Norton, and thence to practise medicine

in London, but his hearers were gathered into a church which,

at the close of the century, wras under the care of Mr John

26
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Stubbs, and in 1701 a chapel* was built for them in John Street,

which w»3 conveyed by a deed of 20th October in that year.

It was by that deed declared that the building- was intended by

the subscribers for a meeting-house for the worship and service

of God; and it was provided that the pews should be disposed

of by order of the trustees, or the major part of them; that

new trustees should be appointed, and that the number

should be continued at twelve or more ; and that they or the

major part of them should from time to time upon any

meeting to be appointed to consult upon matters in any respect

relating to the said meeting-house, make such orders therein

as they should think convenient ; which orders should be bind-

ing on all parties concerned; that due notice should be given

of all such meetings, and a book kept for such orders as should be

made thereat ; that if at any time thereafter meetings for the

worship and service of God should be prohibited by law, and

thereby the meeting-house should become useless, the trustees

should sell it and apply the proceeds to charitable uses, or convert

it into dwellings for the use of such aged, infirm, and impotent

people living in the fear and attending upon the worship of God,

as the trustees should nominate, and that if a trustee misbehaved

himself in the trust, or did anything scandalous or offensive to

the rest of the trustees they might, at a meeting duly called,

remove him.

By deed of 2nd February, 1820, John Scott assigned to

trustees an acre of land in Wolverhampton, upon trust to pay

the rent to the minister of the congregation of Dissenters belong-

ing to the meeting-house ; but in case the Toleration Act should

be repealed and the congregation should by law be prohibited

* The old meetings, judging from those which were preserved within the memory
of those now living, were all built pretty much after the same design. In the stone

district they were of stone, but elsewhere they were of red brick, with stone dressings,

of course painted, and being built when taste was at its worst, were as unsightly

as they well could be. They had generally a large house door each side of the front, and
large round-headed paned windows, the head or arch of stone bevelled at the edges with
a prominent keystone. The roofs were very high, and covered with corrugated tiles,

which, from their name of pantiles, gave the Dissenters the name of pantilers ; thus
showing that the ugly roof was what chiefly caught the eye in their architecture. The
inside wood work was, at any rate as regards fronts and tops, of oak, which had become
black The pulpits were against a wall, and had sounding boards ; they were often on a
long side of the chapel. The pews were high, and in the upper part of the chapel square,
and lined with green baize, with brass nails. These old meeting-houses were in every
part and fitting calculated to induce sombre thoughts, in unison with the grave and
stern men by whom they were erected.
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to assemble for the worship and service of God, to pay the rent

to the person who was minister of the congregation at the timo of

such repeal or prohibition for his life, and after his death to pay
the same to such silenced minister or ministers as the trustees

should nominate; and it was provided, that if any trustee should

die, or desert, or forsake the said congregation, or should

become of any other religion or persuasion whatever contrary to

and different from the said congregation, or should remove from

Wolverhampton, the trustees should appoint other trustees within

(sic) days, and in default of their so doing, the minister of

the congregation, or such silenced minister or ministers as afore-

said, should appoint them.

About 1782 £200 was given for the use of the society by John

Marshall, and £200 by Abraham Hill, part of this being laid

out in the purchase of leasehold houses

.

In 1800 Benjamin Corson gave £100, and with that, and £63

subscribed, a leasehold stable in front of the meeting-house was

bought, and had been pulled down.

In 1794 a school-room was built by subscription, and there

was a dwelling-house adjoining the meeting-house, no doubt built

upon the meeting-house land.

The congregation was called Presbyterian. Mr Stubbs was

beyond all doubt a Trinitarian. The body of the congregation

remained so until 1782, in which year Mr Jameson, an orthodox

minister, was elected by a large majority of subscribers to the

chapel, but an Anti-Trinitarian minority, which included the

acting trustees, locked the doors of the house and chapel, and

kept him out of possession. He was of too gentle a nature

to assert the rights of himself and of the congregation by an

appeal to the law, and left the town, when his Trinitarian

friends withdrew from the chapel, though an attempt was made

to prove the contrary.

His successors were all Anti-Trinitarian till in 181(3 the Rev.

John Steward, after being such for several years, gave notice that

on the next Lord's-day he should state a change which had taken

place in his opinions. On the day appointed he avowed himself

a Trinitarian. When he had left the pulpit, he was assailed with

abuse by several of the attendants of the chapel, but chiefly by

Mr Pearson, the leading trustee, who called him a turncoat and

a liar. There attended at this service, without any understanding

between him and Mr Steward, Mr Benjamin Mander, who was a
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trustee (indeed, as he contended, the only legal trustee) of the

chapel, but had left it on the rejection of Mr Jameson; and he

interfered to stop the attack on Mr Steward, and a personal

altercation took place between him and Mr Pearson.

Mr Steward shortly afterwards received a request from the

trustees and congregation to resign his office as minister. He
refused to do so immediately, but intimated his intention to leave

as soon as he had obtained another situation. His stipend was

then withheld, which occasioned his contracting debts; and his

opponents instigated his creditors to sue him for them, or bought

them up and sued him themselves, with a view to crushing

him or driving him from the town.

This persecution of Mr Steward roused Mr Mander' s indigna-

tion, and he made the case his own, upon which Mr Pearson declared

he would fight the matter inch by inch to his last shilling. They

were both clear-headed, resolute men, determined to back their

opinions, and able and willing to sustain the expense and endure

the annoyance of the most keen and protracted litigation, and

what perhaps made the contest fiercer, they had up to this time

been personal friends. Each conferred with the chief men of his

own denomination in the neighbourhood, and indeed in different

parts of the kingdom, and both pai'ties determined that the fate

of the old meeting-house at Wolverhampton should decide the

oft-mooted point, which had the better right to the chapels built

by the English Presbyterians of the time of the Revolution, the

Independents or the Socinians.

Mr Pearson began by following the plan which had been

successful with Mr Jameson, and just suited the temper of the

district, he took the law into his own hands, and locked Mr
Steward out, changing the locks on a Saturday afternoon.

Mr Mander was equally prompt to right himself. He did not

remonstrate, but just before service time the next morning, he
broke open the doors and put Mr Steward in possession. This

of course gave occasion to great uproar in the chapel, but Mr
Steward and Mr Mander maintained their ground.

Mr Pearson getting nothing by the strong hand betook" him-
self to the law, and he did so in the most offensive manner. He
summoned Mr Mander and his locksmiths before a magistrate for

a breach of bhe peace; and here he got a triumph, (the only one
during the whole warfare), for he had Mr Mander and the men
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whom lie employed bound over to answer a charge of riot and

conspiracy, at the sessions.

The magistrate was a clergyman connected with the Collegiate

Church, and Mr Steward offered to refer the whole case to him,

but he declined the task, and it may be that he was not a fit man for

it, but the offer, which Mr Steward pressed on his opponents,

showed that he was willing to avoid the scandal of the contest.

Further, on this being refused, he urged a reference of the

whole matter to three persons on a side, naming as his referees,

his brother John Mander, Mr Scott an Arian minister of Crad-

ley, and Mr Birt a Baptist minister of Birmingham. This also

was refused.

The next Lord's day Mr Steward preached, but Mr Pearson

and others of his party walked up and down the aisles and the

stairs, reading and talking, slamming doors, and in other ways

disturbing the service. In the afternoon they carried their

disorderly conduct even into the Sunday school, and prevented

the children singing a hymn before being dismissed, as had been

their custom.

Mr Steward was so appalled, by the prospect of a repetition of

this conduct, that he then offered to retire at a month's end if his

stipend was paid up, and the proceedings against Mr Mander

were withdrawn, but this was refused. All hope of compromise

was then abandoned.

Again Mr Mander met his opponent on his own ground

;

Mr Pearson's conduct, on the two Sundays adverted to, liad been

so violent and disorderly, that he was open to the very charge

that he had made against Mr Mander. Mr Mander could not be

expected to waive the advantage this gave him, and he resolved

to prefer a cross indictment against Mr Pearson at the same

sessions, but without the useless insult of previously taking him

before a magistrate.

The sessions came : both parties went before the grand jury

;

and the indictment against Mr Pearson was fouud a true bill,

while that against Mr Mander was thrown out : the grand jury

no doubt thinking that Mr Mander was justified in breaking open

the chapel.

Mr Mander then as a trustee demanded from Mr Pearson the

production of the trust deeds of the chapel and its endowments

;

and being refused a sight of them, he filed a bill and information

in Chancery.
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The substance of the infoimiation, which was prepared from a mere

general notion of the contents of the trust deeds, was that the chapel

and trust premises were intended for Trinitarian worship, and were so

occupied till Mr Griffiths was chosen minister by a minority of trustees.

That Benjamin Mander was the only legal trustee, as he had never

consented to any nomination of trustees subsequent to his own appoint-

ment.

That Steward was duly appointed minister.

That defendants were Unitarians, and that they had endeavoured to

exclude Steward from possession.

That defendants pretended that a Mr Grey had been chosen minister

in Steward's place.

The prayer was for an account of the trust funds and a declaration

that the plaintiff Mander was entitled to the possession of the chapel,

and the receipt of the annual income of the trust premises ; that the

defendants might deliver up all deeds to him, and pay any balance owing

by them : that Steward might be quieted in his office and the occupa-

tion of the meeting-house, school-room, vestry, and dwelling-house

;

that new trustees might be appointed, and the defendants restrained

from intermeddling with the trust estate.

The defendants answered (after setting out the trust deed and the

appointments of new trustees, shewing an imperfection in the last

appointment),

That the chapel was intended for the worship and service of God,

and for the use of Protestant dissenters, without mention of Trinitarian

or any other doctrine.

That they did not know whether the minister was a Trinitarian or

not.

That Jameson was not chosen by a majority, and that Griffiths was.

so chosen ; that Mander had ceased to frequent the chapel and was not

to be considered a trustee.

That Steward was appointed for three years only.

That they did not know the intention of the founder was to promote

the doctrine of the Trinity.

That defendants were not of exactly the same religious opinions, but

although of different persuasions they all believed in the existence of

God, and the propriety of worshipping and serving God, and insisted that

the question as to their religious belief was irrelevant.

That the intention of the persons endowing the chapel was that it

should be a meeting-house for the worship and service of God, and for the

benefit of Protestant dissenters, without regard to any particular tenets.

That Steward had no authority to preach in the chapel.

That Grey had been duly chosen minister, and was a necessary party

to tin' suit.
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And that Mander ought to be decreed to convey the trust premises
to the defendants.

Mr Pearson not only defended himself against this suit, but
imitated Mr Manders's tactics by a cross proceeding in Chancery.
He presented a petition under Sir Samuel Romilly's Act, to the
Master of the Rolls, (Mr Mander's bill was marked for the Lord
Chancellor), praying for a declaration that the chapel was founded
for the promulgation of Unitarianism. But the Judge was Sir

William Grant, who saw that this question could not be disposed

of without a regular suit, and he dismissed the petition. This

was a very clever attempt on Mr Pearson's part, the Judge would
be anxious to stop the scandal of the litigation, and especially of

the indictments and breaches of the peace ; he would naturally be
unwilling to enter into matters of dogma and church discipline

;

and he might well, in the summary way of proceeding upon pe-

tition, refuse to act upon an ambiguous deed against nearly forty

years of the chapel, and to support a minister against all his

congregation in a renunciation of the principles which he held at

the time of his appointment. Some of these reasons did influence

Sir Edward Sugden, as we shall see even in a very clear and
very gross case.

Failing here Mr Pearson went back to the criminal law, trust-

ing, as he well might, to get any bill found by a grand jury at an

assize. He took his measures so well that his party had started

for Stafford before Mr Mander was aware of his intentions. But
he and his solicitor Mr Thompson were equal to the emergency.

The necessary witnesses were mustered and despatched to Staf-

ford with four horses to their carriage and, though they had only

one stage to travel, they passed the other party on the road.

They again managed to get their indictment returned a true

bill, while Mr Pearson failed with his, and a second time found

himself and not Mr Mander appearing as a traverser. The sub-

jects of the indictments were violent acts reciprocated during the

contest.

After this Mr Pearson offered never again to renew the war

in the criminal courts on his part, if Mr Mander would abandon

his indictments, and Mr Mander good-naturedly agreed to those

terms.

The courts of Common Law still remained for Mr Pearson to

try his fortune in, and he brought an action for four-fifths of the
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le^al estate vested in the trustees, that is for all the shares in it

except Mr Mander's. This certainly was a very singular proceed-

ing, as Mr Mander's fifth share would have prevented the other

trustees from carrying out their purposes. Mr Mander then

moved Lord Eldon in his suit for an injunction to stop this

ejectment.

The Chancellor in his judgment used the following expressions :

"It is impossible to say that while the founders contemplated the

eventual abrogation of the existing system of toleration they were, in

fact, intending to create by that very deed a system which was at that

time illegal, and which only three years before was excepted out of the

Toleration Act, as a system unfit to be included in the toleration which

was extended by it to all other modes of Protestant dissent

" This clause therefore seems to afford extremely strong countenance

to the allegation, that the institution was not intended to be for the

maintenance of those opinions which impugn the doctrine of the

Trinity.

" "What I have now to inquire is, whether the deed creating the trust

does or does not upon the face of it, regard being had to that which the

Toleration Act at the time of its execution permitted or forbade with

respect to doctrine, bear a decided manifestation that the doctrines

intended by that deed to be inculcated in this chapel were Trinitarian.

If that were originally the case, and if any members of the trustees are

now seeking to fasten on this institution the promulgation of doctrines

contrary to those which it is thus manifest were intended by the foun-

ders, I apprehend that they are seeking to do that which they have no

power to do, and which neither they nor all the other members of the

congregation can call upon a single remaining trustee to effectuate. In

this view of the case also, supposing even that at the time of the estab-

lishment of this institution it had been legal to impugn the doctrine of

the Trinity, yet if the institution had been established for Trinitarian

purposes it could not now be converted to uses which are Anti-Trini-

tarian. For (meaning however to speak with all due reverence on such

a subject) to allow such a conversion would be to allow a trust for the

benefit of A to be diverted to the benefit of B
" If a fund real or personal be given in such a way that the jmrpose be

clearly expressed to be that of maintaining a society of Protestant

Dissenters promoting no doctrines contrary to law, although such as may
be at variance with the doctrines of the established religion, it is then

the duty of this court to carry such a trust as that into execution, and to

administer it according to the intent of the founders

"Where a body of Protestant Dissenters have established a trust
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without any precise definition of the object or mode of worship, I know
no means the court has of ascertaining it except by looking to what has

passed, and thereby collecting what may by fair inference be presumed
to have been the intention of the founders.

"Where then a charitable institution of this kind is founded, or say it

were for a civil purpose, that we may the more temperately discuss the

subject, I apprehend then that where a man gives his money to such an
institution for a civil purpose, one of the duties of this court is, to take care

that those who have the management of it shall apply it to no other pur-

pose so long as it is capable ofbeing applied according to the original inten-

tion ; and if upon enquiry it shall be found that in this case the land

was originally given, and the money originally subscribed for the purpose

of forming an institution such as the Attorney-General in his informa-

tion has alleged that this institution should be, then those who object to

any change in the institution from its original purposes, are not guilty

of departing from the institution, but are only doing their duty- in en-

deavouring to prevent such a departure from the purposes of the institu-

tion in others ; and if the allegation is that there has been such an

alteration of sentiment on the part of the congregation, they certainly

do throw great difficulties in the way of the courts carrying the trusts

into execution in any manner whatever.

" I must here again advert to the principle which was I think settled

in the case to which I referred the other day, as having come before the

House of Lords on an appeal from Scotland, viz., that if any persons

seeking the benefit of a trust for charitable purposes should incline to the

adoption of a different system from that which was intended by the

original donors and founders ; and if others of those who are interested

think proper to adhere to the original system, the leaning of the court

must be to support those adhering to the original system, and not to

sacrifice the original system to any change of sentiment in the persons

seeking alteration, however commendable that proposed alteration may

be."*

* The case referred to was that Craigdallie v. Aikman, 1813, 1 Dow.

A chapel was built at Perth for Mr Wilson, one of the four ministers with whom

the secession originated, and the conveyance, dated 1737, was taken to the defendant

and three other persons "for themselves and as trustees for and in the name of the whole

subscribers and contributors to the building of a meeting-house for Mr William "\\ uson,

minister of the Gospel in Perth, and the congregation who submits to his ministry, and

in the name of the whole contributors, towards a stipend for the said Mr William

Wilson in the said congregation, and to the successors of the aforesaid contributors who

shall continue to contribute for the purpose before mentioned, and to the assignees of

the managers and trustees who shall be chosen and appointed as such from time to time

by a general meeting of the said contributors."

In 1745 the division into burghers and anti-burghers took place in reference to the

oath of borough magistrates. The minister and a majority of the Perth congregation

27
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Tlie minutes of the order given out were, "The defendants and

relators undertaking to obey the further order of the court, an in-

junction restraining any proceedings in the ejectment was granted. And

the master was directed to inquire what was the nature and particular

object, (with respect to worship and doctrine), for the observance, teach-

ing and support of which each of the charitable funds or estates respec-

tively was created and raised, distinguishing when and by whom the

same were respectively created."

joined the anti-burghers and left the chapel in the hands of the burgher party, which

included a majority of the original subscribers to the building of the chapel.

In 1795 a dispute arose among the burghers as to the power of the magistrate to

punish heresy. The synod sanctioned what was considered new doctrine on tins point,

but they directed that a declaration should be prefixed to their formula, that they did

not require an approbation of it in the sense which gave offence.

Mr Jarvis, the senior minister of the Perth congregation, and the majority of the

original contributors, broke off from the synod. Mr Aikman, his colleague or assistant,

with a majority of the congregation, adhered to the synod. The plaintiff founded the

claim of himself and his congregation on the fact of their adhering to the decision of

the synod, as possessing the legislative and judicial power in the denomination. The de-

fendants asserted that the synod had departed from the principles of the body, and also

set up a right in the original subscribers as individuals.

The cause came up from the Court of the Sheriff of Perth to the Court of Session,

and the Lord Ordinary referred it to the whole court, and they by the smallest majority

pronounced an interlocutor : "That the property of the subjects in question is held in

trust for a society of persons who contributed their money for purchasing the ground,

and building repairing and upholding the house or houses thereof, under the name
of the Associate Congregation of Perth ; and so far repel the defences against the de-

clarator at the instance of Matthew Davidson and others ; and find the management
must be in the majority in point of interest of the persons above described, and before

fuithcr answer hi the cause remit it to the Lord Ordinary to ascertain what persons are

entitled to be upon the list of contributors aforesaid, and whether the majority afore-

said stand upon the one side or the other, and thereafter to do as his lordship shall seem
just."

On a re-hearing the judges were, in fact, equally divided, but as the Lord President

had no vote unless the other judges were equally divided the decision was against his

opinion, and the interlocutor found "That the property of the subjects in question was
held in trust for a society of persons who contributed their money either by specific

subscriptions or by contribution at the church doors for purchasing the ground, and
building, repairing, and upholding the house or houses thereon, or for paying off the

debt contracted for these purposes, such persons always by them, or along with others

joining with them, forming a congregation of Christians continuing in communion with,

and subject to the ecclesiastical discipline of a body of Dissenting Protestants calling

themselves the Associate Presbytery and Synod of Burgher Seceders.

From this interlocutor there was an appeal. Sir Samuel Romilly and Mr Grant for

the respondents urged that obedience to the synod must be enforced, and that a per-

manent institution was intended. Mr Adam and Mr Horner for the appellants argued
that the property belonged to a temporal society, consisting of the contributors," apart

Prom the congregation, and that if a permanent ecclesiastical body could be created in
this way, the system of the seceders would be established.

Lord Eldon said, Upon the first interlocutor, it would be difficult to find out after the
lapse of nearly a century, from 1733 to 1806, when this cause was decided in the court
below, who were the persons who originally advanced their money ; with this additional

difficulty in the second interlocutor, that the contributions at the church doors and
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This order was not drawn up.

The judgment was a very favourable specimen of those wliicli

proceeded from Lord Eldon ; he spoke at the conclusion of the

argument at considerable length, but reserved his decision, though
when it came, evidently nothing new had occurred to him. Ho
read over all the deeds and acts of parliament which *he referred

to ; he quoted his own decision in the House of Lords as if ho

subscriptions had been going on through the whole of the period mentioned, the contri-

butors saying nothing [in the deed] about heirs or representatives.

Suppose the whole of the contributors or congregation had altered their opinions
could the synod have altered the property? The only answer of the Judges to this was
that when that question arose they would dispose of it, but he was afraid it must be
disposed of now, as it seemed to be involved in the principle of their decision. Suppose
the contributors or congregation were equally divided, how could those interlocutors be
applied in that case ? The very principle of majority was then gone. Suppose ninety-
nine hundredths had altered their opinions in respect to adherence to this synod would
they by this means have forfeited not only their right to form a part of the congregation
but also their property ? He should therefore respectfully submit to the Judges below
to renew their opinions, not merely as to the principle of their decision, but also as to
the practicability of applying their own interlocutors.

* * When it was considered that this society had been formed in 1733 and sub-
criptions soon after entered into for purchasing the ground and building the house ;

when it was considered that the contributions had been going on quarterly for nearly a
century, and applied through the whole of the space of time to repairs and the payment
of debts connected with this property contracted forty or fifty years ago ; he would ask
again who were the persons entitled under these interlocutors, who were the majority of

them who were to direct the use of this property ? But if the Judges still

adhered to the principle it was this principle : that because in 1737 a society then
agreeing in their religious opinions adhered to a presbytery or synod then holding the
same opinions with themselves, the property.belonging to that society should be held in

trust, not for those who adhered to their original principles, but in trust for those who
adhered indeed to the synod, but who did not adhere to their original principles ; that
was a proposition very difficult to be maintained in law It was true tint

the court could not take any religious opinions with a view to decide whether they
were right or wrong, but it might notice them as facts pointing out the ownership of

property.

With respect to the doctrine of the English law on this subject, if property was
given in trust for ABC etc. forming a congregation for religious worship; if the in-

strument provided for the case of a schism, then the court would act upon it ; but if

there was no such provision in the instrument, and the congregation happened to divide,

he did not find that the law of England would execute the trust for a religious society at

the expense of a forfeiture of their property by the cestuis que trusts for adhering to the
opinions and principles in which the congregation had originally united. He found no
case which authorized him to say that the court would enforce such a trust not for those
who adhered to the original principles of the society, but merely with reference to the

majority If it were distinctly intended that the synod should direct the

use of the property that ought to hove been a matter of contract, and then the court

might act upon it, but there must be evidence of such a contract, and here he could find

none.

Lord Eldon afterwards referred to this decision in the case of Foley v. Winter, 1820,

2, Jacob and Walker, 247. " I take it to lie now settled by a ease in the II. hi.-.' ol I

on appeal from Scotland that the chapel must remain devoted t" the doctrines original!]

agreed on."
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bad had nothing to do with it ; and what he said on both occasions

occupied twenty-three octavo pages, when it might all have been

put in three at the outside. Yet he had the advantage of Sir

William Grant's example at the time. The true principle is

clearly indicated, but it is overlaid with words. The expression

of his doubt what the court could do with a chapel if no doctrine

was indicated in the trust deed, and his intimation that in such

a case it would be guided by the practice of the congregation,

encouraged the defence in the succeeding cases. But it should

be noticed that the word Presbyterian did not occur in the deed

before him; if it had ho would have made short work of the

matter, and we should have been spared all litigation where

such an expression occurred. He most characteristically threw

out as his doubt, but it clearly was firmly settled in his mind as a

principle, that the doctrine of the Trinity was incorporated into

the Common Law. Though all the Judges in our day declared

they could find no authority for the notion, it was completely

in accordance with his theory of law and religion.

One part of his order should be noticed to his high praise : he
directed an enquiry which would have cut short the proceedings,

Avhile it would have done complete justice. He acknowledged
the importance of the case, and the necessity for deciding it at

small expense, and allowed of no delay, taking three days only

for consideration.

He showed his opinion on several points. He read the deeds
of the endowment as well as of the chapel, as if one threw light

on the other; and he directed an enquiry as to the times ofthe various

endowments, as if they should be severed if justice so required,

and he evidently thought the founders' opinions material.

The leading counsel for the relators was Sir Samuel Romilly,

who, notwithstanding his opinions were supposed to be with the

defendants, urged the strongest arguments against them. The
defendants had the services of the Solicitor-General, Sir Robert
Gilford, who had been brought up among Presbyterians.

In 1819 Benjamin Mander died, and the suit was revived

against his son and heir, Charles Mander. The cause was heard
in 1822, and a decree made directing the same enquiries as the

order in the motion for injunction.

This decree also was not drawn up.

After 1817 no attempt was made to disturb Mr Steward in his

possession of the chapel, though the income of the endowment
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was withheld from him, but he resigned in 1827. Charles Mander
then paid Mr Steward his arrears of stipend, procured another

minister to officiate, and repaired the chapel, and as Mr Charles

Mander was a Baptist, the congregation was a baptist one. The
Socinians seceded and built another chapel.

In 1832, after the Attorney-General's information respecting

the Hewley charity had been filed two years, a supplemental

information by the Attorney-General on the information of Charles

Mander, and bill by Charles Mander was filed praying that it

might be declared that the trust property ought not to be

applied in support of the doctrine of any sect of Dissenters

who denied the Trinity, and that the defendants might be de-

clared not properly appointed or might be removed, that the

benefit of the former suit might be enjoyed under the new one,

and the necessaiy accounts might be taken that Mr Mander
might be repaid the monies which he had expended in repairs,

etc.

The necessity for these new proceedings lay in the circum-

stance that the former information had been framed exclusively

with a view to Mr Steward's case, so that no general decree, as to

the chapel and endowment, could be made under it ; and this

might be the reason that the decree was not drawn up.

" The prayer of the new bill was for a declaration that the trust pro-

perty ought not to be applied to the support of the doctrine of any

Dissenters who denied the Trinity or professed any opinions which at

the erection of the meeting-house could not be lawfully taught, and that

the defendants should be removed from being trustees, and proper per-

sons appointed trustees, and that Mr Mander should be repaid his outlay.

" The answer in substance stated that it was impossible to say what

were the particular religious opinions of the persons by whom and for whose

use the meeting-house was erected, but according to the best of defen-

dants' information and belief it was erected by voluntary contributions

of a number of Protestant Dissenters, resident at Wolverhampton, of

various shades of opinion, but who agreed in the principle of dissent

from the Church of England, and proposed to assemble at the meeting-

house for the worship and service of God.

"That according to the best of their judgment and belief, and so far

as they had any historical information on the subject, the original con-

gregation was composed of the descendants of the Independents, Presby-

terians, and other Nonconformists of the preceding age, and of persons

newly dissenting from the Church of England.
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" That so far as they had any recollection, or had been informed by

persons then deceased, the meeting-house had always gone by the name

of the Presbyterian nieeting-house at Wolverhampton, and they believed

that the bulk of the congregation originally, and from time to time since,

had consisted of English Presbyterians and not Calvinists.

"That the original deeds did not prescribe any stated set of opinions

or doctrines to be taught in the meeting-house, and that to prescribe

such would have been inconsistent with the principle of dissent then and

ever since acted upon in England, for the great principle upon which

the Protestant Dissenters founded their separation from the Church of

England was the sufficiency of the Holy Scriptures as the rule of faith

and practice, and the right of private and uncontrolled judgment in the

interpretation of the Scriptures, and the settlement of their worship and

services, and therefore the meeting-house was not erected as a place of

worship for Protestant Dissenters entertaining any stated set of opinions

in particular, but was designed for the use of the congregation then

formed and such Protestant Dissenters resident in Wolverhampton as

should resort to the meeting-house and be received into the congregation

for the worship and service of Almighty God according to the pure

doctrines of Christianity as revealed in the New Testament.

"That the rule and practice of the congregation had always been (and

they believed it was the general rule and practice of dissenting congrega-

tions in England) that the affairs of the congregation, whether relating to

faith, worship, or discipline, should from time to time be regulated and

determined by the congregation for the time being, leaving it to such

individual members of the congregation as differed from the views of the

majority to withdraw from the congregation and unite themselves to

other congregations entertaining opinions more in unison with their owii,

and that they believed such rule and practice was in accordance with

the views and intentions of the original founders of the meeting-house

and congregation.

" That save as before mentioned, they could not set forth whether
the meeting-house was originally built by Protestant Dissenters profess-

ing a belief in the Trinity, nor whether for many years such belief was
professed by the subscribers to and congregation assembling in the

meeting-house, but they believed that the doctrine of the Trinity as

contained in the articles of the Church of England was not impugned
by the congregation, and that in worship and preaching they complied
with the requisitions of the law from time to time existing.

"That they were advised that the worship and service of God by
Protestant Dissenters without any reference to a Trinity of persons had
been at all times lawful since the foundation of the meeting-house, and
they denied that the funds and endowments were bv the trusts thereof
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declared, or by the intentions of the donors as far as the defendants

knew or believed, directed to be expended in promoting a belief of the

doctrine of the Trinity, but on the contrary were expressed and intended

to be for promoting the worship and service of God without any mention

of the form of devotion to be observed or of the particular doctrine to be

taught.

" That it might be true the funds and endowments were for many
years laid out in promoting a belief in the doctrine of the Trinity, and
that the ministers were Trinitarians, but that the funds and endowments
were not by the deeds required to be so laid out, and if the same had

been so done it was hi compliance with the sentiments and wishes of

the majority of the congregation for the time being.

" That they had no recollection of the doctrine of the Trinity being

taught in the meeting-house.

"That for many years prior to 1782 Mr Cole was the minister of

the meeting-house and the defendants were then members of the congre-

gation, but neither he nor any of his successors preached that doctrine

until Mr Steward, in 1816, on a change in his opinions, began to preach

that and other doctrines at variance with the opinions of the congre-

gation.

" That they could not set forth whether Mr Hill, one of the persons

stated in the information to have made donations to the meeting-house,

was a Calvinist, but at the time when he made the donations the

doctrines of Calvin were not preached in the meeting-house, or enter-

tained by the congregation.

"That the defendants were advised that there never was any law

since the foundation of the meeting-house which rendered it illegal for

Protestant Dissenters to celebrate the worship and service of God on

Unitarian principles.

" That judging from what they knew of the religious history of those

times they believed that many of the congi*egation from time to time

attending the meeting-house from the foundation thereof entertained

opinions similar to those entertained by Protestant Dissenters now called

Unitarians.

" That whether such opinions and doctrines could or not be legally

taught when the meeting-house was built, they might now be legally

taught, and that such teaching, in case the congregation for the time

being approved the same, was not inconsistent with the provisions ot

the original trust deed or with the intention of the founders of the con-

gregation.

" That gradual changes of opinion both as to doctrine and modes of

worship had from time to time taken place in the congregation as in all

other dissenting congregations, but the congregation had from time to
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time always continued the same, being composed of descendants of the

original founders and of Protestant dissenters resident in Wolverhampton

holding opinions in unison with the congregation for the time being, and

had continued to act upon the same leading and fundamental principles

upon which they were originally united together.

" That it was nowhere expressed in the trust deeds, nor could it have

been intended by the founders, that the congregation should always hold

the same opinions as the founders, of which there was in fact no record,

but that they must have intended that the congregation should from

time to time regulate amongst themselves all matters relating to faith,

worship, and discipline, in conformity to the practice of other dissenting

congregations, that it was not the intention of the founders to promote

the belief of the Trinity any longer than it should be the belief of

the congregation.

" They admitted that they did not believe in the Trinity but in the

unity of God, and in the divinity of the mission but not of the person

of our Saviour ; that they believed the old and new Testament to con-

tain the revealed will of God and received the same as the rule of their

doctrine and practice, but that there was no defined set of doctrines

which were universally received and acknowledged as the doctrines of

Unitarianism.

" They insisted that the present suit was unnecessary, and the infor-

mant and plaintiff might have obtained any relief he was entitled to

under the former proceedings, and submitted that the present proceed-

ings must be dismissed with costs."

Evidence was given by Dr. Pye Smith and Dr. Bennett as to

the doctrines of the Presbyterians of the time of Lady Hewley.
The cause came on for hearing on the ,20th and 27th February,

1835, before Sir Lancelot Shadwell who had been counsel for

the relators in the former suit.

An objection was taken that Mr Steward was not a party,

and the suit stood over. He was made a party and put in his

answer, and then the cause was heard.

" The Vice Chancellor said, ' When, as in the present case, a gift is

made or a trust created by certain persons of certain funds for the ser-

vice and worship of Almighty God, the thing to be regarded is, What were
the religious tenets in general of those persons 1 Because it would not
be a just application of those trust funds if they were allowed to be em-
ployed for the sustentation of religious opinions which the donors them-
selves would have disavowed They meant no doubt that

those opinions should be taught which they themselves entertained, but
they objected to their being taught by means of a creed.
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" My opinion therefore is that looking at what is not denied

were the opinions of the Presbyterians at the time when this charity

was founded (which was from 1701 to 1726) we may reasonably infer

that they never could have meant that that particular doctrine should

be taught in this chapel as part of the worship and service of God, which

is attacked by the present information.

" The decree therefore ought to be so framed as to exclude those

particular doctrines which this information complains of from being

preached in the chapel. But I do not agree with the defendants' coun-

sel that the deed ought to specify affirmatively all the doctrines that may be

taught, that would be endless Those persons who avowedly

maintain the opinions which according to the view of the court ought not

to be preached in the chapel, ought not to be trustees of the chapel, for

there is a manifest incongruity in having persons of one strong religious

belief administering a trust created in favour of persons of another

religious^ belief."

The costs were reserved, but it was understood that the defen-

dants would have their costs out of the estate, on account of the long

usage and the novelty of the case, if the estate was sufficient to pay

their costs and the plaintiffs'.

The report will be found in Simons vii., 290.

There was an appeal to the Chancellor, and it was argued

before Lord Cottenham in January, 1836.

Lord Cottenham at the conclusion of the reply said that as

the Hewley charity case stood for judgment in the House of Lords

he should postpone his decision. He gave his decision, after

resigning the great seal on 16th November, 1842, in writing, in

these words

:

" Let the petition of Joseph Pearson and Joseph Baker [the appeal]

be dismissed, and the decree of the Vice-Chancellor, Sir L. Shadwell, be

affirmed. No costs.

" The judgment on this appeal was necessarily postponed until the

case of Lady Hewley, the Attorney-General v. Shore, had been

decided in the House of Lords.

"That decision governs the present. It is unnecessary to advert to

any part of the evidence, the admissibility of which may be ojjen to

question, because the deeds in my opinion prove that the trust was

created for the benefit of congregations professing doctrines tolerated by

the existing laws, which the preaching of Unitarian doctrines was not,

and the fact thac Unitarian doctrines were at one time preached in the

chapel, and that the appellants profess these doctrines, is proved or ad-

mitted ; and those points so established are I think sufficient to support

28
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the decree. The account and enquiries directed are I think quite cor-

rect. That decree must therefore be affirmed,- and the petition dismissed."

In February 1847 the Vice- Chancellor made his decree on

further directions and exceptions to the Master's report; from

this again there was an appeal by the executors of Pearson and

Baker, two of the trustees who by this time were dead, having

left executors as determined as themselves. At the hearing in

July 1847, Lord Chancellor Cottenham directed further inquiries,

and it was brought before him again, but in the following year he

dismissed the appeal. On the case coming on again for further

consideration, the chapel and all the land endowments were

ordered to be sold, the money endowments brought into court,

and the whole applied in payment of the costs of the relators

and Mr Mander's outlay, but as a member of the congregation

was willing to advance part of the amount on mortgage of the

chapel, it was mortgaged for the unpaid balance, and not sold.

The counsel engaged were for the information in 1817, Sir

Samuel Romilly, Mr Hart, Mr Shadwell, and Mr Ching; in 1835,

Mr Knight, and Mr James Russell; in 1836, Sir William Home,
Mr Jacob, and Mr James Russell. For the defts. Sir R.

Gifford, Solicitor-General, Mr Benyon, and Mr Phillimore in 1817

;

in 1835 and 1836, Mr Rolfe, Mr Booth, Mr Falconer: Mr
Rolfe in the last year had become Sir R. M. Rolfe and Solici-

tor-General.

The motion for injunction before Lord Eldon is repeated in

3 Merivale 353, and the hearing before Sir L. Shadwell in 7 Simons

290. The argument before Lord Cottenham is published in a

pamphlet, and the minute of his judgment is to be found at p.

59 of a volume published by the Socinian party under the title of

Parliamentary Debates on the Dissenters' Chapels Bill, 7 & 8

Victoria ch. 45, A.D. 1844.

So the chapel remained a Presbyterian meeting-house, occu-

pied by Baptists. But within the last three years the mortgage
has been foreclosed. The congregation had dwindled away,
other chapels arising under happier auspices, no one would buy
the old meeting-house for its then occupants, and at last it was
sold to members of the establishment and, under the patronage and
in commemoration of St. Michael and All Angels, is now a chapel

of ease to St. Peter's. This result may appear disgraceful to

English law and the Court of Chancery, but in a case ofthe first im-
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pression unlimited power of appeal must be allowed, the unsuccess-

ful party paying his own costs, and the burden must fall upon the

charity. In this case the defendants might consider themselves

oppressed by having to combat two informations. It did not

follow that the same ruin must be produced by all subsequent

litigation since, when once the principle was established, defen-

dants guilty of vexatiously defending proceedings would have

been ordered to pay costs.

The suit of the Attorney- Gleneral v. Pearson was worth the

price paid for it, as it led the way to the far greater one which has

to be now detailed.

Dame Sarah Hewley was heiress of Robert Wolryche, Esq., a

bencher of Gray's Inn, and widow of Sir John Hewley, who was

knighted in 1663, and represented York in Parliament in 1676,

and the next two years. She was born in 1627, was left a widow

in 1697, and died in 1710. Her opinions may be ascertained from

the expressions she gives at the commencement ofher will, "having

first committed my immortal soul into the hands of my Redeemer

to be washed in his blood, and made meet to be partaker with the

saints." Dr. Colton, her minister, concluded his funeral sermon

for her with these words :
" After all these she thought herself an

unprofitable servant, and when any would have told her of some

good work she had done she would sometimes answer with divine

Mr Herbert, ' Yes, if it were sprinkled with the blood of Christ/ "

She thought none had more need of the merits of a Saviour to

justify and save. Her finishing and most ardent breathings

were into his bosom :

(C Come Lord Jesus, come quickly," and

they are now met never to part more. The loving Jesus and

the humble believing soul are now met in eternal embraces.

There she sees and loves and adores her God and

Saviour as she would." Sir John Hewley's will contains these

words :
" First committing my spirit to God who gave it, hoping

to find mercy to me a sinner, and to be saved only by the merits

and mediation of Jesus Christ, my alone Saviour and Redeemer."

The commencement of Dr. Colton's will is stated at p. . It

is evident that these were all the expressions of the Testators,

and not words of course copied by the solicitor from other wills.

It is said she sent her contribution to the Presbyterian board

of London. Her great friend Richard Stretton, a Presbyterian

minister in London, was a very zealous pi-omoter of the Happy
Union, in 1691, between the Presbyterians and Independents.
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Lady Hewley by deed of 13th Januaiy, 1704, conveyed to Richard

Stretton, of Hatton Garden, gentleman,* Nathaniel Gould, of St. Mary
Newington, Esq., Thomas Marriot, of Lincoln's Inn, Esq., John Bridges,

and Thomas Nisbett, of London, merchants, Thomas Colton, of York,

gentleman,* and James Wyndlow, of Yarum, Yorkshire, gentleman, the

manors of Killing-hall, and Braycroft, and Haya Park, then disparked,

and lands in Killing-hall, Ripley, Sussacres, Brereton, and Knares-

borough, in the County of York, and assigned to them all her interest

in the manor of West Ayton, Yorkshire, and in the tythes of corn and

grain in "West Ayton, and all messuages, land, tythes, woods, and tene-

ments in West Ayton, wherein either in her own right, or as executrix of

her husband, or as administratrix of her father Robert Woolrick other-

wise Woolrych, Esq., she had any term of years Upon Trust that after

her death the said trustees should, out of the rents of the trust estates,

pay all expenses of reparation of the trust estate, or otherwise connected

with the trust, and five pounds yearly to each of the trustees : and during

the continuance of the said trust estates respectively, out of the clear

and residuary rents, issues, and profits of the trust estate, as well pay

and dispose of such sums of money, yearly or otherwise, to such and so

many poor and godly Preachers, for the time being, of Christ's holy gos-

pel, and to such poor and godly Widows, for the time being, of poor and

godly Preachers of Christ's holy gospel, at such time or times, and for

so long time or times, and according to such distributions, as the said

trustees and managers for the time being, or any four or more of them,

should think fit, And employ and dispose of such sums of money, and

in such manner, for the encouraging or promoting of the preaching of

Christ's holy gospel, in such poor places as the said trustees and mana-

gers, for the time being, or any four or more of them, should think

fit ; as also employ and dispose of such sums of money, yearly

or otherwise, as and for Exhibitions, for such or so long time or times,

for or towards educating of such young men designed for the ministry of

Christ's holy gospel, never exceeding five such young men at one and the

same time, as the said trustees and managers for the time being, or any

four or more of them, should approve and think fit ; And as to the

surplus and remainder of the said clear and residuary rents, issues, and

profits, that the said trustees should, from time to time, employ and dis-

pose of the same in and for the relieving such godly Persons in Distress,

being fit objects of Lady Hewley's and the trastees, and managers'

* Anne was not yet dead, and it seems to have been considered unsafe to describe

Mr Stretton and Dr. Colton as ministers, and no doubt that was also the reason for not

more particularly defining the objects of the charity. All that could be done was to

describe the ministers to be benefited by the most expressive word in the Puritan voca-

bulary. See also a provision in the deed of 1707, providing for interference by any
authority of the State or Church with Lady Hewley's almshouse.
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charity, as the said trustees and managers for the time being, or any four

or more of them, should think fit. Nevertheless it was by the said deed

provided and declared, that the said trustees and managers for the time

being should, in their dispositions and distributions of the above-mentioned

charity, have a primary aud chief respect to such objects thereof, as afore-

said, as were then, or should be in York, Yorkshire, and other northern

counties in this realm, not excluding those in other places and counties, as

the said trustees and managers for the time being, or any four or more
of them, from time to time, should think fit ; and also, that whatsoever

charitable dispositions or allowances by Lady Hewley should have been

made to persons or places in York or Yorkshire, immediately or shortly

before her death, should be continued and paid out of the said clear and
residuary rents, issues, and profits of the premises, by the said trustees

and managers for the time being, until they, or four of them at the least,

should see just reason to discontinue, alter, or determine the same, or

any of them, respectively.

That one of the trustees should yearly be appointed treasurer, and
have a moderate allowance for a clerk, and keep proper books of

accounts and minutes.

That the trustees should meet yearly at some certain time and place,

and audit the accounts.

That from time to time, as and when one of the trustees for the

time being should die, the survivors should elect, in the room of every

such deceasing trustee, such a person as they in their judgments and
consciences should think fit and approve, who should be a manager of

the said trust estates, together and equally with the surviving trustees,

and have equally with them the same authority, power, and benefit,

respecting the trusts by the said indenture declared ; and in case of the

death of any such elected manager, that the trustees and managers

should elect in the like manner, in his room, another like mana-
ger ; and that the election of every such manager for the time being,

should be entered and registered in some or one of the books to be so

provided and kept as aforesaid ; aud that after such time as two
or three at the most of the said trustees should have departed this

life, the survivors of them should add to themselves, as co-trustees with

them, all and eveiy the manager and managers so elected as aforesaid,

to make up the number of trustees completely seven in the whole;

and the surviving trustees should thereupon, by the advice of counsel,

convey all the trust estate to the said persons who for the time being

should be such elected managers, and unto the surviving trustees, thereby

to complete the number of seven trustees.

That reasonable notice of all meetings, in order to the transacting of

any business or matters of any weight or moment relating to the said

charities, should be given to the trustees and managers ; and that the
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judgment and concurrence therein of sucli of them who by remoteness of

their dwellings or other excusable obstructions, might happen not to be

always present at certain of such meetings, might be consulted and

endeavoured by mutual correspondences and intercourses in writing.

And the said deed reserved a power to Lady Hewley, by any deed

or writing attested by three or more witnesses, or by her last will so

attested, to revoke or alter all or any of the uses, estates, and trusts,

thereby limited or declared of or concerning the said premises or any

part thereof, and thereby, or by other deed or writing, to limit or

declare new or other uses or trusts thereof.

By deed of 26th April, 1707, Lady Hewley conveyed and assigned

to the same trustees the hospital or almshouse, and certain lands

in the City of York, or near the walls of the same city, and

in Eston, in the county of York, upon trust (after her death) to

permit the said almshouse or hospital to be for ever used and enjoyed

as and for an hospital or habitation for poor people, in such manner as

the same then was, or at the time of the death of Lady Hewley should be

"used or enjoyed, but subject to such orders, regulations, powers, provisoes,

and appointments, as in the said deed mentioned concerning the same
;

and upon trust (after the death of Lady Hewley) that the trustees

and managers for the time being, should, out of the rents, issues,

and profits of the residue of the said premises, pay and discharge

all costs, charges, and expenses, which the said trustees for the time

being and managers should be put to, or reasonably allow or expend, in

or about the reparation of the said premises, or getting in or recovering

the rents and profits thereof, or in providing catechisms for the poor for

the time being of the said hospital or almshouse, or in defence, execu-

tion, or management of their trusts or trust estates ; and subject thereto,

upon trust, that the said trustees for the time being and managers (after

the death of Lady Hewley) should, by and out of the rents and profits

ofthe said residue of the premises, raise yearly for ever the clear sum of£G0,

and distribute the same, to and for the only benefit, maintenance, and

support of such poor people as Lady Hewley during her life had or should

place, or which the trustees or managers for the time being, or any four or

more of them, should from time to time place in the said hospital or alms-

house, in such proportion, at such times, and to such uses and purposes

as Lady Hewley had, or at any time during her life should appoint, in

writing under her hand, or in any book or books, collection of rules,

orders, directions, or articles, which then were, or thereafter should be

made, collected, or appointed by Lady Hewley, or by the order signed

by her proper hand, for the better ordering, choosing, and government

of the said poor in the said almshouse ; and more particularly that such

trustees and managers for the time being, or any four or more of them,
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should from time to time (after the death of Lady Hewley) fill up and
place, to the number of ten, poor persons, qualified according to such

collection of rules and orders, in such hospital or almshouse, whereof

nine were to he always poor widows or unmarried women, so long as

they should continue such, being of the age each of them of fifty years

or upwards, and the tenth person to be a sober, discreet, and pious

poor man, who might be fit to pray daily twice a day (viz., every morn-

ing and evening) with* the rest of the poor in the almshouse, if such man
might conveniently be found, and in default thereof, the tenth to be a

poor woman, qualified as the other nine ; and also that the said trustees

and managers for the time being should pay to each of the said ten poor

persons ten shillings upon the first day of every almanack month in

every year.

A power of appointing managers and trustees similar to that in

the former deed is then inserted.

And upon further trust, that they, the said trustees and mana-

gers for the time being, should at all times after the death of Lady
Hewley, observe and keep the rules, orders, and directions and trusts,

in the deed of trust, and in the said collection, system, or book of rules,

orders, and directions, subscribed with the proper hand of Lady Hew-
ley, contained as carefully and exactly as possible might be ; and that

the said trustees and managers for the time being should, after the death

of Lady Hewley, be from thenceforth, for ever, the only special visitors

and governors of the said almshouse or hospital, and of all the poor

persons therein, and that they, or any four or more of them, should have

and use the sole power, from time to time, to govern, order, admit into,

or expel or put forth of the said almshouse, all such poor pei'sons as

then were, or thereafter should be admitted into the same, yet pursuant

always to the said rules, orders, directions, articles, or trusts, in the said

book or collection subscribed as aforesaid, contained, for the better

government of the same after the death of Lady Hewley. And upon

further trust, that if any of them shoiild be hindered, interrupted, or

disturbed in their visitation, rule, or government of the said almshouse,

or of the poor therein, by or from, or by reason of any civil, or ecclesi-

astical, or other lawful power or authority whatsoever, that then and so

long as such hindrances, disturbance, or interruption should continue,

the said trustees and managers for the time being should employ the

said £60 settled, or intended to be settled, for the support of the same, to

such other pious uses as Lady Hewley should appoint, by any writing

signed by her in the presence of three or more witnesses, and in default

of such appointment, then to employ the same to such or the like

charitable uses, as in the said deed of trust were afterwards appointed,

and were thereinafter expressed or referred to. And as for and concern-
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ing the clear and residuary rents, issues, and profits of the said last-men-

tioned premises, which should be and remain over and above such part

or parts of the rents, issues, and profits thereof, as were before mentioned,

to be appointed to be so paid, distributed, and disposed as aforesaid upon

the same or like trust touching the paying and disposing of sums of

money, yearly or otherwise, to poor godly preachers of Christ's holy

gospel, and to poor widows of poor and godly preachers of the said

gospel, and for the encouraging and promoting the*preaching of the said

gospel in poor places ; and touching the disposing of sums of money,

yearly or otherwise, for exhibitions for educating of young men for the

ministry or preaching of the said gospel, never exceeding (sic) such

young men at one time, and touching the disposing all the surplus of the

same clear residuary rents, issues, and profits, in relieving godly persons

in distress, with such proviso touching the having a primary regard, in

the distribution of the last-mentioned charities to such objects thereof as

should be in York, Yorkshire, and other northern counties in England
;

and touching the continuance of the charitable allowance which should

be made by the said Dame Sarah Hewley, shortly before her death, to

persons in York or Yorkshire, [and also with the other provisoes or

dii-ections contained in the deed of 1704] and also with such proviso and

agreement for the said Dame Sarah Hewley having power to revoke,

alter, or make void all or any of the trusts, charities, and orders before

mentioned, to be contained in the said last-mentioned indenture or deed

of trust, and for the appointing new ones, as in the said first-mentioned

indenture or declaration of trust of January 1704 are expressed and

declared, of or concerning the trust estates therein mentioned, and of or

concerning the clear and residuary rents, issues, and profits therein

mentioned of the same trust estates.

Lady Hewley afterwards, by an endorsement in writing bearing date

the 10th day of May 1709, and by her signed and sealed in the presence

of three credible witnesses, and written upon the back of the said last-

mentioned deed, declared that it was her will and pleasure that the

management of the said hospital, as to the putting in the poor upon any

vacancy, should be in the power of the said Thomas Coulton, and also

of Timothy Hodgson, gentleman, Matthew Baycock, gentleman,

Samuel Smith, grocer, Robert Rhodes, upholsterer, Martin Hotham,

mei'cer, and William Hotham, mercer, all of the city of York, and

such as should be chosen to succeed any of them when they should die.

The rules left by Lady Hewley, and referred to by the last-mentioned

trust deed, are entitled " A Collection or Book of Rules, Orders, and

Directions, to be kept and observed as well by the Feoffees or Trustees

of the revenues of newly.erected hospital, almshouse, or habitation for

ten poor people, built and settled upon them by Dame Sarah Hewley of
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the city of York, widow, for the better government and ordering of the

same, as also by the said poor persons placed or to be placed in the

same." And the rules are as follows, viz.,

I. Rules and Orders to be observed by the Trustees and the major

part of them.

Amongst these rules and orders are the following

:

The said feoffees or trustees, upon every vacancy by death or

otherwise, of any of the ten poor persons placed in the said almshouse,

shall, before they proceed to any new election to fill up such vacancy,

cause the rules and orders written about the due qualifications of such

poor persons as are to be placed in the said almshouse, to be distinctly

read and perused, that they may the better join and concur in the pur-

suance and observance of the same ; and when any person is chosen to

fill up such vacancy, let any of the said trustees read, or cause to be

read and rehearsed to such new-elected person, in the presence of all

the rest, the respective duties and offices required and expected from

each of them, in their respective stations or places.

Let all the poor people to be elected into and placed in the same

almshouse be either poor widows, or women which were never married,

of the age of fifty-five years or upwards, to the number often poor women
;

except when the said trustees can find out a fit married man, whose wife

is sober and pious, whom they may judge able and willing to read God's

holy word, or any other pious discourse to the said hospitallers, and to

pray with them daily, evening and morning, and who may be admitted

without scandal, he with his wife may be received, to make up the tenth

poor person in the said almshouse.

Let none be chosen by favour, but by desert, as their poorer condi-

tions or more pious inclinations shall merit Christian consideration and

pity.

Let none under the age of fifty -five years be willingly chosen and

admitted ; and if any should marry, then let them lose their salary and

be removed.

II. Rules and Orders to be observed about the Qualities or Qualifica-

tions of the poor people to be elected into the said almshouse from

time to time.

Let none be elected into the almshouse who have a clear personal

estate of above £60, or a real estate above the annual value of £3, above

all reprises, or near relations that are able in estate and bound by the

laws of God and Nature to relieve them at home.

Let all persons to be elected prove their age to be above fifty-five

years, by good testimonials if required.

Let none be admitted into the hospital that cannot be conveniently

separated from their children ; for their children must not be permitted

29
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to live with their parents in the hospital, but in cases of infirmity and

sickness, when they are boimd in duty to minister to their parents'

necessities.

Let none of evil fame or report be admitted into the hospital, but

such as are poor and piously disposed, and of the Protestant religion, not

given to strong drink, nor to gossipings : and such as have lived in-

famously in their youth, or have been justly blemished with any gross

immorality, let them not so much as in old age be elected without good

evidence of their repentance and amendment.

Let the persons to be chosen bring certificates according to law, from

the parishes or constableries wherein they lived, that they were legally

settled therein, that if they should forfeit their right to the hospital,

they shall be received into the parish whence they came.

Let every almsbody be one that can repeat by heart the Lord's

Prayer, the Creed, and Ten Commandments, and Mr Edward Bowles's

Catechism.

Let all the almspeople, when not disabled by weakness, duly repair

to some assembly of the Protestant religion every Lord's day, forenoon

and afternoon, and at other opportunities, to attend the ordinances of

God.

Let them be ready to attend their almssisters in their sickness, and

to assist them by turns.

Let no almsbody receive any visits on the Lord's Day, except in

case of sickness ; nor shall they show their rooms to any on that holy

day.

Let no almsbody receive any servants into her house to hear ill

reports out of the families where they are or have been servants.

Let none of them be ever abused with strong drink, nor let any

behave themselves uncharitably and unquietly with one another, by

scolding or evil language ; neither let them be busy-bodies, nor tattlers,

nor tale-bearers, nor wanderers about from house to house, but keepers

at home ; nor common swearers, cursers, nor liars.

Let each keep their own rooms clean, and all bear an equal share in

the charge of cleansing all the places of common usage.

Let no almsbody be found begging from door to door, at home or

abroad, or asking alms, yet may they gratefully accept anything that

shall be freely given them by any ; and if they should be found begging,

let them be expelled the hospital.

None chosen and admitted to be almspeople shall, after their admis-

sion, go abroad selling bread, eggs, cakes, or such like things, except of

their own manufacture ; and what by their hand-labour they can honestly

acquire at home, they may enjoy.

Let every almsbody, morning and evening, in private devotion, com-
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mend themselves to God in prayer, and in their prayer remember their

foundress, Sarah Lady Hewley, while she lives, and after her death, pray

for her trustees.

If any of the almspeople should offend against any of these rules

relating to them, let them be admonished, first by any one of the feoffees,

and if that admonition prevail not, let them be admonished the second

time • but upon the the third transgression, it shall and may be lawful

for the trustees, or the major part of them, to remove and turn out such

disorderly persons with their effects, and to choose another in their room.

Let none be admitted into the hospital that will not make the

following engagement.

Then follows an engagement to observe the regulations, or to submit

to be removed.

Lady Hewley died on the 23rd August, 1710. She made her

will on the 9th July, 1707 (at the time she executed the deed

endowing* the almshouses) and a codicil on the 21st August, 1710,

and on the day before her death, dictated to Dr. Colton, then her

sole executor, other dispositions which were taken down in

writing in her own language i.e., " I give," or " You may give."

All these documents are in the same spirit, and display a well-

considered plan, which she added to up to the last, but varied

very little. They contain considerable devises and bequests in

favour of her father's relatives, especially Thomas Woolrich,

whom she had brought up in her house and settled iu York, and

in favour of the various members of the Mott family, who claimed

a, relationship to her. She does not seem to have acknowledged

them, but to have stated that she showed them kindness because

they bore her mother's maiden name. There were dispositions in

favour of two boys whose parents had judiciously given them

Hewley as a christian name, and bequests to Dr. Colton, her

minister, Mr Hotham,her chaplain, her steward, and all her servants

and dependents, but not many merely friendly legacies. £700

is left to the Mayor of York for various charitable purposes.

Lady Rokeby, widow of a Justice of the King's Bench, and

Dr. Colton, were appointed executrix and executor and, the

residue of her personal estate being undisposed of in the then state

of the law they took it as their own. Lady Rokeby died in the

testatrix's life, and she did not appoint an executor in her place.

On the 21st July, 1711, within a year after Lady Hewley's

death, the Rev. Nathaniel Mott, of Weatherfield, in Essex, and

his sisters Mercy and Dorothy, and Dr Ward and Barbara, his
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wife who was another sister, filed a bill in Chancery against Dr.

Colton and his co-trustees under the deed of settlement, Thomas

"Woolrich, the devisee, Cross, a lessee under Lady Hewley of a house

in London left to Thomas Woolrich, John Heseltine, gentleman,

(no doubt a minister), Charles Turner, Christopher Duffield, and

William Lester, Esquires, who I take to be trustees of an estate

or fund settled by Lady Hewley for the support of schools in

York and the neighbourhood, an endowment which the Socinians

still retain. The Eev. N. Mott claimed all Lady Hewley's real

estate as heir of his elder brother, Ady Mott, who had died after

having survived Lady Hewley, and he and the other plaintiffs

claimed the residuary personal estate.

The bill alleged declarations by Lady Hewley that she had no rela-

tions on her father's side, that the Motts were her nearest relations on

her mother's side, and that she had determined to leave them the

greatest part of her fortune, not only because of personal preference for

them, but because her mother's fortune of £7000 had been the founda-

tion of her father's wealth.

That her ladyship's real estate (at her death producing £1500 a

year), had been taken possession of by the defendants with her deeds,

and it is charged that the defendants falsely pretended that Lady Hewley

had conveyed or devised it to them, or that if there were any such con-

veyance or will it contained trusts for the plaintiffs, or some of them,

or if not, such conveyance or will was obtained from her ladyship by

surprise, in her extreme old age and weakness, through the ascendancy

of Dr. Colton ; or that such conveyances contained powers of revocation

and had been revoked ; and that on one occasion on Lady Hewley expres-

sing her intention to revoke them (in order to give the estates comprised

in them to plaintiffs) Dr. Colton assured her that she had no power to

revoke them.

That Lady Hewley intended to
t
have bequeathed the residue of her

personal estate to the plaintiffs, but that Dr. Colton induced her to

appoint himself and Lady Eokeby executors ; and that Lady Hewley,

on her will being brought her for execution, noticed to Dr. Colton that

there was not any gift of the residue, and that he then told her that her

relations must take it and the executors would be trustees of it for them,

and that there were advantages in the will being prepared in that

manner.

That Dr. Colton had such an ascendancy over Lady Hewley that

she did nothing as to her estate without consulting him ; that he had
possessed her with the notion that she was bound in conscience to leave

the greater part of her estate to religious purposes, and that there was
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no obligation upon anyone to leave money to relatives; and that he told

her he should su act himself; that he had endeavoured to persuade

her that the Motts were not her relatives, and had alienated her from

them, by misrepresenting their conduct to her; that he kept them away

from her during her last days, and was then chiefly with her himself

under pretence of praying with her.

That Dr. Colton pretended that Lady Hewley's last directions were

that her real estate should be sold, and the proceeds given, one half to

the defendants the ti'iistees, one fourth to such godly people as they

should think fit, and that the remaining fourth was to be applied to build

schools or conventicles; and that her personal estate should be divided

between Dr. Colton and such godly people as he should think fit.

The following expressions occur in the bill : "The said Thomas Colton

being a person dissenting from the Church of England, and pretending

to be in holy orders and a preacher or teacher of some congregation of

Dissenting Protestants in the City of York, and having a great influence

over the said Dame Sarah Hewley who, by the unfortunate prejudice of

education had been bred up and to her death continued a Presbyterian

or Dissenter from the Church of England." Of the trustees it is said :

" All of them being dissenters from the established worship, and most of

them being, or pretended to be, in holy orders, and preachers or teachers

of some congregation of Dissenting Protestants in the City of London,

or thereabouts." The purposes of the defendants are alleged to be "to

build Presbyterian churches, chapels, or other conventicles or meeting-

houses, and for the finding and maintenance of some Presbyterian

ministers to teach or preach in such churches, &c, and that the defen-

dants should have the government of such churches, &c, or for the

erecting and settling colleges, schools, and seminaries, for the bringing

up and education of such sort of sectaries."

The junior counsel who signed the bill, and who therefore drew it,

was Peere Williams, the reporter. It is very well drawn, and very

nmch in the manner directed by Lord St. Leonard's order. The inter-

rogatories are shorter than according to the present method. The

answer is also drawn in the same style.

Dr. Colton's plea and answer insisted on the deeds of settlement will

and codicil, and refused to give an account of the real or personal

estate of the testatrix. He stated that Lady Hewley was not certain as

to the relationship of the Motts, and struck out the word cousin before

their names in her will, saying she gave them what she did, not because

they were her relations, but because of their need. That she was not

attached to them, and was particularly offended by Ady Mott ; that

Mercy Mott entered her family at her own request (while her ladyship

voluntarily brought up Thomas Woolrich), that she had declared that
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her mother's fortune came from her first husband, Mr Tichborne ; that

her father had several brothers and sisters, four of whom had descen-

dants, some one of whom was her heir. That he (Dr. Colton) never

interfered with her ladyship's affairs during her life except that she

consulted him as to the settlements, but that he excused himself from

giving her any other advice than to have power given her to undo all

that she did. That at her request he went to London to have the settle-

ment drawn by counsel ; that when they were sent down he read every

word of it to her and left the deed with her ; that she had duplicates of

the deeds, and that a short time before her death she gave them to him

saving she was quite satisfied with what she had done, and that she had

mentioned to him previously that she had power to undo all she had

done.

That though Lady Hewley lived to be a great age, her understand-

ing and judgment were perfect to the last.

That she knew he would take any residue, and a little time before

her death told him she meant him to have it. That instead of preju-

dicing her against the Motts, when they had disobliged her ladyship he

had ;it their request interceded with her for them : that he had suggested

to her to leave Ady Mott a legacy, but she answered she was very sorry

he had had anything; that he had not been much with Lady Hewley in

her last days, as he lived at a distance ; that he had never kept any of

her relatives from her except that being sent for in the night and finding

her very ill, and thinking her averse to speak about her will before the

persons he found in the room with her, among whom was Mercy Mott,

he desired them to retire when she dictated the codicil under which the

Motts took additional benefits; that when the last directions were dictated,

Mrs. Ward made suit to him to ask her ladyship's further kindness to

Mercy Mott, and he did so, though at first without effect, but eventually

she had the additional legacies of some lottery tickets ; which Lady

Hewley seems to have thought fitter property for her than for Dr.

Colton.

It does not appear that the other defendants put in any

answer. The bill was an attack upon Dr. Colton personally, and

on his filing such an answer no doubt the suit was abandoned.

It was however a well laid scheme. Mercy Mott was first

got into Lady Hewley's family to acquire all the influence she

could and improve every chance ; at any rate to obtain information

how matters were going on, and to learn her ladyship's notions,

habits, and general course of procedure, and to treasure up every-

thing that might promise to be useful. Dr. Ward was also on

the spot to pick up all he could in the Cathedral circle, which
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would be sure to keep an eye upon Lady Hewley and her Presby-
terian ministers, and to hear all the gossip concerning them.

Ady Mofct was sent down as the heir, but his necessities com-
pelled him to disgust Lady Hewley, and he foolishly divulged the

litigation which the family even then contemplated, though it could

have been founded only in the confidence which no doubt was but
too well founded, that the Courts would do all they could to dis-

countenance a dissenting charity. The Rev. Nathaniel Mott was
prudently kept in the back ground till he could safely indulge the

spirit manifested in the bill. No time was lost in attempting to

obtain a discovery of the deeds which her ladyship had executed,

and in ascertaining whether Dr. Colton could be worried into terms.

They seem to have known the nature of her ladyship's charities,

and the names of her trustees, and they made very skilful use of

conversations between her and Dr. Colton, at which Mercy Mott
was present. It is very easy to imagine the restraint this damsel

put upon her feelings during the tiresome days she spent among
the Presbyterians. Her dependent situation, and her hopes of

the future, evidently failed to induce at all times the demeanour

necessary for her to stand well with her ladyship, and she seems

to have been less of a favourite than Mrs. Ward.* During her

ladyship's life they must all have refrained from sneers at the

Presbyterians, but they amply indemnified themselves in the bill

;

and, it is most disgusting to think that, while they took their

legacies, they could speak of their benefactor's most cherished

purposes in the heartless contemptuous way they do. Peere

Williams would not have ventured on his expressions relating to

Presbyterians if he had not been certain that they would by no

means be distasteful to the Court, and the frame and spirit of

the whole bill raises no favourable inferences with regard to

English justice while the last Stuart was on the Throne. Lord

Harcourt, to whom as lord keeper, the bill was addressed, had

been the leading counsel for Dr. Sacheverell. But they had mis-

taken their man in Dr. Colton, and he quietly met and exposed

them, though the last four years of the Queen were the darkest

times that Nonconformists have seen since her father ran away.

* Mr Hunter gives us some short extracts from Oliver Heywood's diary, which it may

be related to this misnamed Mercy, though the date, June 1683, if rightly given, sug-

gests difficulties. Yet Dr. Colton's account gives the impression that he had never heard

of any other relatives of her ladyship's, real or pretended. Mr Heywood'a word
" Discoursed with that sad lady on her kinswoman's account.'' On a subsequent day;

•"Discoursed (and God helped) with Lady Hewley to comfort her about that young wo-

man's miscarriage in the family.

"
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The Charity thus escaped personal malignity and ecclesiastical

bigotry in its first year, but it was not destined to flourish long.

The following gentlemen were from time to time appointed trustees,

under the provisions of the deed of settlement.

Aug., 1729. Gilbert Houseman, Isaac Ewer, Matthew Tanner, and

Richard Wyndlow, (Thos. Nisbett, Thomas Coulton,

and James Wyndlow being survivors of the original

trustees.)

Oct. 1735. John Witter, Ambrose Rudswell, and Joseph Paice.

March, 1744. Robert Moody, Richard Gilpin, and Richai'd Milnes, of

Wakefield.

June, 1755. Samuel Shore, of Sheffield, Aymer Rich, of Bullhouse,

and Thomas Lee, of Leeds.

This was the fatal appointment.

Oct. 1760. John Dawson, of Morley, John Milnes, of Wakefield,

and Richard Markham, of Leeds.

Mr Moody refused to concur in this appointment.

July, 1770. Robert Milnes, of Wakefield, Samuel Shore, of Norton,

John Lee, of Lincoln's Inn, afterwards Attorney-

General.

May, 1774. Pemberton Milnes, of Wakefield, James Milnes, of

Wakefield, and Richard Lee, of Leeds.

May, 1793. James Milnes, of Thornes House, and Samuel Shore, the

younger, of Norton.

Sept. 1805. William Walker, of Killingbeck, Benjamin Heywood,
John Pemberton Heywood, both of Wakefield, and

Thomas Walker, of Leeds.

May, 1824. Thomas Lee, of Leeds, Daniel Gaskell, of Lupsett Hall,

and William Walker, of Middleton Lodge.

Oct. 1830. Offley Shore, Peter Heywood, and John Wood, Samuel

Shore, J. P. Heywood, Thomas Walker, and Daniel

Gaskell, being survivors under former appointments.

So that since 1744 there had been six Milneses, four Lees, four

Shores, three Heywoods, and three Walkers, in conjunction with only

seven persons of other names.

Dr. Colton died in 1731, and Mr Stretton and Sir Nathaniel

Gould before him. The third renewal of the trust took place in

1744, when Mr James Wyndlow alone survived of the original

trustees, and on that occasion Mr Robert Moody, a merchant

of London, was appointed a trustee, who may have been an
Independent, as in the answers he is not owned as a Presby-

terian. He is named first in the deed, although from his
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will he appears not to have been a person of any great

wealth ; and as he was resident in London he must have

been considered well fitted for the office. He eventually settled

in Yorkshire, so perhaps he was connected with the county.

Papers of his came into the possession of Dr. Bennett, which

showed that he was thoroughly orthodox, and very anxious to do

his duty. The fact of his being chosen in 1 744 shows that the

body of the trustees had not then become heterodox, and as Mr
JamesWyndlow was evidently influential among them (a gentleman

with the same surname was introduced at the prior appointment) tho

inference is that he was orthodox at that time at any rate. Mr Moody
has recorded his great dissatisfaction at the preference shewn by
the trustees to Arians after the next appointment in 1755 (by

which time James Wyndlow was superannuated) and also at the

bad condition and underletting of the estates. He instances one

farm which in 1642 had been let on a twenty years' lease for £600

a year, but then produced only £408. He visited the farms, saw the

tenants, and procured information about both, but he could not

prevail upon the trustees to attend to the matter because they

said it would reflect ou their predecessors and offend Miss

Wyndlow, Mr James Wyndlow's daughter, who acted as secretary

to the trustees. They at last threatened personal violence to

Mr Moody, and he seems to have refrained from taking part in

the trust business, and refused to concur in the next selection of

trustees, a fact which rendered the appointment of all trustees

after that time irregular. He protested against £60 a year being

allowed Mr Cappe, as it prevented the relief of five poor widows,

the list of whom had recently been curtailed. This was in-

creased to £80 in Mr Wellbeloved's time, and as we shall find was
disapproved by the court. Mr Moody took the opinion of

counsel whether Dissenters or members of the Establishment

would be held by the Court of Chancery entitled to the

charity, and the probability of the court interfering with the

trustees' management of the estate. The Attorney-General,

Sir John Pratt, afterwards Lord Camden, and another counsel

were clear that Dissenters only were entitled, but did not give

him any great encouragement to appeal to the court, as the deeds

left so much to the discretion of the trustees. A third barrister

consulted expressed his doubt whether, if the court interfered at all,

it might not decree thatthe Establishment should have the benefit of

30
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the charity; but Mr Moody considered this last adviser of his must

have been tampered with by the other trustees. It is to be

noticed that he did not consult counsel as to securing the distribu-

tion of the funds to the orthodox, yet he took their misapplica-

tion so much to heart as to lament that the charity had done

more harm than good. There must have been in his mind

a conviction that, either from the prevalence of heterodox

notions, or the disfavour shewn to Dissenters, there was no hope

of appealing to chancery on the subject. As others would despair

of the court as he did, it is no wonder the Arians were allowed

to remain in undisturbed possession of so many chapels. The

defendants in the suit of the Attorney-General v. Shore were

interrogated as to Mr Moody, and their references to him were

very spiteful. After his time until 1830 the mismanagement and

misapplication of the trust continued. The trustees seem to

have retained the old scale of allowances, giving £12 a year only

in few cases, and oftener £8, so that they could not find heterodox

congregations willing to accept it to a number sufficient to

exhaust the rents, and they had no inducement to increase their

yearly funds. In twenty years after the trusteeship passed out of

their hands the income had been raised from £2830 to £3278.

1 100 additional rent is paid at five per cent on the trustees' outlay

in draining. £700 seems to have been lost by the failure of one

of the trustees who was appointed treasurer, as directed in the

deed.

The trusteeship was almost exclusively kept in what were still

accounted the Presbyterian county families of Yorkshire ; and they

seem to have made it an hereditary matter, something after the

fashion of a Whig Cabinet. In process of time several of these

county magnates, and Presbyterians by birth, became very much
like "Church of England men," though others no doubt still

remained constant to the old meeting-houses. Of the last lot of

trustees Samuel Shore, Esq., Offley Shore, Esq., and Daniel

Gaskell, Esq., in their answers avowed themselves members of

the Norton and Wakefield congregations respectively.

John Pemberton Heywood, Esq., on the other hand in his

first answer gives an amusing account of his religious notions, and

the words are evidently his own. He tells us that he was of the

Presbyterian religion and, so far as he knew, he held the same
faith as his ancestors for many generations ; and he could not find

any material difference between it and Oliver Heywood's, a good
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deal of whose works ho had read since this question was stirred

;

but he could safely assert that there was little or no difference

between himself and his tutor at Cambridge, Dr. Paley. The
congi*egation he worshipped with at Wakefield were always called

Presbyterians, (and no one ever called them Unitarians before the

relators did so), and ho could not believe that they held any of the

obnoxious tenets stated in the information. He always had been

friendly to the Established Church, occasionally attended it, and

frequently connnunicated there, though he still continued to

frequent and subscribe to the old Presbyterian congregation at

Wakefield. He however makes distinctions even among the

members of the Church of England, for he declares he holds no

doctrines not received by the moderate and respectable part of it.

He states he thinks it hard that he, a barrister and magistrate of

so many years standing, and he might have said (if he thought

much of it) chairman of a Quarter Sessions, should not be thought

fit to distribute charity to poor ministers and widows and other

poor.

Peter Heywood, Esq., his son, stated still more ambiguously

that he was brought up in the same religious opinions, but

attended the Established Church more frequently than any other

place of worship, and was not a member of any Unitarian con-

gregation.

These confused and indistinct notions of religion, blending

Church of Englandism, which addresses its prayers and praises to

the three persons of the Trinity separately, with Socinianism, it is

submitted, entirely disqualified these learned and distinguished

men from being able properly to determine who, in Lady Hewley's

phrase, were poor and pious preachers of Christ's Holy Gospel.

At last as the hereditary trustees oscillated between the old

meeting-houses and the parish churches, two or three of the trus-

tees were " Church of Eugland men/' while no Trinitarian

Dissenter was appointed. This was manifest treason in a dissent-

ing trust, to however slight an extent it was practised.

The trustees seem to have proceeded from the first on the

same system. First Lady Hewley's own benefactions were con-

tinued. The congregations called Presbyterian of her time seem

to have been considered entitled in the next place, and we may

say that they had an allowance wherever it was claimed. Some

ministers accepted it who, when the size of their towns or the res] lec-

tability of their congregations was considered, might have been
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expected to decline it, as the Socinian ministers at Halifax, Brad-

ford, Stockport, Wakefield, Hull, Doncaster, and Derby. Most of

the old Presbyterian chapels were occupied by Socinians, some few

were in the hands of Independents. In the border counties they

were held by congregations in connection with the Kirk or the

Seceders; but though those connected with the Kirk, by their

own account at any rate, were not Dissenters, they still received

the old allowances. At Wem, in Shropshire, the allowance was
continued after the place had become Calvinistic from being Arian

or Socinian. At Fulwood, in Yorkshire, on a like change, it

was withheld until the chapel went back to heterodoxy. At
Rawstonstall, Lancashire, an Independent minister, on becoming

Socinian, obtained a grant for the first time. The Independent

chapels of Lady Hewley's day seemed to have been recognized as

having a claim when the Presbytei-ians were satisfied. The Bap-

tists had few old places and received little assistance. It seems

to have been a sine qua non that a minister applying should have

been at some academy. In some instances questions were put as

to the sentiments of applicants. In all cases the attestation of

some minister known to the trustees, i.e. a Socinian, was necessary.

Four exhibitions of £12 each went to Manchester College; one of

£10 to Airedale College. Rotherham never had any. The
answer to applications was that the list was full. The practice of

making grants to widows was discontinued during the last cen-

tury. The trustees seem to have limited the grants for the most

part to the amounts usual in Lady Hewley's time, except that

Mr Wellbeloved, as minister of St. Saviour Gate Chapel, received

£80 instead of £40 a year. A list of the last distribution (1830)

will be given in the appendix, in which the denomination of each

recipient will, if possible, be noted, and readers can then judge of

the matter for themselves. Twenty-seven Socinian congregations

seem to have been assisted, and this number comprehends all the

poor and some of the rich ones in the Northern Counties.

In 1815 the following memorial was presented to the trustees :

From the trustees and Church of Unitarian Christians, on behalf of

their minister, meeting in Bethlehem Chapel at New Church in Rossen-
dale, Lancashire, to the trustees of Lady Hewley's fund.

Gentlemen

:

Having heard that you are entrusted with bounty which enables you
to relieve the distresses of needy ministers, we beseech you of your
clemency to hear \is a few words.
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In the year 180G, previous to which the greater part of us were in

the Methodist connexion, a Mr Joseph Cooke was expelled the Methodist

connexion, for teaching doctrines which were deemed Anti-Methodistical,

but which it is unnecessary here to mention.

A chapel was built for him in Rochdale, in which he laboured a few

years, till he wore out a slender constitution and a vigorous and inquisi-

tive mind by excessive application to his work. We, who are the sub-

ject of this memorial, had sat two years under the ministry of Mr
Cooke while he was in the Methodist connexion, and having embraced

the offensive doctrines for which he was expelled in the year 1807,

about thirty or forty of us (one of which was a local preacher) left the

Methodist connexion and invited Mr Cooke to New Church, a place

about eight miles north of Rochdale, to preach for us. He accepted our

invitation, and came once a month to our assistance, as long as his

health permitted, while our local preacher supplied his place at Roch-

dale. The progress which our ministers made, and taught us to make
in thinking, and the pecuniary embarrassment in circumstances to which

the communication of our thoughts has led us, being two things, we will

speak of them apart.

We had been set a-thinking by the Anti-Methodism which Mr Cooke

was supposed to have taught.

From this we began to examine the doctrine of Original Sin as

commonly taught, and we thought we saw sufficient reason to discard

such an unscriptural, irrational doctrine : at least such it now began to

appear to us. Being pretty well settled in this, we proceeded to examine

the doctrine of the Atonement, which as commonly taught, teaches us

that God the Father cannot and be just shew any mercy to the sinner

till the claims of his justice are satisfied. Man cannot make this satis-

faction. According to this scheme, another God, called God the Son,

who in every respect is equal with the Father, makes satisfaction to his

Fathei". It struck us that, if the Father required a satisfaction to his

justice, the Son, if equal with him, must, for the same reason, require

one too ; and then it gave lis the ideas, that there was one God who was

stern and inflexible, another, kind and generous, and yet these are one

and equal in perfection. These, with a whole heap of inconsistencies

which gather round this doctrine, caused us to cast this ancient piece of

orthodoxy to the moles and to the bats.

We then began to think about God being three in one and one m
three. This we could not understand. Much we thought, but nothing

we said on this s\;bjcct in public for the space of twelve months. Per-

haps at this period we might well be called Sabellians. Thus far our

ministei's had led us from orthodoxy to heterodoxy, when in March,

1811, our much esteemed, usefid, and labourious pastox*, Mr Cooke, was
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taken from us by death. For many months previous to his decease he

had been unable to attend upon his regular ministry, but notwithstand-

ing this, his mind was all alive to thinking, and we verily believe, had

he recovered his former strength, he would have been one of the most

laborious promoters of Unitarianism in this kingdom.

Our condition was now the most critical and trying that can be

imagined. Our principal dependence for a supply of preaching had been

upon Mr Cooke ; now he was gone. Our orthodox neighbours had long

misrepresented our sentiments, and had been very liberal in deabing out

damnation, but now they made another desperate attack. The death of

Mr Cooke, said they, was a judgment from God, inflicted for broaching

such damnable heresy, and it was predicted that all would now sink into

oblivion. Our pains were much increased by considering ourselves as the

only people in the country, if not in the world, who believed these

things, and often in condoling what in the anguish of our minds we

conceived to be our misfortune, have we said to one another, ' There is

no people in the world who believe as we do, and are treated as we are,'

for however strange it may appear to those whose acquaintance with

men and things have been more extensive than ours, we did not at this

time know that there were any Christians called Unitarians, (though

there were some in Rochdale), nor did we know that there was any

book except the Bible that taught the doctrines we had embraced. In

this distress, ready to faint under our trials, we called a meeting of the

society, which now consisted of about sixty persons, all of whom were

poor labouring men and women ; the result of which was to attempt to

proceed in what we had begun. It was observed we could not hear

preaching elsewhere with any satisfaction ; that while Mr Cooke had

been sick the congregations had been well satisfied with the junior

px*eachei-

s (some months before this another young man had begun to

preach, and a few months after this another began) ; that we could not

conscientiously give up what from conviction we had embraced. The

conversation at this meeting greatly strengthened our hands.

We set about our work, continued to enquire after truth, and imme-

diately after this we relinquished the doctrine of the Divinity of Christ.

Indeed, the place at which we are now arrived is supposed by our ortho-

dox neighbours to be the mystery of iniquity.

What considerably added to our distress when Mr Cooke died was

the state of our finances. In the year 1808 we built a chapel which cost

more than £500. A little more than £100 of this was begged from

amongst ourselves ; the rest, to the amount of £400, was borrowed.

The interest of this money was to be paid from the seat rent. The

novelty of our sentiments, and the offence that was generally taken at

them, along with the death of Mr Cooke, made lis tremble under this
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burden. We perceived however that our condition needed all the

exertion and support we were capable of giving it. The result has been

very different to anything we then thought of*. We have not only been

able to keep our chapel, but our congregation is now larger than it

was when Mr Cooke died, and we have reduced the debt upon our

chapel to £3-30, (£100 of this debt is now wanting, and has long been

wanted, nor do we know either where to beg or borrow it). For this

however, under God, we are indebted to the young men our preachers,

but principally to one who has always resided among us (the other young
men live eight miles from lis). This young man, in opposition to the

strong prejudices and attachments formed by methodistical instructions

and associations, has sought for truth, and found what we conceive to be

the genuine truths of the Gospel, without any assistance save that which

his Bible afforded. In the pulpit he boldly, yet cautiously, advanced

and defended them in such a way as has silenced some of his adversaries,

but in this, work he has spent more time and strength than we have been

able to requite him, for such generally has been the badness of trade, and
the consequent poverty of our circumstances, that we believe, on an

average, since he became our minister he has not had for all his services

more than £10 a year.

Gentlemen, we have heard of your liberality, and that, as the trus-

tees of Lady Hewley's fund, you have it in your power to be kind to the

needy. We have given you a very brief account of our rise, progress,

and present condition as a Church of God on Unitarian principles. We
pi*ay you would consider the condition of our worthy needy minister.

We think it no flattery to say, that he has been worthy a better treat-

ment than we have been able to give him or can give him ; we Lave

therefore, being beggars, made his and our condition known to you.

May the abundance of your liberality abound to the relief of our poverty,

to the encouragement and support of our worthy minister, and may the

divine bounty cause your fund to be enriched, that you may bless the

families of many indigent ministers.*

(Signed) John Lord, \

Jonathan Rudman, > Trustees.

James Holt, j

Gentlemen

:

I do most cordially recommend the case of the people at New
Church, and their minister, my lately acquired but highly esteemed

friend, to your regard.

Bury, May 6 th, 1815. W. Allard.

* This is to be remarked as an instance <>f Arminianism even among Methodists,

ending in Socinianism. The same thing has happened among the Quakers, who are an

Arminian sect in the United States more than in England ; and the same must bu ad

ruitted of Grotius and his party, the first Arminians and the Latitudinal ians.
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To the Trustees of Lady Hewley's Fund.

Gentlemen :

We, the undersigned, beg leave to recommend to your particular-

attention the case of the Reverend John Ashworth, the resident Minis-

ter of a society of Unitarians which has recently been established at New
Church, a populous manufacturing district. The congregation consists-

chiefly of weavers, a sober, honest, and industrious people, but of very

limited means for the support of a minister.

Wm. Hassal,

G. W. Elliott,

Wm. Walker.
Rochdale, May 8th, 1815.

Richard Astley,

Wm. Kershaw,
Rawdox Briggs,

John Rhodes,

J. R. Ralph,

Joss Thomsox,

C. H. Dawson.
Halifax, May 10th, 1815.

This document was a very important piece of evidence. The
flippancy of the language, when contrasted with the character of

Lady Hewley, produced an effect which could not have been

otherwise obtained, and as the trustees would not declare their

faith it told it for them. It was not merely that the trustees-

made a large grant for them to this place shewing that the memo-
rial was to their mind, but it was thought worthy of being

printed (not by any means for reprobation) in the Unitarian Maga-
zine, the Monthly Repository. By the means of this magazine it

became known to the relators and was proved in the suit ; the

minister of the chapel was examined, and he verified a copy of the

magazine put into his hands. This chapel is said to have been the

only one Unitarian in its origin which the trustees put on their

list, and it received £12 a year from 1815 to 1830. This fact

should be stated for praise as well as blame.

Public attention had long been drawn to this charity, and at

length had so far settled upon it, that it was clear it was only a

matter of time and circumstance how long- the trusteeship

should remain in the families who had possessed themselves of it.

At last, in August, 1824, the leading Socinians of Lancashire met
at the Spread Eagle, in Manchester, to dine and present a silver tea
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service to the Rev. James Grundy, on his leaving the chapel in

Cross Street in that town. This chapel was built by the exer-

tions of Henry Newcomc, ejectod from Manchester in 10(i2, who
has left some sermons to shew his opinions ; among them s e

which, by their title, show that his theology was of the old school,

as " The Sinner's Hope," and " The Covenant of Grace effectu-

ally remembered." After dinner of course there was speech-

making, and the Rev. George Harris, of Bolton-le-Moors, among
other offensive remarks, said that " the spirit of orthodoxy was
mean, cruel, vindictive, and persecuting," and also that it was
" direful and demoralising in its effects."

The report of the speeches at this dinner occasioned a news-

paper controversy, in which the late George William Wood, Esq.,

afterwards M.P. for Kendal, on the Socinian side, and on the

orthodox, Mr George Hadfield, now member for Sheffield,

his native town, then a practising solicitor in Manchester, took

the chief part. Mr Hadfield was drawn into the matter by a

letter from Mr Samuel Kay, solicitor to Cross Street Chapel, in

which that gentleman threw out a challenge to try the right of

Cross Street Chapel.

Mr Kay, who stated that an ancestor of his was one of the

original founders of Cross Street Chapel, and that his family had

ever since been members of the congregation, made the following

candid admission :

In the course of the last century undoubtedly a great change has

taken place in the opinions of English Presbyterians in general. Tin:

late pious Mr Mottershead found his congregation about ninety years

ago rigid Calvinists ; having been uniformly influenced by a spirit of

calm enquiry and Christian candour, he left them at his decease, after

a ministry of nearly fifty years, Arminians and Arians. His colleague,

Mr S. Seddon, was the first to speak in our chapel what were then called

Socinian doctrines ; but it does not appear that many, certainly not the

greater part of his hearers, concurred with him in opinion.

Mr Hadfield, in 1824, published a volume with the title,

" The Manchester Socinian Controversy," containing an account

of the dinner at the Spread Eagle, and the letters in the news-

papers, with introductory remarks as to Presbyterian chapels in

the hands of Socinians, a list of the chapels so circumstanced, and

a particular notice of Dr. Williams's and Lady Hewley's chari-

ties. At the end of the notice of Lady Hewley's charity ii was

;!1
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intimated that the friends of orthodoxy were contemplating an

investigation into it.

Prefixed to Mr Hadfield's book was a portrait of Mr New-
come, subjoined to which was the following sentence from Mr
John Howe

:

He was a burning and a shining light ! O Manchester, Manchester !

that ancient fenced seat of religion and profession ; may Capernaum's

doom never be thine ! May thy Heyrick, Hollingworth, Newcome, and

thy neighbours Angier and Harrison, and divers other men, never be

witnesses against thee !

In the next year the committee of Rotherham College, of

which Dr. Bennett and the Rev. Thomas Smith were then

tutors, took the Hewley charity into their consideration, and

requested Mr W. P. Rawson and Mr Joseph Read, both of Atter-

cliffe, with Mr Hadfield, to present a memorial to the Charity

Commissioners respecting it. They prepared a memorial of the

facts, and sent a copy of it to the Board in London, and another

to the commissioners then in eyre. In consequence of the in-

formation thus communicated, Mr Wilkinson Matthews and Dr.

Burnaby examined Mr J. P. Heywood at Wakefield, and the Rev.

C. Wellbeloved at York, having previously obtained from the

latter a statement as to the alms-houses, from which they made
a short report. The commissioners then appointed a meeting at

the Tontine, Sheffield, on 7th April, 1826, and the memorialists,

with Dr. Bennett and the Rev. James Mather, waited on them

there, and it was determined after this interview that another me-

morial should be presented, commenting on the information

which the commissioners had communicated, and urging that the

matter should be brought before the Chancellor.

The commissioners reported that " It must be considered at least very

questionable whether preachers or students of Unitarian belief or doc-

trine could properly be admitted to receive stipends and exhibitions

under Lady Hewley's charity, and that they thought the question which

had arisen in the case ought to be submitted to the consideration of a

court of equity, in order that a judicial declaration might be pronounced

as to the proper mode of administering and dispensing the charity in the

particular respect above noticed, and that directions might be given as

to its management and application."

In consequence of this opinion, Sir James Scarlett, then

Attorney General, laid the papers before Mr Pemberton, now Lord
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Kingsdown, and ho gave an opinion upon it advising the com-
missioners not to interfere in the matter. The Attorney-General

concurred with him, and the commissioners decided that the busi-

ness should bo no further proceeded in. This opinion was read

to Mr Hadfield, but a copy was refused him. He recollects that

it was to the effect that as the deeds described in general terms

the objects of Lady Hewley's bounty, and did not expressly

exclude Unitarians, Mr Pemberton considered, without giving an

opinion on the merits, (though he thought the case differed from

some of those reported), the commissioners would best exercise

the discretion by the act vested in them if they declined insti-

tuting proceedings on such a subject as the theological disputes

between Trinitarians and Unitarians.

Application was then made to the commissioners for a list of

the persons to whom the charity was last distributed ; but this

also was refused.

The secretary's letter stated that "As the selection of proper objects,

with the description in the deeds establishing the charity, and the deter-

mination of the allowances to them, appear to have been committed by

the foundress entirely to the discretion of the trustees, the commissioners

did not think it would be useful or proper to examine further than

they had done respecting the peculiar religious sentiments of individuals

participating in the charity, without previous judicial determination

that the profession of Unitarian principles forms a positive ground of

exclusion."

Mr Hadfield brought the subject before a meeting of the

Lancashire County Union (of Independents) on 9th April, 1829,

and it was resolved that a copy of the report should be published

at the expense of the Union, under his direction.

Mr Hadfield added notes to the report, and with this accom-

paniment it was widely circulated.

Mr Joseph Blower, of the firm of Vizard and Blower, of Lin-

coln's-Inn-Fields, happening to be in Leeds at a meeting of the

association was applied to, and agreed to undertake the business

on receiving a comparatively trifling sum for his outlay; two-

fifths were undertaken by Yorkshire gentlemen, two-fifths by Mr
Hadley, for Lancashire, and one-fifth by Mr Wilson, for London,

but Mr Blower's firm remained by his offer the largest contri-

butor to the undertaking. Little more than half the sum sub-

scribed for was called up.

Mr Joshua Wilson also offered the assistance of his deep
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acquaintance with the books published by the Dissenters of Lady
Ik'wloy's time and the history of religious opinions in England,

On the 18th June, 1830, an information was filed by the Attorney-

General on the information of Thomas Wilson of Highbury Place Lon-

don, Joseph Read of Wincobank Sheffield, George Hadfield of Man
Chester, John Clapham of Leeds, and Joseph Hodgson then of Halifax

afterwards of Bakewell, (described as Dissenters protected by the Tolera-

tion Act), and was amended on 15th December, 1831. The defendants

were the Grand Trustees : Samuel Shore Esq. of Norton Hall near Shef-

field, whose grandfather was appointed a trustee in 1755 ; Offley Shore

Esq. a son of Mr Samuel Shore ; John Pemberton Heywood of Wake-
field Esq. M.A. Camb. and barrister-at-law ; Peter Heywood Esq. M.A.

Camb. and barrister-at-law, a son of Mr John Pemberton Heywood
;

Thomas Walker of Killingbeck near Leeds Esq. a magistrate of the

West Riding ; and Daniel Gaskell of Lupset Hall near Wakefield Esq.

M.P. for Wakefield ; and John Wood Esq. barrister and chairman of the

Board of Stamps and Taxes ; And the trustees of the hospital, the

Liev. Charles Wellbeloved Dissenting Minister of the Presbyterian

congregation in the St. Saviour's Gate Chapel, York ; the Rev. John

Kenrick, of York, a Dissenting minister of the Presbyterian denomi-

nation ; Thomas Bischoff Esq. of Leeds ; Varley Bealby Esq. of York
;

Joseph Henry Oates Esq. of Leeds ; George Palmes Esq. of Naburn

near York ; all of them, with the exception of Mr Palmes, who was a

member of the Church of England, Dissenters belonging to the Presby-

terian denomination, and the Grand Trustees being all members of old

Yorkshire Presbyterian families.

The information was originally filed against the two Messrs. Shore,

the two Messrs. Heywood, Mr Walker and Mr Gaskell, Grand Trustees,

and Mr Wellbeloved alone of the sub-trustees ; bvit Mr Wood was auda-

ciously appointed a manager of the estate pending the suit, and it was

found necessaiy to make him and the omitted sub-trustees parties.

The amended information stated, among other things, that Lady

Hewley was in those times considered to be, and was called by those of

the same religious sentiments, a godly person, and was a dissenter from

the Established Church, and that she was in her religious belief a Cal-

vinist and Trinitarian.

That she belonged to the congregation or attended the meeting-house

or chapel in St. Saviour's Gate York, which was partly endowed by

her.

That Dr. Coulton and the Rev. Mr Hotham were the first preachers

at that chapel.

That daring the time of the religious persecutions of the English

Presbyterians and Independents and other persons calling themselves
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godly Dissenters from the Established Church, in the reign of Charles

the Second, Lady Hewley stood forward as the protector and supporter,

in Yorkshire, of the ejected ministers of St. Bartholomew's Day, 1662,

under the Act of Uniformity of the 13th and 14th of ( iharles the Second,

and of the persons calling themselves godly who were Nonconfor-

mists, and who were subject to pains and penalties in those days for their

forms of religious worship.

That her charitable works were specially extended to the poor and

ejected ministers and Nonconformists of those days, and that she is men
tioned in the diary of Oliver Heywood, one of the most zealous of the

Nonconformist and ejected ministers.

That being minded and disposed to devote her property to the pur-

poses mentioned in the foundation deeds, she had frequent conferences

with her friends on the subject, as well as consultations with counsel,

under whose advice, and after long and mature deliberation, and several

years before her death, she entered into and executed the deeds therein-

after mentioned.

The information then sets out the indentures of 1704 and 1707, and

the rules left by Lady Hewley for the government of the hospital.

It then states that Richard Stretton, the trustee first named in the

said indentures of trusts, was a Nonconformist of considerable note in

those times, and that he is recorded in Calamy's Memorial of Noncon-

formist Ministers.

That Dr. Uoulton, the original preacher at St. Saviour's Gate Chapel,

whose ministry Lady Hewley attended, and who was her friend ami

spiritual adviser, and sole executor of her will, is named as another of

the said original trustees and also a manager of the hospital ; and that

the Rev. Mr Hodson, who is named a manager of the hospital, was one

of the attesting witnesses to Sir John Hewley's will, and the private

chaplain of Lady Hewley ; and that the other trustees and managers of

the Hospital were men who in those times were called, by persons of

the same religious persuasion, godly persons ; and that all the original

sub-trustees and managers were dissenters from the Established Church,

and at the date of the deeds and indorsement nominating and appointing

them, and at the death of Lady Hewley, were persons within the protec-

tion and entitled to the benefit of the Act of Toleration of the 1st of

William and Mary, and were none of them subject to the penalties of

the Act against Blasphemy of the 9th and 10th of William III.

That Mr Bowles's Catechism was well known amongst Dissenters at

that time, and that a tenth edition thereof was printed and sold by John

White, of the city of York.

That Lady Hewley continued to be a godly Dissenter from the

Established Church to the day of her death ; and that she waa attended
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in her last illness by Dr. Coulton ; and that her will commenced as

stated before.

That she died on the 23rd of August, 1710, and that Dr. Coulton

preached her funeral sermon containing the passage extracted before.

That new trastees of the charities and new managers of the hospital

were from time to time chosen and appointed, and the charity estates and

premises conveyed to them by the survivors of the said original trustees

and managers and their successors. And that the fifth appointment and

conveyance to new trustees took place some time in the year 1755, when
the then survivors chose and appointed Samuel Shore, Aymer Rich, and

Thomas Lee to be new trustees.

That the said Samuel Shore, Aymer Rich, and Thomas Lee were

persons of considerable wealth and influence, and that they were the

friends and patrons of a young Dissenting minister, then in indigent

circumstances, called the Rev. Newcome Cappe, and who had been edu-

cated at an Independent College, and, by their interest, obtained the

said Rev. Newcome Cappe to be appointed the assistant of the Rev. Mr
Hotham, as the preacher at St. Saviour's Gate Chapel, in Novembei',

1756, being a short time before Mr Hotham's death, Mr Hotham then

being of great age ; and also that Mr Cappe should be the sole preacher

of the chapel after the death of Mr Hotham, in May, 1756, there having

been formerly always two preachers at St. Saviour's Gate Chapel ; and

that Mr Cappe became a great favourite with the new trustees ; and that

Mr Cappe was, or shortly after his appointment to be the preacher of

St. Saviour's Gate Chapel became, an Arian, and afterwards what iss

now commonly called a Unitarian.

That Robert Moody, one of the trustees, died in the month of May,

1767 ; and that upon Mr Moody's death the charities fell entirely into

the hands of trustees belonging to the class or denomination of Chris-

tians now commonly called Unitarians ; and that the Reverend New-

come Cappe and his party managed and conducted the almshouse and

hospital ; and that the family of the Shores have, ever since the year

1756, been and still are trustees of the charity ; and that the Rev. New-
come Cappe continued to be a sub-trustee or manager of the hospital,

and continued to receive a stipend as a poor and godly preacher to the

time of his death, which happened in the year 1799, and that he left the

congregation of St. Saviour's Gate Chapel, whom he had found strict

Calvinists in their religious belief, changed to be what are now common-
ly called Unitarians.

The last appointments of grand trustees and managers, and sub-

trustees or managers of the hospital, are then set out.

That save and except the said John Pemberton Heywood, Petei

I Icy wood, George Palmes, and John Wood,'" each and every one of the

" It was supposed that these gentlemen would all style themselves " Churchmen."
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said trusters and managers, sub-trustees and governors of Lady HewleVs
charities, was in his religious belief what is commonly called a Unita-

rian, and was a member of, or belonged to the sect, or class, or denomi-

nation of Christians commonly called Unitarians, and attended a

congregation or chapel commonly called or passing under the ordinary

and popular appellation of a Unitarian congregation or chapel, or

attended a chapel where doctrines of the Unitarian persuasion were

preached or taught, or where doctrines commonly called, or taken or be-

lieved to be Unitarian, were preached or taught.

That Mr Wellbeloved succeeded Mr Cappe on his death in

1799, and that he was then the preacher of Saint Saviour Gate

Chapel, and that he was what is commonly called a Unitarian minis

ter, or a minister of the Unitarian persuasion or denomination, and
that he was what is commonly called a Unitarian in his reli-

gious belief and doctrine, and that he was a member of, or be-

longed to the sect, or class, or denomination of Christians com-

monly called Unitarians, and that he preached and taught what are

commonly called or believed to be Unitarian doctrines in the said

chapel, and that the congregation attending the said chapel belonged to,

or were of the sect, or class, or denomination of Christians commonly
called or passing under the ordinary and popular appellation of Unitari-

ans ; and that the said Reverend John Kenrick was what is commonly

called a Unitarian minister, &c, as alleged with regard to Mr" Well-

1 teloved.

That the annual rents and profits of Lady Hewley's charities

amounted to £2,900, or thereabouts, and that a great part of the said

rents and profits were then applied by the said then trustees, sub-trustees,

and managers, in and towards the support and propagation of doctrines

commonly called Unitarian, by giving stipends to the ministers, and to

the widows of the ministers, and to the poor members of the congrega-

tions of the sect, or class, or denomination of Christians commonly called

Unitarians, and by sending formerly six exhibitions, and afterwards

five exhibitions, to students at the Manchester College at York ; and

that the said College was commonly called or passed under the ordinary

or popular appellation of the Unitarian College, or the Unitarian College

at York; and that the said Manchester College was reputed and com

monly believed to be, and was in fact an establishment supported by the

sect, or class, or denomination of Christians commonly called Unitarians ;

and that the said College was principally for the purpose of supplying a

succession of regularly educated ministers in their class of Dissenters, as

appeared from the thirty-second annual printed report of the said

College, made in the month of August, 1818, and the printed circular

letter of the said appellant, the Reverend Charles Wellbeloved, at tih<

end of the said report.
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That the said charity funds were further misapplied, by making an

allowance to the said appellant, the Reverend Charles Wellbelovetl, of

£80 a year as a poor and godly preacher of Christ's holy gospel.

That the qualifications required by Lady Hewley for the admission

of the almswomen to the hospital, and the rules directed by her to be

kept there, had been totally disregarded by the said sub-trustees or

managers of the said hospital ; that the Creed and Mr Bowles's Cate-

chism had been wholly rejected and laid aside, and that no other Cate-

chism was supplied to the almswomen or taught in the hospital ; and

that the almswomen on the Lord's Day attended the chapel in St.

Saviour-gate, where the Reverend Charles Wellbeloved preached.

That the said trustees, sub-trustees, and managers of these charities

did not then make an allowance to the widows of godly preachers in

distress, as a distinct class, and that no part of the charity funds were

then applied for the encouragement of the preaching of Christ's holy

gospel in poor places.

That only one exhibition was then given to any Dissenting college,

or academy, or school for the education of orthodox ministers of Christ's

holy gospel; and that, in the year 1821, an application was made on

the behalf of the Dissenting College at Rotherham, to send one of the

exhibitions under Lady Hewley's charities to that establishment, which

was refused on the ground that their number was full, they (the trus-

tees) having sent exhibitions to the said Manchester College, being the

whole number of exhibitions which they then sent.

That in or about the month of September 1829, an application was

made on behalf of the Dissenting College at Blackburn in Lancashire, to

send one of the exhibitions under Lady Hewley's charities to that

establishment, and the same was strongly recommended by the late Rev.

William Roby, and by the Rev. Drs. Raffles and Clunie, and the

Reverend Messrs. McAll and Coombs, which application was refused, on

the ground that there was no vacancy in the list of exhibitions to stu-

dents from the said trustees, and that there was no present prospect

of one.

That an application was made by and on the behalf of the Reverend

Mr Calvert, as a poor and godly preacher of Christ's holy gospel, resident

at Morley, in the county of York, and only receiving from his chapel a

very small yearly stipend, which was refused, because the list of distri-

butions to poor and godly ministers was full ; and that the said list of

distributions at the time of such applications and refusals, as aforesaid,

contained the names of many ministers or preachers belonging to the

sect, or class, or denomination of Christians commonly called Unitarians,

and that thereby the said applicants were excluded and deprived of the

benefit of Lady Hewley's charities.
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That the charity funds had been, and were then applied to or for tin;

feenefit <>i' preachers or ministers of what are commonly called Unitarian

chapels and congregations, and to persons of what are commonly called

Unitarian sentiment, belief, and doctrine ; and that the sect, or class, or

denomination of Christians commonly called Unitarians, was then an

established and well-known sect, class, or denomination of Christians.

That the said Samuel Shore, the younger, the Reverend Charles

Wellbeloved, and the Reverend John Kenrick, were severally and

respectively members of an association denominated "the British and
Foreign Unitarian Association," and that annual reports were printed

and published, or distributed, by the said association, and that by the

said printed reports the said association was stated to be framed for the

promotion of the principles of Unitarian Christianity at home and
abroad, the support of its worship, the diffusion of biblical, theological,

and literary knowledge on the topics connected with it, and the main-

tenance of, the civil rights and interests of its professors ; and the first

leading object of the said association was, by the said reports, stated to

be the promotion of Unitarian worship in Great Britain, by assisting

poor congregations, and sending out or giving assistance to missionary

preachers, and the second, the publication and distribution of books and

tracts, controversial and practical, in a cheap form.

That the religious belief and doctrine of the sect, or class, or deno-

mination of Christians, commonly called Unitarians, was wholly opposed

to, and at variance with the belief and doctrine of the Established

Church, and also wholly opposed to, and at variance with the belief and

doctrine of the great body of Dissenters from the Established Church

who were protected by the Act of Toleration of the 1st of William and

Mary, at the time of the foundation of Lady Hewley's charity.

That the said Act was an Act framed for the indulgence of Dis-

senters in all forms and modes of worship then in use amongst them,

and the enactments of which the great body of Dissenters themselves

had a principal part in drawing up ; and that, by such Act, no toleration

or protection was extended to the sect or class of Christians now com-

monly called Unitarians.

That the religious differences between the Established Church ami

the great body of Dissenters wei'e not upon articles of faith, and the

object of religious adoration or worship, but upon questions or ai'ticles

of church government and of the divine origin thereof, and as to forms

and ceremonies ; and that the great body of dissenters distinguished in

those times by the names of Presbyterian, Independent, and Baptist,

differed among themselves solely on the said questions or articles of

church government, and as to its divine origin and power, and as to

forms and ceremonies, and that upon articles of faith and the object of
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religions adoration or worship, they were all agreed amongst themselves

and with the Established Church, as appeal's by and from the Larger and

Shorter Catechism prepared by the Assembly of Divines, which said

Shorter Catechism is now in common use for the instruction of young

persons amongst the great body of dissenters, commonly called the

orthodox dissenters.

That at the time of the foundation of Lady Hewley's charities, the

act of 9th and 10th William the Third against blasphemy was in force,

and that the doctrines now held and preached by the denomination of

Christians commonly called Unitaiuans, were then held to be blasphe-

mous, and that in those times the denial of the doctrine of the Trinity

was punishable with pains and penalties, under the said statute of 9th

and 10th William the Third; and that chapels in which doctrines which

are now commonly called Unitarian doctrines were preached, were not

then legal places of public worship ; and that the belief and doctrine of

the present sect, or class, or denomination of Christians commonly called

Unitarians, was then illegal .and held in great abhorrence by the legisla-

ture, and by the Established Church, and by the great body of dissenters,

including the Presbyterians, the Independents, and Baptists of those

days.

That the term or name Unitarian, as the name of a religious sect,

was of modern use, and was not in those times generally used, persons

of the same, or nearly of the same persuasion, being then called Socini-

ans ; and that there was no difficulty in distinguishing the being and

doctrines of the sect, or class, or denomination of Christians now com-

monly called Unitarians, from the other sects of dissenters commonly
called the orthodox dissenters.

That the belief and doctrines of the class or sect, or denomination of

Christians commonly called Unitarians, were set forth in several of the

books and tracts distributed by the said British and Foreign Unitarian

Association, and that a catalogue of the said books and tracts was
printed and published, or distributed, in each of the annual printed

reports of the said association.

* That the class, or sect, or denomination of Christians commonly called

Unitarians, rejected as utterly unscriptural, each and every one of the

following doctrines, that is to say : the Trinity of persons in the Deity
j

the Incarnation or true and perfect divinity of the person of the Son of

God
;
that the Son of God is the second person in the Trinity, and equal

with the Father ; the divinity and personality of the Holy Ghost or

Holy Spirit, as the third person in the blessed Trinity, and equal with

the Father and the Son ; the forgiveness of sins and salvation through
the merit of the Atonement ; the Atonement or satisfaction for sin made

* This paragraph was the chief amendment.
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by the death of Christ ; that Jesus Christ is really and truly God, and

as such, the proper object of religious worship ; and the doctrine of

original sin, or that man is born in such a state, that if he were to die

in the condition in which he was born and bred he would perish ever-

lastingly. And that each and every one of the doctrines aforesaid was

rejected as utterly unscriptural by the said appellants, the Reverend

Charles Wellbeloved and the Reverend John Kenrick.

That many of the class, or sect, or denomination of Christians com-

monly willed Unitarians, called themselves Presbyterians, and called

their chapels Presbyterian chapels, and that the term Presbyterian, as

used by the sect, or class, or denomination of Christians commonly called

Unitarians, had no definite meaning as to opinions or discipline, and

that they differed, both in doctrine and discipline, from the acknowledged

creed and ecclesiastical government of the churches recognized as Pres-

byterian ; that their congregations were not subject to the form of

government which characterizes Presbyterian churches, and that their

ministers or preachers were not subject to a presbytery or to a synod.

And that the said appellant, the Reverend Charles Wellbeloved,

represented himself and his congregation to be Presbyterian ; that the

said defendant was not subject to a presbytery or to a synod, and that

his congregation had not that form of government which characterizes

Presbyterian churches, and differed, both in doctrine and discipline,

from the acknowledged creed and ecclesiastical government of the

churches recognized as Presbyterian.

That the chapel of Rossendale, Lancashire, was commonly reputed

to be, and was commonly called an Unitarian chapel ; that the said

chapel being considerably in debt, an application was made to the trus-

tees of Lady Hewley's fund for assistance ; that the trustees received a

memorial, stating at length the doctrines believed and taught by the

applicants, and upon the said memorial granted a sum of £12, which

had been continued annually, [and the offensive part of the memorial

was then set out, see p. 44.]

That the said trustees of the charities for many years allowed .£80

per annum out of Lady Hewley's charities to the said defendant, the

Rev. Charles Wellbeloved, a sub-trustee of the charities ; and that the

said appellant, the Reverend Charles Wellbeloved, preached a sermon

on Sunday, the 23rd clay of January, IS'25, in the said Saint Saviour

Gate Chapel, at York, in aid of a subscription for the erection of a

Unitarian Chapel in Calcutta, and that the said sermon was afterwards

printed and published at the unanimous request of his audience ; and

that in the said sermon the said appellant styled himself, and spoke of

himself as being a Unitarian, and addressed his congregation as being

Unitarians, and promulgated what are commonly called or believeil t<>

be Unitarian doctrines, as by the said printed sermon appeared.
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That all the ministers educated at the said Manchester College1

,

under the said defendant as theological tutor and principal, became

preachers of what is commonly called Unitarian doctrine, and became

ministers of what are commonly called Unitarian chapels and congrega-

tions ; and that many of the ministers who had been educated at the

said College called themselves Presbyterians ; and that the said trustees

applied no part of Lady Hewley's charities to encourage the preaching

of Christ's holy gospel in poor places. That the said trustees only sent

five exhibitions from the charities, and only one thereof, until the years

1828 and 1829, to a Trinitarian or oi'thodox Dissenting College. That

seven exhibitions, at least, ought to be sent ; and that the trustees ought

therefore to be removed from being trustees and managers of Lady

Hewley's charities, and that new trustees ought to be appointed by the

Court of Chancery.

And the said information prayed, That the court would be pleased to

take the case of Lady Hewley's charities into its consideration, and that

it might be declared, by the decree of the court, that ministers or

preachers of what is commonly called Unitarian belief and doctrine, and

their widows, and members of their congregations, or persons of what is

commonly called Unitarian belief and doctrine, are not fit objects of

Lady Hewley's charities ; and that exhibitions to the said Manchester

College, or to any other colleges or schools where what is commonly

called Unitarian belief or doctrine was taught or inculcated, were not

fit exhibitions for promoting the education of ministers of Christ's holy

gospel, within the intent and meaning of Lady Hewley's charities.

And that the allowance of £80 to the said defendant, the Reverend

Charles Wellbeloved, as the preacher of Saint Saviour Gate Chapel, was

an unfit allowance or distribution of the charity funds, by reason of the

said defendant, the Reverend Charles Wellbeloved, having been and then

being one of the sub-trustees or managers of a part of these charities,

and by reason of his not being a poor preacher, and not being a godly

preacher of Christ's holy gospel, within the intent and meaning of Lady

Hewley's charities, and by reason of what is commonly called Unitarian

belief and doctrine being preached and inculcated by him in the said

Saint Saviour Gate Chapel ; and that the said allowance of £80 might be

wholly discontinued in future ; and that such order might be made, as to

the past payments of the said allowance of £80 to the defendant, the

Reverend Charles "Wellbeloved, as to the court should seem just.

And that all the objects of Lady Hewley's charities might be deci'eed

fairly and in such manner to participate in these charity funds as she

meant ami intended; and in particular, that a fair and just proportion

thereof might be distributed to and amongst poor and godly widows of

poor ami godly preachers of Christ's holy gospel, giving a preference to
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York, Yorkshire, and the northern counties
; and that a fair and just

proportion thereof might be applied for the encouraging and preaching

of Christ's holy gospel in poor places ; and that Lady Hewley's qualifica-

tions and conditions for the admission of ahnswoinen to the said hospital

or almshouse, and her rules for the management and regulation of the

said hospital, or such of them as to the court should seem meet, might

be restored or enforced in future, in such manner as the court should

lie pleased to direct.

And that it might be declared by the decree of the court, that

such Dissenters alone as were commonly called orthodox Dissenters,

and as would have been within the protection of the Act ot Tolera-

tion of the 1st of William and Mary at the time of the foundation of

these charities, and would not then have been subject to the penalties of

the Act of the 9th and 10th William the Third against blasphemy, can

now be considered as coming within the intent and meaning of Lady
Hewley, and as entitled to participate in the benefit of her charities.

And that the defendants, the then trustees, sub-trustees, and mana-

gers of the charities, or such of them as to the court should seem proper,

might be removed by the decree of the court from being trustees, sub-

trustees, or managers of the charities.

And the said amended information prayed an injunction, to restrain

the trustees from proceeding to the election of any new trustees, sub-

trustees, or managers of Lady Hewley's charities, and the appointment

of a receiver, or that the court would be pleased to pronounce such

declaration as to the proper mode of administering and dispensing Lady
Hewley's charities, and to give such directions as the case recpiired, for

securing the charity estates and funds, and to provide for the proper

administration thereof in future.

The defendants, the Grand Trustees, by their answer to the original

information, filed 17th November, 1830, amongst other things say :

They believe that Lady Hewley belonged to the class of Dissenters

called Presbyterians, and that many of the Presbyterians of that period

were Trinitarians ; but save from the probability arising from such last

mentioned circumstance, they cannot say whether Lady Hewley was in

her religious belief a Trinitarian, but they say that, according to the

best of their information and belief, she was not in her religious belief a

Calvinist or Independent ; and they say that Mr Bowles's Catechism

mentioned in the information, and there referred to as containing the

religious opinions entertained by Lady Hewley, does not, in the judg-

ment of the defendants, inculcate a belief in the Calvinistic doctrines of

the Trinity, the Atonement, Predestination, Irresistible Grace, or the

Perseverance of the Saints. They add, that accordiag to their information

and belief, Lady Hewley was a person of very enlarged benevolence, and
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of great liberality and toleration of tlie opinions of others ; and that in

the relief extended by her to the suffering Nonconformists, she was not

actuated by an exclusive regard to the peculiar creeds or religious senti-

ments of the objects of her bounty.

They say, that St. Saviour Gate Chapel was a Presbyterian chapel,

and that the teachers and ministers thereof were dissenters from the

Established Church, and professed the doctrines common among the

Presbyterians of that time, but what such doctrines were in particular

they are unable to set forth ; however, they believe that one distin-

guishing characteristic of that sect in England was, that they considered

all persons eligible to communicate with them in the Holy Sacrament of

the Lord's Supper who professed to believe in Christ's Holy Gospel.

That they do not believe that either Lady Hewley or any of the teachers

or ministers in the said chapel were Independents, or followers of

Calvin.

They deny that Lady Hewley was desirous of devoting the principal

part of her large property particularly or exclusively for the purpose of

encouraging the preaching of Christ's holy gospel by Dissenting

preachers of her own religious sentiments, for in the trust deeds

there is no reference whatever to the religious sentiments of the

preachers who are there pointed out as the objects of her bounty,

and they do not believe that the object of Lady Hewley in insti-

tuting the charity was to promote or encourage the spread of any

stated doctrines or form of Protestant worship in particular, but that in

a spirit of general benevolence she was desirous of extending her bounty

to the numerous classes of professing Christians who were then, or might

thereafter be, struggling with persecution and pecuniary difficulties, by

reason of their dissenting from the Established Church, insisting on

liberty of conscience and the right of private judgment in matters of

religion.

They cannot say whether any writings were left by Lady Hewley
with any person except the Book of Pules of the hospital. However
there is a tradition among the present trustees, derived from their pre-

decessors, that Robert Moody named in the said information, did secrete

or improperly obtain possession of some papers or writings relating to

the said trusts and charities.

That Lady Hewley was, during her lifetime, a very liberal patron

of St. Saviour Gate Chapel, and that she made an ample provision for

the Rev. Dr. Coulton, the minister officiating there during her lifetime

;

and they believe that upon the death of Dr. Coulton, the original trus-

tees and managers of the charity, and their immediate successors, in

accordance with what they deemed to be the intention of Lady Hewley,
and the spirit of her direction that the charitable dispositions or allow-
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ances made by her to persons or places in York should be continued

after her decease, allowed and paid out of the funds of the charity to Mr
Hotliam, the successor of Dr. Coulton, as the minister of the said chapel,

a stipend of £40 a year ; and they say they find in the book

in which the receipts and payments of the trustees are entered,

commencing in 1 729, several entries of half-yearly payments of £20 to

Mr Hotham. They say, that, according to the best of their knowledge,

information and belief, neither Dr. Coulton nor Mr Hotham was a poor

person ; and that, according to the best of their belief, considering the

interest taken by Lady Hewley in the chapel, and her liberal patronage

of the Dissenting ministers officiating therein in her lifetime, it was not

the intention of Lady Hewley that the minister of that chapel should be

a poor person, but that he should be a minister distinguished as well for

learning and the respectability of his station in life, as for godliness.

They add, that according to the best of their judgment, regard being

had to the increased nominal amount of the rents and profits of the

charity estates, and the depreciation in the value of money, and to the

ehange in the style and manner of living since the time when Mr
Hotham succeeded Dr. Coulton, the stipend of £60 per annum allowed

to Mr Cappe during the time that the defendant Samuel Shore was a

trustee of the charity, and the stipend of £80 allowed to the defendant

Wellbeloved before the filing of the information, is not more in propor-

tion than the stipend of £40 allowed to Mr Hotham by the original

trustees of the charity and their immediate successors. That they do

not know that Mr Cappe found the congregation at St. Saviour Gate

Chapel Calvinist, or left them changed to Unitarians, and followers of

the doctrines of Priestly. On the conti'ary they believe Mr Cappe was

not himself a follower of the doctrine of Priestly, but differed widely

from him in religious sentiments.

That Mr Cappe was not in the habit of preaching doctrinal sermons,

but habitually urged upon his hearers love to God, faith in the gospel of

Jesus Christ, and the practice of holiness and righteousness.

That the defendant Wellbeloved had been chosen by the congrega-

tion at St. Saviour's Gate Chapel assistant minister to Mr Cappe, and

that he had officiated as such assistant minister for nearly nine years

previous to his (Mr Cappe's) decease, without any stipendiaxy allowance

from Lady Hewley's trustees ; and that on Mr Cappe's decease he was

elected to succeed him as sole preacher there, and they admit that he is

now the sole preacher there.

That Manchester College is an establishment chiefly supported by

persons who call themselves Presbyterian Dissenters, and is for the

purpose of educating ministers of that denomination ; that they believe

that Unitarian sentiments are not required to be taught, and in fact arc
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dot taught, in the College, and that the students are not required or'

expected to profess Unitarianism, either on their admission, or during

their residence at, or on their quitting the College ; and they say that

the four exhibitions which, prior to the filing of the information, were

paid by them to students then pursuing their studies there, were, like all

former exhibitions, paid to the students, and not to the College, and

would have been continued to them in case of good conduct, although

they removed to another academy.

That they are ignorant what are the particular religious opinions of

any of the said four exhibitioners.

That the £80 a year is paid to the defendant Wellbeloved as a faithful

and godly preacher of Christ's holy gospel to a congregation that had

never been able to raise more than from ,£20 to £30 a year out of their

own means.

That the management of the almshouse or hospital is conducted by

the sub-trustees appointed for that purpose, pursuant to the directions

of Lady Hewley, and that those defendants do not interfere in such

management ; and they submit that they are not responsible for the

same : they add, that they believe that the rules directed by Lady Hew-

ley to be observed respecting the hospital are now observed there as

fully and strictly as circumstances will allow ; but they believe they

are not required to be able to repeat Mr Bowles's Catechism, and that

they did not know such Catechism was in existence till it was published

by Mr Hadfield.

That a memorial from Kossendale was presented to them, because it

is required by their rules that a memorial should be presented ; but they

say that such memorial was not preserved, and they are unable to set

forth the contents thereof: however, they do not believe that the same

was to the purport or effect set forth in the information, because,

although they have no recollection of the particular purport of the

memorial so presented, they are convinced that if the same had been to

the effect stated in the information, the same would not have been

recommended and signed, as is required, by two respectable neighbour-

ing ministers ; neither would the trustees have given attention to such

statements.

That, as trustees of the charity, they are willing and desirous to act

under the directions of the court ; but they humbly submit that they

ought not to be removed from being trustees and managers of the chari-

ties ; for they insist that they were duly appointed trustees or managers

thereof, according to the directions contained in the original deed of

trust ; and that since the period of their appointments respectively, they

have severally conscientiously, and to the best of their ability, duly acted

in the execution of the trusts of the charity, and they have, to the best
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of their judgment, in all respects acted in conformity with the spirit of

Lady Hewley's directions regarding the management of the charity.

That Lady Hewley did not in the original deeds of trust, or in her rules

for the management of the hospital, or in any other documents, to the

best of their knowledge and belief, give any direction regarding the

peculiar mode of belief required to be entertained by the objects of the

charities, save that, according to the rules of the almshouse, the alms-

women are required to be of the Protestant religion ; and that, according

to the best of their judgment and belief, the desire and intention of Lady
Hewley, in founding the charity, was to encourage the preaching and
practice of pure Christianity, without any exclusive regard either to the

peculiar forms of Protestant Dissenting worship, or to the particular doc-

trines inculcated by the different denominations or sects of Protestant

Dissenters. That in the selection of objects of the charity, they have,

to the best of their ability, acted in conformity with such intentions of

Lady Hewley, and in compliance with the express directions contained

in the deeds of trust, in so far as particular directions were therein given.

That it has not been their practice to inquire what were the particular

personal religious opinions of the applicants for the assistance of the

charity, but that their inquiries have been always made with a view to

ascertain as to the preachers, whether they were sufficiently learned to

read and understand the Holy Scriptures, and were men of such godly

character and conduct as were likely, in their lives as well as by their

preaching, to promote the practice of Clmst's Holy Gospel, and were in

such circumstances as to require pecuniary assistance from the charity.

That so far is it from being true, as alleged in the information, that they

have shown an undue preference to the dissenters commonly called Uni-

tarians, that they have ascertained, from inquiries made since the infor-

mation was filed and they believe it to be true, that a very great majority

of the preachers and widows who receive stipends from the funds of the

charity are what are commonly called Trinitarian Dissenters, and not

what are commonly called Unitarians.

That amongst persons holding what are called Unitarian principles

there is great diversity of opinions, and that there is no fixed standard

of their religious belief, save the Holy Scriptures. However these de-

fendants believe that a very great proportion of them entertain a moral

belief in the doctrine of the Trinity, ascribing to the Father the different

attributes or characteristics or personam of God the Creator, God the

Redeemer, and God the Sanctifier of His creatures.

That as to such of the objects of the charity as attended places of

Unitarian worship, or professed Unitarian sentiments, they cannot say

what are their particular religious opinions ; however that, to the best of

their belief, all of them are of the Protestant religion, and believe in the
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divinity of the mission and office of their Lord and Savioiir Jesus Christ?

and that the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testament contain the

revealed will of God, and they receive the same as the rule of their

doctrine and practice. They deny that any of the stipendiaries hold or

profess doctrines that are, or ever were judicially held to be, bias

phemous.

They deny that any applications were made to them, before the in-

formation was filed, to discontinue their stipendiary allowances, as is

alleged in the information ; however they say that since the filing of the

information they have discontinued the stipendiary allowances there-

tofore paid by them, although they do not admit that the same were

improperly made by them, they being in consecpnence of the filing of the

information, desirous in the further execution of the trust, to act under

the direction and sanction of the court.

The answer of Mr Wellbeloved was very much to the same effect as

the grand trustees' answer, and was filed 17th December, 1830.

With regard to his own preaching in St. Saviour Gate Chapel, he

says : That in St. Saviour Gate Chapel, he hath always, to the best of his

judgment and belief, preached the pure doctrines of Christ's Holy Gospel

;

that there is great diversity of opinion amongst persons professing Uni-

tarian opinions, and there is amongst them no settled and admitted stan-

dard of belief save the Holy Scriptures; however he saith, that they all,

to the best of his belief, believe in the divinity of the mission and office

of the Lord Jesus Christ, and that the Holy Scriptures of the Old and

New Testament contain the revealed will of God, and that they receive the

same as the rule of their doctrine and practice. He says that he hath

in his preaching always inculcated the doctrines aforesaid ; and he hath

never held, or professed, or inculcated, any doctrine which is, or which

to the best of his information and belief, was ever judicially held to be,

blasphemous.

Exceptions were taken to both further answers on the ground that

they did not state whether the defendants were Unitarians, or what

were the peculiar doctrines of Unitarians, and to the answer of the

trustees on the ground that they had not set forth a list of the bene-

ficiaries.

The trustees, on the 30th March, 1831, put in another answer, setting

out a list of the beneficiaries, which will be found in the appendix.

All the defendants argued the other exceptions, contending that they

were not bound to answer as to their religious opinions, as they were
immaterial in the suit, and because if they confessed to disbelief of

the Trinity, at any rate to having preached in disproof of it, they would
according to Lord Eldon's opinion, (he was then living), render them-
selves liable to be indicted for it at common law.
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Lord Henley, the master, allowed the exceptions, and the allowance

was confirmed by the Vice-Chancellor, and by the Chancellor, Lord

Brougham.

The defendant, the Reverend Charles Wellbeloved, put in his fur-

ther answer on the 15th October, 1831, which was in part in the follow-

ing words.

That the sense in which the term Unitarian is used in the informa

tion not being defined, defendant is unable to set forth whether he is a

Unitarian in his religious belief and doctrine, in the sense in which it is

there used. That he believes that very few persons agree in the defini-

tion of the term Unitarian, and that sects maintaining very different

opinions claim it for themselves. That he doth not agree in some very

important points of doctrine with any sect that either takes to itself, or

receives from others, the appellation of Unitarian. That he uniformly

represents himself, and desires to be considered by others, as a Pro-

testant Dissenter of the Presbyterian denomination, and as one who

firmly believes in the divine mission of Jesus Christ, and holds no other

doctrines than those contained in Christ's holy gospel, to all of which

defendant yields a full and cordial assent. However, defendant admits

it to be true, that in the sense in which defendant uses the term Unita-

rian, and which is hereinafter set forth, he is a Unitarian in his religious

belief and doctrine. That in using the term Unitarian as applicable to

himself, he means more specifically to denote that he believes and pro-

fesses the following Christian doctrines (that is to say) :

That to know God to be the true Cocl, and Jesus the Christ whom

he hath sent, is eternal life.

That it is defendant's duty to worship God according to the precepts

and the example of his divine Lord and Master, who taught his disciples

to pray to God as their Father in heaven, and to ask of Him what they

needed in his name.

That it is his duty to ascribe glory to the only wise God through

Jesus Christ.

That he acknowledges Jesus Christ to be the Word that in the beginning

was with God, and rejoices in the doctrine of the Evangelist, that God

so loved the world that he sent forth his only begotten Son into the

world, not to condemn the world, but that the world through him might

be saved.

That he believes that God having sent him forth, was with him.

That the works which he did, and the words which he spake, were not

his own, but the words of the Father which sent him, and whose will

he came to do.

That he believes that Jesus was (as he said of himself) a man

who spoke the truth he heard from God, and as God commanded or

instructed him so he spake.
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That defendant believes, according to the words of the Apostle Peter,

that Jesus of Nazareth was a man approved of God by miracles, and

wonders and signs, that God did by him. That having been crucified

and slain, God raised him from the dead and made him both Lord and
Christ : that then he was glorified by God. That, in conformity with the

doctrine of the inspired Apostle, Paxil, defendant acknowledges and
believes in one God, the Father, of whom are all things, and one Lord,

Jesus Christ, by whom are all things, and we by him ; that there is one

God and one mediator between God and man, the man Jesus Christ,

by whom God hath reconciled us to himself, who was made sin for us

that we might be the righteousness of God in him, who gave himself for

us, that he might redeem us from all iniquity, and purify unto himself

a peculiar people zealous of good works.

That defendant acknowledges Christ as the image of the invisible

God, the first-born of every creature, in whom it pleased the Father that all

fulness should dwell, who was made a little lower than the angels, but

for the suffering of death crowned with gloiy and honour, that by the

grace of God he should taste death for every man ; that he was made in

all things like unto his brethren in all points, tempted like them yet

without sin, and whom having become obedient to death, God highly

exalted, giving to him a name above every name, that at the name of

Jesus every knee should bow, and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ

is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.

That defendant believes that the purpose and grace of God was made
manifest by the appearing of Jesus Christ, who hath abolished death

and brought life and immortality to light through the gospel.

That in the day when God shall judge the secrets of men by Jesus

Christ, he will render to every man according to his deeds.

That to the before-mentioned doctrines of Chi-ist and his apostles

defendant gives his unqualified assent, and that whatever is taught in

Christ's Holy Gospel, concerning the existence, perfections, and govern-

ment of God, the person and the office of Christ, the terms of pardon

and acceptance with God, the duties of life, and a future state of

righteous retribution, defendant gratefully and cordially receives and
professes as divine truth • and save as aforesaid, defendant cannot set

forth as to his belief or otherwise, whether or not defendant is an
Unitarian in his religious belief and doctrine. However, defendant

saith, that he is made a defendant to the said information in his cha-

racter of a trustee or manager of the hospital in said information

mentioned ; and defendant humbly submits, that in his said character

of trustee, it is wholly immaterial what are the particular religious

opinions of defendant, and humbly submits that he ought not to have
been compelled to answer as to the particulars of his religious belief.
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That ill the Saint Saviour Gate Chapel at York, in said information

mentioned, defendant doth not preach the received doctrines of any

particular sect, but he preaches that only which, after a diligent and

impartial study of Christ's holy gospel, he conscientioiisly believes to be

the pure doctrines of Christianity. However, defendant admits, that he

doth in said chapel preach doctrines in accordance with the doctrines

hereinbefore set forth by him, in illustration of the sense of the term

Unitarian as used by defendant. That he cannot take upon himself to

state what is the religious belief of the members of the congregation

meeting at the chapel in St. Saviour Gate, York, for defendant saith he

has made no inquiries, and received little information on the subject

from the major part of them ; but from their continued attendance on

his ministry, defendant presumes that their views of Christian doctrine

are something like his own, and that they approve of his preaching ; and
vsave as aforesaid, defendant cannot set forth whether or not the doctrines

of Unitarianism, or of Unitarian Christianity, are preached by defendant

in the Saint Saviour Gate Chapel at York, nor whether or not the con-

gregation attending said chapel is a congregation of Unitarians.

That the Manchester College in the said information mentioned, is

supported chiefly by Protestant Dissenters of the Presbyterian denomi-

nation. That it is an establishment for the purpose principally of sup-

porting the churches of that denomination with a succession of ministers,

but not for the purpose of instruction in the peculiar doctrine of any
sect. That no such instruction is given, but that the principle upon
which the institution is established and conducted is, that every student

shall be left to the free and unbiassed exercise of his own private judg-

ment in matters of religious opinion. That as the theological tutor at

the said establishment, he most scrupulously adheres to that pi-inciple,

endeavouring to impart to his pupils such instruction only as shall quali-

fy them to interpret the Scriptures for themselves, excite in them a love

of truth and a reverence for its dictates, and form in them a habit of

searching the Scriptures.

That it is his invariable practice solemnly to charge his pupils

when they enter on a theological course of studies there, in

the name of the God of truth, and of our Lord Jesus Christ,

the Way, the Truth and the Life, in all their studies and in-

quiries of a religious nature, carefully, impartially and conscientiously

to attend to evidence as it lies in the Holy Scriptures, to embrace or

assent to no religious principle or sentiment held or advanced by their

tutor, or any one else, but as it shall appear upon the fullest examination

to be supported by revelation, to labour to banish from their breasts all

prejudice, prepossession, and party zeal, to study through life to live in

peace and love with all their fellow christians, and steadily to assert for
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themselves, and freely allow to others, the inalienable rights of judg-

ment and conscience.

Concerning Mr Bowles's Catechism he states :

That in his judgment Mr Bowles's Catechism differs in some points

of theology and religious belief very materially from the Catechism of

the Established Church set forth in the book of Common Prayer. That

among other discrepancies, the doctrine of the Trinity, which holds a

very prominent place in the Catechism of the Church of England, does

not at all appear in the Catechism of Mr Bowles. That the answers in

Mr Bowles's Catechism are almost uniformly given in the words of

Scripture, or nearly so, and the whole is drawn up with so much judg-

ment, caution and moderation, that an Anti-Trinitarian catechist might

use it. That according to the best of his knowledge, information and

belief, Mr Bowles's Catechism has been out of print above a century,

and that or any other Catechism, is not furnished to the almswomen or

in the hospital, and that no direction for that purpose was given by Lady

Hewley.

The defendants to the original information, Samuel Shore the

younger, John Pemberton Heywood, Thomas Walker, Peter Heywood,

and Offley Shore, put in their further answer on the loth Oc fcober,

1831, by which they stated, that the sense in which the term Unitarian

was used in the said information not being defined, they were unable to set

forth whether they were Unitarians in the sense in which it was there

used, and that they uniformly represent themselves, and desire to be

considered by others, as Protestant Dissenters of the Presbyterian deno-

mination, and as persons who firmly believe in the divine mission of

Jesus Christ, and hold no other doctrines than those contained in Christ's

holy gospel, to all of which they yield a full and cordial assent. How-

ever, they admit it to be true, that in the sense in which they use

the term Unitarian, they are Unitarians in their religious belief and

doctrine ; and that they have read the further answer of the defendant,

the Beverend Charles Wellbeloved, and that they use the term Uni-

tarian in the sense iii which it is there defined.

These answers were not deemed sufficient, and the defendants were

ordered to put in further answers.

They then state severally as follows :

Mr Samuel Shore and Mr Offiey Shore say they are members of the

Dissenting congregation meeting at Norton, in the parish of Norton, in

the county of Derby, which is called a Presbyterian congregation.

Mr Walker says he is a member of the Protestant Dissenting con-

gregation at Mill Hill Chapel in Leeds, in the county of York, which

he believes, to have existed more than a century and a half, long

before the term Unitarian was used, and upwards of half a century pre-
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vious to tlio creation of Lady Hewley's charities in question in this

suit. That his grandfather was a dissenting minister at that chapel

eighty-three years since, and until the time of his death ; and that his

father William "Walker subsequently attended divine worship in that

chapel until the time of his death, and that he hath always been a mcm-
ber of that congregation. He adds that he hath never adopted the

appellation of a Unitarian, and never, to the best of his knowledge,

differed in his religious opinions from those of his ancestors.

Mr John Pemberton Heywood says :

That he has always professed himself to be a Dissenter of the Pres-

byterian denomination. That his ancestors for many generations back

bave professed the Presbyterian religion, and in that religion he was
brought up, and has, as far as he knows, held the same faith, which he
hath never left or changed or deviated from. That he holds no doc-

trines which are not received, as he believes, by all the moderate and
respectable part of the Church of England ; that he was from his earliest

infancy taught the Lord's Prayer, the Apostle's Creed, and the Ten
Commandments, which appear also to have been the foundation of the

faith of Lady Hewley. That he has read, since this question was stirred,

a good deal of the works of his ancestor, Oliver Heywood, who, in the

information, is mentioned as the friend of Lady Hewley, and who was,

as he himself states, very intimate with her, and he cannot find any ma-
terial difference between the faith of the said Oliver Heywood and his

own. That he was educated at Cambridge, where Dr. Paley was his

tutor, and from the many conversations he had with him upon the sub-

ject, he can safely assert that there was little or no difference in their

religious opinions. That his ancestors have been for more than a century

members of a congregation who meet at Westgate, at Wakefield, in the

county of York, who have always been called, by themselves and other

persons, Presbyterians, till by the relators, as he has heard, they were

called Unitarians. That the said congregation have never adopted the

name of Unitarians, nor do they, according to the best of his belief, hold

any of the obnoxious tenets attribiited to them by the relators. That

he has attended, and so did his father before him attend, the Established

Church occasionally, to which he has always been friendly, and where

he has frequently communicated, though he still continues to frequent

and subscribe to the old Presbyterian congregation aforesaid. That he

is now above seventy-five years old ; has practised with some success as a,

banister for above fifty years ; has acted as a Justice of the Peace for the

West Riding of Yorkshire near thirty years; has lived on good terms

with all his neighbours, and is, he humbly conceives and submits, not

unworthy to be a trustee of a charity, the object of which is to distribute

money to poor godly preachers of the gospel and to poor widows and

to other poor persons.
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Mr Peter Heywood says :

That he is son of the last-named defendant, and has been brought up

in the same religious opinions ; that he was educated at the University

of Cambridge, and took his degrees there, and is still a member of Christ

College in that University, and that he attends the Established Church

more frequently than any other place of worship, and that he is not a

member of any Unitarian congregation.

They all say, that they are not deeply skilled in polemics, or have

wasted their time in the study of abstruse and mysterious doctrines, that

save as aforesaid they are unable to set forth whether or not each of

theru is in his religious belief a Unitarian or a member of a congregation

or chapel where the doctrines of Unitarian Christianity are preached and

taught. However they submit and insist, that in their character of

trustees of Lady Hewley's charity, it is immaterial what are their parti-

cular religious opinions, and they humbly submit that they ought not

to have been required to answer as to the particulars of their religious

belief.

That as to the sub-trustees, Mr Bealby and Mr Kenrick attend at

the chapel in St. Saviour's Gate; Mr Palmes professes to be a mem-

ber of the Established Church ; Mr Oates attends the Presbyterian

Chapel at Mill Hill, Leeds; Mr Bischoff attends the Presbyterian

Chapel at Call Lane, Leeds ; and Mr James Wood attends some place

of worship belonging to Dissenters of the Presbyterian denomination.

Mr John Pemberton Heywood says, he subscribed to Manchester

College, and so did others who were members of the Church of England,

not to further the particular views of any sect in particular, but because

they wished to encourage a place of liberal education, not bound down

to any particular creed.

They say they believe that the trustees originally appointed by the

said Dame Sarah Hewley were all of that class of Dissenters called

Presbyterians, to which class she herself belonged, and that with the

exception of one or two instances of Church of England men, and of

Robert Moody in their former answer mentioned, the trustees have

always been of that class of Dissenters.

Mr Gaskell, (who put in his answer separately, being abroad) an-

swers 28th September, 1831, to the same effect as the two Mr Shores

and Mr Walker. He refers to the draft of Mr Wellbeloved's further

answer. He adds that he is a member of the congregation meetiug at

Westgate in Wakefield, who have always been called, by themselves and

other persons, Presbyterians, and who have never, as a body, adopted the

name of Unitarians.

These answers were not deemed sufficient, and the defendants were

ordered to put in further answers.
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Tn consequence of the ground taken by the defendants the information

was then amended, for the purposes of bringing before the court

the managers of the hospital, of defining the sense in which the

term Unitarian was used by the informants, and of interrogating the

defendants as to the particular doctrines commonly held and professed by

the Unitarians in general, and by the defendants Wellbeloved and Ken-
rick in particular.

The Rev. Charles Wellbeloved, the Rev. John Kenrick, Thomas
Bischoff, Varley Bealby, Joseph Henry Oates, and George Palmes, put

in their answer to the amended information on 17th April, 1832. The
substance is as follows :

Mr Wellbeloved and Mr Kenrick say as to Mr Bowles's Catechism :

That in their judgment the Catechism of Mr Bowles does not (sic) differ

on points of theology and religioiis belief from the Catechism of the

Established Church, as set forth in the Book of Common Prayer, inas-

much as the Catechism of the Established Church speaks of God the

Son and God the Holy Ghost, whereas the Catechism of Mr Bowles no

where used the title God in relation to the Son or to the Holy Ghost.

That in their judgment Mr Bowles's Catechism does differ materially

from the Catechism of the Assembly of Divines on points of theology

and religious belief, inasmuch as Mr Bowles's Catechism makes no men-

tion of the doctrine of the Trinity, of the divine decrees of election, of

effectual calling, of justifying faith, of the perseverance of Saints, and

other points on which the Assembly's Catechism insists largely and

strenuously.

That in their judgment Mr Bowles's Catechism does not differ from

the said Assembly's Catechism as to the object of religious adoration or

worship, inasmuch as the Assembly's Catechism defines prayer to be

"an offering up of our desires to God in the name of Christ by the help

of His Spirit," and Mr Bowles's Catechism defines it to be " a making

our request unto God according to His will in the name of Christ."

That they do not profess to be acquainted with all the particulars of

the religious doctrine and belief of Protestant Dissenters called Unita-

tarians, of which there is a great diversity, as mentioned in the former

answer of the defendant Wellbeloved, but these defendants say that

according to the best of their information and belief the doctrines of M r

Bowles's Catechism are in accordance with the religious faith of the

denomination of Christians called Unitarians, in all its principal points,

and as far as thesw last-named defendants know, or are able to ascertain

what are the doctrines which are held by the Protestant Dissenters

called Unitarians, the only material difference between such doctrines

[and the doctrines] inculcated in Mr Bowles's Catechism is that the said

Catechism teaches that man is by birth sinful and liable to perish ever-

3 I
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lastingly, whereas the Protestant Dissenters called Unitarians believe, so

far as these defendants know or can speak to their belief, that man is

from his birth by nature frail, an.d liable to fall into sin, but not that he

will perish everlastingly for any sin of his birth if he have not knowing-

ly and wilfully transgressed the commandments of God.

That in their judgment the said Mr Bowles's Catechism does not

differ as to the object of religious adoration or worship from the religious

belief and doctrine of the Protestant Dissenters called Unitarians.

The other defendants say, they are not well skilled in theologi-

cal controversy, nor learned in the history of religious Dissent
;

nevertheless, so far as they are informed, they concur in the judgment

of the defendants Wellbeloved and Kenrick, in the matters hereinbefore

answered xxnto by them.

Mr Wellbeloved says as to Mr Cappe :

That during the time he was acquainted with the said Mr Cappe he

(the said Mr Cappe) always professed himself to be a Dissenter of the

Presbyterian denomination. However this defendant believes it to be

true that the said Rev. Newcome Cappe, in common with many
Dissenters of the Presbyterian denomination, ever since the foundation

of the said charities, had many religious opinions similar to the religious

opinions held by Protestant Dissenters, now commonly called Unitarians.

That to the best of his information there are no means of knowing

what the said Mr Cappe found the congregation of St. Saviour Gate in

their religious belief, but the defendant doth not believe that he found

them strict Calvinists ; on the contrary this defendant hath always heard

and believed that they belonged to the class or denomination of Pro-

testant Dissenters called Presbyterians. However this defendant believes

it to be true that at the death of the said Mr Cappe, which happened in

the year 1789, a large portion of the said congregation who still con-

tinued to be Presbyterians did entertain opinions similar to those which

this defendant understands to be denoted by the term Unitarian.

That the remarks and dissertations [of the said Mr Cappe, published

by his widow] differ in many important points from the opinions held or

supposed to be held by Unitarians.

All the defendants say with regard to Unitarianism :

That much misapprehension prevails as to the nature of the tenets

held by the Protestant Dissenters called Unitarians, and these defend-

ants are unable to answer with any degree of certainty as to what the

doctrines are which are commonly called or believed to be Unitarian

doctrines, but that according to the best of their information and belief

each of the trustees and managers of the said charities, and as to whose

religious opinions and practices enquiry is particularly made in the said

information, is a Christian and a Protestant, and believes in the divine
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mission and office of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, and that the

Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testament contain the revealed

will of God, and receives the same as the rule of his faith and practice
;

and that each of them represents himself to be, and desires to be con-

sidered as a Protestant Dissenter of the Presbyterian denomination
;

and that each of them receives and professes as divine truth whatever is

taught in Christ's Holy Gospel concerning the existence, perfections, and
government of God, the person and office of Christ, the terms of pardon

and acceptance with God, the duties of life, and a future state of

righteous retribution, and that none of them holds any other doctrines

than those contained in the Holy Scriptures, but that each of them
yields a full and cordial assent to all the doctrines contained therein.

That according to the best of their belief the doctrines held and pro-

fessed by the persons adverted to in the information as being commonly
called Unitarians, and particularly the doctrines held and professed by

the trustees, managers, and sub-trustees of the charities to whom Unita-

rian opinions are particularly attributed in the amended information

approach more nearly to the doctrines contained in the catechism of Mr-

Bowles, than to the docti'ine of any other known sect or denomination of

Christians of the present day.

The defendants, except Palmes, (who was a member of the Church

of Eugland), say they have been informed and believe that ever since

the passing of the Act of Uniformity the Protestant Dissenters have

been usually divided, and are still usually divided, into three sects, classes,

or denominations, that is to say, Presbyterians, Baptists, and Inde-

pendents.

They believe it to be true that amongst the Presbyterians and Bap-

tists very many hold and, according to the information and belief of

these defendants, ever since the foundation of the said charities many
have held, opinions which are now called Unitarian opinions.

They believe that the fact that many congregations of Presbyterian

aud Baptist Dissenters hold and profess opinions now called Unitarian

opinions is well known, but in the proper use of the term the persons

holding opinions called Unitarian do not as such constitute an established

sect, class, or denomination of Dissenters.

They believe it to be true that the several defendants in the said in-

formation in that behalf particularly named are accustomed to call

themselves, and commonly call themselves, Presbyterian Dissenters or

Protestant Dissenters. However they believe that in the sense in which

the term Unitarian is defined in the said further answer of the defend-

ant Wellbeloved to the said original information, they are also accustomed

to call them [selves] Unitarians.

They believe it to be true that the name or term Unitarian as the
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name of a religious sect is of modern use, and was not at the time of the

foundation of the said charities generally used, although to the best of

their information and belief the doctrines entertained by the persons

now called Unitarians in the sense in which these defendants understand

the term, were entertained by many among the Protestant Dissenters of

those times called Presbyterians and Baptists.

That according to the best of their information and belief the doc-

trines which are now entertained by the Protestant Dissenters, now
called Unitarians, in the sense in which these defendants understand

the term, are not the same, but materially differ from the doctrines

which were entertained by and distinguished the persons in those times

called Socinians, as in the said amended information mentioned.

That to the best of their judgment and belief the religious belief and

doctrine of the Protestant Dissenters, in the said amended information

styled the sect or class or denomination of Christians commonly called

Unitarians are not, so far as these defendants are acquainted therewith,

wholly opposed to, and at variance with, the belief and doctrine of the

great body of the Dissenters from the Established Church, who were

protected by the Act of Toleration of the 1st of "William and Mary, at

the time of the foundation of the said charities.

That in their judgment there is difficulty in distinguishing the belief

and doctrine of the Protestant Dissenters in the said amended informa-

tion styled the sect or class or denomination of Christians commonly

called Unitarians, from those of the sects of Dissenters in the said infor-

mation stated to be commonly called orthodox Dissenters, because inas-

much as there are great varieties of belief and doctrines among the Pro-

testant Dissenters called Unitarians, and also among those in the said

information alleged to be called orthodox, it is difficult to determine in

what points the different sects agree, and in what points they differ.

Defendants Wellbeloved and Kenrick say :

They nowhere find in the Scriptures any such phrase as Trinity of

persons in the Deity, and that the only passage which appears to teach

this doctrine (namely 1 John v. 7, commonly called the text of the

heavenly witnesses) has been rejected as spurious by many of the most

learned theologians in the Established Church, and amongst the rest by

Dr. Marsh, the present Bishop of Peterborough, and also by many Pro-

testant Dissenters.

They believe it to be true that in so far as the doctrine of a Trini-

ty of persons in the Deity is to be found in the Scriptures, the Protestant

Dissenters called Unitarians receive the same as scriptural, and that

in so far as such doctrine is not to be found in the Scriptures, but not

further or otherwise, the Protestant Dissenters called Unitarians l-eject

the same as unscriptural.
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They receive as worthy of all acceptation the doctrine of the

Apostle John, that ' the Word was made flesh, and dwelt amon» us,'

and they also believe, according to Mr Bowles's Catechism, that our
Lord Jesus Christ is the Son of God manifest in the flesh, and also that

in him dwelt the fulness of the Godhead bodily ; but they no where And
in the Scriptures any such phrase as the incarnation or true and perfect

divinity of the person of the Son of God.

They believe it to be true that in so far as the doctrine of the

incarnation or true and perfect divinity of the person of the Son of God
is to be found, <fec.

They accept as the scriptural docti'ine concerning the Son of God
the declaration of our Lord Jesus Christ himself, namely ' My Father
is greater than I.'

That in so far as the doctrine that the Son of God is the second per-

son in the Trinity and equal with the Father, is to be found, &c.

They believe the Holy Ghost or Holy Spirit to be divine, but the_y

find no mention in the Scriptures of the Blessed Trinity, nor of the

Holy Ghost or Holy Spirit as a third person therein, or as equal with

the Father and the Son.

That in so far as the doctrine of the divinity and personality of the

Holy Ghost or Holy Spirit as the third person of the blessed Trinity,

and equal with the Father and Son, is to be found, &c.

They do not reject the doctrine of the forgiveness of sins and salva-

tion by the atonement received through our Lord Jesus Christ, but they

no where find in the Scriptures any such phrase as merit of the atone-

ment.

That in so far as the doctrine of the forgiveness of sins and salvation

through the merit of the atonement is to be found, etc.

They do not reject the doctrine of the atonement, but they no where

find in the Scriptures any such phrase as satisfaction for sin made by

the death of Christ.

That in so far as the doctrine of the atonement or satisfaction for

sin by the death of Christ is to be found, &c.

They have hereinbefore declared their belief respecting the Lord

Jesus Christ as the Son of God, and further they believe, according to

the words of Mr Bowles's Catechism, that prayer is an address to God
in the name of Jesus Christ.

That in so far as the doctrine that Jesus is really and truly God,

and as such the proper object of divine worship, is to be found, &c.

They believe that man is by nature ffrail and liable to fall into sin,

but not that he will perish everlastingly for any sin of his birth, if he

have not knowingly and wilfully transgressed the commandments of God.

That in so far as the doctrine of Original Sin, or that man is born in
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such a state that if he were to die in the condition in which he was

born and bred he would perish everlastingly, is to be found, &c.

That in so far as the several doctrines aforesaid are to be found in the

Scriptures, they receive the same as scriptural, and that in so far as

the said doctrines, or any of them, or any part thereof, are not to be

found in the Scriptures but not further or otherwise, they reject such

doctrines respectively as unscriptural.

They receive and admit all the said doctrines in so far as they agree

with the Word of God, as contained in the Holy Scriptures.

All the defendants except Palmes say :

That the term Presbyterian, as used by the Protestant Dissenters

commonly called Unitarians, has a definite meaning as to discipline ; but

they believe the term is not now used, nor to the best of their informa-

tion and belief was at any time used with reference to doctrines.

That the said term Presbyterian is used by the Protestant Dissenters

called Unitarians as it was used by the Presbyterians about the time of

the foundation of the said charities to denote that those who bear it hold

the episcopal system of church government to be without warrant of

Scripture ; and that the Protestant Dissenters styled Presbyterians are

distinguished from the other denominations of Dissenters by this, that

they do not require from their members a confession of faith or a state-

ment of their special experience as a condition of communion, inasmuch

as they consider such a proceeding as not sanctioned by the Scriptures,

and as not consistent with Christian liberty ; and that the said term also

serves to distinguish the class of persons who bear it from the Baptists,

to whom a submission to the rite of adult baptism is deemed a pre-

requisite to church membership, but which is not required by the Pres-

byterians who practise infant baptism.

That the Presbyterian Dissenters in the information mentioned

differ in discipline from the ecclesiastical government of some churches

recognized as Presbyterian, and amongst the rest that of the Established

Church of Scotland ; but that according to the best of their information

and belief the churches recognized as Presbyterian have not, as Presbyterian

churches, any acknowledged creed. And they believe that amongst the

Presbyterian Dissenters of Ireland and the Presbyterians of the Estab-

lished Church of Geneva, there are many who agree with the Protestant

Dissenters now called Unitarians belonging to the sect of English Pres-

byterians in those points in which such last-mentioned Presbyterians

differ from the Presbyterians of the Church of Scotland.

That after the Protestant Dissenters had finally separated themselves

from the Established Church of England in consequence of the passing

of the Act of Uniformity, they established in various places a form of

church government which was called the Presbyterian form of church
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government, but that having learnt by experience that it was apt to be

perverted into the means of encroachment on religious liberty and the

right of private judgment, they have gradually allowed it to fall into

disuse.

That the congregations of such Presbyterians are not subject to the

form of government which characterizes such Presbyterian churches as

have retained the ancient form of church government, and that the

periodical meetings of their ministers are not held as formerly for the

exercise of auy spiritual jurisdiction, but for their mutual encourafo-

ment and edification, and that their ministers or preachers are not sub-

ject to a presbytery or to a synod.

The defendant Wellbeloved says :

Thab he doth represent himself and his congregation to be Presby-

terian, and that in deeds belonging to the said St. Saviour Gate Chapel

his predecessors in the pastoral office have been designated ever since the

foundation of the said charities as ministers of the Protestant Dissenting

or Presbyterian congregation in the City of York. That he is not

subject to a presbytery or to a synod, and that his congregation hath not

that form of government which characterizes such Presbyterian churches

as have retained the ancient form of church government, and that it

doth differ in discipline from the ecclesiastical government, and also to

some extent in doctrine from the acknowledged creed of some churches

recognized as Presbyterian, and amongst others from those of the Estab-

lished Church in Scotland, but that it agrees in doctrine and discipline

so far as such doctrine and discipline are defined or ascertained with

other Presbyterian churches in England, and in doctrine, but not in

discipline, with the Established Presbyterian Church in Geneva, and

with some of the recognized Presbyterian Churches in Ireland.

All the defendants say :

That the Monthly Repository in the amended information men-

tioned was established, as appears by the preface to the first volume

thereof, to afford the means of free and impartial theological inquiry and

discussion, and they believe that it has been always open to the commu-
nication of persons of different religious persuasions, and that various

widely different opinions have from time to time been advanced by the

various writers therein, and that the opinions maintained and the feel-

ings manifested therein are to be considered only as those of the writers

of the several communications.

That at the date of the report of the British and Foreign Unitarian

Association the said periodical was in the hands of the said association,

and the said association was desirous of making it the organ of their

opinions and feelings, but by reason of the great diversity of opinions

amongst the members of the said association, and also amongst the con-
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tributors to the said periodical, the said association found it impossible

to accomplish their desired object, and they subsequently disposed of

their property in the said periodical, and it now is in the hands and is

the sole property of an individual, and it is not in the hands of the said

Foreign and British Unitarian Association, and is not commonly con-

sidered or believed to be the organ of their opinions and feelings, and

the defendants are unable to answer as to their belief or otherwise,

whether the said Monthly Repository is commonly reported to be, and

called The Unitarian Periodical, and although it may be so called by some

persons, such name is, they believe, wholly unauthorized.

The Grand Trustees, except Mr Gaskell, who was absent on the

25th April, 1832, put in an answer to the amended information to the

same effect as Mr Wellbeloved's.

These answers were also decided to be insufficient, and on the 30th

Octobei-, 1832, the Grand Trustees, except Mr Gaskell who was abroad,

filed a further answer to the amended information. That except as they

had stated in the answer to the amended information, they could not say

whether the Grand Trustees and the sub-trustees, except the two Hey-

woods John "Wood and Palmes were, in their religious belief, what was

commonly called Unitarian, or attended a chapel so called, or where

doctrines so called were preached, or whether Wellbeloved and Kenrick

were what was commonly called Unitarian ministers, or preached what

was commonly called Unitarian doctrines.

But the two Shores (the only Grand Trustees alleged to be Uni-

tarians) say

:

That the Dissenters in the information styled the sect class or

denomination of Christians commonly called Unitarians, do reject as

unscriptural the doctrine of the Trinity of persons in the Deity in the

sense in which that doctrine is received by many other classes of Chris-

tians. However they believe it to be true that many members of the

Church of England, and of other sects not commonly called Unitarians,

receive the doctrine of a Trinity of persons in the Deity as denoting the

different relations in which the Deity stands, or the characters in which he

manifests himself to his creatures (that is to say) as God the Creator,

God the Redeemer, and God the Sanctifier of his creatures, and in the

sense aforesaid they believe that many of the Dissenters commonly
called Unitarians do not reject as unscriptural the doctrine of the Trinity

of persons in the Deity.

That the Unitarians do reject as ^unscriptural the doctrine of the

incarnation or true and perfect divinity of the person of the Son of God
in the sense in which that doctrine is received by many other classes of

Christians, and the doctrine that the Son of God is the second person in

the Trinity, equal with the Father. However they receive as scriptural
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the doctrine that the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us, and

they also believe, according to Mr Bowles's Catechism, that our

Lord Jesus Christ is the Son of God manifest in the flesh, and also that

in him dwelt the fulness of the Godhead bodily, and they receive all

that is contained in the Scriptures concerning the person and office of

the Son of God.

That the Unitarians reject as unscriptural the doctrine of the divi-

nity and personality of the Holy Ghost or Holy Spirit, as the third per-

son in the blessed Trinity, and equal with the Father and Son, in the

sense in which that doctrine is received by many other classes of Chris-

tians. However they believe the Holy Ghost or Holy Spirit to be

divine, and that, in the sense of the term person hereinbefore explained,

they receive as scriptural the doctrine of the divinity and personality of

the Holy Ghost as the third person in the Trinity.

That Unitarians reject as unscriptural the doctrine of the forgiveness

of sins and salvation through the merit of the atonement, and the doc-

trine of the atonement or satisfaction for sin made by the death of Christ,

in the sense in which those doctrines are received by many other classes

of Christians. However they do not reject the doctrine of the atone-

ment, nor the forgiveness of sins and salvation by the atonement re-

ceived through our Lord Jesus Christ, but on the contrary they re-

ceive the same as scriptural, and they receive all that is contained

in the Scriptures as the terms of pardon and acceptance with God.

That Unitarians reject as unscriptural the doctrine that Jesus Christ

is really and truly God, and as such the proper object of religious wor-

ship. However they receive all that is contained in the Scriptures con-

cerning the character, person, and office of Jesus Christ, and they believe,

according to the words of Mr Bowles's Catechism, that prayer is an ad-

dress to God in the name of Jesus Christ.

That Unitarians do many of them reject as unscriptural the doctrine

of Original Sin, or that man is born in such a state that if he were to

die in the condition in which he was born and bred he would perish

everlastingly, but whether they all reject such doctrines these defend-

ants are unable to answer. However Unitarians believe that man is by

nature frail and liable to fall into sin, but not that he will perish ever-

lastingly for any sin of his birth if he have not knowingly and wilfully

transgressed the commands of God.

That Unitarians have not any articles or form of belief drawn out

and generally received among them as a sect or denomination, and that

in matters of religious belief they acknowledge no other standard than

the Scriptures themselves, and the defendants deem it impossible, there-

fore, to speak with certainty as to the doctrines held by Unitarians.

And what these defendants have answered respecting the doctrine*

85
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rejected as unscriptural or received as scriptural by Unitarians, they

desire to be understood as speaking only to what they respectively have

gathered to be the opinions of Unitarians from the writings or conver-

sations of individuals calling themselves or professing themselves to be

Unitarians.

The sub-trustees put in an answer to that effect on 31st October,

1832, and Mr Gaskell, who had been abroad, filed one answer to the

same effect as the two answers of his co-trustees to the amended infor-

mation.

The relators after the last answer abandoned all attempts to

obtain from the defendants a satisfactory statement of their faith,

and examined as witnesses to prove the religious opinions of the

present Socinians and the Presbytei-ians of Lady Hewley's day,

Dr. Pye Smith, and Dr. James Bennett of London, Dr. Wardlaw of

Glasgow, the Rev. Thomas Scales of Leeds, the Rev. James Tur-

ner of Knutsford, and the Rev. William Manning Walker of

Preston, who had been brought up among the Socinians. Mr
Walker, with the Rev. William Hincks, Mathematical Tutor at

Manchester College, the Rev. J. Grundy of Liverpool (see p. 249)

and Mr Samuel Darbyshire, Solicitor of Manchester, partner of

Mr Kay (p. 249) were examined to prove particulars and reports of

Manchester College or the Unitarian Association, and that several

of the defendants were subscribers to one or other Institution;

and one or other of the Trinitarian witnesses already mentioned

deposed that many of the names comprised in the 1830 list of

beneficiaries were Unitarians. Mr Brown, a resident of York
was called to prove that he had attended St. Saviour Gate Chapel

as a Unitarian place of worship.

Mr Hincks, Mathematical Tutor of Manchester College, then at

York, gave the following extraordinary evidence : He was not acquainted

with the reputed origin or history of the meeting-house in St. Saviour

'

Gate, York, or the congregations attending there, except only he had
heard they were Presbyterian congregations. He could not say whether
that meeting-house and congregation were reputed to be Unitarian. He
habitually attended divine service there. He could not say whether he
ever heard the preaching and doctrine, or the sermon delivered such as

he should call a Trinitarian sermon or otherwise, but he believed he had
generally heard Mr Wellbeloved and Mr Kenrick preach what he con-

sidered to be Unitarian doctrines. The true effect and principal tenor

of their preaching was to enforce a reverence for the Holy Scriptures as

the Word of God ; that our Lord Jesus Christ is the Son of God, and
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the Saviour of the world ; that all men should honour the Son as they

honour the Father by obeying his commandments, and that He will

come to judge the living and the dead. He coidd state no more on the

subject except that never having heard them use the term Trinity or

speak of Jesus Christ as God the Son, he considered the doctrines so

taught were what would be called Unitarian doctrines. To another

interrogatory he said he did not know whether they were commonly

reputed to be Unitarian ministers, and he had not heard either of them

officiate as minister or preacher in a meeting-house reputed to be a

Unitarian meeting-house, and he was unable to say whether he had

heard either of them in a meeting-house before an assembled congrega-

tion preach doctrines commonly reputed to be the peculiar doctrines

of Unitarians, for he did not know what were commonly reputed to be

Unitarian doctrines. That not knowing what was meant by the class

sect denomination or association commonly called Unitarians, he was

unable to say whether the Messrs. Shore, Gaskell, and Bealby were

of it, but he believed them to be Presbyterian Dissenters. That he

was not accustomed to call them Unitarians, but might have called

them so, but he had never to his knowledge spoken to them as Uni-

tarians. There was another word, appellation, or epithet, which he

was able to make use of or employ to express the sentiments which he

supposed they held, viz., Presbyterian Dissenter, which term as used in

England since the Act of Uniformity, he understood to denote congrega-

tions of Christians who had no distinct creed, and recognized no catechism,

choosing to express their doctrines only in the words of Scripture, each

individual minister or member being entitled to form his own judgment

and none being excluded from the Lord's table or otherwise in conse-

quence of any difference of opinion amongst them, but they had no

classis or synod, nor did they regard the ordination of ministers by

presbyters as necessary to the exercise of the ministerial functions, but

on the contrary disclaimed such ordination altogether. That he used the

words Presbyterian Dissenters for the purpose of expressing what he

supposed to be the religious sentiments of the parties aforesaid. That he

did not recollect to have ever heard the last-mentioned defendants call

themselves or speak of themselves as being Unitarians, or heard any of

them profess or utter any doctrines professed by Unitarian Christians

and opposed to the religious belief of any other classes of Dissenters.

That Manchester' College was a proper college or school for the education

of Dissenting Ministers of those classes of Dissenters who approved of

the unbiassed study of the Scriptures in the original languages, but that

it was not a proper college for the education of Dissenting ministers of

those classes of Dissenters who required the inculcation of some particu-

lar system of doctrines. That the Manchester College was in practice
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and as then conducted, an establishment for the education of Divinity

Students of that class of Dissenters in particular which he Called Pres-

byterians, explained as aforesaid, and that it was one of the objects of it

in practice, and as then conducted, to preserve a succession of regularly

well educated ministers of the Presbyterian class of Dissenters in parti-

cular, explained as aforesaid. That it was not a college or school for the

education of Dissenting ministers of the class of Dissenters commonly

called Unitarians. That it was chiefly supported by Presbyterians as before

explained, and he believed not by the Dissenters commonly called

Unitarians, and that his reason for so stating was, that as a class the

Unitarians did not, he believed, support it. He refused to answer

whether divers, or some, and what, reputed Unitarian ministers had

been educated there. He said that T. C. Holland and B. Mardon, A.M.,

mentioned in a list of Dissenting ministers contained in a Report of

Manchester College, were, he believed, commonly reputed to be Unita-

rian ministers, as he found them inserted in such list in connexion with

congregations reputed Unitarian, they having assembled as such for ten

years and upwards. He refused to answer whether any Dissenting minis-

ters in that list whom he had characterized as Presbyterians were

Unitarians.

He admitted however that there was a peculiar doctrine held by the

Trinitarian Christian which was disbelieved and deemed to be unscrip-

tural by the Unitarian Christian. That the doctrine of a Trinity of Per-

sons in the Godhead, and a belief in God the Father, God the Son, and

God the Holy Ghost, Three Persons in One God, as taught by the Trini-

tarians, was deemed unscriptural by the Unitarian Christians. That all

Unitarians did not, but that Unitarians in England generally did, strictly

confine their worship to God the Father.

Mr Hincks's evidence will be referred to again in connexion with a

pamphlet he published in reference to Mr Knight's remarks upon it.

It is fairly extracted here in his own words, though all the words used

are not given.

The Rev. John Grundy on the other hand stated that Mr Wellbe-

loved and Mr Kenrick were commonly called, considered, and reputed

to be Unitarian ministers, and that he must have heard them set forth

Unitarian doctrines. That the two Messrs. Shore and Mr Gaskell were

Unitarians, and he was accustomed to speak of them as such. That he

himself was not accustomed to employ the word Presbyterian to express

the belief of Unitaiuans, but it was he considered the , legal term by

which alone the Unitarians were acknowledged, and there was no word

except Unitarian by which he was able to express that belief.

Mr Samuel Duckenfield Darbyshire, Solicitor of Manchester, de-

posed that Mr Wellbeloved and Mr Kenrick were commonly called
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Unitarian ministers, and that the chapel in Cross Street, Manchester,

was called Presbyterian, and that in Mosley Street Unitarian. [The
latter had been built of late years.]

The following sermons or other compositions delivered or preached

either by Mr Wellbeloved or Mr Kenrick, or preached on behalf of,

or published by, the Unitarian Association, were proved by one or other

of the witnesses already mentioned.

Sermons by Mr Wellbeloved, preached in 1799, 1823, and 1825,

entitled " The principles of Roman Catholics and Unitarians contrasted,"

" Unitarians not guilty of denying the Lord that bought them," and " A
sermon in aid of a subscription for the erection of a Unitarian Chapel at

Calcutta."

Sermons by Mr Kenrick, preached in 1817 and 1827, entitled

" Unitarianism the essence of vital Christianity," and " Obstacles to the

diffusion of Unitarianism and the prospect of their removal."

A serinon preached in 1810, entitled "A brief view of the grounds

of Dissent from the Church of England by law established," and " The
Unitarian's appeal," 1829, both by Dr. Lant Carpenter.

An address by the Rev. G. W. Wawne of Taunton, delivered in

1825, entitled "Unitarian Christianity compared with reputed Ortho-

doxy."

A sermon by the Rev. William Turner of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

preached in 1827, on behalf of the British and Foreign Unitarian

Association.

"The Unitarian's Creed," from MrAspland's "Plea for Unitarianism."

" Unitarianism vindicated by the precepts and example of Jesus

Christ," by Dr. Southwood Smith, 1834.

In Mr Wellbeloved's sermon of 1823, these sentences occur ;

"With the doctrines concerning the Deity of Christ, we also reject

as equally unscriptural those, which other Christian sects hold to be of

such vital importance, relating to his office, and the design and conse-

quences of his death. We see nothing in the pages either of the Old

or New Testament to justify the doctrines which are generally deemed
orthodox relating to Original Sin, the total corruption of human nature,

the moral impotency of man, or the means of obtaining the Divine

favour. We cannot adopt, because they appear unsupported by the

authority of Scripture, the notions which generally prevail concerning

the doctrine of atonement, and much less those concerning satisfaction,

imputed righteousness, and the efficacy of the merits of Christ.

But it will be said that we deny his Deity, [that is, the Deity of

Christ], we refuse to acknowledge him as the second person of the

Godhead, we do not allow him to be one God with the Father,

co-eternal and co-equal, or even God of God ; we confess the
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man, Christ Jesus, but deny liim as that incarnate suffering and dying

God, which he is believed to have been by all others who bear his name.

True we do deny the Jesus of the Athanasian and the Nicene creeds

;

of the liturgy, and the articles of the Established Church ; of the con-

fessions of faith adopted by almost all the churches of Christendom "

Mr Kenrick's sermon of 1827 contains the following passages :

"If others have established adistinction between those essential articles

of faith, which cannot be i-ejected without perdition, and the non-

essentials, on which men may safely differ, we at least gain little by the re-

laxation, for I know of no church which does not regard as,, essentials

those articles which our name implies that we reject.

" We are convinced that no doctrines can ultimately prevail among a

people allowed to think and examine for themselves which like transub-

stantiation involve a sensible absurdity, or like the Trinity a metaphy-

sical contradiction, or like the doctrine of the atonement in its genuine

form, are utterly repugnant to what nature shews and reason proves

of the moral attributes of God. The surrender of their understand-

ings is a price which men will not long consent to pay for the belief of

any system of theology."

The Rev. Joseph Ashworth proved the Rossendale memorial,

and the wills of Sir John and Lady Hewley and Dr. Coulton were

put in evidence.

In fact the evidence of the relators was, except a few sen-

tences as to Mr Bowles's creed, and the opinions of the Presby-

terians of the Revolution, devoted to proving the belief of the

" Unitarians," which, proclaimed without scruple on all other

occasions, was carefully concealed and mystified in all the suits.

But the chief evidence presented to the court at the hearing,

by the counsel, consisted of extracts from the writings of the old

Presbyterian divines, which had been collected by Mr Joshua

Wilson, and which in the Lords were read from his Historical

Inquiry without having been proved. It has not been necessary

to introduce many of them into this volume. On the other

hand, though the quotations from old authors by the defend-

ants were very numerous, they were all taken from the Proofs

and, if the writers cited were Presbyterian, they have with very

few if any exceptions, been printed in the foregoing pages. These
extracts were treated as proofs, as the relators' counsel claimed a

right to comment on any passage quoted for the first time in the

Reply.

The defendants in the English suitsTdid not go into evidence.
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The cause was before Vice-Chancellor Shadwell on the 17th,

18th, 19th, and 23rd December, 1833.

The relators had such respect for the name of Heywood as to

propose that Mr John Pemberton Heywood should be retained

as a trustee, and the stout old gentleman having refused to be
separated from his friends, the offer and its refusal are stated in

the decree. Sir John Campbell, with singular and chai'acteristic

taste and fairness, on the appeal to the House of Lords, urged
this offer as a reason against the removal of any of the trustees,

on the ground that none of them had any disqualification for

the office other than those which Mr Heywood shared with them.

The relators' counsel also voluntarily suggested to the court

to order that the trustees should receive from the estate, not only

their costs of the suit strictly so called, but also all other expen-

ses which they had incurred respecting it. We shall see how
this liberality also was repaid.

His Honour gave judgment as soon as the reply was concluded

and the following (some time afterwards) printed with his appro-

bation, is the substance of what he said :

Before stating my opinion upon the trust, I must first of all say,

that I should be extremely sorry if any person entertained an opinion

that I thought harshly of the Unitarians as a body ; because it has

happened to me to have had intercourse with various persons, from the

earliest part of my life, and whom I have known for many years, who
are of that persuasion, and with whom I have lived with great cordiality

and friendship ; but it does not appear to me that the question in this

case to be determined is, whether they were properly called Christians

or not ;* but whether it was consistent with what appeared on the trust

deeds of Lady Hewley, having regard to such evidence as had been pro-

duced of what her sentiments were, that the Unitarians could be allowed

to participate in the benefit of her charity ; she having stated, that the

first trust was for 'poor and godly preachers, for the time being, of

Christ's holy gospel ;' and then repeating phrases which evidently

showed that she alluded to the same sort of persons who might happen

to be widows of persons, or exhibitioners, and so on, as would fall under

the first denomination.

The will of Sir J. Hewley has been put in, which commenced with the

* ' When the discussions arose as to fellowship with Socinians in the Bible Society

the Vice-Chancellor spoke at the annual meeting in London against their exclusion, con-

tending that they were entitled to be styled christians. He was himself a religious man,

and shewed his deep sense of the importance of this suit, and his responsibility in having

to decide it, and we shall see how this operated at one stage of the proceedings.'
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following words (see p. 227). I must here remark the manner in which

the will was witnessed :
' Witness my hand and seal, 24th of June, in

the year of our Lord God, 1682 f and therefore I consider that the will

testified, from the beginning to the end, his belief in the divinity of the

Redeemer.

I must now refer to the words of the will of Mrs Sarah Hewley (see

p. 227). The natural inference from this will was, that she not only

believed in the divinity of the Redeemer, but looked for salvation

through his merits, in that sense in which the Church of England under-

stood that he was the Redeemer, 'that he had paid the price,' and that

for the price which he had paid, God would be pleased to forgive the

sins of all that turned unto him.

The next document is the will of Dr. Colton : he also had used

similar phrases (see p. 176). He, it was to be remarked, was one of

Lady Hewley's trustees, and was the person that preached at St. Saviour's

Chapel, where she attended during her life, and he preached her funeral

sermon.

Then, looking at the words of the deed, I am necessarily driven (in-

asmuch as the rules were directed by the deed to be obseiwed) to a con-

sideration of Bowles's Catechism, which, according to the rules, the

poor almspeople were directed to repeat ; and for the purpose of deter-

mining the question before me, I am bound, not merely to consider the

questions and answers, but also the texts in the margin, which are mani-

festly referred to in support of the answers. One question was :
' What

was the^sin of our first parents'?—Eating the forbidden fruit.—What
was the fruit of that eating 1—It filled the world with sin and sorrow.

—

In what condition is the posterity of our first parents born 1—In a sin-

ful and miserable condition.'—That last answer comprehended all. the

posterity of Adam.—'Wast thou born in that condition
1

?—Yea, I was

conceived in sin, and am by nature a child of wrath, as well as others.

—

What is Jesus Christ 1—The Son of God manifest in the flesh.'—Now
that answer referred to that very singular verse at the end of the third

chapter of St. Paul's Epistle to Timothy, which, according to the

translation of the Scripture used at that time, could not leave a doubt in

the mind of any person as to the divinity of the Redeemer, because,

according to the received translation, it was put in this way :
' And

without controversy great is the mystery of godliness ; God was mani-

fested in the flesh, justified in the spirit, seen of angels, pi'eached unto

the Gentiles, believed on in the world, received up into glory.' Now,

no man coidd doubt that this text was intended to convey the only

conclusion that could be formed, which was, that not merely the office

and mission of our Saviour were divine, as stated in the answers of the

defendants, but that his person was divine.
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It then went on in another part :
' In what order doth God work

faith by the word]—First he shows men their sins, and then their

Saviour.—Why does he observe this order]—That Christ maybe the

more precious to the soul 1—How doth faith work love 1—It lays hold

upon the infinite love of Christ, and works a mutual love in us.'—Now
that expression, 'the infinite love of Christ,' of necessity conveyed the

notion that he was divine, for none but a divine being could have infinite

love. Persons might appeal to their own common reading and observa-

tions of what passed every day, and I appeal to the testimony given

before the committee of the Lords and Commons upon the state of

Ireland, for proof of this proposition, that the Presbyterians do hold that

the only effectual view of religion, for the purpose of softening the hearts

of men, and turning them to God, is the view of the Father's love in

sending his Son to appear upon earth, and suffer as a man. That was
the very view which was taken by a pious Presbyterian minister, who
was examined with regard to the Regium Donum at Belfast.

Now the first donation in Lady Hewley's trust was to 'poor and

godly preachers of Christ's holy gospel.' I cannot but suppose, as she

was uot a Conformist, that she did mean those persons, not being mem-
bers of the Church of England, who did entertain, among others, the

firmest belief in the divinity of our Redeemer's person, in the necessity

of the sacrifice he made, because of the universality of sin, commonly
called Original Sin ; and that she would, as Sir Edward Sugden has

stated with great propriety, have shaken with horror at the notion of

her charity being given to the sustenance of persons, who not only

disbelieved these two doctrines, but who actually preached against them.

It has also been argued (and I must say I do not renieniber a case which

has been argued with more ingenuity and ability by all the members of

the bar concerned in it), that the principal object of this lady was to

support poor ministers, widows of poor ministers, and the other persons

included in her trust deed, who would themselves be the supporters of

what was called the great doctrine of the Presbyterians, that sort of un-

restrained method of disseminating the faith which would not submit

to be bound by any test or creed, or by anything except the words of

Scripture.

Now, the book mentioned in the Catalogue of Books at the end of

the sixth report of the Unitarian Society, which was called an Improved

Version of the New Testament, afforded a strong inference that persons

who would assist the publication of it cannot come under the description

of 'poor and godly preachers of Christ's holy gospel,' even according to

the view which had been taken of those words by the defendants' coun-

sel. Surely it is immaterial whether a creed is expressed in a form of

words, or whether a thing called a translation is propounded to mankind

36
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which refuses to give the literal sense of words and, in lieu of words ex-

pressing the literal sense of the words in the original text, substitutes

other words. Where the literal meaning of a word was doubtful, trans-

lators might place one word in the text of the translation and another in

the margin, in order that a choice might be made ; and many cases

may be imagined in which the idiom of the English language would not

permit the literal rendering of word for word from the Greek or the

Hebrew ; but where persons had obviously and systematically gone out

of the plain way, and had chosen not to give the literal meaning, but to

give an assumed and arbitrary meaning, for the purpose of misleading

the ignorant reader, those persons must be considered as in effect im-

posing a creed iipon the reader, and not giving him the benefit of judging

for himself by means of the pure word of Scripture. I make this obser-

vation in consequence of the translation given in that book of the first

chapter of the Epistle of Paul to the Hebrews ; for it appears most

clearly, that the persons who composed the translation did not intend,

when they made what they called a translation, to render that first

chapter literally, but did intend to infuse a creed. A comparison of the

text in Griesbach with the new version would make this plain. The

text began thus : 7ro\vp.epa)s km 7ro\vTp67ra>s 7ra\ai 6 Qeos. And the tran-

slation was, ' God, who in several parts and in several manners formerly

spake to our fathers by the prophets.' Now, I do not mean to say that

they have not translated the word Tro\vp.epms properly ; it might l-efer to

many parts of space, or many parts of time. Our authorized translation

was ' God, who at sundry times.' These new translators, however,

thought proper to give themselves the character of extreme accuracy, by

not adopting that which was good enough, but apparently selecting

something which they thought better. The translation then proceeds :

' In the last of these days hath spoken to us by his Son, whom he hath

appointed heir of all things, for whom also he constituted the ages.'

Now, the words in the original were (according to Griesbach)

—

81 ov nal

tovs alcovas erroirjo-ev. Feeling themselves, therefore, a little pushed hard

when they translate St' ov 'for whom,' they have recourse to a note, by

which it appeared that two or three persons had fancied that might be

the proper translation. Supposing it to be so, it appeared to show a

very great intention to be extremely correct, though it certainly was

not the received translation ; nor do I think that any Greek scholar,

unless he were previously biased in favour of a particular theory, would

dream that such was the proper translation. The original text "then

proceeds : os &>v d7ra.vyao-u.c1 ri]s So^y, koi xapaKTijp ttjs vTroo-rdo-eais avrov.

And what was the pretended accurate translation of these words ?

' Who being a ray of his brightness, and an image of his perfections'

—

xapaKTijp rtjs {moo-Tcio-eccs avrov, an image of his perfections ! I was per-
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fectly astonished, and could hardly have conceived it possible, before I

had read it, that any person could have ventured to call this an improved
vei-sion of the Scriptures, which has rendered the word vrroaTua-is 'per-

fections.' It was perfectly plain, in that passage, the parties never
meant to give a translation, but that they meant to fetter the under-
standing of the reader by imposing their creed in the shape of a transla-

tion. They then said—'and ruling all things by his powerful word '

<pe'pa>v re ra navTa ru> prjfiari rijs 8vvdp.eu>s avrov. They might as Well have
said, 'by the word of his power;' but they did not choose to give the

literal translation ; they chose rather to substitute words of their own
which might express the sense, but which it was quite clear did not ex-

press the literal meaning. To this they annex a meagre note, in which
they first give their view of the meaning of the words, and then add the

literal translation from the Greek. The translation then proceeds, 'for

to which of those messengers spake God at any time, Thou art my Son,

this day I have adopted thee
1

?' The passage they meant to translate

Was, t'ivi yap eiVe nore twv ayye\u>u, Ylos fiov ei crij, iya> o-qpepov yeytwriKu ere
'

there was not the slightest pretence to translate the word yeyewrjKu ' I

have adopted.'

The defendants' counsel had read passages from Locke's Essay on

the Reasonableness of Christianity, in which he states that by the terras

' Son of God' the Jews understood the Messiah. And so they did : for

in the second Psalm it is said, ' The rulers take counsel together against

Jehovah and against his Messiah.' And shortly afterwards :
' I will

declare the decree : Jehovah said unto me, Thou (art) my Son ; this day

have I begotten thee.' The word in the Hebrew which thus represents

something incomprehensible with regard to the Divine nature, b;it which

of necessity conveys to the human mind the notion of the relation that

subsists between Father and Son, is uniformly translated in the Septua-

gint by the word yeyewrjKa when applied to a father. It is the word

which several times occurs in the fifth chapter of Genesis, in which there

was a detailed account of the births of all the antediluvian patriarchs

given in succession ; the very verb used in the second Psalm was the

verb used in that chapter, and the word used in the Septuagint was

quoted by St. Paid.

The gentlemen who had translated the Unitarian Testament had

made it plain on the face of it that they meant to establish a doctrine,

that our Saviour was not begotten in that sense in which the term was

taken by the Church of England, and by the orthodox Dissenters, as

they were called, to signify some divine operation, by means of which

the nature of the Redeemer was the same as that of the Father. That

they meant to oppose. And for the purpose of avoiding the inference

which might be made in the mind of an unlearned reader, they wilfully
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altered the word, and substituted a creed instead of a translation. And
it is to be observed, that with respect to these important words, for the

first time obtruded on the notice of the world, 'an image of his per-

fections,' and ' adopted,' the translators have not thought it right to

add a note, or give the least hint to the unlearned reader that the trans-

lation is at all unusual, or in the least degree doubtful ; though the

notes upon the words 'for whom' and 'his powerful word,' and the

singular expression ' in several parts,' would induce an unlearned

person to think that the new translators were minutely scrupulous and

fastidiously accurate, and he would put confidence in them accordingly.

The translation then goes on :
' And let all the messengers of God pay

homage to him : and of these messengers the Scripture saith.' Now,
it was to be observed, that here the words ' the Scripture ' were both

in italics, as they ought to be if they were introduced at all, because

there were no words corresponding with them in the original. The
word ' saith ' evidently referred, as it appeared from their own trans-

lation, to God ; but they chose to vary the phrase by saying first,

' God saith,' and then ' the Scripture saith,' which seems an alteration

not only without any necessity, but totally unjustifiable. Then they

said, ' And of these messengers the Scripture saith, Who maketh the

wind his messengers, and flames of lightning his ministers.' It is truly

astonishing to find such a translation as ' flames of lightning' given to

the words irvpos cjAoya, which could not admit of that translation. It

might be said that was what was intended, but certainly that was not

said. They translated, ' God is thy throne for ever and ever ; a sceptre

of rectitude is the sceptre of thy kingdom ;' and it might perhaps be

true that that translation was right, though the commonly received

translation is apparently less forced and more natural ; but there was

this observation to be made upon it : that they had introduced in the

mode of printing, as it stood in their version, the first word 'is' not

in italics, and the second word ' is ' in italics. The unlearned reader

would therefore, of course, consider the first word ' is ' as the rendering

of a word found in the original text, and the second word 'is' as a

word supplied by the translators, there being no corresponding word in

the original text. If in the original, either of the Hebrew or Greek

text, there were a word corresponding with 'is' between the words

corresponding with 'God' and 'thy throne,' it would be difficult to

avoid adopting the new translation. But there is not any such word
either in the Hebrew or in the Greek. Here, then, is an attempt to

support a translation altogether novel by an interpolation totally

unauthorized.

There is but one more observation to be made on the translation.

The new translators having in the first instance translated the passage,
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'O 7rota>v rovs dyyeXovs airoii irvevp.a.Ta
, 'who niaketh the winds his messen-

ger,' said at the end 'are they not all servants I' by way of translating

oi>x\ irdvres etcri XeirovpyiKa 7rvevfiaTa \ supposing them to be right in the

first instance in translating it 'winds his messengers,' it was clear they

ought in the latter part to have said 'are they not all ministering

winds?' (XeiTovpyiKo. TTvev/jiaTa) , to be consistent with themselves: at

any rate, if they thought proper to change the phrase, and translate the

word nvevfiara ' wind' first, and afterwards ' spirits,' they should have

translated it ' ministering spirits,' which would have the sense of ser-

vants ; but still it would be a correct translation, which theirs was not.

I have taken this as a specimen of the whole ; I have looked at a variety

of passages, and I do not remember to have seen any translation which
could be considered more unsatisfactory, more arbitrary, more
fanciful, more foolish, and, I am sorry to say, more false, than this thing

called by the Unitarians an improved version ; and sure am I, that

Lady Hewley would have thought it the worst calamity that could have

happened to her, that persons should be considered entitled to participate

in her charity, professing to call themselves ' godly preachers of Christ's

holy gospel,' who would give their sanction to the publication of such a

work as that. For the reasons I have assigned, she would, if the

matter had been duly explained to her, have seen that it militated

against that principle which the defendants' counsel said was the princi-

ple on which she desired her charity to be administered, namely, the

principle of free discussion, without creed, and by appealing only to the

Scriptures as they stood.

There is a vast number of other passages ; but it is perfectly useless

to go through them. One remark, however, may be made upon the

criticism of the new translators. They print in italics the latter part of

the first, and the whole of the second chapter of St. Matthew, and the

whole of the second chapter, and all the first chapter of St. Luke, except

the four first introductory verses ; and this they do, as they tell us, in

the notes in p, 2, and p. Ill, because those chapters and parts of chap-

ters are to be considered as of doubtful authority, though they are to be

found in all the manuscripts and versions which are now extant. In

the progress of improvement, it may be discovered, that no parts of

Scripture are genuine and authentic, except the first verse of Genesis

and the last of Revelation ; and, according to the argument for the

defendants, the preachers upon those two verses only, might still be con-

sidered as 'godly preachers for the time being of Christ's holy gospel,'

within the intent and meaning of Lady Hewley's trust deeds. I find,

by the evidence, that Mr Wellbeloved and Mr Kenrick, and some third

trustee, were subscribers to the institution called the Unitarian Society,

which enumerated amongst the books it circulated this improved version
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of the Scriptures, as it was called ; and my opinion is, that the question

being, not who should participate, but what given individuals should be

excluded, it is satisfactorily made out that no person who believes as

Mr Wellbeloved has stated in his sermon he believes, or who acts as

Mr Wellbeloved has . acted with regard to supporting that Unitarian

Society which had published such a book as the Improved Yersion,

could be considered as entitled to share in the charity of Lady Hewley.

Therefore I think it clear, that no stipend ought to be continued to

Mr Wellbeloved, or to any person preaching the doctrines he does ; and

it is also clear, that the charity itself cannot be administered according

to the intention of Lady Hewley, at least there is no reasonable security

that it can be administered according to her intention, if it is allowed

to remain in the hand* of persons who thought as he did, and who had

acted as he had. I have no evidence whatever to induce me to believe

that he had anything to do with the Improved Version, more than in

assisting by his subscription the publication of it ; nor have I ever heard,

nor have I the slightest conception, who were the fabricators of the

book ; but I am quite certain Lady Hewley never would have thought

this book did contain Christ's holy gospel, or that the persons who

disseminated this book were to be considered disseminators of Christ's

holy gospel.

Therefore, my decree must, in substance, declare, that no persons

who deny the Divinity of our Saviour's person, and who deny the doc-

trine of Original Sin, as it is generally understood, are entitled to parti-

cipate in Lady Hewley's charity ; and that the first set of trustees must

be removed.

It is sufficiently manifest that this lady never intended that there

should be trustees of one sort to administer the dealing out of the funds

amongst the persons who were named in the first deed, and trustees of a

second sort to superintend the hospital which contained the poor alms-

women.

I therefore think, that all the trustees who are Dissenters and deny

the doctrine of our Saviour's divine person, and the doctrine of Original

Sin, must be removed ; and though there is no objection personally to

Mr Palmes, yet as it appeal's that he is a member of the Church of Eng-

land, he ought not to be continued a trustee.

Of course there was an appeal to the Chancellor, and in July,

1834, it came on before Lord Brougham, who called to his

assistance Mr Justice Littledale and Mr Baron Parke. After

three days' argument, those Judges left for their circuits, when
Sir E. B. Sugden had not replied, and before another day could

be fixed Lord Brougham went out of office.
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He offered to decide the cause (no doubt with the assistance

of his learned assessors) which ho could have done by consent

after his resignation of the great seal but ho could not then sit

to hear counsel; and it was determined that Sir Edward Sugden's

reply should not be waived, so it became necessary that the

cause should be entirely reheard. It will not be considered

strange that Lord Brougham's offer was declined when it is

understood that, on occasion of the appeal against the allowance

of the exceptions to the first answers, his lordship broke out into

this culogium upon Mr Wellbeloved, (he being one of the defend-

ants whose answers were excepted to for not stating his religious

opinions), "one of the most virtuous, pious, and leaimed men who

I will venture to say adorn any church. Of his virtue and piety

the whole county in which he lives is witness, and especially

the congregation that has long benefitted by his labours. I

add to my testimony my prayer that they may long benefit under

his ministration." This prayer should scarcely have been uttered

in the Court of Chancery unless Mr Wellbeloved had been, in

the general opinion of the community, " a godly preacher of

Christ's holy gospel." It anticipated the whole matter in dispute,

for if Mr Wellbeloved was a fit minister for his chapel he was a

fit trustee of the charity and, as far as his opinions went,

a fit recipient from the fund. Further these words of Lord

Brougham were quoted by Sir John Campbell in the House of

Lords, in support of his own statement (as Mr Wellbeloved's

counsel speaking in his defence) that setting aside error in any of

his religious tenets, a more pious man did not exist.*

His lordship tried at one or both of the hearings before him

(and he repeated it in the House of Lords) to alarm the relators

into a discontinuance of the suit, by expressing his opinion that

the attorney-general, acting for himself, would step in and claim

* Lord Brougham's eulogy as quoted by the Attorney-General respected Mr Well-

beloved's upholding some point of Socinianism against a dignitary of the Establish-

ment :
" The controversy was carried on without the least deviation from the rules of

humanity, piety, and charity, exhibiting to the controversial world an example of which

their whole history shows polemics stand greatly in need, that learning, sincerity, and

zeal may well be united with the most entire forbearance and meekness." His lordship

added that Mr Wellbeloved's mastery of his subject and his skdl in disputation were so

great that he was victor in the contest, " though you and I, Sir Charles, knew thr.t

all the while he was wrong." Sir Charles Wetherell had previously stated how much of

divinity there was in the case with which the court had to deal, and had suggested that,

as he had read was once done in Lord Bacon's time, two doctors of divinity should be

brought from the schools to argue it. He took advantage of the mention of Lord
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the Hewley estates for the Church. Indeed according to hig

own account he repeated this when the relators refused to take

his judgment when no longer Chancellor, adding, '
' I know that

is the opinion of a number of learned divines upon the subject/'

Report of the Heai-ing in the House of Lords, p. 62. This threat

was not taken any notice of, often as it was thrown out, except by

the counsel for the defendants, who could not be expected to

foresro such a suggestion from a Judge whom they were address-

ing, and no other Judge gave it the slightest countenance. Lord

Camden when solicitor-general was very positive on that point,

though very cautious on others.

The defendants thought so much of Mr C. P. Cooper's speech

for Mr Wellbeloved on this occasion that they printed it. He
was a very learned and able antiquarian lawyer, and in this speech,

and the notes to it, he went into the bibliography of Arianism,

so that his speech as printed presents a catalogue of Arian books

such as is scarcely to be found elsewhere. In this speech he

indulged in a prophecy that we must expect to see a body of

Armiuian Independents, which has been fulfilled in the Mor-

risonians.

The Congregational Magazine for 1843, at p. 118, contains the

following sentences

:

When the Solicitor-General, Sir C. Pepys, who was of counsel for

the Unitarian trustees of Lady Hewley's charity, was arguing the

case of his clients who were defendants in the suit of ' The Attorney-

General v. Shore and others,' in a speech of several hours' duration, and

delivered with great effect, he endeavoured to shew that in her ladyship's

days the Presbyterians were opposed to all religious tests, and enter-

tained sentiments of great liberality towards all sects and all sentiments

and doctrines whatever, not excluding even the Unitarians ; but he was

interrupted by the Chancellor, Lord Brougham, who emphatically

declared :

Bacon's name to say, that since his day the great seal had not been held by a man of

Lord Brougham's varied learning, and to take for granted that theology was not omitted

from the sciences with which his lordship was acquainted. On the same occasion Lord

Brougham much perplexed the usher by saying to him " Usher, if the noise in court

does not immediately cease 1 shall address your successor." His lordship was less

happy in a legal illustration, being as yet not well seen in equity. To explain thart the law

was not to be evaded he stopped Sir Edward Sugden to remark, " Just as we all know

that as land cannot be disposed of by a will unless it has three witnesses, so a man
cannot by a will, attested by two witnesses only, direct land to be purchased out of his

personal estate and seutled in any particular way, because you see that would, in fact,

be creating interests in land by an unattested will." The answer was " My Lord, that is

the very thing I was saying everybody knows a man might do." The reply could only

be, " Go on, Sir Edward."
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'There never were people more wedded to their own particular dog

mas than the Presbyterians (to do them justice) or who were less tolernnt

to the tenets of other people. I speak with all reverence of those men
to whom the liberties of the country and the constitution owe great

obligations: though not so great as they owe to the Independents, who
were the very founders of the constitution. Whenever the Presbyterian

had power he was a very persecuting gentleman. His doctrine was this :

Every man has a right to think as he pleases, but no man has a right to

think wrong ; and he, the Presbyterian, was to judge of that. I assure

you that was his way of arguing.'

In a subsequent part of the same speech of this learned counsel

his lordship again interposed and said, ' I do not say a word against the

Presbyterians, with whom I am nearly connected by blood ; and I have

a great regard for them.'* Extracts from Mr Gurney's MS. notes of the

hearing on the 28th of June, 1834.

The relators were again so liberal that they obtained an order

from the attorney-general as far as he had power to sanction it,

that the fees to counsel and other disbursements of the trustees'

solicitors, connected with the ineffectual hearing before Lord

Brougham, should be paid out of the charity funds.

In April, 1835, the cause came before Lord Lyndhurst, and he

followed his predecessors' example, and requested Mr Baron Alder-

son and Mr Justice Patteson to sit with him. The manner in

which they dealt with the theology of the case may be gathered

from these extracts from the argument.

The Lord Chancellor.—There is nothing said in Bowles's Cate-

* His Lordship had previously, in the debate on the case of the missionary Smith,

in 1824, pronounced the following eulogy on the Independents :
" He (Smith) was an In-

dependent, a minister of that numerous, conscientious, enlightened, and much to be

venerated class of religionists, whom all must admire on account of the universal and

unqualified toleration they have sanctioned. He was one of that class of men, be it

remembered, to whose ancestors this country through all ages, however differently their

particular tenets might be viewed by different persons, would owe a mighty debt of

gratitude ; men, of whom it may with justice be said, that whatever were their excesses,

which in the imagination of some excited ridicule, and in the judgment of others blame,

had still in the purity of their lives rivalled the earliest professoi's of Christianity, and

possessed the proud triumph, and I will proclaim it, even of having with the zeal of

martyrs and the skill and courage of warriors, founded, by combating and conquering

for us, the civil and religious liberties we now enjoy. I repeat, they were men who
ought to be venerated, because they reached, singly and alone, an eminence of surpass

ing glory. Their descendants, true to the generous principles of their fathers, still

possess in a pre-eminent degree, the enviable distinction of exceeding every other reli-

gious persuasion in their principles of toleration : with them it is so absolute and un-

qualified, at all times so enlarged and extensive, that even the most liberal ami

enlightened of the other sects have not reached to the same degree of perfection, though

I rejoice to say, have made near approaches to it. Congregational Magazine, vii. 4Ki-

37
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chism about the Trinity, but there are certain consequences resulting

from the doctrine of Unitarianism [Trinitarianism], and inseparable

from it ; all those are referred to in Bowles's Catechism : the doctrine

of the Atonement, for instance.

Mr Rolfe.—I dispute that there is anything about the Trinity.

The Lord Chancellor.—That is involved in it.

Mr Rolfe.—Yes, they say it is, in the opinion of these parties.

The Lord Chancellor.—And Original Sin.

Mr Rolfe.—That is not contained in Bowles's Catechism in the

orthodox sense.

Mr Knight.—Yes it is.

Mr Rolfe.—I beg you to observe the distinction as to Original Sin.

Mr Knight.—We have an early print of Bowles's Catechism, an

exhibit in the cause. The year is not given, but it is printed at York,

and obviously of considerable antiquity.

Mr Rolfe.—I say that the doctrine of Original Sin not only does

not appear in Bowles's Catechism, but there is a studied anxiety to show

it does not appear. Now let us see :
' Who made you 1 God, the

Creator of Heaven and Earth.—To what end did he make you 1 He
made me and all things for his glory.—In what condition did he make
man 1 Righteous and happy.—Did man continue in that estate ] No :

he fell from it by sin.—What is sin 1 Transgression of the Law of

God.' That my learned friend knows well, or those who instruct him,

would not do at all. That is not Original Sin at all.

The Lord Chancellor.—That is sin generally : that is not it
;

you should not interpose till you get a little further :
' What was the

sin originally committed by our first Parents 1 The transgression of the

Law of God.—What was the first sin of our first Parents'? Eating the

forbidden fruit.—What was the fruit of that eating
1

? It filled the world

with sin and sorrow.—In what condition is the posterity of our first

Parents born ] In a sinful and miserable condition.—Wast thou born

in that condition 1 Yes, I was conceived in sin, and am by nature a

child of wrath as well as others.' That is the doctrine of Original Sin.

Mr Knight.—And the next but one is still stronger.

The Lord Chancellor.— ' Hath thy life been better than thy birth
1

?

No, I have added sin to sin, and made myself above measure sinful.

—

What if thou shouldest die in the condition thou was born and bred in
1

?'

Mr Rolfe.—And bred in]

The Lord Chancellor.—Yes ;
' born and bred in ]—I should

perish everlastingly.' All that is the known doctrine of Original Sin,

the sin of our first Parents causing death to all their posterity ; is not

that the doctrine 1

Mr Rolfe.—Not entirely : it goes a great deal further, I understand.
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The Lord Chancellor.—You do not mean that God made man
sinful in his original creation 1

Mr Rolfe.—No, but it means this, that the doctrine of Original

Sin is not the sin that is a transgression of the Law of God, but the

want of conformity to the Law of God, and that is consequently the

answer to question the 14th in the Assembly's Catechism,—'What is

sin
1

? Sin is any -want of conformity unto or transgression of the Law of

God.' Bowles's Catechism is, ' What is sin 1 The transgression of the

Law of God.' This is not an unimportant distinction, because this is

pointed out by Locke in his Reasonableness of Christianity. He says,

'I see the consequence of the sin of our first Parents, was to bring

death into the world, but as I read the Scriptures, every man's sin is

imputed to himself.'

The Lord Chancellor.—I do not see the distinction between sin

against the Law of God, and the want of conformity to the Law of God,

so far as the act is concei'ned, because, if you commit an offence against

the Law of God, that is a want of conformity to it.

Mr Rolfe.—No doubt ; but the being born with a want of con-

formity to the Law of God is the doctrine of Original Sin ; to transgress

the Law of God, and thereby commit sin, is very different ; but it is

quite enough for my argument, without going into those refinements,

to show that the Catechism that Lady Hewley pitched upon to show

that the alms-bodies were orderly and decent bodies, is the least.

orthodox of all the then existing Catechisms. Now couple that with

the fact

—

Mr Baron Alderson.—With respect to the distinction you take

between the shorter Catechism and Bowles's, in the words, 'any want

of conformity unto,' the quotation is the same ;
' Whosoever committeth

sin transgresseth also the Law, for sin is the transgression of the Law :'

the quotation is the same.

The Lord Chancellor.—The sin of our first Parents was a trans-

gression of the Law of God,—a positive act of disobedience of that Law,

and the consequence of that is stamped upon all their posterity : you are

born in that condition, and you add sin to sin by subsequent transgres-

sions of your own, or by the want of conformity to the Law of God. You

add to the sinful nature of your original state.

Mr Rolfe.—An infant is guilty of sin according to the Assembly's

Catechism. I do not see that he is according to Bowles's.

Mr. Baron Aldersox.—Yes, or how could he be born in a sinful

state ]

The Lord ( !han< iellor.— ' I am conceived in sin, and am by nature,'

that is, in my nature, 'a child of wrath.' Then the nexl question i^.
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'Hath thy life been better than thy birth? No, I have added sin to

sin ;' that is, the actual sin of my own to the Original Sin of my birth.

Mr Rolfe.—There is no doubt that those expressions, exceedingly

ambiguous, may admit of such a construction ; but it is the Catechism,

of all then existing, that in the least degree pointed to those important

truths.

The Lord Chancellor.—If you were to ask me, I should say it

was as clear as the other : nothing can be clearer ; it is as clear as can

be, assuming the doctrine.

Mr Rolfe.—As it appears to me so little turns upon it, I will not

trouble, you further upon this point.

The Lord Chancellor.—Go on to the next doctrine in the 5th

page :
' I should perish everlastingly.' That is the doctrine of Original

Sin. ' Is there no way to get out of this sinful and miserable state 1

Yes.—Is it to be done by any power or righteousness of thy own 1 No;
but God in his rich mercy hath appointed a way.—What way hath God
appointed 1 Only by Jesus Christ.—What is Jesus Christ 1 The Son
of God manifest in the flesh.—What hath Jesus Christ done for Man 1

He hath laid down his life for our redemption.—What further benefit

have we by him 1 Life and salvation.—Shall all men partake of this

redemption and salvation 1 No ; there are many who perish notwith-

standing.—By what means may a sinner obtain a part in this redemp-

tion 1 By faith in Christ.—What is it to believe 1 To rely on Jesus

Christ, and him alone, for pardon and salvation, according to the Gospel.'

Mr Rolfe.—All those are the doctrines of the Unitarians, every

one of them ; there is hardly a word here that is not in the words of

Scripture ; but the fact is, if there is much to be relied upon in Bowles's

Catechism

—

The Lord Chancellor.—Is not that the docti'ine of the Atonement?
Mr Rolfe.—The doctrine of the Atonement, sub modo, that all

mankind obtain salvation only through Jesus Christ, is the doctrine of

the Unitarians as much as these parties. No Unitarians dispute it : it

is rather the doctrine of Satisfaction than the Atonement that is dis-

puted by the Unitarians, therefore all the expressions about the blood

of Christ

—

The Lord Chancellor.—Upon all these points they did wisely in

cutting the knot.

Mr Rolfe.—No doubt, my Lord, according to the well-known

words,
" Christ took the bread and brake it,

Christ was the word that spake it,

And what that word did make it,

That I believe and take it."

That is the best mode ; but the question is whether Bowles's Catechism

propounds the doctrine of the Trinity.
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The Lord Chancellor—Those doctrines that flow as a consequence

from the doctrine of the Trinity, and which, according to the evidence,

the Unitarians reject, are clearly propounded.
* * * *

Mr Baron Alderson.—You do not refer to the next two questions:

' How does the Gospel teach us to rely on Christ ] So to cast our bur-

den upon him as to take his yoke upon us.
—
"Why hath God appointed

faith to this excellent use? Because faith gives him what he looks for,

the whole glory of our salvation.'

Mr Rolfe.—Gives him !

Mr Baron Alderson.—That means Christ. 'Because faith gives

him what he looks foi",—the whole glory of our salvation.' You in-

terpret that to be God : I should understand it to be Christ.

Mr Rolfe.—I should not so have understood it; my attention has

not been called to it—it may be so : I do not profess to be able to can-

vass these things very accurately ; I find of all the Catechims then

existing, I believe, upon the last point,—that of the necessity of any

peculiar faith being necessary to salvation,—this Catechism is the least

strong.

Mr Baron Alderson.—What makes it clear to my mind is this,

that the word faith is followed by the words faith in Christ, and then

the words are, ' Why hath God appointed faith to this excellent use %

Because faith gives him what he looks foiv—the whole glory of our sal-

vation.' There can be no doubt about the meaning of Bowles.

Mr Rolfe.—Now, I was proceeding to state what I consider to be

a consideration more important to show what was Lady Hewley's inten-

tion than anything else.

The Lord Chancellor.—It is quite clear that it refers to Christ.

' What does it give him 1 The whole glory of our salvation.'

Mr Rolfe—What is the reference 1

Mr Baron Alderson.—That will probably explain it. The 2nd of

the Ephesians, 8th and 9th.

Mr Romilly.—The next question is, ' How is faith wrought in the

soul 1 By the Word and Spirit of God.' The text cited is, ' How then

shall they call upon him in whom they have not believed ]'

The Lord Chancellor.—Read the 2nd of Ephesians.

Mr Knight—The 7th verse begins thus :
' That in the ages to come

he might show the exceeding riches of his grace in his kindness towards

us through Christ Jesus.' Then begins the 8th verse :
' For by grace

are ye saved through faith, and that not of yourselves : it is the gift of

God : not of works, lest any man should boast, for we are his workman-

ship, created in Christ Jesus unto good works, which God hath before

ordained that we should walk in them.'
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Mr Bakon Alderson—That might make it rather doubtful.

Mr Romilly.—The next question is, ' How is faith wrought into

the soul
1

? By the word and Spirit of God.' Romans, 10th chapter 14th

verse, ' How then shall they call upon him in whom they have not

believed V

Mr Baron Alderson.—Then I think I am wrong in that passage.

Mr Rolfe.—I confess I had not so understood it.

Mr Knight.—I take it that the Catechism means Christ, and that

the citation from the Ephesians shows they mean it ecpiivalent to the

word of God.

Mr Rolfe.—That is begging the whole question.

Mr Knight.—No : the context shows it means our Saviour.

It happened that as Lord Melbourne's administration was dis-

missed by William the Fourth while the case was before Lord

Brougham, that of Sir Robert Peel was virtually displaced by a

vote of the House of Commons, when Lord Lyndhurst -had heard

only the relators' counsel, Mr Rolfe, on the part of the defend-

ants. The solicitors concerned saw that it would not do to have

a third hearing before a Chancellor with the certainty of an

appeal to the House of Lords; and it may have occurred to them

that Sir C. C. Pepys, then Master of the Rolls, but who had

been leading counsel for the defendants before the Vice-Chan-

cellor and Lord Brougham, would very likely be Chancellor, as he

became, being in the meantime one of the Lords Commissioners

of the Great Seal. However this might be it was arranged that

the counsel for the Grand Trustees only should be heard, they

taking charge of the sub-trustees' interests, and that the relators'

reply should be given up ; and on this understanding Mr Rolfe and

Mr Booth were heard on the 13th and 14th of April, Lord Lynd-

hurst resigning the seal on the 23rd. This account is taken from

the report of the speeches of these gentlemen, and from the

shorthand writer's notes of the hearing in the House of Lords.

Lord Brougham was not pleased that his offer to determine the

case was not accepted. He referred to the matter in his remarks

on judgment being given for the dismissal of the final appeal.

This cause was originally heard before me in the Court of Chancery

all but the reply. I had the assistance of two learned Judges, though,

in consecpience of my giving up the great seal before the case was fully

argued, no opinion was given, and none indeed was formed by me in

the absence of the reply. My noble and learned friend who succeeded

id» in the Co^rt of Chancery heard the. case through according to m.\_
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recollections, and gave the judgment which your lordships are now moved
by my noble and learned friend near me to affirm.

The hearing before him had, in fact, proceeded further than
that before Lord Lyndhurst when they were virtually out of office

so that his lordship's memory, however sensitive, was inaccurate.

The speeches of Mr Eolfe and Mr Booth at this hearing were
published by the Socinians. Two points in Mr Booth's speech
must be noticed. Notwithstanding the decision of the Vice-

Chancellor in favour of the relators and the report of the Charity

Commissioners he urged that the information must be dismissed

with costs. As Mr Rolfe said nothing of the kind it must be
taken that he was not instructed to do so, and Mr Booth's in-

veteracy can be accounted for only on the supposition that he
was embittered by having exceptions for insufficiency allowed as

to three sets of answers in succession which he had prepared. He
knew what had been suggested by the relators as to the

defendants' costs, and one would have thought that common
decency would have prevented such remarks, and that so warm a

partisan would have felt gratitude on his client's behalf, but not-

withstanding the Chancellor had told him, " After the decree of

the Vice-Chancellor, you can hardly ask for the information to be

dismissed with costs," he went on, " I do not, of course, mean
the costs of the appeal, I mean the costs down to the original

hearing, supposing your lordship should be of opinion that there

was not sufficient ground for the information, and that it was a

speculation that has failed, and I should submit a speculation of

a character that ought not to be encouraged if it do fail, I sub-

mit the usual consequences should attend it."

The other matter was that Mr Booth closed the first part of

his argument, that relating to the eligibility of Socinians as

beneficiaries of the charity, as follows :

I will conclude by quoting a very eloquent passage characterizing

the present proceedings, from a pamphlet I believe in your lordships'

hands,* written by the Rev. Joseph Hunter, one of the class in question.

I mean the Presbyterians, and I rejoice to think that he expresses the

opinions prevalent among that body, that he expresses the opinions of

some of the trustees I have reason to know, and I rejoice to think that

* This discloses that the defendants had supplied the Judges with copies of Mr
Hunter's pamphlet, just as they did the Lords with the Proofs (which was in great part

a transcript of it). This method of proceeding was unusual and, most persons will

think, most improper.
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he expresses the opinions generally prevalent among the English Presby-

terians.

Bakox A T.DERSoy. What is the page ?

Mr Booth. 71. He says he is speaking of the attack I have ad-

verted to.

It comes from that new body of people " who by their numbers

have now almost engrossed the term Dissenter, and who are leagued

against all that is elevated, all that is dignified, all that is venerable in

society. The achievement of this object will best give them courage to

attempt that higher object at which, with no equivocal effect, they are

aiming at the destruction of the beautiful and venerable fabric of the

English Church, and with it the best hairier against fanaticism, an

order of enlightened, cultivated, and liberal ministers, who depend not

for their existence upon the varying gale of popular favour, or are com-

petent to adapt themselves to the ever-shifting opinions of men less

enlightened than themselves.''*

This passage in the speech and in the pamphlet, whether

considered as an insult to Independents, or as a a paltry at-

tempt to curry favour with the Chancellor, and the church party

generally, is an exception to the manner in which the contest

was carried on with these defendants. The Independents after-

wards found the real Presbyterians much more offensive, while their

contest with the Socinian party was carried on as charitably and

courteously as could well be in the case of such an attack and

such a defence.

The judgment of Lord Lyndhurst was delivered in Gray's Inn

Hall, oth February, 1836.

Air Baron Alderson read the opinion of himself and Mr
Justice Patteson, as follows :

My Lord : My brother Patteson and myself having fully considered

this case in which your lordship has desired to have our assistance, and

having entirely concurred in our view of it, it becomes my duty to de-

clare our joint opinion, together with the reasons by which we think it

may be supported.

His Lordship stated the deeds and Lady Hewley^s Rules for

the almspeople, and then continued :

* This paragraph shews that the similar erpression in the Proofs, supra p. 80, as

to Nonconformist ministers, was intended to praise a supposed state of things in which
those ministers should be independent of their people. So little respect had this self-chosen

champion for the right of congregations (or churches) to choose and remove their minis-

ters, which is the first principle of English Nonconformists.
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Now it is contended on behalf of the relators fco the present suit,

that this charity is to be confined to Protestant Dissenters entertaining

a belief in the divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ, in the Atonement, and

in the doctrine of Original Sin ; in fact, those who are commonly called

orthodox Dissenters, in order to distinguish them from others who
entertain different opinions as to these important matters, and who are

called in common parlance (though undoubtedly by no very accurate

description in that respect) Unitarian Dissenters. In more correct

language, perhaps, they should be called believers in the Unity of the

Godhead without any distinction of persons therein. For we presume

that those who differ with them in this respect equally believe in the

unity of the Godhead, although they think (and that from what they

consider plain texts of Scripture) that such mysterious unity is not in-

consistent with the equally mysterious distinction of persons therein.

If this question at all depended on any investigation of the compara-

tive truth and excellence of these doctrines, or upon a critical examina-

tion of texts of Scripture, (the only test to be applied by Protestants in

such inquiries.) we should feel that this was not a proper tribunal, and

that we were not sufficient for these things. But this case really turns

upon a question of fact. If the Unitarian doctrines are consistent with

the intention of Lady Hewley, the decision of the Vice-Chancellor is

erroneous. If they are inconsistent with it, the declaration he has

made, seems to us correct.

The Vice-Chancellor's declaration in substance is, that no persons

who deny the divinity of our Saviour's person, and who deny the doc-

trine of Original Sin as it is generally understood, are entitled to parti-

cipate in Lady Hewley's charity.

There is no doubt as to the principles which are to govern our

opinion ; they are fully laid down and explained in the Attorney-

General v. Pearson and others, 3 Merivale 400, and may be thus

shortly expressed: The Will of the Founder is to be observed.

Then how is the Will of the Founder to be ascertained ? If it be

expressed clearly in the deed or instrument of foundation, there can be

no difficulty.

If expressed in doubtful or general words, recourse must be had to

extrinsic circumstances, such as the known opinions of the founder, the

existing state of the law, the contemporaneous usage, or the like.

Upon these principles, then, we proceed to consider the case. We
may begin by laving the Church of England out of the question; for,

although Lord Eldon says that a bequest for the worship of God would,

prima facie, be one to the Established Church, yet it is quite clear from

all the documents in this case, that this foundation was in favour of

some class or classes of persons dissenting from the Church.

38
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This point has not been disputed. But then this question arises,

Who are the Dissenters whom Lady Hewley intended to benefit]

The provision is fourfold. First, in favour of poor and godly

preachers for the time being of Christ's holy gospel. Secondly, of poor

and godly widows for the time being of poor and godly preachers for

the time being of Christ's holy gospel. Thirdly, for the distribution of

sums of money to encourage and promote the preaching in poor places

of Christ's holy gospel, and for the education of young "men designed for

the ministry of Christ's holy gospel : and, lastly, for the relief of such

godly persons in distress as were fit objects of her charity.

It is clear from this, that this pious lady had directly in view the

encouragement of the preaching of the gospel by Protestant Dissenters,

and that in three ways.

First, by provision to preachers and to their widows. Secondly, by

direct gifts of money for building places of worship or endowing them

where built in places not otherwise able to support a minister. Thirdly,

for the education of youth for the same Godly purpose.

These three objects have plainly in view the propagation of some

doctrines which she deemed to be of importance to the souls of men, and

her fourth object was in complete accordance with the three others,

being in truth the relief of the professors of the same doctrines, in case,

from their narrow circumstances or unforeseen calamities, they should

be reduced to pecuniary distress. What, then, were the doctrines in

question 1 Prima facie, these would surely be the doctrines which she

herself conscientiously entertained, aud there is no reasonable doubt

what those doctrines must have been. But she has more particularly

described in her second deed, and in the rules she herself formed, one

class, viz., the poor pious widows whom she deemed to be fit objects of

the bounty in the almshouse which she had built.

They must be persons piously disposed and of the Protestant reli-

gion ; they must be able to repeat by heart the Lord's Prayer, the Creed

and Ten Commandments, and Mr Edward Bowles's Catechism ; and they

must weekly attend (unless sick) some place of Protestant worship.

To what class or classes of persons does this description extend I

In the first place, it is expressly confined to Protestant Dissenters.

In the second place, it seems clearly not confined to one class of Protes-

tant Dissenters alone, because the widows are only required to attend

some place of such Protestant worship. But, in the third place, it

seems also as clearly intended to include those persons alone, who,

though in many respects differing in opinion, yet agreed in some points

which, probably, Lady Hewley thought fundamental; and we know
from history that if it was her opinion, she was by no means singular

in it. What, then, were the fundamental points ? We think they must
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be taken to be those doctrines which are to be found in the Lord'y

Prayer, the Creed, the Ten Commandments, and Bowles's Catechism.

It has been argued that the only qualification required is, the being

able to repeat those by heart ; but we cannot think so meanly of Lady

Mew-ley's understanding as to adopt that argument : we think she meant

that they should accept these, and the doctrines therein contained, as a

rule of faith, and that they should have them by heart, in order that

they might be more deeply impressed with them,—precisely in I he same

way and for the same purpose as the godfathers in the baptismal service

of the Church of England, are required to cause the child to learn to

say (which means to say by heart) the Creed, the Lord's Prayer, and

the Ten Commandments, and to be further instructed in the Chinch

Catechism; and as, in the Rubric, the children are required to be

brought for Confirmation to the Bishop, as soon as they can do this

and have attained a fit age, no one can believe that these provisions

were intended to try their memory and not to prove their faith.

Then what are the doctrines to be found in these documents >.

We may lay aside the Lord's Prayer and the Ten Commandments,

being measures about which all Protestants are we believe agreed ; at

any rate, all the parties to this suit understand and assent to them in

the same sense. Perhaps this may not be the case as to the Apostles'

Creed, which, though certainly general in its language, has been usually

confined as a creed to churches which did not doubt the divinity of our

Saviour Jesus Christ. It is, as we have seen, one of the tests necessary

for Baptism and Confirmation in the Church of England, and certainly

is in that church by its Catechism explained in a Trinitarian sense, as

plainly appears if we consult the Prayer Book ; for the child there

answers that he understands by it, first, a belief in God the Father, the

( Ireator of all things ; secondly, in God the Son, the Redeemer of all

mankind ; and thirdly, in God the Holy Ghost, the Sanctifier of all the

elect people of God.

Indeed, it is not improbable that Mr Baxter took the same view- of

the doctrines contained in the Apostles' Creed ; for when, on one

remarkable occasion, he proposed that subscription to the Creed, the

Lord's Prayer and the Ten Commandments should be alone sufficient as

a test for church communion, it was objected that these might be sub-

scribed by a Papist or a Socinian, he says, so much the better ; but adds,

'But if they were afraid of communion with Papists and Socinians, ii

should not be by making a new test or rule of faith which they will not

subscribe to, but by calling them to account whenever in preaching or

writing they contradict or abuse the truth to which they have sub-

scribed.'

It would seem, therefore, that he thought that the preaching or
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writing some of the Papist or Socinian doctrines would be contrary to

the truth of these articles if they subscribed them : he must, we think,

have referred to the second commandment as to the Papists, and to this

Creed as to the Socinians ; for there does not appear to be anything else

in his proposed test to which this observation could at all even plausibly

apply.

And this view of the Apostles' Creed confirms and is confirmed by

the last document, Mr E. Bowles's Catechism. Now, in the first place,

it is stated by all the witnesses, amongst whom are to be found some

veiy distinguished divines of various persuasions, and who all agree in

this, that this Catechism is essentially Trinitarian, and that it can be

assented to properly by those alone who admit Original Sin and the

Atonement made for it, and acknowledge the proper divinity of our

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. This would be quite sufficient, for there

is no evidence on the other side, and we are to decide on the evidence.

But on reading this Catechism ourselves, with that attention it

requires, and considering it, we cannot doubt that if we were required to

form an opinion on it, we should decide that the witnesses have taken a

correct view of Mr Bowles's book. It does appear to us clear that these

are the doctrines fairly to be deduced from it, particularly by comparing

it with the passages of Scripture quoted in its margin.

We would rather, however, put this point of the case on the general

tenor of the whole Catechism and the uncontradicted evidence, than on

our own view as to particular passages in it, lest we should. fall into an

error on some controverted questions of criticism or theology, which

are always delicate and dangerous subjects for unprofessional divines to

handle.

Upon the whole, then, we think that in the description which, by

her own rules, Lady Hewley has given of the widows who were to be

inmates of her almshouses, those only were meant to be included by

whom the doctrines enumerated in the Vice-Chancellor's declaration

were accepted as a rule of faith. Now we think it reasonable to con-

clude that these widows who were to be the inmates of the almshouse

are part of the fourth class, described in the deed of 1704 as 'godly

persons in distress.' They are not only subjected in the deed of 1707 to

the discretion of the trustees, being objects out of that class selected by

Lady Hewley herself, but their description affords us the means of

ascertaining, upon Lady Hewley's own authority, what she meant by

the word 'godly' in both the deeds. If this be so, then the same ex-

pression which is applied to the preachers and their widows ought to

receive the same construction, it being plainly incongruous to give in

one deed two meanings to the same expression. But independently of

this, at all events, the qualification attached by Lady Hewley to .the
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admission of the inmates of her almshouse distinctly shows what her

own opinions were, and how anxious she was for their adoption by
others : and then that anxiety would apply with far greater force to the

adoption of those opinions by preachers whose duty it was to take active

steps for the propagation of the doctrines they professed. For an error

there would probably lead to evils of a much more extensive nature. It

is not likely that a lady who wished to regulate the opinions even of the

poor widows, the objects of her pecuniary bounty, could intend to pei*-

mit her funds to be devoted to the active propagation of any other than

the same fundamental doctrines. It is quite inconceivable that she

could thus (if with reverence we may use the emphatic language of Holy
Writ on this subject) have strained at a gnat and swallowed a camel.

We think, therefore, that Lady Hewley, by poor and godly-

preachers, meant preachers professing the doctrines contained in the

Vice-Chancellor's declaration. Again, if this be so, and if this be the

class of persons whom she designates as poor and godly preachers of

Christ's holy gospel, it is most rational then to consider the other

bequests for the encouragement and preaching of Christ's holy gospel,

and for the educating of young ministers of that gospel, as confined to

the preaching of persons professing these same doctrines, and the educa-

tion of youths for the ministry in places where those doctrines are pro-

fessed.

This view of the case appears to us to be much confirmed by the pe-

culiar language of Lady Hewley's will, by that of her pastor, Dr.

Colton, by the state of the law at that period, and by the general tenor

of history, both as to the doctrines then usually professed by the great

body of Dissenters at that time, and their non-interference with that

particular provision in the Toleration Act applicable to Unitarian

preaching.

We were much pressed with quotations from various authors on this

point by the learned and ingenious gentlemen who argued for the

defendants
; but they have failed to satisfy us even as to the probability

of any such catholic intention as that for which they contend having
been entertained by Lady Hewley. Such a view may perhaps have been

taken by a few speculative divines of great benevolence of feeling, but

was never very generally received. It is indeed observable, that almost

all the very men who held such opinions constantly asserted their own
orthodoxy of belief on the points now in question, and that in no
instance whatever that we remember, are they found to approve of the

preaching or inculcating, by the teaching of youth, those doctrines now
contended for and openly avowed by the Unitarian Dissenters in their

discourses from the pulpit.

The greater part, if not the whole, of those quotations 3eem to us
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applicable rather to the terms of church communion than to the present

subject. For the question now is upon a charity to be devoted to the

active propagation of doctrines by pecuniary encouragement given to

their professors, and is not whether, without any particular test, it may
be allowed to persons differing on material points to wave them and,

notwithstanding, to associate in one religious community together. We
do not, indeed, think such a plan wise or likely to succeed in producing

peace in the churches ; but we do not doubt that it has often been enter-

tained by speculative men, who have not, perhaps, attended sufficiently

to the results of practical experience in human life.

But this argument as to a supposed Catholic intention, seems incon-

sistent, also, with the probabilities of this case. Lady Hewley must

have had fixed religious opinions, conscientiously and strongly felt by

her, or else it is not likely that she would have made this foundation.

It is very unusual for religious foundations to be made by any other

than persons having strong and fixed religious opinions themselves.

Those who entertain what are called latitudinarian notions on such sub-

jects, are not commonly those who leave their property in this way.

But waving this, it seems to us clear that Lady Hewley, by requir-

ing the Apostles' Creed, or indeed any definite creed at all, as a neces-

sary qualification in the case, has given hei'self a decisive answer to this

argument, and has negatived the probability of her at least having ever

entertained this supposed catholic intention, by which, looking forward

into futurity, she is imagined to have contemplated a continual move-

ment in advance of religion, in the course of which all her own peculiar

doctrines should, with others, gradually be absorbed and lost in the light

and splendour of what is called increasing knowledge and reason ; for

the very object and peculiar advantage of a creed is, to prevent this per-

petual fluctuation, and to fix religious opinions by bringing them con-

tinually to a definite test.

We have adverted to this part of the case, not as considering it a

very important topic, but as it formed the principal ground of the argu-

ment before us, we thought it not right altogether to pass it over.

Upon the whole, our opinion is, that the declaration of the Vice-

Chancellor is right.

There is another part of the case, which relates to the course your

lordship as a Judge in Equity ought to pursue, as to retaining or re-

moving the trustees, in case your lordship's opinion should agree with

and confirm that which we have now delivered.

That will depend of course on the point whether your lordship is

satisfied that these trustees do in fact profess opinions differing from

those to the promotion of which Lady Hewley devoted her foundation,

and whether in that case it is the duty of a court of equity to remove
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them from a trust which they cannot so properly discharge as persons

whose opinions concur with those of the foundress.

But these are points on which it does nob become us to offer any
opinion to your lordship.

Lord Lyndhurst : This case was originally argued before my late

predecessor in the office of Chancellor, in the presence of two of

the learned Judges. Circumstances to which it is not necessary that I

should particularly advert, prevented that noble and learned Judge from

pronouncing any decision upon it, I regret that the parties were

deprived of the benefit of his judgment. The case was afterwards argued

before me witli the assistance of the learned Judges who are now pre-

sent. It was argued with great ability and learning, and everything

was brought to bear upon the subject that could properly be urged for

the purpose of leading the court to a correct conclusion upon it, I cer-

tainly could have wished that I had not been called upon to pronounce

judgment upon such a subject. But the parties on both sides have

expressed their wish that we should decide it, and I have felt it my duty

to comply with that request.

It must be satisfactory to those who are interested in the case, that,

upon this occasion, I have had the assistance and advice of the learned

Judges now present, so much distinguished for their intelligence, ability,

and learning. It is highly satisfactory to me, not so much because I

consider that there is any great difficulty in the case, as on account of its

importance to the parties who are interested in it, and, I may add, also,

on account of its importance to the public.'""

I agree enth'ely in the principle, stated by the learned Judges, upon

which this case must be decided. In every case of charity, whether the

object of the charity be directed to religious purposes or to purposes

purely civil, it is the duty of the court to give effect to the intent of the

founder, provided this can be done without infringing any known rule

of law. It is a principle that is uniformly acted upon in courts of equity.

If, as they have stated, the terms of the deed of foundation be clear and

precise in the language, and clear and precise in the application, the

course of the court is free from difficulty. If, on the other hand, the

terms which are made use of are obscure, doubtful or equivocal, either

in themselves or in the application of them, it then becomes the duty of

the court to ascertain by evidence as well as it is able what was the in-

tent of the founder of the charity, in what sense the particular expres-

sions were used. It is a question of evidence, and that evidence will

* Lord Lyndhurst requested two Judges to sit with him, as a matter of course,

since Lord Brougham had done so. Lonl Brougham stated his reason was that "it

might tend to have the effect of preventing the parties from being dissatisfied with tho

judgment, and prevent an appeal."
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vary with the circumstances of eacli particular case, it is a question of

fact to be determined, and the moment the fact is known and ascertained,

then the application of the principle is clear and easy.

It can scarcely be necessary to cite authorities in support of these

principles ; they are founded in common sense and common justice ;but if

it were necessary to refer to any authority, I might refer to the case

which has been already mentioned, the case of the Attorney-General v.

Pearson, and to another case which was cited at the Bar, the case in the

House of Lords. Throughout those judgments, the principles which

have been stated were acknowledged and acted upon by a noble and

learned judge, of more experience in courts of equity, and more experi-

ence in questions of this nature than any other living person. I look

upon it, then, that these principles are clear and established—that they

admit of no doubt whatever.

What, then, were the objects and the purposes of this charity 1 We
look at the deed of foundation, and we find from it (the deed of 1704)

that the object was to assist poor and godly preachers of Christ's holy

gospel ; to assist poor and godly widows of the same description of per-

sons ; to promote and encourage the preaching of Christ's holy gospel in

poor districts and places ; to assist in the education of young persons in-

tended for the ministry of Christ's holy gospel ; to assist poor and godly

persons in distress. These are the objects of the deed of 1704. The

deed of 1 707 provides for the maintenance of ten poor persons in certain

almshouses that were founded by Lady Hewley. The rest of the pro-

perty is directed to be applied to the same objects as are mentioned in

the original deed of 1704.

This is the substance of the provisions of the two deeds ; and the

first question that arises, and essentially almost the only question, is

this, Whom did the foundress of this charity mean to designate by poor

and godly preachers of Christ's holy gospel ] And what were the prin-

ciples and doctrines of which she intended to encourage and promote the

preaching 1

It may be said, that the expression ' poor and godly preachers' is

clear and precise ; but it is admitted on both sides, as well on the pai*t

of the relators as on the part of the defendants, that it does not include

ministers of the Established Church. However poor, however godly, how-

ever pious, by the admission of the parties, they are excluded, and
rightly. It appears, therefore, that the terms poor and godly preachers

are to be taken with some limitations and restrictions ; and the question,

therefore, is, what are the proper limitations and restrictions in this

instance ]

The first question then for consideration, in order to lead us to a

correct conclusion upon this point, is, as to the particular religious
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opinions of Lady Hewley, the foundress of this charity. There can be

no doubt that she was in her religious faith and opinions a Presbyterian.

It is a matter of history that she was so. It is admitted by the answer
of Mr Wellbeloved and others of the defendants. It is proved by the

evidence in the cause, by the evidence of those learned and respectable

witnesses to whom the learned Judge has referred. It is not contested

by any contradictory evidence. It is proved that she attended the

chapel which she herself, I believe, built and in part endowed—St.

Saviour's Gate Chapel—and which is admitted to have been a Presby-

terian chapel ; Dr. Colton, the preacher at that chapel, was an acknow-

ledged Presbyterian ; he was her religious adviser ; he was the executor

to her will ; he preached her funeral sermon ;—all these circumstances

lead to the conclusion that she was in her opinions a Presbyterian.

This being so, then, the next question in order is, what were the

doctrines and opinions of the Presbyterians at that time 1 Upon this

also I think no reasonable doubt can be entertained. The Presbyterians

objected only to those articles of the Established Church that related to

matters of discipline and church government. They did not object to any

of the doctrinal articles of the Church of England. It is stated by the

witnesses, and there is no contradictory evidence, that the Presbyterians

of that day were believers in the Trinity and in the doctrine of Original

Sin, as contained in the articles of the Church of England. If we go

further we find the same points, to a degree at least, admitted in the

answers of Mr Wellbeloved and others of the defendants. Veiy many,

they say, of the Presbyterians of that day believed in the doctrine of the

Trinity. The admission is qualified by the term 'very many,' which

admits of an extensive latitude of construction ; but coupling this with

the evidence, I am justified, I think, in coming to the conclusion,

that the great body of the Presbyterians were in their opinions Trini-

tarians.

But that which appeal's to me to be decisive upon the subject is a

document which was referred to in the course of the argument, namely,

the heads of agreement that were entered into between the Presbyterians

and the Independents, in the year 1691. In the eighth section of those

heads of agreement, intituled ' Of a Confession of Faith,' they say that

they hold either the doctrinal part of those commonly called the Articles

of the Church of England, or the Confession or Catechism, shorter or

larger, compiled by the Assembly at Westminster, or the confession

agreed on at the Savoy, to be agreeable to their rule of faith and prac-

tice. That document, therefore, appears to me to be decisive upon the

question, because the particular articles to which they refer, namely the

Articles of the Church of England, the Confession, the Shorter and

39
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Lai-ger Catechism, and the confession agreed on at the Savoy, all contain

expressly and distinctly, Trinitarian doctrines.

If it were necessary to go further into this case for the purpose of

showing what were the opinions of the Presbyterians at that time, I

might refer to the Act of Toleration. It is well known that the Dis-

senters were consulted in framing that Act, and that they were satisfied

generally with its provisions. But we find in the seventeenth section

that no person is allowed to preach, or is relieved from the penalties of

former Acts of Parliament in preaching, unless he subscribes the Articles

of the Church of England, with the exception of the 34th, 3oth, 36th

and part of the 20th, which do not relate to doctrinal matters, but re-

late merely to church government and matters of that description. The
whole of this evidence, therefore, leads me to the conclusion, about which

I think no reasonable doubt can be entertained, that the great body of

the Presbyterians, as well as the Independents of that day, namely, at

the commencement of the eighteenth century, believed in the doctrine

of the Trinity and in the doctrine of Original Sin, which is contained

in the Articles of the Church of England, and other documents to

which I have referred. Was Lady Hewley, then, an exception to this

general rule, as to belief with reference to the doctrine of the Trinity

and with respect to the doctrine of Original Sin I It appears to me,

when we have established that she herself was a Presbyterian, and that

the general doctrines of Presbyterianism were such as I have stated,

that it is incumbent upon those who contend that she was an exception

to the general belief, to give evidence for the purpose of establishing

that part ; that the burden of proof is upon those who make that asser-

tion or that suggestion. But waving this, what are the probabilities of

the case
1

? It is well known that the principles of Unitarianism were at

first very coldly received, and were listened to with aversion, and even

with disgust, more particularly among the laity. Lady Hewley, at the

time to which I am referring, was a person advanced in life. Is it pro-

bable, then, that she should have adopted these opinions, and upon points

which, in one of the documents before me, are stated, I think by Dr.

(Mr) Kenrick, to have been considered by all churches essential 1

There is another consideration that presents itself, arising out of the

situation and character of Lady Hewley. She had attracted much at-

tention. She was a person of great piety, of a certain rank, of great

and unbounded charity. It must have been known, it would indeed

have become a matter of notoriety, if she had entertained these opinions.

It must have come down to us as a matter of history, had she enter-

tained Unitarian opinions, in the same manner as in the case of Firmin

—

a person who resembled her in the charitableness of his disposition and
character. But it is not necessary to rely upon probabilities in this case.
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,v e have direct evidence of the fact. The witnesses who have been so

often referred to, declare that she was a believer in the Trinitarian doc-

trines, and upon this point also there has been no contradictory evidence

whatever.

If we advert to the evidence of Mr Wellbeloved and others of the

defendants ; what is it that they say to this point 1 They do not deny

that she entertained Trinitarian opinions, that she was a Trinitarian in

her belief. On the contrary, they say that they have heard and believe

that very many of the Presbyterians at that period were Trinitarians,

but, save from the probability arising from such circumstances, they

cannot say whether she in her religious belief was a Trinitarian. They
admit, therefore, the probability of her having been a Trinitarian,

—

which is substantially to the same effect, though not so strong in the

expression as what Mr Wellbeloved is reported to have stated upon this

subject to the Commissioners. For in their report they say, that Mr
Wellbeloved concludes from Lady Hewley's attendance at the chapel

during Dr. Colton's time, and from the general state of religious opinions

at that period, that she did not entertain what are commonly called

Unitarian sentiments.

But the evidence as to this important part of the case does not rest

here. Dr. Colton is admitted to have been a Trinitarian : no doubt is

entertained upon that point. Dr. Colton must have been a Trinitarian,

because, as he was the preacher at St. Saviour's Gate Chapel, he must

have subscribed the articles, agreeably to the seventeenth section of the

Toleration Act ; and we are not to presume that he would have

subscribed those articles fraudulently, particularly a man of his charac-

ter, his learning and his piety. Dr. Colton, therefore, was a Trinitarian,

and, as 1 have before stated, he was the preacher at Lady Hewley's

chapel. He was her adviser in religious matters ; he was the executor

to her will ; he preached her funeral sermon ; and in that sermon there

is the strongest evidence of the double fact of Dr. Colton himself being a

Trinitarian, and of Lady Hewley, with whose sentiments he was inti-

mate, entertaining also the same opinions. Never, therefore, was there

a stronger body of evidence leading to any conclusion than this, to show

that Lady Hewley did not entertain Unitarian opinions.

But I do not stop here. There is that document which has been

adverted to by the learned Judge, namely, Bowles's Catechism. Passing

over the question, relating to the Trinity, although the witnesses who

are conversant with the subject state that Bowles's Catechism is to be

taken as a Trinitarian Catechism
;
yet this at least is clear, that the doc-

trine of Original Sin is expressed in that Catechism in the most clear

and distinct terms. I agree entirely with what the learned Judge has

stated, that when Lady Hewley requires as a qualification tor those
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persons who are to be admitted into the almshouse, that they should be

able to repeat by heart Bowles's Catechism, that she must be taken to

have assented to the doctrines contained in it. If so, the evidence is

clear that as to one material point she was a believer, viz., in the doc-

trine of Original Sin. And if we may rely on the testimony of those

witnesses who have been examined, that this is a Trinitarian Catechism,

then that also establishes the fact of her being a believer in the doctrine

of the Trinity.

I have thus endeavoured to show that Lady Hewley was a Presby-

terian, and also to show what were the general doctrines of the Presby-

terians at that time. And the result of the further inquiry has been to

satisfy my own mind that Lady Hewley was not an exception to the

general rule of belief of that class of dissenters to which she belonged,

but that she herself also was a Trinitarian, and a believer in the doctrine

of Original Sin.

That being the case, then, we are prepared for the more satisfactory

consideration of the next point, What did she mean by ' Godly preachers

of Christ's Holy Gospel
1

?' What were the doctrines the preaching of

which she meant to promote and encourage 1 Is it possible to come to

the conclusion, according to any ordinary rules of reasoning, that she

intended to found a Charity and bestow her property for the purpose of

preaching doctrines directly at variance with her own 1 And this not as

to subordinate and trifling and formal matters, but with respect to

points that have always been considered by every church as essential

;

which she herself must have considered as essential.

When I say points which have been always considered as essential,

I am not using my own expressions, my own language ; it is the lan-

guage, and these are the expressions, of a very learned person, Dr.

(Mr) Kenrick, one of the defendants. In the sermon lying before me

he says, " If others have established a distinction between those essen-

tial articles of faith which cannot be rejected without perdition, and the

non-essentials on which men may safely differ, we at least gain little by

the relaxation ; for I know of no church which does not regard as

essential those very ai'ticles which our name implies that we reject.'

Can we believe then, I repeat it, that this pious lady would have

given her funds for the purpose of promoting and encouraging the

preaching of doctrines directly at variance with those opinions which

she entertained upon points which have been universally considered as

essential in matters of religious belief? At least it would require some

fact or some argument to justify us in coming to such a conclusion. All

the presumptions and probabilities are the other way ; and as a question

of fact, I feel myself obliged to come to this conclusion, that it is
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almost impossible to suppose that such could have been her view and
intention.

But another argument arises out of the Act of Parliament to which
the learned Judge has referred, or rather out of the Acts of Parliament

of that period. Those preachers who denied the Deity of Christ were
exempted, if they preached, from the benefit of the Act of Toleration.

That act was passed in the year 1G88. In 1698, ten years afterwards,

and six years before the date of the first of these deeds, the Act against

Blasphemy was passed, in which those persons who denied that any one

of the three persons in the Trinity was God, were subject to the severest

penalties. Those were called impious and blasphemous doctrines ; to

teach them was called a detestable crime. I am not justifying the law

I am making no comment upon it—I am stating only what the law at

that time was. Those persons who by preaching denied the doctrine of

the Trinity—I think the word is 'teach'—who either in writing, in

teaching, or advised speaking, shall maintain those doctrines, are subject

to the penalties of the act to which I have referred. It was contrary to

law, therefore, at that time, to preach those doctrines. To give money
for the purpose of encouraging and promoting the preaching of them
would also in itself be illegal.

What are the rules by which the conduct and the language of per-

sons are to be interpreted 1 The rule is this—and it is a fair and proper

rule—that where a construction consistent with lawful conduct and law-

ful intention can be placed upon the words and acts of parties, you are

to do so, and not unnecessarily to put upon these words and acts a con-

struction directly at variance with what the law prohibits or enjoins. I

cannot therefore bring myself to the conclusion, that Lady Hewley
intended to promote and encourage the preaching of doctrines contrary

to law—that she intended herself to violate the law. It would be con-

trary to every rule of fair construction and legal presumption so to

decide.

It was argued, however, at the bar, that this law was now repealed
;

and it was supposed that the repeal of the law would make an alteration

in the consideration of the case. It does not appear to me, in the

slightest degree, to affect the question. The question is, what was her

intention at the time*? What, at the time when she executed this deed,

she intended 1 Who were the persons whom she meant to include in it I

What were the doctrines of which she intended to encourage and pro-

mote the preaching 1 It makes no alteration in this respect—it makes

no change as to her intention at the time that a century after the law

has been changed, and that is considered as innocent which at that

period was considered as illegal. On these two grounds then, each of

which appear to me conclusive, first of all, that I cannot presume that
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this pious lady intended that her estates should be employed to encourage

and promote the preaching of doctrines directly at variance with what

she must have considered as essential to Christianity, and that she could

not intend to violate the law ; on those two grounds I feel myself, as a

conclusion of fact, compelled to come to this determination—that she

did not intend, under the description of godly preachers, to include those

persons who impugned the doctrine of the Trinity, that she did not

intend to promote and encourage the preaching of those doctrines.

With respect to the law, and her respect for its authority, we find some

evidence of it in the second deed—the deed of 1707, for she says, that if

by any lawful authority the objects of her bounty, in that deed, cannot

be carried into effect, then she directs her trustees to make a different

application of the funds.

It has been said, and the learned Judge has adverted to it— it has

been said, in general terms, that the religious opinions of that day were

liberal and comprehensive, and that in particular, Lady Hewley enter-

tained large and liberal views upon subjects of religion. This, however,

rests on general statement, of which there is no sufficient or satisfactory

evidence, and from which I can come to no precise or satisfactory con-

clusion. I am bound, therefore, for these reasons, having first estab-

lished to my satisfaction that she was, in her religious opinions and

belief, a Trinitarian,—I feel myself compelled to come to the conclusion,

that she never intended that her bounty should be applied for the pur-

pose of promoting or encouraging the preaching of Unitarian doctrines.

This is the conclusion of fact to which I have come, and I have the more

satisfaction in this result, because I came to it without at all knowing

what were the opinions of my two learned friends, without having had

any communication with them upon the subject. I formed my opinion

upon a careful consideration of the case, thus agreeing, not only in the

conclusions, but in the grounds and principles upon which the learned

Judges have come to them, who have favoured me with their assistance

on this occasion.

The question then, for consideration that remains is this, By whom
have these funds been administered, and in what way have they been

administered 1 The trustees are, with one or two exceptions, both the

trustees and the sub-trustees, proved to be Unitarians ; Mr Palmes is a

member of the Church of England ; Mr Heywood was not proved to be

Unitarian ;
with respect to the rest, as I understand and read the evi-

dence, they entertain Unitarian opinions. What are these doctrines'?

What, in their answer, do Mr Wellbeloved and others of the defendants

state to be Unitarian opinions 1 They state, that they believe it to be

true, that the class of Christians styled Unitarians do reject, as unscrip-

tural, the doctrine that Jesus Christ is really and truly God, and as such
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a proper object of divine worship. They helieve it to be true that the

class of Christians styled Unitarians do, many of them, l'eject, as un-

scriptural, the doctrine of Original Sin, or that a man is born in such a

state that if he were to die in the condition in which he was born and
bred, he would perish everlastingly. These are the doctrines stated

in the answers of Mr Wellbeloved and several of the other defendants

as being the peculiar doctrines of the Unitarians.

An observation was made, I think, by a learned gentleman whom I

now see in court, on the conduct of Mr Wellbeloved with i-espect to his

answers, stating that they were reluctantly extorted, obtained with

difficulty. I think 1 owe it to Mr Wellbeloved and to the other defend-

ants to observe, that from the natui'e and the delicacy of the subject,

they were justified in using much caution, and if we can fairly refer the

conduct of men to proper motives, we are not justified in ascribing it to

such as are improper. Mr Wellbeloved may have considered that the

questions were not, in the first instance, put in such a way as to lead

properly to these answers ; and he may have thought it his duty to ex-

ercise great caution on such a subject. But leaving this, besides the

answers, we have, from the mouth of Mr Wellbeloved, and we also have

from Mr Kenrick, clear and distinct statements of what the opinions of

the Unitarians are upon the points in question.

I refer to a document which is in evidence, a sermon preached by

Mr Wellbeloved, at' Hull, in which he states his opinions in these terms:

' With the doctrines concerning the Deity of Christ, we also reject, as

equally unscriptural, those which other Christian sects hold to be of

such vital importance, relating to his office and the design and conse-

quences of his death. We see nothing in the pages either of the Old or

New Testament to justify the doctrines which are generally deemed or-

thodox, relating to Original Sin ;' so that he also there states that they

reject the doctrine concerning the Deity of Christ, and this also relating

to Original Sin. In another part of the same sermon he says, ' but it

will be said that we deny his Deity,' that is the Deity of Christ ;
' We

refuse to acknowledge him as the second person of the Godhead ; we do

not allow him to be one God with the Father, co-eternal and co-equal,

or even God of God.' 'We confess,' he says, 'the Man Christ Jesus,

but deny him as that incarnate, suffering and dying God, which he is

believed to have been by all others who bear his name. True, we do

deny the Jesus of the Athanasian and the Nicene Creeds, of the Liturgy

and the Articles of the Established Church, of the confessions of faith

adopted by almost all the churches of Christendom.' Nothing can be

more clear and distinct than these statements, not only as to his own

opinions, but as to the opinions of those who think with him, and who

come under the class and denomination of Unitarians.
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Now as to Dr. (Mr) Kenrick, another of the defendants upon this

record, a gentleman of talent and learning ; he says, ' We are convinced

that no doctrines can ultimately prevail among a people allowed to think

and examine for themselves which, like transubstantiation, involve a

sensible absurdity, or, like the Trinity, a metaphysical contradiction.'

' The surrender of their understandings,' he says, ' is a price which men
will not long consent to pay for the belief of any system of Theology.'

Such are the doctrines stated by two of the defendants as the doctrines

of the Unitarians. I consider, then, the great body of trustees and

sub-trustees are disbelievers in the Divinity, or to use the term of the

Unitarians, the ' Deity of Christ,' and disbelievers in the doctrine of

Original Sin.

Having stated this, then the next question is, how and for what

purposes have these funds been applied by these trustees 1 In what man-

ner have they discharged the important duty that was entrusted to

them 1 If we are correct in the conclusion we have come to, as to the

intention of Lady Hewley, the funds have been misapplied, and misap-

plied for a long series of years, and to a very great extent. This alone

might be a sufficient ground for removing the trustees. But it has been

said, that this was unintentional upon their part, that it was an error

of judgment, that they put fairly and bona fide a construction upon the

instruments that would have justified their acts. But looking at the

evidence in this case, I am compelled to come to a different conclusion,

and to say, though I do not wish to enter into detail upon the subject,

because I am desirous, as far as possible, to abstain from everything that

is personal on this occasion, I am compelled to say, using the most gen-

tle terms, that there has been in my judgment a strong and Undue

bearing in the administration of the funds towards the Unitarian doc-

trines and Unitarian purposes.

I shall not go through the evidence with respect to this part of the

case, but shall content myself in referring only by way of example to

two points. How has it happened that almost all the trustees are Uni-

tarians 1 That the vacancies have been so filled up as to make the whole

body substantially Unitarian, as to place the entire control of these es-

tates, and funds, and the management of the whole charity, in the

hands of Unitarian trustees, persons entertaining Unitarian opinions 1

Another subject to which I shall also refer in illustration of what I

have stated, relates to the exhibitions to Manchester College. Almost

all the exhibitions, of late years, have been given to persons edu-

cated at that college. Upon a careful examination of the evidence,

I must consider, that so far as relates to the education for the

ministry, Manchester College is substantially an Unitarian Establish-

ment. I refer to the evidence, among others, of Mr Manning Walker,
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who was himself educated as an Unitarian, and was a member of that

college. It appears to me strong and decisive upon this point. If I

required further confirmation, I might refer to Mr Wellbeloved's letter,

in which he calls upon the Unitarian Dissenters to subscribe to the

support of that Establishment, for the purpose of maintaining a succes-

sion of well-educated ministers in their class of Dissentei-s ; obviously-

meaning—indeed the fact is proved by the evidence—meaning those of

Unitarian opinions.

These circumstances Avith others lead me, therefore, to the conclusion

not merely that these parties have misapplied the funds, but, that in the

exercise of their trust, they have manifested a strong and undue leaning

in favour of persons of their own persuasion. I think, then, looking at

these circumstances and considering the extensive and continued misap-

plication of the funds which has taken place, and adverting also to the"

consideration of the danger of future abuse, if persons maintaining one

particular class of opinions are to be entrusted with the management and

entire control of funds which are to be applied for the benefit of persons

maintaining other opinions, that I am bound to come to the conclusion

that the Vice-Chancellor was correct in removing the trustees. After

what I have already stated, it follows, that I think he was correct in

the declaration that he has made. And the result, therefore, of my
Judgment is this,—Feeling myself confirmed in the principle of it by the

learned Judges near me, and coming to the further conclusions which I

have stated, founded upon these principles, I think that the judgment

of the Yice-Chancellor should be affirmed. It is not a case for costs,

and I think it should be simply affirmed.

The reasons for the reversal and affirmance of the decree on appeal

to the House of Lords are thus stated :

The appellants are advised and submit, that the decree below is

erroneous, for, amongst others, the following reasons :

1. Because there is nothing in the trust deeds denoting an intention

to exclude preachers or other persons of Unitarian opinions (being in

other respects fit objects of the charity), from participating in the funds

of the charity ; and extrinsic evidence to show such an intention (or to

raise a presumption of such an intention) is inadmissible.

2. Because the expression 'poor and godly preachers for the time

being of Christ's Holy Gospel,' denotes, according to the meaning of those

terms, at the date of the foundation deeds, (and which meaning is con-

fii-med by the usage), Protestant Nonconformist preachers for the time

being, who should make Christ's Holy Gospel the foundation of their

faith ; and Unitarian preachers are such preachers.

3. Because the intention which the words of the trust import, ac-

cording to the construction suggested in the last preceding reason, is a

40
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probable and lawful intention ; and it is a sound rule of constimctioil,

that if a probable and lawful intention can be collected from the words

of a trust, the court will not look further for the intention ; and extrin-

sic evidence to explain the intention (or to raise a presumption of inten-

tion) ought not in this case to have been admitted.

4. Because, if the intention be doubtful, a usage which has prevailed

ever since the foundation of the charity, and which is consistent with

the intention, so far as that intention is expressed in the deeds, ought

not now to be disturbed. The visage stated in the answers of the de-

fendants is not contradicted by the evidence. If there be any doubt as

to what the usage has been, it ought, it is submitted, to be ascertained

by an inquiry before the proper officer of the court.

5. Because it is not a presumption of law, that a charity, founded

by a Dissenter, whether for the promotion of preaching or of a more

general nature, is intended by the fdunder (where not so expressed) ex-

clusively for the benefit of Dissenters of the same sect with the founder,

or who should agree with him, individually, in doctrinal opinion ; and

extrinsic evidence of the doctrinal opinions of the foundress, with a view

to raise such a presumption or to give a particular construction to the

general language of the trust, was inadmissible. Not only is there

nothing in the language of the foundation deeds, in the present case, to

denote such an intention, but the contrary intention is rather to be

inferred, from the circumstance that the trustees are not required to be

selected from any given sect or denomination.

6. Because from the tenor of the trust, it does not appear to have

been the intention of the foundress to impose any doctrinal test, or to

require the profession of any given system of Christian doctrines by the

preachers as a qualification for being admitted to participate in the

charity : and that such an intention would have been inconsistent with

the principles of the religious sect to which the foundress belonged, and

cannot therefore be imputed to her as a pi'obable intention.

7. Because the intention of the foundress was, to confide to the

trustees for the time being, appointed in the manner provided by the

foundation deeds, a discretionary power of selecting objects of the charity

within the limits prescribed by the deeds ; and for the court to prescribe

other limits to the trustees, or to appoint other trustees, would be to

defeat the intention.

8. Because, if it were the intention of the foundress that the charity

should be confined to Dissenters of the same sect as the foundress (which

was admitted to be Presbyterian), or who should agree with her indivi-

dually in doctrinal opinion, the decree does not contain any sufficient

provision for giving effect to that intention, or for ensuring the due ad-

ministration of the charity in future.
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As applicable to so much of the decree as directs the removal of the

trustees, the following additional reasons are submitted :

1. Because error in judgment is not a sufficient ground for removal,

and no case of misconduct is established against them.

2. Because the trustees are not, by the deeds, required to belong to

any given sect or denomination of Christians ; and the holding of Uni-

tarian opinions is not a ground of disqualification or removal.

So far as relates to the case of Mr John Pemberton Heywood, Mr
Peter Heywood, and Mr Wood, the following additional reason is sub-

mitted :

Because it is not alleged in the information that they are Unitavi-

ans, or that they are, in any other respect, disqualified to fill the office

of trustees of the charity ; nor was there any evidence in the cause of

any such disqualification, even if such evidence had been admissible.

As ajiplicable to the removal of the trustees of the hospital, the fol-

lowing additional reason is submitted :

Because there is no evidence in the cause, that the rules left by the

foundress for the government of the hospital have been in any respect

infringed by the trustees.

So far as relates to Mr Palmes :

1. Because it is not alleged in the information that he is by his doc-

trinal opinions, or in any other respect, disqualified to fill the office of a

trustee of the hospital, and evidence could not properly be received to

show any such disqualification.

2. Because if such evidence were admissible, a member of the

Church of England is not disqualified to fill the office of a trustee of the

hospital.

R. M. Rolfe.

James Booth.

The reasons of the respondents are very short

:

From the said decree of his Honour the Vice-Chancellor, and the

said order affirming the said decree, the said appellants have thought fit

to appeal ; but the respondents humbly hope the same will be affirmed

with costs, for the following among other reasons :

1st. Because Lady Hewley, by whom the charities in question were

founded, was a Trinitarian in belief and doctrine, and the application of

her charities to the benefit of ministers or preachers of what are com-

monly called Unitarian belief and doctrine, and their widows and mem-

bers of their congregations, was and is inconsistent with her design and

intention.

2nd. Because the trustees and subtrustees removed (as well those

who were proved to be Unitarians, as those who were not proved to be

bo) had all systematically concurred in breaches of trust; and such of
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them as were clearly proved to be Unitarians were not fit persons to be

trustees or sub-trustees of the charities in question.

J. L. Knight.

E. KlNDERSLEY.

It was argued on the 13th, 14th, and 15th of May, and the

24th, 25th, and 28th of June, 1839, before Lords Cottenham

(Chancellor), Lyndhurst, Brougham, and Wynford,* and the

Judges, of whom seven, Chief Justice Tindal, Barons Parke

and Gurney, and Justices Williams, Coleridge, Erskine, and

Maule, delivered their opinions on 10th May, 1842.f The Chief

Justice Lord Denman and the Chief Baron Lord Abinger were

peers ; Baron Alderson and Justice Pattison had previously

given their opinions; Justices Littledale and Vaughan had re-

tired ; Justices Bosanquet and Coltman were absent.

Although at each previous hearing the time of the court had

been taken up almost entirely with arguments founded upon quo-

tations from documents and books shewing the opinions of Lady
Hewley and the Presbyterians of her time, yet nearly all the

reasons of appeal are based upon the position that the questions

in the suit should be determined by reference to the deeds of

foundation only, without extrinsic evidence. At the hearing in

the Lords the further objection was taken that, supposing proper

evidence was receivable for the purpose, improper evidence had

been received. Lords Lyndhurst and Brougham showed their

displeasure at these objections not being made before them, but

reserved until the final appeal. The following dialogue took

place in reference to this point

:

Lord Lyndhurst.—Was there any objection made to the reception

of the evidence before the Vice-Chancellor '? This case came, I believe,

three times before the court. It was heard by the Vice-Chancellor ; it

was afterwards heard before the learned lord who has just addressed the

house ; and it was afterwards heard before me. The same evidence was

received upon each occasion, and I do not recollect, when it was heard

before me, that any objection was made.

* While the Lord Chancellor, except as to adjournment of the hearing, only in

twelve instances put questions or addressed remarks to the counsel, the times that the

other law lords did so were as follows : Lord Lyndhurst 78, Lord Wynford 30, and Lord

Brougham 133 ; nor were they the only peers who took such part in the hearing, the

Bishop of London, Dr. Blomfield, made observations or inquiries 55 times, the Bishop of

Kochester, Dr. Murray, once, and Lord Kenyon 9 times.

f The delay was very great, hut there was nearly as much on the appeal of Winter
v, Perratt, which came on nearly at the same time.
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Lord Brougham.—I have no recollection of any objection taken

before me to any evidence at all ; but Mr Baron Parke is going to look

at his note.

Mr Attorney-General.—I will state to your lordships how it was.

There was an immense body of evidence given, and there was an arrange-

ment come to that it should all be read, that the relators might read

what they pleased de bene esse, and that then that which was not evi-

dence was to be considered as the speech of counsel.

Lord Lyndhurst.—That is a course that never could be pursued,

because that would leave it for the party to determine what is evidence,

without any objection on the part of counsel and without argument. It

never could have been the case. It may have been an arrangement

among the counsel, but that is not the way to deal with the court.

Mr Knight Bruce.—Personally, I have not the least recollection oi

any such arrangement or agreement. I do not deny it, but personally I

have no recollection of it.

Mr Attorney-General.—I can show by most distinct evidence that

the arrangement was come to when it was heard before the Vice-Chan-

cellor. Then when it came on before my Lord Brougham, afterwards

before Lord Lyndhurst, it was necessary that the same arrangement

should be carried into effect, and that it should be heard upon the same

basis before their lordships, as it had been before his Honour the Vice-

Chancelloi*.

Lord Brougham.—Then it would have been highly convenient and

fair to the court, that the arrangement should have been disclosed ; and

I am sure it never was disclosed.

Mr Attorney-General.—I presume, upon the part of the defend-

ants, that there having been that arrangement, it was not thought they

could depart from it.
x

Lord Lyndhurst.—If the pai-ties allow that to be read in evidence

which in strictness is not evidence, by an agreement between themselves,

and if no objection is made to the evidence that is offered, the Judge

gives his opinion upon the effect of the evidence.

Mr Attorney-General.—If it was read in evidence, and if it ought

not to be an ingredient in the judgment of the court, I say, with very

great respect and with great confidence, that that judgment was errone-

ous if it proceeds upon that evidence. Suppose facts are stated in a

special verdict which ought to have no influence upon the judgment of

the court, it is quite immaterial that they are stated. You are to take

it pro non scripta for this evidence.

Lord Lyndhurst.—Suppose evidence is offered at Nisi Prius, and

an objection is made to it, and the party says, I waive any objection,
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and the jury find a verdict upon that, and an application is made for a
new trial, will not the Judge say, you waived your objection 1

Mr Attorney-General.—Supposing there to have been an objec-

tion taken ^fco the competency of a witness, and that is waived, you can-

not then move for a new trial upon the ground that the witness was
incompetent. You are to take as a fact what the witness has proved.

But supposing that what the witness has proved, being taken as a fact,

is a fact wholly irrelevant, then it ought to be no ingredient in the ver-

dict of the jury, and no ingredient in the judgment of the court.

Lord Brougham.—That does not go to the admissibility, but to the

eifect.

Mr Attorney-General.—It goes to the eifect ; and my objection

remains to me untouched, even supposing that this evidence had been

read, and read without objection, or that the Judge upon argument had

decided that the relator was entitled to read it.

Lord Lyndhurst.—If facts were proved that were irrelevant to the

issue, of course they ought to be rejected.

Mr Attorney-General.—They ought to be rejected ; and I say I

deny that it was established that Lady Hewley was a Trinitarian.. But

I will assume, for the sake of argument, that it was proved most dis-

tinctly that she was a Trinitarian.

Lord Wynford.—You cannot deny that there was very strong

evidence that she was a Trinitarian.

Mr Attorney-General.—There is evidence both ways. The very

recommendation of Bowles's Catechism, in which the doctrine of the

Trinity is not taught, is some evidence to shew that she was not a Trini-

tarian.

Lord Lyndhurst. —The evidence of her being a Trinitarian was

received without objection. The next question will be, whether the

conclusion from the evidence that she was a Trinitarian was correct

;

and if it was correct, then, what application that has to the question in

issue 1*

Mr Attorney-General.—As to Lady Hewley being a Trinitarian,

I say there was some evidence to show that she was not a Trinitarian,

and that is her preference of Bowles's Catechism : for the Catechism

that was chiefly in vogue among Dissenters then, was the Catechism I

was first taught, that is, the Shorter Catechism of the Assembly of

Divines at Westminster, which is certainly a most beautiful compendium

of Calvinistic divinity.

Lord Brougham.—But Trinitarian.

Mr Attorney-General.—Decidedly. There is a question, 'How

* The remainder of this quotation, though it does not relate to the point we have

been remarking on is given to exemplify the nature of the hearing in the Lords, see p. 324.
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many persons are there in the Godhead?' I dare say the noble and

learned lord is well acquainted with the answer to the question.

Bishop of London.—You admit that it is Calvinistic.

Mr Attorney-General.— Yes, I think that in Bowles's Catechism,

the doctrine of Original Sin is taught, and the doctrine of the Atone-

ment but not the Trinity.

Bishop of London.—You said Calvinistic. Do not the points usually

called Calvinistic imply a belief in the doctrine of the Trinity 1

Mr Attorney-General.—I would not venture to enter for a

moment into a discussion of such a point with your lordship.

Bishop of London.—It is notorious that it does.

The defendants to the information were, if it were only by

their own practice of confining the charity to Dissenters, obliged

to admit that the godly preachers of the deed of 1 704 were Non-

conformists, and this could be shewn only by reference to the

usage of the words in Lady Hewley's time, and having done so

they could not prevent Equity Judges from holding that the

meaning of the remaining part of the same phrase of " Christ's

Holy Gospel" should be ascertained in the same manner. They

accordingly reserved their objection to the evidence on the latter

point until the court of final appeal, giving the Equity Judges no

opportunity of overruling it, so that not having the weight of

their authority against it, it might go before the Common Law
Judges with a fair chance of success, from their strict notions as

to the construction of deeds. But even previously to the result it

was easy to see that an objection which went to shut out the

merits of the case, after those merits had been so fully shewn in

the court below, must fail in the House of Lords, and the clever

stratagem did not avail. It may be doubted whether it would

have been practised, had it not been trusted that the old hatred of

Calvinistic and Evangelical opinions would be evoked in the

Lords spiritual and temporal, and that they would seize the excuse

presented by this objection for saying that the trust was too

Vague, and the discretion given to the trustees too unrestricted,

to warrant them in departing from so long a usage as was

admitted by the relators. It would only be with this view that

although the doctrines of the Trinity and Original Sin are the

only ones insisted on in the information (and insisted on there

because taught in Mr Bowles's Catechism) are held by all evan-

gelical Arminians; yet in the defendants' answers and the

speeches of their counsel Calvinism is assailed as much as Unita-
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rianism is defended, aiid the contest is represented as between

these systems. They might well trust to the hold which Pela-

gianism has on the high places of Church and state in England,

though of course we cannot expect any confession of a heresy

branded of old. The following dialogue, taken from the report

of Mr Rolfe's argument before Lord Lyndhurst, illustrates the

subject very well

:

Mr Rolfe.— Arininianism if I understand it, is a sort of approach

to Unitarianism.

Mr Baron Alderson.—You cannot raise so difficult a question as

that here.

Mr Rolfe.—Let me explain what I mean : the extreme on the one

side will be Calvinism, and the extreme on the other will be Uni-

tarianism.

The Lord Chancellor.—They were the ultras.

Mr Rolfe.— Yes, my lord. There is Calvinism and Unitarianism.

All 1 mean to say of Arminianism is, I do not mean to speak in its

praise or dispraise, but it is something that comes between the two.

Mr Baron Alderson.—Something in the right.

Mr Rolfe.—I have heard divines say, speaking of the thirty-nine

articles, that you may see in them the endeavour to reconcile the

Arminian party in the church and the Calvinistic party in the church.

Mr Knight.—Certainly.

Mr Rolfe.—That is what I mean ; it is not an ultra opinion.

The Lord Chancellor.—It is still so in the church.

Mr Rolfe.—Yes, my lord.—I am not imputing Arminian errors to)

the church, but it has been said there existed Arminian principles.

The Lord Chancellor.—Propensities rather than principles.*

That this attack on Calvinism was wisely done will be apparent

when we see how Lord St. Leonards, when Lord Chancellor,

refused to give judgment for Calvinistic relators, while he inti-

mated that his opinion was in their favour, and all the law lords

practised to prevent men of like opinions from taking any great

benefit by the affirmation of the judgment of the Vice-Chancellor,

which could not be resisted.

The counsel for the appellants were the Attorney-General, the

Solicitor-General, and Mr Booth. Those for the respondents, Mr
Knight Bruce, Mr Kindersley, and Mr Romiliy.

Sir John Campbell had, with his accustomed labour, made

* On the other hand the Bishop of London in the House of Lords, as we have seen,

testified of Calvinism that its very essence is orthodox in the main point of Christianity.
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himself thoroughly master of the case and, though a common
Lawyer, contended on perfectly equally ground with the counsel

from the Court of Chancery, who had, been in the case on

previous hearings, and displayed all the care, discretion, and

ingenuity which had made him Attorney-General, in spite of a

poverty of language and an unpleasant delivery which detracted

much from the force of what he said. The son of a dull clergy-

man of the Kirk adhering to the moderate party, and whose

sermons would therefore be the exact counterparts of those de-

livered in Socinian pulpits, he showed great virulence against

the relators, (Independents and Evangelicals,) and entered con

amore into every latitudinarian argument which he used, though

all the while protesting his own orthodoxy.*

One passage, at the commencement of his reply, must be

quoted to shew the ground which he took

:

Who are the relators 1 They are five gentlemen, of the lay per-

suasion, (sic) belonging to a Christian sect which Lady Hewley viewed

with Christian charity, and would have been willing to assist, as she

would have been willing to assist every denomination of Protestant

Dissenters that the law tolerated ; but the Independents are a sect

which, in the early part and in the middle part of the seventeenth cen-

tury,t the Presbyterians looked upon with abhorrence. The Indepen-

dent system was with them the abhorred thing, and they would as soon

have communicated with Papists as with Independents. What would

have been the opinion of those divines who met at Westminster in 1643

of the Independents, who say there is no church, that every congregation

is a church of itself, who deny any hierarchy or any subordination to

church government or cburch discipline 1 Why, my lords, the Presby-

terians dislike Popery, they dislike Prelacy, and they dislike the Inde-

* With all Sir John's caution he made one very damaging slip in interrupting Mr
Knight Bruce when quoting a passage from Mr Baxter containing the expression " apos-

tate infidels," (or Socinians). " My learned Mend will have no objection to my reading

from the top of the same page respecting Arians '! 'I am against all sects and dividing

parties ; if the name of Christian be not enough call me a Catholic Christian.' He
speaks in these terms of the dangerous heresy of Arius, (that Christ was a super-angelical

perfect spirit by which God made all the rest of the creatures) :
' He that denieth the

Deity of Christ denieth his essence, and he that denieth his essence denieth Christ, and

is no Christian.' I merely read that to show that he treats Arians in the same manner
as Unitarians."

Mr Knight Bruce .
" I am much obliged to my learned friend the Attorney-General

for reading it. I do not know the exact motive, nor is it material. I am very glad

your lordships have had the passage laid before you." [See p. 146, the passage is of itself

sufficient to destroy every argument from Baxter adduced by the defendants.]

t By confining himself to the truth here he deprives his argument of all force, and

tacitly admits the point contended for in this volume, that by the end of the century the

differences between the denominations no longer existed.

41
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pendent system as much as Popery or Prelacy ; and if indeed it shall

turn out that none are entitled to participate in this charity except

those who maintain the same opinions with Lady Hewley, it is quite

clear that the Independents can have no portion in her bounty ; and it

must come to that if that indeed were to be the construction which your

lordships, with the assistance of my lords the Judges, should put upon

the deed, and it were to turn out that in the present day there is no

sect and no individual perhaps entertaining the opinions exactly of Lady

Hewley ; the result would be what was pointed out by a noble and

learned lord, when sitting as a judge in this case, that the relators had

better be upon their guard, and not grasp at too much, for the result

may be that they are entitled to nothing, that the objects of this charity

are exhausted, that there must either be an entirely new scheme, or that

the property will belong to the Crown. My lords, the Independents are

not of the religion of Lady Hewley, it is admitted they are not, and it is

strange indeed to find them coming forward as relators, and saying that

the defendants ought to be removed as trustees because they are not of the

same opinions with Lady Hewley. My lords, I own it seems to me
that these relators not only would have shown more Christian charity,

but would have shown more prudence and discretion, if they had been

content with the very, very large proportion they have hitherto enjoyed

of Lady Hewley's bounty, because, by grasping at the whole, the whole

may be lost to them.

Sir Robert Monsey Rolfe was the counsel of the Socinians

throughout this suit, as also upon the second information in the

Wolverhampton case. Baron Parke praised his argument before

the Lords, and it is said that Lord Brougham was so struck by

that addressed to him that it gained Mr Rolfe the solicitor-

generalship, and was consequently the foundation of his fortunes.

Though descended from three generations of clergymen he is the

great grandson of Dr. Monsey, a physician of very free opinions,

and receiving his name after three descents, liberality of senti-

ment would in some degree be hereditary with him. He was in

every com*t a courteous and fair opponent.*

* His independent spirit was shewn in the more genial atmosphere of the Court of

Chancery, not only by his reference to Arminianism quoted p. 324, but by his repeating

Dr. Johnson's opinion of the Assembly's Catechism, "as one of the most sublime works

of the human understanding," and his reading all Calamy's account of Mr Bowles even

the following. " Among other pliable souls who strangely increased and multiplied upon

that sudden change (the act of uniformity) there was one Mr H , who, not long after his

having begun to read the prayers was accidentally met by Mr Bowles, who accosted him
in this manner : 'Well, brother H , how like you the Common Prayer?' 'Truly,'

said Mr H , 'Its but dry stuff.' 'I always thought so,' said Mr Bowles, 'And I

suppose that may be the reason why our vicars choral run to the alediouse as soon as

they have done reading.
'

"
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t Mr Knight Bruce and Mr Kindersley both showed that the doc-

trines they had to discuss had been the subject of previous medita-

tion and personal interest, and they proved that the most sacred

themes can be discussed before secular tribunals with all solemnity

and reverence, and at the same time with all the freedom necessaiy

in a court of judicature. The junior counsel on both sides, Mr
Romilly and Mr Booth, showed themselves masters of their arts.

How well the defendants were advised in the matter of evidence

will be seen.

Mr Knight Bruce's powers of sarcasm were called forth here

and there by points or incidents in the cause, and he most

humorouslyasserted his own representation of the Attorney-General

(in opposition to Sir John Campbell, who supported the appeal

against the decision in his own favour,) speaking ofhimselfas Attor-

ney-General in the spirit, while Sir John was Attorney-General

in the flesh ; and on the latter becoming testy, apologising for him

to the court as his estimable client who was unaccustomed to

judicial proceedings. The only revenge that was open to Sir

John was to praise Mr Kindersley's " temperate, mild, and Chris-

tian spirit/' except some concluding observations* which he par-

doned.

The argument of the defendants having been stated (for the

second time) in their own words at p. 203, complaint cannot be

reasonably made that some passages from Mr Knight's speech

are introduced here.

Mr Knight Bruce having read the Rev. J. Grundy's examina-

tion as to the instruction at Manchester college, the following

remarks followed :

* " My Lords, if it be the case, as the Attorney-General has said it is, that it is a new
decision upon this question, and is determining, or will determine, the decisions in a

great number of other charities similarly situated ; if it be the case that in a multitude

of charities created by Nonconformists or Presbyterians with the intention of having

them devoted to the propagation of Trinitarian worship or doctrines, these have

been applied suddenly or imperceptibly and gradually to persons of a totally different

way of thinking ; if, I say, that be the case, and this is a general question, and your

lordships' decision will affect not ouly this but more cases, so far from thinking that the

inference drawn by my learned friend should have any operation in deterring your lord-

ships from affirming this decree it will be a reason why your lordships, as far as you can

look at or make use of any such motive or feeling, it would be a double reason why your

lordships should affirm, and be glad to affirm, this decree. You would be glad if you

felt that this decision was not merely to restore to those for whom it was intended this

£3000 or £4000 a year, or whatever is the amount of it, but would have the effect of

taking from those who have usurped them, in a multitude of instances, funds which were

intended by those who created them for persons of Trinitarian sentiments."
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Lord Brougham.—I sirppose what Mr Grundy must have meanLto

say, in his evidence as to the course of College education, when he says

that there was no inculcation of any particular doctrines or tenets—Mr
Walker having said that the Unitarian doctrine was sedulously inculca-

ted ;
—-what Mr Grundy meant must have been that, in so far as the

fundamental rules of the college are concerned, there is no test required.

Mr Knight Bruce.—I certainly should wish so to consider it.

Lord Brougham.—They do not say that they subscribe Unitarian

articles, but at the same time they do not mean to say that they do not

teach Unitarian doctrines.

Mr Knight Bruce.—I am anxious so to consider it, both with refer-

ence to Mr Grundy and Mr Darbyshire, because really the proposition that

there should be a theological tutor who does not inculcate any jjarticular

views of theology, has something so inexpressibly absurd in it, at least to

my apprehension, that I am really at a loss to know what it means. If

lie had been the classical tutor, I could conceive that he might teach the

students without inculcating any particular doctrines, to translate the

Septuagint, or to translate the New Testament. He might mention

various readings ; he might lay the editions of Griesbach, and Schleusner,

and others before the student, leaving him to choose which he would
;

but then he would be only the classical tutor. Unfortunately, Mr
Kenrick is the classical tutor, Mr Hincks is the mathematical tutor, and

Mr Wellbeloved is the theological tutor. Translation is not Ins business;

it is interpretation as distinguished from translation which is the business

of the theological tutor. What the theological tutor has to do there
;

what the annual five guineas per student are paid for ; what the £200 a

year is paid for—I am at a loss to conjecture. Therefore, I must suppose

that Mr Wellbeloved's account of his mode of teaching theology given by

him in his answer, must be understood in the mnnner which I was so

much gratified to hear suggested by the noble and learned Baron who
has just now addressed the House.

My Lords, the passage I am now about to read is from one of Mr
Wellbeloved's answers :

" This defendent says that it (Manchester

College) is an establishment " for the purpose, principally, of supplying

the churches of that denomination with a succession of ministers, but

not for the purpose of instruction in the peculiar doctrines of any sect.

And this defendent saith, that no such instruction is given,"—this is* the

theological tutor, my Lords—"that no such instruction is given, but

that the principle upon which the institution is established and conducted

is, that every student shall be left to the free and unbiassed exercise of

his own private judgment in matters of religious opinion."

Bishop of London.—Where is that
1

?

Mr Knight Bruce.—I am reading this from the appellant's

appendix.
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..Bishop of London.—You ai'e not reading the letter.*

Mr Knight Bruce.—No, my Lord, I do not understand how that

letter and this answer could have come from the same person ; but then

I have only a very ordinary; and limited understanding. [He then

quoted a passage from Mr Well beloved's answer, p. 269.]

Now my Lords, there is a great deal of very good advice, very well

expressed, in what Mr Wellbeloved has hei-e stated; but then, except so

much of this advice as relates to morals and mere discipline of the

mind, it is just the very course of conduct which a theological tutor

ought not to pursue, unless there is some mode of teaching theology

which is quite foreign to my apprehension, and which my understanding

is unable to embrace. Mr Wellbeloved here aptly describes the duties

of a linguist and a critic ; but the duties of a linguist and a critic are one

thing, and those of a theological tutor are another. What is theology 1

Unless theology means something beyond the abstract and general be-

lief in the existence of a Supreme Being, which one supposes all man-
kind, or neai'ly the whole of mankind to hold, it means nothing, unless

it inculcates some particular form or mode of religious belief; and there-

fore, as I have quite satisfied myself that Mr Wellbeloved meant to

state what was not inaccurate, I profess my inability to comprehend

what he has said. So much with regard to the evidence of the mode of

teaching what is called theology in that college.

* * * *

As to the phrase 'godly preachers' he said :

That which is godly in one sense is ungodly in another. That which

is godly to Unitarians is ungodly to Christians. That which is godly to

a Turk is ungodly to persons of a totally different persuasion. It is a

term that includes an unavoidable and essential reference to the person

who uses it, because it is a term that can only relate to his own opinions

and to his own modes of thinking, as testified by his habits of acting
;

and therefore it is one of those indefinite expressions (to borrow the

language of Mr Baron Bayley) as to which there is not only a right to

give evidence, but one the construction of which is really impossible

without evidence. You are acting in the dark, just as if you had to

expound a will in a foreign language without knowing it, until you ar-

rive at the meaning which can only be derived from the habits and
position of the person who uses it. There is in this case also the further

circumstance, that beyond its essential reference to the habits and modes

* This letter was a circular of Mr "Wellbeloved's to Sochiian ministers. " Reverend
Sir, not doubting that you are convinced of the importance of preserving a succession of

regularly educated ministers in our class of dissenters, I take the liberty, in compliance
with an order of a general meeting <>f trustees, of requesting that you will recommend
the support of the Institution now established at York in a sermon to your congre-

gation, and permit a collection to be made for that purpose."
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of thinking and speaking of the person who uses it, there is also the

\ise of the word at a period of time considerably remote from our own,

when there may have been, and in many instances undoubtedly was, a

mode of speaking and a mode of expression with which we are not now
familial*. The fashion in words, as well as in dress and in other matters,

changes importantly. Words used in the best societies and by the best

educated persons in the reign of Queen Anne are now either totally out

of use or applied to subjects and matters essentially diffez*ent. In con-

sidering, therefore, an instrument made a great number of years ago,

we are not to limit ourselves to the consideration of what is the meaning

of the term as at present used, but we are to consider what was the

meaning of the term according to the ordinary use of language at the

time when it was used.******
Now, my Lords, T have already taken the liberty of calling your

Lordship's attention to the true and accm'ate mode of accounting for all

the passages that have been brought under your Lordships' attention

from the various writers who have been cited upon the subject of

toleration, communion, Christian forbearance and possible or probable

communion : I have shown your Lordships, that all, or nearly all, of the

variety of writers from whom those passages have been quoted, have

agreed that there are some fundamental points upon which toleration is

irreconcilable with the duties that Christians owe to their religion.

Baxter in so many words divides heresies and differences of opinion into

tolerable and intolerable, and in so many words ranks the denial of the

Trinity among them which are intolerable. So with regard to varioifs

other writers who have been mentioned ; they were desirous to sink

minor differences, they were desirous that all disputes among themselves,

as to matters of church discipline, matters of interpretation of particular

phrases, which were consistent with a belief in Christianity as understood

by them ; they were desirous that such matters should not lead to dis-

union to a greater extent than that disunion had already existed. But

not one phrase will be found in any one of the writings that liave been

brought under your Lordships' attention extending that toleration to the

denial of the Trinity. There has been passage after passage quoted by

my learned friends who successively addressed your Lordships, and a

great deal of general declai-ation of Christian charity, the necessity of

forbearance, the desire for mutual communion, aiid so on, but not in one

passage is there a phrase or an expression which can be tortured, when
properly considered, into an approval or toleration of what is called

Unitarianism. I cannot but complain of passages having been read by

those who perfectly know what a different result and conclusion they

were designed to encourage or promote. Passages I have read from the
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same authors to a great extent, and others, who clearly show this

opinion upon the point at issue, and the intolerable nature in their esti-

mate of the doctrines of Unitarianism ; which shows that their discus-

sions have proceeded on this common basis, that they were all considered

and believed to be Christians, but upon points upon which a man could

not think in a particular manner without ceasing to be a Christian, they

were considered entirely out of the question, and as belonging to those

who were common enemies.

My Lords, something has been said in the argument of the necessity,

or sufficiency I should rather say, (according to what is contended to be

supposahle to be Lady Hewley's opinions), of belief in the Scriptures

generally, stating the Scripture was believed to be true, was the ground

of doctrine, and was the rule of life, and that that was all that Lady Hew-
ley desired of those whose ministry she designed to encourage.

My Lords, whatever we may think of the alleged mode of instruct-

ing youth in religious principles of which Mr Wellbeloved speaks in his

answers, and which I have brought under your Lordships' attention, vet

such a mode of inculcating religion is obviously inconsistent with the

notion of preaching. Did it ever occur to the mind of any man that

preaching the gospel was merely reading the words of the sacred text,

and advising them to be followed 1 We can understand, that upon
points of morals, upon which there is a great difference of opinion as to

the extent to which sermons should be treatises on morals, worthy and
excellent people differ upon that point, some people thinking that the

chief office of a sermon is matter of doctrine and faith, others thinking

differently, but no doubt can exist that among the Nonconformists in

general, and among those who approach nearest to their opinions upon
such subjects, the nature and office of preaching is the expounding

of the gospel and setting forth its doctrines and principles as they bear

upon faith ; a notion which is utterly inconsistent with the mere reading

of the gospel, or desiring it or inculcating it as to be believed, without

stating in What manner or in what sense it is to be believed. It involves

a palpable absurdity. Lady Hewley did not mean the reading of the

Scriptures ; she has used the term ' preaching the gospel ' according to

the universal acceptation, as preaching the doctrines of the gospel upon
faith and also otherwise, but assuredly upon faith, and stating how that

gospel is to be received and to be believed. A common expression, par-

ticularly among persons belonging to that class and division of the

Christian religion of which we are now discoursing, is that of preaching

or not preaching the gospel : and the common sense in which that term
is used imports approbation or disapprobation of the particular mode of

receiving those tenets and doctrines upon points of faith which the par-

ticular preacher does or does not recommend or prescribe. It is a
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conceive, as it seems to me, a greater absurdity than they would involve

themselves in, who say that this person preaches the gospel according to

Lady Hewley's meaning, who tells his congregation that they are to

believe the gospel, but interprets it in any way that suits his own fancy.

She was a Nonconformist, a great favourer of the ejected ministers

;

she would have shrunk with horror from preaching Popery, and would

she have less shrunk with horror from hearing a denial of the Divinity

of the Lord and Saviour from the pulpit 1 It is quite plain it would

have been in her ears not only a grievous offeuce, but a grievous crime,

to which she could not have listened without involving herself in the

charge of blasphemy, according to the views of all those in whose

opinions she agreed, and upon which both sides agree she believed. To
say, as it has been argued, that the mere reception of the Scriptures,

without attention to the sense of the Scriptures, is sufficient, involves a

clear absurdity. You must consider the preaching of the gospel and

receiving the Scriptures in one sense, and it is agreed that that must be

the Protestant sense. What ground is there for the reception of it in a

Protestant sense, which does not go the length of saying it must be the

reception of the Scriptures in the Trinitarian, that is, the Christian

sense 1

* -x- -x- * * * #

My Lords, I now proceed in the last place to allude to a matter of

very minor and very inferior importance, but upon which I ask your

Lordships to do justice, the expenses of this appeal. Are you to throw

them upon the respondents 1 Are you to throw them upon the charity,

or upon those who have prosecuted this appeal, after two decisions against

them 1 My Lords, upon the main question there are those among the

appellants who could not be ignorant. My Lords, I am not imputing to

all these appellants depth of theological learning, or depth of historical or

legal research ; but I do impute to some of them, not to Mr Wellbeloved

only, but to him in particular, full and accurate knowledge of the history

of the Nonconformists, during the latter years of the seventeenth and

the earlier years of the eighteenth century. Mr Wellbeloved, an able

and instructed and learned person, could not have been ignorant of what

their opinions and doctrines were ; he could not have been ignorant what

the views and feelings of Lady Hewley were ; he has not, therefore, that

apology which an ignorant and uninformed trustee would have. I

make the same observation with regard to Mr Heywood, one of the

appellants, who appears to be a gentleman of station and consideration,

educated, I think, at the University of Cambridge, as he tells us ; and

there are others among them to whom perhaps the same observation
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would apply : they cannot have erred iguorantly ; they may have sup-

posed Lady Hewley wrong ; they may have considered Bates, Owen,
Baxter, and Colton, the gi'eat men of those days, and entertaining those

particular opinions, they may have considered them mistaken ; but they

could not have erred as to what their opinions were. They could not

have been ignorant of this, that the foundress of this charity must have

held TTnitarianism in abhorrence. With that knowledge, for upon that

I insist, and I insist mainly and strongly, with that knowledge, with

historical information upon the whole subject, with theological informa-

tion, no doubt, of the most accurate and extensive kind upon the whole

subject, what have those gentlemen for years been doing? They have

been applying to purposes wholly at variance with and wholly opposed to

those for which they must have known this charity was founded, the

property left by Lady Hewley in the manner I have mentioned, and as

to which they had received the sacred character of trustees. If they had

desired to participate in the profits of this charity, why did they not

institute an adverse suit 1 Why did they not exhibit a proper feeling,

keeping themselves out of the trust ? That they might have done, and

they might have claimed the benefit adversely, fairly, and without impu-

tation ; but being, as I say they are fixed with being, men of learning,

men of historical knowledge, men of research, they intrude themselves

into this charity to get appointed to the sacred and confidential office of

guardians of the revenues of this pious lady, for the purpose and with

the intent of misapplying them, in using them in a manner which she

would have detested and abhorred, and which in my humble judgment

is a course of conduct not to be heard of without reprobation. I speak

not of the claim, I speak not of the assertion of right, but I speak of the

entrance into this trusteeship, not undertaking the sacred and confiden-

tial duties that belong to this office, but the predetermined resolution to

act in direct contravention of it My Lords, the large income, large

with reference to this charity and the amount of the objects of it, the

large income which for }
Tears the trustees have applied to Unitarian

purposes, were the money of poor ministers of another persuasion, were

the money of their orphans to be educated for the ministry, and of their

widows left in destitution. My Lords, I am willing to believe that

those who have knowingly, deliberately and advisedly pursued that

course of conduct, have not fully viewed the consequences of what they

were doing and the treachery involved in their proceedings ; I am willing

to believe that ; but if they have acted with a knowledge of the conse-

quences of what they were doing, with a full consideration of the

treachery on which they were embarking, being trustees who had under-

taken an important trust ; if they have done that, I should say there are

none who have ever exposed themselves so fully to the scriptural denun-

42
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ciation, entering the field of the fatherless and devouring the house of

the widow.

Six questions were put to the Judges.

The first question was "whether the extrinsic evidence adduced

in this cause, or what part of it, is admissible for the purpose of

determining who are entitled, under the term Godly preachers of

Christ's Holy Gospel, and the other descriptions contained in the

deeds of 1704 and 1707, to the benefit of Lady Hewley's bounty."

Mr Justice Maulk.—If the most perfect certainty could be obtained

with regard to Lady Hewley's belief on the point in question it ought

not as it appears to me to influence the construction to be put on

language in which she makes no reference to her own opinions or belief.

It may perhaps be reasonably conjectured that a person founding a

charity may hope and intend that its benefits may be enjoyed by persons

of a like faith with the founder ; but if this conjecture be assumed to be

well founded it does not follow that the evidence in question should be

admitted. An express reference to her own religious belief was probably

avoided on account of the great inconvenience and uncertainty to which

it would lead ; and the same inconvenience would arise if such a refer-

ence should be implied, which it must in effect be if the belief of Lady

Hewley be considered as material. If her desire were that persons of

like belief with herself should be benefitted, the mode which she adopted

to secure or promote that object was probably that of naming trustees

whose faith conformed to her own, and providing for a succession of them

in a way as little likely as might be to introduce successors of different

sentiments ; and though this may have failed, I think it was deliberately

preferred by those who prepared the deeds to the other mode of leaving

it to the Court of Chancery for the time being to determine whose faith

approached nearest to that of Lady Hewley.

Being of opinion that the belief of the foundress was immaterial to

the purpose mentioned in the qiiestion, it follows that by whatever

means of proof the nature of her belief were shewn, the evidence would,

in my opinion, be inadmissible. But even if the belief of this lady were

the proper subject of evidence, much, if not all, of the evidence adduced

ought not to be admitted as not being fit for the purpose of proving it
;

for example the extracts from Lady Hewley's will, and from Dr. Cotton's

will and from his funeral sermon would not, us it appears to me, be legi-

timate means of proving what was Lady Hewley's belief in a cause in

which that question was properly raised.

The other class of evidence adduced for the purpose mentioned in

the first question, is the evidence of the opinions of persons describing

themselves as conversant with the history and language of the time when
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the deeds were executed. It may be admitted that this description of

knowledge is viseful to those who have to construe written instruments,

whether ancient or modern
; a deed or an act of parliament, or any other

written instrument, whether a year old or a hundred or more years old,

is more likely to be accurately construed by those who are conversant

with the history, language, and manners of the time, than by those who
are uninformed in this respect. But it does not follow that evidence

such as that in cpiestion ought to be admitted ; on the contrary, the

reason of the rule of law that written instruments are to be construed

by the court and not by the jury, probably is, that this kind of know-
ledge was supposed to be more likely to be found in the court than in the

jury. If the evidence in question were admissible it would follow that

in a court of Common Law the construction of deeds would be left to

the jury When the meaning of the words of a written

instrument in the English language is the subject of controversy, histo-

rical and other works may with propriety be referred to in the argument

addressed by the bar to the court, as is constantly pi-actised, and as was
done largely in the present case. In this way the court judging for

itself of the weight of the authority cited, is as likely to arrive at a

just conclusion as it would be by the assistance of witnesses, though they

should respectively depose each of them to his own knowledge of history

and theology. The cases in which evidence has been admitted to show
the sense in which words are used in a particular trade, or in a particu-

lar part of the country, are not inconsistent with this doctrine. It may
be reasonable to presume in the court a general acquaintance with the

sense of words so far as it is to be gathered from the history of the

country and its language, and yet to suppose that evidence is necessary

to show in what sense a word is used in a particular trade or a limited

district ; as a general acquaintance of the law of the land is presumed

in the court, while the bye-laws of corporations and local customs are

the subject of averment and evidence. If the evidence now under con-

sideration be admissible it must be on a ground on which we ought to

admit witnesses to depose to their opinion as to the meaning of any
writing whatever, provided they would introduce their testimony by de-

posing that they had studied the English language, and were conversant

with the construction of written instruments.

Mr Justice Erskine.—I take first the words 'preachers of Christ's

holy gospel.' The plain and obvious meaning of these words now, would be

men who teach and explain the doctrines, facts, and precepts revealed in

the Holy Scriptures with reference to man's redemption. This holy

gospel, then, as the revelation of an omniscient and unchangeable God,

must always have been the same ; and if the Holy Scriptures, like

ordinary human writings, were to be subjected to the ordinary rules of
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construction, it would be for your lordships judicially to declare what

were the facts and doctrines that constituted the substance of the

gospel, and to declare that those who preach such doctrines, and those

only, were to be considered as the objects of this part of Lady Hewley's

trust. But as we are taught by the Holy Scriptures themselves that they can-

not be properly undei\stood, but through the teaching of the same Spirit by

whose inspiration they were revealed, and as much diiference of opinion

on many points, and some conflicting judgment upon all, has always

been found to exist in the church, we are compelled to look for some

legal principle upon which Lady Hewley's meaning in using the words

'Christ's holy gospel' may be ascertained, without violating on the one

hand, the ordinary rules of construction by the admission of evidence as

to her own religious opinions, or assuming, on the other hand, for the

Temporal Courts, the power of deciding questions of religious contro-

versy. The true test of the meaning of these words ' Christ's holy

gospel' therefore appears to me to be that which I have pointed at in

my general remarks ; the sense in which these words were generally

used and understood in England at the date of the deed under examina-

tion ; and that neither Lady Hewley's own opinions nor the opinions of

the sect to which she belonged, can be resorted to, unless it should

appear that the words at that time were susceptible of a double construc-

tion, either being equally applicable, and yet so inconsistent with each

other as to render the adoption of them both impossible or irra-

tional I humbly submit that it is for your lordships,

by reference to history, to the public writings of known contem-

porary authors upon the subject, to ascertain and to decide what

doctrines were, at the period in question, generally received and under-

stood as the essential and fundamental doctrines of the Gospel of Christ.

If indeed the result of that inquiry should leave your lordships' minds in

doubt whether, in reference to the questions to be decided in this cause,

there did [not] exist at the period in question any general understanding

in the Christian Church as to the essential doctrines of the gospel, and

your lordships should thus find yourselves at a loss for a clue to the

meaning of those words in Lady Hewley's deed ; if your lordships should

further find one class of professing Christians propounding certain doc-

trines and facts, as forming the foundation and essence of the gospel

revealed by the Scriptures, and another class denying that any such

doctrines or facts were revealed in the Bible, and that those conflicting

opinions were respectively adopted by such equal proportions of the

Christian Church as to render it difficult to say that the gospel of Christ

even as to essential points had any definite meaning generally acknow-

ledged at that time, in such a case indeed inasmuch as it would be im-

possible to suppose that Lady Hewley (whose obvious intention it was
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to promote the spiritual welfare of others by the propagation of that

faith by which alone they could be saved), could have been indifferent

about the doctrines to be taught, or could have meant that opinions so

opposite upon the essential truths to be believed, should equally form

the objects of her trust, it would become necessary, and in that case

allowable, to inquire to which of these two classes Lady Hewley herself

belonged.

Mr Justice Coleridge.—In proportion as we are removed from

the period in which an author writes, we become less certain of the

meaning of the words he uses ; we are not sure that at that period the

primary meaning of the words was the same as now, but by the primary

is not meant the etymological, but that which the ordinary usage of so-

ciety affixes to it. We are also equally uncertain whether at that period

the words did not bear a technical or conventional sense ; and whethci

they were not so used by the writer When therefore we
are called on to construe deeds of the years 1704 and 1707, it seems to

me that we are not only at liberty, but are bound, to enquire what at

that time was the meaning of the phrases used in them, not taking for

granted, because they bear a certain clear meaning now that they did so

then, and we are also I conceive bound to enquire whether at that time

they bore any technical or scientific sense ; and if so we must judge

from the context, whether in the particular instance they were used in

that sense.

The rules of evidence must expand with the necessities of

the case, or the end for which they are established would be sacrificed to

the means ; and accordingly it is well known that in what is mat-

ter of history, and relates to the public at large, a class of evidence

has always been admitted such as histories and chronicles which would

not be received in an issue upon a matter of private right

Evidence indeed of this description was read in great abundance

on the hearing of this appeal by the appellants as well as the

respondents, irregularly of course (and it may be taken to have

been by consent), as to the time of its introduction, but not

objected to, 1 believe, as inadmissible in itself. The struggle, indeed,

was made upon the evidence applicable to Lady Hewley herself; and I

fully concede that if it were offered for the purpose of introducing words

of exclusion, or any words into the deeds not already there, or to raise

an inference of intention not expressed, it could not properly have been

admitted. But your lordships' question does not suppose any such pur-

pose, and merely to prove that Lady Hewley was one of the class by

whom the debated words were commonly used in a certain secondary mean-

ing, all her acts bearing on that subject matter appear to me properly

proveable. Under these I include, or rather they will introduce, the
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places of worship she frequented, the divines she followed, or with whom
she was in habits of friendship, the conditions she imposed expressly on

the objects of her bounty ; and these will make evidence indirectly of

what discloses the nature of those places of worship, the opinions of

those divines, their works, and history. It may be that this opens an

inconveniently wide range of inquiry ; but if the fact sought to be proved

is strictly conducive to the proof of the fact in issue in the cause, the

objection of irrelevancy does not arise, merely because it is not itself the

fact in issue. The extent of the inquiry grows out of the nature of the

matter to be inquired into.

Viewed in the light in which I view this evidence, as well that

which more directly applies to Lady Hewley herself, as that which

relates to her friends and advisers, the objection as to time does not

seem to me properly to arise. It is said for example, how can you ex-

pound a deed of the year 1704 by a deed of the same party in 1707 1

How does an intent, expressed ever so clearly, in 1707 conduce to

prove an intent existing, but unexpressed, in 1704 ? My answer is

(just observing that if the interval of time were very much shorter I

should think the objection of equal force, unless I could make the two

deeds parts of one identical transaction) that the deed of 1707 is not

used to introduce anything into the deed of 1704 not already written

there ; but that, in order to understand the language of the deed of 1704,

I am seeking to show that Lady Hewley was one of a large class by

whom certain words used in that deed were commonly used in a particu-

lar sense ; the words by the hypothesis being capable of that meaning.

Now in order to show her of that class in 1704 it would be unreasonable to

limit my proof to the precise day, month, or year of the execution ; there

is a presumption of consistency of opinion on serious, especially reli-

gious questions. . . . On the piinciples I have laid down, it seems

to me that such particulars in the evidence as the will of Sir John

Hewley or the funeral sermon by Dr. Colton were, in strictness, admis-

sible, not as declarations by them either of what Lady Hewley was or

they were, but as acts done by them showing what they were with whom
she lived in most confidence, and her belonging to whose class of reli-

gionists may fairly be presumed. ... Of course I must be under-

stood as speaking of the evidence in classes, and in its more important

details. I do not undertake to say there may not be some unimportant

particulars, in the large mass received without objection, that may not

fall in with the principles on which I think the general body admissible.

I may mention as instances, such sentences as are to be found here and

there in the depositions of witnesses speaking merely of belief founded

on tradition and report of the Trinitarian opinions of Lady Hewley
;

these do not go to the proof of either of the propositions on which this
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case stands, in my judgment, and are objectionable therefore as irrele-

vant, and also as to the foundation on which they stand.

Mr Justice Williams.'"'—The very extent to which the words 'pious

and godly preachers of Christ's Holy Gospel,' by the supposed and

alleged obvious meaning, may, or 1 ought rather to say, must be carried,

raises a doubt in my mind whether that could have been the meaning of

Lady Hewley, which meaning' I assume it to be clear it is the object to

pursue. The very generality of the language in this case creates the

embarrassment and the necessity of limitation. If the words raising

the question are to be taken in their ordinary sense, what is there to

hinder an ample selection being made then or now from members of the

Church of England fulfilling in every particular the prescribed requisites %

Why not from amongst priests of the Roman Catholic persuasion 1 Is it

to be doubted that from amongst the latter a selection might be made of

' poor and godly preachers of Christ's Holy Gospel
1

?' And yet in the

judgment of four judges (two of Equity and two of the Common Law),

these words have received such an interpretation that in their opinion

members of the Church of England are excluded, and in the argument

of this case at the bar by the learned counsel (now a member of your

Lordships' House) an opinion to the same effect was distinctly expressed.

' The will of the founder is the thing to be ascertained, that I assume

throughout to be without dispute ; and in an endeavour to arrive at

that, the meaning of particular expressions not generally or in the

abstract, but the meaning of those expressions as used in the deed of

foundation, is the proper subject of inquiry, in what sense she (the

foundress) used them ; and upon this point (ascertaining the meaning of

a deed) the circumstances of the party making it at that time (the

time of making) are admissible generally ; and in this particular case the

reason why I consider the extrinsic evidence admissible at all is that it

has a tendency to show the status (if I may be allowed the expression) of

Lady Hewley as to religious opinions, and therefrom to lead to some

inference (no matter whether more or less, that regards only the effects)

as to the sense in which she employed the words which I have already

said are in my opinion indefinite and ambiguous. That status (if so it

may be called) is in truth a matter of fact to be determined, like any

other, by evidence applicable to it, evidence varying of course in each

case according to the nature of the fact to be established, but still a

matter of evidence.

Mr Baron Curnfa\—Although the term 'godly' is too plain to be

misunderstood, for we have only to have recourse to our Bible and our

Prayer Book to shew in what sense it is used
;
yet the phraseology em-

ployed in describing the first and principal object of the founder's bounty

* Sir John Williams, celebrated for his Greek epigrams.
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'poor and godly preachers of Christ's holy gospel' appears to uie not to

be at the present time in that general use which enables the reader of

the deed to ascertain with precision the sense and meaning of the foun-

der (except as it may be collected from the state of the law at that time,

which is another consideration.) If the founder was connected with a

religious party, by which this phraseology was employed in a certain

sense, I think that it is admissible to incpxire what was that party, and

in what sense they used this phraseology, and if it can be ascertained in

what particular sense the term 'godly preachers of Christ's holy gospel'

was used, that may assist in ascertaining the meaning of the term 'godly'

in other parts of the deeds.

Mr Baron Parke.—Before I answer the first of your lordships'

questions I wish to premise that I conceive it to be perfectly clear that

in determining who are entitled to the benefit of a charity by virtue of

a deed or will, precisely the same rules are to be followed as to the

admission of extrinsic evidence as in construing any other deed or will.

The intent of the founder is to be ascertained from the meaning of the

words in the instrument of foundation alone, with the aid of such extrinsic

evidence as the law permits to be used in order to enable a court to

discover the meaning of the terms of any written instrument, and to

apply them to the facts. Whether the instrument constitutes a trust for

charitable purposes, and those either of a religious nature or not, or is

executed for some private object of the parties to the deeds, the extrinsic

evidence admitted in order to construe it must be subject to the same

rules and confined within the same limits. This being assumed as a

matter which cannot be controverted, I apprehend that there are two

descriptions of evidence (the only two which bear upon the subject of

the present inquiry), and which are clearly admissible in every case for

the purpose of enabling a court to construe any written instrument, and

to apply it practically In the first place there is no doubt that not

only where the language of the instrument is such as the court does not

understand, it is competent to receive evidence of the proper meaning of

that language as when it is written in a foreign language ; but it is

also competent where technical words or peculiar terms, or indeed any

expressions are used which at the time the instrument was written had

acquired an appropriate meaning either generally or by local usage

or amongst particular classes. This description of evidence is admissi-

ble in order to enable the court to undei'stand the meaning of the

words contained in the instrument itself by themselves, and without

reference to the extrinsic facts on which the instrument is intended to

operate. For the purpose of applying the instrument to the facts, and

determining what passes by it, and who take an interest under it, a

second description of evidence is admissible, viz., every material fact that
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will enable the court to identify the person or tiling mentioned in the

instrument, and to place the court, whose province it is to declare the

meaning of the words of the instrument, as near as may be in the situa-

tion of the parties to it Evidence was therefore admissible

that amongst Protestant Dissenters, or a peculiar sect of them, or gene-

rally amongst all persons at that time, these words, though of a general

nature, were applicable prima facie to all poor and godly preachers of
( 'hrist's holy gospel ; and of course, including ministers of the Established

Church, had acquired a more limited meaning and were confined to a cer-

tain description only of such preachers, and supposing it to have been proved

that a particular class had always used and understood these words in a

restricted sense, it would have been unquestionably permitted to prove

that Lady Hewley belonged to that class. When the appropriate mean-

ing of these expressions has been established by competent evidence then

the deed is to be read as if the equivalent expressions were substituted,

and no further evidence of the peculiar sect or religious opinions, or any

other circumstance attending the parties to the deed, is admissible to

control or limit their meaning. Such evidence is not in my judgment

material to enable the court to construe the deed within the meaning of the

second rule. If it had been established by conclusive evidence, or from

other legitimate sources that the words, godly preachers, had meant Protes-

tant Dissenting ministers, no parole declaration of Lady Hewley that she

intended only a particular class or sect, or individuals with particular

opinions, would have been admissible ; nor could evidences of her con-

duct, character, habits or opinions, have been received to raise an

inference of such intention. The deed must speak for itself, no matter

what she intended to have done, even though it should be proved from

her own mouth ; still less what it may be supposed she would have

wished to have dona The sole question is, what is the meaning of the

words in the deed 1 and if these of themselves, or with the aid of

evidence of a peculiar signification attached by usage, mean all

of a certain class ; for instance, all such Protestant Dissenting

ministers as the trustees should from time to time select, it matters

not that her own religious opinions would make such a disposition

unlikely, it is a case of quod volice non dixit. I must own I much
doubt whether any of the evidence offered in the case to explain the

meaning of the general words used was admissible. The sermon of Dr.

Colton and the will of Sir John Hewley were clearly inadmissible to

prove the religious opinions of Lady Hewley, and the parole testimony of

Dr. Pye Smith, Dr. Bennett, and Mr Walker, to the 17th interrogatory

which they founded upon their acquaintance with various publications

of that day, I hardly think can range itself within the class of cases in

which the opinion of men of science or skill is admitted on a question of

43
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science or art. But this inquiry would not be very material if from the

above-mentioned sources of information, which are equally open to the

court as to the witnesses, it appeared that the general terms 'godly

preachers of Christ's holy gospel' had acquired a peculiar meaning when

used by Protestant Dissenters. I am inclined to think that it does so

appear, and that these words used by Dissenters do not comprise mem-

bers of the Church of England, and if so, I am of opinion that evidence

of Lady Hewley being a Protestant Dissenter was properly admitted,

though some of it was not of an admissible character, but not the evi-

dence offered for the purpose of shewing that she was a Trinitarian

Dissenter.

Lord Chief Justice Tindal.—I conceive when a doubt has been

once raised as to the meaning of words that is in the present case as to

the persons intended by Lady Hewley under the terms 'godly preachers

of Christ's holy gospel,' 'godly persons,' and the other expressions, the court

by which that doubt is to be decided has a right to inform itself, and

is bound, if possible, to learn what was the acknowledged and received

sense and meaning which those expressions bore at the time when Lady

Hewley lived, and as near as may be at the time of the execution of

those deeds ; and for that purpose that all extrinsic evidence calculated

to throw light upon the meaning of those words at that time is clearly

admissible. Of that description are public records and documents

throwing light upon the religious history of the times ; the language of

the statute books and every enactment relating to the state and condi-

tion of the church, and of the religious sects then known in England ;

contemporary history ; contemporaiy treatises and tracts upon the reli-

gious tenets held by the different sects ; the works of men of acknow-

ledged eminence and weight in their respective persuasions, and pub-

lished and circulated at that period ; and the early and contemporaneous

application of the funds of the charity itself by the original trustees

under the deeds. All extrinsic evidence of this nature which must be

considered, both from the arguments of counsel at your lordships' bar,

and from the reference made thereto in their judgments by the learned

judges in the court below, to have been actually applied in the determi-

nation of the case, though not formally tendered, was strictly and pro-

perly admissible for the purpose of explaining the sense in which the

language contained in the deeds was used at the time, and in whiclrit is

now to be construed. But as the evidence which I have just described

is evidence which is presumed to be in the mind of the Judge or court,

it is evidence which they furnish to themselves by reading, research, and

reflection, not that which they receive from the mouths of witnesses

;

and on this account I think all the extrinsic evidence which was actually

given in the cause for the purpose of determining who were entitled
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under the term 'godly preachers of Christ's holy gospel' and the other

expressions used in the deeds, was inadmissible. Such, lor instance, as the

evidence of Dr. Pye Smith and Dr. Bennett, as to the religious opinions

of the Presbyterians and of other Protestant Dissenters in the time of

Lady Hewley
;
their interpretation of the terms used in the deeds, and their

evidence of the religious opinions of Lady Hewley herself. The produc-
tion also of the will of Sir John Hewley and of Lady Hewley, in proot

of the private religious opinions of Lady Hewley, appears to me, botli in

respect to the point to which they were produced, and to the character

of the evidence itself, not admissible by law. It is unnecessary, how-
ever, to specify each particular article of the evidence produced, after

having traced out the genei-al nature of the evidence on which alone I

think the construction of the deeds ought to depend.

The state of the case thus seems to be that Justices Maule
and Erskine, Baron Parke and Lord Chief Justice Tindal, were
against the reception of any evidence as to Lady Hewley's private

opinions, and of evidence from living witnesses as to the opinions

of the old Presbyterians. All the judges except Justice Maule
thought that the books of Lady Hewley's day might be consulted

to show the meaning attached by her party to the expressions

which she used in her will. Justices Williams, Coleridge, and
Gurney seem to consider all the evidence admissible, but Justice

Coleridge hesitated whether any special meaning of the words

was made out.

The third question was "Whether in putting a construction

upon the deed of 1704 any, and which, of the provisions of the

deed of 1707 may be referred to."

Justices Maule and Erskine, Baron Parke and Chief Justice

Tindal thought that the deed of 1707 could not be referred to in

determining the meaning of the deed of 1704. Justice Coleridge

thought it went to show the class of religionists to which Lady
Hewley belonged. Justice Williams seems to have thought the

deed of 1707 might be referred to in order to ascertain Lady
Hewley's opinions as any other evidence might. Baron Gurney
thought the deeds might be considered as one transaction.

The second question was, " If such evidence be admissible, what

description of ministers, congregations, and poor persons, are

proper objects of the trusts of those deeds respectively."

Mr Justice Erskine thought that members of the Church of

England were included in each description of the objects of Lady
Hewley's trusts. All the other judges thought that the preachers
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and the husbands of the widows must be Protestant Dissenters.

Justice Coleridge, Mr Justice Williams, Baron Gurney, and Chief

Justice Tindal thought Protestant Dissenters only were fit objects

of any part of the charity, but Mr Justice Coleridge saw no

absolute necessity for that restriction as to the almswomen. Baron

Pai-ke thought the charity, except as to the almshouses, was con-

fined to Dissenters, but that anyone was admissible as an alms-

person who believed the doctrines of the creed and Mr Bowles's

Catechism.

Mr Justice Maule.—If the Established Church were spoken of or

intended to be comprehended, it would have been expressly mentioned,

or some word appropriate to the Establishment, such as 'clergymen/

' priests,' ' students for holy orders,' or the like, which lay in the way of

the trainers of the deeds would have been used. It is true that clergy-

men of the Church of England may and do preach the gospel, but that

is not their sole or most distinguishing function ; and when preachers of the

gospel are spoken of as a class the clergy conforming to the Established

Church are not, according to the ordinary use of language, comprehended.

I do not lay any stress upon the term 'godly' in excluding

the Church of England, being of opinion that the word is used in these

deeds in the sense which belongs to it in the translation of the Bible,

and in which it is used in common discourse now, and has been for centu-

ries, a sense in which it is pretty nearly equivalent to the word ' religious.'

A.s to certain classes applying the expressions to themselves, and having

it applied as a term of reproach by others, it seems to me, not that this

word was used in a different sense from what now belongs to it, but that

those classes believed or desired it to be thought that they possessed the

quality at that time and now signified by this word, and that their

enemies used it in derision, by a very common fashion of speech calling

those godly, who they meant to say made false pretences to be so.

The trust for godly persons in distress being fit objects of Dame
Sarah Hewley's and the trustees' and managers' charity seems to me to

be intended to give the trustees in the administration of so much of her

funds as remained after the special objects had been fulfilled, and which

probably was expected to be very small, a discretion to apply it to the

relief of all such distressed persons as should appear to them deserving,

and to be worshippers of the true God, and not living in wilful neglect

or defiance of his laws. I cannot bring myself to think that the terms

' being fit objects of the said Dame Sarah Hewley's and the trustees' and

managers' charity' were meant as a restriction referring to the sect to

which the godly distressed persons were to belong. It seems to me that

it is a charitable and a true construction to understand these words as
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referring to fitness with respect to the nature, cause, and amount of the

distress of the parties.

Mr Justice Erskine.—It has been supposed that the word
' godly ' was intended by Lady Hewley to limit the selection of

her trustees to preachers dissenting from the Church of England,

because it is said that in Lady Hewley's time the word 'godly'

had acquired that limited sense. If it could be shown that the

word had been generally so used and understood, I should have

acquiesced in the conclusion suggested ; but the word is in itself plain

and intelligible, and we learn from our translation of the Bible, by the

liturgy of the Church of England, by the writings of learned and pious

men of every religious persuasion, that it has always borne the same

general signification which it now has ; and although it may be true

that the words ' godly preachers ' were about the time in which Lady
Hewley lived, and with which she was conversant, appropriated by

those who dissented from the Church of England to their own ministers,

yet even in this peculiar appropriation it was employed in its general

and ordinary sense, and was intended to mark the contrast alleged to

exist in fact in spiritual life and holy zeal, between those who preached

within the church and those who preached without it. But it would in

my opinion be contrary to the rules of sound legal interpretation to

allow this partial application of a term to a particular class to strip it of

the more comprehensive sense in which it was generally employed.

In my opinion under the terms ' poor and godly preachers for the

time being of Christ's holy gospel' all poor and holy men who at the

time of their selection by the trustees, were actually preachers of the

gospel as it was generally received and understood by English Protes-

tants at the date of the deed, were proper objects of the first trust of

that deed, whether they were conformists or non-conformists. I think

the trustees were confined to select such preachers from amongst Protes-

ttnts, because the language of the deed seems to be generally inapplicable

to the clergy of the Roman Church, because the provision for the

widows of such preachers points at a class of married clergy, and because

there are tenets of the Roman Church incompatible with the doctrines

then generally understood and received by Christians in England as

constituting the gospel of Christ. I think the trusts were not confined

to Nonconformists or Dissenters, because the terms employed were not

inapplicable to poor and godly curates of the Church of England,

although the term poor might seem to exclude a beneficed clergyman

from all participation in the benefit of the trust, and because I do not

find that the word 'godly' had then acquired a meaning exclusively

applicable to Dissenters or Nonconformists. But I further think that

whether evidence of the fact of Lady Hewley being a member of the
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Presbyterian body and of the religious opinions of that class of Christians

be admitted or not, the trustees were restrained by the terms of the

deed from selecting any preacher who taught as part of the gospel of

Christ any doctrines at variance with the doctrines then generally

received and understood as fundamental and essential doctrines of the

gospel, or who purposely or systematically suppressed in their preaching

any of such fundamental and essential truths.

Baron Gurney.—The term preachers is not one which is applied to

clergymen of the Church of England. Another provision is for the

preaching of Christ's holy gospel in such poor places as the trustees shall

think fit. The provisions for the almspeople, who are to be

nine poor widows or unmarried pei'sons of a certain age, and a tenth

person who is to be a sober, discreet and pious poor person who may be fit

to pray daily twice a day with the rest of the poor in the almshouse, if

such a man can be conveniently found. There is no direction for any

form of prayer, and I think it must be understood to speak of extempore

prayers. The almspeople . . are to be such as can repeat . . not

the Church Catechism, but the Catechism of Mr Edward Bowles. . . It

is in evidence, and it is uncontradicted, that the terms 'godly ministers,'

'godly preachers,' and 'godly persons,' were in common use by Protes-

tant Dissenters of that time as applied to their ministers and preachers,

and members who were considered to be devoted to religion : there is no
evidence that at that time this phraseology was employed to designate

any other description of persons ; there is further evidence that Lady Hew-
ley was a Protestant Dissenter, and E think that she must be considered

as sincerely attached to the party of which she was a member. That

she was zealously affected to religion itself is evident. Piety and bene-

volence pervade the whole of the disposition of her deeds.

Mr Baron Parke.—It appears to me that coupling the evidence

which I have before stated to be admissible of Lady Hewley being a

Protestant Dissenter and the usage since the time that the deed of 1704

came into operation, by which members of the Church of England have

uniformly been excluded, the term godly preachers, &c, used by her,

meant a class of persons not of the Church of England, and I infer this

partly from the use of the term godly, partly from that of the word

poor, which may have been used in the sense of unendowed, principally

because the term preachers was not usually applied to the ministers of

the Church of England, who had their liturgy and homilies, but rather

to those who looked on preaching as the principal and the most effectual

means of extending the influence of religion, I have no doubt also that

ministers of the Roman Catholic faith were not included in that term.

Protestant Dissenters, therefore, alone are the proper objects of the

charity.
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Lord Chief Justice Tindal.—The words indeed if taken separately

and singly would undoubtedly in their literal meaning be large enough

to comprehend all men of pious and godly habits of life, who preached

the true doctrines of the holy gospel of whatever church or persuasion they

might be, whether priests of the Church of Rome, or beneficed clergy of

the Established Church in England, or dissenters from that church of

every denomination, provided only they possessed the two requisites or

conditions, viz., that they were men of godly habits of life, and preached the

true gospel of Christ ; and the words themselves taken singly and separate-

ly do not appear to have varied in any degree from their original meaning.

But . . . the phrases above referred to had obtained generally in

England, long before the date of the foundation deeds, a less extensive

signification. The term godly had been originally applied by the Puritans

to the preachers approved by them, and at the time of Lady Hewley had

descended to those who at that time formed the body of nonconformist

dissenters from the Established Church. Preachers again was a term

which in Lady Hewley's time was affected by dissenters from the Esta-

blished Church, who considered themselves rather as persons whose

mission was to preach the gospel than to minister the ordinances and

lead the devotion of the people, and indeed in the Act of Toleration

these very persons are described as preachers and teachers. And lastly

the word ' poor ' did in a most especial manner point at those for whom
no public provision was made by the State, but who subsisted on the

voluntary contributions of their respective flocks. I consider therefore

at the time of the execution of these deeds, the phrase ' godly preachers

of Christ's Holy Gospel' had acquired the new and particular sense of

preachers of the different classes of Protestant dissenters from the Es-

tablished Church, who professed and preached what were generally

acknowledged at that time to be the doctrines of the Holy Gospel of

Christ ; and who were then tolerated by the law of the land ; and which

classes it is well known were at that time divided amongst themselves

into the Presbyterians, the Independents or Congregationalists, and

the Baptists, all of whom were believers in the doctrine of the Holy

Trinity.

The fourth question was, "whether upon the true construction

of the deed of 1 704 ministers or preachers of what is commonly
called Unitarian belief and doctrine, and their widows, and mem-
bers of their congregations, and persons of what are commonly
called Unitarian belief and doctrine, are excluded from being:

objects of the charities of that deed/'

The fifth question was the same as to the deed of 1707.

Mr Justice Maule held that Unitarians came within the language
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of the deed : all the other Judges held them not fit recipients of the

charity.

Mr Justice Maule.—It appears to me that if such exclusion, (of

Unitarians), were intended, it would have been expressed, as it is in the

Toleration Act, and that the reasons which have been suggested for

implying it wholly fail. These reasons are principally that the terms

' godly ' and ' gospel ' were not applied to persons of the sentiments in

question ; that at the time of the deeds it was unlawful, and liable to

penalty, to preach such doctrines ; and chiefly that Unitarian doctrines

are repugnant to the essence of Christianity, and consequently that

those who hold them could not be comprehended within any charity for

Christian purposes. But it seems to me that, without considering ex-

treme cases which may be supposed, and speaking with respect to such

sects and doctrines as usually occur in practice, all those may be said,

and according to the common use of language are said, to preach the

gospel who profess the name of Christ and preach a religion avowedly

founded on the Scripture ; that ' godly ' is to be considered as having the

sense mentioned in the answer to the second question. The circumstance

of the preaching of these doctrines being unlawful at the time of the

deed is I think in itself quite immaterial, unless it can be supposed that

those who framed the deeds intended that the trustees should be regulated

not by the law for the time being, but by that in force at the time the

deeds were executed ; a supposition contrary as it seems to me, to every

probability arising from the language of the deeds, and the history of

the law. With regard to the amount of error of the Unitarian doctrines

excluding those who preach and profess them, I cannot think that tempo-

ral courts can conveniently entertain the question of more or less of

theological error. I think that those who framed the deeds endeavoured,

and on a true construction successfully endeavoured, to exclude such an

enquiry ; my opinion being first, that according to the use of the words

under consideration in the deeds in question, they are not exclusive of

any class of Christian Protestant nonconformists, and that Unitarians

are commonly, and always have been considered, as forming a part of

the Christian community.

Mr Justice Erskine.—I collect from the history of the times imme-

diately precediug the execution of the deed of 1704, in England the body

of professing Christians was divided into six classes, namely, members of

the Church of England, members of the Church of Rome, Presbyterians,

Independents, Baptists, and Unitarians, for most of the Nonconformists,

if not all, had at that time joined one or other of the latter classes ; and

as I find from the articles and creeds of the church of England, from

the Catechisms of the Presbyterians, from the public writings of the

historians, and the different controversial authors of that day, including
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Baxter and others, whose works have been cited as manifesting a more

tolerant spirit than unhappily was common in those times, that all those

classes of Christians except the Unitarians considered the doctrine

of the Trinity as one of the great fundamental and essential doc-

trines of the gospel ; and when I find the same fact admitted by two

of the defendants in sermons produced as evidence in the cause ; and

when 1 find on the other hand that the denial of the doctrine of the

Trinity arid of the Atonement formed the distinguishing feature of the

Unitarians' faith, and that those who at that time professed it were but

few ; that they rejected as imscriptural doctrines which all other Chris-

tians then held to be essential articles of the Christian faith ; and that

the name of Unitarian had been assumed to distinguish them from the

rest of the Christian world as paying supreme worship to God the

Father only ; and when I find that at the date of Lady Hewley's deed

those who denied the Trinity were by the legislature denounced as guilty

of blasphemy; I cannot come to any other conclusion than that Lady

Hewley did not intend to include them under the description of ' godly

preachers' of Christ's Holy Gospel, and consequently not under the

other descriptions in the deeds either of 1704 or 1707, but that the

phrase ' preachers of Christ's Holy Gospel ' was selected for the purpose

of excluding all who preached such doctrines. ... I have merely

used the state of the law at the time, as assisting to show what was

the general understanding at that time of the essential doctrines of the

gospel, and in what sense therefore Lady Hewley used the words in

question. But as it was argued on behalf of the defendants that one

phrase used by Lady Hewley in the description of the preachei's and

their widows had reference to those statutes, and their subsequent repeal,

I think it right to remind your lordships of the manner in which

those words are introduced ; the words I allude to are ' for the time

being ;' and it was supposed that they had been introduced by Lady

Hewley for the pm-pose of enabling her trustees to extend the field of

her bounty as the statutory prohibition might be withdrawn, and ' as if

she had said all preachers tolerated by law.' If the words had been 'to

all godly preachers of Christ's holy gospel for the time being,' there

would have been more plausibility in the argument ; but the words are,

1 preachers for the time being,' ' widows for the time being,' that is, as I

understand them, as I have already said, preachers at the time of their

selection as objects of the trust ; not men who have been preachers, or

who may intend to be preachers, but men at that time preachers, and

women still continuing widows of such preachers. As I do not

therefore consider that Unitarians were excluded merely by their incapa-

city at the time to take the benefit of Lady Hewley's trust, so I do not
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consider that the removal of their incapacities will bring them within

the purview of the deed.

Mr Justice Coleridge.—The claim of those who are commonly

called Unitarians now remains to be considered : for I take it that no

one contests the claim of Protestant Trinitarian Dissenters. Now with

regard to these I might perhaps content myself with stating that I

concur in the opinions which have been now already expressed by one

of my learned brothers, that they are not entitled. But as I may
arrive at my conclusion by a different course of reasoning it is tit that

I should state it shortly. I am by no means prepared to say, that even

in a court of law it would not be a just mode of argument to arrive at

that conclusion by a theological examination of the words ' godly

preachers of Christ's holy gospel ;' and if it could be shown, as I have no

doubt it coidd, that the ministers of that persuasion do not in very

truth fall within that description, the Judge to whose mind conviction

was brought home by that reasoning would be bound to act upon it.

But I feel at once the unnecessary painfulness of relying on such an

argument, and my own incompetence to conduct such an inquiry with

perfect certainty to myself or conviction to others, that every step I took

in it was free from error. I resort, therefore, to the safer course of

examining in what sense Lady Hewley, as one of a certain class of reli-

gionists, must be taken to have used the words in question ; what was

the meaning of those words in her mouth and the mouths of those of

whom she was one. Most ingenious arguments were used to show that

they meant those Christians, of whatever faith as to peculiar doctrines,

who agreed in rejecting creeds and articles. I look in vain in the

evidence in the cause for the slightest support to those arguments. On
the contrary, if the evidence of her own acts be looked to, if the acts of

her own friends and class be regarded, if history be resorted to, all

concur unequivocally in shewing that she and they, so far from being

indifferent to the holding to the fundamental articles of our faith, were

zealously attached to them, and deemed them as much all-important as

the divines of the Established Church. Again if I look to the words of

the deeds, and consider them with reference to the history of the times

as to the then state of what is commonly called Unitarianism, I see in the

former clear indications of an intention to provide for poor and godly

members of a body, preachers to congregations, a succession contempla-

ted in a ministry then in being and known, education provided for those

who were to come into it; but history discloses that none of these circum-

stances were then applicable to this sect. I do not think it has been

shewn that in her day there was a single avowed minister or congrega-

tion of that persuasion ; in truth those who held the opinions were not

only not tolerated, but as a sect had scarcely attracted sufficient notice
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by their numbers to have become as it were objects of special legislative

toleration.

Mr Justice Williams.—I beg leave to answer that, understanding

as I do the language of the foundation deed, and the belief and doctrine

which I collect to be attributed to the Unitarians (though upon this,

not being in any degree a legal question, I speak with great uncertainty)

I think they are excluded from being objects of the charities of that

deed.

Mr Baron Gurney.—We learn equally from the evidence and

from history that at that time there did exist as there do now

three denominations of Protestant Dissenters, Presbyterian, Inde-

pendent (or Congregational), and Baptist, that at that time all the

three were partakers of one common faith on those great points

of doctrine, which theologians have generally considered as funda-

mental (for the only difference which existed was that of infant baptism)

and that those doctrines which were so generally received were irrecon-

cileable with the faith of those now commonly denominated Unitarians.

There is no trace in the evidence, neither is there any in history or

biography, of any minister or preacher of any congregation of Protestant

Dissenters in England who professed a belief in the doctrine of Uni-

tarianism until nearly, if not quite, half a century after the execution of

these deeds. In the argument at your lordships' bar the learned counsel

took a wide range of theological and historical discussion. It was con-

tended that Lady Hewley, being of the denomination called Presby-

terian, she must be considered as averse from subscription to a test

because that was the prevalent opinion among Presbyterians at that

period. If that was so respecting the denomination of Presbyterians, it

is remarkable that it is the only point in which Lady Hewley appeal's

to have differed from them, for by prescribing the use of Bowles's Cate-

chism she manifested her opinion of the propriety of subscription to a

test, for it is trifling to imagine that she presented the use of it as an

exercise of memory and not a declaration of faith. It was further

contended that she never could have intended to have benefitted the

members of the sect of Independents by her bounty, because between

the Independents and the Presbyterians there had been fierce conten-

tions upon the subject of church government, the Presbyterians having

held with government by a presbytery, and the Independents the inde-

pendence of every separate congregation of which their body was com-

posed. The learned counsel who used the argument did not, I think,

advert very correctly to the history of the times. Between the time of

those differences and the execution of these deeds half a century had

elapsed, which teemed with important events. The contentions upon

the subject of church government, which divided the Presbyterians and
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Independents, and inflamed them against each other, existed during the

latter part of the reign of Charles the First ; and during the time of the

Commonwealth, each was then struggling for ascendancy. After the

passing of the Act of Uniformity, when the Presbyterians had failed

in obtaining a comprehension with the Church of England, and when all

Protestant Dissenters had failed in obtaining toleration, they were all

made subject to the same severe laws ; they became all sufferers in the same

cause, many of them were fellow prisoners in the same gaol, they learned

to know each other better, and to love each other more ; they learned to

think less of the points of difference, and more of the points of agree-

ment. When the revolution had been accomplished, and the Toleration

Act passed, they received one and the same protection on condition of

subscribing the thirty-nine articles of the Church of England, with the

exception of those which related to church discipline and infant baptism;

and from that time there is not a trace of those differences upon church

government which had divided them so widely in the times to which 1

have adverted. The Presbyterians indeed, though they retained the

name of Presbyterians, became substantially Independents. They did

not subject themselves to the rule of any presbytery (as the Presbyterians

of Scotland, with whom they had at one time united themselves, still

do) ; their congregations became, and were, and remain each independent

of every other ; and to this day this is the case with all congregations of

Protestant Dissenters. At the time of the execution of these deeds the

three denominations of Protestant Dissenters were united, as I have said

before, in one common faith ; and this was, so far as the doctrines in

question were concerned, the same as the Church of England.

I am of opinion that Unitarians are excluded (not on account of

any opinion of my own respecting the soundness or unsoundness of

their belief and doctrine, for I utterly disclaim founding my judg-

ment on any such basis), but on account of the state of the law at the

time this charity was founded. [He then referred to the Tolera-

tion Act and the Blasphemy Act]. There is nothing in the deeds

which gives the least countenance to the supposition that Lady Hewley

intended to give to persons who could not legally receive. Preachers of

Unitarian belief and doctrine, if there had been any such at the time,

(which there were not) would not have been tolerated, and could not

in my opinion have been the objects of Lady Hewley's bounty. -The

objects of her bounty I conceive to be such Protestant Dissenting

preachers as were at that time within the protection of the Toleration

Act. It would be most extravagant to suppose that Lady Hewley, by

her description of 'godly pi-eachers of Christ's holy gospel,' meant to

describe persons who were considered by the law at that time as guilty

of blasphemy. The rules and regulations established by Lady Hewley
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require that the almspeople shall be able to repeat by heart (which I

understand to mean repeat believiugly) the Lord's Prayer, the Com-

mandments, the Creed, and Bowles's Catechism. Bowles's Catechism is

inconsistent with the belief and doctrine of the Unitarians.

Mr Baron Pakke.—Is the charity to be confined to those persons

who should from time to time belong to the class who in 1704 answered

the description of poor and godly preachers of Christ's Holy Gospel, or

is it to be extended to all such then or at any future time answering the

description of godly preachers of. the gospel; and if the former be the

true construction, who are the Protestant dissenters that in 1704 were

designated by the deed as godly preachers of Christ's Holy Gospel ]

Did that description comprise all not within the pale of the church, who
being Protestants, and pious and poor, preached the gospel of Jesus

Christ as containing the revealed will of God, and the rule of doctrine

and practice, expounding it according to their own opinions ; or is it to

be confined to one class only of those, or extended to all, with the

exception of a particular class 1 It is in this part of the case I have felt

and still feel much doubt ; but I incline to think that the former is the

true construction, and that it is more reasonable to hold that the founder

had the then state of religious opinions in her view, and did not con-

template any change, and meant therefore to bestow her bounty on all

that should from time to time belong to the class which was then desig-

nated as ' godly preachers of Christ's holy gospel,' or such as should be

from time to time poor and godly preachers of what was then understood

by the term of ' Christ's holy gospel.' And if we so read the words of

the instrument, I can have very little difficulty in saying that those who
impugned the doctrine of the Holy Trinity did not at the date of the

deed answer this description, as it was then generally understood in the

Christian world ; and I need no better evidence of that fact than the

recital in the statute 9 and 10, Wm, 3, c. 32, passed in the year 1698,

which states such opinions to be blasphemous, and impious, and contrary

to the doctrines and principles of the Christian religion, and greatly

tending to the dishonour of Almighty God. Proceeding then on this

ground, that the words of the deed, as we may presume they were then

generally understood, did not comprise those who impugned the doctrine

of the Holy Trinity, not because they were not then tolerated by the

law, I concur in the opinion already expressed on this question by the

majority of my brethren, and think that the charity is to be confined to

Protestant Trinitarian dissenters. If the words of the deed had been

those (to which it was contended in the arguments, used at your lord-

ships' bar, that they were equivalent) namely such Protestant dissenting

ministers as from time to time the trustees should select, then I should

have had little doubt but that the trustees might have selected any of
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that persuasion whom the law tolerated ; the only obstacle to the power
of selection from the whole body of such ministers having been at the
date of the deed the prohibition of the law, and as the obstacle was
from time to time removed, the power of the trustees would have been
extended ; and on that supposition ministers of Unitarian principles

would now have been eligible, since the act of the 53 Geo. 3 has repealed

all penalties against them ; and I think that the mere preaching of

Unitarian doctrines was not prohibited by the common law ; but I do
not, for the reasons I have before given, interpret the expression ' poor

and godly preachers of Christ's Holy Gospel ' to mean simply Protestant

dissenting ministers.

Lord Chief Justice Tixdal.—First taking the deed of 1704 by
itself, I think the objects of it are limited to the ministers aud others of

the several bodies of Protestant Dissenters from the Established Church,

which were generally known, established, and tolerated at the time the

deed took effect ; and I am unable to find any proof from any authentic

source, that the Unitarians did form in fact at that time a body or class

of Protestant Dissenters known and established in the kingdom. On
the contrary, so far as can be inferx'ed from the evidence produced, or

any other evidence of an historical nature, the Unitarians as a body of

persons of known religious tenets in England were unknown until a period

much later than the execution of either of the deeds in question • but

further, so far were the persons who preached Unitarian doctrines from

forming a religious body then known and acknowledged in the kingdom,

that at the time of the execution "of these very deeds, such persons could

not avail themselves of the benefit of the Toleration Act : W. & M. c. 18,

on the ground of their being persons who denied the doctrine of the Trinity,

and under thejstatute 9 and 10, William 3, c. 32, were at that time liable

to certain penalties and disabilities if, by waiting or teaching, they

denied the doctrine of the Trinity. When, therefore, in the deed of

1704, provision is made for the godly preachers of Christ's holy gospel,

I think the answer to your lordships' fourth question must be in the

affirmative; first, because there were existing at the time certain bodies

of Protestant Dissenters well known and ascertained who preached doc-

trines which had been generally understood and believed in all ages

of the church, and were also generally acknowledged at the time of the

execution of the deed of 1704, to be the holy gospel of Christ, of

which bodies the Unitarians did not at that time constitute one ; and

as the deed was so framed that the trusts were to take immediate effect

and operation, it must be held to apply to the preachers and others of

such bodies only which did then actually exist and at that time answer

the description in the deed. And secondly, because the deed describes

the persons who are to take to be the preachers of the holy gospel of
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Christ, and it is undeniable that at the time of the execution of this

deed both the Church of England as by law established, and all the

known classes or bodies into which Protestant Dissenters were divided

held the doctrine of the Trinity to be a fundamental part of their

faith, that is, of the holy Gospel of Christ ; and that at the time of

the execution of that deed the legislature also considered the belief in

the doctrine of the Trinity as essential to the description of a preacher

of Christ's holy gospel, punishing those who preached doctrines which

denied it.

If the persons who believe and preach Unitarian doctrines are excluded

from the benefit of the deed of 1704, I think they are more clearly and

unequivocally excluded by the deed of 1707 ; for by the rules and

orders given by Lady Hewley for the regulation of the poor persons to

be placed in the almshouse, (which rules being made by Lady Hewley

under a power reserved by her in the deed itself and therein expressly

referred to, may, beyond doubt, be called in aid in the interpretation

of the meaning of that deed,) it is directed that every almsbody is recpiire

to be one who can repeat by heart the Lord's Prayer, the Creed, and

Ten Commandments, and Mr Edward Bowles's Catechism: which regu-

lations appear to my mind to prove beyond any doubt that the foundress

intended the inmates of the hospital, and the other objects of her charity

under that deed, to be persons who believed in the doctrine of the holy

Trinity. And referring myself to the evidence given in this cause of

the Unitarian belief and doctrine as to the divinity of Christ, I cannot

understand that any person professing those doctrines could honestly or

conscientiously repeat by heart, that is, express his belief, in the doc-

trines contained in the Catechism of Mr Edward Bowles. And if it

had been necessary to determine the intentions of Lady Hewley as to

the doctrinal belief of the inmates of her hospital without reference to

the Catechism of Bowles, it must not be forgotten that upon the autho-

rity of two eminent persons well known at the time in epiestion, 1 mean
Dr. Barrow and Mr Baxter, the doctrine of the divinity of Christ was
held to be sufficiently acknowledged as a matter of belief by those who
received the Apostles' Creed alone. See Barrow's Treatise on the

Creed under the clause ' His only Sou,' and Baxter in his Treatise,

Directions for Weak Christians, part ii, section 53, 1. And the weight

of the observation for the present purpose consists, not so much in the

consideration of the truth of the conclusion at which Barrow and Baxter

have arrived, as in the proof it affords of the fact, that by all bodies of

Christians by whom the apostles' creed was received, that is, in England

by the members of the Established Church and of oil the Dissenting

communities then known, the doctrine of the holy Trinity was also

received and believed, aud it is by the current acknowledged use of
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language at that day that this deed is to be construed. In the latter

deed, therefore, I think Lady Hewley expresses her clear and undoubted

intention that no Protestant Dissenter who denies the divinity of Christ,

that is, no Unitarian, should partake of her bounty.

The sixth question was, '
' Whether such ministers, preachers,

widows, and persons, are, in the present state of the law, inca-

pable of partaking of such charities, or any and which of them."

The meaning of this question was, whether Lord Eldon's no-

tion that it was an offence at common law to preach, however

devoutly and honestly, against the doctrine of the Trinity, was
correct or not ; and all the Judges held that there was not any

authority for it.

Justice Coleridge.—It would be difficult to draw a line in such

matters according to perfect orthodoxy, or to define how far we might

depart from it in believing or teaching without offending the law. The

only safe, and as it seems to me practical rule, is that which I have

pointed at, and which depends on the sobriety and reverence and serious-

ness with which the teaching or believing, however erroneous, are

maintained.

Judgment was given on the 5th August, 1842, by which time

Lord Lyndhurst was for the last time Chancellor. Lord Wyn-
ford seems to have become incapacitated from attending the

House, and Lord Campbell had compelled the grant of his peer-

age. Lord Lyndhurst, as it was his decree that was appealed

from, and he had not presided during the hearing, gave no

further opinion than that, on proposing the adjournment to afford

time for the consideration of the Judges' answers, he styled them
' l very elaborate arguments." Lord Cottenham moved the judg-

ment in the following words :

My lords, the opinions which have been delivered by the learned

judges have so far exhausted the case in all the most material parts of it

that I do not deem it necessary to enter at large into the very interest-

ing and important matters which were discussed at the bar.

The principal object of the suit was to have it declared that minis-

ters or preachers of what is commonly called Unitarian belief and

doctrine, and their widows and members of their congregations, or per-

sons of what is commonly called Unitarian belief and doctrine, ai'e not

fit objects of the charity. The decree appealed from established the

affirmative of that proposition, and of the seven judges who attended the

hearing at the bar of this house, six concurred in it. I cannot suppose

that your lordships will think that there is ground for differing from this
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opinion; and if that should be your lordships' feeling upon it, the result

will necessarily be an affirmance of the decree. I cannot however omit

to make some observations as to the media through which this conclusion

has been arrived at by the different authorities by whom the subject has

been considered.

Your lordships will have observed that in the discussion in the

Court of Chancery a very lai*ge range of evidence was admitted, with a

view of coming to a decision as to what was the intention of Lady

Hewley, which could after all only be judged of by the language and

terms used in the deeds. In what respect and for what purposes this

evidence was properly received was the subject of one of the questions

put to the learned judges, and has been the subject of some difference

in their opinions. It does not appear to me necessary to consider mi-

nutely those differences, because I conceive that keeping strictly within

those rules which all the opinions recognised, there is sufficient upon the

view taken by the great majority of the judges, to support the conclu-

sion to which they have come upon the inain point in the case.

It was very clearly and shortly laid down by Mr Baron Curney,

that that part of the evidence which goes to shew the existence of a reli-

gious party by which the phraseology found in the deeds was used, and
the manner in which it was used, and that Lady Hewley was a member
of that party, is admissible ; that being in effect no more than receiving

evidence of the circumstances by which the author of the instrument

was surrounded at that time.

Much evidence, indeed, appears to have been received which, if of a

nature to be received, might fall under the same rule, but which was

objectionable upon other grounds, such as the opinions of living

witnesses. But rejecting all such evidence, enough appears to me to

remain unobjectionable in itself and properly received for the above

purpose, to support the conclusion to which a great majority of the

learned judges have come.

I have thought it right to make these observations upon this matter

of evidence, as otherwise the affirmance of the decree might seem to

sanction the receiving all the evidence received below, which might tend

to introduce much doubt and confusion in other cases.

It may be thought that this opportunity should be taken of specify-

ing what description of persons are hereafter to be considered as proper

objects of the charity. I think that any attempt to do this would be

dangerous, and would be more likely to promote than to prevent further

litigation, as it is impossible a priori to foresee the consequences of anv
such declaration, or to have sufficient information as to the various

interests upon which it may operate and which are not represented in

this suit, what has passed in this cause, and the valuable opinions which

45
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the judges have delivered will, it may be hoped, afford such light to the

trustees as to enable them satisfactorily to administer the funds for the

future.

It was made part of the complaint on this appeal that some of the

trustees had been removed as to whom it had not been proved that they

entertained opinions inconsistent with the declared purposes of the

trust. I do not consider the removal of any of the trustees as implying

any reflection upon their moral conduct. But as by the decision of the

court it was found that the application of the funds for the time past

had not been consistent with what appeared to the court to be the real

object of the charity, and as a larger discretion must necessarily be left

to the trustees for the future, I think that as a matter of discretion it

was right to select others for the future management of the funds, and
if that was right in 1833 it certainly would be indiscreet to adopt

a different course in 1842. I cannot therefore think that it will be

right to alter this part of the decree. I propose, therefore, to your

lordships to dismiss this appeal, and I see no ground for departing from

the usual course of giving to the respondents the costs.

Lord Brougham.—I agree with my noble and leai-ned friend that

your lordships ought to dismiss this appeal, and as usual, unless under

very special circumstances, none of which exist in this case, with costs.

[The sentence quoted at p. 302 then followed.] The opinions of the

judges undoubtedly have been of very great use to your lordships in

the examination of this somewhat difficult question, and I agree with my
noble and learned friend that it is advisable for your lordships to come

to the decision to which the opinion of a great majority, six out of seven,

of these learned persons would naturally lead. I am also of opinion

that it must be considered that in giving this affirmance to the decree,

your lordships do it tinder the qualification which has been stated by

my noble and learned friend, with respect to the reception of evidence.

Lord Campbell having argued the case at the bar of tha

Lords abstained from taking part in the judgment.

Mr Gurney's notes of the argument were published by the

defendants' party in a separate volume shortly after it took place.

The judgments in the courts below, and a condensed statement of

the hearing in the House of Lords, will be found in the ninth

volume of Messrs. Clark and Finelly's Reports. Extracts only

are given above from the Judges' answers, for they occupy

seventy-nine pages.

As the opinions of the Judges were referred to as guiding the

judgment, and those opinions were in many respects contradic-

tory, it would have been much more satisfactory if the law lords
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had stated their own views of each class of evidence. Lord Eldon,

tliouo-h he might in the end have come to a conclusion not more

specific, would have scorned to let the case come before him with-

out dealing himself with every portion of it. It must however be

remembered that each of the three who spoke in judgment on it,

(Chancellor and Ex-Chancellors) , had, in the one or other case al-

ready stated, allowed evidence included in the objection to be re-

ferred to and commented upon before him in the Court of Chancery,

and there would have been some awkwardness in their deferring

to the views of puisne Judges ; besides the diversity of opinions

behind the Woolsack might have been reproduced at the table,

which would not have been edifying. The lords, however, since

their house has assumed the power of hearing appeals from Courts

of Equity, should decide every question arising before them

and calling for decision, and not give it the importance of a

matter which they have avoided grappling with. A reader, knowing

the part afterwards taken by the Lords who gave the decision

now the subject of comment, can scarcely avoid surmising that

they purposely left future relators in doubt as to the evidence

with which to support their claims.

The judgment seems to be to the effect that the opinions to be

supported by a chai'ity, settled by an instrument containing a gene-

ral trust for religion, must be those of the founder's denomination ;

and that therefore Trinitarians only were entitled to such religious

charities of the English Presbyterians. It was not attempted by

any of the Judges at all to impugn the rule that the founder's ex-

pressed intention must direct the application of a charitable fund.

An English court of justice could not decree the application of such

property to any purpose confessedly opposed to the language of

the grant. Such a diversion of it is in England effected by our

legislators only, and is by them attempted only in revolutionary

times, or when the parties to be affected are known to be supine

and without organization. But it was decided that a founder's

intention is to be ascertained solely by a judicial interpretation of

his language in the instrument of foundation ; and that evidence

can be admitted only to shew the sense in which the expressions

found there were used by persons of his communion at the

time. It may seem superfluous to say that his meaning would

be best ascertained from his writings or his actions bearing

on the subject in queston, if any of the former were in exis-

tence, or any of the latter were capable of proof. His spoken
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words would not bo received in evidence, for even if they

were uttered with sufficient care and consideration, they

might be misunderstood, or iutentionally or unintentionally

misreportedj and it would be easy to invent expressions for

him, and very difficult to disprove their authenticity. No such

risk attends writings, or evidence of acts. It is true, acts

are proved by parol evidence, but so are almost all other facts.

The only objection that could be raised against receiving such

proofs would be the possibility of a subsequent change of opinion,

but a founder's notions on religion may well be considered settled

and abiding if no variation in them has been recorded either

by himself, by any one gratified by it, or by any one offended by
it. A will expressing any religious sentiment may well be taken,

to indicate the views and feelings with which a testator went

down to his grave, unless it is evidently only made in the com-

mon form with which the lawyer of a by-gone age who pre-

pared it thought it seemly to commence a man's last dealing

with worldly matters.

A founder's actions, which were declared admissible in evi-

dence, show his opinions inferentially only. His written ex-

pression of them must be the best comment on the language

of his gift, if it needs any. The reason of the Judges for exclud-

ing such an aid to its interpretation was that it is a settled rule that

documents by which the ownerships of individuals are created are

always construed without reference to external evidence, except

in two or three cases avowedly exceptional. This is found neces-

sary in order that a man may have a reasonable certainty that

he has a good title to the land which he has purchased, and

that his own dispositions of it will be carried into effect ; be-

cause if deeds or wills could be affected by evidence of the

grantor's or testator's intention, they would not have any mean-

ing which could be relied on, and the business of society and

the peace of families would never be safe. This is no reason

for extending the rule to deeds creating charities, where there

is not the same inducement to fraud, because there is no bene-

ficial property, and where there is no change of ownership requir-

ing a deduction of title. The Judges assumed that the rule applies

to charitable settlements, but they did not refer to any case

where it was so held. In fact such questions could not arise in

their courts, and they might have declined to answer several of

the questions propounded to ther.i, as was indeed hinted by
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one of them. It would never have been attempted ..to ask

them on an appeal under the second information, of which

an account will be found in a subsequent page, whether the

Kirkmen, the Seceders, or the Independents were all, or any

of them, entitled to the benefit of the charity, for it would have

been seen that they would have declined to answer on the ground

that such questions were decided only by the doctrines of Equity.

According to the opinions of the majority of the Judges, Lady

Hewley's deed of 1707, in which she requires in the almswomen

the knowledge of Mr Bowles's Catechism and the " Apostles'

Creed/' (that is, the profession of Trinitarian principles) , could not

be referred to in construing the indefinite trust in the deed of 1 704,

though the later deed recited the earlier one, and was supple-

mentary to it. Had Lady Hewley published a religious book

according to the same opinions, it could not have been consulted

as a means of ascertaining her sentiments. This surely is a

reductio ad absurdum. According to Justices Erskine and Maule a

charitable settlement by a member of a body appropriating com-

mon words as party names, (as "Catholic" by the Latin Church,

"Orthodox" by the Greek Church, "Friends" by Quakers,)

must not be interpreted in their sense. So that a person of

those opinions cannot create a valid disposition of property for

the support of his views, in the language of his body. It is one of

the leading defects of English law to make its rules apply to cases to

which the reason of them does not extend, and thus to make the

means of more importance than the end to be obtained by them,

and to sacrifice justice to the technicalities invented to secure it.

It is not calculated to give unlearned persons confidence in the

rules by which English law decides on the construction of charit-

able foundations, that Lady Hewley' s reference in her will to the

atonement made by Christ was not received to show that her views

of Christ's gospel accorded with those of Christendom generally,

and to save her property from being applied in supporting the notion

there are no essential and distinctive truths in Christianity.

It is to be observed however that Lords Brougham and Lynd-

nurst and the four most able judges who assisted them, allowed

it (as well as the commencements of the wills both of Sir John
Hewley and Dr. Colton) to be urged upon their consideration.

Lord Lyndhurst and Mr Baron Alderson both expressly refer to it,

and the latter, it should be remembered, had great experience as

an equity judge, as he bad for many years immediately previous
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undertaken all the business of that side of the Exchequer.

Equity judges only could deal with the question, and they know-

how" often they must exercise a large discretion in carrying out a

founder's intention, cy pres, as the phrase is, that is as near as

circumstances permit, and that a trustworthy evidence of his

opinions would be a great help and comfort to them in such a

case. Since a founder's intention, even when it is only to be

guessed, is recognised as governing the gift, it would be a re-

proach to English law if a written statement by himself of his

views should be disregarded in the interpretation of an inde-

finite trust ; seeing an enquiry is permitted into the views of his

denomination, which do not bear upon the point except as they

were held by him. It seems hypocritical to profess anxiety to

carry out his wishes, and admit evidence respecting them, yet

purposely to reject the only means of obtaining certainty on the

subject. Besides, the common sense and morality of the com-

munity are shocked when a religious endowment is perverted to

the support of doctrines opposite to those of the founder; and
there should be no rules of our courts setting them at defiance.

The Popish endowments of old time are not in point, they were

mere purchases of heaven, and did not shew the deliberate pre-

ference of one system for another.

The practical effect however of this exclusion of evidence as

to founders' intentions is perhaps not important in common cases,

for it may be taken that a man's opinions agree with his party,

when he does not think it necessary to specify the doctrines which

he designs his property to support. And the decision may be-

advantageous, since it is easier to ascertain in all points the

faith of a denomination than that of any particular man ; and also

since no denomination is so strict as not to allow a greater

latitude that would be in exact harmony with the personal

opinions of any one member of it, however latitudinarian his

principles. The result, apart from the means by which it was

arrived at, may even be satisfactory to many if not most people,

as very few like to see any peculiar views, except their own,

perpetuated by endowments.

The decision, whatever remarks it may be open to, settled

the general question, for it was conclusive as to all Presbyterian

foundations, up to 1707, by which time, as we have seen, the

majority of the old meeting-houses had been built ; and with our

knowledge of the haste of the law lords to stop its operation, it
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may safely be said that there can be no doubt of its being war-

ranted by law.

Before passing from this great case, all the eminent men
who took part in it, as judges or counsel, should be recounted,

if only for the pleasure of dwelling on eminent names.

The counsel for the relators were, before Sir Lancelot Shad-

well Sir E. B. Sugden, afterwards Lord Chancellor and Lord

St. Leonards, Mr Knight now Lord Justice Kuight Bruce, and
Mr Cuthbert Rornilly, who soon afterwards died; before Lord
Brougham, Sir E. B. Sugden, Mr Knight, Mr Kindersley now
Vice-Chancellor, and Mr John Romilly now Lord Romilly* and
Master of the Rolls : before Lord Lyndhurst the same as in the

House of Lords.

The counsel for the defendants were, before the Vice-Chan-

cellor, For the Grand Trustees, Mr Pepys, afterwards Master of

the Rolls, Lord Chancellor, and Earl of Cottenham, Mr Rolfe, now
Lord Cranworth, and for the second time Lord Chancellor, after

being Baron of the Exchequer, Vice-Chancellor, and Lord Justice

of Appeal, and Mr James Booth, who is stated to have

obtained office successively in the House of Lords and under the

Board of Trade, and if so has retired while this volume is

passing through the press; Eor the sub-trustees, Sir Charles

Wetherell, formerly Attorney-General, and Mr Duckworth, after-

wards Master in Chancery : Before Lord Brougham the same,

with the addition of Mr C. P. Cooper : And before Lord Lynd-

hurst the same as before the Vice-Chancellor. Sir John Camp-
bell was brought into the case in the House of Lords.

In 1843, on petitions in this suit as to the appointment of

trustees the counsel were, For the relators, Mr Bethell since Lord

Westbury, Mr Anderdon, and Mr Romilly ; for the Attorney-

General, who separated himself from the relators, Mr Twiss and
Mr Wray ; For the kirkmen, Mr Swanston and Mr Malins ; For
the seceders, Sir Charles Wetherell and Mr Lloyd. All these

gentlemen were^ then or afterwards Queen's counsel.

The lists of Judges, and of counsel connected with this case

most strikingly illustrate the rapid succession of the English bar to

distinction and place, by merit, accident, and favour. " The race is

not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong . . . nor yet favour

* All those who recollect the veneration felt for Sir Samuel Romilly will rejoice

that the name is now found in the English peerage. He was the real reformer of th$

law, and his presence was a check alike upon courts and parliament.
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to men of skill, but time and chance happeneth to them all/' also

<c man being in honour abideth not." Of the men whose names

are contained in those lists are nine peers and seven Lord
Chancellors, (one three times in office and two others twice) ; of

these two were previously Chancellors of Ireland, and three had

sat in Common Law Courts, two as Chiefs ; one passed to

the Woolsack from private practice, and four had not served the

office of Attorney-General ; two had been, apart from their pro-

fession, foremost among statesmen, one having led the opposition,

and the other the House of Lords. Two Lords Justices of Appeal,

three Masters of the Rolls, three Vice-Chancellors, and a Master in

Chancery, are found in this catalogue of legal worthies. Of the

Common Law Judges, one received a peerage when a retired puisne

Judge ; Chief Justice Tindal was considered the model Judge of his

time ; Justices Littledale, Patteson, Coleridge, and Maule, and

Barons Parke and Alderson, were all members of Sergeants' Inn

together, and it never witnessed such a body of coeval puisne

Judges ; each of them being much superior as a Judge to men
whom he saw Chief Justices and peers.

Barons Alderson and Gurney, and Justices Coleridge and

Erskine, were all distinguished amongst their brethren as religious

men, though each with a different leaning, and all of them could

enter thoroughly into the ecclesiastical questions raised in the

cause. Mr Justice Maule, to whom negative opinions in theology

were attributed by common report (no doubt unjustly) expressed

himself most pertinently on the religious questions, and his defini-

tion of a godly man cannot easily be mended. Such was the

array of intellect which argued and decided the case of Lady

Hewley's charity.

Other ennobled names are connected with it, for Sir James

Scarlett afterwards Lord Abinger, on the advice of Mr Pember-

ton now Lord Kingsdown, refused to file an information really

ex-officio, while Sir Thomas Denman afterwards Lord Denman
granted the use of his name to the relators. Lord Wynford, as

we have seen, attended the hearing in the Lords.*

The Irish cases come now under consideration, and require a

preliminary statement.

* It is not without interest to notice that of these great men -Copley, Wetherell

Campbell, Komilly, and Bethell, were successively Solicitors-General and Attorneys-

General ; Scarlett and Denman were Attorneys-General without having been Solicitors-

General, and Tindal, Sugden, Pepys, and Rolfe were Solicitors-General and were never

Attorneys-General.
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Presbyterianism in Dublin and the South of Ireland, as it

existed before 1829, was confined to a few congregations, and
resulted from the settlement there of English Presbyterians and
Independents in the times of the civil war and the Common-
wealth. Of the Protestant ministers supported in 1665 by Henry
Cromwell, out of the church funds, the generality were congre-

gationalists, though there were some Presbyterians and Baptists,

the former Bishops of Raphoe (£160,) and Down and Kilmore

(£120 each.) The Dublin Presbyterian and Congregational minis-

ters then formed an English Association. The English army in

Ireland were so zealous for religion that they raised among
themselves money to purchase Archbishop Usher's library for

a second college in Dublin, though being formally given to Trinity

College, by Chai'les the Second (who could not for shame do

anything else with it), the king has the credit of the gift,

and the college has not thought fit to commemorate the unex-

ampled purchase of the army. The settlers, during the civil

war, however numerous they Were, for the most part mar-

ried Irishwomen, and their descendants melted down into

the native Papist mass. The Presbyterian chapels in Dublin

have been five : New Row now Eustace Street, Wood Street

and Cook Street now united in Strand Street, Plunket Street

now Usher's Quay, and Capel Street now Mary's Abbey. New
Row was at one time called a congregational place. Its minis-

ters Dr. Winter, Samuel Mather, and Nathaniel Mather were
congregationalists, and so Was Nathaniel Weld, although they

never formed a church, but followed the ways of the English Pres-

byterians. Dr. Thomas Harrison, minister of Cook Street during

the Protectorate, was an Independent, and part of the communion
plate of Strand Street was his gift. The ministers of all five

congregations formed for some time a "presbytery," which was
really an association. In 1773 the Eustace Street and Strand

Street ministers having become Arian, formed the Southern

Presbytery of Dublin, which in 1809, merged in the Synod of

Munster, which, with more propriety in reference to its strength

and organization, had previously also been called the Southern

presbytery or Association. These congregations had always been
non-subscribing, no doubt through the remains of the cono-reo-a-

tional spirit.* The Usher's Quay and Mary's Abbey congrega-

* See the Rev. Dr. Urwick's address "Independency in Dublin in the Olden
Time," delivered to the Irish Congregational Union in 1862, as to several matters abovo
stated. 4(J
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tions joined the synod of Ulster, and soon after its formation,

until 1 702, they were attached to the Presbytery of Belfast, in

1 726, they were formed into its Dublin presbytery. The minis-

ters of all five congregations also formed what was called a Pres-

bytery, but was really an English association of ministers only.

The Southern Presbytery of Dublin and the synod of

Munster have been only nominally such, for they have never

made any pretence of Presbyterian discipline. The same re-

mark applies to the two bodies, the rise of which will shortly

be mentioned, the Presbytery of Antrim and the Remon-
strant Synod of Ulster. They seem never to have attempted to

exercise any control over either ministers or congregations.

They kept up some Presbyterian forms, but that was all. Their

presbyteries were not real church courts, but only meetings

of ministers ; they appear never to have refused a license to preach

to any man of chai'acter educated for the ministry, on account of

any doctrines held or not held by him, and they ordained any

licentiate who was chosen by a congregation. And indeed the

same may be said of many of the presbyteries of the synod of

Ulster prior to 1827. Since that date the latter body seems to

have become really a church, putting in force, at least as against

the ministers, a written standard of faith. Previously even the

General Synod had little more than the form of the Scottish

system ; English Presbyterians after the Revolution had not

even that. Dr. Reid in his history states that the Dublin

congregations of the Dublin Presbytery were really Indepen-

dents, and Dr. Robert Stewart, of Broughshane, in his evidence

in the Killinchey case, says the same of the state of things in

the Presbytery of Antrim and the Remonstrant Synod. But it

is not to be understood that in any congregation in these bodies

there was, in the sense of the word among Independents, a

church. In each of them the choice of the minister was with the

congregation, that is with the contributors to the stipend.

All the churches were Trinitarian in the outset. Mr Emlyn's

prosecution for Arianism already mentioned had the appro-

bation of the whole body of the Presbyterians of Ireland, and he

was expelled by the congregation of Wood Street, or rather by
all the other ministers of the five chapels.

The Irish Toleration Act did not pass until 1719, and down
to that time the Presbyterians were scarcely ever free from

persecution by one or other of the Bishops of the State Church.
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This will account for latitudinarianism appearing earlier in the

Irish Presbyterians than among those bearing the name in Eng-
luud ; as it was not to be expected that an illegal synod could act

with vigour against any of its supporters.

The Presbyterianism of Ulster was derived from Scotland
;

it originated with the colony planted by James the First of

England, and partook of the hybrid nature of the Scottish estab-

lishment of that time, so that it was a lax episcopalianism com-
prising Presbyterian ministers ; but it may be taken that all the

ministers who then came from Scotland had subscribed there the

thirty-nine articles of the English church. By the time of the

civil war Strafford and Laud's other friends had driven most of

them away, after changing the articles and canons of the

Irish establishment in opposition to Usher and Bedell; so

the real founders of the Presbyterian polity in Ireland were
the chaplains of General Robert Monroe's Scotch army, sent

by the Scottish Parliament to assist in putting down Sir Phelim

O'Neal's rebellion. All these had subscribed the Scottish con-

fession. The restoration brought persecution upon them, but

they multiplied under it. The general synod was interrupted

after 1661 ; but two days after the battle of the Boyne a num-
ber of ministers met in Belfast to resuscitate it, and it resumed
its sessions at that town in September, 1690, and they have not

since been intermitted.

The suppression of the Irish rebellion having taken place after

Cromwell's ascendancy had been established, it is not to be won-
dered that the Westminster confession was not adopted by the

Irish Presbyterians up to the time of the suspension of the Synod
on the restoration of the kingly power, but in 1698 the synod

of Ulster, at its meeting in Antrim, resolved :

' That young men licensed to preach be obliged to subscribe our

confession of faith in all the articles thereof as the confession of their

faith,' [and beyond all doubt it was the Westminster confession which

was intended by this resolution.]

In 170-), at a meeting at Antrim, it was unanimously determined,
' That such as are to be licensed to preach the gospel, subscribe the

Westminster confession of faith to be the expression of their faith, and

promise to adhere to the doctrine, worship, discipline, and government
of the church. As also those who are licensed and have not subscribed,

be obliged to subscribe before their being ordained among us.'

In 1 705 the Belfast Society was formed by the Rev. John Aber-
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nethy of Antrim, and consisted at first of a few ministers of the

neighbourhood who held monthly meetings at Belfast, when each

member preached in his turn, and chapters of the Bible, pre-

viously fixed on, were read in the original languages and discussed,

and criticisms on new books or original dissertations were de-

livered. The topics of the sermons were generally the nature

of the church, scriptural terms of communion, and the right

of private judgment. The opinions expressed all tended to un-

dervalue positive doctrines, and were particularly directed to bring

into doubt the lawfulness of human standards of doctrine, and
still more the right of requning subscription to them.

The life of Mr Abernethy states that the society derived

their opinions from Bishop Hoadley's sermon on the Kingdom of

Christ, and writings published on his side during the controversy

which it kindled. This shows that they did not appeal to the

principles of Presbyterianism, or any authorities of the past gene-

ration, but considered and represented their views as new, at least

in their own denomination.

The society steadily attracted to itself the youngest and ablest

ministers of the district, and that to so great an extent and so

rapidly that their influence began to tell upon the synod in 1 709,

and by 1716 not fewer than five of the six last moderators

had been members of the society.

The Irish Toleration Act was passed without the insertion

in it of -any clause requiring subscription, though those who
spoke against the Trinity were left subject to punishment.

The Dublin ministers and the Belfast society no doubt exerted

themselves to obtain it in this form, but a large party among
their brethren had at first scruples as to accepting toleration

under any statute which did not require from those taking

advantage of it subscription to the Westminster confession.*

* At a General Synod, met in Belfast, June 19, 1716, the following matters are

recorded

:

"And finding that a general meeting of ministers and gentlemen, held at Antrim,
Nov. 10, 1714, had made some considerable progress in that matter, we agree, that the

resolutions of said meeting be now reviewed ; and accordingly the first of these resolu-

tions, which concern the terms of a Toleration, was read, which is in these words, viz. :

' Resolved : That the first thing we shall propose and insist upon, as the terms on which

we will accept of a Toleration, shall be upon our subscribing the Westminster Confession

of Faith.'

" This Interlocutory do unanimously approve of, and adhere to, the above resolution.

" The next resolution of said meeting at Antrim, relative to the terms of a Tolera-

tion, was read, wherein mention is made of a certain formula therein contained as the
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It is not however to be supposed that the laity were so nice as to

the terms on which they obtained toleration.

In December in that year (1719) Mr Abernethy preached before

the Society a sermon published the next year under the title of
" Religious obedience founded on personal persuasion;" and this

the first public declaration of the principles of his party was followed

by a controversy, and by a struggle for supremacy in the synod. He
next published two pamphlets (in 1722 and 1724,) against sub-

scription, one containing a preface, and the other a postscript, both

by the three leading Dublin ministers, Boyse, Weld, and Choppin

;

and the Rev. Samuel Halliday and Dr. James Kirkpatrick, both of

Belfast, each contributed one publication on the same side in

1824. An Independent would speak of Halliday's tract as un-

answerable; but the Presbyterians think as much, no doubt, of

the answer to it; it was the composition of several ministers,

but was published in the name of the Rev. Gilbert Kennedy

terms of a Toleration, in case the former terms, viz., subscribing our Confession of

Faith, cannot be obtained.

"During our debates upon this subject, adverse questions were proposed; but for

enlightening our judgments, and bringing us to desirable unanimity in the decision of

said questions, an amendment was moved to be made to the said formula ; and it was
agreed that the formula, so amended, should be the subject of all our debates upon this

head. The said formula, so amended, is as follows :

" 'the formula.
" 'I profess faith in God the Father, and in Jesus Christ, the Eternal Son of God,

the true God, and in God the Holy Ghost ; and that these three are one God, the same
in substance, equal in power and glory. I believe the Holy Scriptures of the Old and
New Testament were given by Divine inspiration, and that they are a perfect rule of

Christian faith and practice ; and, pursuant to this belief, I agree to all the doctrines
common to the Protestant Churches at home and abroad, contained in their and our
public Confession of Faith.'

"It was agreed by us all, unanimously, as preliminary to all the ensuing debate,,

and as a point not controverted among us, that all the propositions contained in the
above formula are divine truths. After much debate the first question that was pro-
posed, was occasioned by a scruple humbly moved by some brethren, namely, that
should we first propose (as we have all resolved to do) the Confession of Faith, as the
terms of a Toleration, and should we afterwards, ujjon the legislature's refusing it

accept of, or propose the above formula, or any other terms, as the conditions of a
Toleration, that this would be a receding from our Confession of Faith. On the other
hand, it was observed by others, that this formula was, in substance, the same with our
Confession of Faith, and a compendious abridgment of divers of the most fundamental
articles of it ; and that the tolerating of us upon our subscription to it would give the
public sanction of authority to our standing by, and preaching up to, all our known
principles contained in our Confession of Faith ; and divers arguments being offered on
both sides, it was agreed that, before we should put the vote, it should be proposed

—

'

' That, if the aforesaid scruple did still remain with any brother, he should
declare it, in order to his receiving further satisfaction.' Upon which, to our great
comfort, some did declare, with thankfulness to God, that their scruple was removed by
the clear and convincing reasoning of the brethren ; and there remaining one brother
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of Tullylish. The only opponent who met the champions of the

non-subscribers on anything approaching to equal terms, was the

Rev. Charles Masterton, ultimately of Belfast.

The Belfast Society, it is clear, took the lead of their

brethren in England in these notions so opposed to their prede-

cessors, but the press seems first employed by them on the

occasion of Mr Abernethy's sermon, which appeared in the year

after that of the meeting at Salters' Hall. No doubt the Irishmen

were much encouraged by that assembly's decision against sub-

scription, as it had the support of nearly all the leading-

men among the denomination throughout England. Subscrip-

tion was not generally practised by Irish Nonconformists, but it

maintained its ground as far as the legislation of the synod went,

and so the question respecting it might arise at any meeting-

of presbytery, and came home to every man's bosom. No
wonder then that the subject was better discussed in Ireland

than in England, but it is very much to the credit of the Northern

with whom the said scruple did yet seem to be of weight, after much reasoning for his

satisfaction, the following question was put, viz. :

" '"Whether our accepting a Toleration upon the above formula, as the terms and

conditions thereof, be, or can be, rightly construed a relinquishing the Confession of

Faith as the confession of our faith ?' and it was carried in the negative, with only one-

dissenting voice.

"The next question that was put was this, viz. : 'Is it lawful to subscribe the above

formula if enjoined by lawful authority, as the condition of a Toleration?' and it was

carried in the affirmative—nem. contradicente.

"The next question that was proposed was this, viz. : 'After our using all proper

endeavours for obtaining a Toleration upon our subscribing the Confession of Faith, and

after its appearing that such an attempt is hopeless, shall we ask a Toleration upon the

above formula at such a season as shall be agreed upon to be convenient by common
consent between ministers and gentlemen in the north, and ministers and gentlemen in

the south of Ireland, to meet together for that purpose in a committee to be nominated

afterwards, or not ?' it was carried in the affirmative—nem. con.

" There being present with us divers worthy gentlemen of good understanding, they

were consulted upon these heads, and entirely approved of our resolutions, without one

dissenting voice among them.

"There being three questions about the formula voted both in Interlocutory and

open Synod, the Synod appoint not only their opinion, but their harmony upon these

heads, to be entered in their records.

" From the resolution of the first question about the formula not being a relinquish-

ing of our Confession of Faith, there was but one dissenting vote in the Synod, being

the same who dissented in the Interlocutory.

"From the resolution of second question, about the lawfulness of subscribing the

formula, there was only one dissenting voice in the Synod.

"From the resolution of the third question, about asking a Toleration upon the

formula, there were five dissenting voices, viz., three ministers and two elders ; and two

voted non liquet, one minister and one elder."

It is frightful to see a body unwilling to accept toleration for itself, except upon

terms which might wound the consciences of others.
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Irish that, at that dead time of the human intellect, so many able

controversialists were called out among- them on such a question.

Dr. Calamy, looking at the matter from London, naturally

thought that the point was first raised in England. He says,

under 1719, " The heats among the Dissenters that first began at

Exeter, and flew from thence to London, were unhappily spread

this year to our brethren in the North of Ireland. At Belfast

there was a conference among the ministers, about expedients

to preserve the peace among themselves, which was occasioned

by the debates among us at Salters' Hall. It was with this con-

ference at Belfast that those contests in the North of Ireland first

began which at last issued in an open rupture. Several of the

ministers who were at that time present freely declared against

the imposition of any invariable forms of human composure, as

tests of orthodoxy. This was represented by many as discovering a

formed design of laying aside the Westminster Confession.

"

The conference was the sub-synod of Belfast, held in January 1720.

The Synod at its meeting in Belfast in the same year passed a

resolution called the Pacific Act, (a title which speaks volumes

as to the magnitude of the controversy), to this effect

:

That whereas there has been a surmise of a design to lay aside the

Westminster Confession of Faith and our larger and shorter Catechisms,

We of this Synod do unanimously declare that none of us have or had

such a design, but on the contrary as we still adhere to the said confession

and catechisms, so we do earnestly recommend to all under our care, to

have in their custody and carefully peruse them, and train up their

children in the knowledge of them, and if any have spoken disrespect-

fully or tending to disparage them, we strictly forbid any such thing

to be done for the future, and that our people should be assured of this,

as the unanimous judgment of this Synod, for removing all jealousies

they have had of any person on that account ; and we heartily recom-

mend and enjoin the said confession (as being a very good abridgment of

the Christian doctrines contained in the sacred Scriptures) to be observed

according to an Act of the General Synod in the year 1705, which act

is as follows, [as set out above], which was voted and unanimously ap-

proved, which is thus to be understood as now is practised by the Pres-

byteries, that if any person called upon to subscribe shall scruple any
phrase or phrases in the confession, he shall have leave to use his own
expressions, which the presbytery shall accept of, providing they judge

such a person sound in the faith, and that such expressions are consistent

with the substance of the doctrine, and that such explanations shall be

inserted in the presbytery books, and that this be a rule not only in
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relation to candidates licensed by ourselves, but all intrants into

the ministry among us, though they have been licensed or ordained

elsewhere.

The following overture from the Committee of Overtures was read

in open Synod and unanimously approved, This Synod appoints the

ministers who are members of this Synod to preach Catholic doctrine,

insisting on the great and fundamental truths of Christianity according

to the Westminster Confession of Faith and Catechisms, founded on the

Holy Scriptures, such as the being and providence of God, and the

divine authority of the Holy Scriptures, the necessary doctrine of the

ever blessed Trinity in the unity of the Godhead, particularly the Eter-

nal Deity of our Lord Jesus Christ, as being of the same substance with

the Father, and equal in power and glory, and of the satisfaction made
to Divine Justice, who is only our propitiation, of regeneration by

efficacious grace, of free justification by the righteousness of our Lord

Jesus Christ, received by faith alone, of Original Sin, of the morality of

the Sabbath, the necessity of a holy life, in order to the obtaining ever-

lasting salvation, and such like important doctrines.

Dr. Calamy's account of this meeting is :
" Before the Presbyte-

rian Synod met at Belfast this year (1720,) reports were industri-

ously spread about those parts that some ministers were embracing'

new schemes both of doctrine and church government, and that

they had formed a design to alter or lay aside the Westminster

Confession of Faith. When the Synod met it was found that

those reports were all groundless. A former rule obliging such

as were entering into the ministry to subscribe the said confession

was revived, with an allowance that if they scrupled any

phi*ase or phrases in it, they might use expressions of their own
instead of them which the Presbytery should accept, if they

found them sound in the faith, and that their explanations were

agreeable to the substance of the doctrine. This determination

(called the Pacific Act) was differently understood, and from hence

arose new jealousies and danger of a yet greater division than

before/'

The strength of the parties fluctuated from time to time very

considerably. In 1720 Mr Halliday was allowed to take his seat

in the Synod without subscribing the confession.

At a meeting of the Synod at Belfast in 1721, it was resolved,

Whereas several aspersions have been cast upon the Protestant Dis-

senters of our communion in this kingdom, as if they had made
defection from the common received doctrine concerning the essential
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Deity of the Son of God, (by denying his essential divine perfections,

particularly his necessary existence, absolute eternity, and independ-

ence), which doctrine has been always regarded by this Synod as an

essential article of the Christian faith, and which this Synod still adheres

to as such, we therefore unanimously declare that the said aspersions

are as far as we know groundless ; and it is our resolution if any person

or persons shall hereafter deny the said article as above expressed, by

preaching or writing or in conversation, to proceed against him or them

accordiug to the laws of the Gospel and the known practice of this

church, and not to own him or them as members of this church.

[Notwithstanding this resolution expresses that it was unanimous,]

' Some brethren when this matter was debating withdrew, and being

called returned and declared they were unwilling to come into this over-

ture, not because they disbelieved the Article of Christ's Supreme Deity,

for this Article they professed in the strongest terms to believe ; but

because they in their judgments are against all authoritative decisions of

human tests of orthodoxy, and because they believe such decisions to be

unseasonable at this time.'

It was voted by a great majority That all the members of this

synod who are willing to subscribe the Westminster Confession of Faith

according to the terms of the Pacific Act, be allowed by this synod

to do it. All the ninety-eight ministers then present signed this

form : Reserving to ourselves the benefit of the Pacific Act we be-

lieve the Westminster Confession of Faith to be founded on the Word
of God, and therefore as such by this our subscription, we do use the

said confession as the confession of our faith.'

Dr. Calamy^ account is, " In the north of Ireland the pacific

conclusion of last year's synod was so far from quieting the

minds of the people that they took rather greater liberty than

ever in reproaching ministers, and raising jealousies and censures

against them. Some, to secure their interest with their people,

subscribed the Westminster confession privately, and the people

came generally to the Synod of Belfast with loud demands that it

might be subscribed universally, which was said to be the only

effectual way to vindicate the ministry from aspersions. The
Synod this year concluded upon a declaration concerning the

eternal and independent Deity of our Lord Jesus Christ ; a point

in which it was carried, none among them were erroneous. Not-

withstanding which, all refused to concur in this rule or determi-

nation who were in their judgments against any authoritative

human decisions as tests of orthodoxy. The Sjmod also gave

leave that such as thought it expedient to subscribe the West-

47
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minster confession might take that opportunity of doing it ; and

the major part did accordingly then subscribe it. The debate

about these measures had (as Mr Abernethy observes in his

Defence of the Seasonable Advice in answer to Mr Masterton), a

great affinity with that the London ministers had split upon at

Salters' Hall, concerning human forms as authoritative tests of

orthodoxy, and the expediency of professing articles of faith in

those forms, in order to remove jealousies.' Mr Weld, Mr Boyce,

and Mr Choppin appeared in this Synod as deputies from Dublin,

in order to the promoting peace ; and they proposed an expedient,

but without any effect."

At the meeting at Dungannon, in 1723, the following overtures

were passed : 1. That for the security of this church it be declared by

this Synod, and that agreeable to a resolution of our last general Synod

in Derry, that the declaring articles of faith only in Scripture words

and expressions shall not be accepted as a sufficient evidence of a

person's soundness in the faith by this church. Resolved : That the

condemning all creeds and confessions, and declarations of faith in

human words as tests of orthodoxy opens a door to let in errors and

heresies into the church.

This was carried nem. con.

2. And though it may be alleged that candidates for the ministry

by words of their own may declare their faith to the satisfaction of their

ordainers, yet that a particular part of this church should have it in

their power to judge what in that case must be satisfactory to the whole

body, is too great a trust, and extremely dangerous.

This was carried by a great majority.

At the meeting at Dungannon, in 1724, Mr Nevin was

accused of having said it was not blasphemy to assert that

Christ was not God, when in fact he referred to the secular crime

of blasphemy, and instanced the case of Jews. After a long

debate he was ordered to make a declaration of his belief of the

supreme Deity of our Lord Jesus Christ, for the glory of God,

the edification of the church, and to remove the offence he had

given ; and because he would not do so, he was expelled. Mr
Nevin stated that his refusal did not proceed from any disbelief of

the doctrine of the supreme Deity of Christ. Such a proceeding

could scarcely have taken place out of Ireland. At the meeting

Mr Boyce, who was above suspicion, declared that he had heard

Mr Nevin prove the doctrine in question by solid arguments, and
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the originator of the trial declared that during- it he had received

satisfaction that Mr Nevin was as orthodox in that point as any
in the Synod. To make the matter complete, some member or

members of Synod swelled the majority by voting (on the roll

call) for two that were absent. Dr. Calamy' s judgment is " There
appears on the part of the managers against him (Mr Nevins)
great sourness, imperiousness, and intolerable arrogance, as

well as flagrant injustice." This is the doctor's last notice of Irish

matters, his subsequent entries being very few.

At the meeting in 1725 at Antrim, Alexander Colville, M.D.,
a licentiate of the Presbytery of Cupar, and an early member
of the Belfast Society, was suspended by the Synod, because on
the Armagh Presbytery refusing to ordain him without his

subscribing, he had obtained ordination from Dr. Calamy and
some nine other ministers, in the doctor's vestry, under the pre-

sidency of Dr. Joshua Oldfield. Though Dr. Calamy does not

notice the matter in his journal as printed, Dr. Reid states

that he was so angry with the refusal to recognize this ordination,

as to threaten the Synod with the loss of the Regium Donum.
Dromore congregation then joined the Dublin non-subscribing

Presbytery, and afterwards the Presbytery of Antrim, but in

1777, after Colville's death, were received back by the Synod.

In 1725 the Presbyteries of Antrim, Belfast, and Down, which
formed the sub-synod of Belfast, the head-quarters of the new
opinions, were re-distributed, that of Down being divided into

presbyteries of Bangor (subscribing) and Killileagh (non-sub-

scribing), a new presbytery of Templepatrick being created, and
all the twelve ministers by this time distinguished as non-subscri-

bers being allowed to join the presbytery of Antrim, as also

the ministers of Comber, Aghadoey, and Dundalk. Of all these

Belfast seems to have been, for a long time before 1826, the only

subscribing presbytery. These arrangements must have been
made as the best possible at the time, and in hope of the power
of the synod being some time or other increased. The intention

was to confine the "new light" doctrines to presbyteries the

reclaiming of which was hopeless. The effect was to give them
up for a hundred years to non-subscribing principles, and to

encourage others to follow their course.

By this time the subscribers and non-subscribers were formed
into two bodies, holding meetings in different places during
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the adjournments of the Synod. Dr. Reid thinks that the

difficulties would have been settled if the non-subscribers had

proposed that the presbytery on an ordination should institute

a strict examination into candidates' belief of the fundamental

doctrines, taking their confession in their own words, a

method which Mr Halliday, Mr Abernetky, and Mr Kirk-

patrick, had previously assented to ; but this was the method

appointed by the Pacific Act. Of necessity the Westminster con-

fession, and not the Bible, would have always been referred to as

the standard, and this the non-subscribers were determined to

avoid being held to; and indeed they seem never to have

assented to it as their confession of faith, for they only say it

contains all essential points of Christianity, or all necessary

truth, but this is quite compatible with their rejecting any portion

of it. Each body prepared its overture.

At the meeting at Dungannon (1726) [an overture offered by the subscri-

bing body was read, and other overtures for exclusion of the non-subscri-

bei-s.] The non-subscribers being now come, Mr Kirkpatrick read a draft

of their observations on the overture from the subscribing body
;
promised

to give a copy of it to the synod, and the synod reasoned upon this case

a long time ; and then a question was offered, Shall we delay the further

consideration of the overture for another year, or proceed now 1 and the

question being put it carried—proceed now, by a great majority. [The

ministers it seems, by a majority of eleven, were for delay, but the great

majority of the elders overruled them.] Then it was moved, ' That if

the non-subscribers have anything to offer to compromise our difference

they may now offer it.' It was further proposed as an expedient for

peace, by some of the subscribing body, ' That the non-subscribers might

voluntarily absent themselves from the next meeting of this General

Synod; and in the meantime waive all our debates, and all printing

upon controverted points among us ; and that in that case we would

delay the further consideration of the overture.' But the non-sub-

scribers would not come under any engagements to this purpose, for

that the next meeting of the synod at a year's distance they said they

knew not what may fall out in that time that may render their

attending the synod in their opinion necessary ; but that they"were

willing to waive all our debates at present. Mr Abernethy further

added in the name of the non-subscribers, that it is their resolution at

present to waive their privilege of attending the next synod, but still

under the limitations above mentioned ; and also further proposed this

synod should not meddle with any of their principles, or make any

declarations against them in their absence, with several other limita-
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tions. In the course of the debate the non-subscribers were desired

again and again, to let us know their principles, or where we may find

a scheme of them ; to this they answered they knew not our principles
;

to this it was replied that our principles are very well known, being

contained in our confession of faith, and that we might go through

said confession article by article and declare our assent, and where they

agree, they might declare their assent too, but this they declined.

After long reasoning a question was offered, Shall we agree to the above

overture from the subscribing body or not 1 and it carried—agreed by a

great majority. [That overture was in these words : The com-

mittee appointed by the subscribing body, having seriously considered

the propositions offered by the non-subscribers, do observe that some of

the principles contained in these propositions are evasive of the Pacific

Act, other important resolutions of this synod, and the known prin-

ciples of our constitution, which we believe are founded upon, and agree-

able to, the laws of the gospel, as well as consonant to the principles and
practices of other reformed churches. We therefore justly reject these

new terms of peace contained in these pi-opositions (by which they

endeavour to establish their non-declaring principle) as inconsistent with

the peace and unity of this church. And we do declare our steady

adherence to our own principles, and that it is matter of the deepest

concern to us that by these their principles, and their declared resolution

to adhere to them, they put it out of our power to maintain ministerial

communion with them in church judicature as formerly, consistently

with the faithful discharge of our ministerial office and the peace of our

own consciences.]

The numbers were, thirty-six ministers for the resolution to

thirty-four against it, two then absent afterwards signed a pro-

test against it, and eight would not vote, so that the majo-

rity were in heart non-subscribers, though many were deterred

from avowino* themselves so from fear of their cone-reg-a-

tions. Mr Masterton wrote the next week :
" The number of

those in the synod who are for a strict adherence to our confession

as a term of communion seems to be but small; and a vast

number are so carried off that they could make greater concessions

to the non-subscribers than some of us can with peace yield to."

The laity generally were with the subscribers, and every non-

subscriber lost a large part of his congregation. Thus in Ireland,

as in England just before, it was shewn that the truth is best pre-

served by the people.

This vote cut off the non-subscribers from sitting in any

church court, but did not deprive them of the ministerial office or
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depose them from their congregations, and they formed them-

selves into a new body, retaining their old name of the Presby-

tery of Antrim. The ministers excluded were those of Belfast

(two), Antrim, Moh^a, Holywood, Ballyclare, Larne, Ahoghill,

Newtownards, Downpatrick, Cairncastle, and Dunean.*

They had previously protested that they believed in the

doctrine of the Trinity, and of the eternal Deity of the

Saviour, and the votes of the Synod at the time allowed as

much. Mr Abernethy's biography of itself might leave one in

doubt of his orthodoxy, and his discourses published posthu-

mously would be scarcely thought evangelical now, but both

appearances might be owing to his biographer and editor of

his sermons, and Mr Boyse, Mr Weld, and Mr Choppin would

not have sanctioned a doubtful man. It is however certain

that the next generation saw all the Presbytery of Antrim
Arians, and so they seem to have continued ever since. There

may be Socinians among them, but they are not avowedly so.

Several ministers protested against the excluding vote, but

did nothing which might authorize their own exclusion. They

no doubt shared the sentiments and feelings of the non-sub-

scribers, but knew that if cut off they would not take their

congregations over with them even to the extent to which

their friends did. They remained therefore in the Synod to

enfeeble and deteriorate it. They were to be found in some

of its presbyteries in greater numbers than in others, but to

such an extent did their principles infect the whole body

that, for many years previous to 1828, four presbyteries only, out of

fourteen connected with the Synod, made a point of enforcing sub-

scription on their licentiates and ministers, those were Dromore,

Belfast, Tyrone, and the Route presbyteries. In other pres-

byteries a minister subscribed if he liked, and if he did sub-

scribe that was reported to the Synod ; but no enquiry seems to

have been made if an ordination was reported, and nothing was
said about subscription by the person ordained. The practice of

qualified subscription is also stated to have been resorted to, "(and

there was no necessity for it except in subscribing presbyteries,)

that is, a minister as he subscribed said or muttered '
' so far as

agreeable to the Holy Scriptures/' Sometimes a minister sub-

scribed a form which amounted only to a statement that the

* The ministers of Donegore, Drumbo, Banbridge, and Monaghan, had heen mem-
bers of the Belfast Society, but voted with the subscribers.
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essential truths of Christianity were contained in the Scrip-

tures, which of course an infidel of any kind might subscribe.*

Still, as we shall see, it was impossible for the hete-

rodox to obtain a vote of the Synod against either the con-

fession or subscription to it, for they feared the people; yet on

the other hand the orthodox were fain to contentthemselves with the

confession keeping its place in the formal resolutions of the Synod,

without attempting to impose subscription to it, or calling a minis-

ter to account for omitting to preach according to it, or even for

openly preaching in opposition to its cardinal doctrines. It

was thus preserved in unimpeached authority to be put in force

at a better day. A tacit understanding seems to have been prac-

tically arrived at, that each Presbytery was to be controlled by the

Synod just so much as it pleased and no more. This was just the

state of things which the non-subscribers' overture would have

brought about at the worst, and it was not Presbyterianism.

One party rested in hope of future triumph, the other in perfect

confidence of the permanence of its streugth. The result of all

the circumstances detailed in this paragraph was that many con-

gregations of the Synod were scarcely to be distinguished from

those of the Presbytery. It is admitted by Dr. Killen, the

continuator of Dr. Reid's history, that at one time in the

course of the last century the great majority of the ministers con-

nected with the Synod were Pelagians, but he believes there

was no period when Trinitarians among them did not outnumber

the Arians. The Arians of our day, however, have asserted the

contrary.

It is no wonder that as the Presbytery of Antrim left so many
like-minded men behind them in the Synod, ministerial com-
munion between some ministers of the two bodies was renewed,

and as time went on and the sore feeling occasioned by the

disruption wore off, there seems to have been little to check it

but the unconcealed heterodoxy of the ministers of the Presbytery,

and notwithstanding this, in some instances some of these being

present at meetings of the Synod were invited to sit and vote

* The following entry occurs in the acts of the meeting in 1735, at Dungannon.
Ordered that the Synod's formula for subscription of the confession of faith be inserted

in the minutes of this year. The clerk uot finding any formula in the Synod's book
of 1720 or 1721 hath inserted the formula found in Armagh presbytery book in Mr
Mackay*s handwriting, which is as follows : "I do believe the Westminster Confession
of Faith to be founded on, and agreeable to, the word of God ; and therefore as such by
this my subscription I do own the same as the confession of my faith."
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in it, but they, on every occasion, declined to vote upon any

matter of doctrine, discipline, or judicature.

In some rare instances it would seem that licentiates of the

Presbytery have been ordained or settled ministers by the Synod.

If a minister and congregation determined to leave the Synod and

attach itself to the Presbytery, it was allowed to do so, and

it seems to have been conceded (in the Killinchey case) that

unless a minority protested against being disjoined from the

Synod, that body could not prevent the proceeding, indeed it

seems to have been admitted as a matter of right. It might,

however, be held otherwise now.

The relation of the Presbytery to the Synod was most peculiar.

It was not attempted to deprive the congregations, the ministers of

which were cut off by the Synod, of their accustomed shares of

the Regium Donum, on the contrary it was arranged that the clerk

of the Synod should certify those ministers' names to the govern-

ment, and pay over the total of their allowances, for distribution,

to some one of them named by the Presbytery. The reason for

this was evidently that it was considered bad policy to force the

split among the party upon the attention of government so soon

after the Toleration Act, and that it was feared that an attempt

to deprive the Presbytery of a share of it might put the Synod's

part in peril. The clerk of the Synod thus became invested with

duties to the Presbytery, and at one time the members of the

Presbytery were allowed by formal vote of synod to vote on

his appointment. This vote was afterwards rescinded, but to

the present time, on the ground of the synod's clerk being

certifying officer for the Presbytery's proportion of Regium

Donum, the members of the Presbytery may attend the opening

and the closing meetings of the synod, and at the latter vote on

the resolution appointing the place and time of the next meeting.

In 1750 the ministers of the Synod and those of the Presby-

tery united in establishing a fund for ministers' widows and

children. Every minister subscribing (from the time of his

ordination apparently) £2 a year, and his first year's share of

regium donum secures his widow an annuity of £34 a year for

life; if he leaves children and no widow, his children receive

the annuity for ten years ; and if a widow dies within ten

years of her husband, the children receive the annuity for the

unexpired part of the same term. The moderator of the Synod
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in 1829 applied to the members of the Presbytery to join in

supporting a professor of theology.

The conflict produced by the whole state of matters is to be

traced in the votes of the Synod, as if the heterodox party

compounded to allow orthodox resolutions to pass on being-

assured that they should have no practical effect, and not be

followed up.

At the meeting at Magherafelt in 1747, it was resolved: Whereas,

the syuod has been well informed that several dangerous errors that sap

the very foundation of Christianity are creeping into our bounds, such

as men's denying the doctrine of Original Sin, the proper and real satis-

faction of Christ, and the necessity of his imputed righteousness in order

to our justih cation, as also the necessity of sincere obedience to the

moral law to qualify us for communion with God here, and eternal life

hereafter, and that the doctrine of the ever blessed Trinity of persons in

the unity of essence, and their being of one substance, power, and

eternity, and the gospel ordinances instituted by Christ, the great Head
and lawgiver of his church, are questioned or denied by some, nay, even

the sacred Scriptures themselves, disbelieved and openly impugned.

This synod thought it their duty both to lament this mournful case and

to express hereby their utmost detestation and abhorrence of, and to bear

testimony against, these and all other errors whatsoever, and do take

this opportunity to warn and enjoin all that are in their communion
watchfully to guard against them, and to continue steadfast in the faith

that has been handed down to us from our forefathers contained in the

sacred Scriptures of the Old and New Testament, and summarily

abridged in our Westminster Confession of Faith, and Larger and

Shorter Catechisms.

The next series of entries disclose the distrust each party

entertained of their having a voting majority. The first dis-

cussion adjourned ; then resumed and dropt without any vote

being taken; then the proceedings recorded as continuing the

rule (though it was all the while intended not to be put in

force) ; the correction of the minute by substituting " as usual" for

"in full force;" the substituting for both expressions "unre-
pealed ;" all shew that if heterodoxy was not strong enough to

carry its point, it could render orthodoxy powerless.

At the meeting in 1781, at Dungannon, overture respecting

irregularity of Presbyteries not returning their licensed or ordained as

having subscribed the Westminster Confession of Faith as follows : On
reading the return made by the Presbytery of Armagh, it was inquired

48
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whether or no the candidates for the ministry they have returned as

licensed were required to subscribe the Westminster Confession of Faith,

which being answered by a member of that Presbytery in the negative,

it was moved and seconded that the Synod shall now determine whether

the rules of this Synod requiring subscription to that confession shall

be continued or set aside, whereupon the previous question was moved

and seconded, shall this question be now put or deferred 1 The roll was

called, and it carried—defer by a very great majority.

At the meeting at Lurgan, in 1782, inquiry having been made
how, in the returns from some Presbyteries, some who have been

licensed or ordained since last General Synod are represented as having

subscribed the Westminster Confession of Faith, while others are

returned and no mention is made of their subscribing the Confession of

Faith : moved that the question be put ' Whether such Presbyteries have

only omitted to return the subscription of such candidates or ordained

ministers, or intentionally neglected the Synod's rule concerning sub-

scription.' It was moved and agreed to—Defer the above question,

that it may be brought in in order, as reading the minutes of last year.

Ordered to proceed with the minutes, and the clerk having gone on

so far as the paragraph concerning the synodical rule respecting the sub-

scription of the Westminster Confession of Faith, it was moved and

seconded that the question be now put, ' Whether the rule of this Synod

relating to the subscription of the Westminster Confession of Faith

shall be repealed or not V After long reasoning on this subject it was

agreed to that the decision of this question shall not now be made, but

deferred till to-morrow. The affair of subscription deferred to this

session being resumed, if no one moves for a repeal of the rule respect-

ing subscription, then the rule remains in its full force, and as no one

moved for its repeal the rule continued.

[At the meeting at Lurgan, in 1783, 'as usual' was unanimously

substituted for ' in full force,' erased.]

[At the meeting at Magherafelt in 1785, it was resolved that

neither of these terms be used, and that the words of the minute

stand, ' that the rule respecting subscription was unrepealed.']

In 1824 a code of discipline was adopted, which contained the fol-

lowing direction as to ordination :
' Presbyteries before they license a can-

didate to preach the Gospel shall ascertain the soundness of their (sie) faith,

either by requiring subscription to the Westminster Confession of Faith,

or by such examination as they shall consider best adapted to this

purpose ; the questions proposed to the candidate, with his answers, shall

be recorded in the presbytery book, signed by himself and witnessed by

the moderator.'
|
This was regarded as a triumph by the non-subscribers,

as it brought back the rule of the Pacific Act.]
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It appears that the laity generally retained a preference for the

old faith, and, some time after the beginning of this century, in

many places Trinitarian ministers were chosen in vacancies occa-

sioned by the deaths of Arians. Calvinism also began to

recover its supremacy, and the evangelical party in the Synod

finding itself the strongest, only waited an opportunity for

action, knowing that time would tell in its favour. At last the

commissioners for inquiry into education received and published

answers by men of both parties, which brought the fact of there

being still Arians in the Synod too prominently for the matter

to be past over, and the strife began.

At the meeting at Moneymore, in 18:24, overtured and unanimously

agreed to : That inasmuch as attempts have of late been made to dissemi-

nate Socinian principles within our bounds, this Synod highly disap-

proving of those principles and conceiving that by permitting jiersons by

whom they are maintained to preach in our pulpits we give our coun-

tenance to those doctrines and promote their circulation, declare that

should any member of this body grant such permission, he shall be

liable to censure.

Overtured and agreed to that whereas in a book lately published by

William. Bruce, D.D., a member of the Presbytery of Antrim, it is

asserted that the doctrines contained in his publication in opposition to

the accredited Presbyterian standards in this country, are making ex-

tensive, though silent, progress, in the General Synod of Ulster, this

Synod feels itself called on to give a public contradiction to this

assertion.

At the meeting in Strabane, in 1827, it was resolved: 'Whereas

some members of the Synod have made open profession of Arian senti-

ments, and whereas Mr Porter in his evidence before the Commissioners

of Education enquiry, has declared that in his opinion there are more

real and [than] professed Arians in this body.' And whereas Mr Cooke

in his evidence before the said commissioners has declared his opinion :

' That there are, to the best of his knowledge, thirty-five Arians

amongst us, and that very few of them would be willing to acknowledge

it.' Mid whereas Dr. Hanna, on a similar examination, has declared

his opinion :
' That he presumes there are Arians amongst us.' We do

hold it absolutely incumbent on us for the purpose of affording a further

testimony to the truth, as well as of vindicating our religious chai"acters

as individuals, to declare that we do most firmly hold and believe the

doctrine concerning the nature of God contained in these words of the

Westminster Shorter Catechism :
' That there are three persons in the

Cudiioad, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, and these three are
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one God, the same in substance, equal in power and glory,' and that the

members now absent be, and are hereby directed to, attend the next

meeting of Synod to express their belief concerning the foregoing

doctrines, and that such of them as do not attend shall send to the

said meeting an explicit declaration of their sentiments on this impor-

tant point, which declaration shall be addressed to the clerk.

When the roll was then called one hundred and seventeen ministers

and eighteen elders voted ' believe,' two ministers voted ' not,' and eight

ministers declined voting.

A protest against these proceedings was signed by ten ministers and

five elders.

At the meeting in Cookstown, in 1828, of the ministei's absent at

the last meeting, thirty-eight ministers voted ' believe,' and two sent

in their declaration of belief ; four voted ' not,' one withdrew, and three

did not answer to their names.

The following resolutions were then carried :

1. That many of the evils which now unhappily exist in the general

synod of Ulster have arisen from the admission of persons holding Arian

sentiments contrary to the accredited standards of this body, as founded

on the word of God ; from the occasional admission of others who,

though nominally holding in sound words and profession the form of

godliness, were yet deniers of the power thereof, and consequently

destitute of that zeal which is necessary to the dissemination of the

gospel.

2. That while we are individually bound to use all scriptural means to

guard against the continuance of these evils, it is also our duty as

a church to adopt such regulations as may, with the Divine blessing,

prove effectual to prevent the introduction of ministers unenlightened

by the Spirit of God, and to advance spiritual religion in our church

courts and congregations.

3. That before any person be recognized as a candidate for the ministry

he shall, previously to entering a theological class, be enjoined to present

himself at our annual meeting to be examined by a committee of this

synod'"" respecting his personal religion, his knowledge of the Scriptures,

especially his views of the doctrines of the Trinity, Original Sin, Justifi-

cation by Faith, and Regeneration by the Holy Spirit, and likewise as to

his motive for offering himself a candidate for the sacred office of the

ministry, and that should such examinant be found opposed to those

doctrines or appear to be destitute of vital godliness, he shall in no case

be recognized as a candidate for the ministry in this synod.

* The whole system was changed by this one regulation, which introduced centrali-

zation, and prevented a non-ealvinistie congregation attached to a non-subscribing Pres-

bytery from suiting itself with a minister to its mind.
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4. That students, after having finished their theological course, and

their trials in the presbytery, shall again present themselves for a similar

examination before the same committee, and it shall be the duty of that

committee to ascertain their soundness in the faith by requiring from

them a statement of their views of the doctrines contained in the West-

minster Confession of Faith.

5. That if any person thus licensed be afterwards found not to preach

the doctrines of the Trinity, Original Sin, justification by faith, and

regeneration by the Holy Spirit, or to avow any principles in opposition

to these doctrines, he shall not be continued in fellowship with this

body.

6. Persons who are already preachers in this body, but have not been

licensed according to these regulations shall, previously to ordination,

be required to undergo a similar examination.

7. Should any person be licensed or ordained in opposition to these

regulations, such license or ordination shall not be deemed valid by the

body.

8. The committee for these examinations shall annually be appointed

in open Synod.

It will be noticed that these resolutions were prospective only,

not relating to ministers previously ordained, and also that

nothing is said as to subscription.

A protest against these resolutions was signed by twenty-one

ministers.

It was afterwards asserted by the non-subscribers that a year's

notice of the overtures, on which these resolutions were founded,

was not given, as required by the code.

A special meeting was held at Cookstown, in 1829, and a

remonstrance against the resolution of 1827 was presented, signed

by 18 out of 219 ministers, 15 licentiates and students out of 75

licentiates and upwards of 150 students, 197 out of upwards of

2,000 members of Session, 138 out of upwards of 2,000 members
of committees, and 314 out of upwards of 120,000 holders of

seats.

The remonstrants were then allowed to withdraw from the

body. They were the members of Glenarm, Cairncastle, Crum-
lin, Templepatrick, Newtonlimavady, Grey Abbey, Moira,

Narrowwater, 1st Newry, Dunmurray, Ballycarry, Moneyrea, Kil-

more, 1st Banbridge, Bailee, Carlingford, 1st Dromore.* It no
doubt was felt that it was not just to expel men who had been

* The ministers of Carntall, Lisburn, Killead, and Lougligall, signed the remon-
strance, but did not secede.
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moderators of the Synod when it was notorious they held the

opinions now proscribed.

[Arrangements wei'e made by the synod of Ulster at the meeting at

Belfast, in 1829, for division of the Divinity Professorship Fund, the

Widows' Fund, the Charitable Fund, the Incidental Fund, and the Home
Mission Fund, according to the contribution of each seceding congre-

gation, or the seceding part of each congregation.]

And it was ordered that our moderator shall be directed to sign the

memorials of the successoi's of the remonstrants in the same manner in

which those of members of the Presbytery of Antrim are at present

signed by him, the synod reserving to itself the right of making such

representations to government as the circumstances of any case may

require. [This relates to regium donum].

That free access to our synodical records be given to remonstrants

and their successors up to the date required in the same manner as to

members of the general synod.

At a meeting at Monaghan, in 1832, it was resolved : 1. That it is

agreeable to the Scriptures, to the principles of common honesty, and

peculiarly necessary for the satisfaction of churches, that all intrants

to the ministry make a full and explicit statement of the doctrines they

purpose to teach.

2. That agreeably to the original constitution of this Synod, before

any Presbytery shall license or ordain any candidate, they shall propose

to him the following declaration, which shall be the sole formula of all

Presbyteries, viz. :
' I believe the Westminster Confession of Faith to be

founded on and agreeable to the word of God, and as such I subscribe

it as the confession of my faith.'

3. That whilst this Synod continue to adhere to the Westminster

Confession of Faith as an acknowledged exhibition of their doctrine, and

by the grace of God do determine to support the same ; yet, being

anxious for the maintenance of the meaning and spirit of the doctrines

without any superstitious attachment to the mere words, and being

anxious in all cases to afford and secure true liberty of conscience agree-

ably to the acts of Synod called the ' Pacific Act,' and ' Explanation,'*

passed in the years 1720 and 1724, they concede that in case any candi-

date for license or ordination shall scruple to adopt any phrase or

phrases of the confession, he shall be at liberty to explain in writing the

sense in which he understands the doctrine, and provided the exception

or explanation appear neither subversive of the analogy of the faith, nor

inconsistent with the true spirit of the doctrine of the confession, it

shall be received as a satisfactory explanation ; nevertheless, in order to

* This "explanation" is not noticed in Dr. Reid's history, or the extracts from the

Synod's minutes proved in the Killinchey case.
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guard against any danger or suspicion of partiality or evasion, every

such case shall, before license or ordination, be fully reported for the

judgment of the General Synod.

4. Any license or ordination not in accordance with this overture

shall be null and void, and every Presbytery or member thereof con-

curring in such license or ordination shall be liable to censure.*

The first suit between Trinitarians and Anti-Trinitarians was
in reality between the Synod of Ulster and the Presbytery of

Antrim, but without their being parties, for the possession of the

chapel of Clough, formei'ly Druinca, in the county Down. The
Synod had previously asserted its right to its chapels. In 1803
it had instituted proceedings which obtained the restitution

of the chapel at Toberrnore, county Londonderry, the congrega-
tion of which, with their minister, Mr Carson, had become Bap-
tists. In 1 821 the minister and congregation of Ballywalter, county
Down, detached themselves from the Synod, and held aloof

from all Presbyterian bodies, setting up a kind of irregular Inde-

pendency, until the Synod recovered the chapel by force of law.

In 1822 a suit was instituted in the Synod in the interest of
the Synod for recovery of a chapel at Donaghadee, county
Down, but in the midst of it the defendants gave up the contest.

The congregation at Clough was founded about 1687, by
the Rev. Thomas Maxwell, who was a very distinguished man,
and of whom there is a biography. The succession of ministers

from him was Hugh Ramsey ; Hugh Williamson ordained in

1722 and deceased in 1750; John Williamson ordained in 1752;
Robert Porter ordained in 1773; and William Campbell ordained

1813 as his assistant, and afterwards sole minister until his death

in 1829. The congregation originally belonged to the Presbytery

of Down, on its division in 1725 was attached to that of

ivillileagh, and in 1796 was transferred to the Presbytery of

Bangor.

Mr Porter seems to have been the first Arian minister, and to

have become such after his settlement at Clough.

• The conveyance of the chapel was by deed of gift, dated the 13th
May, 1736, executed by Francis Annesley, of the old Presbyterian
family, which supplied Earls of Anglesea to the English peerage,
and Earls of Mountnorris, and Viscounts Valentia to the Irish

peerage, and furnished matter for two most remarkable trials.

* The paragraphs in smaller type commencing 37! (excepting those within
[ ] )

ami passages marked in the notes as extracts are copies of the minutes of the Synod.
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The words of the deed were, " To the sole use and benefit of the

Protestant Dissenting Congregation of Drumca, now Clough,

for the time being, and for all succeeding congregations of Pro-

testant Dissenters or Presbyterians, who from time to time shall

meet and assemble at the said meeting-house in order to worship

God for ever."

On the death of the Rev. William Campbell, the Rev. David
Watson, then a probationer or licentiate of the Presbytery of

Dromore, became a candidate for the pulpit, and in May 1829 a poll

took place, under the superintendence of the Presbytery of Bangor.

He then failed to obtain the votes of two-thirds of the contribu-

tors to the stipend, either in persons or amounts of contribution,

and his friends applied to the Synod for another poll, charging the

Presbytery with partiality in opposition to him. The Synod
did not grant the new poll, but on the ground of the partiality

imputed to the Presbytery gave the congregation in charge to a

committee of the Synod which, so long as it remained in exist-

ence, ousted the jurisdiction of the Presbytery, and wielded all

the powers of the Synod. This exasperated the congregation,

and a meeting of the stipend-payers, held on the 19th July,

1829, resolved to apply to the Presbytery of Antrim to take the

congregation ' c under their care."

The seatholders who wished to continue in connection with

the Synod signed a protest against being joined to an Arian body,

and gave a unanimous call to the Rev. Francis Dill, who was
installed by the committee 3rd November, 1829.

The Synod's congregation of Clough was then annexed to the

Presbytery of Dromore, and it kept possession of the meeting-

house.

Mr Watson was chosen minister by his party, and was or-

dained by the Presbytery of Antrim.

Mr Dill's congregation was said by his friends to have

increased from one hundred to two hundred and fifty families,

while Mr Watson's did not amount to one hundred families. In

July and August, 1830, the congregation were disturbed by tu-

multuous attacks from Mr Watson and his friends, and at last Mr
Watson actually collared Mr Dill whilst engaged in the service,

and tried to drag him out of the pulpit. On this the police and a

magistrate (with a body of military in attendance) compelled both

parties to disperse, Mr Dill locking the door and carrying away
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the key. To prevent a repetition of the struggle both parties

agreed that, until the right to the meeting-house should be deter-

mined by the law, it should be locked up, and used by neither

party; Mr Dill's congregation then worshipped in a barn, and
Mr Watson's in a warehouse.

Mr Watson's party discovered, as they supposed, that John
Maitland, a man of seventy-five, was heir of the survivor of the

original trustees, and he, on the 16th February, 1830, executed a

conveyance of the trust property to friends of Mr Watson.
At that time he lived with Kobert Owen farmer of Knocks-
tricken near Clough, and he went out on the evening of

that day to a grocery, where spirits were sold, belonging to

Hugh Shaw, one of a deputation to the Presbytery of An-
trim, appointed by the meeting of the 19th July, would not

leave on Owen and his wife going for him, and came home
so intoxicated that he could not undress himself, though not
during late years of intemperate habits. Next morning he
told Owen that he had assigned to Maxwell Perry a share

of a pew in the meeting-house of Clough. The deed which he
executed was attested by Thomas Jennings, who being accidentally

passing was called in for the purpose ; it was not read over to

Maitland at the time it was signed, but he was not then

intoxicated. Maitland had three pounds for executing it.

The grantees in this deed, (Shaw and Perry were two of them,)

then demanded possession of the chapel, and brought an eject-

ment for it against Mr Dill and some of his friends.

The cause was taken down for trial to Downpatrick Assizes,

and the defendants in it considering that the plaintiffs in it had a

good legal title, proposed a reference of the whole matter to

arbitration. The other side refused arbitration except to Mr
Holmes, which was declined. The record was ultimately with-

drawn, though no arrangement had been come to, and this course

was imputed by the then defendants, and it seems fairly, to the

fear of an exposure of the manner in which the conveyance was ob-

tained from Maitland. There seems to have been some further

attempt at compromise, but a rule was granted in February,

1831, that the plaintiffs in the ejectment should be at liberty

to proceed, " the compromise being off."

The bill was filed 13th June, 1831, on the equity side of the

Exchequer in Ireland, by Mr Dill and the persons upon whom

49
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the demand of possession was made,, against Mr Watson, Mr Mait-

land, and his grantees, praying an injunction
; performance of the

trusts of the deed ; and a declaration that the trust premises were
held in trust for a congregation in connection with the Synod.

It occupied the court five days in April, 1836, the Judges
being the Lord Chief Baron Joy, and Barons Sir W. C. Smith,

Bart., and Foster. Mr Baron Pennefather was absent on
account of illness.

The counsel were, for the plaintiffs, Mr Pennefather, Q.C.,

and Mr Bennett, Q.C., Mr M'Donnell, Mr Wright, and Mr
Vance; for the defendant Maitland, Mr Brady, Q.C., and Mr
Porter j and for the other defendants Mr Curry, Q.C., Mr Holmes,

Mr Hutton, and Mr Nolan.

The plaintiffs proved all the extracts from the Acts of the

Synod contained in the foregoing pages down to the exclusion of

the founders of the Presbytery of Antrim ; and gave evidence that

all the ministers except Campbell had subscribed the West-
minster confession, though as to John Williamson the evidence

was only that he was, in 1721, licensed by the Presbytery of

Down, consisting of fifteen members, twelve of whom were among
the voluntary subscribers of that year. It was shewn that the

Presbytery of Antrim had became an Arian body. Owen deposed

to all he knew as to the execution of the deed. Dr. Reid, the

historian, and Dr. Cooke, of Belfast, were the chief witnesses as to

historical and doctrinal matters. For the defendants it was

proved that Hugh Williamson signed the protest of 1726, and

that it was matter of tradition that the Clough congregation was

always opposed to subscription (as if that implied Arianism) that

John Williamson was opposed to subscription and to Calvinism,

that his opinions and Mr Porter's were the same as Mr Watson's,

(what Mr Watson's opinions were was not stated), that

Mr Campbell signed the remonstrance, and with his congregation

at one time contemplated joining the Presbytery of Antrim.

The extent to which the Presbytery of Antrim was recognized

by the Synod and the ministerial communion between the minis-

ters of the two bodies was also proved. Dr. Montgomery and

Dr. Bruce, of Belfast, and several other ministers were examined

by the defendants.

For the plaintiffs the broad ground was taken, that the

congregation had always been in connection with the Synod, and
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that as it was Trinitarian until Porter's time, its joining an Avian

Presbytery was not to be permitted.

The defendants contended, that the Synod existed for years be-

fore it adopted the Westminster confession, or insisted on subscrip-

tion to any standard, and therefore its original constitution allowed

freedom of opinion in ministers and congregations, and that not-

withstanding the recognition of that confession from time to time

by resolutions of the Synod, it never was in practice and reality

the rule of the church. That the Clough congregation was as it

had always been, a congregation of free opinions attached to a

non-subscribing Presbyteiy. That Hugh Williamson, in whose

time and by whose exertions the chapel was built, was in opinion a

non-subscriber, as was shown by his subscribing the protest,* and

therefore the imposition of the Westminster confession was con-

trary to the opinions of those who built the chapel, and of the minis-

ter at the time of the grant. That the congregations attached to

the Presbytery of Antrim, notwithstanding their adoption of

principles similar to those of Mr Watson, had been left in undis-

turbed possession of their chapel. That it was admitted that if a

congregation unanimously left the Synod for the Presbytery, it

had a right to do so. That the majority of seatholders had all

the powers of the whole, except where it was otherwise provided by

the code of discipline, as in the case of the election of a pastor for

which there were special reasons. That if it had been illegal for

such a congregation to join the Presbytery of Antrim, their

unanimity could not make it legal. That the Presbytery of

Antrim had been constituted ten years before the foundation of

the chapel, and had occasioned so much discussion that if Mr
Annesley had intended his chapel only for a congregation in

connection with the Synod he would have said so. That the

only body regarded by the deed was the congregation, and so

long as they remained Presbyterians they had a right to their

chapel, and that they continued equally Presbyterians when they

joined the Presbytery of Antrim.

The Judges' opinions will show how thoroughly Irish Judges,

from living in a land of constant religious controversy, are con-

versant with theological topics.

[Dialogues between the Judges and the counsel took place during Mr

* He protested also against the expulsion of Mr Xevin.
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Curry's address, which illustrate the defendants' case and the opinion

of the court as much as the judgment.]

Mr Curry, Q.C.—In fact, as a body, whatever might be the

opinions of its individual members, as a body, the Presbytery of Antrim

have no difference in doctrine from the Synod of Ulster. They do not,

indeed, require subscription to any confession or any human creed.

Their religious belief may be summed up thus—That the Holy Scrip-

tures are the only and the sufficient rule both of faith and practice ; that

it is unlawful, and also contrary to the Scriptures, to subscribe to any

creed of mere human formation, and that all individuals have a right to

the free and unrestricted use of their own private judgment in matters

of religious belief.

Chief Baron.—Do you mean to say that, as a body, they have no

peculiar religious doctrines at all 1

Mr Curry.—As a body, nry Lord, they have no religious belief at

all, except what I have stated, that the Holy Scriptures are the rule to

them of faith and practice.

Chief Baron.—That is not very peculiar. All Protestants admit

that the Scriptures are the only rule of faith and morals. But,

however, the point here in question is the doctrine of the Trinity. Do
they agree to that ?

Mr Holmes.—They believe in the Bible, my Lord; and if that

doctrine is to be found there, they believe in it.

Chief Baron.—I am not talking of the Bible, Mr Holmes, but of a
particular doctrine ; nor am I requiring you to give me a definition of

your belief; I want to know is the pi'ofession of the Presbytery of

Antrim Arianism or Trinitarianism ?

Mr Curry.—The Presbytery of Antrim, as a body, profess neither ;

but every member is at liberty to interpret the Scriptures as he sees

right.

Baron Smith.—How is it possible that every member of a body can

differ from every other member in the interpretation of the sacred

volume, and yet be considered as one religious body 1

Mr Curry.—Yes, my Lord, they can ; that is the distinguishing

rule of the body, that each individual, whether minister or layman, has

a right to use his own reason in the interpretation of the Scriptures

—

of course not rejecting the assistance also of his spiritual teacher or

director.

Baron Smith.—I am not denying that yours is a quite intelligible

doctrine ; neither am I inquiring whether that doctrine be true or not

:

but it appears strange to me how you can consider as consolidated into

one body persons, every individual of whom may differ from every other
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individual in the interpretation of the Holy Scriptures. Do I make

myself understood ]

Mr Curry.—Oh, yes, my Lord, you do, and we will show you that

the position is tenable.

Baron Smith.—Now, suppose that T quite understood the theologi-

cal features of the case, and differed from Mr Annesley, the grantor,

yet, though I thought the object and intention of the grantor was to

forward an erroneous purpose, yet if I had become a trustee to forward

that purpose, whatever it was, should I not feel myself bound to act,

not upon my own opinion, but upon the intention of Mr Annesley 1

Let it be understood that we are not in this case interfering or meddling

with the question of right or wrong as regards the two separate reli-

gions ; we are merely seeking to find out the actual intention and wish

of the donor, and to act accordingly upon it.

Chief Baron.—We are merely endeavouring to find out what Mr
Annesley's intention was in creating the trust • and whatever our

decision may be in this case, let it be understood that we do not intend

to declare any preference upon the point of faith.

Baron Foster.—Am I to understand your case to be this : that

without saying whether you are or are not Trinitarians, you are entitled

to this grant, although there is a portion of the plaintiffs' evidence to

prove you are not, and you do not produce evidence to demonstrate what

you are. Do you meet that part of the case 1

Mr Curry.—I do not, my Lord, say they are or are not Trinita-

rians.

Mr Pennefather.—The evidence is, that the Presbytery of Antrim

are Arians.

Mr Curry.—I am speaking of their religious principles as a body

;

and I say, that as a body, they have no public declaration as to belief

in any particular creed or confession ; but the sole distinguishing charac-

teristic of them as a body is, that they take the Holy Scriptures as the

only rule of their faith, and for the regulation of their moral conduct.

Baron Foster.—The court has no concern with any particular

creed ; but if it appears in evidence that the Presbytery of Antrim are

all Arians, and that Francis Annesley did not mean to endow that form

of religious belief, but an essentially different one, how does it meet the

case, (when the plaintiff" charges this in his bill), to tell us that you

profess no creed at all 1

Mr Curry.—I say so, my Lord, for the purpose of showing that

the congregation of Clough by joining the Presbytery of Antrim have

not forfeited their religious chai'acter, as entertaining the same Scrip-

tural opinions as those which were entertained by their predecessors.

Chief Baron.—If I understand your case correctly, Do you claim
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a right to the chapel upon the ground that you have, or have not, reli-

gious doctrines similar to those that prevailed at the time when Francis

Annesley made the grant ]

Mr Curry.—We claim upon the ground that we have the same

religious doctrines as we entertained at the time of the grant.

Chief Baron.—What is your superior claim 1

Mr Curry.—It is, my Lord, that we are a majority of the congre-

gation ; that we entertain the same religious opinions as that congrega-

tion has done as far back as living evidence can vouch ; and as far as we

cau trace from hearsay, and the reputation of the same religious opinions

in the year 1736.

Chief Baron.—But in all this you have not told us what your

religious profession has been, or is. Am I to understand that as a con-

gregation they entertain no acknowledged religious opinions, but profess

in 1836 what they professed in 1736, and yet do not tell us what they

professed, or profess, at either date '?

Mr Curry.—I have failed in conveying my sentiments, my Lord :

what I say is, that non-subscription to any creed is the distinguishing

principle of the Presbyteiy of Antrim, and that joining them implies no

change in the religious belief of the congregation of Ciough. Upon the

contrary, I shall call your attention to the evidence in the case, which

establishes that the majority of the congregation of Ciough, who in 1829

put themselves under the charge of the Presbyteiy of Antrim, enter-

tained the same opinions in matters relative to religion that their prede-

cessors did, down from 1752, which were the same as those professed

and entertained by them in 1736.

Baron Foster.—If I understand the plaintiffs' case, it is, that in

1736 Frauds Annesley gave up the possession of a part of his estate,

and converted it to the endowment of particular congregations for Trini-

tarian purposes ; the defendants as a matter of fact, now applying them

to Anti-Trinitarian purposes. Do you meet the case by saying we
belong to a body who have no pi'ofession upon the subject of Trini-

tarianism, or Anti-Trinitarianism 1 Meeting a fact, by saying you have

no rule for it or against it, is not an answer to the allegation of the fact.

Mr Curry.—We do not meet the case by saying that Ave have

joined a body who have no profession of faith : We meet the case thus

—

that our joining this body does not imply that we have changed our

religious opinions, and we will produce evidence to show that the Rev.

Mr Campbell, who preceded Mr Watson, entertained the same religious

opinions that Mr Nolan did ; that the Rev. Mr Porter, who preceded

Mr Campbell, and the Rev. John Williamson, who preceded him, all

entertained the same religious opinions.

Baron Smith.—Your idea is, that the bond of religious union is the
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admission of the authenticity and authority of Holy Scripture ; that each

individual has a right to come to his own conclusion as to what the

Scriptures teach, and that these were the principles of the Synod of

Ulster in 1736, to the knowledge of Francis Annesley.

Mr Curry.—Yes, my Lord, and that their being in connection

with the Presbytery of Antrim makes them Presbyterians, so as to come

within the expression of Aunesley in the trust deed.

Baron Smith.—But ought it not also to appear, to support that

argument and view of the case, that such were the views of the Synod

in 1736 I

* * -x- * #

Mr Curry.—The rpiestion then arises, 'What is the meaning of

the term Presbyterian V Does it necessarily imply a belief in any

particular religious opinions or doctrines—or is it not entirely derived

from a peculiar form of church government adopted by that body ?

Now, the evidence of the case is abundant to show that the term Pres-

byterian is derived not from doctrine, but from the form of church

government adopted—that is, by Presbyters, who, in conjunction, are

called Presbyteries ; each Presbytery being composed of a certain num-

ber of congregations lying adjacent to each other, the minister of which,

and one elder from which, fox-ms the Presbytery of the [(articular

district in which that congregation lies. It is besides a remarkable and

distinguishing characteristic of those Presbyteries, that the lay members
composing them have equal authority and power, as well in spiritual as

temporal matters, as the ministers of the congregation themselves

possess. The sufficiency of the Scriptures as the only rule of faith and

practice, I take to be the fundamental principle and distinctive charac-

teristic of the Presbyterian Church.

Barox Smith.-—I have some difficulty upon this subject, which pro-

bably you will be able to solve. The Established Church of England

and Ireland recognises the Scriptures as the Word of God, and the only

rule of appeal in faith and morals. The Roman Catholic Church admits

the Scriptures to be the Word of God, and to be the rule of faith, with

this qualification, I believe, that they give more extensive validity to

certain tenets of tradition as the foundation of their faith ; but both

agree in admitting, the Scriptures to be the Word of God, and to be

—

being rightly interpreted—the rule of faith. Now, if the acknowledg-

ment of Scripture, rightly interpreted, as the sole foundation of faith

and practice, be the sole doctrinal foundation aud distinctive character-

istic of Presbyterianism, I want to know what is it that renders it

distinctly at variance, in point of doctrine, with either the Established

Protestant, or Roman Catholic Church /

Mr Curry.— With respect to the doctrine of the sufficiency of
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Scripture, we find the doctrine of the Presbyterian Church coincides

distinctly with the doctrine of the Established Church ; and it is merely

in church government or discipline that the bodies differ. The Presby-

terian body, I believe, do not consider the ceremony of ordination, as it

is practised in the Established Church, to convey the same gifts or pri-

vileges ascribed to it by the Thirty-Nine Articles, and form of ordina-

tion. Ordination, with Presbyterians, is merely setting apart a minister

to a particular congregation by their peculiar form and ceremony,

described in the New Testament. But it is not, so far as I have

learned, supposed to derive any peculiar efficacy from being handed down
from the time of the Apostles, through any line of conveyance or suc-

cession. That the doctrines of Presbyterianism are not founded on the

belief of this or that particular creed or confession, is, I think, strongly

borne out by the fact to which I previously called your Lordship's

attention, namely, that from the establishment of the Presbyterian body

in Ireland in 1611 to 1705, no subscription to any creed or confession

was ever thought of or received ; and although it does appear that the

Synod of Ulster adopted a subscription to the "Westminster Confession

of Faith, as part of its discipline, yet it does not appear that they con-

sidered it as forming any part of their doctrines, but merely as a part of

the discipline of their body.

Chief Baron.— It seems rather a curious proposition to me, to

require men to sign articles of faith, and yet say the whole matter is

only a point of discipline, not of doctrine. I confess I do not under-

stand the distinction.

Mr Curry.—I do not mean to say, my Lord, that the persons

signing did not believe in the doctrines contained in the articles signed.

Chief Baron.—If candidates for the ministry are required to sign

certain articles of faith, does not that imply and declare that they really

profess and believe them ? Does not the signature, therefore, embrace

doctrine as well as discipline 1

Mr Curry.—The signature is merely discipline, my Lord.

Baron Smith.—The law of any Church requiring the signature of

articles may be considered as discipline, but the act of signature, as I

understand it, deuotes the adhesion of the person siguing to the doctrines

con rained in the articles. Surely, when a clergyman affixes his signature

to the Thirty-nine Articles, he does not say it is a mere act of discipline,

but considers it a declaration of his belief in the doctrines which they

promulgate.

Baron Foster.—In short, in this case there is a sign and a thing

signified ; and although the signature is merely the sign of a belief

in the mind, yet surely it is impossible to shut our eyes to the fact, that

the person who signs adopts the belief.
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Mr Curry.—No doubt, my Lord. But the profession of ministers

or candidates for the ministry, that they firmly believed in all the

articles of the Westminster Confession of Faith, did not satisfy the

Synod of Ulster unless they also subscribed. It is in this respect that

I wish to draw the distinction, because you will find that many of the

members who in 1726 refused to sign it, were upon that account

excluded, aDd yet professed their belief in every doctrine contained in

that profession.

Baron Smith.—You would interpret the principles of your clients

thus, that an individual might say, ' I believe in the "Westminster

Confession of Faith ; I admit the truth of its doctrines ; but I would

not be less a Presbyterian than I am if I denied them all.' If I

misapprehend you, set me right ; for it is for the purpose of rescuing

myself from misapprehension that I interrupt you. Am I then correct,

or am I wrong in supposing, that, according to the principles of your

clients, a person might use this language, ' 1 am authorized to take my
own interpretation of the Scriptures, and I adopt the Westminster

Confession of Faith ; but I say, at the same time, that I would not be

less a good and genuine Presbyterian if I rejected them altogether ?

'

Mr Curry.—As far as the term 'Presbyterian' goes, my Lord, it

is derived from a mere form of church government, and is not affected

by the peculiar doctrines professed by individuals or bodies. The

ministers who seceded from the Synod of Ulster, and formed the

Presbytery of Antrim, professed to believe in the doctrines of the

Confession of Faith, more especially, in the doctrine of the Trinity, but

they would go no further than to make the profession ; the Synod

required the signature of the Westminster Confession, a part of their

discipline ; so the separation took place, and continues, not on the ground

of doctrine, but of discipline.

Baron Smith.—I see plainly the distinction between 'doctrine*

and ' discipline ' made by the defendants ; but I do not understand how
mere discipline could characterise a religion. Religion seems to me
necessarily to require, and inseparably to conjoin, doctrine and discipline,

faith and morals, profession and practice. Nor can I see how, in the

present case, we are to discard doctrine—an essential, internal, consti-

tuent of a Church—and confine ourselves to discipline, which, at the

utmost forms a mere external characteristic. Both must be taken into

view, nor can they in reality be separated.

Chief Baron.—You say that signing an instrument which professes

to be a Confession of Faith, is a mere matter of discipline, and has no

reference to doctrine. Now, if that were the case, might not the

particular confession you signed as well be any other book I

Mr Curry.—I think not, my Lord.

50
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Chief Baron.—Oh ! indeed, it would come to that, Mr Curry.

If the signing of a lease, bond, or bill, were a mere matter of form,

or discipline, and did not refer and bind to the contents of the docu-

ments, then, as to the meaning or result, it could make no difference

which you signed.

Baron Foster.—Would not your argument go this length : that a

man, by possibility, might object to every doctrine, held by every

Christian in the world ; and yet, by holding your discipline, be a good

Presbyterian 1 Would not your argument necessarily go that length ?

Mr Curry.—I would not wish to push it to that length, my Lord.

Baron Foster.—I am sure you would not.

Mr Curry.—For, my Lord, I think that any person of common

understanding reading the Holy Scriptures cannot differ with eveiy

Christian upon religious belief, or upon any vital principle contained in

them.

Baron Foster.—It therefore follows that the idea of a Presbyterian

Church implies, or somehow includes, doctrine as well as discipline.

Baron Smith.—I should have understood that the signature of a

confession was something that involved a question of doctrine, and a

rule of discipline. I think it amounts to this : that, to be a Presby-

terian, an orthodox Presbyterian, you must hold that doctrine which the

confession requires, and, by the discipline of the Church, nothing short

of your signature is evidence of such being your faith.

Mr Curry.—That is precisely the distinction that I have been

labouring to impress upon the Court, namely, that the Synod was not

satisfied with the declaration of an individual as evidence of his belief

in those doctrines ; but they required his actual signature—his actual

subscription to the Westminster Confession of Faith as a matter of

discipline, making no allowance for the scruple of conscience which

might actuate members in refusing to subscribe, but taking the refusal

as evidence of the unsoundness of their belief in the doctrines of con-

fession. Now, it appears that this rule of the Synod of 1 705, requiring

subsmption, had not been much enforced; for, from 1718 down to

1726, many members of the Synod had refused to subscribe. In some

cases the Synod, as a body, took notice of the refusal to sign ; in others

they did not : and it appears by the Records of the Synod itself that the

Rev. Mr Halliday, of Belfast, who had refused to sign, was, notwith-

standing, continued in connection with the body.— [Mr Curry here

referred to the Synod Book, vol. ii. p. 150, to show that it was moved

iu consequence of the declaration of Mr Halliday, that all further pi-o-

ceedings should be dropped, as to requiring him to state to the Synod

his scruples against signing the confession.]

Mr Holmes.—The grounds are not 'unbelief;' but we think it
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injurious to the Christian religion to substitute any man's interpretation

of the Bible for that which the sacred volume can enable yourself to

form j the ground of non-subscription is, therefore, against the principle

of drawing up of articles, or creeds, or confessions, by fallible men, and
then requiring subscription to them.

Chief Baron.—The record Mr Curry has read manifests it to have

been an early or original principle of the Synod of Ulster, that members
should declare their belief in the doctrine of the Trinity. It is, indeed,

amongst the first articles in the Westminster Confession of Faith. I do

not consider the question of subscription or non-subscription a matter of

consequence in this case.

Mr Holmes.—But, remember, my Lord, that you will have to

decide, before the case is over, something upon that point ; for unless

that principle is distinctly understood the case cannot be decided.

Baron Foster.—The case urged by Mr Holmes is exceedingly

different from the case of defendants. In the case of the Presbytery of

Antrim, it is alleged that they declared their belief in the doctrine of

the Trinity, or in the whole Westminster Confession, and merely

scrupled or refused to subscribe ; but in the case of defendants, there is

not a mere refusal to subscribe the confession, but a refusal even to

declare what their religious belief is.

Baron Smith.—I can very well conceive the propriety of the prin-

ciple m'ged by Mr Holmes to a certain extent. I can understand why
a man should scruple or refuse to sign a confession, merely because a

certain set of men dictated or suggested it to him. To any rational man
that would be almost an unanswerable objection against signature. But
surely any rational man, in the full exercise of his Christian liberty,

may sign, not in acknowledgment of mental vassalage, or submission

to dictation, but in token of his concurrence with the articles proposed

for his consideration. In this case, the cause of concurrence would not

be, because others have laid down the doctrine, but because by consult-

ing the authority of Scripture, the proposed doctrine is found and
believed to be true.

Mr Curry.—We reject subscription to Articles of Faith, my Lord,

even although conformable to the Scriptures, and that simply because

they are the productions of mere fallible men. It may appear a refined

distinction, but the whole of the evidence shows, my Lord, that this was
the ground upon which the Presbytexy of Antrim seceded from the

Synod, and upon which they were joined by defendants. * * * *

JUDGMENT.

The Lord Chief Baron having read the prayer of the plaintiffs'

bill, said : This case has occupied the court for a great deal of time ; it

has been ably, fully, and eloquently discussed ; and the decision, as far
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as the law is concerned, is not, in nry opinion, attended with difficulty.

The principle that must govern a Court of Equity in such a case as this

is clear and well defined. A controversy of this kind must necessarily

be carried on with warmth, and has in one or two instances given rise to

veiy unpleasant results ; it is therefore desirable that it should be termi-

nated as speedily as is consistent with the ends of justice, and the facts

of the case will permit. If the circumstances of the case were not

sufficiently clear to enable the court at once to decide upon the ques-

tion, we would feel it our duty to delay, for the purpose of directing the

necessary inquiries to be made. Upon the other hand, if the facts of

the case are sufficiently clear to enable the court immediately to come to

a decision, they would feel it to be their duty to decide and terminate a

controversy which must be injurious to both parties, and also injurious

to religion. Upon the 12th of May, 1736, the grant in question was

made by Mr Francis Annesley to certain persons, the first of whom is

Hugh Williamson, and that grant is, to them in fee—a legal estate

—

expressly containing certain trusts, which are in these words :
' To the

only proper use and behoof of them, their heirs and assigns, for ever, for

the use and behoof and sole benefit,' &c. The plaintiffs contend that

they are the persons designated in the trusts, and the defendants set up

an opposing claim ; so it is between these contending parties that the

court is now called upon to decide. Now, before I proceed to consider

the facts of the case, 1 shall lay down what I conceive to be the princi-

ples which must govern this court in coming to a decision upon a

question such as this ; and I will next consider the facts and circum-

stances of the case as bearing upon the evidence to which those princi-

ples can be applied. I take it, that this is clearly a trust which a Court

of Equity can adjudicate upon. I think the governing principle in the

execution of that trust is the intention of the person who made the

grant—that must necessarily govern the case ; and, in the next place, if

that intention is clearly expressed in the deed, the court must be bound

to carry that intention into execution ; but if it is not clearly expressed,

if the deed is equivocal as to that point, the court must proceed to

ascertain as well as they can from the evidence, what the grantor's

object was, and then come to a fair and reasonable result without con-

travening any principle of law. In deciding upon the case, the evidence

carries us back a great way, even to the beginning of the last century

;

and it requires us to ascertain, as well as we can, the principles and

doctrines entertained by the Presbyterians at that time, and what they

have continued to be since then ; and also to take notice of what the

discipline or church government was that prevailed then and now. It

appeal's that a certain number of congregations were attached to certain

Presbyteries, so called, which had a certain jurisdiction over them ; and
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these Presbyteries were themselves subject to the General Synod, which

was the controlling body, as I understand the case, over both Presby-

teries and congregations. The orders or overtures of the Genei'al Synod

were expected to bind those who were attached to them, or as commonly

called, those who were in connection with them ; and those who did not

submit to be bound by them, were under the necessity of detaching

themselves from, or were thrown off by, the Synod. In order to ascer-

tain the religious faith and principles of Presbyterians, we must refer to

the evidence, which carries us back at least to the commencement of the

last century. We find clearly upon the whole of the evidence, that the

original principles certainly were those of the Established Church
;

although their discipline differed from it, their doctrines were accordant

with it. The principal article of their faith, a belief in the Trinity,

appears to have been universal at that time ; and it was not till a good

many years aftei*, as far as I can understand the evidence, that I can

discover any trace of a departure from that belief. It is true that they

were subject to penalties if they did not profess that belief, by the two

Acts of Uniformity, the 2nd of Elizabeth, and the 17th and 18th of

Charles the 2nd ; they were subject to the penalties imposed by these

Acts, but I do not find any instance of those penalties having, at that

early period, been enforced against them. Their doctrines probably

were well known to be conformable to the Established Church, and

therefore it was perhaps thought not desirable or prudent to call down
the power of the law against them ; but although they were not molested

in the exercise of their religion, yet they naturally required something

more , they naturally required that which was a practical indulgence, to

be turned into a legal right ; and that an Act of Toleration (similar to

that which had passed in England) should be extended to them. It

was necessary and advisable to make some public manifestation of the

principles of their faith, and with that view probably, they held a meet-

ing in 1716, in the town of Belfast. The Westminster Confession of

Faith, the first article in which was the Trinity, had been that which

was the test of faith amongst them ; and in 1716 they prepared what
they called a formula, containing a short account, an epitome of

the articles of faith, and it was thought right to do so, by a meeting of

the General Synod, or convocation of them, in order that their religious

faith or principles should not be brought into controversy or doubt ; and
accordingly they did prepare that formula, the first article in which is

the Trinity. I need not notice any other article in this formula than

the doctrine of the Trinity, because this is the important one, and it is

upon this point that any difference can be supposed to have arisen. In
1719 the Act of Toleration was enacted, the 6th of Geo. 1st, c. 5, and
by this act Presbyterians were granted the free exercise of their religion

;
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and from having been, strictly speaking, an illegal body, they became a

legal body. But here it is also enacted, tliat those who either preached

or wrote against the Trinity, should be deprived of, or excepted out of

the benefit of toleration ; and therefore those who maintained those doc-

trines, actually continued an illegal body, and were still subject to the

provisions of the Act of Uniformity. The Synod of Ulster, and those

who were in connection with them, had uniformly maintained the doc-

trine of the Trinity, without any exception ; they required from time to-

time subscription to the Westminster Confession of Faith, of which the

doctrine of the Trinity was the first article. They required that those

who were ordained should also subscribe, and they from time to time

issued orders to the Presbyteries under their control, to require subscrip-

tion ; at all events they required some evidence of the parties' faith being

conformable to the general faith of the Synod, and the belief of the

Trinity was their principal article of faith. Things remained in this

state, without, as far as I can learn from the evidence, any difference of

opinion, till 1726, and then a new light seems to have broken in upon

some of the members of the Synod ; what those doctrines specifically

were we cannot at present say, (although I think we will be able to find

out from the sequel), but it is clear they were considered as so inconsis-

tent with the doctrines of the Synod of Ulster, that they thought it

right to get them off altogether. They did so, and having left the

Synod, they formed themselves into a new association under the name of

the Presbytery of Antrim ; this was in 1726. I think we can discover

by the evidence and circumstance of the case, what were the points ot

difference between the bodies % It is asserted by the bill that the Pres-

bytery of Antrim deny the Trinity, that they maintain Arianism as the

principle of their faith, and although this is asserted in the bill, and

although the plaintiffs claim relief principally upon that ground, the

defendants have not met this in their answer, neither have they put a

single question to one of the witnesses, as to what the principles of the

Presbytery of Antrim were, but they have examined witnesses who say,

' such a man's principle was the same as mine,' but what his or their

principles are is not known ; there is not by them one satisfactory

answer given upon this point. This is, in my mind, a strong fact to

show they were radically different from the Synod of Ulster. It was

attempted to be proved, that the difference was more a difference in

point of form or of discipline than any objection to the Westminster

Confession of Faith, and that this was the ground of secession or exclu-

sion, not that their faith differed from it, but that it ought not to be

declared in that form. Now, I can never bring myself to believe, that

that could have been the ground. The Presbytery of Antrim must

have derived a great deal of influence, and consequently respect, from its
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connection with the Synod, and I do not think a mere matter of form,

not interfering with any of the essential articles of faith would have

divided them. In point of truth that form did not affect those

who seceded, for they were already ordained,—it could only have

affected those who were intended for the ministry, and should hereafter

apply to be ordained. I cannot possibly think that could have been the

real ground of difference. But we have evidence, which I think abun-

dant, to show that such was not the ground, because we have the

evidence of two or three respectable clergymen, who state that the

principles of the Presbytery of Antrim were uniformly Arian ; that

Arianism was their faith. We have the evidence of the Rev. Dr. Bruce,

(the defendants' own witness,) the Rev. Dr. H. Cook, and the Rev. Dr.

Reid, and we have abundance of evidence to show, in short, that they

were Anti-Trinitarians ; that they maintained doctrines totally opposite

to those of the Synod of Ulster, and that the ground of their secession

or exclusion was, that they radically differed from the Synod in the most

material and vital principles of their faith. Now, the Presbytery of

Antrim have still continued separated from the Synod of Ulster, and

have still continued to maintain, according to the evidence, the same
doctrines, which are Anti-Trinitarianism. The congregation of Clough

was connected with the Synod of Ulster, and its minister, Hugh
Williamson, had been ordained in 1722; at the time of that secession,

in 1726, Williamson's congregation was in connection with the Svnod
of Ulster, and he and they have ever since remained in connection with

the Synod of Ulster, and adhered to the original articles of their faith

in connection with that Synod ; they have professed to maintain, and

have maintained, the doctrine of the Trinity, and in that they have

uniformly persevered to this day. The plaintiffs came forward in this

character—things remain in this state—the Presbytery of Antrim beino-

separated from the Synod of Ulster ; the congregation of Clough, with

its minister, adhering to that religion and professing those principles,

when (in 1736) the grant in question was made. They were known at

that time by the name of the congregation of Clough, and no body dis-

puted the title with them. The persons professing those doctrines were
at this time Hugh Williamson and the congregation of Clough. Now,
in such an extensive and influential body as the Presbyterians in the

Province of Ulster, a schism of this kind must have occasioned a <n-eat

deal of conversation and remark, and must have been publicly and gene-

rally known, and I take it to be utterly impossible that Francis Annes-
ley upon whose estate the congregation of Clough assembled and met,

and in whose neighbourhood no other congregations were, could have

been ignorant of this secession of these members, who constituted the

Presbytery of Antrim ; that he could have been ignorant of it, I think
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is utterly impossible. But that he must have known (we must pre-

sume) what were the religious principles of that body which he coun-

tenanced and endowed under the name of the congregation of Clough in

1736, by a conveyance made to the Rev. Hugh Williamson, who was

the first trustee under the deed, I take it to be perfectly clear, that he

must have meant that very congregation professing those principles. It

is the congregation of Clough in the singular number; it is this body

which was explicitly and exclusively entitled to that appellation, and

which the donor intended should have the benefit of his grant. It is

the existing congregation of Clough, and the grant then goes on—" To

all and every succeeding congregation." Now, it is contended upon the

part of the defendants, that those words being so equivocal, do not point

out any particular description of persons as the future congregation of

Clough—that any persons whomsoever who chose to assume the denomi-

nation of the congregation of Clough, may, under that grant, assume a

right to perform Divine worship in the meeting-house. I take it that

no such irrational construction could be put upon the deed ; it is that

congregation which then existed, of which the Rev. Hugh Williamson

was the head, who maintained those principles and doctrines, which we

must think Annesley was acquainted with ; and I do not think it is a

rational presumption to make, that Annesley intended that there should

be any controversy amongst those who assumed the title to the trusts of

the deed. But what are the words 1 it is not only ' and every congrega-

tion of Protestants, &c.' but ' all and every succeeding congregations f

and I take it there is great force in the word 'succeeding.' It is not

that any person who shall thrust himself in, that shall receive the bene-

fit of the grant, but those who claim in right of ' succession ' to those

who were the first members of those congregations intended to be the

objects of the trusts ; and this is the rational construction of the deed,

that he granted it oi'iginally in favour of certain persons whose princi-

ples he knew, whose character he was acquainted with, whose doctrines

he understood, and of whose creed he approved ; to continue his grant to

them alone, and to those who should succeed them. If this is the right

construction of the deed, the whole is clear and plain. We do not find

any other body contesting the fact, or claiming to be the congregation

of Clough, nor does eveu David Watson dispute the right of the congre-

gation of Clough in connection with the Synod of Ulster, to the posses-

sion of the meeting-house ; upon the contrary, he admits the right,

because he proceeds to be elected by the Synod, and submits accordingly

to the decrees and regulations which govern such elections. He comes

forward originally as seeking to be appointed the minister of that con-

gregation in connection with the Synod of Ulster. A poll takes place,

and he is rejected. What does he do then 1 He submits still to the
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control of the Synod of Ulster, for he pi'esents a memorial to it. He
and his friends present a memorial to the Synod of Ulster, requesting

them to permit him a second poll, which cannot take place without

their permission ; they reject that memorial ; and, therefore, by this act,

he and his friends submitted to and acknowledged the authority of the

Synod. It is only when a second poll is refused that they agree to

renounce the allegiance of the Synod of Ulster—to abandon them alto-

gether—to transfer their duty to another body, differing in religion, and

maintaining directly opposite opinions, (namely, Anti-Trinitarianism,)

and they go over and say, ' Now, since in the Synod of Ulster we
cannot have a second poll, and cannot have Mr "Watson as our minister,

we will turn over to you—Anti-Trinitarians } we will associate ourselves

with you ; connect ourselves with you
;

place ourselves under your

dominion and auspices, and we hope to have a second election ;' and

upon that election (which, of course, they receive permission to have,

and at which there was nobody to vote, except those who went with

them) he was elected. He was never elected by the congregation of

Clough, or according to the rule, authority, or discipline of the Synod of

Ulstei', or the resolutions read in the case, which it appears by common
consent, by the consent of all the congregation, were adopted, and were

concurred in by Watson himself till he was disappointed in not being

elected ; and then, and only then, it was that they seceded from the

Synod of Ulster. Now, in addition to what I have said, I think it

right to advert to the state of the law as it stood then. I have already

said, that Presbyterians were subject (till the Act of Toleration) to cer-

tain penalties, that they were subject to these penalties by the statute

laws—the two Acts of Uniformity ; and I have stated the exceptions in

the Act of George I., that those who preached, or taught, or wrote

against the doctrine of the Trinity, were liable to punishment. I think

Anti-Trinitarians must have fallen within that exception, because their

doctrines were directly contrary to that of an admission of, and belief

in, the Trinity, and so far they were, strictly speaking, an illegal body.

This is, in my mind, an important view of the case. It is important to

see, both as regards the power and duty of the Court in carrying these

trusts into operation ; it is important also as to the construction of the

instrument itself; it is important as it concerns the duty and power of

the court, because, if the one be illegal and the other a legal body, the

court can decree a specific execution in favour of that legal body.

I think this question should be tried as if it came before the court in

1737, the year after the grant was made, and if the present defendants

had filed their bill, seeking to have an execution of that trust in 1737,

and stating that they had maintained and taught a doctrine in direct

opposition to the Trinity, the court must have said to them, 'You are

51
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an illegal body, and we cannot give a specific execution of the trust in

vour favour ; it would be idle to do so, because you are subject to penal-

ties by teaching these doctrines ;' and the bill must, therefore, in my
mind, have been dismissed. It, therefore, is an important consideration

as relates to the power and duty of the court ; but it is important also in

another point of view—it is important as it concerns the deed itself. It

is argued that the words of the trust are general, and that those words,

' the worship of God,' may apply to one body as well as to the other.

Taking it to be so, I conceive it to be a sound rule of construction, that

if the written instrument be applicable to an illegal as well as to a legal

body, the court will apply the words to the subject which is legal.

I think it also a good criterion of the intention of the grantor of

the deed, where certain words bear two meanings, one illegal the other

legal ; it is a reasonable presumption, that where the grantor (as it

must be supposed) was not ignorant of the state of the law,—every man

being presumed to be a party to an act of Parliament,—he must, in

considering the position of both parties, one legal the other illegal, have

granted the portion of his estate mentioned in the bill, to a body who

would be likely to enjoy the benefit of the grant, being legal. This is a

reasonable presumption, and not rebutted by the evidence of the

defendants. With respect to the law of the case, the authorities, I

think, sufficiently bear us out in holding that the persons who are now

the congregation of Clough, or who were so before this suit arose, are the

persons who are entitled to this trust, and in whose favour the court

should declare it. [His Lordship then quoted Lord Eldon's observations

in Foley v. Wontner, Craigdallie v. Aikman, and the Attorney-General

v. Pearson]. This authority, I think, maintains the position which I

have endeavoured to lay down, as containing the principles which are to

govern this court in coming to its decision. I have brought my mind

clearly in favour of the plaintiffs, but, let it not be understood, from

any thing that has fallen from me, that I take upon me to decide which

is the better rule of faith ; that is not my duty ; whatever my private

opinions may be, this is not the place to announce them to the public.

I approach a subject like the present, where the nature and essence of

the Deity forms a part of the discussion, with the most profound respect,

and with a degree of awe ; I have, therefore, declined giving any opinion

upon so important and grave a subject. I think that the plaintiffs, in

this case, are entitled to the relief they seek
;
they are entitled to

restrain the defendants from taking possession of the meeting-house
;

they are also entitled to be declared the persons for whom the trusts of

the deed were intended, and to have the benefit of the meeting-house

;

they are entitled to have that conveyance which they seek, assigned to

proper trustees, who will maintain the same doctrine as themselves, and
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faithfully execute that trixst deed. My opinion is, that the plaintiffs are

entitled to succeed.

Baron Smith.—Our first inquiry in this case must be, what was the

intention of him who made the grant which has produced the question

now before us. If we can discover this intent, it then becomes our duty

to carry it into execution, provided we can do so without violating or

contravening any principle or rule of law. If these intentions be expli-

citly expressed by the instrument itself, we need not go beyond it ; we
require no further aid. But if this grant be not, on the face of it, so

clear, but that its objects require and admit of elucidation, then we are

at liberty to resort to matters which are dehors the deed, and to apply

those to the purposes of explanation, using these extrinsic circumstances,

however, for the mere purpose of assisting us to interpret, and not for

the widely different and illegitimate purpose of contradicting or altering

the written instrument, which we have but to construe. In the case

before us there is unquestionably a trust, and, upon the face of the

grant, this trust appears to have been created for a Christian purpose,

for it is created for the benefit of Protestant Dissenters or Presby-

terians ; and these undoubtedly are Christians, and the grantor must

have been a Christian. If neither the grant itself, nor the circum-

stances under which that grant was made, evinced more than this, that

he who made it meant to endow a place for Christian worship, then,

upon authorities which have been cited, and which seem to me to rest

upon sufficient grounds of principle, we might be warranted in con-

struing the intention to have been, to establish a house of worship

according to the rites and opinions of the Established Church. But this

grant is not for Protestants of the Established Church, but for Protes-

tant Dissenters, or Presbyterians. Accordingly, if there were no more

in the case, we should merely have to inquire which of the parties to

the present suit were Presbyterians. But here both bodies, the defend-

ants' as well as the plaintiffs' corps, profess to be Presbyterians ; and if

we admit that in the Presbyterian body there may be sects or divisions

differing amongst themselves in their religious tenets, then our inquiry

will be this ; not which of those sects holds the most true and genuine

Presbyterian doctrine, but to which of them the grantor belonged, if he

belonged to either ; or if he belonged to neither, for the benefit of which

sect, creed, and doctrine, his intention was to provide a place of wor-

ship. He meant to provide it for the congregation of Clough ; with

their religious opinions it would be presumable that he was acquainted,

even though this presumption were not forfeited, and I may say turned

into solid proof, by the evidence which has been read. But how do we

know what in 1736 the doctrine of the congregation of Clough was?

By this : that they were then in connection with the Synod of Ulster.
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And how do we know what was the doctrine of that Synod 1 By their

records, which demonstrate that their belief, and consequently that of

the affiliated congregation of Clough, was Trinitarian. And what is my
conclusion 1 That the grantor intended to provide a place for the wor-

ship of God according to the Trinitarian doctrine. The words of the

grant assure us that he meant to provide a place for the worship of

God ; and he, admitting the doctrine of the Trinity, perhaps would not

have considered as a worship of God doctrines which, by a denial of the

divinity of the Redeemer, stripped the godhead of one of its persons, and

worshipped a supposed deity, of a nature different from that which he

believed to belong to God. He and the Synod and the connected

congregation of Clough, holding the Christian Deity to be tri-une, might

consider the homage of God paid to a being to whom this mysterious

attribute was denied, to be, not the worship of the true God, but a

worship ' of other Gods,' and even as a denial of the Gospels, by refusing

to the Son of God that divine nature which He—the fountain of sacred

truth—seems to the Trinitarian to have repeatedly claimed for himself,

as, (for mere example,) when he said that his Father and He were one.

That a belief in the Holy Trinity was with the Synod an essential part

of the orthodox belief of a Protestant Dissenter or Presbyterian (and for

this class the grant upon the face of it purports to have been intended)

appears from that Synod's requiring as a test of Orthodox Presby-

terianism the subscription to the Westminster Confession of Faith, a

formula which, amongst other matters, distinctly asserted the trinal

(incomprehensibly combined with the unal) nature of Almighty God
;

and if, as an exception to this rule (and exceptio probat regulam) they

have ever dispensed with 'the rigorous' enforcement' (to use their words)

of such subscription, they do not appear to have ever tolerated as consis-

tent with Presbyterianism a repudiation of the doctrine of the Trinity,

but merely, and at the most, to have dispensed with signature, where

the objection to subscribe arose from scruples of a quite extrinsic char-

acter, and where such scruple to signature was accompanied by a recog-

nition of the truth of the Trinitarian doctrine. Let me here, with

unfeigned respect and admiration, advert to the far better than eloquent

argument and effusion, to the manifestly sincere and impressively pious

profession of faith, to the delightful exhibition of evangelical charity of,

I hope he will allow me to call him, my friend, Mr Holmes. I unhesi-

tatingly agree with him, that the Bible is the rule, the only rule of

faith ; that it is the star which is wanting to guide the wisest amongst us

to the true sanctuary where we should bow and devoutly offer the

incense and worship of the heart. I agree with him, that to appeal from

the Word of God to the opinions or decrees of man is, as irrationally as

impiously, to withdraw our faith and allegiance from perfection, infalli-
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bility, and truth, and transfer them, to infirmity, fallibility, and eri'or

;

and I also agree with him, that we are not to coerce our neighbour into

an adoption of our belief ; but I at the same time hold, first, that the

Scriptures must be interpreted before they can become a rule of common
faith ; that men's interpretation of the Bible constitutes the foundations

of their faith ; that the members of a community, who, after having

searched the Scriptures, all concur in giving one interpretation to these

fundamental and essential contents, that these I say, form one religious

body or Church, while those who construe the Scriptures differently

from them, but in concurrence with each other, form another distinct

religious community or Church. Again, I do not conceive that I appeal

from the Word of God to that of man, by proclaiming or attesting by
my signature, that I concur in the interpretation given by a body of my
fellow Christians to certain passages of Scripture. They agree with me,

I agree with them, in interpretation and consequent creed
; but neither

takes his belief on the authority of the others ; both draw their faith

from the Bible as its common source ; both consider the Bible as con-

taining the only rule of, and furnishing the only unerring guide to, a

true faith ; each with God's assistance, and the subordinate and pious

aid of human instruction interprets, as well as man's infirmity will per-

mit ; both coincide in the same interpretation ; that interpretation

regulates their faith ; and all who thus coincide become members of the

same religion. And thirdly, we do not coerce our neighbour by calling

for his signature to our profession or articles of faith ; we leave him
free to adopt or repudiate that faith, according as his reason, his con-

science, and the grace of God may direct him. We but say to him, if

you agree with us, affix your signature to certain articles, or in some
way testify your recognition of their truth ; or if you disagree, with-

hold such signature or declaration. And we say of him in the former

case, that he is, and in the latter case that he is not, of our religion
;

we do not compel him to hold our faith, we but ask him to inform

us by certain acts, whether he does hold it or does not ; and we
ask this only, if he claim to be enrolled as one of our body, and

to be in religious communion with us. In the absence of such a test

an establishment would not be a rock, cemented into solidity by har-

monious uniformity of opinion. It would be a mere incongruous heap

of as it were grains of sand, thrown together without being united, each

of these intellectual and isolated grains differing from every other ; and
the whole forming a but nominally united, while really unconnected

mass, fraught with nothing but internal dissimilitude, and mutual and

reciprocal contradiction and dissention : hie dextrorsum abit ille sinis-

trorsuni. This indeed I should hold to be, in the language of a late

prelate, ' a church without a religion.' But all, it may be said, admit
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the Scriptures to form the only rule of faith. Is this a bond of union ?

Alone the admission is not a sufficient one ; it is but a part of such

a bond. It is no doubt indispensable and fundamental, but not furnish-

ing of itself a sufficiently broad foundation, upon which to rear a con-

cordant and uniform faith. ' I admit,' says one, ' the Scriptures as the

only rule of faith ; and therefore I am a Trinitarian.' ' I too,' says-

another, ' admit the Bible to be the only rule of faith ; but therefore I

am a Unitarian. I admit the mediation, the inspiration, perhaps the

pre-existence, and even more than angelic nature, but I utterly deny the

divinity of Christ.' A third perhaps goes farther, and while he professes

and honestly intends to derive his creed from the Holy Scriptures,

insists that our blessed Saviour was mere man, a prophet, a divinely

inspired person, but a mere man. Do these three theologians belong to

the same religion ; do they maintain the same doctrine ; do they concur

in the same faith 1 If they do, then, as Pilate said, ' what is truth V

I should be disposed to inquire what is 'faith.' Yet these three indivi-

duals all admit the Bible as the rule or guide of faith ; this admission

cements a momentary union, but their mutually contrarient interpreta-

tion of that Bible in the next moment crumbles that precarious and

transient union into dust. No ; admission of the divine authority of

Scripture, compounded with concordant interpretation of it, is what per-

manently consolidates a society of Christian worshippers into one and

the same religion. But these discussions are but auxiliary to the main

object of our inquiry, namely, what was the intention of the grantor

here ? Now what was the situation of that grantor 1 From his endow-

ment of a meeting-house, it is perhaps to be presumed that he was him-

self a Presbyterian ; and by being so, the better acquainted with the

tenets of a religion to which he belonged. At all events it is upon the

evidence more than presumable, that he knew the congregation of Clough

to be in connection with the Synod ; and that he was acquainted with

the tenets of this latter. Would he have endowed a congregation that

was in conjunction with doctrines of which he disapproved 1 If not,

then he approved of the doctrines of the Synod ; and these were dis-

tinctly Trinitarian. And in the same degree he must have been adverse to

doctrines which opposed those that he approved. Now, that, as connected

with the doctrine of the Trinity, the Presbytery of Antrim differed, not

only in some degree, but in an essential degree, from the Synod, is "to be

collected abundantly from the evidence. And even if we assume that

the precise nature and extent of this difference does not distinctly

appear, the obscurity arises from this, that the evidence has not told us

what, upon the mystery of the Holy Trinity, the Antrim doctrines

were, or are. Out of the evidence for the plaintiffs, certain pre-

sumptions have arisen. These it was the right of the defendants to-
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rebut. But if they have not been rebutted, then, by the rules of law,

these presumptions acquire the consistency of solid proof ; and a court is

bound to act upon them accordingly. In 173G the Synod and the

Antrim Presbytery had been separate and dissentient for some years.

This gave opportunity for knowing and collating their respective

opinions, and for knowing what were the doctrinal subjects on which

they disagreed. If the grantor agreed with the Presbytery, would he

not have endowed a congregation then in connection with them %

Would he, on the contrary, have endowed one which embraced the

opponent doctrines of the Synod 1 That the differences related, in part,

to the Trinity, we know. That the Synod acknowledged and believed

in the Trinity, we know. That the Presbytery of Antrim had a strong

leaning to Unitarianism, we have, upon the evidence, every reason to

presume. If the defendants have not thrown such light upon that

evidence as to disperse these presumptions, or detect their nothingness

or weakness, that is their omission or inability, not our fault. Admis-

sion of the authority of Scripture would seem to have brought, or to

have gone some way towards bringing, the Synod and the Presbytery

together ; discordant interpretations would appear to have divided them

again ; and, as in the case of certain transient electric attractions, their

amicable contact has been succeeded by strong and mutual repulsion

!

It has been suggested that we ought to make a decision in advancement

of Protestantism, the Protestant principle entering into the foundation

of the religion established amongst us, and which we conceive to be the

true one. The position, within limits, is true. But the same authori-

ties which vouch the position (one in Merivale, for example) also pre-

scribe the limits. And we are not to desert the question of intent,

which is the one that we have to dispose of, and substitute another in its

place, namely, by what decision, the interests of Protestantism will be

advanced. But even though we were warranted in placing our determi-

nation in any degree upon such grounds, the trinal unity of God is a most

important and essential part of the creed and doctrine of the Protestant

Established Church, while it utterly repudiates Unitarian opinions.

Therefore, in promoting a belief in the Holy Trinity, we should be so far

extending the influence of a main tenet of the Protestant Established

Church.

One of the grounds of construction with reference to supposed inten-

tion, I take to be this, that if, upon the face of an instrument, or in ex-

trinsic accompanying circumstances, there be anything so equivocal or

doubtful as to render the intention which we are in search of more or

less obscure, we are rather to presume the grantor to have intended to

accomplish a legal than an illegal purpose. Now, the countenance and

promotion of Unitarianism would, at the period in question, not have
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been a legal object. Again, the whole congregation has not migrated

from the influence of the Synod (under which it was at the time of the

grant) to the auspices and control of the Presbytery of Antrim. A
portion of that congregation remains in the position in which it was at

the time of the grant, and in connection with the Synod which that

grant appeared to countenance and approve, and, in doing so, to sanction

the doctrines which that connection seems to have evinced ; and shall we

divert the benefits of that grant from those who have remained at the

post which seems to have produced it, and transfer those benefits to the

fugitives who have retreated to the Presbytery of Antrim 1 In other

words, shall we annihilate the trusts created in favour of the congrega-

tion of Clough, in connection with the Synod of Ulster, when such a

society of cestui que trusts, such a congregation, so connected, though

deserted by some of its former members, still exists, capable of enjoying

the spiritual benefits which that grant conferred 1 It is said that a

congregation, under the auspices of the Presbytery of Antrim, would

receive a Trinitarian minister. But do they not dissent from the Synod,

if they would receive any other ] And with the Synod of Ulster does

not the grantor appear to have agreed 1 But only look to the conse-

quence of an alternate and indiscriminate reception of Trinitarian and

Unitarian preachers. The one doctrine might be preached to-day, the

conflicting one to-morrow. What is the faith of a congregation thus

oscillating between reciprocally dissenting preachers'? Must they not,

on one of the two occasions, be like the Athenians, gratifying their curi-

osity by consenting to listen to Saint Paul 1 Was this to and fro pro-

ceeding the kind of worship of God which the Christian and pious

grantor meant to establish for ever 1 I think not ; and concur in the

able judgment which my Lord Chief Baron has just given.

Baron Foster.—I have no doubt that every member of this court

entertains a specific belief upon the important religious subjects which

have been so much discussed in the arguments of this case, and further,

that he adheres to them with a tenacity proportionate to their im-

portance; but it is a clear principle of law, that it is not either by
enforcing the truth or falsehood of the principle, and much less by the

opinions which individuals may entertain, with respect to them, that

the judgments of this court are to be regulated. Lord Eldon has laid

down the view of the law in the case of Craigdallie v. Aikman. There-

fore, while it is our duty to discard the opinions of individuals upon the

subject, as a ground for our judgment, it becomes our duty to advert to

them, as facts, which, connected with all the other circumstances con-

nected with the endowment, may point out to us an answer to the single

question which we have to discuss, which (as Lord Eldon terms it) "is

the ownership of property ;" and therefore, while I avow my sincere
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belief in the perfect divinity of eacli of the three members of the

Trinity, I protest against any impression or supposition that this, my
sincere and unalterable conviction, should be understood to be the

ground for the conclusion I have come to. To effectuate the intention

of the donor, if that intention be a legal one, (and such it certainly is in

this case), is the first duty of this court. It does not appear upon the

face of the grant, that the donor has been explicit, and therefore, it be-

comes the duty of the court to collect what the donor's views were, from

the evidence. And what is the field of evidence here 1 into the detail

of it I shall certainly not enter ; the luminous view that has already

been taken of it by my brother judges, would make such an attempt

improper; but I would observe generally, that in 1726, there were ex-

hibited in Ulster two sets of doctrines, Trinitarian, and Anti-Trinitarian,

each just as irreconcilable with the other at that day, and as well under-

stood so to be, as they are at present. It is not merely that they are

adverse to each other, but the one, be it observed, is the converse of the

other ; they are diametrically opposite and irreconcilable, and it is im-

possible for any person to approve of the one doctrine, without thereby

disapproving of the other. The difference existing between these res-

pective bodies is not light or trifling : it is essential and fundamental
;

it must have been so felt by every member of the Synod of Ulster in

1736, and not less felt, according to all the rules of presumption, by Mr
Francis Annesley, who has shown a degree of attention to the subject,

by esteeming it worth his while to part with a portion of his estate to

create such an endowment as the one now before us. Upon the import-

ance of these doctrines, Trinitarianism and Anti-Trinitarianism, there is

no doubt ; and any person who has heard the splendid exhibition of elo-

quence of Mr Holmes will have no doubt that his clients entertain as

sincere a conviction of the importance and truth of those views as any

that could by possibility be opposed to them. Now, then, the question

here is, what were Francis Annesley's views in creating this endowment 1

?

He endowed the congregation which was then, (as is manifest from the

evidence in the case), and continuing nearly for a century after, in con-

nection with the Synod of Ulster, which then, at all events, made

subscription to the Westminster Confession of Faith the fundamental

condition of belonging to it. He selects the congregation so circum-

stanced for the object of his bounty ; and the question is, whether this

court is to stand by aud see his property taken from the persons whose

doctrines he endowed, and given to those professing a doctrine he con-

demned. I do not think it going too far to say, that in adopting the

one he necessarily avowed his condemnation of the other. Facts have

arisen now, after the space of a century, which foi*ce upon us the neces-

sity of deciding the question. The pi-operty in the meeting-house is

52
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sought to be taken from Trinitarians and consigned to anti-Trinitarians;

and the ' worship of God,' and the exposition of the nature of God, and

the spirit in which pi-ayers are to be offered up to him, are now to be

anti-Trinitarian, having been Trinitarian at the time the endowment

was enacted. How are these facts established ] It may be argued that

the members of the Presbytery of Antrim are Trinitarians. In the

first place, there is the positive evidence of three, if not of four clergymen

upon the subject ; two of them, be it observed, are anti-Trinitarians, and

two of them Trinitarians ; and they have all declared their impression

to be—I will not say the ' Presbytery of Antrim, as a body, but

the individuals who compose it, are anti-Trinitarians ;' and I confess

I cannot enter into the distinction—it is too fine for me—whether

the Presbytery of Antrim, consisting of individuals all composing

one body, have particular opinions separately, but not conjointly.

So stands the evidence for the plaintiffs, to establish the fact put

in issue, that the Presbytery of Antrim entertained doctrines

diametrically adverse to those of the congregation originally en-

dowed; and what do the defendants do under such circumstances?

Do they contradict it 1 They do not. What they say is, and they

establish, as they think, an all-sufficient case to answer the plaintiffs' bill,

' We will not tell you whether we are Trinitarians or anti-Trinitarians

;

whether we uphold or oppose the religious doctrines and principles which

you profess, shall remain a secret, because we object to declai^ation of

tenets altogether. We have an abstract antipathy to subscription ! We
will subscribe no formulas—no tenets—no confession,—and therefore

there is the necessity of leaving you in perpetual ignorance as to what

our opinions are.' As regards this difference and part of the case, a

great suspicion is raised, that the reason of their objecting to subscrip-

tion, and to declaring their religious sentiments is, that if they were

expressed and divulged they might reveal the secret. But if it be said

that this is too strong a presumption, I say, then, that there is nothing

in the case which should have prevented them from giving us evidence

by witnesses, independent of their non-subscription to the Westminster

Confession of Faith, of their opinions, and establishing it to be the fact,

that they do not hold doctrines at variance with those endowed by

Francis Annesley ; and the court sees no reason to doubt the evidence

of the party who will tell us what the belief of the Presbytery of Antrim

is, and who have told it without any manner of doubt, in asserting it to

be anti-Trinitarian. The court rests upon that evidence ; we were

ready to hear it rebutted by opposite evidence, but none having been

offered or elicited, as a matter of necessity we rest upon the evidence

relied upon by the plaintiffs in the cause ; and I beg to be understood

to say, 1 do not think it is resting upon a light foundation ; and although
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we have no alternative to adopt, we can safely take our staud upon it,

and say that we believe the facts to be so, at least in the absence of evi-

dence upon the other side to rebut or contradict it. [His Lordship then

referred to all the cases.*] So that even if there were a majority, in this

case, of the congregation that had gone over to the Presbytery of Antrim,

according to Lord Eldon's view they forfeit all right to have any further

* The final judgment given in the House of Lords in Craigdallie v. Aikman was

omitted by misadventure in the note at p. 217, (though perhaps the case is better stated

here), and a fuller notice of it is necessary.

The dispute arose in this way : "The act, declaration, and testimony for the doc-

trine, worship, discipline, and government of the Church of Scotland issued at Perth hi

the year 1736," (forming the constitution of the original seceders) recognized the Con-

fession of Faith, Catechisms, Directory, and form of Presbyterial Church govern-

ment, (agreed upon by the Assembly of Divines at Westminster, approved by the General

Assembly of the Church of Scotland, and established by the first Scottish Parliament of

William and Mary) as standards of their faith and church order, and prescribed a

formula or series of questions to which affirmative answers were required from persons

applying for license to preach, or for ordination.

The Confession of Faith contains the following paragraph :

"The civil magistrate may not assume to himself the administration of the word

and sacraments, or the power of the keys of the Kingdom of Heaven, yet he hath

authority, and it is his duty, to take order that unity and peace be preserved in the

church ; that the truth of God be kept pure and entire ; that all blasphemies and

heresies be suppressed ; all corruptions and abuses in worship and discipline prevented

or reformed ; and all the ordinances of God duly settled, administered, and observed
;

for the better effecting whereof, he hath power to call Synods, to be present at them,

and provide that whatsoever is transacted in them be according to the mind of God."

Among the questions are the following : "2. Do you sincerely own and believe the

whole doctrines contained in the Confession of Faith ? 4. Do you acknowledge the per-

petual obligation of the National Covenant of Scotland (particularly as explained in

1638,) to abjure prelacy and the five articles of Perth and of the Solemn League and

Covenant, and do you acknowledge that public covenanting is a moral duty under the

New Testament dispensation to be performed when God, in his providence, calls for it?"

By 1795 it would seem that difficulties had suggested themselves respecting the

power in matters of religion ascribed to the civil magistrate by the Confession of

Faith, and respecting the nature of the obligation upon posterity of the National

Covenants, and in that year, upon the petition of a member, no doubt the minister of

the Perth congregation, a committee was appointed to review the questions in the

formula.

At the meeting of the Synod in April, 1797, a petition was presented, by persons said

to maintain the principles of the appellants, against any alteration in the substance of

the formula, but assenting for the sake of peace to the following prefatory

explanation of it: "At the same time, as certain expressions in the said formula,

or in other ecclesiastical standards, and our National Covenants, have been

understood by some as favouring persecution for conscience sake, and ascrib-

ing an exorbitant power of religious interference to the civil magistrate ; we are far

from -wishing the Synod to request from any candidate at his license or ordina-

tion, approbation of any such principles, of which we disapprove ; and as there is

a diversity of opinion anent the obligation of our covenants national and solemn league,

we consider them as binding on posterity only so far as these covenants respect a

solemn engagement of adherence unto all the truths and ordinances of the Lord Jesus

Christ, as contained in our confession and catechisms." The petition went on to say :

"If the prefixing an explication of this nature to the old formula, would satisfy our

brethren who object to said formula, we will agree thereto." This petition is stated
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connexion with the endowment after they have seceded from it ; they

must leave the endowment behind them as well as the doctrine. But it

does not appear that they were a majority. I take it that a case more

free from doubt, at least as it strikes my mind, has seldom come for the

decision of the court. Of the law there is no doubt ; as to the facts we

have them credibly proved by the plaintiffs, and not disproved by the

to have been presented by the appellants in the cause ; and the judgment in the Court

of Session and the House of Lords, as reported, was in great part founded upon its

being so, but it seems to have been presented by persons opposing a change, and not by

anyone seeking to obtain concurrence in dealing with something objectionable to him.

The Synod did not agree to the proposal, but adopted the following preamble to

the formula as an explanation of it: "Whereas some parts of the standard books

of this Synod have been interpreted as favouring compulsory measures in religion,

the Synod hereby declare that they, do not require an approbation of any such

principle from any candidate for license or ordination : And whereas a controversy has

arisen among us respecting the nature and kind of the obligation of our solemn cove-

nants on posterity, whether it be entirely of the same kind upon us as upon our ances-

tors who swore them ; the Synod hereby declare that while they hold the obligation

of our covenants upon posterity, they do not interfere with that controversy which

hath arisen respecting the nature and kind of it, and recommend to all the mem-
bers to suppress that controversy, as tending to gender strife rather than godly

edifying."

Various petitions against this preamble were presented to the Synod, but it was
finally confirmed by a resolution in 1799. Several ministers protested against this reso-

lution, and it would seem that the minister of the chapel in question signed a declara-

tion stating that he did, "in his own name, and in the name of all the members of

the congregation who should adhere to him, protest against the proceedings of the

Synod, relative to, &c. , and until the preamble should be removed decline the authority

and jurisdiction of the Associated Burgher Synod, and of all Presbyteries subordinate to

it," &c. The Synod upon this declared the minister to be no longer a member of their

body, and excluded him from the pulpit of their meeting-house where he had been

accustomed to preach.

The judgment of the Lords (see p. 219) found " as matter of fact sufficiently

established by proof that the ground and buildings in question were purchased and

erected with intent that the same should be used and enjoyed for the purpose of

religious worship by a number of persons agreeing at the time in their religious opinions

and persuasions, and therefore intending to continue in communion with each other,

and that the society of such persons acceded to a body termed in the pleadings ' The
Associate Synod,' and find that it does not expressly appear as matter of fact for what

purpose it was intended at the time such purchase and erections were made, or at the

time such accession took place, that the ground and buildings should be used and

enjoyed in case the whole body of persons using and enjoying the same should change

their religious principles and persuasions, or if in consequence of the adherence of some

such persons to their original religious principles and persuasions, and the non-adherence

of others of them thereto, such persons should cease to agree in their original principles

and persuasions, and should cease to continue in communion with each other, and

should cease either as to the whole body, or as to any part of the members composing the

same, to adhere to the body termed in the pleadings ' The Associate Synod,' and it is

therefore ordered and adjudged that, with these findings, the cause be remitted back to

the Court of Session in Scotland to review all the interlocutors complained of in the

said appeal, and upon such review to do therein what shall appear to them to be meet

and just."

The following interlocutor was pronounced by the Court of Session when they had

considered the matter after its being remitted to them :
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defendants, and I feel no hesitation either in considering the law or the

facts, to decide in favour of the plaintiffs in this case.

By the Court : We are of opinion that the question as regards the

costs was a fair one for argument, and therefore will not give costs on

either side.

The foregoing account is taken from a report of the trial in a

"The Lords having resumed consideration of this petition with condescendence,

answers, replies, duplies, and whole cause, find that the pursuers, James Craigdallie and

Others, have failed to condescend upon any acts done, or opinions professed, by the

Associate Synod, or by the defenders Jedidiah Aikman and others, from which this

court, as far as they are capable of understanding the subject, can infer, much less find,

that the said defenders have deviated from the original principles and standards of the

associate Presbytery and Synod. Farther find, that the pursuers have failed in render-

ing intelligible to the court on what ground it is that they aver that there does at this

mi unent exist any real difference between their principles and those of the defenders,

for the Lords further find that the act of forbearance, as it is termed, on which the

pursuers found as proving the apostacy of the defenders from the original principles of

the secession, and the new formula, were never adopted by the defenders, but were either

rejected or dismissed as inexpedient, and that the preamble to the formula which was
adopted by the associate synod in the year 1797 is substantially, and almost verbatim,

the same as the explication which the pursuers propose in their petition of the 13th

April, 1797, to be prefixed to the formula, and to which, if it would have satisfied their

brethren, they declared that they were willing to agree ; therefore, on the whole, find it

to be unnecessary now to enter into any of the enquiries ordered by the House of Lords

under the supposition that the defenders had departed from the original standards and prin-

ciples of the association, and that the pursuers must be considered merely as so many indi-

viduals who have thought proper voluntarily to separate themselves from the congrega-

tion to which they belong without any assignable cause, and without any fault on the part

of the defenders, and therefore have no right to disturb the defenders in the possession

of the place of worship originally built for the profession of principles from which the

pursuers have not shown that the defenders have deviated, therefore sustain the

defences and assoilzie ; and in the counter-action of declarator, at the instance of the

defenders, Jedidiah Aikman and others, decern and declare in terms of the libel ; but

find no expenses due to either party."

On the 19th July, 1820, after the case had been argued again before the House of

Lords upon this interlocutor, the Lord Chancellor said :
" There is a cause which has been

repeatedly before the House ; and one of the most difficult and distressing which I ever

met with. I mean the case of Craigdallie v. Aikman. * * * gy the judgment it was
intended that the congregation originally, if I may so represent them, were persons who
adhered to the doctrines of what is known in Scotland by the name of the Associate

Synod. This place for religious worship being built by the contributions of a great many
persons adhering to the doctrines of the Associate Synod. If the whole body of those

who now frequent the place, no longer adhered to the doctrines held by the Associate

Synod, then it became a question for whom, at present, this building should be held in

trust, which was purchased by monies originally subscribed by those who held the

opinions of that Synod. The question then would be whether any of the members now
desiring to have the use of this place of religious worship could be considered as entitled

to the use of a building purchased by persons adhering to those religious opinions? And
supposing that there is a division of religious opinions in the persons at present wishing

to enjoy this building, the question then would be, which of them adhered to the

opinions of those who had built the place of worship, and which of them differed from
those opinions ? Those who still adhered to those religious principles being more pro-

perly to be considered as the cestuisque trusts of those who held this place of warship in
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pamphlet of 205 pages by Mr Macrory, of Dublin and Dunearu,

the solicitor of the Synod of Ulster, who conducted the plaintiffs'

case; and as it gives only such parts of the pleadings and

evidence as were quoted at the hearing, it has not been possible

to state the defendants' positions in the well-advised words of

trust, than those who have departed altogether from the religious principles of those

who founded this place, if I may so express it. I cannot read this judgment of the

House without your perceiving that the House felt infinite difficulty how to proceed

with a case so very singularly circumstanced as this was. [The course pursued in the

Court of Session is then described]. It was maintained that a certain preamble, which

has been very much heard of in the course of the cause, was in perfect harmony with

the original and the strictest principles of the association; and that at all events, it was

originally proposed by the appellants themselves, and was ultimately adopted merely in

consequence of their zeal in its behalf. The court pronounced an interlocutor, in which

it describes the utter impossibility of seeing anything like what was intelligible in the

proceeding ; and I do not know how this House is to relieve the parties from the conse-

quence. The Court of Session in Scotland were full as likely to know what were the

principles and standards of the Associate Presbytery and Synod of Scotland as any of

your Lordships ; and ai-e as well, if not better, than your Lordships, able to decide

whether any acts done or opinions professed by the defenders, Jedidiah Aikman and

others, were opinions and facts which were a deviation on the part of the defenders from

the principles and standards of the Associate Presbytery and Synod. If they were

obliged to qualify their finding as they do, intimating that they doubt whether they

understood the subject at all under the words " as far as they are capable of understand-

ing the subject," I hope I may be permitted, without offence to you, to say that there

may be some doubt whether we understand the subject, not only because the Court of

Session was much more likely to understand the matter than we are, but because I have

had the mortification, I know not how many times over, to endeavour myself to under-

stand what these principles were, and whether they have, or have not, deviated from

them ; and I have made the attempt to understand it till I find it, at least on my part,

to be quite hopeless.

"The questions therefore in this case are, whether the interlocutors by which the

defences are sustained, and those parties assoilzied, are light. And to be sure if they

cannot show that the defenders, or any of them, had departed from the original stan-

dards and principles of their association, and if the court is satisfied that the pursuers

have not departed from those principles, but have thought proper voluntarily to separate

from the congregation to which they belonged, the inquiries directed by the judgment
of the House would be altogether unnecessary ; for the inquiries directed by that

judgment aimed at having it ascertained, whether the defenders and pursuers, or

either, and if so, which of them, had departed from the original principles of the

congregation; and according to what the Court of Session now tell us, they cannot

find out, nor has either party enabled them to find out, that either the one or the other

had departed from the original principles of their association ; and the consequence

of that is, that those who have not attended the meeting, but who are yet insisting

that they have interests in the property in which the meeting is held, are to be con-

sidered as persons voluntarily separating themselves from the congregation without

cause ; and all I can say upon the subject is, that after racking my mind again and again

upon the subject, I really do not know what more to make of it.

"On the other part of the interlocutor I entertain a doubt, namely, upon that part

of whereby 'in the counter-action of declarator, at the instance of the defenders,

Aikman and others, [which was raised by the respondents to have it declared that the

parties protesting, and declining the jurisdiction of the Synod, had lost all interest in

the subjects] they decern and declare in terms of the libel,' in which terms among other
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their answer, as has been carefully done in other cases. A report

in a shilling- pamphlet had been published by the defendants,

but it is described as consisting chiefly of Mr Holmes's speech,

which did not at all deal with the facts of the case, or advance

anything in the nature of an argument, but was mere decla-

things prayed, are that these defenders may forfeit all their interest in the property.

Now I can conceive that consistently with the declaration contained in this interlocutor,

there being no difference of religious opinion among those persons as far as the Court of

Session could understand the subject, that it might be right to decern in the terms of

the libel, namely, that those who are now engaged in the worship, according to those

religious opinions and religious principles, the same in the judgment of the Court
of Session, should not be disturbed in that religious worship ; but I doubt extremely,

whether on the other hand, if the parties had interest, I mean interest in the lands and
buildings, you can go further than to say, that they shall permit the religious worship
to proceed as it has hitherto proceeded, and that they shall not make use of the interest

they have in the land and buildings to prevent that. But it would be going a great

way to say that, because they have for the present separated from the rest of the con-

gregation, and though this very interlocutor finds there is no difference of opinion

between them, that you should take out of them, if they have in them, any interest in

the lands and buildings, <fce. You may direct that land and those buildings to be
enjoyed for the purposes to which they were originally devoted ; but if they have any
interest in the land and buildings, I doubt very much the propriety of a declaration

that they have forfeited that interest. That does not appear to me at this moment
necessary to make good the effect of the interlocutor ; but I will take it into further

consideration till Friday."

On the 21st July, the Lord Chancellor finally disposed of the case in these words :
" In

that case of Craigdallie and Aikman there was one point which I reserved, in some measure,

for further consideration ; but in looking through the case again, my opinion is that I

shall act most properly in advising you to affirm that judgment generally." Judgment
affirmed.

The reporter's statement of the point decided is: "Held that in a case where it

was difficult to ascei-tain who were the legal owners as representatives of the contributors,

the use of the meeting-house belongs to those who adhere to the religious principles of

those by whom it was erected ; and that those who had separated themselves from the

Associate Synod [''which was the constituted authority for the government of the

community"] and declined their jurisdiction, were held to have forfeited their right to

the property : although it had been judicially declared that there was no intelligible

difference of opinion between them and the adherents of the Synod."

The state of things disclosed by this ease affords an exemplification, as startling as

can well be found, of the effect of written standards of faith and practice. There can
be no doubt what it was that the words above" quoted from the Confession were intended

to secure, and every account of the Westminster Assembly shews us that persecution for

conscience sake (in both meanings of that hacknied but slipshod term) and compulsory
measures in religion were matters which lay as near as any other to the hearts of the
Presbyterian divines who formed the majority of its members. They were prevented
only by the ascendancy of Cromwell and the Independents from employing all the
power the state could afford them to enforce their church on the rest of the kingdom.
This they never forgave ; many of their divines were deep in Love's Plot, and Sir George
Booth's rising wes almost, if not exclusively, a Presbyterian conspiracy. To the last

they preferred Charles Stuart to the Protector, and when they had the man of

their choice they would at first have unwillingly accepted a toleration, to be enjoyed by
them only in common with all other Protestant Nonconformists, instead of a com.
prehension of themselves by the Church, which would have left the Independents,
late their conquerors, to their uncovenanted mercies. That the same feeling is scarcely
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mation upon what he considered the nature of religion. It is

also reported in 2 Jones's Irish Exchequer Reports, 48.

It has been asserted (as in the case printed on the appeal in

the Attorney-General v.Drammond post) that the Lord Chief Baron

pronounced the Presbytery of Antrim to have been Arian from the

extinct yet is shewn by the fondness of Presbyterian authors for calling all other

denominations in the same situation as themselves by the Scotch name of sectaries.

Yet it may be fairly doubted whether the confession would ever have served their

turn in this particular moi-e than it has done in the Scotch Establishment. The civil

magistrate could not wish for greater power in religion than is conferred upon him by

the words quoted from the confession. Dr. Erastus himself could do no more for a

king or emperor than to invest him with the right to call Synods, and to provide that all

they did was in accordance with what he chose to consider as the mind of God. No

doubt the Westminster divines relied on being able to make the civil power the humble

executioner of the sentences of their church courts, trusting that the mind of God would

always be ascertained from their votes only, and though they failed in securing this, just

as they did in trusting to a similar phrase in their Solemn League and Covenant, they

may, at one time at least, have reasonably counted on establishing their system as the

national one, and obtaining complete ascendancy for it.

But for a dissenting body to adopt such a decree appears self-condemnatory, if no* sui-

cidal. Accordingly after Presbyterians dissenting from a Presbyterian Establishment had

become an hereditary body, there began to arise among them doubts whether they could

with consistency hold the theory of the Kirk as to the power of the magistrate in matters

of religion ; but those whose consciences were most awakened, instead of calling for a

reform of^the standard, being afraid of bringing it into doubt altogether, only proposed a

preamble, which dispensed with adherence to the principles of the confession in the

particular in question, as if wrongly deduced from the expressions employed in it.

But although they could reconcile themselves to professing their belief of the con-

fession, inclusive of this clause with the false interpretation of it, they could not brook

the rejection of their preamble, although for one quite as disingenuous, and differing

from it only as containing a recommendation to smother the controversy they had

raised, for they would not give up their old-world covenant, though they could not hope

ever to put it in practice, and though they had seen what a covenanted king might be in

the only specimen of one, the second Charles. It should be borne in mind that this

paltering and equivocation were exercised upon the vows taken in obtaining a license to

exercise the ministry, or ordination to a congregation. The United Presbyterian Church,

in which the Burgher Secession has merged, still make the Westminster Confession

their standard, but with certain modifications, among which is the omission of the

clause relating to the power, in religious matters, of the civil magistrate. This

is the serious side of the matter, but like everything irrational it has its comic

side also, and we see what ridicule was thrown over it by the Court of Session and

the Chancellor, though they treated both parties with kindness, and with all the respect

their conduct admitted of, all protesting their inability to distinguish between the pre-

ambles, and declaring, that for aught they saw of the contending parties, both adhered

to the standard, notwithstanding what each had said of the other. The litigants, it

should be remarked, were not the old Cameronians, or the Reformed Associate Synod,

or even the Anti-burghers, but were to be found among the Burghers, from whom we

might have expected better things.

The Chancellor restricted his opinion to the consideration which party agreed

with the doctrines of the founders, and did not raise the question as to rebellion

against the legislation of the Synod, which the reporter represents him as having

decided. Had he done so, it would have had more bearing on the Clough case, and the

one we next have to advert to. [This report is taken from 2 Bligh, 520.]
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beginning ; he does not however say so expressly in his judgment,

though he intimates that he thought so. But this was not positively

asserted by Mr Pennefather, who stated the plaintiffs' case, or

by Mr Bennett, who replied for them ; and they could only say that

the excluded ministers who formed the Presbytery were supposed

to be Arians, for there was no evidence, or historical proof from

books, given on the subject. Mr Curry, for the defendants, said, '
' I

think it distinctly appears upon evidence, and it is also a matter

well ascertained by the historical accounts of the day, that the

separation was not produced by any difference as to religious

opinions or doctrines between the parties so separating, and those

who remained joined to the Synod of Ulster ; but solely upon the

ground that the persons so seceding, or separating, thought a

subscription to any rule of faith or to any human creed or confession

not only unlawful, but sinful." The Chief Baron had therefore no

means afforded him on the trial of coming to the conclusions at

which he arrived on this point, so his opinion has no authority

except that which his own researches gave it, and he does not

speak as if the question had previously been at all a matter of

personal inquiry. It was not for the interest of the plaintiffs to

prove that on the disruption the Synod had allowed heterodoxy

to gain undisputed possession of so many chapels ; and the

defendants could not deny the orthodoxy of the founders of the

Presbytery of Antrim without destroying the merit of the stand

which they made against the imposition of human compositions as

articles of faith. The professions of these founders, and the

credence which the Synod gave to them, and recorded in its

minutes, ought to be conclusive on orthodox and heterodox. It

certainly is a most astonishing proceeding for any person to

express veneration for a set of men as the fathers and foun-

ders of his communion, and in the same book or speech to found

arguments and claims to property on their dishonesty.

In 1835 a contest arose between the Synod and the Remon-
strant Synod. Killinchey, in the county of Down, had a very

large chapel occupied by one of the oldest Presbyterian congrega-

tions in Ireland. John Livingstone, a licentiate of the Scotch

Church, had been ordained about 1630, to the parish church

there. Knox, Bishop of Raphoe, who was of the same family as

the great Scotch reformer, now represented by the Irish Earl

of Ranfurly, joined with Presbyterian ministers in his ordina-

tion, a course followed in those times by the other Irish

53
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Bishops who did any good in Ireland ; the saintly Bedell showed

Presbyterian leanings still more strongly. Mr Livingstone, after

several attempts to cope with the difficulties of his position, finally

returned to Scotland about 1636. Michael Bruce, also a licentiate

of the Church of Scotland, was ordained by a Presbytery to

the parish in 1657, but in 1661 was put out by Bishop Jeremy

Taylor. He returned to his flock, though not to his parish, and

died in 1693. Both he and Livingstone were so distinguished

that there were memoirs of them published in their own day, and

reprinted in ours. The congregation in which they both

laboured must have been an important one. The succession

after them was: 1693 Archibald Hamilton, 1702 James Keid,

1753 Joseph Kinkhead, 1762 George McEwen, and 1797 Samuel

Walser.

On the foundation of Ulster Presbyterianism, in 1691, the con-

gregation of Killinchey was attached to the Presbytery of Down,

but was transferred in 1725 to that of Killileagh, in 1762 to that

of Bangor, in 1774 to that of Belfast, and in 1835 back to that

of Down,

The transfer from Killileagh to Bangor Presbytery was

granted by the Synod after many years' demur, part of the con-

gregation petitioning against it. It appears on the Synod's

minutes that at one year's debate Mr Kinkhead, then minister,

told the Synod, on their refusing the application, " He would be

under the necessity of declaring for an Independency." The

Synod was displeased at this declaration, and ordered explana-

tion, which was satisfactorily given. The ordination of Mr Kink-

head was delayed for seven years, as he would not be ordained

by the Killileagh Presbytery.

It seems the first meeting-house was built either on a lease or

permission in 1670, when there was no Presbytery in Ulster,

any Presbytery which we read of about that time being an impro-

vised one, self-constituted for the occasion.

By deeds of lease and release of 7th and 8th May, 1710, John

Potter, merchant, of Killinchey, in consideration of £10 [then a full

price for the land, so that Mr Potter was a mere vendor, not a founder]

granted an acre of land, Cunningham, measure, on which a new meeting-

house for the congregation had been built on the old site at a barley-

corn rent, to eight trustees and their heirs, " to the use and behoof, sole

benefit and accommodation of, the Protestant Dissenters, who do or

shall assemble or meet there for public divine worship commonly called
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the Presbyterian congregation of Killinchey, for the time being, and of

all and every succeeding congregation of Protestant Dissenters or Pres-

byterians who from time to time shall meet or assemble at the said

meeting-house, in order to worship God for ever." It is declared that

" the several members of the said Protestant Dissenting Congregation,

commonly called the Presbyterian congregation of Killinchey, shall have

some parts or parcels of ground for seats or pews in the said meeting-

house for their conveniences and accommodation in attending the public

worship of God there for the time being, and at all times hereafter for

ever divided, rented, granted, and demised and set to them by, and at

the discretion and direction of a major part of the heads of families who
now are, or hereafter shall be, members of the said congregation, free and

clear of and from any rent or charge whatsoever other than the said

major parts of the heads of families shall determine and declare necessary

or proper towards the maintenance of their present, or any succeeding

pastoi', teacher, or preacher in the said congregation, and towards the

repairing the said, meeting-house and meeting-house yard, and the con-

veniences, fences, and improvements thereunto belonging. It also

declared that at any time after the said seats or pews were divided and

rented in manner thereinbefore mentioned, the major part of the said

heads of families, if they should judge it necessary or expedient, might

appoint or depute any certain number of men, being members of the

said congregation, as a committee, and might grant to such committee a

power to let, set, or demise the said seats or pews to such person or

persons, being members of the said congregation, as were willing to take

the same, and to take the proper securities for the rent or rents thereof

from such persons as they should set or let the same to, and upon non-

payment of such rent or rents, sum or sums, to demand, sue for, and

recover the same, and when paid to apply the same to the uses, intents,

and purposes thereinbefore mentioned, and to no other use, intent, or

purpose whatsoever, which said committee or number of men so to be

chosen, and any single member thereof, shall at all times thereafter be

subject to the inspection and direction of the said major part of the

said heads of families, and may by them be entirely dissolved, and a

new committee appointed, or any one or more members thereof removed,

and a new member, or members appointed in his or their place or places

as to the said majority of the said heads of families shall from time to

time seem meet and convenient. There is a covenant by the trustees

with the grantor not to appropriate, alter, or change the said premises,

or any part thereof, to or for any other use or uses, or purpose whatso-

ever other than to the uses hereinbefore expressed, and that they, their

heirs, or assigns, should for ever stand seized of all and singular

the premises hereby granted and conveyed to the uses aforesaid only.
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It is lastly provided that when any two, three or four of the trustees

shall die or remove their residence out of the county of Down, the

survivor or survivors, continuer or continuers of his or their residence in

the same county shall, by sufficient deed, assign the said trust to any

other person such as they, the said surviving or continuing trustees, the

minister or teacher of the said congregation for the time being one,

should think fit to name or appoint, subject to all the covenants

herein set forth.

All the ministers had been orthodox down to the time of the

Rev. Samuel Watson. He, it seems, subscribed on his ordina-

tion, but he asserted that he gave a qualified subscription, i.e.,

said when signing that he subscribed so far as the Westminster

Confession was in accordance with the Scriptures. It was proved

in the suit that he evinced an unwillingness to subscribe at

all, but was told by one of the elders he would not be minister

of Killinchey unless he did so. He was one of the ministers who
signed the remonstrance, but he did not secede from the Synod. He
was an old man, and apparently much respected and liked by

those who knew him, and evidently his Presbytery were willing

that he should continue in his office until death, though it was

again and again brought before their attention that he did not

preach the distinctive doctrines of the Gospel. At last the Synod

having thrown off the founders of the Remonstrant Synod, the

Presbytery felt they must do something, and they held a visita-

tion Presbytery at Killinchey on the 19th August, 1832, which

examined into the matter, and declared that the doctrines of the

Trinity and Original Sin were not preached by Mr Watson, but

nothing more was done.

The congregation having been annexed to the Presbytery of

Down in 1835, the next year that Presbytery inserted in its

minutes a statement that there was not a second service during

the summer months at Killinchey Chapel, but it did not appear

that the Presbytery took any step to put an end to that irregu-

larity.

By the code of 1824 the Synod may appoint a commission of

its members in the case of negligence or unreasonable tardiness

in a Presbytery, and in June the Synod, without any notice to Mr
Watson or any examination into his conduct, appointed a committee

to take charge of the congregation, which virtually deposed him,

and his friends complained of this conduct as unconstitutional.

The congregation on 11th August presented a memorial (signed by
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one hundred and forty Leads of families, while only sixty-seven

voted against it) to the Synod, requesting- them to rescind the

appointment of the connnittee. The committee on the 19th

August assembled at Killinchey, and resolved :
" That whilst

there has been the most ample testimony borne to the high

character of Mr Watson, the committee have to lament that with

regard to his preaching it appears that the supreme Deity of the

Lord Jesus Christ, and some other fundamental doctrines of the

Gospel, have not been brought forward with that prominence

which they merit. That from these reasons and a consideration

of his infirmity arising from his advanced life, he having been

thirty-eight years in the ministry, together with the great extent

of the congregation, comprising at least one thousand families,

the committee unanimously resolve strongly, and yet respectfully,

to recommend to Mr Watson immediately to ask liberty for his

people to choose an assistant and successor. That until this

measure be accomplished, the committee shall on every third

Sabbath send some of its members to preach in Killinchey, not

from any hostility to Mr Watson, but from an anxious desire to

assist him in reviving the interest of decaying religion in this part

of the church. That Mr Denham be appointed to preach in

Killinchey on next Lord's day to read and explain these resolu-

tions to the congregation."

The members of the committee appointed to preach presented

themselves at the chapel next Sunday at the usual hour, and con-

ducted the service, and the Kirk Session of the Congrega-

tion at this service summoned the seatholders to that day

fortnight to take measures " for securing the rights and privileges

of this ancient and respectable congregation in consequence of the

late proceedings of the Synod and the decision of the committee."

The members of the committee appointed preached on the next

Sunday. The meeting of the congregation was held, and a reso-

lution was proposed " That the congregation should thenceforth bo

independent of all Synods and Presbyteries," but an amendment

was carried by two hundred and nineteen heads of families to

ten, to join either the Remonstrant Synod or the Presbytery of

Antrim, as the session should decide. The session met imme-

diately and decided for the Remonstrant Synod, which was

reported to, and approved by the congregation. The moderator

of the Synod of Ulster was present and protested, on behalf of

the part of the congregation who wished to remain attached to
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the Synod of Ulster. The Remonstrant Synod, at a meeting

called for the purpose, received the congregation, and annexed

it to its Presbytery of Bangor.

Mr Watson was then summoned to attend the meeting of the

committee, the summons being a common one, and not stating

the committee was about to proceed against him. He did not

attend, and was deposed for non-attendance.

Mr Watson's congregation then obtained a conveyance of the

chapel from the heirs of those of the original trustees whom they

supposed to have survived the others, but the dates of whose

deaths afterwards they could not ascertain.

A meeting of the heads of families in the congregation adher-

ing to the Synod formed themselves into a separate congregation,

and invited the Reverend David Anderson to be their minister,

and he was ordained 6th December, 1836. They seem to have

worshipped in a warehouse.

It seems that seats in the Killinchey chapel, (and it is not

alleged as a singular case), had been regularly sold for small sums

;

and to such an extent was this notion of property carried, that if a

seatholder was in arrear for his seat rent, his seat was sold by the

committee after due notice to him, his arrears discharged, and any

surplus paid him. The congregation at the old chapel, in accor-

dance with the public recommendation of the Remonstrant Synod

to all congregations under its care, offered through Mr Watson

to the seceders, adequate pecuniary compensation for their

several rights and interests in the meeting-house and pro-

perty. It seems, however, that this offer came after the decision

of the Clough case, previously to which they had refused all pro-

positions for arrangement.

On the 7th November, 1836, Mr Anderson and several mem-
bers of his congregation demanded from Mr Watson and the new
trustees possession of the chapel, and on the 30th March, 1837, filed

a bill against them on the Equity side of the Exchequer, praying

the execution of the trusts of the deed of 1 740 ; that the convey-

ance to the new trustees might be declared fraudulent, and

a conveyance from them to proper trustees decreed; and that

the defendants might be ordered to give up possession of the

chapel, and the deeds relating to it.

The defendants either in their answer or by evidence insisted

on the following matters

:

That the real practice of the Synod, notwithstanding any
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resolutions which they passed was to permit differences of opinion

on all points in their congregations ; and that several doctrines oftho

Westminster Confession were either disavowed or kept in abeyance

by many ministers who were members of the Synod ; and they

instanced particularly those relating to the decrees of God, the

salvability of men not professing the Christian religion, the per-

severance of saints, the power of the civil magistrate in matters

of religion, see note p. 419 supra, the powers of church officers

to remit and retain sins, the causes of God's choice of men to

everlasting glory, the eternal sonship of Christ, and the power of

councils to determine controversies of faith. As to these points

they cross-examined the plaintiffs' witnesses who were ministers

or members of the Killinchey congregation; the ministers de-

clared that they held these doctrines, and that they knew no

distinction between doctrines as being some essential or funda-

mental, and others of them not so, since the confession made no

such distinction ; while each of the laymen denied his belief of

some of these doctrines.

That one of the Synod's ministers, the Rev. Samuel Dill

had published a book denying the eternal sonship of Christ;

that another of them, the Rev. James Carlisle, had published a

book, in which he declared there was error and sin in the confes-

sion, and that to no trivial extent, and controverted or objected

to the imposition of doctrines expressed in it; and also that

several ministers of the Synod at their ordination had objected

to the declaration in the confession as to the eternal sonship

of Christ, and that notwithstanding these acts all these persons

had remained in the body.

That James Reid, the minister of Killinchey, in 1726,

signed the protest against the Act of Synod, which cut off

the founders of the Presbytery of Antrim. That in Mr Kink-

head's time the congregation insisted on being removed from the

subscribing Presbytery of Killileagh to the non-subscribing Pres-

bytery of Bangor, and Mr Kinkhead remained unordained for

seven years until the transfer was made. That Mr Watson signed

the Remonstrance (in fact he signed the protest only) against the

regulations of 1828. That the Killinchey congregation had not

changed in their opinions since 1 740. That the regulations of 1828

were passed without a year's notice, and without their being

discussed in the Presbyteries as the code of discipline required.

That the separation of 1829 was made not on account of doctrine,
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as some Trinitarians had seceded, but of the unconstitutional

usurpation of the rights of the presbytery by the committee of

Synod. That a majority of the contributors had a right to

remove the congregation to the Remonstrant Synod, which held

the same opinions which the congregation had always held.

That- the Rev. William Porter, the clerk of the Synod of

Ulster, dismissed in 1827 for Arianism, was a high Arian, and

that the members of the Remonstrant Synod were at the time of

examination all Arians. One of the defendants declared him-

self a Trinitarian, and the belief of the others, including the Rev.

Samuel Watson, was stated in these words :
" That although

fully receiving the many passages of Scripture which ascribe

the most exalted dignity to the character of our blessed

Lord; though reverently believing that he is the brightness of

his Father's glory and the express image of his person, and

that God was in Christ reconciling the world to Himself, yet

these defendents after an anxious, and as they hope and believe,

an unprejudiced investigation of the sacred Scriptures, have not

been able to discover any satisfactory evidence of the supreme

deity of the Saviour, and his perfect equality in power with the

Father of all ; therefore these defendants severally say that they

are not believers in the doctrine of the Trinity, as the said doc-

trine is defined in the Westminster Confession, and in other creeds

and confessions popularly received."

Evidence was gone into on both sides as to the making out

the list of contributors and the polling, neither of which seems

to have been according to the elaborate provisions of the code of

discipline, thus justifying the surmise at p. 17 that many questions

must have arisen among English Presbyterians, unless minute

provisions were in force throughout the denomination.

An attempt was made, but unsuccessfully, by the defendants

to show that the moderator of the Synod offered to head an

attempt to take possession of the chapel, and that a party of

orangemen had been engaged for the service : Evidence was

also given pointing out the statement in the confession that ido-

laters cannot be saved, and coupling it with the expression

" iufidels, papists, or other idolaters." All this was intended to

raise prejudices against the plaintiffs in the mind of Chief Baron

Wulfe, who was a Romanist, but the sting of the question as to

idolaters was drawn by the answer that only those Roman
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Catholics who maintained the absolute supremacy of the Pope over

general councils were to be called Papists.

The plaintiffs proved the acts of Synod, which have been

already set out; the practice as to giving congregations in

charge to a committee ; and the heterodoxy of all members of

the Remonstrant Synod. All the cii-cumstances connected with

the poll-book and the polling at the meeting which voted the

transfer of the congregation were proved on one side or the other.

Each party again brought out its champions to show the rules

and resolutions of the body on the one side, or its usages and
principles on the other; Drs. Cooke, Reid, and Robert Stewart,

appearing for the plaintiffs, and Dr. Montgomery, the Rev. John
Scott Porter, and the Rev. William Porter, for the defendants.

The plaintiffs, in addition to the arguments used in the

Clough case, would have urged the following : That the congrega-

tion might remain Trinitarian though they joined the Remonstrant

Synod, since some of its founders were Trinitarians, and its con-

stitution received Trinitarians as willingly as Anti-Trinitarians.

That the Synod of Ulster had departed from the old constitution,

as they had taken the examination on the admission of stu-

dents, probationers, and ministers out of the hands of the

Presbytei'ies, to whom alone it had been previously intrusted, and

devolved it upon a committee, which was a new body unknown
to the constitution. That this principle of centralization was

altogether contrary to the genius of Iinsh Presbyterianism,

which left all to the Presbyteries, the only Scriptural tribunal,

and gave no real power to the Synod. That by insisting

on subscription they were introducing a practice which, though

prescribed by old resolutions of the Synod, had never been

put in force, and was in fact abrogated formally when the

code of discipline allowed the ordaining Presbytery to ascertain

a candidate's fitness, not by subscription, but by examination.

That the Remonstrant Synod retained the old rules and usages

of Irish Presbyterianism, and therefore the congregation of

Killmchy in joining them were supporting the principles and follow-

ing the usages in vogue at the date of the deed. That setting up
any standard but the Bible, and all attempts to control a congre-

gation in the choice of its minister, were inconsistent with the

principles of Protestantism and of Presbyterianism as it had
always been held in the congregation.

The defendants evidently intended also to contend that the vote

54
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which prevented the regulations of 1829 from applying to minis-

ters already ordained was a tacit recognition that other sentiments

had prevailed, and amounted to a compact that the ministers of

the Synod then holding them should be permitted to retain their

pulpits until their deaths; and that not only was the state of

things disclosed in the minute of 1827 previously well known, but

ministers then living had been chosen moderators and clerks of

the Synod of Ulster, when they were avowed and notorious

Arians, and it was monstrous that they or their brethren of like

opinions should be expelled from their chapels during their lives.

They also seem to have contemplated making a point of the

division in 1829 see p. 390, of the contributions of the congregations

of both parties to the denominational funds, as amounting to the

renunciation of the chapels. But that arrangement recognized the

propriety of adhering to founders' intentions, and could not affect

the trusts on which the chapels were held.

The brief for the plaintiffs, consisting of the pleadings, exami-

nations and exhibits, forms a folio volume of two hundred and
eighteen pages with eighty lines in a page, and twenty-two

in smaller print with one hundred and twenty lines in a page,

the solicitor's observations being printed throughout in the

margins.

The cause never was tried, as the defendants consented to a

decree against themselves. Several months after the decision

of the Hewley case, when great additional expense had been

incurred, and all was ready for the hearing, they proposed that

each party should pay its own costs. This was refused, but

Mr Macrory, the plaintiffs' solicitor, agreed to accept the amount
which he had actually disbursed, in order to make an end of the

matter.

Hitherto the proceedings of the orthodox had been defensive,

but they now became aggressive. The next case, the Attorney-

General v. Drummond, was against members of the Synod of

Munster, and was instituted in the Irish Court of Chancery.

The information was filed 13th April, 1840. It arose on a deed of

trust, dated 1st May, 1710, which constituted the ministers of the con-

gregations of the five chapels in Wood Street, Cook Street, New Row,
Phmket Street, and Mary's Abbey, and laymen to be chosen as there

mentioned, trustees of a fund for the support of religion in Dublin and
the south of Ireland, by the means stated in the judgment. The chief

contributors to this fund were Sir Abraham Langford, Bart., Joseph
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Darner, Esq., Lady Lof'tus, aud Dr. Daniel Williams, then of Dublin,

afterwards of London.

The information alleged that the charity fund had become consider-

rable. [The income is stated at about £540 a year.] That the Wood
Street congregation had united with that of Cook Sti'eet, and removed

to Strand Street ; the congregation of New Row had removed to Eustace

Street, and the congregation of Plunket Street had united with that of

Usher's Quay. That Strand Street and Eustace Street congregations had

become Unitarian ; Mary's Abbey and Usher's Quay congregations bad

remained Trinitarian. That part of the funds were applied in support of

Unitarianism. That £100 offered by Mr Matthews (a relator) in order

that he might become a trustee under a clause in the deed had been

rejected, and that a grant to the Fermoy congregation, to which the

other relators belonged, has been refused.

The Trinitarian trustees, except those connected with Mary's Abbey,

answered separately, in accordance with the statements in the

bill. The answer of the other trustees stated that ' the opinions in

later times embraced by the majority of the said congregations

of Eustace Street and Strand Street were in conformity with

those held by that class of Protestant Dissenters usually denominated

Unitarian Presbyterians, understanding by the said term Unitarian,

that mode or form of Christian faith which, while it acknowledged the

divine mission of Jesus Christ and the authority of His gospel as the

gospel of God, regards the doctrine which asserts His supreme Deity, or

his being the proper object of adoration and worship, as asserting that

which our Saviour himself, according to their understanding of the

Scriptures, denied, and consequently as unscriptural and untrue. But

that in these congregations the Unitarian belief is not adopted as the

bond or principle of congregational union, on the contrary the sole bond

of congregational union therein, is the principle of rejecting in matters

of faith the declarations of man, and all confessions, tests, and articles

whatever drawn up or devised by man, aud abiding by the Bible, and the

Bible only, as their rule of faith and practice, and that in conformity

with the said principle the ministers and members of the said congrega-

tions respectively are at liberty from time to time to adopt such views

of Christian faith in relation to the doctrine of the Trinity or any other

doctrine or asserted doctrine of the Christian faith as may appear to

them consonant with Scripture, without incurring thereby the for-

feiture of any right, temporal or otherwise, which they may enjoy

as members of the said congregations respectively.'

The case was argued on the 2-tth, 26th, 27th, and 28th of January,

IS! 2.

The Loud Chancellor.—This case has been very elaborately
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argued, and it would be impossible for the court to have had abler

assistance than has been afforded by the counsel on both sides. If I

had been aware how nearly this case resembled Lady Hewley's, I should

have postponed the hearing of it until that case had been decided,

although neither pai'ty desired me to do so. It is not my intention

finally to dispose of this case until that of Lady Hewley has been

disposed of by the House of Lords. It would be presumption in me
sitting here now to decide finally (whatever may be my present opinions)

upon questions, which may receive great light from the authority by

which I must ultimately be bound. As, however, the case has been

fully argued, I think it proper to state, while the subject is fresh in my
mind, what my impressions are. I wish, for the sake of the parties, that

I had not been counsel in Lady Hewley's case ; but I can only say, that I

have endeavoured to divest my mind of any impression which I may
have received during the argument of that case. I shall endeavour to

see whether this case cannot be disposed of according to the strictest

rules of law, without involving myself in any of the difficulties, now the

subject of grave consideration in the House of Lords.

There is one question, without discussing which it is impossible to

enter on this subject at all, viz., whether parol evidence is admissible to

aid in the construction of a deed % Now that parol evidence in a gene-

ral sense is not admissible to construe a deed, admits of no doubt.

You must take the deed as you find it. It has been properly stated at

the bar that I should not be at liberty to receive parol evidence of

declarations of the founders against their grant. Clearly not. Neither

could 1 receive it to uphold their grant. You must judge of what a

man means by what he has expressed in his deed, and property would
not be safe if the law were at liberty to inquire into what men have said

in opposition to that which they have expressed in their deeds.

On the other hand it is one of the settled rules of law that in con-

struing a deed or written instrument, the court is at liberty to inquire

into all the surrounding circumstances which may have acted upon the

minds of the persons by whom the deed or will (for it matters not

whether it was one or the other) was executed. I have a right, for

instance, if a man makes a settlement for his children, in which I find

something ambiguous, to ask what was the state of the family of the

settler, and all the circumstances in which he was placed in relation to

the property which he has disposed of. I have a right (and it is often

necessary to exercise it) to make a similar inquiry in the case of testa-

mentary dispositions j in many cases one construction would be given

to particular words, it children were living at the time the

instrument was executed ; another construction if there were no children

living at that period. The court, therefore, has not merely a right, but
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it is its duty, to inquire into the surrounding circumstances before it can

approach the construction of the instrument itself; but I freely admit

(indeed I lay it down as a rule from which I will never depart) that

when the court has possession of all these facts, which it is entitled to

know, they will only enable the court to put a construction on the

instrument consistent with the words, and the Judge is not at libeiiy,

because he has acquired a knowledge of those facts, to put a construction

on the words which they do not fairly bear ; but the right to inquire, to

the extent I stated, admits of no doubt.

It is singular enough, looking at this case, let it be disguised as

it may, that both parties have resorted to parol testimony. One of the

most settled rules of law for the construction of ambiguities in ancient

instruments is that you may resort to contemporaneous usage to ascer-

tain the meaning of the deed ; tell me what you have done under such a

deed and I will tell you what that deed means. It is equally a settled

rule of law, where ambiguous expressions are used, though you are not

at liberty to prove by their declarations what the parties meant, you are

not only at liberty, but you are driven to supply yourself with evidence

to know what is the meaning of such expressions. If I have to decide

on the meaning of a deed, in which some technical word, some word of

art of which I may be ignorant, is used, I must have recourse to diction-

aries and lexicons, in order that they may instruct me. Without at

present looking into the particular trusts of this deed, but supposing them
to be for the purpose of carrying on and supporting Christians in their

religious worship, and providing for Protestant dissent, the moment
I open the deed, I am compelled to ask myself (in a dispute between

two parties, each asserting that they are the persons who come within

that description) who are Christians '? and who are Protestant Dis-

senters ? It is not a case in which there is no doubt or ambiguity, for

each side assert that they come within the description of the parties

mentioned in the deed. I admit that the defendants have not so much
difficulty to contend with in their view of the case as the relators, for

they say the description includes both parties ; the plaintiffs say No, the

description is exclusive, and does exclude the defendants altogether. I

must then ask myself what is the meaning in law of a Christian. Whom
does it denote I Who is a Christian in the view of this court when it is

called upon to give a legal explanation of the word 1 When I have put

the legal exposition on that word, who, I must again ask, are Protestant

Dissenters ? I must have an answer to these two questions before I am
competent to approach the question which it is my duty to decide. One
of the counsel for the defendants pressed me to this extent : he says,

you are not at liberty to receive any parol evidence whatever, and yet

what does he do himself] In as powerful and able an argument as I
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have ever heard addressed to me he absolutely denies my right as a

Judge to receive parol or extrinsic evidence at all, and then he gives me
parol evidence as to the meaning of the term Protestant Dissenter. He
produces acts of parliament and says that these words were used in such

and such instances to include Unitarians, not a declaration by the

legislature what constitutes a Unitarian, or how he may be described.

This is, in my opinion, very proper evidence, but is it not for the pur-

pose for which it is produced—parol evidence. He brings these statutes

before me to show what is the meaning of the words Protestant

Dissenter, and therefore I do not see any great difference between the

parties as regards the question upon the admissibility of such parol

evidence as I am disposed to receive.

If I look to the authorities on this case, I find Lord Eldon's opinion

clearly expressed in the Attorney-General v. Pearson, that the court

must, in ambiguous cases, look to usage ; and that is warranted by all

the authorities. Now what is usage but parol evidence 1 It is parol

evidence of facts in order to construe the deed. If I look to the report

of what took place in Lady Hewley's case, I find parol evidence ad-

mitted by the Vice-Chancellor, and that even as to opinions. The plain-

tiffs' counsel have argued truly that I cannot know in what sense words

are used, unless I know by whom they are used. A Mahommedan
might say, 'I am a Christian,' as he believes in a certain sense in Christ

;

but I must ask what kind of a Christian he is. If I were told who was

speaking I should know in what sense he used the words. But then

arises the difficulty so strongly urged in this and in previous cases.

Suppose there were two deeds, suppose a Unitarian for example to have

alone executed the deed, I am called upon to construe, and that a simi-

lar deed in the same words was, on the same day, executed by Sir

Arthur Langford ; according to this doctrine, the court must put two

different constructions on similar instruments, one being the foundation

of a Unitarian who, when he speaks of Christianity, means Unitarian

Christianity ; and when he speaks of Protestant Dissenters means what

I am told are the best of all Protestant Dissenters, Unitarians who
carry dissent to the greatest possible extent. The Unitarian would say

to the court, you can have no difficulty about the construction to be

given to my deed, for it is executed by an avowed Unitariau. Ask
what his opinions were, and you can ascertain the sense in which he

used these words. The Trinitarian will say the same as to his deed,

that no difficulty can arise as to its meaning. Ask the Trinitarian

and he will say, ' by Christianity I mean what is popularly called

Christianity.' He would ask, ' Did I ever hear of a Trinitarian

Christian? I must have replied I never had, for the simple term
' Christian' implies that the person spoken of is a Trinitarian ; iudeed the
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Unitarian claiming to be a Christian is content to say, ' I am a Uni-

tarian Christian.' He has to bring himself within the pale of Christi-

anity by a distinction. The Trinitarian would therefore say, ' I used

the term Christian in its popular and original sense, and you cannot

mistake the meaning of my deed.' The court, in construing two such

deeds upon such evidence alone, would find itself in a situation of great

embarassment. This shows the difficulty of receiving evidence of mere

opinions as a foundation for the construction of pai'ticular expressions in

a deed ; but we must not put a construction on the words of the foun-

ders contrary to the general meaning of those words, because they enter-

tained a particular set of opinions.

In this case, however, I shall throw out of my consideration all the

evidence with respect to the mere opinions of the founders ; I shall only

admit evidence of those matters with respect to the admissibility of

which there can, I think, be no dispute.

Many Judges have gone much further than I propose in this case

to go. The opinion of Lord Eldon in the Attorney-General v. Pearson,

was perfectly clear that evidence of contemporaneous usage was admis-

sible. The Vice-Chancellor in the same case, held that evidence respect-

ing opinions was to be received. In the case of the Attorney-General v.

Shore the two common law Judges who assisted Lord Lyndhurst had

no doubt of this. ' There is no doubt,' said Mr Baron Alderson, who
delivered the joint opinions of himself and Mr Justice Patteson, 'as to

the principles which are to govern our opinions ; they are fully laid down

and explained in the case of the Attorney-General v. Pearson, and may
be thus shortly expressed. The will of the founder is to be observed.

Then how is the will of the founder to be ascertained
1

? If it be ex-

pressed clearly in the deed or instrument of foundation, there can be no

difficulty ; if expressed in doubtful or general words, recourse must be

had to extrinsic circumstances ; such as the known opinions of the foun-

der, the existing state of the law, the contemporaneous usage, or the

like.' Lord Lyndhurst acted on the rule thus laid down. In another

part of the case they say, ' This view of the case is applicable to

Unitarian preaching,' so that there again they consider you are at

liberty to go into matters of history, and to inquire what was the state

of the law at the time, in order to form an opinion upon these points.

Lord Lyndhurst said :
' I agree entirely in the principle stated by the

learned judges, upon which this case must be decided. In every case of

charity, if the terms which are made use of are obscure, doubtful, or

equivocal, either in themselves or in the application of them, it then

becomes the duty of the court to ascertain by evidence, as well as it is

able, what was the intent of the founder of the charity, and in what

sense the particular expressions were used. It is a question of evidence,.
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and that evidence will vary with the circumstances of each particular

case ; it is a question of fact to be determined ; and the moment the fact

is known and ascertained, then the application of the principle is clear

and easy.' And that judge also held that opinions might be taken

into consideration as shewing what was the intention of the founder.

This point was very much discussed in the course of the argument in

the House of Lords ; but I want to draw the attention of the bar to

what it was that was particularly objected to as being parol evidence in

the appeal to the House of Lords ; to what extent the appellants objected

to parol evidence.

The Attorney-General, in opening the argument in that case on

the part of the appellants, complains of the evidence that was admitted.

He says, ' There was a great body of evidence for the purpose of shew-

ing what I should not at all have complained of, namely, the meaning

affixed to particular words at a particular time ; that would be perfectly

legitimate, nor should I at all have objected to the evidence of usage

which might be evidence to show in what sense the words were used at

the time the deed was executed ; but what I do complain of is this, that

a great body of evidence was admitted, and was acted upon both by the

Vice-Chancellor and by Lord Lyndhurst, and by the two learned Judges

who assisted him, with a view to shew in what sense Lady Hewley used

particular words. That is what I complain of. I say that you may go into

evidence with regard to ancient documents with regard to the sense in

which particular expi'essions were used at a particular time.' And that

is repeated in the reply, and the Attorney-General, in the most distinct

terms, states that he complains not at all of the admission of general

evidence from usage or the like, but confines his complaint to the ad-

mission of evidence to shew in what sense Lady Hewley used particular

words.

When the Solicitor-General followed him he says, speaking of the

exclusion of parol evidence :
' I consider it no receding from that propo-

sition to admit that for the purpose of construing the deed, you might

look to what the circumstances were under which it was executed, that

is to say, in order to ascertain what the foundress, the party executing

the deed, meant by the words which she has used, you might look to all

those circumstances by which she was surrounded at the time she used

them in order that you might know what she knew at the time she

executed the deed, and in order to ascertain the meaning of the words.'

So that the counsel on the opposite side found no difficulty in admitting

that which I am inclined to take as my rule upon this occasion.

In his reply the Attorney-General says, ' But we are by no means in

the dilemma that is supposed, because we do not say that evidence is to

be entirely excluded, although we deny that all the evidence is to be
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admitted, or is to be acted upon, with respect to which so much argu-

ment has been used. We do not say that the evidence is to be entirely

excluded, but we say that a great part of the evidence that has

been admitted with respect to the private opinion and belief of Lady

Hewley ought to be excluded, or if admitted, it ought not be artel

upon. It is upon the private opinion of Lady Hewley that this decree

rests, and this decree cannot be supported if the private opinion of

Lady Hewley is not a legitimate ground upon which the decree can be

supported. I have never disputed for one moment that evidence may
be admitted to shew in what sense the words 'godly preachers of Christ's

holy gospel' were used in the time of Lady Hewley ; I have not said

that with regard to the will no evidence can be received, facts and cir-

cumstances may be admitted.'

It appears, then, to be clear that the objection in Lady Hewley's

case is not to the admission of parol evidence generally, but only to the

admission of such parts of the evidence as go to prove expressions used

by Lady Hewley in her life time, or her opinions generally. However,

I do not intend to receive such evidence here. What I am prepared to act

on, subject to correction, is this : I shall admit evidence, or if not fur-

nished, I will, if necessary, look for evidence in history, in records, and

acts of parliament, in the knowledge of the times, in the writings of

men of different persuasions on ecclesiastical subjects ; I will seek from

all these sources for evidence to ascertain what, at the time of the execu-

tion of this deed, was the meaning of the word ' Christian,' and the

meaning of the words ' Protestant Dissenters,' and that not for the pur-

pose of putting a construction on these words, which would do any

violence to the deed, but, if I can, to enable me to put a construction on

them that shall at once be consistent with the deed, and accord with the

intention of the founders. I reject therefore at once all evidence which goes

to show what the founders thought, what their opinions Were, in order to

put a construction on this deed, but I shall not exclude evidence which

informs me what they did. I shall receive evidence which goes to show

to what places of worship they resorted, or what their acts were,

although this may not throw any light upon the construction of the

deed. I am clearly at liberty to receive such evidence, because this

deed proceeds upon certain existing foundations which it was intended

should be continued and maintained for the future. I must therefore

inquire what were the foundations referred to by this deed, and I cannot

do so without knowing how far the founders were mixed up with these

establishments, not as to their individual opinions, but as to their acts

in forming a part of the general body, whatever their opinions were,

who resorted to these foundations.

Now nobody will dispute that I am entitled to evidence (indeed I

55
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am bound to know it without evidence) of the opinions expressed by the

general body of Presbyterians. I am at perfect liberty, with evidence

or without it, to resort to the Westminster Confession of Faith, whether

Presbyterians subscribe it or not. If I find them in connection with

the Synod of Ulster, then I must inquire what was the practice of that

Synod, in matters of religion, before I decide whether Unitarians are, or

are not, included in the trusts of this deed : I must know all about the

foundations established before the execution of this deed to enable me
to decide who come within the trusts which it has created.

It was argued on the part of the relators very ably that it was not

subscription or non-subscription that was involved in this case, because

among the founders there were both strong opponents of subscription

and some who subscribed ; but that the question is in reference to

doctrine.

Now the defendants' counsel say that all Protestant dissent turns

not upon questions of doctrine, but upon matters of church government,

but it is perfectly clear it may include both, or be confined to one. In

most cases it includes both. It is not Presbyterian government, but

Protestant doctrine which I am to deal with in this case, because although

Presbyterianism depends not so much on doctrine as on church govern-

ment
;
yet, here' the question of Protestant doctrine comes before me for

decision. The founders of this trust were Presbyterians, and the foun-

dations of this deed were for church purposes, if I may so express it,

that is, for Presbyterian purposes, they believing in the doctrines of

Original Sin, the Atonement, the Divinity of Christ, and the Trinity,

according to the Westminster Confession of Faith. Subscription only

comes into consideration in this way : If a man subscribes there is an

end of all difficulty in ascertaining what his faith is. If he do not sub-

scribe they still keep up the bond of union, because non-subscription is

not of vital import, provided there be a profession of the doctrines. I

shall not, therefoi'e, follow the argument as to the subscription to creeds ;

no subscription is required by this deed. But after all, whatever be the

extent of the professed liberality of any church, it comes back to the

same point. Take the Unitarians ; they have their schools, and they

tell their Unitarian scholars, ' You are to take the Bible, the whole

Bible, and nothing but the Bible. We leave you to seek the truth for

yourselves, act fairly, form your own opinions, we will take care- to give

you the best instruction, and endeavour to lead you to the true light.'

But what is the result, if, in the coux'se of the inquiry, the student, how-

ever sincerely he embraces opinions inconsistent with their own 1 suppose

he goes wrong according to their views, and that his opinions settle in

the full belief of the Deity of Christ and of the Trinity 1 If he do not

go out of their communion, they must turn him out ; he is no longer a
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member of tlieir communion ; he is, of course, at liberty to come to the

conclusion at which he has arrived, but he cannot remain in their school

if he professes those opinions. No one expects that the Unitarian

Society would educate a Trinitarian minister.

Mr Holmes.—We would not exclude Trinitarian ministers from

our society ; we grant them licenses as well as Unitarians.

Lord Chancellor.—Here you cannot help it ; but I am speaking

of Unitarians out of this deed, I speak of religious communities gene-

rally. With all the professions and exercise of liberality that man can

extend to his fellow man, the moment a vital difference arises, that

moment there must be a separation, creed or no creed, subscription or

non-subscription. The same congregation could not tolerate one minis-

ter preaching one doctrine one day, and another minister the opposite

one the next. . But this is not material to the decision of this case, and

I shall advert to it no further.

There is a preliminary observation which I ought to make, that the

framers of this deed were conscious that the Avhole of it was illegal,

according to the then existing state of the law. The clause which

relates to future donations shews their sense of its illegality. By the

then statute law, there was no exception which enabled any Protestant

Dissenting body to legally exercise their functions. Now, although by

subsequent legislation all difficulties in the way of Dissentei's (I say

nothing as to the common law in its operation on Unitarians) have been

removed, yet a question arises whether the court can now execute

a trust which, at its creation, was illegal. [His Lordship then referred

to Bradshaw v. Tasker, 2 Mylne and Keen, 221, with reference to a

charity for Romanists decided by Lord Brougham, and intimated a

doubt whether it was rightly decided.] But if, as in this case, the court

finds in the possession of a body a fund which they have enjoyed for a

century and a half, although by the law as it stood when the trust was

created, they were not entitled to hold it, but the disability to hold is by

law removed, and there is no adverse claimant, I think the court is

warranted in executing the trust, although unless the case of Bradshaw v.

Tasker be an authority, I should feel great difficulty in saying that

property which never had been acquired by a Roman Catholic body,

and which they could not have held before the passing of the late act,

2 and 3 Wm. IV., could pass to them by its retrospective operation ; for if

this be so, where is the right to stop 1 Is the limit to be the statute of

limitations ? But I am relieved from this difficulty on the ground

which I have stated.

I have been told that if the parties meant to exclude Unitarians

they should have put a proviso in the deed to that effect, and that as

they did not, they intended the trust for the benefit of Protestant
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Dissenters generally. But I rather think that the argument is the other

way. If one denomination or sect be excluded, you must define the

precise objects for whose benefit you create the trust. Now, the foun-

ders did not want to define. If they had excluded Unitarians by express

words, they must have gone on to say whether Baptists, Quakers, &c,

were meant to be included or excluded.

I come now to consider what evidence I have of the meaning of the

words 'Christian,' and 'Protestant Dissenter,' at the time of the execu-

tion of this deed. I shall not travel out of what I find in the document

before me, the first volume of Mr Emlyn's works, containing the narra-

tive of his life, and the proceedings against him. I take that as an

historical document, and 1 think it furnishes me with all the light I

require to enable me to put a construction on this instrument.

Now Mr Emlyn was a remarkable instance of what was the state of

the law, and what were the opinions, not merely of individuals, but of

the public at large, and of the Protestant Dissenters in Dublin, and of

their ministers in particular, with respect to the tenets which he

adopted, and that only a short time before the execution of the deed.

Mr Emlyn informs us that his parents were church people,- but brought

him up as a Nonconformist, that he went to England, attached himself

to a high family, and took out a license from a bishop, but did not sub-

scribe the thirty-nine articles, or bind himself in any manner.

The result was he came over to Ireland, and became the colleague of Mr
Boyse, and they went on in great amity for a considerable time, preach-

ing in the same chapel. Their doctrine was not such as lead to any
difference between them. But it appears that after some time there

were certain ambiguous words used by Mr Emlyn (but never a positive

declaration) which excited suspicion ; and Mr Boyse and a member of

his congregation waited on Mr Emlyn to ascertain whether there was

any foundation for their suspicion that he had become a Unitarian. As
a man of honour he felt strongly pressed by their questions, and he con-

fessed that he was a Unitarian. The matter was brought before the other

Pfotestant Dissenting ministers in Dublin, and he was instantly dis-

missed from the ministry without the slightest reference to his congrega-

tion j a, circumstance which he complains of in his narrative. He then

went to England, and was followed by the opposition of the Dissenting

ministers of Dublin, who wrote to complain of him to those who treated

him with any kindness. When he returned to Ireland he was seized,

together with an edition of his book, and carried into court, and then

the prosecution followed. Now all this is done by Protestant Dissenters.

The whole complaint in this volume is against the conduct of Protestant

Dissenters towards him, and it says, ' How much wiser it would have

been to let him alone where he was without creating any scandal, than
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to have arrested him as he was, and thus to have compelled him, in

vindication of himself, to assert his cause.'

That was the way in which he deprecated their conduct. He states

that he was tried and convicted ; that one of his own deacons was on the

jury who found him guilty, an important fact, that the trial was con-

ducted by the Dissenting ministers of the day, and that churchmen
assisted in it, of which he much complains. Every word of this

book proves that the Protestant Dissenters of the day were opposed to

Unitarian doctrines, that they instantly thrust out as no longer fit to be

a member of their body, a person who had not preached the Unitarian

doctrine, because that was not asserted, but.who had simply entertained

an opinion unfavourable to the Deity of the Saviour, and they never

afterwards became reconciled to him. It would be difficult to deny that

the Protestant Dissenters were a settled and recognized body of ministers,

having at that time several places of worship in Dublin, and that they

and their congregations were altogether opposed to Unitarian doctrines.

Mr Emlyu was found guilty, and received a very severe punishment. I

am not called upon to give any opinion whether that prosecution was
right or wrong ; but it proves this, which is of great importance, that as

the law was then administered, it was blasphemy to deny the Divinity

of Christ ; and Mr Emlyn was accordingly convicted of blasphemy in

the Queen's Bench on that ground, and suffered a long imprisonment,

and a fine of considerable amount. I know this as matter of fact in this

cause. Mr Emlyn had not spoken with irreverence of Christ ; his was

a candid inquiry, and he could not be convicted on that ground, but his

defence was inadmissible by law, and he was convicted. We find that

Protestant Dissenters in general rejected his doctrines with horror. Mr
Emlyn says that no one, except the person who came with Mr Boyse,

ever suspected him of entertaining them ; but that did not save him from

immediate expulsion from the ministry of Protestant Dissenters.

If, therefore, we find the opinions of Protestant Dissenters concur-

ring with the law, that they are the persons who put this law into

execution, and call for that powerful condemnation which was inflicted on

this poor man, I think it impossible to deny, that shortly before the

execution of this deed, Protestant Dissenters were understood to mean
a body of men who believed in the divinity of Christ, and in the Trinity,

and that whether they subscribed 'or not. The ministers of Dublin are

attacked by Emlyn for their violent conduct towards him, and here

is an extract :
' The Dissenters having started the game, the church

party presently joined them in pursuing it with heat and violence, and
hallooed the secular power to exert all its force in running him down
and worrying him. The Dissenters on the Grand Jury were eager for

making a presentment of the book, and one of them, to make sure work
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of it, was not contented with that, but went directly for the Chief

Justice's warrant, by virtue of which he seized the author and impres-

sion.' So that these Dissenters were his most deadly enemies. There

is a passage contained in a letter dated July, 1704, addressed to a friend,

in which he thus speaks to the same effect. ' They used (says he) the

most exasperating language to render me odious. Mr Boyse, I believe,

is not pleased with what some have done, and is ready to act for my
relief, whom 1 have sometimes seen (though I think but once for near

half a year past) in my imprisonment ; but as to all the other ministers

with whom I lived above eleven years in brotherhood, as they never

once were at the pains to discourse me, (excepting when I met them on

the first discovery of my judgment), so I never found the least remains

of charity or humanity from them. I never had one visit from any of

them ; nay, they do what they can to hinder others from that little

instance of charity itself

Now as to the extent of alleged Unitarian doctrine among the

people, he says, c There are several honest-hearted, plain people, of the

lower rank, who express much more of Christian charity than their

teachers, and would still be friendly, but for any of the fashionable

people (who must be modish) there are not two that I remember, from

whom I have had either a visit or a kind message, or any sort of friendly

respect, any more than if I had turned a common robber or murderer,

whatever intimacy I had with them before. I write not this under the

heat of passion, which may well be cooled by thirteen months' imprison-

ment, nor had I wrote at all, but that you are pleased to inquire of me
about it. 1 should not charge so much on the Dissenters here in gene-

ral, but that the most forward actors against me are still countenanced

as rulers and officers in their churches, which shews the general sense of

their churches to be that persecution is no scandalous crime, since the

promoters of it are men of the highest esteem and place with them.'

I quote this to show what the opinions of the Protestant interest

was, and of the Protestant Dissenting ministers in particular, with

reference to this matter, and to shew it out of Emlyn's own book.

There is a narrative of the proceeding against him, showing how he

became a Unitarian. The first passage in the chapter is very important

on this question :
' I had been a preacher in Dublin (together with Mr

Boyse) for eleven years to a congregation of Protestant Dissenter's.' He
then tells you how he came to alter his opinions, and he details the

difficulties he laboured under, which terminated in his change of senti-

ment. He adds, ' I was ever careful not to speak against my own judg-

ment, or what should appear so to a judicious hearer, that I might not

act against Christian sincerity ; and yet I never confronted the opinions

of others by an express or unhandsome opposition.' I use his words for
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the purpose of showing that for eleven years he belonged to a congrega-

tion of Protestant Dissenters, and during that time he believed or pro-

fessed to believe, or did not make any other profession, than a belief in

the divinity of Christ. The moment he was understood to entertain a

contrary opinion, though he did not express it so as to be generally per-

ceived, he was excluded from that congregation of Protestant Dissenters.

Can I have a more powerful exposition of what were the opinions of

Protestant Dissenters, and of the ministers who provided over them at

that time 1 I stated that he was followed to England by the hostility of

his opponents. He says, ' When I came to London I found some with

whom I could be admitted to converse with more candour and charity,

of which the Dublin ministei*s having the knowledge, they were so

offended at it as to write to some at London, blaming them, as I heard,

for such friendly carriage towards one who differed from them in such

great points ; so hot was their zeal that they seemed to envy me these

small remains of friendship in another land, whither they had driven

me, and still pursued me.' And there again you see the Dublin minis-

ters acting as a body against him. He says he thought it necessary to

defend himself, and he wrote his 'Humble Enquiry.' He says also,

' In this indictment I was charged with some expressions that were not

at all in the book, nor according to my sentiments ; and yet that careless

Grand Jury, who ought, in conscience, to have compared the indictment

with my book, returned it to be a true bill ; among other Dissenters

one of my own deacons was of this jury.' He then gives an account of

what passed on his trial. He seems to have been used with some hardship

I admit ; and in a subsequent page he says, speaking of other bodies

:

' But as to the Dissenters, it looked worse in them to promote and

encourage persecution, when themselves were but connived at, having no

legal toleration in Ireland.' He expresses that in a very powerful pas-

sage. I read it only to show that the Dissenters as a body were perse-

cuting him, and were opposed to him in his doctrine. The appendix

to the narrative refers to a pamphlet written by Mr Boyse, entitled,

' The Dublin Ministers' Account (drawn up by Mr Boyse, in their name,)

untitled, The difference between Mr E. and the Dissenting Ministers of

Dublin truly represented,' so that there you have the Dissenting

ministers, as a body, opposed to him in a printed controversy giving an

account of the grounds on which they differ from him. They say, ' It

was not till after such apparent and repeated grounds of suspicion as

these that he was obliged to declare his judgment on this important

point, and in such circumstances the said ministers think there was very

just reason to put him upon it, to prevent the danger of the people's

being perverted from the common faith.' Thus I find the object was to

preserve the common faith, and if I ask what that common faith was, I
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am here told it was that, the disbelief of which excluded Mr Emlyn. ' But

they (these ministers of Dublin) cannot think any judicious Christian

will arraign either their prudence or their charity, for discountenancing

a doctrine which strikes so deep, they think, at the foundation of Chris-

tianity. Nor do they see wherein they could have expressed more

tenderness to Mr E. than they did in consistency with their own judg-

ment, and the zeal they ought to express in defending the faith once

delivered to the saints, and in which they have the concurrence of

almost all that bear the Christian name ; and they are confident that no

pastors in any of the reformed churches would, in the like circumstances,

have acted otherwise than they have done. They express their regret

and grief at being obliged to disown him, but they look upon the denial

of the divinity of our blessed Saviour to be a doctrine of too dangerous a

consequence to be tolerated among them.' Emlyn himself observes

that ' it appears their judgment in the case is, that the not assenting to

the Supreme Deity of Jesus Christ is such a crime, that no one suspected

thereof, and who, upon their demand, will not profess it in other words

than those of the Holy Scriptures, is to be allowed to preach, or so

much as to be tolerated among them.'

I do not think it necessary to read any more of these extracts : the

books entirely satisfy my mind that when a deed speaks of Christians

in a general sense at that period, it means those who believed in the

divinity of Christ ; that when it speaks of Protestant ministers, it

means those who professed Trinitarian doctrine ; and when it speaks of

Protestant congregations, it means those who attend a ministry profes-

sing that doctrine.

Supposing this to be generally true, let me now consider how this

case stands in particular. I may just refer to what has been given in

evidence of the prosecutions in general, which had been carried on

against Protestant Dissenters, and to these the Lord-Lieutenant, in his

speech to the House of Lords in 1709, alludes, and more particularly to

that one which has been adverted to as having recently occurred. He
says :

' I am directed to declare to you as her Majesty's fixed resolution,

that as her Majesty will always maintain and support the church as by

law established, so it is her royal will and intention that the Dissenters

shall not be persecuted or molested in the exercise of their religion.'

These are the recent prosecutions that are referred to in the trust deed,

and not the prosecution of Emlyn, to which the words could in no

respect apply, as that prosecution was actually set on foot by the Pres-

byterians of that day.

Before I come to the deed itself, 1 would call attention to the origi-

nal prospectus for the formation of the fund, proved by the defendants,

which shows what the intention of the founders was, and it is received
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in evidence, not merely because it has been proved by the defendants,

but because it shows what the grounds of the subscription were. It

commences thus: 'A proposal having been made to raise a fund for the

following uses, viz., the defending the common interest of Protestant

Dissenters against unreasonable prosecutions.' Now I think from what

I have just read that the common interest of Protestant Dissenters must

refer to that body of Protestant Dissenters, who excluded Mr Emlyn
from their communion, on the ground of his being a Unitarian. Could,

then, the subscribers to this fund, call Mr Emlyn's prosecution an un-

reasonable one, when it was carried on by their own body 1 But there

were other prosecutions which they did deem unreasonable, and which

the Crown had declared should not be continued. This subscription was

intended for the protection of the common body of Protestant Dissenters

against such prosecutions.

The second object in this prospectus is, 'The supporting of those

ministers in the South of Ireland, whose maintenance from their congre-

gations is insufficient.' How very important this clause is ! Has there

been the slightest evidence given, or could any be given, of the existence

of any Unitarian congregation in the South of Ireland 1 No evidence

is given that any such congregation existed in the south ; on the con-

trary, if you look at the prosecution of Emlyn, as narrated in his own
book, you will find that he stood alone, and this language is not figura-

tive, it is literally true. He tells you all the world deserted him, that

he went to a foreign land, and that he was pursued by those who had

driven him from Ireland, and he did stand alone. Then there was

not, in point of fact, any congregation answering to the description of

these persons who desire to be included in this trust.

The prospectus proceeds to another of the objects, namely, 'for the

education of youth for the ministry among Protestant Dissenters.' I

think I am entitled to say, as a matter of history, that there was then

no ministry among that body who are now called Unitarians. There is

not the slightest trace of any existing ministry at the time of the deed

for the propagation of Unitarian doctrine ; but there is abundant

evidence to shew that there were many congregations of Protestant

Dissenters who excluded Unitarians, and therefore I think that all the

three objects in this preparatory document, point clearly and undeni-

ably to the Protestant Dissenters as a body existing at that time,

amongst whom you would not find a single professed Unitarian. The
prospectus further states that many ministers in the country labour

'under very sinking discouragements through the paucity of those that

make up their congregations, so that they call for much larger assistance

than we can give them. There are several places where congregations

might be erected, were there a fund to subsist such ministers as might

56
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be sent amongst them, and 'tis the noblest instance of charity to provide

for such destitute souls faithful stewards to dispense to them the bread

of life,' and towards the end of this document this passage occurs, ' what

is given to such a fund may be eminently serviceable to uphold the

interest of uncorrupted Christianity (and such we reckon that of Pro-

testant Dissenters to be) in this age, and to transmit it to the succeeding

one. The light of the gospel may be spread thereby to many dark cor-

ners of this laud,' &c. That fits exactly with the deed, and I cannot

doubt that these passages point to congregations and ministers who
preach the divinity of Christ. Again, I cannot think (for I am
forced to look at the first parts of this document) that the sub-

scribers to this fund would have admitted that a subscription to

Emlyn's ministry would have upheld the interests of uncorrupted

Christianity, because they considered (whether rightly or wrongly it is

not my province to inquire) that Unitarian opinions were a corruption

of Christianity. Then follows an important passage :
' All possible pre-

caution will be used to secure the application of this fund to the uses for

which it is designed, which may be in a great measure judged of by the

scheme that is herewith laid before you ; the remote suspicion or a bare

possibility of this fund falling into other hands or being misapplied,

should not discourage any pious donors, and the wisest of men has

cautioned us against delaying our present duty from a bare suspicion

about future events by telling us 'that he that observeth the winds

shall not sow, and he that regardeth the clouds shall not reap.' If what

is thus barely possible should ever happen, after the best precautions

used, it will not lessen the present acceptance or future reward of the

pious donors.' I think this whole passage shows how much reliance

they placed upon the nomination of particular persons to be trustees.

They say, ' do not be apprehensive of this fund being perverted from its

purpose, for we will use all human means to keep the funds in the

right channel.' They proceed thus, ' a trust must be reposed somewhere,

in all charitable gifts, and no donor can easily propose greater security

from the honesty and fidelity of the trustees than what this scheme

affords.

'

This document is a powerful one in aid of the construction of this

instrument. It is admitted that all the parties who signed this instru-

ment were Protestant Dissenters, and that they professed the doctrine

of the Trinity ; that is not denied ; it is "almost admitted by the answer

of the defendants, and it is proved by the evidence before me. It is

certainly proved that some subscribed the Westminster Confession, and
some did not subscribe it • but that is not made a qualification by the

deed itself, nor is it put forward in this information as a ground upon
what the court is called to act, and that, therefore, is not necessary to

bring a man within this trust.
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Considering farther that this deed is dealing with existing congrega-

tions, and that I find certain established places of worship existing at

the time of the deed which belonged to Presbyterian congregations, aud

were presided over by Presbyterian ministers, who professed a belief in

the deity of Christ,' and who also believed in the Trinity, as the church

believes, I must suppose that the parties are going to provide for the

congregations to which they belong, if such congregations answered the

description in the deed ; I cannot suppose, I cannot be so irrational as

to believe, that this trust includes Unitarians ; I must put a construc-

tion on the words of the deed that will be consistent with every thing

within the four corners of it.

The deed commences with these words :
' Whereas from a pious dis-

position and concern for the interest of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the

welfare of precious souls, Sir Arthur Langford, Bart., and Joseph Danier,

Esq., with divers other well-disposed Christians, have designed and

intended to set on foot a stock or fund for the support of religion,' and so

on. They must not merely be Christians, but well-disposed Christians.

All these terms accord with the history of the times ; the foundations

then on foot ; the nature of the doctrines taught there, everything that

is proved in this cause ; everything proves to demonstration that the

persons spoken of are not the body who now call themselves Unitarians
;

and I must say, when you are speaking of the legal description, which

will include Unitarians as Christians, the very circumstance that it is

necessary to put a prefix to the name to distinguish them, that you

must cull them Unitarian Christians, (I am not considering whether or

not they are Christians, that is not my duty), inasmuch as they differ

from the great body of Christians, from the church, and from the body

of Dissenters, confirms my impression that Unitarians are not included

in the trust. If that would be so now, what must it have been then 1

There was then no Unitarian minister, no church, no chapel, no place

of resort for religious worship by Unitarians as such ; Emlyn stood alone,

he may be represented as himself the Unitarian interest of Ireland.

This statement is not mine ; I give it on the authority of one of the

great lights amoug the Unitarians, Dr. Drummond, who states, in the

discoui-se which has been referred to in the course of the argument, that

' Emlyn stood alone,' and that is the true description. Then what is it

that they designed to do I They did not intend to provide for Unita-

rians j the design was the support of religion, as it then existed in

Ireland, the deed speaking of Protestant Dissenters as they existed in

Ireland when the Unitarian doctrine was not preached. I cannot help

thinking that nothing could be more inconsistent than for either a

Trinitarian or a Unitarian to provide a fund for Unitarian and Trini-

tarian purposes. If the one is believed to be true, the other must be
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considered false. I can understand a churchman liberally supporting

dissent ; but it does appear inconsistent for a person who believes in the

Trinity to support Unitarianisni. Nothing but the clear intention

would induce me to put a construction on the deed to meet the view,

that the same persons joined to create a fund for the support of two such

opposite, distinct, conflicting, and irreconcileable systems.

There is a farther object mentioned in the deed, and that object is

for the support of religion by ' assisting poor cougregations and protect-

ing them against unreasonable prosecutions.' This I have already

explained.

The deed proceeds to another object, namely, 'the education of

youth designed for the ministry among Protestant Dissenters.' If it

depended on these words alone, I should have no difficulty in deciding

the case. I ask at that period what was the ministry among Protestant

Dissenters'? We are speaking now about Presbyterians. I am not

called upon to make a declaration upon the subject, but I think it clearly

appears from this document, that this trust was intended for the benefit

of Presbyterians. But what was the ministry among Protestant Dis-

senters % The expression is not the ' ministries,' there was but one

ministry among Presbyterians at that time, and that was a. ministry

of Protestant Dissenters, altogether disavowing and excluding Uni-

tarians, and therefore these words, if they stood alone, would carry with

them a weight, which would almost satisfy my mind as to the objects of

the trust.

The deed goes on to speak of assisting and supporting poor Pi'otes-

tant Dissenting cougregations. I have already shown that there were

no Protestant Dissenting congregations then existing, except those who
professed a belief in Trinitarian doctrine. There is not a trace of a

single Protestant congregation which entertained Unitarian opinions.

There is a passage in the deed that was referred to by one of the

counsel for the relators, which I consider of great impoi'tance. After

stating that it was intended for assisting poor Protestant Dissenting

congregations it further adds, 'and for such other pious and religious

ends, and by such means as shall by the subscribers hereunto be thought

proper and reasonable for promoting the design and intention herein

expressed.' Now I think I am bound to consider who are the persons

to whom this trust was confined, [confided] and who are qualified to

execute it. The prospectus states, ' We will do all that is in human
power to take care that the purposes of the subscriptions shall not be

defeated We will provide trustees in whom you shall have confidence.'

Well, they give power to the trustees for the purposes in the deed ex-

pressed, (all of which excludes Unitarians), they give them power to

appropriate the funds for such other pious and religious uses as shall
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by the subscribers be thought proper for carrying out the design and

intention therein expressed. Now is it possible or probable that they

could have entertained any intention in favour of Unitarian doctrine 1

Is that consistent with the uses before expressed
1

? Directly the con-

trary j these other uses then must not be in opposition to the leading

objects of the deed, but they must come in aid of these objects.

Then they say that 'a book shall be kept for the entry of their

proceedings,' and, it seems best to place the great security of the present

undertaking, next to the blessing and protection of God, upon the faith-

fulness and integrity of the persons therein named to be trustees ;' now
I beg attention to what follows, ' being the ministers of the several

Dissenting Protestant congregations associated in Dublin, and two of

each of their congregations.' From this clause 1 find that there were

then existing Dissenting Protestant congregations in Dublin. These

were the congregations intended to be entrusted with the management

;

their existing ministers are selected as trustees, and they are to select

two of their elders as trustees also. I am compelled then to ask what

were these Protestant Dissenting congregations that are referred to 1

The answer has been already made that they were all congregations

professing a belief in the divinity of Christ and the Trinity. It is im-

possible I can hold a Unitarian to come within these trusts. There

were then neither ministers to preach, nor congregations to whom to

preach, nor places of worship in which to preach these doctrines.

This deed refers to the existing foundations, and from them a person

entertaining such opinions was first actually expelled, and then prose-

cuted.

There is little else to observe on in this deed. The eighth article

states :
' Whereas the present members herein named are the ministers

of the several Protestant Dissenting congregations associated at present

in Dublin, and two out of each of their said congregations, nominated

by the said several respective ministers, a succession of whom, it is

hereby designed and intended, should be the constituent members or

trustees for the uses herein mentioned, together with such other

ministers as may be chosen to the pastoral charge of the said congre-

gations.' Here again, you see that this deed relates to existing founda-

tions, which were Trinitarian. Then there is that clause that is intended

to avoid the existing law ; and they wind up with a solemn dedication of

themselves to the execution of the trust, which I think, as well as other

expressions that occur, show what was their religious belief at that time,

and that it was Trinitarian.

My opinion, therefore, and I must say my very clear opinion, with-

out troubling myself with points that belong not to this case, is, that I

am entitled to read such evidence as I have resorted to; and in receiv-
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ing such evidence I keep within the rale of law which the appellants'

counsel admitted was a just rule to govern the case of Lady Hewley's

charities ; I have not had resort to any evidence which was objected

to in that case. I have only received the evidence which tells me what
the foundations were ; what the word ' Christian' meant ; what the

terms 'Protestant Dissenters' and 'Protestant Ministers' signified at

that time ; which enables me to judge of the expressions of the deed as

they appear on the face of it, and to give to those expressions their easy

and natural import. I neither cut them down in legal expression or in

moral sense, nor do T add to them. I take not from them any vitality

the framers of the deed intended to give to them ; I do not vary, but I

give to them their full meaning as I find it expressed on the deed, and
in a manner consistent with the intention of the donors. Tf I am
entitled to evidence to this extent (of which I have no doubt) I have

satisfied myself, I have satisfied my own conscience, that according to

the evidence this trust is one which excludes Unitarians altogether from

participating in it. The case lies within the smallest possible compass.

I steer clear of every thing with which I have nothing to do ; I do not say

a single word concerning what has fallen from Mr Holmes in his able

argument, to which no man has a right to object, whatever be his creed,

not a word fell from him that any man could find fault with. But my
province is only to decide on legal points.

I do not now make a final decree in the case, because there are

some points standing for the decision of the House of Lords. There

would be an apparent want of respect to that high tribunal if I did so
;

and it might not be altogether as satisfactory to the parties themselves.

It is upon these grounds alone, and not from any difficulty, that I do

not finally dispose of the case. It is my opinion that nothing can

happen in that case likely to interfere with, or affect my decision in

this. I have steered clear of the difficulties about parol evidence, and I

think this case can derive no aid from any decision on the appeal in

Lady Hewley's case ; but as I have already observed, it may be more

desirable for the parties, and more respectful to the House of Lords, to

wait till the decision in that case is pronounced ; but unless something

of which I am not now aware shall occur, this will be my final decree :

That those who profess to be Unitarians are not entitled to the benefit

of, or to participate in, the trust of this instrument. I shall say nothing

at present about removing the trustees. I cannot think that any great

mischief can arise in allowing things to remain for a short time as they

have remained for many years. There ought to be no haste. I will

not stop the working of the charitable trusts, which have been so long-

in operation, but when parties inform me that the House of Lords have

come to a decision, I will address myself to the consideration of this

point, and finally dispose of the case.
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On the 2Gth of November the Chancellor disposed of the case with

these remarks : It seems to be admitted that one set of the trustees, those

who are Trinitarians, are to have their costs. But it is contended that

the Unitarian trustees are not entitled to costs. However it appears

to me that it would be somewhat difficult to draw any distinction

between them. How can I separate them 1 Am I now to inquire in

what manner every particular trustee voted 1 They all joined in the

distribution of the fund in a manner which the court has pronounced to

be a breach of trust. However I do not think that I ought to refuse

the trustees their costs in the present case. There is no pretence for

saying that they were influenced by any improper motives ; nor has

there been any attempt either at the former hearing or upon the present

occasion to cast any imputation upon them. The endowment was a

very early one, and an opinion prevailed that the trust was general,

and included all dissenting bodies, both Trinitarian and Unitarian. The
sole question in the case was whether persons professing Unitarian doc-

trines were entitled to participate in the trusts of the deed of May,

1710. I have already declared my opinion to be that Unitarians were

not within the benefit of the trust, and that a breach of trust has conse-

quently been committed. No doubt the general rule is as it has been

stated to be, that a trustee who acts wrongly, and against whom there has

been a decision, is not entitled to costs. But it can hardly be said that

the rule applies to a case of this nature, where for more than a century

the funds have been applied in a manner in which the parties are now
found fault with for having so applied them. I should treat the present

trustees with gi'eat hardship if I were now to decide that they were not

entitled to their costs, when all their predecessors have escaped. The

case is different from that of private trustees, where each must suffer for

the consequences of his own mistake. Here there has been a succession

of trustees, and were I to refuse the present trustees their costs, it

would be, in fact, to visit upon them individually the error of their pre-

decessors. Again, although I always entertained a very decided

opinion on the question, yet I cannot venture to say that there was no

doubt in the case, or that there was no foundation for the view taken

by the trustees. Besides, there has not been an exclusive misapplication

of the fund, for in pai't the fund has been properly applied, and so far

the trustees were right. My opinion, therefore, is, that under the cir-

cumstances of the case, and after such a lapse of time, the trustees ought

to have their costs out of the fund. The present trustees are to be

removed, and it must be referred to the master to appoint new trustees

in their room. T intend to follow the terms of the decree in Lady

Hewley's case precisely. The account must go from the filing of the

information. With respect to any payments which have been made
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since that period to ministers or students, in fact the ordinary expendi-

tures incurred in the management of the trust fund, I do not mean that

they shall be disturbed. The £100 per annum which has been hitherto

paid to the ministers of the Strand Street Chapel is not to be taken into

the account, as I understand that an information has been filed respect-

ing that fund. The decree must therefore contain a reservation as to

that part of the trust fund.

On a motion that the master might be directed to tax the defend-

ants' costs as between solicitor and client, the Chancellor said : That

under the general order the taxation would go very much upon that

principle, and that if a special direction were now given, the master

would think that in order to carry out that direction he was required to

allow extravagant charges. That though in this case he had allowed the

trustees their costs, yet that it was not to be considered as a precedent

in every case. The question upon the trust was now decided, and if in

a like case the trustees intended to come in and oppose a similar infor-

mation, they should do so upon their own responsibility.

The Chancellor's remarks on this case are taken from the

first and third volumes of Drury and Warren's Reports. There

was an appeal to the House of Lords which was persevered in,

notwithstanding the decision in the Hewley case, and the reasons

for appeal were stated thus :

1. Because the trusts or purposes in question were, so far as they

were charitable, altogether illegal at the time of their constitution, and

inasmuch as the purposes, though illegal, were of a charitable nature,

the decree ought to have directed the application of the trust funds or

property to such purposes of charity as the Crown by Sign Manual
should appoint.

2. Because if the long enjoyment be a ground for waiving the

original illegality of the trust, (which seems to have been the view of

the court below), the usage during that long enjoyment, and not the

original illegal intention, must be looked to in order to determine the

objects of the trust.

3. Because the decree proceeded upon evidence not properly receiv-

able in the cause.

4. Because even if the evidence objected to be received, it does not

warrant the conclusions which were drawn from it, and which led to

the exclusion of persons professing Unitarian doctrines from the benefits

of the trust, inasmuch as :

1. The motive for accumulating the trust fund in question, and

the first object of the fund, was the protection of the civil rights of

all Brotestant Dissenters, without reference to doctrine, against

attacks by Episcopalians.
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2. That the advancement of Protestant dissent by other means

than such protection, was a subordinate object of the trust, to

which the surplus of the fund was to be applied; and that in this

subordinate object there was no sectarian intent ; and that the in-

troduction now of any doctrinal exclusion would be a perversion of

the founders' intent.

3. If a sectarian intent is to be implied on the part of those

who created the fund in favour of their own body, the appellants

belong to and represent that body.

And as to so much of the decree as removed those trustees who do

not profess Unitarian opinions, the appellants also submit that the same

ought to be varied, for the following reason :

Because no disqualification for the office of ti*ustees was proved

against them, nor any imputation made of any wilful misapplication of

the trust fund.

C. Austin,

John Rolt.

The statement at p. 435 as to the answers of the defendants is

not exactly correct ; three were put in, by the heterodox trustees,

by the Usher Quay trustees, and by the Mary Abbey trustees ; but

these last appeared at the hearing by the same counsel as the

heterodox. The two answers of the orthodox trustees were alike,

and admitted the statements of the bill.

The appeal was heard by the Lords on the 24th and 28th of

February, and the 2nd, 6th, and 7th of March, 1848, and was

dismissed on the 31st of July, 1849. The principles laid down
by the inferior court were then a second time upheld by the

Lords, although they had in the meantime passed the Limitation

of Suits for Dissenters' Chapels Bill. The illegality of the original

foundation of the* General Fund was fully pressed by the defend-

ants' counsel, but the decision was that the defendants could not

raise the point in that suit. This defence, if successful, would

have placed the fund at the disposal of the Crown, but there

would have been no danger of any administration devoting it to

the purposes of the Establishment ; whether it would have been

wholly given to Trinitai-ians is more doubtful : had the Whigs
been in power Lord Cottenham would have prevented that, while

the Synod of Ulster would no doubt have prevailed with a Tory

government.

A second information was filed by the same relators against

the trustees connected with Mary's Abbey, alleging that " among

57
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There were many subsequent endowments. The Lowton
Fund consisted of buildings and land in Clothworker's Square,

and £1800 for investment in land, all left by his will to three

trustees. By a letter of instructions to the trustees the rents

of the land to be purchased were to be applied " to assist in sup-

porting and maintaining a gospel minister or ministers of the

Presbyterian persuasion to preach the gospel to the Presbyterian

congregation whereof he was a member, usually meeting for

divine worship in Eustace Street Dublin, and to instruct them
and their successors for ever in the true principles of the Christian

religion." This donor earnestly besought his trustees '
' to dis-

charge their trust, as became Christians and lovers of Christ

and his church." The rents of the Clothworker's Square pre-

mises were directed to be applied for setting up in business boys

belonging to the charity school of the congregation.

The Male Charity School fund was established about 1718, and

consisted of £2,550 in the funds, and payments by Nathaniel

Johnstone's trust, and Mrs Singleton's trust.

The female school fund consisted of the proceeds of lands in

the county of Wexford and the city of Dublin, devised by Hannah
Singleton, by will of 23rd May 1780, "for the support and

education of such poor girls as should belong to the Dissenting

Congregation of Eustace Street, in the city of Dublin." Isaac

Weld and John Leland Maquay were the first trustees for the

charity.

The Marriage Portion Fund was the interest of a Ballast Office

Debenture, bequeathed by Leland Maquay to his nephew John
Leland Maquay before mentioned, for "giving such marriage

portions as the fund might allow to such poor girls brought up in

the Eustace Street Female School, as might marry Protestants of

good character, and of whose, as well as their own, Protestant

descent there should be no doubt."

The Widows' Almshouse Fund was the rents of three houses

in Cook Street, devised to the officers of the meeting-house in

Eustace Street, and their successors for ever, to be filled with such

poor widows as they should think proper. This fund was increased

by several gifts, the last bequeathed by Anne Crosthwaite in 1827,

and consisted of £640 government stock.

Johnstone's Trust related to legacies by Nathaniel Johnstone

oi Bourdeaux in 1796, of £100 for the Boys' Charity School, and
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£100 for the use of the ministers of the Eustace Street congre-

gation for the time being. This had become £1540 bank stock.

Singleton's Trust was of £300, bequeathed by Hannah Single-

ton, for application in thirds, for the minister of the Eustace Street

congregation, the widows of Presbyterian clergymen of th#

Southern Association, and the Boys School connected with the

Eustace Street meeting-house.

Maurice's Fund was £100 bequeathed by Mary Maurice, by
will dated the 14th April 1807, towards forming a fund for

building a meeting-house for the Presbyterian congregation of

Eustace Street, or re-building the present one ; but if within

twenty years from the death of her sister, to whom she had be-

queathed a life interest in the fund, it should not be disposed of, the

executors were directed to apply it as they thought best for the

benefit of the congregation. By deed of 1830, it was declared that

the fund, then £260 18 9 government stock, should accumulate

until a minister of the Presbyterian congregation worshipping in

Eustace Street should leave a widow, and then the income be

paid to such widow, or such widows equally, during widowhood.

In 1825 Miss Crosthwaite, step-grandaughter of Dr. Leland,

and his pupil, (she lived to the age of eighty-seven,) bequeathed
'
' to the fund for the support of public woi-ship in Eustace Street

meeting house £1 00 Irish, because I believe that it is a matter of

high importance to the cause of religious truth and liberty, that

the principles on which the congregation of Eustace Street was

founded should not be suffered to decline ; and that if they were

strictly adhered to, many of the difficulties that are supposed to

attend the study of theology would be removed ; for they declare

for the right of private judgment in matters ot religion, main-

taining that the Bible alone, without note or comment, is the

proper rule of faith and practice for Christians. On this account

Protestant Dissenters refuse their assent to articles of faith that

are the dictates of fallible men." She also gave sums of £50
and £20 in increase of funds connected with the schools.

Legacies given between 1768 and 1828 had been funded as

follows : For the ministers' fund two amounting to £100 and an

annuity of £4 ; for the schools five amounting to £588 6 2 and an

annuity of £4 ; for the almshouse two amounting to £150; for the

chapel funds generally eleven amounting to £160. Three other

legacies, the amounts of which are not recorded, appear to have

been added to one or other fund. This plan of funding will strike
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many people as most likely to attract other' legacies, and to save

a committee from trusting to windfalls. A congregational collec-

tion of £300 in 1786 was paid to Darner's trustees on condition

of their paying £40 a year to a widow or widows of a minister

©r ministers of the congregation, and a like collection of £304 in

1792 was added to Mrs. Singleton's legacy for the schools.

The information filed against the trustees of all the charities stated

"that the original congregations of Mary's Abbey and Plunket Street

were, at a very early period, ecclesiastically connected with the Synod

of Ulster, and those of New Row, Wood Street, and Cock Street, and

were respectively connected with the Synod of Munster; and their

ministers were united by the authority of their respective Synods, for

above a century after their origin in 1665, as an associated presbytery

for the preservation of their common faith. That it was the usage of

the said Dublin ministers at the ordination of any newly appointed

minister to any of those congregations to require a written confession or

declaration of his faith fully detailed in his own words ; and that unless

the same contained an avowal of belief in the doctrine of the Holy

Trinity, such candidate would not be admitted. That no confession or

declaration of faith contrary to belief in the doctrine of the Trinity

was made by any of the ministers appointed to the said New Row,

afterwards Eustace Street congregation, until the admission of some of

the present ministers thereof. That the founders of Darner's Fund and

the chapel in Eustace Street were identical with the trustees and foun-

ders of the General Fund, (the subject of the suit Attorney-General v.

Drummond), their notions and intents in both foundations were identi-

cal, exclusively to support the teaching and promulgation of those

religious doctrines which include a belief in the Holy Trinity and the

Deity of our Lord Jesus Christ. That the endowment of Eustace Street

had for some time past been applied towards the support and propagation

of Unitarian doctrines.

The answer stated, That the English form of Presbyterianism was

introduced into Dublin and the South of Ireland by Henry Cromwell and

his adherents. That the original five Dublin, congregations with their

ministers never belonged to the Scotch Presbyterians, but at their origin

maintained the English foi^m of Presbyterianism, and were distinguished

by a uniform rejection of the Westminster Confession of Faith and all

other creeds and articles drawn up by human authority, that the bond

of congregational union and the fundamental and distinguishing princi-

ple of the members of the congregation at New Town Row, afterwards

Eustace Street, did not include the profession of Trinitarianism or Uni-

tarianism, or of any other system of speculative theological doctrine, as

the fixed and invariable standard of faith ; but on the contrary always
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had been and still continued to consist in the rejection of all human
creeds, articles, and confessions of faith, as the standard of religious

doctrine, and the admission and reception of the Holy Scriptures alone

as the rule of faith and practice, and the recognition of the right of

private judgment, and of inquiry in all matters of scriptural interpreta-

tion. That there had been an association called the Southern Presbytery

of Dublin, but it had become extinct, and that a Southern Presbytery

of Dublin was formed in 1773, and always maintained a friendly con-

nexion for temporal purposes, but not an ecclesiastical union with the

presbytery of Minister ; but that in the year 1809 these two presbyteries

became united into one body, and then for. the first time assumed the

title of the Synod of Munster ; and that the basis of the union so en-

tered into at that time, was the right of private judgment in matters of

religion, the. rejection of all human interpretations of Scripture, the

Bible alone being received as the rule of faith and practice. That the

Southern Association or Synod of Munster which was originally a non-

subscribing body, was not exclusively Trinitarian in its origin, the

majority of the ministers and congregations which composed it at the

time of its foundation in 1809 being of Anti-Trinitarian belief, and
they submitted that it was inconsistent with the principle of non-subs-

cription and the right of private judgment that any minister or congre-

gation should be pledged by the tenure of their meeting-house or other

congregational property to the continued profession of the doctrine of

the Trinity, or any other peculiar interpretation of Scripture. They
insisted that a considerable proportion of the properties set out in the

information were vested in the defendants by persons who disbelieved

the doctrine of the supreme Deity of our Lord Jesus Christ, and that

He is entitled to religious worship and adoration ; and they particularly

assert this of Dr. John Leland : and that from 1716, the date of his

appointment, that the congregation of New Row, now Eustace Street,

always entertained opinions opposed to the doctrine of the Trinity as set

forth in the Thirty-nine Articles and the Westminster Confession.

Passages were read from Emlyn's Narrative ; Abernethy's works ;

Boyse's works; the Antrim Presbytery's Narrative; Dr. Samuel Clarke's

Scriptural Doctrine of the Trinity ; Writings and Sermons of Ministers

of the Congregation ; Evidence of the Opinions of Mr John Leland*

* With regard to Dr. Leland's opinions, it is sufficient to reprint a note by Dr.
Killen, in his continuation of Dr. Reid's history of the Presbyterian Church in Ireland.

"Dr. Leland had not a firm grasp of the doctrine of justification by faith alone, and
hence a tone of legality pervades his sermons; but on other points he speaks with
sufficient perspicacity, in a letter date.l December 12th, 1720, published in the Monthly
Repository, xxi, 722, he thus erpre If on the question of

, race: 'I
think it is very dear from the sacred writings that there is such a thing as special dis-

tinguishing grace given to souse of the fallen human rare above others in time, and that
this flows from special love, and that this love was from everlasting.' His sermons bear
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Maquay, Mr Johnstone, and Miss Crosthwaite, was tendered and re-

jected, on the authority of Shore v. Wilson.

Lord Chancellor.—This case, which has been argued with great

talent, eloquence, and zeal, has engrossed my whole attention in Court,

and my consideration when out of court. It is not my intention finally

to dispose of it until the first day of next term, in order that I may
have an opportunity, in the mean time, of considering the various

questions which arise in it: but as I entertain a strong impression upon

the case, it may not be undesirable that I should now state it.

The way in which this case has been brought before the Court is by

information only ; and to that course of proceeding an objection has

been taken. It has been made upon popular grounds ; and it is said

that the government and the Attorney-General are to be blamed for

allowing such an information to proceed. It is not my office to justify

the conduct of the government or of the Attorney-General ; but I may
say, that the bar very well know that the government have nothing to

do with the matter ; they never interfere with a duty of the sort. The
Attorney-General alone is responsible : but considering that this is the

case of a charity, involving a question of property, I am not prepared

equally decisive testimony to his views on the subject of the atonement. Thus he

says, 'It was agreed in the councils of the divine wisdom and grace, that upon his (the

Son's) performing the work assigned him, i.e., upon his taking upon him our nature,

and in that nature yielding a perfect and spotless obedience and righteousness ; an

obedience whereby the divine law should be highly honoured, and displayed in all the

majesty of its authority, and all the beauty and excellency of its precepts, and upon his

also submitting for us men and for our salvation to the deepest humiliations, and the

most bitter suffering, and even to a cruel and ignominious death, that he might make
atonement for our sins ; the merit of this, his obedience and sufferings, should be

applied to all those that should return to God through him.' Sermons iv, 380, 381, ed.

Lond. 1769. See also I. 250, 219, 220, 214, III. 96. In the same sermons his views of

the sonship and Deity of Christ are stated with equal perspicuity. Then he gives it as

his opinion that Christ is called 'the Son of God' to signify 'the ineffable and most

intimate union and conjunction between the Father and him ; that he is the partaker of

the same divine nature, the same glorious perfections with the eternal Father, and is

the brightness of his glory and the express image of his person,' iv, 89, 90. 'The infinite

dignity of Christ is a phrase which he continually employs, and indicates a topic upon

which he evidently delighted to expatiate. He describes our Lord as in the form of

God, iv, 288, as ' God manifest in the flesh,' iv, 285, and as the 'eternal Son,' 199, iii.

112, 'in whom dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily,' iii, 112. Speak-

ing of the things revealed in Scripture, he mentions ' the doctrines relating to the

wonderful methods of our redemption and salvation through Jesus Christ, the

doctrine of the holy and ever blessed Trinity, the incarnation of the Son of God, the

satisfaction he hath offered for the sins of the world, the new covenant founded in his

blood, his perpetual intercession for us in heaven, and the universal dominion he is

invested with as Mediator,' 1, 314. Dr. Leland has been often most absurdly claimed

as a Unitarian, but these testimonies, and many others which might be easily adduced,

abundantly prove that he has thus been sadly misunderstood. Among the subscribers

to the four volume edition of his sermons, are the Archbishops of Canterbury and
Armagh, and no less than fourteen bishops of the Established Church of Ireland. His

sermons were published after his death [by his colleague Isaac Weld.]
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to say that the Attorney-General could do anything else than allow that

question to be discussed and decided according to the rules of law. The

permission to file the information in his name is not a decision on the

subject by the Attorney-General ; he has no power to decide the ques-

tion between the parties ; he merely authorizes his name to be used in

the proscution of the individual rights of the parties ; and in my mind,

he would be greatly to blame if he had prevented the discussion of the

questions in this case in a court of justice.

It is truly said, that this not being an information and bill, there is

no person before the court claiming in opposition to the defendants
;

that this congregation has always been unanimous j and therefore that

the present is distinguishable from other cases in that respect : but I

apprehend that it will be found that this case is not distinguishable in

substance, in this respect, from that of the A ttorney-General v. Pearson.

It is not, however, denied that this information is now properly before

the court for the adjudication of the rights of the parties. Whether it

is advisable or not that congregations of Protestant Dissenters, of what-

ever denomination, who have so long worshipped in one place, and have

been led, by permission or error, to consider this property as belonging

to themselves, and dedicated to the worship of God in their own peculiar

way ; whether it is desirable that such a congregation should be dis-

turbed or not, is not for me to say. It is not my duty to answer that

question. I have merely to deal with a question of property, and am
not called on to declare whether the doctrines entertained by the one

side or the other are the ti-ue doctrines of Christianity. I have only to

see whether this property, the land and the sums of money contributed

to the support of the chapel, do by law belong to the defendants or not.

The first and principal question is, to whom does the chapel and the

ground upon which it has been erected belong ] and as to that, the case

lies within a very narrow compass. I find no fault with the amount or

extent of the evidence laid before me, with so much ability and, I will

add, forbearance ; but it has gone to an extent never equalled, which

has arisen from this, that the defendants, desiring to shew the peculiar

doctrines entertained or believed by the successive ministers of this

chapel, have not been able to produce direct evidence of that which one

would have thought they could have done at once, namely, the precise

doctrine which has been preached by them for more than half a century.

In no one instance, until of late days, has there been direct evidence

given of the doctrine preached by the ministers of this chapel ; and

therefore the defendants were under the necessity of resorting to the

acts of the parties, to shew that this minister had communion with A,

and that another minister had been recommended by B ; and I have

had, at every turn, to try a new issue as to what were the religious

58
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opinions entertained by A or B, and have been obliged to get at the

religions opinions of the ministers of this chapel, not by that which they

preached openly to their congregation, to whom they were bound by

their office to communicate what they believed to be the true faith, but

by examining into the religious opinions of others, as if the question to

be tried were the religious opinions of those third persons. The result

of the case, however, has been, that I do not conceive that I shall have

that difficulty to contend with. In the view I have taken of it, that

difficulty does not arise. I am first to consider to whom, in law, does

this chapel belong. It appears that this congregation met originally at

a chapel in New Row ; and it has been proved in evidence, and is, I

think, incontrovertible, that that congregation resulted from Dr. Winter

and some others having at a very early period been Nonconformists.

It is clearly proved, it is not in fact controverted, that the founders of

the chapel at New Row were Trinitarians in the sense of the Thirty-

nine Articles. It is not controverted, that after Dr. Winter there was

a succession of ministers in that chapel of the same persuasion. It is

therefore impossible to doubt, it has been clearly proved, that the chapel

at New Row was a foundation by Trinitarians. In 1 702, attacks were

made on Emlyn, in consequence of the Unitarian doctrine which he had

imbibed and inculcated: he was deposed; and Nathaniel Weld, a name

well known among Presbyterians and Dissenters, concurred in that act.

If ever there was a marked act, it was that. Boyce also concurred in

it ; so did Choppin ; and they all were Trinitarians. Whether Nathaniel

Weld afterwards changed his sentiments on this point or not, I will

presently consider ; but it admits of no doubt, that at that time he was

a strict Trinitarian, and followed in the steps of those who preached

before him in that chapel. In that state of things the deed of 1710 was

executed, which established the fund for the five congregations, one of

them being this very congregi'ation of New Row, which afterwards, in

1 728, was removed to Eustace Street. That deed has already received

a judicial determination; upon which, however, it does not become me
to place any greater weight than belongs to its character as a judicial

determination, unappealed from. But as the decision upon that deed

has been submitted to me, I must now consider it as settled by judicial

authority, though not higher than my own, that the trusts of that deed

were for the benefit of Protestant Presbyterian Dissenters, believing in,

though not subscribing, the Westminster Confession of Faith ; that

Confession of Faith containing the doctrine of the Trinity, according to

the Thirty-nine Articles, and asserting the co-equal Deity of our Lord

Jesus Christ with God.

Up to this period of time, the state of things does not admit of

doubt. But in 1718-19, Old Style, a deed is executed, by which a fund
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is provided for building a new chapel, (which was accordingly erected in

Eustace Street, in the year 1728,) and for the ministers and the religious

worship of the congregation, and for educating boys, and for the main-

tenance of widows ; and I am asked to believe that Nathaniel Weld, in

the interval of seventeen years, between 1702 and 1719, but I should

say that the period ought to be confined to nine years, between 1710

and 1719, that he in that interval became an Unitarian ; and I am asked

to do so on the ground that he became the associate of Leland, who is

said to have been an Unitarian. Now as this was originally a place of

worship established for the worship of God according to the doctrine of

the Trinity, as expressed in the Westminster Confession of Faith, I

must expect clear and decisive evidence of some change which would

operate as a breach of trust—for I am speaking of property, not of

faith—I cannot hold that a breach of trust has been committed, unless

I have clear evidence of it. Where is that clear evidence to be found

in this case? When did Nathaniel Weld, at any time before 1719,

express opinions which were Anti-Trinitarian 1 No attempt has been

made to prove that he ever did so. On the contrary, I find that shortly

after 1719, that is, in 1721, he was a clear and strict Trinitarian. I

find him a party to certain proceedings of the Presbytery of Dublin, and

signing an entry in the record of their proceedings, in which they speak

of the 'great and glorious article of the Supreme Deity of Christ.'

Nothing can be more express than the homage paid by him to this doc-

trine by his signature. Again, at a later period, you have Nathaniel

Weld, after the act had passed for the relief of Protestant Dissenters,

which was shortly after the execution of the deed of 1719—you have

him not only approving in the strongest terms of that act, which he

never could have approved of if he were an Unitarian; for the 13th

section of that act excludes from the benefit of its provisions those who
should preach or teach against the doctrine of the Trinity—and how he

could express his approbation of that act, if he were one of those who
were excepted out of its benefits, I am at a loss to know—but also, in

that same document (for the matter does not rest on inference alone), he

again expresses in the strongest terms his complete adherence and belief

in the doctrine of the Trinity, according to the Westminster Confession

of Faith. Therefore, if evidence were wanted to shew that no change

took place in the opinions of N. Weld, I have it just about the very

period in which it is suggested that he did change his opinions. I

therefore take it that, in point of evidence, it stands uncontradicted,

that at the time when the deed of 1719 was executed, the congregation

in question was a Trinitarian congregation, according to the Westminster

Confession of Faith; following in that respect the old congregation

whose foundation was that which 1 have mentioned. 1 also think the
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observations made by Mr Brooke upon the words of this deed are very-

just. The intention of the donor was, that divine worship should be

celebrated in the way in which, at that place, it had been celebrated
;

and as a Judge I can come to no other conclusion. It is obsei'vable

also that one of the trusts of the deed is for the benefit of Nathaniel

Weld himself, and for Dr. Leland ; at all events, therefore the author

of the trust was prepared to sanction the appointment of a Trinitarian

minister.

But then it is said, look at the latitude in which the donor has con-

ferred his benefits. He has provided for boys and widows ; did he

intend them to be Trinitarians 1 He has not imposed such a condition.

Tt is not necessary for the admission of a boy or a widow into a partici-

pation of his bounty, that either of them should profess a belief in the

doctrine of the Trinity ; but I need hardly say, that the selection of the

boy or the widow would, in all probability, depend very much upon the

persons who were to administer the charity as trustees. But let the

funds of the charity be vested in whom they may, whether they would

consider themselves, or be held to be, faithful stewards of the fund, if

they required a particular faith in the person to be selected, is a question

I am not called upon to decide.

I must therefore consider the chapel to have belonged to a Triui-

tarian congregation, and to have been solely dedicated to the use of such

a congregation. Has any thing happened since to divest them of that

right 1 I agree with Mr Holmes in his eloquent and able address, that

I am not bound to transfer this property from one party to another,

unless I be satisfied of the grounds upon which I am proceeding; and

that I ought not lightly to disturb the possession of half a century. But

I must give this property to the persons to whom it belongs. What
has divested their right to this property 1 The only ground relied on,

as I understand the argument, is, that all the ministers of this chapel

since the time of Nathaniel Weld, and including Leland, were Anti-

Trinitarians. Suppose it to be so, will that divest the character and

alter the nature of the original foundation 1 The law is the other way.

When you have established the intention of the donor, you have imposed

on the property a particular character ; and you are not at liberty

to destroy it, and substitute another for it. But this case does not rest

upon that alone ; for it has this peculiarity, which relieves it from

all difficulty. A portion of the fee-simple in the lands was originally

left in the grantor ;*—a lease was made for a long term of years to the

trustees, reserving a rent :—that reversion in fee was ultimately given

up, and has been transferred from time to time, for the benefit of the

* This is what the Lord Chancellor said ; but I believe he was not quite correct as

to the fact. It docs not, however, appear to be material. Reporter's Note.
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congregation ; and it now belongs to the same congregation to whom the

chapel interest belonged. Now, certain deeds have been given in

evidence, coming down to so late a period as 1829, conveying this pro-

perty from time to time to new trustees, and with those conveyances

there are accompanying declarations of trust. What are those declara-
' tions of trust '? That the persons to whom this property has been con-

veyed, shall stand seized of it upon the trusts of the deed of 1718-19.

So that, without any attempt or colour of changing the trust, the

persons who have had dominion over this property, down to the present

time, have executed declarations that the trust was the same as that in

the deed of 1718-19. Where, then, is the question in this easel I do

not at present feel pressed by any difficulty in point of law or fact as to

this property ; for it is clearly established, as I am at present advised,

that this is a foundation by a Trinitarian, for the purposes of Trinitarian

worship, and the legal estate has been conveyed to the present defend-

ants upon that very trust. Upon that part of the case, therefore, I

should say there was not any great difficulty.

The question as regards the ministers has a different and secondary

bearing. There have been from time to time various donations, and it

is said that these cannot belong to and go with the original fund,

because as the ministers, at the time when these donations were made,

were Anti-Trinitarians, the congregation must be considered to have

been so also, and therefore the gifts must now be considered, not as

accretions to the original fund, but as belonging to the persons for whom
the donors intended them. In point of law how does that question

standi I am at liberty—nay, I am bound, to consider what was the

foundation of the charity, and to receive evidence of what were the doc-

trines preached in the chapel, and that the donors were members of the

congregation. But it is now admitted that the evidence which was

tendered yesterday—of the religious opinions of the individual donors

—

is not admissible. I have therefore only to consider the question with

reference to the evidence which has been admitted, to show the sur-

rounding circumstances in which the donor was placed at the time he

made the gift. But before I approach those gifts, in order to clear the

way as to the ministers, I would inquire whether it is true, as a fact,

that Leland was an Unitarian % Now, I have no hesitation in saying

that I think that has not been made out. I am not drawing a distinc-

tion whether he was an Arian or Socinian—which he clearly was not

—

but whether he was an Unitarian. That he may have subsequently

become inclined to Arian doctrines, is possible ; and there is a passage

in his writings which would seem to lead to that conclusion ; but 1

think I am bound on the evidence to consider him a Trinitarian. I am
asked to believe that Nathaniel Weld, who is proved to have been a
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Trinitai'ian, elected by, and preaching before, a Trinitarian congregation,

based upon a Trinitarian foundation, that he became an Unitarian, be-

cause he became associated with Leland. I should rather draw the

contrary inference ; and as Nathaniel Weld clearly was a Trinitarian, I

would infer that the person chosen as his assistant in this chapel of

Trinitarian foundation, which had an unbroken succession of Trinitarian

ministers up to that time,—that he must be considered to have been of

the same belief as the person to whose assistance he was called ; and not

that he converted the elder pastor to his own opinions, which instead of

assisting, would have been to perplex him.

A passage from Leland's works has been relied on by the defendants,

as showing that he was an Unitarian. How extraordinary it is, that

with respect to a man of so great notoriety and fame as Leland was, I

should ask, in vain, to hear some sermon of his, clearly and explicitly

denying the Trinity according as it is laid down in the Westminster

Confession of Faith, or the supreme Deity of Christ, as co-equal and

co-eternal with God ! Nothing of the kind is produced. Is not that in

itself a strong argument against the view taken by the defendants of his

opinions ; and am T to spell out his opinions from extracts taken from

his works 1 Now, there are some things quite settled in this case. It

is settled, that up to the time when Leland entered upon his ministry

in this congregation, it was a Trinitarian congregation and a Trinitarian

foundation : and I must have some distinct proof that a minister preach-

ing there was not of the same belief as his predecessors ; that the succession

of Trinitarian ministers was broken ; and that this congregation, which

from its foundation had been Trinitarian, worshipping in a Trinitarian

place of worship, became Unitarian. There are some passages in Leland's

works, one especially in his 4th volume, which I freely admit are not

reconcileable with the doctrine I have referred to ; but, first, I do not

know that the sermon in which that passage occurs was ever preached
;

and secondly, it is not that clear and explicit denial of the doctrine

which I have a right to expect. Am I to believe that Leland presided

over this congregation for more than half a century, and never once

announced to them this great leading truth, which he believed in his

conscience, and which it was his duty, if he believed in it, to commu-

nicate to his congregation ? But in the 1st volume of his works, I find

the most express recognition of the doctrine of the " Holy and Ever-

blessed Trinity," as he calls it, which could be expected to be found in

the works of any man who believed in the Westminster Confession of

Faith, or the Thirty-nine Articles. It would be a reproach to the

memory of any man who used such language, it would be a reproach to

the memory of Leland, to believe that those words were used by him in

any other than their ordinary acceptation by Trinitarians. I have had
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a most ingenious argument addressed to me upon what is now called
Socinian Trinitarianism, (Unitarian is objected to by the counsel for the
defendants). Did any one ever hear of Unitarian Trinitarianism ? It
would be rather a novelty. It is true that Biddle,—I am not called upon
to decide upon what his belief was, but from what I have read of his writ-
ings, I should suppose he was an Unitarian in the strict sense of the word
—a Socinian; but he talks of the three persons of the Trinity ; and lowers
or degrades the second person of the Trinity, according to the view
of Trinitarians—I need not say orthodox Trinitarians, for the whole
world knows what is meant by a Trinitarian, and a prefix is not neces-
sary. Biddle wholly disbelieved in it ; he wrote upon the subject j but
that does not prove, and I never before heard it asserted, that Uni-
tarians considered themselves as admitting a Trinity at all. They
acknowledge oue God, as we all do ; and the Lord Jesus Christ in an
inferior sense—inferior to God the Father, and also the Holy Ghost, but
in an inferior degree. But I never, before this argument, heard of the
distinction which is now endeavoured to be pressed upon the court, and
which is referred to only for the purpose of pursuading me that Leland,
when he speaks of the Trinity, nieanb the Trinity according to the view
of Biddle. Judging with such lights as I possess, I am strongly im-
pressed with the opinion that Leland used those words in their common
and ordinary sense, and as I should have expected him to use them.
Again, Leland's sermons were subscribed for by a great number of the
Bishops of the Established Church. I can well conceive how a work in
the defence of the Christian religion may find favour with men who
differ from the author on some minor points ; but if Leland was at the
time an Unitarian in the ordinary sense of the word, I can hardly
believe that the Heads of the Established Church would have sanctioned
his sermons as they have done.

Then it is said, that even if I cannot come to the conclusion that
Leland was an Unitarian, I must believe that Isaac Weld was one.
It is singular that Isaac Weld edited Leland's sermons, which were
published after his death, and in the preface to that work, written by
him, he speaks of the great kindness and attention which Leland
received from the members of the Established Church, which shews
that he did not greatly depart from the principles of the Established
Church. I have read that preface with great attention. Some persons
of learned and acute minds may perhaps find out from it that he had
an inclination to Arianism, but there is nothing in it which would lead
a person of ordinary apprehension to draw that conclusion from it.

There is no allusion in it to that most important fact, if it were true,
that Leland was an Unitarian. If those doctrines were openly preached
by him, why was it not openly asserted of him after his decease? What
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so natural, in publishing the works of Leland, as to state that he dis-

sented from, the Presbyterian connexion as regarded the great doctrine

of the Trinity and the Deity of Christ ] I therefore cannot believe that

he ever did dissent upon this subject ; for if he did, to write the life of

such a man as Dr. Leland, and to omit the mention of the most impor-

tant part of it, would indeed be strange. I cannot find in it a statement

that Leland was, or that Isaac Weld himself, speaking of that period,

was an Unitarian. It is said that Leland, like Dr. Clarke, was an

Arian. I do not well understand what are the doctrines professed by

the defendants. I understand that Dr. Ledlie states himself to be an

Arian, but I do not understand his co-defendants to be Arians. On the

contrary, I understand them to be Unitarians in the proper sense of the

word, believing in the divine mission of Christ, but that they do not

worship Him. They state by exclusion, that they do not believe in the

Trinity, or the Supreme Deity of Christ ; but there is not a word that

agrees with the declaration of faith made by their pastor. I should

therefore rather have collected that these defendants are not agreed in

their faith, and that their pastor is an Arian, and the other defendants

are Unitarians ; and I would suppose that their doctrines are very much

opposed to each other, or, at all events, that the pastor places Christ in

a higher position than his congregation are willing he should occupy.

As to Isaac Weld, I am not satisfied. There is not that direct and

clear evidence which there ought to be in establishing a fact of this

nature—-evidence of his opinions openly delivered in the course of his

ministrations. As to Thomas, it is clearly proved by parol evidence

that he was an Unitarian ; and Taylor says he is an Unitarian. I

apprehend he was an Arian, for he complains that the Socinians had

appropriated the term Unitarian to themselves ; and placing Christ in a

higher place than Socinians, he yet claims the term Unitarian as appli-

cable to himself. It is impossible to deny that he was an Unitarian
;

but it is singular that as to both these persons, no sermon by them has

been produced in which they have denied those doctrines. Mr Hutton

clearly is an Unitarian ; there is no dispute as to that fact. Then the

question is, what am I to do with these different gifts in this state of

circumstances 1

Mr Holmes observed, that it was not to be expected that the minis-

ters should in their sermons avow their disbelief in the doctrine of the

Trinity or the Supreme Deity of Christ, as it was illegal to teach or

preach contrary to those doctrines.

Lord Chancellor.—You say they held doctrines which they did

not and could not avow. If they did not avow them, how can I con-

sider that they held them ? That view of the subject renders your case

rather more difficult.
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Mr Holmes.—The faith of the ministers would appear from their

worship, though it might not from their preaching. If they worshipped

one Supreme Being through Christ, that would shew that they were

Unitarians, though they might not preach the doctrine ; for to preach

their doctrine would be against law.

Lord Chancellor.—What was the meaning of producing the ser-

mons, if that be the true view of the case 'I They have no bearing on
the case. I have no doubt that Thomas and Taylor were Unitarians

;

when they became so, is another question. If they could not express

their opinions, I cannot act upon that which was not avowed. I am not

called upon to spell it out from circumstances. I am called on to

declare that there has been a change of this congregation from a Trini-

tarian into a Unitarian congregation. But if I decide that this was a

Trinitarian foundation, then eveiy piece of evidence shewing that

Unitarian doctrines were held by the ministers of it, establishes the case

of the plaintiffs, and the evidence can only go to the point, to whom do

the donations belong 1 I am told that the doctrines in question are not

of the essence of Christianity. I cannot so treat them. I am bound to

consider them as essential, and that this Trinitarian foundation was

founded upon the belief of the 39 articles, and that this was a trust for

persons holding that belief. I have been asked, how am I to establish

the charity ; how is it to be ascertained that the persons to participate

in it are Trinitarians 1 The Court never has been pressed by such a

difficulty as that suggested. It would have equally applied to Lady
Hewley's case. There will be no difficulty if I retain my present

opinions, which I am rather discussing than pronouncing ; for I shall

consider the matter, not affirmatively, but negatively ; not declaring who
are entitled, but excluding those who hold Unitarian doctrines. The

court has no difficulty on the matter ; it can make its decree without

pointing out the particular mode in which the belief of the parties is to

be ascertained.

Then as to the particular charities. The important one is that of

Lowton in 1741. Lowton gives the property in a way which no person

can dispute would give it to a Trinitarian congregation, if that was the

proper mode of worship in this chapel. (Reads his letter of instruction).

The boys certainly are not required to be of any particular faith ; in

that respect, this gift is circumstanced in the same way as Darner's.

How then am I to construe this gift ? I do not know any thing of the

private opinions of this donor ; I only know that he was a member
of this congregation. By law, that is a Trinitaiian congregation,

according to my present opinions ; and I cannot see, anxious as I have

been—for 1 have felt anxious, if I could find an intention expressed to

devote any particular sum to Unitarian purposes, to give effect to it

—

59
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for I should not consider myself bound by any authority which has been

referred to, to give it to Trinitarians—but I repeat it, I can see nothing

of that kind ; nothing in the will which does not exactly adapt itself to

the precise foundation, which is a Trinitarian foundation ; nothing in it

which would shew that it was not a good gift to the congregation, sup-

posing that it had never altered its opinions, but had always continued

Trinitarian. It is therefore impossible for me to say that this gift is to

be separated from the old fund and carried to a separate account. I

have not before me the particulars of the several funds, and the precise

charities to which they were to be applied, but they appear to me to be

governed by the same pi-inciple. Take Mrs. Singleton's. (Reads the

terms of the gift.) It will be found exceedingly difficult to separate the

sums given by her from the foundations to which they were attached.

The principle which I go on is, that there is nothing on the face of these

gifts to shew that they would not be exactly fitted to the congregation,

if they had at all times been Trinitarians ; and I cannot go into the par-

ticular religious opinions of the individual donors, though I must receive

evidence as to the fact that they were members of this congregation. In

some instances the donors have expressly shewn their intention, as in

the :case of the congregational subscription in 1786. There the words

of the gift referred to the original fund of Darner, and consolidated their

gift with Darner's fund. That is a strong fact ; for, in 1786, the persons

now claiming against the gift of Darner's fund

Mr Holmes.—That congregational subscription was not a gift to

Darner's fund, but a purchase of an annuity from the trustees of the

fund.

Lord Chancellor.—I am aware of it. They gave the money to

Darner's fund, and that fund became liable to pay an annuity of £40 to

the widow. They mixed up the two funds ; for the trustees of Darner's

fund had no right to grant that annuity.

The next subscription was in 1792, and that was carried back to

Mrs. Singleton's bequest and consolidated with it.

Mr Holmes.—That was in the time of Thomas, when they were all

Unitarians.

Lord Chancellor.—So I understand ; but they carry back that

subscription, and consolidate it with that particular fund.

There are no other donations of consequence, except that of Miss

Crosthwaite. I have read her will, which at first seemed to introduce

considerable difficulty apparent upon the face of the instrument itself;

but on reading it over again, it appears to me that the testatrix has

referred her gift to the old foundation.—[Reads the will]

The whole of that statement (viz. in the will) goes to the right of

the exercise of private judgment ; and there is nothing in it opposed to
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the view I have already taken. I am therefore apprehensive—for if I

found any thing in those instruments shewing that the gifts were made

for Unitarian purposes, I would sever them from the original fund, and

not include them in the decree ; but I am apprehensive that I must

decree the entire of these funds to the plaintiffs.

It has been said in the argument, that 1 must consider those original

gifts as if they were given in this way. They say there was a free right

claimed and exercised by these Dissenters that they should be at liberty

to change their private opinions according to their judgment, and that

the congregation at large should also be at liberty to change its opinions ;

that T must consider the original gifts as subject to this right ; and that

the congregation might change its opinions, and still carry with it the

right to the property, notwithstanding the change ; and that this was

not a gift upon condition that the congregation should continue Trini-

tarians ; and that I ought not to impose such condition on them. I do

not impose such condition on them ; I only read the trust as I find it,

and deem it to be a trust for Trinitarians. Those who do not answer

that character are not entitled to the benefit of the trust. The other

objection is different. It is said that, according to the doctrine held by

these Dissenters, they are at all times at liberty to change their

opinions ; that such is their great principle, the right of private judg-

ment. Then it is said that there is no penalty for doing so ; and that if

one was to give his property to Unitarians to-day, and they were to

become Trinitarians to-moiTow, they should cany off the property with

them, in consequence of this great principle ; in fact, it comes to this,

that if one were to give property to the Presbyterian Unitarian congre-

gation of A, and they were to become Trinitarians, they would take the

property. But what is the real state of the case ? They teach and

preach the free and uncontrollable right of private judgment ; but the

moment the right of private judgment leads a man, in the exercise of it,

to dissent from them, they will not retain him as their minister. It has

been proved that in the Synod of Minister, some of the congregations

are Trinitarian and some are Unitarian ; and that at their annual meet-

ings the Unitarian and Trinitarian ministers mutually preach in the

pulpits of the others. That may be so ; but I take it for granted that

when they preach from the pulpit of a minister of a different persuasion,

they avoid those subjects upon which they disagree, and preach only

upon those which are in common to them ; otherwise, I fear that the

union which seems to have existed amongst them, would not have lasted

so long. It only shews that there may be a Synod of congregations of

different faith ; but it is not evidence that there may be a mixed con-

gregation of Unitarians and Trinitarians, or that either would tolerate

a minister of a different belief : and that consideration introduces the
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difficulty of believing that Isaac Weld could have preached Unitarianism,

aud Leland Trinitarianism, to the same congregation.

The evidence clearly shows that subscription and non-subscription

was not the bond of exclusion ; that, provided the belief was declared,

there might be a perfect bond of union between subscribers and non-

subscribers : but the evidence also shows, that if a man became infected

with error, for example, if he believed in the doctrines of Unitai'ianism,

those who professed Trinitarianism would no longer hold communion

with him as a congregation, and ifhe were a minister, he would be deposed.

That is the clear result of the evideuce ; and what is more, it is the inevi-

table working of every system. No congregation, having the free choice

of their ministers, will sit under a minister who preached doctrine in

which they did not concur, and especially a doctrine because of which

they had separated from the oi^iginal body, in order that they might be

at liberty to entertain their own belief. They could have had no other

object in separating from the original body. I apprehend, therefore,

that this point has been pushed too far, and that it cannot be maintained.

Another argument of considerable weight urged for the defendants was

this, it was said that these were gifts to Protestant Dissenters, and that

those words are used generally, aud include both Trinitarians and Uni-

tarians. I am not disposed to deny that, in an abstract point of view

;

but it is clear that I am bound to resort to extrinsic evidence, within a

limited range, for an explanation of those terms ; and upon the evidence

in this case I am of opinion that those terms must be held to mean
persons professing Trinitarian doctrine, according to the Thirty-nine

Articles and Westminster Confession of Faith. Therefore, my impres-

sion is, that the Attorney-General is entitled to the entire decree ; but I

will not part with this case until next term ; nor would I have made

the present observations but for the attention I have paid to the case,

both in court and out of court. I will finally dispose of it on the first

day of next Term, aud in the mean time will give it my best attention.

Sir Edward Sugden's delay in giving judgment in this cause

has been imputed to his sense of the injustice of the decree which

previous decisions would otherwise have compelled him to make,

and to his hope of escaping from that necessity, under an act

limiting the time for bringing such suits which the government

had undertaken to introduce. But to have done otherwise would

have seemed opposing the government, of which he was part.

Besides, he could scarcely have expected such an act, if passed, to

apply to any proceedings commenced before it was introduced,

for such a course was entirely without precedent, whether the case

was viewed as one of charity or of property. He seems on the con-
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trary to have done for the relators all that he could have done with

propriety, if he had designed to benefit them, for his remarks will

generally be taken to show that there was nothing in the case

which called for the interposition of the legislature. He might

have withheld his opinion without incurring any reflection by so

doing, as he could have found good reason for taking time to

consider his judgment. He certainly threw out an intimation

that in his opinion there should be a limitation to such suits in

point of time, (without however entering into his reasons for such

a change of the law), but that may be taken as the notion of a con-

veyancer as to shoi'tening the period for which a title must be shown.

He could not feel strongly on the point of secondary charities

following the fate of the primary foundation, for in the Attorney-

General v. Drummond he extracted the rule which rendered

such a result inevitable, not from Loi'd Cottenham's remarks on
moving the judgment of the Lords, but from the reasons of some
of the judges, or rather from the speeches of the defendants'

counsel. The necessary consequence of this was to deprive him-

self of the means of knowing judicially the circumstances attend-

ing the secondary charities to be affected by his decree in this

case, for the donors had indicated the religious doctrines which

they meant to be supported by the property which they contri-

buted, only so far as that was rendered manifest by connecting

the charities with the chapel, which no doubt they thouo-lit

sufficient. He was the first equity lawyer who, in the case of

a vague or ambiguous trust for religion, shut out evidence

which the founder had left in writing of his opinions.

Though his lordship went carefully through the particulars of

each accretion, he did not remark on any circumstances connected
with any of them, as showing the hardship of its being claimed

by the information. Indeed the argument as to them seems all

the other way. Joseph Darner Esq., and Mr John Lowton were
the chief donors, the former of £1700, and the latter of £1800
and a house. Mr Darner was beyond all doubt a Trinitarian, and the

Chancellor had already decided so in the suit as to the General
Fund. The language of Lowton's instructions to his trustees,

dated in 1741, testifies the same for him, as might be expected
from his dying in Dr. Lelaud's time, and not more than twelve
years after Nathaniel Weld. The only one of these donors that

expresses any opinion as to doctrine is Miss Crosthwaite, and she
refers to the principles of the founders of the congregation with
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regard to the rejection of human creeds, and in that respect only

expressed her agreement with Mr Boyce and Nathanield Weld on

the point in which they differed from their brethren of the North.

Ralph Caird, the founder of the Almshouses, dates his will

in 1744, so that he was nearly coeval with Lowton. Mrs Single-

ton who founded the Girls' School, and gave other benefactions,

also passed the active part of her life, that which testified

her belief, under the ministry of Dr. Leland, and dated her will

not five years after the death of Dr. Isaac Weld, his colleague and

the editor of his sermons. If Thomas and Taylor pursued the

same course as the contemporary ministers of the same opinions,

they would conceal, at least during Mrs Singleton's time, their real

sentiments, and she might well regard the congregation as re-

maining what she had first known it. The most was made of any

argument derivable from the Widows' Fund. This commenced
with £100 given in 1807 by Mrs Maurice, whose primary pur-

pose was that it should be applied in rebuilding the chapel, which

if rebuilt would, beyond doubt, have been held upon the original

trust for Trinitarians ; and she extended the period for its being

so applied to the utmost limit which the law allowed, and cared

so little what should be done with her money, that purpose

failing, that she left it to her trustees to select some method of

benefitting the congregation, without hinting at the support of any

peculiar doctrine. A congregational collection of £300 in 1786

was given in increase of Darner's Fund, on condition of the

trustees of it appropriating £100 per annum to a widow of a

minister, or widows of ministers, of the congregation, a bargain

which those trustees were not competent to make. Another con-

gregational collection of £304 in 1792 was added to Mrs Single-

ton's bequest, and these two sums were the only ones contributed

by the congregation which could be affected by the suit. Alms-

houses and Day Schools are not the institutions generally selected

for the objects of their charity by persons strongly attached to

any doctrines ; and they can be transferred with very little frus-

tration of their original intention to persons of a different belief.

There seems little to object to in the information which, when it

claimed a chapel as dedicated to the support of any particular

doctrines, claimed also all such congregational property as has

been now described.

On the general questions of the intention of Presbyterian

founders, the impossibility of a congregation admitting on an
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equal footing the holders of contrariant doctrines, the compati-

bility of a definite, cherished, and exclusive faith with the rejection

of subscription to any creed of human authorship, and the diffi-

culty of supposing that any real Trinitarian could regard the

doctrine of Christ's deity as a matter of indifference, Sir E.

Sugden showed a deeper insight into the matters in dispute

between the orthodox and the heterodox than any other judge

whose opinions have been recorded in these pages, and he evinced

as strong an opinion as any other that the right ownership

o£ Presbyterian property was with men of the old opinions.

A suit precisely similar to the Attorney-General v. Hutton
was instituted against the trustees of Strand Street Chapel

Dublin, to which, as already stated, the united congregations of

Wood Street and Cook Street removed. Wood Street chapel

was that from which Mr Emlyn had been expelled, at the

suggestion of his colleague, Mr Boyce. The congregation

had also regularly received from the trustees of the General

Fund the yearly sum of £100 which, when the decree

in the Attorney-General v. Drummond was pronounced, was
reserved to be disposed of at the hearing of the suit respecting

the Strand Street Chapel which had then been instituted. This

annuity was paid as the proceeds of the investment of £500, given

by Sir Arthur Langford, Bart.,* whose Trinitarian opinions, as

* Sir Arthur also built a chapel on his estate at Summerhill, in Meath, and en-

dowed it with an annuity of £30. It also received a share of the regium donum. This
foreign support produced the usual effects of endowments, in the congregation first

becoming heterodox and then decaying, until in 1838 it consisted of the minister, Dr.

David Trotter, his four children who, it should be stated, were adults, and at most
three other gentlemen either without families or with families belonging to the estab-

lishment. The lease of the chapel had expired in 1839, and it was doubtful whether the
landlord would renew it, (the renewal would perpetuate the burden of the annuity on his

estate); and it had been intimated by the Secretary for Ireland that the regium donum
would be withdrawn from it at the end of Dr. Trotter's incumbency. These matters
notwithstanding, when in 1839 it was much damaged by a storm £90 was voted from the
General Fund to repair it, and in 1838 and 1839 the same body allowed the minister £50
a year, while for six years preceding the grant it had been £18 9s. 3d., and the previous

amount (seemingly a matter of course) had been £9 4s. 7d., these odd sums being the

expressions in sterling money of round sums in Irish currency. Dr. Trotter after this fell

into disgrace with his party through his opposing and frustrating a scheme sanc-

tioned by the synodical injunctions of the Synod of Minister, for his taking a colleague

and successor to raise the congregation, and save the government and Langford
annuities. Mr Macdowel came on probation under the patronage of Doctors Arm-
strong and Ledlie, but he preached against the doctrine of the Trinity until he drove
away some of the small congregation, and until the clergy of the establishment in his

neighbourhood warned their flocks from their pulpits not to go to the meetingdiouse.

It appears that another motive for the appointment of a colleague to Dr. Trotter was
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one of the founders of the General Fund, were recognised by the

Irish Chancellor, and indeed were not disputed. Against these

facts as to the orthodox origin and sustentation of the chapel in

litigation, there was set up the circumstance that the congregation

had raised a large sum (the amount not stated) for the support of

the widows of their ministers, one third being contributed by the

sisters of Lord Chancellor Pluuket,t from attachment to Dr.

Armstrong.

It is alleged that this widows' fund being disclosed in the

answer, a claim to it was made by amendment of the information.

The cause before it was ready for hearing being stayed by

the Irish Chancellor (apparently mero motu,) the matters here

stated respecting it are not from such sources of authority as have

been referred to in the other cases, reports and briefs. Complete

information might shew that this 'widows' fund was not very

differently circumstanced from that connected with the Eustace

Street Congregation. It was a matter of course, when the

matter had been mentioned, to get all the facts respecting it

fully set out in the answer.

The decision of the Vice-Chancellor in the case of the Hewley

charity had not been followed in England by any similar suit or by

any professional intimation of one, (it had not encouraged the

second information in the Wolverhampton case, as that was filed

in 1832), but in Ireland, as we have seen by the time Sir

Lancelot's decree was confirmed by the House of Lords, the

Clough Chapel and the General Fund were recovered by Trinita-

rians, and the Chapels in Killinchy, Eustace Street, and Strand

Street, had each been the subject of an information. The

Eno-lish Sociniaus nevei'theless were the first to stir in the matter.

The House of Lords gave judgment dismissing the appeal at

the end of the Session, and near the beginning of the Long' Vaca-

tion of the Courts, but now they had lost at law, which according to

avowed by the two doctors to be the addition of another heterodox minister to the Synod

of Munster. Most persons will be of opinion that of all who interfered with the affairs of

this congregation the Irish Secretary shines most. All these matters were proved in the

suit relating to the General Fund, as an instance of its being improperly applied to prop

up congregations which heterodoxy had destroyed. It need scarcely be said that

Summerhill has disappeared from the list of Unitarian chapels in the United Kingdom.

Sir Arthur Langford's family is represented, through females, by Lord Langford,

that title of peerage having been taken in perpetuation of the old Presbyterian surname.

+ The Plunket family was an old Presbyterian one, and was orthodox at the time of

the foundation of Wood Street and Cook Street chapels. If the Chancellor's father was

of the new light, his grandfather was of the old opinions ; both were ministers.
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all indications was regarded by them as impossible, the determina-
tion was immediately taken to apply to the government. They
had only this resource left, and had it not succeeded some twenty
or thirty chapels, and those for the most part of no importance,
would have been all that they could call their own. A depu-
tation waited on Sir Robert Peel, and seem to have had no
difficulty in securing his adoption of their views, and his warm
espousal of their cause j indeed his statements to the House, in
many points were so incorrect that we are not warranted, by the
other actions of the party he took under his protection, to suppose
they misinstructed him, but we must impute his mistakes to over
zeal. He had Socinian relations, and uncompromising adherence
to fixed principles was uncongenial to his nature.* Of course
the opinion most potential next to the Premier's was the
Chancellor's and, notwithstanding the judgment he had given,
he followed his chief on this, as on other questions, with an
alacrity and zeal which showed how completely in him the
judge was subordinate to the dexterous debater and parlia-

mentary tactician. We shall see the arts and tricks that he
resorted to. Thus all was easy as regarded England, but Ireland
caused the administration some difficulty. The Arian party there,

at the beginning of the next year, forwarded to Dublin Castle
three memorials, from the Presbytery of Antrim, from the Remon-
strant Synod, and from the two Dublin congregations, which all

besought the Lord Lieutenant to direct the Attorney-General to

stay the suits respecting the Dublin chapels. This showed their

very great confidence in the sympathy of the Irish government
also, or the very great interest of which they were sure, and it

may be doubted whether such a request would have been made in

England. They had done more, for according to the me-
morial of Dr. Cooke, which will shortly be noticed, they had
previously, at least attempted, to make the bench do then-

bidding; as before one of the trials between the orthodox
and heterodox (it does not do to speculate which of them
it was) some persons in the interest of the defendants waited
upon the judge before whom it was to be tried, and had influ-

ence sufficient to send him to the Castle, that he mi»-ht bring-

* It was singularly indicative of his character, though it seems not to have been
noticed, that when he was Irish Secretary he had no fixed signature; but sometimes
used the initial, and at others a contraction, of his christian name, and occasionally
wrote it in full.

GO ,
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tlie power of the government to bear upon the chief relator, who
held an office in the castle, so that he might be induced to drop

the information. An Englishman would have found difficulty in

believing, even on Dr. Cooke's assertion, that this was possible

even in Ireland, had not this statement been made in a document

presented by the doctor to the Irish Secretary.* Copies of these

memorials were forthwith transmitted by the Irish government to

Dr. Cooke, as Moderator of the Synod of Ulster, and he, on

receiving them, prepared a short answer, took it to Dublin and

with some of his friends, saw Lord Eliot, the Irish Secretary, and

also the Irish Attorney-General, read it to them, and gave fur-

ther explanations of the matter. They requested him to meet

Dr. Montgomery, the Moderator of the Remonstrant Synod,

and the champion of the Irish Arians and Socinians, in their

presence, with the view that some method of arrangement might

be devised. Dr. Cook declined this, as he had no authority to

bind the General Synod. On his return home he obtained

the appointment of a committee of the General Synod, with all

the Synod's powers, " for examining and determining upon what

principle any of our congregations or people should be counte-

nanced in seeking to recover properties originally belonging to

the Synod," and presented a memorial from himself as moderator

to the government which, with the memorials of the other party,

he immediately printed and distributed among his friends. The
following resolution was passed by this Committee on the

1st March.

That it appears to the committee that at former and recent periods

several houses of worship with lands and funds, and other properties,

which were originally built, devised, or established by Trinitarians for

the teaching and perpetuation of their principles in this province, have,

under various circumstances, some of violence, and some of hopeless

submission to spoliation, come into the possession of Arians or Socinians.

And whereas it is just and equitable that all such properties should be

restored to the purposes for which they were originally intended, or that

adequate compensation should be made to the parties from whom they

are forcibly withheld. Therefore this committee declare that in their

deliberate judgment it is competent for all congregations or individuals,

* It is necessary to quote the very words of this charge. "The memorialists, I pre-

sume, are the identical men who, upon a former occasion, privately interfered with the

very Judge by whom their cause was to he publicly tried, thus tampering with justice at

its fountain head, who had influence sufficient to send that Judge to the Castle, to im-
peach the individual who had the courage to reclaim their usurped possessions, posses-

sions which a court of aijuity has since restored to their rightful owners."
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who Lave been so spoliated, to take the necessary legal steps for the

recovery of all such property as can be evidentially traced to a Trinita-

tarian origin ; but that all permanent improvements upon such houses

and lands as can be evidentially traced to an Arian or Sociuian origin

should, after reasonable deduction for mesne rates, (qy. rents) be restored

to the religious representatives of the parties by whom such improve-

ments have been made ; and that where the funds of Arians or Soci-

nians have accresced to the funds of Trinitarians, all such accrescing

portions should be fully and unreservedly restored to the religious repre-

sentatives of the donors.

Copies of this resolution were immediately transmitted to

Lord Eliot, the Irish Secretary, the Remonstrant Synod, and the

Presbytery of Antrim.

Dr. Cook's memorial contained this sentence :
' I beg leave to state

that so far as my means and influence extend, I am resolved to reclaim

by an open appeal to the law, all property in houses, lands, and funds,

that can be evidently traced to a Trinitarian origin ; but where the

money of Arians or Socinians has been laid out upon any special im-

provements upon such houses or lands, or where their funds have

acci'esced to the original capital of the Trinitarians, such special improve-

ments, after a reasonable deduction for mesne rates, shall be compensa-

ted, and such accrescing portions of existing funds shall be restored to

the uttermost farthing, while neither houses, lands, nor funds, that can

be evidentially traced to an Arian or Sociuian origin shall ever, with my
consent, be sought for upon any pretence whatever.'

The two doctors, the champions of their parties, subsequently

met as proposed in the presence of Sir Robert Peel, and he gave

the House of Commons the following account of the meeting

:

An appeal was made to Her Majesty's Government last session by

the Unitarian body in Ireland. They came at the instance of my noble

friend (Lord Eliot) near me, and stated that they represented congrega-

tions to the number of 30,000 persons. They frankly and openly stated

that they were opposed to the general policy of the present Administra-

tion, but that they felt confident that we, as an executive Government,

could never tolerate such a wrong as that of which they complained.

They told us their story of the separation in 1829. They told us of the

loss they had sustained. They told us the story of the widow, whose

case has been alluded to in this night's debate ; and upon the hearing of

their statement I felt assured that the Legislature must ultimately pre-

vent injustice being done by a strict application of the existing law.

I can assure the House that Her Majesty's Government never con-

templated separate legislation for England. When the honourable
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member for Kendal last year urged us to bring in a bill for the relief of

Unitarians in England, the Irish Unitarians said, ' Do not postpone

relief to the Unitarians of England on our account. We know the

formidable opposition that is about to be raised against us—we know
there will be a combination of opponents if you attempt to give relief at

the same time to both classes of Unitarian Dissenters. Let the English

Unitarians have the benefit of the law, and we will be content to have
our claim postponed.' But Her Majesty's Government said, < We
think that it would appear to be, and that it would be, so manifestly

unjust that a rule should be applied to the Unitarians of England which
should not extend to Ireland, that we deprecate altogether passing the

bill at present. We will postpose it till next session. Let the House
of Lords consider the case on the great and comprehensive principles of

justice, and we entertain the hope that justice will ultimately be done to

the Unitarians both in England and in Ireland.' In the mean time, I

did what I could to settle the matter by amicable arrangement. I asked

the representatives of the Synod of Ulster to leave the question to be

decided by four members of parliament, to be selected from men of

opposite parties. That proposal was rejected. I then earnestly advised

that the Crown might be allowed to appoint a commission to consider

what ought to be done upon the principle of equity—that the facts

might be laid before parliament, and that we might have before us the

history of the separation, and a statement of the amount contributed by
the Unitarians. I asked the consent of both parties to the appointment

of such a commission, and it is right I should state that that proposal

also was refused. The representatives of the Synod of Ulster would not

consent to the appointment of any commission unless the Crown stipula-

ted that it should be composed of chancery barristers, and that those

barristers should decide according to the strict principles of equity. I

said, ' Of course I have read the decisions of the different Lord Chan-

cellors in the case of Lady Hewley, and also the decision of Lord

Chancellor Sugden in another case in Ireland ; and 1 know that if three

chancery lawyers have to determine the question, there can be no doubt

what their decision will be ; and therefore I, on my part, decline your

proposition.' If, then, Her Majesty's Government are now compelled

by a sense of duty and a sense of justice to ask for the intei'ference of

the legislature, it is not until they have exhausted every effort to bring

about a settlement by amicable arrangement.

On this it is to be observed that Sir Robert's account, or the

report of it, leaves it uncertain whether it was proposed that the

commission should give their opinion of what ought to be done,

or merely ascertain and report the facts. If it had been proposed

to appoint a commission with powers restricted to inquiring into
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the facts and reporting them to Parliament, the Arian party

could not have objected to its being composed of equity lawyers,

as they would have proceeded, not upon the technical equity of

the courts, but upon the notions of right and good conscience

common to educated men; the proposal was that the Com-
missioners should come to a decision on the moral claims of the

two parties in each case. The Rev. William Glendy, a mem-
ber of the Remonstrant Synod, in a letter to the Northern

Whig, dated 9th March 1844, reprinted in the Presbyterian

Reporter, p. 25, described the meeting thus :

'Dr Montgomery proposed, through Sir Robert Peel, to meet

Doctors Cooke and Stewart in his presence, or that of Sir James
Graham, to discuss the whole matter, not on the ground of ex parte alle-

gations, but on the sure grounds of public documents and notorious

facts, aud so fully was he (Dr. M.) convinced of the justice and perspica-

city of those two distinguished members of Her Majesty's government,

that he proposed to abide by their decision, whatever it might be. Fail-

ing in this, he next offered to leave the whole matter at issue to be

decided by a committee of the House of Lords, or by four members of

the House of Commons, mutually chosen, or to a Royal Commission

appointed by govei*nment, or by any two honest laymen who should

decide, not according to chancery law, which might (as in the case of

Eustace Street) lead to the sweeping away of funds and other properties

confessedly created by Unitarians, but according to the principles of

uncpiestionable right and Christian justice.'

This letter no doubt correctly represents the negociation ; the

terms proposed were those of the Presbytery of Antrim and the

Remonstrant Synod, conveyed through the government to the

Synod of Ulster.

The answer of the Synod of Ulster is not given, but no doubt

it was a requirement that the reference should be to chancery

barristers, the decision of an incompetent tribunal being naturally

and properly declined, especially as the bias of the government
which would have appointed the Commission was so strong. It

is not however fair to represent that the rigour of the law was
claimed on behalf of the Synod as to all the chapels and endow-
ments concerned, for they were iiTevocably bound by the resolu-

tion of their committee, and the pledge to the same effect

contained in Dr. Cooke's memorial. The whole nes:ociation

seems to have failed before the 16th August, for it further

appears from Mr Glendy' s letter that the government resented
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a letter dated on that day addressed to Sir Robert Peel,

imputing to them " a desire to frustrate the expectations of

pious persons deceased, to pervert trusts and properties invested

for the propagation of truth to the dissemination of error,

and to quiet in usurped possession men who had crept into them

by stealth, continued in the occupation by fraud, and who now
plead the wrong committed as constituting a right, and contend

that the length of time they have been tolerated as trespassers

should give them a legal title." This may have been an impolitic

letter, but it prevented the ministry from pretending that the case

of orthodoxy had not been summed up in few words beyond

possibility of misapprehension.

The heterodox party had, before the bill was introduced, and

up to the time of its passing, their central committee in London,

the members of which were indefatigable in wating by themselves

or most carefully selected canvassers on the members of both

houses, and plying them with the Historical Proofs and Illustra-

tions (see p. 203) and smaller tracts of various kinds. This is

not complained of, parliament being on a very different footing

from a bench of justice, which however had not been free from

similar communications see p. 303 supra.

While the Anti-Trinitarian party were thus active, vigilant,

and at perfect accord among themselves as to what they desired,

and the best means of accomplishing it, every thing prevented

the Trinitarians from making a successful opposition to them. The

most zealous and powerful opponents of the bill, as the parties most

directly interested, were the Irish Presbyterians, and they no

doubt did everything which it was possible for them to do, but as

the measure originated with a government of their own way of

thinking in general politics, they lost the votes of those of their

friends who would have gone with them if it had been a

Whig measure, but did not like to oppose it coming from a Tory

ministry, as they had no personal feeling or conviction in the

matter. They were also placed under the greatest disadvantage

by pettifogging tricks played them in the Lords, and accumu-

lated disasters which befel them in the Commons.

There was a short petition from the Scotch Seceders, but that

was the only other Presbyterian denomination which took so

much trouble. Perhaps it was not to be expected that members

of the Free Church, in the first year of its existence, would come

forward in a matter which did not affect their own country, and
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which tended to expose faults in another Presbyterian body,

though those faults were owing to its not having carried out the

principles of the system. The Kirkmen no doubt thought it

beneath them to support Dissenters in any part of the United
Kingdom ; beside they had then lost the majority of their best

supporters by the new secession, and had work enough on their

hands to hold their own against the Free Church. The Scotch

chapels in the northern counties, having had their full share

of the Hewley charity, were always on good terms with the Soci-

nians when in power, and therefore by no means hailed the change.
" For a gift doth blind the eyes of the wise, and pervert the

words of the righteous." The Seceders and the Kirkmen, in

their first proceedings under the Attorney-General v. Shore, were
both represented by the firm which had been the London agents

of the defendants in that suit, though afterwards that firm acted for

the Seceders only. The affidavits used in the contest between
the Independents and Presbyterians in the master's office were

communicated to a Socinian, and published by him, with com-
ments apparently to influence the decision of the House of Lords.

This connection of the Scotch with the Socinians5
lawyers

lasted till long after the passing of the bill, and could not exist

without effect on the opposition to it.

The Independents sent up petitions from the Congregational

Union and all their principal congregations, and took care that

those of the latter description should be sent for presentation to

the local members, with proper information as to the true state of

the case. They had however no central committee to manage
the opposition, except so far as the Dissenting Deputies took the

matter up, in spite of a determined protest from several of their

number. It should be borne in mind that the interest of the

Independents in it, otherwise than as matter of principle, was very

slight. Except in very large towns, an old meeting-house, if

recovered, would have been a source of weakness and a burden to

them, as having already a chapel of their own in the place.

Endowed chapels have rarely done them any good, and there

were few endowments of other kinds to be reclaimed. They had
gained, as yet, nothing by their suits, but the expenses attending

them. The AVolverhampton chapel had fallen into the hands of the

Baptists; and the Hewley case had, up to that time, only pro-

duced a second and more troublesome and costly litigation : and
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it had always been known that the fund, when recovered, must
be shared with the Baptists, if not with the Presbyterians.

The contest showed what parties had the stimulus of a real

conviction that their claim to represent the English Presbyterians

was true and just. The burden, as far as England was concerned,

lay upon the Independents, but several influential men among
them, it should be said, discouraged the contest for peace sake,

and from the notion of its inutility. The individual minis-

ters who had been partakers of the share of Lady Hewley's

bounty accorded to the body by the old trustees, of course

deprecated the suits, and for consistency's sake approved of the

bill.

The Evangelical party in the English Establishment could not

be expected to be very zealous, as the House of Lords had not

yet pronounced the invalidity of the Braintree Church-rate, and

the ill-will which that question occasioned was at its height.

They however presented many petitions, and they might well

trust to the Bishops' zeal for orthodoxy, and their supposed

influence in religious matters over the temporal peers.

The Baptists rather supported than opposed the bill, they no

doubt thought of chapels in their own hands which, having no bap-

tisteries and double vestries, or having them only by late addition,

proclaimed their alien origin. They might fairly however urge

their objection to endowments, which are uncommon among
them ; and their ultra-democratic principles would induce them

to favour the right of a congregation to determine the doctrine to

be preached in its own chapel. The habit of arguing for adult

baptism gives a rationalistic turn to the mind, and accordingly

the early baptists were Arminians, many of their congregations

soon became Arian, and there have always been indications of

a kindness between the occupants of the old meeting-houses

and the Baptists, as the two out-speaking and thorough-going

denominations, each differing in its distinguishing tenet from

the rest of Christendom. The Baptist denomination had no real

interest in the matter, as their deeds carefully secure their

chapels to those practising '
' the baptism of believers by immer-

sion." It however supplied the House of Lords in Lord Teynham
with the best exponent of the practical and real principles in-

volved in the measure, as was shown by the malignant notice

of him in the Presbyterian Reporter.

The Wesleyans could not be affected by the bill as intro-
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duced, and at their instance additional expressions were inserted

in it, precluding all possibility of doubt on the point : they were

not however content with this, but their committee for the

protection of their privileges presented a petition, signed by the

president of conference as their chairman, which denounced

the injustice and impiety of such legislation.* The circumstance

that this great Arminian denomination of modern times has

always contended zealously for Trinitarian doctrines, contrasted

with the state of things among the learned Arminians of the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries, is of good augury for the future.

Combined action was not to be expected from parties who
were interested in the matter and those who were not so

interested, and was impossible between persons having irrecon-

cileable claims to the properties which it was sought to affect.

This accounts for there being but one public meeting on the

subject, (it was held at the Crown and Anchor,) a circum-

stance which to those acquainted with the Evangelical party

will be conclusive that they felt themselves powerless as against

the supporters of the government measure.

Yet it might well have been supposed that agitation in such a

cause was quite unnecessary, and that all England and Scotland

would have pronounced an indignant protest, of power to arrest

the measure, on the bare announcement that its sole object was

to endow Arians and Socinians with the chapels of the zealous

Trinitarians, zealous even to persecution, which the Presbyterians

at the passing of the Toleration Act notoriously were. Evan-

gelicals and Tractarians should between them have roused England

to as much zeal for the catholic and orthodox faith as that

required. Quickened into new religious life as all parties in

Scotland were, by the testimony borne for God's truth and the

liberties of His church, on the third and crowning secession, it

might have been expected that every Scottish representative would

* Knowledge of the petitions by denominations against the hill is derived from a

volume containing the debates, which was published by the party in whose behalf the

bill was passed, and their candour in reprinting them calls for acknowledgment. They

will be found in the appendix as the best statements of the arguments addressed to the

consciences of the members of both houses, in opposition to the measure. The

arguments for it will be given in extracts from the speeches of members of the Govern-

ment. The Presbyterian Reporter, a kind of magazine published by the Socinian party

at irregular intervals during the period occupied by the bill passing through parliament,

is the only full and consecutive record of the struggle which has been obtained, or

which is believed to exist. The reader will bear this in mind if he finds any omission

or incorrectness prejudicial to the cause advocated here.

01 .
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have appeared as a mere delegate, to vindicate the Presbyterian

name from the opprobrium attached to it from its misuse in

prelatic England, and to rescue from their long desecration the

old meeting-houses, built as they were by men having derived

their religious opinions from the great divines whose legislation,

both as to theology and church order, has yet preserved its

ascendancy on the other side the Tweed.

Latitudinarianism has however its peculiar stronghold in the

higher professional, scientific, and literary classes of England,

and they immediately, or mediately, form public opinion, as

to the higher classes at least including- the members of both

houses, and the opportunity was not lost of discountenancing

the old-world opinions of the Westminster Assembly, and dis-

connecting them from the chapels built by the next generation of

Presbyterians. The majority even of educated persons, never

taking a deeper view of a matter which does not concern them-

selves than a prima facie, or as they would say, a practical one,

looked upon the bill as confirming to a whole denomination places of

worship which their fathers had built, and they themselves had long

been in possession of, which would be of very little value to those

who claimed them, would cost to recover more than theywere worth,

and would in the recovery occasion scandal and ill-will in every

considerable town in the kingdom ; and they therefore concluded

that it was for the benefit of everybody but the lawyers that the

bill should pass. Persons reasoning thus did not consider that, ac-

cording to the convictions of the founders, and the professed creeds

of all Christendom, except the infinitesimally small party who would

be benefited by it, the bill would effect the worst kind of sacrilege,

the theft of sacred property and its employment in perpetual injury

to religion ; that the one notion patronised by it was that there

are no essential and peculiar truths in Christianity ; and that thus

it dedicated all the property affected by it to the encouragement

of ever-changing error. They did not know that, so far as

respected England, they were, in nine cases out of ten, only per-

petuating congregations, which for fifty years had not been worth

preserving, were diminishing every generation, and every member
of which would have been glad of any decent excuse for finding

himself at church ; and that in the exceptional cases, they were

only securing old building's in undesirable localities to wealthy

congregations, who were nowise indisposed to leave them. Accor-

dingly we have since seen them in Birmingham and Newcastle-
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upon-Tyne part with the sites which had been represented as

endeared to them by the memories of Bourne and Priestley,

Bennet and Turner, and in Carter Lane resign, (on sale), the

chapel which had been almost the last to lapse to mere humani-

tarianism, as if the remembrance of Baxter was enough to preserve

his chapel, in order that it might testify against the misuse that

was made of his name.

It so happened that at this time the Independents were with-

out a representative in the House of Commons, while the Socinian

party was stronger there than it has been since, and its repre-

sentatives were men of great worth and influence, and sat for

places of the first importance.* They all were among the staunch-

est followers of the Whig leaders, whether in or out of power, and

in return obtained their hearty support of the bill. Indeed it was

always from their representations that the statesmen on the liberal

side acquired any notions of the views and feelings of dissenters,

while how little sympathy there was between them and other

non-episcopalians may be judged from the fact that, during all the

controversy, their advocates and pamphleteers represented them,

fulsomely to the objects of their praise, and offensively to other

nonconformists, as supporters on principle of religious establish-

ments, and especially friends of the one which has obtained in

England. In this way they managed to stand well with both

parties.

The parliamentary contest was thus entered upon with the

government and the heads of the Whig party, and consequently

the bulk of both ministerialists and opposition, in favour of

the bill. The Lords, always following the leaders of the two

great factions, since those leaders were agreed, were sure to

disregard, even on a question relating to religion, any opposition

which the Bishops could bring themselves to make to a measure

originating with a Tory administration. The battle was lost to

all intents from the moment the bill was brought in by Lord

Lyndhurst.

At this point, where we turn from the judgments and decrees

of the courts to an Act of Parliament Avhich prevented them from

being followed in other cases, it is necessary to explain the rules

of law which were set aside by this legislation, for not being

disputed, they were taken for granted by the Judges and acted

* Mr Mark Phillips for Manchester, Mr Thornely for Wolverhampton, Mr Scott

for Walsall, Mr G. W. Wood for Kendal, and Dr. Bowling for Bolton.
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upon by them with scarcely a passing remark, so that a non-

legal reader will not from the judgments contained in the fore-

going pages, understand their nature, the reasons for which

they were laid down, or the greatness of the change produced

by the enactment by which they were superseded. Argumetits

urging the courts of equity to do what was done by the Act

of Parliament, and could only be done by it, have been quoted

from the Proofs and Illustrations, but without any answers sub-

joined to the quotations. See pp. 114, 115.

It was, at least tacitly, admitted by the counsel for the defend-

ants, in all the suits of which an account has been given, and by

the supporters of the bill in either house of parliament, that

according to a doctrine of the law well known, and never before

impugned as unjust or unreasonable, no lapse of time was a bar to

proceedings instituted by the Attorney-General, as representing

the Crown, to bring back a charity to the purposes to which the

founder intended it to be applied. The rules Nullum tenrpus

occurrit regi, and Nullum tenrpus occurrit ecclesias, had been set

aside by the legislature, but as yet time did not run against an

official information to reform the maladministration of a charity.

Cases within the first two rules involved the notion of property,

and that might be lost, the last pointed to a duty which could

not be barred. For it was the business of the Crown to protect

charities, and there was no limit to the time within which it

could do so, because there was no remedy for any omission on

its part. This indestructibility of endowments seems also to

follow from their nature, for they should not exist otherwise

than as they were created : and as they are perpetual, the

rights attaching to them must be so too, and the remedies

for redress of any wrong in the administration of them must

be independent of time. It may well be left to a man to

protect his own property, and that of his family : and to an official

person to preserve the rights of his place and his successors, but

it is evident that the protection of the interests of a charitable

foundation cannot safely be left to those who partake of its benefits,

and half a century may pass before a stranger interferes to prevent

any abuses of it. While suits relating to charities are so expensive,

and the supervision of them by the crown is matter of theoiy only,

the period for rectifying their mis-appropriation could not be limi-

ted without putting most charities in the kingdom in danger.

In the Hewley case the Attorney-General refused to file an infor-
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mation, although the necessity of his doing so was suggested by
the Commissioners for inquiry into charities, and the charity had
been misappropriated for seventy years before relators were
found to undertake the expense, trouble, and risk of the

proceedings requisite to remove the trustees. The reason for the

statutory limitation in reference to private property is, that

it is best for the state that each house should have an owner
with sufficient confidence in his title to improve, or at any
rate to repair it, and the law therefore prescribes a time after

which a title originally bad is rendered indefeasible. One
owner is substituted for another by lapse of time in virtue of his

adverse possession. But charity property, while it remains such,

does not admit of adverse possession. It may be lost to a charity

by the trustees of it failing to assert their right to it in time, and
any remedy may be only against them ; but then it ceases to be
dedicated to charity. As long as it remains such, a beneficiary

of it can gain no title to it as his own ; his enjoyment of it is sup-

posed to be in accordance with the founder's intention ; for he can-

not put it on any other ground, however wrongful it may have
been ; a proper object of it succeeding him has the same title that

he had, and comes in on the same footing ; he can never acquire

a right to it, either against the trustees of it, or a beneficiary

with a title defeating his. These are not mere lawyers' maxims,
they result from the nature of things, and are in perfect accor-

dance with the common notions of justice, property, and charity.

Charitable foundations are seen to be, or are supposed to be, use-
ful, and therefore to be encouraged, within limits which experience
must apply ; but it is obvious that they will never be established

if any founder's intention is known to be set aside without the most
imperious necessity. A statute confirming charity property to

beneficiaries wrongly in possession of it presents to a leo-al

mind an accumulation of anomalies. Its effect is to convert a
breach of trust into a right, and continue the trusteeship for the
new objects, thus making it impossible for a future trustee to do
his duty according to the original trust; to attribute an inde-

pendent possession to persons having only what lawyers call

equitable interests ; to recognize an adverse possession in a con-
gregation which is in its nature a fluctuating body; to acknow-
ledge a title by adverse possession without allowing that title

to be absolute, merely creating for the new beneficiaries the
restricted right of the original ones ; and to leave the constitution
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of the charity unimpaired in appearance, but to cause it to pro-

duce effects the contrary of those intended by the founders.

This will, it is supposed, appear clear as to the Hewley Fund
and the General Fund of Dublin, and similar cases ; as persons

receiving for any number of years a grant of money manifestly

cannot gain a perpetual right to it, for themselves or their

denomination, since their rights arise only on each yearly vote.

The occupancy of a pew, for however long a time, is equally

incapable of gaining an indefeasible right to it. Every person

not a founder, when one is first assigned to him, knows that the

chapel was founded by men of great zeal for their form of religion ;

and his own sense of right tells him that their intentions as

declared in the instrument of foundation or, in its silence, as ascer-

tainable from the practice of themselves or their denomination,

must have fixed the doctrines to be maintained and inculcated in

their chapel, and that no change can be made in any of them

which may properly be considered essential, except under

a power expressly given by that instrument or that practice. If he

contributes to the expense of rebuilding or repairing the fabric,

he cannot suppose that he thereby acquires the right to make

such a change, and to set aside the laws which the founders,

in either of the ways before mentioned, imposed on their foun-

dation. He knows that by his own gifts he merely shares in his

turn the expense of supporting that which a preceding age estab-

lished, and that his generation will pass away likewise, leaving

their improvements for the use of others. The conscience of

every single member of the congregation being thus bound, all of

them together cannot rightfully, even though there be none at

the time to hinder what they may choose to do, give themselves

any right or power not previously vested in them. Having had

the benefit of the piety of their forefathers or predecessors, they

must leave that benefit to others, to be enjoyed by them according

to the original foundation ; they cannot by any self-derived authority

otherwise dispose of what they never purchased. Persons adding*

to the original foundation cannot gain this power, for they cannot

defeat the founder's prerogative, even by greater outlay • their

benefactions were at their own option, and were made subject

to the conditions previously attaching to the building. The

chapel is permanent, and governed by rules independent of the

will of its fleeting occupants. The founders themselves, as has

been already said, unless they had expressly reserved power to do

so, could not vary the purposes to which they once had dedicated
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the building, and how can any one of a later generation assume a

greater dominion than they acquired ? Much less can the mere
attendance of families at a chapel, generation after generation,

or the further benefit of their having found sepulture within its

precinct, make it their inheritance, and give them the power of

alienating it from the denomination which founded it. Ancestors,

if of the faith to which the chapel was dedicated, testify against their

descendants having departed from it : if they had themselves

usurped the chapel the wrong ceased with their lives ; if

they were gathered to their pious fathers in their old grave-yard

can they, by virtue of their being the latest gathered to that con-

gregation of the dead, defeat the lawful claimants of the

chapel. It is only a false sentimentality that can urge their

intrusive occupancy of pew or grave as conferring any right

on their disqualified descendants. The true posterity of ortho-

dox founders and worshippers are their spiritual descend-

ants, those who have inherited their principles and their

course of action. Only those of the faith of Abraham are

to be accounted the children of Abraham. Every one who
has known the feelings of a patriarch of the old opinions, whose
sons or grandsons had departed from them, can testify that no
like-minded man could have endured the thought that the

house for God which he had joined in founding, or had endowed,

or even its site, should at any time be occupied by persons denying

or ignoring the great doctrines which he considered to be the

gospel of Christ; and that it would have occasioned him an

additional pang to know that some of those who so desecrated it

should be his descendants according to the flesh. There can

not be a more bitter mockery than for a Socinian of our day

to claim such a man's chapel, either as his descendant or the

representative of his opinions.

It was also suggested that a congregation should be regarded

as a partnership, having the congregational buildings and land

and any endowments added to them for their joint stock. This

method of viewing a chapel and its founders and supporters is

most conclusive in favour of the principles which have been advo-

cated here. There must be some leading inviolable objects of the

association, and a fixed intention of securing the pursuit of them
by all future partners, or no man would part with his money with-

out reserviug the power of withdrawing it for his own purposes,

and with the necessity of leaving it at his death for the benefit of

the partnership. This notion however, with that of a right through
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descent from founders, rrrespective of adherence to their opinions,

is entirely negatived by the case of Craigdallie v. Aikman. Both

notions seem to have been in the mind of the practitioner who
prepared the deed, and he was not aware that they were

incompatible with the property he had to deal with. The House
of Lords confirmed the decision of the Court of Session, that con-

tributors to the erection or sustentation of the chapel and their

representatives could not retain any interest in it unless they

professed the opinions to the support of which it was dedicated.*

* The notices of this case in the reports and at pp 217 and 419 supra need cor-

rection. From a perusal of a copy (bearing Mr Aikman's remarks) of the memorial or

case prepared on behalf of his friends on the appeal from the Sheriff of Perth to the

Court of Session, and other information derived from Perth, it is clear that the peti-

tion to the Burgher Synod in 1797 which caused the settlement, such as it was, of

the question as to the power of the civil magistrate in matters of religion was not pre-

sented by Mr Jarvis or his friends, but that the rejected preamble was suggested

by them ; and it cost them the chapel. No doubt they proposed it, as the Synod voted,

for T>eace sake only, and to avoid impugning the old standard ; but the Court of Session

insisted unanswerably that their preamble had substantially the same meaning as the

Synod's, and therefore the appellants were not to be heard when they insisted that

the respondents had forfeited the chapel by adhering to the one, when they them-

selves had been the authors of the other. The appellants struggled in vain to get rid of

the effects of this one false step, the courts held them to it rightly ; it no doubt

occasioned the passing of the Synod's preamble, otherwise they might have urged

that an offer made in mistake, and rejected, should not prevent the charity property

bein«- brought back to its proper use, at their instance. The Judges of the Court

of Session seem, from a print of the Lord Justice Clerk's remarks, to have resented

the appellants' opposition to the vote of the Burgher Synod, as treason against Presby-

terianism, and as setting up Independency, which his Lordship carefully observed the

men of the Westminster Confession condemned equally with prelacy or popery. The

reporter's marginal note, given at p. 423, showed that he considered the judgment of

the court below as affirmed in this respect, though Lord Eldon's observations do not

touch on the matter. If they had, they would have borne upon the Clough and

Killinchy cases.

The record which came to England did not give Lord Eldon the information which the

Court of Session had, and so he could not understand how the respondents could be

held wrong on the showing of the appellants ; but as he recognized the substantial agree-

ment of the two preambles, so he certainly must have seen that both of them were

simple down-right contradictions of the sentences in the confession to which they related,

and it is to be wished that he had given his opinion on the question, whether the for-

feiture of the right to the chapel must have followed a wrong opinion on a point so

utterly immaterial in the Burghers' creed as the power of the state in matters of religion.

They became entangled in the difficulty only by blindly taking up the old national stan-

dards, without making conscience of the points here remarked upon, as the Reformed

Presbyterian Synod and the Free Church of Scotland are, by their history, compelled to

do. The principles of the Secession would seem not such as to require a separate body

to uphold them in their purity; but the Synod of United Original Seceders do not

think so.

The contest between the parties at Perth is relieved from the air of absurdity which

the reports of the hearings in England had cast over it, when we know the circumstances

connected with the rejected preamble, and we could wish that poor Lord Eldon had

been saved the labour with which he read and re-read both preambles, in natural amaze-

ment how any person agreeing with either of them could apply to a court to dispossess

of a chapel those who adhered to the other.
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The law stood thus when Sir Robert Peel's List administration,

in the midst of its career, before the Irish famine, and while it

was still supported in both Houses by overwhelming majorities,

came forward to prolong the existence of the Unitarians as a

separate denomination. With regard to most of their chapels in

. England, when the stipends of the ministers and the size of the

congregations are considered, it may be considered that, with

some twenty exceptions, they would not have had both the will and

the ability to pay the value of the old meeting-houses in their

possession, even after all due allowances for monies spent upon

them by Socinians. The contrary supposition would have

destroyed the only excuse for themselves in seeking the act, and

for the administration, affecting to be the sole friends of religion,

and the parliament, calling itself Conservative, which granted it.

In Ireland, all their chapels, it is believed without an exception,

had been built by Trinitarians, or in replacement of previous

chapels built by them.

7th March, 1844. The bill was brought in by Lord Chan-

cellor Lyndhurst, and read a first time.

It recited that meeting-houses for the worship of God, and schools,

and other charitable foundations, had been founded in England for pur-

poses beneficial to Dissenters, which were unlawful before the passing of

the acts of 1 William and Mary, for toleration; 19 George III., for

abolishing subscription ; and 53 George III., for relief of non-Trini-

tarians.

It enacted, That the recited acts should be construed as if in force at

the time of the foundation of the meeting-houses, ifec.

That in all cases in which no particular doctrines should, by express

words contained in the trust deed of any such meeting-house, be required

to be taught therein, the usage of the congregation for years before

suit should be conclusive evidence of the doctrines intended to be pro-

moted by the founders.

That the act should not affect any decree already pronounced, or

any property in suit on 1st March, 1844.

8th March. Lord Brougham presented petitions from the

Remonstrant Synod and the Presbyteiy of Antrim, praying that

Ireland might be included in the bill.

12th March. Lord Cottenham presented similar petitions from

the Strand Street and Eustace Street chapels. The Chancellor

said he had brought the bill in for England because he knew the

case as to the chapels there, while he had only a general knuw-

62
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ledge of it as to Ireland,, but that he should have no objection to

the appointment of a committee to inquire into the matter as

regarded that country. Lord Cottenham engaged to nominate the

committee in two days.

14th March. A committee of eighteen was named. It con-

sisted of the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Bishops of London

and Exeter, seven law lords, (being all in the house except Lord

Wynford who alone of them opposed the bill,) and eight others.

Of these last the Duke of Wellington, the Earl of Ripon, and Lord

Wharncliffe represented the ministerial side of the house : all eight

voted for the bill except Lord Glenelg; and Lords Normanby,

Fortescue, Lansdowne and Monteagle, at one time or other,

spoke for it.

15th March. The committee met, determined unanimously that

it was not necessary to hear evidence on the matter, and agreed

to report that any measure passed for England ought to be

extended to Ireland. They reported the same day.

The bill, as brought in, did not extend to Ireland, although

(see p. 484) we have Sir Robert Peel's statement that it was kept

back a year purposely for consideration of the Irish cases, and

the government had, during that year, explicitly pledged them-

selves to the Unitarian committee to introduce it. The petitions

from Ireland, presented on the day after the bill was- brought in,

prove that the heterodox party knew beforehand that it would

not apply to Ireland ; so that the whole plan was arranged between

them and the government. On the presentation of the second

petition the Chancellor suggested a special committee : and an

opposition peer undertook to name it at the next sitting of the

house, he did so ; and they reported next day without hearing

evidence. The Chancellor when he consented to the committee,

according to his own account, had only a general acquaintance

with the subject ; and in order that letters might be exchanged be-

tween London and Dublin respecting it, it was necessary that the

post should not be lost on the night the committee was first talked

of. The government might, perhaps, obtain the information, but

it is certain that there was not time to forward from Belfast a petition

for the Synod of Ulster to be heard before the committee. Even
if the Bishop of London was in the house when the committee was
named it would be most unlikely that he could attend the next

day; it does not appear that he did so, and then there was no

lord on the committee to insist on the House being put in posses-
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sion of all the facts of the case, in opposition to the law-

lords who had arranged their plot beforehand. True, the

committee might see without evidence that what was proper for

England was proper for Ireland, but the idea, if self-evident,

must also have occurred to the government ; and their conduct in

omitting Ireland from its provisions could not have been

occasioned by any honest purpose. If a proper committee

had been appointed, and due notice of their sitting had been

given, the Irish Presbyterians would have been heard by coun-

sel against the bill, and the whole case as to England and

Ireland would have been disclosed to both Houses of Parliament.

As it was the committee was an impudent farce, as far as any

enquiries by it went ; but it was a select committee reporting in

favour of the bill, and rendered it almost impossible to obtain

another special committee respecting it. This step once gained in

the Lords, the bill being a government measure, might well be

considered safe. It was opposition from the Irish Presbyterians

at that particular stage which the administration feared, know-
ing the English Dissenters too well to trouble themselves about

their opposition. Therefore Ireland was omitted at first, and
afterwards smuggled in.

22nd March. Lord Campbell presented the first petition

against the bill ; it was from the Presbyterians of Stafford. One
of the old meeting-houses was in that towu, and after it had
been sometime shut up, a Scotch minister, about forty years ago,

persuaded the persons in charge of it to give it up to him as a Pres-

byterian. Peculiar circumstances had from time to time pre-

vented the Independent chapel there from having had a chance of

succeeding, so the Scotchman found a county town in England, in

which Independents had not taken root, and which furnished him
with a chapel gratis. His friends rebuilt it, and they have done very

well there. This petition in opposition to the bill was no doubt
entrusted to Lord Campbell, as being the son of a Presbyterian

minister, as well as having being long connected with the local

and general politics of Stafford, but he made use of it (in a man-
ner the most adverse to those who entrusted him with it) only to

say that there was great anxiety about the bill, and he hoped it

would not be delayed. Lord Lyndhurst could not help noticing

how rare a thing it was for Lord Campbell to agree with the

ministry, and promised the bill should be read a second time

immediately after Easter. If the second reading had been before
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Easter, it would have been talked about during the recess, and so

put in greater dauger.

18th April. Lord Normanby, who as yet retained in some

degree his prestige in Ireland, on presenting petitions, some in

favour of the bill and others against it, announced that his pre-

sent opinion was in favour of the bill, but that he should be

guided by the Chancellor's speech when the time came for it.

He could hardly have served the bill better.

26th April. The Marquis of Lansdowne, the leader of the

opposition, on the day of the second reading, presented petitions

in favour of the bill from members of the establishment, and

from orthodox dissenters. Dr. Priestley was for seven years

" librarian and philosophic companion" of his lordship's father.

The bill was read a second time without any debate, and

committed for that day week.

It was matter of arrangement between the lords who took the

chief parts in supporting and opposing the bill that the debate

should be taken on the House going into committee, but the fact

that a bill affecting, in such a manner, property belonging to reli-

gious charities, in so many parts of England and Ireland, was

read the second time without hostile remark, shows in some degree

the power of the administration. After times will however be

able to form only a very feeble estimate of the power which this

administration of Sir Robert Peel exercised over the House of

Lords, through the Duke of Wellington and Lord Lyndhurst ; no

measure of theirs would have been even delayed in its progress

through the Upper House by any debate, however damaging ; and

when, as in this case, the opposition peers were also in favour of

one of their measures, (only six Whig Lords voted in one minority

of forty-one, and one in another of nine,) its passing was a matter

of course, indeed a matter of form. The first clause of the bill

in question, being a substantial act of justice, and the Bishop

of Exeter standing alone in his opposition to it, might well, of

itself, prevent a division on the second reading. No doubt

also there was hope of the many objections to the whole scheme,

and the difficulties of various parts of it, becoming manifest in

committee, and it was thought best to defer a division until all

the circumstances of the matter legislated upon had been elicited.

May 3rd. Many petitions were daily presented for or against

the bill, and among them one by Lord Brougham from twelve

Socinian ministers who were respectively of 62, 57, 55, 54, (3) 5o,
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52, 44, 42, and (2) 40 years' standing. They stated that they had

been for a long series of years ministers of Anti-Trinitarian con-

gregations, and that all had been led to understand that their

meeting-houses " were fully secured to them as their rightful pos-

sessions under the sanction of the law/' that large sums of money
had been expended on them on that understanding, and they
" attested that until a comparatively recent period no question as

to their right of such occupancy had ever been raised by any of

the differing classes of Dissenters." They spoke of their body of

Dissenters as non-subscribing, as if that epithet were distinctive

of them, forgetting that the Independent's and Baptists were just

as much non-subscribers as they were ; and they did not show any
moral right to the property claimed.

After the presentation of these petitions the Lords went into

committee, and the Chancellor stated the nature of the bill, which

he called "a moderate and scanty measure of justice, which had
met with a clamorous opposition." The following sentences on

the left half of each page contain the pith of his speech in his

own words, and remarks in answer are added on the right hand
half. This method has been adopted, not only for economy of

space, but for easy reference.

Now iny lords, with regard to that

which is the material point to which the

opposition to this bill is directed, I must
state to your lordships what the nature of

the provision is. Nothing can be more
simple. A place of worship is established

by a deed, or by the will of some benevo-

lent person, that place of worship has been

established for a period perhaps of a hun-

dred and fifty or two hundred years. For
a long period of time, thirty, forty, fifty,

sixty, or seventy years, the congregation

meeting at that place of worship have

entertained the same religious opinions

and doctrines. No change whatever has

taken phice during that period. It is a

mutter of speculation what was the reli-

gious opinion of the founder.

He has not in his deed of trust, or in

his will, declared what the doctrines and
opinions were which he was desirous of

having preached and inculcated in that

place of worship. Why are we not to

take the uses that have prevailed for so

long a period of time as evidence of what
liis original intention was?

All except a few which were situate in

villages and are now for the most part ex-

tinct, were built by congregations, and not

by individual persons ; this was stated by
some of the speakers, and great stress is

laid upon the fact by the Socinian editor

of the debates. If the opinions of an indivi-

dual founder could not be proved, though
there could not be any rational doubt as to

them, the opinions of the body were
well known. Allowing that Socinian

notions had been prevalent for sixty

years, and that these had been preceded
by forty years of Arianism, there were left

fifty or a hundred years (in the cases

alleged) of clear undoubted orthodoxy
which, according to law and fairness,

should determine the opinions to the
maintenance of which the chapel was dedi-

cated.

There was no need of this being done ;

all Dissenters, except a few General Bap-
tists, were Calvinists and Trinitarians, and
understood in that sense the Anglican

Articles, which their ministers subscribed.
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If in a deed he has declared his will

and intention for a particular doctrine to

be preached and inculcated in that place

of worship, to that state of things this

clause does not apply ; but it does apply to

a state of things such as I have mentioned,

where he has not laid down in terms what
were the particular doctrines that he

wished to be preached in that particular

chapel, or what was the precise object of

its foundation.

If parties have uniformly from time to

time during a long period continued the

same uniform and consistent usage with

respect to religious worship, and with

respect to the doctrines preached in that

place, I ask your Lordships whether it is

not reasonable to take that usage as evi-

dence of what the intention of the founder

was, and not to allow the title of the

occupants of the chapel, under such cir-

cumstances, to be impeached in a court of

justice.

My noble and learned friend who sits

near me, [qy. Lord Brougham] on a former

day stated the principles upon which this

bill is founded.

It is a principle known to our law,

which is, that uniform possession during a

long series of years establishes a title.

That is a great principle in our law, and in

the law of every civilized country, a prin-

ciple which we have drawn from the wise

jurisprudence of ancient Rome. That

principle we apply to our estates and our

civil rites ; why should we not apply it to

a case of this description ?

Parties value their rights in property

of this nature perhaps more highly than
property of any other description.

The place with respect to which the

question arises, may have been the place

of religious worship frequented by their

forefathers for a long series of years. The
burial ground attached to it may contain

the ashes of their dearest relatives and
most valued friends. Is it not, therefore,

most material and important that that

principle which we apply to civil rights

should be applied also to this mixed de-

scription of property.

The law (we are dealing with matters

after the Revolution) secured his presumed

intention without his declaring it. Lord

Somers or Lord Cowper would have said

so, if Dissenting chapels had been so long

known as to have become perverted in

their time. We have here the admission

that the law respected founders' declared

intention, and no Chancellor would have

said it did not respect his presumed inten-

tion.

The founder's intention is shown by

the doctrines preached in the chapel in the

period following its creation. These, in

many instances, were known from the

writings of the first ministers, or notices

of them by their contemporaries ; or the

circumstance that nothing is recorded of

them beyond their names is proof, at that

time of general orthodoxy, that they were

orthodox. There is therefore no reason, if

the founder's intention is to govern, to

resort to a later period, the usage of which

could not raise the slightest presumption

in opposition to the considerations here

stated. The title of the occupants must
be bad if not supported by the primeval

usage.

It is amusing to find another lord

anticipating the Chancellor in his exposi-

tion of his measure. If Lord Brougham
were the expounder, his speech shews that

he misconceived what was being done.

In the case of charity lands there are

two titles ; that of the trustees liable, like

any other, to be barred under the

statute of limitations by adverse posses-

sion ; and that of the beneficiaries which,

while the trustees' title continues, is un-

affected by fraud, mistake, or lapse of

time, and can be revived at any time by
a court of equity.

They do, and that was a reason for not

changing the law on the subject.

The phrase "mixed description of pro-

perty" refers to that which really is no
property at all.
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I ask your lordships if, with respect to

all our civil rights, if with respect to the

property of the Crown, and if with respect

to the property and rights of the church,

this rule is to he applied, why should it

not be applied in the particular case which

is now the subject of your lordships' con-

sideration? If persons have been in pos-

session for a long series of years of property

devoted to the worship of the Supreme
Being, and that worship has been carried

on in a particular form, inculcating parti-

cular doctrines, why should not that

establish a right as indefeasible as the

right which is established in the particular

cases to which I have referred?

My lords, this is the principle of the

bill, this is the principle upon which it

was founded, as was shortly announced by
my noble and learned friend on a former
night ; and this is the short principle upon
which I now rest the bill. Now, what is

its practical operation and effect ? The
clause does not apply to a case where the

foundation has in it terms of express trust,

stating the particular doctrine which is to

be preached and inculcated in that place
;

and why ? Because in that case a depar-

ture from those doctrines and opinions

must be a wilful departure from the

opinions and doctrines that were intended
to be inculcated by the founder.

But where no such limitation has been
imposed, where nothing of that kind is to

be found in the body of the deed, where
you are to be left to conjecture from the

particular opinions of the founder, and
from various collateral circumstances, what
his intention was ; it is for the purpose of

obviating the necessity for such inquiries,

for the purpose of preventing litigation of

the most expensive and difficult kind, and
for the same legitimate purpose for which
statutes of limitation have been imposed,

that this particular clause has been intro-

duced into the bill.

Now mark, my lords, out of what this

bill originates. The circumstances I am
about to detail with respect to a very im-

portant case, not coming within the opera-

tion of this bill, but throwing light on the

species of inquiry which would be neces-

sary, if your lordships should not think

proper to pass this bill, will satisfy you
to demonstration as to the necessity for

This mention of the Crown and of the

Church suggested the natural enquiry, Why
Dissenters should have this great advan-
tage, which the nation at large (the Crown),
and the very church itself have been de-

prived of ; and was calculated to enlist the

feelings of every lord in favour of a bill

which would deprive Dissenters, (who had
scarcely a friend in the House, ) of such an
advantage over the establishment. The
Chancellor should have explained the dif-

ference of legal and equitable titles, and
the different estates of the beneficiary of a
charity and an equitable owner, and he
should have shown the different natures

of suits for recovery of land, and of those for

correcting the administration of a charity

es;tate.

This is an admission that justice for-

bids the limitation of the time within

which a trust for the promotion of speci-

fied doctrines should be judicially con-

strued and enforced. But a trustee's con-

science ought to be equally bound by the

founders' practice where power of change

is not expressly given him. Common
honesty would tell him, when the founder

has said nothing, to ask what he did.

It is a most astonishing thing that

Lord Lyndhurst should have forgotten

that the decision in the Hewley case was
that the particular opinions of the foun-

der, if unexpressed, were not to be re-

garded.

There can be no difficulty in ascer^

taining the opinions of a numerous reli-

gious denomination, and as to the Presby-

terians that had been done both for

England and Ireland.

His lordship admits that such a case

as Lady Hewley's case would not come
within his bill when passed; why then
did he mention that others of the same
nature were pending, since they also would
not have been affected by it? The only

one like it was the Attorney-General v.

Drummond, which was heard on an appeal

in the House of Lords five years after-
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this measure. I mean the case of Lady

Hewley's charity. Give me leave to say,

my lords, that that is not a case standing

by itself. There are several other cases

of the same nature now pending, many
more are threatened, whereby much litiga-

tion and extravagance of expense will be

incurred. I call all these circumstances

to your lordships' attention and recollec-

tion, in order that you may see the conse-

quences of rejecting this part of the bill

to which I am now adverting.

Now, my lords, what

wr.s the nature of that case? In the deed

by which the charity was founded, there

was no express declaration of the doc-

trines which she (the foundress) intended

to be inculcated in that establishment.

There were vague and general terms, I

admit, and what was the consequence?

An information was filed in the Court of

Chancery. It was necessary to enter into

evidence of the most complicated, refined,

and difficult description, first to ascertain

what the religious opinions of the foun-

dress were. The evidence went to show
that she was a Presbyterian. A vast body
of evidence was necessary for that pur-

pose. Then there was another body of

evidence for the purpose of showing what
were the particular religious opinions of

the Presbyterians of that day, a vast body
of refined evidence, conflicting evidence,

historical evidence, the testimony of one

set of men opposed to the testimony of

others.

wards. Lady Hewley's trust was vague,

not being confined to Dissenters, and hence

the difficulty respecting it, but the effect

of the case is the very contrary of what

his lordship affected to prove by it ; it is

clear that the expense incurred in that

case needed not to be incurred again. The

broad decision was that, down to 1707 at

any rate, the English Presbyterians were

Trinitarians ; and the proof of that fact

given in the case was brought down to

1720 as much as it was to 1707. That

case would have had another effect. Trus-

tees defending a suit in defiance of it

would not have had their costs allowed

them, and after another case or two

would have paid the costs of the other

side, see p. 456. Judges as yet encouraged

the defence of such suits, but they would

very soon have turned round on this point

;

and they would also have made the defen-

dants answer fully and honestly. Liti-

gation, in a short time, would have

been unnecessary, or cheap to the chari-

ties. The Attorney-General said there

were no English, but only Irish, suits

going on. The only proof of threatened

proceedings as to English chapels is a note

in 11 Simons, p. 616. There might be

public threats, but no instance is given of

their being used in reference to any parti-

cular chapel.

The Judges had no difficulty in arriv-

ing at the conclusion that Lady Hewley
was one of the English Presbyterians, and

that they were all Trinitarians ; and the

reader can judge of the evidence from the

quotations from the Proofs and Illustra-

tions, and the answers given to them here.

The decision was that, the matters in dispute

being historical, Judges were supposed to

be acquainted with them, and counsel need-

ed only to quote from books in support of

their arguments ; as the defendants in all

the cases which we have been consider-

ing did.
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house. It was argued, I believe, for fif-

teen days at your lordships' bar. Argu-
ments of the most refined and difficult

description were brought forward. Your
lordships confirmed the judgment pro-

nounced in the courts below. My lords,

what has been the result ? . . that the

question arose, Who were the parties

that were entitled ? What were the

religious opinions of Lady Hewley, and
what the religious opinions which she

thought ought CO be taught in that

chapel? Many candidates came forward.

The Presbyterians said, It applies to us.

The Independents said, It applies to us.

. . . . The cause is not yet determined.

. . . I have taken pains to inquire into

that which is a very important part of the
concern, the costs come out of the charity.

. . . The costs up to this time amount
to very nearly £30,000.

But, my lords, there is another class

of cases where it is still harder. We all

know that about seventy years ago, and

down to the present time, chapels for

religious worship have been established by
mutual subscriptions, and trustees were

appointed to continue the title. Who are

the persons at present in the enjoyment

of those chapels ? The descendants of the

original subscribers ; and they are to be

ousted because in the lapse of time (there

being no direction in the trust deed) they

have departed from some of the principles

and doctrines held by the original sub-

scribers, there being no test by winch to

know, with accuracy, what their particular

opinions were, although the persons now
in possession have for a great number of

years, acted uniformly and consistently

with respect to their own religious belief,

and with respect to their form of religious

worship. "What can be a harder ease than

that? The subscribers have met in the

chapel that was built at the expense of

their fathers. The relatives and connec-

tions and friends are buried in the ground

attached to the chapel. Are they to be

His lordship magnifies the time, the
argument occupied six days. It is surpris-

ing that his lordship had so far forgotten

the nature of the case as to suppose it also

related to a chapel.

His lordship here exaggerates again.

The costs up to the time he spoke
were not £10,500, including more
than £4,000 of costs incurred in the
contest with the Scotchmen. £2,200 of

costs connected with receivership are not
all to be put down to the litigation, as

there would have been expenses attending

the management of the estate by the

trustees, and many matters were, without
doubt, authorized by the court, which the

trustees could not properly have done
without its sanction.

This statement of the last- seventy

years as the period within which the

chapels were built, is singular, as the com-
mencement of that period is very near the

time at which any of the congregations

first became Sociuian.

The change of doctrine being admitted,

the misappropriation of the chapel is ad-

mitted also.

The deeds relating to the Wolver-
hampton chapel alluded to the Toleration

Act, and to the doctrines it sanctioned, so

that it excluded Soeinians ; but that rase

was defended as bitterly as any other.

Many Presbyterian deeds will be found to

make similar references.

See p. 405.

The opinions of a particular congre-

gation did not need inquiry if the trust-

deed denominated them as Presbyterians,

for the Attorney-General v. Shore had

63
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well expressed in the Bishop of Exeter's protest in the

appendix.

Lord Brougham, until set right by the Bishop of London,

contended that the "bill did not propose to enact that

the doctrines which have been promulgated during the last

thirty years shall be deemed conclusively to be the doctrines

which were entertained by the original founder" : admitting

that the usage of the first thirty years was the true test. He also

said that he could have wished that the bill " had put a stop to

litigation in other cases where actual possession for thirty, forty,

or sixty years could be proved, even though there had been a will

of the founder, and though, the principles upon which the

founder desired his charity to be administered could be proved

in evidence before the court." That Lord Lyndhurst wished to

do this is shewn by his calling the bill a very moderate and

scanty measure of justice.

Lord Cottenham seems to have explained the rales limiting the

time within which equitable interests could be claimed, but not to

have pointed out the peculiar natures of the respective interests of

trustees and beneficiaries of charity estates ; but what he said is

evidently badly reported; and he admitted "that against the Attor-

ney-General no time will run, for he represents the trust." His

explanation of the trusts in chapel deeds for "Presbyterians" or for

"Protestant Dissenters" was: " When therefore we find no trace of

any particular doctrine we must be guided by common sense, and

believe that they did not put forward what their doctrines were, to

avoid the penalties of the law; or else that it arose from their

being members of a body of persons who thought the best course

was not to have any particular creed, but to leave each member
of the congregation to form and entertain such opinions as he

thought right." These surmises will be disposed of in remarks

on Sir Robert Peer's speech. His lordship also said that trus-

tees of 'a chapel could not give it up to Trinitarians without

a suit for it, which would cost more, in most cases, than the chapel

was worth; he should have seen that, as suggested in the Com-
mons, a cheaper procedure should have been devised for adjudi-

cating upon such small charity estates, and that trustees

litigating a clear case should pay the costs. The necessity which

all the Judges, in one suit after another, considered themselves

to be under of giving trustees their costs, even to the annihilation

of the charity, instead of making the defendants in the later suits

pay the costs of both sides, gives an unfavourable notion of our
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jurisprudence. The ground on which the suit as to the Wolver-
hampton chapel was decided should have saved it from being sold

;

yet if the proceeds had been sufficient, the trustees would have been

relieved of part of their expenses. He certainly was wrong in saying

that many chapels in Ireland would be affected by the bill, as the

number of them very little exceeded thirty. He stated that no
one was injured by the prevention of such suits, as if the perver-

sion of Trinitarian endowments to propagate Socinianism was no
evil ; as. if justice to founders did not require the fulfilment of their

intentions ; and as if it were no wrong that men of their opinions

were driven to build another chapel, or the denomination to allow

itself to become extinct in the place. He also complained of the

Attorney-General being put in motion by persons not belonging to

the congregation, as if the denomination were not interested in

the matter, and as if the state and the public should renounce all

right of interference with religious endowments. Sir Edward
Sugden did not entertain this objection, see p. 465.

Lord Campbell said that he had been one of the real property

commissioners, at whose suggestion the statute of William IV.

for the limitation of actions was passed, and that the bill pro-

vided, in full accordance with the principles of that act, for a

case omitted in it. Nothing however that he said at all relieved

the bill of its anomalous character. He quoted the sentence

at p. 465, beginning '
' whether it is advisable/' and stated that

the Irish Chancellor was keeping back several cases, that they

might come under the operation of the bill.

There was no division at this stage.

9th May. The bill was read a third time, and on that

occasion there was a division of 41 to 9, after a short debate,

(between the Chancellor, Lord Mounteagle, and the Earls Fit-

william and Minto on one side, and the Bishop of Exeter,

the Earls of Winchelsea and Mountcashel, and Lords Kenyon
and Teynham on the other;) and Lord Cottenham* then carried,

* Lord Cottenliam never had a notion in this case beyond what he found in the

brief which he held as leader for the defendants in the Attorney-General v. Shore, before

the Vice-Chancellor and Lord Brougham, although he found himself compelled to

follow the opinions of the Judges, and to move the dismissal of the appeal. He showed
his zeal by sitting as a judge, although he had been engaged in the cause, in all the courts

below, though not in the re-hearing in the last court. He took his revenge for his

failure as an advocate, (his expressions stated in the last page show his opinion),

and for his having, notwithstanding that opinion, Balaamlike to speak in favour of the

relators, by playing in the debates the part of ame dainnc'e to the magicians whose

enchantments prevailed. He moved the appointment of the special committee
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without a division, an amendment giving the Courts power to

stop all suits within the scope of the act which were then

pending. Lord Cottenham, and a petition from the Dublin

chapels which were the subject of the informations, suggested

between them, as precedents for the clause, the acts staying actions

for penalties under the clergy residence acts and the horse-racing

acts. It was with such an excuse that cases in which proceed-

ings had been instituted were brought within the mischief of

the bill, without any previous intimation to the parties con-

nected with them. No four Jew attorneys could have played a

smarter trick.

The bill as it left the Lords enacted that the doctrines which

the founders of a chapel intended to promote should be deter-

mined by the usage of the twenty-five years preceding a suit

instituted to determine the question. Lord Brougham might

well, when reasoning on the matter, disbelieve that such could

be the method which this junta of Chancellors had devised.

He saw, for the moment, that it was mere perfidious hypocrisy to

recognize the authority of founders, and by so inept and unlawyer-

like a device to get rid of it. Yet four men who were, or had

been, Chancellors were eager thus to palter with the law governing

trusts, those trusts relating to charities, tbose charities being

connected with religion, and the points of religion thus surren-

dered to attack, in the places of worship consecrated to their

support, being recognized, as the cardinal and distinctive doc-

trines of Christianity, by all creeds and confessions alike, Greek,

Latin, Protestant and Reformed.

10th May. The bill was sent down to the Lower House, and

having been read a first time on the motion of the Secretary to

the Treasury, Sir Robert Peel himself immediately set it down

managed its proceedings, and after the third reading added the proviso bringing the

Dublin chapels within the act. These were among his greatest feats in debate ; incom-

parable as he was as a Judge, his deficiencies on the Woolsack were foreseen, and it was

intended to supply them by appointing Mr Bickersteth as his successor at the Rolls, and

giving him a peerage, but he, proving the worse of the two, was accused of having

swindled the ministry. Lord Cottenham had the distinction of being the only English

lawyer of modern times who, without rendering political services, raised himself to

an earldom. Lord Brougham had the credit of a pamphlet which protested that he was

overpaid, although he was wont to attribute to himself the merit of having suggested his

appointment as Master of the Bolls. Lord Cottenham, with regard to the bill with

which we have to do, supported his character, that whenever he did go wrong, no man
went so wrong. Lord Lyndhurst must have chuckled to see his phlegmatic and

cautious opponent volunteering to do so much dirty work, in support of a measure not

introduced by his own party. We shall see other shrewd turns which Lord Cottenham

did the Independents when he had the power.
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for the second reading on that day week, notwithstanding Mr
Hindley's objection to the earliness of the day.

14th May. Sir Robert Inglis remarked that the members
had not received the print of the bill twenty-four hours, and
applied for a longer time for the second reading, but all Sir

Robert Peel would do to meet his views was to undertake that it

should not come on after ten o'clock.

16th May. Sir Thomas Wilde pressed for postponement till

after the Whitsuntide holidays, and Sir Robert Peel attempted to

arrange that the bill should be read a second time without oppo-

sition, and the discussion taken at a further stage. Lord Jocelyn

met this by the remark that many Irish Presbyterians were
waiting in town for the debate. Dr. Bowring in turn reminded
Sir Robert that many also were anxious for the passing of the bill.

1 7th May. The exposition of the principles of the bill was
committed to Sir William Follett, the Attorney-General, who, in

addition to being the leading advocate of his time, was unrivalled

among lawyers as a favourite with the house. This was the last

year of his life, and he did little after the session ; he was present

at only two out of four divisions, and left the support of the bill

in committee chiefly to the Solicitor-General. Sir William was
of an Arianized Presbyterian family, so numerous sixty years ao-o

at Topsham, near Exeter, that it was then said that if a Follet

died half the town went into mourning. He showed his acquain-

tance with Socinian views and practices.

Any person who knows the history of This is true of the Independents only,

dissent in tins country knows that large p. 30, not of the English Presbyterians

bodies of Dissenters have at all times repu- previous to 1717, see pp. 31, 106, 189.

diated subscription to particular articles

of faith and the profession of particular

creeds : the refusal to subscribe, or to be The bond of union must be some doc-
bound by any particular profession of trine jointly believed, whether embodied
faith, has been the very bond of union in a formula, or left to a man's own ex-
between them ; and these persons would pression of it. See Sir Edward Sudden's
have shrunk from imposing any such bur- remarks, pp. 442, 443, 475, see also p. 51.

then on their successors, but would have

allowed to them the same liberty they

claimed for themselves, and to appeal for No trace of latitudinarian notions at
their faith to the Bible alone ; and if, all consistent with such an intention is to
therefore, you do not find upon the face be found before 1717 among English Pres-
of the deed itself a statement that the byterians. See how Sir E. Sugden con-
charity is intended permanently for the strued deeds not referring to doctrines, pp.
benefit of the doctrines of a particular 448, 475, considering that construction
sect, it is a gratuitous assumption to say dictated by the nature of things and
that the intention of the founder was that common sense,

its benefits should be confined to those

who followed the faith which lie professed.
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But, again, where you find a congregation

making a purchase of land for the purpose

of building a chapel, and it sufficiently

appears upon the face of the deed that

they intend that chapel to be used for the

purpose of promoting the doctrines of a

particular sect, with such a chapel this

bill will not interfere. This bill will not

interfere in any case where it appears

upon the deeds creating the trust that the

trust was intended for the furtherance of

the doctrines of a particular sect.

Unitarian chapels are not founded (I

speak now generally) by an act of benevo-

lence, or by parties wishing to establish a

particular faith. These chapels originate,

generally speaking, I believe I may say

universally, in this way. A congregation

dissenting from the Church of England

wish to establish a place of meeting, or a

chapel, for their worship. They form

together a voluntary association, they sub-

scribe funds, and with those funds they

purchase land and build a chapel. . . .

Who is it, let me ask, that appoints

the ministers of those congregations? be-

cause one of the breaches of trust alleged

is, that the trustees have taken this proper-

A trust for a denomination is a trust

for the doctrines of that denomination,

and the statement which Sir William here

makes seems an admission that the bill was
wrong in principle as regarded chapels de-

dicated to Presbyterians by name, p. 442.

As to those dedicated generally to "Pro-
testant Dissenters," (seep. 452), they were
held in trust for the body formed by the

Associated Presbyterians and Indepen-

dents, whose doctrines and form of worship

were alike, and who received indifferently

ministers of either name as pastors, (see p.

59) ; the only difference between them
being that the power in one body was
with the communicants, and in the other

with the seatholders, who were communi-
cants almost as of course, a distinction

which, to any but congregationalists, will

appear immaterial.

The phrase "Presbyterian" or "Protes-

tant Dissenter" at that time defined doc-

trine just as much as a reference to the

Church of England would now. If that

enjoined its faith in its prayer book, much
more clearly and powerfully did the other

body testify to theirs by their hymn books,

p. 36, and the use of the Assembly's Cate-

chism, p. 34. Further, Irish Presbyte-

rians, in the north at least, betokened

connection with the Synod, which evi-

denced its doctrines by its acts to lie

found pp. 372-383, or with the Presby-

tery of Antrim which, at its formation

was orthodox, pp. 377-425. Yet in all the

speeches in support of the bill this argu-

ment, which was wanting in the English

cases, was forgotten, and the Irish chapels

were scarcely referred to except, when it

suited the purpose to tell a tale as to the

Strand Street Widows' Fund, and Mrs.

Armstrong.

It is amusing to read that Sir William

Follett, after all he could make of the

matter, came to the conclusion that all

Unitarian chapels were built by men of

other opinions. His meaning seems to

be that they were built by congrega-

tions to accommodate themselves and

follow their own fancies. On the contrary

they, if any churches anywhere, were

built for the glory of God and the good of

men. The Act of Uniformity was directed

as much against evangelical religion as

dissent, and the main design in erecting the

chapels was to perpetuate the religion of

the Reformers and the Puritans, in oppo-

sition to Popish and Arminian errors.
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ty in trust to appoint ministers who

should profess a particular faith, and that

they have handed it over to ministers of a

different religion, and that thus the con-

gregations have come to profess a different

faith from that which it was the intention

of the founders to pi-omulgate. Who
appoints the minister ? Not the trustees,

but the congregation. Who provides his

stipend? Who removes him? Not the

trustees, but the congregation, The trus-

tees have no more power over the doctrines

to be preached in Dissenting chapels than

the most perfect stranger. If, therefore,

there be any breach of trust, it is not by

the trustees, but by the congi'egation for

whose benefit the chapel was founded.

Now a right reverend prelate [the Bishop

of London], has stated the mode in which

lie conceives these congregations came to

be Unitarian. Whether that right rever-

end prelate is correct or not in his suppo-

sition, I do not profess to know ; but he

supposes that the congregations purchasing

ground and afterwards building a chapel,

by degrees relax into Arianism, and ulti-

mately become Socinians. Now let me just

suppose for a moment that that is a correct

statement of the fact, to what does it

amount ? A certain number of persons

purchase land and build a chapel. They
appoint a preacher. Father and son attend

that preacher. Generation after genera-

tion go on attending that chapel and subs-

cribing to pay the minister. They are all

in unison. There is no dissent among
them, but on the death or retirement of

one minister, they appoint another, who
preaches a doctrine different from that

preached by his predecessor, no one of the

congregation objecting to the substitution

of the one doctrine for the other. Suppose

generation after generation continued to

maintain the chapel, to repair it, to buy
burial-ground, and to pay the ministers,

and suppose it to be admitted that all this

has been done by an Unitarian congrega-

tion, would it, I ask, be consistent with

justice to dispossess them, because it could

be proved that a hundred and fifty years

ago the original founders of the chapel

professed Trinitarian doctrines, although

for the last century the doctrines openly

preached in that chapel were Unitarian,

and although money lias been subscribed

and benefactions made to support it as an

The trustees have power, and indeed

it is their duty, to lock the doors against

the minister chosen by the congregation

if he is not of the opinions of the founder,

as Sir William Follett would have seen if

he had thought of the matter.

If any number of men join in building

a chapel, and conveying it to trustees in

trust for a particular denomination, they

cease to have any rights over it, except as

pai-t of the public ; it is in contemplation

of law dedicated to the opinions of the

denomination, and the founders cannot

change them without leave reserved in the

deed, see pp. 217, 219, 421. The support

of the faith is intended by men who
form a congregation and build a chapel,

and they neither think of changing it

themselves, nor intend to leave posterity

at liberty to do so.

The chapels in question were not

handed down with the faith of the foun-

ders, nor with the faith of any subse-

quent generation ; the founders would
have abhorred the indifference of the men
of 1740 ; the latter would have condemned
the downright Arians ; the last would
have denounced Socinians ; and the first

Socinians would in their turn have pro-

tested against the disbelief of miracles,

and of everything supernatural, which is

preached in so many of the old meeting-

houses at the present day.

What right can these subscriptions

give as against the founders ?

64
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Unitarian place of worship? Is it just or

right, that congregations possessed of these

chapels, which have been handed down
from generation to generation, together

with the faith they professed, and which

they contributed to support, and looked on

as their own, should be called upon to

hand over those chapels to perfect stran-

gers?

And it must be borne in mind also

that it is not the original foundation alone,

which is to be taken from them, but all

additions made to that foundation, al-

though made by professed Unitarians, and

if therefore money has been given for the

enlargement of the chapel, for the increase

of the minister's stipend, for a pension to

his widow, and all given by professed Uni-

tarians, and since Unitarian doctrines have

been openly preached in the chapel, they

will all follow the fate of the original

foundation, and with it be taken from the

present possessors and handed over to

strangers.

If this be a legal right, is it a moral

or an equitable one?

But, Sir, I think it right to say

that it ought not to be assumed that

the law on this subject is clear. I

believe it is the very uncertainty which

prevails with regard to it that has in-

duced all the lawyers without exception,

This is not certain. Lord Eldon

directed inquiries which indicated an in-

tention to separate the secondary from the

primary charity, p. 218. Lord Chan-

cellor Sugden apparently would have done

so if the circumstances had shewn the

propriety of it ; see Attorney-General

v. Hutton post. It had never been de-

cided that these secondary endowments
should be applied contrary to the donors'

intentions. They were, however, almost

as a matter of course, annexed to the

chapel, and not given for the support

of any doctrine ; why, then, should

their founders' intentions be presumed

and respected, any more than those of the

founders of the chapel ? The Attorney-

General, by exclaiming here against Uni-

tarian funds going to strangers, in fact

gives up the principle of the bill.

It will be found that generally speak-

ing, collateral endowments, subsequent to

the foundation of a chapel, were contri-

buted, if not by the orthodox, by Arians,

who were much nearer to Trinitarians than

to Socinians. Indeed in many cases the

difference between them and Athanasians

was more in expressions than in thoughts.

How then could Socinians claim through

them ? As stated already, the line of

demarcation should be drawn at the doc-

trine of the mere humanity of Christ,

rather than at that of his perfect deity.

The chapels were built by professed Tri-

nitarians, and in and after their time

Trinitarian doctrines were preached in

them ; the introduction of the measure

shows that this gave the legal right, and

did it not give a moral right ?

After the unwavering concurrence of

so many Judges, Sir William should not

have said this. No doubt he saw the

effect of what he had just said, and
hazarded this sentence as a diversion.
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whatever may be their political or religious

bias, to recommend the introduction of

this measure. Let it not be supposed thai

by passing this bill you are depriving either

Presbyterians or Independents of property

to which they are entitled. I say that the

object of the bill is to do that which is fair

and right. If you have upon the face of

your deed a declaration that the trust shall

be for Trinitarian doctrines, or for the doc-

trines of a particular sect, this bill will not

interfere with that trust. But supposing

it is not so, are you to assume that the

founders of the chapels meant to bind

down all posterity to the same faith which

they themselves professed ? If you are to

assume that, then I ask, how are you to

find out what that faith was ? This is one

of the difficulties which I know not how
to grapple with.

Sir William then quoted the following

passages from Lord Chief Justice Tindal's

answer, other extracts from which are

given at p. 346.

["The general rule I take to be tbat

where the words of any written instru-

ment are free from ambiguity in them-

selves, and where external circumstances do

not create any doubt or difficulty as to the

proper appHcation of those words to

claimants under the instrument or tbe

subject matter to which tbe instrument

relates, such instrument is always to be

construed according to the strict, plain,

common meaning of the words themselves

;

and that in such case evidence dehors the

instrument, for tbe purpose of explaining

it according to the surmised or alleged

intention of the parties to the instrument

is utterly inadmissible. If it were other-

wise, no lawyer would be safe in advising

upon the construction of a written instru-

ment, nor any party in taking under it,

for tbe ablest advice migbt be controlled,

and the clearest title undermined, if at

some future period parol evidence of the

particular meaning wluch the party affixed

to his words, or of his secret intention in

making the instrument, or of the objects

he meant to take benefit under it, might

be set up to contradict, or vary the plain

language of the instrument itself."]

["But whilst evidence is admissible

in these instances for the purpose ol

making the written instrument speak for

Independents were entitled to the

chapels, because the founders were really

congregationalists ; otherwise real Presby-

terians would have been entitled to them.

It had been judicially pronounced

that the Presbyterians were Trinitarians,

no Judge had intimated a doubt of it ; the

Socinians had not brought forward any

thing' to the contrary except Benjamin

Bennet's loose expressions in books pub-

lished after 1720, and his real opinions

shewn in the appendix, by extracts from

the volumes quoted in the Proofs, prove

that he was himself orthodox.

These passages were omitted in the

account of the hearing in the Lords, as

they gave the general rule which had been

previously stated by other Judges, and

Mr Baron Parke's statement had been in-

serted at length, but perhaps they had

better have been given. On their being

compared with Sir Edward Sugden's words,

as quoted by the editor of the debates, or

as set out in full in foregoing pages, it

will be seen that there is no discrepancy

between the two. Tbe judgment of the

House of Lords was supposed by Mr
Simons, the law reporter, to agree with

Chief Justice Tindal's exposition of the

law, (indeed be quotes it as embodying the

views of the majority of the Judges), and

Sir E. Sugden intended all he said to be in

strict accordance with that judgment. It

is submitted that there was no difference

between the two Judges. "We have seen

in the last paragraph that Sir William

asserted that the law on the subject was

not clear, and that this had occasioned the

law lords to support the bill. When Sir

William made these unwarranted asser-

tions he was speaking, not as member for

Exeter, but as first executive law officer

of the Crown, and he should not have

considered himself a mere advocate for the

bill. Quotations and assertions such as

these, when made by a personage of autho-

rity, impose upon Parliament, as they

cannot be answered at the moment. The

reader can judge for himself whether Sir
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itself which, without such evidence, would

be either a dead letter, or would use a

doubtful tongue, or convey a false impres-

sion of the meaning of the party, I con-

ceive the exception to be strictly limited

to cases of the description above given,

and to evidence of the nature above de-

tailed ; and that in no case whatever is it

permitted to explain the language of a

deed by evidence of the private views, the

secret intentions, or the known principles

of the party to the instrument, whether

religious, political, or otherwise, any more
than by express parol declarations made
by the party himself, which are universally

excluded ; for the admitting of such evi-

dence would let in all the uncertainty

before adverted to ; it would be evidence

which in most instances could not be met
or countervailed by any of an opposite

bearing or tendency, and would in effect

cause the secret, undeclared intention of

the party to control and predominate over

the open intention expressed in the deed. "]

I think it right to state that there is

a difference, a conflict of opinion, upon this

point, and there is an opinion of the Lord
Chancellor of Ireland apparently opposed

to that judgment. Sir William did not

quote any sentences of Sir Edward Sug-

den's, but the Socinian editor of the

debates refers to those to be found at p.

441, beginning, "I shall admit evidence,"

and ending, "accord with the intentions

of the founder."

But why do I refer to this ? For the
purpose of showing the uncertainty and
mischief of litigation of this kind ; for

mischievous it is in every sense of the

word. In the first place, it is wasting

those funds which were intended to be
devoted to charitable purposes. But
besides that, although I by no means mean
to say that the most solemn points of the
Christian religion were discussed with
levity, (for I believe that none of my
learned friends engaged in that discussion

would be guilty of such an act) I do say

that it is impossible to argue questions of

this sort in a court of law with that

solemnity which ought to be observed

with regard to them ; the tribunal is not a

fit one for such discussions ; and when I

find that these great questions of religious

faith were in the end taken back to the

master's office, for discussion there, I ask

William had any justification for what he

said, or whether he took advantage of his

influence with the House, and spoke just

as he might, without blame, have spoken,

(if indeed he had thought it worth

while to do so), with the knowledge that

what he said would be answered by a

counsel of equal ability,

It is better to have them spent in law,

in order that by their loss similar funds

may be saved, than devoted to the sup-

port and diffusion of error.

It is absolutely necessary that the

most solemn subjects should be argued

before courts of law, to prevent misappro-

priation by trustees. The Ecclesiastical

Courts and the Judicial Committee of

the Privy Council, before whom mat-

ters of doctrine are tried, are really lay

tribunals.

This was not true as to the ques-

tions in dispute with the Sociniaus, but

as to the matters in dispute between

the Independents and Presbyterians, and
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whether the continuance of these suits is

not a scandal which every true friend to

religion would wish to see removed ?

Well then, Sir, what is it that is

sought to be affected by this bill. That

you should not leave parties to speculate

upon what were the intentions of the

founder, but that you should apply the

same certain test which you have applied

to other analogous cases. There is no

single case of private right that is indepen-

dent of usage. Whether it be wise or

right that the law should be so with

regard to chai-ities, we are not now dis-

cussing. This bill does not interfere with

that.

[He then instanced a modus of titheing,

as proved against the church by twenty

years' usage, and the proof of the contents

of a lost deed by proving usage under it

for twenty years.]

I understand it has been said in

another place, [in the House of Lords by

the Bishop of London], that if you want

to show by usage what are the contents of

a deed, it would be much better to show
what took place twenty years after

the execution of the deed, than what

took place twenty years prior to the

present time. No doubt it would be

better, if you could get such evidence.

But why does the law take the last twenty

years ? First, because the law does not

suppose that parties will slumber over

their rights ; and, in the next place,

because modern usage affords the only

criterion to which the contending parties

the introduction of doctrines on that occa-

sion was by the Presbyterians, in an
attempt to put the Independents on a

level with the Socinians. All questions

as to the doctrine of the Trinity were
settled by the court, and the matters
discussed in the master's office were :

Whether any Scotch Presbyterians were
entitled to English charities ; whether the

Kirkmen could be considered Dissenters
;

whether the trustees should be taken
from denominations not in existence in

Lady Hewley's day, and subjects of like

nature. These, without any profanation

of sacred subjects, could be discussed by
solicitors or their clerks. It having been
settled by the courts that the Presby-

terians were Trinitarians, no further

inquiries would have been necessary as

to the sacred doctrines discussed in the

Attorney -General v. Shore.

Again the suggestion of uncertainty,

which did not exist, as the foundation of

the bill.

The matter was one of charity, and

not of private right.

This evidence was obtained as to Pres-

byterians, and the point was admitted as

to Independents.

This is not correct, as the Trinitarian

opinions of the Presbyterians of the
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can refer. That being the principle

adopted in other cases, why should not

the same principle extend to the case now
under the consideration of the House, and

why should there not be the same test

of modern usage to which parties might

have recourse? There is this advantage

in passing such a measure, that you do
not disturb existing interests ; there is

this advantage, that you do not take from

congregations those places of worship of

which they have been in possession now
for centuries ; there is this advantage, that

you do not take from congregations the

benefit of those sums of money which they

have themselves expended on their chapels,

or contributed for the support of then-

ministers. But I am told that the conse-

quence of j>assing this bill may be, that

property now possessed by Presbyterians,

or other Dissenters from the Church of

England, may in the lapse of time fall

into the hands of Unitarians. But how
could it be so? because by this bill the

usage must be the usage of the congrega-

tion, and not a portion of them. Let me
suppose for a moment that there is a trust

for the benefit of Trinitarians, if the

minister went into the pulpit and preached

Arian or Unitarian doctrines, any single

member of that congregation might imme-

diately apply to have that minister re-

moved. Unless, therefore, the congrega-

tion itself sauction the appointment and

the doctrines preached by a minister, no

such case as that apprehended could arise,

and Trinitarians could not be ousted, and

have their property handed over to Uni-

tarians.

chapel building period were not denied,

and it was not proved that they regarded

those opinions as non-essential.

This very lapse gave occasion for the

bill, as Sir William himself shews.

Sir "William here distinguishes Arians

from Unitarians.

The dispute relates to the time within

which this is to be done.

The manner in which Arianism was
introduced is explained at pp. 40, 41, find

can any moral claim be founded upon it ?

Sir Robert Harry Inglis (member for Oxford University)

moved, and Mr Plumptre (member for East Kent) seconded, an

amendment that the bill be read a second time that day six

months, using the same arguments as are embodied in the

Bishop of Exeter's protest.

Mr Macaulay, (member for Edinburgh city,) rested his support

of the bill upon the expediency and justice of the proposal, con-

tending that all religious bodies, in process of time, changed their

opinions; but the only illustrationswhich he gave will not be thought

to have any bearing on the subject. They were that the Seceders no

longer supported the propriety of a state church, and that Wesleyan
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ministers administered the sacraments contrary to their great

apostle's injunction ; he did not, however, say that the command

was contained in the notes and sermons which John Wesley

made binding on the consciences of all his preachers. These

changes were evidently unavoidable from the circumstances of

the two denominations. A body remaining so long uncon-

nected with the state must contract feelings and habits at variance

with the principle of an establishment, and must resolve not to

be dependent on the ministrations of an alien clergy. Mr
Macaulay avowed the bill was intended to benefit the Socinians

only, and professed himself willing to incur unpopularity for

supporting it.

Mr Bernal, member for Weymouth, followed. He was a

gentleman of Jewish extraction, and had, apparently at any rate,

Like several so circumstanced, become a Socinian ; how capable he

was of entering into the discussion is shown by his mentioning

in two parts of his speech baptists and anabaptists as different

bodies in England, and by his cautioning the Wesleyans, lest

through great difference of opinion existing as to predestination

and election, they should lose some of their chapels.

Mr Monckton Milnes, (member for Pontefract, now Lord

Houghton), after mentioning that he was descended from "Pres-

byterian ancestors, who afterwards adopted Unitarian opinions,"

supported the bill because the tenure by which the Church of Eng-

land held its property " involved the acknowledgment of the

principle of development in religious communities •" he thought
" that Lady Hewley's case brought the matter plainly before the

House •" and that the rejection of the measure would be " in effect

the robbing of the Unitarians of all the sums which for years they

had expended on the chapels," which would excite a sympathy

for them, not felt at present. He quoted Baxter, Calarny,

Milton, and Professor Hey, and referred to Bishops Watson and

Hoadley, evidently from the Proofs, and threatened that if 'the

bill did not pass we should have '
' such a play [display] of reli-

gious fanaticism as had not for many years been witnessed in this

country, and he was afraid that on all sides we should have

acts of recrimination, Unitarians enquiring how far the Wesleyans
carry out the doctrines of John Wesley, the Churchman, and how
far the Independents carried out the doctrines of Harrison, and
of the Independents of the Commonwealth."
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Mr Milnes was a descendant of the Hewley trustees of his

name, and spoke the mind of the Socinians. Such different men
as Mr Macaulay, Mr Bernal, and Mr Milnes could scarcely have

agreed in falling foul of the Wesleyans, the last two with

menaces, if their information had not proceeded from some

common source, as the present Wesleyans certainly conform to

the rules laid down for them in the constitution which their

Patriarch gave them by his deed enrolled in chancery, at any rate

they have not shown any leanings to predestination. Mr
Milnes should have known that the Independents of the Kevolu-

tion, and not those of the Protectorate, built the old chapels of

the body, and that Major-General Harrison adopted their princi-

ples for a short time only, and abandoned them long before his

death.

Mr Fox Maule, (member for Perthshire, now Earl of Dalhousie,)

followed with a very argumentative speech against limiting the time

for bringing the suits in question ; and he objected to the period

proposed. He also made strong complaints of the manner in which

the bill had been altered to include Ireland, and to apply to pending

suits ; and stated that Lord Lyndhurst, in the last August, had told

a deputation of the Synod of Ulster that he had not then made
up his mind whether he should introduce a bill on the subject,

but that when it was made up he would inform the Moderator

;

and that he did so only by sending a print of the bill after it

was introduced. Mr Fox Maule also asserted that the Chancellor

engaged the bill should not be extended to Ireland without giving

the Synod an opportunity of being heard against it before a

committee of the Lords.

Then Mr Gladstone, (member for Newark, and President of

the Board of Trade,) addressed the House in support of the bill in

a manner which shewed that his mind was accustomed to dwell

on religious themes, (his mother often worshipped among Indepen-

dents), and that he could enter into changes of doctrine. He
put both facts and arguments in a very different light from

preceding speakers, but evidently derived his information

altogether from the Proofs, and was not aware how completely

they had been answered.
This is a question which is considered

by the public to bear an intimate relation

to the interests of religion . . » with

respect to which . . . her Majesty's

government . . . have been supposed

to have shewn a most culpable disregard.
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I have made up my mind that . w . .

I have before me a great question of

justice. That question I apprehend to he

in substance, whether those who are called

in England Presbyterian Dissenters, and

who were, I believe, a century and a half

ago, (1094), universally of what are called

Trinitarian sentiments in religion, ought

or ought not, being now generally Unita-

rians, to be protected at the present

moment in the possession of the chapels

which they hold, with the appurtenances

to those chapels.

This is an honest avowal that the act

was intended solely for the benefit of

Socinians. Lord Lyndhurst did not once

mention Unitarians in his speech with

which he moved the going into committed

What I am prepared to argue is, that

though the original founders of these

meeting-houses may have been, and were,

in the vast majority of instances, persons

entertaining Trinitarian opinions, yet that

on principles of justice the present holders

of the property, being Unitarians, ought

to be protected in the enjoyment of it.

This is contrary to the supposition on

which Lord Cottenham and Sir Robert

Peel based their support of the bill.

Are the parties who instituted the

chapels to which this bill refers, founders

at all ? I ask that question, whether they

are in the eyes of the law entitled to be

considered as founders at all? I appre-

hend that they were parties not devoting

their property for the benefit of others,

but parties devoting it to their own pur-

poses during their lifetime, though un-

doubtedly after their death that property

would descend to others. I believe that

the difference between the cases is broad

and practical, and that the right which a

founder has to have his intentions ascer-

tained, respected and preserved, is a right

of a nature entirely different from that

which may be possessed by any persons

who associate together to form a body,

who are to be the first to enjoy the benefits

arising from that association, and which
body is to be propagated by the successive

entrance of new members, in the natural

course of mortality, through the following

generations.

Mr Gladstone admits the sacredness of!

a founder's purpose, but supposes that a

congregation building a chapel does so for

its own purposes only, and therefore from

the nature of the case, retains for itself,

that is the congregation for the time

being, the right to vary the doctrines

preached there. Lord Eldon was clear

that a chapel, subject to a vague trust for

the members of the congregation contribu-

ting to its erection and such as should

afterwards support it, Was necessarily

dedicated to the use first made of it.

That this is reasonable is easily shown.

From the first step taken towards the

erection of a chapel it is intended

to be connected with some particular deno-

mination, so that this intention enters

into the essence of the scheme, and the

thought of any change is excluded by
interest and confidence in the faith and
church order agreed on. It is not merely

the accommodation of the contributors

which is intended, but the benefit of the

neighbourhood, by setting up in it the

doctrines, church order and worship, which

they believe most accordant with the New
Testament. To secure these ends assistance

is obtained from men of the same opinions

at a distance, and persons friendly to

them in the neighbourhood, on the under-

standing that the chapel shall be settled
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for divine worship on those principles.

This joint contribution creates a trust to

carry out and secure the joint purpose.

A chapel thus built by the gifts and
sacrifices, and hallowed by the prayers,

of many claims greater sympathy and
respect than the benefaction of one rich

man. When it is vested in trustees, sub-

ject to the most general trust for the con-

gregation, all private property in it is

extinguished, and the founders' usage is

rendered unchangeable ; and rightly so be-

cause there can be no doubt that is in

unison with the intention of all concerned.

If they were not founders, it is impos-

sible for you to make out that any change

in the form of doctrine professed in the

chapels, can constitute a breach of trust.

If they were the mere representatives of

the first partners or associates in these

congregations, I believe it would be im-

possible for you to raise even the faintest

presumption, that there was any obliga-

tion whatever incumbent upon the con-

gregations in succeeding times to perpetu-

ate the presumed opinions of those first

associates. But I am not content to stand

upon that ground.

I do not think it necessary even to

stand upon the ground taken by my right

honourable friend, the member for Edin-

burgh (Mr Macaulay). I think that in a

part of the very able speech which he has

made to-night, he appeared to allow that

there might originally have been a case of

fraud, and yet that the parties in jiosses-

sion might be permitted to retain that

possession. This may be true, but I con-

fess I do not think that in taking our

stand upon such a proposition, we do full

justice to the case. I confess, for my own
part, that if it could be shewn to my
satisfaction that there was a case of fraud,

even though committed long ago, I should

view the matter as one of Considerable

difficulty. If, indeed, this were proved,

there would still remain many matters

which 1 could not dismiss from my mind.

I should still have to consider the

position in which the present holders

stand ; I should consider ihat they, and

even those who have immediately preceded

them, are on all hands allowed to be inno-

cent both in act and in intention, I should

Mr Gladstone treats a congregation as

if it formed a corporation existing for its

own purposes, but its property must be

held by trustees, and this makes all his

reasoning bad, for they act on behalf

of the founder and all generations, and re-

duce the congi-egation to so many benefi-

ciaries, without any power over the chapel

except such as is given them by the deed,

or is necessary for the continuance of the

trust estate.

It is notorious that this fraud actually

took place, and so Mr Gladstone's opinion

is here given on the Trinitarian claimants'

side.

All persons not properly entitled who
enjoyed the bsnefit of the chapels did so

with full notice, not only in legal construc-

tion, but in fact, that it was a charitable

foundation, and they ought to have ascer-

tained to what doctrines it was dedicated
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take into view the length of time during

which their opinions have prevailed, I

should not forget that they are the per-

sonal successors and the personal lineal

descendants of the original institutors of

these chapels, and that they are naturally

and laudably attached to the memorials of

their dead and to the place of their re-

mains.

I must remember, too, the enormous

difficulty, at the present moment, of finding

a claimant with a good title to the proper-

ty ; I should consider also the gross scandal

to which litigation on such matters is

likely to give rise, and to which, as it

appeals, it has actually given rise.

And I must say, without wishing to

give offence to any man, that I should

also have to consider this, that while for

a hundred years, upon the average, Uni-

tarian principles have been preached in

these chapels, the classes of persons now
coming forward and claiming to be the

rightful possessors of them, have endured

in silence that abuse, (as they deem it), of

the trusts, have fought, side by side, and

shoulder to shoulder, with Unitarians, in

their struggle for civil franchises, have

derived great benefit from the co-operation

of Unitarians in the acquisition of those

advantages, and have not taken any step

during three or four generations to put an

end to a misapplication of the funds of

those chapels which have been originally

endowed for other than Unitarian pur-

poses ; and therefore, Sir, I should still

feel that if there has been a breach of

trust, the case was one of a most painful

and difficult description. But the main

question still is this, has there been a

breach of trust and a violation of the

intentions of the founder ? . . . I say

that, according to the present law, the

real will of the founders will be set aside

unless the legislature interfere to prevent

it by passing this bill You
arc dealing with the case of a body, which,

if you examine its history, you will find

was from generation to generation, almost

from year to year, during the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, in a state of

perpetual change ; and it affords no argu-

ment at all, and will only tend to bewilder

and mislead the judgment, if you go back

to the writings of the ancient Puritans,

by the expressed intentions of the foun-

ders, or by intendment of law resulting

from the usage immediately following

the erection of the chapel.

What difficulty can there be in Eng-

land, where, in the words of Baron Gurney,

(who from his religious associations under-

stood the matter better than any other

Judge) "the Presbyterians indeed, though
they retained the name of Presbyterians,

became substantially Independents ;" or in

Ireland, where the Synod of Ulster was
ready to receive its old chapels ?

A hundred years was the outside period

of heterodoxy in any form ; there may
on an average have been sixty years of

Sociuianism.

This passage is given to show how
completely Mr Gladstone entered into the

case of his clients.

This is correctly put.

The bill as it then stood secured the

old meeting-houses irrecoverably to Soci-

nians, and this Mr Gladstone persuaded

the House was the real will of their

founders. This one sentence should be

thought of in connection with everything

else which he said, and his whole speech

may be judged of by it.
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and ask what they thought upon these

great questions of Christian doctrine.

You must go on from year to year, and

consider the direction which religious

inquiry was taking, and its progress from

time to time.

I am well aware that

there is a strong feeling against it [the

bill] out of doors, and I am, on the other

hand, quite sure that if we can show to

the people of England that justice is con-

cerned in the passing of this bill, not only

justice to the present holders of these

chapels, but justice likewise to the real

intentions of those who first established

them ; I am persuaded that the opposition

which is made to this bill will dwindle

into nothing.

Now, first of all, I would ask, who,

are the parties into whose views we ought

to institute an investigation? Not the

Presbyterians preceding the period of the

passing of the Act of Toleration. It is

clear that the opinions of that body were

in a progressive and fluctuating state

;

great changes had even already taken

place in their doctrines and opinions ante-

cedently to the passing of that act, and

the signs of still further and greater

changes were visible. The Presbyterian

body, which originally held the tenets of

Calvin, had adopted Arminian doctrines

at the period of the Act of Toleration.

This change of itself was no small one.

But over and above this, the Presbyterian

body, which in 1643 actually composed

the Westminster Confession, in 1690 had

virtually abandoned it, and I do not find

that since that period the use of the West-

minster Confession has been resumed by

them. Now I ask the House, whether

that is not an important point? If you

find men in the habit of conducting their

religious matters without reference to

creeds, the fact does not of itself neces-

sarily justify any strong inference : it may
be that it is because they have not found

any necessity for creeds; but if you find

The Bishop of London said, " In the

course of my parliamentary experience,

and I came into your lordships' house at

a time when the public mind was agitated

to a degree almost unprecedented by the

probable fate of the Roman Catholic ques-

tion, I never remember the public mind

to have been more agitated than it has

been upon the present question, consider-

ing the very short time that has elapsed

since it was first made known ; and I do

not scruple to say that your lordships will

do just the contrary than rise in public

estimation if, after the expression of

feeling with which you have now been

made acquainted, feeling not on a topic of

every-day-interest or ordinary occurrence,

but one of truth, equity, and religion, you

pass a measure which in my opinion con-

travenes all the maxims on which they

rest."

This would never have been said by
any one but for the purposes of this con-

troversy, and Mr Gladstone's only autho-

rity for it is the assertion in the Proofs.

The reader is referred, for the real state

of the case, to p. 139.

They did not retain the use of the

Westminster Confession, which in other

churches was used at ordinations and

then only, as they adopted the plan of

taking a minister's declaration of his faith

in his own words, as more in accordance

with the spirit of the New Testament, and

a more certain guide to his opinions ; but

they did adhere to the Assembly's Cate-

chism until long after the chapel-building

period.
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the children of those who have framed a

creed, departing from that creed and

casting aside the use of it, you cannot

resist the inference that they had some

reason for it, and that that reason was in

their view some strong and cogent one.

Then, Sir, as early as in 1075, Mr Baxter

wrote a work in which he declared dis-

tinctly that he objected to all confessions

of faith not couched in scriptural phraseo-

logy, and stated that there never would be

peace in the church until creeds were

reduced to the language of Scripture. . .

But now observe the idea of Christianity,

as a shifting, changing, and advancing

subject, contained in this passage. This

was the address of Mr Robinson, the leader

of the colony of New England, delivered

in the year 1620 to the first planters of

that colony, and I quote it in support of

my argument, that you will fall into the

greatest error if you look at what was the

actual belief of a particular period, and

apply that belief to a period a century

afterwards :
" For my part, I cannot

sufficiently bewail the condition of the

Reformed Churches, who are come to a

period in religion, and will go at present

no further than the instruments of their

first reformation. The Lutherans can't be

drawn to go beyond what Luther saw.

Whatever part of His will our good God
has imparted and revealed into Calvin,

they will die rather than embrace it. And
the Calvinists, you see, stick fast where

they were left by that great man of God,

who yet saw not all things. This is a

misery much to be lamented ; for though

they were burning and shining lights in

their times, yet they penetrated not into

the whole counsel of God ; but were they

now living, they would be as willing to

embrace further light as that which they

first received. I beseech you to remember

it ; it is an article of your church-covenant,

that you will be ready to receive whatever

truth shall be made known unto you from

the written Word of God. Remember
that and every other article of your most

sacred covenant." There you have the

seed of all those progressive changes, of

the effects of which you are now consider-

ing the course.

The reference to Hallam which is to

be found from the Proofs, at p. 70, was

then made by Mr Gladstone.

The Catechism was framed shortly

after 1G43, and it held its ground for a
century.

Baxter's opinions as to creeds may be
learnt from pp. 143 to 151.

This passage is here printed for the

nobleness of its views. Mr Gladstone

seems not aware that Mr Robinson was an
Independent, the one rigid, unchanging

body, according to his authority, the

Proofs.

Every word of this the Independents

receive and believe at the present day, and
yet have to bear taunts and reproaches

such as have been here reprinted from the

Proofs. Not a single latitudinarian

opinion can be attributed to Robinson,

who uttered the sentiment, having re-

ceived it from the fathers of the Reforma-
tion. It is startling to find Mr Gladstone's

remarks upon it. Did he not share the

opinion ? Did he not see that this is the

great Protestant principle? Is Socinianism

the genuine and necessary result of it ?
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I come now to the Toleration Act.

And here I must ask, when were these

foundations really made? for that is a

point of considerable importance. There

were very few before the Toleration Act,

and those we may reject. The great mass,

according to a statement made on behalf

of the Unitarians in the Lady Hewley

case, and adopted as I perceive by the

Bishop of London, an eminent authority

in opposition to this bill, may be taken to

have been made between 1690 and 1710.

Bvit those who made these foundations,

did not die until some time after they

were made. They remained in the natu-

ral course of things for many years the

natural guardians of their own founda-

tions. We must allow, therefore, to the

parties who founded these chapels the

usual term of human life, and assuming

them to have lived some thirty years after

those dates, they were themselves for the

most part alive and approvers of what

took place, after the years 1690 and be-

fore the years from 1720 to 1740.

Of course these dates do not admit of the

utmost degree of precision, but I say it is

upon the whole the state of opinion in

that body between the years 1690 and 1740

that it is my business to look at. I look

at it as a question of history, and I endea-

vour to form a judgment from that history

as impartially as I can. It is clear that

at the commencement of that period there

were two great antagonistic principles

engaged in deadly conflict ; the one,

a regard to authority in matters of reli-

gion, and a view of religious truth as

something permanent, substantive, inde-

pendent, and immutable ; and the other,

the supremacy of private judgment. I say

that these two great principles were

struggling together at the time of the

Toleration Act, and that a regard for the

supremacy of private judgment, and a dis-

inclination to tolerate human interpreta-

tions of Scripture, was even at, and before

that time, rapidly gaining the upper hand

over the old principle, of which I have

shown that some records might be found.

Now may I be allowed to give the House

historical proofs of that important posi-

tion ? The House is very well aware that

it was required by the Toleration Act,

that parties, before they could take the

The founders of the chapels were men
in middle life at 1688, and were in their

graves by 1720. Whatever changes took

place after 1730 were produced by men
who, in 1710, were too young to have any

influence in the denomination. Every

account makes the changes confined to

the young.

This struggle commenced in or after

the year 1717, with the Occasional papers,

(p. 110,) about the time of the repeal of the

Schism Act, when a season of liberty

brought a relaxation of the devotional

spirit.

There is no trace of this spirit at that

time.
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benefit, of that act, should subscribe a

declaration which involved indeed a great

deal more besides, but which required,

among other things, a confession, in the

most explicit form, of their full belief in

the Holy Trinity. Now the first point

I put is, that that act was not universally

subscribed. The case of Dr. Calamy,

which has been mentioned as a remark-

able one, because he was an eminent and

devout man, and a sincere believer in

the Holy Trinity, is an instance ; it appears

that he never subscribed. I again appeal

to the authority of Mr Hallam, who
acquaints us that the measure of liberty

accorded by the Toleration Act was but

a scanty measure ; but he says it proved

more effectual through the lenient and

liberal policy of the 18th century ; the

subscription to articles of faith, which

soon became as obnoxious as that to

matters of a mere indifferent nature,

having been practically dispensed with.

. . . Baxter, in 1698, published a work

called, "A Sense of the Articles of the

Church of Englaud," the object of which

was to reconcile Dissenting ministers to

this subscription : shewing that already

the elements of repugnance to subscription

were powerfully felt Baxter

was willing to subscribe, yet not without

stating his regret that any subscription

whatever was required beyond an acknow-

ledgment of the Canon of Holy Scripture
;

and not without also putting his own
sense upon the articles. That sense is

also in some particulars not a little re-

markable ; as, for example, where, upon
the article which affirms the Athanasian

Creed, he actually excepts from his assent

a part of that creed. . . [After noticing

that the Heads of Agreement required

that a congregation should own the Angli-

can, Presbyterian, and Independent for-

mulas, see pp. 31 and 76, Mr Gladstone

remarked :] I am not, therefore, in a con-

dition justly to assert that, at this time,

subscription was repudiated. But, on the

other hand, I must offer some qualifying

remarks. In the first place, this is not

intended in any manner to guarantee the

profession of a permanent belief. It was

not the foundation of a permanent decree,

but rather a treaty of co-operation for

immediate and practical purposes. In

1694, i m account of doctrinal differences

For the manner in which the Doctor
spoke of the matter himself, and remarks
on the matter, see p. 75.

Baxter stood alone in this respect.

Only the damnatory clauses of it,

p. 155.

The three confessions were the basisi

of the agreement between the Presby-

terians and the rigid body of the Inde-

pendents, and were inteuded to continue so.
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which kept swelling and struggling up-

wards, such a project as the union was

found to he quite impossible, and those

articles of agreement came altogether to

an end, and upon them of course depends

the virtue (if there be any) of what I have

quoted Assuming that these

parties were willing at that time to sub-

scribe, that might be because they them-

selves believed in these particular doc-

trines, but it may still be true that they

meant to leave to others the means which

they had themselves put in action, of

departing from the belief of their prede-

cessors. But when I look at these chapel

deeds, I find, according to the best

accounts I can obtain of the terms in

which the trusts are commonly declared,

that the most general words are used, and

if the parties who themselves were willing

to subscribe, when they came to found

meeting-houses, which of course were

intended to be used by their posterity as

well as by themselves, no longer referred

to doctrinal tests, but framed their deeds

in the largest and most general language ;

does not that raise a strong presumption,

that though they were themselves be-

lievers in particular doctrines, yet they

objected, on principle, to binding their

posterity to the maintenance of them for

ever ?

I have no motive to bias me, that I

am aware of, in this matter, and I wish to

state strongly to the house, and to bring

strongly before my own mind, the argu-

ments on the other side. There are two

other points urged by them. One argu-

ment which has been used by those who
oppose the bill (though it has not been

made in this house) is as follows : Those

who declared these trusts, and who asso-

ciated themselves for the purpose of estab-

lishing these chapels, never could be

expected to specify the particular doctrine

of the Holy Trinity, because it was at

that time forbidden by law to deny that

doctrine. Now, does any man seriously

think that that is a compliment to the

foresight, the sagacity, and common sense

of those who drew these deeds, or of the

parties for whom they acted? Does any

man think that those who had seen the

changes which took place in the seven-

teenth century, calculated on the per-

manence until doomsday, of that declara-

See p. 138.

The union came to an end only in

London ; in the various country districts it

lasted until the prevalence of Arianism

among the Presbyterians.

The fact that the chapel deeds of the

contemporary Independents were not more

precise entirely disposes of this argument.

The method in a trust deed is to pre-

scribe what is intended, not to proscribe

particular errors, otherwise every error

omitted might be supposed to be tolerated.

At the Revolution the Westminster Con-

fession was understood as that of the

Presbyterians, and it was sufficient to call

a congregation Presbyterian to define its

faith.

Reference to the Toleration Act was

not intended to define the faith, but to

prevent any imputation of illegality.
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tion which, under the Toleration Act,

ministers were required to subscribe ?

They had seen the Canons of 1040, passed

under Archbishop Laud ; they had seen

the act of 1648, denouncing the penalty of

death against any person questioning the

authenticity of the canon of Scripture ;

they had seen, in lf>G2, the Act of Unifor-

mity passed ; they had seen, in 1689,

Nonconformity legalized and permanently

established under the shelter of the law
;

and is it to be supposed, that with such

experience, those men were so unobservant

as to imagine, that the great movement
winch they had themselves used all their

strength to impel, and which manifestly

embodied the prevailing sentiment and
spirit of the time, had reached the extreme

limit of its progress ; that they applied, in

fact, the doctrine of finality to that parti-

cular form which the policy of the legisla-

ture had assumed in the Toleration Act ?

It is obvious that they could have done no

such thing. But, again, some say that

the doctrine was so fixed, not merely by
law but by religious faith, in the minds of

men, that it never occurred to them that

it could be doubted, and therefore that

they never thought of predicating it

expressly in the trust deeds. But this

ground is cut away from them, because

it so happens that at this very period the

keenest controversies were raging with
regard to that doctrine. Even before the

Toleration Act, those controversies had
commenced. The works of foreign Uni-
tarians had been brought into England.

Men of very considerable eminence, Mr
Biddle, Mr Firmin, and others, persons, I

am bound to say, of great individual

virtue, were professors of those doctrines
;

and I do not suppose that years would
suffice to read the tracts that were pub-
lished on the subject of this controversy,

during the very period in which these

chapels were instituted. How, therefore,

can it possibly be said that the reason why
these parties excluded all reference to the

doctrine which they wished to promulgate,

was because it was a doctrine as to which
no doubt was entertained by any of the

religionists of the day ?

The provisions of the act (of 10 Anne,
1711, the Occasional Conformity Act)
exempting non-subscribers from the penal-

ties they had incurred under the Tolera-

It cannot be shewn that the Presby-

terians of the chapel-building time had
any misgivings that their system of doc-

trine was unsound, or likely to be super-

seded by any other. Every possible form
of error had been professed under the

Commonwealth, on the overthrow of the

laws restraining freedom of opinion, but

survived only in individuals.

The English Dissenters were all

Calvinists, except a few Arminian Baptists,

some, chiefly Independents, pushing the

doctrine to extravagance ; and the Assem-
bly's Catechism being taught in every con-

gregation, the term Presbyterian, or indeed

Protestant Dissenter, might well appear
sufficient definition. Socinianism had, in

Cromwell's time, met with universal repro-

bation, and heterodoxy took root in the

shape of Arianism, but though many
Arian and Socinian treatises were pub-
lished at the close of the seventeenth

century, the opinions which they incul-

cated made no way until long after

"Winston's and Clarke's volumes appeared,

and beyond the utmost limit which can be
assigned to the chapel building age. Arian-

ism for a long time was confined to

ministers, and was not professed by them,
so that there was no dread of Anti-Trini-

tarianism sufficient to ensure precaution'?

against it.

66
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tion Acts, lead to the inference, both that

they were a considerable class, and like-

wise that the offence they had committed

was a light one in public opinion ; that is,

that subscription to the articles, by Dis-

senters, was falling into disrepute. But

some honourable member has quoted to-

night a case which occurred in the year

1702, when Mr Emlyn, an Irish minister,

adopted Arian opinions, and became the

object of universal reprobation among his

brethren. That is the history of 1702 ;

but the peculiarity of this case is, that the

history of 1702 is not good for 1703, nor is

the history of 1703 good for 1704. I will

show that a few years after that date,

liberty or license, call it which you will,

and we might differ perhaps upon that

question, had come to such a height, that

the whole Presbyterian body had become

divided. [The defeat of the attempt to

require a declaration of the inspiration of

the Scriptures and belief in the Trinity

from persons taking the benefit of the

Dissenters' Relief Act of 1718, 5 George

1, is then stated]. Now, here was a

declaration of the doctrine, reduced to the

most naked and unobjectionable form. It

is not involved in a multitude of scholastic

terms or refined definitions, but it is a

simple proposition that a plain and per-

fectly intelligible declaration of belief in a

particular doctrine, reduced to the most

naked form, shall be made the condition of

holding office All those who
supported the bill and represented the

united dissenting interest in Parliament

opposed that clause. Does not the right

honourable gentleman think that that is a

pregnant fact to show what was taking

place in the minds of Dissenting ministers

and of Dissenters generally at that time ?

And be it remembered, too, that at that

period the greater part of these founders,

as my honourable friend, I think inaccu-

rately, calls them, on whose behalf, or on

behalf of whose descendants, he is interest-

ing himself, must have been themselves

alive to take care of their own foundations.

[The dismissal of Tierce and Hallett

by the Exeter committee is stated,

and the reference to the London
ministers, see pp. 23-20, and 99-113]. It

was debated whether a declaration con-

cerning the doctrine of the Trinity should

be inserted in the letters of advice which

This statement of variation in the

body from year to year is utterly ground-

less. Emlyn's congregation became ex-

tinct in his lifetime, as his friends died,

which would not have been the case

had there been this divergence from the

old faith.

Dr. Calamy states there was no reason

for putting this test to the Dissenters, and

it is evident they resented it as an

insult ;
yet he writes very co.illy on

the subject, and represents the Dissenters

generally as not caring much about the

matter, except such as were stirred up to

do so by an individual to increase and

shew his power, pp. 102, 103.

The proposal of the declaration was

resisted as calling on persons, whom there

was no ground for suspecting, to state their

opinions in the words of other men ; but
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it was resolved to send down to Exeter,

and it was carried by a small majority, by
73 to GD, that that doctrine should not be

conveyed to the congregation at Exeter.

Is it possible, then to deny, that in 1719

the opinion of a majority, although a small

majority, of the Dissenting body was, that

this doctrine should not be made a term of

communion? And if so, how can it be

said that no doubt was entertained with

regard to the doctrine itself ? How, above

all, can it be held that the denial of it is a

disqualification for succeeding to the use

of the chapels now, if it was not a bar to

communion then ?

But, Sir, the case is still stronger.

That meeting was composed of Presby-

terians and Independents together. The
Independents were not possessed, like the

other class, with a tendency to Unita-

rianism, and therefore the minority was in

point of fact in a great part made up of

the Independent body ; but the historians

of the Dissenters, Messrs. Bogue and

Bennett, fairly admit that the majority of

the Presbyterian body who assembled on

this occasion, were hostile to any declara-

tion as to the doctrine of the Trinity.

Now if we keep in view the fact, that that

was a period when the majority of these

founders of chapels, or partners or asso-

ciates in them, were still alive, is not that

fact of itself almost conclusive upon the

question, as to whether by passing this

bill we are violating the intentions of those

founders ?

There is a most singular testimony

upon this subject. It goes further than I

should venture to go, because I should not

presume to go up to the point of saying

that non-subscription was a fundamental

principle before the Toleration Act. I d<>

say, howevei-

, that from 1718 it was estab-

lished. But I find that Mr Wilson, who
plays a great part in the Lady Hewley
controversy as relator, has said in express

words (unless he h;is been misquoted),
" It is equally a matter of historical noto-

riety that the English Presbyterians of

the time of Lady Hewley's charity, and

subsequent thereto, refused to subscribe

any tests, creeds, or declarations of faith,

because they objected to bind themselves

to the w^ords and phrases <>f any human
composition, as the Scotch Presbyterians

of the Church of Scotland then did, and

us the reverend Scotch petitioners in full

communion with the Church of Scotland,

the non-subscribers declared that they

fully believed the doctrine. The Exeter

congregations had dismissed their ministers

for Arianism, and appealed for advice to

five London Divines, who advised consulta-

tion with neighbouring ministers, but were

prevailed upon by the ministers' friends

to call together the Presbyterian, Inde-

pendent, and Baptist ministers of London
and its suburbs ; the scheme being to get

them to send a letter prepared beforehand

with the sole view of saving the ministers

from expulsion from their chapels. It

was urged that the ministers should not

give their advice as if a council ; when that

was overruled, it was proposed they should

state their opinions in the words of their

catechism ; but this was refused because

they were not the parties accused, and

because they would not subscribe any.

human confession
;
yet their decision was

against the Exeter ministers, for it stated

that there were doctrines the non-belief

of which justified a congregation in ex-

pelling its minister, and that they must
be judges in the matter ; so that the

decision was in favour of the congre-

gations, and supported them in their dis-

missal of their ministers.

Bogue and Bennett, after referring to

the non-subscribers' letter, p. Ill, state :

" Wherein this strong declaration differed

from the subscription of the other party

it is not easy to say." This is very

different from Mr Gladstone's statement.

Mr Wilson docs not say this.

The English Presbyterians from the

time of the Revolution did not practise

subscription as part of their own discipline,

but this does not prove that they were

indifferent to doctrine, as Sir Edward

Sugden pointed out, p 442. They re-

quired a minister at his ordination to give

an'exa< t account of his faith, p. 20.
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and the said reverend Scotch petitioners

in connection with the Secession Church,

now do." Mr AY
r
ilson, therefore, conies

forward and says, "It is true that you

Scotch Presbyterians are subscribers, but

we English Presbyterians were always

non-subscribers," and thus he establishes

the very position which, if it be made
good, renders the argument for this bill,

not as a question of compromise, or of

settlement by way of limitation, but upon

its merits, in the strictest sense, quite

irresistible.

But, Sir, I am going to quote to the

House the sentiments of two individuals

upon this most important question, ex-

pressed within the periods to which I have

referred. First, I will refer to the senti-

ments of Dr. Calamy, and then to those

of a man who perhaps stands higher in

reputation among religious persons of the

Dissenting body than any other individual

of the eighteenth century, Dr. Doddridge.

Dr. Calamy wrote in 1718 upon the subject

of this Salters' Hall controversy. He was

delivering a course of lectures on that

great doctrine to which I am sorry to have

had occasion so often to refer by name

;

he was solicited to join in this Salters'

Hall controversy, but briefly refused to do

so, and he gives this very clear account of

that refusal, [see pp. 104 and 105.] " I

told him .... in my apprehension

unavoidable," and "As to the grand matter

. . . . one in communion." So much
for Dr. Calamy. Now let us hear the

words of Dr. Doddridge, with whose testi-

mony I will close my examination of the

sentiments and the doctrinal movement of

the Presbyterian body between 1689 and

1740. In a letter dated December, 1737,

he uses this remarkable language : "I
think we cannot be too careful not to give

any countenance to that narrow spirit

which has done so much mischief in the

Christian Church. And what confusion

would it breed amongst us, if those who
were supposed to be of different senti-

ments, either in the Trinitarian, Calvinis-

tical or other controversies, were to be on

both sides excluded from each other's

pulpits
!"

Now, by what has taken place in Par-

liament, by what has taken place at meet-

ings of Dissenting ministers, and by what

has been stated by the greatest oracles of

Mr Gladstone ought not to have

allowed himself to have been led into such

a mistake as to suppose non-subscription

shows indifference to doctrine.

These quotations shew that Dr.

Calamy was against subscription to any

human statement of doctrine, but nothing

more.

Mr Gladstone seems not to have

known that Dr. Doddridge was an Inde-

pendent.

This expression exactly tallies with

the representation before given ; for.there

was at the time supposition and suspicion

of heresy only.
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those Dissenting ministers, it is established,

that before the deaths of the very parties

who first of all associated themselves

together in order to establish these

chapels, it had become entirely an open

question whether or not a man should hold

the orthodox and ancient belief with

regard to the doctrine of the Trinity.

.... Upon that [the bill of 1779] I

do not stand, because if you could show
that the transition took place at a period

so long after the deaths of the parties

founding these chapels, you might create

dissatisfaction in the public mind, though

I do not think you would prove thereby

that tins bill ought not to pass.

But, Sir, to me it appears that this is

not a question on which there is justly

any room for difference of opinion. I

cannot admit that it is subject to the

smallest doubt, whether these parties

ought to be regarded, or not, as qualified

successors of the early Presbyterians in

their chapels. If you are satisfied to look

at nothing but the mere external view of

the case, and to say, Here were certain

persons who founded these chapels enter-

taining one creed, and the present posses-

sors of those chapels profess another creed,

I admit that that sounds startling. But if

you take the pains to follow the course of

events from year to year, it is impossible

to say that at any given period the transi-

tion from one doctrine to the other was

made. It was a gradual and an impercep-

tible transition. There can be no pretence

for saying that it was made otherwise than

honestly. I at least do not hold myself

entitled to say so. The pai-ties who
effected it made a different use of the

principle of inquiry by private judgment
from those who had preceded them ; but

they acted on a principle fundamentally

the same, and though I may lament the

result, I do not see how their title is

vitiated because they used it to one effect,

and others to another.

I feel no competition or conflict be-

tween my religious belief and the vote I

am about to give. I am not called upon

to do that which I could not do, namely,

to balance the weight and value of a great

moral law, against that of some high and

vital doctrine of Christianity. Our reli-

gious belief should guide us in this as in

other acts. But I contend that the best

This mis-statement as to the Salters'

Hall meeting has been refuted before.

It was the gradual nature of this

transition which prevented its being
noticed, or made those who noticed it

despair of obtaining redress from a court,

on any slight departure from time to time

from the original doctrines. And this

circumstance presented the strongest

reason for not confirming the ultimate

state of things reached by it ; whether the

changes were introduced by persons who
did not see what they were doing, or

whether the process was the result of a

scheme first devised, and afterwards carried

out, by a small confederacy of insidious

men.
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use you can make of your religious belief

is to apply it to the decisive performance,

without scruple or hesitation, of a great

and important act, an act which, whether

the consequences to arise from it may he

convenient or inconvenient, (and I believe

the balance will be found to be greatly on
the side of convenience, but that is the

second question, not the first, of those

now before us,) I hope I have in some

measure proved to be founded on the per-

manent principles of truth and justice.

Mr Gladstone's speech, though wrong in assuming facts,

shows an earnestness and conscientiousness about the matter,

and a power of entering into questions of religion, not found in

any other supporters of the bill, and his reasoning throughout

admits, expressly or by implication, principles decisive in favour

of the orthodox claimants of the chapels.

Mr Sheil, member for Dungarvan, spoke for the Romanists,

and said they also supported the bill " because founded upon the

great principle of religious toleration." He said he " endeavoured

to associate with the lofty faith of the illustrious Bossuet, the

gentleness and the charity of the merciful Fenelon." " To the

defrauded spirit of William of Wykeham (worth a hundred Lady

Hewleys) let restitution be made [by restoring the honours he

paid to the virgin] and then you may consistently become the

abettors of the orthodox Presbyterians." He spoke of Mary
Armstrong and her four daughters being " cast out with predes-

tination for their comfort " of " litigation in which controversy and

chicane are combined, in which the mysteries of Calvinism are

rendered darker by the mystifications of jurisprudence, and in

which the enthusiasm of orthodox solicitors is associated with the

rapacity of acquisitive divines," and of the Irish opposers of the

bill " seating themselves in the iron chair of Calvinistic infalli-

bility, and reading the Book of Mercy by that lurid light with

which Geneva was illuminated when Servetus was consumed."

The Irish Presbyterians are mostly Orangemen, hence this attack.

Sir Robert Peel (the Premier) then member for Tamworth,

next addressed the House.

Notwithstanding a preponderance of Sir Robert refers to the bill as if it

argument on one side of the question, had been introduced by the Socinians, and

unexampled within my recollection in any not by his own administration, and he might

former debate, I should still be unwilling well do so. His candour in admitting

to permit this debate to close, without that he did not at first expect it could be

briefly expressing the grounds upon which carried, and that he gave his assent to it
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I have determined, with ray colleagues, to

give to this bill the most decided and

persevering support. I undertook to give

that support under very different impres-

sions with respect to ultimate success

from those which I now entertain. I

undertook to give my support to this bill,

at a time when I had good reason to doubt

whether it woidd be conducted to a suc-

cessful issue. But I did entertain so

strong a belief with respect to the justice

of the principles upon which this bill was

founded, that I and my colleagues were

prepared to make evei-y other considera-

tion subordinate to the fulfilment of that

duty, which appeared to us to impose

upon us the obligation, of supporting a

bill founded upon those principles. I

am bound to say that my opinion was
formed without any very elaborate con-

sideration of the historical truths or of

the legal doctrines that are presented to

us in this consideration. "With respect to

the legal doctrines, I am not about to

undervalue the great legal doctrines which

are to be found in the law of England,

that great doctrine of trusts, I dare say,

ought to be held in great veneration and
respect ; but I say this, that if that or any

other great doctrine imposes the necessity

of inflicting wrong, I will look out for a

mode of applying a remedy ; first, because

1 think individual justice requires it ; and
secondly, because in proportion to the

importance of the doctrine, and in pro-

portion to the necessity of maintaining

it, so in proportion is increased the

necessity of not subjecting it to the

odium of being made the instrument of

inflicting wrong.

I find that before the year 1813, there

were a number of chapels founded with

trust deeds, some of which deeds express,

that the doctrine of the Trinity shall be

preached in those chapels, founded by
those who dissented from the Church of

England, but who agreed with the Church
of England in the maintenance of the doc-

trine of the Trinity. Where those deeds

are so expressed as to show that the inten-

tion of the founder was, that the doctrine

of the Trinity only should be preached in

that endowment, we do not want this bill

to disturb those intentions. The inten-

tion of the founder will still remain. But
there are other chapels founded, where
there is no express declaration in the

without knowing accurately the facts of

the case, or the principles of law respect-

ing it, is very great, but the majority was
so certain that he could safely own that

he made up his mind on statements made
to him. The confessed fear of defeat

at once accounts for the unfair advantages

secured by the ministry, and admits the

impression which the bill was calculated

to produce upon the public mind.

This cold reference to the non-applica-

tion of the bill to such cases, and to the re-

spect due to founders' intentions, may be

thought to indicate that it was only

the fear of defeat which restrained Sir

Robert Peel from attempting, by his bill,
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trust deeds as to the nature of the doc-

trines to be preached there. In the great

majority of those trust deeds the words

are simply these, that the chapel is for the

worship of Almighty God by Protestant

Dissenters of the Presbyterian denomina-

tion. Would it be consistent with justice,

I ask, that, those being the words, I

should now presume (there being nothing

more express as to the intention of the

founder) that it was the purpose of the

founder that the doctrine of the Trinity

should be preached ; and that, notwith-

standing usage and notwithstanding pre-

scription, I should dispossess those who
are now in possession of the chapels, and
confer them on others ? Am I to be called

on, in deference to any great principle of

English law, to violate the first principles

of justice in order to maintain the techni-

cal application of the law ? I can under-

stand why a Unitarian founder should

have said nothing as to his intention.

The principle of the law was against it.

There was a motive for the concealment of

his intentions. It was wise in him to deal

in generalities, because a law existed

which told him, " If you contravene the

doctrine of the Trinity, your endowment
is forfeited." But why should Trinita-

rians remain silent as to their intentions ?

The doctrine of Unitarianism was repug-

nant to their feelings. The law would
respect their endowments if their inten-

tions were expressed. What motive could

they have for only expressing, that a

chapel was founded for the worship of

Almighty God by Protestant Dissenters

of the Presbyterian denomination ? Is it

not much more probable that the founders

of those chapels were hostile to any sub-

scription ; that they wished to maintain

freedom of opinion ; that they objected to

conformity to any particular class of doc-

trines ; and that, therefore, they objected

to bind their successors by any formula of

particular doctrines, but respected in their

successors that freedom of opinion they
claimed for themselves ? And (presuming

that to have been the original intention of

the founders) can I with any justice

impute, and would it be a veneration for

the intention of the founders to impute,

to them opinions which they may never

have entertained ?

to override the most express trust for

Trinitarians, if the congregation, equally

unconscientious, had for the requisite

period, professed Socinianism. Lord Lynd-

hurst, from his expressions, seems to

have had the same views, and Lord
Brougham, seeing how safe the measure

was, gently rebuked his timidity. The
disclosure of their loose notions as to the

obligation to comply with founders' express

directions, so contrary to all received

principle, will it is supposed render all

they said of little weight with the genera-

lity of readers, but being in high places

their reasonings must be answered. As a

matter of fact, Ernlyn's and Pierce's con-

gregations were the only ones in which
heterodox worship was carried on during

the whole of the chapel-building period

;

see the remarks of Lord Chief Justice

Tindal p. 358, Mr Baron Gurney p. 355,

and Lord Chancellor Sugden pp. 449, 452 ;

and the latitudinarian notion of differences

of opinion being immaterial was entirely

strange to English Presbyterians of that

time according to Mr Baron Alderson p.

309, and Mr Justice Coleridge p. 354. In

Ireland, down to the formation of the

Presbytery of Antrim, all were of admit-

ted orthodoxy. Wherever suspicion of

Arianism arose, in Exeter p. 23, in London

p. 26, in Dublin p. 449, in the whole North

of Ireland p. 381, the laity were up in

arms, and they were the budders of the

chapels.

The trust deeds of the chapels of the

Presbyterian congregations most zealous for

orthodoxy, are all equally vague as to doc-

trines, and so were for the most part the

deeds of Independent chapels, even of

those founded by seceders from the old

meeting-houses on their choosing Arian

ministers. The Irish deeds are not more
definite, but that would be occasioned by
trust in the notoriety of the principles

professed by the Synod, and confidence in

the safeguard of its jurisdiction, as to

which there was no doubt at that early

day. For the spirit which the frisk Pres-

byterians there displayed see p. 372. All

the deeds of the chapels built before the

death of Anne were prepared in fear of

the worship again becoming illegal, as is

shewn by the provisions introduced as to

the disposal of them in that case.

The method of turning their ministers

out of the church had been to require of
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Sir, my determination to support this

bill was founded on a belief in its justice,

and on a knowledge of the injustice

that would arise from the application of

the existing law in particular instances.

Every one who may consult the records of

the place he represents, may find, in some
small retired nook, some unpretending

little chapel, to which, if you choose to

apply the technical rigours of the law,

grievous injustice may be done. Each
honourable gentleman is of course conver-

sant with his own locality. For myself, I

represent a town (Tamworth). There is a

Unitarian chapel there. It was founded

in 1724.. It was founded by Unitarians.

There never was a suspicion that it was

founded for the promotion of Trinitarian

doctrines. For fifty-three years, there

was a minister holding Anti-Trinitarian

doctrines. I recollect the close of his life.

There was but one single bequest for the

endowment of that chapel, which was left

by the daughter of that Unitarian minis-

ter. There is religious peace in the con-

stituency I represent. We have Roman
Catholic, Unitarian, and Church of Eng-

land chapels connected with it. We are

altogether undisturbed by rehgious dis-

cord. But if, under a professed venera-

tion for the doctrine of trusts, you let in

a speculative attorney, who for the sake

of costs will bring this Unitarian chapel,

circumstanced as I have described, with

but one bequest, and that the bequest of

the daughter of a professed Unitarian

minister, into the Court of Chancery, the

costs of the suit to be paid out of the

endowment, the speculative attorney will

be the only person who will profit by it,

because it is impossible that Independents,

or Baptists, or Wesleyan Methodists, can

establish their title to that property
; you

will extinguish the funds of that institu-

them subscription to the prayer book,

which supposes that it was contrary to their

doctrines, and they woidd be unwilling

to state them through fear of their being

pronounced unlawful as contrary to the

established faith. A reference to the

Westminster Confession, the work of a

Synod convened by the rebel Parliament,

which imposed first the Covenant, and
afterwards the Engagement, would have

been entirely opposed to the caution which
framed all the early trust deeds.

The Tamworth congregation, who
knew the facts, contented themselves with

saying in their petition that the second

minister, the Rev. John Byng, was a de-

cided Unitarian. It was founded pre-

viously to 1718, and was beyond all

question of Trinitarian origin.

With all Sir Robert's seeming candour

he is most disingenuous here ; he forgets

the Independent, Baptist, and Wesleyan

chapels at Tamworth, though he mentions

all those denominations immediately after-

wards, when he imagines them as claiming

the Socinian chapel, and by their pre-

sence introducing discord into his own
little borough.

Sir Robert's ignorance of the matter

is shown by his putting Independents on a

level with Baptists and Wesleyans as re-

gards title to the old meeting-house at Tam-

worth ; he forgot that the last-mentioned

body was not in existence at its fouuda-

6*
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tion, and introduce religious discord into

a community to which religious discoi-d is

a stranger.

But, Sir, what is the case of Ireland ?

What is the case of the Remonstrant
Synod of Ulster ? Is it possible that the

House of Commons will permit the grie-

vous infliction of injustice which will be

the consequence, if every chapel in com-
munion with the Remonstrant Synod of

Ulster in Ireland, is to be dispossessed of

its property as the result of a suit in a Court

of Chancery ? Now what is the history of

that Remonstrant Synod ? It has lost two
chapels already, at the expense in one

case of costs to the amount of £2,000.

Two chapels have been already forfeited,

and further suits are threatened if this

bill does not pass. In 1829, a separation

took place. The Remonstrant Synod of

Ulster, having professed Unitarian opinions

up to that time, separated from the

general Synod of Ulster, and some seven-

teen or eighteen congregations severed the

connection. That severance was made in

peace, with the distinct understanding

that the Remonstrant Synod of Ulster

should remain in possession of its privi-

leges and immunities. The chapels were

then in decay. The members of the con-

gregations, however, since 1830, have

repaired the chapels, rebuilt them, taken

fresh sites, added to the chapels, formed

additional burying-grounds, and not a

word was heard of disturbance until the

decision in Lady Hewley's case, and then

the principle which pervaded that decision

induced persons, who appeared to have no

direct interest, to bring actions against

this Remonstrant Synod. To do what ;

To recover Trinitarian property ? No ;

but to take from the Unitarians the

chapels which they had built or enlarged,

and the burial-grounds in which their

wives, then- fathers, and their children

had been buried.

Sir Robert's assertions as to the Unitarian origin of the

chapels the trust deeds of which contain no specification of

doctrines, and in particular of the one at Tauiworth, and as to

Trinitarian attacks on the Remonstrant Synod, are misrepre-

sentations about as gross as can well be conceived, and show
the deception under which he lav as to the facts of the whole

case. From his own statements it is clear that he was the real

author of the bill, and there is therefore no injustice in judging

tion ; and Iris reading never made him
acquainted with the state of the churches

described in pp. 59, 60.

The Presbytery of Antrim was de-

feated in its attempt to take the chapel of

Clough from the Synod of Ulster, and the

Remonsriant Synod failed to get from it

the chapel of Killinchy. The statement

that the Remonstrant Synod had already

lost two chapels was no doubt made to Sir

Robert, but he should not have lent him-

self to retail whatever his Socinian friends

told him without some examination. The
Synod of Ulster merely succeeded in re-

taining its own, so that the position of the

parties was the reverse of what he stated.

He seems to have fancied that the

Remonstrant Synod was, before 1828, (like

the Presbytery of Antrim before 1724) a

body of itself, having rights as such to the

seventeen chapels, whde in fact they be-

longed to the Synod of Ulster.

As to the outlay on those seventeen

chapels, sixteen years only had elapsed

since the formation of the Remonstrant

Synod, and much may have been done

by it in the first fervour of its existence

in liberty and honesty ; but since the

time that Sir Robert spoke Crumlin

has disappeared from the list of Unitarian

chapels, and in Cairneastle there is but

one chapel, while the Presbytery of An-

trim had one there at the time of its

formation. The congregation there which

eventually took part with the Remons-
trant Synod appears to have been formed

to supply the vacancy in the Synod of

Ulster, occasioned by the defection of the

congregation which constituted part of the

Presbytery of Antrim ; and it must have

been a Trinitarian foundation.
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of it from his speech. His reputation for accuracy, aud care in

religious matters, gave irresistible force to his statements, and

when their utter incorrectness is seen nothing more should be

needed to induce a condemnation of the whole proceeding.

Lord John Russell (member for London) after agreeing with

Sir Robert Peel that the argument was all on one side, said the

bill had been objected to as an injury to religion, but if it did jus-

tice it could not be so ; and that he thought there should be

presci-iption for that kind of property.

Lord Sandon, (member for Liverpool), whose pedigree begins

with an ejected minister, and who gave as his motto Servata Fides

Cineri, and who might well therefore see the monstrous injustice

the bill, warned the House against the clause binding the con-

gregations irrecoverably to opinions confessedly opposed to those

of the founders, but did not suggest any other plan of attaining

the object of the bill.

The House then divided: 300 Ayes to 119 Noes; majo-

rity, 191.*

* The following notices of motion were given :

6th June. Mr Boyd, (member for Coleraine). That George Mathews, of the city of

Dublin, Esq., be heard by himself or by counsel, in support of his petition against the

first and second clauses of the bill.

Mr Boyd: That the Rev. Henry Cook, D.D., L.L.D., Moderator of the General

Synod of Ulster, be heard by himself or by counsel, in support of his petition against

the bill, and also against the first, second, and third clauses of the said bill.

10th June. Mr Shaw, see text.

17th June. Mr Boyd : to add Clause 2, And be it enacted, That in all cases where such

meeting-houses, schools, or other charitable foundations shall have been built, founded,

or endowed for the use of one denomination, and have come into the possession of

another denomination, by whose members the original foundation or endowment shall

have been augmented or improved to the extent of one hundred pounds or upwards, it

shall be lawful for the High Court of Chancery in England or Ireland, or other court of

equitable jurisdiction, in any suit that shall be instituted for the restoration of any such

meeting-houses, schools, or other charitable foundations, to direct inquiries to be

made into the facts of the case in the Masters' Office ; and if it shall appear to the satis-

faction of the court that such meeting-houses, schools, or other charitable foundations>

ought to be restored to the denomination on whose behalf it was built, founded, or

endowed, but that such augmented or improved endowments ought with regard to the

intentions of their respective donors to belong to some other denomination, then and in
"

such case it shall be lawful for the court to sever from the original foundation all such

augmented or improved endowments, and to direct the same to be exempted from the

operation of any decree ordering the restoration of any such meeting-houses, schools, or

other charitable foundations as aforesaid, and to be applied in such manner as shall

seem to the court best calculated to promote the true intentions of the respective

founders of all such augmented or improved endowments.
Clause 3. Provided always, and be it further enacted, that in case it shall appear to

the said court that such exempted part or parts cannot be severed from the other part

or parts thereof, without inconvenience and injury to the meeting-house, school, or other

charitable foundation in general, it shall be lawful for the said court to ascertain by
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21st June. On Sir James Graham, member for Dorchester and

Home Secretary, moving the going into committee on the bill,

Mr Plumptre said the bill would remove the keystone from

the arch of Christianity, but he would not divide the House, as its

opinion had been so clearly expressed. Lord John Russell remarked

that Unitarians must have justice, and Sir Robert Peel resented the

imputation of endowing Unitarianism, which had been cast upon

reference to its proper officer the actual existing value or amount of such exempted part

or parts of such meeting-house, school, or other charitable foundation, which cannot be

separated as aforesaid, such value to be ascertained in such manner and subject to such

directions as such court may consider, under all the circumstances of the case, just and

equitable ; and the said court is hereby empowered to declare, that the value so ascer-

tained shall be a charge upon and payable out of such meeting-house, school, or other

charitable foundation, at such time or times, and in such manner, and subject to such

orders and directions, and for such trusts in respect thereof, as the said court, under the

circumstances of each particular case, shall order and direct, and subject thereto ; that

the said meeting-house, school, or other charitable foundation, shall thereupon be for

ever afterwards held upon the trusts intended by the donor or donors thereof respec-

tively.

Provided always, and be it enacted, that nothing herein contained shall affect any

right or title to property derived under or by virtue of any judgment, order, or decree

already pronounced by any court of law or equity, or affect any property the right or

title to which was in question in any action or suit pending on the 1st day of March in the

present year ; but subject nevertheless to a power and authority to be exercised by the

court wherein any such action or suit shall be pending, to institute and direct an inquiry

whether any and what part of the property sought to be recovered by or in question in

any such action or suit had been given, granted, or bequeathed, by persons not main-

taining or professing the religious doctrines or opinions of the original donors of the

property, or founders of any meeting-house in question, in such action or suit, and had
been so given, granted, or bequeathed for the teaching and maintenance of other reli-

gious doctrines or opinions believed or professed by any congregation then occupying or

frequenting such meeting-house as aforesaid, at the time of any such gift, grant, or

bequest ; and shall and may separate such property from the other portion thereof in

question in any action or suit, and shall and may direct that it shall and may be held

and enjoyed by such parties, for such purposes and upon such trusts, and subject to such
regulations as to the said court shall seem meet, any custom or legal opinion, practice,

or judgment to the contrary thereof in anywise notwithstanding.

Add to Clause 4, And whereas there may be individuals and families deriving

annuities or salaries from such charitable foundations who have come into possession

of the same unconscious of any change from the original intention of the trust, and with
regard to the continuance of which doubts might ai-ise ; therefore be it enacted, That it

shall be lawful for the High Court of Chancery, or other court of equitable jurisdiction

in England or Ireland, to direct that such annuities or salaries, or any portion thereof,

shall continue to be paid during the lives of all who shall be in receipt of such annuities

or salaries at the time of issuing any decree for restoration of any such charitable fund
to the intentions of the original founder.

17th June. The Earl of Hillsborough, (member for County Down). That clauses 2 and
3 of the bill be struck out, and the following clauses substituted in lieu thereof ; the

same clauses as Mr Boyd's, with the addition of the following :

Clause 5, And whereas it is expedient to provide a more summary remedy
in cases of breaches of trust of any such meeting-house as aforesaid, as well as for the

just and upright administration of the same ; be it therefore enacted, That in every case
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the bill, asserting that it benefitted equally all Dissenters

possessing property of that nature.

Mr Shaw, member for Dublin University, Recorder of Dublin,

referred to the disadvantage the opponents of the bill were under

in consequence of Sir Thomas Wylde, who it had been understood

would oppose it, having changed his mind the night before the

second reading, and of Mr Boyd, who had given notice of

of a breach of any trust of any such meeting-house as aforesaid, or whenever the direc-

tion or order of a Court of Equity shall be deemed necessary for the due administration

of any such trust as aforesaid, it shall be lawful for any two or more persons to present

a petition to any Court of Equity in England or Ireland, as the case maybe, having

jurisdiction in cases of charitable trusts, stating the matter of complaint, and praying

such relief as the nature of the case may require ; and it shall be lawful for such court

to whom such petition shall be presented as aforesaid, and such court is hereby required

to hear such petition in a summary way, and upon affidavits or such other evidence as

shall be produced upon such hearing, to determine the same, and to make such order or

decree therein, and also with respect to the costs of such application, as to such court

shall seem just ; and such order or decree shall be final and conclusive, unless the party

or parties who shall think himself or themselves aggrieved thereby, shall within two
years from the time when such order or decree shall have been passed and entered by

the proper officer, have preferred an appeal from such decision, to the House of Lords
;

provided always, That every such petition shall be signed by the persons preferring the

same, in the presence of and shall be attested by the solicitor or attorney for such peti-

tioners, and shall be submitted to and allowed by Her Majesty's Attorney or Solicitor-

General, and such allowance shall be certified by him before such petition shall be

presented.

And be it further enacted, That no such petition, nor any proceedings thereon, or

relative thereto, nor any copy of such petition or proceeding, shall be subject or liable to

the payment of any stamp duty whatever.

28th .Tune. Mr Shaw, see Text, (second clause).

Viscount Jocelyn, (member for King's Lynn). That, in the second clause, instead of

the words "any suits relating to such meeting-house," be substituted the words "the

passing of this act."

Lord Ashley, (member for Dorsetshire). To substitute the following for clause 3 :

Provided always, and be it enacted, That nothing herein contained shall affect any

right or title to property derived under or by virtue of any judgment, order, or decree,

already pronounced by any Court of Law or Equity, or affect any property the right or

title to which was in question in any action or suit pending on the first day of March in

the present year ; but subject, nevertheless to a power and authority to be exercised by
the court wherein any such action or suit shall be pending to institute and direct an

inquiry whether any and what part of the property sought to be recovered by or in

question in any such action or suit had been given, granted, or bequeathed by persons

not maintaining or professing the religious doctrines or opinions of the original donors of

the property or founders of any meeting-house in question in such action or suit, and

had been so given, granted, or bequeathed, for the teaching and maintenance of other

religious doctrines or opinions believed or professed by any congregation then occupying

and frequenting such meeting-house as aforesaid, at the time of any such gift, grant, or

bequest, and shall and may separate such property from the other portion thereof in

question in any action or suit, and shall and may direct that it shall and may be held

and enjoyed by such parties for such purposes and upon such trusts, and subject to such

regulations as to the said court shall seem meet ; any opinion, practice, or judgment to

the contrary thereof in any wise notwithstanding.
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amendments, being absent in consequence of the illness of "a

relative.

Mr Darby (West Sussex), Colonel Sibthorp (Lincoln), Sir

Walter James (Hull), Mr Lawson (Knaresborough), and Colonel

Verner (Armagh County), spoke against the bill; Mr Sergeant

Murphy (Cork), Mr Collet (Athlone), Mr Ward (Sheffield),

Mr Mark Phillips (Manchester), The Hon. John Stuart Wortley
(West Riding), and Mr Bickham Escott (Winchester), for it.

The House then went into committee. Mr Hardy (Bradford),

moved that the bill should be entitled, " a bill for the relief of

Dissenters, commonly called Unitarians/ 5
or " certain persons

dissenting from the United Church of England and Ireland/'

but on the Solicitor-General, Sir Frederick Thesiger, member
for Woodstock, pointing out that the first clause benefitted all

Dissenters, he withdrew his motion.

Mr J. Stuart Wortley, noticing Lord Lyndhurst's expressions

in his judgment in the Hewley case, p. 320. " If we are correct

Unitarian doctrines and Unitarian purposes," said, he did

not intend to protect trustees who had so acted ; he also pointed

out that the Irish Presbyterians were on a different footing from
that of the English Dissenters. Mr Shaw then stated that

very few of the Irish chapels, not twenty-two out of five

hundred,* had trust deeds, but that they were part of a body
governed by a yearly Synod, which had a recognized standard

of faith. He moved the insertion after "therein," of "Where
no particular religious doctrines or opinions are contained in any
book or other documents preserved among the authentic records

of any recognised Synod or religious body, or preserved by the

congregations attending their meetings." The language of this

amendment would have suited the case of Independent congrega-

tions, but stated the case of the Synod of Ulster, a Presbyterian

body with a recognized standard of faith, so weakly as to prevent

the true point from being seen, and almost to shut it out from
argument.

The Solicitor-General opposed the amendment because" the

documents proposed to be referred to could not prove the

intentions of the founders of the chapels, and he referred to Dill

v. Watson as shewing that the Presbytery of Antrim had been
Arian from its foundation.

* i.e. of the Presbyterian Church in Ireland formed by the union of the Synod of

Ulster, the orthodox part of the Synod of Munster, and the Secession Church.
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Mr Shaw said that lie did not know the case as to the Presbytery

of Antrim, but the Synod of Ulster never intended to take pro-

ceedings against it or the Eemonstrant Synod. He represented

the Synod as saying, " We only want to secure the right we have

always enjoyed, the right of bringing actions against those of our

own body who are endeavouring to get away their property.

Let us have our property ; we do not want upon any technicality

of law to get possession of Unitarian property." Mr Shaw pro-

fessed himself willing to maintain the rights of the Presbytery of

Antrim and the Remonstrant Synod.

The Attorney-General said the Synod founded no chapels,

and that the principle of the bill was that the original congrega-

tions, though professing some pai'ticular doctrines for themselves,

did not intend that their successors should be bound by their

doctrines to all time, while the object of the amendment was, that

the Synod of Ulster might preserve their faith in their present

chapels, but the committee to do so must deal with faith, and not

with property. He added, " The fact is, that the Synod of

Ulster think that if there exists any tendency in the Protestants

of the North of Ireland towards Unitarianism, this provision, if

introduced into the bill, would tend to put a check on it. I can

assure my right honourable and learned friend that if such a

tendency exists, no act of parliament will or can stop it."

Sir Robert Peel referred to the Presbytery of Antrim being

Arian from the beginning, and to the Synod of Ulster and

Remonstrant Synod as having separated by consent, and said

that the declaration that the Presbytery of Antrim and Remon-
strant Synod were not intended to be interfered with by the Synod
of Ulster would relieve them from apprehensions, for which they

had good grounds, in consequence of the Synod's resolution of

1st March, 1843 (p. 482).

The mistaken assertion as to the Presbytery of Antrim

being Arian from the beginning was thus turaed against

the Synod ; and it seems to have been so convincing to

Mr Shaw as to induce him to disclaim the Synod's real inten-

tions, and so reduce them to the humiliating position of opposing

the act through fear lest they should lose others of their chapels.

The case of the Synod was unanswerable if it had been clearly

and fully stated, viz., that they had been from the beginning

rigid Trinitarians professing the Westminster Confession, that

the laws of their church required subscription to it, and that the
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Presbytery of Antrim were expelled for not subscribing it, that

therefore there was no need of their chapels being by deed

dedicated to the support of any doctrines, that they had very

few deeds by which to define their tenets, and that the acts of

their Synod set up and maintained an unchangeable standard of

orthodoxy for every congregation under their care. The com-

mittee then divided : For the amendment 45, and against it

163; majority 118.

Mr Shaw then moved to substitute sixty for twenty-five years

as the period of limitation, contrasting it with the period of ad-

verse possession necessary to gain a title against ecclesiastical sole

corporations, in whose case an adverse possession must have

continued during the period formed by two incumbencies, and six

years after the appointment of the third incumbent, if such period

amounts to sixty years, and if not, then during such additional

time as will with such period make sixty years, so that the

establishment cannot lose any real property till it has been in

other hands for sixty years, and until at least three incumbents

have had full time for claiming and recovering it, (while a layman

loses his land if for twenty years out of possession of it,) on

the ground that a clergyman with a mere life interest has not

the same motive for incurring the expense and trouble of

litigation as a common proprietor, and therefore a benefice

should not be despoiled of any property until three incum-

bents have neglected to recover it. In the case of the chapels

only twenty-five years is allowed by the act for suits instituted

for the restoration of chapels to their proper use, although no one

has any beneficial ownership in them, and litigation for such an

object is most expensive and hazardous. The reason assigned

for the selection of this period by the editor of the debates is

that it was proper that a witness should be twenty-five years old

at the commencement of the period to which he had to depose,

but why he should not be more than fifty at the time of his

giving this evidence it is difficult to say. No doubt twenty-

five years was adopted as the first round number (a quarter .of a

century) since 1817, when first preaching against the doctrine of

the Trinity became lawful ; it being obvious that, as an illegal

act would not be allowed to become the foundation of a right,

the period of limitation could not commence before 1817; and

any longer period would have made the act valueless as regards

the cases it was intended to serve.
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Mr Hardy and Colonel Sibthorpe supported this amendment,

but it was negatived witliout a division.

Lord Jocelyn declined to press the one of which he had given

notice after the fate of the others.

A question arose as to the meatiing of the phrase "usage of the

congregation/' when Sir Robert Peel stated that the motion

and phrase were both taken from Lord Eldon's judgment in The

Attorney-General v. Pearson.

Mr Hardy then moved an addition to clause 2, which was even-

tually adopted as the last sentence of it, but there was a division

of 188 to 62 on the whole clause, which was to all intents the bill.

Lord Ashley was not ready with a clause framed on his notice.

Mr Shaw said that on the hearing of the Attorney-

Genei'al v. Drummond, it was arranged that the decision as to

a sum of £2000, part of the General Fund the subject of that suit,

{being the principal set apart to provide £100 a year for the

Strand Street Chapel), should stand over until the suit then insti-

tuted as to that chapel should be disposed of; and this produced

a. conversation as to the suits for the Strand Street and the

Eustace Street Chapels, and as to the Irish Chancellor reserving

his judgment in the latter case after intimating an opinion in

favour of the relators, in the course of which the Solicitor-

General stated that the case of the Eustace Street chapel was

stronger for the Unitarians than that of the Strand Street chapel

;

so that no inferences are to be drawn from the proceedings in

the case of the last-named chapel not being before the public.

Mr Godson also spoke. He said that there were two chapels

in his borough (Kidderminster), one an old one and the other

built by a Unitarian secession from it ; that both were the pro-

perty of their congregations, and they conceived they might be

affected by the present state of the law, and he wished justice

done to such congregations. This remark shows how completely

the act was misunderstood even by a Queen's Counsel, the foun-

ders' intentions were protected by the old law, and put in

jeopardy by the new one. The old chapel, it should be stated,

was preserved by the course of proceeding referred to at page 40.

28th June. On the day fixed for the third reading, Mr Col-

quhoun,* member for Newcastle-under-Lyne, urged that a com-

* It should have been mentioned that in the debate on the second reading Mr
Colquhoun answered Mr Macaulay's argument, and showed the difference between
recovering an estate held upon a religious trust and recovering a bailor's bill, whioh
that gentleman had mentioned as parallel cases.

OS -
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mission should have been issued to examine into the case of every

chapel. He argued that where the expenses of a suit would exceed

the worth of the chapel there was no danger of litigation, and

pointed out that Lady Hewley's Charity Fund was saved, but her

chapel would be lost by this bill. He showed the danger of

litigation under it, and warned the house against breaking in

upon the principles of law which regulated all trust property.

Sir Robert Inglis supported this view.

Lord Eliot, member for East Cornwall, Irish Secretary, seemed

to think that the Synod of Ulster had no better argument to use

than the illegality of heterodoxy before 1817. He relied also on

the outlay upon the chapels by persons of the opinions of the

holders.

Sir Thomas Wilde explained that he had met the opponents of

the bill when himself adverse to it, but had never been asked to

take a leading part in the opposition, or been supplied with papers

by them ; that he had not undertaken their case, but had merely

obtained from the government further time for consideration of

the bill; and that he had not been applied to again until the day

before the second reading, when he told the persons applying

to him he should support the bill.

Mr Shaw closed the debate by a protest, " That the obvious

tendency of the measure will be to encourage and favour one

small body of the Dissenters, namely, the Unitarians, who alone

desire the bill, while the great and overwhelming majority of the

Dissenting community of all parts of the kingdom warmly oppose

it, as injurious to their just rights of property, and offensive to

their conscientious principles in religion."

28th June. The bill was returned to the Lords with the

Commons' amendments, and ordered to be printed by 1st July.

1st, 8th, 9th, and 11th July. • Petitions for and against the

bill were presented; and the Bishops of Durham and Norwich,

Earl Fortescue and Lord Campbell, made remarks in support of

it, and the Earls of Wicklow, Fitzhardinge, Galloway, and

Roden and the Bishop of Exeter, spoke against it. The Bishop

preferred the bill as returned, but pronounced it inconsistent with

itself, and a stultification of the Lords' decisions.

15th July. The Commons' amendments were considered.

The Bishop of London moved that they be considered that day

three months. The Chancellor, the Bishops of Durham and

Norwich, and Lords Brougham and Cotteuham, spoke in favour
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of the bill, and the Bishop of London, the Earls of Roden and

Galloway, and Lords Teynham and Lyttelton against it. Lord
Cottenham justified himself from remarks on the amendment which

he proposed on the bill passing. A few words with which Lord

Lyttelton concluded at once his speech and the debates, put the

matter in its proper point of view, " I think the words of this

[the second] clause greatly narrow the field allowed to the courts

for discovering the intention of the founder; and the introduc-

tion into the law of a new principle of this breadth is neither

necessary nor safe."

On the division there were : For agreeing to the Commons'
Amendments, content, present 100, proxies 102, total 202. Not
content, present 27, proxies 14, total 41 ; majority 161.

The minority of nine on the third reading consisted of the

Marquis Cholmondeley ; the Earls of Mountcashel, Winchelsea,

and Brownlow; Viscount Combermere; and Lords Teynham,

Boston, Arden and Kenyon.

The following particulars refer to the division on agreeing to

the Commons' amendments.

Bishops voting for the bill: Durham (Maltby), Norwich

(Stanley), Hereford (Musgrave), St. David's (Thirlwall), aud

Worcester (Pepys).

Prelates voting against the bill : Archbishop, Armagh
(Beresford) ; Bishops, London (Blomfield), Llandaff (Copleston),

Gloucester (Monk), Chichester (Gilbert), Rochester (Murray),

Salisbury (Denison). The Bishop of Exeter did not vote as he

saw it would be of no avail, bat he entered his protest.

Absent prelates : Archbishops, Canterbury (Howie}7

), York
(Vernon Harcourt) ; Bishops, Bath and Wells (Law), St. Asaph
(Carey), Baugor (Bethell), Carlisle (Percy), Chester (Sumner),

Oxford (Bagot), Ely (Allen), Ripon (Longley), Peterborough

(Davys)

.

Singularly enough the English Archbishops, and the Bishops

who were to be Archbishops, were absent, except that the

Bishop of Hereford voted for the bill. All the law lords, except

Lord Wynford, voted for it, and they were a goodly number;
Lyndhurst, Brougham, Abinger, Cottenham, Langdale, Campbell,

Denman, Dunfermline, aud Plunket. All the Romanist lords

except the Viscount O'Neill, and almost all the Scotch and Irish

lords, were in the majority.

The minority of the lay lords were Dukes, Manchester, Back-
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ingham, Newcastle ; Marquis Cholmondeley ; Earls, Cardigan,

Galloway, Mansfield, Egmont, Roden, Mountcashel, Carnarvon,

Onslow, Clancarty, Denbigh, Essex, Dunmore, Mayo, Cardigan;
Viscounts, Doneraile, Combermere, Lorton, O'Neill, Maynard,
Sidmouth; Lords, Teynham, Boston, Kenyon, Lyttelton, Cal-

thorpe, Bayning, Blayney, Carbery, Bexley, Walsingham,
Gi-antley, Feversham, Wynford, Willougliby de Broke, Castle-

maine, Rayleigh, and Hood. The list includes peers who paired.

The Duke of Manchester and the Earl of Denbigh remembered
the principles of their ancestors or predecessoi*s ; but not so the

Dukes of Bedford and Cleveland, the Earls of Shaftesbury, War-
wick, Manvers, and Harrowby, (the two last descended in

the male line from ejected ministers), Carlisle and Tankerville

;

Viscounts Hereford, and Hawarden, or Lords St. John, and Foley.

The members of the House of Commons are to be thus

classed on all the divisions taken together

:

Fob the Bill.

Min. Opp.

English 115 183

Scotch 9 17

Irish 2 31

There voted on every division :

For the Bill.

Min. Opp

English ... 36 24

Scotch ... 6 6

Irish ... 1 7

The following English members voted against the bill on all

the divisions : Mr Adderley (North Warwickshire), Lord Ashley,

(Dorsetshire), Mr Blackburn (Warrington), Mr Bruges (Devizes),

Sir John Chetwode (Buckingham), Mr Colquhoun (Newcastle-

under-Lyne), Mr Dickenson (West Somersetshire), Mr Farnham
(North Leicestershire), Mr Hardy (Bradford), The Honourable

E. J. Harris (Christchurch), Mr Henley (Oxfordshire), Viscount

Jocelyn (King's Lynn), Mr MacGeachy (Honiton), Viscount

Pollington (Pontefract), Colonel Sibthorp (Lincoln), Sir Henry
Smyth (Colchester). Colonel Rushbrooke (West Suffolk) voted

in the majority on the second reading, but afterwards against

the bill.

The bill as brought into the House of Lords, and the Act

as passed, with the variations in italics, will be found in the ap-

GAINS!
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pendix, and notes will be added to the latter showing the reasons

for the minor changes.

The false pretences on which the bill was passed have been

pointed out in remarks on the speeches, but they must be reca-

pitulated together to be properly estimated.

The chief of them was that the Presbyterians did not from the

Revolution hold any settled doctrines as being essential to Christi-

anity, and purposely inserted vague trusts in their chapel deeds,

in order that their successors might use their chapels for the

support of any other opinions which they might adopt from time

to time. Any one at all acquainted With their books will know
that such a fancy was never for a moment entertained by them

;

yet this was the leading proposition for the support of which the

proofs were compiled, although the reader has seen how completely

they failed to establish it ; and the defendants' counsel in all the

cases laboured this point more than any other, but with-

out in the slightest degree inducing the judges to entertain it.

Nevertheless this baseless figment underlies every speech delivered

in support of the bill. It is difficult to say whether this pretext

was or was not made as to the Irish chapels. The minute of

1716, p. 372, is conclusive that it did not apply to them at that

date ; and when the founders of the Presbytery of Antrim advan-

ced the notion that dogmas were nonessential, they did not refer

to the English Presbyterians as keeping them in countenance.

The next pretence was that it was impossible to ascertain the

personal opinions of the founders of any particular chapel, although

the case of the Hewley charity had decided that such matters

were not to be enquired into. Such an argument from the law-

yers, especially from Lord Lyndhurst, was inexcusable. It

should be noticed, moreover, that it was assumed, without any
enquiry, that endowments connected with a chapel, made while it

was supposed to be in the possession of Socinians, were intended

to support Sociuianism, although the givers had not expressed

such to be their intention.

Another pretence, boldly stated by the Attorney-General,

and insinuated by the Chancellor, (for even he, though his course

had been one series of changes, could not avow any doubt of a

decision confirmed first by himself, and afterwards by the House
of Lords, under his presidency), was that the Socinians might
after all be held entitled to the chapels ; but what they said

should have no more weight than if they had been counsel
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talking for their fees. The House of Lords had decided the

point on the broad ground of the proved, and indeed notorious,

opinions of the so-called English Presbyterians; and the Irish

judges had taken the same ground with regard to the body more
properly bearing the name in Ireland.

Another false pretence was that it was uncertain who were
entitled to the chapels, while it was certain that if Independents

were not entitled to those in England, Scotch Presbyterians must
be. The Independents would have been entitled, as both deno-

minations held the same faith, practised the same mode of worship,

agreed that each congregation should manage their own affairs

without interference or control, and throughout the country, for

forty years from the Toleration Act, until the spread of Arianism,

their ministers associated together for ordinations and brotherly

conference, without distinction, and became indifferently pastors

of congregations of either denomination; the Presbyterians

having adopted the ways of the Independents, and by 1719

abandoned even their theoretical approbation of subscription.

If on the other hand the decision went by names and not

realities, and no difference should be seen between Congregation-

alism (or the independency of congregations,) and Presbyterian

government, and between non-subscription and subscription,

(though this, after all that has been urged by Socinians and

Independents seems scarcely possible), there were Scotch

Presbyterians, of one name or another, ready to take the chapels.

This pretence could not be for a moment urged in the case of the

Irish chapels, since from whichever body they were claimed, the

Presbytery of Antrim or the Remonstrant Synod, they or the

chapels with which they had been associated had originally

belonged to the General Synod.

The only reason given for disregarding the intentions of the

founders was the unfairness of appropriating to Trinitarian pur-

poses funds contributed by Arians or Socinians, as secondary

endowments, or for rebuilding the chapels; most stress being laid

on the widows' fund of the Strand Street Chapel. The possession

of the chapels, as a mere wrongful enjoyment of a charity, apart

from outlay on them, would not have proved sufficient to

justify and perpetuate itself even in the eyes of that "chambre
introuvable," Sir Eobert Peers last House of Commons. But
what reason was there for heterodox endowments being held

sacred, and for control over orthodox foundations being pur-
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chased by them; and why should the intentions of a secondary

founder or rebuilder prevail, while those of an original founder

were to be altogether disregarded ?

Another false pretence was to make the bill applicable to all

dissenters' chapels, when it was intended, as was avowed in the

progress of the argument, to apply to the case of the Socimans

only. The Chancellor in the debate on the Commons' amend-
ments said

:

It has been suggested that those persons who introduced or concur-

red in the introduction of this bill introduced it for the purpose of

giving encouragement to Unitarians. Nothing could be more foreign

to the intentions of those who introduced this bill. It was meant as a

bill giving relief, and was intended to give relief to the whole body uf

dissenters. It might at one period affect the interest of one class ; it

might at another period affect the interest of another ; but the principle

of the bill, the ground of its being introduced into this house, was for

the purpose of preventing expensive litigation, for the purpose of apply-

ing to the dissenting church, if I may so express myself, that principle

which is applied to all other property of every description in this coun-

try ; for the purpose of preventing property that was given to charitable

purposes being diverted from those objects, and put into the pockets of

lawyers, of the danger of which there is abundant evidence.

His lordship should have seen that the bill could be for the

benefit of all denominations of Nonconformists alike only because

their deeds were all equally vague ; and as no one accused the

old Independents of latitudinarianism, this consideration destroyed

every argument adduced for the bill. But the plan of legis-

lating for a single case under the guise of a general amend-

ment of the law was not new to his lordship ; for he had early in

his chancellorship brought in a bill to regulate the whole

marriage law of England in order to meet a particular case,

which also was connected with the North of Ireland. He
must in his last sentence have referred to the bruit of coming

suits raised by the Socinian party, though he might seem to

have alluded to the two firms who, between them, commenced
all the suits with which we have had to do. He could not, as

he was of a very kindly nature, have intended any reflection on

men so respectable, and he must have known that they could be

no gainers by suits the exact facts and true merits of which when
gathered with great difficulty from the divines assisting in or

instigating the proceedings, they would have to put into every-
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day language and a business shape, in order to secure their

being understood by counsel whose thoughts were, in more res-

pects than one, alien to such matters ; suits in which it was

requisite to preserve the technicalities of theology, amidst the

technicalities of the old equity pleading, not only in direct state-

ment, but in charging misfeasances or misrepresentations, in

framing interrogatives such that sooner or later they must be

answered with a sufficient degree of truth and precision, and

until such answers were obtained in taking exceptions to evasions

and equivocations certain to expose and set them aside

;

and suits which imposed the still harder task of devising

methods whereby to prove beyond all doubt the religious faith

and practice of past generations who subscribed no creed

and used no prayer book, and the religious faith of opponents

whose only principle was to make the rejection of all authoritative

dogmas their bond of union. The same remarks apply, though in

a less degree, to every similar suit which might afterwards have

been undertaken by other solicitors, and should show that they

also could never find in taxed costs, the only remunera-

tion of such suits, any inducement to useless litigation.. A
suit for recovery of a chapel, even one having an endowment, is

about the last speculation any solicitor competent to carry it

through would undertake, even if, living in London, he saved

agency charges.

It was another false pretence that the bill sought to make
suits for estates or funds held upon trusts for religion subject,

like all other suits for property, to a period of limitation, for its

authors did not dare, though from what has been said it is

evident that they wished to do so, to tamper with trusts for

specified doctrines, and it answered their purpose to pass a bill

confined to cases of general trusts requiring evidence of the

founders' intentions.

But it really was a false pretence that the old meeting-houses

were not dedicated to pai'ticular doctrines, when the trust deeds

expressed that they were held for Presbyterians, or for Protes-

tant Dissenters, the last expression having at that day the definite

meaning of the two associated bodies, of which the Presbyterians

were the most numerous and important. The Judges had no

difficulty in stating the doctrines which these names indicated.

The pretence made by the original bill, of respecting foun-

ders' intentions, when it would have had the contrary effect and
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have prevented their chapels being ever again used for the

support of their faith, was so gross that it is wonderful that

the infamy of the scheme was not avoided by men all so

clever, and some of them genei-ally so careful to observe decorum

.

It was a false pretence that the act was passed to prevent

money dedicated to a charity being spent in litigation, as the

judges must have given costs against persons defending suits

which had the authority of the House of Lords to warrant them

;

and besides there was indicated during the debates a cheaper

method of procedure, specially adapted to the case of the old

chapels.

It was a false pretence that it would be necessary in future

suits to discuss such doctrines as the Trinity and the Deity of

Christ, either in court or at chambers, as the House of Lords had

in Wilson v. Shore, entirely settled the question, not only for

England but for Ireland also, as was shewn in the Attorney-

General v. Drummond, then under appeal, and no inferior court

would have permitted an argument contrary to a decision in which

all the courts had agreed, and in which the House of Lords

had followed the opinions of the common law judges, as well as

the judges in equity.

The false pretence of seeking to avoid profanation of sacred doc-

trines, scandalous litigation, and uncertainty of a right decision, as

if these results were all inseparable from suits such as that which

rescued Lady Hewley's estates from misappropriation, will be

best shewn by the unavoidable result of a ay proceedings by

which the act itself could be put in force. In the meanwhile it

must be noticed as mere hypocrisy for the State, (the guardian

of charities), to preserve sacred themes from being profaned by

lawyers wrangling over them, by handing over funds dedicated to

uphold the common faith of Christendom to men who would

lower it to the unmeaning truisms of natural religion, in which

the Deist, the Jew, the Mahommedan, and the Buddhist can unite

on equal terms. Every legal inquiry into erroneous doctrines

involves undesirable discussions of them, but this consideration

does not outweigh the reasons for its being instituted.

All the evils just enumerated, the prevention of which

by the bill was no doubt the ground on which the majo-

rity of both Houses voted for it, must be carried to the

greatest height in suits depending on proof of the doctrine

preached in a chapel during the last twenty-five years. It is

69 .
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difficult for the most practised speaker to convey with exactness

his opinions on any of the doctrines respecting the preaching

of which such suits will arise. The most competent hearers

will scarcely trust themselves to give a fair account of a sermon

recently heard by them on any controversial topic, and in an

ordinary congregation but very few such hearers will be found

willing to give throughout a sermon the attention necessary

to qualify them to give evidence respecting it. In many
cases a right judgment cannot be formed otherwise than on

the very words used, and who will undertake to repeat them ?

Notes made for the purpose of giving evidence will be open to

the objection that the writer must have been under a bias which

rendered his testimony not to be relied on, and if they were

taken without auy special interest or object, there will be no

certainty that sufficient care was bestowed on them. Men of

education and judgment will not come forward as witnesses in

such a matter, but will leave the office to those whose ignorance

and presumption render them blind to the difficulties they are

undertaking.

The doctrines which avowedly it was the single object of the

bill to establish in old meeting-houses were in themselves most

vague and uncertain. To define Socinianism is, on the testimony

of those who profess it, to bind the fleeting Proteus.

The Hewley trustees declared p. 265, thac amongst persons holding

what are called Unitarian principles there is great diversity of opinions.

Mr Wellbeloved said p. 267, " that very few persons agree in the defini-

tion of the term Unitarian, and that sects entertaining very different

opinions claim it for themselves ; that he did not agree in some very

important points of doctrine with any sect that either takes to itself or

receives from others the application of 'Unitarian,'" and in the same

answer he said that he could not "take upon himself to state what is

the religious belief of the members of his congregation, for he had made
no inquiries, and had received little information on the subject from the

major part of them, but from their continued attendance on his minis-

try he presumed that their views of Christian doctrine were something

like his own." The defendants in the Eustace Street case stated that

" the bond of congregational union and the fundamental and distinguish-

ing principle of the congregation in that chapel, had been the rejection

of all human creeds, articles, and confessions of faith, as the standard of

religious doctrine, and the admission and reception of the Holy Scriptures

alone as the rule of faith and practice, and the recognition of the right

of private judgment and free inquiry in all matters of scriptural inter-
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pretation," p. 462. The defendants in the General Fund case added,

" that in conformity with the said principle, the ministers and members
of the said congregations respectively are at liberty from time to time to

adopt such views of Christian faith in relation to the doctrine of the

Trinity or any other doctrine, or asserted doctrine of the Christian faith

as may appear to them consonant with scripture, without incurring

thereby the forfeiture of any right, temporal or otherwise, which they

may enjoy as members of the said congregations respectively," p. 435.

The defendants in the Hewley case said, "that Mr Cappe was not in the

habit of preaching doctrinal sermons, but habitually urged upon his

hearers love to God, faith in the Gospel of Jesus Christ, and the prac-

tice of holiness and righteousness,' which was, as the proofs say p. 123,

"the manner of the divines of the school to which he belonged,"

Accordingly Mr Hincks "could not say whether he ever heard the

preaching and doctrine or the sermon delivered [at the York chapel

which he attended] such as he should call a Trinitarian sermon or

otherwise ; but he believed he had generally heard Mr Wellbe-

loved and Mr Kenrick preach what he considered to be Unitarian doc-

trines." The trustees inform lis, p. 276, "that the doctrines now entertained

by Unitarians materially differ from the doctrines which distinguished

the persons in Lady Hewley's time called Socinians." The trustees'

defendants in the Wolverhampton case said, p. 214, "they were not

of exactly the same religious opinions, but although of different per-

suasions, they all believed in the existence of God and the propriety of

worshipping and serving God."

So varying and uncertain, as the law lords well knew,

was the doctrine which the bill sought to establish on proof

of twenty-five years' usage, and yet they could found their

bill on the ground of the uncertainty as to the doctrines

held by Oliver Heywood, Richard Baxter and John Howe (all

referred to in the Hewley case as representatives of the Pres-

byterians), and their brethren, whose labours raised the first

Presbyterian congregation s, or whose liberality built their

meeting-houses. It is difficult to see what usage there can well

be, or what will be the benefit of it, where the minister and con-

gregation have many different opinions among them. It may
further be assei'ted that there are very few Socinian ministers

during the last twenty-five years whose own opinions have not

undergone great changes on points really fundamental on their

own showing, at least in other persons' estimation. It seems

impossible to state the doctrines of discourses dwelling on

mere morality, on the love and mercy of God, the acts of Christ's
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human nature, and His teaching while Judaism had not been

superseded by Christianity, or of any negative system of theo-

logy. Yet, although the judges might not find in them any thing

beyond a few topics of mere natural religion, as it is called,

yet they will have to reduce the few incoherent notions which

can be distilled from the expressions which the witnesses may
happen to use, into the shape and nature of a creed thence-

forward to be tolerated in the particular chapel. The task

will annoy a judge the more in proportion as, by acquain-

tance with religious subjects and the habit of considering

them, he is competent for the office of creedmaker which he

would find thus devolved on him. His only method of avoiding

the labour and disgust occasioned by such an occupation will be

to make two classes, the one of those who come up to his own
notion of orthodoxy, and the other of those who depart from it,

treating as one the infinite varieties of error, and if he finds

error has for twenty-five years been taught in a chapel, to take

any system which the persons in possession there present to him
as their notion of religion, and declare it may be taught there

until the congregation shall grow tired of it. But will this be a

decision on such a subject worthy of an English Judge ?

The worst part of such a suit will however be the partisan-

ship and unscrupulosity of the witnesses distorting every notion

which they depose to, the rancour with which they will repeat the

most sacred words, and the imputations of perjury which will

be bandied about between the parties. Counsel will run riot in

their deductions of either fact or doctrine, from the farrago which

the pleadings and evidence will present. Such abominations must

always accompany suits to be decided under the act, and they

have been rendered inevitable forsooth by consciences too delicatt

to tolerate the discussion of religious doctrines by counsel!

Such a bill passed both houses of parliament not so much
because introduced by the skill of Lord Lyndhurst and Sir William

Follett, and supported by the government, the leaders of opposi-

tion, and the law lords, as because the cause of orthodoxy had no

advocate in either house, fully to present the real facts of the

case, and the principles of law involved in it.

Sir Eobert Harry Inglis, Mr Plumptre, Mr Colquhoun, and

Mr Fox Maule, and even Bishops Blomfield and Philpotte

brought to the debate only the general information of Christian

gentlemen, and they could feel what was unjust and sacri-
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legious in the measure much better than they could express

their convictions, in opposition to the clear and apparently fail

manner in which the most persuasive orators in their respective

houses, both being also lawyers, had explained the grounds and
the effect of it. The government, according to their tale, were
stepping forward, in aid of men opposed or supposed to be opposed

to them in religion and politics, in order to prevent a crying

injustice about to be perpetrated, by the resuscitation of perse-

cuting statutes and antiquated rules of law, to the scandal

and offence of the whole kingdom, and to the benefit of no
one but solicitors speculating in chancery suits. To counteract

the impression produced by such statements when made by
the highest officials in the kingdom, orthodoxy needed in each

house but one competent champion. But he must have been a

lawyer himself to enter into the matter fully, much more to speak

upon it with any authority ; and he must have made himself

master of the history and doctrines of the dissenters of the

chapel-building age, and the evil days which succeeded it, and

also of the details of the trials, an account of which has been

given in these volumes. That would have required so much
time and labour, even if for the historical part the attention had

been confined to the proofs on the one side, and Mr Joshua

Wilson's pamphlets on the other, that it was not to be expected

that a mere volunteer would have presented himself to under-

take it. Lord Lyndhurst had acquired a knowledge of the matter

during two hearings of the Hewley case, and besides the line

of argument winch best suited his purpose lay on the surface, and
required little thought; while a report of his speech was sufficient

instruction to Sir William Follett, even if he had not been

previously acquainted with the history of the old chapels, and
the ways of the heterodox who worshipped in some of them.

The task of the speaker who undertook to answer either of

them was an entirely different matter. He would have ad-

dressed an audience entirely satisfied with the prima facie

utilitarian views of the subject which had been instilled into

them by the great orator who had introduced the bill to their

notice, and to succeed he would have had to induce them -to

take the trouble of obtaining a much deeper insight into the

facts, as to the chapels and the doctrine of the Presbyterians,

than they would have gathered from all the speakers for the

bill, avid of mastering the principles on which trusts, and es-
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pecially charitable trusts, are administered in England ; he

would have to call on them to do right, although it was on

behalf of persons professing Calvinistic opinions, and though

they might have in some ten or a dozen cases to leave congregations

of respectable size, and consisting of rich and influential people,

to the justice of the law. Nor could it have been expected that

either house would have made the effort necessary to understand

the matter by listening to a thorough discussion of it, instead of

legislating upon it uuder the guidance of sentiment, prejudice, or

trust in a Tory administration. The matter ought to have been

thoroughly sifted by a select committee of the Lords, by whom
deeds and documents would have been called for, and wit-

nesses compelled to attend, and all would have taken the form

and attained the reality of an entirely judicial proceeding; the

result in that case must have been the same as it had been in

the courts, although all the law lords would have been on the

committee, because both sides would have been fully heard, and

all would have taken place under the public eye. This method

would have ensured the consideration of the whole matter, facts,

legal principles, and legislatorial reasons, by a thoroughly

competent tribunal. It would also have admitted the employ-

ment of counsel who would have put themselves in possession

of the whole case, and displayed it in all its strength. Such a

committee in such a case was so much a matter of course that

Lord Lyndhurst offered and promised it to the Synod of Ulster.

Mr Fox Maule's statement to that effect, made on the second

reading in the Commons, before Mr Gladstone and Sir Robert

Peel had spoken, was never contradicted. A select committee of

the Lords did sit on the bill, but it was only to consider whether

the bill should apply to Ireland, so that the Synod could not

have been heard before them ; but that committee ought to have

seen that before any change was made in the law as to trusts

for religious charities, as just settled by repeated decisions of a

case fought on every stage of appeal, and followed by judgments

of Lord Cottenham himself, Sir Edward Sugden, and the Irish

Court of Exchequer, all treating the settlement as not admitting

even of a cavil, there ought to have been the fullest, and most

impartial consideration of the subject, after hearing every one

who wished to give evidence, and compelling all disclosures sug-

gested by either of the parties. A report would have been obtained

setting out the evidence, stating conclusions and making recom-
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mendations founded upon it_, which would have put every member
of either house in possession of the merits of the case.

The debates showed how necessary such a preliminary investiga-

tion was. The House of Lords passed the bill with only one divi-

sion, that on the third reading ; the minority consisting of nine

lords only, and there being no bishop among them. Their

lordships really cared about the bill for the first time

on considering the Commons' amendments, but only to find that

the bill having been passed by their House, there was nothing

to be done but to scrutinize the alterations, and as they

were real improvements, and in accordance with the spirit

of the bill, to pass them. The melancholy issue revealed to the

country that the upper house had lost its claim to be considered

the certain guardian of the religious charities, the property, and

the old laws of the country, as it had fallen under the dominion

of lawyers who, not laying aside the habits of their earlier lives

when they had risen to seats among the old nobles of the land,

abused the forms and practice of the House, by tricks which

would scarcely be tolerated in any town council.

The bill passed the Lords and the second reading in the Com-
mons, with its second clause, which was really the whole measure,

of such a nature that every one felt that it must be entirely

changed, not indeed in its effect but in the mode of its operation.

That change was, in the same stealthy and underhand way
which marked the whole course of the measure, accomplished

in or previously to the committee, without a word being

said about it ; though a division took place upon the clause

which it is difficult to account for upon the speeches, as they

appear in the volume so often referred to, which purports

to be a copy of Messrs. Gurney's short-hand notes. The
majority on that division, excluding all hope of any amend-

ment being carried, all motions which had not fallen through by

the absence of those who had given notice of them were aban-

doned. Even that respecting the period of limitation, so palpably

unjust, called forth no other remark than those made by Mr
Shaw in withdrawing it. Every speech in either house betokens

the need of reliable information on the subject. Sir Robert Peel

and Lord John Russell expressed their astonishment at the argu-

ment being all on one side, and that circumstance should have

suggested to them the necessity of a select committee. Lord John
was not ignorant of religious matters, yet his speech betrayed a
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consciousness that he had not sufficient knowledge of a matter of

such manifest delicacy and importance to justify his voting on it,

without the objections to the bill having been stated by a practised

debater in possession of the whole merits of the case.

It is a great pity Mr Boyd was not able to attend and urge the

appointment of a select committee, before which the Synod of

Ulster should be heard by counsel, but as the bill had come from

the Lords, and their house was the proper place for the enquiry,

it cannot be asserted that if he had carried his motion, it

would have had much effect. As to the institution of any new
method of proceeding, the House, being bent on preventing all

litigation to the disadvantage of the Socinians, would not have

stultified themselves by entertaining the question. Lord Hills-

borough's absence was not accounted for in the debate, and if

it was occasioned merely by unwillingness to encounter such a

host as he would have had against him, especially to oppose

details when the principle had been carried, it is certainly not to

be wondered at. Mr Shaw was apparently a volunteer, who
interfered because, knowing something of the matter, he could

not but protest against the chapels being lost for want of there

being deeds relating to them, or because those by whom, and

those for whom, any such deeds were penned, could not foresee

that there ever could be a doubt as to the Presbyterian

faith. It is strange that throughout the debate no speaker

likened such a deed to one in favour of the United Church of

England and Ireland. As an argumentum ad hominem this

ought to have settled the question, for no member of either house

could have suggested there would be doubt as to the system of

doctrine specified by such a trust. The Proofs, p. 91, hint at

such as an argument for their side of the question, but the

difference between Tillotson or Hoadley and evangelical divines

cannot fairly be shown to have extended to their opinions as to

the Deity of Christ. The comparison may suggest thoughts suffi-

cient to make a nonconforming theologian smile, but reasons

or analogies drawn from the Establishment, whether expressed

or not, will without doubt always govern an English Judge

having to decide any matter of fact or right in regard to doctrine

in connection with the trust deed of a dissenting chapel.

The Socinians could not approve of the bill without an entire

renunciation of the one pi'inciple again and again put forth by

them in season and out of season, viz., that a Protestant Non-
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conformist congregation has a right to change its opinions with-

out losing its chapel. As the bill passed the Lords no alteration

of a usage protected by the act could have been proposed or

attempted, not even the return to the founders' opinions,

without any dissatisfied individual having the power to main-

tain the usage by application to Equity : under the act the

congregation may, perhaps, in spite of opposition founded on

the usage, return to the founders' opinions, but they cannot

make any other change until the usage has ceased, and then

the act will not apply to the chapel until a new usage for

twenty-five years has arisen, for in the meantime the chapel

will be under the old law, and the founders' opinions only can be

legally taught in it. So far is the act from securing liberty of

thought. In any suit decided under it a particular creed will be

framed for the chapel, and will be imposed on it in perpetuity,

under the penalty of the chapel being again subject to a trust

for the founders' opinions. Socinians will after litigation hold

the chapels on condition of not contravening a written form of

doctrine ; and without litigation they hold them so long as they

profess the system, not written, but sanctioned by usage accord-

ing to the act. So that they keep their chapels solely on the

footing of submitting either to an imposed system of doctrine or

to an imposed creed, and have the advantage of retaining the

property only by violating their one principle. The new faith

is simply substituted for the old one, and the congregation is not

a whit more free, except as that new one is unmeaning.

It should be noticed that this act will not prevent such suits

as that respecting the Hewley charity, or the Clough or Killinchy

chapels. But it is apprehended it will affect chapels having trust

deeds, such as that of the Wolverhampton chapel, either expressly

stipulating that the worship shall be according to the Toleration

Act, providing for the case of the worship becoming illegal, or

otherwise indicating that only doctrines in accordance with that

act were intended to be promoted. Yet such a deed, not only

in Lord Eldon's opinion but in Lord Cottenham's also, on

the face of it, precluded Socinians from taking any benefit

under it, and there is good reason to believe that the deeds of the

majority of the old chapels are of this description. It may be

suggested that such provisions were introduced to prevent the

trusts of the chapels from being impugned on the ground of

illegality, but the language employed is generally too precise to

70 .
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be thus explained away, and where it is otherwise, preaching

against the Trinity was too expressly excepted from protection

by the Toleration Act for a court not to hold it as expressly

forbidden by a reference to that statute. In construing these

deeds, it should be borne in mind that the Presbyterians approved

of the subscription required by that act, pp. 106 and 139, and

that the Blasphemy Act of 1697, if not passed at their instance,

was passed after an address by their ministers in accordance with

the principles on which it was founded. The resolution of the

Synod of Ulster, to the same effect, has also been quoted before,

p. 372. There is therefore every reason for supposing the refer-

ence to the act in such deeds intended to define the faith

to be supported by the chapels, and it seems clear that the framers

and supporters of the act of 1844, by the expression "doc-

ti'ines in express terms required to be taught," designed to prevent

another decision such as the Wolverhampton one. Yet Lord

Lyndhurst and Sir William Follett, instead of referring to that

case, talked about the one relating to the Hewley charity, which

did not bear upon the question. The Bishop of London made a

general reference to the Attorney-General v. Pearson, and Lord

Cottenham merely stated the expense of it, and that was all the

House of Lords heard of it. Mr Colquhoun again made mention

of the case on the third reading, but the attention of neither

house was drawn to the operation of the bill on chapels held

under similar deeds. This will, perhaps, be regarded as the

most audacious perversion of justice which it will effect.

The Congregational Union should have petitioned that all

chapels which by their trust deeds were dedicated to the use of

Independents might be exempted from the operation of the act,

as sufficiently protected by the old law, since there never had been

any doubt as to the doctrines which they were intended to pro-

mote, and they would be put in jeopardy by the uncertain and

unsafe provisions of the bill. This would have had the two-fold

effect of destroying the argument for the bill founded on the

vagueness of trust deeds, and of showing the opinion which the

honest possessors of chapels had of the working of the new scheme.

We now come to the application of the act, by Lord Chancellor

Sugden, to the case of the Attorney-General v. Hutton.

On the 28th November, after the passing of the act, the de-

fendants moved the court to discuss the information under it.

It was opposed, on the ground that no fixed doctrine had been
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taught in the last twenty-five years, and that at any rate Darner's

and Lowton's charities were founded while the congregation was
Trinitarian.

The Loud Chancellor. This case now conies before me upon the

provisions in the 7 and 8 Vict., c. 4-5, which by the third section enables

defendants to apply to the court for the benefit of the act, where the

suit as in this case is by information only, and not by bill, and
wherein no decree shall have been pronounced. Before this act I should

have decided in favour of the A-ttorney-General, as to the general fund;

but I had not made up my mind as to the accretions ; and I was anxious,

as far as the law would permit me, to leave them to the body for whom
they were intended, as an endowment by the several donors.

The act by the first section removes a difficulty to which I adverted

in the Attorney-General v. Drummond, but to which I need not now
further refer. (His lordship then read the second section.) Now assu-

ming in this case that the usage could operate to give a good title, it has

been argued for the Attorney-General, first, that the usage must be one

known to the persons really entitled to the property, as in an adverse

claim of a right of way. Counsel assumed for the purposes of their ar-

gument that Trinitarian doctrines had been preached until the 57 Geo.

TIL, when the penal law against preaching Unitarian doctrines was
repealed; and then they asked where was the evidence before 1830, of

the open avowal of Anti-Trinitarian doctrines, which would have enabled

Trinitarians entitled to the charity to apply for redress to this court ?

Secondly, it was insisted that the defendants denied by their answers

that they were an Unitarian society, and described themselves as a con-

gregation bound by no human authority, and at liberty to change their

belief without being excluded from the body, as often as their judgment

satisfied them that they were in error. Such a body, it was argued, did

not fall within the act ; for the usage of the congregation was the tiling

to be acted upon, and that must mean a congregation with a fixed and
settled doctrine.

First. I think that there is evidence in this case, that for a

period long prior to twenty-five years before suit, and therefore long

before the 57 Geo. III., the religious doctrines or opinions taught in the

meeting-house were Anti-Trinitarian. Philip Taylor clearly was an

Unitarian, and Mr Hutton, who was appointed in 1788, and who is now
senior minister of the congregation, was ami is an Unitarian. That the

congregation was, during the period to which I refer, Unitarian, is, I

think, proved by the evidence ; that the religious opinions taught were

Anti-Trinitarian, is proved by the sermon preached by Philip Taylor, in

December, 1815, upon the ordination of Dr. Drummond, and which

was read to me, for the first time, upon this motion, and by other
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evidence, and by the affidavits now filed, to which there has been no

reply. Counsel were not entitled to argue this case, as if Trinitarian

doctrines had been preached down to the 57 Geo. III., for it is un-

deniable that the contrary doctrines had been preached before that Act
passed, although it was illegal to do so. There is also clear evidence

that for a very long period the mode of worship, which was considered

not to be struck at by the law, was Unitarian, for it was invariably

addressed to God alone. It appears to me, therefore, that during the

whole period of twenty-five years, to which the act refer\s, there was an
open preaching and worshipping in this meeting-house, according to

Anti-Trinitarian doctrines, of which the relators might have obtained

full knowledge if they had inquired, and which would have justified

them in instituting a prosecution in this court to recover the property.

If, therefore, the first argument be well founded in lav/, it fails upon

the evidence.

Secondly. It appears to me that this latter branch of the argument

cannot be sustained, for it is a mistake to suppose that there is no bond of

union in this congregation. It is based upon the very principle objected

to, viz., the right of private judgment in all matters of theological

doctrine. But that privilege is exercised before a man joins the con-

gregation. In the exercise of their private judgment they have all

arrived at the conclusion that the doctrine of the Trinity is not

authorized by the Word of God, and therefore it is that they form one

congregation, with ministers of the same persuasion, by whom that

doctrine alone is preached, and by which ministers and congregation

God alone is worshipped. The congregation is one of Unitarians,

strictly professing the doctrines, and confining themselves to the worship

prescribed by that sect. The right of private judgment, therefore,

reserved to every member after he joins the congregation, amounts to

little more than a man may enjoy in the Church of England, or in most

dissenting bodies. He may, although he change his religious opinions,

assist, if he please, in the worship of the congregation, and listen to the

sermons addressed to the body ; but the former will still be addressed

to God alone, and the latter will not be enlarged or modified so as to

accord with his new view of the Scriptures. It appears to me that this

is a congregation clearly falling within the act, and that their usage for

twenty-five years will give a title to the defendants.

As to the alleged necessity for fixed opinions, the act contemplating

the right claimed by these bodies to change their religious opinions, has

not required them to adhere to the same religious opinions in order to

secure the property which the law gives to them, but has merely provided

that such religious doctrines as have been taught for twenty-five years

may properly be taught there.

It was pressed upon me in the argument for the Attorney-General
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that I should bear in mind, that although the acts have repealed the

penalty for preaching or writing against the Trinity, yet that the com-

mon law offence still remains ; and the case of Rex v. Waddington, (1

B. and C. 2G), and the observations of Lord Eldon in the Bedford charity

case, (2 Swanst. 470), were relied upon ; but in the case of Shore v.

Wilson (9 Clark & F. 355) in the House of Lords, the judges were
unanimous that the statutory penalties against preaching Unitai'iau

doctrines were repealed, and that it was not illegal at common law,

although no doubt Waddington was guilty of a blasphemous libel, which

of course was not protected by statute, and was an offence at common
law.

It was then insisted that as to two of the properties, viz., Lowton's

and Darner's, there was a trust in express words, which prevented the

operation of the usage, though established for twenty-five years. This

led first, to the discussion upon the meaning of the act, and secondly,

to the consideration of the particular trusts.

It was first insisted that in such cases as Lady Hewley's and the

Attorney-General v. Drummond, the act could not apply ; for in those

cases there were express terms creating the trusts, and all that the

judges professed to do was to inquire in what sense those terms were

used ; and when that was ascertained, the definition or construction

must be considered as embodied in the deed. But this does not appear

to me to be the true construction ; for in the cases referred to, the

words in the instruments declaring the trusts might, in their ordinary

import, include other persons than those intended ; and such persons

were only excluded by an inquiry as to the sense in which the words

were used by the donor, which were shown by proving that those

expressions had, at the period they were used, a particular and confined

meaning attached to them. Even in the case in the House of Lords,

after all the evidence before the House, two of the judges thought that

the trust embraced some large bodies, who by the judgment of the

House were excluded. I understand this act to provide, that where

the religious opinions or doctrines are not defined, the usage of twenty-

five years shall prevail. The provision is, that, so far as no particular

religious doctrines or opinions, or mode of regulating worship, shall on

the face of the instrument, either in express terms or by reference

to some book or other document, as containing such doctrines or

opinions, be required to be taught, <fcc, the usage shall prevail

;

so that the instrument, or some book or other document referred

to by it, must contain in express terms the particular religious

doctrines or opinions, or mode of worship, to be taught or observed
;

which provision cannot be satisfied by any general gift or donation, as

in Lady Hewley's case, or the Attorney-General v. Drummond, (I am,
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of course, alluding only to the naked gifts in these cases), but the instru-

ment on the face of it, or by reference adopting a document containing

them, must specify the particular doctrines to be taught. This is

further proved by the proviso, that where any such minister's house,

&c, shall be given by any instrument, which shall declare in express

terms, or by such reference as aforesaid, the particular doctrines in-

tended, then the same shall be applied to the promoting of the doctrines

so specified, notwithstanding any usage to the contrary. Therefore,

where the particular doctrines are declared in express terms, or specified,

the parties cannot avail themselves of usage contrary to the will of the

founder ; they might have known that they were acting illegally ; but if,

on the face of the instrument, the donor has not specified the doctrines,

usage is to prevail ; twenty-five years' usage shall, in effect, settle the

construction, without allowing or requiring resort to testimony, con-

temporaneous usage, or the like, in order to ascertain the sense which

the donor meant to attach to his expressions.

I come now to apply these general observations to the cases before

the Court. The first is Darner's in 1719. Darner lodged £1,700 with

Mr Weld, the minister, and two other persons, and by the trust deed it

was declared that part was to be applied towards building a new
meeting-house for the Protestant Dissenting congregation, then of New
Row, " for the service and worship of God in that way." The remain-

ing XI,500 was to be invested in lands upon trusts, upon which no

question has been raised. Now the chapel so erected is still the

meeting-house of the Protestant Dissenting congregation which succeeded

the congregation of New Row ; whether the ministers teach the same

doctrine is a different question. I am of opinion that in this case the

twenty-five years' usage must, under the recent act, prevail ; for here is

nothing distinct or specified. Tt is, "for the service and worship of

God in that way," that is, in the way of the congregation then of New
Row. This is no declaration in express terms of the doctrines intended,

or by reference to any document containing such doctrines. The house,

therefore, could not be applied to the pi'omoting of the doctrines speci-

fied ; consequently it appears to me that effect must be given to the

usage.

Lowton's donation was in 1741. By his will he gave to three

trustees a house and £1,800, and by a letter of instruction of even date,

addressed to them, he stated that knowing them to be all just men, and

well affected to the Protestant religion and to the Christian Church,

whereof they were members, he had made the gift to them. The trusts

were, to assist in supporting and maintaining a gospel minister of the

Presbyterian persuasion to preach the Gospel to the Presbyteriau

congregation, whereof he was a member, meeting for divine worship in
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Eustace Street, and to instruct them and their successors for ever in the
true principles of the Christian religion. The congregation is here
pointed out, as in the former case, but the particular doctrines to be
taught are not specified. Unitarians profess to be well affected to the
Protestant religion, and to the Christian Church, whereof they are
members. They declare that their minister is a gospel minister of the
Presbyterian persuasion, who preaches the gospel to the congregation
named, and that their ministers are instructed in the true principles of
the Christian religion. This would have been no answer to the claim
against them before the late Act of Parliament, but now it is otherwise.
There is no particular religious doctrine or mode of worship on the face
of the letter in express terms, or by reference to any document contain-
ing such doctrines required to be taught.

It was said that an Unitarian could not take the declaration in the
19 Geo. Ill c. 44, by which he is to declare that he is a Christian and a
Protestant, and as such believes that the Scriptures, as commonly
received among Protestant Churches, contain the revealed will of God.
That act did not repeal the penal clause in 1 William and Mary,
against persons denying the Trinity but the clause was repealed by the
53 Geo. Ill c. 160. These were English acts. The Irish Act of
Toleration is the G Geo. I, c. 5, but that by the thirteenth section,

excepted persons who in preaching or writing denied the Trinity. The
57 Geo III, c. 70 repealed this penal clause in 6 Geo. I, and extended
to Ireland the provisions of 19 Geo. Ill and 53 Geo. Ill, the English
acts. The Legislature therefore has enabled Unitarians to take
the declaration in 19 Geo. III. The Legislature has abolished
the penalties of preaching against the Trinity, but it has not altered

the nature of the religious doctrines professed by Unitarians. It

treats them, therefore, as Christians and Protestants, and as believers

that the Scriptures, as commonly received among Protestant Churches,
do contain the revealed Word of God, or at least enables them to make
that declaration, if they think fit ; and it was stated at the bar that

Unitarians feel no difficulty in availing themselves of that liberty. This
shows with how much latitude such general expressions are to be iaken.

One learned Judge, (Mr Justice Maule), who delivered his opinion
in the House of Lords, in Lady Hewley's Case, was of opinion that the
trust there for "poor and godly preachers, for the time being, of Christ's

Holy Gospel," included all sects of Protestant Nonconformists tolerated

by law for the time being, and consequently Unitarians, as Unitarians
were commonly, and always had been, considered as forming a part of

the Christian community. Another of the learned Judges (Mr Justice

Erskine) held that poor and godly preachers for the time being of

Christ's Holy Gospel, included all poor and holy men, preachers of the
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Gospel as received by English Protestants, at the date of the deed,

whether they were Conformists or Nonconformists, Churchmen or

Dissenters, but he excluded Unitarians. Another Judge, (Mr Justice

Coleridge), with hesitation, excluded Churchmen. Another learned

Judge (Mr Justice Williams) thought that the very generality of the

language in that case created the embarrassment and the necessity of

limitation, and undoubtedly the question raised upon the meaning of

the general terms did create the ^difficulty. Chief Justice Tindal

expressed it as his opinion that the words, if taken separately and

singly} would, in their literal meaning, be large enough to comprehend

all men of pious and godly habits of life, who preached the true

doctrines of the Holy Gospel, of whatever church or persuasion they

might be, whether priests of the Church of Rome, or beneficed clergy

of the Established Church in England, or Dissenters from that Church,

of every denomination, provided only they possessed the two requisites,

viz., that they were men of godly habits of life, and preached the true

Gospel of Christ ; but the learned Chief Justice thought that evidence

was admissible, and that, upon the weight of it, Roman Catholics,

Churchmen, and Unitarians, should be excluded. I quote these

opinions to show that such expressions as those in Lady Hewley's case

do not amount to a declaration in express terms, upon which the court

can safely act, of the particular doctrines to be taught, but require

extrinsic evidence to explain the sense in which they were used by the

donor. This was the mischief, which the Legislature intended to

prevent, and to substitute in such cases twenty-five years' usage as a

sort of Statute of Limitation.

E ought to observe that although the question here arises upon a

claim from usage by Unitarians, and they are now entitled, like other

Protestant Dissenters, to avail themselves of that defence
;
yet the act

is not confined to Unitarians.

I have been called upon to consider certain objections founded upon

the nature of the doctrines of Unitarians, and I have declared my
opinion that those objections cannot be sustained. In examining

whether the twenty-five years' usage is established, I have been com-

pelled to consider what were the doctrines preached and the worship

observed ; but beyond this I am not at liberty to enter into the

consideration of the nature of the religious belief of the defendants ; they

stand on the footing of other Protestant Dissenters, and as such are

entitled to the benefit of the new law.

The information therefore must be dismissed ; but the Attorney-

General and the relators must have their full costs out of the charity

funds.

This is taken from 1 Drury 523. It should have been stated
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that the account of the case already given, p. 459, was taken

from p. 476 of the same volume, and from short-hand notes of the

hearing taken by one of the defendants' counsel, which were also

published as a pamphlet.

It does not appear that the Chancellor's own expressions at

p. 472 were urged upon him. As they stand they imply that the

congregation held Socinian opinions, while Dr. Ledlie preached

Arianism to them, and that Mr Hutton the other minister was a

Socinian. How could he then discover that there had been any
definite usage, unless he proceeded as suggested at p. 556 ?

Supposing that the parliament had determined that the old

chapels ought not to be left as they were, but that it should be

determined to whom they belonged, and that complete justice

should be done in respect to them and all endowments connected

with them, Mr Boyd's and Lord Hillsborough's notices pointed

out the method which should have been adopted. Indeed the

government had recognized the propriety and necessity of it

when mediating between the two parties of Irish Presbyterians.

It may obviate objections to go into details.

Three commissioners should have been appointed (one on the

suggestion of the Socinian party, one on that of the opponents

of the bill, and one independently of both parties,) to visit every

town or village in which there was a meeting-house founded or

supposed to be founded by a congregation in existence before

the year 1750. They should have been invested with power

to compel the production of deeds and other documents, and

the attendance and examination of witnesses, and should have

been directed to have all their proceedings taken down in short-

hand.

In case the deed of a chapel contained any direction or

indication, express or by reference, as to the doctrines to be taught

in it, the commissioners should have ascertained whether those

doctrines Were taught there.

If the trust deed of a chapel did not contain any such

direction or indication, they should have required satisfactory

evidence as to the doctrines taught in it, and any older chapel

on the same site, and any chapel which the congregation had

previously occupied.

Particulars of all endowments connected with any chapel of

such an age should have been obtained.

In case a chapel which had ever been in the hands of Trini-

71
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tarians was found occupied by Arians or Socinians, the commis-

sioners should have procured correct information as to the times

of the original foundation, of the addition to it of any land,

or of the erection of any new or additional building on the ori-

ginal or added land. Mere repairs should have been passed over as

devolving on the possessors for the time being of the trust pro-

perty. Rebuilding not occasioned by the decay of the former

edifice, but undertaken at the mere pleasure of those who
contributed to it, should have been treated as a voluntary gift

to the persons properly entitled to the chapel. The value, at

the time of the enquiry, of additions or improvements should

have been ascertained separately from that of the original trust

premises.

The report of the commissioners' proceedings should have been

acted upon by a special tribunal, and under a new course of pro-

ceeding. For England one of the Yice-Chancellors should have

been appointed to decide all matters connected with the old

meeting-houses, and any land or buildings held with them, and

any other trust property connected with them; with an appeal

to the full Court of Review. For Ireland the Master of the

Rolls should have been the selected judge, with an appeal to

the Chancellor. No appeal to the House of Lords should have

been allowed. The main proceedings should have been by way
of petition, and not of information or bill, and subject to that

limitation, the selected Judge and the appointed Judges or Judge

of appeal should have had full power to make rules for regu-

lating proceedings under the act.

Copies of any parts of the report of the commissioners should

have been furnished at low prices. Any person within a fixed

time disputing the report as to any statement or valuation res-

pecting any chapel, or any endowment connected with it, should

have been at liberty to file exceptions to it, and each person's

exceptions should have been heard separately. Any part of

the report as to which exceptions were allowed, should have

been referred back to the Commissioners as often as necessary.

When a report as to any chapel had been confirmed,

if a Trinitarian congregation were in possession of it, whether

Independent, Presbyterian, or Baptist, their possession of it,

and of any building or land held with it, and of any endowments
connected with it not originating with Socinians, should have

been made indefeasible. Any such chapel in possession of an
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Arian or Sociuian congregation, with any land or buildings

held with it, and any endowment connected with it founded by
Arians or Socinians, (as the case might be,) should have been

offered to that congregation at the reported valuation after

deduction of the reported valuation of any improvement or

addition which had been made to it while the chapel had been in

possession of a congregation of their opinions, and such con-

gregation might have declared any trusts of the chapel, and
any buildings and land held with it, as distinguished from

endowments, which they pleased. If such congregation declined

the purchase, the chapel should, if in England, have been

offered to any Independents who would undertake to main-

tain worship there, subject to their paying the valuation of any

addition or improvement made to it, while the chapel was in the

hands of Socinians. If it was in Ireland it should have been

offered to members of the Synod of Ulster, subject to their

paying the value of any addition or improvement made while it

was in the hands of Arians.

Any chapel not otherwise disposed of by the Court under the

act, and any other building and land connected therewith, and

any endowment connected therewith, which could not be advan-

tageously attached to any other chapel, should have been sold by

the Court to any purchaser for any purpose, or otherwise con-

verted into money.

The monies paid by Independents, or members of the Synod

of Ulster, for any additions or improvements valued separately,

or the sale monies of any such additions or improvements, after

apportionment if necessary, any endowment founded by a Soci-

nian connected with a chapel given to Independents under the

act, and any endowment founded by an Arian connected with any

chapel given to members of the Synod of Ulster under the act,

should have been paid or transferred by the Court, subject to all

necessary directions, to the most eligible congregation of

Socinians or Arians (as- the case might be) ; and in case such

congregation had afterwards ceased to exist, all such monies

and property should have been made again subject to the

disposal of the Special Court if in existence, or otherwise to

the Court of Chancery.

In case of discontinuance of the worship in any chapel disposed

of under the act otherwise than by sale, such chapel, and any

buildings and land or endowment connected therewith, should
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have again become subject to the disposal of the Special Court if

then in existence, or if not, of the Court of Chancery, and have

been given to Independents, unless formerly given or confirmed

to them by the Court, and in that case should have been sold.

The price of any premises sold should have been paid, under

proper provisions, to Independents or members of the Synod
of Ulster, according as the chapels sold were in England or

Ireland, and by them expended on chapels, to be subject to the

disposal of the court on the discontinuance of the worship in them.

Power should have been conferred on the Court to make orders

vesting in new trustees any chapel buildings, land, or endow-

ments, given to Independents or members of the Synod of Ulster

under the act, or to invest the trustees of any such chapel, or any

chapel built with monies paid under the act, with any powers which

might be desired, except power of sale or mortgage. All future

appointments of trustees of property subject to the act should

have been made according to forms prescribed by the act and

enrolled in Chancery.

Parties taking exceptions to the Commissioners' Report, or

opposing any application to the Court, unless in cases where

further enquiry was manifestly desirable, should have paid the

costs of all proceedings which they rendered necessary.

Persons obtaining orders for confirmation or gift of premises,

transfer of endowments, or payment of monies, should have paid

their own expenses of their necessary proceedings, except costs

occasioned by unreasonable opposition to such proceedings.

The court should have been trusted without the Attorney-

General being a party to any proceedings under the act.

The expenses of the commission should have been provided

by Parliament, as have been the expenses of other commissioners

relating to charities.

Thus all ends would have been accomplished. Socinians

or Arians would have retained Socinian or Arian endowments,

and might have bought their chapels on easy terms. Trinitarians

would have been confirmed in the chapels as long as they used

them. Independents or members of the Synod of Ulster would

have had the offer of the chapels not confirmed to other bodies or

purchased by Socinians or Arians, on paying for any additions

or improvements by Socinians or Arians; and the price of any

premises sold would have been given to Independents or members
of the Synod of Ulster, as the case might be, to be laid out by
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them on chapels to be subject to the provisions of the act.

All endowments would have been dealt with separately and
equitably.

The result of the act is that it confirmed Socinians as

successors to the following divines, whose opinions have been
discussed in this volume ; in London, to Richard Baxter and
Matthew Silvester in Carter Lane ; to John Shower in the Old

Jewry ; to Thomas Doolittle in Monkwell Street ; to Dr. Calamy
and Obadiah Hughes in Stamford Street, as representing

Prince's Street, Westminster : in the country, to Matthew Henry
at Chester ; to Francis Tallents at Shrewsbury ; to John Fairfax

at Ipswich ; to Samuel Bury at Bury St. Edmund's and at Lewins

Mead, Bristol ; to Timothy Jollie at Sheffield ; to Dr. Gilpin and

Benjamin Bennet at Newcastle-upon-Tyne; to Dr. Colton at

York : in Dublin at Eustace Street, as representing New Row,
to Dr. Winter, Samuel Mather, Nathaniel Mather, and Nathaniel

Weld ; in Strand Street as representing Cook Street, to Dr.

Thomas Harrison, and as representing Wood Street, to Mr
Boyse ; all these worthies believed in the perfect Deity of Christ,

as is proved by the sermons, treatises, or letters left behind

them, or by the testimony of their contemporaries.

It may be said that this general effect argues a general cause,

and no doubt it does so, but that cause was not latitudinarian

or diaphorist opinions in the great men just mentioned; it lay

in the general want of proper discipline in their methods of

church government, as to both the Englishmen and the Irishmen,

and particulaily in the choice of their successors by the seat-

holders, whether religious men or not. It must however be again

said that the systems which permitted such defections were Pres-

byterian only in name. But whatever might have been the defects

which occasioned the evil, it is appalling to think that a British

Parliament should have set aside old rules of law to give to

Arians or Socinians such men's chapels, whether the original

buildings or others substituted for them.

Would the majorities of both Houses have voted for the bill if

they could have foreseen that in 1866 a resolution, to the effect

that persons denying the origin and authority of the Christian

revelation to be, specially and immediately, divine were not fit

members of the British and Foreign Unitarian Association, would

have been met by a motion for putting the previous question ?

The utmost extent of divergence contemplated by the authors of
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the Proofs stopped short of the absolute renunciation of the

Divine authority of the teachings of Christ and his Apostles, p. 170.

It is a sad end of the once powerful denomination of English

Presbyterians, that with the exception of seven or eight chapels

in the Northern counties which have fallen into the hands of one

or other of the Scotch denominations, their places of worship

have either passed away to the once inferior body of the Inde-

pendents, or have retained their name only to make it synony-

mous with heterodoxy.

The state in which the Socinian chapels were in 1830, when

the Attorney-General v. Shore, was commenced, (and things had

not mended with them afterwards), is shewn by the following

quotation made by the late Mr Isaac Taylor, (in a volume of Essays

published in 1859,) from the " Monthly Repository/' the Essay in

question being written in 1830 :

There are a few of the old chapels situated in large and flourishing

towns, in which congregations worship, respectable both as to numbers

and character. From the narrow sphere of the Unitarian view however

they are greatly overrated. Everything is small or great by comparison.

To a child, a house of six rooms is a mansion ; to TJnitai'ians, a Bristol

or a Manchester audience is magnificent ! But let these half dozen

flourishing congregations be deemed of as highly as we will, still six pros-

perous societies out of some three hundred, is a small proportion. We
do not mean to intimate that all the rest are dying or dead, far from it.

There is a large middle class which supports a healthy appearance, but

many of the old chapels among us are in a pitiable state. Of our own

knowledge we can speak of some scores that scarcely shew signs of life.

The muster of hearers in them will not average more than 30, the

salary of the minister not more than £70 per annum. . . . How
much of intellectual excellence is lost ! and for what 1 To reveal the

story told in Mr Wright's narrative of his missionary life and labours,

to conduct in decency a few sexagenarians to the grave, and then to close

the doors. ... If this is not the probable end of no few of the old

Presbyterian chapels, we are yet to learn what other fate they can in all

probability undergo.

He afterwards gives this quotation from a Unitarian author,

whom he does not indicate :

The full evidence of this assertion is not adduced till it be stated

that perhaps one half of the insignificant stipends paid to their ministers

proceeds from the charity of preceding ages. We do not, we think,

over estimate the amount of endowments in possession of Unitarian

trustees. In many instances the whole of the salary proceeds from
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endowments ; and though the minister is obliged to unite two arduous

professions in order to find the means of a humble subsistence or, where

a school is not attainable, is obliged to live on the very edge of poverty,

and though there is one or more persons in his flock of ample and
superfluous means, yet the utmost that is done by voluntary contribu-

tions is the raising enough to defray the expenses of opening and

cleaning the chapel ; and we have known instances in which any
extraoixlinary outlay, arising from repairs or the delivery of lectures,

has been substracted, either wholly or in part from the minister's

pittance. In other cases not the whole, but a part, generally the chief

part of the tiny sum received by the minister, proceeds from endow-

ments. A few instances there are in which no endowment is possessed;

and we declare it as our conviction that the societies where this is the

case are in general the most flourishing. And now then, we freely and

heartily say, that we wish that all the endowments possessed by our

body were irretrievably sunk to the bottom of the ocean. Other

denominations, poorer than we a lmndredfold, have them not, and
flourish : we have them, and we languish. They have been, they are, an
incubus to our cause, and the orthodox could not do us a greater service

than to wrest them from our hands.*

The Socinians according to their own statement for this year

have in England not so many as two hundred chapels supporting

a minister and having- two services on the Lord's Day_,f in addi-

* These quotations cannot be inserted here without an acknowledgment of the
fearless sincerity which alone could have prompted such appeals.

+ The following, among others, seem Presbyterian foundations : Ainsworth ; Cockey
Moor ; Banbury ; Betper ; Birmingham, (Old Meeting), Church of the Messiah, (New
Meeting) ; Blackley ; Bolton-le-Moors ; Boston ; Bradford, Yorkshire ; Bridgewater

;

Bridport ; Bristol, Lewin's Mead ; Bury, Lancashire ; Bury St. Edmunds ; Buxton

;

Chester ; Chesterfield ; Chichester ; Chorley ; Chowbent ; Colyton ; Coseley ; Coventry

;

Ci adley ; Crediton ; Crewkerne ; Derby ; Dewsbury ; Diss ; Dorchester ; Dudley ; Dukin-
field ; Evesham ; Exeter ; Framlingham ; Gainsborough ; Gateacre ; Gloucester ; Gorton ;

Halifax ; Halstead ; Heywood ; Hinckley ; Hindley ; Huddersfield ; Hull ; Hyde,
Cheshire ; Idle ; Ilminster ; Ipswich ; Kendal ; Kidderminster ; King's Lynn ; Kirk-

stead; Knutsford; Lancaster; Leeds, (Mill Hill); Leicester; Lewes; Lincoln; Liver-

pool, Renshaw Street, Hope Street ; London, Hackney, Hampstead, Stamford
Street, (Longditch and Prince's Street, Westminster and St. Thomas, Southwark),
Islington, (Carter Lane) ; Macclesfield ; Maidstone ; Manchester, Cross Street ; Mans-
field ; Marshfield; Monton ; Mossley ; Mottram ; Nantwich ; Newark; Newbury; New-
castle-upon-Tyne, New Bridge Street (Hanover Scpiare) ; Newcastle-under-Line ; New-
church; Newport, I. of W. ; Norwich; Nottingham, High Pavement; Oldbury

;

Oldham ; Padibam ; Park Lane, Wigan ; Piatt ; Eusholme ; Plymouth ; Poole ; Ports-

mouth, High Street ; Prescot ; Preston ; Pudsey ; Rawtonstall ; Ringwood ; Rivington
;

Roehdale, Blackwater Street ; Rotherham ; Royston, Back Street ; Sale ; Selby

;

Sheffield, Upper Chapel ; Shepton Mallet ; Shrewsbury ; Southampton, Stainforth

Stand ; Stockport ; Stockton-on-Tees ; Stourbridge ; St. Alban's ; Stmtfonl-le-Bow
;

Sunderland ; Tavistock ; Tenterden ; Todmorden ; Topsham ; "Wakefield, Westgate
;

Walmsley ; Walsall ; Warminster ; Warrington ; Warwick ; Whitby ; Wisbeach
;

Yarmouth ; Yeovil ; York.
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tion they have not twenty chapels with that number of services

carried on by supplies,* and forty chapels having service only

once on the Lord's day.f Cirencester chapel which was first men-

tioned in the list with which Mr Macaulay burdened his memory
is this year returned as closed. The Presbytery of Antrim have

chapels at Downpatrick, Newtonards, Belfast, Clough, Ballyclare,

Banbridge, Moneyrea, Grey Abbey, Ravara, and Carrickfergus.

The Northern Presbytery of Antrim have chapels at Belfast,

Larne, Antrim, Holywood, and Ballyclare. Those of the Remon-

strant Synod of Ulster, (under the care of three Presbyteries of

Armagh, Templepatrick, and Bangor,) are at Carlingford (if not

closed), Kilmore, Narrowwater, Dromore, Newry, Banbriclge,

Belfast, Raloo, Ballymoney, Larne, Ballyclare, Templepatrick,

Glenarm, Ballycarry, Newtonlimavady, Crumlin, Ballymena,

Dunmurry, Bailee, Ballyhemlin, Moira, Killinchy, Comber, and

Downpatrick.

An account of the share which the press took in the contro-

versy seems necessary to complete the history. As soon as the

litigation respecting the Wolverhampton chapel commenced, the

Rev. J. A. James, of Birmingham, on behalf of himself and

several neighbouring ministers, addressed a letter to the

Editor of the Congregational Magazine stating the case

and calling on the denomination to contribute to its support,

that the right to the old Presbyterian chapels might be

fought out between the Independents and the Socinians. This

was answered in another letter to the same magazine by

the Rev. James Robertson, an Independent minister of Stretton-

under-Fosse, in Warwickshire, at whose ordination Robert

Hall preached his well-known sermon on " The Discourage-

ments and Supports of the Christian Minister." The trust

* Of these eleven are old meeting-houses : Accrington ; Burnley ; Elland ; Fails-

worth, Dobb Lane ; Heap Bridge, near Bury ; Kingswood, near Alvechurch ; Middleton,

in Teesdale ; Pepperhill, W. R. ; Salford ; Swinton ; Tamworth.

f Of these the following seem to have been built within thirty years after the

Toleration Act : Alnwick ; Altrincham ; Ashford, Kent ; Astley ; Ballast Hills, - Nor-

thumberland ; Barnard Castle ; Battle ; Bedford ; Chesterton ; Collumpton ; Congleton ;

Cressbrook ; Dean Row, near Wilmslow ; Doncaster ; Duffield ; Flagg ; Fleet ; French-

hay ; Gateshead ; Hapton ; High Garratt ; Great Hucklow ; Ilkeston ; Newington Green ;

Longton ; Loughborough ; Lympstone, Gulliford Chapel ; Malton ; Ormskirk ; Oxton
;

Ripley ; Rumbey Hill, Crook ; Sidmouth ; Stannington ; Styal ; Thorne ; "Welburn.

In addition to these, the chapel at Bradwell has fortnightly services, and those at

Allostock, near Knutsford, Ashwick, Bradford Wilts, and Lea, have monthly ones.

There is service at Filby on sixteen Sundays in the year (four a quarter), while it is only

occasional at Alcester, and Heyrod, near Mossley.
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deed of his own cliapel restricted the use of it to Trinita-

rians, but his reasoning went to shew that any such fetters

on a church or congregation were incompatible with the pro-

fessed principles of Nonconformists. He also considered that

repeating, from a trust deed, a reference to the clause in the

Toleration Act excepting Anti-Trinitarians from its benefits

rested the claim to that chapel on persecuting legislation, and
was disgraceful to all concerned. Mr James sent in an-

swer another letter to the Congregational, insisting that trust

deeds were to be respected, and that to use such a reference

in them merely for the true interpretation of their mean-
ing, was perfectly consistent with the most perfect under-

standing and support of the principles of religfous liberty.

Mr Robertson forwarded another letter to the Magazine, but the

editor declined to receive it as a mere reiteration of what he
had said before. He then enlarged his letter and published it as

a pamphlet, which Mr James and his brethren answered by
another, to which Mr Mander appended an account of Mr Pearson's

treatment of Mr Steward, and to this there was no rejoinder.

The next publication was Mr Hadfield's volume noticed at p. 249,

which it is believed was suffered to remain unanswered. The
Rev. Dr. Hoppus about the same time published a pamphlet as to

his dismissal from Carter Lane Chapel. Not long after this the

bill filed in the Attorney-General v. Shore, produced a shower of

publications on the Socinian side. Mr Tottie, of Leeds, the

solicitor of the trustees, came forward to defend them profession-

ally, but he did not give much light as to their doings, thinking

it better to hold the relators up as enemies to the church, and to

suggest the injury which dissenters would suffer if the Unitarian

party withdrew from them their countenance and assistance.

The English Presbyterian Association, (which seems to have
been formed to meet the circumstances in which the body found

themselves), put out an authoritative manifesto in "The history,

opinions, and present legal position of the English Presby-

terians." Mr Hunter then entered the lists with a pamphlet
on "An historical defence of the trustees of Lady Hewley's
foundations, and of the claims upon them* of the Presbyterian

ministry of England." A professional gentleman published "Obser-
vations on the Title of Unitarians and other English Presbyterians,

* It seems necessary to state that the pronoun refers, not to the trustees, but to

the foundations.

72 ,
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to administer or partake in the benefit of English Presbyterian

and general Protestant Dissenters' trusts." Mr Joshua Wilson's

first pamphlet, which was itself a reply to the statement of the

Association and Mr Hunter's pamphlet, received an anonymous
answer.

The Greek criticisms in the Vice-Chancellor's judgment

were the subject of a pamphlet by the Rev. James Yates, M.A.,

who had previously been engaged in the Socinian controversy

with Dr. Wardlaw ; and the proceedings in the Vice-Chancellor's

court generally were animadverted upon by the Rev. William

Worsley, B.A. Mr Hincks thought it necessary to appeal to the

public in a pamphlet against Mr Knight's remarks upon his

evidence, the principal sentences of which are to be found in pp.
282-4. The explanation of his deposition seems to be his deter-

mination not to acknowledge the word " Unitarian/' and to use

the word " Presbyterian," as denoting persons who hold that

no community of opinions is necessary to church communion.
Mr C. P. Cooper's speech before Lord Brougham, see p. 296,

and those of Mr Rolfe and Mr Booth, before Lord Lyndhurst,

were reprinted as pamphlets and Lord Lyndhurst's judgment
produced an Anonymous Letter to Lord Holland, likewise

Observations by Mr J. S. Stock, a barrister, reprinted from

the Law Magazine.

In 1837 the Rev. James Brookes, of Hyde, in Cheshire, pub-

lished a temperate and courteous pamphlet on the prevalence of

Arianism among English Presbyterians in the early part of the

last century.

The affidavits used before the Master in the contest between the

Independents and the Presbyterians, as forming " The third Act
of the suit," (the hearings before the Vice-Chancellor and the Chan-
cellor being the two former acts), were published by a Socinian

in a pamphlet bearing that title, with a preface by the editor, and
an appendix communicated by a friend, evidently Mr Hunter. The
editor shews considerable acquaintance with the subject, but he
does not seem to have noticed the stumbling blocks, in the

shape of technical terms of human invention, which the declara-

tion of the Congregational Union had removed out of the way,

or to have seen any difference between the Independents and
the Scotch Presbyterians as to the spirit, temper, modes of

thought, and habits of mind with which they held the same
doctrines, or indeed to have been aware that one was a non-
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subscribing, and the other a subscribing body. This preface,

and the pamphlets of the Association and of Mr Hunter, between

them, contain the quotations to be found in the Proofs.

After the argument in the House of Lords the Sociniau party

printed the short-hand notes of what took place there, with prefa-

tory remarks ; and the hearing of the Wolverhampton case before

Lord Lyndhurst was published with an appendix by Mr Edwin W.
Field, one of the defendants' solicitors, who would seem also to

have been the editor of the Report of the Debates. The Irish

Arians published what was called a report of the trial as to the

Clough Chapel, but was little more than a copy of Mr
Holmes's speech. Mr Macrory, the solicitor for the Synod of

Ulster, printed the full account of it, of which use has been made
here. One of the counsel for the defendants in the Attorney-

General v. Hutton edited his short-hand notes of the trial in

that case.

When the bill was bi'ought into the House of Lords, a Magazine

was commenced under the title of the " Presbyterian Reporter,"

chronicling petitions, meetings, and articles in newspapers and

periodicals relating to the matter, as well as the proceedings of

the Parliament, and giving full details of the hearing of the

Attorney-General v. Hutton ; and it was continued through seven

numbers, published at irregular intervals, until it gave a copy of

the act as passed. Nor was this deemed enough, but the debates

and all matters connected with them were published in the volume

already so often referred to. Both works, for want of any

similar authorities on the orthodox side, have afforded materials

for this volume as to the proceedings in parliament, and all

matters connected with them. There were also published

addresses and letters written in support of the bill.

Of course the Monthly Repository, from the commencement
of the suit of the Attorney-General v. Shore, contained a succes-

sion of articles bearing on it, most of them agreed either with Mr
Tottie in his warning that the cause of dissent would be ruined

if the patronage of the Socinians were withdrawn from it, or

with Mr Monckton Milnes in his threats of suits in reprisal with

which the Independents were to be visited. But none of these

menaces have been verified; no reprisals could be made, and

the cause of dissent has much advanced since Parliament and

successive administrations have learnt the views of the great body

of Nonconformists from themselves, and not from Socinians.
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Against this list orthodoxy has only to oppose a letter to Mr
Yates by Dr. Halley, of New College, and Mr Joshua Wilson's

three pamphlets, the titles of which were :

' c An Historical

Inquiry concerning the principles, opinions, and usages, of the

English Presbyterians from the Restoration of Charles II. to the

death of Queen Anne, 1836:" "Are Unitarians Christians?

The Judgment of Baxter and the English Presbyterian fathers

and founders, including Animadversions on a review of the

author's 'Historical Inquiry,' 1839:" and "English Presbyterian

Chapels proved to have been orthodox foundations appropriated

to Trinitarian Worship, and the preaching of Trinitarian doc-

trines, 1844." Without the learned researches of Mr Wilson the

present volume could not have been written, and the quotations

in it may be considered, with very few exceptions, as transcribed

from Mr Wilson's pages. It is trusted that this avowal, with

similar acknowledgments which have already been made, will

prevent the imputation of any attempt in these pages to assume

the appearance of learning not possessed.

Mr J. Cook Evans, a barrister, on the introduction of the

bill, wrote a pamphlet stating the true nature of it, which received

from the editor of the Debates the compliment of his accusing

Bishop Blomfield of having borrowed from it all the materials

of his speech.

The list of publications in favour of the bill occupies two-and-

a-half octavo pages of small print, while that of the publications

against it fills only half a page.

Of the Magazines the Evangelical and the Congregational, the

Christian Observer, and the Christian Guardian, did all they could

to rouse their readers to oppose it. The Baptist Magazine, at the

conclusion of the struggle, wrote coldly on the measure, but with

more of approbation than of censure. The Presbyterian Reporter

mentions Hinton as the "obscure" name of a Baptist who
appeared at Exeter Hall against it, as if he had not been
supported by others of his body, The Patriot for the Indepen-
dents, the Record for the Evangelical party in the Church, and
the Watchman and Wesleyan Times for the Methodists, opposed
and chronicled every stage of the bill. The Nonconformist and
Leeds Mercury condemned opposition to it, the former depre-

cating division among Dissenters, and the latter thinking it

useless to take from Socmians chapels which Independents
could not occupy. The Edinburgh Witness and the Banner
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of Ulster were unremitting in their opposition. The Times,

Morning Herald, and Standard were unfriendly to the bill,

while the Presbyterian Reporter records the Weekly Despatch,

(it might have been relied on), the Bolton Free Press,

the Inquirer (the Socinian newspaper), the Kendal Mercury,

the Leeds Times, the Dover Chronicle, and the Glasgow
Chronicle, as having published articles in support of the bill.

The Morning Advertiser seems to have allowed one communica-
tion in opposition to the bill to have appeared in its columns,

but in three subsequent papers displayed more "candour,

liberality, and a better spirit."

The Edinburgh Review devoted an article to praise the act

and the ministry.

There remains to be told the contest between the Inde-

pendents and the Presbyterians for the trusteeship or, as the

latter thought, for the proprietorship, of Lady Hewley's estates,

and this also requires a short preliminary statement.

The Scotch Church remained in unity from the Revolution

until 1712, but in that year the act of the British Parliament was
passed recognizing the right of patronage in the Crown and
private persons, which has been the perpetual cause of sti'ife. It

has occasioned the formation in succession of the Secession

Church, the Synod of Relief, (i. e. relief to tender consciences,

not exactly a secession ; they also eventually relieved themselves

from Rous's Psalms, which had been adopted by the Scotch

nation), and the Free Church. The Synod of Relief was the least

numerous of these bodies, and arose in 1761. The Secession

Church was formed in 1734, but in 1747, in consequence of

disputes respecting the oath taken by magistrates in burghs, it

divided into the Associate Burgher Synod,* and the Associate

Anti-Burgher Synod, the latter approaching the opinions of the

• This method of naming a denomination from its governing body (most incon-

venient to those who have to write about it), no doubt originated, in Scotland, in an

unwillingness to assume a schismatic appearance, and to resign the claim of being the

true ancestral and national church. In Ireland the Presbytery of Antrim retained

their old name, and they were not altogether separated from the original body. Why
the Remonstrant Synod did not unite with them is not perfectly clear, nor can a

stranger see sufficient reason on their principles for a Northern Presbytery of Antrim in

addition to the two other bodies. The Scotch Presbyterian denominations have now
however for the most part taken advantage of their changes to entitle themselves

churches ; and the Synod of Ulster and the Irish Seceders have amalgamated under

the name of the Presbyterian Church in Ireland, (with thirty-seven Presbyteries

including one in India, and five hundred and forty-seven congregations,) except nine

congregations forming the U.P. Presbytery of Ireland; one connected with their
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Cameronians and Reformed Associate Synod of former times.

Within this century the majority of the Anti-Burghers and the

Burghers have coalesced and taken the seemingly pleonastic

name of the United Associate Synod. It seems however that

the word associate indicated a union founded in community of

opinion, as distinguished from the aggregation of the churches

or Presbyteries of a district.

There still remain, notwithstanding, or perhaps because

of, the coalition four other bodies of Seceders, the Synod of

United Original Seceders, with four presbyteries and twenty-

seven chapels, one of them in Ireland, while the " Original

Seceders," the '
' Associate Seceders," and the " Remnant of

Original Seceders," consist each of a single congregation at

Edinburgh, Methven, and Bridgeton, respectively. The Seceders

used to complain of being called by that name, but without reason,

since Secession or Seceders has always formed part of their title.

This was the first Presbyterian coalition, and it has since

been followed in several instances. The Synod of Relief have,

since 1836, joined the Seceders, and the new body have entitled

themselves the United Presbyterian Church; other denomina-

tions call them shortly UPs, as if in rebuke of their assuming

the general name Presbyterian, differenced only by an epithet

either reproaching other bodies with being quarrelsome or schis-

matic, or betokening confidence of ultimately absorbing them.

The Free Church was constituted in 1843, and the English

portion of it has been already detached, under the title of " The

Presbyterian Church in England/' Thus no denomination of

Scotch Dissenters, except the covenanting remnant, was, at the

final hearing of the suit in itself, or any one of its parts, as old as

Lady Hewley's time.

In 1836, the friends of the Scotch Establishment, (for short-

ness they will be called Kirkmen), the Seceders, and the Relief

Glasgow Presbytery ; another which has joined the Ayr Presbytery of the United
Original Seceders ; and the Markethill Presbytery, which has set up for itself as ajSynod

under its old name, like the Presbytery of Antrim. The Presbyterian churches, inclu-

ding the Methodists, perhaps from their habits of organization, have an unprecedented
tendency to form new bodies, which other people scarcely see reason for. There are in

Scotland two bodies, each calling itself " The Reformed Presbyterian Synod," one
adding, as if by way of explanation, "holding the principles and maintaining the testi-

mony of the Reformed Presbyterian Church of Scotland. " It is presumed these reappear

in Ireland as the Reformed Presbyterian Synod, with five presbyteries, (one in British

North America), and the Eastern Reformed Presbyterian Synod with eight congrega-

tions only. Each Ii-ish denomination, except the Markethill Presbytery, has a congre-

gation in Belfast.
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had among them 101 chapels in the Northern counties of
England, (and but few others south of the Tweed), 51 being in

the hands of the Kirkmen, 44 in connection with the Seceders,
and 6 belonging to the Relief. By the time the evidence on
the second information was taken, the Presbyterian defendants
stated the number as 120. There had been many efforts to

procure the incorporation of the chapels of the Kirkmen with the
Kirk of Scotland, but they had always failed, because the Kirk
under the Articles of Union was a local affair, and could not
exist in England; and therefore in point of law and fact, the
Kirkrnens' English congregations were as distinct from the Kirk
as the Seceders were; but notwithstanding, the Kirkmen had been
in the habit ofasserting on all occasions, that they were not English
Dissenters, but members of a co-ordinate establishment. They
were none of them voluntaries, and they made a great point of this

in the suit ; their opponents also admitted this fact, but drew from
it arguments the contrary of those which the Kirkmen raised
upon it. The Seceders, as we have seen in the Perth case, were
according to their standards thorough establishment men though,
as it there appeared, they ultimately changed their minds. The
UPs, in taking the Westminster Confession as their standard of
faith, omitted portions of it, among which is the section as to
the civil magistrate; whether they have formally disowned the old
persecuting covenants (to which as Seceders they found it neces-
sary to hold it fast) is not quite so clear. The Seceders, on the
Kirkmen taxing them before the Master with being voluntaries,

thought it necessary and fitting to say that was a matter on which
their church had not declared itself, but left each man free to

form his opinion : they were not however at that time UPs.
It was stated by Mr Hall, Solicitor of Manchester, in the

Attorney-General v. Wilson, that the chapels at the following
places, then held by Kirkmen or Seceders, were in existence
in Lady Hewley's time: Berwick, two; Lowick; Etal; Great
Salkeld ; Birdhope Craig ; Morpeth ; Alnwick ; Wooler, two

;

Hallfold Lane : South Shields ; North Shields ; Brampton
;

Newcastle, three; Penruddock; Penrith; Carlisle; Barrington

;

Belford; Swallwell; Sunderland; Stamfordham; Long Fram-
lington ; Harbottle : in Southern counties, London Wall ; Crown
Court, Drury Lane; Swallow Street, Piccadilly; Stafford; and
Garrigill. Mr Hall estimated those held by Socinians at seventy-
six, but did not mention the number possessed by Independents.
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It was stated by the Scotch Presbyterians in both suits

that after Lady Hewley's charity took effect the Presbyterian

fund established in London transferred to it the support of

the congregations in the Northern counties. In no one parti-

cular did the Presbyterians of the Northern counties differ from

the dissenters calling themselves by that name in the South of

England ; every congregation managed its own affairs without

any control or interference. They were united only in an associ-

ation, or periodical meeting of Presbyterian and Independent

ministers, for conference merely, without any power over the

churches. There is positive proof of this as to Lancashire, York-
shire, Cumberland, and Westmoreland, see p. 19. Mr Dodson's

sermon (the quotation from which is reprinted at p. 98) was
preached to the association of the last two counties. The
Rev. William Turner in 1827 was the successor of Dr. Gilpin

and Benjamin Bennet, in the pastorship of the most import-

ant congregation in orthodox times in the north of England,

that of Newcastle-upon-Tyne; and from his sermon mentioned

at p. 285, and all the information we have on the subject,

it is clear that no presbytery existed in Northumberland after

the Commonwealth, until a presbytery was formed there by
ministers in quasi communion with the Kirk, and there is no

proof of its existence prior to 1751, except that it is said to be

betokened by the book of its minutes beginning with that year.

The only accounts we have of that book are from authorities

by no means accurate as to English matters of that date.

To return to the suit. It would appear, from the Kirknien's

affidavits, that there had been an understanding between them
and the Seceders, that when the Hewley estates should be

finally adjudged to Trinitarians, they would jointly come for-

ward and claim the whole as belonging to Presbyterians ; and

that the Seceders had been intrusted with watching the mat-

ter. Neither party, it should be mentioned, had offered any

assistance to the relators in the contest with the Socinians,

or intimated that they should make the claim which they

were meditating. The Seceders' affidavits, used in the master's

office, alleged that the relators had intimated their willingness to

allow them the nomination of one trustee of each description, but

they did not state that this offer was either accepted as sufficient,

or objected to as falling short of the Seceders' rights, or that any

further communication on either side was stipulated ; and the
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most probable conclusion is that some unauthorized conversation

only had taken place, to which little thought and no weight was
given by either party, and which Avas not followed up on either

side.

As soon as Lord Lyndhurst had confirmed the Vice-Chan-

cellor's decree, the relators considered the matter safe, though

very likely the other parties did not, by reason of their

knowing the Socinians' confidence in their appeal. The rela-

tors then proposed a list of trustees of both descriptions, and it

would have been confirmed by the Master in a few days, when
the Kirkmen heard of it, and the Rev. Charles Thompson, of

South Shields, sent a circular to several of his brethren in the

north, asking for authority from their congregations to act for

them in the matter. The circular stated that the unauthorized inter-

ference of Presbyterian brethren in the North West of England,

i.e., the Seceders, in disregard of their agreement, had perilled the

cause, as the Master would not stay proceedings, but confirm the

relators' list of trustees as the only one brought in in time.

Notwithstanding this misunderstanding the parties immedi-
ately came together again. On the 16th of March 1836 Lord
Chancellor Cottenham heard a petition by the Rev. John Park
of Carlisle and others, in the interest of the Kirk, and another

by the Rev. Henry Thompson of Carlisle and others, in the

interest of the Seceders, for leave to appear before the Master as

to the nomination of the trustees, and to do so at the cost of

the charity. The Chancellor made the order, observing it seems,

that something must be done, as the charity must not become an

Independent one; but he directed that the petitioners, if they

afterwards appeared by different solicitors and counsel, should

have one set of costs only.

The Seceders had, somehow or other, found their way to the

office of Mr Cox, formerly the clerk of Mr Bischoff, the London
agent of the defendants in the Attorney-General v. Shore, and
then his partner; indeed soon after the Vice-Chancellor had pro-

nounced his decree, there was a communication made by one of

the defendants to the Presbyterian ministers who had received

allowances from the fund, suggesting an application by them to

the Chancellor. It is manifest that the trustees and some of the

Scots had a good understanding on the subject, and the employ-

ment of Mr Cox shows why the matter was left to the Seceders.

The relators then substituted a Baptist trustee of each kind,

73 .
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for Independents. The Baptists wisely left the conflict with the

Independents, trusting that the final decree must give them a

fair share of any fruit of the victory. This is very much to the

credit of both parties. It should be noticed that the question

whether Baptists could properly hold a Presbyterian chapel was

not settled in the Wolverhampton case, p. 226, as the chapel there

was ordered to be sold j but its falling into the hands of the Bap-

tists, through Mr Charles Mander, created no jealousy in the minds

of the Independents in the neighbourhood. So far from correct

was the notion which Lord Brougham has often put forth, as he

did again and again in the Hewley case, that religious bodies hate

each other more or less inversely as their differences are small or

great. No two denominations could have lived on better terms

than the two congregationalist communions differing only as to

baptism.

There were now three parties in the Master's office and,

according to the practice there, each party brought in a statement

of facts and proposal, and supported them, the Seceders by three

affidavits, with eight deponents; the Kirkmen by seven affidavits,

with eleven deponents ; and the relators by fifteen affidavits, by

as many deponents. Among the Seceders' affidavits was one by
Dr. Thomas Rees, (son of Dr. Abraham Rees), the Secretary of

the Presbyterian Fund, and formerly Secretary of the London
Ministers of the Three Denominations, who searched for them the

minute books of the Fund Board, and gave them the benefit of

what he knew as to Dissenters' matters generally. The first

affidavits were sworn in the spring and summer, and in the

autumn and winter each party answered their opponents and
strengthened their own ease, the Seceders by eleven affi-

davits with twenty deponents, the Kirkmen by twelve affidavits

with eighteen deponents, the Relators contenting themselves

with three affidavits by as many deponents.

The contest between the Presbyterians and the Independents

will be stated in the account of the second information, but this is

the only opportunity for giving the arguments with which the

Scotch denominations assailed each other. The Seceders disputed

the right of the Kirkmen to participate in the Hewley charity on

the grounds that the Kirkmen had represented themselves as in

full communion with the Established Church of Scotland, and were

therefore members of an Establishment, and not English Protes-

tant Dissenters; and that they differed from the old English Pres-
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byterians in the election and settlement of ministers, i.e., in being

subject to the law of patronage : while for themselves they said

several of their congregations, particularly those at Carlisle,

Penrith, and Penruddock, had received grants from the Lady
Hewley trustees ever since her death ; that in England, " their

attitude was not that of Scotch Seceders, but of English

Presbyterian Dissenters;" since " such of the peculiarities of

their Presbyterian brethren in Scotland as were inapplicable to

England were never obtruded upon the attention of their English

Presbyterian congregations, nor was an approval of such peculia-

rities exacted among them as a term of communion ; " and that

ministers of their body in London were the only portion of

the Presbyterian Board in London agreeing with Lady Hewley's
opinions.

The Seceder ministers were much perplexed as to the

description they should give themselves : at first they called them-
selves "ministers of the United Associate Presbyterian Congre-

gation at ," but this was changed for "minister of the Protes-

tant Dissenting meeting at ," " minister of the Presbyterian,

. or orthodox presbyterian, chapel, church, or congregation at

," or '
' orthodox presbyterian minister," " presbyterian

minister," or " dissenting minister."

The Kirkmen objected to the right of the Seceders to parti-

cipate in the charity, on the grounds that they originated as

a church in 1731; that they had "since their commencement
undergone various changes and modifications in doctrinal

opinions, and did not fully and explicitly hold the doctrines

of the Westminster Confession of Faith ; " " that they differed

essentially from the standards of doctrine, discipline, and church

government, and particularly in being supporters of the volun-

tary principle in opposition to church government;" that "they
were under the ecclesiastical control of the United Associate

Synod in Scotland, and their Cumberland congregations were in

the Presbytery of Annan and Carlisle; that their chapels were
usually called, in inscriptions documents and conversation,

Scotch churches, and they could not be regarded in any sense

as English Presbyterians, not one of whose old congregations

were to be found in such Seceders' communion." This assertion

the Seceders called a wretched quibble. The Kirkmen also said

that the members of their London congregations had appeared

among the Dissenting Deputies, " and if they have ceased to
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belong thereunto, it is because they have voluntarily withdrawn

therefrom purely from an unwillingness to be associated and

identified with the Unitarian Presbytei'ians heretofore connected

with the said board."

The Kirk ministers called themselves ministers of "the Pres-

byterian chapel or church at ." Both parties, when they

could, called their " Scotch Churches Old Orthodox Presby-

terian Chapels."

The affidavits of the Scotchmen were in a style altogether

unusual in England. They seldom stated circumstances within

the deponents' knowledge, but related matters of history or

occurrences long before their times, and drew inferences from

them; they also set out quotations from books or documents,

or referred to them thus, "vide, or see such a page of such

a volume •" but they were chiefly composed of arguments and

of criticisms on affidavits of the other side, not always the

fairest or most coui'teous, interspersed with interrogations or

exclamations, addressed sometimes to the reader, at others to

their opponents
;
yet they were themselves very far from logical,

and sadly unguarded. They were all based upon the circums-

tance that Lady Hewley\s party called themselves Presbyterians,

and never got beyond that one fact in anything which had even

the semblance of proof, being to the same effect as the evidence

taken under the second information. A specimen of the charges

in their affidavits will be given hereafter.

Nor did the relators, on the other hand, shine in their affidavits.

They were too ready to claim every minister as an Independent,

and they dealt unfairly with the word Presbyterian, relying upon
its original meaning, not seeing that "episcopalian" is in the same

case. The fact is neither word etymologically is expressive of any

distinction in church government in the same way as the words

prelatical and classical are ; the former, being scriptural words, if

they manifested their own exact meaning, would of themselves

be decisive of the controversies as to church government,

but they have become conventional terms, conveying a different

sense in different countries, because representing different things

existing there. Great divines on both sides sailed very near

the wind, and it is always more amusing than edifying to read

affidavits carrying on a dispute connected at once with religion

and property, for in such a contest reverend deponents are sure

at last to give each other the lie, (of course in demure words, and
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with pain and regret,) or at best to end a string of highly dama-
ging contradictions or inuendoes either with half withdrawals

made, as is carefully declared, solely in consideration of the high

character of the persons attacked, or else with expressions of hope
that there may be some method which however the deponents

have been unable to discover, of interpreting the sentences

criticised so as to render them consistent with the truth. Law
proceedings are seldom favourably noticed by divines, but lawyers

rarely find they are made much better by the example held

out to them by clerical litigants, whether they have to act for

them or against them.

The proposals and affidavits of the three parties fill 175 octavo

pages of small print.

The Master to whom the suit was referred was distinguished

among Masters, not only by being an Irish peer, but by being

himself a religious man, and more conversant with religious topics

than Masters generally were, as he had written on Church Reform.

His decisions on exceptions to the answers were confirmed by the

Vice-Chancellor and Lord Chancellor; but in the contest as to

the appointment of trustees his health was failing, and on the

ground that Lady Hewley was a Presbyterian, which no one had

ever denied, he left the Independents only three trustees of a

kind, and gave the Kirkmen and Seceders each two ; thus, as

the Presbyterians flattered themselves, giving them four-sevenths

of the fund. He made his report 16th December, 1837, and then

the matter stood over for the judgment on the Socinians'

appeal. When that was given all parties presented petitions

with respect to the appointment of new trustees, which were

heard together by Sir Lancelot Shadwell on the 14th, 15th

and 16th February, and the 9th May, 1843, Mr Bethell, Mr
Anderdon, and Mr Romilly, appearing for the relators, Mr Twiss

and Mr Wray for the Attorney-General, separately from the

relators, Sir Charles Wetherell and Mr Lloyd for one set of Pres-

byterians, and Mr Swanston and Mr Malins for the other. His

Honour confirmed the report, because he saw no reason why
Presbyterians, whether Kirkmen or Seceders, should not be

trustees, but he would not determine on those petitions who were

the proper beneficiaries of the charity, intimating his opinion

that a new information was necessary ; he gave the parties

their costs, except that the Presbyterians under Lord Cottenhani's

order were treated as one party, and allowed only one set
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of costs; but altogether the costs allowed exceeded £4,000. A
short account of this hearing will be found in Mr Simons'

s

Reports. The Vice-Chancellor should have directed a pro forma

reference to the Master as to the proper objects of the charity,

and then, on the affidavits already filed and the evidence in the

cause, the whole matter might have been settled, and £15,000

more of the charity fund saved, for there was little further light

thrown on the question by the proceedings under the second

information, and the Lords evidently thought that all the questions

would be disposed of under it.

The Independents wisely determined to be relators in the

new information, which thus became necessary, and it was filed

on the relation of such of the former relators as had not been

appointed trustees, against all the trustees selected by the

Master, whether Independents, Kirkmen, or Seceders. The

title of the suit was the Attorney-General v. Wilson. The

information set out the information, decree, and other proceed-

ings in the original suit, and then proceeded

:

*That L.H. was an E.O.D. from the established O. of E., and that

she intended that E.O.D. only should receive the benefits of her chari-

ties : that, when she executed the deeds of January, 1704, and April,

1707, there were only three sects of E.O.D., namely, I. or O,

P. and B., that the P. differed materially from the P. of the C.

of S., as then and now in existence, and that their doctrines and

practice were the same as those of the present T. : that many of the

O.E.P. who existed at the beginning- of the eighteenth century, after-

wards disused the name "P." and assumed that of I. or C. ; and

that the I. of the present day are the representatives, to a great extent,

of the old O.E.P., as well as of the old I. or C. ; and that the remnants

of the old P. became U., but retained the name of P.

That all other persons in England calling themselves P. are

members either of the K. or of the Secession C. of S., and differ

materially from the opinions and religious practice or discipline of the

E.P. in the early part of the eighteenth century, and, in particular, from

the opinions and religious practice of L.H. ; and that the ministers of

S.P. congregations in E. and W., of both the aforesaid churches,

are Scotchmen, who have been ordained and educated in S. : that

* Contractions have been used in the abridgment of these proceedings : L.H. for

Lady Hewley ; P. I. or C. B. U. and A. for Presbyterian, Independent or Congrega-

tionalist, Baptist, Unitarian, and Arian, or their plurals ; C. for Church ; E. for England

or English ; E. and W. for England and Wales ; S. for Scotland or Scotch ; D. for Dis-

senters ; O. for Orthodox ; T. for Trinitarians ; at, &c, stands for "at the time of the «

foundation of the said charities ;" in &c, stands for "in the beginning of the eighteenth

century."
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the S.P. chapels in E. and W. were built many years after the death

of L.H., and are connected or in communion with P. in S. : that

the S.P. have only one chapel in Yorkshire, which was built in

1790 ; and that prior to that year, they had no chapel in Lancashire
;

that until very recently, they had no chapel in "Westmoreland ; and now
they have only one, which was built a few years ago.

That divers of the S.P. congregations in E. and Wales have been

represented in synods or assemblies in S. ; and the trust deeds of all, or

the greater part of their chapels, require that none but licentiates or

ministers of the K., or of the Secession C. of S., or ministers belong-

ing to and in full communion with one or other of those churches,

shall be ministers of such chapels ; and all, or neai'ly, all the present and
former ministers of such chapels, have been educated in S., and licenced

to preach either by the K., or by the Secession C. of S., and such

education and licensing are necessary to qualify them to be the ministers

of such chapels ; and many of such ministers have, as members of the

Kirk or of the Secession C. of S., received appointments and translations

in one or other of such churches : that the before-mentioned trust deeds

further require that such chapels shall be used for the purposes of divine

worship, and in connection with and according to the rites, forms and
usages, either of the Kirk or of the Secession C. of S. ; and that no

variation shall be made in the trusts by which such chapels are connec-

ted with, and solely appropriated to, the use of congregations belonging

to one or other of those churches, or by which the worship in them is

appointed to be observed according to the rites, usages, doctrines and

tenets, of one or other of them, and by a minister belonging to, and in

full communion with, one or other of them : that, in many instances,

the Kirk and the Secession C. of S. have exercised control or authority

over ministers, presbyteries, congregations, and chapels in E. and W.,
connected or in communion with them.

That there is not a single college, in E. or W., belonging to or con-

nected with P. belonging to either of the said S. churches ; and that

the only colleges in E. and W. under the name of P., are U. ; and
by reason thereof, the exhibitions given by L.H. cannot be applied to

any existing P. colleges in E. or W. ; but there are ten colleges in E.

belonging to the I. or ft, for educating young men designed for

the ministry of Christ's Holy Gospel, and three of them are in the

northern counties of E. ; and there are also three colleges belong-

ing to the B., for the like purpose, one of which is in the county

of York ; and that many young men designed for the ministiy of

Christ's Holy Gospel, and attending those colleges, are in poor circum-

stances, and are proper objects of L.H's. charity. That the defendants,

Ralph and Thomson, had obtained preferment in S., under the Kirk,

and had gone to reside there ; and that the defendant Fair [a sub-trustee]
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had become a member of the C. of E. ; and that it was necessary that a

scheme should be settled for the due management and administration

of the charity, and for the purpose of determining who were the proper

objects of the benefits of it.

The information prayed that the Attorney-General might have the

benefit of the original suit and information against the defendants to

the present suit, and the same relief touching the charity as if those

defendants had been parties to the original information, and that it

might be referred to the Master to whom the original suit was referred,

to settle a proper scheme for the future management and regulation of

the charity, and for the selection of proper objects to participate in the

various branches thereof, and for the appropriation or division of the

charity funds and income to and among such branches or objects, having

regard to the relative numbers of such objects, and to the districts to

which a preference was given by the endowment ; and, also, a scheme

for the due appointment and succession of trustees and sub-trustees or

managers of the charity on any future vacancy, having l-egard, in the

selection of them, to the classes of persons who were the proper objects

of the charity ; and that the court would make such declarations, for the

guidance of the Master in settling the scheme, as should be necessary
;

and that the Master might be directed to approve of proper persons to

be sub-trustees in the place of Ralph, Thomson, and Fair.

The Kirkmen and Seceders answered separately, but their

counsel must have agreed on a form of answer to be adopted by

both parties subject to alterations in the particulars on which they

differed, and both parties retained it almost unaltered as regarded

the position assumed in respect of the Independents ; any changes

made left the substance the same as far as they were concerned,

while particular expressions were suited to the fancy or feeling

of the parties. The Kirkmens' answer is given here, witli the

omission only of immaterial passages ; it runs to the length of

261 folios. All the important variations from it in the Seceders'

answer will be given at the bottom of the page, separated by a

line. If a short variation only requires notice it will be

given within
[ ]. The verbosity of chancery pleading is

retrenched, but the exact words are given except in connecting

sentences. Manifest errors in one answer have been occasionally

corrected by the expressions of the other, but several sentences

could not have been reduced to a proper form without changes

which might have been open to complaint, and they have there-

fore been left. All assertions as to the past must be under-

stood as of the time of the foundation of the charities. The
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general reader should be informed that every word of the answers

was sworn to ; and this should be borne in mind throughout

them, for although the various asseverations are only according

to the information and belief of the parties making them, they

are the averments on which the judgment of the court was sought.

The Kirkmens' answer, in addition to references to the proceed-

ings in the Attorney-General v. Shore, was to this effect.

That they represent that portion of the old O.T.P. congrega-

tions in the six Northern counties in E., amounting to fifty-one in

number, as distinguished from the orthodox Presbyterians of the Seces-

sion church, which O.T.P. bind themselves to a fixed standai'd of doctrine

and discipline, being the same as was recognised in the days of L.H.,

namely, the Westminster Confession of Faith with the Assembly's

Catechisms and Directory, and who moreover support the principle of

an Established Church, admitting none to the ministry but persons

educated at a chartered university, and presbyterially ordained ; and

the presbyteries within which such fifty-one congregations are com-

prised are wholly English in locality and jurisdiction, and in no degree

under the control of any Presbytery, Synod or Assembly in S.

That L.H. and her original trustees were E O.T.P., warmly attached

Seceders say that the P. body whom they represent are E.O.P., but

they are in ecclesiastical communion with what is commonly called the

Secession C, and that the said Secession C. is so called from the circum-

stance that it had its origin in a secession, not from the principles, but

from what were supposed to have been the defections, of the Established

Church or Kirk of S., and was at first composed of members being

P., who seceded from the said Established Church or Kirk on the ques-

tion of lay patronage, to the abuse of which those who seceded were

opposed, as well to certain relaxations in doctrine and discipline which

were believed to have been innovations upon the constitutional purity of

the said Established C.

That although the said Secession C. had its origin in the cir-

cumstances aforesaid, yet in its faith and government it was simply

P., and was possessed of no local or provincial character, and the

said secession C. has accordingly admitted into ecclesiastical com-

munion with itself, and has given the benefit of its P. government

and discipline, and the securities it possessed against any departure from

Orthodoxy in faith to E. congregations of P., and the said Secession C.

is accordingly* called the United Associate Secession O, and although

on one occasion a deputation from the Synod of the said United

* It is here asserted that this name was chosen because of the Seceders having

chapels in England. The true reason is given in p. 582.

71 •
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to the doctrines and leading peculiarities of the internal polity and

church discipline of the old E.P., whose standards and tests were the

Westminster Confession of Faith, Catechisms Larger and Shorter,

Directory for public worship, and Presbyterian form ofchurch government,

recognising and adopting the principle of an Established Church, but

dissenting from, because unable conscientiously to conform to, Episcopal

establishment (sio).

That the closest ministerial communion and friendly intercourse

have for a long time subsisted between the O.T.P. in E. and the C. of S.,

and as evidence thereof they adduce the fact of the Westminster Assem-

bly of Divines, which met in the year 1643, and during several subse-

quent years, comprising ministers and laymen of the C. of S., along with

E.P., and that the Confession of Faith and other productions of the

Westminster Assembly of Divines were received as the standards of

faith equally by the C. of S. as by the E. O.T.P, and that from the

meeting of the Westminster Assembly until the present time, the

most intimate fellowship has subsisted between the C, of S. and the

old E.O.P. Reference to Calamy's Life it, 179 180, and to Dr. Jones,*

who was licensed in E., being minister at Lady Glenorchy's chapel

in Edinburgh, which circumstances prove that licentiates of E.P. were

and are eligible to churches in S., however notwithstanding this simi-

larity of religious belief, friendly intercourse, eligibility to each other's

pulpits still coutinue, as it has existed for very many years, between

the C. of S. and the O.P. in E., and although from the circumstance

Associate Secession C. inadvertently presented a memorial to the

government in the name of the United Associate Synod of the Secession

C. of S., yet such description was not the true and proper description of

the said Synod or C, but that the true and proper description

thereof formally adopted and still retained, and which is given in the

records of the proceedings and official documents of, or relating to, the

said Synod, is The United Associate Synod of the Secession Church,

and the union which exists between the said Secession C. and divers

congregations of E.P within the six northern counties of E. is wholly

optional, and may be dissolved at any moment, but such union was
entered into and hath been and is preserved for the purpose of enabling

the several congregations holding ecclesiastical communion therewith to

enjoy the benefits of the P. discipline and form of government, and
of preserving among them the O. faith as professed and maintained by
the compilers of the E. as well as the Scottish P. standards, and by
their immediate successors in the time of L.H.

* Dr. Calamy will be referred to again. The Seceders' affidavits showed that Jones,

a Oalvinistie Methodist, after being appointed to this chapel went back to London to be
ordained there, but that for a long time he was not recognized hy the Kirk.
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of the old E.O.P. not being able, in consequence of the Act of Unifor-

mity passed in the year 1662, to obtain presbyterian ministers educated

at English universities, they have been compelled in various instances at

the desire ofthe English presbyteries to supply their pulpits with ministers

educated at the Scotch universities holding the same doctrines with

themselves, and ordained according to the Presbyterian form
;
yet the

presbyteries, which these defendants represent are wholly English, both

in locality and jurisdiction, and they have always claimed and exercised

the inherent right of presbyteries to grant licenses to preach the gospel,

and that from the death of L.H. down to the present time there always

have been and now are numbers of ministers in their presbyteries who
have been admitted in E. to the holy ministry, and that a large pro-

portion of the elders and deacons who are a numerous body in their

congregations are natives of E., and that by far the larger proportion

of their congregations were born in E., and by far the greater num-
ber of their ministers have been ordained in E. That in

the exercise of these and all other ministerial duties, the C. of S. does

not, and never did, interfere with the P. congregations represented by

these defendants in any way whatever, neither do they or any of them

from their communion with that church, derive any emolument, or

enjoy any rights or privileges whatsoever of an Established Church,

nor do they, or any of them, hold any place in the Ecclesiastical

Courts of S. That the presbyteries and congregations which these

defendants now represent occupy the same relation, and hold the same

sentiments in reference to the C. of S., as did the old E.O.P. in the

time and at the death of L.H., and are not, in fact, members of the

established C. of S. [Sec. omit.]
* -X- * * *

That it is established as a fact beyond doubt that L.H. was an

E.O.P.D. from the Established C. of E., and that in her religious faith

and belief she was a decided T. and P.D., and that in her religious faith

and opinions she differed very greatly from the I.D. from the Established

C. of E., and had no connection whatever with the class of D. commonly

called I. Reference to Drake's History of York, p. 274, and the

Depositions in the Attorney-General v. Shore, particularly Mr Scales's,

Mr Turner's, and Dr. Bennett's depositions. [Sec. refer also to Hunter's

" Pise of the Old Dissent."]

That Laciy Hewley was a decided E.O.P.D., maintaining the system

of church government by a presbytery or court of elders, and entirely

differing from the I. or C, who maintained and now maintain the com-

petency of each church or congregation to manage its own affairs.

* * * # *

That the old E.O.P.D. were divided into P., I., and B., of which the

P. were by far the most influential and numerous.

That the old E.O.P.D. hold essentially the same principles as were
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held and maintained by the P. of the S.C., and the O.P.D. represented

by the defendants hold essentially the same religious faith and opinions

as were in the time of L.H. held and maintained by the P.D. in E.

That the E. and S.P. at <kc, were in the habit of considering each

other as united together by the firmest links of friendship, and that

they agreed entirely upon the main points and questions of church

polity, as distinguished from the opinions held by the 1. on that subject.

Reference to the 2 vol. of Calamy's Life, 46,* and the dedication of

Pierce's Vindication of Dissenters, published in 1710, by James Pierce,

of Newbury, "at that time a well known and distinguished orthodox

presbyterian minister."

That it is manifest that at &c, the E.O.P.D. did not differ mate-

rially or in any way from the S.P.j for in the year 1701 Vincent

Alsop, of Westminster, resigned his place in the Tuesday's P. lectures

at Salters' Hall, from which I. were excluded,+ and was succeeded by
Dr. Robert Fleming,;}; of the S. church, in Lothbury, and Dr. Fleming

presented the address of the D. ministers to the Queen in May, 1707.

That at the respective dates of the foundation deeds of the said chari-

ties, and from that period up to the present time, there has been, and

now is, a perfect agreement between the O.P.D. in E. and the P. in

S. with respect to the party with whom should originate the right

and power of ministerial ordination, both approving of what is styled the

form or directory for the ordination of ministers agreed upon by the

Assembly of Divines at Westminster, with the assistance of commis-

sioners from the C. of S., in which formulary it is expressly declared

that the power of ordering the whole work of ordination is in the whole

presbytery, the meaning attached to which words by the E. O.P.D. and
the P. of the C. of S. is that ordination is an act performed by a

presbytery on their own inherent authority, whereas the sect or denomi-

nation of D. called I. at &c, held, and they still hold and maintain the

opinion that the power or right of ordination to the ministry is an

authority delegated by and belonging exclusively to the male and female

[Sec. have lay, instead of male and female] members of each par-

ticular church or congregation. § And that the point of church

* It is submitted that the Doctor's account of his journey to Scotland, and of the

doings of the Irish Presbyterians, conclusively shew that he himself, and the

denomination to which he belonged, were Presbyterian only in name.

+ Accordingly it became Soeinian, while the Pinners' Hall lecture, in a separation

from which it originated, still continues, because left to the Independents.

J Dr. Oldfield, the Moderator at Salters' Hall, would scarcely have preached his

funeral sermon for Dr. Fleming, (though he died in 1716,) if he had been reputed to

be an imposer of the Westminster Confession upon other men, see supra, p. 73.

§ The Sheffield Independents thought that Mr Timothy Jollie's ordination there in

1681 should be "by ruling elders in the name of the people." Ordinations among Inde-

pendents have for a hundred and fifty years been according to Dr. Doddridge's descrip-

tion referred to in Dr. Hugh Campbell's evidence. There was no attempt made to

support this statement of the answers, nor could such have been made honestly.
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discipline which is involved in the proposition contained in their

Westminster directory, "that every minister of the word is to be

ordained by those preaching presbyters to whom it doth belong," and

that the competency to confer ordination upon candidates for the holy

ministry is not a prerogative derived from the people (as then was and

is maintained by the I.) was universally held by the P. of S., and by the

E.O.P. in the time of L.H., and is universally held at the present time

in opposition to the I. by the two classes of O.P.D. defendants in the suit.

That there is no one instance upon record in which any P. minister

at the time of the foundation of these charities, renounced or departed

from the Westminster form or Directory of Presbyterian ordination

while he continued to be a minister of, or to be in any way connected

with, the P. body. Reference to Matthew Henry's Diary, 17th Jun°,

1700, in his life by Tong, " This day I went to Macclesfield to join with

my brethren, the ministers of Cheshire and Lancashire, in an ordination.

I am satisfied of the validity of ordination by the laying on of the hands

of the presbyteiy, and though we want national establishment, yet that

cannot be essential."t

That the E.P.D. did not differ materially, or in any respect,

from the P. of the C. of S., or from S.P., as then and now in existence.

That there was, and consequently is, (inasmuch as the E.O.P.D.

have neA'er varied or departed from the doctrine and practice which they

professed and followed at the time of the foundation of the said chari-

ties), a very essential and material difference in the doctrine and prac-

tice of the O.P.D. in E. from that now taught and followed by the present

D. in E. called I., and more especially there is such material difference

between the said O.P.D. in E. and the I. in regard to the doctrine

of the Holy Trinity.

That the definition of the essential doctrine of the Trinity as stated

in the language of the Shorter Catechism of the Westminster Assem-
bly, and which definition the O.P. in E. of the time of L.H. received,

and the O.P. in E. of the present day receive, as accurately expres-

sive of the sense in which they understood, and do understand the

Scriptures is, " There are three persons in the Godhead, the Father,

the Son, and the Holy Ghost, and these are one God, the same in subs-

tance, equal in power and glory," whereas the creed of the PD. of the

present day called I. as put forth in the declaration of faith of [Sec. the

so-called] Congregational Union of E. and W., in 1833, differs very mate-

rially therefrom ; i.e. " That they (the I.) believe that God is revealed in

the Scriptures as the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit- and to each

t This must have been a meeting of the Cheshire Association, in which Inde-

pendents joined with Presbyterians. Matthew Henry meant what the apostle meant,
a number of presbyters, not an organized Scotch presbyteiy, for there was none such in

Cheshire.
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are attributed the same divine properties and perfections." The doctrine

of the divine existence as above stated, they cordially believe without

"attempting fully to explain." And such definition differs materially from

that contained in the Westminster Confession of Faith," i.e. "In the

unity of the Godhead there be three persons of one substance, power, and

eternity, God the Father, God the Son; and God the Holy Ghost,

eternally proceeding from the Father and the Son," which was the ac-

credited standard of belief of the P. of the time of L.H., upon the

subject of the doctrine of the Holy Trinity, and has ever since been

maintained by the various congregations of persons called O.P. in E.,

and is now held by all, the E.O.P. in E. included, thus represented in

this suit by these defendants.

That the practice of the E.O.P.D. in E. at &c, agreed in all essen-

tial points of church govei'nment and discipline, with that of the P. of

the C. of S., [Sec. and of the Secession Church] and that the O.P.D.

in E. then agreed as they now agree with the P. aforesaid, [Sec. P.

in S.J in their approval of Confessions of Faith, statements of doc-

trine, catechisms, creeds, and ordination by presbyters, and like to them

have their ruling eldership in each congregation, and that the several

congregations have their classes or presbyteries, which classes or

presbyteries are [Sec. may be] joined and formed into a Synod.

That the present class of E.D. called I. differ very materially both

in doctrine and practice from the O.P.D. in E., for [they] do not

approve of Confessions of Faith, statements of doctrine, catechisms,

creeds, or ordination by presbyters, but [Sec. disallow the utility

of creeds and articles of religion and] declare their protestation

against subscription to any human formularies, [Sec. their jealousy of

subscription to creeds and articles] or to creeds and articles, and their

entire disapproval of the imposition of any human standard, whether

of faith or discipline, and (sic) that human creeds possess no authority

over the faith and practice of Christians, and they reserve to everyone the

most perfect liberty of conscience. Reference to Congregational Union's

Declaration of Faith. That the I. have not [Sec. any more than

the class of D. who call themselves IT.] their ruling eldership in any

congregation, and their several congregations are not in classes, nor is

there one single principle of presbyterianism carried into effect by or

amongst them.

That the I. have no accredited standard of belief, and no church

court to which they are responsible, and that they have no ruling elders

who, with the minister or pastor, have the spiritual oversight and

government of each particular church, and that they have no Courts of

Appeal and Review, and no presbyterial provincial and synodical

assemblies for the exercise of government and discipline.
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That the practice and approval, [Sec. so far as the same could be
carried into effect,] of classes, synods, general assemblies, catechisms,
creeds, statements of doctrine, approved confessions of faith, and ordina-
tion by presbyters, were essential parts of presbyterianism in &c, and at
&c, all of which essentials were observed [Sec. so far as circumstances
would admit observed or at all events had been professedly avowed]*
by L.H. and the denomination or class of P.D. to which she always
belonged at dec, as well as by all classes of D. from the Established
Church who are strictly entitled to be called by the name of P.f

That the name P. has never been disused by the O.P. in E. who
maintained the essential forms both of doctrine and practice which were
at <fcc., the essential parts of Presbyterianism.

They deny that the name P. had, in &c, or that it has at any time
since become little more than a nominal distinction, for at &c, and after-

wards, the greatest possible difference [Sec. great difference] existed

between the O.P. and the I. in E., and the same still exists, for in &c,
up to the present time the P. and I. differed and still differ in their

general views of church polity, [Sec. and that the name P. has been kept
up as expressive of the distinctions which exist between P. and Episco-

palians, and also between P. and L] The word P. being descriptive of

a body governed by the united presbyters or elders of the churches
standing distinguished on the one hand from the episcopalians who
plead for [Sec. insist upon or recognize a] the distinct order of diocesan
bishops, with authority to rule both presbyters and people, and on the
other from the I. who maintain the right of every Christian congregation

to regulate its own affairs by the voice of the brethren, and the P.

and I. differed most essentially as to the meaning which they attach to the

word church, and the admissibility of extraneous ecclesiastical control,

the P. pleading for what may be called a representative church, consisting

of the lay elders or delegates of several congregations in a district con-

vened together for the exercise of ecclesiastical discipline, and the I.

maintaining and insisting that "each distinct society of Christians

united for religious fellowship and worship is, according to the Scrip-

tures, a church possessed of full power to regulate all its own concerns,

and is independent of all foreign control." And they also differed as

to the right of the people to intermeddle with ecclesiastical rule, the I.

representing that they have more just ideas of the people than either P.

or Episcopalians, their system having in it a greater measure of popu-

* So far is this from being correct that what has just been said of the I. is true of
the P. of L.H.'s time, "no one single principle of Presbyterianism was earned into
effect by or amongst them." The ground taken in these pages is that without classes or
presbyteries and a Synod, or Synods and a general Assembly, there is no Presbyterianism.

t These qualifications will cover the most entire and absolute departure from Pres-
byterian practice, and may be considered as admitting the relators' statement.
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lar or democratic influence, and they being further removed from all

episcopalian practices than the P. And also they differed as to the

necessity of literary qualifications in candidates for the Christian minis-

try, for that a l'egular education for the ministry was considered in &c,
as it is also now considered a qualification almost* indispensable amongst

the orthodox P. congregations, [Sec, but the I. then frequently raised,

as they now do, persons whom they call gifted brethren to the office of

the ministry] the I. not even then or now considering such education

and literary qualification necessary, and that they also differ as to the

propriety or impropriety of preaching by laymen, for the I. upholding

and the P. deprecating such practice. And they differed on the question

by whom the fitness of candidates for the ministry ought to be tried,

this prerogative having, in &c, been vested amongst the P. as it now
is, in a class or assembly composed of all the pastors within a certain

district, together with one ruling elder from each congregation, [Sec.

answers omit the elders] within such district,t or the presbytery examined

candidates for the ministry and gave licenses to preach on probation, while

the I., on the contrary, have at all times opposed such a system, " from

a wish to guard against the assumption of ecclesiastical authority by

persons [Sec. the infringement of their rights from the interference of per-

sons, &c] in other congregations, whether ministers or lay members." And
they also differed as to the constitution of the body from which should

emanate the power of ordination, the P. upholding and maintaining the

system of assemblies of pastors in particular districts who confirmed the

election of ministers by their flocks, and ordained to the sacred office,

[Sec. whereas the I. have always held and now hold the power of ordi-

nation to reside in each particular congregation, and although there

were at &c, and thei'e are now some churches or congregations of the

I. who invite neighbouring ministers to be present at the work of ordi-

nation, yet they were and are so invited only as spectators and witnesses]

whereas there were, in &c, and there are now, some churches or congre-

gations of the I. which performed the work of ordination among them-

selves and invited neighbouring ministers only to be spectators of the

act, and witnesses of their faith and order without taking any authorized

or necessary part in the service. Sentences are quoted from Bogue

and Bennett's History of Dissenters [relating to the early Independents

only]. And they also differed about the mode of conducting the

solemnity of ordination itself, inasmuch as all P. in &c, and during

the time of L.H., deemed the laying on of the hands of the presbytery an

* The reader will note this " almost."

t There was no presbytery in England after 16G0, but P. and I. ministers met

together without elders, in Associations or Classes, their chief business was ordination,

and their jurisdiction extended only to excluding a minister from meeting with them :

see Hunter, p. 94. The relators' evidence clearly showed this state of things in

Northumberland.
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essential part of the solemnity of a minister's ordination, which particu-

lar practice and ceremony of the imposition of hands was particularly

objected to by the I., at the period referred to, as a practice and cere-

mony which ought to have been laid aside as soon as the power of con-

ferring extraordinary gifts had ceased, although since the death of L.H.

the imposition of hands has been resorted to, and introduced by and
amongst many modern I. at the ceremony of ordination for the

ministry. And they also differed with regard to the terms and

requisites necessary to admission to Christiau privileges or church

membership, for at <fcc, presbyterianism required a knowledge oi

the principles of religion and a regular life, beyond which it has

never professed to go, and the whole decision was left to the minis-

ter and elders ; while on the contrary, the principle of the I. ren-

dered the renovation of the heart necessary to a person being a member
of the church, by a participation of all the ordinances of the gospel ; an

I. church being as they maintained in its very nature a society of male

and female converts, by which ai'e meant, of renovated and regene-

rated persons. They differed also in the entire system of their internal

discipline, for amongst the P. the private members of their con-

gregations had no power over the admission, suspension or exclu-

sion of individual communicants, but this power was vested [either

in the minister alone, or more generally and properly. Sec. omit

these words,] in the minister and committee* of respectable indivi-

duals who, having been elected by the communicants, were solemnly

set apart by the minister to the office of ruling elders, and to whom the

spiritual oversight of the congregation was committed, while amongst

the I. an entirely different system of discipline prevailed. Reference to

Bogue and Bennett, vol. III., 392.

That about the year 1719, nine years [Sec. 1820 about ten years]

after the death of L.H. some persons who had up to that time been

* This introduction of the word committee is intended to represent that the com-
mittee of the English Presbyterians were the elders of the Scotch system, but the

committee managed the temporal affairs of the congregation chiefly, and it cannot be

shewn that they admitted to the communion, which was the business of the minister

only as in the establishment, (the statement at p. 59 should be corrected accordingly).

Oliver Heywood wished in the time of the Commonwealth to establish elders on the

Scotch plan, but the plan was not approved of, and his church covenant dues not men-
tion ciders. At Exeter the committee seem to have taken upon themselves to call

to account Mr Pierce and Mr Hallett, but Dr. Oalamy, p. 102, objects to their taking so

much upon them. They were called the managers or managing committee, and this

system was adopted by the Calvinistic Methodists in England. Elders were not ap-

pointed in many congregations even between l(\V.'< and 1655, and if appointed after L688,

they had few or no functions to perform. Mr Hunter says, p. 41<>, that admission
even by the minister soon fell into disuse, and any person might take the sacrament

just as he might in the National Church, There appears to have been absolutely no

discipline in the generality of the i'. churches, so that there was no need <>f elders.

75
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members of various O.P. congregations in E. began to repudiate sub-

scription to creeds and articles of faith as unjustifiable restraints upon

human liberty, and that in consequence amongst such persons the

doctrinal purity for which those P. ministers who had been ejected from

their livings in the year 1662, and their immediate successors who lived

during the time of L.H., had been, and were so much distinguished,

began to decline, and that by degrees some of the said persons who so

repudiated creeds and articles of faith,* apostatized under the vague

designation of P.D. and Nonconformists from the creed and practice of

their fathers, and from that which they had until then themselves

professed, and hecame practically I.

That the I. of the present day are not the actual representatives to

any extent of the old E.O.P., as well as of the old I. congregations, [Sec.

nor even of the old E.I.] but that inasmuch as the I. of the present

day have no creeds or public standards of faith they are liable to change

at any time.

That although many of the I. congregations of the present day are

in the possession of many of the old P. chapels with the valuable

property belonging to them, and which they have gained possession

of in the first instance under the names of P.D. and Nonconformists,

but never under the name of P., which last-mentioned name they

have never presumed to make use of, being conscious how entirely

* [Sec. began to make converts and to form congregations in some

few instances in an unjustifiable and improper manner, and under the

vague names of p.D. and Nonconformists,, took or held possession of

chapels winch, from the time of their erection, solely and strictly had

belonged to, and had been erected for the worship of O.E.P., and that

such persons who had so departed from the creed and practice of their

fathers, and from, that which they had until then themselves professed,

became practically I. and exhibited the characteristics of the I., viz., an

independence of all articles of faith, creeds, and formularies, and the

separate and independent government of each congregation.*

* This representation is simply dishonest. The English Presbyterians from the
devolution were as practically Independents, so far as their congregations being indepen-
dent, as the Socinians are now, and they did not enforce subscription to any confession or

other document ; but as they did not separate a church from the congregation, and
confide to it the selection and dismissal of the minister, they omitted the one vital

essential, and indeed specific principle which, wherever it was preserved, saved the Inde-

pendent churches from Socinianism. It is believed that every congregation of Indepen-

dents which lapsed gave the seatholders, either alone or with the church, the appoint-

ment and dismissal of the minister. The giving this power to the seatholdei-s, or a

parish as they are termed in New England, was the chief cause, (together witli the

quasi establishment,) of the lapse to Socinianism <>f the Congregational Churches
there. The father of Socinianism in the States WftS the rector of the First Episcopal

Church in Boston.
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they differed [See. they widely differed] in every respect from the

old P. in their religious belief, opinions, and practice with respect to

church government, yet the said I. have formed in such chapels congre-

gations purely after the I. form of church discipline and religious belief,

from which congregations every O.E.P. would be, and is necessarily,

excluded, and from which even L.H. herself, had she been living, and

had she held the same religious faith and doctrine as that in which she

lived and died, would have been excluded, and her first-named trustees

of the said charity, viz., the Revd. Richard Stratton, or her purely P.

chaplain, Dr. Colton, would have been severally prevented from

preaching in, or from becoming candidates for, the preachership of any

of them.*
* * * * *

That it is proved beyond a doubt by the historical writings of all

who have treated of the subject of religious dissent from a time anterior

to the date of the foundation of the said charities until the present time,

that the I. have, from the period of the Commonwealtht until the

present time, formed quite a different and distinct class or sect of D.

from the Established C. of E., from the old E.O.P. congregations of that

time, and during the intervening period until the present time, when
they still form an entirely distinct and separate class of D., and that tin;

I. can in no way be assimilated to, or identified with, the P., but

belong to a denomination which has always been distinguished from P.,

and have in many instances, as is proved by the best authenticated

histories of the times, been most violently opposed to each other, (sic) and

that the T. can in no way be regarded as the successors or representatives

of the E.O.P. with whom L.H. was connected, and of whom she was

the warmest and most liberal supporter.;};

That a letter from the Secretaries of the Congregational Union to the

Voluntary Church Society, Glasgow, contained the following passage :

" Descended from those illustrious and holy men who, during the English

Commonwealth, renounced ecclesiastical establishments and the interpo-

sition of the magistrate in religious concerns, our churches have inheri-

*See for the terms on which the Preshyterians and Independents were in the time of

Lady Hewley pp. 188, 189, and 59. Can any instance be brought forward of a

Presbyterian as such having been refused admission into an Independent church since

that time ?

t The question is as to the terms the denominations were upon since the Revolution.

% When the English P. and I. have been since opposed to each other, the I. have always

taken the stricter side. The Socinians said so, and they knew more about the I. than

the Scotchmen did. It is most amusing to notice how differently the I. were spoken <>f

by the two extreme parties with whom they were in conflict. Each imputed the

extreme opinions of the first generation of Independents to their successors, feeling the

moderate principles of those successors the greatest impediment and rebuke to them-
selves.
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ted and acted upon their principles," which is an admission by
the secretaries of the Congregational Union, on behalf of the whole

body or denomination of I. or Congregational Unionists, that they are

descended from the I. of the time of the Commonwealth, who formed a

body distinct from, and opposed to, the P. who then formed the National

Established C. of E.,*and of whose ministers 200 were ejected by the Act of

Uniformity, and were the immediate predecessors and fathers of the E.P.

of the time of L.H., and whose principles are represented in the suit by
the defendants of the Kirk and Secession Church. Reference to a letter

of Dr. Pye Smith, in the Congregational Magazine, April, 1835, page

24:7, from which passage, (to which all who are strictly I. or C, would
assent), it appears that the I. regard the I. form of church government

as binding upon Christians jure Divino, and that they cannot conscien-

tiously receive the P. form of church government ; also reference to

" Congregational Nonconformity Defended," a Sermon preached by Dr.

Fletcher, 1820, and an article in the Congregational Magazine, 1835,

page 295, ending thus : "While our body boasts of their principles as

rigid Congregational ists, let them look with a most jealous eye upon
every approach, however apparently trivial, to Presbyterianism."

* * * * #

That the I. of the present day are not the actual representatives of

the old I. or C. of L.H. time, for it is only within the last fifty years

that the I. have become numerous, and their churches or societies were

entirely isolated until the year 1833, when they became partially united

under the title of the Congregational Union of E. and W. The I. of

the present day differ essentially from those called I. or C. at the end of

the seventeenth and beginning of the eighteenth centuries, both with

regard to doctrine and discipline. It is a matter of history beyond doubt

that the I. of the latter part of the seventeenth century acknowledged

the Westminster Confession and the Savoy Confession as the basis of

their short lived union with the London P. ministers about the year

1691,t whereas these defendants have already shown the great and vital

distinction and difference which exist between the modern I. Declara-

tion of Faith as drawn up in the year 1833, and the Westminster
Confession of Faith, upon the fundamental doctrine of the Holy Trinity.

* The defendants' witnesses assert that Presbyterianism was the established reli-

gion of England from 1646 till the return of Charles the Second, or the Act of Unifor-

mity. Middlesex, Lancashire, and Essex only were divided into Presbyteries, and in

1655 an attempt at a provincial assembly for Middlesex was abandoned. The ascendancy
of Cromwell and the Independents prevented the ordinance from being more than waste
paper, so far as respected church courts or any coercive power.

t A similar union was effected in the West Riding, in 1691, as in all other parts

of the kingdom, (see Hunter, p. 374), and they all remained in full operation until the

prevalence of Arianism among the Presbyterians, when the Independents withdrew
from them. See Hunter, p. 374. It was by a deputation from the West Riding
Association, not by a Presbytery, that Dr Colton was ordained.
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That it is a well known matter of history that the Savoy Confession
of Faith was drawn up in the year 1658, by Dr. Owen and other well-
known and celebrated I. ministers, and that the same, so drawn up,
inculcated the doctrine of the Trinity of Persons in One Godhead in as
precise, full, and decided a manner as the Westminster Confession, in
the words following

:
" In the unity of the Godhead there are Three

Persons of one substance, power, and eternity, God the Father, God the
Son, and God the Holy Ghost ; the Father is of none, neither begotten
nor proceeding

; the son is eternally begotten of the Father ; the Holy
Ghost eternally proceeding from the father and the Son, which doctrine
of the Trinity is the foundation of all our communion with God, and
comfortable dependence upon Him."

That it is quite evident that the Savoy Confession of Faith was
universally assented to and acknowledged by the I. of the time of L.H.
and that the modern T. cannot, and ought not, to be regarded as in
any degree successors of the old I. or C. congregations, nor yet the
representatives of their principles, inasmuch as the modern I. do not
hold the same opinions respecting the Trinity and Divinity of Christ
nor the Atonement, as were held by the old I. or C. congregations.*

That the modern I. and those of the time of L.H., differ in
respect of discipline and church order, as it is a well-known matter
of history that the I. of the time of L.H. were what were termed
subscription ists, that is to say, it is a well-known and authenti-
cated matter of history that the old I., at a convention at Salters' Hall
in the year 1719, voted in favour of subscription to "the doctrine of the
Trinity of Persons in one Essence," and that they refused to be satisfied

with a general profession of making the Bible their creed, and that they
insisted upon " the imposition of a human standard," explanatory of the
sense in which they understood the doctrine of the Scriptures upon the
important subject of the Holy Trinity.t References to Dr. Calamy's
account of the transactions of 1719, and 3 Bogue and Bennett, pa»e 2-40

and 7th Preliniinaiy Note to the Declaration of Faith, 1833, whereby
the union declared their "jealousy of subscriptions to creeds and articles

* The fault found by the defendants' witnesses with the clause from the Declaration
of the Congregational Union is, that the technical words trinity, substance, person
essence, kc, are omitted. So also is the eternal sonship of Christ, which was noticed
in an after part of the answer. The declaration is also silent as to the double pro-
cession.

t The Independents of Lady Hewley's time were not subscribers, and did not
impose a human standard, they simply declared their adhesion to an article of faith.
If there were Presbyteries and elderships in England in 1719, what did they do as to the
controversy? The reference of the matter by the ministers of Exeter "to individual
ministers in London, and their convening the Independent and Baptist ministers, and
not only the Presbyterian ones, show how utterly extinct real Presbyterianism was.
Any reference to the Salter's Hall Assembly was ill advised, as few beside Presbyterians
refused to testify their orthodoxy. ,
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and their disapproval of the imposition of any human standard, whether

of faith or discipline."

For all which reasons, and in addition thereto for the many others

which might be adduced, it is impossible for any one to believe that the

old I. or C. who differed so entirely from the modern I. in the most

essential parts of their religious creed and doctrine, can be considered to

be represented by the I. of the present day, or even supposing that there

ever existed between the O.P. and the I. of the beginning of the eight-

eenth century, such an intimate connection and agreement upon certain

religious tenets as is alleged by the I. of the present day to have existed

between them, (but which intimate connection, as so alleged, the defen-

dants by no means admit), that the I. of the present day are the

actual representatives to any extent of either the old E.O.P. con-

gregations, or either of the old I. or C. congregations.*

That it is a well-known fact that in the lifetime of L.H. there were

congregations of P.D. from the Established Church in many places in

the Northern Counties of E., i.e., Whitehaven, Tynemouth, Alnwick,

Long Framlington, Lowick, Morpeth, Penrith, Great Salkekl, Plump-

ton, Penraddock, Carlisle, and other places from which congregations

have sprung up other P. congregations, some of whose ministers were

trained up to amity with the Established C. of S., and some with the

secession C. of S.

That the P. congregations represented in this suit by the P. defen-

dants hold precisely the same tenets and opinions upon all matters

relating to religious belief and discipline and church government, as were

held by the O.P. congregations in the life time of L.H., and by her at &c.

They deny that the said O.P. congregations which so existed at the

time of L.H., and are now represented by them, have ever fallen into

Arianism, or from thence into Unitarianism, or that they have retained

the name of P. for the purpose of preserving to themselves the endow-

ments of P. chapels, for they have always been strict P., not only in

name, but in principle and practice.

That it is impossible that they should fall into such heresies so long

as they maintain and uphold,t as they now do, those old English

* The Socinians started the notion that the present Independents were the product

of the Methodist revival, and the Scotchmen in their evidence took the same ground.

Neither party, however, stated any particular on which what they called the New and

Old Independents differed. No two generations, though holding the same principles,

hold them with the same feelings or understand them in exactly the same way, whatever

may be pretended, and such have been the only variations in the Independent deno-

mination.

t The Kirk has always professed to uphold and maintain these standards, but it is

notorious that during the sway of the Moderates several of their number, and those

foremost men, were vehemently suspected of Socinianism. The writer of this was told

by a leading clergyman of the Free Kirk that in some parishes they found, on the

disruption, that justification by faith had to be taught the congregation, as a new and

strange doctrine, just as if they had been so many Papists.
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doctrinal P. formularies, composed and approved of by the Westminster

Assembly of Divines, and which formularies furnish the best securities

which human wisdom could devise against heretical opinions of any

kind whatsoevei*.

That about the year 1719, or niue years [Sec. say 1720 or ten

years] after the death of L.H., some persons who had up to that period

been believed to be, and who had professed to be, strictly P. in their

religious belief both in doctrine and discipline, began, as the I. of the

present day avowedly do, to repudiate creeds and articles of faith as

unjustifiable restraints upon liberty of conscience, and in consequence

gradually departed from the distinctive peculiarities of P.

That such of the descendants of the O.P. of the time of L.H.

as thus repudiated those creeds and formularies which the wisdom of

their ancestors had drawn up and assented to. as the best protection

which human wisdom could devise against the encroachments of heresy

amongst them, gradually became in their religious belief, doctrine, and

discipline, practical I. alike discarding all those confessions and articles

of faith, and utterly abandoning that system of church discipline by

which the O.P. of the time of L.H., were distinguished from the I. of

that, as well as of the present day.

That there are numerous instances on record in which persons who
had so discarded the distinctive peculiarities of Presbyterianism and

had become to all intents and purposes practical I,, fell into Arianism,

and from thence into Socinianism, [Sec. that there are numerous

instances of persons who so depai'ted from the creeds and forms of

Presbyterianism and had become practically I., falling into Arianism and

from thence to Unitarianisin,] and as evidence thereof they refer to the

history of the St. Saviour Gate Chapel, York, which had been the place

of worship which L.H. attended for many years previous to her death.

That in a pamphlet written by George Hadfield, one of the relators in this

suit, entitled, " The report of His Majesty's Commissioners concerning

Dame Sarah Hewley's charity," it is expressly stated by the said George

Hadfield to the effect that it was the introduction of Independency

into the said St. Saviour Gate chapel which prepared the way for

the gradual progress of its fomer O.P. congregation (so far as those

who relinquished the strict Presbyterian forms of worship, church

discipline, and religious tenets, might compose the said congregation),

to Uuitarianism, and the said George Hadfield then proceeds to state

in the words following :
" It is rather curious, and renders the Pres-

byterian plea set up to justify the present mode of applying the

charity at York quite ludicrous, that Mr Hotham, Mr Cappe, and Mr
Wellbeloved, who have severally occupied the pulpit in St. Savioui

Gate Chapel during the last hundred and twenty years, were all pr<>-

fessed [ndependents, and were educated by that denomination in their
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own views of church discipline,"* p. 32. However the defendants deny

that Mr Hotham ever fell oif from, or maintained any other than the

most strict and orthodox Presbyterian doctrine or church discipline in

the said chapel. [Seceders add: Or that he ever ceased to approve of

Presbyterianism as distinguished from Independency.]

*?F -5p 9P ^F -n-

That the dispersion of the O. P. congregation at St. Saviour

Gate Chapel was caused by the said Newcome Cappe shortly after

his appointment to be the preacher at the said St. Saviour Gate Chapel

avowing himself an Arian, [Sec. becoming an I. and an A., and

afterwards what is now commonly called a Unitarian]. And the

aforesaid dispersion of the congregation of the St. Saviour Gate Chapel

to the extent herein mentioned was only one of many instances of con-

gregations which, during the lifetime and at the time of the death

of L.H., had been purely O.P. congregations gradually lapsing into

Arianism and Socinianism, and in many cases called themselves Presby-

terians in name only, but without retaining any of the distinguishing

characteristics as of the E.O.P. of the time of L.H.

That many of the points of religious belief held by the I. and the

class of D. called U., are very similar, [Seceders omit very] and as an

instance of such similarity they refer to the statement of the doctrine of

the Trinity as given in the declaration of faith of the Congregational

Union, which definition they assert may be, and is assented to, by the

class of U. commonly called Sabellians, who deny that there are three

persons in the Godhead, and assert that there is but one person revealed

* These words are to be found in Mr Hadfield's book, but it is incorrect to inti-

mate that he had in the context referred to the introduction of Arianism into Presby-

terian congregations, for he had merely, by remai'ks of his own and the quotation from
Dr. Pye Smith set out in the answer, denied the right of Unitarians to be termed Pres-

byterians. At page 21 he had stated that Unitarianism was introduced into York by Mr
Cappe, so that it is evident that he did not intend to impute heterodoxy to Mr Hotham

;

nor had he connected together the notions of heterodoxy- and Independency, or in any
way afforded the least excuse for pretending that he had made the confession here im-

puted to him. Nor do the words quoted contain such a confession though, having other-

wise no bearing on the subject, they must have been given in hope of their being so mis-

construed. This misrepresentation may not be greater than is attempted in many
passages of the answers, but they require some knowledge of the subject to correct them,

while one would have thought that no person knowing the meaning of the words he was
using, would have committed himself by a misconstruction so palpably false as imputes

such an admission to Mr Hadfield. Supposing that it was worth while for the parties

to risk such an attempt to impose on the Court, it might have been considered impos-

sible for them to have found a counsel and solicitor sufficiently self-regardless to

act upon their instructions in that respect. It is not, however, meant to agree with Mr
Hadfield as to the denomination of the three ministers. Mr Hotham seems to have
been a Presbyterian, and though Mr Cappe and Mr Wellbeloved might have been

originally Independents, (as Dr. Priestley and Mr Belsham also were) yet when at

York they were not Independents, though like all others of their party, their notions

as to church government were Congregational and not Presbyterian.
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under three manifestations or aspects of the Deity, as the Father, the

Son, and Holy Ghost.

That the language of the said Declaration of Faith with respect to

the essential and eternal Deity of the second person of the Godhead, is

very different from the precise and unequivocal language of the said

Westminster Confession of Faith held and maintained by L.H. and the

E.O.P. of her day.

That the article contained in the said Declaration of Faith upon the

important question of the eternal Deity of the second person of the

Godhead may be and is assented to by the class of D. commonly called

A., who, while they deny the doctrine of the personal, eternal, and
essential [Seceders omit personal and essential] sonship, are willing to

admit the official sonship of Christ.*

That like the different shades of U.t the modern I. unionists dis-

allow the utility of creeds and articles of religion, and protesting against

subscription to any human formularies, reserve to themselves the most

perfect liberty of conscience. [Omitted by Seceders].

* Mr Berry in his evidence deposes that some Independents do not hold the doc-

trines of Original Sin, the nature and extent of the Atonement, and justification through

the imputed righteousness of Christ, as they are stated in the "Westminster Confession,

and in an affidavit by Dr. Henry Thompson of Penrith, Richard Hunter of Carlisle,

and John Miller of Penruddock, all ministers among the Seceders, is the following

paragraph :

" In further illustration of the charge of heresy these petitioners will adduce the Rev.

"William Jay, of Bath, one of the most respectable ministers of the congregational deno-

mination. In his enumeration of the 'Essentials of Christianity,' in the preface to

the Fourth Volume of his Short Discourses, he gives the following unsatisfactory

exposition of his creed, an exposition from which the doctrines of the Trinity and the

Divinity of Christ are systematically excluded. According to Mr Jay all that it is

necessary for men to believe is the following :
' That man is a sinner, guilty, depraved,

and helpless in himself ; that help is laid on one that is mighty, that Jesus is not only

able but willing to save to the uttermost all that come unto God by him ; that faith is

necessary to our deriving advantage from him, and that good works will result from
faith, and prove it to be of the operation of God. This, it is immediately added, is

what the author means by the Gospel, and what is the chaff to the wheat? saith the

Lord." From all this it may be reasonably inferred that the doctrines of the Trinity

and the essential divinity of the second person of the Godhead are, in Mr Jay's estimate,

exceedingly (sic) as chaff."

Mr Jay would have said that the Deity of Christ, and consequently the Trinity,

were implied in his words, and besides that he might take for granted a belief in it, as

he was not drawing up a creed, but stating the pith of the Gospel scheme for presenta-

tion to the generality of persons in this country.

t A parallel is run throughout the answers between the Independents and Unita-

rians in disregard of the fact that the Independent congregations, with few exceptions,

resisted the deluge of heterodoxy, which swept away the old Presbyterians and inundated

the establishment ; and that after its subsidence they remained to gather to themselves

the Calvinistic part of the Methodists and their converts. By them alone it was that

the old dissent survived, and in Mr Hunter's words, " the old doctrines were made pro-

minent, and were preached with that energy which a century before had won the hearts

of man}', and engaged them to withdraw from the church and to form separate commu-
nities."

7G •
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That the I. of the present day hold and maintain doctrines and
tenets upon the subject of religious belief and discipline utterly opposed

to, and inconsistent with, the religious belief and practice of L.H. and
the O.P. of her day. [Omitted by Seceders].

[Sec. That many of the I. congregations of the present day were

originally formed and partly composed of persons who had renounced

the faith of the E.O.P. congregations.]*

That it is a truth that such only of the old O.E.P. congregations as

in the manner aforesaid gradually became practically I. both in principle

and pr-actice in their doctrinal belief and church discipline, fell into

Arianism, and thence into Unitarianism, and in many cases retained

the name of P. for the purpose of preserving to themselves the endow-

ments of P. chapels.

That the congregations represented by these defendants constitute

part of the remnant of the E.O.P. congregations existing in the time

of L.H., and are now, in fact, with the exception of the other portion of

the remnant represented by the Seceder defendants, the only E.O.P.

congregations now existing who have, up to the present time, held

and maintained in their original purity the religious faith and church

discipline held and maintained by the foundress of the said charities.

They deny that the remnant of the E.O.P. congregations fell into

Ai'ianism, and thence into Unitarianism, or that they in any instances

retained the name of P. for the purpose of procuring to themselves the

endowments of P. chapels, and they defy the relators to prove the reverse.

[Seceders omit this defiance.]

[Sec. That if the congregation commonly designated U. be a consider-

able class in E. who either have called or still call themselves E.P., they

neither were nor are entitled to assume such a denomination.]

They deny that the U. congregations are the only considerable class

or body of D. in point of number in E. who now call themselves E.P.,

for no persons or congregations holding and maintaining the religious

doctriues discipline and church government which is held and main-

tained by the U. of the present day can be in any way entitled to lay

claim to the appellation of P.

That such appellation is not given or yielded to the U. by any
person or persons whatever, save by such of themselves amongst the

U. who for the purpose of retaining different Presbyterian charitable

endowments, may please to call themselves P.

* # # # #

They deny that both classes of persons in E. calling themselves P.

differ materially or in any respect from the opinions or religious practice

* This sentence conveys the notion that many of the present Independent congrega-

tions had heterodox founders, which was not the case.
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or discipline of the persons in S. called P. in the early part of the

eighteenth century. [Seceders add : Except that these defendants

believe that there were some points of practice and church government

which from the circumstances of the times L.H. and other P. in E. in

her day were unable, after the restoration, to cany into complete effect.]

That inasmuch as the principles and practice of the two denomina-

tions of D. called P. and I. differ so entirely the one from the other in

all questions of doctrine, discipline, and church government, it is a

gross and unjust perversion of the meaning of words and of their

general signification to make use of the term I. P., and that such con-

gregations as are in the said supplemental information improperly

denominated LP. congregations have not and cannot have any existence.*

[Sec. That it is a perversion of terms to denominate any congregation

or class of D. as I. P. and the use of such terms is of recent introduction,

and was unknown previous to the present stage of this suit.]

That the P. congregations in the six northern counties are one

hundred and twenty-two, and that there are others in E.

That they represent the P. congregations in E., and situate in the

northern counties thereof, for which L.H. designed her charities, and

therefore the persons nominated on behalf of the P. congregations repre-

sented by them as trustees of the said charities, are entitled to be

entrusted with the Seceder defendants with the management of the trust

funds of the said charity.

That the congregations represented by them are entitled to be called

E.O.P. congregations, because they inherit the principles of the E.P. in

the seventeenth century, when L.H. acquired her P. views upon

doctrine, discipline, and church government, and which were maintained

at the time of the foundation of the said charity, and at the period of

the death of L. LL

They deny that the P. congregations represented by them can be

legally regarded as S. congregations so long as they are E. congregations

by locality.

That a considerable proportion of these have existed for 100 years

and upwards, and from the very times of L.H., and that by far the

greater proportion of such congregations are composed of persons born

and bred in E., and that there are comparatively very few Scotchmen

* That was not true in Lady Hewley's clay, and the framers of the bill were not

without reason in framing this compound name ; Presbyterian of itself signifying relation

to a Presbytery, the word Independent was necessary to negative that meaning in Pres-

byterians \mconneeted with any body which could, with any propriety, be called a

Presbytery. At the same time there can be no surprise at objection being taken to the

new compound name formed of words nullifying each other, by those who do not see

that to call such persons Presbyterians produces a notion so delusive that they them-

selves cling to it though disproved by every fact and reason bearing upon the matter.
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in some of them, and that wherever they may have been born, their

actual residence in E. renders them E.D. from the established C. of E.,

maintaining to the fullest extent the principles of L.H. in all points of

doctrine, discipline, and church government.*

That the I. congregations in the six northern courities of E. at L.H.

death did not exceed twenty-two, and were insignificant in number and

influence compared with the P. congregations of that time.

That although the number of I. congregations in E. and W. has

increased since the time of L.H. to a greater extent than the number of

P. congregations, yet inasmuch as the I. in no way represent the reli-

gious opinions of L.H. or the denomination of D., of which L.H.

was a member, either upon points of doctrine, discipline, or chm*ch

government, the relators, as representatives of the I. or their nominees

Seceders : That the congregations represented by them are

entitled to be called E.O.p. congregations, and ought not to be called

S.P. congregations, and although they are in a state of ecclesiastical

communion with the Secession Church aforesaid, such communion is

based upon a common attachment to the distinguishing principles which

were characteristic of the compilers of the E.P. formularies of the West-

minster Assembly, and that a considerable proportion of the said hun-

dred and twenty-two congregations have existed for a hundred years and

up\vards,t and from the very time of Lady Hewley, and that by

far the greater proportion of such congregations are composed

of persons born aud bred in E., and that in many of them natives of

S. are not to be met with in greater numbers than in many of the

congregations of I. in the six northern counties, and that the members

of the said P. congregations are from their locality E.D. from the

Established C. of E., and maintain the principles of L.H. in all points

of doctrine, discipline, and church government.

That with respect to the antiquity of the P. congregations repre-

sented by them, and their distinctive character, they refer to, and adopt,

as part of their answer the affidavits before the Master.

* The children of Scotchmen in these congregations remain almost as entirely

Scotch as if living beyond the Tweed. The congregations are Scotch to all intents.

Our northern brethren should not deny the ancestral feeling which is always perpetuated

in their congregations. The English have their cognate feeling but, the seat of govern-

ment and the concentration of the national institutions being in England, English

nationality seems imperial, while Scotch nationality is provincial.

t It was asserted before the Master that very few, if any, of these congregations

had joined a Scotch denomination before the beginning of the present century, and
details were given in the suit to shew that all, or almost all, the old chapels were at or

since that time in possession of Independents ; and particulars were also given of the

violent manner in which Scotch Presbyterians had taken possession of tbem at Carlisle,

Nuttal, Penruddock, Whitehaven, and Morpeth.
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[Sec. add, or any person belonging to the L] ought not to be entrusted

with the management of, and ought not to derive any benefit from

the said charities.

That they have hereinbefore stated the similarity of religious belief,

and terms of friendly intercourse, and eligibility to each others' churches,

which has from a period anterior to the date of the foundation of the

said charities, existed, and still does exist, between the E.O.P. congre-

gations, represented by these defendants, and the established Kirk of S.

;

and although they have been unable, in consequence of the Act of

Uniformity, passed in the year 1G62, to obtain P. ministers educated

at either of the English Universities, and have been obliged to derive

their candidates for the ministry chiefly from among those who have

passed through a regular course of training at one or other of the

Scottish Universities, yet the P. congregations, represented by these

defendants, are wholly E., both in locality and membership, and they

have always claimed and exercised, and still do claim and exercise, the

inherent right by P. to grant licenses to preach the gospel, and from the

days of L.H. down to the present time by far the greater number of the

ministers of such congregations have been ordained in E. by P. ministers,

and they deny that the pastors or ministers of the P. congregations,

represented in this suit by these defendants, are almost without exception

Scotchmen who have been ordained in S., and that nearly all the

ministers or pastors of the said O.P. congregations, represented by the

Seceder defendants, have been ordained in E., and not Scotchmen who
have been ordained in Scotland.

Sec. That owing to the similarity of religious belief, and the terms of

friendly intercourse which subsisted between the P. of S. and E., the

ministers of the P. Churches in S., and the ministers of P. churches in

E., were from a period anterior to the foundation of the said charities,

regarded by each other with special interest ; however, in consequence

of the inability of the Seceder congregations, by reason of the Act of

Uniformity, passed in the year 1662, to obtain P. ministers educated in

E. Universities, the said congregations, with a view to secure to them-

selves a properly educated ministxy, and to give effect to the opinion in

that behalf" held by O.P. have been obliged to obtain for pastors and

ministers persons educated at the S. Universities, where the same

* It is asserted in the Scotchmens' answers, and still more pointedly in their

evidence, that their system requires that their ministers should he educated in a

chartered or national university. Attendance at a Scotch University is rendered an

easier matter hy their having one term, commencing after hai-vest, and ending at the

commencement of farm labour, so that the students may support themselves during half

the year. But whatever may be the Scotch feeling on the subject, the English Presby-

terians resorted to the private academies, see p. 81 ; and this point tells against those
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That it does not appear from the said foundation deeds of 1704 and

1707, that L.H. wished to point out any pai'ticular county in E. or W.
in which the education of young men designed for the ministry of

Christ's Holy Gospel should be carried out and completed, or that the

exhibitions should be confined to any college or university situate

in any particular county in E. or W., but on the contrary that

it appears that the primary intention of L.H. was to provide for

the maintaining and educating candidates for the ministry of Christ's

holy gospel at one of the S.P. Universities, and it is a well-authenticated

doctrinal and disciplinary principles held by these defendants are

professed and taught, but that although such persons, who for the most

part have been and are Scotchmen, have been trained where the only

university education for the P. ministry could, since the passing of the

said Act of Uniformity, be had, yet the ministers represented by these

defendants have been all ordained in E., with the exception of the

Hev. Dr. Hugh Crichton, of Liverpool, who was translated from a

congregation in S., and was ordained in S. before his translation to an

E. congregation.

That the ministers of the O.P. congregations represented by them

in this suit, have always claimed and exercised, and do still claim and

exercise, an inherent right to grant licenses to preach the gospel, and to

discharge all the Presbyterial functions sanctioned by the E divines of

the Westminster Assembly, and by their immediate succession in the

latter years of L.H.

That a great proportion of the Elders and Deacons who constitute a

numerous body in the E.O.P. congregations, represented in this suit by

defendants, are natives of E., and that the great majority of their

congregations were born in the E. counties aforesaid, for which L.H.

assigned her charitable benefactions. That with respect to the con-

gregations represented by the Kirkmen, defendants, the greater part of

their pastors and ministers are Scotohmen, and have, for the reasons

previously specified, been educated in S., that is to say, in one or other

of the Scottish Universities, and by far the greater number of such

ministers have been ordained in E., though some of them may have

been ordained in S., and the defendants deny that the pastors or ministers

of the said 122 P. congregations are almost without exception ministers

who have been ordained in S.

who made it. Attendance at a university without taking a degree always raises

unfavourable inferences, and on reference to the Scotch Clerical Almanack for 1865 it

will be found that (reckoning all degrees, not only A. M. and D.D., but A.B., LL.D.,

Ph. D. , and M. D. ) in the Church of Scotland, 456 had degrees, to 784 who had not ; in

the Free Church the numbers were 168 to 673 ; in the United Presbyterian Church 103

to 424, and in the Reformed Presbyterian Synod 7 to 41. Among the Independents in

Scotland the numbers were 10 to 50.
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fact that from and after the death of L.H. the rents and profits of the said

charities were entirely appropriated in just shares or proportions accord-

ing to her intention as expressed in the said trust deeds and rules and

manuscripts left by her with Dr. Colton, to or for the benefit of, dissent-

ing preachers, and in allowing six exhibitions or more for or towards

the educating of young men designed for the ministry of Christ's holy

gospel, and sent to the University of Glasgow.*

That there do now exist in E. and Wales colleges which are now
improperly and incorrectly called P. colleges, but which were originally

colleges in which the creed and the tenets of the old O.P. were upheld,

but that the masters, tutors, and students of such colleges have gradually

fallen away from, and cast off and repudiated, the creed and the

restraints of old P. orthodoxy, and they have become either U. or I.

colleges, which in no way recognize or endeavour to maintain the

discipline and church government which is the peculiar feature of the

old P. orthodoxy, but reserve to everyone under the most perfect liberty

of conscience, [Seceders say and teach and disseminate the principles of

the most perfect liberty of conscience, and no such college having

degenerated into the religious opinions and belief either of the U. or I.,

would have received support or assistance from L.H.] in which particular

such U. or I. colleges entirely differ in the most essential parts from that

which was the religious faith of L.H., and there does not exist in the

northern counties of E. a single college connected with the E.O.P.

either Kirkmen or Seceders, and the only colleges there called P. are

in fact U.

That different individuals have, at various times during late years,

founded or instituted colleges in the northern counties, and in the county

of York and elsewhere, and have becomet masters and tutors thereof,

which individuals profess to be and are quite irresponsible to any

person or persons concerning any system of religious belief in which

they may think fit to iu struct any young men who may be educated in

such colleges or institutions, some of which colleges and institutions

are presided over and couducted by L or C, and others professing to be

B. in their religious faith.

That many of the young men who are educated in the last-mentioned

colleges or institutions are in poor circumstances, and are designed for

the ministry of what the said I. and B. esteem to be the holy gospel of

Christ, and that all the young men who are educated in such I. colleges

and institutions are instructed to believe and do believe that human

* No proof was attempted of this "well-authenticated fact," and that being so it

would have been much better omitted in the answers.

t This is an unwarranted assertion that the present Independent and Baptist colleges

have been private speculations. Such was ttie case with the academies a hundred
years ago from the necessity of the case.
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creeds possess no authority over the faith and practice of Christians, and

they reserve to themselves and to everyone the most perfect liberty of

conscience to believe or disbelieve the most important doctrines of

Christ's holy gospel whereby such young men differ entirely [Seceders

materially] from the faith held by L.H., and for the same reason

would not have been esteemed by her as pious young men, and that

under the circumstances and for reasons aforesaid, such young men are

not fit and proper objects of L.H.'s charity. [Seceders say such young

men who in truth belong to the denomination of I. or of B., differ

materially in opinion and faith from L.H., and with the extravagant and

dangerous notions professed and entertained by them of human

liberty, and what are termed the rights of conscience could not have

been esteemed by L.H. as pious young men].

[Seceders add, they verily believe it will appear from a due investi-

gation of the mode in which the said charities at and shortly after the

time of their foundation, were administered and applied, and from

ascertaining the class or denomination of D. to which the persons who

were originally appointed trustees thereof and their immediate successors

belonged, that according to the intention of the said L.H. as expressed

in the said foundation deeds, and as expounded by contemporaneous

usage and practice, the management and administration of the said

charities was, and were intended, and ought to be confided to E.O.P.D.,

and that the benefit thereof was, and was intended, and ought to be

confined to persons of the same class or denomination of D., and defen-

dants insist that effect ought accordingly to be given to such intention.]

That the O.E.P. congregations represented in this suit by these

defendants [Seceders add and the other P. defendants in consequence of

their religious principles] are the sect of D. from the Established C. of

E. who were intended by the said L.H. to be beneficially interested in

and entitled to share in the management of and control over the said

charities, and that it was not the intention of L.H. that the I. or CD.
from the C. of E. of the present day [Seceders add who as a body ai*e,

and were opposed to Presbyterianism and] and who do not even [Seceders

add justly] represent the I. who were in existence at the time of the

foundation of the said charity [and who refuse and decline to acknow-

ledge and subscribe to those formularies of religious faith and doctrine,

(which were recognised and upheld by the E.O.P.D. of the time of L.H.]

[Seceders omit the words within these hooks] should be entrusted

with any share in the management and control over the funds of the

said charities, or have any beneficial interest therein.

That Dr. Hugh Ralph had, since his nomination by the Master,

obtained preferment in S., and the Rev. Charles Thompson had removed

to S.
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After reference to the 199th page of the Manchester Socinian Con-

troversy, in which it is stated that Mr Hadfield had seen Mr Moody's

papers, they submit that the papers referred to by the said George

Hadtield, and acknowledged to have been within Jus reach and acces-

sible by him in the year 1825, ought to be brought into court by him
for the inspection of all parties concerned in the matters of this suit.*

The matters urged in the answers had been for the most part

set out in the affidavits used in the Master's office, and answered

and combated there, and the advisers of the Presbyterian defen-

dants had by that means been made aWare of the true state of the

case on each point which has been remarked upon in the pre-

ceding pages; there was therefore no excuse for misstatement,

except the reason (which however invalid, and worse than invalid,

seems sufficient for the consciences of most parties in turn,) that it

was made in the course of litigation to secure a great benefit for

a party in religion. The attacks made on the principles of the

Independents were sure to be of no avail with the court if it

were only that the proceedings under the first information

afforded a trial and guarantee of their orthodoxy. The parties

in the preceding litigation, although it threatened the existence

of the defendants' denomination, had treated eacli other as

worthy opponents, and knew better than to introduce unneces-

sary bitterness into the pleadings, and the relators regretted to

find in the real Presbyterians opponents far less courteous, and

indeed less fair. The Presbyterians denied the right of the

English Dissenters to share in the charity, notwithstanding the

general words used by Lady Hewley, but if the relators had carried

their trustees they would have partaken of her benefaction

in proportion to the number of cases arising among them

in the northern counties, if their pride had allowed them to own
ministers as poor as those of the Independents and Baptists.

The final decree under the first information would have provided

for this by using words as general as those of the deeds, and the

point as to the intention being to benefit members of English

denominations would not have been raised.

The relators examined eighty-two witnesses, whose depositions

fill 257 brief sheets. The greatest part of this mass of evidence was

* TriHing variations have not been given : for instance, where the Kirknien nun
tioii the "C. of S. ;" the Secedera say "S.P. ;" "Kirkmen" and "Seeeders" are substi-

tuted for longer descriptions of the two sets of Presbyterian defendants, or their

respective parties.

77 '
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designed to prove that the congregations connected by the Pres-

byterian defendants were connected with Scotch denominations

;

that the buildings in which they worshipped were for the most

part inscribed " Scotch Church,*' (the circulars sent out by Mr
Thomson arousing the Kirkmen to claim the nomination of the

trustees were so directed) ; that these congregations con-

sisted chiefly of Scotchmen, and descendants of Scotchmen ; that

the elders were generally Scotch ; that not only were their

ministers from that country, but that they frequently returned to

benefices and appointments in it ; and that the Kirkmen were in the

habit of insisting that they were members of the Scotch Estab-

lishment. The history of several of the old Presbyterian chapels,

as far as was necessary to shew how late, and in many
cases by what means, they had become connected with one

of the Scotch denominations, was gone into ; as was also

the nature and history of English Presbyterianism ; and it was

proved that the ordination of Independents at the date of the

information was the same as it was in the time of Dr. Doddridge

a hundred years previously, and was according to the form

of the Presbyterians as described by Dr. Daniel Williams,

except that the candidates were not examined as to their literai-y

acquirements or their ministerial qualifications ; and in particular

that according to the Presbyterian form, just as in the Indepen-

dent one, the orthodoxy of a candidate was tried by his

delivering a confession of faith in his own words, but that he

was not required to subscribe, or in any manner recognize, any

merely human formulary. Dr. Raffles, Dr. Bedford, Mr Scales,

Mr Slate of Preston, and Mr Cockin of Halifax, were the

ministers examined.

The Presbyterian defendants examined five witnesses only,

but their evidence fills ninety-one brief sheets, and they were the

Rev. Richard Hunter of Carlisle, and the Rev. Henry Thompson of

Penrith, Seceders, and the Rev. Hugh Campbell, professor of

Ecclesiastical History in the London Presbyterian College^ (his

answer to the interrogatory as to his acquaintance with the

religious history of Lady Hewley's time takes up five pages with

the titles of the books he had read in reference to it), the Rev.

Henry Lea Berry (then a Presbyterian, hut previously an Inde-

pendent, and since an Episcopalian), and Mr John Hall solicitor

of Manchester, Kirkmen. Dr. Thomas Rees's affidavit, used

before the Mastor, was also read in this suit by order. -He
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showed that Mr Stratton and Sir Nathaniel Could were Pres-

byterians.

Their evidence asserted that a great proportion of the attendants

and church officers in their chapels in England were English by

the place of their birth, and that there were many Scotchmen minis-

ters of Independent congregations in England. The Kirkmen
explained the name or inscription " Scotch Church" as indica-

ting identity of faith and pi'actice with Scotch Presbyterianism, and
intended to show they had no connection with the heterodox Pres-

byterians of England; and they were careful to say that the

words were equally used by Seceders with respect to their chapels,

(Mr Hall called the contrary notion a great fallacy), yet in the

affidavits used before the Master the Kirkmen had sworn that the

name was used by them to distinguish their churches from those of

the Seceders. The Kirkmen showed that the powers of the Kirk are

matters of statute confined to Scottish ground. The Seceders stated

that the supervision of their church over their congregations " is

not only optional or voluntary, but purely and exclusively spiri-

tual, and it neither has exercised nor would be permitted to

exercise any power, authority, or control, over the administration

or management of the secular affairs of such English Presbyterian

congregations." A foreigner's fancy is taxed to divine in what
respect the United Presbyterian church manages to control the

secular affairs of its congregations at home.

In utter disregard of the rule laid down by the House of Lords

their witnesses were examined on matters of history, and they

gave their own notions of them very freely, and made many and
copious quotations, setting out fully those already inserted in the

answers, but laying the greatest stress on printed statements of

Independents, which of course bound no one but themselves.

The answers, to guard against objection to the quotation from the

Congregational Magazine before set out, add to it :
" To which

passage no objection has, as these defendants are advised and
believe, ever been taken by the editor or publisher, or Indepen-

dent readers of the said Congregational Magazine, but on the

contrary, has met with their entire approval."

As the main question discussed in this volume, and indeed

the chief point taken in the answers, whether the Independents

were the nearest representatives of the Presbyterians, was not

decided in the cause, the depositions of the defendants' witnesses

bearing on it are given here. The eighteenth interrogatory was
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that which related to the carrying out in England of Presby-

terian discipline and church government after the Revolution.

Mr Hunter's answer to it is : Such as were subjected to persecu-

tion for their adherence to the Westminster form of worship and discipline

endeavoured to carry out their distinctive peculiarities as far as circum-

stances would permit, and that they really did so is to be inferred from

statements in Mr Joshua Wilson's Historical Inquiry. [As to their

objecting to be reordained by Bishops, and themselves ordaining others.]

The fact of the adherence of the English Presbyterians to all the o^her

distinguishing characteristics of the Presbyterian discipline, not only

before but after 1688, having remained unabated appears from a pub-

lished work of Mr George Hadfield, one of the relators, called " The

Manchester Socinian Controversy," in which the Rev. Richard Slate, an

Independent minister at Preston, is introduced as affirming, " I find that

the early English Presbyterians observed the forms as well as the name
of Presbyterianism. Oliver Heywood, a Presbyterian minister, when
describing the government of Presbyterian Churches in Lancashire in

his days says, ' they had their eldership in every congregation, several

congregations had their classes, and these maintained intercourse by a

provincial assembly, which for the county of Lancaster was usually held

at Preston.' On these principles," Mr Slate adds, "the early English

Presbyterian Churches were formed and according to them they were

governed. I have been informed from a very respectable source, that

one of the last public acts of the assembly, of which the pious Matthew
Henry was a member, was the suspension of a minister from the exercise

of his ministry in a chapel in this county, for Arianism."

This quotation from a newspaper letter of Mr Slate's, re-pub-

lished by Mr Hadfield, shows the shifts to which the Presby-

terians were put for the proof of their position. Mr Heywood
spoke of the state of things before the restoration, " where
the Presbyterian system was established " as Mr Slate qualifies

the same assertion at p. 363 of his life of Mr Heywood, published

in 1827, after Mr. Hadfield' s volume. As to Mr Slate's other

statement, as he so carefully ascribes it to another person, there

can be no inconsistency in relying on his testimony in the

cause, and yet saying that his informant is contradicted as to

the Cheshire Association by all the information which we have.

The Arian could only have been suspended from his membership
of that body. Mr Heywood and the ministers whom he acted

with found themselves without power to do more than advise, in

reprehension of Matthew Smith's views as to the imputation of

Christ's righteousness, see Hunter, p. 403, and on any other diffi-
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culties which arose in the Presbyterian congregations, ibid,

p. 401. The evidence of the Presbyterians, notwithstanding

the intense zeal manifested by all their expressions, and al-

though they had in print the affidavits used before the Master,

amounts to nothing but the most general statements of their

individual opinions. The quotation from Mr Slate shews what
it was wished the court should believe to have been the state

of things, and as there was no attempt to bring forward a

single fact to support the impression hoped to be produced by
these supposed admissions of an Independent, we may well take

it that all the positive assertions sworn to in the answers were

abandoned when it became necessary to prove them.

[Then follows a quotation from Dr. J. Pye Smith, describing the Pres-

byterian polity, and stating that Unitarians did not follow it in any re-

spect.] It appears from a passage in the 153rd page of the 2nd volume of

Dr. Calamy's Life and Times, that in 1706 the English Presbyterians so far

adhered to the ecclesiastical polity of Presbyterianism as to take a warm
intei'est in the stability and welfare of the Scottish Presbyterian Estab-

lishment, as an Establishment which exhibited their own favourite

system of church government in alliance with the state. Writing in

1706 respecting the then pending union between England and Scotland,

Dr. Calamy states that the English Dissenters (meaning the Presby-

terians)* were very much for this union as the most etfectual for securing

the continuance of their ecclesiastical establishment in North Britain

against such as were, by principle, bent upon opposing it, or might be

tempted to betray it. To show that in the year 1710 the English Pres-

byterians adhered to and upheld the Presbyterian worship and discipline

as a denominational system to which, in common with their Presbyterian

brethren in Scotland they were conscientiously attached, may be adduced

the testimony of a distinguished Presbyterian of Lady Hewley's time,

the Rev. James Pierce, of Newbury. In the year 1710 Mr Pierce

published a Latin work which was afterwards translated into English,

and entitled, "A Vindication of the Protestant Dissenters," and in his

dedication of the work "To the most reverend, pious, and learned

ministers of that part of Christ's Church which is in Scotland," he asks,

"What remains but that we who are knit to you in the same faith,

worship, form of government and discipline, designs, (sic) and bi'otherly

love, should experience your mutual affection and assistance."t At the

period referred to, the fact that there was no congeniality of sentiment

* That is the explanation, or correction rather, made in the answers, -without any

warrant, and most readers will think without any probability.

+ Mr Pierce's book also related, not to the Presbyterians only, but to the Dissenters

generally ; "we" therefore refers to them.
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between the English Presbyterians and the levelling and democratic

polity of Independency, is evident from the language of other three

leading and influential Presbyterians of Lady Hewley's day. The Rev.

Dr. Daniel Williams, who, as appears from Dr. Calamy's Life and

Times, states he was in his judgment for the divine right of Presbytery,

and the Revds. James and Charles Owen, who in their work entitled

"The History of Ordination," published in 1716, declare that "the

government of the church by pi'esbyters is the remedy which the

unerring wisdom of the Holy Ghost has prescribed against schism."

To all this I deem it important to add that Dr. Calamy, when giving in

the year 1717 to a divine in Germany a true account of the Protestant

Dissenters in England, thus writes :
" There are some things in which

they (the Dissenters) differ among themselves, for some of them are

most desirous* of the Presbyterian form of church government as it is

legally established in North Britain, others (the Independents) are

rather for the Congregational form of government by each worshipping

assembly within itself, having no other reference to churches or synods

than for advice in case of need."

Mr Hunter was evidently the clieval de bataille ; his evidence

takes up thirty three pages, more than a third of the wholo

evidence on the part of the defendants.

Mr Thomson's answer to this interrogatory is, " I say I believe that

the English Presbyterians of 1688 and the beginning of the eighteenth

century were the successors of the ejected Presbyterian ministers in

1662. When Lady Hewley was of mature age, the Westminster Con-

fession of Faith, the form of Presbyterian church government, were the

standards of the said ejected ministers, and there is no trace that the

orthodox Presbyterians of 1688, and the commencement of the eighteenth

century, had renounced these standards of orthodoxy."

Dr. Hugh Campbell's answer to the same interrogatory is :
" From

the year 1688, and at the early part of the eighteenth century and

thenceforward, the standards of faith, worship, and discipline drawn up

by the Westminster Assembly of Divines, were continued to be standards

of faith, worship, and discipline professed and observed by the English

orthodox Presbyterians. These standards, however, having been drawn

up for an Established Church, could not be fully observed in matters of

discipline and government by the English Presbyterians after they

ceased to be the Established Church, but so far as they could these

Presbyterians professed and observed those standards till about the

middle of the eighteenth century when, in some particulars, deviations

from the forms previously observed crept in, but not one of those devia-

* This is an unhappy phrase in proof of an organized system.
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tions was inconsistent with Presbyterianism or subversive of any prui-

ciple essential to rigid Presbyterianism. This statement I make upon
the authority of the works already referred to, and from my knowledge

of the history of the period."

Mr Berry's answer to this interrogatory is :
" The particular stan-

dards of religious faith, worship, and discipline adhered to and upheld

by the English Orthodox Presbyterian Dissenters from the Church of

England from the year 1688, and at the early part of the eighteenth

century, were the Westminster standards, drawn up for the three

kingdoms of England, Ireland, and Scotland by the Assembly of

English Divines, with the assistance of five ministers and three laymen
from Scotland, which said Assembly was constituted by ordinance of

parliament in 1643, and met for several years until the whole of the

said standards were completed. In this Assembly there were as is well

known by those conversant with ecclesiastical history, five independents

who all throughout the compilation of such standards, objected to the

same, and were therefore in that Assembly called the dissenting brethren.

The English Orthodox Presbyterians always adhered to, and upheld,

wherever circumstances allowed, and do now adhere to, and uphold the

Westminster standard in theory and faith, [qy. fact] they always adhered

to them from the time of their compilation, and it was only by reason of

the exigencies of the times, the usurpation of Cromwell, the interference

of the army, chiefly composed of Independents, that the standards coidd

not be practically and fully carried out,* and again at the Restoration,

and thence to the Revolution, the standards could not be upheld and

adhered to, on account of the persecutions to which Independents and

others who refused to conform to the doctrines and discipline of the

Established Church of England were exposed ; but so far as it was prac-

ticable the standards as to discipline and practice had always been

adhered to. The several congregations of orthodox Presbyterians have

always, both as to spiritual and temporal matters, been under the

immediate government of a Session, even when they were unable to form

or maintain a presbytery of the bounds, such Session always consisting of

the minister and two or more male persons, called elders, and which

Session they now and ever have maintained." t

Mr Hall was not examined on this interrogatory.

The Presbyterian defendants showed that the English form of

ordination was the same as that authorized by the directory for

* This is the fullest admission of the non-establishment of Presbyterianism tin ring

the Commonwealth.

+ This is true as to all real (i.e., Scotch) Presbyterians, but proof should have been

adduced of the English Presbyterians of Lady Ilewley's time having elders and being

governed by them.
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districts in which there were no Presbyteries of the bounds,

except in one most important particular, that the ordainers were to

be appointed by public authority, i.e., of the state, as the Presby-

teries and provinces were created by the civil power. The
difference between ordination by ministers appointed for the

county and that by a number of ministers brought together by the

candidate, or by a deputation from an association in which Inde-

pendent ministers met Presbyterians on the most perfect equality,

is so great, that the ordinations of Euglish Presbyterians after

the Act of Uniformity were on a level with those of Indepen-

dents. Not that it is intended to acknowledge inferiority in

Independent ordinations; they are on an Episcopal, and not

on a Presbyterian footing. Each minister is a New Testa-

ment bishop, and his ordination is to be judged of as the conse-

cration of a bishop for a district without an ai'chbishop, in which

case any three bishops think themselves able to raise to the episcopal

office of their own inherent power, and of course no Act of

Parliament or a Sovereign's warrant can give any additional

spiritual force to their act. The English Presbyterian ordinations

during the Commonwealth in Middlesex, Lancashire, and Essex

may, if regular, stand on Presbyterian grounds, but in any other

county, even Northumberland, there were only Classes formed by

a union with Independents. Oliver Heywood's ordination was

irregular ; he had a perpetual curacy in Yorkshire, and yet he was

ordained by the Bolton classis. All the ordinations subsequent

to the Revolution mentioned in the answers or evidence were

not by ministers having any authority as a Presbytery, but by

self-authorized non-permanent bodies, in almost all of which Inde-

pendents joined, or were invited to join. In some cases the ordi-

nation was not to any particular church, and therefore improper

on Presbyterian grounds, being in vagum ministerium. This was

particularly the case with that of Timothy Hodgson, the chaplain

of the Howleys, all whose antecedents seem those of an Inde-

pendent.

The witnesses evidently felt that they had no case as far as

the existence of Presbyteries went, though they confouuded the

ministers' meetings called classes or associations with Presby-

teries, particularly as to Northumberland, Cumberland, and

Westmoreland, and they fell back on the ground that a church

was Presbyterian if governed by minister and elders ; but no

fact or authority was brought forward to prove that any
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English congregations were so governed, for the existence

and functions of the elders were equally non-existent with

those of the Presbytery. The state of things in Ireland had
much more of Presbyterian order, but we have seen at p.

370 that Dr. Reid and Dr. Stewart called it real Independency.

These matters seem not to have been discussed much before the

Vice-Chancellor, but the point made or accepted by the counsel

of the various parties as that on which the case turned, was
whether the Presbyterian defendants belonged to English or

Scotch denominations.*

Mr Hall went further than the answers by denying that Con-

gregationalists and Independents had ever been the same. He
made the difference between them consist in the former having

ruling elders. This was evidently stated to make the early

Congregationalists real Presbyterians, as Dr. Hugh Campbell

deposed :

" When a congregation, as was the case with that at York, is

fully organized, it is capable, according to the principles and practices

of Presbyterianism, of doing everything necessary for its own order,

discipline, and jurisdiction, such power being constitutionally lodged in

the minister and elders in session assembled, subject, of course, to the

review of the Supreme Court where such exists. In the circumstances

of the case the congregation at St. Saviour Gate would appear to be

* The Rev. Robert Hiddleston of Brampton, and the Rev. Walter Nichol of Long-

town, both in Cumberland, Kirkmen, in their affidavit, to meet this view of the case,

represented the Independents as of Dutch origin. The whole paragraph is given to shew
the style of the Scotch affidavits :

" That as the Independents are the most numerous
sect of Dissenters in England, as their congregations are generally very poor, and as the

Independents are violent Sectarians and enemies to the Presbyterians in particular,

there is great danger that if the relators obtain the trustees proposed by them, the poor

Presbyterian ministers in the North of England will not receive a large share of Lady
Hewley's charity. If Thomas "Wilson [the relator, whose affidavit they were answer-

ing] be a descendant of Dutch Independents of old, deponents wonder if he will

allow his to be a Dutch attempt to obtain possession of an English charity." They seem
not to have known that the Independent churches in Holland were formed of English-

men, driven there by persecution, but not intending to remain there. The Scotchmen
throughout showed a very limited acquaintance with English affairs. Their one argu-

ment was, Lady Hewley called herself a Presbyterian, therefore she must have held
principles really Presbyterian. They could see that the Socinians called themselves
Presbyterians although not such, but not that they had inherited the name from the first

founders who, in their practice, were no more Presbyterians than their successors were.

The men of the time of the Revolution having called themselves Presbyterians when they
were really such in their notions, continued the name when they had given up
all notion of carrying out the system in any respect. That they sat very loose by Presby-

terian principles, even by the time of the Restoration, is evident by their willingness to

remain in the Establishment so that they were not required to submit to ordination,

as they would have complied with the prayer book if they had not been compelled to

78 ,
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carried out presbyterially in all ordinary proceedings, notwithstanding

there was no immediate Presbytery to exercise jurisdiction over it. It

would be only in the appointment of their minister and in the higher

exercises of jurisdiction, that the position of the congregation there

would affect its external discipline and forms."

It might be said in answer to Mr Hall, that the deacons in

many churches have in reality, if not in theory and form, succeeded

to whatever power the old polity theoretically vested in the office

of ruling elder, and thus the principle has been preserved. The

distinction, however, taken by Mr Hall, seems not to have been

ever recognized by any other person, and his making it was also

accounted for by his production of the trust deed, dated in 1695,

of the meeting-house at Whitehaven, which was in favour of

Dissenters of the Presbyterian or Congregational denomination,

of which chapel Independents had, notwithstanding the trusts

of the deed, been forcibly dispossessed by Scotch Presbyterians.

By the hearing the disruption of the Kirk had taken place,

and all the English congregations having, affecting, or desiring

communion with it had joined the Free Church party, and so had

become a new body, non-existent in Lady Hewley's time.

On this information Mr Bethell, Q.C., Mr Bacon, Q.C., and Mr
Chandless, appeared for the relators; the Attorney- General did

not think it necessary to be represented. Mr Stuart, Q.C., and Mr

declare their approval of everything which it contained as agreeable to Scripture. Not
being allowed to do this, they made no effort to set up a Presbytery, but instead formed
unions all over the country with Independents, which lasted, except in London, until the

spread of Arianism among them. In every case any difficulties as to the unions, and the

retiring from them, was on the side of the Independents. This might well be so, for the

Presbyterians had become Congregationalists, without setting up either Congregational

or Presbyterian discipline. That was a great change for them to submit to, and it was
not to be expected that, being the most numerous, wealthy, and influential body, they
should lay aside their name for that of the Independents, when they did not adopt
their system. They retained the name and nothing more, and it became, as they were
the most numerous and influential Nonconformist communion, to a great extent, syno-

nymous with the generic term Dissenter, though it also had a specific meaning, that
of a body practising no discipline, and owning no control. As had been already said, an
Independent minister, whose church allowed itself to become practically a nonentity,
and himself did very little else than preach, would be said to act on the Presbyterian
system.

The use of the word Presbyterian in this negative sense shows that the only
functions to be seen in the system were those of the minister. It is a very odd thing
that in a system calling itself from the office of elder, that name should have at last

attached to laymen only. If this arose from the name or notion of ruling elders, the
remark occurs that the ruler should have been at least equal with the speaker. The
Anglican system more correctly calls the head of a parish rector. On the other hand
it styles the man whose the sheep are not the cm-ate ; while in France the man in charge
of the souls is the cure.
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Rolt for the Independents defendants ; Mr Swanston, Mr Malms,

and Mr Barker for the Kirkmen ; and Mr James Parker and Mr
Lloyd for the Seceders. The case was argued on the 29th April,

the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 6th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 29th, 30th, and 31st May,

and 7th June. Mr Bethell's opening speech occupied sixteen

hours, and his reply nearly five.

The Kirkmen and Seceders attacked each other before

the Master, but they soon found that each party could injure the

other, more easily than they could defend themselves, and that

they were fighting the battle of the common enemy, the relators,

and eventually they heartily coalesced. The answers had left

the matter open, except that the Kirkmen had claimed the bene-

fit of the charity for themselves exclusively, and protested that

they ought not to be asked to say anything as to the Seceders.

The Vice-Chancellor delivered judgment in these words :

When I first addressed myself to the consideration of the question

which is now before me, I was very much struck with this, that the

deed of 1704 shows, upon the face of it, that if ever there was an

English transaction, the transaction that was completed by that deed

bore that character ; for it appears by it that Lady Hewley was herself

ari Englishwoman, that she had married an Englishman, that all the

property which she disposed of was situate in England, and that all the

trustees were Englishmen ; and it has been unquestionably proved that

some of them entertained the same religious sentiments as she did. J

allude particularly to Mr Stretton and Dr. Oolton, and there has been

some evidence given as to one or two others but I do not lay much
stress upon it ; with respect to Mr Stretton and Dr. Colton there is no

doubt.

Then the first material words in the deed of 1704 are, "To such and

so many poor and godly preachers for the time being of Christ's Holy

Gospel ;" and the question mainly depends upon this, Who were the

persons that Lady Hewley has described in those words 1 Now I can-

not but think that, in construing the deed of 1704, we must of necessity

take into consideration the deed of 1707, for some of the learned judges

who delivered their opinions to the House of Lords considered that the

disposition made by the deed of 1704, and the foundation of the hospital,

as well as the subsequent disposition of the deed of 1707, all made part

of one transaction ; and I think that that is the fair and the true legal

view of the matter. Not that it would much signify if it were otherwise,

but it is impossible not to see that all the charities are blended together.

The deed of 1707 has precisely the same parties to it as the deed of 1704

has. Their names too are placed in the same order, and the words in
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the deed of 1707, by which the residuary rents are disposed of, are

identically the same as those which are used in the deed of 1704. More-

over it is to be observed that Lady Hewley appointed Dr. Colton to be

one of the managers of the hospital founded by the deed of 1707 ; and
that all the other managers were persons resident in or near York. She

died in September 1710, and it appears from the sermon which was

preached by Dr. Colton at her funeral, that she was in the habit of

attending the chapel of which he was the officiating minister. There-

fore her opinions on religious matters must have borne a very close

resemblance, at least, to his.

Then Lady Hewley having used those general terms to which I have

adverted, we have to enquire what those terms mean. Now it has struck

me all along, that in a very great degree, although not in terms, that

question has been already decided : because it has been decided that no

unorthodox dissenter, nor any member of the Church of England, is to

have anything to do with the administration of the trusts created by the

deeds of 1704 and 1707, or to take any benefit under them; then if you

remove the unorthodox dissenter, and reject the Church of England

man, the necessary consequence is that you must adopt the orthodox

dissenters. Mr Baron Gurney gave a very plain and clear opinion upon
that subject, and that opinion was referred to with approbation by the

Lord Chancellor when he moved the judgment of T-he House of Lords.

The question Raised by the supplemental information is, whether

those who are members of the Kirk, or of the Secession Church of

Scotland, come within the description of poor and godly preachers of

Christ's Holy Gospel, those words having to the extent which I have

mentioned, already received an exposition. Now it is perfectly manifest

from history, (I allude to Neale's History of the Puritans, and Baxter's

history of his own Life and Times), that though the Scotch Presbyteri-

ans did predominate to a certain extent, yet they never predominated

so far as to have their scheme of church government carried into effect

by any law in England. Neale says, "Although as the influence of the

Scots over the two houses increased Presbytery prevailed, and when the

parliament were at their mercy, and forced to submit to what conditions

they would impose upon them for assistance, the Kirk discipline gained

the ascendant, and at length advanced into a divine right in the assem-

bly of divines, yet the parliament never would come into it ; and"when

the Scots were gone home, it dwindled by degrees until it was almost

totally eclipsed by the rising of the Independents." Then there is ano-

ther passage in which the same author says, " the Presbyterians never saw

their dear presbytery settled in any one part of England, Baxter says it

was settled in London and Lancashire, it never was settled by law."

Then we find that after the Act of Uniformity of Charles the Second

had passed, there came the Act of Toleration, and that was in the year
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1689, and then after that we have what was called "The Happy Union,"

in 1691, which lasted for about four years, and then the Union appears

to have been dissolved, but the state of things remained much the same
as it was before the year 1691. And I think that it clearly appears,

from the evidence that has been given, that in 1704 and 1707 the words

"godly preachers of Christ's Holy Gospel," or "godly preachers" alone,

would have been considered by every person who saw or heard them to

mean those persons who answered the description of orthodox English

dissenters at that time. The evidence that has been brought against

that signification of the words is very slight indeed. It amounts to this,

that except congregations here aud there which might more or less be

composed of Scotchmen, and might have a Scotch minister, the body of

Presbyterians was English, and had English ministers.

Besides, Lady Hewley's English predilections are manifested by this,

that she directs the trustees and managers should in their dispositions

and distributions of her charities have a primary respect to such objects

thereof as then were, or should afterwards be, in York or Yorkshire, or

other northern counties in England, not excluding those in other coun-

ties and places ; and there can be no doubt that the latter words as well

as the former, point to England, because though in England we do use

the word "county," it appears that the Act which was passed in Scotland

for the purpose of carrying into effect the English Act of Union, when
it prescribes the mode in which members should be chosen, uses invari-

ably the word "shires" or " stewartries," and never mentions the word

"county," and I never heard that word applied to any divisions of Scot-

land, though it is applied to divisions of Ireland. Therefore Lady

Hewley intended to provide for persons who, with respect to religion,

should bear the character of orthodox English Dissenters, and with

respect to residence should be found in England.

That such was her intention appears also from one ol the rules

which she prescribed for the management of the hospital. She says,

" Let every almsbody be one that can repeat by heart the Lord's Prayer,

the Creed, and Ten Commandments, and Mr Edward Bowles's Cate-

chism." Now Bowles was one of the ejected ministers who were turned

out in the year 1662, and it is remarkable that this lady does not direct

that the poor men and women in the hospital shall be able to repeat

either of the catechisms, which were the particular characteristics of the

Scotch Church, but that they shall be able to repeat Mr Bowles's Cate-

chism, which as I undei*stand was published by him, some time after he

was ejected. And he was not a Scotch minister, but was one of the

ejected ministers who suffered because he thought proper not to submit

to the Act of Uniformity.

Then if the words "poor and godly preachers of Christ's Holy

Gospel," mean orthodox English Dissenters, there is no difficulty in
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determining what other persons Lady Hewley intended to be the objects

of her bounty, and therefore I shall declare that the words "godly

preachers for the time being of Christ's Holy Gospel" contained in the

deeds of 1704 and 1707, describe in general those who, at the time of

Lady Hewley's death were, and those who thereafter should be orthodox

English dissenting ministers of dissenting churches or congregations

essentially and substantially in doctrine and discipline of the same sort

as the orthodox dissenting churches or congregations which existed in

England, in the years 1704 and 1707, and therefore that orthodox

English dissenting ministers of Baptist churches, of Congregational or

Independent Churches, and of Presbyterian Churches in England, which

are not in connection with or under the jurisdiction of the Kirk of

Scotland or the Secession Church, are alone entitled to take the benefits

provided by those deeds for godly preachers of Christ's Holy Gospel.

Secondly, that the words in the same deeds " godly widows," described

the widows of those orthodox English dissenting ministers. Thirdly,

that the words "the preaching of Christ's Holy Gospel," describe the

preaching of such orthodox English dissenting ministers. Fourthly,

that the words "the ministry of Christ's Holy Gospel," describe the

ministry exercised by such orthodox English dissenting ministers.

Fifthly, that the words "godly persons" describe the individual mem-
bers of such Baptist, Congregational or Independent, or Presbyterian

churches, and lastly, that the poor people to be placed in the hospital

must be poor members of such churches. Refer it to the Master, to

whom the cause of the Attorney-General v. Shore stands referred to

carry out the scheme directed by the original decree of the 23rd Decem-

ber, 1833, made in that cause, having regard to the aforesaid declara-

tions, and to appoint new trustees and sub-trustees or managers in the

places of the defendants Lonsdale, Barbour, Einlay, Ross, Ralph,

Thomson, Fair, and Pringle, who are hereby removed from being such

trustees and sub-trustees respectively.

The Presbyterians appealed to the Chancellor, who was then

Lord Cottenham ; and the case was heard by him on the 1 5th,

16th, 19th, and 25th January, 1849. There had been attempts at a

compromise previously to, and during, the hearing before the Vice-

Chancellor, but the Presbyterians required that four-sevenths of

the fund should bo placed at their disposal, being willing to leave the

rest to the Independents, shutting out the Baptists. The prin-

ciple of any division of the fund was always resisted by the

relators, but they were willing to have allotted the trustees,

three to the Independents, two to the Baptists, and two to the

Presbyterians, and had put a proposal to that effect in writing,

but there was no proper opening for offering it before the
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Vice- Chancellor gave judgment. The Presbyterians when before
the Lord Chancellor claimed only a participation in the fund,
instead of the whole of it, on which they had insisted before
the Vice-Chancellor j on their stating this Lord Cottenham
showed his determination on the one hand not to let the Inde-
pendents retain the preponderance in the trusteeship, and on the
other to escape dealing with the principles which the Vice-Chan-
cellor had laid down, as they would have rendered it difficult for

him to have secured his purpose. When a Chancellor has ex-
pressed his wishes for the settlement of a case, it is impossible
to stand out against him j each side is in his power, and fears to
provoke an adverse decision, and so as one of the leaders for the
Presbyterians was out of court, the relators' counsel asked for the
further hearing to stand over with a view to an arrangement.
A great struggle was then made to carry the plan already intima-
ted, but an answer to any further claims for the Baptists was
always to be found in the fact that they were nearly unknown in
the North in Lady Hewley's time, and had never received much
benefit from the charity, so the relators felt themselves compelled
to agree that the Independents should have three, each set of
Presbyterians two, and the Baptists one. It was however dis-

tinctly expressed by the relators' solicitors in making the pro-
posal, that there was to be no division of a fund as had been
formerly proposed by the Presbyterians, "but that the objects are
to be dealt with as they may be presented to the trustees without
regard to the denomination to which they may belong • and this

stipulation being essential to a proper distribution, is here stated
that adherence to it may be secured : it has hitherto been scrupu-
lously observed.

The final decree is in effect, " that under the words poor and
godly preachers of Christ's holy gospel, poor and orthodox
ministers of dissenting congregations in England and Wales,
within the protection of the Act of Toleration of any of the three
denominations, (i.e.) Independent or Congregational, Presby-
terian and Baptist, (such order of enumeration not importing
any priority) are eligible to the benefit of the charity ; and that
the trustees and managers shall, in their disposition and distribu-

tion of the charities, have a primary and chief respect to such
objects thereof as aforesaid, as are or shall be in York, Yorkshire,
and other northern counties in England. [It has been resolved
by the trustees that Durham, Northumberland, Cumberland,
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Westmoreland, Yorkshire and Lancashire be regarded as entitled

to a preference under the trust deeds, and that Derbyshire and
Cheshire be included, according to the practice of the former

trustees.] That there shall be seven grand trustees or mana-

gers and seven sub-trustees of the charities, whereof in each

class three shall be of the body of Dissenters called Inde-

pendents, three shall be of the body of Dissenters called

Presbyterians, and one shall be of the body of Dissenters

called Baptists. And every grand trustee or manager or sub-

trustee, who in time to come shall be elected in the room or

on the vacancy of an Independent grand trustee or manager or

sub-trustee respectively, shall be elected by the surviving or con-

tinuing Independent grand trustees or grand trustee, or managers

or manager, [and so as to Presbyterians ;] and that every grand

trustee or manager or sub-trustee, who in time to come shall be

elected in the room or on the vacancy of a Baptist grand trustee

or manager or sub-trustee respectively, shall be elected from the

body or denomination of Dissenters called Baptists by the surviving

or continuing grand trustees or grand trustee, managers or

manager."

Defendants Ralph, Thompson, and Fair were removed as

disqualified.

The charity has been fairly administered by the trustees, every

case has been judged of on its own merits without regard to the

denomination of the applicant, and if the trustees of that denomi-

nation are not acquainted with the circumstances, they make it

a point of honour to ascertain them. The grants in 1864-5,

reported in the Congregational Year Book, were to :

102 poor and godly preachers of Christ's Holy Gospel ... £1,120

25 poor persons, chiefly ministers disabled by infirmity . .

.

355

1 6 poor places for promoting preaching iu tliem ... ... 165

37 godly persons in distress, chiefly widows and daughters of

deceased ministers ... ... ... ... ... 435

6 students for the ministry of Christ's Holy Gospel ... - 240

£2,345

The grants to widows seem the most beneficial application of

the charity, as the sums awarded will be felt as substantial

additions to their incomes, if expended on themselves ; but as to

ministers, many will think £10 more suited to the value of that

sum in a past age, and would rather see fewer ministers bene-
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fitted, so that the recipients should receive at least £20. Any-

small gifts tend to the erection of chapels in villages without

proportional good effects, and to the support of men who, not

having the requisite ability, ought never to have been in the

ministry. The multiplication of small chapels does not tend to

the strength or credit of Dissenters ; and experience has shown

that endowments have very rarely if ever benefitted them. Inde-

pendently of this consideration, it seems difficult to prove a man's

right to withdraw any property from the dominion of those who
come after him by giving it to charity, and so perpetuating his own
control over it. Te teneam et mortuus should not be said by a

christian man to his property. Endowment is a very potent part

of establishment, and religious opinions should be left to be

supported year by year by those who believe them; for error

of one sort or another will, generally, be better endowed than

truth, and the latter will be most advanced if endowment is

prohibited.

79
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APPENDIX.

1. AS TO THE OPINIONS OF MR SAMUEL BURY AND
MR BENJAMIN BENNET.

In accordance with the intention expressed at p. 197, the works of

these authors have been obtained, and extracts from them are submit-

ted to the reader. Mr Bury was made of importance for the present pur-

pose only by being three times referred to in the Proofs, certainly not

by the pertinence of any quotation there given from his writings ; but

the passages cited from Mr Bennet's writings on the contrary called

for notice, as standing alone they might be fairly construed as sanction-

ing a considerable divergence from orthodoxy.

Mr Bury appears, notwithstanding what is said in the Proofs, see

supra 166, only to have asked the questions, and taken the confession of

faith, at Mr Savage's ordination. In the title page of the volume
in which the entire service was published, the Exhortation to the

minister and the people quoted from in the Proofs is stated to have been

delivered (as well as the preliminary sermon) by the Rev. John
Rastrick, of King's Lynn ; and the author of the Exhortation speaks of

his own ordination by Bishop Fuller of Lincoln, in which diocese Mr
Rastrick's former vicarage of Kirkton was situated, while Mr Bury
was not episcopally ordained, as is mentioned at p. 1 65 supra. Mr Savage's

Confession of Faith is thoroughly Trinitarian and Calvinistic, and so is

the Exhortation. It stated that "the Catechism contains two different

methods of divinity, the first ending at the benefits which believers

receive at the resurrection, and the second carried through the remaining
part of the Catechism; the first being founded on God's decrees, the second

on the covenant of grace." " Both are here ; free-will or natural power,
and free grace ought to be asserted. Si non est Dei gratia quo modo salvat

mundum 1 Si non est liberum arbitrium quo modo judicat munclum 1 I

will hold the general grace of the Arminians, and not deny the special

grace of the Calvinists."

" Doubtless though redemption by Christ be of general virtue and
universal sufficiency for its part, yet there was a particular or special

intentional respect had to God's elect, and special grace is given them
to incline them with it."
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" Study true Catholicism and not parties. There are really no

parties among christians, but they are all one body ; why then should

they renounce each others' communion, and that for trifles, for extra-funda-

mental opinions, when we all believe alike in Jesus Christ, and renounce

the world, the flesh, and the devil 1 I am not ashamed to mention it

that I could gladly receive a worthy Church of England man, a holy

Arminian, a pious Anabaptist, of both opinions, General and Particular,

if they would come, though I be not of their opinions myself."

" Let unity and peace have your great regard. If we must pray

for the peace of Jerusalem, we ought surely to endeavour it. Let there

be no divisions that you can help, not iii the church, no more than

from it. Read healing authors. The many excellent irenicons that

learned men have wrote are of the best of our books."*

It should be acknowledged that the quotation in the Proofs is taken

from one sermon, and that given at p. 167 supra from another, but both by

Mr Bury, and both with reference to Mr Fairfax's death ; the former

was the funeral sermon at Ipswich, the scene of Mr Fairfax's noncon-

formist labours, and the latter at the funeral at Barking, Suffolk, from

which he was ejected. They were published together in a volume con-

taining also a funeral sermon for Mr Wright, (Mr Fairfax's successor at

Ipswich, who died in a year or two after his settlement there), with the

motto from Horace, " Mista senum ac juvenum densantur funera."

The sentence, the commencement of which only is given at p. 167,

from the Nonconformist's Memorial, stands in full in the sermon, thus :

" He was an orthodox minister ; one sound in the faith, and uncor-

rupted in his principles. He heartily subscribed and constantly adhered

to all the doctrinal articles of the Church of England. He utterly

abhorred any new and upstart notions in religion, and loved the truth as

it was in Jesus. And this in a time when so many fantastic errors

were most audaciously propagated by others and the holy canon itself

most desperately struck at by malapert and saucy ignorance."

The sermon quoted in the Proofs has the following expression :

" You will never forget his preaching, how solid, and spiritual, and

close, and pungent, and evangelical." " He had various exercises in so

long a life : but the most tragical scene of all was on that fatal Bartho-

lomew in 1662, which on to-morrow w7ill be eight and thirty years ago;

wheron he was removed not only from his maintenance, but also from

his public service, (much more desirable to him than that), together with

many hundreds, I had almost said some thousands more, as learned, and

oi'thodox, and pious, and peaceable divines as England has ordinarily

had ; and this only for the honour they had to the kingly power of

* This extract is a digest of five pages in the author's own words. The correspon-

dence between the two parts of the Catechism is most ably shown.
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Christ in his church and the preservation of their own consciences invio-

late."

In the funeral sermon for Mr Wright he recurs to the same thought.

" And that an orthodox minister, when so many enthusiastical seducers

are propagating their errors, factions and heresies with so much ven-

geance and zeal amongst us." .... " And that a moderate minis-

ter, when so many others in their heat and fury are setting the world

on fire about us."

In his sermon on the opening of his "new erected chappel in St.

Edmunds Bury," 1711, (which has a motto from the Amphitryon of

Plautus hinting at quarrels), he instances among " such as have greater

capacities, and vigour, and fortitude, and boldness : that have not only

honesty, but courage enough to withstand the corruptions of the times

and outface the sins and scorns of their enemies ; to plead for despised

truths and to stand alone against the power and credit of a prevailing

faction * * Athanasius against the power of Constautius and the

general deluge of Arianism in the world."

Mr Bennet's Irenicum has for its motto, " In necessariis Veritas, in

non-necessariis libertas, in utrisque charitas ;" and the preface contains the

following sentences :
" Two things I would admonish the reader not to

impute to me, as any part of my aim in these papers, viz., the espousing

any of the controverted schemes of the doctrine of the Trinity. My
only purpose in what I have said is to moderate if it may be in that

troublesome dispute; [which was begun in the Established Church, p. 1];

and to offer reasons for leaving the doctrine in general terms, as God has

been pleased to leave it, without descending to particular determinations,

further than we have warrant from Scripture ; which is so far from

prejudicing the doctrine, that I reckon 'tis the only proper method of

guarding it against abuse, and putting an end to our debates about it.

Nor wou'd I be thought in what I've advanced in behalf of private judg-

ment to patronize the fancies, and plead the cause of our libertines, who
affect to call themselves freethinkers. These men's religion, so far as I

know anything of it, mainly lies in tragical outcries against priestcraft.

They are so shy of creeds that they can believe nothing God Himself

has revealed ; and so afraid of ecclesiastical slavery and bondage, that

they'll not submit to the yoke of Christ. That every one judge for

himself is unquestionably his right and duty, as I have endeavoured to

prove ; but if they judge against themselves, and against religion ; if,

instead ofjudging in disputed modes of gospel ordinances and adminis-

trations they judge away the things themselves ; instead of enquiring

what is the law and appointment of Christ in this or that particular

they neglect all his appointments ; conscience will convince them sooner

or later this is not following its dictates, but abusing both themselves

and it. 'Tis a sad way I must confess of thinking freely, to think the
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gospel of Christ, its doctrines, and institutions into contempt. When
we plead for a liberty for Christians to judge for themselves in religion

it is that they may impartially examine it; and the more they do so the
greater will be their veneratioD for it, and that they may act in it with
a sense and reverence of the divine authority, without which their
religion is of little value. But if any of these poor creatures permit
this great- and necessary principle, as if because none may judge for

them, therefore 'tis no matter how they judge, or whether they judge at
all, this will be their own fault, 'tis an offence taken and not given."

The objections to the Arian scheme are thus stated, (see p. 172,
supra.) "Particularly the Ariau scheme can't be fundamental, the
substance of which is : That the supreme eternal God created and made
the Son before all ages, made him as great and glorious a being as was
possible to omnipotency itself, and communicated to him as much
perfection as a created nature cou'd admit of; that this Son of God is

a creature of an ubiquitary presence and of multitudinous power ; that
God having first made the Son, did thro' him create the Holy Ghost
and by the Son and Holy Ghost, or thro' the Son, and by the Holy
Ghost, created this world and all things in it ; that these three govern
the world not by a joint co-ordinate providence, but that their dominions
are subordinate and adequate to their powers ; the one being supreme,
the other two deputies. Now I say this scheme wants evidence
sufficient to entitle it to a place among fundamentals, and make it

necessary to be believed in the christian church by all its membei-s.

The Scripture characters of the Son, viz., the true God, the mighty God,
the great God, King of Kings and Lord of Lords, Lord of glory, the
Alpha and Omega, the beginning and end, the Almighty Jehovah, and
the like, furnish such ai'guments against this hypothesis as require more
skill in criticism to answer than most christians are masters of. 'Tis the

grand principle of Arius, that the Son of God is not eternal, but that
there was a time when he was not. And yet we find the Scripture

describes the duration and eternity of the Son by the same terms and
phrases as that of the Father : Isaiah xliii, 10, xliv, 6 ; Rev.

, 1 8,

xvii, 22 23; Ps. xcviii, 2; Prov. viii, 22. * * [17 lines omitted].
" Dr. Clark has refin'd upon the Arian scheme, but as his scheme is

attended with many of the same difficulties with the Arian, it has this

further incumbrance that it supposes a sort of intermediate being, that
is neither God nor a creature, but something between both ; which is

philosophising to a degree of subtilty above what common christians are
capable of reaching. And how great a difficulty is it, in his scheme,
to make a being, not the supreme God, to be possess'd of infinite

perfections
; as omnipotency, omniscience, omnipresence, <fcc. * *

[13 lines omitted.
J

" Nor can it be denied, etc., as at p. 1,72.
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But he explains himself thus :
" I'm ready to own that something

of this doctrine is of very great moment, and may be called fundamental,

to believe in the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, and submit ourselves to

these glorious Persons, as respectively concerned in the work of our

redemption, with a suitable conduct and life, is our practical Christianity.

'Tis necessary that we know God and Jesus Christ whom to know is

life eternal ; and we are expressly told that if any man have not the

Spirit of Christ, he is none of His. We are baptized in the name of

the sacred Three, and a great part of our religion lies in a devout inter-

course with them. But there are a great many questions relating to

their nature, unity, distinction, &c, which all wise men find above

them, and we need not methinks beg leave to infer that therefore they

are not of the essence of the Christian faith. For what then wou'd

become of those that occupy the place of the unlearned 1

"'Tis not my design to correct schemes, much less to advance a new
one. I only desire such abatements in our several constituted schemes,

as the darkness and uncertainty in which all of them, more or less, are

involved, and the confessed weakness and imperfection of human minds

call for : such abatements as may leave this a peaceable doctrine, and

leave room for our brethren's Christianity and our charity towards them,

notwithstanding their dissent from us in some of our notions, as want-

ing our light or our confidence ; which every one acquainted with the state

of this controversy (about the Trinity) in the primitive church, as well

as since, must allow to be a reasonable demand. What confusion has it not

occasioned 1 What desolation has it not wrought 1 Let the reader

peruse the list of ancient heretics, and he'll find a great part of them

were censured and condemned upon this article, I mean as erroneous in

questions relating to the nature and person of the Son and Holy Ghost.

That this proceeds from any peculiar depravity in the minds of men,

leading them to an opposition to this doctrine more than to any other,

is what I can't suspect, but rather think it may be imputed to another

cause, viz., the rashness and presumption of those that would be wise

above what is written ; venturing into the dark and out of their depths,

defining and determining what they did not understand, and then impo-

sing their own fancies as doctrines of faith, and with what success, with

what fruit tins has been done, the experience of many ages may testify.

I'm sorry we have learn'd no more by it, and will not take warning by

the miscarriages of our predecessors.

If such as have had their heads full of this controversy, have been

heated in the field of disputation, been contending for their hypothesis

with so disproportion'd a zeal as if this were the Jachin and Boaz, the

very pillars of religion, wou'd give themselves leave to cool a little, we
need not despair of proposing what might make all easy with them-

selves and their brethren, with reference to this point. The following
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particulars allow'd and practised wou'd, with the blessing of God, go far

to do the work.

1. That the holy Scripture, the acknowledged rule and measure of

every christian doctrine, be strictly and closely adhered to, especially in

this doctrine ; which depends so entirely on revelation, that no man
cou'd have known any thing of it, had it not been reveal'd, nor doth

know auy more of it than is reveal'd.

2. That we cast out of our schemes all such terms and definitions

as the Scripture doth not furnish us with, and are not found in the

doctrine as it stands in scripture. If men of learning and leisure are

inclined to debate their own questions, they have their liberty, provided

they manage peaceably. But they must not make decisions where the

Scripture has not gone before them, and insert them in the article as an

essential part of the faith ; but the distinction between the doctrine

itself as deliver'd in Scripture and human explication, is to be

preserved sacred and inviolable.

3. That none shall be censured as erroneous who own the doctrine

as contained in Scripture, and own all the Scripture saith about it, tho'

they don't agi*ee with this or that schemist, or with any of them, in their

less certain and disputed opinions.

4. As every necessary fundamental doctrine is not only revealed in

Scripture, but distinctly and clearly revealed there, what is fundamen-

tal and necessary in this doctrine must be so revealed. Which rule

will cut off all troublesome questions that kindle our flames and divide

us; will reduce the doctrine to its primitive simplicity, and leave nothing

in it but what's easy ; and consequently in which Christians will agree

and can't but agree. So that if these things be granted, none of which I

think can be gainsaid by Protestants consistently with their own prin-

ciples, little mox'e seems necessary towards putting an end to this con-

troversy, or at least taking the venom and sting out of it.

Should any ask, what is clearly revealed in Scripture concerning the

doctrine of the Trinity, in which there's an agreement among Chris-

tians ; I shall so far go out of my way as to answer this inquiry, though

to some it will appear needless.

The Scripture represents that there are three divine persons in

whose name we are baptized, the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, con-

cerned in the great work of our redemption. I call them Persons

because the Scripture speaks of them as we do of persons, and with

personal characters ; and I reckon them really* distinct persons, i.e.,

* Note by Mr Bennet : "I would not be understood to determine what is precisely

fundamental in this doctrine
;
particularly that the word Person is so, or the distinction

between the persons : Indeed I reckon the real distinction exceeding plain in Scripture,

and highly necessary ; but am far from thinking he's no Christian, that can't discern and
won't allow such a distinction, but thinks it necessary in order to preserve the unity of

the Godhead, to assert an identity or sameness of numerical essense. Though this to

me appears downright Sabellianism."
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distinct intelligent agents. The Scripture manifestly supposes this by

the distinct offices it ascribes to them ; the covenant of redemption ; the

incarnation, satisfaction, intercession ; the whole office [of the Son] as

Mediator, and of the Spirit as Paraclete, imply it. And indeed it

appears to me so necessary in the whole scheme of the Christian Reli-

gion, that I'm inclined to think, had not some notions touching the

unity of the Godhead (not so consistent therewith) obtained a sanction

in the church, there had been no debate about it.

The Scripture represents the Father in the great business of our

redemption, as supi'eme legislator asserting and maintaining the rights

of the Deity, and honour of his law and government ; and therefore,

tho' the divine philanthropy, love, and grace to man was the spring and

rise of our salvation, yet divine wisdom directed it should be upon

satisfaction or atonement made as an honourable compensation for the

affront offer'd in the apostacy, and a proper means of declaring God's

righteousness, justice, holiness, &c, and securing man's obedience for

the future.

The Son is represented as Mediator, 1 Tim. xi, 5, interposing on

our behalf, offering himself a public victim, Ps. xl, 6, 7, 8, Heb. x,

5 10, he gave himself for us a sacrifice, Ephs. v, 2, and having made
peace and reconciliation Col. i, 14, 20, ever lives to make intercession,

Heb. vii, 25.

The Holy Spirit is represented as making application of all to the

souls of men, as discharging the office of Paraclete, i.e., convincing of

sin, enlightening, sanctifying, sealing, comforting, John xvi, 8 ; Eph.

i, 17 ; Tit. iii, 5.

We are assured that the Son and Holy Spirit are every way suffi-

cient for their office. This may be concluded with certainty from the

Father's appointment of them thereunto, and is abundantly intimated

in Scripture. Whatever dignity and excellency of nature was requisite

to qualify the Son to be a propitiation, this we are assured he had,

Eph. v, 2, Heb. x, 10, 14 ; whatever was requisite to the government,

protection, and defence of his church and a final conquest over all his

enemies, this he has, as power, Mat. xxviii, 18, 19, John xvii, 2;

wisdom, Col. ii, 3 ; universal knowledge of persons, things, thoughts,

and inward affections, omnipresence in a word, Mat. xxviii, 20; "he's

able to save to the uttermost, Heb. vii, 25, and a like fulness of capa-

city for his office is ascribed to the Spirit ; John xvi, 13, 1 Cor. ii,

10, Rom. viii. 27, 1 John iv. 4.

The way and method of intercourse with God, in all the particulate

of gospel worship, the Scripture represents to be a coming to the Father

through the Son, and by the Holy Spirit, according to that the apostle

Eph. ii, 18, "thro' him, (the Son), we have access by one spirit unto the

Father," i.e. as a late pious and prudent person expresses it, in a discourse
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truly answering its title and the temper of its author, " By the Spirit

enabling, through the Son encouraging, and to the Father as finally and

fully effecting, all good, (and accepting it) he adds, nor is this the voice

of a single text, but runs in a manner through the whole New Testament

as the sum and substance of the gospel institutions." Dr. Oldfield's

Pacific Discourse concerning God, p. 17.

"We are to come boldly to the throne of grace, through our Great

High Priest, the Son, interceding in heaven, and the Holy Ghost in our

hearts. This is the plan of gospel worship. The Father is the original

and fountain of all our blessings ; the Son the medium of communication,

the Spirit the advocate, or inward operator in the souls of believers.

Whatever uncertainty any may apprehend touching the precise na-

ture of these three glorious Persons, their unity and distinction, the

Scripture account of them is such that every Clmstian may with confi-

dence depend upon them in their respective offices, and in all that work
they are represented as perfWniing for the church, 'Tis not necessary

that we know particularly their essential absolute perfections, and their

relations one to another, (nor can we know more of that matter than

God has been pleased to reveal), 'tis enough that we know their relation

to us, and what offices they sustain in which we may trust them with

security; 2 Tim. ii, 14, "He's able to keep what I have committed to

him against that day." The believer can leave his soul and all his con-

cerns in the hands of his Redeemer, and rely on Him for protection,

defence, final victory, and salvation, (on Him as the purchaser, and on
the Spirit as efficient), " looking for the mercy of the Lord Jesus to eternal

life." Thus the Scripture invites and encourages to, and thereby lays a

foundation for our faith, hope, trust, &c.

As this general account of the doctrine of the Trinity is plain in

Scripture, and it may be all that's plain there, so I reckon 'tis sufficient

for all the purposes of Christian faith and practice, if we know and
heartily believe these general and uncontested truths concerning the Son
of God ; believe his ability and full sufficiency as a Saviour ; choose him
as such, receive his doctrine, depend on his mediation, resign [ourselves] to

the conduct of his spirit, in a course of obedience, according to the laws of

the gospel, no doubt we shall be accepted of God, though we are not

among the Apoptne, (sic) have not been iuitiated into the secrets of one or

another scheme, and know little of Eternal Generation, Procession,

Personality, Perichoresis, &c, I can't think (if the severer critics will

pardon me here) that religion and the peace and comfort of souls is half

so much concerned in many of our questions and determinations about

the Trinity, as some imagine ; but that the plan of Christian worship,

and the scheme of Christian religion, would remain very much as 'tis,

and ought to be, with a considerable liberty and latitude allow'd on this

80
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head. I therefore concur very heartily with the advice of the Pacific

Discourse, that we rest contented with a more general sense of Scrip-

tural discoveries, (especially those relating to Father, Son, and Spirit),

rather than venture upon particulars, that are not so certainly contained

in what we wou'd so expound, nor yet more plainly declared in other

places of Scripture. The general import may perhaps sufficiently answer

the great purposes of religion ; it may be those of truth and peace much
better, and surely we should be very careful we do not in effect "add
unto God's word, lest he reprove us, and we be found liars." Prov. xxx, 6.

But I leave this argument in which if I have spoken some things

freely and made concessions not agreeable to eveiy one, I shall only say

that as my design is pacific, and to allay as far as may be the heat and

ferment our contests have raised, I thought nothing less sufficient to

answer that end. If Christians may not be allowed to think differently

on a doctrine so much above us, which none profess to understand, and

on which none on earth, I presume, think aright in all particulars, be

allowed here to intrench themselves within the limits and terms of Holy

Scripture, and suspend their belief of human phrases, when they have

no knowledge, no ideas ; if this may not be allowed without breach of

charity and peace, I see no help for it, but we must live in a state of

slavery, hypocrisy, or war. And if, after all, any that are sure they

themselves ai'e wise shall arraign what has been said, and give it such

names as bigotry and passion may dictate, I shall appeal from them.

The matter is coram non judice. "Be patient, brethren, (in this sense),

to the coming of the Lord."

The following extracts are from Mr Bennet's sermon, passages from

which are set out at p. 174 supra :

" Every one that has this divine faith assents to all God has revealed

implicitly and explicitly, (as the distinction is), to all the necessary and

fundamental doctrines of religion. There are many things that are con-

tained in the Bible that a multitude of Christians are ignorant of, and

consequently they cannot be said to believe them with an explicit direct

faith ; but then it must be allowed they have a general faith in all that

God reveals, resting in his veracity and truth, and being assured that

what he says is true, that he will not, cannot deceive them. They assent

to every doctrine in general, and particularly all the great essential

doctrines of religion. These they believe distinctly, have some know-
ledge and understanding of them, and assent to them upon the credit of

the Revealer. * * *

""Whatever God has revealed concerning himself, concerning the

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, the mystery of the Trinity or Incarnation,

the resurrection of the body, or any other doctrines of our religion, we
are not to cavil against these things because we do not understand how
they are, or how they can be. We miist not indeed pretend to under-
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stand more than God has reveal'd, but what he has revealed is to be

embraced without objecting. This submission we owe to the wisdom
and authority of God. We are to examine whether this or that propo-

sition be revealed, and when we find it revealed, it is the business of

divine faith to receive it without any cavilling on the account of diffi-

culties. * * *

" Besides assent, there is consent in divine faith ; and this act of it

principally respects the Christian covenant, and more particularly the

Lord Jesus, the scheme and method of salvation by him ; this is fre-

quently spoken of in the New Testament, under the notion of believing

in Christ, believing in his name and the like. I am not here to explain

this at large, that would detain me too long, on a subject that I only

propose to touch by the by ; I shall therefore just hint that it supposes

and includes such things as these :

"An assent to, or belief of all that God has revealed concerning his

Son the Lord Jesus, and salvation by him, as that he is the promised

Messiah ; that he came into the world, was made flesh, died for our

sins, and rose again for our justification ; that eternal life is in him
;

that in him we have redemption through his blood, the forgiveness of

sins according to the riches of his grace."

The quotations from Mr Bennet given in the Proofs are as latitu-

dinarian as any that could be quoted from any book by a Presbyterian

author printed in his lifetime, and yet we see what his opinions were.

No. 2.

Lists of the Presbyterian and Independent chapels in England, with

the names of the ministers, the numbers of the hearers, and other

particulars, between the years 1717 and 1729, prepared by Dr.

John Evans, colleague and successor of Dr. Daniel Williams in

the pastorship of the Presbyterian congregation in Hand Alley,

Bishopgate Street.

The volume from which the lists are copied is preserved in the

library founded by Dr. Daniel Williams, and seems to have been pre-

pared by Di\ Evans, from returns in respect of the counties severally,

obtained by himself, or for him by Mr, afterwards Viscount, Barrington

and ministers in London. The returns seem to have been received in

1717 or 1718, and the account drawn up from them must have been cor-

rected by additions from time to time noting deaths, removals, new ap-

pointments, dissolutions of congregations, and erections of chapels nearly

to Dr. Evans's death, (May 1730), the last entries relating to 1729. The

object in preparing the document seems to have been to convince the
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government of George the First, prior and in order to the repeal of

the Schism Bill in England and the passing of the Irish Toleration Act,

that the Dissentei's had great influence in elections, and were more

powerful than the Low Church party, though continually sacrificed by

the Whigs in power to propitiate the High Churchmen, who were all

Jacobites. So far from the truth was the sneer of Addison's Tory

foxhunter that the only Presbyterian in the diocese was the Bishop,

whose carriage was upset in taking the Noncon holder-forth to poll at

the election. The number, ranks or occupations, and sometimes the

wealth, of each congregation, county or borough, but particularly the

number of voters in it are stated, and occasionally also the number of

churchmen whose votes they could command. Here and there,

as at Bristol and Exeter, a contrast is drawn between their strength

and that of the Episcopalians supporting the Government.* The
postal address of the minister is given in many cases, and evidently

had been carefully enquired after, with the view of all communications

being addressed to him. This is therefore an account of the temporal

and worldly condition of the churches, and does not relate to

spiritual matters, for there is no return of communicants; if how-

ever the remarks contained in the foregoing pages as to their disci-

pline are correct, the particulars given are more trustworthy and inter-

esting than any others respecting them could be. It gives greater

weight to Dr. Evans's authority, that he had devoted great attention

to the affairs of dissenters, and had made collections for a History of

Nonconformity in England, which were afterwards used by Mr Neal.

It is to be noticed that the statement here presented gives the strength

of dissent forty years, (a period longer than is usually assigned to a gener-

ation), after the Act of Uniformity ; that speaking generally the old

confessors of the Stuart times, the patriarchs of the Happy Union and the

Neonqmian controversy, had passed away, who were better known
to posterity than their immediate successors ; that those successors had in

their turn become old or been gathered to their fathers ; that the most

influential ministers of the time wei'e men to whom the old state of affairs

was matter of tradition, and not of experience ; and that the great

defection to Arianism about 1740 took place when the younger pastors

here named had in their turn gained the ascendancy. The list contains

the great majority of those who voted at Salters' Hall, and of those who
first departed from the old faith. Further the reader has before him the

* Unless these cathedral cities were exceptional ones, the Nonconformists were the

most numerous, as well as the heartiest supporters of the new dynasty, and they had
good reason to be so, for they had few friends except the King and Mr, afterwards

Earl, Stanhope ; with regard to the latter it is a pleasure to quote the remark of the

Quarterly Review, that his coronet has never been tarnished by mediocrity. This was
said two generations back, but at any rate is true of the present inheritor.
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statistics of Nonconformisty, just when the repeal of the Schism Act

had placed it, practically, on the footing on which it continued until the

repeal of the Test and Corporation Acts. There is no Presbyterian Lord

mentioned in the return, and only one Baronet, and had the census been

delayed twenty years, there is reason to suspect that it would have

furnished a much smaller number of esquires, and gentlemen, and their

widows, for the small chapels supported by Presbyterian gentry were

many of them closed within that time. The same period saw many
of the old chapels occupied by Independents, or abandoned by ortho-

dox minorities, in order to found churches on congregational ist princi-

ples. The chapel-building era had just closed, and Presbyterianism was

to be seen at its very best, as far as respected the number of chapels and

attendants. The gifts from the Presbyterian fund to the feebler congre-

gations for the most part are shown by the list as diminishing in amount,

and in some cases as discontinued altogether, and the inference seems

fair, that there was a decay of interest, which portended a general fall-

ing off in the denomination.* The removal of ministers seems fre^

epient, as if there was a widely spread state of uneasiness, but there do

not appear to have been many settled ministers attracted by the establish-

ment, so that the defection which followed the Salters' Hall meeting

and the schism which it occasioned, must have been chiefly among the

young ministers without charges, who were then called candidates in

England, and would have been licentiates in Scotland.

Dr. Evans died before even Arminianism had found much favour, with

Presbyterian laymen at least, and the men with whom he was associ-

ated in the Occasional Paper, were Dr. Grosvenor and Dr. Samuel

Wright, who according to Walter Wilson, were moderate Calvinists,

Moses Lowman, who seems not to have let his Socinian tendencies

appear otherwise than by dissertations which he left behind him in

manuscript, and Simon Browne, whose writings had, up to that time at

any rate, been on the side of orthodoxy. Dr. Evans was buried in Dr.

Williams's grave, and without doubt was like him, orthodox, but catholic.

He may be thought to show his dislike of the assumption of autho-

rity by which Mr Read was dismissed, but he does not mark the

removal of Martin Tomkins from Stoke Newington. His entry for

Exeter, (a little altered here to assign the chapels to their respective

ministers), though it mentions a new meeting, does not give any intima-

tion as to the state of the case with regard to Hallet and Pierce ; and

may be taken either way as denoting approbation or displeasure.

* It will be remarked that at least half the chapels received assistance from the

Presbyterian Fund, and in very small sums, even if they were half-yearly payments,

which they very likely were, as the Hewley charity was distributed half-yearly, and its

rules might be expected to be borrowed from those of the general fund, which it

succeeded as to the northern counties.
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The Presbyterians and Independents are intermixed throughout,

though they are kept rather more separate in London ; in some instances

the hearers or voters in the two denominations are stated together. The
returns in several cases were furnished by Independents. No unpre-

judiced person can read through Dr. Evans's volume without inferring

a very close union between the Presbyterians and Independents ; which

from the circumstances of their earliest history, has not been, and it

may be said cannot be, accounted for otherwise than has been done in

these pages; and which, if it existed, is decisive of all the positions

contended for in them.

With regard to some few Independent chapels, the minister is

described as a lay preacher, but this is not stated as to any Baptist,

though no doubt most of their ministers were then such, and remained

so in small places till long after the commencement of the century.

In some cases Ant. or A (for Antinomian doubtless) is added to an

Independent minister or preacher's name, it is believed it is not added

to a Baptist name, though high Calvinism was rife among the Particular

Baptists. The fair inference is, that the Independents had few lay

preachers, and few Antinomians among them.

The Baptists are given in a separate list for each county, and the

statement as to them is most meagre throughout. There was then a

much greater difference and distinction between their ministers and those

of the two other denominations than exist at present. The denomina-

tion is marked A, evidently for Antipoedo-baptist, of which Baptist is

no doubt a contraction ; for the name would scarcely have been

recognized out of the denomination, if it had been assumed to import

that the hearers of it alone had been really baptized. Both divisions*

of Baptists are included, and in a few cases where two of their chapels

are returned in town, " G. and P." are added.

In two groups of small places returned as Baptists it is expressed

"People mixt as to Baptism," and two places, one in the list of Baptists,

have both I and A written opposite them, which would seem to denote

a mixed communion church.

It has been thought better to divide the Presbyterians and Indepen-

dents here into two lists ; indeed the former only were taken out in the

first instance, but there seemed every reason to include the latter in a

volume which will have most interest or use for Independents, while the

places of the Baptist congregations stated at the end of the Presbyterian list

will answer every purpose contemplated here. If any town or village has,

or has had, an old Baptist chapel which is not to be found in the list of

* The names General and Particular, with the omission of the word Redemption,

are among the oddest assumed or owned by any religious bodies, and it is especially

ludicrous to find the name Particular so often misunderstood, even among Baptists,

as denoting strictness of communion.
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Baptist chapels given here, and an old Presbyterian chapel mentioned here

is not to be otherwise accounted for, Baptists may be taken to be, or to

have been, in possession of it. Oxford is the only case known to the

writer. At Wednesbury Staffordshire they have an old chapel by late

purchase under a new deed, but this list, if Widgley means Wednesbury,

shews that when it was drawn up they had a chapel thei*e.
%

The original manuscript is in four columns ; the first contains

names of places, any alias or vulgar names being given as well as

the correct ones. Cities and Boroughs invariably come first, and thev

are generally followed by Market Towns, (marked respectively C, B T,

and M ;) the smaller towns or villages come last, though in some coun-

ties the market towns are intermixed with them. The villages supplied

by several persons come last, except those where there was not service

every Sunday, or there was only a lecture ; this last word seems here

to mean a week day sermon.

The possession of the chapels at present, or their non-existence, is

denoted by the type in which the names of the places are printed, as

will be explained at the top of the first list. It should however be

explained that it is not meant that the congregation worships in the old

chapel. That may have been taken clown, and not rebuilt, but if the

identity of the church which once occupied it has been preserved, that

has been considered sufficient, as chapel and church are, in that case,

both represented. The Unitarian Pocket Book, the Congregational

Magazine, the evidence in the Attorney-General v. "Wilson, Wilson's

Clerical Guide for Scotland, and the histories of dissent in the counties as

to which it has found an historian, have been the authorities relied

on in assigning the occupants. No doubt many inaccuracies and

omissions will be detected in the assignment.

In the second column are the ministers' names, not always in cor-

rect order, names of ministers who succeeded those originally entered

having been added where there was most room for them, so that

colleagues (in the original bracketed together, here marked by " Coll"

after the second name) are often divided by the successor of one of them.

Sometimes, through the space having been exhausted, the last minister

stands first, and is distinguished from the ministers of the pi'eceding

place only by a stroke connecting him with his own town. It is

trusted that the names are marshalled in proper order here. Ministers-

dead or removed since the first formation of the list are so marked with

a date, often in case of death specifying the month and its day ; the

year only is given here. In almost all these cases a line is drawn
round a name or names, and all words dependent thereon, so that the

actual minister or ministers of a place having undergone any change

might appear at first sight, and sometimes this line is the only indica-

tion of a minister's removal. Generally the place to which a minister
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removed from the place where he is entered is mentioned, and occa-

sionally that from which he came to it. All information of this kind

is copied here. Three or four Ejected ministers survived so as to

appear in this record of the new state of things produced by the Revo-

lution, and are distinguished by "Ejected." They were all dead

when Dr. Evans ceased from his labours. About as many instances

ministers are mentioned as having conformed. The dates of doctorships

are mentioned in the original ; they occasioned a great deal of remark at

the time, (as Dunton's life shews), perhaps because they wei'e the first

except medical ones which came from beyond sea or Tweed; for the

Puritans not having been cast out of the establishment the universities

were open to them. The Christian name (so called) is very rarely omit-

ted in original entries, but frequently in the later ones, shewing that

the former were transcribed from information carefully furnished from

the district, and the latter were added from report which would give

only the surname. The ministers first entered are marked by a P or I,

following their names in this column ; and put in the case of colleagues

opposite the point of the bracket. This distinctive letter is so uniformly

omitted in respect of their successors that it must be taken to apply

to them unless it is supplanted by the other letter. These letters P.

or I. are often omitted as to a place supplied by different ministers,

or having a lecturer only, most likely because both ministers of both

bodies supported it. Several, apparently small, places have neither

letter. In the first column below the name of the place or at the end

of this column there is to be seen f, or f f, (fund or from fund,

that is the Presbyterian fund,) and below a figure surrounded" by li,

often apparently added to the original entry. In most cases this figure has

been altered into another with a pen, (which made strokes almost such as

a brush would make), or has been struck through with another kind of

pen, as if at another time. The original figure, where legible, and the

added one, are both stated here after the name of the town, and " disc
"

indicates a figure having been so struck out, and no other substituted

for it.

This column often has at the end of it F, without any figures fol-

lowing it, except in two or three instances ; and from the ink and writing

being the same as those in which payments from the Presbyterian Fund

are entered, it seems probable that the reference here also is to an

allowance from the Presbyterian fund. In the list of London ministers

the letter C is prefixed to the names of some ministers ; it may signify

Calvinists. A star is also there prefixed to the name of a sole pastor, or

placed between the names of colleagues, but its meaning seems not to

be referable to any circumstance common to all those names. The P

or I affixed to some names is followed by n., the meaning of which

has not been discovered.
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The third column headed ordained, is as to Devon and Cornwall
filled up both as to Presbyterians and Independents, and no doubt the
records of the Western Assembly supplied the dates, but the same is not
the case with any Somersetshire congregations, though some if not all of
them were in connection with that Assembly. In London dates are
given as to most Presbyterians, though as to many of them this column
only contains the O. as stating ordination ; as to almost all the Independents
it is an entire blank, and as to Baptists entirely so. In other counties
nothing is found in this column, but O, and this almost exclusively in

conjunction with Presbyterian names. The intention of this column
it may be conjectured was to gain respect from the administration for

the ministry, as having a recognised, distinctive, and permanent character.

The fourth column of addresses is filled up as to most ministers'

names in London, Berkshire, Essex, Lincolnshire, and Exeter ; in other
counties the entries in it are very few. In London, generally streets are

mentioned, in some instances the houses of other persons are given lor

addresses. In the country the post town is stated, and sometimes the
post bag, and some of the particulars may have interest on the spot.

No trace is to be found in these pages of the entries in the third and
fourth columns.

The column as to the quality of the hearers was evidently thought
of after the book was ruled, since no place was assigned to it, and it some-
times makes the fourth column, and sometimes the fifth, as there was
most room for it. Here the entries follow those in the fifth. A perfect

return, or nearly such, is made in this particular as to Berkshire,
Cheshire, Cornwall, Cumberland, Hampshire (county of Southampton),
Lincolnshire, Monmouthshire, Nottinghamshire, Oxfordshire, West-
moreland, Salop, and Wiltshire, and a partial return for Essex, Kent,
Leicestershire, Northamptonshire, Northumberland, Surrey except
Southwark, and Sussex. The other counties take no notice of the

matter ; and perhaps it was not embraced in the original enquiries. The
fifth column was intended to state not only hearers and county and
borough voters, but also burgesses having the appointment of magis-
trates, and explanation is given that this was the case in some Boi-ou^hs

;

the entries under this heading are entirely omitted here. In many cases

voters for different counties (as in Bristol especially) or for different

boroughs (as in Essex) are specified. On the other hand in Warwick-
shire and Worcestershire all mention of voters is omitted, most likely

there were few dissenting voters in such a Jacobite district. Here only
the voters for the county and borough in question are noticed.

PKESBYTERIANS.
C. B. and M. after names of places stand for Cities, Boroughs, and

81 '
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Market Towns. The next numbers denote pounds sterling allowed to the

chapel by the Presbyterian Fund ; F. indicates that the chapel received

an allowance not stated ; the number immediately following a minis-

ters' name the year of his coming to the place ; rem. or [rem.] signifies

that the removal is not stated in the original. Coll. means that the

two ministers whose names it follows were colleagues. The first or a

single number succeeding the ministers' names relates to Hearers, a

second to County voters, and a third to Borough voters. The initial

found in the after part of each line mean O.V. covinty voters, E.

Esquires, G. Gentlemen, T. Tradesmen, F. Farmers, Y. Yeomen, L.

Labourers,

The present occupation of the chapels is indicated by the type in

which the name of the place is printed : if by Socinians it is in small capi-

tals, if by Independents in italics, if by Scotch Presbyterians in the thick

type called antique. Where there is no such distinction the congrega-

tion may be supposed extinct.

All the additional information collected (W.W. signifies it is

from Mr Walter Wilson's MSS. also in Dr. Williams's library) is given

between
[ ]. What is otherwise added is very meagre, and often it may

be incorrect.

The names of a few chapels held by Socinians and built by Presby-

terians, in most cases after the period covered by Dr. Evans's account,

are added also between []. It is intended to preserve the spelling of

the original.

BEDFORDSHIRE.
The return as to this county, furnished by Mr Chandler of Bedford,

was that there was not any Presbyterian chapel in it.

Baptist Chapels : Dunstable, Stevington near Bedford, Eversholt

near Woburn, Charlton in Willy Hundred, Cranfield between Ampt-
hill and Newport Pagnel, Ridgemont, Liiton, Goldington near Bedford,

Charly Wood, Biggleswade, Shambrook, Southhill near Shifibrd,

Cotton End, Market Street, Thorn, Winfield, Charlton (preaching

alternately), Keysoe, Blunham near Bedford, and Maiden.

BERKSHIRE.
New Windsor. B. 7. 10. John Cambden, rem. 1718. William Shef-

field, 1719, rem. 1726. Benjamin Qwen, 1726, rem. to Ayles-

bury, 1727, 8. 100. 8. 12. Mostly T and F. [Extinct

after 1732. W.W.]
Beading. B. Samuel Doolittle, P. died 1717. George Burnett, 1716,

I. Coll. 800. 47. 144. G. 10. rest T. [P. congregation

became extinct, chapel purchased by I. and re-opened. W.W]
Ditto, Richard Rigby, M.D. 1718.
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Wallingford. B. 8. 6. John Goodhall rem. to London, returned to

Wallingford, rem. to Boxhall, Herts, 1728. Samuel Park,

1728. 300. 28. 12. Some G., several substantial F. and
T., most of mean condition.

Abingdon. B. Thomas Moore died 1721. George Benson 1722.

800. 66. 72. G. 26. T. 106., the rest Y. F. and L. [This

chapel was preserved by the dismissal for Arminianism of Dr.

Benson, afterwards eminent.]

Newbury. M. Joseph Standon, conformed 1726. Daniel Maes, 1727.

500. 33. G. 4. T. 55. F. and Y. 4.

Hungerford. M. 6 Samuel Fancourt, rem. to Wilton 1716. Ed-

ward Godwin tern. 100. 100. 151. [Extinct].

Wantage. M. 10. 7. Ebenezer Roscoe died 1723. Ralph Miln^r,

1724. 300. 30. 1. G. 13. T. 9. F. 14.

Oakingham. M. 5. John Meers died 1728. Mackewen rem.

1728. Catcot 1729. 200. 22. G. 9. Y. 8. T. 15. F. 5.

Maidenhead. M. Richard Stretton died 1722, Joseph Simmonds,

1723. 200.21. T. andF.
Farringdon. M. 9. 6. Jolm Gunter, rem. 1720. Joseph Dodson, 1721.

About 150. 22. E. 2. G. 4., rest T. F. and Y.

Buckland. Same ministers. 140. 11. E. 1. G. 5.

Aston, near Wallingford. James Wallace. 200. 30. Some G.,

several substantial F., and T. most of the meaner sort.

Bucklebury. 5. John Hammet quitted the ministry 1719. John
Giles.' 150. 6. F. Y. and L.

Baptist Chapels : Reading, Abingdon, Newbury, Wantage, Farringdon,

Cookham, near Maidenhead, Twyford occasionally.

Quakers about 700 in 13 meetings, with 100 C.V.

Mr Barrington's account.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.
Buckingham. B. 5. 7. William Sheffield. William Mosse, 1715,

died 1727, 8. Timothy Wylde, 1728. 150.

Ailesbury. B. Matthew Ward died 1727, 8. James Throgmorton,

1728. 250. 61. 61.

Great Marlow. B. 10. 7. John Benson rem. to Chertsea, 1724.

Thomas Pitkin 1725. 250» 41. [Extinct].

Newport Pagnel. M. 10. John Hunt rem. 1721. William Hunt,

1725. 750. 20.

BeaconsHeld. M. Samuel Clerk dead. Blackmore. Cor-

nelius Hancock 1728, rem. to Uxbridge 1728. 189. [The congre-

gation united with an old I. one].

Princes Risborough, near Wendoveiv 10. 7. John Sills rem. to
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Henley, Oxfordshire. Joseph Simmonda 1718 rem. William

Willetts, 1721. IS Co. votes. [Extinct after 1772. W.W.]
Cheshcm, M. 8. disc. Isaac .Robinson, P., died 1723. William

King, I., 1724. 1G0.

Chippin Wicomb. John Pownell, 44 Co. votes. [Became I. 1772.

W.W.]
ChaVont St. Giles, near Uxbridge. G. Thomas Messenger died 1721.

Samuel Pike. 300. [Became I. 1811. W.W.]

Baptist Chapels : Ailesbnry, Chesham 2, Colne Brook, Newport Pagnel.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE.
Cambridge. B. 20. 14. John Camming, rem. to London, 1716.

George Whitwick, rem. to Colchester, 1720. James Duchall,

1721. 300.

Swaffham Prior. 4. 6. Thomas Cawdwell died 1724. Philip

Bowdler, 1725, rem. 1726. Oasland 1727.

Eversden, near Cambridge. 5. disc. Thomas Jennings. 800. 34.

Barrington. Same minister.

Wisbech. M. 4. Ishmael Burroughs, I., rem. to London 1724.

John Ford rem. to Sudbury 1729.

Fordham. 6. 7. William Sheppard, rem. to Ipswich 1721. Tobias

Wildboie. 150.

Soham. Same.

Croxton.

Baptist Chapels : Wisbeach, Whittlesea, and Marsh Sutton, in the Isle

of Ely (I. and A.), Great Wilbraham.

CHESHIRE.
Chester. C. John Gardner. Peter Withington, rem. 1720, Coll. 1000.

35. 83. G. 38. T. 75. Y. 16. L. 15. [This was Matthew Henry's

chapel, the gallery was added for Independents who joined the

congregation. The endowments are considerable.]

Namptwich. M. 6. 4. Joseph Mottershed rem. to Manchester

1717. William Vaudrey, 1718, rem. to Bristol 1728. Thomas
Haines rem. from Staffordshire. 300. 28. G. 10. T. 29.

Y. 23. L. 23.

Macclesfield. M. Adam Holland, M.D., died 1717. Thomas Cul-

cheth, 1717. 500. 48. 42. G. 20. T. 90. Y. 52. L. 44.

[Independent chapels built by Trinitarian Secession].

Congleton. M. 6. 5. Thomas Irelom. 200. 30. [Endowed].

Tinsal, alias Tingtwezel. 6. 5. Gilbert Taylor died 1716. Edward

Thornton. 574. 37. G. 7. Y. 28. L. 113.
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Stockport. M. Richaixl Milne left off preaching 1720. James Hardy.

629. 42. G. 20. T. 85. Y. 70. L. 13.

Knutsford. M. Thomas Lea, 500. 77. G. 18. T. 5. Y. 64. L. 47.

Jlatherlow. 4.5. Gamaliel Jones died 1717. John Jones. 300. 3 6.

G. 10. T. 39. Y. 26. L. 8.

"VVheelock, near Sandbach. 4. Silas Sidebottom. 100.17. G. 4.

T. 8. Y. 11. L. 20. [Now held by Baptists].

Duckenfield. William Buckley. 887. 96. G. 14. T. 16.

Y. 76. [Trinitarian Secession ultimately formed the Independent

congregation.]

Kingsley, near Frodaham. 6. 5. Thomas Holland. Thomas Valen-

tine. 100. 30. Y. 20. L. 22. [Now held by the General

Baptists]

.

Lostock, [or Allostock] near Northwich. 6. 5. Samuel Garside.

William Vawdrey. James Lightbown died 1728. Samuel Eaton,

220. 28. [Service monthly].

Ringhay, or Ringey Chappel, near Dunham. P. f. 5. 4. Nicholas

Waterhouse died 1724. Radcliff Schofield. 400. 96. G. 27.

T. 40. Y. 63. L. 50. [In possession of the Establishment],

Hide, between Duckenfield and Stockport. 4. 6. John Cooper.

674. 65. G. 10. T. 39. Y 70. L. 2.

Dean Row, near Stockport. Hugh Worthington. 1309. 142. G. 40.

Y. 160. L. 234.

Brombrow and Upton, in Wirrall. 5. Thomas Pai'ret rem. to Caer-

marthen 1719. Thomas Woodcock. 180. 19. G. 12. T. 9.

Y. 26. L. 16. [Both extinct orthodox.]

Newton, alias Partington, near Middlewich. 5. 6. William Harding,

100. 13. G. 2. T. 6. Y. 7. L. 12. [Endowed].

Cross Street, in the Fund books Ashton-upon-Mersey. 5. disc.

Michael Fletcher. 322. 30. G. 5.

Northwich, set up 1721. 6. John Partington rem. to Coventry 1724.

John Turner 1724. [New chapel].

Middlewich. M. 4. George Hamnet. [Extinct].

[Hale, built 1723.]

Baptist Chapels : Namptwich, Hill Cliff near Warrington, Worford

near Macclesfield.

Mr Gardner, who sent the return, stated that if the Baptists "who he

supposes had sent their account separately," had 100 voters, the

Dissenters would have a fourth of the county votes.

CORNWALL.
Talvans, near St. Germans. Theophilus Tingscomb Ejected, dead.

60. 1. G 1. T. 4. Y. 6. L. 15.
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Truro. B. f. Nicholas Brinley, rem. 1725. 706. 70. G. 6. T. 6.

Y. 8. L. 12.

Loo. B. 10. 7. John Cadmore. Samuel Thomas. 100. 7. 3.

G. 3. T. 7. Y. 7. L. 30.

Bodmin. B. 6. 5. Colton, John. Greeby. 70. 4. 1. G. 4. T. 3. Y 5.

L. 10.

Liskard. B. 8. 6. Richard Glanvil. Thomas Hornbrook. George

Brett. 130. 5. 6. G. 7. T. 5. Y 10. L. 20.

St. Ives. B. f. Robert Gough, dead. William Tucker. 160. 11. 28.

G. 10. T. 26. L. 12.

Penryn. B. and Falmouth. M. Jasper Howe, rem. 1721. Jasper

Howe. 200. 7. 12. G 7. T. 20. Y 6. L. 30.

Launceston. ~B. 6. Michael Martin. William Tucker, rem. to St. Ives.

Michael Martin returned. 130. 5. 5. G. 3. T. 14. Y. 5. L. 10.

Foway al Foy. 5. 4. Daniel Kellow rem. William Nation rem.

1727. Thomas Howe. 100. 5. 8. T. 8. Y 2. L. 20.

Penzance. M. 5. 4 Matthew Huddy. Yabbacomb.

120. 3. Y 8. T. 10. L. 15.

Goonrounson, or Gourolston, near St. Michaels. James Strong. George

Hanmer. 50. 4. 4. G 2. T. 6. Y 6. L. 10.

Baptist Chapels : Loo, Penrhyu.

CUMBERLAND,

Carlisle. C. 10. 7. Thomas Dickenson. 100. 12. 4. G. 7.

rest Y. and T,

"Whitehaven. M. Thomas Dickson, rem. to Bolton, 1723.

Emanuel Latham rem. 350. 18. 6. G. 20,, one merchant

worth above £20,000., four merchants worth each about £4000.

The rest T. Y. and L. Dissenters here by trade have siich influ-

ence in elections at Cockermouth, that with the Dissenters of

Cockermouth they return whom they please, [See P- ^^^-]

JPenritll. M. 10. 7. Peter Seddon rem. William Wilson rem.

Samuel Threlkeld, 1728. 130. fi ; G. 6., the rest T. and Y
Alston More. M. and Weresdale. 5. Adam Wilson. 150. 10.,

generally L. in lead mines.

Brampton. M. 8. 6. Robert Wight. 180. 1. G. 6.,

generally poor tenants of the Earl of Carlisle.

jfceswick. M. 6. 5. Sayers. Robert Stott, from

Broughton Tower, Lancashh'e. 95. 12. G. 8., the rest T.

and Y
Blenerhasset, or Blynrosset, near Jerby. 8. 6. James Mallison.

John Seyer. 153. 10. G. 1. T. 11, the rest Y
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Salkeld, or Carthwaite and Plumpton. Richard Rigby, M.D., rem.

to Hereford. James Crosland. 100. 1. G. 1., the rest of

meaner sort of Y. and poor F.

Penruddock. near Penrith. 8. 6. Joseph Dodson, rem. to Berks,

1721. Samuel Atkinson. 100. 3. G. 2., the rest Y. and T.

Huddleskeogh, near Kirk Oswald. 5. 4. Michael Hope, rem.

1727. Thomas Walker. 235. 20. G. 4., the rest T. and L.

Wardrew for the water-drinking time. 5.

In or previously to 1800, almost all the chapels in the northern

counties now occupied by Scotch Presbyterians, were in the hands of

Independents, and very unedifying details were proved in the Attorney-

General v. Wilson as to the means, generally forcible, by which the

Scotchmen obtained possession of them.

Baptist Chapels : Egermond, Outon, and Broughton.

Quakers: 20 meetings with 2,000 hearers.

Account by Mr Dickson of Whitehaven.

DERBYSHIRE.

Derby. B. Fernando Shaw. Joseph Rogerson, rem. Coll.

Dronfield. M. 6. 5. Eliezer Haywood.

Chesterfield. M. John Thomas, dead. John Smalley 1722.

Wirksworth. M. Robert Feme.

Loscoe, near Wirksworth. 5. Joseph Rogerson rem. John Platts,

Melburn south of Trent, or Crompton. 4. 5. Joseph Crompton con-

formed 1718. William Walton. 60.

Duffield, near Derby. 8. 6. Timothy Greenwood. Richard Roger-

son rem. to Coventry. Coll. Samuel Statham.

Ilkeston. 6. 5. John Platts. Samuel Freeman rem. to London.

Coll.

Hogneston. 4. 2. Stephen Parker. conformed.

Findern. 5. 6. Thomas Hill died 1719-20. Ebenezer Latham,

M.D. [rem]. John Gregory.

Chalsworth. 5. 4. Joseph Holland.

Pentridge, near Alfreton, or Belper. 5. Nathaniel Ward.

Ashford, near Bakewell, &c. 21. John Ash, <fcc.

Chappel in Frith, Ghinley. 5. James Clegg.

Caldwell, near Burton and Holliton. 8. 5. Ebenezer Latham, M.D.,

rem. to Findern.

Ashburn. A meeting once a fortnight. 5. Henry Scale. Josiah

Hargreave, of Leek, in Staffordshire. Peate.

Oslcston Hall. Samuel Bientnall.
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Elton Middleton, &c, in the Peak. Richard Peat.

Dethick Chapel. John Holland.

Norton. Samuel Wood died 1724. "Warren.

Bolsover. Once a fortnight, by Mr Thomas, of Chesterfield, <fcc., 50.

Alfreton. M. 5. James Northward rem. into Yorkshire. John

Holland.

Millbrow, in the Peak. 8. Samuel Hardman.
Hartshorn. Once a fortnight. John Hartley, of Ashby, Leicester-

shire.

Buxton. Holland rem. Richard Scolefield 1728.

DEVONSHIRE.

The letters prefixed to names of places denote divisions of the county,

according to the cardinal points.

S. Exeter. O, by Southgate, [George's Meeting.] Joseph Hallet.

James Pierce. 1100.

New Meeting, [Mint Meeting] J. Hallet 1719. James Pierce died

1726. Thomas Jeffery, 1726.

Near John's Bow. [Bow Meeting] John Withers. Walter Furze

rem. 1720. John Enty 1720. 800.

Near Northgate. John Lavington. James Green. 350.

French Chapel. Andrew Majendie. F. 120.

With Independents 74. 478.

S. Totness. B. Thomas Eagles dead. Henry Atkins. 280.

Ditto. Samuel Carkat. 350. Together 32. 22.

S. Plimouth. B. John Enty rem. to Exeter 1720. Peter Baron.

Cock Coll. 500.

Ditto. French Chapel. 500.

Both chapels with Independents 58. 72.

E. Tiverton. B. John Moore. 200.

Ditto. Jonathan Wheeler died 1724. Samuel Westcott. 570.

Both chapels with Independents 86. 8.

N. Barnstaple. B. George Boucher. 400. With Independents 55.

100.

S. Tavistock. B. 6. 5. Jacob Sanderoock. 600. 22. 41.

E. Honiton. B. John Ball. 600. 15. 105.

N Okehampton. F. John Parr. 200. 8. 30.

S. Plympton. B. 8. 6. John Edmonds. 100. 5. 3.

S. Dartmouth. B. John Hughes dead. Adams 450.

Ditto. French Chapel. 130. Together 24. 8.

S. Ashburton. B. 5. Cornelius Bond. 360. 41. 37.

N. Bideford. M. John Norman rem. to Portsmouth 1716. Nathaniel

Cock. 300. With two Independent congregations 58. 3.
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S. Newton Abbot or [and] Newton Bushell. M. Isaac Gilling died

1726. John Cox. 380. 19. 13.

Ditto. Samuel Westcot rem. to Tiverton. Jones.

E. Ottery St. Mary. vulgo A utree. M. John Walrond. 700. 3.5.

N. Torrington. M. 8. 6. Robert Kellow. 350. 10.

N. Ilfordcomb. M. 5. 4. William Paulk. Josiah Follett. 200. 15. 4.

S. Kingsbridge. M. 8. 6. John Cox Ejected 1719. Alexander Wal-

ker 1719. 300. 13. 2.

N. Chimleigh or Chulmleigh. M. 5. 4. Walter Furze rem. to Bristol

1718. Richard Darracott died 1727. John Slowly. Brown.

Moor 250. 4.

E. Topsham. M. William Horsham dead. Stephen Toogood. 000.

39.

S. Ghndleigli. M. 6. Samuel Adams [rem], John Walton. 350.

21.

K Appledore. M. Benjamin Wills. 250. 14.

E. Culleton [Colyton]. M. 5. 4. John Roswell [rem]. 140.

Ditto. William Yeonet 220. Together 23.

N. Hatherley. M. 5. 4. George Lissant [rem.] Gillespy. 150. 6.

S. Modbury. M. 8. disc. William Giles [rem.] George Hanmer
dead. 200. 15.

N. Creditor al. Kirton M. Josias Eveleigh. 600. 35. 6.

N. Bow. M. Jelenger Simmonds [rem
]

Jellard [rem] 160. 8.

E. Columpton. M. Richard Evans. 400. 12.

N. South Moulton. M. 6. Ebenezer Hancock rem. to Woodbury 1728.

380. 15.

E. Sidmouth. M. 8. 6. Bennet Stevenson rem. to Bath 1719.

William Paulk. 250. 13.

E. Bear. 3. Sam. Newbery [rem ] By several 170.

N. Brampton. 5. Jones 1728. 150. 11.

N. Thorverton. Herbert Stogden rem. to Wells 1718. Hooker.

100. 6.

E. Luppit. Robert Wood. 200. 12.

E. Stockland. Richard Orchard. 200.

Bucknell. Itinerant. 100. 4.

E. Sidbury, or Sudbury, near Sidmouth. Isaac Clark dead.

Dunster. 220. 3.

N. North Moulton, near South Moulton. 8. disc. Alexander Walker
rem. to Kingsbridge 1719. 100. 10. Shut up.

E Budleigh, near Sidmouth. 4. disc. Roger Beadon rem. 1719.

300. 13.

S. Bovey Tracy, near Chudleigh. 4. disc. Samuel Stoddon [rem.]

John Force died 1728. 200. 35.

82
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E. Silverton, near Bradninch and Up. Coluinb. 6. 10. John Stoley

[rem.] John Walter [rem.] Danbury. Moor.

250. 12.

N. Stokenham. 6. 5. Thomas Walsh. 360. 15.

S. King's Carswell, or Keswel, near Newton Bushell. 6. Edward
Colton. 150. 10.

E. Lymston, or Woodbury, between Topsham and Exmouth. Joseph

Manston dead. Martin returned to Launceston. Eliezer

Hancock, 1728. 500. 20.

N". Shobrook, near Exon. Thomas Bishop rem. to Barnstaple.

Hooker. 150. 7.

E. Uf Columb. 5. disc. John Chorley. 270. 12.

Harterton. Samuel Wood dead. Frost. 300. 5.

8. Morton Hamsted. Angel Spark dead. Micaiah Toogood. 600. 60.

N. Puddington. Henry Atkins rem. to Totnes. William Nation 1727.

300. 16.

Gofton Chapel, by Starcross. Hugh Brown. 220. 3.

N. Up Ottery. 4. Edward Bishop [rem] Aaron Pitt, jun. 120.

15.

E. Awlscomb. Malachi Blake rem. to Blandford. 120.

Ailsbeere. Samuel Stoddon [rem
]

100. 4.

Corkwood. 5. Giles 1728.

Pennicot. 6. Joseph Hooker.

Total 22,550, 1104, 104.

Baptist Chapels at Exeter, Plymouth, Tiverton, Topsham, Brampton,

Morton, South Molton.

In Mr Vowler's letter to Mr C. Taylor, of December 22, 1716, there

is this further account of the state of Devonshire :

In Exeter one Low Churchman only to three Dissenters. The
votes of Dissenters in elections more than two to one of the Low
Church, and the Low Church never undertook to bear above an eighth

of the charges at any public election, the Dissenters advancing the

other seven parts.

On the choice of forty guardians for the new hospital, erected in that

city iu 1700, when the law directed that every voter should pay two-

pence a week iu their own right to the poor, the Whig interest carried

every member ; nor could the High Church, with their utmost efforts,

reach above half way in any of the four wards to the votes by which the

lowest guardian was chosen.

The Borough towns where his Majesty has any friends chosen have

that interest chiefly supported by the Dissenters as at Plimouth,

Plympton, Tavistock, Ashburton, Honiton, Tivei^ton, &c.

In the County^they are supposed to be about one-sixth of the free-
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holders. Not less than twenty Dissenters of estates and ability to

serve in the commission of the peace.

Many of those reckoned among Low Church were formerly Dissen-

ters, and desirous to return again to them.

The influence of trading Dissenters very extensive over their

dependants in business.

DORSETSHIRE.

Poole. B. William Madgwick.

Dorchester. B. Baruch ISTowel.

Lyme Regis. B. 6. Matthew Gay. 300.

Weymouth. B. Powell. Stephen Edwards.

Shaftsbwry. B. James Green rem. to Exeter 1723.

Sherburne. M. John England. 500.

Milburn Port. B. 10. John Sprint, jun.

Cerne, M. 7. 5. Robert Sims rem. Richard Orchard. Bernard

Banger.

Winbum, [Wimborne Minster] M. 8. 6. Miles Baxter.

Blandford. M. 5.8. J. Powel. Malachi Blake.

Beminster. M. 5. Crane. Thomas Hoare.

Scardine. Smith.

Swanwich, in the Isle of Purbeck. 8. 4. Richard Darracott rent.

Richard Glanvill.

Beer Hackwood, a new meeting 1716. 5. disc, supplied by

several. John Pierce and J. Powel.

Stockland. 3. disc. Supplied by several.

Long Bredy. 5. 4. Supplied by Mr Bangor and Mr John Copleston.

Bernard Bangor. Thomas Coad.

Meer. Rothwel.

Maiden Newton. 5. 4. William Orchard.

Bere Regis. 6. 5. John Copleston rem. Waldron rem.

Luke Filuiore.

Netherbury. a. Richard Orchard. Whitty.

Over Compton. 5. Henry Webber.

Stalbridge. 6. Simon Grimstead 1728.

Baptist Chapels at Dorchester, Bere Regis, Weymouth, and Lyme Regis.

DURHAM.
Durham, C. Isaac Worthington. 300. 14. 30.

Sunderland, M. George Wilson died 1724. Latham. 400. 8. 4.

Stockton. M. Thomas Thompson. 250.

Soutll Steals^ at the mouth of the Tyne. William Stoddard.

200.
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Haworth, near Newcastle, f. Alexander Creighton.

Walsingham (50), Cutherstone, Langley Dale, Hidliyhope. Lile.

(Quakers at Durham and Sunderland 24, C.V.

ESSEX.

Colchester. B. Daniel Gilson died 1727,8. Robert Franks rem. to

Clare 1719. Coll. George Whitwick 1720, rem. to Loestoff 1725.

John Tren 1726. 600. With Independents 150. 400. [Cong. Arian

from about 1753 to 1796; rem. to Stockwell Street. A small

heterodox minority remained at the old chapel, but shortly gave it

up, and eventually it was sold to a new congregation of Indepen-

dents.]

Maiden. B. Joseph Billio. 500. 34. 43. G. 16. [Trinitarians

seceded during Mr Holden's ministry, but returned on his death,

1778.]

Harwich. B. 6.5. Thomas Rappit died 1726. Paterson 1727, rem.

1728. Samuel Quincy 1728. 6 county voters.

Brentwood. M. 7. Gabriel Barber. 300. 26. G. 15. [Extinct.

A Trinitarian secession in 1755 founded an Independent chapel.]

Epping. M. 10. 7. Samuel Bourne. [Mr Davids states this to have

been Congregational from the first.]

Hat^eld Broad Oak, or Hatfield Heath. M. 5. 4. George Wigget.

300. 22.

Roohford. M. 6. disc. William Condor died 1728. John Green.

4 county voters.

Billerikay. M. 5. 4. Thomas Jackson. 13. C. Y. G. 11.

Burnham. M. 8. disc. John Bryan. 86. 3. G. 3.

Chipping Ongar. M. Simon Weaver rem. 1724. John Tran 1725.

John Kittleton 1726. 200. 8. 90.

Finchingfield. 6. disc. Isaac Fuller, 400. 12. G. 10. [The origi-

nal chapel seems to have been rented, and eventually given Tip].

Little Baddow, near Chelmsford. Thomas Leavesley rem to London
1726. Thomas Jeffery 1726, rem. to Exeter 1728. Athy
1728. 300. 18. G. 10. [See the third volume of the Essex

Remembrancer.
]

Tolsbury. 6. 5. Thomas Cardwell, jun., rem. to Spaldwick 1723.

Matthew Huddy dead. Benjamin Owen rem. to Windsor 1726.

Jasper Howe 1727, died 1728. 210. 8. G. 5.

Weather-sfield, near Bardfield. 5. 4. John Harrison died 1728.

Harrison, son of former. 600. 26. G. 12.

Havering Well, near Romford. 5. Samuel Wilson died 1727.

William Sheffield. 200. 8.
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Chiswel, on the borders of Cambridgeshire [Little Chishill.] John
Nichols. 500. 43.

Castle Hedingham, near Halstead. 5. 4. Thomas Fisher. 500.

28. G. 17.

Ridgwel, near Clare. 8. 6. George Lowe. GOO. 24. E. 1.

G. 13.

Rockwoods Hall. Lackland [Lanchline] Rosse. 500. 59. G. 19.

Wivenhoe, near Colchester. 6. Samuel Wood rem. Joseph Eaton
rem. to Wick. Macgee. 150. 7, [extinct.]

Stratford, near London. John Goffe died 1729. Paine.

Stanbtirn [Stambourne.] Henry Havers died 1723. Henry Havers,
jun. 17. C.V. G. G.

Wick, a new Meeting-house, 1725-7. Harrison 1726, rem. 1727.

Joseph Eaton 1728.

Total U8GG. 1008.

Baptist Chapels : Colchester, High Easten near Hatfield Broad Oak,
Tarling near Witham, Nazing, Hailow, and Sooson, Pilgrim's Heath
near Brentwood, and Aveley near Hornchurch, Braintree, and
Burnham.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

Gloucester. C. Joseph Denham rem. to London, 1722. Jeremiah
Tidcomb rem. to Radcliff, 1729. Richard Addy 1729. 400. 40.

[Endowed. Independent chapel founded by orthodox secession].

Cirencester. B. John Keeling died 1726. Skinner Smith. 600.

132. [This chapel is now closed.]

Tewksbury. B. 8. dis. James Warner. Edward Godwin. 1719.

Joshua Griffith. 350. 47.

Tedbury. M. 6. 5. Thomas Jones. 250. 22.

Barkley, or Newport. M. 8. 5. William Hawks. 200. 17.

Marshfield. M. 5. George Seale, dead. Paterson. Angel Shap-

land. 300. 13.

Painswick. M. 8. 6. Joseph Allen. Leoline Edwards rem. from
Oswestry. 200.

Cam, near Dursley. Joseph Twemlow. 800. 50.

Chalford Bottoms. 5. disc. Theodore Westmacott died 1728.

Silk 1728. 500. 50.

Blakeney, near the Forest of Dean. 10. 6. Joseph Pike rem. 1719.

Josiah Oldsworth rem. David Thomas. 100. 12.

Shipston, or Wootton Underedge. 6. 5. Oldham ejected.

John Perrot. 279. 10.

Yate and Wickwar. M. 8. disc. Rice Griffith. 150. 10.

French Hay. Joseph Tyler. 200. 12.

Morton and Toppington. Clark. 150. 18.
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Broad Marston, near Evesham, once a month. Wilinore.

50. 6.

Cupola, in Kingsioood, near Bristol. George Dimbuiy rem. to Swansea.

Most colliers.

Hallen. Rosseter. Most colliers.

Binyworthy. 5. Thomas Brush.

Baptist Chapels at Cirencester, Tewksbuiy, Cheltenham, Chipping Sod-

bury, Stow in the Wold and Longborough, Kiug Stanley near

Stanley, Bourton on the Water, Massey Hampton near Fairford,

Dimock, Broad Marston near Evesham, monthly, Askton-upon-

Carron, Stroud Walter, Coleford, Oxinton.

HEREFORDSHIRE.

Hereford. C. 5. 4 Thomas Culcheth. Richard Rigby, M.D., 1717,

rem. to Reading 1718. Peter Seddon. 150.

Lempster. B. Haley died 1719. Benjamin Lewis. 400. 49.

Weobly. B. Henry Francis rem. to London. John Perkins. 80.

several.

Bromyard. M. Samuel Phillips died 1721. Richard Pearsall. 200. 8.

Boss and Blakeney Co. Gloucester. 4. John Drew dec. Joseph Pike

1715, rem. 1719. John Dobson rem. to Salop. David Thomas

1727. Josiah Vaughan 1727. 150.

Ledbury. M. 8. 6. Henry Livingson rem. Lathrop from Wem
in Salop. 300.

Longtown and Neighbourhood. Morgan Thomas. William Crew coll.

200. 15.

Diito. 6. disc. William Price.

Baptist Chapel, Lempster. •

HERTFORDSHIRE.

St. Alban's. B. Samuel Clark. 400. 48. 99.

Ware. M. John Hughes died 1728. John Sharman 1727, rem. 1729.

500. 25.

Box Lane, near Hemel Hempstead. M. 10. 7. George Boyde "died

1728. John Goodhall 1728.

Barnet. M. 5. Laing rem. Thomas Ray rem. 1726. Jeremiah Owen
1727. 60. 6.

Theobalds, in Cheshunt. Christopher Carlisle. 300. 22.

Sawbridgeworth. Sir Strange Joscelin's. William Bishop died 1717.

Joseph Stokes 1718, rem. to Woolwich 1728. 130. 19.

Bendish. Josiah Thorogood.
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Baptist Chapels : St. Albans, Wheatampstoacl and Tittenhanger, Ware,
Watford, Marlow near Hemel Hempstead, Tring, Market Street,

near Burkharnpstead, Bedenham, Bond and Coney Street, Curicot,

Bushland and Braffin, Barnet, Waltham Abbey new meeting

1729.

Quaker's Meetings : Hertford, Hempstead, St. Albans, Watford, Bick-

mansworth, Hitclien, Baldock, Cottrell, Ware, Hunsdon, Hodgdon,

900, 400. Churchmen influenced in elections by the Quakers 80.

Account by Mr Smart, of Watford.

HUNTINGDCWSHIBE.

St, Ives, M. 5. 4. Michael Harrison died 1726-7. 500. 40.

Branton, near Huntingdon. Lecture. 6. disc. Mason Bradshaw I.

J. Harrison, of St. Ives. P.

Baptist Chapel : Kimbolton.

KENT.

Canterbury. C. George Hughes died 1719. Henry Dell 1720, [united

with Independents 1726].

Bochester. C. 7. James Allen. Bobert James.

Chatham, near Bochester. B. Haycock [rem]. Simpson.

Maidstone. B. John Darrant. Luke Langdon rem 1717. William

Jacomb 1719, conformed 1725. Benjamin Milles 1726. [Trin.

Secession].

Dover B. John Billingsley. 300. 25. 45.

Sandwich B. 5. 4. John Benson, with Independents. 500. 41. $6.

Dartford. M. 10. disc. Thomas Andrews died 1726.

Deale. M. 5 disc. Henry Fowle ejected, died 1719-20. William

Fisher rem. to Bristol 1720. P. F. John Evans 1723. [Always

Congregational. ]

Graves End. M. 10. 7. Thomas Jordan [rem]. Alexander Bertram.

[rem]. Samuel Bike 1716 [rem]. George Farrell rem. 1727.

Staplehurst M. 8. 6. Edward Berne rem. to Hammersmith 1717.

Bowdler 1718, rem. 1720. 350. 31. G. 10. Obadiah

Hughes 1727 rem. John Hodge 1728.

Ramsgate, in the Isle of Thanet. 10. Ebenezer Bradshaw.

Town Mailing. M. 8. 10. disc. Alexander Bertram [rem.] Thomas

Jordan died 1719. John Underbill rein, to Dunmow 1724.

Feversham. 6. 5. John Dale. 160. 18.

Cranbrook. M. Henry Dell rem. to Canterbury 1720. John Buckley

1721 rem. 1726. Warren 1727. 400.27. G. U, T. 22.
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Ashford. M. 5. Thomas James rem. 1718. Joseph Davis [rem.]

Cornelius Hancock 1725 rem 1728. Gellibrand 1728.

Tenterden. M. John Hammond. 300. 40. G. 20.

Goudhurst. 10. 7. Harrison [rem.] William Whitaker [rem.]

Batten. 80. 5.

Tunbridge Wells. John Archer. [Presbyterian congregation extinct,

chapel reopened by Independents.]

Deptford. John Beaumont P. Abraham Taylor I. 1728. Joseph Stokes

1728.

Woolwich, f. Samuel Oldfield rem. to Ramsbury 1719. George Ja-

comb [rem.] Emmanuel Elleker 1720, died 1727.

near Eltham. Supplied by occasional help.

Baptist chapels : Canterbury 2, Chatham, Maidstone 2, Dover, Sandwich,

Deal, Graves End, Isle of Thanet, Cranbrook, Ashford, Eolkstone,

Sandhurst near Cranbrook, Hawkhurst, Snearding, Sevenoak, Dept-

ford.

LANCASHIRE.

MANCHESTER DISTRICT.

Manchester. M. Eliezer Booth died 1717. Joseph Mottershead 1717.

Joshua Jones 1725. Coll. 1515. 74. [Richly endowed].

Ratchdale. M. 6. 5. Joseph Dawson. 442. 22.

Monton near Manchester. Jeremiah Aidred died 1729. 612. 29.

Stand, between Manchester and Bury. 6. 5. Joseph Heywood.

338. 31.

Blackley near Manchester. 4. 5. John Heywood. 224. 12.

Newton or Failsworth. 5. 4. William Perkins. Heury Knight.

375. 23.

Gorton, near Manchester. 5. 4. Nehemiah Reyner. 250. 23.

Plat, near Manchester. 5. 4. John Whittaker. 257. 29.

Greenacres. 5. 4. Benjamin Denton. 215. 36.

Whitworth. 6. Joseph Whitworth rem. to Oswestiy 1718. Radcliff

Scholefield rem. to Ringhay Chapel, Cheshire, 1727. 284. 5.

Totals 4508. 284.

WARRINGTON DISTRICT.

Warrington. M. F. Charles Owen, DD. 713. 82.

Liverpoole B. Richard Holt died 1717. Henry Winder 1718.

Ditto. Christopher Basnet. Brickhill 1729.

Together 1158. 83. 155.

Ormskirk. M. 5. Alexander Wright. 286. 24.

St. Helleris, near Prescott. Joseph Gellibrand. 697. 54.

Toxturth Park, near Liverpool. John Kenion. 249. 24.
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Knowsley, near Prescott. 5. 4. Benjamin Mather* 180. 19.

Rainsford, near Prescott. G. 5. Renald Tetlow. 665. 63.

Ashton or Parklane, near Wigan. G. 5, Thomas Blinston. Timothy

Gardner. John Brownlow. 341. 24.

Risley, near Warrington. G. Thomas Risley, Ejected, died 1716.

251. 16

Little Lee or Gataker. 4. Joseph Lawton. 317. 14.

BOLTON DISTRICT.

Bolton. Samuel Bourne died 1718. Peter WithingtOn 1720. Thomas
Dickson 1722, died 1729. 1094. 70.

Tunley. Henry Winder rem. to Liverpool. Samuel Bourn, jun.

268. 29. [Given up by trustees to Kirkmen, under the advice of

the parson of the parish.]

Rivington, near Chorley. 6. Ralph Ainsworth died 1716. John

Turner 1717 rem. to Northwich 1724. 395. 51.

Horwich Chappel. John Walker. 150.

Chowbent, near Hatherton. James Wood.
Holcom, near Bury. 5. 4. Edward Rothwell.

Cockey, near Bury. Siddon. 730. 44.

Tockholes. 5. 4. Robert Waddington [rem.]

James Towers. 265. 30.

Hindley. James Brownlow. 490. 33.

Wharton Hall. 4. Cheyney. Peter Valentine. 213.6,

Bury. 4. Thomas Braddock.

1064. 53.

570. 23.

Peter Valentine 1715.

northern district.

Lancaster. B. 8. 6. James Grimshaw rem. 1724. John Bent.

260. 21. 36.

Preston. B. John Parr died 1716. John Turner 1716. 150.

[This entry is all struck through, (evidently not by the person who
wrote it), except the entry as to Mr Parr, which stands as if

connected with Lancaster.]

James Crosland.Camford and Tatham. 6. 4.

138. 17.

Walton. 4. John Tunier,

286. 20.

Elswick. 6. 5. Robert Moss.

Forton and Litham. May.

Bispham al Bishamfield. 3. 7.

215. 45.

Chippen and Holland in Yorkshire

Tower of Hawkshead.

same as above.

290. 26.

416. 50.

John Lomax.

Robert Hesketh,

John Pilkington.

Thomas Cooper.

Gardener

83

Peter Walkden.

88. 18.

150.
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Houghton Tower. Benson. 180. [Long supported by the

Houghtons Baronets]

.

Murrin in Field. 6. John Lomax.

Baptist Chapel, Low Hill, near Liverpool.

Account sent to Mr Tong.

[An account is then given of the manner in which magistrates were

chosen in Lancaster, Preston, Liverpool, Wigan, Clithero and
Newton, communicated by Mr Owen, of Warrington. This accounts

for a column in original omitted here as to votes for magistrates.]

LEICESTERSHIRE.

Leicester. B. Thomas Gee, P. died 1729. John Greene, I. rem. to

Chelmsford [Presbyterians and Independents] meet in one meeting.

580. 114.

Hinckley. M. 6. disc. William Bilby rem. 1722. John Jennings

died 1723. 480. 27.

Ashby de la Zouch. M. 5. 4. John Hartley died 1724. Nicholas

Richards conformed 1729. Statham 1729. 200. 16.

Melton Mowbray. M. 5. 4. Vincent Carter. 50.

Fraby. Same minister. 90. Together 12 C.V.

Great Appleby. M. 8. 6. James Paul [rem.] John Harris [rem,]

James Hancox [rem.] John Baddely. 70. 14.

Snareston. Same ministers.

Mount Soar Hill. M. Michael Matthews. James Watson rem. Coll.

Abel Page. 280. 36.

Wanlip. Same ministers.

Loughborough. 2. 8. Mr John Vans died 1728-9. Samuel Statham

rem. from Stamford 1729. 150. 12.

Sheepshead. Same ministers. 200. 18.

Castle Dunnington. M. 6. 5. William Walton. 120. 16.

Narborough. 5. 4. John Brogden. 150.

Wigston, near Leicester. Same minister. 200. Together 40 C.V.

Reasby, near Mount Soar Hill. William Woodhouse. 40. 3.

Nether Broughton. f. Samuel Green. The same as at Moor Green, in

Notts. 100. 7.

Temple Hall, near Bosworth. 5. Lemuel Latham. John Harris.

160. 16.

Stoke Golding. Thomas Davel. 110.10.

Bardon, near Bosworth. Michael Matthews, of Mount Soar Hill, and

James Watson, with other neighbouring ministers by turns, and at

Wanlip.
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Baptist Chapels at Sutton near Lutterworth, Arnsby or Ornsby near

Lutterworth, and Mousley near Harborough, Wiraeswould and

Mount Soar Hill, Desford, Leicester and Earl Shilton, Far Langton

near Hallaton, Summerby near Rutlandshire, and Twiford, Ships-

head, and Remston, in Notts.

LINCOLNSHIRE.

Lincoln. C. 10. disc. Thomas Cooper died 1721. Joseph Capps 1724.

207. 16. E 1. G 5. Y 2. T 25. L 4.

Stamford. B. 6. 5. Edward Broadhurst [rem.] Tobias Wildbore [rem.]

Samuel Statham rem. 1729. John Brickhell [rem.] 150. 13. G 5.

T. 14. Rest Y. and F.

Boston. B. 5. 4. George Ault dead. Gilbert. 253. 33.

G 16. Rest T. Y. and L
Spalding. M. Once a fortnight. F. Whitworth [rem.] carried on by

Mr Fleming. Jonah Mercer. 102. 3. G 3. Rest T. Y. and L.

Kirksted. John Taylor. 288. 1. Y 36. T 9. Rest F. L. &c.

Brigg and Titney. 5. John Roberts [rem.] George Walker 1725.

130. 11. Most T. and Y.

Poynton, or Bristhorp. 8. 6. John Fleming, gone Hathersall.

113. 11. G. 15, rest Y.T.L.

Holbeach. Once a fortnight with Spalding. 5. disc. Charles Hig-

gison [rem.] Thomas Bott [rem.] Jonah Mercer. 153. 11.

G. 7, rest Y. T. &c.

Sleeford. B. William Scoffin. 116. 12. G. 5, rest F. and

Graziers.

Account by Mr Hardy, of Nottingham.

MIDDLESEX.

[In the London list several ministers have C prefixed to their names
;

they are all the first ministers mentioned in connection with their

chapels. Among Independents Thomas Ridgley, Matthew Clark, John

Foxon, John Nisbett, Daniel Neal, and Abraham Mulliner, are so

marked, and Richard Allen among Baptists.

Several Presbyterian ministers are also distinguished by asterisks
;

in case of two ministers colleagues it is placed between them, P. is

also found after P. or I. following a minister's name, or particulars

respecting him. There are a few instances of this in London, and one

or two in the country.

There is no explanation of either mark.

In some instances it is said "church dissolved," a phrase borrowed

from Independents, and Applicable only to a recognized body, see p. 59
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WITHIN THE WALLS OF THE CITY.

St. Hellen's, Bishopgate Street. C. Benjamin Robinson died 1724.*

Herman Hood rem. 1721. Coll. Edward Godwin, 1721. [Extinct

Orthodox about 1790].

Crosby Square, Bishopgate Street. Benjamin Crosvenor.* Clai'k

Oldisworth died 1726. Coll. Edmund Calamy, jun., 1726. [Extinct

Orthodox about 1769.]

Crouched Friars. William Harris, D.D. John Billingsley died 1722.

Coll. Samuel Harvey 1722 rem- to Sudbury, died 1729. Nathaniel

Lardner 1729. [Extinct Socinian 1774.]

Salters' Hall. C. William Tong died 1726-7. *John Newman. Coll.

Samuel Newman 1727. [Extinct orthodox after 1800.]

Weighhouse, in East Cheap, [rem. to Fish Street Hill.] Left the

Presbyterian Fund 1728. Thomas Remolds died 1727. James

Wood 1721. James Reid [dismissed August 1720.]

Old Jewry. Simon Brown rem. 1725. Joseph Bennet died 1725-6.

Coll. Thomas Lievesly 1726. Samuel Chandler 1726. [Originally

in Jewin Street, and afterwards removed back to it, but to another

chapel].

Black Friars. Samuel Wright, DD.^ Jeremiah Burroughs, coll. quitted

ministry for his health 1718. Thomas Newman 1719, [rem. first

to Carter Lane, and recently to Unity Church, Islington].

Haberdashers' Hall.* James Coningham, died 1716. Joseph Hill 1718,

died 1728-9. William Ford 1729. [Extinct orthodox 1739.]

Silver Street. C. Jeremy Smith died 1723. Samuel Rosewell died 1722.

Coll. Thomas Bures 1723. [Extinct orthodox about 1747.]

Founders 5 ESalL Robert Fleming died 1716. Andrew Low died

1715,16, coll. John Cumming, DD., 1716, died 1749, [rem. to Lon-

don Wall. This congregation was always Scotch Presbyterian].

Mugwell Street. Daniel Wilcox, n. [Extinct since 1816 Socinian].

Imbroiderers' Hall, a New Meeting-house in Trinity Lane, 1720.

[Great St. Thomas Apostle]. Benjamin Andrew Atkinson. John
Sherman 1726, rem. to Warwick. [Extinct orthodox about 1748.]

Baptist Chapels: Pinner's Hall, rem. 1721 to Devonshire Square;

Cripplegate ; Tallow Chandlers' Hall ; Turners' Hall. '

WITHOUT THE WALLS AND WITHIN THE LIBERTIES OF THE CITY.

Hand Alley, Daniel Williams, DD. [died 1716]. John Evans, coll.

James Read, 1720. 1000. 35. Liverymen 52. Bart. 1. worth

XI 0,000 and upwards 8, men of substance 43. Inferior T. 98.

[rem. to Petty France, New Bond Street, extinct Socinian 1780.]
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Gravel Lane, near Hounsditch. Samuel Pomfret died K21. Caleb

Pomfret died 1721, coll. William Hocker 1720. Joseph Denkam
1722. [rem to Great Alie Street, Goodman's Fields, extinct].

Bartholomew Close. Thomas Freke died 1716. Benjamin Avery
quitted miuistry 1720, coll. John Munkley 1716. [Extinct

Socinian 1753.]

Leather Lane, near Hatton Garden. C. Christopher Taylor died 1723.

*Joshua Bayes 1723. John Cornish died 1727. Thomas Baies 1728.

400. 5. 11. [Extinct Socinian 1812.]

Redcrosa Street. Thomas Powel, P., died 1716. n. Jenkin Lewis, I., 1717,
rem. 1728. Samuel the Potter, [Samuel Stockwell,] L, 1728.

[Extinct orthodox about 1760. This was an Independent congre-

gation from the first].

Baptist Chapels : Devonshire Square Bishopgate Street, "White's Alley

in Little Moorfields, Paul's Alley in Redcross Street, Glasshouse

Yard in Aldersgate Street, Dunnings Alley in Bishopgate Street.

WITHIN THE BILLS OF MORTALITY.

Long Ditch, near the Abbey, Westminster. *Edmund Calamy, D.D.

[the congregation rem. to Stamford Street on the chapel being

taken clown for city improvements].

Drury Lane, Westminster. *Jabez Earle, D.D.

New Court, by Lincoln's Inn Fields. James Wood P. n. rem. to

Eastcheap 1727. Thomas Bradbury I. Peter Bradbury I. Coll.

1728.

Swallow Street, Piccadilly. James Anderson. [This congregation

was always Scotch Presbyterian],

St. Martin's Lane, Westminster. Patrick Russel n.

Maiden Lane, near Great Russell Street, in St. Giles's. Thomas
Colton, church dissolved 1727.

Rosemary Lane, in Goodman's Fields. Samuel Evans 1718. Isaac

Bates 1718, quitted 1721, [Quere church dissolved.]

Broad Street, Wapping. William Bush.

Queen Street, by Ratcliff Cross. John Mottershead died 1728. Caleb
Norris rem. 1720. Coll. Benjamin Hollis 1724. Jeremiah Tid-

comb, 1729.

Bethnal Green. William Chapman. 200.

Hackney. John Barker, [now St. Thomas's Square].

Ditto. George Smith 1716. Daniel Mayo rem. to London 1723.

[This congregation built the old Gravel Pit Meetingdiouse, but have
removed and sold it to an Independent congregation.]

Newington Green. Richard Biscoe conformed 1727. Paterson.

1728-9.
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Stoke Nevoington. Martin Tomkins [dismissed]. John Eaton 1719.

Hoxton. Isaac Bates, n.

Baptist Chapels : Artillery Lane, Angel Alley in Whitechapel, Mill

Yard in Goodman's Fields (Saturdays), Virginia Street near the

Hermitage, Broad Street, Wapping, Limehouse, High Hall in Cow-

Lane near Smithfield, Little Wild Street near Lincoln's Inn Fields,

Swallow Street Piccadily (dissolved), Hall Street St. John's Court,

Covent Garden.

SOUTHWARK, [TRANSPOSED HITHER FROM SURREY.]

Deadman's Place. C. Joshua Oldfield, D.D. died 1729. Obadiah

Hughes, D.D. 1720, [afterwards Maid Lane, extinct Socinian 1775].

Gravel Lane. Zephaniah Marriott, D.D. [previously in Zoar Street,

since rem. to Union Street, and last to Bickenham Square.]

St. Thomas's. John Sheffield died 1725-6. Henry Bead, 1723. Joshua

Bayes rem. 800. 14. 50. Most T. [Bern, to Stamford Street].

Parish Street, in Horsleydown. James Galloway resigned 1728.

Panton.

St. [King] John's Court Yard, near St. Mary Magdalen's. Isaac

Mauduit died 1718. James Matthews 1718-9, died 1729. [Extinct

orthodox about 1755.]

Botherhith. John Batcliff died 1727-8. Thomas Mole. [Extinct

before 1760 heterodox.]

Baptist Chapels : Back Street in Horsleydown, near St.

George's Church, Flower de Luce Court, in Tooley Street, Fair

Street in Horsleydown, Queen Street in the Park. A new meet-

ing-house (a separation from Back Street).

MIDDLESEX Continued.

BEYOND THE BILLS OF MORTALITY.

Brentford M. John Walker died 1725. Joseph Baker. Coll.

Uxbridge. M. James Watson died 1725. Thomas Mole 1725, rem. to

Botherhithe 1728. Cornelius Hancock 1728.

Staines. M. 10. 7. Bobert Chantry.

Hammersmith. Samuel Evans rem. Edward Berne 1717, rem. 1727.

Milner 1728.

Enfield. M. John Bradley died 1726. William Bush 1727.

Edmonton. William Hocker rem. to Loudon 1720. Bobert Franks

1720, died 1724. Samuel Savage 1725.

Hampstead. Zechariah Merrell.

Highgate. Thomas Sleigh. [Presbyterian congregation extinct,

the chapel purchased by Independents].
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Baptist Chapel, Brentford.

MONMOUTHSHIRE.
Cromindee, denomination not specified, f. 6.

Baptist Chapels : Usk and Llangwm, Aberystrutk, Mynyddislwy,

Llanwenarth near Abergavenny, Castle Town, Argods, in the parish

of Bedwelt.

NORFOLK.
Norwich. C. Peter Finch. Josiah Chorley died 1720, coll. John

Brooks 1718.

Lynn Regis. B. 10. 7. John Rastrick died 1727. William Rastrick.

Colkirk near Fakenham. 6. disc. Samuel Choyce.

Filby. 8. 6. Richard Chorley [rem.] Joseph Dawson.

Gestwich. George Mills.

South Reppes. Boardman.

Long Stratton. 5. Robert Chaplin.

Hapton. Richly endowed.

Baptists at Norwich 2, and Yarmouth.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.
Daventry. M. 8. 6. Edmund Jelley rem. Daniel Mattock 1721. 300. 27.

Wellingborough. 8. 6. John King. GOO. 55.

Welford. John Norris. 430. GO.

Long Buckby. 6. 5. Thomas Cartwright. 360. 60.

Creaton, between Northampton and Naseby. 7. 5. Abraham Cham-
bers. 3G0. 38.

Potters Pury, near Stony Stratford. 8. 6. William Bushnell rem. to

Andover 1729. 500. 20. [Congregational from the first].

Yelvertoft, a Lecture. 3. Norris.

Baptist Chapels : Kettering, Northampton, (2, one Ant.) Bifield and

Chipping Warden, Wooden Weston and Bradwin, (5 last with

Banbury and Horly in Oxon, make one church General Baptist),

Slapton and Eshcott, (both mixt as to baptism), Rode P., Yardley,

with Stoney Stratford and Thorp in Bucks, Wilton Stairton and

Braunston, Raunston, East Hadden and Long Buckby, (General),

Waldgrave, Scald well, Bricksworth and Spratton, Tsham and

Harringworth, Flowre, St. James's End in Dallington and Dunston

parish, Naseby, Clipstone, (Ant.) Waldgrave, Branfield in the Green,

Woolaston and Rudder, Rinsted, Polesborough and Eye.

From a letter from Mr Jennings of Kibworth, to Mr Clark.
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NORTHUMBERLAND.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne. B. Benjamin Bennet died 1726-7. Nathaniel

Fancourt rem. to Salisbury. Coll. 700.

Ditto. John Lowe rem. 800.

Ditto. William Holbrock. 200.

DittO> William Arthur. 200.

100 freeholders in all.

Morpeth. B. and Newbiggin F. John Horsley [the author of

Britannia Romana.] 200. 10>

Hexham. M. Ralph Lasenby rem. 200. 27. 3 or 4 of good

estates.

Alnwick. M. Jonathan Harle, M.D. 400. 30.

WooleiV M. James Baine died 1721. Edward Atkins. 300. 6.

FramlingtOIl. Thomas Lake.

Birdorp Craig, al Birdhop Craig, 10 miles west of Ellesden al

Catchike al Reddesdale. f. Joseph Tait [rem]. John Chesholme.

300. 24. G. 1.

Little Harle, or Bavington. between Ellesden and Hexham.

Roger Stoddard [rem]. John Bosier. 300. 12.

Etalj near Berwick. Aaron Wood. 500. 10. G. of good estate 2.

Many substantial F.

North Tyne. John Dean. 200. 14.

North. Sheals, near Newcastle. John Turnbull died 1723.

Cowden. 300. 8. 1 Justice, 5 or 6 of good estates,

raised 100 men in the late rebellion.

Swarland. Archibald, chaplain to Mr Haslerig. 150. 2.

Rively. Timothy Puncheon died 1717. 300. 6. Minister £100

per annum, two of his hearers £400 per annum, the rest F. and L.

This entry is struck through.

Barmoor. Edward Arthur. 400. 8. Many substantial F., but none

of an estate above £60 per annum.

Coquet Water. James Bell. 250. 3.

Belsay. Comberbatch Leech, Chaplain to Sir John Middleton. 300.

13.

Brunton, near Newcastle, once a fortnight. Thomas Willis.

100. 3.

Woodside. Nicholas Storey. 130.

Aslington and Cowpan, fortnightly. 40* 1.

N.B.—In the above account no allowance is made for persons absent,

who would make a quarter part more. Tn the Northern congre-

gations, where all that are capable of examination submit to it, the

members that appear upon their lists are double the numbers of

those present.
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No voters are mentioned but such as could then be actually remem-
bered, many are forgotten.

Many have double votes, [i. e. for two counties.
|

Account received from Mr Nesbitt.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.

Nottingham. B. John Whitlock. John Hardy conformed 1727. colli

Obadiah Hughes 1728. 1400. 335. E 4. widows of such 7.

G 64., most of the rest T. and their apprentices, many servants,

some L.

Retford. B., and Kneesall. 4. 6. Kirkby Wilson. 11G. 9., most

Y., some few L.

Mansfield. M. 4. Isaac Thompson. 352.6. G 18. T 30. Y 10.

some few L.

Saudeacre. 5. Joseph Bird.

Kilton and Wallingwell. John Button. 79. 8. E 1. E's widow 1.

G2. Yand F 16. L 9.

Nether Langworth, near Bolsover. Jonathan Butler. 40. 3. G 2.

the rest Y. and F.

Widmerpoole. John Hardy, and others occasionally. 210. 42.

G 12. most of the rest Y. and F.

Moor Green. 6. 5. Samuel Green, same as at Broughton, Leicestershire.

300. 3. G 5., the rest T. and F. &c.

Willoughby. 6. disc. James Watson. 130. 15. G 4., most of

the rest Y. and F.

Coleorton. Once in three weeks, supplied by Messrs. Whitlock, Hardy,

Alwood, and Ogle Radford. 251. 18. E's lady 1. widow lady 1.

G. 11., the rest mostly Y. and F.

Leek, occasionally. John Whitlock. Richard Bateson, I. John Hardy,

&c. 113. 21. G 4., most of the rest Y. and F.

Normanton. John Whitlock and others occasionally. 114. 7. G 5.

the rest mostly Y. aud F.

Bledworth. Isaac Thompson and James Huthwait of Alfreton, Der-

byshire. 111. 7. G 5. the rest most Y. and F.

Selston. 6. John Holland, sen. 200. 7. G 6., the rest Y T. and F.

Baptist Chapel at Nottingham.

Taken from Letter of Mr Hardy to Mr Robinson, 1717.

OXFORDSHIRE.

Oxford. C. William Roby. 10. 21. 150. 4. G 1., the rest T.

[The Baptists have this chapel].

84
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Banbury. B. Stephen Davies. 600. 70. G. 35., the rest T.

and F.

Chipping Norton. M. 5. 10. John Thorley. 250. 22. G. 5., the

rest T. and L.

Bicester. 7. John Troughton. 350. 26. Dissenters the most

substantial persons of the town.

Thame. 8. 6. Matthew Leeson. 150. 9. G. 8., the rest T. F.

and L.

Witney. 6. disc. Samuel Mather. 450. 30. G. 30., rest T. F.

and L.

Bloxholm and Milton. 5. Andrew Durel dead. James Hancox.

1726. 500. 20. G. 20., the rest T. F. and L.

Coomb. 6. Heniy Saunders. 150. 6. Some G., the rest T. F.

and L.

Baptist Chapels at Horley, Burford, Oxfoi'd, a lecture supplied by Mr
Fuller, of Abingdon, and Mr Collet, of Cole, Witney, Coat, and

Hook Norton.

Account by Mr Barrington.

RUTLANDSHIRE.

Okeham M. 10. 6. Robert Ekins Ejected, died 1716. Jacob Floyd

died 1727. John Halford. 110. 9. G. 2. Y. 6. T. 17.

Uppingham. M. and Luftenham. 6. 5. John Pyott [rem]. Joseph

France. 256. 17. G. 19. Y. 9. T. 36. L. 28.

Baptist Chapels : Oakham, Uppingham, Braraston, and Empringham.

Account by Mr Hardy.

SALOP.

Salop, or Shrewsbury. John Reynolds, rem. 1718. John Gyles,

M.D. Coll. Charles Berry 1718. 440. 47. 49. G. 4. T. and F. 62.

Bridgnorth. 10. 5. Samuel Taylor rem. Fowler Walker rem. to

Abergavenny 1724. John Fleming. 120. 9. 26. G. 5. F. 9.

T. 28.

Oswestry. M. 6. 5. Leoline Edwards rem. to Painswick. Joshua

Jones [rem]. Joseph Whitworth 1718-9. Joseph Venables. 120.

12. G. 1.

Wem. M. 5. 4. Fisher [rem]. Thomas Holland. 180.

25. T. 24. F. 14. Y 10.

Whitchurch. M. David Beynon died 1725. Culcheth. 300.

30. G. 6. T. 30. F. 44. Y. 20. Independent Secession founded chapel.
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Newport. M. 5. 4. Peter Seddon rem. to Hereford. John King.

65. 6. Y. 4. T. 8.

Clebury. M. John Perkins, Sparry, &c.

Gnoshal. A lecture 2. Paul Russell.

Horton. A lecture monthly, G disc, chiefly Mr Seddon.

Wellington. Lecture monthly. 4 disc, chiefly by Mr Seddon. 42.

3. T. 6. Y. 2.

Bragginton, near Leighton. Monthly lecture. 4 disc, chiefly by

Seddon. 74. 3. Y. 2. T. G. F. 8.

Oldbury. 6 disc, supplied by ministers of Warwickshire. 400. 20.

G. 3. F. G. mostly Y.

Shiflual. A lecture. 36. 6. G. 2. T. 4.

Baptist Chapels at Salop and Bridgnorth.

From Mr Reynolds, of Shrewsbury.

SOMERSETSHIRE.

Bristol. C. Michael Pope died 1718. Samuel Bury, coll. John
Diaper. 1600.

Ditto. John Catcott died 1720. Strickland Gough, dec. coll. Walter

Furze, 1718, rem. to Exeter 1719. William Fisher 1721. Rainer

1722. 500.

Some dissenters of the first congregation have been Sheriffs of the City,

and put themselves out of the Council because of the Occasional

Act. Several other persons of condition ; divers very rich, many
more very substantial, few poor. The whole congregation computed

worth near £400,000.

Divers of the second congregation rich, and a considerable number sub-

stantial. The whole congregation computed worth between £60,000

and £70,000.

Total for 5 congregations, 2 Presbyterian, 1 Independent, and 2 Bap-

tist 4,300 hearers, worth £270,000; [this sum seems to refer to

the Ind. and Bap. congregations], voters for Bristol 700 or

upwards, for Gloucestershire 72 or upwards. Low Church can

hardly make up 30 ; voters for Somersetshire 50 or upwards, Low
Church not near the number.

N.B. That besides the number of about 700 voters or upwards for

Bristol, many of these by their estates and interest in trade can make
many hundred more votes upon an election in Bristol, Gloucester-

shire, Somersetshire, Monmouthshire, Herefordshii-e, Wales, the

Cities of Gloucester and Hereford, the town of Monmouth, <kc.

N.B. There is also in Bristol a large body of Quakers, who are generally
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well affected to the present government, and large traders and very

rich. Their number may be supposed about 2,000 and upwards,

and their wealth not less than £500,000.

The strength of all the Dissenters in Bristol may justly be reckoned

much more than that of all the Low Church party there.

Bath. C. 10. 7. Henry Chandler died 1719. Bennet Stevenson

1719. 300.

Taunton. B. Edmund Batson. 2000.

Bridgwater. B. John Moore, sen. died 1717. 600.

Minehead. B. Samuel Rabjent [rem]. Arthur Towel 1725, died 1729-

200. 6. 75. [Extinct about 1763. W.W.]
Ilchester. B. 10. disc. By four ministers. 50.

Milburn Port. 6. 7. John Sprint, sen , died 1717. John Sprint,

jim. 1718. Elwes 1726 [rem]. John Birsham. 300.

Philips Norton. M. 350.

Wellington. M. Humphrey Bury. 400.

Frome M. John Bowden. 1000. Independent chapel founded by

Trinitarian Secession.

Shipton Mallet M. Benjamin Ayerigg [rem]. Matthew Toogood

1716. 700.

Yeovil, or Evil. M. Theophilus Lobb rem to Witham. 600.

Stokegomer. 7. [Stogumber] M. Nathaniel Leveridge [rem].

Baldwin Deacon. 170. 3.

Langport. M. 6. 5. Malachi Blake [rem]. James Strong. Pitt.

Coll. 50.

Buherton. 10.6.7. James Cornish. 160.5. [At one time Arian W.W.]
Wivelscomb. 10.5.7. John Short. 250.11.

Glastonbury. 6. 5. Benjamin Ayerigg rem. John England rem. to

Sherburn.

Chard. M. Aason Pitts. 550.

Ilmister. M. Nicholas Marshall. 300.

Crukerne, or Crokethorn. M. Robert Knight. 250.

South Petherton. M. Samuel Bulstrode. 450.

Wrington. M. 6. 5. John Milner and others. Samuel Baker rem.

Wynne rem. 1729. 133.

Wincanton. John Pierce. 350.

Pitminster, near Taunton. Stephen James died 1 724. 250.

Beckington, near Philips Norton. 8. 7. Jeremiah Tidcomb [rem].

Daniel Mace rem. to Newbury 1727. John Bale 1728. 250.

Ashwick, near Shipton Mallett. 8. 6. Nicholas Billingsley. 360.

Truder Hill, near Frome. 8. 6. Richard Jones [rem], Neheiniah

Toogood.

Bishops Hill, near Taunton. 4. Henry Grove. James Strong [rem.]

coll. William Cornish. 200.
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Westhatch. The same ministers. 100.

Stoke Gursey, aucl Stoioley al Stowney, in Calling-ton Hundred. 8. 6.

Baldwin Deacon. John Moore, jun. 100.

Compton, near Yeovil.

Martock, near South Petherton. Hallett. 400.

Stoke Underham and Yeovil. 5. disc. Parsons.

Coleford, near Philip's Norton. 5. Richard White rem. 1720. Samuel

Billingsley rem. to Marlborough. Matthew Huddy rem. 1728. 550.

Glasshouse, near Pensford. William Turton.

Charlton St. Adams, near Ilchester. John Bushrod [rem.]

Watts [rem.] 60.

Northcurry. 5. George Lissant.

Wicklane and Voscutt. 5. James Green [rem.] Benjamin Mills [rem.]

Thomas Standard [rem ] Robert Whitear [rem]. Luke Filmore. 70.

Wokey, near Wells, and Wells City. 6. 5. John Moore, jun., (see

Stoke Gursey) Herbert Stogden 1718, died 1727.

Galhampton, al Gallingtou. Joseph Littlc-john. 250.

Temple Coomb. 6. John Sprint, jun, rem. to Milburn Port 1718.

Collins. 300.

Swill. Arthur Towell [rem.] 100.

Adgborough. James Watts. 60.

Gregory Stoke. Baker. 60.

Wensham. 200.

Lambrook. John Marshal. 150.

Bromfield. 40.

Burrow, near South Petherton. John Budd.

Croyden. Philip Darels.

Cupola, near Bristol. Benjamin Mills rem. to Maidstone 1726.

Catcot rem. to Ockingham 1729.

Baptist Chapels at Bristol 2, Taunton, Bridgwater, Axbridge, Frome

2, Chard, Dunster, Minchead, Weantage, Ilmister, Stokegomer.

SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY.

Winchester. C. Edward Pain. 330. 24.

Portsmouth. B. Simon Brown rem. to London 1716. John Norman
SOD.

Andover. B. 10. 7. Jacob Ball. 300. G. 6.

Limingtou. B. George Farell rem. to Alton 1721. 234. Con-

tributors 139, poor 95.

Newport, in the Isle of Wight. B. Joshua Read rem. to Whitchurch

1721. Steven Toogood 1721. 300. 22. Wealthy 6, middling 106.

Petersfield. B. 7. William Henry rem. to Christ Church 1729.
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Fordinybridge. M. William Henry rem. 552. 32. Substantial

60, middle rank 59, rest poor.

Havant. M. John Bouchier rem. 1719. Loveder. 200.

Odihain. M. 8. 5. Cornelius Hancock, rem. in 1721. John Williams.

141. 10. Substantial 13, middling 13, mean 15.

Alton. M. 6. Edmund Taylor rem. George Farrell 1721, rem. to

London 1723. Merriman Norris rem. 1728. 220. 20. Substan-

tial 39, middling 22, mean 21.

Romsey. M. f. Phineas Wadsworth. 423. 29. G. 16. T. 88, the

rest Y. and persons of mean condition.

Kingsclear. M. 6. disc. John Hainmet quitted the ministry 1719. 60.

Ringwood. M. James Whittaker. 500. 50. 1 G. of £3000 per

annum, §- substantial,
f-

middling, \ mean.

Crundal, near Farnham. 8. 6. Thomas Cowhill. Vulgo Crockett.

Baptist Chapels at Southampton, Portsmouth, Limington, Ringwood,

Broughton and Wallop, Rumsey, Fareham (fortnightly), Nately,

near Basingtoke, Gosport, Fordingbridge, Blackwater, and unnamed

place in the Isle of Wight.

Quakers : Rumsey, Ringwood, Gosport, Fordingbridge, Odiham, Alton,

Isle of Wight, Southampton.

No professed Papist in the Isle of Wight.

Account received from Mr Jeremiah Smith.

STAFFORDSHIRE. .

Lichfield. C. and Long [Longden]. 6. 7. Robert Travers. 280. 60.

Stafford. B. Samuel Harrops. 350. 30. 45.

Newcastle-underline. 8. Samuel Lawrence rem. to Newcastle-

on-Tyne 1728. 300. 50.

Tamworth. B. 10.7. Jonah Malchin. 80.18.

Burton-upon-Trent. M. Robert Murray. 400. 41.

Uttoxeter. M. 10. 7. Daniel Maddocks. 200. 23.

Wolverhampton. 6. 5. John Stubs. 400. 39.

Stone. M. 8. John King rem. Thomas Haines rem. to Namptwich
1728. 150. 29.

Walsall. 6. 8. John Godby. 400. 29.

Oldbury. 6. 5. Turton. Edward Broadhurst. Coll. [Bir-

mingham] .

Leek. 11. 7. Josiah Hargrave [remj. Hugh Worthington 1728.

250. 42.

Pensnet or Cradley, 6. 5. Josiah Bassett. 400. 25.

West Bromwich. 5. 7, Daniel Greenwood, see Birmingham. Richard

Witton, 1721. 350. 30.
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Coseley, fortnightly. G. 5. Paul Russell, an itinerant. George

Doughty. 400. 45.

Baptist Chapels : Delves, near Wassell, [Walsall], and Widgeley [Wed-
nesbury].

Constant meetings supplied by itinerants in Compton, Kinfare, Worn-
bourne, Pattingham, Sarden, Tipton, Kingswinford, Foxoak,

Burslem, Bilston, Ford-bacon house. GOO. 80.

Account from Mr Bailey, i*eceived by Mr Nisbet.

SUFFOLK.

Ipswich, B. Samuel Baxter. William Shephard 1720, died 1724.

Samuel Say 1724. 800.

Sudbury. B. Josias Maultby, P., went to Rotterdam 1719. John
Foster, I., 1721, died. John Ford 1729, from Wisbeach. 400.

St. Edmund's Bury. B. Samuel Bury rem. to Bristol 1720. Samuel

Savage rem. to London 1718. Wright rem. to London 1724.

700.

Clare. M. 6. 5. William Cook died 1718. Robert Franks 1719,

rem. to Edmonton 1720. Robert Wilson. 400.

Nayland. M. 5. Henry Hurst. 450.

Hadleigh. M. 9. 7. John Darby. 250.

Framlingham. M. Samuel Lodge died. Richard Chorley. 300.

Haveril and Wenden. M. Thomas Green. 250.

Lestof. M. Samuel Say rem. to Ipswich 1724. George Whitwick 1725.

300. 20.

Needham. M. 5. John Meadows. 300. [Extinct 17G0, re-opened

by Independents W.W.]
Debenham. M. Kervin Wright. 250.

Barefield. F. Rice Williams. 200.

Walsham. Daniel Wright died 1729. 400. [Given up at Mr
Wright's death].

Wrentham. Austin Plumstead. 350.

Long Melford, near Lavenham. 10. 7. William Teeton. 150.

Barton, near Mendlesham. 6 disc. Samuel Strawyer. 100.

Bergholt. Ralph Williamson. 150.

Milden Hall. Campion. 150.

Stow at Stone Market. 7. Samuel Choyce.

Ixworth. Lecture. 5. 4. Carried on by several.

Beldiston. (Lecture).

Hitcham. (Lecture).

Narton. Lecture. 4. By several.

Preaches occasionally, Thomas Wright of Ipswich, P.
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SURREY.

Kinqston-wpon-Thames. M. Daniel Mayo. George Smyth rem. Daniel

Mayo, jun. [Became Independent 1775].

Chertsey. M. Jacob Kuffeler died 1723. John Benson 1724.

Darking. M. Samuel Highmore rem. to Epsom 1718. Joseph Stokes

1718, rem. 1729. 200. [Arian for a time].

Ryegate. M. 5. 4. Ralph Arnold. 50.

Farnham. M. 5. 4. Jonathan Gyles died 1721. William Sheldon.

Epsom. 7. Thomas Valentine. George Anderson rem. Occasional.

[Extinct by about 1772, chapel re-opened 1802].

Tooting, near Clapham. Francis Freeman, P., died 1725. Miles,

I. 120, 7 persons of £500. 12.

Horley, beyond Ryegate, 5. Peter Lobb, I., died 1718. John

Baldwin died 1727. Samuel Freeman 1728. P. 50.

Mortlake. Clark [rem.] William Jacomb rem. to Maidstone 1718-9.

Samuel Highmore. 100. 3. Persons of £500, 8. [Extinct

1755, chapel sold, ultimately bought by Independents, 1836].

Peckham. George Davy rem. I. Samuel Chandler, 1716. P. rem. D.

Dr. Thomas Hadfield 1727. [Heterodox for a time, and freehold

purchased during that time.]

Baptists at Guilford, Croydon, Farnham, Richmond, Frimley near

Basingstoke.

SUSSEX.

Chichester. C. Robert Bagster. John Boucher. Coll. 550. 60. 6.

22 men and women, of from £300 to £400 per annum.

Horsham. B. 10. 7. Joseph Stokes rem. to Dorking. John Sherman

1718, rem. 1726. Peter Briscow. 120. 12. 8.

Lewes. B. Thomas Force. 170. 17. 12. G. 16. Y. 10. T. 19. L. 15.

Byworth, near Petworth. 6. 5. John Buckley rem. to Kent 1720.

Jeremiah Orden rem. 1726. 82. 7.

Wirminghurst, near Steyning. Same ministers. 61. 4.

Battle. M. 5. 4. William Potter 1716. John Ashmore [rem].

John Smith. 120. 17.

Brighthelmston. M. John Duke. 560. 22. G 30. Y. 2., musters

of ships 14. T. 32. Sailors 52. L. 13.

Worth, near East Grimstead. 6. 7. Benjamin Chandler. Joseph

Chandler.

Mayfield, in Romney Rape. 10 disc. John Sammon 100. 7. United

to Tramfield.

Tramfield. 6. 5. disc. John Hammond rem. Downhall

1727. 200. 21. £5 allowed between this place and Mayfield.
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Burwash, near Kent. G. 8. Edward Dear. 90. 7.

New Shoram. B. Thomas Frost. GO. 8. 18. G. 4. Y. 1. Capt. 1.

T. 11. L. 3.

Glinley, near Helsham. John Smith rem. 110.12.

Linnehl. Thomas Frost. 110. 11. G. 7. Y. 12. T. 11. L. 1G.

Ditto. Joseph Stedman conf. 1717.

Carton Corner, near Hellingley. Thomas Heys. 30. 4.

Michellan, Alriston, and Hellingley. 5. Samuel Park 1727, rem. to

Wallingford 1728.

Baptist Chapels, Chichester 2 (G. and P.), Steyning and Horsham,

Lewes, Liuneld, Warbelton, Wadlmrst.

Furnished by Mr Bagster, of Chichester, to Mr Robinson.

WARWICKSHIRE.

Coventry. C. Joshua Merrill died 171G. John Warren. Rogerson

rem. John Partington.

Warwick. B. Jos. Carpenter.

Stratford-upon-Avon. M. John Letherland P. died 1723. John

Alexander I.

Nuneaton. M. 9. 7. John Burman.

Birmingham, vulgo Bromicham. M. William Turton died 1716.

Daniel Greenwood, see West Bromwich. Edward Broadhurst.

[The chapel sold to Romanists under an order of Chancery, and

new chapel built in Broad Street, called the Church of the

Messiah : the first order of the kind was obtained in the case of

Hanover Square Chapel, Newcastle-xipon-Tyne].

Ditto. Thomas Pickard.

Atherstone. 10. 7. Christopher Smalley rem. John Reynolds.

Aulcester, vulgo Auster. M. Joseph Porter died 1721. Rogerson

1723.

Kennelwortli. 8. 6. Samuel Turton died 1728. John Bassett.

Blew Lake. 5. 4. John Teirells.

Shelton. G. 5. Richard Carver.

Sutton Coldfield. 4. 5. Per several.

Baptist Chapels : Coventry (2), Warwick, Aulcester, Henley.

WESTMORELAND.

Kendal. M. Caleb Rotherham 1716. 205. 15. G. 10. the rest

Y. and T. [This chapel has an endowment of £20() a year].

85
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Croeh, alias Croke, near Kendal. 6. 5. Samuel Bourne rem. to

Tunley, Lancashire, 1719. Henry Knight rem. 1719. Abraham
Ainsworth. 130. 1.

Russendale, alias Ravingstondale, near Kirkby Steven. 10. disc. James

Malleson 1716 [rem].

Account sent by Mr Dickson, of Whitehaven, to Dr. Calamy.

WILTSHIRE.

New Sarum, or Salisbury. C. Sloan died 1761. Nathaniel

Fancourt 1719 died 1721. Samuel Fancourt. 500. 18. G. worth

£500, at least 10.

Devizes. B. Nathaniel Ohauncy. 400. 25.

Marlborough, B. Samuel Billingsley 1725. With Independents. 340.

35. M. 1. G. 6. T. 39. inferior T. 20.

Wilton. B. 10. 7. Matthew Toogood rem. to Shipton Mallet 1716.

Samuel Fancourt rem. to Sarum 1721. Edmund Jelly.

Calne. B. 5. 4. John Melhuish. 250. 13. 3. Worth £500.

each 5.

Chippenham. B. 5. 4. Lawrence Maes. 250. 15. 18. Worth at

least £500. 7.

Malmesbury. B. 6. 5. Moses Price. 160. 12. Worth at least

£500. 3.

Westbury. B. John Buckler [remj Samuel Clifford rem. Rossiter

dead. Taylor. 800. 10. 33 worth £500.

Warminster. M. Samuel Bates. 800. 20. Of estates sufficient

for justices 4. The total value £90,000.

Trowbridge. M. 5. William Dangerfield rem. John Graham 200.

7. Worth £500 at least. 7.

Bradford. 6. Thomas Barker rem. 1729. 400. 28. Worth at

least £500. 20.

East Knoyl, or Knahil, near Hindon and Chapmanslade. 10. 7.

Samuel Clifford died 1726. Abraham Clifford. 380. 4. Worth
at least £500, 5.

Kingswood, Gloucestershire, near Wotton Underedge. 5. 6.

Simmonds [rem], Richard Addy 1716, rem. to Gloucester 1729.

300.

Anbury, near Marlborough. 4. 5. John Bale rem. 1728. Joshua

Griffith. 130. 4. E. 1. F. 3.

Ramsbury, near Marlborough and Albonce Baydon. 10. 7. Samuel

Cox rem. Samuel Oldtield 1719. 160, 16. G. 3. Y. 3. F. 9.

T. 21.

Fiddan Upton and Ilorning/tam are mentioned without any particulars.
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Lavington. 100. 4. A monthly lecture by Mr Buckler and Mr
Bates.

Seend. 52. 2. A monthly lectm-e by Mr Chauncy.

Mere. 6. 5. John Pibree.

Hatsbury. Joseph Burd.

Baptist congregations at New Sarum (2), Devizes, Trowbridge, Brad-

ford, Bradley, Leigh, and Melksham.

Quakers : 22 stated meetings, attendants G000.

This account was sent by Mr N. Chauncy to Mr Jeremiah Smith, in 1717.

Mr C. stated that the accounts for Devizes, Chippeuham, Calne,

Aubury, Lavington, and Seend, were collected by himself, and

might be depended upon.

WORCESTERSHIRE.

Worcester. C. Chewning Blakemore. John Stokes 1720. Hand
died 1719. [See p. 61.]

Evesham. B. 6. 5. Daniel Higgs died 1728. Blackmore 1728.

200.

Bewdley. B. Edward Ousland. Job Barret. ' 300.

Bromsgrove. M. James Thompson died 1729. [Arian for a time].

Kidderminster. M. John Spilsbury died 1721. Bradshaw 1727.

27 C.V. [The heterodox party seceded. See pp. 41, 191].

Dudley. M. 8. 6. Joseph Stokes.

Sturbridge. M. George Flower. [A new chapel was afterwards

built on a new site by Trinitarians, and the old chapel was after-

wards occupied by Independents, but they left it for a new one].

Kingswood, in the Parish of King's Norton. 4. By several, especially

by Wotton.

Baptist Chapels : Worcester, Bewdley, Pershore, Bromsgrove, Upton-

upon-Severn, Netherton near Dudley, Inkborough and Bengeworth

fortnightly.

YORKSHIRE.
WEST BIDING.

York. C. Thomas Colton, M.D. John Hotham. Coll.

Knaresboi-ough. B. Ralph Hill rem. Cams Thompson. 60.

Leeds. M. William Pendlebury died 1729. 60U.

Sheffield. M. John Wadsworth. Timothy Jolly 11 G3. 75. [First

marked I , and in Mr Jolly's time it certainly was so].

Halifax. M. f. Nathaniel Priestley. 600. 16.

Wakefield. M. Isaac Hawkins died 1724. 400. 40.
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Selby. M. John Travers.

Doncaster. M. Samuel Crompton. 60.

Barnsley. M. Thorp. Elkauah Berry. GO.

Greenhill, near Rippon. John Towers. 100.

Mixenden, near Halifax. Matthew Smith. 500. 10.

North Owram, near Halifax f. Thomas Dickenson. 500. 10.

Attercliff, near Sheffield. Samuel Blythe. 250.

Bull House, near Peniston. Daniel Denton. 200.

Pudsey, near Bradforth. Samuel Hollings died 1725. 250. 21.

Binrjley, near Bradforth. Thomas Wainman. 250.17.

Eland, near Huthersfield. f. Jeremiah Banstow. 240. 6.

Bradford Dale. f. Samuel Hulme.
Winterburn, between Settle and Skipton. f. Robert Hesketh.

Swarsdale. f. John Taylor.

Fishlake, near Doncaster. John Pigot.

Horton, near Bradford. Eli Dawson. 500. 40.

Worsley, near Halifax, f. Isaac Wilkinson. 300. 4.

Eastwood. f. Joshua Cordingly. 150. 7.

Morley, near Leeds. Timothy Aired. 450. [This chapel was at

one time in Arian hands.]

Hepton and Holmfrith. John Dobson. 605.

Clack Ileaton. Patrick Richmond. 150.16.
Long Houghton, near Barnesley.

Tadcaster and Clifford. Jos. Astley. 30.

Idle. John Buck. 80.

Rawthmell, near Settle. James Towers. 40.

Newton in Bolland, the borders of Lancashire.

Light Cliff. Jonathan Wright. 40.

Osset. Samuel Hanson. Joshua Dobson. Coll.

Rotheram, built 1719.

EAST RIDING.

Kiugston-uponJTull. John Wilter. Robert Dawson. Coll. 500

8. 50. [This chapel has an endowment of upwards of £400 a year,

and was orthodox late in the last century. One minister made the

change, first drove the congregation away, and then preached

heterodoxy. The number of attendants is now very small.]

Burlington or Bridlington. 1. John Benson.

Swanland, near Hull. Joshua Hardcastle. 450 20.

Cottinyham, near Hull. Abraham Dawson. 350. 20.

Garsdale^near Sedburgh. f. Murray.

Dewsberry. f.
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South Cave, near the Humber, between Hull and Howden.
Howden. M. f. Mallescriff. 100.

Ottringham, near Patrington. Rock. 50.

NORTH RIDING AND RICHMONDSHIRE.

Whitby. M. f. Isaac Thompson rem. John Reddie died 172^

Malton. B. f. Henry Gilbert.

Scarborough, f. William Hannay rem. 2. [260.] 60. 18.

Swaledale. Burgess.

Ellenthorp, near Burrow Bridge. James Taylor. 80.

Ay ton, near Cleaveland. Seaton. 60.'

WALES.

The account for Wales has been corrected as to the spelling from Dr.

Thos. Rees's transcript as printed in his History of Nonconformity

in Wales.

BRECKNOCKSHIRE.
Dyffryn Honddu. John Davies. 150. Several C.V.

CARDIGANSHIRE.

Kilcam Rhydlogyn, and Trelwyn. 6. John Davel. Thomas Brynon
died 1728.

CAERMARTHENSHIRE.

Caermarthen. 6. 7. William Evans, scholar died 1717-8. Thomas
Bowen. John Pugh. Parrot 1720.

Bwlch, near Merthyr. Tliomas Bowen. John Pugh. With Caermar-

then 600. 17.

Henllan am goed. John Pugh. 600. 17.

Rock Chappel, in Trelech and Conwel. Lewis Richards. 150. 7.

Pencadair and Rhyd-y-bont. James Lewis. David Jones. 450. 17.

Panteg Llanegwad, Waungaled. 6. Christmas Samuel. 400. 11.

Mynydd Bach, William Davies. 400.10.

Llanedy, Crugybar and Congymaen. David Penry. Owen Hughes.

David Jenking. 600. 30.

Capel Sion and Llettyhawddgar. Christodocius Lewis rem. to Rad-

norshire. Samuel Jones. 500. 10.

Glymefkel, in the parish of Cilycwm. Christmas Samuel. David Jones.

John Harries. 300. few V.

Llanybree. Thomas Morris. 400. 6.

Cefnarthon. Roger Williams. 250. 20.
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DENBIGHSHIRE.

Denbigh. B. Thomas Baddy, scholar, died 1729. 50 or 60. 8. 12.

one worth between £4,000 and £500, 3 worth £500 each, rest T.

and F., no beggars.

Wrexham. 6. 5. John Kenrick, scholar. 230. 29. T. 20.

FLINTSHIRE.

Newmarket. 8. 6. Richard Humphreys, scholar, conf. 1718. Jonathan

Davies rem. William Williams rem. to Stroud 1728. Jenkyn
Lewis. 20 or 30. 1.

GLAMORGANSHIRE.

Cardiff. B. 8. 6. Rice Pruthero, scholar.

MERIONETH.
Bronycladwr, Dolgelly and Bala. 5. 4. Edward Kenrick. 150. 12.

1 E.

MONTGOMERYSHIRE.

In and about Newtown. Peter Siddon rem. David Richards. 120.

4. G 2.

PEMBROKESHIRE.

New Chappel, Newport and Trewen. 6. Thorns Beynon. 500. 2.

RADNORSHIRE.
Maes Gwyn, Knighton, and Reans, lectures. 6. Haley rem.

Philips rem. Waller rem. Vavassor Griffith.

300. several C.V.

Account given by Lewis Lloyd to Mr Barrington.

INDEPENDENTS.

[For an explanation of the figures and single letters see pp. 649 and 650].

BEDFORDSHIRE.

Bedford. B. Ebenezer Chandler. 1200. 100.

Biggleswade. M. [This seems also entered as a Baptist chapel].

BERKSHIRE. ,

Reading. B. Geoi'ge Burnet 1716.
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Newbury. Benjamin Merriman. 400. 28. G 3. T 40.

Beechhill. Peregrine Phillips. 1G0. G. G 4., the rest F. and T.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.

Chesham. William King.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE.

Cambridge. B. Joseph Hussey rem. to London 1719. James Throg-

morton rem. to Ailesbury 1728. 1100. 70. [The Presbyterian

chapel seems wrongly at p. G52, as being in the possession of the

Independents]

.

Willinghani and Cottenham. Griffith Rudd. 500. 48.

Linton. M. Thomas Wait rem. to Rumford 1729. 350. 10.

Wisbeach. M. Ishmael Burrows rem. to London 1724.

Soham. George Doughty, lay preacher. 200. 13.

Gamgee, or Gamlingay. Richard Freeman. 250.

Melbourn. John Nichols. 400. 20.

Burwell and Catling. Thomas Royston. 320. 14.

Croydon. Richard Condor. 120. 6.

Guy Horn. David Calye. 100. 5.

Croxton. Richard Dix. 80. 3.

Sutton, in the Isle of Ely. I. and A.

CHESHIRE.

[No Independent congregation in Cheshire is returned, but see the

History of Nonconformity in that county passion].

CORNWALL.
Loo. f. John Marrian.

CUMBERLAND.
Cockermouth f. John Atkinson. 424. 42.

DERBYSHIRE.

Chestei'field. Thomas Ellisham died 1722.

Glapwell, near Chesterfield. Ogle Radford. 200.

DEVONSHIRE.

Exeter. C. Deliverance Larkham died 1723. 400.

Plymouth. B. Nathaniel Harding. Henry Brett. Henry Moore. 760.

Barnstaple. B. William Peard rem. Powell dead. Thomas Bishop.

550.
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Bideford. M. Jacob Bailyes [rem.] Coppleston. William" Bartlet

dec. Peter Jellard. 750.

Axminster. M. Stephen Toogood rem. to Newport. 500. 20.

Holsworthy. M. 6. 5. Benjamin Flavel. 120. 10.

DORSETSHIRE.

Bridport, vulgo Burport. B. Baker.

Wareham. B. William Clarke died 1722, and William Sedgley 1724.

[This was the chapel referred to at p. 194].

ESSEX.

Colchester. B. John Gledhill died 1727. Robert Wright rem."to^Bury

1718. John Collins 1727. 600.

Chelmsford. M. Richard Lamer rem. 1718. 300. 19. E 1. G 6.

Ditto. Nathan Hickford. 700. 33. G. 18.

Rumford. M. f. Peter Goodwin rem to Yarmouth 1719. Joseph King

rem. 1729, died same year. Thomas Wait 1729. 250. 3.

Dunmow. M. f. Thomas Doughty rem. 1724. John Underhill 1725.

400. 58.

Saffron Walden. M. f. William Paine. 300. 30.

Coggeshall. M. Edward Bentley. 700. 43. G 19.

Halstead. M. William Holman. 500. 39.

Thaxtead. f. William Noltcott rem. to Ipswich. 500. 20. G 4.

Witham. M. f. Isaac Watson dec. Theophilus Lobb 1722. 320.

23. G 6.

Booking, near Braintree. Thomas Shepherd. 800 110. G 34.

Stanstead Montfitchet, near Thaxted. f. Philip Burgess. 350. 32.

Wendon, near Saffron Walden and Clavering. Thomas Sewell.

700. 34.

Kelden. f. Lecture, carried on by several.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

Gloucester. C. John Alexander. Thomas Cole 1718. 250. 30.

Stro\id Walter, f. Richard Rawlins, sen, died 1725. Atky rem.

1727. William Williams 1728 rem. to Brecknockshire 1.729.

500. 6.

Cambden. M. f. Samuel Knight died 1725. Rice Price rem. from

Denbighshire dec. 200. 20.

Nailsworth. Rawlins, jun., dec. Joseph Allein rem. George

Fownes 1716 died 1719. Jeremiah Jones 1720, died 1724. Joshua

Jones 1724 rem. to Manchester 1725. John Allein 1726. 450.

20.

Bibury, near Fairford. Humphries. 40.
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HEREFORDSHIRE.
No Independent Chapel is entered as existing in this county,

HERTFORDSHIRE.
Hertford. B. John Guyse rem. to London 1727. John Saunders 1727.

500. 40. 105.

Royston. M. f. William Bedford. 300. 21.

Hitching. M. John Hoskins. Brown 1710. 500. 50.

Carhuckle Street, in Cheshunt. John Oakes rem. 1728. Caleb Wroe
died 1728. Warkman 1728. 300. 26.

Bishop's Stortford. M. Richard Rawlings. 600. 40.

HUNTINGDONSHIRE.
St. Neots. William Bennett dec. Joseph Sheldon. 300.21.

Spaldwick, near Wabridge Forest, f. John Mason died 1722-3.

Ramsey. 6.5. John Sheldon [rem.] John Pyott 1722. 200.20.

Perry, f. A lecture, by several.

KENT.

Canterbury. C. f. Samuel Hebden rem. 1723.

The Presbyterians joined this congregation 172G.

Sandwich. B. John Frencham. With Presbyterians 500. 11. ^6.

LANCASHIRE.

BOLTON DISTRICT.

Darwen, near Blackburn. George Griffith. 618. 25.

Turton or Walmsley. 1. 5. 520. 30. James Milne.

NORTHERN DISTRICT.

Tottlebank and Broughton. f. Thomas Richardson. 200. 10.

Sparth, near Clitheroe and Weyinond. John Jolly. 361. 66.

LEICESTERSHIRE.

Leicester. B. John Green rem. to Chelmsford, the congregation after-

wards united with the Presbyterians. With theui 580. 111.

Lutterworth. M. Peter Dowley. 160. 69.

Harborough and Ashby, North Hants. David Lowe. Jeremiah Jones

rem. to Nailsworth 1710. 630. 103. John Arthur rem. to

Waltham Abbey 172!).

Kibworth, near Lutterworth, with Glen aud Langton. £ John Jen-

nings rem. to Hinckley. Philip Doddridge. 320. 11.

Loughborough. M., with Rempston. Thomas Matthews. William

Christian. L60. 1".

SCy '
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LINCOLNSHIRE.
Gainsborough.

MIDDLESEX.

WITHIN THE WALLS OF LONDON CITY,

St. Mary Axe. Isaac Watts, D.D. Samuel Price, Coll. [Extinct

orthodox during the present century].

Lime Street. Robert Bragg and Philip Gibbs, Coll. [The lease of the

chapel expired, pai't of the church membei's removed to Artillery

Street, but the church itself to Camomile Street, and thence to the

Poultry.]

Three Cranes Court in Thames Street. C. Thomas Ridgley.

[Samuel] Parsons 1726. Extinct orthodox 1798.

Miles Lane. C. Matthew Clarke. Timothy Jolly 1720. [Extinct

orthodox 1715].

Pinners' Hall. Jeremiah Hunt, D.D. [Extinct Socinian 1779].

Girdlers' Hall. C. John Foxon died 1723. Henry Francis rem. to

Southampton. David Jennings [rem.] Robert Wright 1724.

[Removed to Haberdasher's Hall].

Afternoon. John Guyse 1727, rem. to Petty France. Robert Fracle

dead.

Curriers' Hall, near Cripplegate. Joseph Jacob, n. [This congregation

might be considered to form a denomination of itself.]

Great Eastcheap. John Short died 1716-7. Church dissolved.

Petty France, New Bond Street, new meeting. John Guyse 1728.

William Guyse.

WITHIN THE LIBERTIES OP LONDON.

New Street, by Fetter Lane. Thomas Bradbury. Peter Bradbury

dismissed 1728. Coll. Thomas Tingey 1728-9, died 1729. [There

was a division, and Mr Bradbnry considered that the church

followed him to New Court].

Hare Court. C. John Nesbitt died 1727. John Conder. Coll. John
Harrison 1724. [Now removed to Canoubury].

Jevvin Street. C. Daniel Neale. [Extinct orthodox after removal to

Silver Street.]

Little Moor Fields. Richard Taylor died 1717. Thomas Hall 1719.

[Removed first to the Pavement, and on the chapel there being

taken down to Southgate Road.]

Ropemakers' Alley, Little Moor Fields. John Asty. [Removed to

Aldermanbury Postern.

Prince's Street, Upper Moor Fields. George Sendell died 1715-6.

George Davis 1716. [Extinct orthodox].
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WITHIN THE BILLS OF MORTALITY.

New Court, by Lincoln's Inn Fields. James Wood, left them and

went to Eastcheap [Weighhouse] 1727. P. Thomas Bradbury. I.

Peter Bradbury 1728. I. Two last coll.

Mill Yard, Goodman's Fields. Samuel Harris, n. John Shuttlewood

rem. Coll. Jenkin Lewis 1728.

Wapping New Stairs. Thomas Simmons died 1717-8. David Jen-

nings 1718. Gordon.

Nightingale Lane, near the Tower. Thomas Lloyd died 1721. John

Mitchell 1720.

Stepney. Thomas Mitchell died 1721. Arthur Shallett left off preach-

ing 1719. John Hubbard.

Petticoat Lane. [John] Humphries, n., died 1710. [last surviving

ejected minister.] Joseph Hussey 1720, died 1726. Richard Payne.

[Extinct.]

BEYOND THE BILLS OF MORTALITY.

Pinner. Stephen Crisp died 1729.

Kensington, a new meeting. [Samuel] Sanderson.

southwark (transferred from Surrey.)

Deadman's Place. John Killinghall. [Extinct orthodox 1740, when

Dr. Marryatt's congregation removed to the chapel from Zoar

Street].

Dockhead. John Sladen. [Removed to Back Street].

The Point, Meeting-house Alley, Queen Street, Lower Rotherhithe. f.

Thomas Masters. [Extinct. The only minister hot strictly ortho-

dox was Edward Sandercock].

MONMOUTHSHIRE.
Abergavenny. Thomas Cole rem. to Gloucester 1718. 280. 13.

23. 1 E. 16 G. 7 Y. 63 T. 1 F. 7 L.

St. Brides and Newport. David Williams. 236. 2. 3. 9. 6 G. 16 Y
28 T. 19 F. 30 L.

Penmain. David Williams, (different from the former). 250. 22.

4 G. 38 Y. 5 T. 8. F. 35 L.

Llandegreth. Same minister. 100. II. 25. 2 G. 12 Y. 5 T. 7 F.

II L.

Park, in the Parish of Cwmyorg. James Watkins, residing at Brecon.

120. 8., and eight votes for Herefordshire.

Trosnant, in the Parish of Trevethin. Jeremiah Edmunds. 90. 3.

1. 6 Y. 10 T. 8 F. 18 L.

Note. The list for this County is altogether taken from Dr. Thomas llees, who

omitted some particulars. The third figure states the number of votes for "the borough,'

whatever that may mean.
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Llanvrechva, Same minister. 55. 3. 4 Y. 6 T. 4 T. 12 L.

Goitre, near Usk. 120. 13. 15. 5. G. 10 Y. 12 T. 20 F. 15. L.

Glyn Ebbw, in the Parish of Aberystwith. 60. 10. 2. 10 Y. 6 T.

8 F. 12 L.

Cromin dee. Rice Davis.

NORFOLK.
Norwich. C. George Smith.

Ditto. Thomas Scott*

Yarmouth. B. John Brooks rem. to Norwich 1718. Thomas Took

died 1724. Coll. Peter Goodwin from Rumford 1719. Richard

Frost 1729.

Wimondham, alias Windham. M. f. Nathaniel Hanby.

New Bucknam. M. f. Richard Lessingham.

Tunstead. f. Jonathan Milles.

Armingland. Abraham Coveney.

Bradfield. Thomas Jolly.

Denton. John Hurrion rem. to London 1721.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.
Northampton. B. Thomas Tingey rem. to London 1728-9. 900.

154.

Higham Ferrers, new meeting 1714. John Da vies. 3G0. 17.

Rowell. M. Matthew Maurice, ant. 600. 76.

Kettering. M. f. Thomas Milway rem. to Ipswich 1721. Thomas
Saunders. 740. 20.

Ditto. John Wills. Ant. 250. 6.

Oundle. f. Joseph King dead. 300. 24.

NORTHUMBERLAND.
Flowre, near Daventry. f. John Foster rem to Sudbury. 400. 34.

Ashby, (see Leicestershire). 400. 60.

Yard ley. 7. John Drake.

Wellingborough. M. Robert Bateson. I. Ant. lay preacher. 200. 4.

Rasden, near Higham Ferrers. Daniel Heffer, lay preacher.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne. B. Thomas Baird, Ant. 100.

Berwick-upon-Tweed. B. John Turner. Foster. 800.

Ditto. John Somerville. 300.

Horsley, near Morpeth, f. Blunt. James Atkinson, coll. 250.

12.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.

Nottingham. B. Richard Bateson. 408. 126. E 1. 1. G 21. T 56.

L. 11.
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Sutton, near Mansfield f. John Allwood. 283. 1. G 9. T 53.

Y 14. L G.

Flintham, near Newark. Mr Bateson, of Nottingham, once in six

weeks. 100. 16. G 8. the rest Y. and F.

OXFORDSHIRE.

Henley. M. Patterson died 1717. John Sells 1718, from Prince's

Risborough. Between 400 and 500., several C.V. G 21. the rest

T. F. and L.

SALOP.

Salop, or Shrewsbury. David Jones died 1718. John Allen rem. to

Nailsworth 1725. 150. 12. 11. El.

SOMERSETSHIRE.

Bristol. Isaac Noble died 1727. John Alexander 1719, rem. to Strat-

ford. Pitt 1725, rem. 1728. William Vaudrey 1728.

Brueton, near Chapmanslade. 5. Thomas Morgan rem. to Marlborough

1715. Thomas Lowden rem. Samuel Baker rem. Richard Allett

died 1718. Cotton, M.D. Several persons of condition, divei-s

of them rich, many more very substantial, and very few of them
poor, the whole congregation is reckoned worth £100,000.

SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY.

Southampton. B. William Buwler. Henry Francis 1726. With the

Baptists 430. 73.

Andover. George Fownes rem. to Nailsworth 1716. Parsons

rem. Benjamin Keen 1719, died 1721. Milner rem. to

Hammersmith. William Bushnell 1729. 200. 25. Worth con-

siderably about £500 4, middling persons 30, poor 20.

Whitchurch. B. Holmes rem. 1716. Predden f. Joshua

Read.

Christchui-ch. B. 5. John Smith. John Buckley 1726, rem. 1728.

William Henry 1729. 400. 45. The congregation worth at

least £8000.

Fareham. f. Samuel Barnard. Cornelius Hancock 1723, rem. 1725.

200. 2 worth several thousands each, 12 worth £500, £700, and

£1000 each.

Odiham. M. Stanshall. 70. 10. Substantial 39, middling 20,

mean 21.

Tadley, near King's Clear, f. Ovey. 60.

Gosport. Samuel Clifford. 1000. 87.
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Roslin and Yard, in the Isle of Wight. Thomas Brown. 90. 7.

Wealthy 4, middling 21.

STAFFORDSHIRE.

No Independent chapel is entered.

SUFFOLK.

Ipswich. B. Benjamin Glanfield dead. Thomas Milway 1721, died

1721. William Notcott. 800.

Sudbury. B. Josiah Maultby weut to Rotterdam 1719. John Foster

1721. John Ford from Wisbeach 1729.

St. Edmundsbury. John Bert died 1716. John Saunders rem. 1727.

Saville 1727,8. Thomas Steward 1725.

Beccles. M. Edmund Spencer.

Woodbridge. M. Henry Ward.

Bungay. M. Henry Robinson.

Lavenham, alias Laneham. M. f.

Combes, f. Thomas Prince.

Palgi'ave. f. Henry Williamson.

Swiftland. f. Samuel Wiltshire.

Bansfield Hall, near Newmarket.

Sowold. Jeuking Lewis rem. to London 1719. 400. 50.

Wrentham. Samuel Wright. 400.

Wickham Brook, near Woodbridge. 150.

Aye. Thomas Wilks, of Walsham. 100.

Arleston. Lecture monthly.

SURREY.

Guildford. B. f. Roger Foster died 1721. John Pridden 1722.

Croydon. M. f. John Davy. 300. 26. Persons of £500 15.

Clapham. Moses Lowman. 350. 13. Persons of £500 47.

Stanstead, alias Ockley. f. John Paget died 1723. 150.

Godliman, or Godalman. M. A lecture, carried on by Mr Foster of

Guildford.

SUSSEX.

Chichester. C. John Heaton. 115.

LewT
es. B. Thomas Barnard dead. Joseph Beach, coll. John Olive.

425. 45. 42.

Arundel. B. Benjamin Keen rem. to Andover. John Boucher 1719.

90. 10. 14.'

Midhurst. B. Same minister. 100. 1G. 12.

Rye. Merriman Norris. Button. 110. 15. 15.

350.
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WARWICKSHIRE.

Coventry. Julius Saunders, jun. Simpson. 200.

Bed worth. Julius Saunders, sen.

WESTMORELAND.

Staintou. f. John Atkinson. 130. 8G. Most Y. or T. and L.

Russendale or Ravenstonedale. f. John Magee. 300. 3. G 4. most
tenants under Lord Wharton.

WILTSHIRE,

Marlborough. B. Thomas Morgan. Holdsworth 1726. 310.

35. M 1. G 6. substantial T 35.

Upton Lovel. f. Christopher Stanstail.

Cosham Ridge or Corsham. f. Tliomas Stanstail. 150. 5. Worth
at least £500, 3.

WORCESTERSHIRE.

Westmencote, near Tewksbury. William Ferris. 40. ] 5.

YORKSHIRE.
WEST RIDING.

Pontefract. B. Sanford.

Leeds. M. William Moult. 800. [This congregation is now Arian].

Rotherham. M. William Wilson. 100. [This congregation is now
Arian.]

Sheffield. M. John De la Rose. [A secession from the old chapel

on its becoming Arian].

Stannington, near Sheffield. Smith. 350. See page 193.

Heckmondwycke. f. John Kirkby. 350. 7.

Tingley or Top Cliff, near Leeds, f. John Ryley. GO.

Kipping, f. Samuel Hulme. 300. 17.

EAST RIDING.

Kingston-upon-Hull. B. Thomas Fletcher.

Beverley. B. John Steer dead. John Gould 171G. John Author, each

pair coll. 450.

NORTH RIDING AND RICHMONDSHIRE.

Malton. f. John Hoyle. 80.

Thirsk. B. £ Joseph Cullingworth. GO.

Pickering. M. f. George Walker. 70.

The chapels in Wales will be found in Dr. Rees's History.
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Many chapels are entered as Presbyterian which had always been

congregational, or were occupied by Independent congregations

when the account was drawn up. When any doubt was felt to which

body a chapel was intended to be assigned, it is here put in the

Presbyterian list.

No enquiry has been made into the history of chapels out of London.

The letter n. following a minister's name, left unexplained at p.

648, seems to denote his not having joined the Board of his deno-

mination.

No. 3.

An Account of the Presbyterian and Independent ministers in London

about the year 1730, by a gentleman who had removed thither from

Northampton, from the copy of the original MS. given by the

Rev. Samuel Palmer to Di\ Daniel Williams's library. See Bogue

and Bennett III., 247, 327, 378, and Walter Wilson II., 348.

Having in the foregoing pages given a general account of the two

denominations' together, [i.e., of the chapels, with short remarks on their

ministers], it may be proper now to give a view of them separately, and

first to mention those of the Presbyterian denomination.

The ministers under No. 1 are deemed Calvinist, that is, such as

agree with the Assembly's Catechism ; No. 2 ai*e accounted Ai'minians,

or such as are far gone that way, by which are meant such as are against

particular redemption and election, original sin, at least the impu-

tation of it, for the power of man's will, in opposition to efficacious

grace, and for justification by sincere obedience in the room of Christ's

righteousness, &c. No. 3 are such as are of the middle way, partly

Arminians and partly Calvinists, or that sometimes preach one doctrine

and sometimes look towards the other. [The dates given are those of

the ministers' settlements at the chapels named, and are taken from

another table of the MS. ; the ministers' christian names are added, and

the situations of their chapels. The words within
[ ] are from other

notices of the ministers in the MS. The descriptions of ministers in

No. 1 are of course favourable.]

No. 1.

1710.
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1724.

1728.

1728.

1721.

1730.

1729.

1722.

1724.

1730.

1726.

172S.

1723.

1728.

1726.

1730.

1729.

1724. Joshua Bayes, sen.,

1710. Dr. James Anderson,

1714. Patrick Russell,

170G. Dr. Jabez Earle,

1730. William Ford,

1708. Daniel Willcocks,

1723. Richard Mayo,

1723. Thomas Bares,

1730. Edward Godwin,

1693. Dr. William Harris,

1716. John Newman, sen.,

1727. Samuel Newman, jun.

No.

Henry Read,

Leather Lane.

Swallow Street.

St. Martin's Lane.

Hanover Street, Drury Lane.

Haberdashers' Hall.

Mugwell Street.

Salters' Hall.

Ditto.

St. Helen's.

Crouched Friars.

Salters' Hall.

Ditto.

St. Thomas's [sermons affectionate

and awakening].

King John's Court, Southwark.

Queen Street, by Ratcliff Cross.

Gravel Lane.

Silver Street.

Hand Alley.

Blackfriars.

[A friendly, good-

George Benson,

Jeremiah Titcomb,

Joseph Denham,

Daniel Mayo,

James Reed,

Thomas Newman,
Clackbuyers,

Thomas Leavesly, Old Jewry.

natured man, and has an excellent gift in prayer.]

Samuel Chandler, Ditto. [A minister of good part*

and abilities, as well as pulpit talents, and for a treatise he

wrote against deism, &c, he was much caressed by some of

the Church of England clergy, and of whom it shall only be

further said that the matter, as well as the mauner of his

sermons, is more suited to bring people to church than to

make serious Christians, or to promote the Dissenting

interest.]

Crosby Square.

Rotherhithe.

Hackney. [Accounted a serious

Edmund Calamy, jun

Thomas Mould,

George Smith,

preacherJ

.

Thomas Bayes, (jun.) Leather Lane.

No. 3.

Maid Lane.

Brentford.

Newington Green. [It is apprehen-

ded he would be likely to follow [Mr Biscoe in conforming

if he expected] the same success].

87

Dr. Obadiah Hughes,

Joseph Baker,

Patterson,
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1715. John Munkley, Bartholomew Close.

1702. Dr. Edmund Calamy, Prince's Street, Westminster. [The

doctor is a good preacher, but a zealous man for the Kirk,

and would be more useful if more consistent. He is a great

opposer of narrow souls, ami wherever his diocese reaches he

encourages persons of latitude enough, and were his scheme

generally pursued the National Church would find greater

multitudes of daily converts.]

1708. Dr. Samuel Wright, Blackfriars.

1703. Dr. Benjamin Grosvenor, Crosby Square. [Has been reckoned

a polite practical preacher, with a good delivery and tuneable

voice ; it is not strange that he is popular
J

1729. Nathaniel Lardner, Crouched Friars.

1729. Edward Sandercock, Bartholomew Close.

1714. Benjamin Andrew Atkinson, Great St. Thomas Apostle.

1729. Robert Whitear, Prince's Street, Westminster.

1729. Dr. William Wishart, London Wall.

The six lecturers at Salter's' Hall are : Mr Bayes, Dr. Grosvenor,

Dr. Harris, Dr. Wright, Mr Newman, Dr. Earle.

It may be here observed that this denomination makes annual

collections in divers of their congregations for the assistance of country

ministers which, with what is collected at the Tuesday's lectures at

Salters' Hall, may amount to upwards of £2000 per annum. This is

put into a common stock or fund, and such congregations as collect

money appoint their minister and two of their own number, who meet
their other brethren monthly, and then distribute by joint consent this

noble charity, in such proportions as the objects that present [themselves]

may call for, and their stock will admit ; besides this, if any private

gentleman annually contributes £10 or upwards towards this fund he is

admitted a member, and allowed to vote in this distribution, what the

several congregations may separately collect yearly is set down against

the minister's name.

And before the consideration of this denomination is concluded, it

cannot but be observed with concern that most of the young men that

are trained up amongst them, and have of late years been called to the

ministry, are inclined to the Arminian scheme, for which we are very

much beholden to Taunton in the West ; and it were to be wished we
were furnished with none of that sort from the Peak in the North, a

melancholy prospect to the rising generation, and we need not go back

so far as the Restoration to show us the oonsequences of those principles,

a little observation on our own times will sufficiently manifest their

unhappy tendency ; these circumstances well deserve the consideration

of all serious Christians, "and especially of ministers who have the
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instruction of such young men under their care who are designed for

the ministry. If ever there is any considerable usefulness expected from
them, sure among other qualifications their heart ought to be seasoned

with grace, and they be enabled to understand, as well as to defend, the

foundation truths of Christianity, which were once delivered to the

saints.

It may now be proper to proceed to give a general view of the Inde-

pendent or Congregational interest. This denomination have also

annual collections for country ministers in divers of their churches, with

which what is collected at the Tuesday's lecture at Pinners' Hall, may
amount to upwards of £1700 per annum, as appears by the following

particulars. This fund is managed in the same manner as the former,

only no gentlemen are admitted in the distribution of this charity, but

such as are appointed by the churches where the collections are made.

As these two denominations keep distinct funds, it is reasonable to

suppose their brethren in the country [who] bear the same character are

assisted by each, although in divers places ministers have relief from
both funds.

As this generosity of the citizens towards the relief of their dis-

tressed brethren is a commendable work in itself, so it gives some hopes,

notwithstanding our degeneracy, that God is not wholly withdrawn from

us, and were our country brethren truly sensible of the labour that is

taken to assist their ministers, as well as to train up young persons for

that sacred employment, and what pains many parents take to impress

upon the minds of their children a compassion towards them, and what
encouragement they give them to be liberal betimes, certainly they

would be provoked in a greater degree towards a public spirit amongst

themselves.

The following is a list of their ministers who are all Calvinists.

1717. David Jennings, Wapping New Stairs.

1721. John Hubbard, Stepney.

1708. Richard Payne, Petticoat Lane.

1727. John Guyse, sen, New Broad Street.

1728. William Guyse, jun., Ditto.

1722. Thomas Hall, Little Moor Fields.

1730. Peter Goodwin, Ropemaker's Alley.

1706. Daniel Neal, Jewin Street.

1 724. John Hurrion, Hare Court

1710. John Conder, Ditto.

1729. Richard Rawlin, Fetter Lane.

1730. John Farmer, Ditto.

1708. Thomas Bradbury, New Court.

1731. Jacob Fowler, Ditto.
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1G93. Robert Bragge, Lime Street.

1700. Dr. Thomas Ridgley, Three Cranes' Court.

1727. James "Wood, Weigh House and New Court.

John Hurrion, jun., Three Cranes' Court.

1700. Dr. Watts, Bury Street, Mary Axe.

1714. Samuel Price, Ditto.

1730. Samuel Sanderson, Kensington.

1726. Timothy Jollie, jun., Miles Lane.

1702. John Killinghall, Deadman's Place.

1711. John Sladen, Dockhead.

1731. Thomas Tingey, Rotherhithe.

1722. John Mitchell, Nightingale Lane.

1723. Robert Wright, Girdlers' Hall.

1703. Dr. Jeremiah Hunt, Pinners' Hall.

It is difficult to say what he is.

1731. Mr Waite, Rumforcl, \ Are inclined to Antinomian-

i-on wir -o +i rP 1Tth ' ism, and at present are not
1/29. William Bentley, Turners Hall, V

ackuowledged by the other

1721. James Stockell, Red Cross Street,.) congregational churches,

Mr Phillips, The Loggerheads, [^.neighbourhood so called from

an inn]. Does not deserve any particular remark.

The following six ministers are the Tuesday's lecturers at Pinners'

Hall:

Mr Bradbury. Mr Hall. Mr Goodwin.

John Guyse, DD. Mr Hubbard. Mr Rawlin.

By the foregoing account it appears that the dissenting ministers of

the Independent denominations are almost to a man Calvinists, and on

that account are the most united in judgment of any sect of Christians

in the kingdom ; and were they but as much cemented in affection, and

acted with greater concert to serve the real interests of Christianity,

much greater services might be expected from them. Were some few

of them masters of a little more temper, prudence, and charity, and

others of a little more zeal, it would be a pleasing prospect ; but although

a perfect harmony and union is perfectly desirable, yet at present it is a

thing rather to be wished for than expected. As to the young men that

are trained up to the ministry, or that are occasional preachers, they are

all of the same stamp with the stated ministers, and in fact there is not

a church of this denomination will encourage any others j one congre-

gation only excepted.

As in the foregoing relation it has been thought proper to consider

the dissenting interest under the two denominations of Presbyterians

and Independents, it may not be altogether foreign to the present design
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just to Lint what is meant by both, and then more largely consider

wherein they differ in the order and management of their several churches.

Heretofore it was apprehended that the government of Presbyterian

churches was lodged in the Pastor or ministers, to whom were joined lay

elders, but their sentence was not determinate but that appeals might

be made from them to presbyteries and synods, and even general

assemblies, and this seems to be the present state of the church in

Scotland.

The congregational church government is in ministers, deacons, and

all the brethren, and every particular church finally determines every-

thing relating thereto, not owning any synodical or foreign power
whatever.

Now, as the modern Presbyterians disclaim their institution a.s

above described, and will generally declare their assent to the congrega-

tional order, as here expresssed, it may be enquired where then is the

difference between them 1 and this will naturally lead to the consider-

ation of the methods and customs used by both.

The Presbyterians always ordain their ministers by imposition of

hands after a confession of faith is made by the party to be ordained
;

and sometimes ordain persons to the ministry before they are called to

the pastoral charge ; and frequently admit such ordained ministers

occasionally to administer the Sacraments of Baptism and the Lord's

Supper.

The Independents generally ordain their ministers by fasting and
prayer, without laying on the hands of the Presbytery, believing that

ceremony but of a temporary continuance, and standing on the same
foundation as anointing the sick with oil, &c, and they never ordain

any persons but when called to the pastoral office.

Many Presbyterians admit all contributors to the ministry, as well

as members, to vote in the choice of a pastor or assistant.

The Independents admit only members, and those the brethren

only, to vote in the choice of a pastor, &c.

The Presbyterian ministers are admitted to administer the Lords

Supper, where they are not pastors.

The Independents administer the Lord's Supper only where they

are pastors.

Some Presbyterians admit persons into their communion by their

ministers' sole authority, without acquainting the people with so much

as their names, and others are proposed to the church immediately after

administering the Lord's Supper, and are then told such persons will be

admitted members the next day of breaking bread, if there be no objec-

tion against them, and accordingly are admitted without any further

enquiry or report made concerning them.
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The Independents, whenever a person is proposed to join in their

communion, always appoint some of their members to enquire of their

character, and if there be occasion to converse with them, and report to

the church the account they have received of or from them. Besides,

the person proposed gives an account of his faith or experience, which

is communicated to the church ; this is done in some few instances viva

voce ; more frequently by writing, which is read to the chm-ch by the

pastor and the messengers of the church, as the effect of the conversation

that has passed between them. If there is reason to apprehend what

has been offered may be satisfactory to the church, then the question is

put whether such person shall be admitted a member, which is deter-

mined by the brethren holding up their hands, or any other method that

may express the consent of the church ; upon this, the person to be

admitted being present, the pastor declares the church's determination,

and in its name promises to watch over them in the Lord. The

person received likewise engages himself to walk in that church accord-

ing to Christ's commandments and institutions, &c.

And here it may be remarked if the Independents in admitting

persons into their communion would keep to their original established

maxim of having satisfaction given to the church, without fixing on

any one particular form, or making any human or unscriptural terms

necessary, and could persuade the world that this is their custom, their

churches would be more numerous, and their hands thereby greatly

strengthened.

The Presbyterians when they assemble together to keep days of

prayer, which but seldom happens, never do it as a church ; but their

doors are open to all comers, and ministers only are engaged to go

before them, being afraid of encouraging the laity, least the Lord's

people should become prophets.

The Independents have weekly or monthly meetings, for the mem-
bers of their churches only, the time of which is spent either by the

pastor in opening" a passage of Scripture, and by the deacons or other

of the brethren in prayer, on which occasion anything that may regard

the order and well-government of society is considered and determined.

The Presbyterians very rarely if ever as a church enquire into the

conduct and behaviour of their members, and it is a thing almost as

seldom that they discharge any of them either for heresy or disorderly

walking, and if at any time anything of this kind is acted, it is done

by the pastor only, or by the managers or committee, which are terms

made use of in the rooms of deacons, and for want of proper discipline

immoral persons are continued in their societies.

The Independents keep lists of their members with the places of

their abode, which is often surveyed by the pastor and deacons, at least
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should be, and if it is found that any person absent themselves from

their places in the church, and especially from its communion, or there

is otherwise reason to fear they do not walk as becomes their profession,

they are at first privately admonished, and if that does not restrain

them the case is laid before the church, who thereupon appoint messengers

in its name to converse with such persons, and inform them of their

neglects and wherein lies their duty, and if upon repeated admonitions

such persons do not give the church satisfaction they are proceeded

against, and withdrawn from, but such a determination is not entered

into without showing the utmost compassion and tenderness, and with

great deliberation.

To conclude the whole, it appears that the number of persons that

call themselves Protestant dissenters of the two denominations, and
that statedly attend public worship, in 1731 varies but very little from

what they were in 1G95, but as the number of inhabitants in London is

supposed to be considerably increased, and the dissenters not to have

increased in a proper proportion, so far that interest may be said to have

lost ground,

Having given in the foregoing the state of the Presbyterian, Baptist

and Congregational churches, from 1695 to 1731, it is presumed it may
not be unacceptable to have a short statement of the present state of

the Baptists.

They have in the whole twenty-five churches or congregations, a list

of which is here subjoined ; there are two of them that observe the

seventh day for their Sabbath, eight of them are called General Baptists,

and fifteen Particular Baptists, each of the two last have a fund to assist

their country brethren. The general fund rises principally from some

gifts and legacies that have been made to them, and which is but small,

the other fund arises partly from the interest of some large sums of

money that have been left them, and partly by annual collections that

are made in some of their congregations, which in the whole amount

to £500 per annum.

Both ministers and people are much divided in their sentiments,

though it may be allowed plunging under water has a cementing quality.

There are Arminians and Socinians, Calvinists and Antinomians,

and Ranters and Libertines [among them] ; they are many of them
whimsical, giddy, and unstable ; there is greater disposition to changes

and divisions than amongst either of the before-mentioned denominations

of Protestant dissenters
;
yet it must at the same time be acknowledged

there are many serious Christians amongst them.

The sixteen congregations following are Particular Baptists ; the

first nine are much inclined to the Antinomian strain.
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CALVINISTS OR ANTINOMIANS.

Mr Holdridge, Angel Ally, Whitechapel.

Mr John Gill, Horsleydown, Southwark.

Mr Samuel Wilson, Goodman's Fields.

Late Wilson, Broad Street, Wapping.

Mr Rudd, Devonshire Square.

Mr Wilson, Westminster.

Mr Bruce, Newport Market.

Mr Brine, Cripplegate.

Mr Dew, Great Eastcheap.

CALVINISTS.

Mr Harrington, near George's Church, Southwark.

Mr Waller, Mase Pond.

Mr Arnold, near the Maypole, Horslydown.

Mr Matthews, Cherry Gardens, ditto.

Late Richardson, Devonshire Squire.

Mr Rees, at Lime House.

Mr Gifford, Wild Street, Lincoln's Inn.

SOCINIANS.

Mr Burroughs, \
,, _, , } Pauls Alley.
Mr Foster, )

J

Mr Morris, Glasshouse Yard.

ARMINIANS.

Mr Mulliner, jun., Park, Southwark.

Mr Ingram, ditto.

Mr Kimbei", Spittlefields.

Mr Mulliner, sen., Moorfields.

Mr Smith, Covent Garden.

Mr Randall, Virginia Street, Wapping.

Mr Townsend, Cripplegate, 7th day Calvinist.

Mr Coverthwaite, Goodman's Fields, do. Arminian.

Mr Joshua Wilson says that "a large portion of the Presbyterian

Fund has for many years past [1836] been distributed among Ministers

reckoned Congregational, and known to be decidedly orthodox."
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No. 4.

List of the Non-subscribers, Subscribers, Non-attendants, and Neutrals,

at Salter's' Hall, in 1719, on the reference to the London ministers

of the case of Mr Pierce and Mr Hallett, and the Exeter con-

gregations, taken from the copies of the Advices, with the addition

of the situation of the ministers' meeting-houses (at that time),

and their denominations, as far as they could be identified from the

foregoing lists and Mr Walter Wilson's printed volumes. With
this explanation it is trusted that these additions will be useful.

NON-SUBSCRIBERS.

P. Joshua Oldfield, D.D.,

P. John Sheffield,

P. John Billiugsley,

P. William Harris,

P. Simon Brown,

P. John Evans,

P. John Hughes,

P. Thomas Sleigh,

B. John Savage,

P. Samuel Wright,

P. Benjamin Grosvenor,

P. John Ratcliff,

P. Samuel Rosewell,

G.B. Joseph Jenkins,

I. Moses Lowman,

G.B. Joseph Burroughs,

B. John Ingram [q. Benjamin

P. Thomas Leavesley,

P. George Smith,

B. Lewis Douglas,

I. Jeremiah Hunt,

P. Samuel Baker,

P. Thomas Petken,

P. John Gale, P.D.

G.B. Isaac Kiniber,

P. Clerk Oldsworth,

P. Richard Rigby, M.D.,

Thomas Kerby.

P. Edward Bearne,

P. William Sheffield,

P. Samuel Chandler,

G.B. Nathaniel Hodges,

Maid Lane.

St. Thomas's, Southwark.

Crouched Friars.

Crouched Friars

-

Old Jewry.

Hand Alley, New Broad Street.

Ware.

Highgate.

Millyard, Goodman's Fields.

Blackfriars.

Crosby Square.

Jamaica Row, Rotherhithe.

Silver Street.

Park Meeting.

Clapham.

Paul's Alley, Barbican.

Hall Street, Covent Garden.
|

Little Baddow.

Gravel Pit, Hackney.

Virginia Street.

Pinners' Hall

Afterwards at Parish Street.

Afterwards at Great Marlow.

Paul's Alley.

Paul's Alley, Barbican.

( 'rosby Square.

Reading.

Hammersmith.

Windsor.

Beckham.

Spitalfields.

88
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p,
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These were the names subscribed to " Advices for Peace, &c., agreed

to at Salters' Hall, March loth, 1718-19, upon a general summons sent

to the whole body." The letter accompanying (to Exeter) is dated

March, 1718-19, and signed "Josh. Oldfield, Moderator, in the name and
by the appointment of the othei's."
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I. J. Lewis.

B. Thomas Dewhurst,

P. Isaac Bates,

B. Mark Key,

P. William Chapman,

T. Samuel Harris,

I. Thomas Masters,

B. Edward Ridgway [q. Thomas

B. Abraham Mulliner,

P. William Hocker, sen.,

P. Patrick Russell,*

P. Daniel Mayo,*

* These last two names are added

Redcro.ss Street.

Turners' Hall.

Rosemaiy Lane.

Devonshire Square.

Bethnall Green.

Mill Yard, Goodman's Fields.

The Point, Southwark.

Angel Alley, Whitechapel.]

White's Alley, Moorfields.

Edmonton.

Russell Street.

Gravel Pit, Hackney.

on the authority of Walter "Wilson.

PASTORS IN THE COUNTRY.

P. William Bushnell, Potters' Puiy, Northamptonshire.

I. 'Stephen Crisp, Pinner, Middlesex.

I. Peter Goodwin, Yarmouth.

I. George Burnett, Reading.

PREACHERS ORDAINED OR LICENSED.

P. Harman Hood,

William McClatchey.

I. Philip Gibbs,

William Benson.

B. John Toms,

I. Peter Bradbury,

I. Thomas Charlton,

I. Henry Francis,

I. Joseph Tate.

Richard Glover.

P. Emmanuel Ellerker,

St. Helen's.

Lime Street.

Devonshire Square.

New Court.

Plasterers' Hall.

Girdlers' Hall.

Girdlers' Hall [qy.]

Woolwich.

The above signed the advices "to several worthy gentlemen of

Exon," who had applied for the same, the letter accompanying is

dated April 7, 1719, and signed by ten brethren "in the name of the

rest."

Only sixty-three names of subscribers appear here, though they are

said to have been sixty-nine. Ministers living more than ten miles

from London voted on each side.

NON-ATTENDANTS OR NEUTRALS.

PRESBYTERIANS.

John Munkley,

Joshua Bayes,

Bartholomew Close.

Leather Lane, St. Thomas's.
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Dr. Edmund Calamy, Prince's Street, Westminster.

John Mottershead, Queen Street, by Katcliff Cross.

Caleb Norris, Ditto.

John Barker, Hackney.

Dr. Zephaniah Marryatt, Zoar Street.

John Walker, Brentford.

John Watson, Uxbridge.

INDEPENDENTS.

Dr. Isaac Watts, Bury Street.

Samuel Price, Ditto.

Daniel Neal, Jewin Street.

Thomas Hall, Little Moorfields.

John Shuttlewood, Mill Yard.

The author of the manuscript from which extracts are given in

No. 3, says :

" As to those ministers who appeared against what they called

imposition in the Salters' Hall controversy, that is against declaring

their faith as to one article of Christianity only (though never offered as

a term of communion or of exercising the ministerial office), and

strenuously defended the right of private judgment, it might reasonably

have been expected the cause of nonconformity would have received

from them considerable encouragement, especially that they themselves,

by their own example and practice, would have kept steady to it ; but

it proved the revei-se ; for of those non-subscribing gentlemen, and such

as had imbibed their principles, there have at least twenty persons who
called themselves Dissenting ministers conformed to the Church of

England since 1718 ; and if the laity had travelled the same road in an

ecpial propoi-tion, that interest would have received a great shock. And
here it is worthy of remark that those gentlemen, who could not digest

one article of faith, are on a sudden so enlightened, as to be convinced

that it is their duty to subscribe thirty-nine, while those ministers that

could honestly subscribe an article have to a man, kept steady to the

dissenting interest, and have been instrumental in supporting it with

honour. Tt is evidently manifest that if ever the dissenting interest,

and with it the power of godliness, is preserved, the old Protestant

doctrines must be maintained, and steadily adhered to ; for wherever the

contrary are given into, so far they are both in the way to destruction.''
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No. 5.

The following List of approved Ministers of the Presbyterian Deno-

mination was delivered in by Mr Evans, and received in 1727."

IN LONDON.

MEETING.

Blackfriars,

Bartholomew Close,

Haberdashers' Hall,

Mugwell Street,

Silver Street,

Trinity Lane,

Salters' Hall,

Old Jewry,

Lothbury,

Eastcheap,

Crosby Square,

Little St. Helen's,

Hand Alley,

Crouched Friars,

Gravel Lane,

Leather Lane,

Salters' Hall Evening Lecture,

PERSONS.

Samuel Wright.

Thomas Newman.
John Munckley.

Joseph Hill.

Daniel "Wilcox.

Daniel Mayo, sen.

Thomas Bures.

Benjamin Andrews Atkinson.

John Sherman.

John Newman.
Thomas Leavesly.

Samuel Chandler.

John dimming.

Thomas Reynolds.

James Wood.

Benjamin Grosvenor.

Edmund Calamy.

Edward Goodwin.

John Evans.

James Bead.

William Harris.

Samuel Harvey.

Joseph Denham.

Joshua Bayes.

John Cornish.

Samuel Baker.

IN WESTMINSTER.

Longditch, Edmund Calamy, D.D.

Swallow Street, St. James's, James Anderson.

Russel Court, Covent Garden, Patrick Russel.

Diot Street, in Great Russel Street, Thomas Cotton.

Hanover Street, near Long Acre, Jabez Earle.

Maid Lane,

St. Thomas's,

Court Yard,

IN SOUTHWARD.

Joshua Oldfield, D.D.

Obadiah Hughes.

Henry Read.

James Matthews.
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Gravel Lane,

Parish Street,

Rotherhithe,

The Point,

Ratcliff Gross,

Old Gravel Lane, W;
Betlinal Green,

Hackney,

Hoxton,

Newington Green,

Stoke Newington,

Edmonton,

Enfield,

Hampstead,

Highgate,

Hammersmith,

Brentford,

Barnet,

Stratford-le-Bow,

Havering Well,

Zephan. Harriot.

James Galloway.

John Radcliff.

Thomas Masters.

IN MIDDLESEX.

John Mottershead.

Benjamin Hollis.

ipping, William Bush.

William Chapman.
John Barker.

George Smith.

Isaac Bates.

Richard Biscoe.

John Eaton.

Samuel Savage.

William Bush.

Zachariah Merrel.

Thomas Sleigh.

Edward Berne.

Joseph Baker.

IN HERTFORDSHIRE.

Jeremiah Owen.

IN ESSEX.

John Goff.

Samuel Wilson.

Deptford,

Woolwich,

Stockwell,

Mortlack,

Battersea,

Peckham,

Kingston,

William Sheffield,

Thomas Bayes,

John Oakes,

John Cox,

John Beaumont.

Emanuel Elleker.

IN SURREY.

John Cambden,

Samuel Highmore,

Thomas Simmons,

Thomas Hadfield,

Daniel Mayo, jun.

UNFIXED.

Previously at Buckingham and Windsor.

Afterwards of Leather Lane and Tun-
bridge.

Afterwards of Cheshunt.

Previously of Bishopgate Street, with

Thomas Davies as his assistant ; he

was an Independent.
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John Myonett,

Strickland Gough, the younger, Afterwards conformed.

Edward Sandercock, Afterwards (about 1730) at Bartholomew

Close.

Samuel Newman, Afterwards at Salters' Hall.

[John] Panton, Afterwards at Parish Street.

The particulars of the unfixed ministers are added here.

No. 6.

The List of the Approved Ministers of the Congregational Denomina-

tion, living within ten miles from the Cities of London and West-

minster, presented by the General Committee of the Ministers of

the Three Denominations, in December, 1727. The Christian

names of the ministers, and the situations of their chapels, are added.

John Asty,

Thomas Ridgeley,

John Hurrion,

Thomas Hall,

Thomas Bradbury,

Isaac Watts,

John Hubbard,

Daniel Neal,

Timothy Jollie,

Samuel Price,

Jeremiah Hunt, D.D.,

John Guyse, D.D.,

Moses Lowman,

David Jennings,

John Killinghall,

George Davy,

John Sladen,

Richard Pain,

Thomas Masters,

Philip Gibbs,

Samuel Parsons,

T. Pain.

Savill,

Abraham Taylor,

John Fletcher,

Macgee,

Ropemakers' Alley.

Three Cranes Court, Thomas Street.

Hare Court.

Little Moor Fields.

New Court.

Bury Street, St. Mary Axe.

Stepney.

Jewin Street.

Miles Lane.

Bury Street.

Pinners' Hall.

Petty France.

Clapham.

Wapping, New Stairs.

Deadman's Place.

Prince Street, Little Moorfields.

Dockhead.

Petticoat Lane.

The Point, Southwark.

Lime Street.

Three Cranes Court.

q. removed to Bury St. Edmond's.

Lime Street, tutor employed by the

Kings Head Society.

York Buildings.

Removed to Wivenhoe.
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Samuel Sanderson,

Henry Miles,

Nathaniel Lardner, juu.

Arthur Shallot,

Jenkin Lewis,

John Bond,

Joseph Astley,

Samuel Harris,

Thomas Davies,

Robert Bragg,

Robert Wright,

Richard Lardner, sen.,

WeaArer.

John Conder,

Thomas Charlton,

Peter Bradbury,

Brooks.

Thomas Lamb,

John Cox,

Joseph King,

John Day,

Edward Sandcrcock,

John Eaton,

Thomas Simmonds,

Kensington.

Tooting.

Hoxton Square.

Stepney.

Redcross Street.

York Buildings.

York Buildings.

Mill Yard, Goodman's Fields.

Bishopgate Street.

Lime Street.

Girdlers' Hall.

Hoxton Square.

Hare Court.

Aldermanbury.

New Court.

Bow Lane.

Bishopgate Street.

of Rumford.

of Croydon.

(1727) Spital Square, and afterward*

(1738) Rotherhithe.

of Newington.

of Battersea.

In 1727, when English Sovereigns had repeatedly received on the

throne addresses from the general body, it was determined that

a Committee of ministers, seven Presbyterians, six Independents, and

six Baptists, should be yearly chosen, each quota by its own deno-

mination.

The ministers in the foregoing list, except the fifteen last named,

attended the meeting, " held at Mr Asty's meeting-place," on the 27th

September, 1727, for the selection of the Independents' quota. It may
be interesting to know that at this meeting Dr. Watts and Mr Lowman
were appointed to assist Mr Asty, who was in the chair, (the meeting

being in his chapel), in ascertaining the votes, and that the ministers

chosen, with the number of votes for each were : Mr Bradbury 21, Dr.

Ridgeley 10, Dr. Watts Mr Hurrion and Mr Lowman 17 each, and

Mr Asty 15. At that meeting it was agreed, "that every one presenl

who chooses to be reckoned among the Congregational ministers, and

does not design to vote in and with the body of the Presbyterian or

Baptist ministers, be allowed to vote at this meeting.''

80 '
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On the 5th December a meeting was hehl at Dr. Watts's chapel, to

determine, "what rule they should act by in forming and adjusting the

Body of the Congregational denomination, and to settle that list for the

time to come." There was a long debate about the rule or method by

which the list of the Congregational ministers should be settled. The
two most considerable opinions proposed and urged were these :

1. That those only should be accounted Congregational ministers who
some way or other manifested their agreement to the Savoy Confession

of Faith and Order of Congregational Churches. 2nd. That the rule by

Avhich the ministers were admitted September 25th, to give their vote

for the choice of the Committee, should be the rule by which the list of

the Congregational ministers should be determined and settled, viz.,

those who had been known and approved preachers and chose to be

ranked among the Congregational ministers, and did not design to vote

in the body of the Presbyterian or Baptist ministers. After much time

spent, and many arguments on both sides, it was agreed then nemine

contradicente, viz., " That the rule by which the ministers were deter-

mined to have a vote on choosing the Committee of a Third Body of

Protestant Dissenters on September the 25th last be followed in

admitting any minister into the list of that body, to vote with it on

political occasions for one year, i.e., till Michaelmas next."

A note is added, "It was called a Third Body, because some present

were very zealous to exclude the name Cougregational out of the whole

question and vote, unless the first rule was followed, and the congrega-

tional ministers were distinguished by agi%eeing to the Savoy Confession.

The night coming on and the ministers withdrawing themselves by

degrees, those of the other opinions permitted the question to be put in

this form, rather than to break up the assembly and do nothing."

" After this vote the assembly broke up and did not stay to determine

and settle the list according to this vote. But the vote itself being so

plain and easy to be applied, it was thought by several of the committee

a needless thing to call the whole body together again for this purpose.

Accordingly there was a list drawn up, thirty-five of which were before

allowed to be of the congregational body, and had a vote as choosing the

Committee, September 25th last." [They are then set out as above to

the name Davies.]

It is added, " There are fifteen more that are sufficiently well known
to be of the congregational body, or have explicitly declared they chose

to be ranked among them," [viz., the fifteen names last in the list.]

The only page of this list preserved contains ten names and remarks

relating to them, among them " Sandercock, joined with the Presby-

terians," these last words evidently added afterwai'ds in another hand-

writ ins.
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The next list preserved is that made out for 1734-5, and" is as

follows :

Robert Bragg,

Thomas Bradbury,

Isaac Watts, D. D.,

Daniel Neal,

John Guyse,

Jeremiah Hunt, D.D.,

John Killinghall,

Samuel Price,

Robert Wright,

John Hall,

David Jennings,

Peter Goodwin,

John Hubbard,

Timothy Jolly,

Richard Rawlin,

Samuel Bruce,

John Halford,

Samuel Stevens,

Moses Lowman,
John Davy,

John Masters,

Abraham Taylor,

Henry Miles,

John Hill,

Thomas Simmonds,

Richard Lardner, sen.,t

Samuel Hams,
Samuel Parsons,

John Conder,

Thomas Charlton,

Arthur Shallet,

Thomas Lamb,

Samuel Sanderson,

Brooks.

John Bond,

William Guyse,

Lime Street.

New Court.

Bury Street.

Jewiu Street.

Petty France.

Pinners' Hall.

Deadman's Place.

Bury Street.

Girdlers' Hall.

Little Moordelds.

Wapping.

Ropemakers' Alley.

Stepney.

Miles Lane.

Fetter Lane.

Hare Court.

Back Street.

Colliers' Rents.

at Clapham.

at Croydon.

at Barnet.

at Deptford.

at Tooting.

at Newington.

at Battersea.*

Hoxton.

Mile Yard, Goodman's Fields

Three Cranes Court.

Hare Court.

Aldermanbury Postern.

Stepney (retired).

Bow Lane.

Kensington.

York Buildings.

Petty France.

* The chapels (all Independent ones) at Battersea, "Walthamstow, Colliers' Rents,

Lishopgate Street, and others, arc omitted from Dr. Evans's list. He seems to have

been best informed as to Presbyterians.

t Sen. is added in another hand. The original entry appears to have been meant

f«>r the son. The Christian names and the chapels are not in the original.
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John Farmer, Fetter Lane.

Jacob Fowler, New Court.

Thomas Tingey, Rotherhithe.

Jackson.

Vowel.

Reed.

Shaen.

The Independent ministers of London had previously no formal

method of recognizing a minister as one of them, unless it were by his

contribution to the Independent Fund. Yet the true Independent

ministers, as distinguished from men who were known Antinomiana, or

had set up churches differing from the principles or observances usual

among Congregationalists, feeling that the body would be disgraced by

such names appearing on their list, proposed a recognition of the Savoy

Confession, though that document, as quoted at p. 30, contains a

passage deprecating its being used as a test. That they did not purpose

to have it subscribed is shewn by the phrase, " in some way or other."

The more consistent plan of rejecting every human standard prevailed,

but the wishes of the party thus overruled were met by not calling the

residuary, and, as there was danger of its being, the heterogeneous body,

by the name Congregational. That name however attached to it in

spite of the arrangement, but it would seem that no unwelcome party

claimed, or was proposed for insertion on the list; and no minister

was added, after the list was once formed, without a vote of the body,

and twenty yeai's had scarcely elapsed before names (added to the list

after 1734) were removed from it by such a vote. It was, after the

lapse of a few years, resolved that no minister should be proposed for

addition to the Board unless on the recommendation of five members
of the Board, expressed personally at the meeting, or signified in

writing. These precautions shew the care taken to preserve the body

from unworthy ineinbers, without the use of any test.

The name of Dr. Lardnei", it will be noticed, does not appear on the

second list; in 1727 he took the afternoon preachership at Crouched
Friars. Mr Walter Wilson distinguishes the congregation from its

chapel in Poor Jewry Lane.

M r bowman's name was continued on the list until his death, and
his successor, Mr, eventually Dr., Philip Furneaux, took his place. The
only other name added during thirty years which appears to call for

remark are those of Hugh Farmer of Walthamstow, and Dr. Zephaniah
Marryatt then of Deadman's Place, who ranked as a Presbyterian at

the time of the meeting at Halters' Hall.

No doubt the formation of Dr. Evans's list of ministers, and the

appointment of the Committee of the Three Denominations "to vote on

political occasions," as the Congregational Board expresses it, were all
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part of the same scheme of securing united action by the Dissenters

;

and it was perfectly in accordance with the notions of the Presbyterians,

who were then the leading denomination of Nonconformists, to leave all

to be done by the ministers. It was however soon seen that the minis-

ters were not fit persona to deal with political matters, and the

Dissenting Deputies were organized, in 1 732, for the protection of

Dissenters, and the redress of their grievances. They began by attacking

the bye-law of the City of London, by which Dissenters were fined

£500 for not serving as Sheriffs, although disqualified by the Test

and Corporation Acts, an evil which, thanks to Lord Mansfield, they

put down, but not until after sufficient fines had been received to pay

in great part for the building of the Mansion House.

The Three Denominations are often sneered at for only presenting

addresses, but there is nothing else left for them to do, and the privilege

is not without value ; and the union being for political purposes only,

there was no ground for the horror which used to be affected by some

persons at the association in the old Three Denominations of Trinitarians

with Anti-Trinitarians.

This is, perhaps, the place to remark that, notwithstanding the

contrast drawn by the Scotch Presbyterians in the Hewley case, (and

otherwise), between Presbyterian and Independent ministers in

respect of their literary cmalifications, and their styling the Presbyterian

ministry a learned ministry, Dr. Watts, Dr. Lardner (he was not only

an Independent by birth, but on his return from Leyden he joined the

church in Miles's Lane, though he .exercised his ministry among the

Presbyterians, and joined their Board perhaps from the proposed recog-

nition of the Savoy Confession,) Dr. Doddridge, Dr. Jennings, Mr Neal,

Mr Jeremiah Jones, Mr Lowraan and Mr Hugh Farmer, all men of

note in the present day, which is more than can be said of any Pres-

byterian in Dr. Evans's list, except Dr. Calamy and Mr Benjamin

Bennett. Dr. Evans himself, Dr. Benson, Dr. Chandler, Dr. Wright,

Dr. Grosvenor, Dr. Fordyce, Mr Tong, Mr Grove, Dr. Latham, Dr.

Rotheram, and Dr. Dickson, are not better known now than Dr.

Hunt or Dr. Furneaux, nor is there any reason why they should

be, since the two ministers last named were fully their ecpials, either

as learned men or as able or attractive writers.

No. 7.

List given in "The Historical Proofs and Illustrations," of "ministers

of Arian or other Anti-Trinitarian sentiments, who were in the

course of their education before 1710."

This li^t is to be found p. 71 ib., at the end of the section entitled,
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" Particular cases, Exeter, «fco." and is introduced by the following sen-

tences : "It may be of some interest to subjoin a list of a few names of

eminent Presbyterian ministers, who were in course of education in

Lady Hewley's day, and who became known as notoriously Unitarian,

(as one of the divisions of that class of opinion.) It is formed on the

most casual reference to books, but it in fact embraces almost all the

Presbyterian names of much note in the period, and is distributed over

every part of the kingdom, showing how general this tone of opinion

was, and how little exclusive the instruction could have been that pro-

duced such results."

Gabriel Barber, of Brentwood, in Essex, where he settled in 1708,

died 1750. [His successors seem to have been Arians.]

Joseph Mottershead, born 1688, of Nantwich, and afterwards of

Manchester, where he spent a long life. Entered the ministry in or

about 1710 ; ordained 1713. [He spent a year during his preparation

for the ministry in Matthew Henry's house, and received him into his

own house to die, having without doubt at that period the reputation of

being orthodox. He however no doubt afterwards became Arian, but

resisted the arguments by which his son-in-law Seddon would have won
him to Socinianism.j

John Witter, of Hull, where he settled about 1 705 ; one of Lady

Hewley's trustees to about 1757. [He was one of the third lot appointed

in 1735. His congregation was orthodox until the end of the last

century.]

John Aldred, "Wakefield, and Timothy Aldred, Moi"ley, county of

York, two brothers, who entered the ministry about 1707. [There is

reason to suppose that Timothy was an Arian.]

Thomas Dickson, M.D., Whitehaven, entered the ministry about

1700, died in 1729. Tutor of Benson, Taylor, Rotheram, &c. [See

pp. 129, 82 ; he accompanied Dr. Calamy in his tour in Scotland.]

Martin Toinkins, [Stoke] Newington. Mentioued by Winston as

an Arian
;
[he certainly was dismissed for stispicion of Arianism. See

pp. 43, 97, 157.]

Benjamin Bennet, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Entered the ministry

about 1C97. See pp. 128, 630.

Lemuel Latham, Sunderland. Entered the ministry about 1707.

See pp. 129, 197, 198.

Richard Rogerson, Newcastle, Josiah Rogerson, Derby, brothers,

who entered the ministry about 1707. [Josiah Rogerson was no doubt

an Arian in 1736. See pp. 35, 71.]

Dr. Hemy Winder, Liverpool, born 1693. Entered the ministry

about 1715. [His books will shew his views.]

John Taylor, D.D., of Norwich, &c, born in 1694. Entered the

ministry 1715. [He is designated in the Proofs an Arian. See pp. 14,
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87, the authority for the statement in the last mentioned page is Mr
Walter Wilson.]*

Ambrose Rudsdale, Gainsborough, a York man, born about 1685,
was in the ministry in 1707, a trustee of the Ilewley estate. Died
1754. [Mr Rudsdale's congregation was an Independent one, a fact

which is not without weight ; he was appointed at the same time as

Mr Witter.]

John Platts, Ilkeston. Entered the ministry about 1705, died 1735.
Samuel Bourn, Birmingham. Entered the ministry about 1709.

[lie seems to have been orthodox at his outset in life. See pp. 35, 71.]

There were three ministers of these names, father, son, and grandson

;

this is the son.]

Isaac Worthington, Durham. Entered Franklaud's Academy,
1G91 [see p. .84].

Joseph Dodson, Marlborough. Entered the ministry about 1708.

[See pp. 97, 129, 197].

Bennet Stevenson, D.D., Bath. Entered the ministiy about 1704,
died 1756.

Samuel Bates, Warminster. Entered the ministry about 1703
;

resigned 1761, being then very old.

Nicholas Billingsley, Ashwick. Entered the ministry about 1706.

Benjamin Ascrigg, Shepton Mallet. Entered the ministry before

1710.

Herbert Stogden, Somersetshire. Ordained 1718.

Richard White, Somersetshire.

James Foster, Somersetshire ; Barbican and Pinners' Hall, London.

[No doubt he was a Socinian. See p. 80.J

* Dr. Taylor cannot be removed from this list, but a quotation from one of his

later works may be transferred here from Mr Palmer's preface to the Nonconformists'
Memorial. It deserves a place in both works, and it will testify what the heterodox of

the early part of the last century were.

"The principles and worship of Dissenters are not formed upon such slight founda-
tion as the unlearned and thoughtless may imagine ; they were thoroughly considered,

and judiciously reduced to the standard of Scripture, and the writings of antiquity, by
a great number of men of learning and integrity ; I mean the Bartholomew divines, or
the ministers ejected in the year K>i>2

; men prepared to lose all, and to suffer martyrdom
itself, and who actually resigned their livings, (which with most of them were under
God, all that they and their families had to subsist upon), rather than sin against God
and desert the cause of civil and religious liberty ; which together with serious religion,

would, I am persuaded, have sunk to a very low ebb in the nation, had it not been for

the bold and noble stand these worthies made against imposition upon conscience

profaneness, and arbitrary power. They had the best education England could afford
;

most of them were excellent scholars, judicious divines, pious, faithful and laborious

ministers ; of great zeal for God and religion ; undaunted and courageous in their

Master's work ; keeping close to their people in the worst of times ; diligent in their

studies ; solid, affectionate, powerful, lively, awakening preachers ; aiming at the

advancement of real, vital religion in the hearts and lives of men, which, it cannot be

denied, flourished greatly wherever they could influence. Particularly they were men
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John Bowden, Frome. Entered the ministry about 1704.

Henry Grove, of Taunton; (born 1683) entered the ministry about

the same time. [Was an Arian. See p. 72].

Matthew Huddy, Penzance. Ordained 1704.

James Pierce, Exeter. Entered the ministry about 1G96. [See

pp. 23, 97, 104, 139.]

Joseph Hallet. Ordained 1683. [See p. 23 and 97].

Thomas Jeffery succeeded Mr Pierce at the Mint Meeting, Exeter.

[May be admitted to be an Arian.]

John Cox, Kingsbridge. Ordained 1702. [See p. 97J.

Isaac Gilling, Newton, ordained 1687. [The chapel is now Inde-

pendent].

OTHER DEVONSHIRE MINISTERS ON THE ARIAN, OR ANTI-TRINITARIAN SIDE

IN 1718-19.

Roger Beadon, Budleigh, ordained 1709, [see p. 97].

Samuel Carkeet, Totness, ordained 1710.

Samuel Adams.

John Parr, Okehampton. Ordained 1715.

Joseph Hallet, the younger; born 1692.

James How.
John Force, Bovey Tracy, died 1728.

Nathaniel Cook, Biddeford.

Thomas Hornbrook.

George Jacomb.

John Starr.

of great devotion and eminent abilities in prayer uttered as God enaided them from the

abundance of their hearts and affections ; men of divine eloquence in pleading at the

throne of grace, raising and melting the affection of their hearers, and being happily

instrumental in transfusing into their souls the same spirit and heavenly gift. And
this was the ground of all their other qualifications ; they were excellent men because

excellent, instant, and fervent in prayer. Such were the fathers, the first formers of

the Dissenting interest. And you here in Lancashire had a large share of these burning
and shining lights. Those who knew them not might despise them, but your forefathers,

wiser and less prejudiced, esteemed them highly in love for their work's sake. You
were once happy in your Newcombs, your Jollies, your Heywoods, &c. , who left all to

follow Christ : but Providence cared for them, and they had great comfort in their

ministerial services. The presence and blessing of God appeared in their assemblies,

and attended their labours. But now alas ! we are pursuing measures which have a

manifest tendency to extinguish the light which they kindled, to damp the spirit which
they enlivened, and to dissipate and dissolve the societies which they raised and formed !

Let my soul for ever be with the souls of these men !" Scripture Account of Prayer,

p. 51. These words were addressed to the "Presbyterians" of Lancashire, to dissuade

them from the use of a liturgy, which however proved too much in accordance with the

state of religion among them, for them to act upon his advice. The use of the

liturgy by Socinians, and the extent of alteration necessary to adapt it to their purposes,

arc worth notice and enquiry.
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John Fox [see p. 74],

Mark Jb'acey.

Thomas Edgeley, Totness. Ordained 1700.

IN LONDON.

There were many. The leading names will most of them have
appeared already, such as

Mr Moses Lowman [Independent minister at Clapham, born 1680,

died 1752. The charge of heterodoxy against him is grounded on
three tracts by him published after his death, but which he intended to

publish. 1. " Remarks upon the question whether the appearances under

the Old Testament were the appearances of the true God himself, or

some other spiritual being representing the true God, and acting in his

name." 2. "An Essay on the Scheohina, or Considerations on the Divine

Appearances mentioned in the Scriptures." 3. "Texts of Scripture relating

to the Logos considered." They were edited by Dr. Lardner, Dr. Chand-
ler, Dr. Ward, and Mr Sandercock. Mr W. Wilson says, " The object

of this work was to overthrow the generally received opinions respecting

the doctrine of the Trinity, and the Divinity of Jesus Christ, and it has

been appealed to with great confidence by some writers in behalf of

Socinian principles." No writing of his, published in his life, betrayed

unsoundness. No other Independent appears to have contributed to

the Occasional Papers.]

Dr. [Nathaniel] Lardner [born 1681, died 1768, by 1758 he became

a Socinian, having for some time previously been an Arian. In 1703

he joined the church in Miles's Lane, during Mr Matthew Clarke's

ministry, who was an Independent of undoubted orthodoxy.]

Dr. [Jeremiah] Hunt [minister of the Independent congregation at

Pinners' Hall, born 1678, died 1741, was certainly vehemently suspected

of heterodoxy on account of his associates. He is believed to have been

the Mr H. of whom Dr. Watts thus spoke in 1708 (the year after his

settlement in London) :
" I believe with you that Mr H.'s insisting so

much on the duties of morality, and pressing them upon the motive of

Christ's example above and beyond all other motives, has been a reason

why some persons have suspected him of Socinianizing, though he has

several times in the pulpit and in converse, expressed his sentiments

veiy plainly opposite to Socinus on the great points of controversy. I

wish he had always done it, and talked with caution in all places on

those subjects. He has raised many scruples among many persons ; but

I quash them wherever I find them." Milner's Life of Watts,

p. 228, 229. He is not set down as a Socinian by the anonymous

classifier.]

Dr. [Samuel] Wright, [of Blackfriars and Carter Lane chapels, born

1682, died 1716. Mr W. Wilson pronounces him a moderate Calvinis*,

00 .
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and the following is an extract by Dr. Hoppus from his confession at

his ordination, and his sermon on 2 Tim. 1, 13. "There ai'e three

persons in the Godhead, distinct in their personal properties, but the

same in all glorious perfections, each of them God, yet all but one God.

* * The Father and the Son from eternity agreed upon articles

or propositions every way becoming the infinite perfections of the divine

nature, whereby to effect and bring about the salvation of a certain

number of men.
" "What is recorded concerning the fall of angels, and first formation

of man, his apostacy and corruption, with everything that relates to our

redemption and recovery by Christ ; and whatever concerns us in our

transactions with Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, in order to our eternal

salvation : this faith must be held fast, pure, and entire, as it was at first

delivered to the saints."

Dr. Wright's sermon on opening Carter Lane chapel, (republished

by Dr. Hoppus in 1825), also shows that his opinions were orthodox.]

Mr Henry Read, [successively of Ratcliff Cross, Monkwell Street,

and St. Thomas's, Southwark, born 1686, died 1774. Mr Walter Wil-

son says, " Mr Read divided with the nonsubscribing ministers not from

any doubts in his mind as to the generally received opinion on the

subject, [of the Trinity,] but from a principle of opposition to the exacting

a subscription to human articles of faith. Mr Wilcox being a zealous

Calvinist, and judging Mr Read's discourses to be too much in the

Arminian strain, he dismissed him from his situation in Monkwell

Street, by his own authority, without consulting his church, which

occasioned some of his hearers to leave him. Mr W. Wilson gives a

list of Mr Read's works, five sermons and a catechism.]

Mr James Read, [successively of the Weighhouse, Hand Alley, St.

Thomas's, and New Broad Street, born 1684, died 1755. He was

dismissed by the majority of the Weighhouse church, because he

could not assert with the pastor, Mr Reynolds, "that he thought

them guilty of idolatry, or that they had forfeited their claim to

Christian communions who pay religious worship to our Lord

Jesus Christ, the only mediator between God and man; though

they hold him to be subordinate to his Father, or (as Christ himself

has told us,) that his Father is greater than he." He was a member
of the society of ministers who met on Thursdays at Clew's -Coffee

house, who were mostly heterodox. Mr W. Wilson says of him, "He
seldom went directly into points of controversy, yet openly vindicated

uncorrupted Christianity, giving what he took to be the true scripture

doctrine, and earnestly recommending that charity of which he himself

was so bright an example." His brother Henry, Dr. Evans, and Dr.

Allen, were his colleagues in his three last chapels. Of Dr. Evans Mr
Wilson says, " His opinions in general harmonized with the Confessions
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of the Reformed Churches " ; of Dr. Allen, " His religious sentiments

were in no extreme, and are said to have approached towards moderate

Calvinism."

Mr Caleb Fleming, [of Bartholomew Close and Pinners' Hall, born

1698, died 1779, who succeeded Dr. Foster at the latter chapel, as he

followed Dr. Hunt, was a Socinian from early life, though it does not

follow that his sermons were so from the first, as like most of his

friends he might content himself for a time with being non-

evangelical. He has the distinction of having destroyed two congre-

gations, one Presbyterian and the other Independent, as he had no

successor in either. He is recorded also as the first dissenting minis-

ter who was ordained without a confession. He only said that "he
believed the New Testament writings to contain a revelation worthy of

God to give and of man to receive ; and that it should be his endeavour

to recommend those teachings to the people in the sense in which he

could from time to time understand them." The minsters who ordained

him were Dr. Chandler, Dr. Hunt, Dr. Benson, Mr Mole, Mr Simmons,

and Mr Sandercock.

Dr. [George] Benson [born 1690, died 1762, of Crouched Friars.

He was at first only an Arminian, but ended a Socinian].

Dr. Samuel Chandler, [of Peckham, and the Old Jewry, born 1693,

died 1766. Mr W. Wilson says of him, " though Dr. Chandler was not a

Calvinist, yet we are told that he often insisted on those topics which

are usually esteemed evangelical, and that in a manner highly acceptable

to many whose doctrinal sentiments were more Calvinistical than

his own."] [The extract ends here.]

Lady Hewley founded her charity in 1704, when very few of the

ministers included in this list were even in course of education for the

ministry.

Notwithstanding the sentences, quoted above, with which this list is

introduced in the Proofs, it will occur to persons acquainted with the

subject that England has been well swept to yield this list, and that

very few names could, with any plausible justification, have been added

to it. Indeed it is submitted that enough has been stated here to shew

that several ministers have been improperly included in it. Yet with

all this undistinguishing zeal on the framer's part, he has not inserted

Dr. Benjamin Grosvenor, Dr. John Evans, or Mr Simon Brown,

although writers in the Occasional Paper, notwithstanding the remarks

copied at p. 11 7, nor Mr Bury, though thrice referred to in the Proofs

in the manner which we have seen at pp. 165, 82, 72. The remarks

here added to the list admit the imputation of heterodoxy when known

to be correct, but neither extensive nor accurate knowledge on the

subject is pretended, and if that had been possessed by the author of
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the Proofs, no remarks would have been ventured in answer to his

assertions, but when so many ministers are here claimed as heterodox

without any evidence other than that given in preceding pages, which

will be found most inconclusive, there seemed no reason for withholding

the small amount of information here supplied as to some of the names.

3STo. 8.

Dr. Calamy's opinions, shown by extracts from his autobiography.*

The autobiography of Dr. Calamy was relied on by the Socinians

and the Scotch Presbyterians in turn, as proving their assertions as to

the views of the English Presbyterians, and though the doctor would

not be selected by persons of evangelical principles as the highest

specimen of the English Presbyterian minister, yet it may be admitted

that no man of his generation of whom we have a memoir, more

fairly represents the general opinions of his brethren, especially those

in the more influential positions. It has therefore been determined

to give extracts from his life, as edited by Mr Putt. That gentleman

however states :
" I have endeavoured to exercise a discretion peculiarly

requisite on a work of so much variety, and which concludes abruptly

when the author's rapidly declining health forbade the obvious advan-

tage of his revisal." These expressions must mean at the very least

that passages and phrases have been omitted, and Mr Putt's notes, and

his chief authorities, e. g. Major Cartwright for matters relating to the

English constitution, and the Monthly Repository in ecclesiastical

affaii's, do not inspire absolute confidence in his j udgment.

The following paragraphs occur in the Proofs, after the quotation of

the statement the Doctor makes as his views at his ordination. Addi-

tions to them are enclosed within hooks.

" In describing his ordination Dr. Calamy says, ' I wrote an account

of our design, and what Mr Howe proposed about his father, and begged

he would convey our request to him. But then I laid down the pi'inci-

ples we went upon distinctly, to be ordained ministers of the Catholic

Church of Christ without any confinement ; and begged he would

expressly mention that, and signify that if any narrow, confining,

cramping notions were intermixed in the management, I should drop

the matter, and take the liberty to withdraw, even though the work of

the day were begun or considerably advanced. [I thought it the more
requisite to be thus particular, because I had been present at a day of

* It should be particularly borne in mind that this autobiography was evidently

not written from any diary or notes at the time, so that we fiud in it the cast of thought
as well as the expressions of the last years of his life.
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prayer, kept in Curriers' Hall upon Mr Shower's accepting (in 1G91) a

call from the remainder of my father's congregation that had been, after

his decease, under the care of Mr Samuel Borfct. At which time Mr
Mead, to whom the chief management of the solemnity had been

committed, as it were married Mr Shower to that congregation, and

carried things so far as to represent it as a sort of spiritual adultery if

upon any occasion he should leave them, and go to spend his pains

statedly in another worshipping society ; a sort of management not at all

to my edification.'*] Life I., 342, 343.

" He continued to act in the same diffusive spirit. ' If it be possible

as much as lieth in us, let us live peaceably with all men.' Though some
slight, and others insult us, yet let us be Catholic-spirited. Let us love

all, without exception, that have anything of God in them, anything of

the image of Christ upon them. Let us strive to return to the Aposto-

lical simplicity, and take care that our religion be that of the Bible."

Calamy's Dedication of the Continuation of the account of Ejected

Ministers, 1727, vol. I., p. lvii.

" The period to which thist is to be referred is the year 1692, fifteen

years before the perfecting of Lady Hewley's foundation. Dr. Calamy
was a friend of Lady Hewley, encouraged by her in his ministry. He
speaks of a ' noble mark of her bounty,' which he received from her after

a journey which he had taken through York. It is not contended that

Dr. Calamy was himself an unbeliever in the doctrine of the Trinity
;

on the contraiy it is known that he preached and published in defence

of his own views of that doctrine, which are however very moderate.

' We shall proceed to make some extracts from Dr. Calamy's

account of his journey by York to Edinburgh in 1709, and we do so

because they bear remarkably on the present questions in more ways

than one. 1st. They bring him in direct contact with the founder

[Lady Hewley], he participated in her bounty, and it may therefore

reasonably be presumed that his character had her approval. 2nd. They
illustrate the distinction even in those days between the Scotch and the

English Presbyterians. "We know what the doctrinal views of the

former were and are, namely, such as the relators would prescribe as

* The complaint, p. 77 sup., relates to the omission in the Proofs of these sentences

added here ; without them the first part of the paragraph might have any meaning a

reader wished to extract from it.

Mr Mead was an Independent. This was not Mr Shower's ordination, hut hi:,

first settlement as pastor ; he had previously been assistant to Vincent Alsop at Tothill

Fields, and John Howe at Silver Street, but he had no other pastorate, so that

Matthew Mead's discourse may have had its effect. The Romish Church lias interpreted

the one wife as the church ; a better interpretation (of that kind) would have been to

make the one wife one church. But translations (or in Scotch phrase transportations)

no doubt must be permitted, like Jewish divorces, for the hardness of the husbands'

hearts.

+ i.e., what he says as to his ordination.
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the standard of this charity ; but this was even then a widely different

standard from that approved by the London divine and his brethren,

according to his testimony. 3rd. The course he took is a specific

affirmative proof of the liberality of the English leader, the more

important because it was made under circumstances which would have

induced him, out of courtesy, to make the distinction as little prominent

as his conscience would allow."

p. 146. 'We set forward in April on Monday, reached York Friday

evening, and continued there until Monday morning following. Dr. Coul-

ton, the worthy pastor of a congregation there, treated us with abundant

respect and civility. But the good Lady Hewley, a person eminent for

her piety and charity, was at that time so ill, that notwithstanding she

was very desirous of a visit from me, yet she was not able to bear it,

during the short time of my stay. At my return to Westminster, that

generous lady was pleased to send me a noble mark of her bounty, on

my part altogether unexpected, p. 147. [This paragraph is given only

because the Proofs lay stress upon it.]

p. 152. 'Monday I went into the Assembly, conducted by Mr Carstairs,

the Earl of Glasgow sitting as the Queen's Commissioner, and Mr Curry

of Haddington, Moderator. I was placed upon a bench at the foot of the

throne, at the right hand of the Moderator, and had liberty to attend

from day to day, and hear all that passed, making my remarks and

observations. [To get the better insight into their affairs, I not only

went into the "Committee of Overtures" and the "Committee of Bills,"

but had a meeting (every evening over a glass of wine) which had in it

one out of each of their synods, who, by kindly giving me an account of

what Lad passed in their respective synods, with regard to the several

matters laid before the Genei'al Assembly, gave me a clear and distinct

view of their proceedings. When I afterwards told Mr Carstairs of

this aim and practice, he with his wonted frankness cried out, " Verily,

to spy out our nakedness are you come; and had you spent ever so

much time in contriving a way to discover all our defects at once, you

could not have fixed on one more effectual." That which I take to have

been more remarkable was that not one in all the company was for the

jure Divino of the Presbyterian form of church government, though

they freely submitted to it.]

' I took particular notice of two things brought before this Assembly.

One the case of the parish of Crawford John, in Clydsdale ; the other of

a minister in the north, by the Synod of Aberdeen. [In the former the

minister recommended by the presbytery, though agreeable enough to

many of the people, was one against whom the Earl of Selkirk, the

chief heritor of the parish, had a particular distaste, on account of an

affront received from him. Though he was to pay the fixed minister a
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yearly salary, yet he utterly refused to pay it to this person, With whom
he resolved to have nothing to do.

' When this matter was to come before the General Assembly most of

the graver ministers were apprehensive of the consequence, and some
persuaded me to argue with the younger members, in order to the

convincing them of the need there was to act warily in such an affair.

I did my endeavour, the day before and on the morning of the day when
the matter was to come under consideration, but to little purpose. I

told them freely that as far as I could perceive, they were far from
consulting the interest of their church, by running the hazard of

disgusting their nobility, when it lay in their power to oblige them,

without heaping in upon their usual ecclesiastical methods in anything

material.

1 That which they seemed to agree in was a formed resolution to put

it to the trial whether their presbyteries had in reality any power.

They said it was evident (whatever might be pretended) they had no
power at all, if a nobleman was at liberty to control them at his pleasure.

I told them I thought they might easily strain that string until it

cracked, but there was no moving them.

' When the matter was before the Assembly, and an account had been

given of past proceedings, it was declared, by an advocate that pleaded

for Lord Selkirk, that let but the presbytery recall this minister, in

whom he never could acquiesce, and send another, be he who he would,

he should submit to him ; all Ins family should attend him and be

catechized, and he would pay him the usual stipend. But the Assembly

adhered to the Presbytery, and refused Lord Selkirk's motion. Whereupon

my Lord's advocate entered an appeal to the Lords in the Parliament of

Great Britain, took instruments of Ins so doing, and told the members

they must thank themselves for the consequences. I heard more of this

matter afterwards at Hamiltoun ; but it was at length happily made up
;

and without that it might have set all their great men against their

church.]

' In the other case the party, whose name I think was Lawson, was

ordained in episcopal times, and was complained of as deficient in

knowledge and unsound in his principles. Having some occasion to

preach before the presbytery in whose bounds he lived, exceptions were

taken against several passages in his sermon, and it was agreed to refer

the matter to the Synod of Aberdeen. Upon his appearing there, a

committee was appointed to draw up a considerable number of questions

on the most noted heads of divinity, to which he was to give a direct

answer. His answers were to be taken in writing, and a judgment

formed from thence as to his fitness for the ministry. The majority of

that Synod was against him ; but he appealed to the General Assembly,
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where the exceptions were read and also the questions (above one

hundred in number), together with his answers. Some of these answers,

it must be confessed, were but weak. Others were as proper as would, I

believe, have been returned off hand by many whose sufficiency was no

way called in question.

' The Assembly seemed to be at a loss what to do with this man.

The Moderator stooping down, and whispering me in the ear, as the

questions were read over, asked me what my apprehensions were. I frankly

answered that we in England should reckon this way of proceeding the

Inquisition revived ; at which he could not help smiling. Lord Forbes

who sat on the bench above me asked what passed between the

Moderator and me, at which he smiled. I freely told him, and he

immediately fell to laughing. The Lord President, who sat ou the seat

above him, inquiring what he laughed at, and he giving him an account,

joined also in the laugh. At last the Commissioner, who could not

well help observing this, stooped down and whispered the Lord Presi-

dent of the [Court of] Session and asked, what was the occasion of all

this laughing 1 Being told, he could not forbear joining. In short it

was whispered from one to another, till it went round the Assembly.

I heard of it afterwards at Aberdeen
' This poor man's case being warmly debated, some were for his being

wholly silenced ; others for his being warmly reprimanded and ordered

to be more studious and cautious for the future. At length a committee

being chosen of men of temper (of whom the Lord President was one),

they were desired to discourse freely with him in private, and make a

report of their opinion to the Assembly. When they had done they

were against laying him wholly aside, and represented him as one that

might be of use in the Church.' ....
p. 199. [' I waited [at Aberdeen] on Mr Osborn, Professor of Divinity,

a venerable old gentleman, at that time confined by illness. Discoursing

of the proceedings of the late Assembly, he frankly told me it was not

well taken among them that I should there represent the conduct of

their Synod of Aberdeen as a revival of the Inquisition. I told him he

was very sensible, that I, a mere stranger among them in North

Britain, though much obliged for their great civility, had nothing to do

to speak in their Assembly, nor did I pretend to or attempt it. But

when the Moderator was pleased, in a free and familiar, but private

way, to ask a question, I thought without just offence to any, I might

be allowed to make him a free answer in the same way. And if I said

anything at all to the Moderator, in return to his question, I thought it

became me to signify my real apprehension of the matter, without any

collusion.

' I thereupon freely owned to the professor, with whom I was
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discoursing, that nothing appeared to me more like the method of the

Inquisition than the way of procedure used by their Synod, wherein, by
captious questions proposed, such persons as had fallen under suspicion

were endeavoured to be drawn to drop somewhat, by which they might
be ensnared and caught, and which might afterwards be a matter of

accusation. Professor Osborn said that without some such method
some men's errors would never be discovered.

' To which I replied, I conceived it was better to deal by thorn as our
blessed Saviour did by Judas, whose treachery and baseness he knew,
and was able with ease to have detected to the uncasing him and laying

him open to others. Yet he suffered him to remain concealed, till by
his carriage he discovered his own false-heartedness. I added that if

what I had dropped was conveyed to others, it was not by me ; but was
entirely owing to the inquisitiveness of the members of the Assembly,

who gave it a quick conveyance from one to another, till it passed quite

round, whereas I only told it to the Lord Forbes, to whom I could not,

without downright rudeness, have refused to give an answer.']

p. 162. [Mr Wiley, ' that was looked upon as so wise a man,' having

said that ' whatever might appear to others, he laboured under many
infirmities that might well be allowed to give him his quietus from

fatigues of this nature,' sitting in the Assembly, and that he had de-

clared he would not sit if chosen, ' I took the liberty to query how this

part of his conduct could be reconciled with their commonly avowed

principle that the Presbyterian form of church government was most

agreeable to the word of God. Whether upon that supposition a refusal

to sit in one of their General Assemblies, if a man was chosen, and

tolerably able to bear the fatigue of it, was not a refusal to comply with

the call of God, and do him honour in his church 1 His reply was,

that he defied them all ; and none must pretend to oblige him to what

he was not of himself inclined to. Without pretending to press too

close, I desired him to reconcile this to their professed principles. This

led into abundance of discourse, during which I sat by as an auditor

only, leaving it to the gentlemen present to argue the matter ; and I

must own they did it pretty strenuously and closely till they made him

warm and angry.']

p. 177. ' The second Lord's Day I was desired by Mr Carstairs to give

them a sermon in the new church, p. 179. My discourse was from Acts xi,

26, 'And the disciples were called Christians first in Antioch.' i

touched on the excellence and honourableness of that name, and showed

what it imported and obliged those to that wore it. I afterwards pressed

such as knew its value to be contented with it, and careful to answer it

without pretending to make any addition, by attempting which they

would in reality take from it. An account of this discourse being gives

91
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to Mr Jatnes Webster, who was a man of great warmth but a narrow
spirit, he took offence at it as latitudinarian, and after I had left

Edinburgh censured me upon that account, publicly in the pulpit,

making some peevish and angry reflections. Mr Carstairs with great

mildness and prudence, afterwards replying in the same pulpit, I heard

no more of the matter.'

p. 179. ['Another Lord's day I preached at Libertoun, three miles

from Edinburgh, in the church of Mr Samuel Semple, whom I had left

behind me at Westminster, labouring hard there in the Cotton Library,

in order to making collections for an Ecclesiastical History of North

Britain, some time in hand, though I cannot hear it is finished to this

day. Mr Semple and I had agreed that he should take the liberty of

my house at Westminster (and I of his at Libertoun) and sometimes

preach for me and I for him.]

p. 168. The following conversation is reported by the Doctor with

an old Lady, Mrs Yule, who was heartbroken because her son, a young

preacher, was in no way to be satisfied without going into England,

because, as she said, that 'they had not the gospel there.' 'Ah,' said

she, 'he has given me a great deal of trouble by that unhappy fancy

that no place would serve him but England. If he had but gone to

where they had the gospel, I should not have been near so much
concerned, whereas now I can have no rest in my spirit.' ... I

thereupon made inquiry what led her to imagine that we had not the

gospel in England, as well as they in Scotland. ' Ah ! sir,' said she,

presently, ' I heartily wish you had it as well as we, for then I should

be much more easy in my child's case than I either am, or have been,

since he has been from me." 'Why really,' said I, 'I cannot be more
assured of anything than I am of this, that we have the gospel as well

as you, and the very same gospel too ; and I cannot allow myself to

suppose that any of your ministers would offer to say anything to the

contrary. I am at a loss to conceive where you have picked up this

notion.' ' Ah ! sir,' said she, ' either I have all along been mistaken

in the gospel (which I think I have not), or you in England (though

you, in some other things, are many degrees beyond us) have not the

gospel.'

' My surprise continuing, I cried out, ' Prithee, good woman, let me
know what this gospel is, that you have, and we have not. Let us a

little carefully examine this matter, that we may understand one another

rightly. I can give you the utmost assurance that our Bible in England
is word for word the same with yours in Scotland, not only as to the Old
Testament, of which some have too mean thoughts, but also as to the

New, which is peculiarly styled the Gospel. From thence our ministers

fetch the matter of the sermons they preach, as well as yours ; nor dare

we urge those that sit under our ministry to believe anything necessary
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to salvation but what can be proved and confirmed from thence. That

is the standard of truth with us as well as with you. In this you may
very safely believe me.' ' Oh ! sir,' said she, ' now you are upon faith

;

and I must own myself very sensible that your faith and ours is the

very same.' I then said, ' That neither among them nor us did all

that pretended to take the word of God for the rule of faith and life,

conform to it, and follow it as they ought'
' That though I was heartily glad to hear there were so many in

North Britain that backed their Christian profession with a suitable

practice, the number of whom I prayed God to increase, yet if that were

taken to be the case of all such as made a noise and stir about religion,

and attended upon ordinances with an appearance of diligence, and pre-

tended to be zealous for faith and purity, it would prove in the issue a

gross mistake. On the other hand, though the number of serious

Christians among us in England was far from being so large as were to

be desired, and might, indeed, have been expected, considering the great

advantages with which we had long been favoured. Yet there was

reason to hope that a good number did sincerely fall in with God and

his interest, and show the truth of their piety by its genuine fruits and

effects.' 'Oh! sir,' said she, by way of reply, 'now you are fallen

upon good works. As to them I must own that by the report I have

heai'd I am inclined to believe you have .more of them with you than we
have among us.' ' Well then,' said I, (in order to a yet further trial),

'if the belief of what God has revealed, and the fruits and effects of

that belief, where it is sincere and hearty, are the same with us and

you, how can it be that you should have the gospel with you, and not

we also among us V ' Oh ! sir,' said she, ' you have with you no Kirk

Sessions, Presbyteries, Synods, and General Assemblies, and therefore

have not the gospel.' ' And is that then,' said I, ' the gospel ? I am
sure it is a poor, meagre, and despicable gospel, if you rest there and

cany the matter no further.' I could not help smiling at the woman's

simplicity, and have often tempted others to do so, by relating this

passage. Yet there is too much reason to be apprehensive that multi-

tudes in all countries inwardly think what this poor woman did not

stick to express, that they who have not among them those religious

formalities and appendages they have been trained up in the use of, and

been long accustomed to and taught to lay stress upon, are strangers to

the gospel, notwithstanding they are hearty lovers of God and true

godliness ; the more is the pity.' "] [Here the extracts end].

The Doctor wrote this dialogue after it had long been, as he tells

us, one of his stock tales, and no doubt had been gradually elabora-

ted, as all such tales are. If we had the account from the old lady's

pen, it may be she would not appear to have been so easily con-

vinced of the Doctors soundness when he ignored her church's standard,
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and to have volunteered the admission that the heretical south surpassed
the north in good works ; and perhaps her trust in Kirk Sessions, &c,
would have been otherwise expressed ; and above all it may be doubted
whether the Doctor, in 1709, speaking to a Scotch woman in Scotland,
would not have been a little more definite in stating the nature
of the gospel which the Presbyterians of England possessed. But the
story must be taken as conveying the teller's notions correctly;
and it is submitted that if his views on church government had been at
all similar to those then prevalent in Scotland, the whole dialogue
would have been very different on his part ; certainly if he and his
brethren at home had Kirk Sessions and the other Presbyterian institu-
tions, he would have told the old lady as much : for while he might
have taught her that the gospel was something better, he would have
guarded himself from being supposed to undervalue the church order
and discipline which he himself observed.

The Doctor's tone in all these extracts is anything but that of a
Presbyterian

; his remonstrance with Mr Wylie was in the spirit of a
person of another denomination, and just such as an Independent
would make

; he is anxious that the rights of ministers, presby-
teries and synods, when all agreed in their conviction of what was right,
should be sacrificed to please a lord ; the inquisition he complained of
was ascertaining a minister's opinions ; his sermon at Edinburgh seems to
have been an attack on the Scotch standards ; and his remarks to Mrs.
Yule had the same tendency, and must have seemed to her in dis-

paragement of orthodoxy. On the other hand his language cannot fairly
be relied on as proving his heterodoxy, for it is in the style of the time,
and his trinitarianism is again and again admitted in the Proofs ; though
it may be admitted if we had to judge of his sentiments only from his
Scotch tour, our inferences would not be favourable.

The sermon at Libberton is made the very most of in the Scotch-
men's answers, by being referred to thus: 'In the year 1709 the
minister of the Church of Libertoun, in Scotland, supplied with sermons
the Church of Dr. Calamy, a well-known Presbyterian preacher in
London at that time, and an intimate friend of Lady Hewley, while the
said Dr. Calamy was on a visit to Scotland, and preached in the Church
of Libberton for the said clergyman of that parish.'
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No. 9.

A PLAIN AND SHORT CATECHISM BY THE
REV. EDWARD BOWLES.

" I have fed you with milk, and not with strong drink." 1 Cor. iii. 2.

" Ye have need that one teach you which be the first principles of the oracles of God."
Heb. v. 12.

Question. Who made you 1

Answer. God the Creator of heaven and earth. Acts xvii. 24, 25,

26. Gen. i. 1.

Q. To what end did he make you 1

A. He made me and all things for his glory. Prov. xvi. 4.

Q. In what condition did he make man 1

A. Righteous and happy. Eccles. vii. 29. Gen. i. 27.

Q. Did man continue in that estate 1

A. No : he fell from it by sin. Gen. iii.

Q. What is sin ?

A. Transgression of the law of God. 1 John iii. 4.

Q. What was the sin of our first parents 1

A. Eating the forbidden fruit. Gen. iii. 6.

Q. What was the fruit of that eating 1

A. It filled the world with sin and sorrow. Gen. iii. 14, 16, 17.

Rom. vi. 12.

Q. In what condition is the posterity of our first parents born ]

A. In a sinful and miserable condition. Rom. v. 17, 18, 19, and

iii. 23.

Q. Wast thou born in that condition 1

A. Yes : I was conceived in sin, and am by nature a child of wrath

as well as others. Psalm li. 5. Ephes. ii. 3.

Q. Hath thy life been better than thy birth 1

A. No : I have added sin to sin, and made myself above measure

sinful. Rom. iii. 10. Col. i. 21.

Q. What if thou shouldest die in the condition thou wast born and

bred in 1

A. I should perish everlastingly. John iii. 3. 2 Thess. i. 8.

Q. Is there no way to get out of this sinful and miserable estate 1

A. Yes. 2 Tim. i. 9, 10.

Q. Is it to be done by any power or righteousness of thy own ?

A. No : but God in his rich mercy hath appointed a way. Tit.

iii. 4, 5.

Q. What way hath God appointed 1

A. Only by Jesus Christ. John xiv. 6. Acts iv. 2.

Q. What is Jesus Christ]

A. The Son of God manifest in the flesh. Gal. iv. 4. 1 Tim. iii. 16.
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Q. What hath Jesus Christ done for man 1

A. He hath laid down his life for our redemption. Matt. xx. 28.

Col. i. 14.

Q. What further benefit have we by him 1

A. Life and Salvation. John vi. 27, 48. Heb. v. 9.

Q. Shall all men partake of this redemption and salvation 1

A. No : there are many who perish notwithstanding. Matt. vii.

13, 14. Phil. iii. 18, 19.

Q. By what means may a sinner obtain a part in this redemption '(

A. By faith in Christ. Eph. ii. 8. John iii. 16.

Q. What is it to believe 1

A. To rely on Jesus Christ, and him alone, for pardon and salvation

according to the Gospel. John iii. 36. Acts xvi. 31. Isa. 1. 10.

John v. 24.

Q. How doth the Gospel teach us to rely on Christ ]

A. So to cast our burden upon him as to take his yoke upon its.

Matt. xi. 28, 29.

Q. Why hath God appointed faith to this excellent use 1

A. Because faith gives him what he looks for, the whole glory of

our salvation. Ephes. ii. 8, 9.

Q. How is faith wrought in the soul 1

A. By the word and spirit of God. Bom. x. 1 4, 1 7. 2 Cor. iii. 6.

John xvi. 7, 9, 10.

Q. What call you the word of God 1

A. The holy scriptures, the Old and New Testament. 2 Tim. iii. 16.

Q. Doth God work faith by the word read or preached 1

A. Ordinarily, by the word preached. Bom. x. 14. Ephes. i. 13.

1 Cor. i. 18.

Q. In what order doth God work faith by the word 1

A. First he shews men their sins, and then their Saviour. Acts ii.

37. John xvi. 9.

Q. Why doth he observe this order 1

A. That Christ may be the more precious to the soul. 1 Peter ii.

7. Luke vii. 47.

Q. Doth not repentance go along with faith 1

A. Yes. Mark i. 15. Heb. vi. 1. Acts xvii. 30.

Q. What is repentance 1

A. It is a sorrowful sense of sin, with a turning from it unto God.

Acts xxvi. 20. 2 Cor. vii. 10. 1 Thess. i. 6.

Q. How is true faith further discerned 1

A. By its fruits. Gal. v. 6. Bom. v. 1. James ii. 18. Heb. xi. 39.

Q. What are the fruits of faith 1

A. Love in the heart, peace in the conscience, holiness in the life.

Gal. v. 6. Bom. v. 1. Acts xv. 9. 1 Peter i. 22.
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Q. How doth faith work love 1

A. It lays hold upon the infinite love of Christ, and works a mutual
love in ns. 1 John iv. 19. Luke vii. 47.

Q. How must we express our love to Christ 1

A. By our love to Christians, and keeping his commandments.
John xiv. 15. 1 John v. 1, 2.

Q. Are not the ten commandments the commandments of Christ 1

A. Yes : they are a special part of God's word, which is a rule of

life. Psalm xix. 7. Matt. v. 17.

Q. What doth God look for from his redeemed people 1

A. That they should walk before him in holiness and righteousness.

Luke i. 74, 15. Tit. ii. 12, 14.

Q. Have we strength of ourselves so to walk 1

A. No : without Christ we can do nothing. John xv. 5.

Q. How shall we obtain strength from Christ"?

A. By a diligent and right use of his ordinances. Isaiah xl. 31.

Psalm ciii. 5.

Q. What are the ordinances of Christ to this purpose 1

A. The word preached, the administration of the sacraments, and

prayer. Rom. x. 14, 15. 1 Cor. xi. 23. Matt, xxviii. 19, 20. 1 Thess.

v. 17.

Q. When do we use the ordinances aright 1

A. When we mingle them with faith. Heb. iv. 2. James i. G.

Q. How may it appear that Christ hath left such an ordinance as

preaching 1

A. The Scripture tells me so. Ephes. iv. 11, 12. 2 Tim. iv. 2.

Q. What are the sacraments which Christ hath left to his church 'I

A. Two : baptism and the supper of the Lord.

Q. What is baptism 1

A. It is dipping or sprinkling with water, in the name of the Father,

of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. Matt, xxviii. 19. Acts x. 47.

Q. What is the nature of this sacrament ]

A. It represents, and (through faith) seals the sprinkling of the

blood of Christ, and the washing of the Holy Ghost. Acts xxii. 10.

Tit. iii. 5. Acts viii, 37. Ephes. v. 26.

Q. What is done in baptism on our part 1

A. By it our names are given up to the profession of the gospel, and

we are bound to walk according to it. Gal. iii. 27. Col. iii. 1. 1 Cor.

vi. 11.

Q. What is the supper of the Lord 1

A. It is a solemn eating of bread, and drinking of wine, in remem-

brance of the death and bloodshed of Jesus Christ. Luke xxii.

19. 20.
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Q. What is the end of this sacrament 1

A. One main end is to shew forth the Lord's death till he come.

1 Cor. xi. 26.

Q. What is the benefit of this sacrament to a worthy receiver ?

A. It strengthens his faith, and confirms his love to Christ and all

his members. 1 Cor. x. 16, 17.

Q. Who is the worthy receiver
1

?

A. He who discerneth the body and blood of Christ, partaking

thereof with faith and love. 1 Cor. xi. 28, 29. John vi. 56.

Q. What is the danger of unworthy receiving ]

A. The unworthy receiver becomes guilty of the body and blood

of Christ, eating and drinking judgment to himself. 1 Cor. xi. 28, 29.

Q. What is prayer 1

A. It is a making our request unto God, according to his will, in the

name of Christ. Phil. iv. 6. 1 John v. 14. John xvi. 23.

Q. Wherein lieth the strength of prayer 1

A. In faith and fervency. Matt. xxi. 22. James i. 6, & v. 16.

Q. What other duties are especially required in a holy life 1

A. Watchfulness and Christian communion. Matt. xxvi. 41.

1 Cor. xvi. 13. Heb. x. 24. Col. iii. 16.

Q. Why must we watch 1

A. For two reasons : First, because we walk in the midst of our

enemies, the world, the flesh, and the devil. Matt. x. 16, 17. 1 Peter

v. 8. Secondly, lest the day of death or judgment come upon us unawares.

2 Peter iii. 10, 12.

Q. Shall death come upon all men 1

A. It is appointed for me and all men once to die, and it is good to

remember it oft. Heb. ix. 27. Eccles. xii. 1. Psalm xc. 12.

Q. What is death 1

A. A separation of the soul from the body. Acts v. 5. Eccles. xii. 7.

Q. What remaineth after death ]

A. The general resurrection and the day of judgment. 1 Cor. xv.

12, &c. John v. 29. Acts xvii. 18.

Q. What is the work of that day ?

A To render to eveiy man according to his works. Matt. xvi. 27.

Rom. ii. 6.

Q. What shall be the condition of the godly after this life 1

A. They shall be ever with the Lord. 1 Thess. iv. 17. John xvii.

24.

Q. What shall be the condition of the unbelievers and wicked men 1

A. They shall perish with everlasting destruction fi'om the presence

of the Lord. 2 Thess. i. 8, 9. Matt. xxv. 41, 46.
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No. 10.

The List of Recipients of the Hewley Fund on the last half yearly

distribution by the Socinian Trustees 13th May, 1830, as returned

in the Attorney-General v. Shore. The denominations are not

distinguished in the original, but great trouble has been taken to

ascertain them. Initials are used to express denominations, and
occasionally counties : P. Presbyterian (Scotch), K. Kirk, S.

Secession, R. Relief, Soc. Socinian, I. Independent, B. Baptist, G.

General. The old Presbyterian chapels are marked with * the old

Independent ones with t. The spelling is corrected.

*Penrith, Cumberland

*Birdhope Craig, Northumb.

Parkhead, Cumberland

*Wooler, Northumberland

Falston, Northumberland

Berwick

Haltwistle, Northumberland

*Hexham, Northumberland

*Alston Moor, Cumberland

*Bavington Northumberland

Newcastle, Northumberland

Blythe, Northumberland

*Morpeth, Northumberland

Stamfordham, Northumberland 4

Workington, Cumberland

Long Framlington, Northumb.

*Blennerhasset, Cumberland

Harbottle, Northumberland

Mary Port, Cumberland

Thropton, Northumberland

Alnwick, Northumberland

Spittle, Northumberland

*Carlisle, Cumberland

Tweedmouth, Durham
Gateshead, Durham
Warnford, Northumberland
Cold Rowley, Yorkshire

Carlisle, Cumberland

Glanton, Northumberland

Widdrington, Northumberland

,tNewcastle, Northumberland

92
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B.

P.

P.

I.

P.

P.

I.

P.

P.

P.

K.

K.

S.

s.

s.

K.

P. K.

P. K.

S.

R.

K.

P.

P.

Soc.

P.

P.

P.

I.

B.

I.

I.

P. K.

B.

P. K.

I.

I.

Soc. q.

I.

Soc.

I.

I.

I.

I.

Soc.

I.

Soc. .

I.

I.

Soc.

Soc.

T.

Soc.

Samuel Ruston,

William Lander,

John Slate,

Josh. Mather,

Timothy Nelson,

John Smith,

R. H. Bonner,

John Thompson,

James Ferguson,

Newton Blythe,

Daniel Aitken,

James Paton,

John Young,

John Anderton,

John Wright,

Thomas Young,

Robert Arthur,

Alexander Hoy,

John Capper,

Alexander Kirkwood,

William Nichol,

Ralph Davison,

James Laurie,

James Douglas,

Walter Fairlie,

William Furguson,

George Nettleship,

Oulton, Cumberland

Bewcastle, Cumberland

Wark, Northumberland

fCockermouth, Cumberland

*Salkeld and Plumpton, Cumb.

*Newcastle, Northumberland

fRavenstonedale, Westmoreland

Belford, Northumberland

Thorney Ford

*Branton, Northumberland

*Etall, Northumberland

Longtown, Cumberland

Bellingham, Northumberland

North Sunderland, Northumb.

*Alnwick, Northumberland

Norham, Durham
*Castle Garth, Newcastle, Nor.

Felton, Northumberland

Kirkby Stephen, Westmoreland

Berwick

Chester le Street, Durham
Newcastle, Northumberland

*Brampton, Cumberland

Hamsterley, Durham
*Whitehaven, Cumberland

Haydon Bridge & Corbridge N.

Penrith, Cumberland

James Walter Lourie, *Sunderland and Shields, Dur.

James Rawson,

John Beattie,

John Rheeder,

Abraham Clarkson,

James Hatton,

John Preston,

William Turner,

Thomas Hawkins,

James Hawkins,

William Tylor,

John White,

fPontefract, Yorkshire

*Elland, Yorkshire

*Ossett, Yorkshire

*Bingley, Yorkshire

Sowerby, Yorkshire

*Mixenden, Yorkshire

*Halifax, Yorkshire

Warley, Yorkshire

*Nantwich, Cheshire

Keighley, Yorkshire

L2

*Northowram, Yorkshire

Nicholas T. Heinekin,*Bradford, Yorkshire

J. C. Wallace, *Preston, Lancashire

T. H. Crisp, Brighouse, Yorkshire

Henry Green, *Knutsford, Cheshire

2
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Soc.

I.

I.

I.

I.

I.

Soc.

Soc.

Soc.

I.

P.

I.

Soc.

B.

B.

I.

I.

B.

B.

I.

I.

Soc.

I.

I.

B.

Soc.

Soc.

Soc.

Soc.

B.

Soc.

B.

Soc.

Soc.

I.

I.

Soc.

Soc.

I.

Soc.

Soc.

Sue.

William Fillingham, *Congleton, Cheshire

James Hensley,

Amos Blackburn,

John Newell,

Thomas Bennett,

William Gibson,

James Taylor,

William Tate,

Robert Smitlmrst,

John Battley,

William Dinwiddie,

James Stewart,

George Buckland,

Charles Thompson,

8

Wharton, Lancashire 2 10

*Eastwood, Yorkshire 3 (J

Booth, Lancashire :> |()

*Hatherlow, Cheshire 3

Hallfold, Lancashire 3 10
:! Kivington, Lancashire 6

Chorley, Lancashire G

*Monton, Lancashire G

Marple Bridge, Glossopdalr 1 >er. 2 10

Wigan, Lancashire G

*Partlington, Cheshire 3

*Dob Lane, Failsworth, Lan. 6

G.

Halifax, Yorkshire 5

Charles Hollingdrake, Birchcliff, Hebdenbridge, York. 2 10

S. Baines, Wilsden, near Bradford, Lan. 4

J. Crossley, *Horwich,nr Bolton-le-Moors L. 3

James Shuttleworth, Cowling Hill, Kilwick Craven Y. 2 10

G.

John Pilling,

John Galland,

Solomon Ashton,

James Brookes,

John Adamson,

Thomas Jackson,

Thomas Hudson,

Goodshaw Chapel, RossendaleL. 3

*Green Aci^es, near Oldham L. 2 10

Stockport, Cheshire 2 10

*Hyde, Cheshire G

Charlesworth, Glossopdale, Der. 2 10

Bamford, Derbyshire 2 10

Queenshead, near Halifax, Y. 2 10

John Williams Morris,*Dean Row, Cheshire

John Marriott,

William Harrison,

F. M. Williams,

John Jackson,

William Dnffield,

H. Ashton,

Samuel Parker,

William Probert,

John Holker,

Job Wilson,

William Whiteleg,

B. R. Davies,

Thomas Sharp,

Chas. D. Hort,

Arthur Dean,

William Allard,

*Risley, near Warrington, L.

*Blackley, Lancashire

*Macclesfield, Cheshire

Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire

Thorne and Statfield, York,

Burnley, Lancashire

*Stockport, Cheshire

tWalmsley, Lancashire

3 10

G

4

7

6

Netherfield, near Penistone, Y. 2 10

*Northwich, Cheshire 3 10

*Platt, Lancashire G

*Chowbent, Lancashire G

Skipton, Yorkshire ~>

*Gorton, Lancashire <i <»

Stand, Lancashire 6 i>

*Bury, Lancashire G

(I
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An account of the distribution of Lady Kewley'a charity in .Mas.

1830, is given in the Congregational Magazine for L832, from three lists

published in the fourth number of the Dissenter's Magazine. The first

of these lists contains 171 orthodox ministers, the second -V.) Unitarian

ministers, and the third 12 ministers of unascertained sentiments. The
names are the same as those which we have printed, except that George
Dean, Ledgate, and William Lethom, Lutton, are omitted, and instead

we have J. Miller, Penruddock, P. £10, and G. Dean, Kitsou Wood,
York, B. £10. There are 244 items. Our list shows 64 Soc, 30 K.,

11 S., 6 P., not assigned to any sect, 93 I., and 34 B. The greatest

trouble has been taken to ascertain the denominations, but uncertainty

is felt as to some names. In one of Mr Thomas Wilson's affidavits in A.

G. v. Shore, the number of ministers recipients at the same division is

stated at 238,divided as Q$ Soc, 5 English P., 25 K., 13 Sec, 90 I.,

and 27 B., some no doubt being unknown.

No. 11.

Extracts from the Answer of the Defendants in Dill v. Watson, the

Clough Chapel case. 2 Jones, 55-60.

That the trust deed of 1736 was for the use and benefit of the

Protestant Dissenting Congregation of Clough for the time being, and of

every succeeding congregation of Protestant Dissenters or Presbyterians,

who from time to time should assemble at the said meetingdiouse to

worship God. That the distinguishing characteristics of Presbyterians,

in this country, had been a certain form of church government under

Presb}rteries ; and the free exercise of private judgment in matters of

religion, unrestricted by creeds, confessions, or articles of faith formed

or composed by fallible men. That Presbyterianism means merely

a form of church government, whereby the supreme power of the church

is vested in Presbyteries as to certain matters of discipline and regula-

tion, but not as to matters of faith ; and that it never has been used in

this country to designate the belief in any particular doctrine, or

subscription to any particular creed ; but only to designate such religious

societies as are governed by that peculiar discipline; and that it include i

the Presbytery of Antrim and the Synod of Minister, as well as the

Synod of Ulster; that the Presbytery of Antrim and Synod of Ulster

are, within their respective limits, co-ordinate bodies, of distinct, inde-

pendent, and equal authority, and that from the time of their separation

until the year 1829, they continued closely connected, and on term- of

friendly correspondence ; the ministers licensed or ordained by the one

being recognized as regular Presbyterian ministers, and ordained and

installed freely into the congregations of the other ; that from 1726 to

1829 the con^reirations under the care of each had been in the habit of
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changing from the one body to the other, without their right to do so

being ever called in question ; and that such changes were recognized

both by the Synod of Ulster and Presbytery of Antrim ; and that every

congregation so changing retained its identity and discipline as a congre-

gation of Protestant Dissenters or Presbyterians, without forfeiting its

rights or privileges, or having its title to its meeting-house, or to the

royal bounty, disputed : that both amongst the members of the Synod of

Ulster and the Presbytery of Antrim there have always existed, and

still do exist, various differences of opinion on points of doctrine ; but

that nevertheless they agreed in confessing the general principles of

Presbyterianism, and in continuing to be Protestant Dissenters, whose

distinguishing characteristic did not so much consist in any particular

article of faith, as in asserting the right of every professor of Christianity

to form his own judgment on its divine truths, unrestricted by subscrip-

tion to any specific confession of faith ; and they denied that there was

any difference in doctrine or discipline between the Synod of Ulster and

the Presbytery of Antrim, as bodies, save that the Synod of Ulster had

left subscription to the Westminster Confession of Faith optional,

whereas the Presbytery of Antrim had invariably declined to enforce

such subscription.

That they did not believe that the Rev. H. Williamson conformed

to the discipline of the Synod of Ulster, with respect to subscription to

the Westminster Confession of Faith, if such subscription was then any

part of its discipline; and alleged that from 1611, which was the

commencement of the Presbyterian settlement in Ulster, until 1705, no

subscription whatever to any articles of faith was required from any of

the members of the Synod; that the law of 1705, mentioned in the bill,

was not invariably observed from the period of its enactment until the

separation of the Presbytery of Antrim from the Synod of Ulster of

1726 ; and from thence to the present time, subscription to the West-

minster Confession of Faith has been called for or not, according to the

pleasure of the Presbytery whose license to preach was required, and

that it is not now the rule of the Synod.

That the members who afterwards composed the Presbytery of

Antrim did not separate from the Synod of Ulster, on account of any

difference in their doctrines, but because the former were of opinion that

to require subscription to any creed was inconsistent with the right of

private judgment, and the principles of Presbyterianism ; and that in

the proceedings which took place in the Synod of Ulster in 1723, 1724,

and 1726, the Rev. H. Williamson joined the non-subscribing members

in protesting against the right of that Synod to enforce such sub-

scription.

That they believed that the Rev. H. Williamson preached the same
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doctrines generally as those of the seceding non-subscribing members;
and that his opinion agreed with their own; and that he was a deter-

mined opponent to subscription ; that the doctrines of the Rev. Mr
Porter and the Rev. Mr Campbell were the aame us those of the

defendants in all important points, and more particularly that they were
both determined opponents to subscription ; and that nearly during the

whole time from 1736 to 1829 the congregation of Clough, though in

connection with the Synod of Ulster, was a non-subscribing congre-

gation.

That they were unable to state the particular religious tenets of the

majority of the congregation of Clough ; but that the one great leading

principle in which, and in which alone, all were unanimous, and which
they avow is their distinguishing one, is the principle of taking their

Bibles only as the rule of faith and practice, unrestricted by creeds,

confessions, or tenets, and that they believe this to have been the

distinguishing tenet of that congregation for upwards of a century ; but

that in other points they vaiy according to their private judgment, some
holding the leading doctrines of the Westminster Confession of Faith,

and some not ; and that they believed that the ministers and a majority

of the congregation, since 1772, have been of the latter class; and they

further said, that the Rev. David Watson held the same doctrines as he

held when he was in connection with the Presbytery of Dromore, which

was a Presbytery in connection with the Synod of Ulster.

That in a Presbyterian congregation a simple majority is sufficient

to decide in all cases except two, namely, the choice of a minister and

the choice of a singing clerk; in which cases, by express laws of the

Presbyterian church, a majority of two-thirds both of voters ami stipends

is necessary; and in justification of their transferring themselves to the

Presbytery of Antrim, they set forth in their answer some examples of

such transferences from the Synod of Ulster to the Presbytery of

Antrim, et vice versa ; and submitted, that, independent of any positive

law on the subject, constant usage had established the right of the con-

gregation to make such transitions. * * *

That in this country, from the earliest times, Presbyterian worship-

ping societies were separated from the Established Church on the ground

of a difference as to church government, and on the ground of claiming

and exercising the unrestricted right of private judgment on matters ..t

faith, and not on the ground of holding peculiar religious doctrines ; and

that while the Presbyterian discipline continued in the congregation of

Clough, the congregation, however the religious principles of its indivi-

dual members might vary, was still the same congregation ; and that tin-

majority of regular seatholders qualified to vote according t" i resbyterian

rules was to be considered as the congregation ; that a connection with

93
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the Synod of Ulster was not mentioned in the trusts of the grant of

1736, nor under the circumstances set forth was such connection to be

implied as necessary to give a right to the use of the premises thereby

granted for Presbyterian worship ; and that usage and example fully

authorized the change of the congregation from the Synod of Ulster to the

Presbytery of Antrim without any forfeiture of rights or sacrifice of

congregational identity thereby; and that although the defendants as

individuals, did not believe in many of the doctrines which the Synod of

Ulster now seeks to account orthodox, while some of the hearers of the

defendant Watson do believe in such doctrines, yet that the only

distinguishing and professed tenet of his congregation is the same which

distinguished and was professed in Olough, in and before the year 1736,

namely, non-subscription, and the absence of restraints on private

judgment in matters of religious opinion.

No. 12.

Extracts from the chief Answer in Anderson v. Watson, the Killin-

chy chapel case, as to the general question between the Synod of

Ulster and Seceders from it to the Presbytery of Antrim, or the

Remonstrant Synod.

Contractions are used : K. Killinchey, U. Ulstei*, G. General, R.

Remonstrant, S. Synod, C. of S. Church of Scotland, C. in I.

Church in Ireland, S. of M. Synod of Munster, P. of A. Presby-

tery of Antrim, P. Presbyterian, M. Minister or Ministers,

W. Westminster, C. Confession, F. Faith.

* * * * The trusts in the said indenture

are not for the use of the said P. congregation of K. for ever, in

connection with the General S. of U. or with any other S. Presbytery

or religious body whatsoever other than such P. bodies as should from

time to time for ever be adhered to, selected, chosen, and approved of

by the major part of the heads of families, who should from time to time

assemble and meet together for the public worship of God at the said

meeting-house ; and it evidently was the meaning and intention of

the said parties to the said indenture of release, to maintain their con-

gregation, and the property belonging to it, independently for the

worship of God, according to the conscientious belief of the majority of

the P. worshipping therein, without being subjected to the changes of

discipline of any S., Presbytery, or other ecclesiastical body, and without

being required to subscribe the said W. or any other C. of F., or in any

manner to express or declare their adherence to the same.

For many years previous to the said year 1740, and more especially
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from the year 1720 to 1726, the P. body in the north of [reland was
much distracted by contest and discussions concerning the enforcement
of subscription to the W. C. of F., and the doctrine of the Trinity, and
several measures were taken by certain members in the S. of U., against
such M. as refused to subscribe to the said C, and Janus Reid, the then
M. of the congregation of K., as a member of the S. of U., recorded his

protest on two several occasions against the measures so taken by the

subscribing members of said S. against the non-subscribers to the said

C. of F.

In or about the said year 172G, a number of congregations theretofore

belonging to the said S., did, in consequence of the attempts so made as

aforesaid to enforce subscription to the said W. C, withdraw from the

said S., and formed themselves into a non-subscribing P. body, then and
hitherto called and known by the name of the P. of A. ; and if it

had been the intention of the said parties to the said release of 1740,

that the premises thereby granted should for ever thereafter be solely

for the vise and accommodation of such M. of the said congregation as

should subscribe to said C, and conform to every future alteration of the

laws of the S. of U., and for the use of such members of said congregation

as should adhere to such subscribing and conforming M., and under all

circumstances remain in connection with the said S., without any

power of withdrawing from the same, as other congregations theretofore

had done, the same would have been fnlly, plainly, and unequivocally

set forth among the trusts contained in and declared by the said

indenture. The omission of any such declaration of trust is evidence

that it was not the meaning and intention of the parties that any such

trust should be declared thereby, or implied therefrom, and since the sepa-

ration of the said body of Remonstrants from the said S. of U., in new

leases or grants of land for similar purposes, obtained by congregations in

connection with the said S. of U., an express declaration of trust has been

inserted demising or granting the same to such congregation only, so

long as they shall continue in connection with said 8. of U.

The S. of U. did not, from the earliest period of its history till the

present time, regard as an essential doctrine of Christian Faith, or a

necessaiy condition of membership the doctrine of the Trinity, as main

tained by the aforesaid C. of S., or as explained and embodied in certain

articles of the book commonly called and known by the name of the

W. C. of F. ; but on the contrary there has been, since the earliest

period of the history of the said S., a great diversity of opinion among

the members of the said EL, as to the said doctrine of the Trinity ; and

whether the majority of the members of the said 8. adhered to the Baid

doctrine, and conscientiously believed therein, defts. cannol se1 forth, for
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the reason, among others, that during all the time of the early history

of the said S., it was by statute made unlawful publicly to impugn the

said doctrine, and persons impugning the same were thereby subjected

to grievous temporal punishment, in consequence whereof, the opinions

of such members of S. as did not believe in the said doctrine have not

been preserved in public and authentic records ; but whilst sub-

scription to the W. C. of F. was rigorously enforced on all intrants to

the ministry of the C. of S., no such universal practice was acted on by

the several presbyteries constituting the S. of IT., or the M. thereof,

some of which absolutely refused to subscribe any Creed or Confession

framed by fallible men, whilst others subscribed said W. C. with such

qualifications, provisoes, and omissions as suited the particular opinions

of each M. ; so that at all times up till a very recent period of the

history of the P. C. in I., the free exercise and right of private judgment

in matters of religion, unrestricted by Creeds or Confessions, were

respected and permitted by the said S. of U., and the several presby-

teries constituting the same, notwithstanding frequent attempts by many

intolerant and exclusive M., who from time to time endeavoured to

enforce their own individual opinions as an unerring test of true religious

belief, by which the consciences of their fellow Christians and brethren

of the ministry should be guided and controlled.

In or about the year 1705, it was declared by the said S., or by such

M. as happened at the time to be present and acting as the S. of U.,

that "such as are to be licensed to preach the Gospel should subscribe

the W. C. of F. to be the confession of their faith, and promise to

adhere to the doctrine, worship, discipline, and government of the said

church, as also those who had been licensed, and had not subscribed,

should be obliged to subscribe before they be ordained amongst them ;"

but notwithstanding said declaration, the several presbyteries of the S.

continued to ordain M. without any subscription to said confession, or

with such qualified subscription as permitted the exercise of private

judgment by the persons entering upon the ministry, and such changes

of opinion upon speculative doctrines, as might from time to time occur

in the exercise of such judgment ; that in or about the year 1720, the

Rev. Samuel Halliday was installed in the old congregation of Belfast,

in connection with the S. of IT., upon a declaration in the words follow-

ing :
'* I sincerely believe the Scriptures of the Old and New Testament

to be the only rule of revealed religion, a sufficient test of orthodoxy or

soundness in the faith, and that they settle all the terms of ministerial

and Christian communion, to which nothing may be added by any S.,

Assembly, or Council whatever ; and I find all the essential articles of

the Christian doctrine to be contained in the W. C. of F., which articles

i, receive upon the sole authority of the Holy Scriptures."
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The conduct of the Presbyteries in ordaining the said Samuel
Halliday having been brought before the S. in the year 1721, for the

purpose of censuring, or preventing the ordination of a M. on such a

subscription, the persons who were favourable to unqualified subscrip-

tion were defeated in their attempt.

The said S. hath not always considered and particularly enjoined, as

an essential part of the duties of all M. in connection with such B. to

preach the said doctrine of the Trinity, and the other doctrines in the

said \V. C. of F. contained, and to teach the same to their respective

congregations ; nor was it ever the practice of the M. in con-

nection with the S. of XL, or the majority of them, to preach all the

doctrines in the said C, or to teach them to their congregations ; for, on

the contrary, several most important doctrines taught and contained in

the said C, are now, and always have been, either openly disavowed, or

else kept completely in abeyance by a great number of the M composing

the said S., particularly the entire 3rd chap, of the said C, entitled, "of

God's eternal decree," and that part of section 3, chap. 10, touching elect

infants dying in infancy, and that part of section 4, of the same chap,

which teaches "that men not professing the Christian religion cannot be

saved in any other way whatever, be they ever so diligent to frame their

lives according to the light of nature, and the law of that religion they

do profess, and that to assert and maintain that they may, is very per-

nicious and to be detested ;" and the entire 17th chap, which inculcates

the doctrine commonly called the perseverance of the saints, and section

3, chap. 23, touching the authority of the civil magisti-ates in spiritual

things, and section 2, chap. 30, which asserts the power of church offi-

cers, as persons to whom the keys of the kingdom of heaven are

committed, respectively to retain and remit sins.

The said S. did, in or about the year 1721, declare it to be their

resolution, that if any person or persons should thereafter deny the said

doctrine of the Trinity, they should proceed against such person accord-

ing to the laws of the Gospel, and the known practice of the church,

and not to own him or them as M. of the said church ; but the said S.

did not carry their said resolutions into practice or effect; nor was the

denial of the Trinity prevented thereby.

Many persons who do not believe the Trinity to be a doctrine of

revelation, or founded on the Word of God, and who have always

disavowed that dodrine, have freely assented to much of the said C. of

F., and been willing to express their assent to the said G, so far as

they considered it agreeable to the Word of God. And such was the

meaning of the qualified subscription which most of the presbyteries in

the S. formerly accepted, and the giving of such qualified subscrip-

tion was always understood t" Bave to the persons giving it a right to
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form such opinions on speculative doctrines, and alter those opinions as

in their consciences they might from time to time think right.

Defendant Watson, before being licensed, gave a qualified assent

and subscription to the W. C. of F., so far as the same was agreeable to

the word of God, and to that qualified assent he has always adhered,

and still does adhere ; but never did give an unqualified subscription to

the said C, nor believe, nor profess to believe, in all the doctrines

therein contained.

Defendants Watson, Hay, Reid, Osborne, and Clark, although

fully receiving the many passages of Scripture which ascribe the most

exalted dignity to the character of our Blessed Lord ; though reverently

believing that he is the brightness of his Fathers glory, and the express

image of His person, and that God was in Christ reconciling the world

to Himself
;

yet, after an anxious, and as they hope and believe

an unprejudiced, investigation of the sacred Scriptures, have not been

able to discover any satisfactory evidence of the Supreme Deity of the

Saviour, and his perfect equality in power with the Fatlier of all ; and

therefore they are not believers in the doctrine of the Trinity, as the

said doctrine is defined in the said W. C, and in other creeds and con-

fessions popularly received.

Defendant Barry is now, and always has been, a believer in the said

doctrine of the Trinity, and he and other Trinitarian members of the

congregation of K. agreed with the other defendants in this cause in

separating from the said S. of U., because they considered their P.

privileges to have been invaded by the said S. in the measures herein-

after set forth.

Previously to defendant Watson being licensed by the presbytery of

Dromore in said bill mentioned, he examined attentively the said W. C.

and having been unable upon scriptural grounds to satisfy his mind of

the truth not only of the Trinity, but of some other doctrines therein

contained, he communicated his said difficulty to a member of the said

presbytery, who thereupon intimated to him that a qualified subscription

to the said C. would be sufficient ; and accordingly he, before being so

licensed, signed the said C, but only in a qualified form, as above men-

tioned ; at this distance of time he is unable to set forth the precise

form in which he so subscribed as aforesaid, but he believes it to have

been a declaration that he subscribed the said C. so far as the same was

agreeable to and founded upon the Word of God.

He never did subscribe the said C. except upon the said occasion, in

any manner or form whatsoever ; and with the said qualification

which he thought it necessaiy to insert, in consequence of his conscien-

tious scruples, he cheerfully subscribed the said C, inasmuch as he

conceives that the said C. contains, over and beyond all disputed articles,

all the important doctrines of the Christian faith.
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He believes that he never did, at the period of his being licensed, or

at the time of his ordination, or at any other time whatsoever, profess to

believe the said doctrine of the Trinity; but having always conscien-

tiously regarded the said doctrine as one of great doubt and difficulty, as

one not essential or practically important to salvation, and being at the

same time of opinion that the discussion of disputed speculative tenets

generally produces angry feeling and little practical advantage in a

Christian congregation, he, during all the period of bis ministry, both
before and since the separation of himself and his said congregation from
the S. of U., has avoided preaching on or discussing the subject of the

Trinity ; and he does not recollect that he did, either before or since the

said separation, either in private conversation or public discourse,

declare opinions opposed to the said doctrine ; but not assenting to the

said doctrine, he may possibly have done so.

Defendants, both immediately and since their said separation from
the said S. of U. have held the same views respectively, in regard to the

said doctrine of the Trinity, which they respectively held during the

whole time of their connection with the said S. ; and in so separating

from the said S., they were in no way influenced by any regard to the

doctrine of the Trinity, or any other disputed doctrine, but acted solely

from a conscientious desire to defend and preserve their P. rights and
privileges, which were violated by the said S., and the committee of

said S.

Defendant Watson has always conformed to the discipline, and

submitted to the authority and jurisdiction of the said S. of U. in all

matters of ecclesiastical government, until the said S. of U. made
essential and important changes and alterations in their church govern-

ment and discipline, as hereinafter more particularly set forth.

Although a subscription to the W. C. of F. either with or without

qualification and modifications, appears in several of the proceedings of

the said S. to be recommended and required, said C. of F. never

was in all its parts and with all its doctrines the bona fide standard

of religious faith of the said S., or of a majority thereof, up to

the time of a separation of a large body of the M. and people,

who afterwards associated themselves together as the R. S. of U. So

far was the said S. from requiring assent to all the doctrines of the W.
C, that the practice of subscribing it fell rapidly into disuse, so that in

and previous to the year 1814, out of fourteen presbyteries which at

that time constituted the S. of U., eleven presbyteries did not require

any form of subscription to the said C, and the three remaining pres-

byteries only required a modified and qualified subscripts n ; in like

manner the said congregation of K. has, during all the time aforesaid,

from the earliest period of the S. of U., been in connection with the
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said 3., and adhered to the principles of Protestant dissenters whereon

it was founded, and submitted to its discipline and government, until

radical and fundamental changes were made in the discipline and church

government of the said S., and a new system of church government and

discipline introduced therein ; inconsistent with and in violation of the

ancient and established discipline of said S., and contrary to all its for-

mer laws and regulations; uniformity of religious faith, as to the doctrine

of the Trinity, never at any time prevailed in the said congregation of K.

;

and the said congregation of K. doth not now continue to adhere to the

said S. of XL, but hath by the voice of the major part of the heads of

families worshipping within the said congregation, placed itself under the

jurisdiction of the presbytery of Bangor, one of the presbyteries of the

R. S. of U., which said R. S. consists of a number of ministers and

congregations, formerly a part of the S. of U., and which separated

therefrom in consequence of the fundamental changes introduced in the

government and discipline thereof, together with certain new congrega-

tions which have since sprung up in connection with the said S., and

which said R. S. still retains the ancient code of discipline, laws, and regu-

lations of the S. of IT., and is governed thereby ; in the year 1814, at

which time great difference of practice as to subscription prevailed

among the presbyteries of the S., a number of old and influential mem-

bers of the said S. were appointed to prepare a code of discipline

of the P. church for the consideration and approbation of the said S.,

as declaratory of its constitution and discipline, for the direction and

guidance of the several presbyteries of the said S. ; and in pursuance

thereof, a code of the discipline of the said church was, after the labour

of various bodies appointed by the said S. for a period of about ten

years, finally completed in the year 1824, and was printed and distri-

buted among all the M. and congregations of the said S. previous to the

geueral meeting of S. of the said year 1824. And at the regular annual

meeting of the said S. of U., for the said year 1824, the said code of

discipline was solemnly adopted as the constitution and discipline of the

P. church, only two M. dissenting therefrom, and was afterwards pub-

lished by authority of the said S. of U.

The said code of discipline contains, among other things, directions

for the licensing of candidates for the ministry, whereby presbyteries, so

far from being compelled to exact even a qualified subscription to the

W. C. on the doctrines therein contained, were left at liberty to ascer-

tain the religious sentiments of candidates, and the soundness of their

faith, by such questions as the particular presbytery should think

necessary.

Soundness in the peculiar doctrines of the W. C. of F. was not

prescribed or required by the said code from candidates for license ; and
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the latitude of expression in that respect, in the said code, was designed,
among other things, for the purpose of embracing those who did not
believe in the peculiar doctrines of that C. ; and defendants rely upon
the said code of discipline as declaratory of the previous practice and
discipline of the said S., prior to the publication thereof, and as contra-
dicting the allegation that subscription to the W. C. of P. was a funda-
mental principle of the government and discipline of the said S. of U.,
and of the terms of communion thereby imposed.

Under the laws, usages, and discipline of the said S. of XL, M. were
licensed and ordained to the different congregations of the said S., who
entertained views of the Christian doctrine different from each other,

some being Calvinists, some Arminians, other Trinitarians, and others

avowed Unitarians, without any subscription to the W. C. of F. ; and
the highest and most confidential situations in the church were from
time to time held by said M., without any distinction as to the peculiar

tenets of their religious belief, some being moderators, others clerks of S.

and of presbyteries with the custody of the records and documents of the

church. And the said S., down to the year 1828, was always accustomed

freely to receive and ordain in its congregations licentiates from the P.

of A. and S. of M., though the individual members of these bodies were

reputed to entertain and avow anti-trinitarian principles.

The said S. of U continued to be governed according to its ancient

laws and discipline, declared and confirmed by the said code of discipline,

approved of by the said S. in the year 1824, without any interference

with the exercise of private judgment, until some time in the year 1827,

when a number of M., disregarding the right of private judgment,

sought to remove the Rev. Wm. Porter from their clerkship, on the

ground of his having avowed Arian opinions. But it being admitted

that his anti-trinitarian sentiments were known at the time of his

appointment, the said attempt failed.

At the meeting of the S. in the year 1827, a majority of the members

then present, several of whom had previously combined for the purpose,

did, from an intention to check the exercise of private judgment in

matters of faith, carry a motion by which it was declared that the said

S. did firmly hold and believe the doctrine concerning the nature of I rod

contained in these words of the W. Shorter Cateehisni :
" That there air

three persons in the Godhead, the Father the Son and the Holy Ghost,

and that these three are one God, the same in substance, equal in power

and glory," and that the members then absent should be directed to

attend the next meeting of S., to express their belief concerning the

foregoing doctrines; and that such of them as did not attend, should

send to the said meeting an explicit declaration of their sentiments on

that point.

9i
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A protest was entered into by several M. and elders then present,

against the said resolutions, as unscriptural, and inconsistent with the

principles and laws of the P. C. in I. ; and afterwards at the general

meeting of said S., in 1828, about sixty M. and seventy-seven ruling

elders, either disavowed the said doctrine, or expressed their disapproba-

tion of the proceedings of the S., and refused to declare their assent to

the doctrine.

In 1827, the defendant Watson opposed the said proceedings, and

refused to take the test so put forward by said 3.

Although a majority of the M. of the said S. may have professed

belief in the said doctrines in the said years 1827 and 1828, still every

M. and elder of the said church was by the constitution, discipline, and

long established praotice thereof, left to the free exercise of his private

judgment with regard to the said doctrine, and had no practical accre-

dited standard of faith except the common Protestant standard, the

Scriptures of divine truth, in the interpretation of which the M. and

people enjoyed unrestricted liberty, as was testified by the numerous and

acknowledged differences of doctrinal opinions amongst its members.

In the said year 1828 the said S. passed a certain series of enactments

for the purpose of more effectually preventing the admission into the S. of

M. holding doctrines opposed to those of the W. C. of F. But the said

enactments were passed in opposition to, and in direct contravention of,

the principles and long established usages of the said S., under which

the then existing M. thereof had entered upon the ministry, in the

several congregations of the said S., in disregard of the powers and

rights of the presbyteries, also in direct violation of the enactments of

the said code of discipline of 1824, and without observing even the

forms of procedures enjoined thereby.

The said enactments are null and void, and should have no effect or

operation in the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the said P. church.

The said overtures were not even permitted to be for a year on the

books of the said S., as prescribed by the said code, but were introduced

and passed under the influence of popular excitement, without being

submitted, as required by the said code of discipline, either to the S. or

the sevei-al presbyteries thereof, to be publicly discussed and deliberately

considered and reported upon.

About sixty M. and elders of the said S. opposed and voted against

the said enactments, and a protest was entered against the same, in

which defendant Watson joined, on the grounds, among others, that the

imposition or adoption of human tests, or creeds, was unnecessary,

unwise, unscriptural, and contrary to the principles and practice of the

P. C. in I., and could not produce uniformity of religious faith, and

tended to interfere with the rights of congregations to choose pastors of

such religious sentiments as they thought proper.
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In the year 1829, the S. having disregarded a written remonstrance
against the said proceedings, which had been widely circulated through

Ulster, and was signed by eighteen M., fifteen licentiates, and one

hundred and ninety-seven ruling elders, and very many individual

members of congregations, appointed a committee to meet with the said

remonstrants and settle the terms of separation; which committee

accordingly met them in September 182 (J, and matters being put in

train for a peaceable separation, seventeen M., with the major parts of

their congregations, retired from the said S. of XL, and formed them-

selves into the E. S. of XJ. ; and in May, 1830, put forth a declaration

of the principles of their constitution, containing among others the

following passages, namely : " 1st. That the Scriptures of the Old and
New Testament are the only infallible rule of faith and duty, and

contain all knowledge necessary to salvation. 2nd. That it is the

inalienable right of every Christian to search these records of Divine

truth for his own instruction and guidance, to form his own opinions

with regard to what they teach, and to worship God in sincerity,

agreeably to the dictates of his own conscience, without privation,

penalty, or inconvenience inflicted by his fellow men. That the over-

tures of the G. S. of XL, passed in the year 1828, imposed submission to

human interpretations of the Word of God, in a form more objectionable

than has ever been attempted in any other church, by subjecting

M. to deposition at any time, however acceptable and useful to their

people, and by submitting students and licentiates to the absolute control

of a secret committee, of whose principal proceedings no records are kept,

and who must necessarily be liable to act under the influence of personal

partiality or prejudice,, selfish interest, or local connections. That these

overtures not only subject students, licentiates, and M., to possible

injustice and dangerous temptations, but likewise trench upon the most

valuable privileges of the people in the free election of their own pastor,

inasmuch as their choice is restricted to persons professing to hold

opinions approved by the committee of examinators, although such

opinions maybe directly opposed to the views of sacred truth entertained

by the congregations. That we consider these enactments as a violation

of the fundamental principles of Protestantism, subversive of the liberal

laws and usages of our church, and a direct breach of the solemn

compact uuder which those of us who are M. entered the S. of U. That

we adopt the code of discipline sanctioned by the G. S. of U. in 1825,

as the law of discipline in this church. And to show that we are not

guided in pursuing this course by any view to promote the advancement

of any set of doctrinal opinions to the exclusion of others, we hereby

publicly and solemnly guarantee to the congregations which are under

our care, and to those who may hereafter form a portion of our church, tin;
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full, free, and unrestricted exercise of their unquestionable right to elect,

in all cases of vacancy, M. entertaining such views of divine truth as the

congregations may themselves approve ; that to secure the exercise of this

great privilege in the fullest extent, the M. and licentiates of the C. of

S., of the S. of U., the S. of M., and the P. of A., together with the M.
and licentiates of any other Protestant churches, who may be sufficiently

recommended to ns by their character and talent, their education, and

their aptness to teach, shall be eligible to the vacant congregations under

our care."

Amongst the persons who so formed the R. body, there was not a

uniformity of faith as to speculative doctrines ; but some held Trinitarian

opinions, and others held opinions contrary to the said doctrine of the

Trinity, and some other doctrines in the said W. C. of F. ; and they so

retired with the full assent of the remaining members of the S. of U.

They cannot be said, by such their separation, to have become wholly

distinct and separate in doctrine and discipline from the said G. S.

of XL, although they ceased to be under their jurisdiction, or to

have since so continued distinct and separate in doctrine and discipline.

But, on the contrary, the general principles and discipline of the said

R. Si., are the same as were originally maintained by the said S. of U.,

and have been generally maintained from the earliest period of its

history, until the said year, 1827 ; and any distinction or difference

which now exists arises from the departure of the S. of XL, in 1827,

from the ancient discipline of the P. C, and those M. and con-

gregations who now constitute the R. S. of XJ., have at all times

heretofore, and still do faithfully adhere to the original principles of the

long established usages and salutary customs of the said P. G, and have

continued to retain and steadily observe the provisions of the said

code of discipline, in all its parts.

Whatever may be the opinions of individuals in the R. body, it is

not true that the said R. S. has always professed, or has ever professed,

religious doctrines directly or at all opposed to the said doctrines of the

Trinity, or to any other doctrine or doctrines regarded by the G S.

of U. as essential doctrines of the Christian faith. For, on the contrary,

the said R. S., in a collective capacity, and as an ecclesiastical body,

professes no distinctive opinions upon the Trinity, or any other specula-

tive doctrine in controversy amongst Christians, the said R. S. having

been expressly and bona fide formed for the purpose of asserting those

liberal principles of Irish Presbyterianism from which the G S. of U.
had departed as aforesaid, and, having adopted as its code of discipline

the code of discipline aforesaid, so solemnly adopted as aforesaid by the

S. of IT. in 182-4.

The said R. S., as a religious association, is founded solely and
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exclusively upon the basis of unrestricted liberty of conscience in the

interpretation of sacred Scripture, and Leaving all M. and congregations
in connection with the S. perfectly free to form and promulgate their

own views of divine truth.

The true reason why the said R. S. is at present composed of indi-

vidual M. who dissent from the doctrine of the Trinity and certain

other doctrines of the W. C. (which these defendants admit is reputed

to be the case,) is contained in the fact already stated, that the innova-

tion by a majority of the G. S. of U., at the time aforesaid, upon the old

and established discipline and usage of that body, operated, ami was
avowedly intended to operate, against M. dissenting from the said

doctrines, who were thereby compelled to withdraw from the said S., not

for the purpose of professing any peculiar sentiments whatsoever, but
solely for the purpose of perpetuating the ancient rights of Presbyterians

and the discipline of Presbyterianism, which the said S. of U. had

recently laid aside.

At no time from the first formation of the said S. of U. did there

prevail any uniformity of doctrine among the M. and members thereof,

as to the doctrine of the Trinity, and several of the other doctrines in

the W. 0. of F. And in support of this opinion defendants refer to the

evidence of many members of the G. S., the records of their late pro-

tracted proceedings and repeated discussions as to uniformity of doctrine,

and to the publication and avowed opinions of several members of the

said S., and to the licensing of young men who were declared by the S.

itself to have made unfounded exceptions to the phraseology of the W.
C. of F., and to have given erroneous explanations of the worship of

Christ.

Up to the present time several of the M. of the said S. held opposite

opinions as to several of the doctrines of the said C. of F., and have not

yet practically agreed on any acknowledged standard of doctrine ; and

although, in August, 1836, a majority of that body adopted unqualified

subscription to the W. C. as their rule, yet the said resolution was

opposed by a large minority of the S.

Defendants rely upon the facts stated in the history of the I. P. C,

a part of which have been put forward in the present answer, as afford-

ing abundant evidence, that whatever rules and resolutions may have

been from time to time adopted at particular meetings of S., still the

distinguishing principle of the said S. from its original formation until

the said year 1828, ami (A' the I. P. body generally, was, not the doctrine

of the Trinity, or the doctrines of the W. 0. of F., but the free exercise

of private judgment in matters of religious faith, unfettered and

unrestricted by Creeds, C, or Articles of F., framed and composed by

fallible men, and the adoption of the Holy .Scriptures as the only

unerring guide of F. and practice.
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That the S. of IT. was not, until the said change in its constitution,

similar to the said C. of S. in doctrine or discipline, inasmuch as the said

C. of S., at all times since their adoption of the W. C, required unquali-

fied subscription thereunto from all persons entering upon the ministry.

Whereas the said S. of U. had been, during the greater part at all

events of its existence, practically and essentially a non-subscribing

body ; in consequence whereof the C. of S., up to the 27th day of May,

1836, declined to admit into ministerial communion any M. of the S. of

U. ; and at that time the said C. of S. agreed to admit to such com-

munion such M. only of the said S. of U. as should produce an extract

minute of their ordination, setting forth that they have given an

unqualified subscription to the W. C. of F.

The B. S., in associating themselves togethei', have adopted no new

creed, and they have renounced no old opinions, but stand now as

they did under the S. of U., until its late departure from its long estab-

ished laws, principles, and practice.

Although defendant Watson and a large portion of the said congre-

gation of K. always pai'ticipated in the sentiments maintained by the

remonstrants, yet as the said congregation was not unanimous in their

views, and as the said enactments of the S. of U. requiring M. to preach

Calvinistic doctrines, on pain of deposition, were expressly confined to

M. thereafter to be ordained, and did not profess to have any retrospec-

tive opei'atiou, defendant Watson, for the sake of peace, and confiding

in the solemn guarantee of the said S. of U., continued with his congre-

gation under the jurisdiction of the said S. of U., and would willingly

have continued to do so, had it not been for the unlawful, unjust, and

persecuting measures adopted towards him, in the first place, by the

presbytery of Belfast, and afterwards by the S. of U. itself.

[Instances of ordination by the Presbytery of Bangor, two in 1764

and two in 1776, " without the exaction of absolute subscription, are

alleged, and three cases of licensing to preach granted by the same

presbytery in 1767 "upon such modified subscription as suited the

particular religious view" of the parties licensed. And it is averred that

" the same practice prevailed in a great number, if not in the great

majority of other instances, and would so appear if the defendants had

access to the records of the several presbyteries of the Synod ; and that

the asking and giving assent to the doctrines of the said confession was

during by far the greater portion of the existence of the Synod

optional. Three of these seven instances of unqualified subscription

seem to have been reported.]

[Objections within the last two or three years to the doctrine of the

eternal generation of the Son by one ordained minister in a book, and

three candidates for licenses, are mentioned, and it is added, "that there
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are at the present time members of the Synod who do not believe in

the Trinity, nor preach the doctrine thereof and thai uniformity of

religions opinion never practically prevailed in the Synod, nor was it

consistent with the principles of Presbyterianism to seek to enforce such."]

[It is to be understood that various assert inns in these extracts are

stated in the answer as matters of information and belief only.

)

No. 13.

PETITIONS IN FAVOUR OF THE BILL.

From Members of the Presbytery of Antrim and Remonstrant Synod of

Ulster, on behalf of themselves and other Non-subscribing Presby

terians of Ireland.

Your petitionei-s have been gratified to learn that a bill has been

introduced into your right honourable House, entitled, " A Bill for the

Regulation of Suits relating to Meeting-houses and other Property

held for religious purposes by persons dissenting from the Church of

England."

Your petitioners observe that this bill is confined in its operation to

England and Wales.

There are in Ireland many meeting-houses occupied by the ministers

and congregations forming the two above-mentioned bodies, called the

"Presbytery of Antrim" and "Remonstrant Synod of Ulster," and

several by ministers and congregations comprised in the Synod of

Minister, in every respect similarly circumstanced with those meeting-

houses in England and Wales which will be affected by the said bill.

The said meeting-houses in Ireland have in many instances burial

grounds attached to them, and in some cases the congregations are in

possession of schools and other properties for educational and religious

purposes.

These meeting-houses and other properties have for a long series of

years been held and enjoyed by ministers and congregations holding the

religious views which have for more than a century been designated in

Ireland "New-Light," or, as they are now called, " Anti-Calvinistic and

Unitarian;" and that during the period that such opinions have been

entertained by these ministers and congregations, they have in m6s(

instances rebuilt their meeting-houses, and in all cases have largely

augmented their value, besides creating or greatly increasing other

congregational properties, never having entertained the slightest doubt

of the validity of their titles to properties which, without the disturbance

of any other parties, have descended to them from their ancestors in

uninterrupted congregational succession.
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Certain decisions have lately been made in the Courts of Equity,

both in England and Ireland, respecting religious trusts, in consequence

of which decisions these ministers and congregations are threatened with

deprivation of their meeting-houses and other properties. That two suits

are now actually pending in the Court of Chancery in Ireland, in one of

which (that of the Eustace Street congregation) the cause has been heard,

but no decree pronounced ; and the other (that of the Strand Street con-

gregation) is now ready for hearing; and that in these suits it is sought

to deprive the ministers and congregations of meeting-houses and other

properties to the value of at least two thousand pounds a year, of which

they were in unquestioned and undisputed enjoyment for a long period

of time, and a very large portion of which has been created or accumu-

lated during the ministry of the present ministers, or of predecessors

who are admitted to have held the same religious opinions as the present

possessors.

Your petitioners humbly submit that the cases of the several

ministers and congregations in the three bodies above referred to, in

relation to their meeting-houses and other properties, are cases of pecu-

liar hardship. According to the law, as declared in the cases referred

to, a large number of ministers and congregations are liable to be

harassed by tedious and expensive litigation in separate Chancery suits.

That in many cases the whole fee-simple of the property held for

religious purposes by these ministers and congregations would be insuffi-

cient to meet the costs of the enquiry which would be necessary to

discover that party who (among numerous classes of claimauts that

might arise) were best entitled to that property : whilst wherever the

value of the property would be sufficient to bear the costs, some specula-

tive attorney (as has heretofore been known with regard to other chari-

ties) might make a wholesale business of filing informations.

Your petitioners further humbly and respectfully submit, that if at

the time of passing the Act 57 Geo. III., any doubt had existed as to

the validity of the titles of any of the ministers or congregations holding

the religious opinions thereby tolerated, to the meeting-houses or proper-

ties they then held and enjoyed, it can hardly be doubted but that that

Act would have contained a clause having for its object the quieting of

the congregations in the possession of their meeting-houses and other

properties.

Your petitioners further respectfully and humbly submit, that

wherever there is no express declaration of trust as to any particular

doctrine or form of religious faith respecting any of their meeting-houses,

burial grounds, school houses, or other congregational properties in

Ireland, the usage of a series of years should, by analogy to the statutes

of limitation relative to private property, and in conformity with the
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intent of the bill introduced into your right honourable house as afore-

said, be conclusive evidence of the doctrinal opinions for the promotion
whereof the same were founded.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that your lordships will be
pleased to remedy these grievances of the classes of Irish Protestant
Dissenters herein mentioned, as by the said bill it is proposed to remove
those of certain Dissenters in England and Wales, either by including
them in the bill now pending in your lordships' House, or by passing a
special Act for their protection.

From the Minister and Member respectively of the Protestant Dissent

ing Congregations of Strand Street and Eustace Street, in the city

of Dublin, on behalf of themselves and of the said two congre-

gations.

Your petitioners have been gratified to learn that a bill has been

introduced into your right honourable house, intituled, " An Act for the

regulation of suits relating to meeting-houses and other property held

for religious purposes by persons dissenting from the Church of

England."

Your petitioners observe that this bill is confined in its operation to

England and Wales, and that it is therein provided that it shall not

affect any property, the right or title to which was in question in any

action or suit pending on the first day of March in the present year.

The said two congregations of Strand Street and Eustace Street

were originally founded by English Nonconformists, and formed consti-

tuent parts of the southern presbytery of Dublin, which having from its

formation agreed in the same fundamental principles with the Presbytery

of Munster, became incorporated with that body in the year 1809, under

the name of the Southern Association or Synod of Munster j and

the fundamental principles of the said presbyteries previous to such

union, and of the said Synod since, have ever been, the taking the Bible

alone as the rule of faith and practice, the rejection of all creeds and

articles drawn up by uninspired men, the recognition of the right of

private judgment, guaranteeing to every congregation and individual in

communion with the said Synod the right from time to time to change

their opinion on controverted points of doctrine, as often as conscience

and conviction may dictate, and, notwithstanding such change, to

continue in full communion with the said Synod, and in possession of all

their Presbyterian and Congregational rights and properties.

In the exercise of the right so guaranteed as aforesaid, these two

congregations have, for a very long series of years, entertained theologi

cal views at variance with the doctrine of the Trinity as set forth in tlio

95
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thirty-nine articles of the Church of England, and in the Westminster

Confession of Faith.

Informations have recently been filed in Her Majesty's Court of

Chancery in Ireland, against the ministers and members of these con-

gregations, at the suit of Her Majesty's Attorney-General, upon the

relation of three individuals, natives of Scotland, who are not, and have

never been, in any manner connected with them or either of them, pray-

ing that they may be deprived of their meeting-houses and all other

their congregational endowments, upon the ground of an alleged diversity

between the doctrinal opinions they at present profess, and those held

by their predecessors at their original formation, a period considerably

upwards of a century ago.

In none of their grants, gifts, or instruments of endowment, from

the very earliest period, is there contained any clause binding these con-

gregations to the profession of any peculiar doctrines, or in any wise

interfering with the enlarged principles of liberty and the right of

private judgment, the maintenance of which these congregations have at

all times recognized as their sole bond of congregational union.

Many of these endowments, of which they are now sought to be

deprived, were created by members of these congregations (some of

whom are still living) at a time when these congregations entertained,

and were known to entertain, opinions similar to those which they at

present profess.

Of the said two suits which are so pending in the Court of Chancery

in Ireland one has been heard, but not yet finally disposed of, and the

other is now ready for hearing.

Your petitioners would humbly represent to your right honourable

House, that inasmuch as no division exists in these congregations or

either of them, and inasmuch as the relators at whose instance these

informations have been filed are total strangers to, and in no way
interested in, the property of which they seek to deprive them, there is

no party in whom there exists any vested right which would be inter-

fered with by the extension of the bill now before your right honourable

House to the cases of these congregations respectively ; and in further-

ance of this view, your petitioners would humbly remind your lordships

of an Act passed during the present session of Parliament, and which

originated with your right honourable House, for staying certain actions

which had been theretofore commenced for the recovery of penalties

incurred for offences against the Horse-racing Acts. And inasmuch as

your lordships did not consider it unjust to put an end to the suits so

pending, upon the terms of indemnifying the informers against the costs

they had theretofore incurred in such actions, your petitioners humbly

hope that, where the object is to quiet the possession of religious socie_
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ties, which has continued undisturbed for so long a series of years, your

right honourable House will not deem it inequitable to extend relief to

these two congregations, notwithstanding the existing suits, upon the

terms of the relators being indemnified in respect of costs in such manner
as to your lordships may seem just.

Your petitioners further humbly and respectfully submit, that inas-

much as there is no express declaration of trust as to any particular

doctrine or form of religious faith respecting their meeting-houses,

school-houses, endowments, or other congregational properties, the usage

of a series of years, recognizing in these congregations the right of

private judgment in the interpretation of the sacred Scriptures,

authorizing a change of doctrinal opinion on their part from time to

time, as conviction and conscience may dictate, should by analogy to the

statutes of limitation for the protection of private property, and in con-

formity with the intent of the bill now introduced into your right

honourable House, be received as conclusive evidence that such endow-

ments were created for the support and advancement of such principles.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that your lordships will be

pleased to remedy the grievances of the two Protestant Dissenting Con-

gregations hei'ein named, as by the said bill it is proposed to remove

those of certain Dissenters in England and Wales, either by including

them in the bill now pending in your lordships' House, or by passing a

special act for their protection.

From Mary Armstrong, widow, a Member of the Protestant Dissenting

Congregation of Strand Street, in the City of Dublin.

Your petitioner's husband, the late Rev. James Armstrong, Doctor

of Divinity, was elected pastor of the said congregation of Strand Street,

in the year 1806, at which time the said congregation held opinions

identical with those it at present professes.

Some years subsequently to the election of her said husband, a large

fund was contributed by the members of said congregation (several of the

contributors being still alive, and members of said congregation), for the

support of the widows of the ministers thereof; of which fund your

petitioner's said husband, since deceased, was appointed one of the first

trustees.

Nearly one-third of the said fund was contributed by the sisters of

the present Lord Plunket, who were personally much attached to your

petitioner's said husband ; and your petitioner is confident, that in the

creation of such fund, they and the other contributors were greatly
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actuated by a desire to promote the personal interest of himself and his

family.

Since her said husband's decease, in the year 1839, your petitioner

has, in accordance with the intentions of the originators of said fund,

been in the receipt of the annuity, payable to her, from the same, as his

widow.

Your petitioner is a widow, with four daughters resident with her,

and the said annuity forms a very important portion of her means

of subsistence.

An information has recently been hied in the Irish Court of

Chancery, at the relation of three persons, not even natives of Ireland,

and two of whom are in low ch'cumstances of life, and reside more than

one hundred and twenty miles from Dublin, and all of whom are total

strangers to said congregation, and have never been, in any way, connec-

ted therewith, seeking to deprive the said congregation of their house of

worship, and all the funds and endowments connected therewith, on the

ground of an alleged diversity between their religious opinions and those

of their predecessors, upwards of one hundred years ago, and that said

cause is now ready for hearing.

The above-stated facts as to the said annuity were first disclosed by

the answer of the defendants in the said suit, and such facts were

sworn to by the said defendants, and there is no controversy respecting

the same.

Notwithstanding the strong moral title of your petitioner to the said

annuity, the relators in the said information, after the said answer was

put in, deliberately amended the said information, so as to make it

particularly embrace and claim the said annuity and fund ; and one of

the results of the said information as now amended, in case there should

be a decree against the defendants, would be, to deprive your petitioner

of that annuity which the originators of said fund (many of them her

intimate friends) intended for her support.

The said suit is, on the part of the relators, under the management

of Mr Macrory, who is solicitor to the General Assembly of the Presby-

terian Church in Ireland, and also one of the deputation in England

conducting the opposition to the Dissenters' Chapels Bill, and the said

amendment of the information, claiming said annuity, was made by his

direction.

The Right Honourable the Lord Chancellor of Ireland has of his

own accord been graciously pleased to postpone the hearing of said

cause, till the result should be known of a bill, then before the right

honourable the House of Lords, intituled, " An Act for the regulation

of suits relating to meeting-houses and other property held for religious

purposes by persons dissenting from the Church of England."
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Your petitioner presented a petition to the House of Lords praying

to have the said bill extended to Ireland, and to the said pending suit

affecting your petitioner's said annuity, and such bill was amended
accordingly, and the third clause of the said bill as it now stands

before your honourable House, was introduced for the accomplishment

of that purpose.

Although your petitioner has already presented a petition on this

subject to your honourable House, yet as the same did not fully state the

facts with respect to the said annuity, she now begs leave to present this

further petition.

A.nd your petitioner prays that the said bill, as it now stands, and
especially the third clause thereof, may be speedily passed into a law, and
your petitioner thereby secured in the enjoyment of that maintenance

which was provided for her by the congregation of her said late husband,

and as to which they never could have believed it possible that any
question could ever arise as to your petitioner being entitled, as his

widow, to receive the same.

From the General Assembly of General Baptist Churches, by their

Messengers, Elders, and Representatives, holden on Whit-Tuesday,

the 28th day of May, 1844.

Your petitioners, having taken into consideration a bill now pending

before your honourable House, "for the regulation of suits relating

to meeting-houses and other property held for religious purposes by

persons dissenting from the United Church of England and Ireland," are

so convinced of the importance of that measure, as to lay before your

honourable House not only their request that it may be finally adopted

by the legislature, but also those views which they hold respecting the

same, which impress them with confident assurance of its justice and

necessity, and with ardent wishes for its success.

Your petition ers constitute a body of Protestant Dissenters which

hath maintained a separate and independent character ever since the

passing of the memorable Act of Toleration in the year 1G89, and which

had previously holden its assemblies at such opportunities as the state of

the times permitted, particularly in the month of March, 1G60, when a

Declaration of Faith was set forth and presented to King Charles the

Second at his restoration, and in the year 16G3 ; in which declaration it

was asserted, that the Holy Scriptures only were their rule of faith and

pi-actice, and "that it is the will of God that men should have the free

liberty of their own consciences in matters of religion.'' Conformably to

which rule, it came to pass that those matters which are usually under-
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stood to make up, or to be involved in, the Trinitarian question, were

iii such declaration expressed in plain scriptural terms only ; the common
doctrine of the Trinity as taught in creeds of human composition being

carefully avoided, and the explication of Holy Scripture concerning the

Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, being left to every man's

conscience, and to the judgment of each particular congregation.

In order the more effectually to preserve due liberty of conscience,

and freedom in the interpretation of Holy Scripture on this and other

points of doctrine, the communion of the ancient churches constituting

this assembly was established on the fundamental principles of faith and

practice contained in the second verse of the sixth chapter of the

Epistle to the Hebrews, which prescribe " faith in God," without any

mention of a Trinity of names or persons ; and that the said fundamen-

tal principles were recognized as the ground of union in this assembly

itself, in the year 1731.

Before the end of the seventeenth century considerable discussion

took place in this assembly, arising out of a departure from the pre-

valent modes of expression concerning the nature of our Lord Jesus

Christ, which had been made by an eminent minister and member
thereof, named Matthew Caffyn, who insisted on adhering most rigidly

to the language of scripture only in this matter. The result of

such discussion was the continuance of the said Matthew Caffyn in this

assembly, and the separation of his opponents ; who, in order to establish

a greater conformity to human creeds, withdrew, and formed a separate

association, which merged again into this assembly after Caffyn's death.

In the celebrated discussion among the dissenting ministers at

Salter's Hall, in the year 1719, the London ministers of this assembly,

being the predecessors of elders now comprised in the same, took the

part of non-subscription to human articles, and were a portion of the

majority which decided that important question (when, as expressed by

Sir Joseph Jekyll, "the Bible carried it by four") ; the remainder of such

majority consisting mainly of English Presbyterians, by whom a similar

opposition to human creeds has been made, and in whose congregations,

in the long interval which has since intervened, a similar variety of

interpretation on many points of theology has prevailed.

Your petitioners believe that the genuine principles of Protestantism,

and the due cultivation of sacred literature, have greatly flourished in

these circumstances.

The objections to the pending bill proceed mainly on the unfounded

assumption that, as to the places of worship to be protected, there was

originally a specific intent in favour of certain doctrines, and of which

intent the present occupants are perverters ; whereas your petitioners

conceive, that a dispassionate reference to the early history of dissent will
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establish the conclusion, that in the instances, whether among the

Baptists or the Presbyterians, in which doctrinal trusts are absent, the

omission is attributable neither to accident, nor to a reliance on the

then exclusive state of the law, but was in designed accordance with the

great principles of Protestantism and of consistent Nonconformity, viz.,

the sufficiency of Scripture and the right of private judgment ; and that

the gradual change of opinion in the congregations (which throughout

maintained their respective identity) is the legitimate result of the

spiritual liberty thus assured to their members, and the real perverters

of the founder's intent are therefore those who would now import into

the trust a restriction which the founder had so studiously avoided.

In those instances in which the courts have inferred or implied such

a doctrinal restriction, they have done so from a supposed necessity

of judicially presuming an intention in the founder to confine the trust

within the actual limits of the law at the time, a presumption little

applicable to the early Nonconformists, whose very name and origin

implied resistance to the law, and among whom the progress of opinion

was continually outgrowing the law ; as strikingly evinced by the

successive enlargements of the legal bounds of toleration, the printed

case of the dissenting ministers issued previously to the act of 1779,

declaring (and which is confirmed by the preamble to that act) " that

the far gi'eater part of the dissenting ministers had not complied, and

could not in conscience comply, with the subscription required by the

Act of Toleration ;" and your petitioners, therefore, without presuming

to impugn the legal correctness of the judicial decisions on the subject,

regard the present case as that of occupants having a good inoral title

endangei'ed by a technical rule of law, for which anomaly the legislature

will be doing no moi'e than justice in providing a remedy.

Your petitioners in consequence believe that the operation of the

bill now before your honourable House will be to quiet a variety of

dissenting congregations, thus following out the right of free inquiry, in

the peaceable possession of their places of worship and other founda-

tions which have belonged to them, in many instances, for more than a

century, and to prevent the interference of other classes of religionists

devoted to subscription to human articles and the consequent violation

of the liberal principle on which your petitioners and other like-minded

Christians are associated.

Your petitioners therefore pray your honourable House that the

said bill may be forthwith passed into a law.
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ANALYSIS OF SEVENTY-SIX PETITIONS.
Most of the Socinian congregations in England petitioned in favour

of the bill, and according to the analysis of their petition given in the

appendix to the debates, they urged on the legislature, in addition to

their dissent from the founders of the old chapels and from several

generations of attendants there, and from persons interred in the burial

grounds, the length of time during which the chapels had been alienated

from orthodox worship, and expenditure by persons of their opinions in

rebuilding or repairing them, or adding to them parsonages, schools, or

burial grounds.

The following is a condensed account of the allegations of these

petitions, containing the date of the foundation, or an approximation to

it, the period of the prevalence of heterodox sentiments in the words of

the petition, and improvements or additions, with their cost. All mention

of repairs is omitted here. Comments or references are enclosed

within [ ].

WESTMORELAND.
1720. Kendal. No trace of orthodox doctrines ever having been

preached. Vestry built and great improvements made by the

present generation.

DURHAM.
1688. Stockton-on-Tees. Anti-Trinitarian for a long period.

YORKSHIRE.
1692. York. Anti-Trinitarian since the settlement of the present

minister's predecessor. [See page 126.]

1674. Leeds (Mill Hill). Present opinions traceable at least eighty

years back. School rooms built by petitioners.

1719. Bradford. Considerable accretions in modern times.

1700. Sheffield. Anti-Trinitarian for the last hundred years. Schools

built by present generation.

1662. Hull. Rebuilt 1803. [See page 684.]

1706. Rotherham. School built within the last three years.

LANCASHIRE.
1693. Manchester (Cross Street). Anti-Trinitarian for at least 130

years.

1707. Gorton (near Manchester). Minister's house built in last

generation.

1706. Dob Lane (Failsworth). The present opinion can be traced

through ministers and people for nearly a century. Grave

yard recently enlarged.
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Liverpool.

About Paradise Street. It is impossible to reach by evi-

1700. dence a time when Anti-Trinitarian doctrines did

not prevail in the congregation. Chapel rebuilt

1791 and schools. No endowment.
1811. Renshaw Street. Chapel rebuilt by last generation.

Before Toxteth Park. For generations past, as far as peti-

1650. tioners can trace, the meeting-house has been

occupied by a congregation abjuring doctrinal tests.

Gateacre. The congregation for nearly a century

have held the Unitarian faith.

Early Lancaster. Anti-Trinitarian opinions traceable upwards of 100
in 18th years. Chapel rebuilt 1786. Minister's house

century built 1782.

1735. Warrington. Anti-Trinitarian in all living memory. Burial

ground enlarged 1797. Schools now erecting.

1757. Prescot. The doctrines preached within the recollection of the

oldest attendants have been uniform with the same.

About Preston. Second minister strictly Unitarian, and first minister

1720. his hearer. Burial ground enlarged by present congregation.

1719. Bury. Rebuilt with schoolrooms 1837 (£4000).

1703. Rivington. The opinions have always been Anti-Trinitarian.

In 1742 the Rev. Samuel Bourn avowed Unitarian doctrines.

In 1786 minister's house built on site given. In 1844 schools

built.

Bolton. Ministers since 1754 avowed Unitarians. First minis-

ter, Rev. Samuel Bourn, left Cambridge without a degree from

unwillingness to subscribe. His son and grandson Anti-

Trinitarians. Minister's house built 1740. Chapel enlarged

1760. Schools built 1797. Improvements (£1000) 1835.

Suit threatened in April last by Scotch Presbyterian Congre-

gation. Commenced in 1838 as branch of the Kirk.

1715. AinsWorth (near Bolton). Minister in 1732 Anti-Trinitarian.

Present opinions taught for upwards of 100 years. Sunday

School lately built (£400).

Chowbent. £800 recently expended. Schoolroom built within

ten years.

1727. Ciiorley. Improvements within last twenty years (£700).

CHESHIRE.

1700. Chester. Second minister appointed 1713. Anti-Trinitarian.

Burial ground enlarged 1811. Endowed by Unitarians.

1694. Knutsford. The petition as to this chapel was by the Rev.

Will. Turner, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. His gi'andfather,

96
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John Turner, educated by Mr James Conningham, of Man-

chester, died in 1737. Minister at Knutsford, having pre-

viously been settled at Preston and Rivington. It is not

pretended that he became heterodox.

1704. Dean Row. Fallen into decay.

1723. Hale. A minister who died thirty-nine years ago, after a forty-

five years' pastorate, was a Unitarian. Gallery and school-

rooms recently built.

1714. Congleton. The early opinions of the congregation Anti-Trini-

tarian. Galleries built within last fifty years.

Nantwich. Anti-Trinitarian, at least since living memory. 150

years ago no evidence of change of opinion. [This place was

originally Independent.]

Kirkstead, (near Horncastle). The doctrinal opinions taught

About are believed to be unchanged from those originally preached.

1G80. Mr Disney, founder. Dr. John Taylor ordained here 1714.

New chapel built 1821.

SHROPSHIRE.

Shrewsbury. Anti-Trinitarian at least 100 years. Minister's

About house built 1791. Chapel nearly rebuilt 1840. In 1741

1673. Independents joined this congregation, but left in 1766, having

by deed renounced all claim and Presbyterian endowments.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.

Before Nottingham. Rebuilt 1804 (£7200).

1704.

LEICESTERSHIRE.

1708. Leicester. Anti-Trinitarian opinions held by ministers and

members at least a century. Schools lately built. Endow-

ments by Anti-Trinitai'ians.

DERBYSHIRE.

Chesterfield. Anti-Trinitarian as far back as living- testi-

About inony or tradition can go. 1823 chapel enlarged. 1831

1695. schools built and burial ground enlarged.

1697. Derby. The first minister, Ferdinando Shaw, published a cate-

chism, and in 1730 a larger work, evidencing a declension

from orthodoxy. His colleague, Josiah Rogerson, signed

recommendatory preface to Arian work. Unitarian for at

least fifty years.
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NORFOLK.

Norwich. Opinions Anti-Trinitarian as far back as living

About testimony or tradition can extend. Rebuilt (£7000) in 1754,

1687. during the ministry of Dr. John Taylor and the Rev. Samuel

Bourn. Schools built by Unitarians.

Middle Great Yarmouth. In 1730 Trinitarian minorities seceded,

17th dividing the property,

century.

Lynn. Built or rebuilt 1811.

SUFFOLK.

1700. Ipswich. Trinitarian never taught within memory of oldest

inhabitant.

1711. Bury St. Edmund's. Founded by parties abjuring subscription.

WARWICKSHIRE.
Birmingham.

1732. New Meeting rebuilt 1802, after destruction by

Church and King mob, by £1000 subscription, in

addition to parliamentary grant.

Old Meeting, Schools built by this and preceding

generation.

1700. Coventry. Auti-Trinitarian opinions traceable as far back as

the foundation. [This statement must be incorrect ; Mr Tong

was minister here till 1702, Mr Warren till 1730, and there

can be no question of their orthodoxy. The Assembly's Cate-

chism was taught to the grandmother of a gentleman now
living. Some of Baxter's works were kept on a reading desk.]

Warwick. Unitarian doctrines preached for upwards of eighty-

six years. Schoolrooms built four years ago (£200). The present

chapel built in 1780 by the Earl of Warwick, and given in

exchange for the old place.

Tamworth. The Rev. John Byng, the second minister, whose

pastorate lasted fifty-two years, was a Unitarian. Endow-

ment by his daughter in 1713. [Mr Byng was settled there

in 1768.]

WORCESTERSHIRE.

Dudley. Burial ground recently added. £1000 endowment

About for education lately founded by a Unitarian. Large recent

1700. accretions.

Evesham. First minister, R. P. Cardell, [he was not the tir>t

About minister, see p. 683], avowed Anti-Trinitarian. Schoolroom

1740. built. Endowment by Unitarians.
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Cradley. The doctrines now taught same as those inculcated

by the first ministers. Chapel rebuilt with schools a few

years ago.

OXFORDSHIRE.

1716. Banbury. The second minister, who held office for fifty-seven

years, believed to have been an Arian.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

1699. Gloucester. At least 1Q0 years ministers and congregations

Anti-Trinitai'ian.

1730. Cirencester. The opinions of the present congregation the

same as were held by their ancestors.

WILTSHIRE.

Trowbridge. The same opinions have been uniformly held by

About the congregation since its origin. Schooh*ooms built within

1700. twenty years;

SOMERSETSHIRE.

Taunton. Anti-Trinitarian opinions preached as far as living

testimony extends.

Soon Bath. Anti-Trinitarian at least from date of rebuilding : rebuilt

after 1792, £,2500. In 1819 cemetery given. No congregational

1662. property derived from Trinitarians.

End of Bristol. Unitarian opinions have been held beyond living

17th memory. Burial ground added 1768. Schoolrooms built,

century. Considerable gifts and bequests by Unitarians.

Bridgewater. The minister in 1717, son of the first minister,

and all his successors, have held Anti-Trinitarian principles.

Rebuilt 1788. Vestry and school added by present congre-

gation,

1733. Crewkerne. Present opinions of congregation traceable through

a considerable period. Chapel nearly rebuilt in 1811. Endow-
ments by Anti-Trinitarians.

More Ilminster. Anti-Trinitarian opinions have been long held

than 100
yrs. ago.

DEVONSHIRE.

1700. Exeter Arian from foundation. Schools lately built (£2000).

[1720]. See p. 24.

1662. Plymouth. Minister elected 1743. Anti-Trinitarians rebuilt

1832 (£1000). Vestry and Schoolroom built 1827. Burial
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ground enlarged 1833. All endowments expressly given for

support of Unitarian principles.

1695. Collumpton. Same doctrines preached for the last 100 years.

Rebuilt 1814.

About Colyton. The founders avowed Anti-Trinitarians. The first

100 minister, Mr Samuel Slater, for sixteen years advocated

yrs. ago. Unitarianism. Burial ground given about fifty years ago.

About Moreton Hampstead. Anti-Trinitarian opinions preached as

1680. far back as living testimony or tradition can go. Chapel

rebuilt 1801.

DORSETSHIRE.

1705. Poole. Same opinions traceable for the last ninety years.

Enlarged 1721. Endowment since 1817.

1720. Dorchester. Anti-Trinitarian as far back as living testimony

extends. Chapel enlarged 1808.

1791. Bridport. Chapel built by Unitarians. Schools built 1841.

HAMPSHIRE.
Before Portsmouth. Unitarian at least fifty years : nearly rebuilt in

1687. 1822 (£1200). School built 1823, and £500 since expended

on it.

1774. Newport, Isle of "Wight. Founders held Anti-Trinitarian

opinions, as evidenced by ministers' written discourses. The

opinions traceable even to an earlier date. Chapel enlarged

recently and schools built (£400). In 1821 or 1838 endow-

ments for Unitarian worship.

1727. Ringwood. Built by non subscribers.

SUSSEX.

More Chichester. Considerable improvements by petitioners and

than 100 their predecessoi's.

yrs. ago.

1720. Horsham. Opinions of the founders believed to have been Anti-

Trinitarian, and the opinions of the congregation can, by living

testimony, be proved to have been so since 1740. Burial

ground enlarged in 1816.

SURREY.
1786. Godalming. First minister Anti-Trinitarian.

KENT.

Tenterden. Anti-Trinitarian upwards of 100 years. Chapel

and burial ground enlarged. School built.
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1736. Maidstone. No discussions have ever occurred in the congre-

gation, on doctrinal or other opinions. [There was a Trini-

tarian secession from it about 1740].

CAERMARTHENSHIRE.
Swansea. Unitarian doctrines preached for upwards of ninety

years. Gallery built 1788.

MIDDLESEX.

1774. London.

Essex Street. Built for Unitarian worship.

Hackney. Original chapel sold, and present chapel built

1809.

It is stated that at Leeds, Sheffield, Yarmouth, Ipswich, and

Gloucester, improvements or repairs would have been made but for

the state of the law.

The following notices occur of deeds or usages :

Stockton. No limitation of doctrine in the trust deed.

Leeds. At no period has the holding of any particular religious

doctrines been required as the qualification for communion of the

Lord's Supper, for trusteeship or membership.

Hull. No trace of any creed being used or subscribed by the minister

or people.

Kotherham. Founded and always maintained on principles of non-

subscription.

Manchester. The trust deeds from the foundation to the present time do

not require any particular opinions to be taught by the minister.

Chester. The trust of the chapel is for the public worship of God by

persons dissenting from the Church of England, without any

doctrinal limitation whatever.

Gainsborough and Bury St. Edmunds. See above.

Chesterfield. The endowment, 1760, is simply for the benefit of the

congregation.

Lynn. There is no creed in the trust deed : the framers following the

general custom of English Presbyterians and Unitarians, and

having merely defined the use of the chapel for public religious

worship.

Banbury. The right of private judgment has been the fundamental

principle of the religious union of the society.

Trowbridge. The only profession of faith required of the members has

been belief in the gospel, and by it to govern their lives and

conduct.
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Bristol. The distinctive feature of the society is that it repudiated

every subscription to religious creeds and declai-ation of faith.

Hackney. Though the congregation is avowedly Unitarian, they

inserted no creed in their trust deed, leaving the property to the

operation of the English Presbyterian principle of the right of

private judgment.

Rotherham, Sheffield, and Gainsborough were originally congrega-

tional chapels, according to Dr. Evans's list.

Liverpool, Paradise Street. The notion of partnership in a chapel,

see p. 495, was brought forward in the petition from this congregation.

It is said, "The present chapel was built 1791, by contributions of the

members who became proprietors in partnership of the building, holding

pews which they occupy, or let to yearly tenants." It is not stated that

the new chapel was built on a new site ; if it was built on the old one, or

the money received on sale of the old meeting was expended in part

payment for the new site or new building there, proprietary rights could

not be reserved. It must be a very remarkable deed which would give

a valid title to the lessee of a pew.

Similar vagueness with that complained of at p. 199 will be noticed

in the phraseology transcribed. It is assumed that non-subscription and

the rejection of creeds implies heterodoxy, and long periods are mentioned,

during which there had been no change of opinion, in cases in which it

is certain that at the commencement of those periods the ministers were

Arians, and at the end of them the ministers were Socinians.

The chapels in Exeter, Godalming, Bridport, and Essex Sti'eet,

London, may be admitted to have been founded, the first two by Arians,

and the last by Socinians, but those in ftenshaw Street Liverpool,

Lynn, Bath, Newport, and Hackney, seem to have replaced Presbyterian

places, which in some cases at least were sold.

No. 14.

Reasons in favour of a Bill for the regulation of suits relating to pro-

perty held for religious purposes by persons dissenting from the

Church of England, submitted to Sir Robert Peel's administration.*

The decision in the Wolverhampton Chapel case, following that in

the Lady Hewley case, has recently declared that the woi-d "worship,"'

or any equivalent expression in a chapel deed, must be taken to mean

such worship as was permitted by the law at the date of the deed ; and

that therefore any statute, although utterly obsolete, which prohibited

* It is right to mention that Sir E. Sugden's judgment in Attorney-General v.

Drummond, which rendered the second clause of the Bill more imperathely necessary,

was not known when this document was prepared. [Note in original.]
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any particular opinions, would govern, for all time to come, the legal

meaning of all deeds of this nature which might happen to be executed

before the day of its repeal. The statutes unrepealed at the date of every

deed, though immediately afterwards repealed, are for all future time to

be imported into, and to be read as part of the intents expressed in the

deed. [In contradiction to this for what was really decided see pp. 224,5.]

To apply this rule to a particular case. Until the year 1813,

(53 Geo. III. c. 160,) there were statutory penalties unrepealed, though

notoriously obsolete, against teaching or preaching Anti-Trinitarian

doctrines. There is a chapel in Essex Street, London, the history of

which is particularly well known. It was built about the year 1783,

and the deed enrolled in chancery as required by law. It took its first

rise from the secession of the Rev. Theophilus Lindsey from the Church

of England, solely on the ground of disbelief in the doctrine of the

Trinity. The trusts were to permit the chapel to be used for public

worship, and to procure public worship to be celebrated there every

Lord's Day in the manner the same as was then being celebrated. Among

the early trustees were Mr Attorney-General Lee, Mr Sergeant

Heywood, and several other distinguished lawyers, and also Sir George

Saville, Mr Brand Hollis, and other persons of station and distinction.

The late Duke of Grafton and other noblemen were among the first

contributors and constant attendants. None of these could have thought

they were breaking the law.

By the operation of the above-stated rule of law, the trust deed of

the above chapel must be interpreted by the courts as expressing an

intention on the part of the founders, that the chapel was only to be

used for the benefit of persons believing in the doctrinal articles of the

Church of England ; and the Courts will, if called on, declare that the

trustees of that chapel, from the day of its foundation to the present

day, have been, from week to week, committing a breach of trust, in

not having procured the preaching therein of doctrines which it is a

matter of notoriety none of them, nor any of their congregation believed,

and the repudiation of which was the sole ground for seceding from the

church and for the erection of the chapel.

It cannot, of course, be stated to what extent religious dissenting

property will be affected by these decisions. Though probably it affects

the property of Dissenters only, it must widely affect such. It is well

known that the Roman Catholics held a great number of chapels and

schools before the date of the Roman Catholic Relief Act. Though no

doubt they carefully avoided expressing in their deeds the trusts to

which it was meant they should be devoted, yet the mere use of such,

words as " chapel," " religious teaching," or the like, coupled with the

rule of law as now laid down, would be held to express an intention to
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devote these buildings to Protestant purposes. The present statement,

however, is submitted on behalf of Dissenters belonging to the denomi-

nations of the English Presbyterians and the General Baptists, and now
holding Anti-Trinitarian doctrines, and most of whom have held such

opinions for nearly, if not quite, a century. Of these there are 250

congregations in England and Wales. It will be distinctly understood

that these parties are not in the least seeking to impugn the legal

correctness of the doctrine laid down against them.

The late decisions having first pointed attention to the existence of

the rule of law above stated, the holders of all property affected by it

find themselves placed in a situation of the most painful embarrassment ;

and it is proposed next to show, that it is one which imperatively

requires some legislative interfei'ence.

If there be no interference by act of Parliament, there must either

be suits to remove the present holders and to appoint others having

better legal qualifications, or the property must fall to ruin for want of

upholding and repair. The pi'esent possessors have hitherto rebuilt and

repaired their chapels as occasion required ; but of course they cannot

longer do so, now that they know they have no legal title, and can make

no such title to them. To continue to use them will be for the trustees

to incur the personal responsibility of having to refund the rents or

value in any suit which may be instituted against them.

Since the decisions above mentioned were pronounced, the posses-

sors, indeed, have even been afraid to bury their dead in their family

graves for fear of their burial grounds passing into the hands of strangers,

or becoming waste for want of protection. Cruel as they cannot but

feel the bearings on them, of the law as now laid down, the present

possessors would probably endeavour to conform to its requirements, and

would yield possession of the property, rather than witness this abandon-

ment, desecration, and ruin of places they have been brought up to

reverence. But however desirous they might be, the law, as it now

stands, will not allow them to yield up their chapels without a separate

chancery suit for each. They have neither power to decide who should

in future be the possessors, nor to appoint trustees for such future

possessors, nor to execute conveyances to them. The Court of Chancery

alone can do this.

On the other hand, the Court of Chancery is utterly incapable of

dealing with such cases as these. The property in question is, in the

great majority of cases, far too small to pay the expenses of the suit out

of its fee simple. Wheu the value is enough to pay the cost, some

speculative attorney (as has heretofore been known with regard to other

charities), resident probably in London, and an entire stranger to the

place, will make a wholesale business of filing informations, as expen-

97 .
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sive, of course, in their character, as the property can endure ; or there

will be a general scramble and fight for it among all the different and

numerous sects of Dissenters able to establish before the Master (who

may himself be of any faith, and who necessarily is altogether unfit to

exercise judgment on such subjects) a sufficient amount of orthodoxy to

qualify them to comply with the requisitions of the laws on the statute-

book at the date of its purchase and first conveyance. As to a great

number of chapels, the trusts will be found to have failed. There is in

many of these deeds a clause to this effect, that " if such worship shall

have ceased for
( )

years they shall be sold," &c. But by the

decisions "such worship" has ceased for near a century ; and, as to these

chapels, all future worship must therefore be put an end to. Many
other chapels again have lost all trace of their trust deeds. These will

give rise to other questions.

Again, some fluctuation of opinion, some departure of doctrine,

must have taken place in almost every ancient chapel, by whatever

denomination it was founded. The courts may therefore, with regard

to every such chapel, be called on to investigate the importance of such

a departure, to take up the old dissenting disputes of the time of the

Act of Uniformity, and to go into the question of the essentials and non-

essentials of dissenting faith ; and they must do this for every one of

the numerous sects separately, for what in those times were held by

some as non-essentials were certainly held as essentials by others.

If, in a few cases, there should turn out to be sufficient property to

bear the expense and leave a surplus, how is the court to decide between

contending sects % In the Lady Hewley case it might attempt to divide

the funds among many sects ; as to a chapel, such a course could not be

taken. The judges, in the Lady Hewley case, held it clear (what is still

clearer as to a chapel) that the Church of England could, by no possibi-

lity, have any claim to the trust property. Dissenters therefore must
be appointed. One sect must be selected to the exclusion of all others.

Besides, therefore, the theological odium and warfare which would
arise, and the great indecorum of having to bandy about the sacred

dogmas of the Christian faith in such a place, of all others, as the

mastei-'s office, and by attorneys and their clerks, the law, or in other

words the state, heretofore careful to confine itself to a toleration of all

Dissenters, would have to draw distinctions between them, to measure

the different degrees of their errors, and to hold some as more deserving

than othei's.

Where trustees are taken from various sects, as has been lately done

in the Lady Hewley case, new suits and new causes of quarrel will

necessarily arise after a brief period. As the chances of survivorship

determine, one sect will come to have a majority in the trust; a majority
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in the trust will affect, or be supposed to affect, the course of distribution

of the funds ; and the minorities will file new suits for new removals of

trustees and a new application of the funds among the beneficiaries.

Many more such diiKculties might be suggested ; and altogether it

is asserted with the utmost confidence that every person acquainted with

the working and expense of equity suits must confirm the statements

above made, and bear witness to the utter incapacity of the equity

courts to deid with the subject-matter under consideration. Even if the

property is to be diverted from its present channels, it is an urgent case

for aid, remediless except by the legislature, and full of public and

moral mischief if let alone. It never can be the policy of a community

that an entire class of property should be abandoned to waste merely

because there is no law applicable to its protection. Some legislative

interference, therefore, it is submitted, must be afforded.

Assuming that some legislative interference is necessary, what

should it be ? The State might seize to itself all these chapels. This

would be better than to leave them to the chances of law. But of what

value could they be, diverted from their present use "? The only way, it

is conceived, in which the legislature could usefully interfere, would be,

by extending to this class of property the priuciple of limitation of suits,

now so generally adopted as a rule of public policy. This principle has

been greatly extended of late years. New subjects, many of them of a

public nature, have very lately been brought within its operation ; for

example, tithes, rights of way, &c., and some cases of trust, as mortgages,

legacies, &,c.

It is submitted that the present is a case peculiarly calling for the

application of such a principle.

The property, in the first instance, was not often what would

strictly be called a foundation. It was a chapel built by subscription

for the use of the subscribers, and conveyed to some few of them, for the

use of themselves and the rest. The trustees wei*e in fact, and have all

along been, the principal beneficiai'ies. It was an attempt at a sort of

copartnership, or quasi-corporate mode of holding i-eal estate. So little

of a public nature was there considered to be in these trusts, that they

were excluded from the operation of the charity commission.

The possession has been of a more strict and unbroken nature thau

that of any other kind of private property. It has been that of a con-

gregation meeting from Sunday to Sunday, from the day of the original

erection to the present time ; the children not so much succeeding to

the possession of their parents, as uniting with them and becoming joint

owners with them and joint contributors to the maintenance of the

chapel. And where there lias been a decided and undeniable change "1

doctrinal opinion, it must not be forgotten that it was a change of
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things unavoidable. Such a law would obviate in a great degree the

very serious difficulty and embarrassment necessarily arising out of these

changes, both to the congregation and to the courts that may be called

upon to decide thereon.

[This memorial is dated March, 1843, and refers to the English

cases only, and shows that the suits respecting the Dublin chapels and

the hardship of Mrs Armstrong's situation did not influence the ministry

in taking up the case of the English Socinians.

The first paragraph conveys the notion that the Wolverhampton case

was decided upon the presumption of law, that where there is no speci-

fication of doctrines legal ones are intended ; but the reason given for

the decision by Lord Cottenham was that as a matter of fact legal worship

was designed, so that the intention of the founders only was regarded.

This declaration of the law could not affect the chapel in Essex Street.

It is however fairly admitted afterwards that the congregations occupy-

ing the old chapels held different views from the founders, so that the

ground for the bill urged by the ministry, viz., that the vagueness of the

trust deeds was intended to permit a change of opinion, or to conceal the

purpose of establishing illegal worship, was brought forward by

them after it had been given up by the Socinians. The asser-

tion that the administration of 1813 would have sanctioned the views of

the memorial shows that the memorialists were confident they were

addressing friends. Lord Eldon's opinion would have governed his

colleagues, and he had in the Scotch case laid down the rule that the

chapel must remain dedicated to the principles of the founders, expressly

shutting out the notion of its being property either held in partnership

or transmissible to descendants, although the trust deed might be said to

give some countenance to both those notions. The chief reason urged in

the memoi'ial is the necessity for future litigation, occasioned by the

uncertainty what sect would be entitled to the chapels when
vacated, but it is submitted that convincing reasons have been shown

that the Independents, who hold more than half of the old meeting-

houses still in existence, should have them all. The necessity of a

separate suit for each of the 250* chapels, if it had existed, and the

possibility that the expense of a regular suit would exceed the value of

most of the chapels and all property connected with them, on the one

hand showed the duty of the government to establish a new method of

pi -ocedure to meet such a defect of justice, and on the other, deprived

of all force any argument for the limitation proposed grounded on

remissness in appealing to the Court of Chancery. But Sir Samuel

Ilomilly's act was in force, and the Socinians had petitioned under it in

* Of the old Presbyterian chapels in England and "Wales not 130 were in heterodox
hands, and the heterodox General Baptist chapels do not exceed twenty-five.
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the Wolverhampton case, even during the pendency of the information
before Lord Eldon.*

The question of fraud (as remarked by Mr Gladstone, p. 522), is the
main consideration. Was Arianism introduced by the ministers, after due
warning to their congregations, or merely by the perfectly efficient

method of keeping silence with respect to all the subjects on which it

bears, so that all in their congregations really attached to the teaching of
the apostle Paul, (who is to us the great expounder of the religion of Christ),
were driven away, and a generation raised up which did not complain of
such preaching, because not acquainted with any other ? The orthodox of
the period referred to complained of deficiency' and want of explicitness in
the Arians, not of their preaching positive error, and all the phrases
used respecting these Arians by their friends admit or imply an entire
reserve as to all testing doctrines. Socinianism might occasionally
be more outspoken, but this would scarcely be inferred from the
depositions of its supporters noticed in pp. 282-4.

The allusion to the case of Romanists was most politic but not
correct, as they were satisfied with their position.

The Socinians did not seek to retain only chapels the trust deeds
of which were silent as to doctrine. Yet their advocates in the courts and
from the press had based their case on the assertion that no Presbyterian
deed gave any intimation as to the nature of the worship intended, and
their friends in parliament seem to have confined the bill to chapels thus
circumstanced, in order to give it even a chance of passing. This ground
would no doubt have been taken here if prudent, but the framers of
the memorial apparently desired to shun all inquiry into particulars.

There were many other reasons for this, but one can be readily

given : most of the deeds provided for the case of the worship intended
being again made illegal by statute, and it was owing to the force of
such expressions that their friend Lord Cottenham restored the Wolver-
hampton chapel.

It might have been expected that an application for a change of the

law would have told the number of the chapels put in peril by the

* It is amusing now to notice the hatred which Lord Eldon and Lord Redcsdalc
bore to this attempt at reform in Chancery see 1 Bligh N.K., 17. The objections
which they made are disposed of by the remark that the Judge before whom the
petition first came should have directed it to be amended until it was sufficiently full

and clear. The chief fault in proceedings under this act is the necessity for making tin

A.G. a party, for the Judge might direct him to intervene when necessary, and the only
result now is his solicitor's costs. Sir 3amuel was no doubt obliged to submit to this evil

to legalize, for the benefit of the charities, and as a general precedent, a suit apt n petition

and affidavits. This improvement in the method of taking the direction of the court
as to a charity was so great that the act is a worthy commemoration of Sir Samuels
name; and it might have indicated the nature of any new method of procedure needed
to determine all questions as to the old meeting-houses.
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decisions, and the proportion of them to which ministers' houses, schools

or burial grounds had been added since the change of opinion in the

congregations, but no details whatever are given, and this is to be

accounted for only by the memorialists' belief that the ministry were so

hearty in the cause that they did not care to know the exact facts con-

nected with the subject, and that opponents might make use of parti-

culars if given. The digest of the petitions from the congregations to be

affected by the measure at p. 768, will give all the information possessed

as to the chapels. The cases of rebuilding were not numerous, and most

persons, it is supposed, will think that the permanent occupants of a

chapel should uot take credit for repairs done to it ; under this view of

the matter all mention of repairs was omitted in the summary of the

contents of the petitions. Attachment to graves and monuments did

not operate in more than a few cases, for the descendants of those whose

monuments or tombs would have passed into other keeping were holding

very lightly by the chapels, if they had not altogether forsaken them.

Anyone accpiainted with the congregations could give a list of the

desertions during the last and present generations, which would justify

the opinion that all feeling in this respect would soon pass away. The

Heywoods and Lord Houghton will between them illustrate the relation

of the old families to the chapels, not to speak of the descendants of

Sir John Lee, Sir George Saville and Mr Brand Hollis, mentioned in the

memorial with respect to the Essex Street Chapel ; or those of Lords

Ashburton and Gifford, Mr Commissioner Merivale, Sir John Kenna-

way, and Sir John Duntze, whose ancestors are mentioned in the

petition from Exeter, as among the largest contributors to George's

Meeting in that city. Such temporary considerations should have had

no weight when the question was as to the perversion of a perpetual

foundation, and they were out-weighed by the fact that the mortal

remains and memories of the men who built the chapels and raised

the congregations, would be held in greater veneration by men of their

own faith than by their own descendants of alien notions. But l'ights

denied to the founders of the chapels were recognized in those who had

usurped the control and benefit of them.

The reader will find all the arguments of this memorial reproduced

by the speakers in the debate as if their own.

This memorial did not afford sufficient information on any point to

warrant its either being presented or received with a view to a change in

the law regulating matters so delicate and important as places of worship

and charities connected with religion, but we may be sure that

any supplement to it would also have been reprinted with the

debates. We may take it, therefore, that the government showed

themselves willing to act upon this meagre and indefinite state-
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merit. None of the real Tories spoke for the bill, though they

voted for it, and Lord Derby, although in the ministry, did not vote

for it. The measure seems to have been Sir Robert Peel's own \ he
consistently supported change of principles, and his zeal in the cause

was shown by the series of misrepresentations constituting his speech,

which must heve been of his own invention.

No. 15.

PETITIONS IN OPPOSITION TO THE BILL.

From Dr. Cooke, Moderator of the General Synod of Ulster.

Your petitioner has read a bill now before your honourable House
for the regulation of suits relating to Dissenting chapels, and most

heartily approves of the first clause, inasmuch as he is, and always has

been, of opinion that the effect of every penal exception from the

Toleration Act should be unequivocally removed ; but to the remaining

clauses of said bill your petitioner most decidedly objects, and humbly

craves permission to submit the following reasons why these clauses

should not pass into a law.

First. Because the bill supersedes the immemorial principle of equity,

namely, that in regard to public charities every lawful trust should be

administered according to the intentions of the founder.

Secondly. Because it supersedes the immemorial rule of equity for

ascertaining the intentions of the founders of trust property, a rule

which has hitherto never required the existence of any deed whatever,

or demanded the production of " the express terms " of any positive wri

tings, but allowed these intentions to be established by collatei'al proofs,

by the testimony of historic facts, and other circumstances, which in

many cases furnish a body of irresistible evidence, exceeding in force the

conclusions dei'ived from deeds and writings exposed to all the mutations

of time and phraseology.

Thirdly. Because it appears to contravene the principle of limitation

on which, in the case of ordinary property, length of possession is allowed

to quiet titles, inasmuch as the present bill does not legislate against the

claims of parties guilty, or presumed to have been guilty, of an aban-

donment of a I'ight or some neglect of incumbent duty, but in favour of

the wrong-doers themselves, who have unrighteously availed themselves

of their lawful possession to abandon the rights they were bound to up-

hold, to neglect their own duties, and to violate the confidence reposed

in them by the original founders.

Fourthly. Because, under the prospective operation of this bill, all

confidence will be shaken in the stability of property devoted to cbari-

98
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table or religious purposes, inasmuch as, the legislature having interfered

to supersede the principles of equity in regard to charitable trusts

;

principles which the present Lord High Chancellor of Great Britain has

judicially pronounced to be founded "on common sense and justice;"

there will henceforth be no limit to the extension of this dangerous pre-

cedent, and persons disposed to allocate their property to the purposes of

charity or religion will see the means provided whereby their endow-

ments may hereafter be employed in direct opposition to the objects for

which alone they were originally bestowed and intended.

Fifthly. Your petitioner further objects to this bill, because it not

only enables parties to frustrate the intentions of the dead, but also to

abstract and misappropriate the property of the living ; for your peti-

tioner is prepared to prove to your honourable House that, within the

last sixteen years, the Trinitarian Presbyterians in Ireland have been

violently expelled from several of their houses of worship, and that from

othei's they have been compelled to withdraw, in some cases slowly, as

the Unitarianism of their ministers began to be suspected, and in other

cases en masse when Unitarianism was openly professed, being thus sub-

jected, not only to the loss of their own and their fathers' property, but

to the heavy expense of erecting new buildings for themselves ; while

every attempt at obtaining restoration or amicable compensation having

hitherto been evaded or denied, the present bill will perpetuate the

wrong and legalize the usurpation.

Sixthly. Your petitioner further objects to this bill, not only on the

ground of what he believes to be present injustice, but on account of its

prospective effects upon the ecclesiastical property and discipline of the

Trinitarian Presbyterians of Ireland, who constitute, as petitioner be-

lieves, ninety-nine of every hundred Presbyterians in that part of the

United Kingdom. Your petitioner is prepared to prove to your honour-

able house that previous to the year one thousand seven hundred and
tln'ee, Unitarianism was totally unknown among the Presbyterians of

Ireland, and never, except in one instance, so far as petitioner knows
and believes, acknowledged in the Synod of Ulster before the year one

thousand eight hundred and twenty-seven. Hence it has come to pass

that a departure from Trinitarianism being neither anticipated nor

dreaded, Presbyterian trust-deeds in Ireland have until lately been framed

without any guard against a system of doctrine comparatively unknown,
and in fact without any express specification of the doctrines to be

taught. Your petitioner also believes that for a great number of Pres-

byterian chapel-properties there never have been either deeds or trustees,

but a mere possession, founded on the generosity of landlords to their

tenantry, whereby the occupiers are absolutely barred from any defence

of their rights arising from the provision of " express terms,'' as set

forth in the bill now before your honourable House.
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To the third clause of the bill your petitioner begs leave still further

to object— First, because it contains a retrospective enactment forming

no part of the bill as originally printed before it came to your honourable

House, and one which bears the marks of its hasty origin by actually

contradicting the marginal note of its contents, which still remain*

unchanged ; secondly, because the parties interested in pending suits

were hilled into security by the original form of the clause, and were

ignorant of the alteration affecting their rights until it was printed by

your honourable House, and consequently were prevented from petition-

ing to be heard against it by counsel in the House of Lords ; and thirdly,

because it appears to petitioner that to give to an Act of Parliament

such retrospective effect as to reverse, at the request of interested parties,

the judgment, not indeed technically pronounced, but yet arrived at and

publicly declared, and that under the most solemn of obligations, and

in the highest court of equity in Ireland, cannot be intended to prevent

litigation, seeing that litigation had already terminated.

But, while your petitioner thus humbly objects as aforesaid, he

would rejoice to see a bill pass into a law whereby the property of

Unitarians should be unquestionably set free from all the penal excep-

tions of the Toleration Act, whereby the ancient and well-tried law of

religious trust should be preserved inviolate, whereby the courts of law

or equity should be euabled to distinguish in every case what proportion

of Unitarian property had accrued to any Trinitarian foundation, or

what proportion of Trinitarian property had accrued to any Unitarian

foundation, to allot to each party, as the case might be, their just and

respective shares, and even to invest such courts with a discretionary

power of continuing all annuities during the incumbency of living

possessors. In the way of such a measure of impartial justice, and

respect for personal interests, your petitioner can discover no practical

difficulty, while he humbly suggests that it is founded on the principles

of the purest equity, provides for the' exercise of a considerate but

measured generosity, would extend undue favour to none, and afford

substantial justice to all parties in every religious trust.

Your petitioner therefore prays that your honourable House will be

pleased to reject the aforesaid bill, and, if necessary, introduce another

which shall not supersede the established principles of equitable jurisdic-

tion, or contravene the ancient and righteous maxim of English law.

that no man shall take advantage of his own wrong.

From the same.

In and since the year 1829, several congregations of said 9

amounting, as petitioner believes, to not less than 10,000 individuals,
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were, or have been, deprived of their houses of worship ; some having

been violently expelled, and others necessitated to withdraw in conse-

quence of their ministers having for the first time known to them,

openly avowed themselves to be Anti-Trinitarians; and by the opera-

tion of the Dissenters' Chapels Bill, now before your honourable House,

said congregations will be totally deprived of legal redress.

The prospective operation of the said bill would, in the opinion of

petitioner, be ruinous to the peace and discipline of said Synod, and to

the religious trust properties of many of their congregations.

Wherefore petitioner prays, that he may be heard by himself, his

counsel, or agent, at the bar of your honourable House, against said bill,

or against the second and third clauses thereof, as your honourable House

may direct.

From the Committee for the protection of the civil and religious privi-

leges of the Wesleyan Methodists.

Your petitioners, after a careful consideration of a bill introduced

into your honourable House, intituled, "An Act for the regulation of

suits relating to meeting-houses and other property held for religious

purposes by persons dissenting from the United Church of England and

Ireland," cannot but view it with the deepest regret, dissatisfaction, and

alarm, and express their most decided opposition to such an enactment,

for the following reasons :

Because it appears to your petitioners that the law of trusts as

interpi-eted and acted upon by the courts in this kingdom is most

obviously equitable and safe, as it righteously seeks the fulfilment of the

intentions of the founders of such trusts, and the appropriation of the

property so intrusted to the purposes which they in the trusts affected

by this bill religiously contemplated. No inconvenience has arisen nor

is likely to arise from its continuance to parties in rightful possession,

and, in the opinion of your petitioners, it cannot be departed from as

proposed, but by a violation of justice, and by a sacrifice, as uncalled for

as it is alarming, of the principles of equity which have been repeatedly

affirmed by the Courts of Chancery and the House of Lords ; and which

have been depended and acted on by parties to such trusts as invaluable

and indispensable guarantees of security. Any interference of the nature

proposed, your petitionei's cannot, therefore, too strongly deprecate.

Because the Wesleyan Methodists, in whose name your petitioners

act, hold property to a very large amount by various forms of trusts,

consisting of chapels, schools, and ministers' houses, as well as numerous

charitable foundations, which might be in various ways dangerously

interfered with by any departure like the one proposed from the usual
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course of long-established and satisfactory law. These trusts have been
formed with the belief and under the firm impression, which has been
confirmed by the decisions of the courts, that the before-mentioned
principle of interpretation with refereuce to trust property would
continue to guide the administration of justice and be undisturbed by
parliamentary interference. With the law as it stands your petitioners

are satisfied, they are content to abide by its operation, and are decidedly

opposed to any alteration, and much more to its being, as proposed by
the bill now before your honourable House, practically superseded.

Because the bill proposes, in the opinion of your petitioners, in

reality, by an arrest of the course of justice, to quiet Arians, Socinians,

and Unitarians in the possession of property held in the same way as

that to which the courts have declared they have no right, and which the

founders of the trusts relating to such property never intended persona

of their peculiar theological opinions to possess and enjoy. No length

of time during which possession has been had of the property in

question can, in the opinion of your petitioners, create a right which did

not originally exist; but is a powerful argument why injustice, aggra-

vated by lengthened continuance, should cease, aud justice be now done

in the legitimate execution of the trusts, and in the appropriation of the

property so intrusted.

Because, as it appears to your petitioners, such alteration of the law

would operate as a powerful discouragement to the formation of religious

trusts for the future, as with a precedent sanctioning the infringement

of trusts of this nature, no person could have security that his most

cherished and conscientious intentions might not be defeated by some

future act or acts of parliament, the principle of legislative interference

with the solemnly declared objects of trusts like those with which the

bill proposes to interfere being such as may with ease be made applicable

in future to other cases of trust, in which parties may be interested in

perverting property to objects dissimilar or opposed to those for which

it was originally intrusted.

Because the alteration contemplated has not been preceded, as such

an important change affecting such large interests, in the opinion of your

petitioners, imperatively demands, by any parliamentary inquiry, but

lias been proposed without having been desired or sought by any con-

siderable number of persons dissenting from the United Church of

England and Ireland, and is calculated to benefit exclusively those who

hold Anti-Trinitarian opinions, and that in a way which cannot but be

eventually injurious to those religious bodies which constitute so large :i

proportion of the whole population. In addition to the injustice of the

measure, on which your petitioners found their chief objection, it would

be neither wise nor safe so to alter the law in favour of one party only
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as to destroy or even endanger the acknowledged legal and equitable

claims of the orthodox religious bodies in the kingdom.

Because in Ireland, property consisting of chapels, parsonages,

school buildings, and other charitable foundations, to a much lai'ger

amount than in England, has been diverted from its right use; the alien-

ation of which would be perpetuated by the proposed bill, and that under

circumstances of peculiar aggravation, inasmuch as it would sanction

and confirm the usurpations of parties holding doctrines and teaching

religious peculiarities considered not only by the churches of England,

Ireland and Scotland, but by all other branches of the Catholic Church,

in all ages, to be opposed to " the faith once delivered to the saints," and

therefore endangering in the most fearful and fatal manner the best pre-

sent and everlasting interests of the community.

Your petitioners therefore, in the discharge of their imperative duty,

object to the enactment of the proposed bill, and respectfully but firmly

protest against its further progress.

That, while your petitioners think that Arians, Socinians, and Unita-

rians are protected in the enjoyment of trusts which they founded prior to

the repeal of the penal clause in the Toleration Act, it having been ruled in

the courts that such repeal was retrospective as well as prospective, they

would offer no objection to a specific legislative declaration of such pi'o-

tection.

Your petitioners therefore, respectfully and earnestly pray that your

honourable House will not allow the bill to become law.

From the Congregational Union of England and Wales, at their Annual

Meeting.

This meeting, having had its attention called to the Religious Trusts

and Dissenters' Chapels Bill, feels called upon to enter its decided protest

against the passing of any such measure, deeming it a flagrant violation

of long-established and acknowledged rights, and forming a most

dangerous precedent for future interference by the legislature with

religious trust.

The proposition now made to pass a statute of limitation, in refer-

ence to trust property, by which an adverse usage for twenty-five years

shall be allowed to supersede the well-ascertained intentions of the

founders, is, in every respect, contrary to common sense and common

justice ; the adoption of such a rule would give a legal sanction to the

most profane use of places of public worship, intended by the pious

founders for the worship of Almighty God, and the faithful ministration

of Christian truth; as this bill, limited in effect to those cases where the

doctrines to be taught are not laid down in "express terms," has been
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declared by its author to be a " very scanty measure of justice," and a
wish has been expressed by a noble and learned lord, its most zealous

advocate, that the test of usage should be still further extended, there is

every reason to believe that, if the bill be allowed to pass into a law, it

will soon be followed by other measures of a still more fatal tendency,

and thus the interest of religious truth will be most fatally compromised.
The property to be affected by the bill having been put in trust for

the maintenance of Trinitarian sentiments, under the authority and
sanction of the law, a solemn compact was entered into between the

legislature and the founders, that so long as the maintenance of such
sentiments should be regarded by the state as consistent with public

policy, and not injurious to the common weal, the inteutions of such
founders should be sacredly and permanently regarded ; such compact
has been uniformly and faithfully observed by the state for the past one
hundred and fifty years, and on every appeal which has been had to the

courts of equity and to the House of* Lords—that supreme tribunal of

our courts of judicature—this just and righteous principle has been
vindicated and established, and the intentions of the founders declared

to be the sole guide for the administration of trust property.

For the state now to interpose and to legalize the breach of this

sacred obligation without any reason being pretended that the mainten-

ance of Trinitarian opinions is contrary to public policy, or prejudicial

to the common weal, is such a breach of constitutional obligation as

must tend materially to shake all confidence in the stability of legal

and constitutional rights, aud by exposing all religious trusts to the con-

stant interference of the legislature, must place the interest of all religious

bodies in the empire in a condition of the greatest insecurity and danger.

This meeting earnestly protests against the principle that, because

certain parties are found in the enjoyment of trust property to which

they have no title either in law or equity, therefore the law must be

subverted in order that such parties may be screened from the judicial

consequences of their own acts, and may be confirmed in the unlawful

enjoyment of such property ; such a principle, if acted upon and adopted

by the legislature, would establish a most pernicious and fatal precedent,

the distinction between right and wrong would be confounded, and the

foundation of all law would be overthrown, when it is once determined

that the law is to be conformed not to the immutable and unerring prin-

ciples of moral rectitude but to the practice of its acknowledged

violaters.

The alarm naturally excited among all religious bodies by this un-

precedented interference with religious trusts is greatly aggravated by

the fact that the bill has taken its rise in, and been already passed by,

the House of Lords, a branch of the legislature to which the nation lias
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always looked up as the constitutional guardian of the rights of property,

and as the final court of appeal upon all questions arising out of disputes

concerning the rights to property, especially bound to maintain inviolate

the long-established and universally-approved principles upon which the

law of charitable trusts is founded.

The proposition now made to endow Unitarianism with the chapels

and other property in trust for the maintenance of Trinitarian sentiments

is an additional aggravation of the unjust principles involved in the

said bill ; if it be thought desirable by the legislature to establish and

endow the Unitarian form of faith, this meeting is of opinion that such

a proposition should be made openly ; as this meeting would feel itself

bound to oppose any such proposition, it feels itself doubly bound to enter

its solemn protest against the proposition now made to transfer the

property of Trinitarians to Unitarians, and thus to apply the property

of the pious dead to the subversion of that faith which they cherished

and supported while alive, and for the maintenance of which after their

deaths they founded these charitable trusts.

The ground upon which it is attempted to justify so entire an over-

throw of constitutional principles, namely, in order to save the party

the expenses of litigation, is, in the opinion of this meeting, utterly

fallacious and untenable ; that, if carried out to its illegitimate extent,

it would cause the abolition of all our courts of judicature which have

been established with a view to the recovery of lost rights by means

of litigation ; if the process of the courts of equity be too dilatory or

expensive, the proper remedy for those evils would be a wise and well-

digested reform of these establishments, and not the abolition of one of

the most important branches of their jurisdiction ; in the opinion of this

meeting, the most fruitful source of litigation is the uncertain state of

the law ; but, as the law of religious trusts is now indisputably settled

by repeated decisions of the courts of equity, confirmed on appeal by

the House of Lords, there can be no ground for apprehending that any

expensive litigation could arise upon these points, whereas the bill, by

unsettling the law which is now clearly ascertained and established, will

render legal investigations in many cases imperative, and will thus

introduce the very evil which it professes to avert.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray your Honourable House

that the Dissenters' Chapels bill may not pass into a law.

From the United Synod of Original Seceders now convened.

Your petitioners understand with deep concern that a bill is about to

be proposed to your honourable House, which may have the effect of

securing those calling themselves Unitarians in the possession of chapels
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and other property found by law to have been bequeathed by orthodox

or Trinitarian Presbyterians for the special behoof of those who hold

orthodox or Trinitarian sentiments, and your petitioners, regarding these

sentiments as essentially and diametrically opposed to those held by

Unitarians, would earnestly depi*ecate such a measure, as not only an

act of injustice, implying the alienation of funds to a purpose which was

never contemplated by the original donors, and which they would have

shrunk with horror at the idea of promoting, but as virtually involving,

if sanctioned by Parliament, a national abandonment of the most sacred

and fundamental principles of our holy religion.

May it therefore please your honourable House to refuse every

measure of such a character which may have the effect of securing to

Unitarians the possession of property which has been thus bequeathed.

No. 1G.

Protest of the Bishop of Exeter against the bill as it passed the Lords.

Dissentient. 1. Because usage has, with the best reason, never

before been suffered to prevail against the purposes of a charitable trust,

inasmuch as in such a case adverse usage is only a series of malversations

of the trustees ; and to give not only impunity but triumph to such

proceedings, is to encourage by act of parliament the violation of all

public trusts, and the perversion of all charities.

2. Because the bill in its main provision proceeds on the principle of

disregarding the intentions of the founders of the charities in question.

It is only in cases where these intentions can be ascertained that the

measure will have any effect. For in other cases-, where the intention

cannot be ascertained, usage would of course prevail, and so the bill

must be altogether nugatory, except to defeat the ascertained intentions

of founders.

3. Because the distinction drawn between those cases in which the

particular purposes of the trust are declared in express terms, and others

in which, being ambiguous, they can be ascei'tained by the aid of

external evidence, is contrary to the principle which has been declared

by the present Lord Chancellor not only to be " uniformly acted upon

in our courts of equity," but also to be " founded in common sense and

common justice." To introduce an opposite rule, and apply it to

existing trusts, is to make an ex post facto law, subverting the rights of

the proper beneficiaries, as well as violating the intentions of founders.

4. Because the alleged grievance may be redressed by a much less

extensive enactment. If there be any meeting-houses which can be

shown to have been founded for religious worship not tolerated by law

99
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at the time of their foundation, but which have since been admitted to

toleration, and if it be deemed right to quiet the titles of the possessors

of such meeting-houses, it cannot be difficult to devise a measure which

shall secure that object, without violating principles which have hitherto

been deemed inviolable.

5. Because the alleged reason for this measure (a wish to prevent

litigation) ill accords with the provision for effecting it. " The usage

of the congregations frequenting the meeting-house" during years,

is to " be taken as conclusive evidence of the religious doctrines or

opinions for the preaching or promotion of which such meeting-house

was founded." Yet of all conceivable incitements to litigation, none

more stimulating can be devised than the uncertainty of such usage, and

the facility of shaking the proof of it.

Neither can such a provision be satisfactory to those who demand an

alteration of the present state of the law ; for, to fix the religious

doctrines to be taught in such meeting-houses by the usage of years past,

which is, in effect, mere tradition, the tradition of a brief number of

years, and the authority, it may be, of a single preacher, is not only

unreasonable in itself, but contradicts the principle claimed by a large

portion of the petitioners, that they shall use their meeting-houses

according to the free exercise of their private judgment and the right of

free enquiry in all matters of religion, unshackled by any rule of faith or

worship.

It is, moreover, irreconcileable with the allegations of fact set forth

by the soberest advocates of the measure, that "in such bodies as

Dissenting congregations, with no effective church government, and no
power to law down binding rules of faith, fluctuations of doctrinal

opinion in long periods of years are in the nature of things unavoidable."

6. Because this measure, thus contrary to the established principles

of law and equity, is notoriously introduced to quiet the titles of parties

who have usurped meeting-houses built for the worship of the true God,

and have perverted them to an use which their founders could not but

have deprecated as profane and impious.

7. Because in avowed favour to a class of persons who deny the Deity

of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, a construction is by implication

put on the 53rd George III. c. 160, which that statute never received

in a court of justice, and which is contrary both to high legal authorities

and to the known intention of at least one of the two Houses of

Parliament which passed it, namely, that "to deny any one of the

Persons of the Holy Trinity to be God," being " unlawful prior to the

passing of that act," was thereby " made to be no longer unlawful."

Whereas the statute 9 and 10 William II I. c. 32, the provisions of

which were then in part repealed, a statute enacted at a time when Lord
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Somers, the most ardent and enlightened advocate of true and just

toleration, was Lord High Chancellor of England, did not constitute,

but solemnly recognize the previous criminality of such a denial. It is

an act entitled " An Act for the more effectual Suppression of Blasphemy

and Profaneness." Its preamble characterizes the opinions against

which it is directed as "blasphemous and impious opinions, contrary to

the doctrines and principles of the Christian religion, greatly tending to

the dishonour of Almighty God, and which may prove destructive to the

peace and welfare of this kingdom." It proceeds to enact, that "for the

more effectual suppressing of the said detestable crimes, (thus manifestly

implying that they were before, and if that act had never passed, unlaw-

ful,) whosoever, having made profession of the Christian religion within

this realm, shall, by writing, printing, teaching, or advised speaking,

deny any one of the Persons of the Holy Trinity to be God," &c, shall

incur certain heavy penalties which have been subsequently repealed.

8. Because, even if with all statutory penalties, all liability to

indictment was removed by the 53rd Geoi'ge III. c. 160, yet the denial

in question is notoriously a heresy of the gravest and most malignant

character, and, as such, is contrary to the common ecclesiastical law,

which, according to every authoi'ity which can be cited, is as truly a

part of the law of the land as the common temporal or statute law.

9. And, lastly, because the violation of such principles for such an

object, can hardly fail to excite in the people an apprehension of the

readiness of the legislature to sacrifice the most approved rules of law,

and the most sacred interests of religious truth, to a temporary and

fancied expediency. It not only wounds the conscience and outrages

the feelings of those who adhere to the true faith, as it has in all ages

been held by the law of every one of the three realms comprised in this

united kingdom and empire, but it also contradicts the fundamental and

hitherto unquestioned principle, that the Christian religion is the basis

of the law of England ; for this Christian religion is declared in the Act

of Toleration itself to be the faith of the Holy Trinity. That act, in

substituting a declaration in lieu of oaths to those who scruple the use

of oaths, requires them to " subscribe a profession of their Christian

belief in these words :
' I, A. B., profess faith in God the Fathei', and in

Jesus Christ his eternal Son, the true God, and in the Holy Spirit, one

God, blessed for evermore.'

"

H. EXETER.

No. 17.

The Bill as it finally passed, with explanatory notes. The alterations

are in italics. For bill as introduced see p. 497.

Recital of 1 W. and M., sess. 1, c. 18 ; 19 G. 3, c. 44 ; 53 G. 3, c.

160; 6G. 1 (I.); 57 G. 3, c. 70 (I).
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And whereas prior to the passing of the said recited acts respec-

tively, as well as subsequently thereto, certain meeting-houses for the

worship of God, and Sunday or day schools (not being grammar schools),

and other charitable foundations, were founded or used in England and

Wales and Ireland respectively for purposes beneficial to persons

dissenting from the Church of England and the Church of Ireland and

the United Church of England and Ireland respectively, which were

unlawful prior to the passing of those acts respectively, but which by

those acts respectively were made no longer unlawful. It is enacted

I. That with respect to the meeting-houses, schools and other charitable

foundations so founded or used as aforesaid, and the persons holding or

enjoying the benefit thereof respectively, such acts, and all deeds or

documents relating to such charitable foundations, shall be construed as

if the said acts had been in force respectively at the respective times of

founding or using such meeting-houses, schools and other charitable

foundations as aforesaid.

2. That x so far as no particular religious doctrines or opinions, or

mode of 2 regulating worship, shall 3 on the face of the will, 3 deed, or

other instrument declaring the trusts of any meeting-house 4 for the

worship of God by persons dissenting as aforesaid, either in express

terms, 3 or by reference to some book or other document as containing such

doctrines or opinions or mode of regulating worship, be required to be

taught 5 or observed or be forbidden to be taught or observed therein, the

usage for twenty-five years 6 immediately preceding any suit relating to

such meeting-house of the congregation frequenting the same, shall be

taken as conclusive evidence 7 that such religious doctrines or opinions

or mode of worship as have for such period been taught or observed in

such meeting-house, may properly be taught or observed in such 'meeting-

house, 8 and the right or title of the congregation to hold such meeting-

1 "So far as." To meet cases like the General Baptists, who have in their deed
one provision, i.e., for the observance of adult baptism, and no other. They asked for

this alteration.

2 " Regulating." At the request of the Wesleyans. They have no mode of worship
expressed in their deeds, but a reference to their Conference as regulating it.

3 "Will" or "other instrument," "or by refei-ence to some book." Also at the
request of the Wesleyans. In their deeds doctrines are not set out, but there is a
reference inserted to four volumes of Mr Wesley's sermons as containing them. " WU1"
was in deference to a criticism on the bill in the Jurist.

4 "Meeting-house for worship of God," instead of "such meeting-house." _To make
it clear that all chapels built after 1813 are to be within the clause.

5 "Forbidden to be taught," added at the request of the Wesleyans.
6 "Twenty-five years immediately before suit." To obviate objections made in the

Commons of uncertainty as to what period usage was to relate.

' "That such religious doctrines as have been taught," &c, may be taught. To
meet an objection made particularly by Lord Sandon and Mr Cardwell (whose amend-
ment this is), that otherwise the present opinion of a congregation might be imposed on
the chapel in perpetuity.

8 To carry out more fully the same object.
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house, together with any burial-ground, Sunday or day school or

minister's house attached thereto ; and any fund for the benefit of such

congregation, or of the minister or other officer of such congregation, or of
the widow ofany such minister, shall not be called in question on account

of the doctrines or opinions or mode of worship so taught or observed in

such meeting-house :
9 Provided nevertheless, That where any such

minister s house, school or fund as aforesaid shall be given or created by

any will, deed or other instrument, which shall declare in express terms,

or by such reference as aforesaid, the particular religious doctrines or

opinions, for the promotion of which such ministers house, school or fund
is intended, then and in every such case such ministers house, school or

fund shall be applied to the promoting of the doctrines or opinions so

specified, any usage of the congregation to the contrary notwithstanding.

3. Provided also that nothing herein contained shall affect 10 any

judgment, order or decree already pronounced by any court of law or

equity ; but that in any suit which shall be n a suit by information

only, and not by bill, and wherein no decree shall have been pronounced,

and which may be pending at the time of the passing of this act, it shall

be lawful for any defendant or defendants for whom the provisions of
this act would have afforded a valid defence if such suit had been

commenced ajter the passing of this act, to apply to the court wherein such

suit shall be pending ; and such court is hereby authorized and required,

upon being satisfied by affidavit or otherwise that such suit is so within

the operation of this act, to make such order therein as shall give such

defendant or defendants the benefit of this act ; and in all cases in which

any suit noio pending shall be stayed or dismissed in consequence of this

act, the costs thereof shall be paid by the defendants, or out of the pro-

perty in question therein, in such manner as the court shall direct.

No. 18.

The birth years and death years of the Divines, quoted or referred to in

the Proofs, as favouring some assertion advanced there.

The dates to be borne in mind with reference to all authorities are 1710

as the close of the chapel-building period, and 1704 as the date of

Lady Hewley's chief foundation.

9 Proviso added at instance of Mr Hardy. To meet the possible case of some

accretion having been given, with an express doctrinal purpose in the accretion deed, to

sonic chapel without a doctrinal trust deed.

10 The words "Eight or title to property derived under or by virtue of," were

omitted, to make it clear that Lady Hewley's case was not to be affected by the Bill

;

for though there has been a judgment, no right to property has been yet derived in

that suit.

u "Suit by information," &c. To make it clear that pending suits as to private

rights, if there were such, should not be affected.
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William Chillingworth, 1602—1644.

John Hales (the ever-memorable) 1584—1656.

Edward Bowles, York, 1613—1662.

Bishop Jeremy Taylor (Down and Connor), 1613—1667.

Dr. Thomas Manton, 1620—1677.

Thomas Brooks, died 1680.

Bishop John Pearson, (Chester), 1613—1686.

Richard Baxter, Blackfriars, 1615—1691.

Charles Morton, Newington, 1626, went to New England 1688.

Archbishop John Tillotson, (Canterbury), 1630—1694.

Oliver Heywood, Northowram, 1629—1702.

John Howe, Silver Street, 1630—1705.

John Chorlton, Manchester, died 1705.

Matthew Warren, Taunton, died 1706.

Thomas Doolittle, Monkwell Street, died 1707.

Francis Tallents, Shrewsbury, 1629—1708.

Lady Hewley, 1627—1710.

Richard Stretton, York, 1632—1712.

Matthew Henry, Chester and Hackney, 1714.

Bishop Gilbert Burnet, (Salisbury), 1643—1715.

John Shower, Old Jewry, 1657—1715.

Dr. Robert South, 1633—1716.

Dr. Daniel Williams, Hand Alley, 1644—1716.

James Coningham, Manchester, died 1716.

Henry Moore, Bridgewater, died 1717.

Samuel Jones, Tewkesbury, died about 1717.

James Pierce, Exeter, 1673—1726.

Clerk Oldsworth, Crosby Square, died 1726.

William Tong, Salters' Hall, 1662—1727.

Benjamin Bennet, Newcastle, 1674—1726.

Dr. Joshua Oldfield, St. Thomas's, 1656—1729.

Dr. Samuel Clarke, St. James's Westminster, 1675—1729.

Samuel Bury, Bristol, died 1730.

Dr. John Evans, Hand Alley, 1696—1730.

Dr. Thomas Colton, York, 1658—1731.

Bishop Fx-ancis Atterbury, (Rochester), 1662—1731.

Dr. Edmund Calamy, Prince's Street, Westminster, 1671— 1732.

Simon Browne, Old Jewry, 1680—1732.

Henry Grove, Taunton, 1683—1738.

Bishop Francis Hare, (Chichester), died 1740.

Dr. William Harris, Crouched Friars, 1675— 1740.

John Newman, Salters' Hall, 1676—1741.

Thomas Emlyn, Dublin, 1663—1743.
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Dr. Jeremiah Hunt, Pinners' Hall, 1678—1744.
Dr. Samuel Wright, Carter Lane, 1683—1746.
Bishop Edmund Gibson, (London) 1670—1748.

Dr. Isaac Watts, Bury Street, 1674—1748.
Dr. Obadiah Hughes, Prince's Street, 1695—1751.
Dr. Philip Doddridge, Northampton, 1702—1751.

William Whiston, Cambridge, 1667—1752.
Bishop Joseph Butler, (Durham), 1692—1752.
Dr. Charles Botheratn, Kendal, died 1752.

Moses Lowman, Clapham, 1680—1752.

Dr. James Foster, Pinners' Hall, 1647—1753.

Samuel Bourn, Birmingham, 1689—1754.
Dr. Ebenezer Latham, Findern, died 1754.

Timothy Jollie, jun., Miles's Lane, 1693—1757.

Dr. Benjamin Grosvenor, Crosby Square, 1695—1758.

Bishop Bobert Clayton, (Clogher), 1695—1758.
Bishop Benjamin Hoadley, (Winchester), 1676—1761.

Bishop Thomas Sherlock, (London), 1678—1761.

Dr. John Taylor, Norwich and Warrington, died 1761.

Dr. George Benson, St. John's Court, Southwark, 1699— 1762.

John Barker, Hackney, 1682— 1762.

Dr. Samuel Chandler, 1693—1766.

Dr. Bichard Lardner, Crouched Friars, 1684—1768.

Archbishop Thomas Seeker, (Canterbury), 1693— 1770.

Dr. Caleb Fleming, Bartkolemow Close and Pinners' Hall, 1698

—

1779.

Micaiah Towgood, Exeter, 1700—1782.

Dr. Andrew Kippis, Westminster, 1725—1795.

Professor Hey, Cambridge, 1734—1815.

Bishop Bichard Watson, (Llandaff), 1736—1816.

Bishop George Tomline (Winchester), 1750—1827.

It was at one time determined to give in this Appendix all the

quotations which are only referred to at pp. 71-2, but they do not

carry the matter further than those from Calamy and Jollie, p. 72,

and the volumes quoted from were all published too late fairly to bear

upon the point in question.
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

p. 10, 1. 17. Dr. Evans's list No. 2 of the Appendix shows 1200

chapels, 750 Presbyterian, 200 Independent, and 250 Baptist. One chapel

is reckoned for every group of villages having one minister between them,

on the supposition that there would be a chapel in the one in which the

minister was stationed, but that in the others there would be only

preaching rooms.

p. 15, 1. 11. The ministers and elders in Essex were, in 1647-8,

divided into 14 classes, by ordinance of the Committee of Lords and

Commons. Classes seem to have been formed of congregations in other

parts without districts of country being assigned to them.

p. 15, 1. 18. Parliament confirmed and sanctioned the Westminster

Confession as respected doctrines, but not as regards discipline. The

Presbyterian form of Church government never was even theoretically

constituted the national religion. The Middlesex Provincial Assembly

or Synod did not meet after 1655. Particulars will be found in Neal's

History.

p. 17, 1. 17 from bottom. No instance seems to have been brought

to light of elders having, after the restoration, had this power, or of

their exercising any definite functions.

p. 19, 1. 13 from bottom. York is not in the West Riding.

10 from bottom : There was also one for Shropshire and the northern

counties of Wales.

p. 19, 1. 22. Dr. Calamy says that through the Salters' Hall

meeting " the united became the divided ministers," implying that the

union had continued up to that time. In London Independent ministers

joined in examining Presbyterian ministers on their "passing trials" as

in Dr. Grosvenor's case in 1699, and in their ordinations or settlements,

as in Mr Showers's on p. 725.

p. 19, 1. 23. The present Old Meeting at Dukinfield was always

Presbyterian ; the Independent congregation, one of the first in the

kingdom, met in a room in Dukinfield Hall. The congregation at

Pinners' Hall London, the Upper Meeting, Sheffield, and Dean Row

Cheshire, as well as Call Lane, Leeds, now Socinian, were originally

Independent. That at Rotherham seems to have been originally Pres-

byterian.

p. 28, 1. 23. All those doubts are cleared up in No. 4 of the

Appendix.
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p. 34, 1. 11 from bottom. The state of things between 1714 and
1741 is well shown by extracts from Mrs Savage's Diary, published by
Sir J. B. Williams in the Congregational Magazine for 1831. She
mentions the following occurrences : 1714 and 1726, sermons of Mi-

Gardner of Chester ; 1714-1730 sermons of Mr Berry of Shrewsbury
;

1725 death of Mr Beynon of Whitchurch ; 1723-1741 sermons of Mr
Dobson of Shrewsbury, and his death in 1743; 172G opening of new
chapel at Namptwich, when Mr Owen of Warrington, and Mr Gardner
preached; 1728 ordination of Mr Colthurst of Whitchurch, in which,

in addition to Mr Berry and Mr Dobson, Mr Kenrick of Wrexham
(his sermons are mentioned till 1731), Mr Venables of Oswestry, and
Mr Holland of Wem, took part ; 1729 Mr Haines becoming Mrs Savage's

minister at Namptwich, death of Mr Gee of Leicester; 1730 death of

Mr Bury of Bristol; 1730 sermon of Mr Braddock, ordination of

Mr Hugh Worthington of Dean Row and Mr Nichols, (of whom no
particulars are stated), in which Mr Gardner of Chester, and Mr Wor-
thington, senr., (qy. of Durham) took part ; as to the Mr Worthington
ordained seethe Cheshire volume ; 1731 sermon of Mr Fleming, (qy. of

Bridgnorth) ; 1739 death of Mr Colthurst of Knutsford ; 1740 ordina-

tion of Mr Phillips of Bromsgrove, when twenty-five ministers

were present; 1741 death of Mr Warner of Walsall; 1742
deaths of Mr Stokes of Dudley, Mr Warren of Coventry, and Mr
Bradshaw of Kidderminster ; 1743 ordination at Dudley of Mr Hancox
of Dudley, and Mr Fownes of Cradley ; 1746 death of Mr Mattocks of

Birmingham. Mrs Savage's son-in-law, Mr Witton of Westbromwich,
preached the funeral sermons of Mr Warner and Mr Mattocks. There
can be no doubt of Mrs Savage being thoroughly evangelical, (in these

extracts she mentions in 1732 saying over the Assembly's Catechism

to herself in bed) ; and as she speaks of all these ministers with appro-

bation, they must all have been orthodox in her time, though it is

asserted that Mr Gardner and Mr Witton became Arians before their

deaths. Several of the others may have been the last ministers of

their chapels who were orthodox. Of all the ministers here mentioned
Mr Dobson was the only Independent, the Dissenters in the district

being almost exclusively Presbyterians. On his retirement his congre-

gation joined Mr Berry's Presbyterian one.

p. 44, 1. 5 from bottom, " in many chapels " should be added, for

no doubt Dr. Caleb Fleming and two or three more preached Socinian

notions before Dr. Priestley's time.

p. 59, 1. 15 from bottom. After the Revolution church covenants

were eutered into, chiefly by Independent churches, and indeed they

are scarcely consistent with the laxity of Presbyterian congregations.

The church at Worcester entered into one which they consider to
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have been formed on Mr Baxter's model, and they were not at that time

Independents. It appears from the minutes of the Cheshire Asso-

ciation (quoted by Mr Urwick in the Cheshire volume), that in

June 30th, 1G91, Matthew Henry being then present for the first

time, " a project was drawn up for a rule to be observed in the

admission of members into church communion, particularly into the

Lord's Supper for God's glory and godly edifying, and approved of and

consented to by all the members then present, viz. :

" 1. That such as do desire communion with us come to discourse the

minister, who, upon satisfaction received concerning them, is to propound

them to the church, and the church is to take competent time to consider

of their fitness. 2. Upon the church's satisfaction with them, we take

their silence for satisfaction, the persons to be received in manner
following.

" 2. " Let the persons present themselves at a convenient church

meeting, and there acknowledge and renew their baptismal covenant, and

consent to walk in communion with that church, according to gospel

order.

" 3. That the minister is solemnly to pray for them and admit them with

the church's' consent, whereupon minister and people are mutually to

discharge their duty to one another."

This is real Independency, and nothing is said as to elders.

p. 61, 1. 4. In the 8th volume of the Protestant Dissenters' Maga-

zine for 1799, p. 234, is a letter to the Editor, from E. T. J., of London, in

these words :
" Sir, Induced by your review of Mr [Rowland] Hill's

Tour, I perused it, and I think with you that he is inaccurate in his

distinctions between the different denominations of Dissenting Protes-

tants. Some years ago I remember a question proposed by a counsellor

learned in the law to a late country minister, to which the enclosed is

an answer. It was occasioned by several law suits then taking place

about the settlement of ministers reputedly Independents in meeting-

houses said to be Presbyterian. On one of these trials a witness

declared that he was in judgment an Independent, but said he was the

minister of a Presbyterian congregation, because there was no difference

between them, and the verdict for the defendant being brought up to

the Court of King's Bench for revisal, Lord Mansfield'"' said he could not

perceive where the difference lay, nay, a celebrated dissenting barrister

* That no other trace remains of the decision in the text than this letter is not to

be wondered at ; the law reporters would think it below their notice. Such a judgment
was what might have been expected from Lord Mansfield ; he would know what Presby-

terianism was in Scotland, and would require little evidence to shew him the true state

of the case, as to the English denominations ; and he never allowed a mere name tu

counterbalance fact. Lawyers no doubt have cause for describing Lord Mansfield as

having broken in upon the old law of real property, but Dissenters should not forget

that he put them on a new footing by declaring that they were established by the
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confessed lie knew of none." Mr Hill's remarks in his Tour relate to

real Presbyterianism as it is found in Scotland, and though he notices

the English Presbyterians of the time of the civil war, he does not refer

to those of his time. The author of the letter communicated by

E. T. J. describes the Presbyterians of Scotland, and the Independents,

He says of the original Independents :
" Their minister was one of

their own body, chosen from among themselves, and appointed by

themselves, or if they chose one that was a member of another congre-

gation to be their minister, he must first of all be dismissed from the

society he belonged to, and commence a regular member of the society

he was to be ruler of before he could be installed (sic) into that office,"

he adds, " each church had a ruling elder." With regard to the English

Presbyterians, he says that "time has meliorated" them ; that their

ministers' tenure of office is durante beneplacito populi, [contrary to the

general opinion stated, p. 18, sup. ;] that " the prerogative of sending per-

sons out, or recommending them to preach, is not in the smallest degree in

the people, but the ministers within a certain district or connection settle

it ;" that " a minister is not ordained to any particular church, but simply

as a minister;" and that "if any person wants to be admitted to the

Sacrament, (which is usually styled the being a member), the method is

to satisfy the minister, and then he gets in, for though in some places

the minister tells the people ' That such or such persons want to go

with them to the Sacrament, and he hopes they have no objection ;' yet

this is all a matter of form or enquiry if they know any thing against

their moral character : the chief business is with the minister, the

rest abide by his determination." He concludes from this representation

" I presume then that there is as much difference between a genuine

Independent church and a genuine Presbyterian one as between a complete

democracy, and any other kind of government you can specify : I say

a genuine Independent and a genuine Presbyterian, for there are cases

in which the Presbyterians have veered towards the Independents, and

others in which the Independents have inclined towards the Presby-

terians Many of [the Independents] follow the Presby-

terians of late in the admission of ministers, and differ but little in that

of members, for the minister reads a written application of the person to

him requesting admission, and this alone is implicitly acquiesced in by

the people." This letter is signed E.G., and the writer describes himself

as a member of a "strict, stiff, or rigid Independent church, whu-h,

Toleration Act. It was also his good fortune to have the opportunity of proclaiming to

the world that no man breathing the ail- of England could remain a slave, and it was

the better said that he gave no authority for it. The other boast of his admirers, that

he was the father of our commercial law, amounts to little when it is recollected that

it is said to be worse than that of any other civilised country ; this however is no doubt

the fault of juries, and in particular of special juries of London merchants.
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according to records originated about the latter end of Charles the

First's reign."

In the same volume is a letter from another correspondent, in refer-

ence to E. T. J.'s letter, and in recommendation of real Presbyterianism.

He points out the original principles of that system, not men-

tioning the eldership, and adds, "the nominal Presbyterian ministers

and congregations in England in the present day, even those who are

avowedly of Unitarian and Arminian principles, are virtually and ipso

facto as much Independents as the most rigid Calvinists of that

denomination."

p. 62. Those who examined the trust deeds of Independent chapels

on behalf of the Congregational Board, prior to its sanction of their

being begged for in London, when it took that trouble on itself,

assert that none of the deeds of the old Independent chapels contained

any specification of doctrine, but that the framers contented themselves

with declaring that the chapel was for the use of Independents or

Protestant Dissenters.

p. G6, 1. 10 from bottom. This is an admission of the existence of

the associations in imitation of the Happy Union.

p. 78, 1. 1. See Appendix No. 8, p. 724.

p. 81, 1. 21. One of the questions which, in accordance with the

Assembly's Directory, was put to Presbyterian ministers on their

ordination, was in these words :
" Do you promise you will be zealous

and faithful in the defence of truth and unity against error and schism 1"

This question continued to be put long after it had lost all meaning, or at

least all effect. As early as 1716 Mr (afterwards Dr.) John Taylor of

Kirkstead, in Lincolnshire, on his ordination by the ministers of Derby-

shire, answered it thus :
" I do promise, through God's assistance, that

I will in a manner consistent with Christian love and charity, maintain

the truths of the Gospel, especially such as are beyond controversy

determined in the Holy Scriptures, and will strive to inculcate them

upon the minds of all with whom I have to do. I will heartily

endeavour to propagate Christian charity, and shall see them with real

pleasure when I see believers maintain the unity of the spirit in the

bond of peace." The ministers who signed the certificates were : Rob.

Fern [Worksworth], G. Jones [Hatherlow, Cheshire,] John Hardy

[q. Nottingham], John Ashe [Ashford, see Prot. Diss. Mag. v. 401],

John Thomas [Chesterfield], George Lowe [charge unknown], J. A.

Clegge, Scribe [Chapel le Frith]. What could be done in respect of

such an answer as this 1

p, 86, 1. G. Dr. Jennings contracted great odium by dismissing a

student on the ground of his opinions being erroneous.

p. 88, 1. 15 from bottom. The " Apostle's Creed" seems here treated

as Trinitarian.
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young, was in 1688 minister of an Independent congregation in York
Buildings.

p. 126, 1. 4 from bottom. The Presbyterian chapels at Swanland
and Cottingham are now in possession of Independents, and the chapel

at Beverley seems from Dr. Evans's list to have been an Indepen-

dent one in his time.

p. 126, 1. 9. "Mr Root of York," is named by the Rev. Joseph

Carpenter of Warwick, afterwards of Worcester, with Mr Rogerson of

Derby, Mr Pickard of London, Mr Ward, then of Whitney Oxford-

shire, afterwards of Taunton, and Maid Lane Southwark, Mr Hampson
of Banbury, Mr (afterwards Dr.) Chandler, and Dr. Benson, in a manner
which shows none of them were orthodox. Mr Carpenter, (then of

Warwick), in a letter of 1743, refers, with all Mr Bourn's indignation,

to the candidate at Kidderminster, who it appears was Mr Statham,

being questioned in the manner mentioned at p. 191 ; and in the same

letter he refers to the ordination at Dudley, mentioned in p. 801, but

gives us no information as to it, except that Dr. Latham was to preside

at it.

p. 153. Mr Brooks's works have been republished lately by

Nichol.

p. 163. The moderation and charity which Matthew Henry noticed

in the Dissenters may be taken to have been exercised in regard to the

Establishment, in accordance with a tract of his, which is next

quoted in the Proofs, as if by an unknown author. Matthew Henry
forfeited all pretensions to "liberality" by his sermon at Mr Samuel

Clarke's ordination, in which he associated " those that deny the

Trinity, the Godhead of Christ, and his satisfaction," with " those that

question the being of a God." The two books which best display the

spirit and opinions of the English Presbyterians, are Matthew Henry's

life of his father Philip Henry, and Mr Tong's life of Matthew Henry

;

but neither of them is referred to in the Proofs ; instead of this in the

volume of the debates, p. 144, it is mentioned that 110 descendants of

Philip Henry had signed petitions in favour of the bill. The fact and
knowledge of their descent from this old confessor was rendered cer-

tain by a list of his posterity printed by a lady, one of their number.
It would have been more to the poiut to have referred to the 5th

number of the Appendix to Sir J. B. Williams's edition of his life,

which contains the skeleton of a most able argument in support of the

"Saviour's Deity," by the old confessor, who died in 1696.

p. 166, 1. 22. Jeremiah Burroughs was an Independent.

pp. 168 and 169. Mr Bury's and Mr Bennet's opinions may be

learnt from the quotations from their works in the Appendix No. 1.
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p. 187, I. 4. By the non-use of articles of faith, the Independents

have preserved the ideas, instead of the phrases, of their faith ; each

generation expresses those ideas according to its own habits of thought

and speech, thus escaping expressions which, having no longer their

original meaning, mislead the honest and afford the disingenuous the

means of deceiving. No communion really trusts creeds, either as safe-

guards or as tests ; for the true interpretation of them is sedulously incul-

cated in comments and glosses ; and a candidate's opinions are not ascer-

tained by subscription, but by searching questions. Yet, where there is

a written standard, the words of it, with all their ambiguities and

inconsistencies, which may have been intended by the framers, are the

sole authority, and there can be no authoritative construction of them,

or that would iu its turn, with all its defects, become the standard.

Thus words, not ideas, form the terms of union in other Protestant

communities, and are the authority in the Greek and Latin chui-cbes.

It seems peculiarly unfair to require subscription to a written form, and

also an explanation of it in other words. Independents trust to the

living ideas in the minds which have to decide on soundness or unsound-

ness of doctrine, and the appeal is to the Bible only. Catechisms or

other human compositions may be referred to, not as conclusive, but

only arguments in verecundiam ; they have influence without authority.

This habit of immediate appeal to the Bible, as interpreted by right

reason, without rejection of any help to the interpretation of it, and

without any check to free enquiry into its real meaning, tends to keep

the articles of faith few and simple, and to bring men continually

back to first principles. Besides, a man compelled to state his belief in

his own words soon tests the clearness of his own notions, and learns to

judge of another person's statements. But perhaps only the Congrega-

tional polity can dispense with a written standard, just as we are now told

that a sect only, and not a church, can have definite doctrines.

p. 18-5, 1. 11 from end. Dr. Daniel Williams, in 1712, uses these

expressions :
" Tis imposition of unscriptural forms of words in matters

of faith that has constantly disturbed the church ever since the three

first and purest ages of Christianity. The method taken among us

is certainly much more for the interest of the Church of Christ than to

cramp men with any particular form by whomsoever invented." These

are extracts from the preface to the services at Mr (afterwards Dr.)

Samuel Clarke's ordination at St. Alban's, which has been always

accepted as a true expression of Presbyterian notions. The Doctor is

not writing on the use of creeds, but in praise of the Presbyterian

method of ordination, being precisely that prescribed by the Westmin-

ster Assembly, which can be accused of anything rather than indifference

to standards of faith. He states that the ordination takes place " if
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the confession be esteemed orthodox," but does not mention the standard

of orthodoxy, except that he refers to the agreement of a confession

with the doctrines of the Church of England and other reformed

churches, that is, with their standards.

p. 187, last line. See a series of letters in the Cong. Mag. for 1837.

p. 197. The chapel at Kendal is as yet kept open by its large

endowment. The fifteen northern ministers whose names appear in the

distribution list for 1728 are: Thomas Somervaile, Berwick; John
Horsley, Morpeth ; Michael Hope, Huddlescough ; Robert Brown,*

William Wood, Darlington ; Joseph Jacques,* John Crosier or Bo.sicr,

Little Hazle ; James Bell, Coquet Water ; David Seaton, Ayton in

Cleveland ; Thomas Laich, Framlingtoii ; Daniel Atkin, Penruddock

Thomas Willis, Brunton ; John Chisholme, Birdhope Craig ; John
Deans, North Tyne ; Jonathan Hazle, Alnwick.

The opinions of the other Judges having been given at such length,

Lord Eldon's judgment must be given more at length :

p. 216, 1. 7. " But there is another view in which the case should be con-

sidered, and it is this, that where an institution exists for the purpose of reli-

gious worship, and it cannot be discovered from the deed declaring the

trust what form or species of religious worship was intended, the court can

find no other means of deciding the question, than through the medium
of an inquiry into what has been the usage of the congregation in res-

pect to it ; and, if the usage turns out upon inquiry to be such as can

be supported, I take it to be the duty of the court to administer the

trust in such a manner as best to establish the usage, considering it as a

matter of implied contract between the members of that congregation.

But if, on the other hand, it turns out, (and I think that this point was

settled in a case which lately came before the House of Lords by way of

appeal out of Scotland), that the institution was established for the

express purpose of such form of religious worship, or the teaching of

such particular doctrines as the founder has thought most conformable

to the principles of the Christian religion, I do not apprehend that it is

in the power of individuals, having the management of that institution,

at any time to alter the purpose for which it was founded, or to say to

the remaining members, ' We have changed our opinions, and you, who
assemble in this place for the purpose of hearing the doctrines, and
joining in the worship, pi-escribed by the founder, shall no longer enjoy

the benefit he intended for you unless you conform to the alteration

which has taken place in our opinions.' In such a case, therefore, I

apprehend, considering it as settled by the authority of that I have

already referred to, that where a congregation become dissentient among
themselves, the nature of the original institution must alone be looked

* No place is mentioned in connection with these names.
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to, as the guide for the decision of the court, and that to refer to any-

other criterion, as to the sense of the existing majority, would be to

make a new institution, which is altogether beyond the reach, and

inconsistent with the duties and character of this court.

" In this view of the case, it is of the first importance to see what

the record before the court says upon the subject of the original institu-

tion Without entering into what may be the effect of the late statute

repealing several then existing laws on the subject
;

(a question which

it is not for me, sitting in a court of equity, to determine, and which

would certainly be much better decided by the judges of the courts of

common law), without even so much as looking to the point, whether

it be, or be not legal, at this day, to impugn the doctrine of the Trinity,

(although that is a point upon which indeed I have an opinion, only I

do not find myself called upon now to declare it), what I have now to

enquire is, whether the deed creating the trust does, or does not, upon

the face of it, (regard being had to that which the Toleration Act

at the time of its execution permitted, or forbade, with respect to doc-

trine), bear a decided manifestation that the doctrines intended by that

deed to be inculcated in this chapel were Trinitarian ] Because, if that

were originally the case, and if any number of the trustees are now

seekino- to fasten on this institution the promulgation of doctrines con-

trary to those which, it is thus manifest, were intended by the founders,

I apprehend that they are seeking to do that which they have no power

to do and which neither they, nor all the other members of the congre-

gation can call upon a single remaining trustee to effectuate. In this

view of the case, also supposing even that at the time of the establish-

ment of this institution, it had been legal to impugn the doctrine of the

Trinity, yet if the institution had been established for Trinitarian pur-

poses, it could not now be converted to uses which are Anti-Triuitarian.

For (meaning however, to speak with all due reverence on such a subject)

to allow such a conversion, would be to allow a trust for the benefit of

A. to be diverted to the benefit of B. And the question then resolves

itself into this, whether such a conversion, in the case of a trust, can

possibly be supported. If therefore this appears, on the face of the deeds,

to be the nature of the pi-esent case, as I am inclined to believe it does,

it disposes of the question ; affording a short and direct reason for not

refusing the interference of the court.

" It becomes here necessary (not for the purpose of expressing an

opinion on some of the doctrinal points argued at the bar, but in order

to see what may be collected by way of fair inference, as to the meaning

of the original founders), after observing that the first trust-deed is dated

in 1701, to state that, in the year 1689 (1 Will, and Mary) was passed

the act commonly called the Toleration Act, which exempted certain
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persons, coming under the description of Protestant Dissenters, from the

penalties of certain laws therein mentioned ; and, as I again observe,

the object seems to have been merely as stated in the title of the act,

viz., ' to exempt His Majesty's Protestant subjects dissenting from the

Church of England from the penalties' of the laws therein mentioned
;

not appearing, therefore, either upon the terms or substance of it, to

have done, or to have intended to do, any more—leaving the Common
Law exactly as it was with resjject to all common-law offences against

religion or religious establishments. And in that act there is an
express provision, s. 17."

"It is to be observed that the opinions, the publication of which in

any of the modes specified it is the intention of this act (the Blasphemy
Act) to prevent, are not thereby expressed to be opinions contrary to

those of the Church of England, but contrary to the Christian religion.

And the act proceeds to point out more precisely what is the nature of

those opinions which it thus declares to be contrary to the Christian

religion, viz., the denial of any one of the Persons in the Holy Trinity

to be God, &c. It is further to be observed, that the information which

was to lead to conviction, where the consequences were so extremely

penal, is by the statute required, (in the case, at least, of words spoken,)

to be within three months of the time of the words being spoken, and
that an opportunity is also given to the offender publicly to renounce

his error in the same court where he had been convicted, and thereupon

to be discharged from all penalties incurred by such conviction. There

can be no doubt, (at least so I apprehend,) that, prior to this statute,

blasphemy was an offence punishable at Common Law ; and it is impos-

sible to contend, (as it appears to me,) that (whether the preamble is, or

is not, to be taken as a ground of ascertaining that the doctrine repro-

bated in the enacting parts amounts to blasphemy—on which it does not

become me to give an opinion) the penalties inflicted by the statute give

any foundation for supposing that there could no longer exist a punish-

ment for blasphemy at Common Law, independent of the statute. On
the contrary, the Common Law is left by the statute exactly as it was

before the statute passed.

" The late act, which repealed this statute of William, also repeals cer-

tain acts against blasphemy in Scotland, which are therein particularised.

[His lordship then read them.] These statutes remained in force till the

53rd year of his present Majesty, and then the act passed, which repealed

the excepting clause of the Toleration Act, which repealed the statute of

the 9th and 10th of William, (so far as relates to the denying the doctrine

of the Trinity,) and which repealed the Scottish statutes; and I should

observe that there did not (upon the occasion of passing the act in

question) seem to be any difference of opiuion among the members of

101
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either house of parliament, but that they all agreed, (without entering

into the consideration of the question, as to whether it were or were not

an offence against the Common Law, or whether the common-law

punishment, if any existed, had been taken away by the statutes which

it was intended to repeal,) that the penalties, upon that which was

considered as blasphemy by the 9th and 10th of William and by the

•Scottish statute, enacted by those statutes, were penalties which it was

very difficult to say were proper to be inflicted. The act of the 53rd of

the King therefore did what I have stated ; but I apprehend that it left

the Common Law exactly where it was ; and, conceiving the object of

this information to be as I have already represented it to be; and,

remembering that, (whatever may have been stated at the bar, with

respect to the question of what is, or what is not, criminal in the con-

duct of the parties,) I (sitting here) can only administer the civil rights

of the parties, this court having no office to determine what is or is not

an offence or crime, except where the question arises, as of necessity, by

its being called upon to administer trusts, or regulate civil rights, which

are involved in its decision ; I will therefore confine myself entirely to

the consideration of the civil question, namely, what, in respect to

doctrine, was the intent of the founder of this charity.

"It must be recollected that, by the Toleration Act, the benefit of

that act was declared not to extend to persons impugning the doctrine

of the Trinity. That act passed in 1689 : and in 1701 (shortly after the

opinions in question had been thus expressly declared by the legislature

not to be proper subjects for the toleration which the legislature had

been granting to every other class of Dissenters) the first of those deeds

upon which the questions in the present cause arise, was executed.

" [His lordship then read the deed of the 30th of October, 1701, from

the answer, observing the allegation in the answer that the feoffment

was followed by livery of seisin, a circumstance which, his lordship said,

he did not see alleged, or that it could be made out, as to some of the

subsequent feoffments ; and upon the pm*pose for which the meeting-

house-was declared to be erected, viz., 'for the worship and service of

Cod,' his lordship remarked that the terms were very general.]

"Several passages of this indenture have been particularly taken

notice of in the course of the discussion at the bai\ There is quite

sufficient of allegation in the information to show that it was a-body of

Protestant Dissenters who established this meeting-house, in order to

have preached in it the religious doctrines to which they were attached
;

and more especially, if it cannot be said for the express purpose of

inculcating the doctrines of the Trinity, yet that they were Dissenters

entertaining such a class of opinions, as that the doctrine of Unitarian ism

would be directly at variance with their purpose in founding this
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meeting-house. I observe upon this particularly ; because I take it that,

if land or money were given (in such a way as would be legal notwith-

standing the statutes concerning dispositions to charitable uses) for the

purpose of building a church or a house, or otherwise for the maintain-

ing and propagating the worship of God, and if there were nothing more
precise in the case, this court would execute such a trust by making it a

provision for maintaining and propagating the established religion of the

country. It is also clearly settled that if a fund, real or pei'sonal, be

given in such a way that the purpose be clearly expressed to be that of

maintaining a society of Protestant Dissenters, (promoting no doctrines

contrary to law, although such as may be at variance with the doctrines

of the established religion), it is then the duty of this court to carry

such a trust as that into execution, and to administer it according to the

intent of the founders. In this case it is impossible to doubt that the

trust was originally created for the purpose of maintaining a Protestant

Dissenting institution ; and it would be doing violence to the intention

of the parties to these deeds to say that the worship and service of God
being the object expressed by them, the trust must be administered in

such a way as to maintain the religion of the established church.

Nevertheless I take it from the experience of many years in this court,

that if any body of persons mean to create a trust of land or money, in

such a manner as to render the gift effectual, and to call upon this court

to administer it according to the intent of the foundation, whether that

trust has religion for its object or not, it is incumbent on them, in the

instrument by which they endeavour to create that trust, to let the

court know enough of the nature of the trust to enable the court to

execute it ; and therefore where a body of Protestant Dissenters have

established a trust without any precise definition of the object or mode
of worship, I know no means the court has of ascertaining it except by
looking to what has passed, and thereby collecting what may, by fair

inference, be presumed to have been the intention of the founders.

From this deed I can collect that the founders were Protestant

Dissenters, and thence presume that their object was the maintenance of

Protestant dissenting worship ; but I have nothing to inform me what

species of doctrine this institution was intended to maintain, except

as I may be able to infer from some of the clauses of the deed,

and particularly from that clause which alludes to the possibility

of the future prohibition by law of the worship thereby intended to be

established, and also from that which relates to the binding effect of orders

to be made by a majority of the Trustees, upon matters relating to the

meeting-house only ; from which it should appear both that the founder

meant to establish an institution which was not then contrary to law,

and that they did not mean to invest in the Trustees, or the major
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part of them, any right to vary the system or plan of doctrinal teaching

which was to be maintained in this meeting-house according to their

own discretion.

"When I look to the date of the deed of 1701, and to the dates of

the Toleration Act, and of the act of the 9th and 10th of King William,

and also to the deed executed in 1742, which contains the same clause

with the former, it is impossible to say that while the founders contem-

plated the eventual abrogation of the existing system of Toleration, they

were in fact intending to create by that very deed a system which was
ajt that time illegal, and which only three years before, was excepted out

of the Toleration Act, as a system unfit to be included in the Toleration

which was extended by it to all other modes of Protestant dissent ; the

legislature at that time intending to embrace all the doctrines that could

be safely included in that Toleration. This clause therefore seems to

afford extremely strong countenance to the allegation, that the institution

was not intended to be for the maintenance of those opinions which

impugn the doctrine of the Trinity. And with respect to the clause

which invests the Trustees, or the major part of them, with the power
of making orders from time to time upon matters relating to the meet-

ing-house, I think it would be doing violence to all the prinoiples of

construction upon which we act, to understand it as meaning that those

trustees, or the major part of them, should have power to convert that

meetinghouse, whenever they thought proper, into a meeting-house of a

different description, and for teaching different doctrines from those of

the persons who founded it, and by whom it was to be attended. I say

that appears to me to be as inconsistent with the probable meaning of

the original founders, as it would b6 to hold that they meant it should

be converted, at the discretion of the Trustees, into a j)lace of worship

according to the form and doctrines of the Church of England.

" I repeat that I have nothing to do here in the way of pronouncing

any opinion as to any religious doctrine whatever. This case must be

discussed exactly as if it wer'e the case of a charity properly created,

having no relation whatever to any religious purpose, but a case in which
one party contends that the trust was originally for purposes of a parti-

cular description, (and has a right so to contend), against another party

who insists that it was originally for other purposes. And the court is

bound to determine this question, if it arises. It would not perhaps be

difficult to decide where the legal estate is ; but after that has been dis-

posed of, there still remains the other question, viz., for what purpose

that legal estate was vested in the persons in whom it now resides 1 For
the court will not permit that purpose to be altered, unless it be obvious

from the original nature of the institution, that it was meant to be

capable of such alteration.
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" Now where a clergyman is presented to a living in the Church of

England, we know the duties committed to him, and the grounds upon
which he is bound to execute those duties ; but as the justice of this

country has, for the ease of men's consciences, permitted them to secede

from the established church, and to form religious institutions for them-

selves to a certain extent, it has become the duty of this coui-t and others

of a like nature, to enforce the exeoution of trusts for such institutions,

and to give the parties who are Trustees that relief which the legislature

meant they should have. It is necessary therefore to look to the instru-

ments, to know what are the trusts which the court is called upon to

enforce the execution of ; and if the parties themselves do not give the

information which is requisite, it is in vain to look for a prompt decision

with reference to the point in controversy ; because, till inquiry has

been made as to the nature of the trusts, a judge must remain in igno-

rance of the duty he has to perform. Where then a charitable institution

of this kind is founded, or say it were for a civil purpose, that we may
the more temperately disouss the subject, I apprehend then, that where

a man gives his money to such an institution for a civil purpose, one of

the duties of this court is to take care that those who have the manage-

ment of it shall apply it to no other purpose so long as it is capable of

being applied according to the original intention. And if, upon enquiry,

it shall be found that in this case the land was originally given, and the

money originally subscribed, for the pm-pose of forming an institution

such as the Attorney-General in his information has alleged that this

institution should be, then those who object to any change in the insti-

tution from its original purposes are not guilty of departing from the

institution, but are only doing their duty in endeavouring to prevent

such a departure from the purposes of the institution in others ; and, if

the allegation is, that there has been such an alteration of sentiments on

the part of the congregation, they certainly do throw great difficulties

in the way of the courts carrying the trusts into execution in any
manner whatever.

" I must here again advert to the principle which was, I think, settled

in the case to which I referred the other day as having come before the

House of Lords on an appeal from Scotland, viz., that if any persons

seeking the benefit of a trust for charitable purposes should incline to

the adoption of a different system from that which was intended by the

original donors and founders ; and if others of those who are interested

think proper to adhere to the original system, the leaning of the court

must be to support those adhering to the original system, and not

to sacrifice the original system to any change of sentiment in the persons

seeking alteration, however commendable that proposed alteration may
be. Upon these grounds, I have nothing at all to do with the merits of
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the original system, as it is the right of those who founded this meeting-

house, and who gave their money and land for its establishment, to have

the trusts continued as was at first intended. It is necessary, therefore,

to make inquiries as to what was the nature of that original system
;

and in the mean time, it is perfectly absurd that any ejectment should

be going on.

"For these reasons, I shall now grant an injunction, not till the

hearing of the cause, but till the further order of this court ; the parties

undertaking to account for the intermediate rents and profits, (except

so far as is necessary to maintain the minister), and to obey such order

as the court shall make. If the parties will submit to give that under-

taking, I don't know how to go more promptly to a decision than by

allowing the matter of inquiry to go to the Master immediately. I wish

there were any shorter mode of deciding it ; and, if by Mandamus, or by

any other proceeding you can propose, such a decision can be accom-

plished, I shall have no objection."

p. 235. It appears from Mr David's volume on Essex, that Adrian

Mott of Weathersfield was, in 1648, appointed an elder of that place.

Ady, the name of Lady Hewley's soi-disant heir-at-law, may have been

originally the nursery contraction of Adrian. The Presbyterian descent

of the family gives additional infamy to their attempt mentioned in the

text.

p. 252. The description of the defendants was copied fi'om an

account of the hearing of the appeal in the Lords, published by them or

their friends, and by inadvertence the word Presbyterian was not altered.

p. 304, 1. 15 from bottom. When Lord Lyndhurst and the Judges'

assessors were about to pronounce their opinions and decision, it was

suggested by Mr Booth, the defendants' counsel, that the Attorney-

General's consent to the irregularity should have been given in writing
;

but his lordship held that the consent of the relators counsel was sufficient.

It was no doubt hoped that the objection would disgust his lordship with

the matter, and that the case would go on to the Lords, and would be

there heard by Lord Cottenham as Chancellor. Cong. Mag. for 1836,

p. 211.

p. 321, 1. 18 from bottom. The defendants pressed for their costs of

the appeal, but Lord Lyndhurst would not give them. He also

refused to make an express order that the defendants' costs occasioned by

their insufficient answers should be allowed. Their counsel seem to have

acted throughout as if the common rules of the court were not to be

put in force against them. Lord Lyndhurst, on this occasion, said, " I

have been called to the decision of this qtiestion much against my will."

These words throw light upon the part his lordship took as a legis-

lator. Cong. Mag. 183(5, p. 22 L
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p. 324, 1. 14. The solicitor to the trustees opposed the application

to the Chancellor to have the Judges summoned to attend the hearing.

Cong. Mag. 1837, p. 474. The statements respecting the cause in this

Magazine may be taken to have been communicated by Mr Blower,

who was a member of the congregation of which Mr Blackburn the

editor was minister.

p. 347, 1. 7 from bottom. See p. 220 as to Lord Eldon's reading all

the deeds relating to the Wolverhampton chapel.

p. 360, 1. 19. Emlyn seems to have been convicted at common law,

but no doubt the Judges were not unwilling in such a matter to overlook

Irish cases.

p. 389, 1. 4 from bottom. The following extract from the Orthodox

Presbyterian Magazine for June, 1830, reprinted from the Cong. Mag.

for 1831, will show the extent of the Remonstrant Secession :

" Upon Tuesday 2-3th May, seventeen Ministers, who have

separated from the General Synod of Ulster, assembled, with sixteen

Elders, in the Meeting-House of the First Arian Congregation, Belfast.

Tliey have denominated themselves, 'The Remonstrant Synod of

Ulster,' though not so numerous as some of our Presbyteries, and though

embracing within the sphere of their ministry a population, we opine,

which at the most liberal estimate would not outnumber two of our

large Orthodox congregations. Still the loss of seventeen ministers and

congregations appears to effect a formidable breach in the walls of out-

Presbyterian Zion. But upon examination, we find the loss is more in

name than in reality. The ministers indeed are gone; but generally

speaking, a large portion of the congregations remain with the Synod of

Ulster. As this is a matter of some statistical importance we shall, so

far as we arc; able, give a statement of the relative numbers of the Arian

and Orthodox parties. We begin at the head of their list. Narrowater

was originally a small congregation, and we believe the majority adhere

to the Synod of Ulster ; and will no doubt receive their countenance

and protection. Newry has, some time ago, been divided into an Arian

and Orthodox congregation : the latter, a flourishing settlement, with

an active minister, remains with the Synod of Ulster. Kilmore is a

considerable congregation, totally gone over to the Arians. Banbrid'je,

a large congregation, has been separated into Arian and Orthodox.

A promising young minister has just been ordained, who, together with

an increasing and respectable congregation, adheres to the Synod.

Garlingford is totally turned Arian; but, we belies*e, were a sheriff to

make a return to a writ of enquiry, he might almost, with truth, declare

of it

—

non est inventus. ft is a nominal congregation, that cmdd not

furnish even an elder to their Synod. Dromore is a respectable congre-

gation, totally withdrawn from the Synod. In that town, however, the
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Synod retains an old and flourishing congregation. Grey-A bbey congrega-

tion lias likewise been divided into Arian and orthodox. The latter has

just obtained a site to build a house for worship. The people have sub-

scribed most liberally ; they have obtained the countenance and assistance

of individuals of influence ; and the orthodox congregation promises to get

forward prosperously. We cannot speak of the relative numbers with any

approach to confidence 5 but we are inclined to believe the divisions are

nearly equal. Moira—This is a small congregation, totally gone over

to the Arians : the orthodox members having, from time to time,

joined the Seceders. Dunmurry, a respectable congregation, though not

numerous, has, with a few exceptions, gone over to the Arians.

Moneyrea—This congregation, including a respectable yeomanry, consi-

derable also for its numbers, has entirely gone off to the Remon-

strants : the orthodox members having, from time to time, with-

drawn to the Seceders, or to the neighbouring congregations of the

Svnod of Ulster. Bailee, once a large, now a small congrega-

tion contains sevei'al members in respectable circumstances. It

has totallv withdrawn from the Synod ; the few orthodox members

have joined themselves to a neighbouring congregation. Cairncastle—
This congregation has divided. The decided majority adhere to the

Synod of Ulster. Templepatrick.—This was one of the original Presby-

terian settlements of Ulster. Here preached Josiah Welsh, the grand-

son of John Knox. Here was the scene of one of the blessed revivals

of religion experienced in the early days of the Presbyterian Church in

Ireland. A lai'ge portion of the congregation still adheres to the Synod

of Ulster, and to the orthodox sentiments of their fathers. They have

experienced the liberal aid of Lord Templetown towards the support of a

minister ; and we may still hope and trust, that the seed sown by the

hand of Welsh, will grow up abundantly. Crumlin.—This congregation

having given over its orthodox members to the new and prosperous

congregation of Dundrod, the small remnant of Arians have entirely

crone over to the Remonstrants. Glenarm.—This was originally a small

congregation. In spite of difficulties, and in the face of much opposition,

one half, at least, of the congregation, have adhered to the Synod of

Ulster ; the other part have joined the Remonstrants. Ballycarry.—

This was, perhaps, the earliest Presbyterian settlement in Ireland. We
believe a great majority of the people have firmly adhered to the- Synod

of Ulster. Newtonlimavady.—This congregation has been wasted to a

shadow ; that shadow has totally gone off from the Synod of Ulster."

The strength of this Secession is important from the influence which

Dr. Montgomery of Dunmurry exercised over Sir Robert Peel. This

it is quite clear from the latter's speeches was not produced by appeals

to his reason ; and the Synod of Ulster party must have had warrant
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for their belief that Sir Robert was alarmed by assurances of danger

from the numbers who would be rendered discontented, if the chapels

of the Presbytery of Antrim and of the Remonstrant Synod were

restored to the faith of their founders. The Doctor's interest with

his own political friends, (who were in office at his death in 18G5), sur-

vived him, as his widow and daughter received a grant of pensions.

Every person who had the pleasure of acquaintance with him, how-
ever slight, could not be otherwise than pleased that his wishes in this

respect were fulfilled, but the facts in both cases are proofs of his

influence with government, by some method or other, whatever party

was in power.

p. 394, 1. 4. Extracts from the answer will be found at p. 743.

p. 425, 1. 20. The examinations of Dr. Cooke and Dr. Reid, (see

p. 407), have not been obtained, but no doubt they supported the chief

Baron's assertion, still their opinions, if merely their own conclusions

from authorities not mentioned, cannot be set against the Act of Synod
j>. 377 ; see also Dr. Reid's opinion p. 380.

p. 430, 1. 3 from bottom. Extracts from the answer are printed at

p. 746.

p. 480, 1. 8. The case as to this Widow's Fund is set out in Mrs.

Armstrong's petition, p. 763.

p. 497. When the Chancellor laid his bill on the table he stated

that " he should make some explanatory remarks on the second read-

ing." Lord Brougham immediately inquired whether he would extend

the measure to Ireland, as if so, he (Lord Brougham) would not

present a petition with which he had been entrusted. The Chancellor

answered that " he intended, on the second reading, to state the

particular operation of the bill, and the circumstances which had led to

its introduction, and to propose that it should be referred to a committee,

and the better way would be for Lord Brougham to present the petition,

and it might be referred to the same committee.''

Such a bill should have been explained when introduced, but it

could not have been brought forward more stealthily ; and it seems from

the Chancellor's speech, p. 502, that on his silence some other law lord

thought it necessary to state the principles on which it was founded.

Lord Lyndhurst's original plan to refer the bill to a select committee con-

firms the remarks at p. 558, but in five days' time he gave it up, although

he could not have any other reason for doing so, than the conviction that

the Synod of Ulster would defeat the scheme, if the subject underwent

the investigation which that method of proceeding would have secured,

p. 534, 1. 23. The merciful Fenelon was a determined persecutor of

the Protestants aud Jansenists of France, but being a Jesuit by nature,

(he was of the party in his church called from St. Sulpiee's,) he passe*

102
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current as the very model of goodness. Thus he had his share in the

dragonnades and the Bull Unigenitus, without any prejudice as yet

to his reputation, so false for a time may the judgment of the world

be. For a contrary instance, the name of Servetus is always coupled

with that of Calvin. It is not known, or not noticed, that the Reformer

warned the fugitive Spaniard what the law of Geneva was, and that the

sentence was approved by all contemporaries, Protestant as well as Roman-
ist, even by the mild Melancthon. The Genevese reformer and law giver

is in fact selected to bear alone the reproach which all men of his time

incurred by their acts or their writings. Cramner burnt several, even

women, merely for denying the real presence, and yet has retained a cha-

racter for gentleness and mei'cy. Geneva, under her great citizen's influ-

ence, was eudeavouring to attain in religion and morals to a conformity

with the principles indicated in the Bible, to be in effect a theocracy,

and it is no wonder that it did not make itself an exception to all Chris-

tian States in the sixteenth century, by tolerating the denial of the

Saviour's deity. It is the highest possible testimony to Calvin that lie,

alone of historical characters, is in this respect judged, not with refer-

ence to the opinions of his time, but according to what his critic for the

time being thinks the highest standard of ethics and religion. To deal

this hard measure to him is however to admit that his intellect and

spirit were too grand and elevated for his errors to be palliated like

those of other men.

Any reflection upon the Genevese reformer on account of his treat-

ment of Servetus would in the mouth of a Romanist be the quintessence

of hypocrisy, only that no one of his persuasion, (the expression is peculi-

arly applicable in this case), forms or voluntarily adopts any opinions on

religion, for his church burnt more than sixteen hundred human beings

for heresy in Spain, even during the eighteenth century. As to Bossuet,

the less an Ultramontane says about him the better.

It is singular that this Romanist alone, of all those who spoke in

parliament in support of the bill, betrayed a hatred of Evangelical

opinions. Although as we have seen, the defendants in the A.G. v. Shore,

and their advocates and pamphleteers, all represented themselves as com-

bating Calvinism, yet all other speakers in the debates avoided the

avowal ; but at the thought of Calvin a papist always loses his self-com-

mand.

p. 537, 1. 18 from bottom. Mr Byng did not settle in Tamworth
till 1768.

p. 576, 1. 16. The Synod of Minister consisted of congregations at

Dublin (two), Limerick, Waterford, Clonmel, Bandon, Fethard, Sum-
merhill, and Cork.

]>. 576, note t. The chapels at Ballast Hills and Bedford should not

have been included in this enumeration.
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p. 579, 1. 3. A pamphlet was published in Belfast, in 1844, entitled

" Dissenters' Chapel Bill : their Arguments in defence of the recent

attacks on the congregational property of Unitarians considered," by

C. Porter, minister of the first Presbyterian Congregation of Larue.

p. 580, 1. 18. The controversy between Independents and Scotch

Presbyterians was carried on in the Cong. Mag. for 1834, 1842-3.

p. 596, I. 11 from bottom. Dr. Calamy's account of his journey, so

far as it relates to religion or ecclesiastical matters, is given in No. 8 of

the Appendix, p. 724.

p. 609, 1. 10 from bottom. Additional charges of heresy were

brought against the Independents. The following is an extract

from the affidavit of the Rev. Robert Kirk and the Rev. Peter Morrison,

ministers respectively of the Great Market and High Bridge chapels,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, the Rev. Charles Thompson of Tynemouth,
and the Rev. Robert Gillan of South Shields, all Kirkmen :

" From
the acquaintance which the deponents have had with the writings

of the English Presbyterians and Congregationalists of Lady Hew-
ley's day they firmly believe that the said parties held the plenary, lull

and complete inspiration of all the Scriptures, both of the Old and New
Testaments, but that there is reason to believe that multitudes of the

modern Congregationalists hold very different views upon this most

important subject; in evidence of which they submit the Eclectic

Review, a periodical much read amongst the Congregationalists. The
numbers for September 1825, and April 1826, throw doubts upon the

inspiration of the hagiographa, amounting to 149 chapters of the Old

Testament. And the Rev. Dr. Pye Smith, theological tutor at the

Congregational Academy at Homerton, in his work on the Messiah, has

avowed his doubts respecting the inspiration of the Song of Solomon,

and does not consider the book of Esther canonical ; and he argues in

the same work against the verbal inspiration of the Scriptures iu

general, whilst he admits it in some particular places, and quotes with

much approbation the following statements of Dr. Parry, theological

tutor at the Congregational Academy at Wymomlley :
' If the inspira-

tion and guidance of the Spirit respecting the writers of the New
Testament extended only to what appears to be its proper province,

matters of a religious and moral nature, then there is no necessitv to

ask whether everything contained in their writings were suggested

immediately by the Spirit or not, whether Luke was inspired to say that

the ship in which he sailed with Paul was wrecked on the island <>;'

Melita (Acts 28), or whether Paul was under the guidance of the Spirit

in directing Timothy to bring with him the cloak which he left at Troas,

'and the books, but especially the parchments' (2 Tim. 4) : for the answer

is obvious : these were not things of a religious nature, and no inspira-
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tion was necessary concerning them. The inspired writers sometimes

mention common occurrences or things in an accidental manner, as any

other plain and faithful man might do, although such things may be

found in parts of the evangelical history, or the apostles' addresses to

churches or individuals, and may stand connected with important

declarations concerning Christian doctrine or duty. Yet it is not

necessary to suppose that they were under any supernatural influences

in mentioning such common or civil affairs, though they were as to all

the sentiments they inculcated respecting religion. This view of the

subject will also readily enable a plain Christian in reading his New
Testament to distinguish what he is to consider as inspired truth.'

Vol. 1, p. 65." Dr. Hunter, Mr Thompson, and Mr Miller did not

make the statement at p. 609 in an affidavit, but in a State of facts.

Another allegation of theirs is :
" The charge of unsoundness in the

faith against the Independents, is further confirmed by Robert Haldane

Esq. of Edinburgh, who accuses the Rev. Moses Stuart, an Independent

professor at Andover, U.S., of denying the orthodox doctrine of the

imputation of the guilt of Adam's first sin to his posterity, in a work

on the Epistle to the Romans, which has been recently (1836) introduced

to the notice of the English Independents in highly recommendatory

prefaces by Dr. J. Pye Smith, Theological Tutor at Homerton, and Dr.

Ebenezer Henderson, Theological Tutor in Mr Thomas Wilson's (sic)

College at Highbury." [These quotations are favourable specimens of

the Scotch affidavits.]

p. 626, 1, 5. There is no mention of elders in the Cheshire minute,

p. 802, or in the descriptions of the English Presbyterians to be found

in pp. 701 and 803.

p. 663. The harmony with which the trustees have distributed the

fund, and the care taken by them to give assistance to none but those

who both need and deserve it, each trustee undertaking to ascertain all

particulars necessary for proper decisions in any cases in his own deno-

mination which seem to need enquiry, has entirely falsified all the

predictions of the heterodox party and their supporters, and affoi'ded

"the three denominations" an opportunity of manifesting their brother-

hood. The Independents may have a less share than they had, but they

have it without the necessity of a recommendation from a Socinian

minister, which was the general method in the former time.

p. 696, 1, 5. On the other hand some few chapels are here entered

in the Independents' list, because their minister in Dr. Evans's time was
an Independent, us Chaplain and Rotherham.

p. 696, 1. 9. In addition to the histories of nonconformity in

counties, cities and towns, accounts of chapels are to be found in Nichofs
Leicestershire, and as to a few of the London chapels in the Middlesex
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volumes of the " Beauties of England and Wales." The early volumes

of the Cong. Mag. contain short accounts, prepared by Dr. Redford, of

the congregations in Devon, and the English counties standing before it

alphabetically, and there will be found in the same magazine accounts of

the following churches : 1830 York, 1831 Andover, Darwen, Ellen-

thorpe, Potterspury, 1833 Wimborne, Potterspury, 1831 Llanbrynmair

and Stamford, 1835 Nottingham, Plymouth, Beaminster, 1836 Arundel

and Bishop's Hull, 1838 Stoke Newington and Ramsgate, 1842 Sutton-

in-Ashfield, Hereford and Beaminster, and in a volume the reference

to which is mislaid, White Row. In the Evangelical Mag. for 1866,

there is an account of the chapel at Horningsham, Wilts, which seems the

oldest foundation among all chapels now existing. Dr. Raffles made
collections as to Lancashire, and Mr Scales as to Yorkshh-e, as they

stated in their examinations in A.G. v. Wilson. It is to be hoped these

will not be lost or disposed of, but be deposited in the Congregational

Library.

Much additional information is to be gained from Mr Walter

Wilson's MSS. in Dr. Daniel Williams's Library.

It will be found upon examination that every Independent chapel

founded about the middle of the eighteenth century owes its origin to

the secession of Trinitarians from the old Presbyterian congregations,

which had become, or were becoming, Arian. The few cases specified

are taken from local histories. Independent congregations ai'ising from

associations of the converts of the first Methodists were of a later date.

p. 696, 1. 15. Mr Palmer of Hackney, gave an account of this MS. in

the 5 th volume of the Protestant Dissenters' Magazine, p. 468 ; and in

the 6th volume will be found that part of it which gives an account of

the chapels and ministers, with some additions. It also contains remarks

on the Salters' Hall meeting, part of which has been quoted, p. 709. Mr
Neal is blamed for not taking part in the business, but Mr Bradbury is

remarked to have lost his influence from his want of prudence

in the controversy. Of Mr Hunt it is further said :
" The doctor

is what we call a rational preacher, and labours in all his discourses to

conceal his sentiments and talk in the dark. It is one of the most

surprising instances that can be met with how a number of Christians,

and many of them of long experience, should, from a warm Calvinistical

pastor, fix on a person who to all but themselves appears to be but little

acquainted with the most important truths of the Gospel. However
the doctor is a quiet, peaceable man, and does not give his neighbours

any disturbance. Although he is accounted very learned, it does not

appear from his public discourses." Since the question as to Mr Hunt is

of some importance, the reader will note the following lines from a

character in rhyme of some of the Dissenting ministers in London of the

period, and an answer to it also in rhyme, which give the same idea.
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The praise is :

With soundest judgment and with nicest skill,

The learned Hunt explains his Master's will

;

So just his reasoning, and his sense so true,

He only pleases the discerning few.

The disparagement in answer is :

Not so the busy Hunt, with little skill,

Takes mighty pains to extol his own free will

;

So dull his meaning and his action too,

He really pleases but a very few.

It will be noticed that the parody retains the rhymes of the line,

on which it is founded, which was a great disadvantage. In the origina

Wright, Bradbury, Guyse, and Bragg, are lampooned, and Watts, Hunt

Chandler, and Foster, magnified. In the parody Wright and Watts,

who are contrasted in the original lines, are omitted together : and

the praise and dispraise are counterchanged throughout ; but while Dr;

Chandler appears in the answer as an Arian, and Dr. Foster as

Socinian, Dr. Hunt is merely a free wilier. The lines were communi-

cated by J. T., i.e, Dr. Joshua Toulmin.

p. 701, 1. 12. The distinct statement here made that only the male

members voted in the church deserves remark. This is contrary to the

o-eneral practice at the present day, though some churches follow this

rule, among others that of Carrs Lane, Birmingham. It is believed per-

sons of other denominations consider this as the most indefensible and

injurious point in the whole system. The right to vote should go with

the right of speaking in a church meeting, as the right to influence

fellow voters seems as natural and equitable as the franchise, but no one

will say a word for this.

p. 704, last line. The author of this account uses the word church,

in connection with the Presbyterians, as if it had the same meaning

among them as among Independents. The same phraseology occurs in

the Cheshire minute, p. 802. See also p. G67. This method of speak-

in<* seems to indicate that although admission to the communion was

matter of course, and there was little or no discipline with regard t

persons so admitted
;
yet they were regarded as forming a body in a

peculiar relationship to each other, aud exercising formally a contro,

over admission into their number, though the approbation of candidates

might be a matter of course. So far as this was the case, all difference

in theory between the denominations was done away with, except that

the church was a reality among Independents, but a name only among

the Presbyterians. This is entirely in harmony with the account

reprinted at p. 803.

In the 3rd volume of the Protestant Dissenters' Magazine, there is

given a list of the London chapels in 1796, a year which is about half

way between the date of Dr. Evans's list and the present clay, and that
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shews the following state of things to have been the result of the changes

during that period of seventy years, as it may be considered.

English Presbyterians : Prince's Street Westminster, Salters'

Hull Cannon Street, Carter Lane, Leather Lane, Hanover Street

Long Acre, Essex Street Strand, Monkwell Street, St. Thomas's

Borough, Alie Street Goodman's Fields, Old Jewry, Clapbam, Hackney,

Stoke Newington, Newington Green, Peckham.

Independents or Congregationalists : New Court Carey Street,

Fetter Lane, Hare Court Aldersgate Street, London Wall, Broad Street

Moorfields, White's Row Spitaltields, Eastcheap, New Gravel Lane
Wapping, Nightingale Lane, Haberdashers' Hall Staining Lane,

Pinners' Hall Broad Street, Redcross Street, Barbican, Jewin Street,

Stepney, Union Street Borough, Colliers' Rents Borough, Camomile
Street, Jamaica Row Rotherhithe, Chapel Street Soho, Bethnal Green,

Islington, Kensington, Pavement Moorfields, Hoxton, Bury Street St.

Mary Axe, Founders' Hall Lothbury, Newington Butts, Deptford,

Hammersmith, Hackney, Locke Fields Walworth, Queen Street

Ratcliff Highway.

Scotch Presbyterians : Swallow Street, Peter Street Soho, London
Wall, Crown Court Drury Lane, Artillery Street Spital Fields, East

Smithfield, Camberwell.

Seceders : Well Street Oxford Street, Bow Lane, Miles's Lane,

Cannon Street.

There are also lists of Baptists and Methodists.

The London "Presbyterian" chapels in 1865, after the lapse of another

seventy years, are given as Paradise Fields Hackney, Stoke Newington

Green (morning), Stamford Street Blackfriars, Islington, Essex Street,

two chapels connected with the Domestic Mission in Chapel Street

and Spicer Street Spitalfields, Little Portland Street Langham
Place (morning), Sermon Lane St. Paul's (evening), Roslyn Hill

Hampstead, Clarence Road Kentish Town, Effra Road Brixton.

The lists in the foregoing pages show the short duration of Noncon-

formist congregations, for, especially if they are not endowed, they

require many favourable conditions in the general society around, in order

to their permanent subsistence in the unhealthy atmosphere produced

by a State church ; and those on the Congregational principle have,

as the inevitable consequence of their nature, the peculiarity that, unless

they in some considerable degi'ee fulfil the idea and purpose of their being,

they fall into a state of decay, which speedily produces their dissolution.

The Episcopalian and Presbyterian systems, in their various forms,

support worship where Independency would fail to do so, for to

last it must be fully carried out ; mere congregations without churches

within them are insufficient to secure their own permanence. Now a
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congregational church is the only fellowship in Christendom which is

in idea restricted to truly regenerate men, real children of God, living

in contrast to the world of nominal Christians around them. It is

no wonder then that such societies soon become extinct, just as the

hundreds of churches founded by the apostles, (recorded in the New
Testament or not), disappeared ; and any one that admires Independent

churches in their purity and efficiency must say of them, what was

first said of far different societies, Sint ut sunt aut non sint. It is well

that they should pass away, and that other churches should arise in

their place, rather than they should exist only to teach error, or at best

to exhibit religious worship and teaching in the condition of utter

inefficiency, which was the general characteristic of the Establishment

during the period in question.

p. 742. An analysis of this list gives the following result

:

According to the classification of the recipients here given, and

doubling the half-yearly sums, the last year's distribution of the old trustees

was to 62 Soc. ministers £798, or on an average £6 7s each ; to 4

students at Manchester College, York, £100 a year, or £25 each; and

Mr Wellbeloved £80 a year, making a total of £978 ; to 49 Presby-

terian ministers £395, or on an average £8 Is each ; to 92 Independent

ministers £658, or on an average £6 5s each ; and one student at

Airedale £10; making a total of £339; to 33 Baptist ministers, 217

or £3 5s 9d each ; in the aggregate to orthodox parties £1214.

The separate grants were as below :

£32, £24, £21, £20 (1 each) to Socinians.

£19, £18, (1 each) to Independents.

£17 to 2 Socinians.

£16 to 15 : 7 Socinians; 2 Presbyterians ; 5 Independents ; 1 Bap-

tist.

£15, £14 (1 each), to 2 Socinians.

£13 to 2 : 1 Socinian ; 1 Independent.

£12 to 36 : 33 Socinians ; 3 Independents.

£11 to 1 Independent.

£10 to 22 : 8 Socinians ; 6 Presbyterians ; 7 Independents ; 1 Bap-

tist,

£9 to 1 Presbyterian.

£8 to 46 : 21 Presbyterians; 16 Independents ; 9 Baptists. -

£7 to 15 : 1 Socinian; 3 Presbyterians; 6 Independents; 4 Baptists.

£6 to 14 : I Socinian ; 4 Presbyterians; 7 Independents ; 1 Baptist.

£5 to 78 : 2 Socinians; 9 Presbyterians
;

4-7 Independents; 17 Bap-

tists.

£7, £6, (1 each) : and £5 to 3 denominations not known.

The lai'ge sums were thus divided : York £80, Bradford Yorkshire

£32, Halifax £24, Doncaster £21, Wakefield £20, all Socinians.
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According to counties the division was as follows :

Berwick. 1 P. £8, 1 B. £5.

Northumberland. Alnwick K. £16, Soc. £6 : Bavington K. £5 :

Belford S. £10 : Billingham S. £5 : Birdhop Craig K. £10 : Blytlie I.

£8 : Branton K. £8 : Etall K. £8 : Falstone K. £10 : Felton K. £8 :

Glanton K. £9 : Haltwistle K. £8 : Harbottle K. £8 : Hartley P. £8 :

Haydon Bridge and Corlidge I. 8/: Hexham K. 10/: Long Framling-

ham K. 8/: Morpeth K. 81: Newcastle P. 51. S. 11: Castle Garth R.

15/. B. 51. I. 51 : Staratbrdham K. 81 : Spittle K. 8/ : North Sunderland

S. 81: North Shields B. 81. S. 61 : Thropton K. 8/: Wallsend S. 12/:

Wark K. 18/ : Warneford P. 8/ : Widdington K. 81 : Wooler K. 8/.

Cumberland. Alston Moor I. 51: Bewcastle K. 10/: Blenner-

hasset I. 51: Brampton K 8/: Carlisle S. 10/. I. 11: Cockermouth I.

51 : Longtown K. 61 : Mary port K. 11 : Oulton B. 51 : Parkhea«l

I. 8/: Penrith S. 16/. I. 51: Salkeld and Plumpton S. 8/: Whitehaven

K. 61 : Workington K. 87.

Westmoreland. Kirkby Stephen I. 8/ : Ravenstonedale 1. 10/

:

Rawtenstall Soc. 51.

Durham. Chester le Street I. 51 : Gateshead K. 51 : Hamsterly

B. 51 : Houghton le Spring S. 51 : Monkwearmouth P. 61 : Norham

S. 51: South Shields, K. 51. P. 12/: Stockton Soc. 13/: Sunderland

and Shields Soc. 10/ : Tweedmouth K. 15/.

Yorkshire. Allerton near Bradford 51 : Barnsley I. 81 : Bingley

I. 4/ : Birchcliffe B. 51 : Bishop's Burton B. 11 : Bradford Soc.

32/: Bramley B. 8/: Birdlington B. 8/: Brighouse I. 10/: Celan-

dine Nock B. 51 : Cleckheaton I. 10/ : Cold Rowley B. 11 : Cother-

stone 1. 16/ : Cottingham I. 51 : Cowliughill and Kilwick B. 51 : Dogley

Lane I. 51: Doncaster Soc. 21/: Eastwood I. 6/: Eccleshill I. 51 :

Elland Soc. 16/: Ellenthorpe I. 15/: Farsley B. 51: Feetham I. 18/ :

Gildersome B. 16/ : Great Ayton I. 10/ : Great Driffield I. 51 : Gains-

borough I. 51 : Halifax Soc. 24/. B. 10/ : Heaton B. 51 : Hebden Bridge

B. 11: Heckmondwicke I. 51: Holmfirth I. 51: Horsforth B. 51 : Honley

I. 11 : Howarth B. 51 : Howden I. 51 : Hull Soc. 12/ : Keighley I. 61

:

Keld I. 13/ : Kirby Moorside I. 51 : Kirkham T. 51 : Knaresborough

I. 19/ : Leyburn I. 51 : Lidgate 51 : Locksley I. 51 : Lockwood

B. 11: Market Weighton I. 51 : Marsden I. 51: Mixendeu I. 8/ : Morley

I. 16/: Netherfield near Penistone I. 51: Northowram 1. 8/: Osset

I. 10/: Otley I. 51: Pateley Bridge I. 51 : Pickering I. 5/ : Pock-

lington I. 51: Pontefract I. 16/: Pudsey I. 16/: Qneenshead near

Halifax B. 51: Rishworth B. 51 : Rotherham Soc. 17/: Sandyryke

Gisburn Forest I. 51: Scarborough B. 8/: Selby Soc. 17/: Settle

I. 51 : Shelley I. 51 : Shipley B. 8/ : Shore B. 51 : Skipton I. 10/ :

Sowerby I. 11/: Stainland I. 51: Stannington Soc. 12/: Steep Lane

103
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near Halifax B. 51: South Cane and Elloughton I. 87: Swaziland I.

81: Thirsk I. 51: Thorn and Statfield Soc. 12/: Thornhill B. 11:

Wains-ate near Halifax B. 51 : Wakefield Soc. 20/ : Warley I. 10/

:

Whitby Soc. 12/: Wortley I. 51 : York Soc. 807.

Lancashire. Blackley Soc. 121 : Blakeley B. 8/ : Booth I. 51:

Bolton Moor Lane 61: Burnley B. 8/ : Bury Soc. 12/. I. 51 : Clitheroe

F. 51: Chorley Soc. 12/: Chowbent Soc. 12/: Dob Lane Fails-

worth Soc. 12/: Fullwood I. 6/: Gorton Soc. 12/: Greenacres I.

51: Hallfold I. 11: Hallshaw I. 51: Haslingdon I. 8/: Hindley

Soc. 12/: Horwich I. 61 : Lancaster Soc. 12/: Liverpool Edge

Hill B. 51 : Toxteth Park Soc. 12/ : Lydiate Soc. 16/ : Monton Soc.

12/: Ormskirk Soc. 16/: Park Lane Wigan Soc. 10/: Pendlebury I.

51: Piatt Soc. 12/: Preseot Soc. 10/ : Preston Soc. 12/ : Rainford

I. 11: Risley Soc. 12/: Bivington Soc. 12/: Rochdale Soc. 12/.

Soc. 10/: Rossendale Soc. 12/. B. 61: Smallbridge L 11: Southport

I. .5/: Stand Soc. 12/: Tottlebank B. 8/: Ulverstone I. 61:

Wharton I. 51: Walmsley Soc. 12/: Willesden I. 8/: Wigan and

Tunby K. 12/.

CHESHIRE. Altringham Soc. 12/: Congleton Soc. 16/: Cross

Street Soc. 10/ : Dean Bow Soc. 12/ : Duckenfield Soc. 12/ : Hather-

low I. 61: Hyde Soc. 12/: Knutsford Soc. 15/: Macclesfield Soc.

12/: Nantwich Soc. 12/: North vvich I. 11: Partington I. 61:

Stockport Soc. 14/. I. 51.

Debryshire. Alfreton I. 81 : Bamford I. 51 : Charleswovth I.

51: Chesterfield Soc. 12/: Chinley Chapel I. 51: Derby Soc. 12/:

Hedge I. 51 : Hopton I. 8/ : Hucklow, Bradwell, Middleton aud

Ashford Soc. 16/: Ilkeston and Findern Soc. 16/: Marple Bridge I.

51 : Ripley and Duffield Soc. H/.

Lincolnshire. Barrow 51 : Barton-upon-Humber I. 51 : Boston

Soc. 12/: Gainsborough Soc. 10/: Lincoln Soc. 12/: Stamford I. 10/.

Nottinghamshire. Mansfield Soc. 12/.

Staffordshire. Burton-on-Trent B. 81 : Newcastle-under-Lyne

Soc. 51.

Salop. Whitchurch Soc. 16/ : Wem I. 8/.

Leicestershire. Loughborough Soc. 10/.

Cambridgeshire. Wisbeach Soc. 10/.

Domgay and Lutton are unknown. One or two errors of the press

will not substantially affect the calculations.

This analysis is requisite to a fair estimate of the distribution in the

former state of things. Many considerations must also be taken into

account, which it is unnecessary, and might be thought invidious, to

specify here.

p. 785, 1. 6. The confident, indeed the over-bearing tone and
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manner which the heterodox parties maintained throughout all the suits,

even to their very end, was perhaps the most remarkable circumstance

connected with the contest. It is easy to say that they relied on the

goodness of their case, and that it triumphed at last. Such trust, how-

ever, was not manifested by their keeping back the objection as to

evidence in both the English suits until the final appeal, or by setting up

at the same stage for the first time the original illegality of the General

Fund, or by getting in the legal estate of the Clough and Killinchy

chapels, as to the former from a man intoxicated for the purpose. After

they had at last discovered that their hope in the courts was self-delu-

sion, and that no argument, whether legal or historical, would stand

examination, the memorial of March 1843 took the same tone, although

Sir Robert Peel declared, when he saw the bill was safe, that he had not,

previously to its introduction, expected it to be carried. They however

knew the men with whom the fate of the bill rested. It was first intro-

duced in the House of Lords, and they could safely trust in their friends

there. Lord Cottenham and Lord Campbell were their old advocates who

had entered into every point they raised. Lord Brougham's opinions were

well known from his Glasgow declaration that a man was not responsible

for his belief; he had already referred to the "interpolated verse in St.

John, and the spurious chapter in Josephus, upon which may repose the

foundations of a religion or the articles of its creed;" he had charac-

terized a deist as " one who disbelieves in our Saviour being either the

Son of God or sent by God as his prophet on earth," (though this perhaps

now would be thought illiberal and uncandid) ; he had remarked of his

beau ideal of a clergyman, his kinsman Di\ Robertson, that " his notions

of usefulness and his wish to avoid the fanaticism of the High Church

party (which with \is would be called the Low Church or Evangelical)

led him generally to prefer moral to theological or gospel subjects ;" and

throughout his lives of the Doctor and his friend David Hume, he had

never referred to Evangelicals otherwise than as the fanatical party, so

that, not to mention the good will which he had manifested in the case

of the Hewley charity, they were safe of him. As to Lord Lynclhurst,

no doubt a very short interval elapsed after the judgment of the House

of Lords, before he made known to them his opinion that a measure

which merely preserved to them the chapels and endowments which had

not been recovered, and did not give them back the Wolverhampton,

Clough, and Killinchy meeting-houses, and the Dublin and Hewley

Funds (for they could not have wished for anything else which they

did not get), was but a scanty measure of justice, and encouraged

them to set at nought any "clamorous opposition they might encounter.

Sir Robert Peel also they doubtless knew sufficiently to count on

his negotiating for them out of Parliament, and in Parliament making
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statements on their behalf which they would have been ashamed to

make for themselves. They further knew that he could secure on their

side his law officers, including his Irish Chancellor No wonder then

that the memorial shadowed forth the bill and the speeches in favour

of it, and that the silence which it preserved as to all details was the

instruction under which the Chancellor avoided for his measure the

ordeal of a select committee, after having promised it to the other side

Relief as a matter of course.

p. 792, 1. 4 from bottom. This petition, it should have been

noticed, was by a remnant only of the Seceders, see p. 582. The

Kirkmen, the Free Churchmen, the United Associate Synod, and the

Belief (now the United Presbyterians), did not oppose the bill.

p. 795, 1. 4 from bottom. The act is referred to as 7 and 8 Victoria,

chapter 45, and is entitled, "An act for the regulation of suits relating

to meeting-houses and other property held for religious purposes by

persons dissenting from the United Church of England and Ireland."

This title was singularly incorrect. The act (practically) limited

suits as to certain chapels and property held in trust for Dissenters, and

it did not regulate any suits, nor did it affect Dissenters' chapels and

property generally ; but the more vague and general the title, the better

was the appearance of matters, and the more the real intention and the

true effect were disguised. Mr Hardy pointed this out to the House in

vain, p. 542, but it was not to be expected that such an act would be

properly entitled. The short title in the Commons' votes was, " Limi-

tation of suits for Dissenters' Chapels' Bill."

The proviso giving the court power to stop suits previously com-

menced was contrai'y to all former practice in suits affecting property.

The Bill as introduced carefully provided that it should not affect pro-

perty in suit on the 1st March, which was six days before the first reading

in the Lords. Thus the informations as to the Dublin chapels would, if

Ireland had been included in the Bill, have been left to take their

course because, as Lord Lyndhurst knew, a select committee would, as

a matter of course, have inserted a clause which would never afterwards

have been got rid of, and would have effectually preserved the rights

of the parties to all existing suits. The carefully selected committee to

which was referred the knotty point as to extending the Bill to Ireland

had their attention drawn to the suits by the petitions referred to them, but

even they did not recommend that the Bill before them should be altered

so as to give effect to the prayer of those petitions. That was accom-

plished without notice on the third reading, and the House appears to

have been packed for it, as the majority was 41 to 9, which showed a

large attendance that afternoon of peers favourable to the bill.

The best comment on Sir Edward Sugden's arrest of the suits is the
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exposure of all the manoeuvres in Parliament which were requisite

to give it effect.

It is most painful to think an act passed for such a purpose was the

first in which Parliament disregarded a rule so well founded in prin-

ciple as that by which it had, up to that time, restrained itself from

interfering with any suit once instituted for the recovery of property.

The Bishop of London assures us, p. 524, that the act was contrary to

the plainly expressed convictions of the nation, and it is well that could

be said. Nevertheless the majority in the Lords was nearly in the pro-

portion of five to one, and that in the Commons much more than two
to one.

p. 457, last line but 2. The following remarks were made by the

law lords who decided the appeal in the A.G. v. Drummond.
Lord Brougham, " I attended at the hearing of this case with my

noble and learned friend near me (Lord Campbell) and my noble and
learned friend Lord Cottenham, whose absence on account of indisposi-

tion, we have to lament. He has however, considered this case, and
after communicating with us on the subject, he has sent me a corrected

copy of his judgment, which I will read to your lordships, and in which
I entirely coincide. The case is of great importance ; and whatever

opinion we might have had before the case of Lady Hewley's charities,

I do not consider that we can do otherwise than the Court of Chancery
in Ireland did, that is, to follow the principles laid down in that case."

His lordship then read Lord Cottenham's judgment as follows :

" It appears to me that the rules and principles acted upon in the

case of Lady Hewley's charities, govern the present. The cases indeed

are very similar. In Lady Hewley's charities the principal question

was, the meaning of the founder's words, ' Godly preachers of Christ's

holy gospel
;

' and whether Unitarians were incl uded in that description.

In the present case the question is the meaning of the founders' words,

'Protestant dissenters;' and whether Unitarians are included in that

description. In Lady Hewley's charities, the evidence used below em-
braced a wide range, much of which was probably not properly receiv-

able ; but there was sufficient evidence free from all objection to. enable

the judges and this House to come to a satisfactory conclusion upon the

meaning of the words, and the disqualification of Unitarians.

" In commenting upon the opinions delivered by the learned judges

upon the question of the admissibility of evidence in the case of Lady
Hewley's charities, I observed that the evidence which went to show
the existence of a religious party, by which the phraseology found in

the deed was used, and that Lady Hewley was a member of that party

was clearly admissible, being in effect no more than evidence of the

circumstances by which the author of the instrument was surrounded at
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the time. The appellants in this case, indeed, attempted to distinguish

the two cases, upon the ground that, although no distinct meaning could

be attributed to the mere words, ' Godly preachers of Christ's holy gos-

pel,' the words ' Protestant Dissenters' had a known legal meaning, and
therefore in the absence of ambiguity, evidence of the meaning of those

words could not be received. It is clear that the words of themselves

have not any such known legal meaning as the appellants would attach

to them. The expression, ' Protestant Dissenters,' do indeed of them-

selves imply that the parties are Protestants against the Church of

Rome, and Dissentients from the Church of England, but that is all.

They cannot include all those who are neither of the Church of Rome
nor of that of England, for that would include all those who reject

Christianity altogether ; nor all those who, to some extent, admit the

divine mission of Christ, for do not the Mahomedans do that ? Wbat
classes, and what descriptions of persons are included, is uncertain from

the terms used, and therefore matter of proof. The appellants indeed

refer to acts of parliament and other documents, for the purpose of

showing that Unitarians have been included in the general terms of

Protestant Dissenters. If this be admissible for the appellants, it is

clearly open to the respondents to adduce evidence to prove that such

was not the sense in which the words were used by the founders of these

trusts, which is in truth the whole question.

" It appears to me clear, that upon the principle of the case of Lady

Hewley's charities, and within the limits acted upon in that case in this

House, evidence of the meaning of these words 'Protestant Dissenters,'

as understood and used by the authors of these trusts, is admissible.

"Some important points are certain from the deed itself, such

as that the trust originated with the members of certain congregations of

Dissenting Protestants in Dublin ; that they professed that the charity

was founded upon a pious disposition and concern for the interest of our

Lord Jesus Christ ; and that its object was the support of religion in

and about Dublin and the south of Ireland, by assisting and supporting

the Protestant Dissenting interest against unreasonable prosecutions,

and for the education of youth designed for the ministry amongst

Protestant dissenting congregations that were poor and unable to pro-

vide for their ministers. It is established beyond all doubt that these

congregations professed Trinitarian doctrines ; that there were not at

that time any Unitarian congregations or ministers in Dublin or the

south of Ireland, although there were individuals who professed those

doctrines.

" Looking then to the declared objects of the trust, those who had no

congregations or ministers, and who had not in the opinion of the

founders been subject to any unjust prosecutions, could not have been
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in the immediate contemplation of its authors; but still they may have

had intentions 30 liberal and enlarged as to embrace objects not imme-

diately contemplated, but such objects must have been within their

general intentions and within the mischief they proposed to guard

against. They must have been Protestant Dissenters within the sense

in which the authors of the trust understood and used this description.

The inquiry therefore, is, were Unitarians or Unitarian Christians

included in this description, as so understood and used ] The evidence

I think proves that they were not.

" The quotations in evidence from members of those congregations,

at or about the period of the trust, prove the abhorrence in which they

held the Unitarian doctrines. This cannot be more strongly expressed

than in the extract from the sermon of Samuel Mather, who says: 'If

any man deny one God and three Persons, deny the Scriptures, the

Deity of Christ, the immortality of the soul, the resurrection of the

body, or sxtch like fundamental points, it is the duty of the church to

cast him out ; he is unclean.' So his brother Nathaniel Mather says,

' this belongs to Christ ; he is God, co-equal with the father and the

Holy Ghost, being one of the blessed perfections of the Divine essence.'

.And after speaking of the opinions of Papists, Socinians and their

followers, he says, ' Grotius indeed does the same, and I learn that

Arminians and Socinians do so too; but I do not reckon Grotius, or

them, among Protestants.'

" Many other extracts to the same effect were produced ; but that,

which is most conclusive, is what appears in Emlyn's history and

narrative, and the reply to it by Mr Boyce, one of the authors of this

trust. Emlyn complains of these congregations and their members as

having taken part against him, and the Irish convocation in their

address to the Crown claim credit for having so done, and declare that

there are no people ki the world, whose principles and practices are

more opposite to Deists, Socinians, and all the enemies of revealed

religion, and to Papists, than they were, and ever had been.

" It is useless after this, to refer to more evidence upon this point.

The authors of this trust at the time it was created, were professed Trini-

tarians, and not only disclaimed all connexion with, or sympathy for those

who professed Unitarian doctrines, but held them in abhorrence, and

publicly declared such to be their opinions, denying that such Unitarians

were Protestants or Christians. Can it then be supposed that these

authors of the trust in question intended to associate with themselves as

cestuis cpie trust, those whose doctrines they so abhorred and con-

demned ! Is not the sense in which the words ' Protestant Dissenters'

were used by the authors of this trust, made clear beyond all question ]

They denied the right of Unitarians to the appellations of Protestants
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or Christians, and could not therefore intend to include them in the

description of Protestant Dissenters.

"It appears to me, therefore, that the decree of the Lord Chancellor

of Ireland was correct, in declaring that Unitarians are not entitled to

be considered as objects of the trust.

" Other objections Were raised to the decree, which may be disposed

of in very few words. It was said that there being at the time no

Toleration Act for Ireland, the whole trust was illegal ; now if the

illegality were proved, the question would arise, how can these appel-

lants raise that objection, they claiming under the trust, and showing no

other title to be heard 1

" Secondly, it was urged that long enjoyment gave title to the

Unitarians. Contemporaneous usage is, indeed, a strong ground for the

interpretation of doubtful words or expressions, but time affords no

sanction to established breaches of trust.

" It was also objected that the decree removed some Trinitarian,

as well as the Unitarian, trustees ; but this was sanctioned by the decree

in Lady Hewley's charities, and is right upon principle. The decree

proceeding to correct a breach of trust, removes those trustees who were

the authors of it, for that is of itself a sufficient ground of removal,

common to both classes. I therefore advise your Lordships to affirm the

decree, with costs."

Lord Brougham then stated his own opinions thus :

"The only point upon which E entertain the least doubt is, whether

his lordship (Lord Cottenham) does not express too doubtfully the inad-

missibility of some of the evidence which was received in the court

below in the case of Lady Hewley's charities ; but I think he is quite

right in his argument upon the admissibility of the evidence which was

received in this case, and that the evidence was admissible in this case

for the purpose of showing the circumstances in which the party was

when making the instrument. You admit it as you admit evidence in

construing a will, not to modify the expressions of the will, not to affix

a sense upon the will which it does not bear, not to tell you what the

meaning of the will is, but to tell you what were the circumstances in

which the testator was when he used those expressions, for the purpose

of enabling you to ascertain what meaning he affixed to the expressions

that he used, and for no other purpose. There was nothing further done

in this case, and it is clear that the evidence was admissible.

" I therefore entirely agree with the view taken by my noble and

learned friend, and move your Lordships that this appeal be dismissed,

and that the judgment of the court below be affirmed, with costs."

Lord Campbell :
" As my noble and learned friend has alluded to the

case of Lady Hewley's charities, I have no difficulty in saying that 1 am
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clearly of opinion now, speaking judicial ly, that there was a great deal

of evidence admitted in that case, which ought to have been rejected.

There was abundant evidence to support the decree, of course ; we are

now bound by that decree, because it has received the sanction of this

House, and I think that the evidence which was admissible thei'e, was

abundant for the purpose of supporting the decree. But there were in

that case admitted and reasoned upon by the Vice-Chancellor of

England, and partly by Lord Lyndhurst, declarations made by Lady
Hewley as to the particular sense in. which she used particular words,

or rather evidence tending to show the sense in which the words

were used by her. Now that, I apprehend, was cleaidy inadmissible.

On general principles I adhere to what I contended at your Lordships'

bar, as counsel in the case of Lady Hewley's charities, and which I find

the Lord Chancellor of Ireland has done me the honour to adopt, and to

say that it is the canon by which he himself has been guided, viz., that

in construing such an instrument, you may look to the usage to see in

what sense the words wei'e used at that time
;
you may look to contem-

poraneous documents, as well as to acts of Parliament, to see in what

sense the words were used in the age in which the deeds were executed
;

but to admit evidence to show the sense in which words were used by

particular individuals, is coutrary to sound principle, and I think my
noble and learned friend the present Lord Chancellor (Lord Cottenham),

could not have any doubt at all in rejecting such evidence.

" My Lords, adopting that canon, I really do not think that there is

any reasonable doubt in this case, because what we have to determine

is, the meaning of the words ' Protestant Dissenters' in the deed consti-

tuting this charity, at the time that deed was made, not what may be

the meaning of the words 'Protestant Dissenters' in the reign of Queen

Victoria, because I have no doubt now that, upon most occasions,

Unitarians would be considered as Protestant Dissenters. Since the

repeal of the act of William III., against impugning the doctrine of the

Trinity, they have not been liable to any penalties, and it would be very

unchristian to say they are not Christians. They are Dissenters, and,

therefore, I apprehend, they may be properly denominated Christian

Dissenters, and that they are ' Protestant Dissenters.'
"

" But at the same time we have to look at what they were when
this charity was founded. At that time I think the evidence is abun-

dant to show that the authors of the charity would not at all have

considered Unitarians as 'Christian brethren ;' that they would have

looked upon them with great horror, and never would have called them

'Protestant Dissenters;' and therefore they cannot be considered as

included in the description of those for whom this charity was founded.

104
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"That being the case, the decree pronounced by Lord Chancellor

Sugden seems to me to be perfectly correct.

" Enjoyment might be evidence, if it was doubtful how far Unita-

rians were included ; but assuming that Unitarians are excluded, the

enjoyment must go for nothing.

" Then as to the other point, that the purposes of this charity cannot

by law be carried into execution, and that the funds must be disposed of

by the sign manual of her Majesty ; I entirely concur in the opinion

that that argument cannot be entertained by your Lordships.

"I do not think it necessary to enter more at large into this

subject, which has been already so ably discussed, but, upon the whole,

I entirely concur in the opinion that the judgment of the court below

should be affirmed, with costs."

" It was ordered accordingly, That the decree be affirmed, and the

appeal dismissed, with costs to be paid by the appellants to the relators,

Matthews and Black, who alone answered the appeal."

This account is from the second volume of Clarke and Finelly's

House of Lords' cases, which it had been understood, from solicitors

engaged on different sides of the case, contained no notice of it, but a

search for another purpose discovered it after the Errata and Index were

partly in type.

These judgments are particularly valuable ; they pi'ove that there

was no doubt either as to the law, as, Lord Lyndhurst and Sir William

Follett so impudently feigned ; or as to the opinions of the Presbyterians,

English or Irish, up to the end of the chapel-building period, for the facts

as to Emlyn and the general arguments applied to both countries. This

judicial recognition of the orthodoxy of the body, (which indeed was

previously abundantly certain), must for ever dispose of the notion that

their vague trust deeds were prepared to meet the case of congregations

who knew that their opinions were illegal, or who were indifferent as to

doctrines ; one or other of which suppositions seemed matter of necessity

to Lord Cottenham, Sir Robert Peel, and Mr Gladstone. It also exposes

the falsity of the statement which is to be found at p. 775, and

pervades almost all the arguments of the Socinian party, that it

was decided in A.G. v. Shore, and A.G. v. Pearson, which was

incorrectly considered to be altogether governed by it, that the

worship which Presbyterian foundei's intended to promote was -ascer-

tained to be Trinitarian only by following the presumption of law
;

on the contrary, in both those cases it was declared that the foundations

were restored to orthodoxy exclusively on the ground of the certain

intentions of the founders. The act of 1844 has indeed no meaning
except as it limits the time within which congregational properties,

(or rather quasi properties), can be restored to their original purposes,
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after having been perverted from tliem : and Drumraond v. the A.G.

decided that neither Socinians nor Arians can take any benefit from

a religions charity founded in 1710 for the benefit of Protestant dissen-

ters, for the reason that persons at that time describing themselves,

and pointing out the objects of their foundations, by that name, would

not have recognized Socinians or Arians as belonging to their body, and

did not intend them to participate in those benefactions. The decision

was that the words "Protestant Dissenters" as explained by admis-

sible evidence had this meaning at that date ; and fully recognized the

old doctrines that the intentions of founders, ascertained in this manner,

guided courts in the construction of foundation deeds ; that the perversion

of a charity was to be redressed at any distance of time ; and that no

length of time during which it had been wrongly enjoyed gave a right

to it.

The remarks of these three law lords, always the advocates of the

Socinians, destroy the chief pretences on which the act was passed, and

their words read as a bitter condemnation of its authors.

Let us see how these remarks bear upon the Dublin chapels. The

General Fund deed was dated in 1710, the trust deed of the Eustace

Street chapel, (to which the congregation from New Row removed), was

dated in 1725, a deed declaring trusts of the building fund was dated in

1718-9, and Mr Darner's was the chief name in all these deeds. The
Strand Street chapel derived £100 a year, as an original endowment,

from the General Fund, and it was built (in 1768) by the congregation

of Wood Street chapel, (with what funds was not shown), in substitu-

tion for that chapel from which Mr Emlyn was expelled in 1702, and

of which Mr Boyce was minister until 1728, and Mr Choppin until

1711. Mr Abernethy was co-pastor with the latter, and it was said on

the trial that he was an Arian, but there was no proof of this, and what

proof there is is the other way. Lord Campbell found himself compelled

to own that these congregations in 1710, instead of considering persons

holding the opinions of the present occupants of the chapels as members of

their body or Christian brethren, would have looked upon them with

great horror. Yet these were the two chapels which the act preserved

to Arians or Socinians in violation equally of precedent and principle,

by a provision, which, in fact, was applicable only to them.

To advert to other matters, the law lords did not commit themselves

to any opinion as to the admissibility or non-admissibility of any specific

part of the evidence given in the Hewley case. They were no doubt

hampered by the consideration that the belief of a denomination must in

part be shown by acts or writings of individuals belonging to it, in

which light most of that evidence could be viewed. It is to be particu-

larly noticed that no attempt was made to show that Lady Hewley
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used any expression in a sense peculiar to herself, as Lord Campbell

would have it understood. Her own will was brought forward to

show her opinions to have been those of her party, and in no other

way to give a particular meaning to any woi'ds in her foundation deeds.

The appellants gained nothing by setting up the illegality of the

fund, though they made it, according to the report, the chief point in

their appeal, but the infamy of the attempt, and Lord Cottenharn's

exposure of its folly.

The Trinitarian trustees were removed for shaving in the illegal

appropriation of the fund, and the appellants, two ministers, were con-

demned in the costs, as to which the heterodox party always fought

hard.

It may be admitted that a description of the church government and

discipline of the English Presbyterians would most appropriately have

formed part of the introduction to the contest between the Indepen-

dents and the Scotch Presbyterians, but it was necessary to commence

the volume with a short account of their system ; and particulars and
illustrations of the state of things among them were subsecpiently given

as they bore upon the more important branch of the controversy which

they left as the chief part of their damnosa hereditas. Some authorities

were obtained only in time to appear in the Appendix, or to be referred

to in the Corrections. There will be found some advantage in gathering

up in a few sentences the effect of all these scattered notices,* in

addition to making the references to them in the Index much fuller

than any to be found in relation to other subjects,

The Scotchmen did not attempt any proof that after the Revolution

a single presbytery was set up in England otherwise than in original

connection with a Scotch denomination, beyond a mere assertion that the

existing presbytery of Northumberland was formed soon after that

event. Any organization however which existed at that time in the

northern counties, was no moi*e than a Southern Association ; indeed it

was called a Class, a name which, though during the Commonwealth

it was the English name for a Presbytery, was afterwards used in the

North of England in contradistinction to it. The evidence in A.G. v.

"Wilson will bear out these statements. The only union known among

* Such a description was at first inserted to fill up a blank half page, but when this

reason was obviated by the further notice of the A.G. v. Drummond, the incomplete-

ness of this vohune without such a summary caused a much larger space to be devoted

to it.

The reader is desired to notice that the addition at p. 826 to the remarks ending at

p. 785 was not an afterthought, but was occasioned by an omission in printing that page.
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English Presbyterians was the meeting of the ministers of a district, in

which Independents took part on a perfectly equal footing, and which had

no jurisdiction, but was held merely for conference and advice. The ordina-

tions within the district, it is true, were naturally, and indeed necessarily,

conducted by members of the association, but the individuals officiating

appear to have been in most cases selected by the minister to be ordained,

and to have acted with any other ministers from a distance whom
he invited. Independents assisted in the ordination of Presbyterian

ministers, occasionally taking the most important parts of the

seiwice. These ordinations in all respects resembled ordinations

among Independents at the present day, except that there was, at

any rate during the chapel-building period, an examination into the

theological and general acquirements, and the pulpit abilities, of the candi-

dates. This enquiry was not made at the ordination of Independents,

but in the case of many of their ministers it had taken place preliminarily

to their being considered qualified to entertain a call to the pastoral office.

The chief peculiarities of the early Independents were connected with

their ordinations, and they were soon abandoned, and the Presbyterian

method adopted, with the exception which has been mentioned.

It is to be noticed that most of the Presbyterian ministers were edu-

cated at private academies, and no greater proportion of them than of

their Independent brethren had resorted to universities out of England.

In learning, as shown by authorship, they had no pre-eminence.

There was no discipline in the Presbyterian churches ; admission

to the Lord's Supper seems to have been permitted, as a matter of

course, on application to the minister, and church censures were

unknown. It has not been shown that there existed, in any congrega-

tion of English Presbyterians, an eldership exercising any church power
;

the usual committee or body of managers have, in contempt of the

facts of the case, been represented as being so many elders, but no

instance has been produced of their deciding on the admission of com-

municants, or managing any other than the temporal affairs of the

congregation. An isolated congregation, although governed by its

minister and elders, would not be truly Presbyterian unless the minister

and elders were ordained and governed by a presbytery. But were

it otherwise it is not with such isolated congregations we have to do

here, but with congregations existing in every county, and all .self-

governed. This was without doubt the case with the congregation at York,

of which Lady Hewley was a member, the Presbyterianism of which

was most confidently deposed to. It is impossible to frame any consis-

tent definition of Presbyterianism which can embrace a state of things such

as this.

The proceedings as to the Exeter ministers display and illustrate
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the state of* things almost as fully as could be wished. There was uo

Kirk Session, but a committee of management, who apparently were

also the trustees, and they decided and acted for the united congrega-

tions. The Western Assembly, though the most highly organized of all

the Associations, had no jurisdiction in the matter, and no real power,

as appeared during the contest, for they could not even control ordinations

within their bounds by members of their own body. After this Assem-

bly found they were powerless to deal with the suspected ministers, five

London ministers were consulted, and they recommended that the diffi-

culties should be submitted to the wisest ministers of the neighbourhood.

Seven of them were accordingly selected by the committee but failed,

and then the five London ministers took up the matter again ; and

they thought it best to call together the ministers of the three denomi-

nations, English and Scotch Presbyterians, Independents, Calvinistic

Baptists, and Arminian Baptists. This was not Presbyterianism. In

the meantime the Exeter people did not wait for their decision, but the

trustees of the chapels shut the doors against Mr Pierce and Mr
Hallet. The Happy Union and the Associations would not have been

formed, or even thought of, if there had been presbyteries ; and it is

to be noticed that all the opposition to their formation came from

Independents. Such a system as obtained among all the English Pres-

byterians, according to the historians of the Synod of Ulster and its

Leaders in our own time, was one of real Independency, but for the most

part of Independency without its vital forces or its safeguards.

For default of any organization embracing several congrega-

tions, they necessarily became congregational, the seatholders having

the powers which the church exercised among Independents ; some

congregations however went beyond this, for the use of a church cove-

nant, and the practice of obtaining the sanction of the body of com-

muuicants to admissions to communion which obtained among them,

amounted to the adoption, however imperfectly, of Independent

principles. The minute of the Cheshire Association, if carried out,

would have ensured the adoption of the Independent system in purity

and efficiency ; and in Cheshire and Lancashire the Presbyterians

outnumbered the Independents in a greater degree than in any other

part of the kingdom. On the other hand, some Independent churches

abandoned their old discipline, and the ministers admitted -to the

Lord's Supper at their pleasure, and consequently seat-holders were

admitted to participate in the choice of the minister ; in all other

cases they soon, while preserving every vital part of their system, gave

up the rigidity and peculiarities which occasioned whatever diffi-

culty there had been in working with them. The extent to which

ministers were interchanged between the denominations is shown

by Dr. Evans's list ; indeed in the original the two bodies are inter-
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mixed in a manner which can be accounted for only by their being

considered as substantially one. The Independents have, in this volume,

been arranged in a list by themselves, to the great prejudice of the

argument now on hand, the convenience of the method for all other

purposes having outweighed this disadvantage attending it. In

London, where only separate boards and funds for the support of

religion throughout the country were established, a congregation

was esteemed to belong to one or the other body according to the

fund selected by the pastor for the time being to receive their annual

fund-collections, and the Presbyterian fund has always assisted several

Independent congregations. Though the ministers called themselves

some by one name and some by the other, differences other than

doctrinal ones, went on disappearing more and more, until at last, in Lord

Mansfield's time, the right of a professed Independent to be minister

of a chapel founded by Presbyterians being submitted for decision to

the courts at Westminster, the Judges could not discover any real

difference between the denominations. The result is that the Inde-

pendents are now in possession of very nearly half the old chapels now
existing, or others built in substitution for them ; and all those of them

now in the hands of Scotch Presbyterians were formerly occupied by

Independents, or by congregations not in connexion with any Presbytery.

This merging of one denomination in the other was to be expected from

all their mutual relations from the era of the Revolution. In several

instances a body of Independents, as such, joined a body of Presby-

terians in the formation of their congregation, and such unions

occurred from time to time until heterodoxy in the Presbyterians formed

a gulf between the denominations. The Independent system in the end

prevailed, because it was better suited to the English character, and

because no effort was made to carry out any one principle of Presby-

terianism. Those who prefer the latter polity have a right to say that

it has not failed in England, because it never was really put on trial

here. This view of the case is however fatal to the claim made by
the Scottish denominations to the charities and chapels of Lady Hewley
and her likeminded contemporaries.

The qiiestion as to creeds requires special notice. The English

Presbyterians do not appear to have demanded, on any occasion, a pro-

fession of adherence, by subscription or otherwise, to any written

standard of doctrine.

The divines of the Westminster Assembly, when they formed their

Directory, knew that the Arminianism which was the chief object of

their hostility had been introduced and diffused by men professing the

articles which all the Protestant predecessors of Archbishop Laud had

regarded as bulwarks of the old Augustiniauism. The ejected ministers

and their immediate suceessoi-s saw that the same articles were
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subscribed, at ordination and every step of preferment, by the men who
were answerable for the state of things described in Mr Pattison's

Essay on the Theology of the Sixty Years succeding the Hevolution.*
Those who founded the Presbyterian denomination with such

warnings before their eyes, were not likely to trust to any formula of

doctrine nor, when subscription had been the engine by which they had

been torn from their flocks, would they be inclined to use it as the bond

of their infant communion. They accepted any confession which

assured them that the persons ordained really held the faith once delivered

to the saints. On the other hand, the Scotch Presbyterians hastened to

adopt the Episcopalian way ; but they did not find that it secured the

ascendancy of Calvinistical or indeed of Evangelical doctrines. The
Synod of Ulster contented itself with reiterating, and securing from

repeal, laws enjoining the subscription of the Confession, under the

tacit condition of their not being put in practice. Both churches

have been for the most part won back in our day to the faith

which they have all along professed ; but the English congrega-

tions still bearing the name of Presbyterian had become entirely

Socinian before the time of revival came. The Evangelical parties in

Scotland and Ireland both trust to the subscription of the Confession,

and the disuse of it cuts off the subscribing churches from all real

communion with non-subscribing ones, for like almost all the rest of

Christendom they do not see that while adherence to a standard is matter

of principle, subscription to it is only a means to secure that end, and, as

it has so often proved, an ineffectual and a dangerous means..

The heads of English Presbyterianism were no doubt consulted

beforehand on the subscription demanded by the Toleration Act, and

the references left by some of them as to their own compliance with the

requirement, do not display any sense of its hardship. The objection

to the subscription, which the bill for repeal of the Schism Act

threatened, was that it affected laymen, and the proposal was, on

opposition, abandoned ; but its authors seem to have expected the

support of the Dissenters, though Loi"d Barrington happily persuaded

them to the contrary. It is however evident that subscribing the

national creed for the purpose of escaping the operation of a persecuting

statute or the discipline of the state church, is a very different matter

from subscribing articles of faith on joining or taking office in an

unestablished communion.

It has not been shown that any Presbyterian, before 1717, declared

from the press any objection to the use of a Confession as the basis

* It is to be noticed, that only one Nonconformist author is quoted in that essay,

but it exhibits a just picture of the non-Calvinists whom the degenerate Presbyterians

joined, and an extract from it is prefixed to this volume in order that it may be borne

in mind how evil the days were in which heterodoxy obtained a permanent estab-

lishment in England.
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of church membership, or of an Association of Churches, but the feet

remains of the non-use of any such. The members of the Belfast

Society might have before that time discussed, and even denounced

among themselves, the general principle involved in the use of formulas,

but their first manifesto against it was Mr Abernethy's sermon, preached

in Dec. 1719, and printed subsequently.

The Confession of the Assembly seems never to have been

formally recognized by the English Presbyterians after the Revolution

as their peculiar symbol or formula, although its doctrines were
held by them. The Directory does not require a minister at his

ordination to subscribe the confession, or even to declare his adhesion

to it, but directs that he shall undergo an examination evidently intended

to be most searching. The examination thus enjoined implies a

standard governing the examiners and appealed to by them ; but per-

haps subscription to the Confession was not required, lest it might

in time be a pretext for reducing the examination to a nullity. It

is not to be supposed that the Assembly were indifferent to any point

or any phrase of their confession, or that they thought it necessary

to express that the body for whom they legislated should use it as their

standard of doctrine in all respects and on all occasions ; and there

is no doubt it was referred to as representing, and forming, the

opinions of the next two generatkms of Presbyterians, unless as

it might be supei^seded by the Assembly's own Catechism, which

was in more constant and familiar use. The Confession was not

however of exclusive or paramount authority. Dr. Williams does not

refer to it in his description of Presbyterian ordination. The
founders of the Happy Union proclaimed their agreement with it, but

also with the Savoy Confession and the Anglican Articles ; and the coun-

try ministers when they formed their Associations seem to have followed

the example. This reference to three standards which, however similar, dis-

play differences, capable of being magnified indefinitely by parties who
found them shackles, proves that they were intended as declarations and

not as tests. The Western Assembly required subscription of the doctrinal

articles of the Establishment, and the trust deeds of many chapels also

made them their standard, but this selection was no doubt dictated by

fear or policy, not by preference. Some few churches drew up articles or

a confession for themselves. Mr Howe and Mr Lowman both speak of

new summaries of doctrine being prepared in their times by individuals,

apparently as terms or conditions of union.

It is trusted that the reader will see that on the one hand every

distinctive peculiarity of Presbyterianism specified by the Scotch defen-

dants in the A.G. v. Wilson was wanting in the English Presbyterians,

and that on the other in every such particular as well as in every point

id:,
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of doctrine, the Independents of the nineteenth century exhibit a

similarity to them but little short of identity, strictness as to member-

ship in the one body and laxity respecting it in the other nearly effacing

all differences between them.

The relators' evidence in the A.G. v. Wilson contains particular

accounts of many of the old chapels, and shews that those at Hall-

fold, Nuttall, Windle, Horwich, Wigau, Risley, Tunley, Plumpton,

Penruddock, Whitehaven, Meallingsriggin, Stamfordham, Swalwell,

Stockton-on-Tees, Wallsend, Branton and Morpeth, were formerly in

the hands of Independents, and inferentially it discloses that such

was the case with others. They were one by one carried over to one or

other of the Scotch denominations, by their ministers laying then-

plans and waiting their opportunities ; but those at Hallfold, Nuttall,

Whitehaven, Penruddock, and Carlisle, were gained by barefaced vio-

lence, and sad narratives are given of the scenes they presented.

The earliest minute book of the Northumberland Presbytery does not go

further back than 1750, but the defendants' evidence imported that it

exhibited Presbyterianism in that year in regular operation ; if such

had been the case, the pi-oof of it could have been supplied from

the Synod's records. We have full accounts of one Presbyterian

congregation which appears to have exercised great influence over,

not only the congregations in its own county, but those in the ad-

joining ones, that late of Hanover Square Newcastle, the scene of Dr.

Gilpin's and Benjamin Bennett's labours, now Socinian, and it is certain

that it never was connected with any Presbytery. Whitehaven is

rendered an important instance by the academy of Dr. Dickson, which

was situated there ; the chapel there was Independent until the Seceders

forcibly possessed themselves of it within this century. The trust deed is in

favour of Presbyterians and Congregational ists equally. Dr. Rothetam's""

* The Arianism of Dr. Rotheram was too easily admitted by Mr Hadfield, see

p. 129 supra, for the statement in the Proofs on the point is as follows, p. 120 :

"Two short quotations more may be added, which plainly show that Dr. Rotheram was

no orthodox minister, but one of those who rejected all the extreme doctrines of ortho-

doxy, and probably also the doctrine of the Trinity itself, on any recognized explication

of it. ' It would be indeed strange [says Mr Daye, of Lancaster, one of the doctor's

pupils, in his funeral sermon to the Kendal congregation in 1752], if the most perfect

harmony had not subsisted between you and your worthy pastor, while learning was so

well applied, and religion rationally set forth to the pious and judicious.' Again, ' As a

Protestant Dissenter he was a credit to his profession, for he was a friend, a faithful

friend, to liberty, the distinguishing principle of that profession.'" The reader will

doubt whether this can be all the proof which is produced of the doctor's heterodoxy,

but this extract is a fair sample of the reasoning of the Proofs, and it is upon no better

evidence than this that other ministers are claimed by the Socinian party.

The chapel at Kendal is richly endowed, but it is with difficulty a congregation

sufficient to carry on the service is maintained. This state of affairs is a matter of

course if Presbyterianism was such in the north as it was in the rest of England, but

no one has given us the history of any system really Presbyterian, which lost without

a straggle such chapels as those of Newcastle and Kendal.
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academy was at Kendal, and the congregation there is now Sociniati.

These were the influential places, and all circumstances connected with

them are well known. Our ignorance as to smaller congregations cannot

avail to bring the general state of things into doubt ; for they must have

gone with Newcastle, Kendal, and Whitehaven. It is clear that the

< !lass of Cumberland and Westmoreland was a mere Association. The

extract from Mr Dodson's sermon at p. 98 is conclusive on the matter.

No attempt has been made to explain how the northern chapels fell off

from Presbyterianism, or orthodoxy, when really governed by a Presby-

tery ; nor was any instance given of an English Presbytery joining a Scotch

denomination, which must, if it had ever taken place, been a matter of

notoriety, and would have been recorded in the books of the Synod.

All the congregations, one after another, joined Presbyteries either of

the Kirkmen or Seceders, and there would have been no reason for

their doing so if they had been previously in connection with an English

one. There will not be found in the north, any more than in the south,

any facts to support the rights of Scotch denominations to the old

Presbyterian chapels ; their occupation of them will, in all cases, prove

to be modern, and all arguments in their favour will, upon exami-

nation, dwindle down to the use of the word Presbyterian, which

south of the Tweed will be found to have denoted anything but real

Presbyterian ism

.

It may be admitted that some of the northern congregations founded

by the English Presbyterians retained, before they joined the Presbyteries

with which they are now connected, the name of "elders,'' but the

persons so styled were either deacons of the Independent model, or if

not such, were anything rather than Church Officers, since they had no

share in the admission or supervision of the communicants, all discipline

having been laid aside in the communities there as in the south. It

may be difficult to verify this now, but the use of the word does

not afford the slightest proof that there were in those congregations

Kirk Sessions with real power, after the likeness of things beyond the

Tweed. This caution will not be thought needlessly reiterated by those who

know how entirely the arguments of the Scottish litigants were founded

on names and words, without enquiring into the things or notions which

they really represented. But as already observed, the most strict

discipline administered by minister and elders was not of itself sufficient

to render a congregation Presbyterian, if several like communities

existed in the district without uniting themselves into a Presbytery ; for

they would exhibit, and indeed must, from the fact of this non-union,

have intentionally preserved, that self-government which is so far the

chief characteristic of the Independents, as to have given them their name

On the other hand, a Christian society uniting to the necessary condi-
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tions of soundness in the faith, and purity of fellowship, the specific

distinction of freedom from external control or interference, might justly

claim to be ranked among Independent churches, notwithstanding then-

delegation to some of their number of powers which other bodies bearing

that name have always retained as their most sacred franchises and liber-

ties. A similar delegation is most advantageously practised in many
churches as to exclusion, by the appointment of a discipline committee
for each case as it arises, or for all the cases occurring within a certain

period of time ; and admissions in most churches may be considered

as practically left to the minister, with the like good result. The
Independents have always regarded their self-government as having
maintained their two other characteristics just referred to ; and in both

the anomalous cases under consideration it is evident that the select

body, although in theory governing, would defer to the general opinion

of the community.

Now that Presbyterians ai'e freed from the influence of their fancied

interest in the question, they will no longer see in their English name-
sakes of the time of the Revolution, the counterparts of themselves, and
they will become anxious to save their church polity from the reproach,

originated only by ignorance, of having in England failed to preserve

the faith. When they recognize the true state of the case, they will no
longer think it necessary, as if in self-defence, to transfer the stigma by
showing that their congregations were Independent when they lapsed

into heterodoxy, for they will be aware that the discipline and govern-

ment of the English Presbyterians were the same throughout the whole
period of their existence, and that to say that they were ultimately

Independent, is to admit that they were never Presbyterian, but always

congregational, and in fact to concede one point which this volume
has been written to maintain, that the practice of the present congre-

gationalists more nearly than that of any other body resembles the

system of Heywoocl and Calamy, and their fellows of the earlier and
later portions of the chapel-building age. The congregationalist body,

for its part, will always rebut the charge of having produced the apos-

tasy, for it was shared only by a few of their congregations which,

although they retained the name of Independents, adopted from their

neighbours, as incorrectly calling themselves Presbyterians, the utter

abandonment of the discipline essential to the existence of a- true

congregational church, and what was still worse the devolution on
the seatholders of the powers which principle and experience unite to

show can be exercised to any good result by the communicants only.
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ERRATA.

p. iii, 1. 5 from bottom, for obtained read gleaned.

p. iv, 1. 2 from bottom, for all read each.

p. vii, 1. 5 from bottom, insert at beginning experts in ecclesiastical

history ; dele as they. Next line, for referred to read used.

p. viii, 1. 15, for even read also.

p. xiv, 1. 15, dele kindly.

,, 1. 5 from bottom, before adviser insert nonprofessional.

p. 18, 1. 11 from bottom, for Matthew read Samuel.

p. 25 and other pages, for Pinners, Salter's, read Pinners', Salters\

p. 28, 1. 10, for Dickinfield read Duhenjield.

p. 26, 1. 21, for Hale read Hall.

p. 27, 1. 24, for thinking read think.

p. 28, 1. 13, for associations read connexions.

p. 3-4, 1. 19 from bottom, for Gill read Evans.

p. 19, 1. 13, before appealed to insert he was.

p. 54, 1. 8 from bottom, for is read seems.

p. 56, 1. 3, for ite read their. 1. 5, for it read £/iey.

p. 61, 1. 8, before always insert the latter.

p. 61, 1. 5 from bottom, for congregations read congregation.

p. 63, 1. 2, for Norwich read Norwich.

p. 72, 1. 6, for principles read principle.

„ 1. 20, for //ar/ read Hare.

„ 1. 25, transpose ] to follow 262.

p. 75, 1. 22, for says read is made to say.

p. 81, 1. 12, for there read then.

]). 84, 1. 5 and elsewhere, for Moreton read Morton.

p. 97, 1. 3 from bottom, for John read Joseph.

p. 98, 1. 23, for added read saioJ.

p. 120, 1. 2, for 'clinically read technicality.

]). 129, 1. 11, for Samuel Leetham read Lemuel Latham.

„ 1. 23, for Louthion read Lowthion.
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p. 141, 1. 3 from bottom, for Craydon read Crandon.

p. 142, 1. 1, for Reliqucti read Reliquiae.

p. 167, 1. 6, for 248 read 235.

p. 173, end of line 17, insert a.

p. 176, 1. 9, for preached read printed.

p. 179, 1. 9 from bottom, after Howe insert pertain.

p. 193, H. 2 and 3 after attendants, and obtained insert ?

p. 195, 1. 11 from bottom, for interests read interest.

p. 199, 1. 9, for to read of.

., 1. 16 from bottom, for should nut be read is not.

p. 201, 1. 3 of note, for son read ward and pupil.

p. 204, 1. 4 from bottom, for has read had.

p. 210, 1. 20 from bottom, for 1820 read 1720.

,, I. 3 of note, for district read districts.

Next line but one, after door insert on.

p. 215, 1. 17, after year* insert possession.

p. 217, 1. 6, for temporately read temperately.

p. 218, 1. 8 of note, for colleage read colleague.

,, next line but two, for professing read possessing.

p. 219, last 1. but 4, for Winter read Wontner.

p. 220, 1. 5 from bottom, after decree insert obtained.

p. 239, 1. 2 of note, for be related I'ead relate.

p. 240, 1. 5, for Houseman read Horseman.

p. 242, 1. 9, for of read in.

p. 242, 1. 21, for 10 read 20.

p. 249, 1. 1, for James read John.

p. 251, 1. 5 from bottom, for Hadley read Hadfield.

p. 270, omit lines 10 and 9 from bottom.

p. 274, 1. 15 from bottom, for 1789 read 1799.

p. 282, 1. 2, and p. 284, 1. 2 from bottom, for Darbyshire read

Darbishire.

p. 328, 1. 13 from bottom, for done read made.

,, 1. 9 from bottom, for practised read hastened.

„ next line for affirmation read affirmance.

p. 345, 1. 9 from bottom, for volice read voluit.

p. 378, 1. 8 and elsewhere, for Boyce read Boyse.

p. 389, 1. 7 from bottom, for members read ministers.

,, next line but two, for Dunmurray read Dunmurry.
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p. 42->, 1. 8 from bottom and elsewhere, for Killinchey read

Killinchy.

p. 426, 1. 14, for Walser read Watson.

p. 433, 1. 14, for plaintiffs read defendants.

p. 434, last line, for Abraham read Arthur.

p. 451, 1. 12 from bottom, for from read for.

p. 481, 1. 6 from bottom, for be tried read come on.

p. 485, 1. 7, and last line, for Glendy read Glendie.

p. 493, 1. 16, for smcZi read so.

p. 494, 1. 15 from bottom, for «owe read no one.

p. 495, 1. 9, before if insert nor.

,, next line but one, for gathered read to join.

,, last line, for however read moreover.

p. 497, 1. 7, for considered read safely averred.

p. 501, 1. 16 from bottom, for </iese read those.

p. 502, 1. 8, for founders read a founder s.

p. 504, 1. 2, before confined insert in ivords.

,, 11. 6 and 7, for 2/ia£ case read t'£.

p. 505, 1. 3, for his Lordship read he.

,, 1. 22, before receivership insert the.

p. 508, 1. 21, dele and.

p. 512, 1. 29 from bottom, for Presbyterians read Presbyterianism.

p. 514, 1. 13 from bottom, for perfect read supreme.

p. 523, 1. 20, for may read cannot.

p. 528, 1. 3 from bottom, for but read so much as.

p. 536, 1. 8 from bottom, for there read then.

p. 553, 1. 15, for Wilson v. Shore read Shore v. Wilson.

p. 561, 1. 14 from bottom, after charity insert or the General Fund.

p. 5Q2, 1. 2, for expressly read carefully.

,, 1. 3, for expressly read unquestionably.

p. 582, last line but 6, before holding insert in Scotland.

p. 583, 1. 17 from bottom, dele it.

p. 586, 1. 20 from bottom, for son read nephew.

p. 5S8, 1. 5 from bottom, for great read grave.

p. 631, 1. 20, instead of each set of Presbyterians two read the Pres-

byterians three.

p. 633, 1st line, for any read such.

j). 634, 1. 10, for as read for.
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p. G35, 1. 15 from bottom, for was read is.

p. G36, 1. 18, for Veritas read unitas.

637, 1. G, for permit read pervert.

G44, 1. 10, transfer county or borough to next line after voters.

p. 647, 1. 19, for explained read remarked.

648, 1. G, before about insert m.

}). 654, line 11, for Penryn read Penryn.

,, 17, for Penzance read Penzance.

,, 7 ,,
for Keswick read Keswick.

„ 2 ,,
for Blenerhasset read Blenerhasset.

p. 655, 1. 9, before chapels insert old.

,, 1. 19, for Haywood read Heywood.

,, 1. 24, (Melburn), add at end [now Baptist].

,, 1. 9 from bottom, for Chalswortli read Ghalsworf/i.

„ 1. 7 ,,
for Ashford read Ashford.

]>. 656, 1. 5, for Alfreton read Alfreton,

p. 657, 1. 15 from bottom, for Bear read Bear.

p. 661, 1. 7, for Lanchline read Lauchline.

,, 1. 21, for Gloucester read Gloucester.

p. 662, ]. 10 from bottom, for Sharman read Sherman.

,, 1. 8 from bottom, for Box Lane read Box Lane.

p. 663, 1. 14, dele J.

p. 664, 1. 5, (Goudhurst), add [extinct].

,, 1. 7, (Tonbridge Wells), add [new chapel built].

,, 1. 10, for Woolwich read Woolwicla.

p. 665, 1. 3, for Ashton or Parklane read Ashton or Parklane.

p. 667, 1. 10, for Brickhell read Brekell.

p. 668, last line, for Bond read Broad.

p. 670, 1. 10, for Deadmans Place read Maid Lane.

,, last line but 3, for 3EIampstea& read Hampstead.

p. 676, 1. 15 from bottom, for Aason read Aaron.

„ 1. 17 from bottom, for Ayerigg read Aycrigg.

,, 1. 18 from bottom, for Lambrook read Lambroo/C.

p. 677, 1. 9 from bottom, for Winchester read Winchester.

p. 679, last line but one, for Narton read Norton.

p. 681, 1. 16 from bottom, transpose words between
[ ] to follow

Pickard, 1. 12 from bottom.

p. 6S2, for Russendale read Pussendtde.
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p. 6$l'>, 1. 7 from bottom, for York read York.

,, 1. 6 ,, for Knaresborough read Knaresborough.

p. 684, 1. 9, for Pudsey read Pudsey.

]>. 684, 1. 11, for Eland read Eland.

,, 1. 12, for Bradford Dale read Bradford Dale.

,, 1. 13, for Winterburn read Winterburn.

,, 1. 17, for Worsley read Warley.

,, 1. 22, for Hepton read Hopton.

„ 1. 31, for Rotherham read Rotherham. M. William Wil-

son. 100.

,, 1. 10 from bottom, for Kingstou-upon-Hull read Kixgston-

UPON-HuLL.

,, ,, ,, for W'ilter read Witter.

[ Extinct] should be added to the entries of Barnsley, Greenhill

(if the same as Greenbow Hill), Long Houghton, Tadcaster,

Clifford, Rathmell, Light Cliff, Garsdale and, next page,

Ottringham.

p. 685, 1. 2, for Mallescriff'read Mallison.

1. 8, for Swaledale read Swaledale-.

1. 9, for Ellenthorp read Ellenthorp.

1. 10, for Ayton read Ayton.

p. 687, 1. 8, after wrongly insert stated, for as being read to be.

1. 13 from bottom for jJCission vend passim.

p. G90, 1. 1, after Gainsborough insert Ambrose Rudsdale.

p. G92, 1. 1-L from bottom, transpose Northumberland to follow

Rusden.

p. G95, 1. 20, add at end this chapel appears to have been originally

Presbyterian,

p. G96, 1. 8, before Board insert Fund.

p. 702, 1. 16 from bottom, for least read lest.

]>. 705, 1. 9 from bottom, (Gale), for P. read G.B.

p. 70G, dele -or Beaconsfield.

p. 707, 1. 16 from bottom, (Beaumont), for P. read /.

p. 711, 1. 5 from bottom, after Tunbridye insert Wells.

p. 715, 1. 15 from bottom, for Mile read Mill.

\). 717, 1. 11 from bottom, before all insert are.

p. 720, 1. 22, for Cook read Cock.

}>. 722, 1. 12 from bottom, for communions read communion.

106
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p. 723, 1. 18, add ] at end of paragraph.

,, 1. 20, for extract read original list.

p. 724, 1. 15 from bottom, after as insert to.

p. 730, 1. 15, insert [at beginning of paragraph.

p. 732, 1. 9 from end, for admitted read conceded.

p. 741, 1. 15 from bottom, for P. read B.

p. 768, 1. 3, for petition read petitions.

p. 769, 1. 2 from bottom, before commenced insert which.

p. 783, 1. 13 from bottom, after told insert truly.

p. 784, 1. 12 from bottom, dele own.

p. 785, 1. 6, before vjhich insert most of.

p. 799, 1. 13 from bottom, insert Dr. Jabez Earle died 1768.

p. 799, 1. 8 from bottom, insert Dr. William Paley, Archdeacon of

Carlisle, 1743—1805.

,, 1. 6 from bottom, insert the time of the death of the Rev.

William Baker, quoted p. 71, has not been met with.

p. 818, 1. 2 from bottom, after Cork add Fermoy.

And still the list may be incomplete.
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Contractions are used : S. Scotch, E. English, P. Presbyterian and Presbyterians,

I. Independent and Independents, C. Congregationalists, Soc. Socinians.

Abernethy, Rev. John, of Antrim, 382.

forms Belfast Society, 371.

his publications, 373.

his overture in the Synod for settle-

ment of differences, 381.

he is cut off from the Synod with

other non-subscribers, 381.

Academies, English.

Independent and Baptist described by

S. P., 615.

Presbyterian, of the 17th century, 8.

those of the 18th century the chief

sources of heterodoxy, 37, 81,-2,-5.

Accretions. See endowments.

Act 7 & 8 Victoria, chapter 45, introduced in

compliance with a memorial, which

gave no particulars, and no definite

information, 783.

incorrect title of it,

Stages of its passing, Contents xxxvi.

Sir Robert Peel did not expect it to

pass, 535.

public feeling against it, 524, 829.

the difficulty of effectually opposing

its passing, 557.

change in its main provision after

second reading in the Commons, 559.

the uncertainty of the opinions favour-

ed by it, 556.

anomalies in it, 493.

the false pretences under which it was

passed, 549.

condemned by the judgment of the

Lords in A.G. v. Drummond, 8l!4.

the mischiefs proceedings under it will

occasion, 553, 556.

does not affect cases such as the [lew-

ley charity, the General Fund, or
( 'lough or Killinchy chapels, 573.

ought not to affect cases similar to

the Wolverhampton one, 573.

the results of it, 573, 490.

doubt whether it would have passed

if the present state of things among
Unitarians had been foreseen, 573.

its effect on existing suits. 7*7.

discourages future charities, 785, 789.

intended to benefit heterodox parties

only, 789, 792.

unjust if not nugatory, 793.

destructive of confidence in Parlia-

ment, 791,795,559.

doubt whether it applies to many
Socinian chapels at present, iv.

ought to have been referred to a

Select Committee of the Lords, 557.

should have provided for a Special

Commission of enquiry, 569.

Independents should have petitioned

to have been exempted from it

562.

volume containing all particulars re-

lating to it, 579.

petitions in favour of it, 759-775.

against it, 785-792.

Admission to church, (i.e., to communion)
among E.P., 701, 802, 803.

Adiaphorist, Church of England practi-

cally, 53.

Alderson, Mr Baron, according to the

Proofs, misconceives the question,

90.

stops discussion as to Anninianism,

328.

his opinion in the Hewley case, 304.

Allen, Rev. John, M.D., of New Broad
Street and Worcester, 722.

Alsop, Vincent, secedes from Pinners'

Hall Lecture, 22.

Ambiguity of the language used in the

Proofs, 200.

Amory, Dr., of the Old Jewry, 35.

Ancestral title to religious endowments,

114, 779. futility of it, 4<)5, 7S4.

connexion with chapels, 777, 781. re-

marks on, 495, 7X4.

Anderson v. Watson, Killinchy chapd

case, 430.

for proceedings see < lontents xxxiv.

Angear, Rev. John, of Swanland, joins in

Mr Cappe's ordination, 124.

Anglican system referred t<> in illustration
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of reasoning on the right to Presby-

terian charities, 90, 560.

Annesley Francis, donor of site of dough
chapel, 391.

Anonymous Pamphlet, on the title to

English Presbyterian endowments,

577.

account of London ministers in 1731,

696.

Anti-Burgher Seceders, 581.

their amalgamation with the Bur-

ghers, 582.

Antinomians in 1731, among Indepen-

dent-, 700; among Baptists, 703.

Anti-Calvinistic, assumption of name, 759.

Anti-Trinitarians Irish, usurpers of proper-

ty devoted to Trinitarianism, 786,7.

Anti-Trinitarianism not offence at Com-
mon Law, 360, but see 815.

Antrim, the Synod's Presbytery of.

all non-subscribers attached by the

Synod to it, 379.

Antrim, Presbytery of.

a separate denomination formed under

the name, 381.

reasons of their separation given by

Arians, 741.

congregations originally adhering to

it, 382.

congregations now composing it, 576.

mistake as to their original opinions

407, 425, fatal use made of it 543.

memorialises Irish Government to

stay suits, 481.

their petition in favour of the bill, 759.

Apostles' Creed.

not E.P. standard, 50.

supplement of the Proofs as to it, 148.

Baxter quoted in the Proofs as to it,

144.

Howe quoted in the Proofs as to it,

154.

Arian ministers concealed their opinions,
40.

the manner of their introduction into

congregations, 41-2.

Arians of the eighteenth century, 39. 719.

of the nineteenth century, 45.

in Somerset before 1720, 97.

might subscribe declaration of faith of

Congregational Union according to

the S. P., 009.

Arianism in some instances differed from

orthodoxy in words only, 39.

in others merely disguise of infidelity,

39, 129.

nearer to orthodoxy than to Soci-

nianism, 44, 514, 133.

difficulty of legally establishing charge

of, 48.

according to the Proofs widely spread

at the beginning of the 18th cen-

tury, 68, and most widely where

least noticeable, 97.

statement of Arian opinions in an-

swer, 432, 750.

time of introduction of, 768-774, 780,

205, 123, 88.

was it openly and honestly intro-

duced ? is the main question, 783,

192, 522.

Arminians among London ministers in

1731, 34.

Arminianism not held by any Presbyterian

at the time of the Neonomian con-

troversy, 138, nor according to

Pierce in 1716, nor according to Dr.

Calamy in 1717, 139.

earliest proofs of its existence, 140,

698.

first step towards Socinianism, 137,

328.

Discussion as to, stopped by Mr Baron

Alderson, 328.

Armstrong, Mi's. , her petition in favour of

the bill, 763.

Ashley, Lord, gives notice of amendment,
541.

not ready with his clause in com-

mittee, 545.

Aspland, Rev. Robert, his tract given in

evidence, 285.

Assembly. See Westminster Assembly.

Assistant ministers often introduced

Arianism, 41.

Associations of ministers formed through-

out England, 19.

Atkinson, the Rev. Benjamin Andrew, his

account of the non-subscribers' rea-

sons and belief, 1 13.

Atonement of Christ.

supplement of the Proofs as to, 135.

quotations in the Proofs from epis-

copal writers as to, 135.

Atterbury, Bishop Francis, of Rochester.

of a rational school of theology, 09.

Attorney-General v. Drummond, as to

the Dublin General Fund, 434.

for proceedings see Contents xxxiv

and ,

judgment of Lords on appeal, 831.
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Attorney-General v. Hutton, as to Eustace

Street chapel, Dublin, 439.

for proceedings see Contents xxxv.

Attorney-General v. Pearson, as to \\
r
ol-

verhampton chapel, 214.

for proceedings see Contents xxx.

misrepresentation of the decision, 775.

N.B. This misrepresentation is the hasis

of almost all the arguments of the hetero-

dox parties.

Attorney-General v. Shore, as to Hewley
charity, in the House of Lords, Shore

v. Wilson, contest with Socinians,

252.

tactics of defendants in 2S2, 301,

8i4,5.

for proceedings see Contents xxxi.

Attorney-General v. Wilson, Hewloy
charity, contest with S. P., 592.

for proceedings see Contents xxxix.

Autonomy chief characteristic of Indepen-

dents, 813-4.

inconsistent with Preshyterianism,

837, 843.

Balywalter chapel, suit respecting, 391.

Baker, William, quotation in the Proofs

from, 71.

accompanies Dr. Calamy to Scotland,

78.

Bangorian Controversy, the source of the

opinions of the Belfast Society, 372.

Baptists.

description of them in 1731, 703.

secured perpetual nomination of one

Hewley trustee, 585, 630, 032.

their good understanding with Inde-

pendents, 586.

support the bill, 488, 580.

Barrington, Lord, 101, 104, 107, 110.

Barrow, Isaac.

his new way of preaching, 202.

quoted by Chief Justice Tindal, 359.

Bates, William, D.D., secedes from Pin-

ners' Hall Lecture, 22.

presents address of London ministers

for legislation against blasphemy,

107.

Baxter, Rev. Richard, "f Kidderminster

and Black friars, 183, 151.

quotations from in the Proofs, 141.

charged in Proofs with Sabellianism,

61.

his opinions on the essentials of reli-

gion, 132, 147.

unfairly dealt with in the Proofs, I'.is.

quoted by Chief Justice Tindal. 359.

Beadon, l!ev. Roger, dismissed from Bud-

leigh, Devonshire, for Arianism, 97.

Bedell, Bishop, 371.

Belfast Society, The, 371.

Bennet, Rev. Benjamin, 129, 717.

goes with Dr. Calamy to Scotland. 78.

his opinions inferred in the Proofs

from his successors, 129.

importance of the fact as to his

orthodoxy, 129.

quoted in the Proofs, 169.

quotations in answer, 636.

Bennett, James, D.D., examined as a wit-

ness, 282, 224, 618.

Benson, George, D.D., 717, 723, 35.

dismissed from Abingdon for Armi-

nianism, 140.

. eventually a Socinian, 723.

Bernal, Mr, his speech in favour of the

bill, 519.

Berry, Rev. Henry Lea, witness for S. P.

609, 623, 624.

Bible.

independent of particular interpreta-

tion of it not a basis of communion,
442.

alleged to be the only standard of

Irish Fresbyterians, 745.

Billingsley, Rev. Nicholas.

quotation from in the Proofs, 93.

one of the first Arians in Somerset, 97.

Blasphemy Act, in accordance with the

address of London ministers, 107.

Blomfield, Bishop, (London).

attends the hearing of the appeal, 324,

327.

his speeches on that occasion, 507, 547.

extract from, 529.

Blower, John, of London, (Vizard and

Blower),

undertakes to file information as to

the Hewley chanty, 254.

no doubt communicated the state-

ments as to A. G. v. Shore in the

Cong. Mag., 815.

Board Presbyterian, 1727. list of, 710.

Board Independent, 1727, list of, 712.

1734,5, list of 715.

formation of, 713.

see Fund Boards.

Bogue and Bennett's History of Dissenters,

73.

quotations from in the Proofs, i 1, 91.

by S. P., 600,-1,-5.

Booth, Mr, junior counsel for defendants

in Attorney-General v. Shore.
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quotation by him derogatory to the

I., 303.

his speech published as a pamphlet,

578.

Bourn, Samuel, of Birmingham, 719.

early recipient of the Hewley charity,

129.

republishes Mr Strong's revision of

the Assembly's Catechism, 35.

reference to in the Proofs, 43, 136.

quotation from in the Proofs, 71.

his indignation at written questions

addressed to candidate, 41.

Bowles, Rev. Edward, of York.

his Catechism, 733.

reference to his Catechism in the

Proofs, 118 ; in appeal case, 208
;

in information 253 ; in trustees'

answer, 261 ; in Mr Wellbeloved's

answer, 270 ; by Mr Baron Alder-

son, 309, 315 ; by Lord Lyndlmrst,

315.

Boyd, Dr., member for Coleraine.

his notices of motions and amend-

ments, 539.

his absence from the committee

through illness, 541.

Boyse, Rev. James, of Dublin.

joins in approbation of Mr Aberne-

thy's pamphlets, 373.

joins in mediating before the Synod

of Ulster between the Belfast

Society and their opponents, 378.

Bradbury, Rev. Thomas, of New Court,

his two proposals at the Salters' Hall

Assembly, 25.

Brookes, Rev. James, of Hyde, near Man-

chester, pamphlet by, 578, 805.

Brookes, Rev. John, of York, succeeds Dr.

Colton. Inferences as to his opinions,

122.

Brooks, Rev. Thomas, ejected minister,

quotations in the Proofs from, 158.

Brougham, Lord.

hears Hewley case without deciding

it, 295.

his eulogy of Mr Wellbeloved and

prayer for him, 395.

threatens that Hewley estate would

be claimed for the Establishment

295.

his description of the P. of the Com-
monwealth, 297.

his eulogy of Independents, 297.

his remarks during the appeal in the

House of Lords, 324-5.

his speech on the appeal, 362.

his judgment in Drummond v. A.G.

,

832.

presents petitions in favour of the

bill, 497, 502.

his speech in the debate, 508.

his mistake as to the bill, 508.

indications of his opinions, 827. ^
Browne, Rev. Simon, of the Old Jewry.

a contributor to the Occasional Papers,

116.

Buck, Rev. John, of Bolton.

declines invitation to York chapel,

121.

extracts from a sermon of his, 121,

125.

Budleigh congregation, 97.

Burgher Seceders, 581.

their union with Anti-Burghers, 582.

contest between New Light and Old
Light, 217, 419, 496.

their preamble to the formula misin-

terpreting the Confession, 420.

Burnet, Bishop, alleged to be of a rational

school of theology, 68.

Burroughs, R,ev. Jeremiah, his inscription

over his study door, 166, 805.

Bury, Dr., deprived of mastership of col-

lege for Arianism, 92.

Bury, Rev. Samuel, of Bury St. Edmonds,
and Lewin's Mead Bristol.

quotations in the Proofs from him,

165, 72.

quotations in answer, 634.

student in Mr Doolittle's Academy,
84.

his alleged opinions in 1702, 165.

remarks on him, 169.

Butler, Bishop, his opinion as to the

atonement, 135.

Calamy, Edinond, D.D., of Prince's Street,

Westminster, 75, 698, 717, 724.

Mr Rutt's edition of his autobiogra-

phy, 724.

his account of his ordination, 724.

neutral as to Salters' Hall Assembly,

26.

his account of it, 100.

his account of the acts of the Synod
of Ulster, 376, 377, 379.

his account of his journey to Scotland,

727-731.

referred to in the Proofs as show-

ing his liberality 77, referred to by
the S.P. as showing the entire agree-

ment of the E.P. with the S. P.,

596.

his remarks on cases which he heard



discussed iii the General Assembly,

727-729.

preaches at Edinburgh a sermon, cen-

sured by James Webster for latitu-

dinarianism, 729.

preaches in return for Mr Seniple, of

Libberton, 730.

his answer to Scotch lady's assertion

that the Gospel was not preached in

England, because no Presbytcrianism

there, 730.

quotations from his works in the

Proofs, 72, 133, 148, 157, 724-5.

quotations in answer, 159.

admission in the Proofs of his Trini-

tai'ianism, 78, 725.

insinuations in the Proofs against him,

78, 133.

statement in the Proofs that he never

subscribed, 74.

Calvin, John, 818.

Calvinism always orthodoxy in the west-

ern church, according to Mr Hallam,

33.

of Baxter, 33.

of Dr. Edward Williams and Andrew
Fuller, 33.

perpetually attacked in the Hewley
case, 327, 431, but only by Mr Sheil

in the debates, 818.

of English Presbyterians of Revolu-

tion and subsequent generation, 13S,

328.

Campbell, Hugh, professor of Ecclesiasti-

cal History in the London P. Col-

lege ; extract from his examination,

622.

Campbell, Professor, alleged to approve

teaching both sides of a question, 81.

Campbell, Sir John, defendants' counsel on

appeal, afterwards Lord Campbell, 329.

slip by, 329.

extract from his speech on appeal 329,

see also 325-327.

uses relators' offers against them, 287.

speaks for the bill in presenting peti-

tion against.it, 499.

his speech in the debate, 529.

his judgment in Driunmond v. A.G.,

832.

Cappe, Rev. Xewcome, of York, 122.

account of him in Proofs, 123, in infor-

mation 254, in answers 263, 274, by
Mr Moody 120, S. P., 608.

the ministers who signed his ordina-

tion certificate, 12;!.

Carlisle Chapel, 842.

Carpenter, Rev. D. Lant, of Bristol, his

sermons given in evidence, 285.

Carson, Rev Mr, of Tobermore, becomes

a Baptist, and his congregation

claims the Presbyterian chapel, 391.

Chalmers, Principal, his opinions as to

the Salters' Hall Assembly, 105.

Chandler, Samuel, D.D., 35, 98, 697, 717,

723, 822.

his opinions, as alleged by Proofs, 720.

one of the first Arians in Somerset, 97.

his settlement at Peckham, in 1716,

alleged as proof of early spread of

Arianism, 98.

Chapels, Lists of, 1718 1729.

Presbyterian, in England 685, in

Wales 685.

Baptist chapels in England, 650, 685.

Independent chapels in England, 687.

the number of E.P. chapels, originally

10 ; now in possession of S. P. 10,

5S3 ; of Socinians 10, 686, 782 ; of

Baptists 10 ; of Independents 10 ;

685.

two titles concurrent in, 502.

Chapels, title to in respect of additions or

repairs, 494, 78, foundation by ances-

tors, 495, 779, interment of relatives,

495, 781, as matter of partnership,

495, 779.

Chapel deeds, Wolverhampton 210, Clough

391, Killinchy 426.

Chapel-building period, 63.

Charity property.

rules of equity as to remedies for

mismanagement of, 492, 793.

limitation of such remedies 465, 781,

785, 789.

is subject to two concurrent titles, 502.

Charity Commissioners.

enquire into Hewley charity, 250.

suggest information as to its applica-

tion, 251.

refuse list of recipients, 252.

Cheshire Association, 19.

their minute recommending Indepen-

dent principles as to admission to

fellowship, 802.

Chester congregation, 21.

Chillingworth, William.

his theology very different from Cal-

vinism, 68.

his Arianism, 95.

quoted by Dr. Clarke in opposition to

creeds, 77.

Chorlton, Mr, his academy at Manchester,

33.
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Choppin, Rev. Mr, of Dublin.

» joins in recommending Mr Abernethy's

pamphlets, 373.

joins in mediating before Synod of

Ulster, between Belfast Society and

their opponents, 378.

Clarke, Samuel, D.D., rector of St.

James's.

Proofs allege him to teacb how Arians

might speak of a scriptural Trinity,

100, 70, 92.

quotes episcopal writers in opposition

to creeds, 77.

Classes, nature of, 624.

Clayton, Bishop, quoted in the Proofs, 94.

Clough Chapel case, see Dill v. Watson.

Coleridge, Mr Justice, extract from his

answers (1) 341, (3) 347, (2) 348, (4)

354, (6) 3(31.

Colville, Rev. Alexander, M.D. of Dromore
suspended for obtaining ordination in

England, 379.

Colquhoun, Mr, M.P. , his speeches in an-

swer to Mr Macaulay, and on the

third reading, 545.

Colton, Rev. Thomas M.D. , LadyHewley's

pastor and chief adviser, 119.

his practice as a Hewley trustee, 130.

John Dunton's character of him
quoted in the Proofs, 175.

extract from his will, 177.

his account of Lady Hewley in his

funeral sermon for her, 237.

bill in Chancery against him as to her

property, 236.

extracts from his answers, 237.

Commission Royal, only method of ascer-

taining facts of each Presbyterian

chapel or charity, 569.

Committee (Select) of the Lords should

have enquired into the case to be

made for the act, 557.

Commissioners, see Charity. Education.

Commons, House of, divisions analysed,

547.

heard only one side of the question,

534-539.

yet changed the nature of the bill, 559.

Congregation cannot enter on enquiry

after truth, 190.

right of, practically denied by Soc.

,

193.

Congregational Union, their declaration

of faith accused of heresy, 597, 008.

petition against the bill, 790.

Congregationalist congregations peculiarly

liable to dissolution, 823.

Coningham, Rev. James, his academy at

Manchester, 82.

Cooke, Dr. Henry, of Belfast, Moderator

of the Synod of Ulster,

examined as witness, 399, 433.

presents to Irish government memo-
rial in answer to Arians, 481.

extracts from it, 483.

meets Dr. Montgomery before Sir

Robert Peel, 483.

Lord Lyndhurst's promise to him, 520.

prays to be heard by counsel against

the bill, 539.

his petitions, 785, 789.

Cooper, Charles Purton, Q.C., counsel for

Mr Wellbeloved, his speech pub-

lished as pamphlet, 578.

Costs alleged as motive for suits against

anti-trinitarians, 506, 534, 537, 760.

Cottenham, Lord, 509.

affirms Vice-Chancellor's decree in the

Wolverhampton case, 225.

dismisses appeal on Further Consider-

ation, 226.

affirms the Vice-Chancellor's decree

in the Attorney-General v. Shore,

300.

allows S. P. to attend the Master, 585.

compels compromise in the Attorney-

General v. Wilson, 631.

his judgment in Drummond v. A.G.,

829.

his share in the proceedings in Parlia-

liament, 497, 508, 519, 546. .

his speeches, 547.

Cox, Mr, Seceders' solicitor, 585.

Cox, Rev. John, dismissed from Kings-

bridge congregation for Arianism,

97.

Counsel engaged in the Wolverhampton
case 226, the Attorney-General v.

Shore 367, in the Attorney-General

v. Wilson 626, in the- Clough case

394.

Craigdallie v. Aikman, D.P., first hearing

21 7, second hearing 419, explanation

of, 496.

Creed, see Apostles' Creed.

Creeds, P. opposition to, alleged in the

Proofs, 70.

not used by E. P., 841.

extracts as to, from P. authors, 70.

,, episcopalian, 77.

Crosthwaite, Miss Anne, her charitable

foundation in connexion with Eus-

tace Street chapel, Dublin, 461, 474,

477.
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Cruso, Eev. Timothy, joins Pinners' Hull

Lecture, 51, 22.

Cumberland and Westmoreland Associa-

tion, 19.

dimming, Dr., of Founders' Hall, his

book on the Trinity commended by

Dr. Calamy, 105.

Darner, Joseph, Esq.

one of the founders of the General

Fund, 434.

contributor to fund for building "Wood

Street chapel, 4G0.

remarks on his gifts, 477, 46G.

Darbishire, Samuel, Secretary to Man-
chester College, his examination,

284.

Daye, Eev. Mr, of Lancaster, extracts from

his funeral sermon for Dr. Kother-

ham, 842.

Deputies, Dissenting, formation of body,

717,8.

Dickson, Dr., of Whitehaven, 717,8.

his academy, 83.

early recipient from the Hewley Fund,

129.

Dill, Rev. Francis, his settlement at

Clough, and proceedings consequent

upon it, 392.

Dill v. Watson, the Clough chapel case,

393.

for proceedings see Contents xxxiv.

report of, by Mr Macrory, 579.

,, the defendants, 579.

Doctrine, only basis of denomination, 51.

Documents.

answers of Wolverhampton chapel

trustees 214, 221, Hewley trustees

261-282, Clough chapel defendants

743, Killinchy chapel defendants

746, General Fund trustees 435,

Proofs 64-181, reasons for appeal

in A. G. v. Shore, 321, extracts

from appeal case 203-209, reasons

for appeal in A.G. v. Drummond,

456, Eossendale memorial, 244,

memorial to Government, 775,

Scotch Presbyterian answers, 593-

617, their evidence, 620-626.

see Chapel deeds. Lists.

Doddridge, Philip, D.D., of Kibworth and

Northampton, 717.

his association with Arians, 47.

his academy, 83.

Dodson, Eev. Joseph, of Penruddock and

Marlborough, 129, 719.

extracts in Proofs from his sermon, 97.

Donaghadee chapel, suit respecting, 391.

Doolittle, Eev. Thomas, of Monkvvell

Street, his academy, 82.

Dort, Synod of, Baxter's agreement with,

141.

Dublin General Fund case, Attorney-

General v. Drummond, 439, second

information as to, 457.

Association, 369.

Presbytery, 369.

Southern Presbytery, 370.

Chapels, 369, 459, 479.

their memorial to government to

stay the suits, 481.

their petition to Parliament, 761.

Earle, Jabez, D.D., quotations in the

Proofs from, 71.

Edinburgh Eeview, (vol. 80, p. 513, not a

separate article), commendation of

the act, 581.

Education Commissioners (Irish), state-

ments made to, as to Arianism in the

Synod of Ulster, 387.

Elders, government by, without Presby-

tery or Synod, alleged by Professor

Campbell to be the essence of Pres-

byterianism, 625. See 837, 843.

not mentioned as exercising power

after restoration, 800, 820.

Eldon, Lord, 48, 219, 783.

his judgments in Craigdallie v. Aik-

man, 219, 421, in A.G. v. Pearson,

807.

his dislike to Sir Samuel Eomilly's

act, 783.

fear of his doubts and delays no doubt

caused discontinuance of A.G. v.

Pearson, and prevented other suits,

48.

Elliot, Lord, (afterwards Earl of St. Ger-

mains) Irish Secretary, speaks in

favour of the bill, 546.

Ellis, Eev. Thomas, joins in Mr Cappe's

ordination, 124.

Emlyn, Thomas, of Dublin and the Old

Bailey, 32, 39, 57, 70, 92.

Matthew Henry's remarks to, 163.

Sir E. B. Sugden's reference to his

case, 445.

Endowments enabled Arian ministers to

retain their pulpits, 43.

additional 114, 220, 474, 4S2, 550, give

no right to alter original founda-

tion, 494.

danger and doubtful propriety of.

633.

107
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Eiskine, Mr Justice, extracts from his

answers (1) 339, (2) 347, (3) 347, (4)

352.

Essentials of Religion.

the existence of some such recog-

nized in the quotations in the

Proofs 179, Non-subscribers' letter

183, in Presbyterian certificate of

ordination 181, by early Arians and

Racovian Catechism, 184.

specified, Proofs 79, Bishop Gib-

son 132, Archbishop Tillotson's

biographer as held by him 132,

Baxter 132, Sir Matthew Hale 147,

(all these from the Proofs), Mr
Baron Alderson 306, Synod of Ul-

ster 376, Baron Smith 415.

Lowman's wish for a list of them, 179.

Mr Howe's account of them, 180.

difference between doctrines of the

confession, as some essential and
some non-essential, not recognized

by ministers belonging to the Synod
of Ulster, 431.

Essex divided into Presbyteries, 800.

Eternal sonship of Christ, 431, 609.

Evans, John, D.D., of Hand Alley, 645,

717, 722.

quotation from in the Proofs, 71.

his "doctrine of Scripture conse-

quences," recommended by Dr.

Calamy, 105.

his list of Dissenting chapels and
ministers, 685, 683.

his pamphlet as to the bill, 580.

Evans, John Cook, Esq., barrister, his

pamphlet in opposition to the bill,

580.

Evans, Rev. Josiah, extract from letter

by, 90.

Evidence in A.G. v. Shore.

for the questions upon it submitted to

the Judges, see Contents.

objections taken to, 324, 330.

remarks on vii, 363, by Mr Baron Al-

derson 305, Lord Lyndhurst 31 1, Sir

E. B. Sugden 436, Sir William
Follett 515, Lord Cottenham 829,

Lord Brougham 832, Lord Campbell
832.

non-observance by S. P. in either suit

relating to the Hewley charity of

the rule laid down as fco it, 019.

Exeter Congregations.

their reference of dismissal of Mr
Peirce to ministers in London, 23.

distinguished persons forming part of

them, 784.

Experts in Ecclesiastical History, non-

admission of their testimony, 339,

340,-1,-5,-6, 361, vii.

" Express words" requhed by the act, 561.

Farmer, Rev. Hugh, of Walthamstow,

716, 717.

Fenelon, Archbishop, of Cambray, his

true character, 817.

Fermoy congregation refused grant from
General Fund, 435.

Fendhern Academy, 83, 698.

Fleming, Rev. Caleb, of Bartholomew

Close and Pinners' Hall, 723.

Fordyce, Dr., of Monkwell Street, 128, 717.

Foster, Rev. James, of Pinners' Hall, 822.

quotation from in the Proofs, 80.

one of the first Arians in Somerset, 97.

Foster, Mr Baron, his judgment in Dill v.

Watson, 416.

Founders.

who to be considered, 501, 512, 514.

have no power to vary trusts once

declared, 219.

Founders' Intentions.

• the guide in cases of charity, 219, 813,

224, 287, 305, 311, 404, 411, 417,

454, 468, 785, 788, 791.

to be learnt from the practice of his

own time and the next generation,

502.

to be collected from what has passed,

Lord Eldon, 217.

to be collected from founders' opinions,

Vice-Chancellor Shadwell 225,

Baron Alderson 315.

to govern in faxrlt of instructions,

Vice-Chancellor Shadwell, 234.

to be first considered, Lord Lyndhurst,

313.

minority following, to be preferred to

majority defeating them, 419.

Arians' pretence to have carried them
out, 433.

Frankland, Rev. Richard, of Rathrnel,

Natland, Dawsonfield, Halburrow,

Calton, Attercliff, and Rathrnel

again, his academy, 84.

Free Church of Scotland, 582.

Free Inquiry, 761, 767.

practised by Independents, 189.

practised by Presbyterians during the

chapel-building age, without pro-

ducing Latitudinarianism. 189.
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no congregation as such can practise

it, 190.

Fuller, Eev. Andrew, his statement of

Calvinistie doctrines, 33.

Independents assisted from, 099, 704.

Fund, Presbyterian, 098, 704.

Independent, 699.

Baptist, 703.

Fund-Boards Presbyterian and Indepen-

dent, membership of them only

test of denomination of London
ministers, 23.

Furneaux, Dr. Philip, of Clapham, 710,7.

General Fund, see Dublin.

Geneva, abolition of subscription in, 85.

Gill, Rev. Jeremiah, of Gainsborough,

joins in Mr Cappe's ordination, 124.

Gillam, Rev. Robert, of South Shields,

Kirkman, his statement of the

heresies of I. 819.

Gilpin, Richard, D. D. , of Newcastle-upon-

Tyne, 128.

Gladstone, W. E., M.P.
speech in support of the bill, 520.

contradicts Lord Cottenham and Sir

Robert Peel, 521.

misquotes Bogue and Bennett's his-

tory, and Mr Thomas Wilson's

affidavit, 531.

quotes Dr. Doddridge as if a Presby-

terian, 531.

misrepresents the vote of the Salters'

Hall meeting, 533.

Glasgow University. Chosen by Lady
Hewley for her exhibitions accord-

ing to the S. P., 615.

Godson, Mr, Q.C., M.P. , his mistake as to

the act, 215.

Gospel, The, the meaning of, 335,9, 349,

353,4, 617,8, but see 460, 473.

Gould, Sir Nathaniel, a Hewley trustee,

196.

Grafton, Duke of, attendant at Essex

Street Chapel, 776.

Grant, Sir William, M. R., dismisses peti-

tion as to the Wolverhampton
chapel, 215.

Grosvenor, Benjamin, D.D., Crosby Square

717.

quotation in the Proofs from, 71.

a contributor to the Occasional Papers,

116.

Grove, Rev. Henry, of Taunton, 35, 717,

720.

quotation in the Proofs from, 72.

one of the first Allans in Somerset,

97.

Grundy, the Rev. John of Cross Street

chapel, Manchester,

dinner to, 248.

his evidence in the Attorney-General

v. Shore, 284.

Gurney, Mr Baron, extracts from his an-

swers, (1) 343, (2), 347, (3) 350, (1)

455.

quoted by Lord Cottenham, 361.

Hadheld, George, M.P., of Manchester,

takes leading part in Manchester

Socinian controversy, 249.

his volume respecting it, 249.

brings the Hewley charity before the

public, 251.

becomes relator in the suit, 252.

perversion of his statements by S.P.

,

607.

required by S.P. to produce papers

collected by him respecting the

charity, 607.

deposit by, in Manchester College

Library, of a set of the papers in the

suit, xx.

encourages and assists the present

publication, xv.

Hall, John, solicitor, Manchester, witness

for S.P. , denies I. and C. to be the

same body, yet produces deed of

Whitehaven chapel in favour of

the P. or C. denominations, 625.

Hale, Sir Matthew, his opinion of the

essentials of religion, 147.

Hales, John, of Eton, alleged to be of very

different opinions to Calvinism, f 8.

Halliday, Rev. Samuel, of Belfast.

his pamphlet against subscription,

373.

allowed to sit in Synod of Ulster

without subscribing, 376.

Hallam, the historian, asserts moderate

Calvinism to be orthodoxy in the

Western Church, 33, 625.

Hallett, Joseph, the son.

dismissed by Exeter congregation for

Arianism, 23.

his declaration on the subject, 23.

quotation in the Proofs from him, 71."

quotations from him, 71, 97.

his academy, 82.

Hallett, Joseph, the grandson, corresponds

with Mr Whiston without his

father's knowledge, 97.

Hamilton, Archibald, minister at Killin-

chy, 426.

Hardy, M.P., moves two amend

meats to the bill, 542,5.
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Hare, Bishop Francis (Chichester) quota-

tions in the Proofs from, 77, 94.

Harris, Rev. George, of Bolton-le-moors,

speaks at Manchester against Evan-

gelicalism, 249.

Harris, Dr. William, of Crouched Friars.

quotation in the Proofs from, 71.

Hastings, Lady Elizabeth, her endowment

not restricted to any party in the

establishment, 91.

Heber, Bishop Reginald, (Calcutta), state-

ment of Bishop Taylor's opinion on

original sin, 134.

Hemlingway, Rev. John, minister of

Eustace Street Chapel, Dublin, 459.

Henderson, Dr. Ebenezer, of Highbury

College, accused of heresy by S.P.,

820.

Henley, Lord, Master in Chanoery in the

Hewley case, 267, 589.

Henry, Rev. Matthew, of Chester and

Hackney,

quotation in the Proofs from, 163.

odd reference there to him, 163.

his conversation with Emlyn, and

remark as to Socinus, 163.'

his confession of faith, 163.

his Calvinism, 164.

the author of the Layman's Reasons,

165.

his account of an ordination at Mac-

clesfield, quoted by the S. P., 597.

his classification of Socinians with

infidels, 805.

his own biography, and that of his

father by him, the best authorities

as to the Presbyterianism of their

times, 805.

Henry, Rev. Philip, of Broad Oak, Flint,

110 of his descendants sign petition in

favour of the bill, 805.

his argument in proof of the Society.

Hewley, Sarah, Lady,

notice of, 227.

description of her opinions 314, in the

Proofs 117, by the S. P., 593-5, 616,

in appeal case 209.

alleged to be influenced by Locke's

works, 90.

shown to be a Puritan by her lan-

guage, 119.

her treatment in the Proofs a fair

test of them, 120.

extracts from her first settlement 228.

,, ,, second settlement,

235,

her rules for her almshouses, 233.

account of her will, 285.

alleged by the S. P. to have named
Glasgow University for the exhibi-

tion, 615.

suit in Chancery by the Mott family

for her property, 237.

Hewley Trustees.(old), list of them, 240.

favoured Arians, 241.

their management of the estate, 242.

had not wasted their time in studying

abstruse and mysterious doctrines,

272. See Heywood, J. P., Heywood
P., Walker Thomas.

Hewley Trustees (new), 632.

grant too small sums, 632.

Hewley Charity, recipients of in 1830, 737,

analysis of the list, 824.

Hey, Professor John, of Cambridge, quo-

tations in the Proofs from, 80, 135.

136.

Heywood, John Pemberton, defendant in

A. G. v. Shore,

his account of his religious principles.

271.

submits that he is not unworthy to be

a Hewley trustee, 271.

he refuses the relators' offer to be

retained a trustee, 287.

Heywood, Rev. Oliver, of Northowram.
co-operates with Independents, 21.

his biography, by Rev. J. Hunter,

decisive of all questions as to Lady
Hewley's opinions, 202.

deplores certain new opinions, but has

no fear of Arianism, 202.

notices the new way of preaching, 202.

Heywood, Peter, defendant in A.G. v.

Shore, his account of his religious

principles, 272.

Heywood, Sergeant Samuel, trustee of

Essex Street Chapel, 776.

Hill, Rev. Joseph, his academy, 83.

Hillsborough, Lord, M.P.

his amendments to bill, 540.

not present in committee, 560.

Hinks, Rev. William, tutor at Manchester

College,

his examination, 282.

remarks on it, 578.

his pamphlet in answer to Mr Knight

Bruce's speech, 578.

Historical Proofs and Illustrations.

authoritative statement of the Soci-

nians' case, 63.

appeal to the public on broad grounds

of morality and public policy, 63.

statement of their contents, 64.
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to be judged by their language as to

Lady Hewley, 120,

examination of section by section, 180.

contain few quotations really bearing

on the subject, 197.

copied from refuted pamphlets, 198.

unfair treatment of the authors relied

on in support of their case, 197.

strange mistakes in, 198.

defects in, 199, 202 note.

treat episcopalian writers unfairly, 99.

authorsbip of, 201, must be supposed

best possible statement of the whole

case, 203.

use made of them, 203, 631 ; and see

contents xxvi—xxx.

Hoadley, Bishop Benjamin, Winchester,

alleged to be of a rational school

of theology, 69.

Hodgson, Rev. Timothy, Lady Hewley's

chaplain, 119.

Hollis, Mr Brand, trustee of Essex Street

Chapel, 776.

Hoppus, John, L.L D., once of Carter

Lane, his pamphlet relating to Car-

ter Lane chapel, 577.

Horwich Chapel, 62.

Howe, Rev. John, Silver Street, 183.

claimed as a Congregationalist, 156.

his secession from Pinners' Hall lec-

ture, 22.

his account of the close of Neonomian
controversy, 138.

quotations from in the Proofs, 71, 153,

155.

his account of the essentials of reli-

gion, 180.

his opinions as to standards of faith

and terms of communion, 181.

Hoxton Academy, considered methodisti-

cal by Arians, 46.

Hughes, Rev. John, of Ware, his book on

the Trinitarian controversy, recom-

mended by Dr. Calamy, 105.

Hughes, Obadiah, D.D., of Westminster.

quotation from in the Proofs, 71.

Hunt, Dr. Jeremiah, of Pinners' Hall, his

opinions, 700, 717, 721, 82L

Hunter, Rev. Joseph, of British Museum.
pamphlet by him, 201, 677.

appendix (to 3rd act of the drama) by

him, 201.

his Life of Oliver Heywood, or Rise

of the Old Dissent, 201.

his half opinions and his faltering ex-

pression of them, 201.

his attack on Independents, 303.

Hunter, Rev. Richard, of Carlisle, Seces-

sion Minister.

statements by him accusing I. of

heresy, 609, 820.

main witness for the S.P., 618.

extracts from his examination, 621.

Hutton, Rev. Joseph, minister of Eustace

Street Chapel, Dublin, 459.

Hymn Book, test of doctrine, 36.

"Improved Version" of the New Tes-

tament, the Vice-Chancellor's criti-

cism on, 289.

Independents.

their claim to represent the E.P., 11.

their principles, 18.

description of them in 1731, 699.

misrepresented by S.P., 598, 601.

join Presbyterians in building meet-

ing-houses, 21.

the terms of admission to their

churches, 60.

objected to creeds by the Savoy Con-

fession, 30.

their reasons for so doing, 186.

have kept the faith, 187.

alleged to practise subscription, 187.

new Independents (accessions from

the Methodists) alleged not to be

entitled to P. endowments, 131.

their congregations which have be-

oome Socinian, 19, 800.

Lord Brougham's eulogies on them,

297.

old I. alleged to be adversaries of P.,

66.

want of descent from old I. alleged

against the right of present I. to

Presbyterian foundations, 195.

Mr Booth (counsel) quotes Mr Hun-
ter's attack on them, 393.

should have had their deeds excepted

from the act, 562.

the good understanding between them
and the B., 586.

charged by S.P. with not believing

the doctrine of the Trinity, 608.

their obtaining possession of P. meet-

ing-houses according to S.P., 602.

the S.P. allege present I. do not repre-

sent the old I , 603,8.

classed by S.P. with U., 602, 8,9.

charged by S.P. with heresy, 605, 609,

819.

extracts from documents of S P.,

accusing them of heresy, 609.

put on equality with Presbyterians in

trust deeds, 01, 626.
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compared with Presbyterians as to

authorship, 717.

Independent-Presbyterian, compound name
used in the bill objected to by the

S.P., 311.

Inglis, Sir R. H., M.P.
opposes bill, 518.

in vain requests Sir Robert Peel to

delay proceedings on bill, 511.

James, Rev. J. A., of Birmingham, his

controversy with the Rev. J. Robin-

son as to the Wolverhampton case,

576.

Jay, Rev. William, of Bath, charged with

not stating the Deity of Christ and

the Trinity among essentials, 609.

Jennings, Dr. David, of Kibworth, 717,

804.

Jocelyn, Viscount, M.P., his notice of

amendment 541, declines to press

it, 545.

Johnston, Nathaniel, his endowment con-

nected with Eustace Street Chapel,

Dublin, 460.

Jones, Rev. Samuel, his academy at

Tewkesbury, 82.

Jones, Rev. Jeremiah, of Harborough and

Nailsworth, 717.

Joy, Chief Baron, his judgment in Dill v.

Watson, 403.

Judges, English, connected with the Hew-
ley case, 368.

plied with pamphlets, 303, 486.

Judges, Common Law, their answer in the

Hewley case, 338 360.

Judge, Irish, induced to apply to the

Government to obtain from Mr
Mathews, who held public employ-

ment, stay of proceedings in the

suits, 481.

Kay, Samuel, Solicitor, Manchester, takes

part in Manchester Socinian con-

troversy, 249.

Kennedy, Rev. Gilbert, of Tullylish.

book in defence of subscription known
by his name, 373.

Kidderminster Congregation, 40.

Killinchy Chapel.

subject of suit of Anderson v. Watson,

425, for stages see Contents,

trust deed of, 426.

Kindersley, Mr, Q.C., counsel for relators

in Shore v. Wilson, extract from

his speech, 331.

Kings, their duty and power in matters of

religion, according to the Burghers,

419.

Kingsbridge Congregation, 97.

Kinkhead, Rev. Joseph, minister at Kil-

linchy, 426.

Kirk, Rev. Robert, of Great Market

Chapel, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Kirk-

man, his statement of heresies of I.

,

619.

Kirkpatrick, James, D.D., of Belfast.

his pamphlet on the subscription con-

troversy, 373.

Knight Bruce, Mr, Q.C., leading counsel

for relators in Shore v. Wilson, ex-

tracts from his speech, 332-337, see

also 301.

Laity, best defenders of the faith, 26, 381.

Lancashire Association, 19.

Langford, Sir Arthur, of Summerhill,

County Meath.

one of the founders of the General

Fund, 434.

endows chapel at Summerhill, 479.

Lardner, Dr. Nathaniel, of Crouched

Friars, 721.

originally an Independent, 721, 716,

717.

Latham, Rev. Ebenezer, D.D., of Find-

hern, 717.

his academy, 83.

Latitudinarianism of classes forming pub-

lic opinion in England, 486.

Lavington, Rev. Mr, of Exeter.

dictates resolution of Western Assem-

bly, 24.

accompanies Dr. Calamy to Scotland,

78.

Law, consistency of Dissenters in protect-

ing their chapels by appeal to, 195.

Lawrence, Dr., of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

his opinions, 128.

Layman's reasons, &c, written by Matthew
Henry, 164.

Le Clerc introduced Socinianism, 68.

Ledlie, James Crawford, D.D., minister

of Eustace Street Chapel, Dublin,

459, his opinions 472.

Lee John, Attorney-General, trustee of

Hewley Charity and Essex Street

Chapel, 240, 776.

Leland, John, D.D., of Eustace Street

chapel, Dublin,

minister of Wood Street and Eustace

Street chapels, Dublin, 459.

his opinions 463, note 470.

Limitation of suits relating to religious

charities, 779-781.

Sir E. B. Sugden's opinions as to, 464.

reasons against, 492.
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remarks on period fixed l>y the act,

544.

Lists by Dr. Evans of Presbyterian chapels

and ministers in England and Wales,
1718-1729.

same list as to Independents, 686.

i.isU of London Presbyterian ministers in

1730, classified according to their

doctrines, 697.

List of London. Independent ministers in

1730, 699.

List of London Baptist ministers in 1730,

classified according to their doc-

trine, 704.

List of subscribers, non-subscribers, and

neutrals at Salters' Hall in 1719, 705.

List (first) of the Presbyterian Board,

(1727), 710.

Lists of the Congregational Board, (first)

for 1727, 712, for 1734-5, 715.

List of London Presbyterian and Indepen-

dent chapels in 1796, 823.

List of London Unitarian chapels in 1865,

823.

List of old meeting-houses in England
held by Socinians or Arians, 575-6.

List given in the Proofs of ministers of

Anti-Trinitarian sentiments who
were in the course of their education

before 1710, with remarks, 717.

List of recipients of the Hewley Fund in

1830, 737.

List, with particulars, of congregations

which presented petitions in favour

of the act of 1844, 768.

List of recipients of the Hewley charity

in the northern counties in 1728, 737.

List of Hewley trustees before the act,

240.

List of congregations of the Presbytery

of Antrim in 1726, 382, in 1865,

576.

List of congregations of the northern

Presbytery of Antrim in 1865. 576.

List of congregations of the Remonstrant

Synod, 389, 576, 815.

evil of litigation no reason for the

act, 792.

Litigation, evils of, no reason for the act,

792.

Livingstone, Bev. John, minister of Kil-

linchy, 425.

Locke, John.

an Arian remained in the establish-

ment, 53, 205.

introduced new theology, 68.

quoted in the Proofs 78, referred to

80-94.

Lady Hewley's advisers supposed to

be acquainted with his works, 90.

Loftus, Lady, one of the founders of the

General Fund, 435.

London ministers, see Ministers.

Lords' divisions, analysis of, 547.

Lords, House of.

un-satisfactorinesH of their judgment,
vii.

the select committee of, 498.

allow the bill to be read a second time

without a division, 500.

division on third reading, 500.

nature of the bill as they sent it down
to the Commons, 559.

analysis of the division on the Com-
mons' amendments, 547.

Lowman, Bev. Moses, of Clapham, 74, 713,

717.

contributor to the Occasional Papers,

116.

Lowthion, Bev. Samuel, of Penrith and
Newcastle, 129.

Lyndhurst, Lord.

his judgment confirming the Vice-

Chancellor's, 311.

his remarks during arguments, 297,

301, 325, 328.

absent when judgment on appeal was
pronounced, 360.

promises Dr. Cook hearing before

committee, 520.

his speech in the debate, 547.

consents to appoint select committee
of the Lords, 498.

his speech in the debate, 501.

his misstatement of the Hewley case,

505.

his exaggeration of the costs of that

case, 505.

his insinuation that it was wrongly
decided, 506.

his denial that the bill was intended

to benefit Unitarians, 551.

Lyttelton, Lord, extract from his speech

against the bill, 547.

Macdowell, Bev. Mr, of Summerhill, in-

jures his congregation by preaching

against the doctrine of the Trinity.

479.

McEwen, George, minister of Killinchy,

426.

Macrory, A. J. , Esq. , solicitor of Synod of

Ulster.
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his report of Dill v. Watson, 422.

his approval of the account here given

of the Irish suits, xx.

Magazines taking part in the controversy,

580.

Magee, Archbishop, quotation from, 135.

Majority, powers of, in Irish Presbyterian

congregations, according to Arians,

745.

Male members of I. churches only per-

mitted to vote according to the

Northampton anonymous, 822.

Manchester Academy, 82.

Manchester New College, 260, 263, 269,

283, 320, 332.

Mander, Benjamin, trustee of "Wolver-

hampton chapel, his litigation con-

nected with it, 211.

Mander, Charles, son of Benjamin.

files new information, 221.

becomes a Baptist, 221.

Manning, "William, of Peasenhall, Suffolk,

ejected minister, a Socinian, 43, 84,

92.

Manton, Henry, D.D., quotation from,

132.

Maquay, Leland, his endowment in con-

nection with Eustace Street Chapel,

Dublin, 460.

Marshfield Chapel, 61.

Martineau, Rev. James, minister of Eus-

tace Street Chapel, Dublin, 459.

Masterton, Rev. Charles, of Belfast, ablest

defender of subscription, 374.

Mather, Nathaniel, and Mather, Samuel,

ministers of Wood Street Chapel,

Dublin, 459.

Maule, Hon. Fox (afterwards Earl of Dal-

housie), speaks against the bill, 420.

Maule, Mr Justice, extracts from his an-

swers (1) 338, (2) 347, (3) 348, (4) 352.

Meeting-houses, see chapels.

Methodists join Independent congrega-

tions, 47.

Methodistical practices imputed to Inde-

pendents, 47,

Middlesex, Presbyterianism in, 15, 810.

Midland Counties' Association, 19.

Miller, Rev. John, of Penruddock, seces-

sion minister, his statement as to

the heresies of L, 619, 821.

Milton, John, quotation from him in the

Proofs, 61.

Millies, Mr Monckton (afterwards Lord

Houghton), speech in favour of the

bill, 159.

Ministers, London, in 17-U. classified lists

eof.

Presbyterians, 696.

Independents, ,699.

Baptists, 704.

Ministers, 1718 to 1729, lists of.

England. Presbyterian and Baptist,

685, Independent, 687.

Wales, Presbyterian, 685.

Ministers alleged to be Anti-Trinitarian

in course of theological education

before 1710, 717.

Montgomery, Dr., of Dunmurry.
examined as a witness, 394, 433.

negotiator for Irish Arians, 482-3.

Monthly Repository, 278, 579.

Moore, Rev. John, of Bridgewater, his

academy, 82.

Morrison, Rev. Peter, of High Bridge

Chapel, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Kirk-

man, his statement as to heresies of

I., 819.

Morton, Rev. Charles, his academy at

Newington Green, 82.

Mott Family, 814.

claim Lady Hewley's property, 235,

238.

Mottershead, Rev. Joseph, of Nantwich

and Manchester, 718.

pupil and friend of Matthew Henry,

163.

an Arian, but resists the arguments

of Socinians, 43.

signs recommendation of Bounie's re-

vision of the Catechism, 35.

Munster, Synod of, 369, 479, 818.

Neal, Rev. Daniel, of Jewin Street, 709,

717.

Negation of doctrine no basis for denomi-

nation, 51.

Neonomian controversy, 22.

account of it in the Proofs, 137.

Nepotism introduced Arian ministers, 42.

Nevin, Rev. Thomas, of Downpatrick,

expelled from Synod of Ulster, 378.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Hanover Square

congregations, 842.

New Dissenters produced by Methodist

revival, 99.

Newman, Rev. John, of Salters' Hall,

quoted in the Proofs, 71.

extract from a letter of his, 98.

Newspapers taking part in the controversy,

581.

Non-subscription, principle of, 187, 806.

permitted by Irish P., 375, 386, 390.
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first declaration in favour of, by E.P.,

107.

Northampton, anonymous writer from,

38, G9G.

Northern Counties of England.

list of ministers recipients of Hewley
charity in 17*28, resident in, 807.

Presbyterianism in, 584, 836.

Northumberland, date of real Presby-

terianism in, 584, 836.

Norfolk and Suffolk Association, 19.

Northowram congregation, 21.

Norwich congregation, 90.

Nuttall Chapel, 842.

Occasional Papers, the writers in, 116 722.

N.B.—Bagweel is said to indicate them,

Brown, Amory, Grosvenor, Wright,

Evans, another E— unknown,
and Lowman. Prot. Diss. Mag.

Oldfield, Joshua, D.D., of Maid Lane,

president of Salters' Hall Assembly,

26.

tutor of Dr. Lardner, 83, but see 86.

character of, by Mr Shower, 159.

quoted in the Proofs, 163.

quoted by Mr Bennett, 641.

Oldfield, Samuel, of Rarnsbury, quoted in

the Proofs, 80.

Oldsworth, Rev. Clark, of Crosby Square,

quoted iu the Proofs, 71.

Ordination, among E.P., 20, 184, 624,

701, 801, 804, 806, S.P. 60.

meetings at, 81.

certificate of, 184.

among I. original, 596, 701, 803, later

21, 618.

certificate of, 184.

Original Sin.

Proofs' supplement as to, 135.

quotations from episcopal divines as

to, 129.

discussion of, in A.G. v. Shore, 298.

Osborne, Professor, of Glasgow, his con-

versation with Dr. Calamy, 728.

Pacific Act of Synod of Ulster, 375.

Palcy, Dr. William, Archdeacon of Car-

lisle, his doctrine as to subscription

referred to in the Proofs, 94.

Palmer, Rev. Samuel, of Hackney, quota-

tion from in the Proofs, 7.

deposits in Dr. Williams's Library

MS. account of London ministers,

696.

publishes large extracts from it in the

Pn.t. Diss. Mag., 821.

Parke. Mr Bi Lord Wensleydale), ex-

tracts from his answers (1) 344, (2)

317, (3) 350, (4) 357.

Parliament, proceedings in, see contents

xxxv .

Parry, Dr., of Wymondley, accused of

heresy by S.P., 819.

Partnership not formed by joint founda-

tion of chapel, 495, but see 521.

Pearson, Bishop John, of Chester, his doc-

trine as to subscription, according to

the Proofs, 94.

Pearson, Joseph, trustee of Wolverhamp-
ton chapel.

his litigation respecting it, 211.

his executors carry on the suit in his

spirit, 226.

Peel, Sir Robert, Bart., M.P., takes up
the heterodox cause, 481.

negotiates with their opponents, 483.

extract from the Synod of Ulster's

letter to him, 486.

the power of his administration, 491,

497, 525.

refuses to give time to opponents of

the bill, 511.

extracts from his speech on second
reading, 534.

his expectation of being defeated on
the bill, 535.

his misstatements as to Tamworth
chapeb, 537, and the Irish Presby-

terians, 538, 543.

Pemberton, Mr, Q.C. (Lord Kingsdown),
advises the A.G. not to file informa-

tion as to Hewley charity, 254.

Penruddock Chapel, 842.

Petitions, see contents, p. xl.

Pierce, Rev. James, of Exeter.

charge of Arianism against him, 23.

his statement of his opinions, 23.

quotation from his posthumous ser-

mons, 43.

his denial of Arianism, 97.

his account of the origin of Arianism
in Exeter, 68.

Mr Barrington's efforts to screen him
from censure by the London minis-
ters, 101, 108.

his denial of the existence of Armi-
nianism among the Presbyterian;

139.

quotations in the Proofs from him, 71.

Dr. Calamy's account of him, 101.

Philpotts, Bishop Henry,
| Es

opposes the hill. 507,9, 546,7.

his protest a--.:;)!-! it. 793,

108
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Pinners' Hall Congregation, 23.

see Hunter, Foster, Fleming.

Tinners' Hall Lecture, changes in, 22.

Plumptree, Mr, M.P., opposes the bill,

518, 541.

Preaching, new way of, noticed by Mr
Oliver Heywood, 202.

Prelates, analysis of their votes on the

bill, 547.

Presbyterian, meaning of the word, 588,

626.

refers to doctrine as well as discipline,

512.

according to the Judges, 401, 442

not so according to the heterodox

parties, 273, 743.

as certain as the word Anglican, 560.

synonymous with Dissenter, 61.

Socinians' explanation of it, 278, 401.

Presbyterianism, essentials of, according

to S.P., 599, 625.

not found among E.P., 599, 841.

never national religion of England,

15, 800.

set up partially during the Common-
wealth, 15, 800.

but no Presbytery set up after the

Revolution in England, not even in

Northumberland, except by south

body, 584, 624.

never had fair trial in England, 839.

see Fund and Fund Board.

Presbyterians, English, after the Revolu-

tion, 15, 17.

their doctrines, 64, 203, 13 ; enlarged

spirit, 141 ; change at first gradual,

69, 204, all as alleged in the Proofs.

their alleged opinions as stated in the

Proofs' quotations from their writ-

ings, i 37-170.

account of their change of doctrine

byS.R, 601, 610, by I. 39.

their doctrines stated, by Baron Alder-

son, 307; Lord Lyndhurst, 313;
Lord Brougham, 297; by S.P. 594;
by I. 584, 599, 836.

their church government stated, by
8. P. 596-602, 620-626; by I. 584,

599.

by the Revolution they had in their

practice given up Presbyterianism,

15, 66, 625, and never after set it up,

838 ; so Mr Baron Gurney, 356.

'admission to Lord's Supper among
them, 17, 701, 803.

no instance of elders admitting to it,

800, 625.

their congregational committees, 19,

601.

choice of ministers among them, 17,

109.

ordination of their ministers without

subscription, 841.

the ordainers I. equally with P. , 618,

624, 837.

their form of ordination the same as

that of I., except examination into

acquirements and pulpit abilities,

618, 20.

did not require conformity with the

Westminster Confession as standard,

841.

did not prefer it to other formulas,

841.

their ministers educated at private

academies, 613.

comparison of them with those of the

I. in point of authorship, 717.

the "Happy Union" of P. and I.

ministers in London, 18.

its dissolution, 21, but see 103.

the London P. and I. ministers after-

wards united in ordinations, settle-

ments, and examinations of minis-

ters and students, 800.

similar associations formed at the

same time throughout the country,

which continued until the preva-

lence of Arianism among the P.,

19, 20.

London congregations reckoned as P.

or I., according to the fund, to

which the minister paid the year-

ly denominational collections, 23.

both funds supported the same coun-

try ministers in some instances, 699.

P. and I. ministers settled indiscrimi-

nately over P. or I. congregations,

59, see Appendix No. 2, 643.

the same state of things usual in the

United States, 59.

their adoption of I. methods, terming

the body of communicants the

church, 701, 669, and using the

phrase of a church being dissolved,

669.

the use of church covenants, which

implies existence of a church in the

I. sense, 59, 801.

the minute of Cheshire Association in

1693 proposes real Independency,

S02.

Dr. Calamy appealed to as example of

Presbyterianism, by Soc. as to doc-
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trines, 727, by S.P. as to church

govemraent, 596.

his account of his journey to Scotland

extracted as test of the fact in botli

cases, 724.

the EP. described in 1731, GOG ; to-

wards the end of that century, 802.

in Lord Mansfield's time the courts

could not see any difference between

them and the I., 803.

bodies now claiming to represent

them, 11.

Presbyterians, Irish, 3G9.

really Independents, 370.

their view of toleration in 1716, 372.

trust deed of one of their chapels, 426.

their alleged right to change their

Presbytery or their denomination,

remaining Presbyterians, 431, 745.

their opposition to the bill, 487.

account of their divisions, 381.

difference in belief between their

ministers and laymen, 431.

relations of Synod and Presbyteries,

433, 743.

Presbyterians, Scotch.

claim the English chapels, 14.

opposition to the bill, 487.

their divisions, 504.

the old meeting-houses held by them,

583, 612, 842.

contest between Kirkmen and Sece-

ders respecting the Hewley charity,

586, 627.

made common cause at first, 584.

Seceders charged by Kirkmen with

endangering their claims by neg-

lect, 585.

singularity of their affidavits, 388.

claim tobeE.P., Gil, 612.

their evidence as to this, G21.

their perversion of a passage of Mr
Hadfield's, 607.

their quotations from I. authors, 600,

603, 605, 607, 620, 621.

would have received their share from

the I. trustees, 617.

entitled their English chapels Scottish

churches, 618-9.

their learned ministry, G14.

Presbyterian Keporter Magazine, 579.

Presbyteries set up in different parts of

England, 15, 800.

Pretences on which the Act passed, see

Contents, xxxvi, xxxix.

Procedure to determine rights to chapels,

suggested method of, 569.

Progress in theology to he expected accor-

ding to the Proofs, 93.

Proofs and Illustrations, see Historical

Proofs, &c.

Protestant Dissenters means Trinitarians,

449, 470 ; sometimes P., 458; some-

times the body formed by the Union

of P. and I., 61.

Protestant Dissenters' Magazine, quota-

tions from, 801,2,4,5.

Public policy alleged to require power in

congregation to change their belief,

115.

Publications connected with the contro-

versy and the litigation, 576.

Raffles, Dr Thomas, of Liverpool, exami-

ned as witness, G18.

Ramsey, Rev. Hugh, minister at Clough,

391.

Rational School of Theology, according to

Proofs, 09.

Read, Rev. Henry, his opinions and dis-

missal from Monkwell Street chapel,

722.

Read, Rev. James, his opinions, 722.

Rees, Dr. Abraham, of the Old Jewry, 45.

Rees, Dr. Thomas, of Sutton, makes affi-

davit for S.P. before the Master,

586, which in his absence was read

in the suit, 618.

Reid, Rev. James, minister at Killinchy,

426.

Relief, Church origin of, 581.

amalgamate with the Seceders, 582.

Remonstrant Synod.

extract from constitution of, 755.

congregations originally adhering to,

389, 815.

congregations now constituting, 576.

arrangement with Synod of Ulster,

390.

memorialise government to stay the

suits, 481.

their petition in favour of the bill,

759.

Repair of chapels gives no right, 494.

Reserve of Arians, G5, 94, 123, 191. 205.

Reynolds, Rev. John, ejected from Wolv-r-

hampton, 209.

Robertson, Rev. James, of Stretton-under-

Foss, takes part in controversy as

to Wolverhampton ci se, 576.

Robinson, of New England, quoted by Mr
Gladstone, 521.

Rogerson, Rev. Joseph, of Derby, 35, 718.

Rolfe, Robert Monsey (Lord Cranworth),
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counsel for Hewley trustees through-

out, 330, see 298-302, 328.

his speech puhlished as a pamphlet,

578.

Romilly, Sir Samuel, his act amending

proceedings as to chanties, 783.

hatred of Lord Eldon and Lord Redes-

dale to it, 783.

Root, Mr, of York, 122, 805.

Rotheram, Dr. Caleb, of Kendal, 83, 139,

717, 842.

Rudsdale, Rev. Ambrose, of Gainsborough,

a trustee of the Hewley charity,

240, 719.

Sabellianism imputed to Independents,

608.

Salters' Hall Assembly.

lists of non-subscribers, 705 ; subscri-

bers, 707 ; neutrals, 708.

accounts of in Proofs, a correct one,

99, and an incorrect one, 100 ; by

Dr. Calamy, 100; in appeal case,

204 ; by S.R, 605 ; by Mr Gladstone,

533 ; by the Anonymous from Nor-

thampton, 709.

non-subscribers' advices, 27 ; letter,

111 ; reasons, 113 ; belief of the doc-

trine of the Trinity, 102.

effect of their advices, 37.

Salters' Hall Lectures, foundation of, 22.

Sandercock, Rev. Edward.

joins in Mr Cappe's ordination, 124.

his funeral sermon for Mr "Wyndlow,

137.

Sandon, Lord, M.P., suggests amendment

of the bill, 539.

Savage, Mrs, extracts from her diary, 801.

Savoy Confession, 30, 721.

Scales, Rev. Thomas, of Leeds, examined

as a witness, 282, 618.

Scandal of suits as to religion, 516, 773.

proceedings under the act worst of all,

553.

Scarlett, Sir James, A.G., (Lord Abinger),

declines to file information as to

Hewley case, 254.

"Scotch Church," meaning of, 618, 619.

Scotland, Church of,

cannot have any offshoot in England,

583. ,

English congregations in connection

with, 593.

Scott, Dr. "Philanthropes," his work on
the Trinity, 90.

Seceders, the United Synod of original,

their notice* against the bill, 792.

various bodies of, 581.

union of Burghers and Anti-burghers,

582.

their amalgamation with relief church,

501.

originally not voluntaries, 583, 419.

alleged agreement for their nominating

trustee of Hewley estate, 584.

their account of themselves, 592 ; and

of their English congregations, 614,

619.

Seeker, Archbishop Thomas, quoted in

the Proofs, 82.

Shadwell, Sir Lancelot, Vice-Chancellor,

his decisions in A.G. v. Pearson,

224; AG. v. Shore, 287; A.G. v.

Wilson, 627.

Shaw, Mr, Recorder of Dublin, M.P.

his first amendment as to cases where

doctrines were defined by other

records than deeds, 542.

his singular statement as to the Synod

of Ulster, 543.

his second amendment as to period of

limitation, 544.

his speech in the debate, 546.

Sheil, R. L., M.P., speaks in favour of

the bill, 534.

Shore Family, leading trustees of the

Hewley charity, 240'.

Shore, Samuel, Esq. , his acts as trustee of

Stannington chapel, 193.

Shower, Bev. John, quoted in Proofs, 95,

159, 160.

Shrewsbury congregation, 21, 41.

Singleton, Hannah, her endowment in

connection with Eustace Street

chapel, Dublin, 460, 461, 474, 478.

Slate, Rev. Richard, of Preston,

examined as a witness, 618.

quoted in evidence by S.P. , 620.

Smith, Baron, his judgment in the Clough

case, 411.

Smith, Dr. John Pye, of Homerton.

examined as a witness, 224, 282.

quoted in S. P. answers, 604.

accused of heresy by S.P., 819, 820.

Smith, John, of Cambridge, new way of

preaching, 202.

Smith, Southwood, M.D., his writings

given in evidence, 285.

Sociniuns.

their claim to represent the old E.P.,

13.

their main position (that E.P. thought

no doctrines fundamental) necessary

to support their case, 49, 50, 89.

contrary to all experience, 51.
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put into the mouths of Presby-

terians, 70.

quotations in support of it, 71.

Mr Baron Alderson finds no proof

of it 309, nor Lord Lyndhurst

318, nor Mr Justice Coleridge

354.

their dinner at the Spread Eagle,

Manchester, 248.

state of their congregations, 574

576, 823.

their memorial to government to bring

in act, 775.

their efforts to obtain act, 480, 486.

their friends in both houses, 491.

they sacrifice their principles by ac-

cepting the bill, 560.

their petitions in favour of the bill,

759.'

analysis of 76 others, 768.

Socinianism.

introduced by Grotius and Le Clerc, 68.

not professed in many congregations

before 1780, 44.

Somerset, first Arians in, 97.

Standards of faith.

Mr Howe's opinion as to, 181.

in Independent deeds not used as

creeds to be subscribed, 187, but

inserted oidy on account of legal

necessity, 178.

Stafford chapel, 499.

Stannington chapel, 193.

Steward, Rev. John, minister of "Wolver-

hampton chapel, 211.

Stock, J. S., Esq., Barrister, his observa-

tions in the Hewley case, 578.

Stogden, Rev. Herbert, one of the first

Arians in Somerset, 97.

Strand Street chapel, Dublin, suit as to,

479, 545.

Stretton, Rev. Richard, Lady Hewley's

adviser and trustee, 118-19, 805.

Strong, Rev. J. of Ilminster, revises As-

sembly's Catechism, 35.

Stuart Wortley, Mr J. , his speech, 542.

Stubbs, Rev. John, minister at "Wolver-

hampton, 210.

Subscribing, Irish Presbyteries, 382.

Subscription.

not required by E.P. at ordination,

185, 806.

views of Presbyterians of 1688 as to

106, the Proofs give no quotation

to the contrary, 186.

Mr Lowman's argument implies that

it had not been previously objected

to, 185.

not necessary to preserve doctrine as

Socinians and S.P. suppose, 187,

806.

not a mere act of discipline, 400.

required by Synod of Ulster accor-

ding to the orthodox, 371, 3, 8, 388
;

this denied by the Arians, 744.

effect of, 442.

Succession, true nature of, 408.

Sugden, Sir Edward, Lord Chancellor of

Ireland (Lord St. Leonards), 476.

his judgment in the General Fund
case, 435, 455.

his remarks on Eustace Street Chapel
case, 404.

his remarks on staying that suit, 563.

Sunnnerhill, Meath congregation, 479.

Taunton congregation, 40.

Taylor, John, D. D. of Norwich and War-
rington, 122,5.

extract from his answers at his ordi-

nation to the usual questions, 804.

quotations from, 44, 719.

his wonder at his pupils becoming
deists, 87.

Bishop "Watson's approval of his prin-

ciple of teaching both sides of a
theological question, 81.

Taylor, Bishop Jeremy, his theology very
different from Calvinism, 68.

Taylor, Rev. Philip, minister of Eustace
Street chapel, Dublin, his opinions,

473.

Taylor, Rev. Timothy, minister of "Wood
Street chapel, Dublin, 459.

Terms of Communion, Mr Howe's opinion

as to, 181.

Teynham, Lord, extract from his speech in

the debate, 507.

Theology, anti-dogmatic method of teach-

ing, 86, 2(39, 332.

Thomas, Rev. Samuel, minister of Eustace
Street chapel, Dublin, his opinions,

473.

Thompson, Henry, D.D., of Penrith,

secession minister,

his statement as to the heresies of

Independents, 609, 820.

extract from his examination, 622.

Thompson, Rev. Charles, of Tynemouth,
Kirkman, his statement of the
heresies of I., 819.

Three denominations.

formation of the body, 713.

objects of, 767.

Threlkeld, Rev. Samuel, of Penrith, 12'.).

Tillotson, Archbishop John.
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belonged to a rational school of theo-

logy according to the Proofs, G9.

quoted in the Proofs, 77.

the charge of Socinianism brought

against him, 96.

his opinion as to the essentials of reli-

gion as stated by his biographer,

132.

follows the new way of preaching,

202,

Tindal, Chief Justice, his answers, (1) 346,

515, (3) 347, (2) 348. (4) 358.

Tobermore chapel, suit respecting, 391.

Toland, John, his memorial quoted in the

Proofs, with Mr Shower's approval

of it, 95.

Toleration, opinions of the Irish Presby-

terians as to, 372.

Tomkins, Rev. Martin.

dismissed from Stoke Newington for

suspicion of Arianism, 43.

his book on the Atonement recom-

mended by Dr. Doddridge, 43.

writes also against the Doxology, 43.

attended orthodox ministry, 156.

irrelevant quotation from his works in

the Proofs, 155.

Tomline, Bishop George Prettyman, quoted

in the Proofs, 13.

Tong, Rev. William, Coventry, and

Salters' Hall, 168, 717.

Towgood, Micaiah, quoted in the Proofs,

71.

Trial of young ministers among Inde-

pendents, 20.

Trinitai'ianism, what it implies, 297.

Trinitarians' opposition to the bill, 487.

Trinity, doctrine of, as stated by West-

minster Assembly, 597, congrega-

tional union, 597, Savoy confession,

605, Dr. Manton, 132, Mr Bennet,

641.

sufficient knowledge of, according to

Dr. Calamy, 132.

Trotter, Dr., of Summerhill, 479.

Trusts of English E.P. chapel deeds, 56-8,

61-2, 626.

of chapels for both denominations, 61.

those of I. chapel deeds as vague, 37,

840.

reasons for the vagueness of chapel

deeds, 57.

where definite no sufficient protection

of chapels from heterodox worship,

59.

Trustees of chapels often the introducers

or supporters of Arian ministers, 42.

Turner, Rev. James, of Knutsford, exam-
ined as witness, 282.

Turner, Rev. William, of Newcastle-upon-

Tyne, his sermons given in evi-

dence, 285.

Ulster, Synod of, 371.

extracts from acts of, 371 to 391.

Dr. Calamy's accounts of its proceed-

ings, 376-7.

retained after 1726 many ministers

non-subscribers in principle who
had a bad influence, 383.

history of the Synod according to the

defendants in Anderson v. Watson,
747 to 759.

at one time majority Pelagians, but

not Arians, 383.

intercommunion and relations with

Presbytery of Antrim, 386.

adopts code of discipline, 386, 752.

non-subscribers regarded code as a

triumph to them. 386, 752.

enquires as to public statements that

some of its ministers held Arian

views, 387.

transfer of examinations from Presby-

teries to committee of Synod, 390.

dispute as to its legality, 431.

requires declaration of belief in Trini-

ty, 380.

allows ministers not making the de-

claration to retire, and they after-

wards form Remonstrant Synod,

389.

arrangement as to denominational

funds with Remonstrant Synod, 434.

this no renunciation of the chapels,

391.

alleged variety of opinion among its

ministers,

their petition against the bill, 785,

787.

obtains a promise from Lord Lynd-

hurst that there should be a select

committee on the bill before which

they might be heard, 520.

Union of Presbyterian and Independent

Ministers in London, IS.

rupture of it, 21, but see 110.

misrepresented in Proofs, 60 ; appeal

case, 204 ; by Mr Gladstone, 527.

Unitarian rejection of the term by the

Hewley trustees, because few per-

sons agree as to the definition of it,

and persons with different opinions

assume it, 270-1, 283.
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N.B. The Hewley trustees in their

amended answer, use the phrase,

"the Dissenters in the information

styled the sect, class, or denomina-

tion of Christians, commonly called

Unitarians," 280.

Unitarian Association, discussions in,

574.

Unitarian belief stated by Hewley trustees,

265, 274, 280, 435, 4G3, Mr Well-

beloved, 266,7, 273,6, Mr Hincks,

282.

Usher, Archbishop, 371.

Walker, Rev. Thomas, of Leeds, joins in

Mr Cappe's ordination, 124.

Walker, Thomas, Esq., defendant in A.G.

v. Shore, his account of his religious

principles.

Walker, Rev. William Manning, of Pres-

ton, examined as a witness, 282.

Wardlaw, R., D.D., of Glasgow, examined

as a witness, 282.

Wareham chapel, 194.

Warren, Rev. Samuel, of Taunton, his

academy, 82.

Watson, Bishop Richard, Llandaff, quoted

in the Proofs, 80-1, 178.

Watson, Rev. David, his settlement at

Clough disputed, 392.

Watson, Rev. Samuel, his contest with

the Synod of Ulster, 285.

Watts, Dr. Isaac, of Bury Street, St.

Mary Axe, 717.

his psalms and hymns adopted by
E. P., 36.

Weld, Dr. Isaac, minister of Eustace

Street chapel, Dublin, 471.

Weld, Rev. Nathaniel, minister of Wood
Street and Eustace Street chapels,

Dublin, 459, 467.

joins in recommendation of Mr Aber-

nethy's pamphlets, 373.

mediates at meeting of Synod for the

Belfast Society, 378.

Wellbeloved, Rev. Charles, minister of

St. Saviour Gate chapel, York, and

tutor of Manchester College, York,

and sub-trustee of the Hewley
charity,

reference to in the bill, 255-7-9, 260,

in the answrer, 263-4.

his short answer, 266.

his answer in the words of Scripture,

267.

his answer to amended information

L'7ii.

Lord Lyndhurst's remarks on it, 319.

his method as theological tutor, 269.

Mr Knight Bruce's comment on it,

338.

his sermons put in evidence, 285.

extract from sermon by him, 285:

Lord Brougham's eulogy of him and
prayer for him, 295.

Sir J. Campbell's quotation of it, 295.

Mr Knight Bruce complains of his

acts on the ground he must have

known Lady Hewley's opinions, 336.

N.B. The relators did not press for re-

payment by him.

Wesleyan Methodists, their committee of

privileges oppose the bill, 488.

Western Assembly, 19, 23, 8, 9.

Westminster Assembly.

their Catechism, Mr Strong's revision

of it, republished by Mr Bennett, 34.

their Confession of Faith, Irish minis-

ters agree with it, but the laymen
disagree with it, 430.

not made standard by E.P., 841.

Baxter's agreement with it, 141.

Directory, 596.

Whitaker, Mr Thomas, of Call Lane,

Leeds, joins in Mr Cappe's ordina-

tion, 124.

Whitaker, Rev. William, of Scarborough,

joins in Mr Cappe's ordination, 120.

Whitby, Dr. , Arian before his death, 96.

Winston, William, the Arian, 38, 70, 97,

92.

Whitehaven congregation, 842.

Widows of Ministers, funds for, Eustace

St. chapel, 460, 478; Strand St.

chapel, 480.

Wilde, Sir Thomas (Lord Truro), requests

delay in passing the bill, 54.

gives notice to opponents of it that

he has changed his mind, 541.

explains his conduct, 546.

Wilks, John, solicitor in A.G. v. Pearson,

213 ; chairman of the Deputies, 487.

N.B. He was not in Parliament in 1S44.

Williams, Dr. Daniel, of Hand Alley, in-

volved in Neonomian controversy,

22.

one of the founders of the General

Fund, 435.

his defence of non-subscription on
ordination, 806.

N.B. Mr Ivimey's volume containing

the Doctor's will was not obtained

till this sli.it was in t]i^ ]n
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Williams, Dr. Edward, of Rotherham
College, his statement of Calvinistic

doctrine, 33.

Williams, Mr Justice John, extracts from

his answers, (1) 343, (4) 355.

Williamson, Rev. Hugh, and Williamson

Rev. John, ministers of Clough

chapel, 391.

Wilson, Joshua, Esq., his pamphlets foun-

dation of this volume, and answer

all assertions of the Socinians, C3,

108, 203, 580.

Wilson, Walter, considers the modern Dis-

senters Methodists, 47.

N.B. His testimony in favour of Trini-

tarians is most valuable, on account

of his sympathy with the Arians.

See particularly HI. 441.

Witter, Rev. John, of Hull, trustee of

Hewley charity, 240, 718.

Wood, George William, Esq., M.P., shares

in Manchester Socinian controversy,

249.

N.B. He died in 1843.

Wood, John, Esq., defendant in A.G. v.

Shore, 252.

Wood Street Chapel, Dublin, 459.

Wolverhampton chapel, 41, 53, 561, 782,

litigation respecting it, 209.

Worcester Chapel, 61, 801.

Worsley, Rev. Philip, his pamphlet, 558.

Worthington, Rev. Isaac, of Durham, 129,

7, 119, 801.

Wright, Dr. Samuel, of Blackfriars and

Carter Lane, 721, 717.

contributor to the Occasional Papers,

116.

quoted in the Proofs, 169.

his opinions, 721.

extracts from his sermons, 722.

Wymondley Academy, students from pre-

ferred by Arian congregations, 48.

Wyndlow, James, Lady Hewley's trustee,

127, 196.

Wynford, Lord, takes part in the hearing

of the appeal in the Hewley charity

case, 524.

N.B. He was laid aside by 1842, and

died in 1845.

Yates, Rev. James, his pamphlets, 579,

580.

Yarmouth Merchant's directions to the

trustees of his charity, 91.

York congregation, 208.
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ADDENDUM.





An answer to this Volume has been published under the title of
" Uniformity and Liberty," by the Rev. John Gordon of Evesham, and
as he was very prominent among the applicants for the Act of 1844,
and is a leading writer of his party, his pamphlet should be consulted in

order to ascertain all that can be said against the Judges' decisions

reprinted in the foregoing pages, and in favour of those decisions having
been contravened to such an extent by the legislature.

Mr Gordon refers to the Wolverhampton suit, (but does not state

it correctly), and seeks to revive against the ministers who connected
themselves with it, especially Mr James, the old reproach that the
relators' counsel rested their case on the illegality of Unitarian preach-

ing at Common Law and under the Toleration Act. The pi-oceed-

ings are easily justified so far as the ministers were concerned
with them : for the bill was filed because the deeds were kept back from
Mr Mander, although one of the trustees ; and the injunction was obtained

because Mr Pearson, from mere litigiousness, brought an ejectment, a
proceeding in which none of the real questions -in the case could be
raised. The ministers in their defence of themselves, published at the

time of Mr Robertson's attack on them, stated, "We have carefully read

the brief which was put into the hands of Sir Samuel Romilly and
Messrs. Hart and Shadwell, and we can assure the public that there is

not in it one iota of a persecuting nature, there is no suing the judgment
of the court against the Unitarians as the abettors of illegal opinions,

and as persons disqualified by the common law for holding property set

apart for religious purposes. . . . No man can be identified with
anything more than the brief which he puts into the hands of his coun-

sel, and the arguments which from the nature of the case are absolutely

necessary for its support." They referred to Sir Samuel Romilly's known
hatred of bigotry, persecution, and injustice in every .shape, as sufficient

to prevent the suggestion to him of any unworthy argument ; but
they reminded their readers that he was not to be controlled as to the

line of reasoning which he might choose to adopt. They also relied on
the circumstance of the relators having for their solicitor Mr John
Wilks, the Secretary of the Society for the Protection of Religious



Liberty, as a proof that all their wishes and instructions were in perfect

consonance with freedom of opinion and the rights of conscience.

This defence anticipated, and should have prevented, all that Mr
Gordon has found to say on this part of the subject.

The whole question as to the chapels was disposed of by the Wolver-

hampton case, and this opportunity is taken to supply an omission

in the foregoing pages, by presenting a condensed statement of the

general argument. The decision of Lord Cottenham was based not on

the illegality of anti-Trinitarian worship, but on the fact that the

deeds showed that the founders did not intend to establish it ; one

deed, of 1701, providing for the appropriation of the chapel if the

worship became illegal ; and another, of "1720, for the application

of the endowment if the Toleration Act should be repealed. Both

expressions equally pointed to the provisions of that statute, and

to the possibility of change in them ; and as the chapel, while it

remained such, could not, according to those provisions, be used for

any other than Trinitarian worship, his lordship held that the founders,

by their reference to the law, must have intended that worship. The

words which they used accepted the established state of things, and

declared trusts of the chapel with reference to it. Common sense dictated

this decision, as well as legal reasoning, which is the common sense

of minds having to decide or assist in the decision of the rights of

civilized life. This construction is borne out by the fact, admitted on

all hands, that in 1701 there was not in England a single con-

gregation of anti-trinitarians. Emlyn afterwards raised one, but it

appears to have died out by 1720. It was not even suggested that there

was any reason to suppose that any member of the Wolverhampton

congregation was anti-trinitarian in the latter year. The Toleration

Act was then borne in the minds of Nonconformists as their Magna

Gharta ; it was in danger in Anne's time, and all their care was

to preserve it as it was. There is no doubt that the heads of the Pres-

byterian party in 1689 were consulted with respect to it beforehand, and

were well satisfied with it ; and that the exception of anti-trinitarians

from its benefits was perfectly in accordance with their notions of right

and wrong. See Lord Lyndhurst's expressions, p. 314, see also as -to

the Blasphemy Act, p. 106. This fact disposes of all the liberality of

opinion attributed to that generation of Presbyterians; and the Socinians*

* This name is retained, notwithstanding the anger with which it has been received,

for doctrines are dealt with here, and all doctrinal differences are necessarily thus marked.

Each sect otherwise would choose for itself a name assuming the point in dispute

with it ; the Papist calls his church Catholic, and the name stands him in stead

of argument; the Greek styles his church Orthodox; "Baptist'" speaks for itself;



could not complain of the Toleration Act as a persecuting law, without

putting themselves out of court as to their right to the benefit of any

Presbyterian foundation. It is believed that, with very few excep-

tions indeed, the deeds of all the old Presbyterian chapels contain

similar allusions to the state of the law, and therefore equally

express that the founders intended to support Trinitarianism ; hence

the case of A. G. v. Pearson is always misrepresented by Socinians. Lord

Cottenham's note, p. '225, cannot however be explained away. He was

their fast friend, having been their counsel at two hearings of the Hewley
case, and he contended in the debates of 1844 that in all cases in which

founders did not in their deeds specify doctrines they must have held

illegal opinions ; a notion which the Socinian party never dared to suggest,

and which was negatived by their explicit admissions ; but, partisan

as he was, he did not venture to say that he had been compelled to adju-

dicate on the Wolverhampton chapel contrary to the founders' intentions.

See on the contrary p. 829 for what he said to the Dublin Presbyterians

of 1710, who it was admitted were a branch of the English body.

The words "Presbyterians" or "Protestant Dissenters" also occur

in almost all the old deeds, but they are unavailing to exempt

chapels from the operation of the act, notwithstanding the House of

Lords has decided that they indicated Trinitarians, in England up to

1707 (the Hewley case), and in Ireland up to 1710 (the Dublin General

Fund case). Those years wei'e the dates of the endowments in litiga-

tion, and not the limits of the time during which the words had this

meaning, but they are sufficient for the purposes of the preceding

volume as nearly corresponding with the end of the chapel-building

period.

Mr Gordon states that the opinions of the Judges in the Hewley

case, which governed the A.G. v. Pearson, really turned upon the provi-

sions of the Toleration Act, but any one who will read their opinions

in the ninth volume of Clark and Finelly's Reports will see that they

relied upon the universal belief of the Presbyterians in Lady Hewley's

time, as shown by all their sermons, treatises, memoirs, and other

writings. Indeed this was admitted, see p. 177. The nature of Lord

Cottenham's judgment was remarked on at p. 363, and the reader was

Unitarians by their name quietly assume that no other Christians believe in the unity

of the Godhead. It is scarcely reasonable to refuse the name Socinian, which was

derived from one of the early Reformers, and was adopted by the body in Poland,

where first they formed congregations. The Sozzini were respectable men, and even

if they retained too much of the old superstition, their opinions were sufficiently free

to gain them the distinction of giving their name to all persons not recognising the

proper Deity of Christ. The defendants in the Hewley case used Calvinisfc, p. 2 >, and
oddly enough seemed to consider it as synonymous with Independent.



left to interpret it for himself. All evidence to show Lady Hewley's
opinions otherwise than as one of the Presbyterian body seems to have
been rejected, as also was the evidence of theological experts, (as

to which see note p. vii), but books of the chapel building period were
received without being given in evidence, as matters with which the

Judges were supposed to be familiar ; see Lord St Leonard's expressions

p. 441, and the remarks of Lords Cottenham, Brougham, and Campbell
in the General Fund case in 1849, p. 829. Mr Gordon thinks that "the
evidence of Trinitarian worship drawn from the toleration act will in

future be rejected, and the proof will thereby be so far lessened as to be
practically unavailable," because as he adds, " the intentions of a deno-

mination, which never in any corporate form declared its intentions,

cannot be ascertained when the testimony of individual opinion is

excluded." This is entirely to misunderstand the effect of the cases and
of the act. Lord Cottenham founded his judgment in Shore v. Wilson
on evidence properly admitted, and the same evidence was given in

A.G. v. Pearson. The only effect of the Act as to the old chapels

is to give validity to twenty-five yeai-s' usage in the cases provided
for ; it leaves the rules of evidence and construction undisturbed, except

as the first section prevents the illegality of Anti-Trinitarian worship
before 1813 from affecting chapels built by persons proved to have
been of Anti-Trinitarian opinions.

The principle maintained by the relators in the A.G. v. Pearson, was
that the intentions of the founders of a chapel, if anywise ascertainable,

should be carried out; and the point decided by it was that these

intentions if manifested by the deed would be enforced by law.

This principle was never more broadly stated than by Lord Lynd-
hurst in the Hewley case, p. 311. "In every case of charity it is the

duty of the court to give effect to the intent of the founders.

It is a matter of fact. It can scarcely be necessary to cite authorities in

support of these principles, they are founded in common sense and
common justice. ... I look upon it that these principles are

clear and established, that they admit of no doubt whatever."
English charities from the Revolution until the Mortmain Act

(9th George 2nd) were regulated by the Statute of Charitable Uses
(13rd Elizabeth), which was always construed with the special view to

avoid the evil stated in the preamble, that "lands etc. have not been
employed according to the charitable intent of the givers." Puritan
foundations in connection with the Establishment, as for the support of

a preaching minister or a lecturer, had before 1688 been upheld by
Chancery in accordance with the statute ; and while misappropriation by
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beneficiaries had been prevented, applications cy pres, that is to a

kindred object on failure of the original purpose, had been frequent.

The Presbyterians of the chapel-building period might therefore leave

their chapels to the protection of the law, notwithstanding the general

and indefinite expressions of their trust deeds, in perfect confidence that

they would always be devoted to promote their own faith. The
change of their ecclesiastical system for that of the Independents, (the

effect of which is stated pp. 59, 512, and would not affect the worship,)

would, after the union of the denominations throughout the country, take

place, for want of persons to support the old state of things, when the

congregation desired "church government," in Milton's phrase; and it

received the sanction of the courts of law in Lord Mansfield's time,

according to the equitable doctrine, p. 802. Equity would have decided

such cases more satisfactorily, but the cost would have been too great.*

If the Common Law Judges consulted in the Hewley case had been

accustomed to carry out trusts cy pres, they would not have applied the

rules of evidence so as to shut out the preamble of the founder's will

in executing a vague trust for religious charity, but would have been

glad to establish the admissibility of any such evidence of his opinions, in

order to guide a court in the exercise of a duty so anxious and onerous as

giving effect to his intentions under a change of circumstances. Accord-

ing to their notions, Dr. Daniel Williams's treatises supporting

Calvinism against Antiuomianism, or his sermon at the ordination of

Samuel Clark, could not be referred to in order to ascertain the Pres-

byterianism which his will was intended to support.

The act of 18-14 set aside founders' intentions, even where manifested

by their deeds, as in the Wolverhampton case, unless particular doctrines

ai'e on the face of those deeds, in express words, or by reference to some

book or other documents, required or forbidden to be taught. This effect

of the bill, and the provisions of the old chapel deeds above adverted

to, were not brought before the consideration of either House of Par-

liament ; nor indeed were the details of the Wolverhampton case alluded

to in the debates, though it was the only one relating to an English chapel.

The Hewley case, as to which the act would in no case have had

any operation, was enlarged on, and shamefully misrepresented, by Lord

Lyndhurst; and the endowments of the Dublin chapels (for a prudent

* It was urged as an argument for the bill of 1844 that a suit was necessary to

determine the right occupation of each chapel, and that all the chapels must have been

sold, like that at Wolverhampton, to pay costs. This was conclusive against the principle

of a period of limitation in such a state of the law. Parliament should, at any rate,

have provided a cheap method of redress, for a reasonable time, before they confirmed

the title of wrongful possessors.
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silence was preserved as to the chapels themselves), or rather those of

the Strand Street chapel, the facts of which had never been

ascertained by a hearing, were the themes of almost every speaker.

Lord Lyndhurst, p. 315, showed that the admissions which the defend-

ants in the Hewley case felt themselves compelled to make were conclusive

against them; and it will be equally found that his own judgment disposes

of all that he or others said in the debates in support of the bill. Never-

theless, Parliament being misinformed and careless, the fraud and

falsehood of the government triumphed, but only to pass an act self-

convicted of injustice and absurdity, inasmuch as it set aside founders'

doctrines (judicially ascertained as to the whole Presbyterian body), in

order that chancery might extract a creed for each chapel separately, from

the last twenty-five years' usage of the congregation.

The rule as to the inviolability of founders' intentions was not indeed

disputed in the courts, whether English or Irish, but the Anti-Trini-

tarians contended that the Presbyterians in either country did not

intend to devote their chapels to their own opinions.

The position of the Socinians stated in p. 49 is not acquiesced in by Mr
Gordon, but it is supported by the sentence from the Proofs quoted p. 70,

by the passages collected at p. 554 from the statements of the Socinian

defendants in the several cases, and by Mr Hincks's evidence, p. 283

;

and it appears from the remarks of Baron Alderson, pp. 309, 310, Lord

Lyndhurst, p. 318, and Justice Coleridge, p. 354, that it was insisted on

with regard to Lady Hewley, on the sole ground of her being a Presby-

terian. It will also be found to underlie all the reasoning by or on

behalf of the Anti-Trinitarians noticed in the preceding volume, and it

is in fact the only possible foundation, without an express stipulation

in the trust deed, for a congregation having such a power over a chapel

as is contended for.

If however we may adopt the admission (made in the appeal case of

the Hewley trustees, p. 206) that the Presbyterians of the Revolution did

not look with indifference on views of Christian truth opposed to their

own, but embraced and adhered to their principles with as much warmth

and sincerity as other classes of Christians, common readers (agreeing with

Lord St. Leonards, p. 451) will not believe that it is in accordance with

their intentions that their pulpits are now filled by Socinians. Certainly -

such a state of things would not have comported with the purposes of

Baxter, who in 1683 held that the doctrine of the Trinity was the sum of all

the Christian religion p. 148 ; of Calamy, who in 1719 held that the sum

of Christian doctrine might be reduced to it p. 159 ; or of the Non-

subscribers at Salters' Hall in 1719, who held that it lay at the foun-
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dation of Christianity, and ran through the whole of it, p. 113
;
yet

Baxter and Calamy, of all Presbyterian authors, were those most

frequently quoted on the Sociniaus' side, as if most favourable to their

cause ;* and the Non-subscribers have always been treated by them as

their great forefathers.

But those we have to contend with do not reason like other men,

and they give these three reasons why they consider themselves rightly

in possession of the old chapels : (1) that the Presbyterians did not

prescribe any doctrines in their trust deeds
; (2) that they did not

practise subscription to any formula of faith
; (3) that they did

not require from the members of their churches any confession of faith

such as that common among the Independents. Such arguments seem

certainly disposed of by the facts that the Independents of the

same period, who are admitted to have been zealous for the old faith,

and to have taken all precautions which seemed to them necessary for

guarding it, neither (1) prescribed doctrines by their trust deeds, nor

(2) provided for subscription of any formula by their ministers or church

members : and (3) that a confession of faith has never been taken

from communicants by Presbyterians even in Scotland. The pre-

caution which the English Presbyterians, who devolved all on their

ministers, did take was to require from them previously to their ordina-

tion an affirmative answer to the question : Do you promise you will

be zealous and faithful in the defence of faith and unity against error

and schism 1

The early Chapel deeds were necessarily vague. Of the faith there was

no question, for with the exception of a few scattered individuals all

parties held the doctrinal Articles of the Establishment, and outside the

Anglican communion there was no doubt of their Calvinistic meaning.

Until after Anne's death only one attempt was made to establish

worship not according to the creed of the Establishment, and that produced

a remonstrance from the lower house of Convocation to the Queen.

The objection to subscription in Geneva and Holland, at and previously

to the beginning of the eighteenth century, had reference to Calvinism,

not to the doctrine of the Trinity. Mr Halliday, licensed in Holland in

* Quotations l>y heterodox writers from such authors never serve the purpose intended,

for there will be found either in the very words cited, or if not in them in the context,

expressions subversive of the argument in support of which they are adduced ; or the

citations will prove to be unguarded references or allusions in direct opposition to writings

of the parties in which they dealt directly with the subject. Such are the quotations in

the Proofs, reprinted and commented upon, (pp. 64 to 213), and Mr Gordon's additions to

them will not be found more conclusive. The Non-subscribers' vote is fully explained

at p. 530.
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1706, and ordained in Geneva in 1708, was admitted to a seat in the

Synod of Ulster in 1720 without subscription, on the ground of his

undoubted orthodoxy. Nor was there any occasion to define discipline

;

the Presbyterians had none to define ; and in the case of Independents

it was enough to say that the minister should be chosen, with

perhaps the addition that he should be removable, by the church.

Accordingly it is very rare to find in Independent deeds dated thirty

years ago any directions expressed as to church members or church

officers, or in those dated before the middle of the eighteenth century

any reference to doctrines or formularies. The protection given by

the law to worship not according to the Establishment was so entirely

novel at the end of the seventeenth century, with the exception of the

liberty enjoyed during the Protectorate, and until the Hanoverian

succession remained so precarious, that the chief care was to provide

what should be done with the chapels if the toleration were withdrawn.

It has been moreover contended that the congregational system,

admitting of no control from without, devolves absolute power on the

congregation, or the church, for the time being ; and that provisions in

trust 'deeds to the contrary are void, as subversive of the primary prin-

ciple of the polity. As soon however as a church or congregation

possesses itself permanently of a place of worship, property is gained for

the public, and a public foundation must continue as constituted, unless

a power of change is provided by the instrument providing it.

When it is considered how certainly, and within how shoi't a time,

a congregation attached to the old faith is driven away from a chapel

of congregationalists or quasi congregationalists, without the exhibition

of heterodoxy, by the mere suppression of evangelical truth, it will be

seen that in every such case justice and honesty dictate an appeal to

the law, if the founders have not expressly given the congregation or

church for the time being the power to change the nature of the

foundation.

The trustees of a chapel have no more right to permit a change of

the doctrines preached in it without express authority given them by

the deed, than they have to alienate it and appropriate the money to

their own use. It is not merely the affair of themselves and the congre-

gation ; the founders intended to benefit the locality by the particular

method of preaching the doctrines they themselves held. If it is wished

to promote other opinions they should not misapply trust property, but

compel the persons desiring the change to found a chapel at their own

cost. This is a simple question of common honesty, freedom of opinion

and the right of private judgment have nothing to do with the matter.
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Mr Gordon mentions that Mr Robertson published two pamphlets

respecting the Wolverhampton case, one entitled " Religious Liberty,

applied to the case of the Old Meeting House, Wolverhampton j" and the

other " Infringement of Religious Liberty exposed in the case of the Meet-

ing House, John Street, Wolverhampton, in answer to the appeal of the

nine Dissenting Ministers who patronized that case," and that Mr Pearson

also published on the subject. None of these pieces seem to be in

Dr. Daniel Williams's Library, they would have been noticed at

p. 577 if they had been known.

It should have been stated, p. 588, that the answer to Mr Joshua

Wilson's pamphlet was entitled "English Presbyterian Charities."

Mr Gordon thinks that the philosophical analysis of Mr Wilson's

quotations which it contained, deprived them of all bearing on the

dispute, but the passages cited in both pamphlets were reproduced at the

last hearing, and the result will be found in the words of Mr Justice

Coleridge, p. 354. Indeed for the most part they were the same as

those given in the Proofs, and as to them the reader of this volume may
satisfy himself.

Mr. Gordon publishes remarks by a friend on the lists of the

Socinian Chapels given in pp. 575, 6, and at the end of his

pamphlet he reprints the names in those lists, distinguishing by italics

those which he considers wrongly included, and from that it would seem

that the following chapels are not old Presbyterian foundations, subject

however to doubt in the corrector expressed here by (]) : Boston (?),

Dewsbury, Diss, Halstead, Heywood, Huddersfield, Idle, Mossley,

Mottram, Newark, Newchurch, Oldham, Padiham, Pudsey, Royston (?),

Southampton, Stratford-le-bow, Todmorden, Accrington, Burnley,

Heap Bridge near Bury, Middleton in Teesdale, Pepper Hill W. R.,

Salford, Swinton, Altringham, Ashford Kent, Ballast Hills North-

umberland, Barnard Castle, Bedford, Cressbrook, Flagg, Gateshead,

High Garratt, Oxton, Styal, Welbnrn, Heyrod, near Mossley. These

lists were revised when Dr. Evans's manuscript had been printed, and

the correction was begun alphabetically in p. 818, (Cockey Moor

Ainsworth is mei'ely a mistake in pointing), but it was not finished

through mistake and accident. There are many evident errors in the

remarks communicated to Mr. Gordon, which indeed, are scarcely

intelligible. These circumstances may be received as excusing the faulti-

ness of lists which were necessary to show the effects of the act.

Mr Gordon complains of the use of harsh expressions in the foregoing

pages ; if he had given the entire passages, readers, even if not of the

Author's opinions, might have thought them not undeserved. Mr
Gordon's own style of controversy is left to speak for itself.



ADDITIONS TO ERRATA, p. 845.

P. iv., second line from bottom, for third read fourth. p. viii, 1. 16, dele even.

p. 31, 1. 18 from bottom, for confessions read confession. p. 38, 1. 13, for Associations

read parties. p. 41, 1. 11 from bottom, for always read generally. p. 44, 1. 5 from

bottom, add at end in many chapels. p. 45, 1. 5 from bottom, for his read the late

pastor's. p. 46, 1. 20, dele in some degree. p. 52, 1. 8, for denying read rejecting.

p. 52, 1. 21, dele it. p. 52, 1. 27. for habits read habit. p. 57, 1. 19 from bottom,

for are read were. p. 57, 1. 17 from bottom, for Acts read Act. p. 58, 1. 5 from

bottom, for Foxteth read Toxteth. p. 61, 1. 18 from bottom, for congregations read

congregation. p. 75, 1. 21 from bottom, for says read is made to say. p. 82, 1. 19,

for on read as. p. 98, 1. 12 from bottom, for philanthropus read philanthropos

p. 126, 1. 7, for their Hcywood read Oliver Hcyivood's. p. 157, 1. 30, for passages

read quotation. p. 175, 1. 5 from bottom, dele that. p. 188, 1. 25 for they are read the

rejection is. p. 201, 1. 15, after yet insert would, p. 203, 1. 22 from bottom, for advisoi's

read advisers. p. 218, 1. 14 from bottom, for them read themselves. p. 226. 1. 16

from bottom, for repeated read reported. p. 227, 1. 17, for gives read uses. p. 227,

1. 7 from bottom, fill up blank with 176. p. 249, 1. 19, for o/read to. p. 331, 1. 7,

for arts read art, p. 366, 1. 11 from bottom, for that read than. p. 367, 1. 12,

for the same as in read and. p. 376, 1. 13, add the same, with the exception of Sir

E. B. Sugden. p. 420, 1. 25, for the minister read Mr Jarvis, one of the ministers.

p. 424, 1. 20, for decree read doctrine. p. 458, 1. 8 from bottom, for consultation read

consultative. p. 486, 1. 15, for wating read ivaiting. p. 496, 1. 15, dele not. p. 496,

1. 16, for but read or. p. 496, 1. 10 from bottom, before principles insert original.

p. 500, 1. 8, for served read promoted. p. 502, 1. 26 from bottom, for were read ivas.

p. 503, 1. 20 from bottom, for the second the read a. p. 505, 1. 10 from bottom, before

to insert so. p. 545, 1. 6, for motion read notion. p. 573, 1. 18 from bottom, for

diaphorist read adiaphorist. p. 590, 1. 10, for it read the first information. p. 604,

1. 6, for 200 read 2000. p. 609, 1. 21, for an affidavit read a state of facts. p. 624,

at end of 1. 8 from bottom, add father. p. 644, 1. 2, for Bill read Act. p. 644,

1. 17, for Uniformity read Toleration. p. 648, 1. 7, before About insert In. p. 648,

1. 20 from bottom, for surrounded read surmounted. p 720, 1. 5 from bottom, after

51 insert, 1761. p. 783, 1. 13 from bottom, after told insert truly. p. 785, 1. 6,

before ivhich insert most of. p. 798, after line 11 insert John Locke, 1630-1704.

p. 800, 1. 10 from bottom, for on read see. p. 802, 1. 23 from bottom, for 8th read

3rd. p. 805, add at end of 1. 19, see 5 Protestant Dissenter's Magazine, 286. p. 807,

1. 16, for given more at length read set out more fully. p. 820, 1. 16 from bottom,

for 663 read 632. 1. 5 from bottom. p. 820, 1. 4 from bottom, for Chaplain read

Clajiham. p. 828, 1. 12 from bottom, for ffl read the ; after would add if the point had

been taken before them, p. 839, 1. 20 from bottom, dele either. p. 850, at end of 1.

22 add 828.
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